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If Ever Out of Fashion, Naughty 
Heroines Now Very Forefronted 

Loose women have become ah < 
apparently fa\onte topic of clis- 
tussion in show business. They’ve 
always had a place in the enter¬ 
tainment world, of course, but now 
it seems they’re all over. And;; as 
ever, they’re more or less simpatiico 
individuals. 

Filin industry particularly is tak¬ 
ing note of. the midnight madon¬ 
nas and, significantly, in such 
good-taste fashion that screams; 
from the puritans have yet to be 
heard. It all goes hand in hand 
wtlh the “adult'' trend. p 

The hooking by Radio City Music 
Hall of a picture about a brothel 
was unheard of a few years ago. It 
simply wasn’t in keeping with !the 
atmosphere at the famed Manhat¬ 
tan “institution.” Next film at the 
Hall, following “Midnight Lace,” is 
“World of Suzie Wong” which ; fo¬ 
cuses on the girls, Nancy Kwaii in 
particular, of a Hong Kong red 
light district. ! j 

Without going into any kind of 
basic critical appraisal of “Suzie 

(Continued on page 17) 

39 YEARS A FILM CRITIC, 
LONDON'S HARMAN EXITS 

London, Nov. L 
Arthur Jympson Harman, ;69, 

film critic of the London Evening 
News for 39 years, during which 
time he reviewed nearly 10,000 
films, retired on Saturday (29). He 
joined the paper as an office boy 
53 years ago but within six years 
was acting as second string critic. 

Though he never went to Holly¬ 
wood his criticisms and weekly 
news column made him as familiar 
a figure with Hollywood personali¬ 
ties as in Britain. 

He is succeeded by Felix Barker, 
legit critic and feature writer; of 
the Evening News. Barker wijole 
an appreciation of Harman to tie 
up with his last film criticisms. The 
first film Harman reviewed was 
“Ivanhoe,” with Keith Baggot and 
Evelyn Hope, the last was the John 
■Wayne epic, “The Alamo.” ! 

Something Different: 
Japanese Bullfight 

Tokyo, Nov. lv 
An 11 -memher_Nikkat.su produc¬ 

tion unit, including young star 
Yujiro Ishihara, actress Mie Kita- 
liara and director Toshio Masuda 
Telt for Madrid to loaction with 
“Man at the Bullfight.” 

The shooting schedule lists 
Granada, Toledo, Lisbon find Co¬ 
penhagen in addition to Madrid. 
Ishihara plays a Japanese busi¬ 
nessman sent to Madrid to con¬ 
tract for the import of bullfighting 
to Japan. 

LIZ TAYLOR TO STAY 
AS‘CLEOPATRA’STAR 

London, Nov. I. 
Spyros P, Skouras put an end to 

reports that have been circulating 
j in London during the past fort- 
; night concerning the production of 
i “Cleopotra" when, in exclusive 
; statement to Variety he declared: 
: “We are proceeding as if we were 
not insured.”,. The 20th-Fox prez 

f denied any changes were contem- 
1 plated in the cast because shoot¬ 
ing had been delayed by the illness 

| of Elizabeth Taylor, though he con- 
1 ceded that production activities had 
jbeen held up by her illness. 

“Meanwhile,” added Skouras, 
“Walter Wanger and. Rouben 

.Mamoulian, producer and director 
! respectively, have been shooting 
1 around Miss Taylor and I encour- 
[aged them to continue to salvage 
whatever they can while waiting 
for her return. We are all hoping 
for her restoration to health soon.” 

j Before Skouras arrived here, in 
'company with studio topper Robr 
:ert L. Goldstein, there were urt- 
i confirmed reports that the produc- 
j tion might be switched to Spain, 

in view of the continuous wet 
I weather which has delayed film¬ 
ing of exteriors. 

- -1—-T-—r— -—r—:—-4- Hollywood, Nov; 1P 
*r r.i n .. _ I Film w orkers’ retirement pay \till 
lo f din rarJiament v upped from $75 to $95 beT 

, ^ . ij month effective Dec! 1. The $20 
UDfimil? in Tecnm increase -'vill apply to those already 

? ,*■ j receiving checks-as wall as to those 
London, Nov.: 1. who retire, on and after Dec. 1, ac- 

The State opening of Parliament cording to George J Flaherty 
today (Tues:) by the Queen is to board chairman of the Motion Pic- 
be filmed for the first time from ture Industry Pension Plan, 
inside the House of Lords in Tech- T.„ , . ... ' 
nicolor. The ceremony is being 4fcIt;s estimated that by Dec 1 
covered by the tw o newsreels, Pathe thf} e v llb be approximately 800 
and Movietone, which will make a retirees under the plan, 
black-and-white print available J Excess of $20,000,000 has aceu- 
to tv: : lUlated in the Plan’s treasury. 
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ED SULLIVAN 
Noted syndicated columnist pre- 

sen ling ' the .highly. Trendexed .end 
mightv Nielsened “ED SULLIVAN 
SHOW” says; 

“The cuoi ess. of.my show is.predi¬ 
cated on the .entertainment value 
of the artists. ’ The pronounced 
talent of PAUL ANKA was com¬ 
mensurate with that of the other 
great stars I have presented. I 
propose to play PAUL. ANKA again 
and .again.” ^ 

Cost the Most, 
Make the Most? 

Hollywood, Nov. 1. 
The theatre-going public will de¬ 

termine how long Hollywood pro¬ 
ducers will continue to grind out 
the niulti-millioh-dollar film pro¬ 
duct. Specs actually have: proven 
themselves; to be the only, real 
'competition of television since the 
advent of the commercial tube cut 
into boxoffiee grosses. This can¬ 
did observation was handed down 
by Edward Lewis, producer of the. 
$12,000.000. . Bryiia. . production 
“Spartacus” which Universal fi¬ 
nanced,. 

Lewis contends that “the films 
that cost, the must—make the ; 
most,” from a boxoffiee standpoint, j 
He refers to “Gone With the 
Wind,” "The Robe,” “Giant,” ”Ten 
Commandments^’ and most - recent- i 
ly “Beri-Hur” as production giants 
during tliie past years that cost 
from S5.000.000 to $15,000,000 and 
recouped their original investments 
plus a hefty, profit. 

The so-called expensive film, at 
one time too costly a gamble for a 

(Continued on page 17) 

Hate Brigade Comes Out 
Of Woodwork to Plague 

Sammy Davis on Coast 
Hollywood, Nov. 1. 

Sammy Davis Jr.’s first two 
nights of his one-man stand at the 
Huntington Hartford Theatre w ere 
marred by not-in-the-script inci¬ 
dents. Three male pickets wear¬ 
ing swastikas and carrying anti- 
racial placards paraded in front 
of the theatre opening night (25), 
with the usual, hate themes: “Pur¬ 
ity for AH Nations” and “We Will 
Protect, the -Purity of the Nordic 

I Race,” 
| Davis wound the first of his 
:: three weeks engagement with a 
; hefty $28,000, House is scaled at 
a $6.50 top. 

Pickets wore suntan Uniforms 
without insignias. They were 

(Continued on page 53) 

and Movietone, which will make a ^etirees Phder the plan, 
black-and-white print available J Excess of $20,000,000 has aceu- 
to tv: (■ lUlated in the Plan’s treasury, 

The; teleyersiori Is expected on since, it was in avigurated on Oct. 
the air the same night, but the: 26. 1953, through investment of 
color topicals won’t go out to film ; producers and employees’ contri- 
theatres in next day or two, butions at mi, eight-to-five ratio. 

^—/-; r • ■ . More than $550,000 has been paid 

MERVYN LEROY IN 
HAWAIIAN 

_ • ■■■.■,•; , is that the Amount of produ- 
Honolulu, Nov. 1. iters’ contribution be increased 

Producer-director Mervvn LeRoy 1 from eight to 16 cents per Iman- 
ran a halfpage ad in th latest i hour in order to make retirement 
issue of the Maui News endorsing j benefit of: $125 per month fiscally 
election of Eddi Tam as Maui feasible - 
County Chairman, the island’s top [ .Flaherty pointed-ouC;tbat .John- 
political plum. I son & Higgins, actual^ firm for 

LeRoy,. who filmed exteriors for. the employer-employee plan, has 
“Devil at 4 O’clock” on Maui, is a ; adjudged the $95 per month to be 
Republican. Tam is a Democrat, [aytuarily sound. Under the new 

Unprecedented ad. said “it"whs benefit level, it’s noted, a retiree 
your friendly County Chairman and his wife, both also qualified 
Eddie Tam who persuaded us to I under Social Security, can receiv 
use Lahaina as the location of the | a combined monthly retirement in¬ 
movie.” ; coirie, of up to $275/ 

*‘As far as Selling Maui goes, I.: ——:—-r——r——— 
doubt if you will, ever find a better ! _ ____ , _ 
‘salesman’ and booster for Maui fiRFAT MFRAI OF PITY 
and its; people than Eddie tain,” Wr M11 
LeRoy's ad asserted. AC D1DIC Til VATliI 

Tam’s Republican rival managed ys I AllliJ ly TAIllCL 
to get the last word. Paris, Nov. 1( 

“I think LeRoy is absolutely Joseph R: Vogel Was given the 
correct; Eddie IS a good salesman Great Medal of the City of Paris 

to get the last word. . Paris. Nov. 1A 
“I think LeRoy is absolutely Joseph R: Vogel Was given the 

correct; Eddie IS a good salesman Great Medal of the City of Paris 
I think he should be in the Hawaii; and a Diploma ef Honor when he 
Visitors Bureau or Chamber of : came in for the opening* of “Bei£ 
Commerce on a full-time hasis. ,Hur” iM-G). The Metro prexy was 

| This is the kind of work he does handed the accolades bv Jean Tar- 
i best.. Let ME be the Chairman of dieu, head of the Municipal Coun- 
1 the County Government and actu- cil of Paris , who underlined the 
ally Maui would benefit both dose ties between the French 

j “ ” his statement suggested. j Metro company here and the 
j -----— Council for more than 35: years, 
r _ , • Tardieii also: lauded “Ben-Hur” and 
Mex Bureau Denies ! talked about the new Metro pic. 

Permit to IT S rireus ’ “Four H<)rs«mei) of Apocalypse” rennil lO circus whjch had its exteriors done here. 
Mexico City, Oct. 25. | Among those present at the cere- 

This city’s Office of Public En- jfi0ny were Michel Fourre-Cor- 
tertainments, without any explana- mery, head of the Ontre Du 
tion, has denied a permit for the cinema; Charlton HCsfon, Glenn 
presentation of the Clyde Brothers Ford, Olivia De Havilland, Maurice 
circus here. The circus is current- Chevalief, Dave Lewis, Metro Con- 
ly on Lati American: tour; The tinental manager; and Jean Le 
thumbs-down for the American Due, head of Gaumonf heire. 
circus follows a similar nixing of ————:—- 
a Mexican, run of the Ritigling 

; Bros:, Barnum : and ’Bailey circus, DOUGLAS' EUROPEAN TRIP 
j with the turndown in this case is- Hollywood, Nov. 1, 
I sued some time ago. Kirk Douglas, to spur interest 

However, the office announced in “Spartacus,” will make personal 
that the. Imperial and Atayde cir- appearances at three European 
cuses (both national) have been, openings of Universal release in 
granted permits. The first is sked- December. 
ded to open at the end of this On his agenda are London^ 
month/ . Frankfui't and Dusseldorf. 
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Louella Take* $tand 
Boston, Nov, 1. 

Hearst columnist Louella O. 
Parsons here Vacationing and to 
visit daughter. Harriet, coprod¬ 
ucer of pre-Broadway tryout 
comedy “Rape, of the Belt” at 
the Wilbur Theatre here, blast¬ 
ed perversion in films and said 
“there is too much of the un¬ 
healthy in films.” 

“I don’t have anything against 
sex, but perversion is. some¬ 
thing else again:” she declared. 
“I want to see films made that 
will get families back into the 
theatre;” she continued; ‘To 
me some of the films made 
nowT are shocking. We all have 
enough trouble arid when we 
go to the theatre we want to . 
be entertained,” 

The columnist suggested that, 
films need more - comedy' and 
should show the pleasant side 
of life. 
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Does the public care what a pic-4 

ture costs? Apparently some film 

companies and producers believe It 

does because it has been the policy 

Recently of producers, and .distribu¬ 

tors to boast about a picture’s cost. 

This has been especially the; case 

with the hardtickei:. entries, where, 

such sums as $10,000,000 and $15,- 

000,000 are tossed around with as 

much eise as the. industry once 

employed. the word “colossol.” 

Utilizing the cost, real or al¬ 

leged, as a selling plus to impress 

the public, the press and the trade; 

VBen-Hur,” at $15,000,000, was 

hailed as the most expensive pier 

tiire ever made, “Spartacus,” at 

$il.000;000, as the most expensive 

picture ever made in Hollywood, 

and “The Alamo,” at $12,000,000. 

as the most expensive picture ever 

made, in the United States. 

Sez TJie Bb$y Soil—- 
, Having made “Murder Inc-” 
for 20th-F'ox, and now direct¬ 
ing “Mad Dog Coir for pro- 

- ducer Edward Schreiber i.and 
Columbia, Burt Balaban was 
asked Why he wasn’t doing 
anything at Paramount, whose 

. president is his father; Barr 
ney Balaban, 
. Young Balaban replied that 
he had' been. with Par a couple 

..of years, W'orking on the tele¬ 
vision. end. >yith Paul Raibourn 
and Geprge Shupert. It. went 
along fine, except, that less 
.than full credit was given him. 
when things went Well and 
the errors seemed to magni¬ 
fy themselves many . times 
over: That’s What comes of 
being the boss' son—and it’s 
not a preferred role for Burt 
Balaban. 

. However,, industryites, wise to 
the techniques of . the trade, are 
aware: that these costs have been 
exaggerated, two -slightly;' one by 
as much as -double .its actual cost. 

In cases where what is shown 
on the screen cannot be translated 
to astronomical nuihbers, the. film 

. company merely terms it “ a inulti- 
milHon” production, as in thePcase 
of Columbia’s “Pepe.” Somn pro¬ 
ducers, .notably Samuel 061dwyn 
and Otto Preminger, refuse to dis¬ 
cuss the cost of productions on the 
ground that the public doesn’t care 
What a picture costs so long as it 
receives its value in entertainment. 

Most Everybody is aware that an 
expensive picture is not always a 
good picture. Nor is it necessarily 
a nibney-mnkerv Some of . the cur¬ 
rent hard t icket entries, despite 
their alleged over $10,000,000 costs, 
will find it tough to recoup their 
dreamed-up cost s. but they stand a 
chance of equalling or even top¬ 
ping their actual costs. But despite 
the realistic considerations,, there’s 
no doubt .that the Industry will 
continue to inflate production 
costs. 

It’s done to impress other, pro¬ 
ducers, to get better terms from 
exhibitors, and to make the public 
.believe that it is. being, offered 
something it cannot miss. 

Perhaps' t|ieJ most glaring exam¬ 
ple of the industry’s predilictiori 
with costs was producer Sam 
Spiegefs. disclosure that “The 
Bridge; of the River .Kwai” only 
cost. $2,700,000 and grossed $3Q.- 

: 000.00(1 world-wide. The produc¬ 
tion cost; he said,, had been with¬ 
held up to no\v because of the feat, 
that its disclosure might detract 
from the aura of bigness. 

Leo D. HochstCtter; head of the 
Motion Picture Export.. Assn.’s 
office;in Frankfurt,.Is expected to 
move to Rome as MPEA director, 
for the Mediterranean ai#.a, suc¬ 
ceeding Frank Gervasi.' who re¬ 
signed in September to become a 
veepee of Fairbanks-Morse. 

Who would replace Ilochstetter 
in Frankfurt is not known at the 
moment, and there: may be some 
question Oil whether lie .will . be 
replaced by a fulltime rep. Though 
the Frankfurt office has been a 
qne-man-plus-secretary operation, 
MPEA regards it .as an important 
one. since, the Frankfurt exec, in 
addition to Germany, also covers 
Austria and the Scandinayiatvcouri- 
tries. 

Though, there are some import-, 
ant: MPEA member company execs 
who feel that “liberalized” film 
trade, particularly , in Germany, 
makes a man In Frankfurt unriCs- 
sary, MPEA toppers hold: to theii* 
idea that one of the important 
functions of the MPEA is to guard 
against anti-film trade Moves be¬ 
fore: they happed. 

Since Gervasi's resignation, 
MPEA’s Rome office has been run 

'by Gervasi’s former -assistant, 
Henry Borghese. : 

WB Eludes ‘Condemnation’; 
Legion Not Pleased By 

(Call) ‘Girl In Night* 
GABE SUMNER NAMED 

PUB MANAGER AT UA 
Gabe Sumner has'been appointed 

publicity manager of United Artists 
by pub-ad v.p. Roger H. Lewis. He 
Joins the company on Nov. 14. 
Sumner replaces Burt; Sloane, who 
has received, an indefinite leave. Of 
absence because of an undefined 
illness. 

■ Formerly with Paramount and 
the Schine Theatre Circuit; Sum¬ 
ner, has since 1956 been a partner 
in the Indie publicity firm of Siimr- 
ner St. Friedkin. John Frledkin 
will continue to operate the firm 
under his ow n name. 

'BUCKS COUNTY' FOR WB 

Not Set If James Woolf Goes To 
Burbank Studio 

“Devil in Bucks County’’ is set. 
to roll at Warners within, the next 
few months. Script; director and 
top cast already ar'e signed. But 
there seems some uncertainty as 
to who will fie the producer. ' 

Property is owned by London’s 
James Woolf. It’s up In the air as 
to svhether he’ll want to journey to 
Burbank to make the picture and, 
if not; who’ll substitute for film. 

Warners has escaped a “C“ (com 
demned ( rating by the National Le¬ 
gion of Decency for the company’s 
“Girl in the Night.” Catholic re¬ 
viewing group is far from high on 
the Max Rosenberg production, in¬ 
deed considers it “questionable en¬ 
tertainment for the motion picture 
medium.’’. Legion this week g;ave it 
a “separate classification:” 

I Directed by Joseph. Cates' , and 
With' Kay Medford and Lloyd No¬ 
lan among the principal players, 
“Night” concerns itself with a call 
girl.' Cates said the approach is 
devoid of any lurid, graphic de? 
tails; instead, (he pictures is in¬ 
tended, and is, a study along 
psychiatric lines. He said he has 
had virtually complete assurance 
from WB that the ad campaign will 
be marked by an absence Of any 
kirid Of “low exploitation” selL 

Legion noted the film is done in 
serious quasLdocuriientary fashion 
but . because 6f the basic nature of 
the subject matter it is. fit only 
for “a specialized and mature audi¬ 
ence and its exhibition . should 
therefore be restricted.” WB’s re¬ 
ported intent to market “Night” 
in. good taste apparently was a fac¬ 
tor in the Legion’s “separate 
classification” determination. 

All this; of course, leads to spec¬ 
ulation about, exhibitor attitude. 

(Continued on page 15) 

The film.version of Jack Gelber’s 
off-Brpadway hit, “The Connec¬ 
tion,” is being privately financed; 
under a limited partnership ar¬ 
rangement similar to the method 
employed in raising funds for legit 
shows. The picture is financed at 
$177,000, which Includes a reserve 
for contingencies and extra 
Week of. shooting;; 

The film, w’hich started, shooting 
Monday (31) at Hi .Brown’s' Produc¬ 
tion Center in New York, is being 
coproduced by Shirley Clarke and 
Lewis Allen. Miss Clarke, who 
will direct, is a documentary film¬ 
maker Allen is general; manager 
for . legit producer; Robert White- 
head. The picture, isbeing pro¬ 
duced under the banner' of Allen- 
Hodgdon Inc., a company organ¬ 
ized for indie ii'm production by 
Allen and a Washington stock¬ 
broker. Involved in the produc¬ 
tion are Arthur Orriitz as cinema¬ 
tographer and Jimmy DeGangi as 
associate producer. 

Per Allen, the bulk of the finan¬ 
cing, came from the “hard core of 
legit investors.” He indicated that 
usual Broadway angels became, dis¬ 

enchanted With investing iii legit 
shows following the Equity strike; 
and that they are more inclined 
presently to invest in motion pic¬ 
tures. -The investors, he added, 

.have become convinced that they 
have, as good and perhaps a better 
chance, to realize a return from 
their investment in films. Allen 
echoes the opinipn of indie pro¬ 
ducer George Justin, reported in 
VARiEtY last \veek, that there is 
less risk involved investing in filins 
than , in the theatre’. 

. “Tiie Connection,” Alien be¬ 
lieves, will establish a pattern plac¬ 
ing independent films on the same 
basis as plays, but with a better ] 
chance of coin recovery.. 

According to Alien, theatrical 
producer Roger1 Stevens and White¬ 
head. are planning a similar finan¬ 
cial arrangement for a picture to. 
be produced: next year. In addi¬ 
tion, he . said . that .Allen-Hodgdon 
had six. properties which it plans 
to place into production utilizing 
the same mohey-raisihg system. 

. Allen said no attempt, will be 
made to obtain a distribution deal 
until' the picture is completed. It's 
conceivable,, he. added, that efforts 
would be made to; organize a dis¬ 
tribution setup that would handle 
films that are produced under 
similar circumstances. 

Alien served as the sparkplug 
that brought together a group* of 
young, N.Y.-based filmmakers for 
the purpose Of 'establishing a sys¬ 
tem of raising coin on. the limited 
partnership basis for independent 
film productions. 

Genersd Pnye-lirs 

Boston, Nov. 1. 
General Drive-In Gorp., diversi¬ 

fied. amusement company, has de¬ 
clared a quarterly dividend of 
12V£c per share. Melon is payable 
Nov. 25 to stockholders of record 
on Nov. 5. 

The company, formerly Mid-. 
West Drive-In Theatres, operates 
drive-ins, indoor theatres at shop¬ 
ping centers, and a; newly-created 
bowling center chain ‘ New 
England. 

Charles L, Moore, v.p. of the 
First National Bank of Boston, has 
been elected a. director of General 
Drive-In which is headed by Philip 
Smith. 

The Idea Remains 
Omaha, Nov. 1. 

Omaha World-Herald con¬ 
tinues to censor titles of fea¬ 
tures. 

Latest switch; pulled. on the. 
Muse Theatre; “Gall- Girls” 
nixe£ but “Love by Appoint¬ 
ment” okay. 

Lab Financing Mexicans; 
Arlington Asserts Its ‘Bolivar 

‘Too Far’—Both Ways? 
Paris, Nov. 1. 

Is the. Algerian war mani¬ 
festo of; the 121 entertainers 
and “intellectuals” and the 
recoil of the French govern- 

. ment a standoff? 
There .is evidence that while 

the public feels those advo¬ 
cates refusal to serve in the 
French army “went too far” 
there is also a feeling that the 
authorities, in a tall rage, also 
“went too far” in punishing 
the signatories by denying 
them . Film Aid or continued 

. e rrrp 1 o y m e ri t where they 
worked for * he dramatic, radio 
or television arms of the state. 

Simone Signoret,. who has 
suffered before for getting 
into sticky politics, Is again 
a chief focus.. Novelist Frari- 
coise Sagan is perhaps second 
under the spotlight. 

Tokyo, Qct. 25; 
Toei Motion Picture Co., the 

most prosperous Nippon, film com¬ 
pany, these days, is expected to 
absorb the troubled Shintoho Mo¬ 
tion, ..Picture Co* by early next 
month. 

Shintoho, deep In debt, is one 
of. Japan’s six majors. In April 
this year, adding to Its woes, one 
of the largest buildings at its 
Klnuta studio Was reduced to 
ashes. Moreover,: the company has 
been embroiled in a series of labor 
disputes which unfavorably 
dragged around the name Of prez 
Mitsugu Okiira. 

It is believed that, the top execs 
of Shintoho and Toei have reached j 

informal accord on ways and 
means of the absorption. 

Vet of 25 Orient Prods., 
Rolf Bayer Extending 

Filmmaking to America 
Hollywood. Noy.. 1. 

With 25 features—all made in; 
arid for the Oriental market—un¬ 
der his belt, producer Rolf Bayer 
has revealed here he Is expanding; 
his operation to encompass the 
United States; both In terms of co¬ 
productions and release. 

Bayer, who writes and directs as. 
Well as. produces, has been head¬ 
quartered In the Philippines for 
the past 11 years, having moved 
tii ere after some 15 yeats In New 
York theatre arid radio as an ac¬ 
tor and writer. In additoin to the 25 
features, he has filmed more than 
200 "short subjects and, lri all. has 
received more than a dozen Inter- 

j national awards for his pix. 
First of his Banaue Films pro- 

ects to be released in this country 
will be “Bagjao.” which Parallel 
Films will distribute as art-house 
product in January. The story of 
the. Moros and told via an “equal¬ 
ity” theme,,, the film will be . sub¬ 
titled for. U. ;S. showing. Second 
Banaue film for U. S. release will 
be “Cry Freedom,” a story of the 
Guerrilla warfare. In the Philip¬ 
pines during. World War II: Pic 

. goes out in February through Bar- 
jul International. 

Bayer additionally Is putting to¬ 
gether a U. S.-PhiliRpine co-pro¬ 
duction on “Be My Sins Remem¬ 
bered.” English-lariguage film Toll¬ 
ing In the Philippines Feb.- 15. 
American participant, now being 
negotiated, will provide the above- 
the-iine costs, supplying a lead 
American actor, an associate pro¬ 
ducer and the raw stock. . 

The transplanted American pro¬ 
ducer. declared filmaking in the 

(Continued on page 18) 

A major unidentified film 
laboratory (not Pathe) Is said to be 
the prime source of a $5,000,000 
loan that is being arranged for the 

t government - supervised Mexican 
| film financing bank for use in co¬ 
production ventures between Mexi¬ 
can and American producers. Al¬ 
though Del Banco Nacional 
Cinematografico of Mexico has fi¬ 
nanced local production, this is 
said to be the first time that It will 
have a specific revolving fund 
available for Mexican-Yank co- 
productions, 

Albert E, Marten, counsel and 
producer’s representative for the 
recently-organized Arlington Pro¬ 
ductions, said las(* week that ha 
was in the process of negotiating 
the loan for the Mexican film bank 
and that Arlington would ba 
among the first to benefit from tha 
joint financing venture. Arlington, 
headed by William D. Coates, has 
joined forces with a Mexican firm 
to organize a new coproduction 
company in Mexico, it was dis¬ 
closed. The new firm is known as 
Arlington-Bueno Productions S.A. 
The alliance represents a combina¬ 
tion of Arlington and Producciones 
Bueno of Mexico, headed by Don 
Jose. Luis Bueno, described as a 
pioneer Mexican filmmaker. 

According to Marten, the new 
coin will be expressly earmarked 
for coproduction deals between 
Yank and Mexican producers. 
Profits accruing to the bank from 
these ventures, he added, will bo 
reinvested for similar coproduc¬ 
tion arrangements. 

The first Arlington-Bueno co¬ 
production, with the Mexican part¬ 
ner providing the below-the-lin® 
costs, will be “Let Me Breath# 
Thunder,” based on the novel by 
W’illiam Attaway. This is scheduled 
lor a January start. 

The most ambitious undertaking 
of the new partnership wrill be an 
“$8,000,006 to $10,000,000” Todd- 
AO production of “Simon Bolivar.” 
The film will be based on an 
original screenplay by Herbert 
Kline. The project dealing with th® 
George Washington of South 
America has intrigued filmmakers 
for a number of years, including 
Lester Cowan and Dino DeLauren- 
tiis. both of w'hom disclosed plans 
to make but never did films about 
the Latin American liberator. 

Marten ^and Coates claim they 
have the only script that has th® 
“official” approval of the Latin 
American countries and that they 
have been assured of the coopera¬ 
tion of South American countries. 
Marten stated that In reality it 
would be a Pan-American produc¬ 
tion, with location shooting being 
done in Ecuador and Peru as w'ell 
as Mexico. Each of the countries, 
he said, would make their armies 
available for the king-sized produc- 

(Continued on page 15) 

ZIMBALIST-ROBERTS: 
UNITED AND READYING 

Hollywood, Nov. 1. 
Newly-formed' ZRB Productions, 

set up last week by indie produc¬ 
ers A1 Zimbalist and Byron Rob¬ 
erts, is already underway on four 
features and one tv series, latter 
tabbed “Taffy.” Zimbalist, who re¬ 
cently left Metro producer berth, 
will be exec producer, and Roberts, 
with a Columbia Pictures deal be¬ 
hind him, will produce. 

Initial feature will be Jules 
Verne’s “Career of a Comet,” color 
pic to .be lensed in U.S., Japan and 
England. Radcliffe Hall’s “Well of 
Loneliness,” Lesbian-themed novel 
in which the overt lesbianism will 
be deleted, according to Zimbalist, 
is set as second. 

Third and fourth features, re¬ 
spectively, will be “The Skirts of 
Sgt. McHugh, war comedy au¬ 
thored by Zimbalist, and “Th® 
Willie Sutton Story,” property 
owned by Roberts. Negotiations 
are on for Tony Randall to essay 
title role of latter. 
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[‘Runaway’: What They Say and Do 
By ROBERT J. LANDRY ir*+*irk++1rkiHrk**+****i(+H*i***^^ 

After some months irij Europe during 1960, a number of 

American film producers have lately returned to Holly¬ 

wood proclaiming, in effect, “There's no place like honied 

Which‘may-well be true, and welcome back.. Almost on 

their heels, but going iii the Opposite direction, a number 
of other American producers head Overseas to make 
sundry pictures. Fine, and good luck to them. But must 
both groups shout that they have not and/or are not 
“running away?” 

The trouble with this kind of double-talk, cramming 
the facts into the theory, like a woman vain of her shoe 
size, is that it threatens rapidly to become preposterous. 
It asks trade papers anefi lay press, to accept straight-faced 
a kind of self-conscious [apologia which does not meet the 
ancient, and sound, maxim that actions speak louder than 
words. 

The craft unions of. Hollywood invented the term 
“runaway production” [as a propaganda term. That[s 
natural. A way of life that was very comfortable is appar¬ 
ently threatened out there, though the boom in television 
films surely offsets the[ theatrical film slump which has 
prevailed since the strikes of the actors and the writers 
broke the rhythm. But if the constant sloganizing against 
“runaway” producers is J having some effect, it may fairly 
be hinted that many of the appeasement interviews, lately 
become fashionable, are*hardly more than counter-propa¬ 
ganda. 

Bluntly, is there a producer who would decline to make 

a picture anywhere at all. If circumstances favored his 
creation of a valuable property? It is simply inconsistent 
with human, nature to ask showmen not to be showmen, 
but coast guards. 

The Devilish Overhead 

More practically, not much is heard of constructive, 
tangible efforts to make the Hollywood lots more attrac¬ 
tive. True, Columbia Pictures has reduced fixed studio 
overhead. froi 259c to .22%. The point which cannot be 
overlooked is that the. major studios nowadays are'not 
ideally situated., to “force” independent , producers to 
remain in Holly wood if they [are disposed toi wander; 

There are many other related factors, of course. Tax 
advantage is frequently mentioned. Equally potent, if 
seldom mentioned, in discussions.of the. “runaway” prob¬ 
lem is the human; element, the fact, that producers them¬ 
selves; their wives and children, enjoy living arid .working' 
in exotic foreign lands. 

Some of the purely technical considerations may- or 
may not be crucial. Take the many stories published. ' 
these columns during the past several seasons as to tha 
relative merits arid skills of studio -crews in Hollywood, 
Britain, France, Italy, Spain, Germany, Mexico and Japan. 
But will anybody truly decide [for or against Britain on 
the basis of the studio shop stewards being temperamental 
petty tyrants and the grips tea-break happy? France's 
technicians won’t get up early, but: willingly work into 
the w;ee hours. .What price the difference? Madrid stage¬ 

hands are wonderfully cooperative, but sometimes greeh; 
And so on. These are important, but not telltale. 

More significant, is the trend,.in European studios for 
American productions to exceed budget. That’s too much 
like home-, perhaps. There , also, the question of how 
long the novelty of European scenery can be touted as a 
unique plus? 

‘Protesting Too Much’ 
Meanwhile, producers -come and go, in both senses. If 

they, feel a . compulsion to apology they must , at least 
recognize that there is- the danger of “protesting too 
much” their love of. Hollywood. Certainly there is no 
obligation to apologize for pursuing their careers as [and. 
Where tliey best may in a trying , and challenging transi¬ 
tional period. Moreover;, it. is sufficiently clear that cer.tai 
productions, of Which “King of Kings” rid “El Gid” iii 
Spain may be cited as examples; which icquld not possibly 
get produced in Hollywood. Not financially, nor piotoriajly. 

The lpng-perspeclive of theatrical history, as recorded 
In the files of this 55-year: old: publication, amounts to 
this: trends rise and fall. and the film medium grows' 
Constantly more, “international.” Hollywood must adjust 
to the new set of circumstances and, survive: in a new 
context. There .is a‘ good deal of evidence, . despite all 
Wailing, that it is doing precisely that. In any event; therf 
is no turning back, the calendar, to the old, ea'sy days. 

Meanwhile,, producers, i transit, ought perhaps to get 
hold of their poise.-They’ll never win a popularity contest 
with the TATSE by niimeograph handout alone. 

Skouras on "Francis of Assisi’ Location; 

Assisi, Italy,;; Nov. 1, 4 

Spyros P. Skouras, president of 
20th-Fox. paid a whirlwind visit to 
the location of his son, Plato 
Skouras’ film, “Francis of Assisi,” 
here last week. The elder Skouras 
arrived in the afternoon pf the first 
day of production «28>, accom¬ 
panied by Mrs. Skouras, briefly 
visited the set, conferred with his 
son, hosted the company; at dinner 
and beaded back to Rome which 
is three hours’ distant, j; 

Skouras had intended to arrive 
on the very first day of production, 
hut local superstition spoiled his 
plans. It was, incidentally, one of 
Skouras’ very rare visits to a lo¬ 
cation away from a major studio 
in Hollywood or London. 

The original schedule [called for 
“Francis” to go before! the color 
and Cinemascope camera on Oct. 
28, a Friday. At a production con¬ 
fab on Wednesday eve, Pierro 
Portalupi, the Italian director of 
photography, suddenly I said he 
v ould not start a film on: a. Friday. 
He explained patiently to the skep¬ 
tical Americans that this would 
bring the picture bad luck. 

The eventual compromise saw 
Portalupi and director! Michael 
Curtiz lensing general shots of 
Assisi sans the actors. This made 
it perfectly all right fofc work to 
proceed in earnest on Friday 
morning. ^ 

“Francis” stars Bradford Dill- 
man in the title rolp, Dolores Hart 
as Clare (also later I Sainted) and 
Stuart Whitman in' the role of 
Paolo, the young nobieman who 
cannot accept Francis’ outlook on 
life which calls for the [renuncia¬ 
tion of property, the practice of 
humility and the seeking of peace 
among men even at a time - when 
the Crusaders were on the march. 

The picture will be shot on lo¬ 
cation around mountainous Um¬ 
bria where medieval villages are 
almost flawlessly preserved. Later. 
“Francis” will move to Rome and 
to Spain for interiors arid the big 
outdoor action scenes , including 
the battles between the Crusad¬ 
ers and the Saracens. [ Producer 
Plato Skouras, who’s been working 
on the “Francis” script; for some 
two years, expects’ to wind up_ 
around Christmas time. 

Production of the film!200 miles 
north of Rome presents i plenty of 
headaches. Some 3.000, costumes 
are being created locally for the 
picture which carries a S2.800.000 
budget. System is unique Parts 
of the costumes are farmed out to 
individuals who in turri contract 
for certain villages to turn them 
out. Thus a whole village might 
work on the shoes, another on the 
breast-plates, still another on em¬ 
broidered blouses, etc. Procedure 
is much cheaper than renting from 
Western Costume, but it also takes 
a lot longer. 

Squabble almost Immediately 
arose over the type of robe Saint 
Francis should wear. The Francis¬ 
cans are split into two groups dat¬ 
ing back to the times of th<V*. foun- 

(Continued on page 15) 

U.S. Dividend Pace 
Washington, Nov. 1. 

Dividends by motion picture 
companies rose from $3[617,- 
800 in September-r-a juirip of 
$198,000 from September a 
year ago. according to the Com¬ 
merce Dept. Seven firms re¬ 
ported melons, the same as 
last year. 

The cumulative total amount¬ 
ed to $18,992,000—well ahead 
of the 1959 year-to-date fig¬ 
ure of $17,929,000, Lion’s share 
of the September total was .ac¬ 
counted for by Universal, 

Commerce Dept, by policy 
does not make public the firm- 
by-firm breakdown* 

Converting Real Estate 
Continues; AB-FT Fiscal 

Story Remains Boomish 
"The financial success story at 

American Broadcasting-Paramount 

Theatres continues. Leonard H. 

Goldenson, president,, this week re¬ 

vealed an. operating profit for the 

first nine months of I960 estimated 

at $7,522,000, or $1.80 per share, 

representing an increase of 44% 

over the $5,226,000, or $1.22 a 

share, for the corresponding period 

of last year. 

Profit for.the first three quarters 

of the current year was the highest 

in AB-PT history, said Goldenson, 

With capital gains included, the. 

earnings for the period amounted 
to $8,873,000, or $.2.12 a share, com¬ 
pared with $5,407,000 or $1.26 a 
share for last year. 

Third quarter of 1960 brought a 
net of $1,869,000, or 45c a [share, 
representing an increase of 40% 
over the $1,340,000, or 32c a share 
for the like period of. 1959. 

Goldenson related that theatre 
business in the third quarter was 
about equal to last year. July, he 
Said, was slow, but August was the 
best since 1955 arid September was 
ahead of last year. 

AB-PT is continuing its policy of 
divesting or converting marginal 
theatre properties. For example, a 
12-story office building , is replac¬ 
ing a theatre in Atlanta. AB-PT has. 
a longterm lease on the property 
and a 50% equity, in the building. 
Total, of 22 film houses have been 
disposed of so far this year. 

Third quarter results for the 
ABC division reflect a continuation 
of the improvement shown, earlier 
in the year. Despite lasses sus¬ 
tained in carrying the political con¬ 
ventions in July, gross television 
time billings ran 43% over the 
same three months last year, Gol¬ 
denson reported, adding that this 
was the largest percentage and dol¬ 
lar increase of all three Webs. 

Experts We’re Getting, J 
Sez Fix Producers Guild 

On Pension-Welfare 
Hollywood, Nov. 1. 

Screen Producers Guild has laid 
the groundwork for participation 
in a; pension, health and welfare 
plan—perhaps similar to. the pro- 
grains newly wori by directors, 
actors, arid writers—by giving the | 
green light to an. ambitious ,survey 
of all pertinent data in the field. 
Guild is about to hire a private 
actuarial firm; to conduct the sur¬ 
vey, prexy Walter Mirisch con-, 
firmed last week. 

Out. of the survey will come a 
proposed plan. arid recommenda¬ 
tions to the Assn. Of Motion Pic¬ 
ture Producers, industry body rep- 
ping most; of the. major companies, 
through which Directors Guild of 
America, Writers. Guild of America 
and Screen . Actors; Guild closed 
recent negotiations and won pen¬ 
sion-health-welfare plans,;. 

It’s clear that SPG presents 
peculiar problems hot duplicated 
in DGA, WGA or SAG, and these 
problems will be incorporated in 
any pension-health-welfare plan 
proposed by the Guild. In soine 
cases, .of course, SPG members 
actually are. employers. In other 
cases, however, they are considered 
employees. 

SPG, in December of last year, 
staked a claim to residuals from tv 
sale of post-!48 films. It’s not likely 
that this islsue will play a highly 
important Vole in any . SPG pro¬ 
posal to A^IPP, at least, riot beyond 
the “past-service credit” payment 
made to other Guilds. . Body of the 
proposal .should revolve around 
consideration ! on future films. 

SPG. is not a collective bargain¬ 
ing unit, arid thus no collective 
bargaining agreement exists be¬ 
tween the Guild and AMPP, How¬ 
ever, inajor studios are signatories 
to a 1954 “Code of .Practices Re¬ 
lating >to Screen Producers” a 
document which provides for such 
discussions. 

Producers* . org additionally is- 
working°With AMPP's parent body, 
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer¬ 
ica,. in developing .a formula for 
SPG; representation, oh the MPA A 
hoard. Mirisch . and MPA A prexy 
Eric Johnston are about to work, 
out proposed plan which, it’s 
understood, involves three spots 
for . SPG on the. MPAA executive 
body. 

Europe to U. S. 
Monty M. Berman 
[Alfred Black 
Victor Chekhradze 
Shura Cherkassky 
Reg Connelly 
Mildrid Rilling 
Ben Feldman 
Robin Fox 
Jimmy Gardiner 

. Leslie Grade 
Eugene. Ionesco 
Alexander Korneichuk 
[Charles B. [Moss 
Maurice Newtbn 
Steven PaRos 
John Pardos 
John Parelko 
Ronald Rogers 
Jules Romains 
George Weltner 

Conflicts in Wording, Not Content 
‘Young Doctors’ Okay for UA Despite Columbia’s 

‘Internes’—U Wins ‘Talk’ Figbt 

Pledged Popcorn 
Los Angeles, Nov; 1. 

All Southern California film 
exhihs are being asked to 
pledge their popcorn sales Nov. 
4 to the Will Rogeirs Hospital 
as a birthday salute to late hu¬ 
morist, in whose memory t lie 
30-year-old show biz hospital 
was founded. 

A1 Lapidus arid National. 
Theatre Supply, two of the 
West’s largest popedrn sup¬ 
pliers, have agreed to replace 
all popcorn sold at theatres 
pledged for the drive. 

Ludwig Lawrence Wins An 
Examination of Decca, 

Universal & Raclonil 
The right to examine Decca 

Record^ [Universal Pictures, and 
Milton R. Rackmil, president of 
both companies; in a suit alleging 
“Waste arid mismanagement” was 
granted last week to a plaintiff,/ 
Ludwig. (Laudy) Lawrence, by .N.Y. 
Supreme Court Justice Samuei 
Gold. 

In granting the motion for [the. 
examination, the Court stated that 
the affidavits ; “show sufficient 
special circumstances and tend to 

[ show that the allegation has some 
basis in fact.” The Court added 

[that the specific items of examina¬ 
tion requested "are pertinent to the 

I issues involved.” The Court or¬ 
dered the examination for Friday 
(4) and ordered the presentation 
of relevant books , and records. ; 

Lawrence, a large holder of Uni¬ 
versal’s preferred stock, is a for¬ 
mer. theatreowner, distributor, and 
investor in pictures. He was longr 
time head of Metro in Europe, 
based in Paris. 

TRANS-LUX PAYS 30c 
AND % STOCK DIV. 

Board of directors of TrariSrLux 
Corp. has declared an annual divi¬ 
dend of 30c a share on the com¬ 
pany’s capital stock, plus an extra 
5% stock dividend. Cash dividend, 
the same as last year, is payable 
Dec, 16 to stock of record Nov. 21; 

Stock dividend is payable Jan. 
17,1961, to stock of record Dec. 16. 

N. Y. to L. A. 
Paul Benson 
Erroll Garner 
Jerome Lawrence 
Robert E. Lee 
Robert H. O’Brien 
Henry Onorati 
Harry Ruby 
George Sfidpert 
Ben Schwalbv 
Joseph R, Vogel 
Janet Waldo 
Harry Warren 

Motion .Picture Assn, of America 
board; nieetirig in New York Thurs¬ 
day (.27) to hear appeals ori t\v 
title conflicts, turned down Wallis* 
Hazen Productions’, “Sweet Talk” 
title and upheld a United/Artists* 
appeal on "The Young Doctors.” 
’ Universal, which in April regis¬ 
tered “Small Talk,” “Easy Talk" 
and .. “Soft Talk,” contested tlie 
Wallis title which was [ registered 
in July. Board/Thursday upheld 
decision by the Title Registration’s 
arbitration, committee, Which fa¬ 
vored D’s prior claim. 

Columbia, which i February 
purchased .the novel, “The In¬ 
ternes,” contested UA’s “Yoiirig 
Doctors,” registered. .' April and 
based on a novel of another name. 
Arbitration conrjmittee originally 
upheld Col, but board reversed rul¬ 
ing, sayihg that Tit lb Bureau [i 
concerned about conflicts in word¬ 
ing, not in subject matter..; 

Theory: Arty Showmen 
Better Bets to Handle 

USSR Product in U.S. 
Kingsley International, under an 

arrangement with Jay Frankel’s 
M.J.P. Enterprises, will handle 
IL S- distribution of the. Russian- 
riiade,; “Ballad . of A Soldier/’ a 
prize-winner at this year’s Cannes, 
film test. Deal marks the first time 
a Russian entry has been inde¬ 
pendently distributed under I the 
So.viet-American cultural exchange 
prograiri.' ■'[ /• 

[Distrib Ed Kingsley feels thtit 
indie handling = of the Soviet im¬ 
port mpre; closely meets the re¬ 
quirements for realizing full poten¬ 
tial of quality . Russian , films than 
that offered by the rnajors. Lat¬ 
ter, have riot yet had /any particu¬ 
lar success with .the seven original 
cultural exchange pix in this mar¬ 
ket. 
; “Soldier,” an entry at the re¬ 
cent San Francisco fest, will b® 
premiered in New York id titled 
version. A dubbed versibri al¬ 
ready has been completed and will 
be used for general release. 

L. A. toN. Y. 
June Allyspn . 
Robert F. BJumoht 
John Cameron 
Irving P. Lazar 
George Montgomery 
Elizabeth Montgomery 
Jonas Rosenfield Jr.: 

, Dinah Shore 
Ned Washington: 

U. S. to Eiirope 
Pierre Boulle 
Stephen Draper 
Henri Dormond 
Ernie Emerlirig 
Rerie Fraday 
Jpse Quintero 
Jacqueline Sussapn 
Max E. Youngstein 
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National Boxoffice Survey 
Trade Offish in Most Keys; ‘Hur’ Ag&ut- 1st, ‘Lace’ 

Second, ‘Spartaeus’ 3d ; ‘Seven, ’ ‘Alamo’ Next 

Current session at first-runs over 
the country Jooms nearly as dreary 
as last week, although there are 
a .few’ scattered exceptions to the 
downbeat along thei Atlantic sea-. 
board; Reports from Variety cor¬ 
respondents in representative key 
cities blame interest ,in tiie election 
and some routine' product for the 
mild b.o/ tone. 

Although being threatened by 
some strong upcoming product as 
it hears termination . pf runs .in. 
;SOirie key cities, "Bert-Hur" ( M^G ) 
’again-is.hanging on to No. .1 spot 
but by a much narrower margin 
than: in. recent wedks. "Hur" 
actually has concluded, its dates in 
a few keys: . , 

"Midnight Lace” (IT) is winding 
up a . great second currently ah. 
though playing in only five , key 
cities, it is lagging only about 
$46,000 behind . “Ben-Hur.” “Spar- 
tacus/’-.anOlHer from Universal, is 
managing to cop. third, money, al¬ 
though out in only four keys so far. 

"Magnificent Seven*’ {UA >. is’ 
finishing fourth, same, as.' a week, 
ago. "The Alain " iUA) is show¬ 
ing enough' (he. initial week on 
release; n hard ticket to take fifth 
placed ‘ Girl of Night;" also. from 
Warners, is winding sixth. 

"Spng' Without End" < Col), long 
hig’n on the list, is : taking 

seventh position. It was. second 
.last round: "Let No Alan Write 
My Epitaph” tCol’ is capturing 
eighth spot. 

"Dark At Top of Stairs" (WB>. 
which was third last stanza, is 

finishing ninth. ‘Surprise Package” 
i Coif, fifth a. week ago, will land 
in 10th place. .'’Sunnse at Campo- 
bello” (WB) again is ..finishing 
11th. sgiiie as; a wiek.. ago,' "Can-. 
Can" 120;th h. now playing in some 
kevs om regular release. rounds out 
the: Top 12v> 

“Jungle Gat” (B\f > and “I«Aim 
At Stars" .(Coil are-the runher-up 
pic iii current session. 

"10 Who Dared" <BV>' shapes, 
uneven among the .nevvies; being 
fair ‘ .Omaha and lofty in Denver, 
Where in second* session. AlsoneW, 
"Village . of. Damned” (M-G); 
shapes good - in Cincy. .and Indian¬ 
apolis, but only 'mild in. Louisville. . 

"Expresso Bongo" (Corit t looms 
okav in Chi. Trim AIL Right,. Jack” 
(Col) still ise oke to big in some; 
ihr-ee or four. keys. 

; "September Storm" (20th) looks 
ho be in for some stormy going,. 
;based, on. " very, disappointing 
showing in some six. keys current¬ 
ly. It is . good only ' Detroit. 
"School .For Scoundrels" (Cont),. 

/good in Washington; looms vow- 
j in Minneapolis arid, big in L.A. 
; . "Under 10. .Flags” .« Par), fair. 
' in Toronto, shapes slow in Balto. 
:-Desire in Dust" <20.th> looks dull 
! to dim in four keys but is good 
' in Philly! 
, "Lei;s .Make Love" ■(20th V.. neat 
: in .Boston/ - shapes, nice in -N. .Y. 
j "Carry ; :■ Nurse” [Gov). good in 
! Denver arid. Cincy. is hefty ' L-A/ 
l and N-Y. 
[ (Complete. Boxoffice Reports n- 
J Pages B-OMO t . 

Her Press Agent Partisan to Ava; 
Book Stains Metro’s "Slave’ Heals 

By GENE ARNEEL 

As .her global pressagent and 
then personal manager for a big- 
deal Hollywood over ai: period of 
fiv . oars. David Hanna came upon 
enough, of the "inside” to Warrant 
a booki His subject is; Ava Gard¬ 
ner and bis chronicle, billed as. an 
“unauthorized biography.” ‘ “Ava: 
Portrait of; a Star." put out by 
Putnam’s .i53.95r 

Hanna .. has interesting but not; 
scandal-like ..diary materia!, bliss 
Gardner is moody, to the point -of 
eccentricity, .distributes herself. 

niong a ti:io of husbands; (Mickey 
Rooney, Artie Shaw , and Frank 
Sinatr. - with .nothing sensational 
as to details here.} . and works hard 
at being the actress she adriritted- 
ly is not, dospiterfhe one Aeademy'- 
Award nomination; 

Although there is th ‘.‘unauthor¬ 
ized” suggestion, the author clear-/ 
ly is partisan, with .'Miss Gardner. 

irig out all the .way. She's a 
gorgeous creature victimized by- a 
Metro which has given her. only 
poof properties in... which, to work, 

Wot boxol'fie.cin herself but none¬ 
theless cause for celebration when¬ 
ever tills, superbly-poised ideal.con- 
firmatioiv hits\a foreign port—or 

v.en an opening on Broadway. 
Actually, Hanna's portrait ;of | 

Ava is like a day-to-day--.reporti'aI. 
job.: being a eloseuT on her globe 
trots on picture-inaking and pic- 'J 
ture-piugging assignments.;’ There j 

are the. broad sketches of an inter-” 
nationally-known personality who; 
despite manifestation pf adulation 
among Citizens from here to Mad¬ 
rid. Paris.. Rome, South America 
arid Australia, is a lonely gal. 

Hanna writes as a friendly; sym¬ 
pathetic pmfieipmYtm the happen¬ 
ings of. thrive five years—from 
“Barefoot Contessa" to "On the 
Beach/’ He’s not sympathetic tow¬ 
ard M-G. for this studio’s casting at 

■Culver City pi* its-exorbitant loan- 
out terms involving the star; tow¬ 
ards Dirio de Laurentiis, for his 
stinginess in publicity expenditures 
arient the production-costly “War 
and Peace"; United Artists- be¬ 
cause of the deal whereby Ava had 
to be housed in a second rate Rio 
hotel in turn for the hotel's paying 
for a couple of press receptions; 
Humphrey Bogart, a gossip-monger 
Who made snide remarks about Ava 
on th “Contessa” set. 

The sympathy is ail for Ava,' 
from standpoint of hostile and -or 
blackmailing ; press L<> uri-under- 
standing film company brass and 
individuals who are part- of- the 
elpseup. 

Hanna’s book is. well-organized, 
clearly, written, arid makes, for eh- 
gaging reading; for those looking 
in from the outside, and those on 
the inside. 

Blit at least ;pne reader has come 
way with; the. .thought that lots 

more .should be said about the 
noble... yet. lackey, functionary of 
.Hollywood on the worldwide scene, 
the bally specialist. / 

; The copy ' “Ava" subordinates 
the;pressage;nt!s ;rpie: to that: of the 
star in terms of linero-type atten¬ 
tion. and this doubtless is as it 
should be in a biography of ..this 
kind. . But...pressagentry can . be. 
chronicled,.too, and perhaps should 
b a little more: 

.. Paris, Nov. I; 
.. National. Federation of French 

Film Exhibitors lias handed the 
government Centre Du Cinema, 
which is under the Minist ry, of Cul¬ 
ture, an ultimaturii stating that, it 
would stage ai series of one night 
dosings of all the film , houses .in: 
France and eventually close down 
altogether if (a) excessive ta?iation 
were, not cut- and (b>„ Film Aid re¬ 
stored to exhibs. First shut down 
is slated, for . Nov. 20, a Sunday. 
Suridays/are France’s: top filmgoing 
days, . .. 

Exhibs feel that the French film 
industry is. taxed riiore than any 
other in the world with one-third 
of the gross going to state coffers. 
Exhibs were also cut off from Aid 
last year Which also added to their; 
burden heightened by falling film- 
going. For a while they decided to 
hike percentage rates but that 
would only make things worse for 

(Continued oa page 17) 

By VINCENT CANBY 

Just how sincere are exhibitors 
in their highly-publicized demands 
for lord family pix arid, fewer of: 
the so-called adult-themed dramas? 
This’: question is ' being .’ kickeff 
around in the private offices of 
producers arid distribs with in-" 
creasing frequency- and skeptic¬ 
ism as the. industry ...prepares 

r meet. upcoming legislative battles 
1 on .-film classification., 

’.'•.■..■Skepticism arises not only from 
fact that some of the year’s biggest 
mpneyrnakers have been.: pix de¬ 
finitely slanted for the adult mar¬ 
ket (and understanding^^ ‘‘The 
Apartment,” “Psycho," "From The 
Terrace;" “Suddenly Last Sum¬ 
mer,” “Elmer Gantry,” etc;—but 
also from the- apparent difficulty 

I in. . getting suitable, playdates. 
' enough playdates, arid general 
exhib. enthusiasm, for the family 
pix which are offered by the ma¬ 
jors. It’s known, for example, that 
two fine.' “family” films—Disney's 
“Pollyarina” -and Para m o u n t's. 
“Conspiracy 6f Hearts.”—have been 
disappointing! in; the currerit 
ket. 

Situation was spotlighted Friday 
(28) by Gleriri NorriSi 20th-Fox/s 
general sales ‘manager, who sug¬ 
gested that exhibitors Who are 
making the riipst noise about th : 
censorship threat might-; ..back up 
their words by offering family pix 
“the same preferential arid; sym¬ 
pathetic. treatment" which they 
accord a “Psycho" or "From The 
Terrace." 

Hard-Selling ‘Family’ 
Exec, in.; effect, was calling at- 

tentioh to the irony of the situa¬ 
tion where a distrib,.\vho:; bias a. 
family film, has to go put and 
(often), knock his head against a 
stone wall in order to persuade 
an exhibitor that by. booking arid: 
•promoting a family film he may 
well be., able to lake some good 
money as well as perform a* 
tremendously important: public re¬ 
lations job for the entire industry: 

"And," said the exc, .“make mo 
mistake about it. These films (re¬ 
cent 20th..-‘family’ releases* are 
profitable/’ but., his idea . is that 
they would have been even better 
vyitli greater exhib cooperation.' 

Fplipu ing the policy spelled: out 
bv 20th pre^cy Spyros.. P: Skouras 
late last , year, company’s release 
schedule has included a large nurn- 
ber .of family-slanted pik in all 
budget . categories. Among them:; 
“Dog of Flanders/’. “The Bookie,” 
‘.‘Masters of :The Congo Jungle/’ 
“For The Love of (Mike,” “Bob-’ 
bikins/’ “Story of Ruth," “When 
Comedy Was King./ “The Lost 
WdrI'd.” “Freckles.” arid, upcoming, 
“The Little Shepherd of Kingdom 
Come.” “less of The Storm Conn- 
try’’,- and "The Wizard of Bagdad,” 
among others. 

According to Norris,, all of these 
pix which have gone’ into, release 
have, been fjrpfifable in relation to 
their costs, though in. some cases 
it’s been an Uphill battle; He de¬ 
scribed "Dog of Flanders” as one: 
of the most successful films, ever 
released by 20th. having returned 
($1,000,000' four.. it negative 
cost ($250,0.00 •• 

Other.Aspects 
In.discussing some of the general 

problems that .must be solved; in 
handling family pix. Norris rioted 
that though they play off much 
more slowly than those, of: more, 
adult appeal, many (especially the 
ones witli special appeal to. the. 
juye trade) can ;become timeless, 
attractions “always in release some- 
where, sometime-/-)- “Flanders,”, 
for example, which already played, 
off. in the Ne\v./Orleans territoVy 
early this year, will be brought 
back there as this year’s Christmas 
attraction in. a number of'neighbor¬ 
hood arid outlying theatres, all of 
which will join in with 20th In a 
new’ cooperative ad/campaign to 
promote the dates. 

Company has also found, Norris 
said, that with the more modestly 
budgeted family filiris, the area 
saturation playoff is the riiost suc¬ 
cessful. Such will; be the approach 

(Cpntinued on page 13) 

Believe Pre-Opening Campaign For 
‘Alamo’Ran Around $1< 

Weltner Back in U.S. 
Gebrge Meitner, v.p. In charge 

of world sales for Paramount, is 
back in New York this week fol¬ 
lowing a month’s tour .of the 
United Kingdom and/Europe. 
, Weltner once anriually goes off 
on an on-the-spot study of business 
conditions in. the foreign terri¬ 
tories. 

As‘An Adult’ 
At the .request of Paramount, 

j the Natiohal Audience Board re¬ 
cently1 gathered, its New York as¬ 
sociates to take a critical look at 
postrArmy Elvis Presley in “GI 
Blues/’ Most of the grownup re¬ 
viewers (who are officials of civic 
:and national organizations), agreed 
that :the. teen . r&r fave “seemed 
more riiature” and did a: good act¬ 
ing arid singing job, but 28*c said 
the picture .did riot meet their, 
“standards of good taste.” 

Board, ‘which recently.expandede 
to review ..of feature films as well 
as.; tv. saw the picture Oct, 26 at 
the Parainpurit/screening room in 
New York. 
. Resporise of 2a of the reviewers 
Was that Presley in his first post- 
Ar.my picture “projects a matured 
personality; turns in a good per¬ 
formance; retains his popularity 
as a singer.” 

While the panel basically fig¬ 
ured Presley as teen entertain-. 
riierit. with 71^6 agreeing the film 
vyould be “entertaining, for teen¬ 
agers.” more than 50n'o said they 
would recommend the picture to 
their adult friends. 
.. Regarding the query on taste, 
13/o said they “strongly agreed” 
that the picture met their. own 
standards; of good taste, and an¬ 
other 50Zc, ■‘agreed;’ with the 
standards/ But close to ll/c took 
Strong issue with th itandards, 
and another 17.5“c at l^ast took 
issue. A /slight percentage had no 
opiniorii 

NBA plans in the future to 
award a seal of. approval'to films 
and tv shpvys requesting, review. 
Deiails of the plan re now being 
worked out. 

■ The cost of the preropening cam¬ 
paign for “The Alamo" may have 
been $1,000,000. This includes a 
reported $150,000 fee for publicist 
Russell Bird well who took over the 
bally when producer-director-slar 
John Wayne had a falling out with 
Jim Hcnnagan. However, Wayne 
had indicated that Hennagan will 
still participate in the proceeds, to 
the extent of 2''2°e up to $100,000. 

Although Bird well’s free-wheel¬ 
ing and expensive campaign made 
an impact, there was considerable 
friction1, between United Artists* 
pub-ad staff and the Indie publicist 
throughout the production. UA’s 
idea on how the picture should be 
sold and Birdwell’s were frequent¬ 
ly at odds, but Birdwell had the 
confidence of Wayne and his ideas 
prevailed. UA’s was upset, to say 
the least, by Birdwell’s spending 
spree. In addition, the publicist’s 
book-length memorandums and re¬ 
leases were the subject of a great 
deal of inter-office comment that 
cou'd hardly be called complimen¬ 
tary. 

Value Line Surrey On 
The Fine Example For 

Others of Metro and U 
There’s a: way for Hollywood 

filmrri'akers to prosper—just take 
the ?cue from Metro and Decca- 
owned Universal. Both these com¬ 
panies, via their Individual fiscal 
stories of late, have done a great 
deal in chasing the gloom. So states 
Arnold Bernhard & Co.,..most per¬ 
sistent among Wall. Street outfits 
to analyze film corporations. 

The opinions of Bernitardv as 
publisher of .the Value Line invest¬ 
ment survey, frequently* mirror a 
financial district thinking, and for 
this alone are significant. 

Value Line -this week notes that 
in tlie past three months the. value 
of Decca stock has gone up 21' i 
arid M-G 23%: 
. The M-G upbeat is due to “Ben- 
Hur,” not only because of the com¬ 
pany’s having achieved a successful 
production but also because of the 
marketing approach. Bernhard says 
that the distribution operation, cut 
from the “Ten Commandments" 
-and “Around the World in. 80 
Days” pattern, is slow roadshow 
but eventually will bring in the 
maximum boxoffice receipts. 

Exhibitors won’t like this, but 
the fact remains that this kind of 
modus operandl further keys a 
more; successful policy, of lesser 
pictures in iiurriber, but with a 

I (Continued on page 18) 

Frisco’s Festival 
By WILLIAM STEIF 

San Francisco, Nov. 1. 
San Francisco’s fourth annual 

firm festival looks like a triumph 
for the Russians. 

U.S.SB. was only nation w'hich 
sent a “delegation” and Soviets 
seem fairly certain to cop one of 
the top Golden Gate Awards with 
“Ballad of a Soldier,” and possibly 
all four (best picture, best actor, 
best actress,,best director). 

Last couple days of screening 
may change this, but even so the 
Russians, with an attractive vourig 
actress (Zhanna PrOkhorenko); and 
young actor (Vladimir Ivashev) 
out of “Ballad,” the “Ballad" direc¬ 
tor (Grigori Tchukhrai) and an 
English-speaking Moscow critic 
(Alexander Karaganov), have 
deeply impressed those they’ve 
come in contact with in Frisco 
area. 

M ore important, possibly, 
they’ve rated the lion’s share of 
space and time in all three media, 
have acted like “perfect gents’* 
throughout and have been readily 
available to anyone who’s wranted 
to talk to them. 

So far, only one untoward “inci¬ 
dent” has taken place. Last Friday 
‘28) night the Russians tossed a 
black-tie party for upwards of 100 
persons in a White Russian neigh¬ 
borhood of Frisco. 

The party was on the second 
floor in a big room, which had an 
adjacent bar (vodka consumption 
was particularly high that night). 
At ground-floor entrance two teen¬ 
agers in scout uniforms and two 
men in scout uniforms passed out 
a newspaper-sized pamphlet with 
the heading, “Wanted, for Murder 
..■. Khruschev.” On this were two 
photos of the party chairman. 

At top of the stairs stood Russian 
hosts waiting to receive guests, all 
of whom felt it iricumbent to ditch 
pamphlets they were handed by 
the time they reached their hosts. 
Pamphlets were printed by White 
Russian organization which calls 
itself United Russian-American 
Anti-Communist Organization. 

Whole thing was very orderly— 
cops were ori hand—and if the Red 
Russian hosts noticed the White 

(Continued ori page 18) 

’Bette Davis-GIenn Ford 
” Tandem in Capra Pic 

Hollywood, Nov. 1. 
Bette Davis will costar with 

Glenn Ford In “Pocket Full of Mir¬ 
acles," which Frank Capra will, 
produce and direct for United Art¬ 
ists release, Hal Kantof wrote 
screenplay. 

Pic will be made under banner 
of Franton Productions as a joint 
venture of Capra’s indie company 
and Ford’s Newton Productions. 



FILM; REVIEWS 

The Kaadowhers 
(COLOR) 

One of the year's finest films. 
Tale of Australian sheepman 
and his family, beautifully 
told. Poses some selling prob¬ 
lems, both to trade and public, 
but has the statore to over¬ 
come them and click at the 
b.o. 

Hollywood;; Oct. 25. 
Warner Bros, release of/Fred Zinne- 

niinn production. Stars Deborah' Kerr, 
Robert Mitchum. Peter Ustinov:, features 
Gl.vnis Johns. Dina Merrill; with Chips 
Baffert}'. Michael Anderson Ji.. Lola 
Brooks, Wylie Watson, John Meillon. 
Bonald Fraser. Mervyn Johns. Molly 
l iquhart, Ewen Solon.- Directed by Zinne* 
mann. Screenplay. Isobel Lennart, from 
novel by Jon Cleary: camera. Jack Hild- 
yard; editor. Jack Harris; iare director, 
Michael Stringer; second Unit director. 
Lex Hallidav; music. Dimitri Tiomkin: 
sound. David Hildvard: assistant direc¬ 
tors, Peter Bolton, Roy Stevens. Reviewed 
st the studio, Oct. 25, '60. Running lime, 
133 MINS. 
Ida Farmed* . Deborah. Kerr 
Faddy Carmody .Robert Mitchuin 
Vanneker Peter Ustinov 
Llrs. Firth iGlynis Johns 
Jean llalstea IDina Merrill 
Quinlan . ips Rafferty 
Sean..’. 'Anderson Jr. 
I.iz .. .. ./Lola Brooks 
Herb Johnson .. yhe Watson 
Blu*\y ..,. John Meillon 
Ocker.  Ronald Fraser 
Jack Patchngue ... 'Mervyn Johns 
Mrs. Bateman .Molly Urquhart 
llalstead |Ewen Solon 

Warner Bros, release! is a--won¬ 
derfully warm, rich and'compelling 
picture about truly flesii-and-blood 
people. And yet, the commercial 
success, of "The Sundowners” ap¬ 
pears to be another, antj very deli¬ 
cate, matter. The problem is to 
convey to the public a marketable 
‘•image” that is also faithful to the 
film’s high standards. That won’t 
be easy, for this is a picture that 
won’t "classify” easily ill the pub¬ 
lic's imagination. 

It is set in the Australia of the 
1920s and, although its appeal is 
intrinsically universal; and ils 
characters identifiably .human, it 
defies the advertising urge to pin¬ 
point and sensationalize or clarity 
in terms of imminence; or excite¬ 
ment. As such, its success hinges 
on the reputation of itls producer 
Bred Zinnemann tin more discrimi¬ 
nating circles, of course*, the ex¬ 
isting popularity of its! stars and, 
most important of all, ;the extent 
of favorable word-of-mouth. On the 
hopeful assumption that a fine 
produet normally finds a receptive 
market, "The Sundowners” should 
be a boxoffice success. 

Jon Cleary’s novel isi the basi 
source from which Zfnnemann’s 
inspiration springs. Betvyeen Cleary 
and Zinnemann lies Isobel Len¬ 
nart’s perceptive. Virile screen¬ 
play, loaded with bright, telling 
lines of dialog and gentle philo¬ 
sophical comment. But, ifine as the 
scenario is, it is Zinnemann’s 
poetic glances into the souls of his 
characters, little hints of deep 
longings, hidden despairs, indomi¬ 
table spirit that make the picture 
the achievement it is. He has also 
managed a stimulating visuo-cul- 
tural expedience, particularly early 
in the film in nature scenes that 
seem to have popped tq life right 
nut of the pages of National Geo¬ 
graphic magazine. In lesser hands 
these passages might have grossly 
lacked relevance and delayed the 
pace of the human story. Not so, 
under Zinnemann’s aesthetic guid¬ 
ance. !’ 

On paper, the story sounds 
something short of fascinating. It 
tells of an Irish-Australian sheep- 
<1 rover iRobert Mitch urn* whose 
fondness for the freedom of an 
itinerant existence clashes with 
the fervent hope of settling-down 
shared by bis wife 'Deborah Kerr) 
and his son (Michael; Anderson 
Jr.). The wife, in an: effort to 
i aise funds for a down-payment on 
a farm, persuades her husband to 
accept stationary employment as 
a shearer. Then, In a petulant fil, 
be gambles away the entire family 
savings. His attempt Ij to make 
amends backfires, but it provides 
the irony for a desirably natural 
ending. j 

Mitchum’s rugged masculinity is 
right for the part. His thespic 
range seems narrow, but that can 
be deceptive, for therle are mo¬ 
ments when he projects a great 
deal of feeling with what appears 
to be a minimum of effort. This 
may be the finest Work he hits done 
in films. Mibs Kerr gives a lumi¬ 
nous and penetrating portrayal of 
the faithful wife, rugged pioneer 
stock on the outside, Wistlul and 
feminine within. There is one 
fleetingly eloquent scene at a train 
station, in which her jeyes meet 
those of an elegant lady traveller, 
that ranks as one of thejmost •mem¬ 
orable moments ever to cross a 
screen. [j- 

Peter Ustinov, as a !; vh’m.-ieal,. 
learned bachelor w ho joins the 

family and slowly evolves into its. 
"household pet,’- gives a robust, ' 
rollicking performance. Glyhis 
Johns is a vivacious delight as a. 
hotelkeeper w-ho sets her sights 
on matrimonialiy-evasive Ustinov. 
Young Anderson: does a convincing 
job as the soh. likewise Dina Mer¬ 
rill as a lonely wife befriended 

I by Miss Kerr. The picture contains 
[some wonderful supporting per-: 
; formances, one of the best of whfch 
: is John Meillon’s as an expectant 
: father. Meillon accomplishes one 
: of the best Cockeyed drunk, bits 
seen in years. 

Art, photographic and technical 
skills are extremely well repre-: 
sented by the craftsmen assembled .; 
in the bush country of Australi j 
and at Elstree Studios in London. ■ 
There is evidence of painstaking , 

: camera work by Jack Hildyard. [ 
Editing by Jack Harris is tidy and :! 
sensible. Art director • Michael j 
Stringer’s efforts are authentic j 
and appropriate, and the same goes j 
for wardrobe designer Elizabeth 
Haffenden and set dressers Frants-. 
Folmer ’ and . Terrence Morgan..! 
Dimitri Tiomkin’s music, heavy on 
the melancholy harmonica, backs 
up most of the action with listen-.| 
ably melodic tenderness, but flares j 
up into mor violent tempos and ! 
punctuations where necessiary. .j; 

Zinnemann has resisted all petty j 
tendencies to be theatrical at the-, 
expense of being real. Tube.. j: 

" ^ .. i’ 

Thip Secret of ihe Piirplte 
Reef 

(C’SCQPE—COLOR) 

Watered-down mystery meller 
.about a naughty nautical caper 
on a tropical isle. Pleasing 
views of the Caribbean make 
it attractive for lower-berth¬ 
ing, 

Holiywood. Oct. 19. 
Twentlelh-Fox release of Gene Corninn; 

production; Star* Jeff Richard*.. Marcia j 
Dean. Peter Falk: with Richard Chamber- | 
lain. Terence de Marney. Gina Petrushka, j 
Phil .Roseri. Robert Earl. Dairy Mavkow. 1 
Frank Ricco, Jerry Mitchell. Ben Blum-: | 
Directed bv William N. Witney. Screen-., 
play. Harold Yablonsky. from SatEvePbst. { 
novel by Dorothy Cottrell; camera, Kay 
Norton: editor, Peter C. Johnson;- art . 
director, Juan Viguie: music. Buddy 
Bregman: sound,. John L. Bury Jr.: as¬ 
sistant directors. Jack Bohrer, Robert | 
Webb. Reviewed at API .screening room, I 
Oct. 19. '60. Running time, SO MINS. J 
Mark Christopher Jeff Richards 
Rue  ... Margia Dean 
Webber ..Peter Falk 
Ashby .. Terence rie Marney 
Dean Christopher... ichard Chamberlain. . 
Tobin« ... Robert- Earl 

rAKVETY 

is turned in by Peter Falk as the I 
heavy, and Terence de Marney as 
an alcoholic old salt, and there’s a| 
sympathetic portrayal .of an elderly 1 
native Islander, by Robert Earl. 

Tube'. 

Heaven on Earth 
(COLOR) 

Essentially a stunning travelog 
on'the treasures, of Rome and, 
particularly, the Vart i can. 
Framed by an aggressively in¬ 
nocuous Aniericah-giri-meets- 
Italian-boy story. Nice for the 
arties. 

Wednesday;. November 2, I960 

JB Film Enterprises ' release of a Domi¬ 
nick. FranCo-Fulvio Lucisano production. 
Features Barbara ' Floriah. .Charles Fiiw- 
cett, Gabriele Tinti. Arnotdo Foa. Directed 
and written by Robert Spafford. Camera 
(Eastman coloi). Rino Filippini; original 
story;. Murray Hill. Toprnan; music. Al¬ 
berto Vitalini. Reveiwed at. 55th Street 
Playhouse. N.Y;, Oct. 28.- ’60.. Running 
lime, 82 MINS. 
Caroline: Brent 
Henry Brent ..... 
Antonio Verbano 
Count Verbano 

. Barbara! Florian 
Charles Fawcett 

Gabriele. Tinti 
Arnoldo Foa 

Tobias _ 
Granrimer* . 
Henri _....... 
Twine .. 
Priest __*__ 
Kilt 

Robert- Earl 
rina Petrushka. 

Frank Ricco . 
..... -Phil Rosen 

... Ben BlUm 
Larry. Markow f 

Nothing dramatically novel or 
emotionally stimulating happens in 
"The Secret , of the Purple Reef,’’. 
But, as strictly Grade B mystery 
melodrama, it ought to please the 
tastes of those who will settle for 
several flurries of explosive com¬ 
bat in the foreground and 
screenful of tropical ..sea Water 
the background: Since' the views 
are embellished by sohie handsome 
CineiuaScope-De LuXe Color pho¬ 
tography, and the action is set 
against Caribbean locales, the Gene- 
Corman production for 20thrFox 
is suitable for programming as a 
companion piece, and might even 
make "a small splash as a minor 
chief attraction in isolated rural 
areas where the natives .don’t-.grow 
restless if the drama is little m re 
than an excuse for waterlogged 
travelog. 

Corman’s "Reef’’er springs from 
the SatEvePosted novel by Dor¬ 
othy Cottrell, as efficiently screen- 
played by Harold Yablonsky. It has 
to do with a young, man’s efforts. 
to discover why a fishing vessel 
commanded by his late brother 
w ent to the bottom on a supposedly 
calm sea. The mystery is un¬ 
earthed, or in this case dehydrated; 
in routine melodramatic fashion. 
The title hints ther will be some, 
underwriter activity, but the ac* 
tion all takes place on the surface. 

In addition to Kay . Norton’s 
scenic-minded camerawork, th 
film’s chief. asset is Buddy Breg- 
ian’s music, alive with semi- 

atonalistic young ideas and. appro¬ 
priate tropical percussion rhythms. 
A good dead of. loolage could have 
been trimmed dow n or out. by 
Corman and director William N. 
Witney, There are several, unneces¬ 
sary or strained, passages, pnrtic 
larly a long pre-ti'les burial se¬ 
quence. Mechanically, Peter C. 
Johnson’s editing, is adept. 

Acting tends to be wooden among 
the younger principalis, livelier 
among the character players, Jeff 
Richards plays the young man out 
to solve the mystery. Rich rd 
Chamberlain his brother and cq- 
sleutlL Margia Dean a doomed 
casino proprietress. Slickest work 

I Despite woefully amateurish 
script that passes for a story, this 
Itajian-U.S, coproduction, venture 
should hold a good deal of interest 

I for special. U.S, situations and pa- 
I trons who like to travel sitting 
down. At least l80cr of the foot¬ 
age is pure travelog through Rome 
and the Vatican, featuring the clas¬ 
sic ruins of. the former., and the 
magnificent ait- treasures of the 
latter. These scenes, photograph¬ 
ed in often' breathtaking color, are 
fine and informative. 

All. this, however, has been 
framed with some silly, artlessly 
acted and badly post-svnehed i En¬ 
glish) tictiori that .has to do with a 
pretty American girl’s visit ..to 
Rome with her ex-G.I. father. Her 
guide through the-city is the Ital¬ 
ian son of an. old friend of her 
father’s. Il’$ boy meets , girl, boy 
shows girl, bby gets girl; That’s 
okay until, sandwiched iii between 
a visit to the Sistine Chapel and 
the Vatican Museum, is a siciew:alk 
cafe scene iii which the heroine 
semi-rocks a little ballad called 
"At Seventeen” i”I:m seventeen 
and searching for love"). An audi¬ 
ence. which moments before had 
been thrilled by the Sistine Chapel 
Choir and Lydia Aldini's singing 
of the "Ave Mar-iay ’ is inclined to 
be struck , totally dumb. 

While Carol Danell gets-program 
credit, for singing "At Seventeen,” 
nobody is /cited as film, editor, 
which may be just as well since 
/the continuity; is' ragged i the 
extreme; .: Rihp Filippini’s camera¬ 
work is particularly good in the 
haid-to-photograph interiors, in- 

. iuding the: Sistine Chapel, the Ca¬ 
tacombs of St. Sebastian, the Bast- | 
lica of St. John The Lateran and | 
St. Peters. | 

As the youngsters. Barbara .Flor¬ 
ian and Gabriele Tinti are hand- j 
some enbueh to rate chances in an- 
.other flim which might show 
whether dr not they have screen 
personalities. Robert Spiafford’s 
direction is uncertaih, but he does ' 
rate a nod if he was responsible for 
getting permission to film inside 
the Vatican: Albeiico Vitalini. 
composed and conducted the score, 
played ‘ by the Roi Symphony 
Orchestra. Anby. j 

Labbra Rosse 
(Red Lips) i 

QTALIAN—FRENCH) 
Rome, Oct. 25. 

Dino Deljiurtntiis release of a Rotor 
Film (Carmlne Bolosna) Gray Film (Paris) 
.coproduction.. -Stars Gabriele Ferzetli, 
Jeanne Valeri Christine Kaufmanh: fea¬ 
tures Giorgio Albertaazi: Directed by 
Giuseppe Benhati. Screenplay. Benngti, 
Paolo Levi. Federica Zardi: camera. Dino 
Santoni; music. Piero Umiliani; editor. 
Franco. .Fi-aticelli. At Tr.evl,- Rome. Run¬ 
ning ti , 97 MINS. 
Martini .;-......... Gabriele Ferzettl 
Irene --- . Jeanne Valerie 
Baby Christine Kaufmanh 
Carrei. . .Giorgio Albertazii 

. Qne of a series of nymphet- 
styled items currently making 
their appearance on the local mar¬ 
ket, this pic is a natural entry for 
.the- exploitation markets in dubbed 
form. It’s handled fairly adroitly, 
and if made W ith more. c.are might 
have played to a wider market. 
This a \dry saleable export piece. 

Film tells of the sudden infatua¬ 
tion of middle-aged father for a 
.young teen-ager^ He fights it for 

while. Just as he’s about to give/ 
in, he',s shocked to his senses by 
the discovery that his own young 
daughter.has run off with.a friend 
of 'his,. 

Jeanne.Valerie plays her, usual 
role as the baby-faced temptress 
while Gabriele Ferzetti and espe¬ 
cially. Giorgio Albertazzi = perform 
capably as the tun men. 

. Film boasts fine lensing by Dino 
Santoni. Other;credits measure lip. 

Hawhi - i 

>ianehan this Gothic theme great validity 
(The Diary of Sueko) and. the Jacobsen-Ake Borglunj 

(JAPANESE) black-and-white camera work is 
San Francisco, Oct. 26. impeccable, while. Erie Fiehn’s in- 

Nikkatsu Cocp. production. Stars Akiko Cidental music is just right/ 
Maeda; features Takeihi Dkimuia. Kayo Miss Fedprsnipf Atrhps'an nnf,,. 
Matsuo. Hirbyuki Nagato. Kit a bay- „ elCheS_ail Unfor- 
ashi. Directed by Shohei Imamura. Screen- gettable. Character and. Rye Offer 

ikeda,. Shobei lnaniura: cam- j finely balanced portrayal of miile- 
era. MaSalnsa Himedar. music,, Toshiro .- j 
Miyazumi. At San Francisco Film Fejit. beSS, C.QWaidlCe and CUnning. 
Running time. 10Q. mins, /.;. , ■■ .- Indeed,-this is. a highly moral 
Sueko Yasumoto --Akiko Maeda 1 v,..- ' 
Koichi Yasumoto Takeshi Okimura l tum—pUt the Candor Of its t\\ 
Yoshiko Yasumoto .:— .. Kayo Katsuo ; seduction scenes makes France’s 
Kiichi Yasumoto.. .-. ....Hiroyuki Nagato “Thp^^ T ovprs’’ spprri lifcp a -riicWa.. 
Granny Sakata Tanie Kilabayshi i era . seem , like a Disney 

_ .family. ..special. Unfortunately, 

This picture might also, and . these two scenes—especially the 
.more accurately be titled, “Hard | latterone-—areindispensable to the 
/ Times ' Among Souther Japan’s \ fihb’s dramaitic integrity, and there-. 
• Coal Miners ' 1953-54/’ .. This i f°Ve it appears unlikely that maDy, 
' would be ai w’ay of sayiiig that what , if 2ny. U S. ^rt houses would want 
I •might be a blockbuster in Japan is chai)ce ;on "A Stranger 
a total bust outside japan, for the 
thieme simply , has little to interest'; 

! any Western audience; ! Flight Flight 
Deep-rooted family ties,, and all. j (U.S:)^ 

they imply,1 seem to hqve more I San.Francisco, Oct. 25:. 
significance to the Japanese, than Hr“^°nlnJ:v i>rKdUicUo‘'1- wSt3r* . • ; ,1-r - .... Efrain Ramirez, Directed bv Louis B:$du 
to w esterners, and therefore this Screenplay, Barnbby Conrad. iT(>m a John 
picture may seem more poignant f stembeck story; camera. Vcmc- CurlSon; 

I ,r,USIC> Launn<lo Almeida. At San I'ran- 
.tO Japanese ejes than to westein I Cisco ilm Fest.. Running time. 72 MINS; 
onee. ; .Pepe Efrain Ramirez 

. .. .. . j ■ ; , , . Mother;...,   Eel her Coricz 
The. picture depicts how four ; Sister Maria Gonzales 

orphaned children: of a Jbiiiing|^ 
familv are forced to go their separ Young Girl Susan Jane Darbv 

rate Avays and manage to reunite j U-wr, raw 
during a local depression. This is I - - . ■ • 
supposed to be told through the j "Flight’’ never gets off th 
eyes of a .10 year-old gill, nicely ground. Though the. John Stein- 
played by Akiko Maeda. beck story, froi .. which the film 

Well, life is difficult, but everj’-- Was made, is simple .enough—-a 
one survives and sub-plots abound rMexican-American youth kills: 
—none of them too clear, ven drunk in .a Monterev, Gal, bar 
with English subtitles, circa 1900, flees to the hills and 

The. script cliches' are wholly,, cyentuaily is caught and shot bv a, 
predictable: the cheapskate store- ijnehing party—the picture tails 
keeper with, heart; of gold, the ; t0. build much tension and fails to 
upiper-class speiaf worker, the mine ' evolcj much sympathv for the 
disaster, etc,, etc. Along with th youth. (Efrain RamirezV. . 
script cliches are: the camera.1 Among reasons for this failure 
cliches, all looking as if they came are; 
out of a Hollywood prbgiam pic- \ Mi Barnaby Conrad's remarkably 
ture of 25 years ago. Another rfilldish scripting; 
"western” touch is the zither mu-.;, - ivj ..Uncjear motivation of . the. 
sical background—more cliche,- f lynch’ parly-^lhey: may be ‘/bad 
And on top. of all this, the picture., ibn” but whv are’they bad?' 
meanders for an hottr and 40 mi (3) Insufficient odds in favor of 

...,:.Efrain Ramirez 
..........- .. ..- Eclher Uoriez 

— Maria Gorizale* 
Entirew. t'oilez. 

.:..;EdSmilh 
. . Susan Jane Darbv • 

Richard Crommio. Edwar 
O'Brien. Barnaby Conra 

meanders for an hottr: and 40 mi 
■utes, 

Not a bet in the U. S. Su-f. 

Eli Fremined Banker 
Paa 

(A Stranger Knocks) 
(DANISH) 

San Francisco, Oct. 22 

‘ the youth—he's, badly wounded 
Stf-j.- -. j right at the start of the chase, and 

; it’s mostly a case, of wailing till 
iff he’s finished, off; 

(4) Over-realisin-(-th is, the 
youth appeared to be living: 

/ such grinding poverty ,at the., film’s 
t. 22 staU that perhaps he’s better off 

Fiamingo: Film . Studio production: Stars dead, , 
Birgitte i ederspiei. Ryr. j Relatively. minor flaw;s include 
FirtnC Ateihiing0; Camera. 6Ake Borgiund! i over-acting, which may be director 
Johan JacbbseiK niu^c. Enc: Fiehn. At I Louig Bispb's fault or may result SrMl,NS?CifiCP ■ Rumung u . . ^ ^ ^ lh^ most of| tli 

she,...Birgitf* Federspiei }players eithfr came straight from. 
Man* From YiiiigVATr!“nySto??M65eii or had no acting / experience, 

!—whatever,* and some of the most' 
This brooding, explosive! and sii- , over-emphasized makeup seen on 

perbly'fabricated Danish film has the screen, since the/early 1930s., 
only one obvious flaw: it is simply f On the credit side is a good score 
too explicit for exhibition in the . by Laurindo Almeida and. some su- 
U.S: iperb photography of the Big Stir 

The picture starts in a very, low rarea south of Monterey by Verne 
key, with a hunted mah yPrebe.n /Carlson. The^e. . credits ven.’t 
Lerdorff Rye) seeking shelter in a j enough to pull this " ” picture 
cottage on a lonely stretch of land through,; Str/: 
along the North Sea in 1947: A -—:-. 
seem i n g 1 v cbid, expressionless 4 'll ill Xu Vii Buin 
woman <Birgitte Federspiel) lets (The Enchanting Shadow) 
him in, feeds him and-allows him tHONG KONG) 
to sleep by her hearth. . San Francisco, Oct. 23. 

Gradually, her story comes out: Shaw Brother* (HK) Ltd. pi-odut-Uon; 
ic - th A uiHnw nf a Resistance Star* Chao.Lei, Betty Loh Tih; features, sne IS rne WIDOW or a iteMSiance Margaret Tobg. Yang Chj Ching. netted . 

hei’O. She has.lived.in this COttage, by- LJ. Han-haiang. Sereenulav, Warif 
alone, for three years, mourning 
. , ._j _ ___Chi. Hsiangdang, At. San Francisco Film 
her.husband,.w ho was murdeied by Fest. Running, time; si mins. ; 
brutish collaborators. Hsiao Ch.eh a.. :., . . ; . .:. Betty Loh .m 

The hunted'.mail, sees the setup v^mu^/. /!?*".. 
is wonderful for him. He deter- Yen Yang Chi-Ching 

brutish collaborators. ! Hsiao Ch.eh a..:./..:..:. Betty Loh.Tih 
The hunted man sees .the setup .. M^rgStTonV 

is wonderful for him. He deter- Yen Vang Chi-Ching 

mines to hide but and, further, to ., —^—\ 
make love to the woman. He does T>»e Shaw’ Brothers? Hongkong 
and she opens up, like a flower studio has come up with an inter* 
meeting tli sun. But slowly de- esting and, at times, exciting Esst- 
tails of her husband’s murder seep mancolcr picture in this old Chir 
out—the telltale detail is that the -nese legend. 
murderer was.siipposed to have had . Story revolves around, . * 
a scar “like an 'animal's, mouth” bn haunted temple,, where', a young 
his right arm. scholar (Chao Lei) beds down one 

In an utterly shocking climactic night. An exquisite maiden (Betty 
scene, the woman is at the height. Loh Tih) appears and tries, to <er 
of erotic passion when, she espies duce him. but because.he is 'high* 
the scar on her lover’s arm. In the moral fellow; be rejects her ad- 
film’s last 25 minutes she plays Vances. Gradually, he understaiKis 
with the man, wrings a Howard's she is a ghost and is trying to 
confession from him and finally SP* him up to be killod by her 
shoots him as he tries to escape/ ghostly .aunt. -Only so long as he 

This is a conscious updating of (s iTiorally upright will he be able- 
the Cain and Abel story, with thi^ to save his life. Rest of the tflnv. 
quote from. Genesis /thrown bn the carries out this theme, with temp- 
screen .at the film’s start:- “And the. tations.spread., along the. path of the 
Lord set his maik upon Cain lest young scholar—in final frames the 
any finding him should kill him. murderous/ ghost is done in. 
Therefore whosoever slayeth Cain; As a fairy tale, this is delightful, 
vengeance shall be taken from him 'Vith director Li Han-hsiang keep- 
sevenfold” i ing things moving at a nice, .v ary 

There can be no doubt /that the|;cUp, the c^st giving good perfpri 
woman, having^ erased--the stain of [ mances and Hp Lu-Ying’s color 
the man by killing him, bears With- J camera w ork: pleasing the eye mi- 
in herself the greater . guilt of ■ mensely. 
murder. I. It is a question "Whether this 

Johan Jacobsen’s direction lends { (Continued on page 18) 



Wednesday, November 2, i960 PKititfri hcidbbs 

GENTLE PRUNE OF VIOLENCE 
New York Sound Track 

It’s; mighty hard to; please the press. Eugene Archer In The Times 
was. delighted., with “Chance, Meeting,”' Paramount import, but just 
couldn't .-understand (and said so out lojud) why Par had allp.weid the 
thriller to open in out-pf-the-spotlight nabes. . 

John. Wayne returning to the U. S., after the London bow of “The 
Alani .” His next picture,- “Matari.” .Scheduled to :be; made In .Africa, 
has been postponed until December . . Jerry Evans, Universal’s east¬ 
ern. promotion manager, and a marketing instructor at City College, 
addressed the Diamond Sales. Corp. on film and radio-tv tieups , 
Because of the ’Presidential ■'election, the New Yorker Theatre .Film. 
Society’s opening': performance .of ^Gold Diggers of 19$3|” , originally 
set for Nov. 7. has been pushed back, to . Nov. 10'. Perfornianc.es are 
held, at 7 and 9:30 p.rri.' Proxy Joseph R. Vogel, heads a contingent 
of Metro homeofffce brassvisiiihg the Coast;. Accompany ling Vogel are 
financial v.p. Robert If. O’Brien, and George. Shupert, MGM-TV v.p. 
. Metro will make “Charlie. My Darling;’ based on a Joyce Cary 
novel, iii England: Irving Ravetc.h: and Harriet •.•■Frank;. Jr; 'Wrpte.. tlie 
screenplay and . Martini Ritl will . direct, ,It will be coproduced. y 
R'ay'etch; Miss Franki arid Ritt ;Charles B.^Moss-Mck from a threes 
week, visit of the film-production centers of Europe. 

Parjs-to-N. Y. cony,i uniques:-'Lacey- >V. Kastner fCol)- writes he Is 
back. and. hanpy . Paris-where Priscilla Mr. . K.). has located a; new 
•apartment on .the AVe: .dTeria <near the Etoilei.. Kastner also, -reports, 
that Harry Noyak is back. on. 'a- regular routine and "holding his own- 
reriVark;ihIy," Also; fronv Pans,.Charles Smadja. cm his: new and 
easier schedule. Ians sojourning “ -'in;; the- ephntry, when. not in 
the Riviera.”... -• 

.First-.scenes for “ElvCid'' (Allied: Ar tisUA. \ill be.plrolographcd.'Nov... 
10.at Sc villa, Stud; OS in-Madrid. :;Anthony.Alauh is'directing for Saimuel 
Bronston on an original screenplay of . Philip Yordan and Frederic M, 
Frank, Added, to the cast headed by Charlton Heston and Spph'ia Loren 
are Andrew Cruickshank as. Count Goriiijz and Ralph Truman .as King 
Fe”di.' ahdv • . 

.Maurice Foster. c>f Filin.Finance, ;Ltd,-ofLoridpn: and Mrs. Foster 
planed back fa ^Britain Sunday i;30r alter a two-week' N. Y. vi v. 
Coincide. Dopl.: Act ress-Joyce: Gordon- crabbed leading female voices 
for .'both:- Trans-Lux’s “Nude 'iri.- A'White: C; ” and Films-Around-The-. 

• World’s “Rosemary-.-*; which are douh.lcVljillcd in local circuit, break 
•Erii* Johnston, prexy. ' ne MPAA. m:iv give the board his. detailed, 
report on his . recent ■mean trip at-...meeting her.e t.omorro\v iThurs.!1. 

Sliep loom, .formerlymanager of :.20t:h-I'ox's--New Haven hr. eh, 
has’hpen haniecl -assfistnnt manager of,.Che New York branch.- Bennett 
Goldstein, who lias, been sales manager ;of- the Philadelphia branch., 
becomes manager: iri New HaVeri; :Aqf reSs .Ina- Batin 'will be one of 
the. special gtiests' at ihe Nati al Allied convention in Chicago next 
week ;. . Doris LaVelle. member of .20th’s. radio-tv department...‘ 
gaged to Jack Lotz, sales manager., of J; H: Cohen Manufacturing Corn, 

Greek actr Melina Mercouri'-fells Jesse Ztuiser. in the Get. 19. 
issue of Cue. that, the greatest- compliment, sh received on. her per¬ 
formance as 'the jolic pou ’ e in ‘'.Never on Sunday” . “ .when a report¬ 
er, after a preview- of the film, pinched heiFarid. tried to. brake a pi:' 
ate. date. She doesn’t .mention-reporter’}*-name;- 

Daliah Law'ey Israeli star, of the -cPirlroy'emai''-tsrdelK'Ge'rmari film. 
“Blazing-.Sands." is scheduled to.coble here. =sh rtlv to test for arole 
Iri, Columbia’s “The Interries." “Sands" producer-director Raphael 
Nussbautn is being ropp'ed this sid Mump Podhorzer :: . Tony Benr 
-Rett’ has recorded title tune , for ’• upcoming “The ,M.arriage.-Go- 
Round."; 

G. David Schine,. president of Schine Enterprises Inc;.-Mr. . Schine 
arid their year-old-daughfciv.ielt -New York via plane Wednesday <26v 
for Ron>e. Son of J.:Myer Schine, board chairman and founder of the. 
Schine Circuit. David concentrates.\pn the corporation's hoteLmotel 
.operations. His younger .'brother. (1. Richard,, one-time- NBC.-TV trainee 
and mow a Schine vice president; in charge of the .Boea Raton, ;Fla. 
development project., lias been vacationing abroad -itb Mrs; Schine-:. 

. since, their early-September. marfiage in New York; 
"•'“The Undefeated," •original iscreeriplay by .Stanley/HougK, is being 

developed by Famous Artists as/a: feature to .stir Hugh O’Brian. Story 
is based on fact-involved ' " 'Mexican-;. .history. 

Attorney and IFIDA exec director Mike. Mayer hit the front pages 
arid tv newsreels 'Wednesday.- <26>, when latter attemptedtO pass through 
a. Westchester-foil gate, on top of an, elephant: Democrat Mayer, run-: 
ning for state senator, was protesting toll charges on state highways'- 

Alfred Davis prexy of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn., arid 
liis wife sail home, for London today: .rW'ed.l. aboard the Queen Eliza-, 
belli:, ..; Rene Fufst^ w’ho :.haS been. Valiant FrlmsV.p.ubrcity gal for 
some time, has resigned to. pursue a fulNtime career as .housewife 
An article, on the copyright questi ns involved in the Billy Rose case. ; 
by Richard Colby, copyright counsel in New: York for Paramount, 
being reprinted by Italian and German law jpUrnalSv Article originally, 
appeared iri June issue of. the Copyright Society of.U. S. A. Bulletin 

Hubert Cornfield has signed Jeanne (“The Lovers”) Moreau for 
lead in his “My Face for The World To See;;” indie production slated to 
start work early next year. 

Eddie Solomon, x. of Embassy Pictures, named chairman of the 
dinner committee for the 22d annual;'Motion.. Picture pioneers Dinner 
honoring his boss, Joseph E. Levine, on Nov. 21 .at. the; Waldorf-Astoria 

Ernie Emerling, Loew’s Theatres pub-ad chief, to London for a 
two-week' vacation . . . United Artists will have five entries represented 
it. the third World Review of Film Festivals to be held in Mexico City 
and Acapulco. Nov; 18-Dec. 6. Pix.."re "The Fugitive Kind,” “The 
Apartment." “Tunes, of Glory," “inherit the Wind,” and “Never on 
Sunday." 
/ Carroll Baker, Who^ just completed ‘‘Something Wild” in Newr York 

for United Artists, off to Japan to begin work in the Franco-Japariese 
.eoproduclioh.‘‘Bridge to the Sun," winch. Metro will release worldwide 
.. . i. Tickets for “Exodus.” which already has a mail order and benefit 
advance of over $500,000, went on sale at the Warner Theatre, N, Y;r 
boxoftice. on Monday (3D, Tickets, priced at' $1.50 to S3, are being sold 
for performances through December, 1961:. The Otto Preminger pro-> 
duet ion proems on Dec: 15 New Beaver-Champion Attractions, 
headed by James A. Mulvey, has set -up headquarters at 1270 .Sixth 
Ave. Johnny Greenhiit, Dick Gabbe and Al Bruno named by the 
Conference of Personal Managers. ..East to work as liasion committee, 
with the Coast branch of the organization . . Annual election of the 

. Variety Club of New' York Tent No/ 35 will be held on Nov. 10 ; . 
Universals “Midnight Lac£” played special/Holioweeri night perform¬ 
ances iri 150 key theatres on Saturday (29.) ; .. Toby Solomon, daughter 
of Robert Solomon, manager of Loewis Paradise Theatre in the Bronk, 
marries ad exec Stan Cqhen pri Nov. 6 Dick Winters, fori rly. 
with 2Qth-Fox, has joined the Metro homeoffice publicity staff.’ 

, Greater. Washington Industrial Investments investing $80,000 in N6r- 
wbod-Studips in five-year,8rr-. debentures. Noiwbddjs iri non-iheafrical 
pioduetj ; . Jonas Roserifield Jr: back -from^ Coast- . . . Alfred Hitch¬ 
cock returned, frorii/Europe, tour in behalf of “Psych' ”. . Victbria 
Theatre’s opening of '“G. i: Blues’- pushed back one day, to Friday '4/, 
for.the stated reason the.; additional time. Was needed to complete renbr 

(Continued on page 17) 

IN: TEENERS ‘Vulgar, Pointless. In Bad Taste’ 
inmnn I IIRIR Butlr. Teas’ Not Poni(«rapby 

Hollywood, Nov. I. 
Problems caused in Britain, by 

“excessive violence arid brutality” 
in American films can be solved 
easily if steps are taken early in 

. productibn, according to John Tre- 
■ yelyan. secretary, and chief, execu¬ 

tive .officer of the British Board 
bf. Film Ccrisors. In Hollywood to 
compar notes, and learn. Tre- 
vcly n said last week the ..level of 
violence arid brutality in Yank pix 
generally, is ibre than British 
audiences - will stand for. 

What . Treve'yan advocates is a ' 
policy whereby the : producer .in¬ 
cludes . . u.rireasbnable . violence ; 

;-in..such a wav that the portion: of 
film can he lifted, out for British ; 
viewing,. Censor exec rioted .-.'that 
the trend tori ard long takes makes; 
this concept difficult,and.suggested 
that certain scenes be lens cl In 
liiree br lripre .portions so the q’ies-; 
lionable action, -can be deleted 
w itIvout nVarring 'tlie storyline. ;; 
. Trevelyan indicated he and IV' 

iboileagues are. far less concerned. 
jwith sex in 'motion' pictures. e\- 
I plairiing the. British- classification^ 
j .system allpw5s minors to- see . onlv ’ 
] those films deeiiied Suitable. White 
| not . urging ..the’'-t”S. industry adopt";- 

.} a.similar “adults only,” etc.; policy, i 
; Trevelyan made it clear the. British r 
j system works well. and. has :.d i.s.linct 
advaritages. 'irst of: all,” he 

-pointed but;'“the X rating (admit-' 
j.liiig ' one under 16.) enables a, 
j producer to riiake adult films.. The ; 
i'X rating and-the A rating ichih 
dren admitted if accompanied by-1 
respbrisib;Ie adult > also give lis a ; 
defense, for when someone- criti-’ 
c izes- a; picture on the basis, of sex' - 
or viplence,. w e -are able, to. answer. 
' You. w ere ; warned*.’’; { 

in exp! ining. that Teicnictej's.. 
•.pay television, system is about to • 

... invade England, Trevelyan de- j 
clared: the Censor Board's, work t 
vi It: becom e in effect ive if . pix 

. are: to be shown, on toilvision j 
icllhoiit going through me 
authority uiiich governs pix in L 
theatres. He explained the. elds- ! 
sificdiion -system could not. work '- 

.pn pay or free television except j 
•in th 'area of viewing time,. 
putting adult pix n the air only1, 
in the, late, evening hours. • 
How does it work, in theatres and . 

(Continued on page 15> j 

Cycle of Darinjgi? . 
Irving Rubine, v.p. of High¬ 

road Productions, in discussing 
;the overall film promotion 
fraternity, say's “it’s not with¬ 
out. significance that Joseph 
Levine looks like a great inno¬ 
vator. He’s not,; really, but he’s 
doing things which1 haven’t 
been done for a long time.” 

Point, of.course, is that Le¬ 
vine has been creating exeite- 
meiit .of the kind that used to 
be (repeat., used to bch 

‘Runaway?’^ Nay! 

Just Pilgrims 

M 

i Latest Antitruster 
Bar Harbor. Theatre. Maskape- 

! qua, L: J., has filed suit in. U. S, 
i District ^ourt of New' York against 
■21 distributors and exhibitors, 
j charging conspiracy in violation , of 
| antitrust laws inyblvirig distribu-; 
tion of art house films in Nassau 
County. 

... The plaintiff, Sam Baker’s Bar 
j Harbor Amusement Corp:, says that 
the Ciriema, Manhassett, a Rugoff 
& Becker house, arid, the Malvern, 

j Malver a B; S, Moss bperaiion 
I both -about 20 miles away from the 
! Bar. Harbor;, get first run art prod- 
| uet. which the Bar Harbor liist 
! then Play, second rum Plaintiff 
‘ seeks “right to.compete on an equal 
’ basis” for the: product; ..Baker is 
seeking $100;000 in treble damages. 

D. H. Isacson, Baker’s attorney, 
alleges that, the defendants con¬ 
trol 95% of the art. type films 
available. Defendants include', the 
above nairied' circuits. Zenith In¬ 
ternational., Continental Distribut¬ 
ing. Donald S. Rugbff, Charles IL 
Moss, and Others: 

Xan-Can* to Chi Nabes . 
Chicago, Nov, i. 

20th-F6x has, set “Can-Can,” 
•w hich played nearly 27. weeks , in; 
the Loop, for its first outlying run 

I here, in six theatres starting Nov. 
i 18. It’ll.be the pic’s only day-dater 
[for the balance, of the year, 
i Tw -w eek bookings, call for tw;o 
i performances . day at. upped. 
IpriceS. I 

.Mel Fr nk and Norman Panama, 
tlie v, riler-procluccr-director team, 
are temporarily- shift: their 
head milters to London .where 

I they will establish Quadrangle 
Productions as the canopy under 
wlih-li. tliey will make several pic¬ 
tures. abroad. Pair, who have 
worked in'-Hollywood,for the past 
20 years,-, insist that ..their new 
venture cannot in any way-be con¬ 
strued as. “runaway” production. 

'At'.-;present :.-t-liey'--iiave two pic¬ 
tures.’'with a third as a possibility, 
w hich, tiles;, plan to "make abroad; 
They stressed that they .were in no 
sense ahandoriing Hollwood and 
that they would return to the 
Coast with, their first project that 
is best suited for production 
there. They indicated that they 
did not agree with those Who main¬ 
tain, that -Hollywood is' the best 
place to make all pictures, but 
they conceded that Hollywood is 
tops for certain .pictures. ” 

Their move to London, they said 
New York yesterday (Tues.i, 

was merely devised to give them 
w ider latitude : and to establish a 
program of international picture- 
making ; that .would permit them 
to produce pictures “where they 
sh iild be made.” Having worked 
in Hollywood for 20 years, they 
feel, the change of scenery will, 
provide rilore creativity and greater 
stimulation. 
. . With “The Facts of Life,” Lucille 
Ball-Bob Hope starrer. delivered 
to' United Artists, the team has 
extended its arrangement with UA. 
The riew deal involves the first 
two filmsWhich they will make 
abrpad—“Road to Hong Kong,” 
reuniting H^-pe and Bing Crosby, 
and “Five Pieces. of Maria,” for 
.which they hope to get Dean Mar¬ 
tin and Jack Lemmon. “Road.” 
w hich Will also star Sophia Loren, 
will get under; way at the end of 
June, with locations being done in 

(Continued on page 15) 

NO DETAILS REVEALED 

20 th Privately Settles With 
Authora Before Trial 

Hollywood, Nov. 1. 
., Out of court settlement has been 
reached in the $100,0.00 copyright 
irifringement-brerich of contract 
suit.against 20th-Fox instituted 17 
months, ago by writer Julius Ep¬ 
stein, the estate of Philip Epstein 
and author Rosemary Taylor. 
Claim was to have gone to court 
last week; according to Mel Nim- 
mer, attorney repping trio. 

: Suit ;\yas. filed.in connection with 
rights to -‘Chicken Every Sundav," 
Rosemary Taylor hovel which Ihe 
Epstein brothers translated into a 
play. 'Warner Bros, had purchased 
screen rights to both and sub^ 
sequentTy sold them to 20th which 
filmed property as a theatrical fea¬ 
ture in. 1948. Defendants’ action 
followed production of the prop¬ 
erty by 20th. as a tv film for its 
“Twentieth Century-Fox Hour.” 

The Epsteins ..and. Miss Taylor 
contended studio did not have, tv 

[rights. 

♦ Philadelphia, Nov. 1. 
Nudity doesn’t necessarily make 

a film obscene, "ftor even interest¬ 
ing, Judge David L. Ullman de¬ 
clared in Common Pleas Court 
here after a jury trial of Edward 
Seretsky, owner of the Aabbe Art 
Cinema; West Philadelphia nabe 

. art house. 
Seretsky had been arrested for 

showing “The Immoral Mr. Teas” 
and a jury of five men and seven 
women, along with Judge Ullman, 
went to Aabbe Art to view th« 
picture. The jury returned a ver¬ 
dict of not guilty after deliberat¬ 
ing five hours. 

[Film was produced in Holly¬ 
wood by Pad-Ram Enterprises. 
Variety review, Jan. 27. 1960, 
called it a “nude comedy with art 
touches.”! 

The jurist said he concurred in 
the decision. “If I were silting 
without a jury I would have 
reached the same verdict. How¬ 
ever, we are not putting a gold 
star on Mr. Seretsky. If I had paid 
$1.50 to see tlie movie. I would 
have sued for. a refund.” 

Judge Ullman called the film 
“vulgar, pointless and in bad taste” 
and warned that any defendant in 
his court found guilty of showing 
an obscene film “will serve time.” 
“Films,” he added, “only act as a 
license for them to go out and com¬ 
mit the same offense.” 

Dist. Attv. Victor II. Blanc, 
whose county detectives arrested 
Seretsky, said he was not disturbed 
bv the acquittal. “I am going to 
drive obscene films out of Phila¬ 
delphia," the D.A. said. “And I 
am going to do it with every means, 
at niv disposal. We really have 
only a. half dozen places to worry 
about.” 

Periodic visits will be made to 
offending film houses by Assistant 
district attorneys and detectives, 
Blanc said. The new’ policy marks 
a departure from previous meth¬ 
ods. when the D.A’s office waited 
for specific complaints before tak¬ 
ing action. 

BILL PERLBERG’S BACK 
AND LOVES HOLLYWOOD 

Hollywood. Nov. 1. 
Producer William Perlberg, who 

just completed a four-month shoot¬ 
ing schedule in Europe, returned 
here last week and declared him¬ 
self 100% in support of Hollywood 
labor’s battle against foreign pro¬ 
duction. Filmaker, having put 
most of “The Counterfeit Traitor” 
into the can. now resumes “The 
Pleasure Of His Company” which, 
was suspended seven months ago 
by the actors strike. 

Said Perlberg: “I don’t think a 
producer should take just any pic¬ 
ture abroad and deprive Holly¬ 
wood technicians of work.” He ex¬ 
plained, however, that certain films 
—“Counterfeit Traitor” is one of 
them—must be done abroad be¬ 
cause their locations demand it. 
“We used authentic backgrounds 
that couldn’t have been simulated 
here,” he pointed out. 

To prove his stated view, Perl¬ 
berg told newsmen at Paramount 
that he could have scored “Trai¬ 
tor” in Europe for one-fourth th« 
cost of scoring it here. “But we 
signed Alfred Newman, and we’ll 
do it here.” 

Perlberg and his partner, George 
Seaton, have three properties defi¬ 
nitely scheduled on their Para¬ 
mount slate—“The Hook,”, being 
scripted by John Michael Hayes; 
“Night^Without End,” being writ? 
ten by Eric Ambler; and “Carnet 
de Bal.” All three, he said, will be 
filmed here.. 

Producer noted that actors and 
technicians cost less in Europe 
than they do in Hollywood. “But 
Hollywood.” he confirmed, “is the 
best place to make films. The fin¬ 
est craftsmen and equipment i 
the world are here. And Holly¬ 
wood is a center for actors. In 
Europe you "have to bring them in 
from all surrounding areas and pay 
transportation, food and lodging.” 

Perlberg admitted that “Traitor” 
erupted in countless headaches, 

(Continued on page 15) 



PICTURE GROSSES 

LA. Turns Spotty Albeit "Alamo 
Bangup 22ft ‘SpartacusBoff30ft 2; 

"Package Light 16ft ‘Desire 12G 
Los Angeles. Nov. !l. 4 

Local first-runs continue to jtop- m- p 
pie this week, with only a few Kpy lltv farOSSCS 
money pix in the running. J / 
‘•Alamo’* is shaping to get a bang- -;— 
up $22,000 at Carthay. but balance Estimated Total Gross 
of incomer*: are failing to make This Week $2,130,300 
much of an impression on over-all t Based on 24 cities, and 249 
outlook. !■ | theatres, chiefly *rsl runs, in- 

“Surprise Package” is after jthini eluding N. Y.) 
$16,000 in four theatres while “De- • T . _ C9 onn 
S',,. >n Dust- is only dull SI3.0C0 ! Las‘B(£«on 22 &£*$%£ 

oJ lti-sV zenccJ vc- . . 

lease should do good S7.000 at the 1 1 ■■■ 
Vogue. “School For Scoundrels” 9/1 ■ 1 J/1 
is hot $5,000 in second Music Hall. I I waaI 1 

Among hard-ticket pix. "Sparta- JjUvV \JI CCtl 1T\J 
cus” should close second week at 
Pantages with boff S3Q.000. “Ben- i vv • m 

?our;(1 m-pS.$22'500 in r i Pacing Toronto 
Estimates for This Week O 

Carthay :F\VO f 1.138; Sl.i5-^ Toronto,Nov. 1. 
S3.50'—“A’arno" UA . Bangup* Newcomers currently are topped 
$22 000. i. by "Midnight Lace,” smash at Up-' 

Fine Arts * ^90-S1.50!— town. "Under 10 Flags” is only fair 
Man in n Cocked Hat Inpie . at imperial. “Strangers When We 

Slick $5,000. Last week. “Sons 
and Lovers" '20th' <6th wk-5 days'. 
$3 400. 

Fax Wilshire, Los Angeles, Iris, 
Lr.yoia 'FWC» '1.990; 2.019; 825; 
3 298: 90-SI.50'—"Desire in Dust” 
(20th ‘ and “Kiss Them for !Me” 
(20th>. Dull S12.000 or near. La^t 
week, “Fox Wilshire, Los Angeles 
with Vogue, “Come Dance With 
Me” 'Col'. “Oscar Wilde" 'Crest' 

Meet," in second stanza, still leads 
holdovers with wow take. “Mag¬ 
nificent Seven.*’ in' second frame, 
is so-so. “Song Without End;' 
shapes solid in..fourth stanza at 
Carlton. 

Estimates for^ThiS Week 

Carlton 'Rank) .'2.318; Sl-Sl.50) 
^"Song Without End” (Col' ?4th 
wk'. Fine SI2,00Q. Last week. 

• 1st general release', S8.600. jlrisj $15,000: . 
Loyola with State, “Let's Matte i Eglington'FPWl.OSO; Sl-Sl 40?- 

wk» Iris. Loyola: 1st wk 
$9 200. 

“39 Steps" '20thj: -2d “Jungle Cat" • 5th wk). Neat 
3.500. Last week, $4*000. 

Hollywood 'FP> «1,080; SLS1.25> 
Warren’s, Hawaii, Wilterri: Bald- —"Strangers When We Meet” 

will 'B&B-G&S-SW-Elect: <1]757: 
1.1 Q6; 2,344: 1.800; 90-S1.50 — 
“Surprise Package” 'Col' and "The 

•Col) «2d wk). Wham. $15,000. Last 
week, $16,000. 

Hyland 'Rank* ' 1.057:. SI-S1.50) 
Raid" '20th) 'reissue) 'Warren's*. —"From Terrace" (20th) ‘14th wk>. 
“It Happened to Jane” 'CoD 're- Nice S4.0Q0. Last week, $4 500. 
issue). Thin $16,000. Last week, ' Imperial 'FP> '3,343; Sl-Sl.25'— 
Warren’s with Pix. “College Con- .. “Under 10 Flags’’ iParb Fair $11.- 
fidential” 'U-, “Shakedown” !•> U’. ! 000. Last week. ‘ High Ti 
$6,700. Hawaii, Wiltern. Baldw* <20th>. SI 1.000 in. 8 days, 
with Hillstreet. “Aim At Stars*’ Loew’s 'Loewi (2:745; Sl-Sl.25) 
(CoD, “Man on String” 'Col-, $15.- —"Magnificent Seven” (UA> ‘2d 
009. i • wk). Fairish S8.000. Last week, 

Vogue 'FWCi *810: S1.50-S2 — $10,500. 
“Can-Can” »20thi «1st general re- Tivoli <FP) <935: S1.50-S2.5Q)— 
lcr--e>. Good $7,000. “Can-Can” (20th* '31st \vk». Nice 

Orpheum 'Metropolitan) '2*213;; pickup to $8,000: Last week, 
6 :i.50) — “House on Haunted «7 000 
II 11” tAA) and “Macabre” (AA) 
(reissues). Fair $3,400. Last week, 
with Hollywood, “Studs Lonigan’’ 
(UA>, “Lust to Kill” tlndi 'Or¬ 
pheum), “Not As a Stranger” jUA) $3,500. 

$7,000. 
Towne (Taylor) '693; S1-S1.50)—. 

“Wild Strawberries" 'Indie). Fine. 
$6,000. Last week, “School for 
Scoundrels” (Cont) '10th \v.k). 

(reissue) ‘Hollywood University (FP) (1,363: $1.50- 
State, 4 Star, Pix (UATC-Prrn) $2.75'_“Ben-Hur” 'M-G) '46th 

(2,404; 868; 756; 90-$1.50>—“Duel • Wk>. Hep $8,000. Last week. $9,000. 
In Sun” 'Fav> and “Bold .and | Uptown <Loew> '2,745; $1-51.25) 
Brave” (Fav) (reissues). Slender > —“Midnight Lace” <U>. Smash 
$8,000. Last week* Four Star. $14,000 or near. Last .week. “Sub- 
‘Miracte of Our Lady Fatima” terraneans” i'M-G) (2d wk); poor 

$8,000. Last week* Four Star. $14,000 or near. Last .week. “Sub- 
‘Miracte of Our Lady Fatima” terraneans” i'M-G) (2d wk); poor 
(W3) 'reissue) (3d wk), S1.200. C4 500 

Pantages (RKO) (1.513; $1.80- ’ ‘ . __ 
$3 50'—“Spartaeus” • U> '2d Fwk'. 

Mpk Mild; ‘Song’ NSH 

■ Continued on page ID; $8,000, ‘Epitaph’ MbAeSt 

Tackage’Nice $6,000 In 5iG, ‘Time’ Big 8G, 2d 

Indpls-‘Damned’ Good 8G1 Trade is sp^tty again t?,i*s sessi°n- 
“ ^ ^ , . Strongest newcomer is a nabe first- 

Indianapolis, Nov. rl. run, “School for Scoundrels,” off 
Biz has improved some at all to a mighty start at Suburban 

first runs here this stanza, state World, On the mainstem; two fresh 
teachers conclave and school] va- entries are having tough sledding, 
cation m town Thursday and; Fri- “Let No Man Write My Epitaph” 
day helping trade. “Surprise Pack- shapes so-so at Gopher while “Song 

looks top newie. nice at without End” looks off-key at Or- 
Keith’s. Closing notice has boosted pheum. 

at Lyric- Holdovers prevail elsewhere, 
village of Damned is good at “High Time” looms big in second 

Loew s. round at State as does “All Young 
Estimates for This Week Men” on ra.o. at the Pan. “Dark at 

‘2,500; Top of Stairs” Is good at- Lyric in 
“T 4 ,sPace” third week. “Come Dance With. 

To, (Col). Dull Me” at World, also in third chap.-' 
$6,000. Last week, ‘ Sex Kittens To ter, continues lively. It’s the 10th 
xSleg^ ai-d* New Orleans week for “This Is Cinerama”' at 
A.ter Dark (Indie), $5,000. Century where, it’s rousing. 

Indiana i C-D). (1,000; $1.25-$2.50) 
- -“This Is Cinerama” (Cinerama). Estimates for This Week 
Hefty $13,000. Last week. $11,000. Academy (Mann) (.947; $1.75- 

Century where. It’s rousing. 

Estimates for This Week 

Academy (Mann) (947; $1.75- 
Keith’s iC-D) 1.300; 90-$l 25) — $2.65)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (36th wk). 

“Surprise Package” (Col), Nice steady $8*000. Last week, $9,000. 
$6,000 or near-. Last week !“Top 
of Stairs” »'WB) (2d wk), $4,500. 
• Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-$l) — 

Century (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,150; 
$1.75-$2*65)—“This Is Cinemara” 
(Cinerama) (reissue) (10th .wk). 

“Village of' Damned” (M-G); and Rousing $10,500. Last week, $9,500. 
“She Played With Fire” (Indie). Gopher (Berger) (1,000; $1-$1.25) 
Good $8,000. Last week “Girl of —“Let No Man Write My Epitaph” 
the Night” (WB) and* “Tijuana (CoW- Fair $5,500. Last week,. 
Story” (Indie), $5,500. “Jungle Cat” (BV) (4th wk), $2,000. 

Lyric «C-D) (850; $I,25-$2.50) — Lyric (Par) <1.000; $1-$1.50) — 
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (34th wk). Hot “Top of Stairs” (WB) (3d. \Vk). Good 
$7,500. Last week, $4,500. (Continued dn page TO) 

VSlMEfY 

'Caa-Can’ Iirdy $10,000, 
L’ville; ‘Desire’ Dud 5G 

Louisville, Nov. 1. 
. “Can-Can, Brown’s replacement 
for “Ben-Hur,” started out nicely 
on hard-ticket policy, with sizable 
take for opening week. “Village of 
Damned” at United Artists is mild 
while Rialto’s “Desire In Dust” 
shapes drab.' “Girl of: Night” in 
second at. the Mary Anderson. is 
off to fair take after sock opener] 

Estimates for This Week 

Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1.200;' 
; $1.25-S2)—“Can-Can” : (20th). Here 
| after “Ben-Hur” (M-G) great 23*: 
'week run.. Reviews were full of t 

1 praise; *yoks like nice $10,000. and 
may build; Last week, “Ben-Hur” 

I. • 23d wkV. $8.000., 

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 75-$l) 
• —“Started, -in Naples” . (Pan (2d 

wk'v Mild $3,000, after first week’s 
$5,000. ‘ . . 2 

j Mary Anderson (People’s) (900; 
| 75-Sli—‘-Girl of Night” 'WB) '2d 
| wk). Off to fair. $6,000 after first 
week's $8,500. 

Rialto '.Fourth. Avenue).. (3.000; ’ 
60-SI •—“Desire in Dust” '20th).- 
Poor S5.00O. Last week, “Jungle: 
Cat” (BV) $7!000,. ; • 

United Artists (UA) '3,000; 75-‘ 
$1 .'—“Village of Damned” tM-G) 

, and; “Gunmen From Laredo” (CoD. j 
Livened up some, by plenty of kids | 
filling house at lo\y admish. But . 
only mild $7,000 looms,.LastWeek, • 
‘•Stirpri.se Package” (Col), $7,200. j 

‘Mike’ Fine $6,000,' 
Omaha; ‘Dared’ 4G 

V i 
jPmaha. Nov. 1,"’ • 

Biz is pei-king a bit at downtown , 
.first-runs this session, thanks to ! 
teachers.’1, conventions. Aided sharp- i 
ly was hard-ticket “Ben-Hur” • at ; 
Copper, fancy, in 37th round; “For- 
Love of Mike” is rated fine^at ; the j 
Omaha, in first .but “Song Without, 
End”, is only fair at Orpheunl. “1.0 i 
Who Dared’.’ looks fairish at State , 
for opener.. ' j 

Estimates for This Week j 

Cooper 'Cooper) ' (693: $1.55- ’ 
S2.20.}.—t “Ben-Hur” (M-G) .'.37th 
wk'. . Fast.. $7,000. Last week, I 
$5,400. } 

Omaha (Tristafes) (2:066; 75-SI) ■ 
.—"For Love of Mike” (20th) and 
“Young Jesse James” (2Qfh): Fine 
S6.000,: Last week, “Aim at Stars” 
• Col) and “Boy Who Stole Million” 
'Par)- $3,500. 

Orpheum 'Tristates) '2.877; 75- 
$1 '—“Song. Without End”.. 'Coll. 
Fair $6,500. Last week, “Surprise 
Package” (Col), $5,500. 

State (Cooper) (743: $D—“10 
Who Diired” Fairish $4:000. 
Last \veek, “Subterraneans” (M-G), 
$3,800; ' ^ 

Buff Light But‘Stairs’ 
Firm 8G;‘Seven’ Fair 10G 

Buffalo, Nov. 1. 
First-run. trade is quite dull at; 

most spots, currently despite two 
. newcomers. “Dark at Top of 
Stairs,’’ good in second round! ait 

j the. Center, looms standout. “Girl 
| of Night” is okay , in first holdover 
^session at . Paramount. Neither 
j vMagnificerit Seven” nor “Desire 
Jin Dust”..are getting airy place of 
new entrants. 

Estimates .for This Week 

Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; fo'-$l)^- 
“Maghificent. Seven” (UA)' and 
“Walking Target” (Indie). Mild 
$10,000 or less. Last week, “Studs 

\ Lonigan” (UA) and “Five Bold 
Women” (Indie), $5,200. 

Center. (AB-PT) (3,000; 70-$1.25) 
—“Top of Stairs” (WB) (2d wk). 
Good $8,000. Last week, $12,000. 

Century (UATC) (2,700; 70- $1 )— 
■’Desire in Dust” (20th) and 
“Squad Car” (20th). Dim $5,000 in 
6 days. Last week, “ 12 to. Moon” 
(Col) and “Battle in Outer Space” 
(Col),. $7,500. 

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-$l) 
—“On Waterfront” (Col) .and “Wild. 
Ones” (Col) (Reissues). Disrrial $14]- 
500.. Last week, “Caltiki” 'AA) 
and “Tormented” fAA), $5,000. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000: 70-$l) 
—‘Girl of Night” (WB) and “No¬ 
torious Mr. Monks” (WB) (2d wk). 
Okay $8,000. Last week, $13,000. 

Teck (Loew) (1,200; $1.75-$2.75) 
—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (33d wk). Good 
$4,500 or over. Last week, $4,600, 

Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-$l )— 
“Jungle Cat” (BV) (4th wk). Slow 
$1,500. Last; week, $2,000. 

Wednesday, November ■%.. I960 

lace Rousing $18>0009 Philly; "Alamr 
Good 12G, lift "Staffs'10(£ 4 

^• • • ■'--. Philadelphia, Nov. 1; 
U j p Lively weekend trade is making 
Droadwav brosses Whole b.o. picture, shape brighter 
V here currently, with some new- 

* . - * . w . comers credited with helping biz. 
? 6iio “Midnight Lace” pacing the field 

™*9^ with a sockeroo round at the Ar- 
i 26 1 i74 «nn cadia* “The Alamo” is fairly good: 
L nn at Midtown although not as loud 

(Based on 23 theatres) as expected. “Girl of. Night”"is 

j _ • lofty on. initial week out at Stanton. 

6ff i D /f i nri “Sunrise at Canipobello” looms 
I QPP KA|fA | a|; okay in second .Stanley round. 
WIvG RU11U "Hiroshima Mon . Amour” shapes 

, ; .solid on opener aU Trans-Lux. 

riAtrAi ' “Dark at Top of. Stairs ’still is 

trievc« oeven izubright ^ f,°urt» f°x stanza- ,,s?r- v,v 1 -Vw T prise Package” looms sorso ' 
. v- '■■'■■i' , opener at Randolph., Cleveland, Nov* 1, ;. _ .. . .. - . . ■ , 

“Midnight Lace,” playing at the Estimates, for This Week 
Hipp, is heading for a sockeroo . Arcadia <S&S> (536; 99-$L80)-^- 
take opening session to lead city* ( “Midnight Lace” HJ)! Sockeroo 

; Some newcomers re taking a : $.18,000 or near. Last week,. “All 
,beating here currently but "Mag- ‘ Young Cannibals” 'M-G) (2d wk», 
inificent Seven” is nice on; opener; $6,000. 

bt' the. State. “Gigi” and. “Around I Boyd: (SW) (1.562: Si:40-$2.75>— 
] World i ,80 Days.” two oldies. J “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (49th wk). Slick 
shape fairly okay for first week at $11,500.: Last week. $14,000. 

iPalace- Fox (Milgram) '2.000: 99-$l.80)— 
Estimates for This Week ; “Top of Stairs” (WB) (4th. \yk).; 

J Allen (SW) ‘Sl-Sl.50) — “Song Bright.$10,000] Last wceki.Sl2,000. 
.'Without End” (Col). Mild $10,000 ; 'Goldman (Goldman) H,200; 99- 
or less. Last Week. "Girl.of Night” ! SI.80'—"Jungle. Cat” iBV) '3d wk). 

i'WB) '2d wk), $9;0.00. jNice $7,000 in 5 :davs. Last week, 
Continental Art ‘Art Theatre $9:000- 

I Guild) (950; $1.25) — "Captai Midtown ‘Goldman) ‘1,000; $2- 
ITable” (Indie) .(2d wk>. Nice $2.75)—“Alamo" 'UAh Shapes 
; $2,000,^'Last wcek.^^ $2,900. .; . good ,$12*0.00, but. rated not up to 

Heights Ari (Art; Theatre Guild) hopes. Last week. ’’Can-Can” 
'950; $1.25 — ‘‘Hiroshima Mbii ! '20th) j26th wk\..$6,500] 
Amour’- (Zenith) '3d wk), Qff tO': Randolph ^Goldman) <2.500; 99- 
$2,000. Last week^JS&.ROO. ,.$1.80)—“Surpise Packag ” 'CoD, 

) Hippodrome ' Eastern . Hi ) , So-so $10,500. Last week; “Song 
*3.700: $1-$1.50)—“Midnight Lace” j Without ..End’.’: 'CoD '3d wk),' 
• U»,. Smash. S 18,000 or .over. Last ; $10.000: } ' 

] week, “Aim at Stars” (Col). $9.500.! Stanley- (SW) '-2.500;,- 99-SI.80)— 
i Ohio 'Loew;) '2,700;. $.i-S2,75': ^••*,,^uhris$v:at-'Caipgdhellb:';*-:.(WB.) '.2d 
;“Ben-Hur” <M-G) '40th- wk'. Stout wk'i^Pkay. $12,000.' 'Last .week,. 
$6,000. Last week. $6,500. 

Palace ‘Silk and. Helpein) '3,750; 
$i6.500:Va . • :•■ 

Stanton' (SW) '1.483;. 99-SI.8(P- 
, $1-S1.25) — "Gigi"^ (.M-G) and “Girl of Night'], ' WBi. Lofty Sll.000. 
i “Around World in 80 Days” (UA).jLast week. “All. Young Men” 'CoD 
'reissues'. Fair $7,000. Last. Week, :’.i4th. wk) $7:8.00. 

j "Desire in DustL '20th). $11,000.? i Studio.. 'Goldberg) '483: 9.9-S.1.80) 
j State (Loew) '3.700: $l-$1.25)— —“Tpsca” 'Indie» and "Alda”' dn- 
(“Maghificefit Seven” 'UA). Nice^ die). ' Good S4.000. or .neaiv Last 
$12,000. Last .week, “Night'Fight-_>veek, “Morais? Squad” 'Indie) and 

■ ers” (UA), $5:500. , “Sinc.and ^Desire” ‘Iridic) (2d’wkl 
I Stillman (Loewis) (2.700: SI- $5,000. ' 
|$1.5Q).—"Sword and .Dragon” Mh-i T^ansrLux(T-LVt50Q; 99-Si.801-^ 
die) '2d wk); Mild $.6.0001 Last , “Hiroshima MoK3mour” ‘Zenith).. 
week, $7,500. 

‘Alamo’ Okay at $12,000, l 
Frisco;‘Seven’ Hep 14G, s 

‘Night’Smooth $13,000 i 
San Francisco. Nov* 1: | 

First-run biz has turned soft i 
here, with only “Girl of Night” at ,| 
Paramount and “Magnificent Sevr 
en” at United Artists shaping 
bright. Latter is best with a torrid 
round in prospect] “The Alarho” 
started out slowly on hardticket at ' ^ 

J Solid $7,000. Last week, “Sons and 
Lovers”T20th) (4th wk', $3,200. 

Viking (Sley) i 1.000; 99-S1.80W 
“Desire in Dust” ‘20th) .(2d wk). 
Good $7,000. Last week, $8,000. 

World (R&B-Pathej. '449; 99- 
$1.80)—“End,of Innocence” ‘20thL 

I Oke $3,200. . Last Week. “Royal 
.Ballet” (Indie) (3d Wk'* $2,200.: 

Song’ Sockerco $11,000* 
Denver; ‘Night Hot 15G 

Denver,. Nov. 1. 
;It’s either feast or. famine in the. 

| Alexandria, With just okay round} Denver area this week. There are 

1 in prospect. a lot of new entries, with some, of 
] “Sunrise "at Campobello’’ is he- them pfomisirig; others are fair to 

__(slow. “Song Without End” ing pulled after four weeks, on 
hard-ticket at the Marine. “Sep- CentJ]® while “Girl of 
tember Storm” is rated drab on Night shapes big. ’ All Fine Young 
nDpnpr at-the Fox ■ Cannibals' .looms., slow..‘'Benr-Hur” opener at the Fox. 

Estimates for, This Week.. 

Cannibals ’ looms slow. “Ben-Hur” 
is going stinorig again in 29th Week 

Goldeu Gate (RKO) (2)859; $L25- at Denham. 
$1.50)—“College Confidential” (U) Estimates for This. Week 
arid “Head of Tyrant” <Ub Dull Aladdin (Fox) (900; $1.25) 
$6,000. Last week, “Psycho” (Par) “Miracle of Fatima’’ (WB). Fair 
(11th wk), $7,000: 

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$l.50)— 
“Septeriiber Storm” (20th): Drab 
$8,000. Last .week* “Desire In 
Dust” (20th) and “Secret Purple 
Reef” (20th), $10,000. 

Warfield (Loew) (2,656; $1,25- 
$1:56)—“Key Witness” (M-G) and 

$4,000. Last week, “Jungle Cat” 
(BV.) (3d W’k) (m.o.), $4,006. 

Centre (Fox) (i,270; $1-$1:45)— 
“Song W»th°ut End” (Col). Sock 
$11,660: Last week* “Surprise 
Package” (Col) (2d wk), $10,000. 

Denham (Indie) (800; $1.25-$2,5Q) 

“Tunnel of Love” (M-G). Slow ^ic* 
$7,000. Last week, “Rosemary” $9»560, Last Wreek, $10,500. 
(FAW) and “Violent Patriot” (In- Denver (Fox) <2,432; $l-$i.25)^ 
die), $9,000. “16: Who Dared” (BV) (2d wk). 

Paramount (Par) (2*646; $1.25- Lofty $12,000. Last week, $17,000. 
$1.50)—“Girl of Night” (WB) and Esquire (Fox) (600; $D—“Carry 
“Violent Women” (WB). Stout On Nurse” (Gov) (24th wk). Steady 
$13,000. Last week, “Under 10 $3,000. Last week, $3,200. ., 
Flags” (Par) arid “Boy Who Stble Orpheum (RKO) (2.690; $1-$1J25) 
Million” (Par), $11,000. —“AU Fine Young Cannibals” 

i kt. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1*50) (M-Gr) and “Love Maker” (Indie), 
-i—“Surprise Package” (Col) and Slow $7,500. Last week, “Time 
“Prime Time” (Indie) (2d wk). Machine”: (M-G) arid “Day They 
Good $7,000. Last week, $13,000. Robbed Bank England” (M-G), 

Orpheum (Cinerama, Inc.).(1,456; $11,000. 
$1.75-$2 65) — “Cinerama Holiday” Paramount (Indie) (2,100; 90- 
(Cinerama) (reissue). Nice $14,000.. $1*25)-—'“Girl of Night” (WB) and 
Last week, “This Is Cinerama” “Night Fighters” (UA). Boffo $15,- 
(Cinerama) (reissue) (17th wk), 000. Last week, “Magnificent 
$24,000 for 8 days. 

United Artiste (No. Coast) (1,1*51; 
$L25-$1,50^“Magnificent Seven” 

Seven” (UA) (2d wk), $11,500. 
Towne (Indie) (600; $I-$L45)— 

‘‘Magdalena” (Indie). Big $5,000. 
(UA) and “Walking Target” (UA). Last week, “Come Dance With Me” 

I (Continued on page 10) (Col) (2d wk), $2,700. 
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New Product Perks Chi; 'Alamo’ Fair 
$16,000, lace* Smash 28G, "Package 

Chicago, Novi 1. ■ ■: ■-——-'t" ■" '—- 
Stacie of new pix is giving the * A M * 

Chi firstTrun front a much-needed ILStlinateS Are flCt 
hypo this, round, albeit the totals Film gross ,estimates 
are still under hripes. MildisH ported herewith-from the yarir 
weather hasn't helped, and election oris key cities, are net; i.e., 
campaigning is also hampering biz. without usual tax. Distrib- 
Hard-ticketed “Alamo,” up against utor? share on net take, when ... 
some negative reviews. Is gunning playing, percentage, hence the 

" for. mild $16,000 Palace initialer. estimated figures are net in-. 

“Midnight Lace” preem shapes C0He‘ • ^ j . * 
smash $28,0.00 total at United Art- The Parenthetic admission 
ists. Oriental’s “Surprise Package’’ ?n^es. however, as indicated, 
is taking a very, good $25,000 include U. S. gmuseinenV^x^ 
firster. '• 

“Hiroshima Mon Amour” at the (fl B f f% I 
arty World expects a robust take XllQirf’QPllC \Af*|r 
in first week..... Surf’s “Battle, of mU.CII III v Up MllVU 
Sexes” looks for fine preem stari- • 

“All Fine Young Cannibals” V/jj ItlMf Hllll AfP 
shapes mild.in Woods second round VuUjVVvj HUM ilvv 
while .“Let No Man Write My Epi¬ 
taph" is fast ini State-Lake third. . Boston, Nov.. .1. 
“Magnificent Seven” in ditto Pix biz hit updraft this week, 
Roosevelt stanza should bag a ro- being sparked by “Spartacus” at 
bust take. the Astpr. sock in first week on 
... The Chicago’s “Dark at Top of hardTticket. Lethargy and legit 
Stairs” is nice in fifth session. Sec- competish has been; somewhat 
ond week of “Come Dance With overthrown with cool weather and 
Me” is rated good at the Loop. crowds Overflowing Saturdays and 

On hardticket. “Spartacus” Sundays. “Surprise Package” is 
postied a hep third canto at the ^as* at .Memorial. “September 
Me Vickers. “Ben-Hur” continued Si6rK shapes mild at; Paramount. 

- fine stride within 45th Todd Thea- j “Let No Man Write My Epitaph” 
tre week. looms hotsy at Orpheum in second 

fotimites for *Ms W«k Bioh? 
Carnegio (Telrm t) (495; $1,501— . Snf'h 'i?, 

Y}rt .ip $',• /i>J 1 1 t y •J3CK .. IS; V6ry ITlUCfl *3ll Fl^Ilt dt 
fl f C" ?t^2-dnhVk 'i Exeter in third. “Sunrise at Campo- 

1 bellpV ^ perkidg up at Cary in CWeago (3.^ 9p^$1.80);f°urth via continuous run and 
— Top of Stairs (WB) (5th wkh < iower scale 
Good $13,000. Last week. $15,000. j Fci;m,Uo - , w..v 

Esquire (H&E . Balaban) (1.350- Estimates for This Week 
$1.25-$1.8d) — “Please Turn oVer”! .^Astpr iB^QV.. (1,27.0; $L80-$3)- 
(Col» (3d wk\ Moderate $7,000. Last | . Spartacus .< U! First week ending 
week. $9500. .! tomorrow (Wed> looks rousing 

Loop (Teiem’t) (606; 90-$1.80—! $rQ^00 or pveF- 
. “Come- Dance With Me” (Col) (2d ; Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1.50)-- 

wk>. Busv $7,900, Last Week,$9,000. (“Rosemary” (Films Around World) 
McVipkers <JL&S> (1.580; $1.49- ! l3d Avk'.- Oke $o,000. Last week, 

$3,501,;— “Spartacus” (U) ;3d \vk».<^7,2^0- 
Hep $21,000. Last week, $24,200. j Boston ' (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,354; 

Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90)— $120-$2,65) .— .“This Js Cinerama” 
^‘Torpedo Zone' (indie) and “Frog /Cinerama > (28th wk>. The 27th 
Woman” (indie). Fair $4,200 Last Week ended Monday (3D was .nice 
week, ‘‘Moments of Pleasure” (in- S91000 hypoed by closing -weeks’ 
die) arid “Crazy for Love.” irndie>, | kally*. Last week. $7,500. 

$5,300. i ..Capri. (Sack) (900: $1.50-$1.80)— 
Oriental (Indie) <3*400;90:-$l/80)“Can-Can”(20thV/(rii.o.) (5th \vk- 

—“Surprise Package” (Col). Nice i fmal). Oke $4,500. Last week, 
$25,000. Last week. “High time” ,$5,000. “Inherit Wind” (UA). opens 
(20th) «3d wk). $15,000: Wednesday (2). 

Palace (Iridie). (2.177; $l,75-$3.50) < ,iT,Exelff: iIJ1.dL^ (1T,37,vi 
•— “Alamo” (UA). Kicked off at ^l1 ,,Rlght; 

(Continued on page 10) *;k)- week erjdedFnday (28) 
— “Alamo” iUA>.’ Kicked off at jH1 .Right; 

(Continued on page 10) wk),, Third, week epded Friday (28) 
■ \ • was hotsy $10,000. Last w’eek, 

: “ j $11.000,.’ 
<P > c fir AAA Gary' (Sack) (i;277; $1.50r$2.50) 
J6Y6D uoappy MDiUuUi —“Sunrise at Campobello” <WB> 

<\T* Li> P * fn AAA (4th. wk). Fine $13,500. Last week, 
Pitt; Night Fair $8,000, to grind, $1.50 to 

2rf* ^Rpn-Hur’ Fat 12G ^ Ken^more ‘ (700; $1.50-$1.75) — 
LU9 0C11:11UI 1 <11 l^U “Song Without End” (Col) (5th. wk). 

Pittsburgh. Nov, 1, , Hefty $11,000. Last week, $12,500. 
Strong; new entry, “Magnificent ;. Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$1.10) 

Seven” at Penn : and two hefty; — “Surprise Package” (Col) and 
holdovers, “Ben-Hur,” in 41st “Between .Time and Eternity*’ (U), 
round at Warner, and “Jungle Cat” , Fast, $.i5.000. Last week; “High 
in third at Squirrel Hill, are the ; Time” and “S.O.S, Pacific” (U) (2d 
lone bright spots in Pitts current j..^kN $13,000, ~ 
session. “I Aim At Stars”^^ at Hiarr * Afetropolitan (NET) ; J4.357; 70- 
ris is lean for opener. “Girl of i $U0)— desire in Dust 20th) and 
Night” shapes only fair in sebond^ 
at Stanley. One tfay Halloive’eri Pul1 ST.OOp.-Last week. $9.Q00 
showing of “Midnight Lace** on 
Saturday was boff. ^ (S1^ ope^ 

Estimates for This Week Orpheum (Loew) (2.900; ga-$1.50) 
Puiton (Shea) 1 ;365; $L$1.50)— ;|;_^‘>Let No Mari Write My Epitaph” 

Miracle of Fatima (WB) (reissue), (iGoI j and; “Walking Target” (UA) 
Very soft $3,000. Single showing (2d \vk). Torrid $ 15,000; Last week; 
bf'“Midnight: Lace” (U) on Saturr $13 500; . 
day night hit excellent $2,000: Last .New *. Fenway (Indie) (1.350; 
week, “Secret of Purple Reef” $l.25-$1.50) — “Hiroshima Mon 
(20th), $1,900. Amour". (Zenith) (9th wk). Good 

Harris (Associated). (2.100; $1- $3,000 Last week, $4,000. 
$1:50)—“Aim At Stars” (Col). Slim. . Paramount (NET) (2,357; 70- 
$3,000 with doubtful help of “Fast $L10)—“September Stbrm” (20th) 
and Sexy” (Qol) last Saturday arid “Trapped in Tangiers” (20th). 

ighf. Last week, “Surprise Pack- Mild- $11,000 or under. “Girl of 
age” (Col), $5,400 in 5. days; Night’’ (WB) opens today (Tues.) 

Penn (UATC) (3,300; $i-$1.50)— Pilgrim (ATC) ( 1.900; 60-$1.10)— 
“Magnificent Seven” <UA). Trim “Let’s Make Love” (20th) (rerun) 
$15,000. Last week; “Night ,and(Col) Neat 
Fighters” (UA), $8;500: ^t.^eek, ^Carnival Stpiy. 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (834; $L25>— ' Gon« Dance With Me 
“Jungle Cat” (BV). (3tf wk). Wbw ; 
$3,500. Last week, $4,000. 

^iflnUv (ciri to piAA* ti ti ... B.cn-Hur .(M-G) (50th wk), Stout 
SSfi 'Iwrn*$1^’001)- Last veek, dUto, Holds 

r.i,r *o°nnnNf» i 2? W u until Dfec- 21 when “Exodus” (UA) 
F*iv»™’00^cw w opens. “Hur” theiL moves over to 

Warner (SW) (1,513; $1.50-$2,75) Capri. 
-“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (41st wk). Ex- suie (T-L) (730; 75-$L25) 
eellent $12,000 via two extra morn- ‘’Follies Bergere” (Indie) and 
Ihg; student shows. Last week, "Diary of Bad Girl” (Iridie) (2d 
$8,500. wk). Hot $5,500. Last week, $7,000. 

PRriety 

Seven’ Modest $10,500, 
St L; 'Song’ Big 10G, 3 

St. Louis, Nov. L 

New product is not proving much; 
help to biz here currently, “Mag¬ 
nificent Seven” being fairish and 
“Freckles,’’/ also/ new, shaping 
modest. “Song Without End” is 
big in third Esquire stanza. Two 
reissues, “Gigi” ?and “Around 
'World in 80 Days” at Ambassador 
are okay. 

Estimates, for This .Week 

: Ambassador (Arthur) (2,970; / 60- 
90)—“Gigi” (M-G) and “Around 
World in 80 Days” (UA) (reissues). 
Nice. $9,000. Last week, “Desire in 
Dust” (20th), $7,500. 

Apollo Art (Grace) (.700; 90- 
$1.25)—“Thrrie-Penny Opera” (In¬ 
die)/ NSH $1,200. Last week, 
“Idiot” (20th), • $1,500. 
. Esquire . (Schuchart-Levin) (1,- 
800; 90-$l.‘25) “Song Without 
End” (Col) (3d wk). Big $10,000. 
Last Week, $15,000. 

Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 60-90) — 
“Freckles” (20th) and “Walk Tall” 
(20th). Fair $12,000. Last week, 
“Under 10 Flags” (Par) and “Seven 
Ways From Sundown” (U), $13,000. 

Loew’s Mid-City (Loew)i (1,160; 
$1.50-$2.50) — “Ben-Hur” .(M-G.) 
i23d wk); Okay $8,000. Last week, 
$9,000. 

State (Loew) (3.600; 60-90) 
“Magnificent Seven” (UA). Fairish 
$10*500. Last week/ “Jungle Cat” 
(BV), $7*000. 

Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; 60-90)— 
"Sons arid Lovers” (20th) (2d wk). 
OKe $2,700. Last week, $3,500, 

St. Louis (Arthur) (3,800; 60-90) 
—"College ConfidentiaT' (U) and 
“Blackboard Jungle” . (U>. Small 
$9,000. Last week, “All Young j 
Men” (Coll and “12 to Moon” (Col), ! 
$15,000. 

Vamned’ Good 9G, 
Cincy; ‘Cat’ 8G 

Cincinnati,. Npv. 1: 

J Cincy first-runs bid for imprqve- 
j ment this canto. Biz^bracer comes 
; partly from four new bilks in face 
‘ of election spotlighting* college and 
high, school football and pro basket¬ 
ball. “Dark at Top. of Stairs” 

j shapes modest at . Albee in first. 
|“ViIlage of Damned” at Palace 
-looms good. “Jungle "Cat” rates 
/fast on opener at Keith’s. 

“Girl of Night’’ at Grand ..and 
“Sprig Without End’* at the Valley 

' are firm holdovers. Long-run “Ben1 
. Hur” continues/ sturdy 33d; 
i round, 

I Estimates for This Week 

I Albee (RKO) (3.100; 90-$125)— 
I “Top of Stairs” (WB). Modest $9.- 
:000. Last week. ‘‘Magnificent 
Seven” (UA), $8,500,: 

j - Capitol iSW-Cinerama) (l;400; 
, $l;25-$2.75) —/ “Ben-Hur” (M-G) 
| (33d wk), Firrii $13,500: Extra a.rii. 
show gives lift over last week’s 

; $12,500. 
i Esquire Art (Shor) (500; $1.25)^- 
j “Royal Ballet” (UA). So-so $1,600. 
J Last week, “Cousins” (Indie),. $1,- 
400, 

j Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$1.25)— 
“Girl of Night” (WB) (ni;0.) ^2d wk). 
Good $6,000. Last=week, $7,500. 

i Guild (Vance) (300; $1.25)—“I’m. 
I All Right. Jack" (Col) (7th wk). 
Mild $1,300. Last week, $1,400, 

i Hyde Park Art CSlhor) (500; $1,25) 
jr1-“Carry On Nurse” (Gov) (m.Q.) 
!, )2d. wk). Good $1,800, Last week, 
same. Had 10-\veek run at Esquire 
Art. 

j: Keith’s . (Shor) (1500; 90-$1.25)— 
I “Jungle Cat” (BV). Fast $8,000, 
fLast week, “Surprise Package” 

(Col) (2d wk), $6,500. 
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$1.25)— 

“Village of Damned” (M-G). Good 
$9,000; Keying area saturation and. 
(exploitation spread by Crosley’s 
WLW and WLW-T with mentalist 
Dunninger personating for a day 
at houses in larger cities. Last 

. week, “One Foot in Hell”. (20th), 
I $6,500. 

. -Twin Drive-In (Shor) (1.200 cars 
each side; 90c)—West side: “Rose 
Mary” (Indie) and “Virgin Island” 
(Indiek Oke $6,000. Last week, 

;. “Caltiki” (Iridie) and -Tormented” 
; (indie), $5,000. East side; “Wild 
i One” (M-G) and “On Waterfront” 
i (M-G) (reissues). Good $6,000. Last 
I week, “Love Specialist*’ (Indie) and 

‘Three Blondes in His Life” (In- 
. die) $3,800. 
I YaBey (Wiethe) (1,200; $1-$1.50) 
; —“Song Without End” (Col) (2d 
. wk). So-so46,000. Last week, $6,200. 

PICTCBB GKOSSBS 

Bway Uneven; ^amo* Smadi 
'Storm’ Mild 28G; 'Spartacus’ Giant 

32G, 4th, lace’-Stage Lofty 140G, 3d 
With only two newcomers this i 

session and the hot race between 
Kennedy and Nixon for the Presi¬ 
dency drawing attention, there Is 
riot much excitment at Broadway 
first-run theatres currently. Cool, ; 
rainy weather is proving .-a, bit help¬ 
ful but some forced holdovers of 
not so strong product is quite a , 
handicap. 

Chief interest is centered on 
“The Alairip,” playing on hard-tic¬ 
ket at the Rivoli. John Wayne opus 
hit close to capacity. $33,000 in 
first full week for nine . regular 
shows plus two kiddie matinees. 
“September Storm” is not getting 
far on initial; session at the Para¬ 
mount with only mild $28,000 
likely, and due to be replaced Nov. 
10 by “North To Alaska” 

Still taking top coin is. “Mid¬ 
night Lace”;, with stageshow, with 
a big $140,000 probable for cur¬ 
rent (3d) round at the Music Hall. 
It stays. “Spartacus" still is hold¬ 
ing, great, around $32,000 in fourth 
stanza at the DeMille. 

“Never On Sunday” hit an amaz¬ 
ing $27,2000; in second week at 
the arty Plaza or ahead of first 
.round’s record take/ “Inherit the 
Wind” landed, a good $29,000 in 
third rriund, day-dating the Astor 
and arty Trans-Lux 85th Street. 
Pic is doing solid trade at the lat¬ 
ter house.. 

“Surprise Package” is heading 
for an. okay $18,000 in third round! 
at the Criterion, where “Girl of 
Night” moves in Nov. 11, “Hell To] 
Eternity” dipped to lean $17,000 in ! 
third session at the Capitol, with 
“Butterfield 8” due on Nov. 16. j 
. “Sunrise at CamDobelio;” helped j 

; by two extra kiddie shows, looks 
’ to move up to a good $20,000 in 
current (5th) round at the Palace. ] 

i “Ben-Hur” is heading, for great] 
$32,000 or close in 49th wee:k at-.] 
the State, with boost from an ex-; 
tra performance.. 

“I Aim at Stars” is doviri to lean 
$6;50Q or less in second round at 
the Forum, with “Let No Man 
Write My Epitaph” set to open 
Nov. 10. 

Estimates for this Week 

Astor (City Inv.l (1.094; 75-$2>— 
“Inherit the Wind” iUA' (4th wk). • 

]Third round finished last night- 
{ (Tries.) was okay $19,000 or near 
after ^$23,000 for second. j 

Capitol <Loew> (4,820; $l-$2.50v; 
— “Hell To Eternity” (AA) (4th ; 
wk). Third , stanza ended last night I 
(Tues ) was lean $17,000 or close : 
after $23,000 for second. Stays until; 
Nov. 15, With “Butterfield 8” due = 
to open Nov. 16. ] 

Criterion (Moss) (1.671; 90-$2.40). 
— “Surprise Package/’ fCol» (3d 
wk). This, week winding toiriorrow | 
(Thurs.) is heading for okay $18,000 
after $22,000 for second round. 
“Girl of Night" (WB) opens Nov. 

DeMille (Reade) (1,463; $1.50- 
SS.SO)^“Spartacus”; (U). (4th wk). 
This \veek ending today (Wed.) 
looks like sPcko $32,000 after $33,- 
500. for third. Holding on even keel 
with weekends capacity, with week¬ 
days not selling front row's. Thea¬ 
tre parties are cutting, into overall 
take, too. Advance still is holding 
big. 

Palace (RKO) (1,642; $1.25-$2.50) 
—“Sunrise at Campobello” (WB) 
(5th. wkt. This frame winding up 
today (Wed!) looks to hit good 
$20,000. Fourth was $19,000. Fin¬ 
ishes run Here on Nov. 17; then 
moves over to Murray Hill on con¬ 
tinuous-run, popscale basis. Cur- • 
rent week is being helped by two ’ 
morning student show's. 

Forum (Moss) (813; 90-$1.80W! 
“I Aim At Stars” (Col) (3d wk). ] 
.First holdover session ended last! 
niglit (Tues.) was mild $6,500 or i 
less after $17,000 .for opener. Goes 
a. few days past third week in 
order to open “Let No Man Write 
My Epitaph” (Col) on Nov. 10. day¬ 
dating with T-L 52d Street. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 
$2) — “September Storm” (20th). 
First week ending tomorrow 
(Thurs.) is. heading for mild $28,000 
or near. Holding. In ahead, “Desire 
in Dust” (20th) (2d wk-10 days), 
$19,000. Theatre already Is adver¬ 
tising “North To Alaska” (20th) to 
open on Nov. 10. 

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ 
fellers) (6,200; »0-$2.75) — “Mid- 
niglit Lace” (U> arid stageshow (3d 
wk). CuiTerit session ending today 
(Wed ) is heading for big $140,000 

or close. Second was $151,000. 
Holds again for fourth-final week. 
“World of Suzie Wong” (Par) opens 
Nov. 10 prior to Christmas show. 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$3.50) 
—“The Alamo” (UA) (2d wk). In¬ 
itial session ended last night 
(Tues.) for nine regular perform¬ 
ances was near-capacity $33,000 on 
hard-ticket basis, plus two morn¬ 
ing kid shows. Advance seat sale 
on opening day had climbed to 
$60,000. 

State (Loew) (1,900: $1.50-$3.50> 
-“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (49th wk). This 
round finishing today (Wed.) looks 
like great $32,000 for 11 shows. 
Last week, $30,500 for 10 perform¬ 
ances. Stays. 

First-Run Arties 
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2) 

—“I-t Happened in Broad Day¬ 
light” (Cont) (5th wk). This stanza 
winding tomorrow (Thurs.) looks 
to reach oke $5,500 after $6,500 in 
fourth. • 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) 
=—“Hiroshima Mon Amour” (Ze¬ 
nith» (25th wk). The 24th frame 
finished Sunday (30) was smash 
$7,000 after $7,600 for 23d week. 
Continues. 

Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20- 
$175)—“Confess Dr. Corda” (In¬ 
die) (2d wk). Initial round ended 
Saturday (29) was modest $4,000. 
and won’t be around long. 

55th St. Playhouse (Moss) (253: 
r$1.25-$L80) — “Heaven on Earth** 
I (Miske) <4th wk). Third frame fin- 
] ished Sunday (30) was fancy $4,100 
i after $5,200 for second, 
i Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B) (250; 
i $1.25-$1.80—“World of Apu” (Har- 
Irison) (5th wk). Fourth week fin¬ 
ished Monday (31) was great $5,200 
rafter $6,000 in third round, 
j Normandie (T-L) (592; $1.25- 
i $1.80—“Royal Ballet” (Lope) (5th 
j (Continued on page 10) 

D.C. Still Down; ‘Storm’ 
Light 10G, ‘Seven’ Okay 

$9,000, ‘Sexy’ Lean 9iG 
Washington.. Nov. 1, 

Downtown continues this session 
1 as holdovers wane and new gentries 
fail to stir up much exciterifent. 

: “September Story” at the Capitol 
! shapes mild in opening round, 
! while “Surprise Package" at Play- 
i house is only passable. “Fast and 
! Sexy” looks barely fair at two 
; Stanley Warner houses. 

Top holdover looks like “Song 
i Without End,” sturdy in seventh 
■ at Trans-Lux. 
I Estimates for This Week 
j Ambassador-Metropolitan (SW) 
(1.490; 1,000; 90-$1.49)—“Fast arid 
Sexy” (Col). Mild $9,500 or close. 
Last week, ‘Top of Stairs” (WB) 
<3d wk), $9,800. 

Capitol (Loew) (3,426; $1-$1.49) 
—“September Storm” (20th). Mild 
$10*000 or near. Last week, “Ruby” 
(Selznick) (reisue), $7,500. 

Keith’s (RKO) (1,650; $1-$1.49) 
-—“Magnificent Seven” (UA) (3d 
wk). Okay $9,000. Last week. 
$10,000. 

MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.10)— 
“School for Scoundrels" (Cont) 
(5th wk). Good $5,000. Last week, 
$5,400. 

Ontario (K-B) Tl.240; 90-$1.49) 
—“Aida” (Indie). Thin $4,000. Last 
week, “Royal Ballet” (Lopert) (2d 
wk), $5,700. 

! Palace (Loew) (2,390; 90-$1.25)— 
; “One Foot in Hell” (20th) (2d wk); 
; Frail $2,500 for final 3 days. Last 

■week, $7,500. 
Playhouse (T-L) (458; $1-$1.80)— 

; “Surprise Package” (Col). So-so 
] $7,500. Last week, “All Young 
Men” (Col) <3d wk), $2,700. 

Plaza (T-L) (276; $1-$1.80) — 
“Magdalena” (Magna) (6th wk). 
Fair $3,000. Last week, $3,800. 

Town (King) (800; $1-$1.49) — 
“Psycho” (Par) (14th wk). Hardy 
$4,500. Last week, $5,000. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.25-$2) 
—“Song Without End” (Col) (6th 
wk>. Sturdy $7,000. Last week, 
$7,200. 

Uptown (SW) (1,300; $1.48-$2.75) 
—“Sunrise at Campobello” (WB) 
(4th wk). Okay $5,500. Last week, 
same. 

Warner (SW) (1,440; $1.49-$2.75) 
-“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (33d wk). Nicu 
$9,000. Last week, $9,500. 
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‘Epitaph’ Wow $20,000, Del; ‘Storm’ 
Good 18G, ‘Eternity’ Hep 1?G in 2d 

Detroit, Nov. 1. ♦-'-■-— 
Hot new product is adding to aril I 

already list of films this week at! Seattle SLOW, Seven 

downtow n deluxers. “Let No Man j Mild 6V2G, ‘Desire’ 5G 
Write My Epitaph" looks wow at | ^ cMttlP Nnv i 
the Palms. “September Storm" ‘ . j ea"le’ *0'- 1* 
shapes good at the Fox. Product situation has eased on 

-Hell to Elernitv" slays torrid the' local level sufficiently to 
in second session at the Michigan, prompt the Music Hall to reopen 
“Song Without End" holds very after two weeks, but its first pic 
big in third round at the Mercury. ‘ Magnificent Seven. *ooks only 

“Surprise Package" is rated okay mild. “Desire in Dust,, also new, is 
at Madison. “Ben-Hur" in 37th dull at Coliseum while “Song With- 
week at United Artists and "Wind- out End ' shapes poor at Fifth 
jammer” in 32d session at the Mu- Avenue. 
sic Hall are terrific. Estimates for This Week 

Estimates for This. Week Blue Mouse (Hamrick) .«739; 
Fox tFox-Mich) <5.000: 75-S1.49) $1.50-$3)—“Ben-Hur" <M-G) <39th 

—“September Storm" '20th*. Good wk). Swell $8,000. Last week* 
$18,000. Last week, “Girl of Night" 
(WB) and “12 Hours to Kill" <20th) 
t2d wk), $13,500. 

$8.20Q. 
Coliseum < Fox-Evergreen) <1.870) 

SI-$1.50)—“Desire in Dust" <20th) 
Michigan (United Detroit) <4.000: and “Secrets of Purple Reef" 

$1.25-$1.49) — "Hell to Eternity" (20lh). Modest $5,000. Last week. 
(AA) and “Raymie" <AA) <2d Wk;). 
Hot $17,000. Last week, $21,000. 

Palms *UD) *2.961; $ 1.25-$ 1.49)— 
“Let No Man Write My Epitaph" 

“Aim at Stars" <Col > and "5 Bold 
Women" »Indie>, $6,300. 

Fifth Avenue <Fox-Evergreen) 
<2.500: $1-$1.50) — “Song Without 

(Coi» and “Stranglers of Bombay" End” (Col). Poor $6,000. Last week, 
(Col). Wharn $20,000. Last week. “Surprise Package" <Col) and. “As- 
“Elmer Gantry” 
$17,000. 

<UA) <3d wk;). Sea Rages" <Col) (2d wk'. S6.8Q0. 
Music Box (Hamrick)- (850; $1- 

Madison <UD) <1.408: S1.25-$1.49> $1.50)—“Jungle Cat" <BV) <3d wk). 
—“Surprise Package" 'Colt '2d Good $4,000. Last week, $5,200. 
wk». Oke $10,000. 
$13,000. 

Braadway-Capitol 

week. Music Hall (Hamrick) <2.200: $1- 
$1.50)—"Magnificent Seven" (UAh 

(3.500: Mild $6,500, Last week, house was 
$1.25-$1.49)—“Coltiki” -Indie) and dark. 
“Tormented" * AA-'. Slim $7,500. Paramount (Fox- .vergreen) 
Last week, “Dead One" AA) and 000: $1-$1.50) — “Psycho" 'Par). 
“Undcad" AA'. $8,000. j <10th wk>. Okay S5.00Q. Last week, 

Adams -Balabam 1.700: $1.25- $5!70Q. 
$1.50) — “All Fine Young Canni- f —-^-r-— 
bals" i.M-G» <2d wk'. Down to thin 
$6,000. Last week, $10,000. LOS ANGELES 

United Artists -LA> <1.C67; SI.25- <Continued.from page 8) 
$3)—“Ben-Hur" •37th wk'. 90-SI. 50'—“Aim at St a 
Fine $13,500. Last week, same. and “Man On String" <Col) <2d wk'. 

Music Hall 'Cinerama. Inc.) <1,- Dim $2,200. 
208; $1.55-$2.65' —“Windjammer" Hollywood 'FWC> 
(NT) 32d wk<. Great S14.500. Last —“Studs Lonigan” < 
week. $15,000. As a Stranger" <UA 

Trans-Lux Krim 'Trans-Lux* <1.- wk'. Soft S2.800. 
000: $1.49-$ 1.65> — “Sons and Music Hall <Ros 

0.756; 90-SI.50‘ 
i" 'UA ■ and “Not 
UA< (reissue) :2d 

(20th) (3d wk), slim $3,200 after 
$5,000 in second. 

Sutton tR&B) (561; 95-$1.80)— 
“Entertainer” (Conti ' 5th wk): 
Fourth stanza completed Sunday 
•30) was big $9,200 after $10,000 for 
third week. 

! Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-D (540; 
$1-$1.501—“Let's Make" .Love" 

: <20th) 18th wk). This week wind¬ 
ing today (Wed.) looks to hit. nice 
$5,500 after $6,600 for seventh. 
“Let No Man Write My Epitaph" 
• Col) opens Nov. 10. 

Trans-Lux 85th St. <T-L). '550; 
$1.25-$2) —“Inherit the Wind" 

; iUA) <4lh wkV.. Third week fin¬ 
ished last night.... (Tues.) was torrid 
$10,000 or near after $13,500 for 
second. 

World (Perfecto) <390; 90-$1.80) 
—“Nature's Paradise"; (Indie) (14th 
wk). Current session ending to¬ 
morrow (Thurs.) looks to hold 

with loud $6,000 after $6,700 for 13th 
week! 

CHICAGO 
(Conti ued from page. 9) 

modest $16,000. Last week, dark; 

Roosevelt fB&KV (1’400; 90-$l.!80) 
— “Magnificent Seven" 'UA) !3d 
vvk). Lively $14,000. Last week, 
$19,000; 

State-Lake 'B&K1 (2.400; 90- 
$1,80)—“Let No Main Write Epi¬ 
taph" (Col) '3d wk). Fine $17,500!. 
Last week, $20,000. 

Surf (H&E Balaban). <685; SL80). 
—“Battle of Sexes"" (Cdht.i, Tririi 
$4,800; .Last week. “Lesson 
Love" :Indie> (2d wk), $2:400:. 

Todd' (Todd) 11.089; $1.75-$3:50) 
— “Ben-Hur" <M-G) *.45th wk). 
Hardy $18.000: ! Last week. $17,000. 

United Artists.< B& K) ! 1.700; 90- 
S1.80) — "Midnight- Lace” <U). 
Smash $28,000. Last week. “Song, 
Without End" <Col) <4th wk 
$12000; 

Woods -E.ssaness) <1.200: 90- 
$1,801 — “All Fine Young" Canni¬ 
bals? <M-Gi (2d wk). Mild.$10000: 
Last vveek. $16,000. 

World -Tei'tel) <60C 90-$ 1.50)— 
“Hiroshima Mod AmoUr" (Zenith). 
Hotsv $6,800. Last week, “Would- 
be Gentlemen" (Indie) (2d wk), 
$1,000. 

vers" *20th) '5th wk). Oke $4,000. 32.25'—“School tor Scoundrels" , 
Last week, same. 

Mercury' iUM< <1.470; S1-SI.49' "'(-'ck. $3,800. 

Conl> <2d wk). Bu^y 55.000. Last 

—"Song Without End" <Col) '3d Hollywood Paramount Elect 

Rk-. Strong SI 1.000 or near. Last ' Ta~(l 
week, SI4.000. 'D?n 1 Go i\ear1 the_Vale;, ’^.'9' 

_reissues’ <3d wk'. -Limp S3.n00 in 
5 days. Last week. 56,500. 

MHT OK $6,000 IN 
DULL PROV.; ‘STORM’ 4G ‘ 

_ . . ■ week. S3.300. 
„ , J Pi;?vldonte’ Nov-l-L Chinese FWCf < 1.408; S2-S2.40 
Seasonal decline has started in _ Da,k at Top of stairs'.' -WB. 

earnest here, with all stands cry- .5lh Down to 56:000. Last 
mg the biues currcmly. However. UCck 88 600 
Majestic's “Girl of the NighJ" Beverly .Elect) '1.150; S1.49- 
shapos okay. “Ben-IIuv in 19th <?2.40>—“Sunrise at Campobello" 
round at Elmwood looms lofty, WB> 5th wk*. Slow S3.800. Last 

‘NIGHT’ OK $6,000 IN 
DULL PROV.;‘STORM’4G 

Providence, Nov. 1., 
Seasonal decline has started hi 

earnest here, with all stands cry¬ 
ing the blues currcmly. However. 
Majestic's “Girl of the Night" 

“Aim At Stars." at Strand arid 
/'September Storm" at Albee are 
moderate. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee RKO '2.200; 65-90 > — 

“September Storm" 20th < aijd 
“Smiley Gets Gun" 20!li Slow 
$4,000 or near. Last week. “Desire 
In Dust" '20th and “39 Steps’’ 
(20th ■, $4,000. 

Elmwood 'Snvder' <724: SI.50- 
$2.50) — “Ben-Hur" M-G) 19tli 
wk>. Tall $7,000. The ISth week, 
fair $5,000. 

Majestic SW- '2.200; 65-90' 'r— 
“Girl of Night" <WB> and “Go, 
Johnny. Go” *\VB<. Okay S6 000. 
Last week. “Young At Heart” dVB) 
and “High and Miglity" WB' 're¬ 
issues). $5,000. 

State 'Loewi '3.200; 65-90» <— 
“Thunder In Carolina" 'Howco) 
and “Ma Barker's Killer Brood” 
• Indie'. This 8-day week shapes 
drab $6,000. Last week. “Studs 
Lonigan” UA' and — Bold 
Women” iUA't $5.00Q. 

Strand 'National Realty) <2.200: 
65-90'—“Aim At Stars” CoL and 
“Boy Who Stole Million" 'Par'. 

arid week. S4.1Q0. 
' af'c Crest <Elect< '750: Si;25-S2'— 

“Carry On. Nurse" ‘Cov 34th wk>. 
Heftv $3,400. Last week. S3.500. 

'» f- Egyptian 'UAT.O <1.392; SI 25- 
arid $3.50'—“Ben-Hur” <M-G ‘49th 

Slow wk-. Fine $22,500. Last week, 
esiie S22.200. 

BROADWAY 
‘Continued trom page 9) 

wk'. Fourth round ended Monday 
31' was okay $5,000 after $51800 

in third week. 
Little Carnegie <L. Carriegie) 

520: S1.25-S2)—“Cany On, Nurse" 
Gov) 8th wk). This session wind¬ 

ing tomorrow ’Thurs.) is heading 
for hot $6,500- after $7,000 for 
seventh week. No change of bill 
set as yet. 

Guild (Guild) '450: $1-$1.75) 
“I'm All Right. Jack" 'Col- <2fUh 
wk’. The 27th week ended Sunday 
■30) was big $7,000 after $7,500 
lor 26th week. 

Murray Hill >R&B> (565; 95-SL80' 
—“Surprise Package” (Col> <3d wki. 

itm crl , T -r I-1 This stanza winding tomorrow 
p “Let/-j? ‘Thurs.< looks like fair $4,500 after 

«IannnWrite My r'piiapi1 S6.000.in second. 
^’uuu* Paris iPathe Cinema) (568: 90- 

$1.80'—“Picnic on Grass” (Kings) 
U -tr e j n ,i , .<4th wk). Third round concluded 
I>en fwaurman S Berth; Monday (3D was fine $8,000 after 

Ben Kaufman, longtime New $9,000 in second, 
irk staffer for the Hollywood Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)— 

Ben Kaufman’s Berth; 

York staffer for the Hollywood 
Reporter in New York, has ite- j “Never on Sunday” (Lopert) (3d 
signed to become director of pub- wkk First holdover session fi.n- 
Jicity for Valiant Films. Latter is ished Monday «31) was amazing 
the distributor of theatrical feia-1 $27,400 after record $26,800 for 
tures acquired from indie pro- opener. Second week, of course, 
ducers by Sig Short's Yitalite hung up a new high for house. 
Films. j 68th St. Playhouse (Leo Brecker) 

Kaufman in past also has held <370; 90-$1.65)—“Dog, Mouse and Eromotiojial posts with Metro, ! Sputnik" <FAW>. Opened Mon- 
Fnited Artists and UniversaL Iday (31). In ahead, . “39. Stepls” !day (31). In ahead,. “39. Stepls” 

MINNEAPOLIS 
' Continued from page 8.) 

So.000. Last week. $6:000. Holds 
again. 

RKO Orpheum iRKO1 <2:800: $l't 
SI.25'—“Song. .Without End" .(.Col). 
NSH S8.000 or near. Last week, 
“All Young Men" (Cdl': S12.000.- ' 

RKO Pan • RKO) (1.800; S1-S1,25) 
—“AH Yoirng Men” <Cpl <' < iii.o!):. 
Neat S6.000: Last week, “Beyond 
'I'inie Barriei” (AI) and “Amazing 
Transparent Man"; i.YT'; S5.500: 

St.. Lou; • Park (Field' =1;000;. 
S1.50-S2>. — “Can-Can” •20th).;<2cl 
run) <7th wk). All right $3,500. Last 
week. $4,000. 

State <Par) '2.200:-\SL$1.25) .— 
“High Ti'mr" '20111) <2d.wk! Draw¬ 
ing heavy family trade. Big $8,000 
or near. Last. week. S 14.000. 

, Suburban World ' 'Marin) .'800': 
SI.25) “Sciiool for Scoundrels’ 
<Cont>; Whaiu $7,000. Lest week, 
“Man in Cocked Hat" (SCA) <’4th 
wk <. S2.200.: 

Uptovv (Field) (1.000: Si:25) 
■ Tkiru" <Brandon). Modest. .32.800. 
Last week. "Brink of Life" (Ajavi, 
S2.600. 

World <Mann) <400; 85-SI.25) — 
' “Come Dance: With Me" <Co\) (3d 

w k). Swinging at S5.000, Last./veck, 
S6.500. Goes another round. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
'Continued from page 8) 

Hot $14,000 or close. Last ..week, 
"Studs Lonigan" tUA' and “Living 
Idol" <M-G), $5,500.. 

Stagedoor .' A-RT (440; $2.50-$3) 
—"Song Without End" (Col) <3d 
wk<.. Fine $7,700. Last week, 
$8.700.. *. 
. Vogue is, F- Theatres) (3(64; 
.$1,50)—“Savage Eye"; (Kings) (-8th 
wk) and “Roof" 'Indie) (3d wk). 
'Mild $1,200. Last week, $1,500. 

Coronet (United California) d.- 
250: $1.80-$3.50) 2- “Ben-Hur" 
1 M-G) (45th wk). Fancy $16,000. 
Last week, $15,000. 

Presidio (Hardy) <774; $1.25- 
$1.50 <—“Loye Game" (Indie), Fair 
$3,000. Last w:eek, .“Royal Ballet” 
(Lopert) L2d.\vk)r $3,000. 

j MarInaiHardyli840;$1.50-$3.50)‘ 
.—“Sunrise at Campobello" (WB) 
i (4th w k). Dull $5,000. Last week, 
$6,800. 

| Alexandria (United California) 
: (1,610; $1.80-$3.50)—“Alamo” (-UA). 
•Just okay $12,000. Last week, 
j house closed. 

‘Son#’ Fairish $6,500, 
Port.; ‘Seven’ Oke 7G 

Portland, Ore., Nov. 1. 
Bix. continues in the doldrums 

along the main stem, but this time 
: the product can hardy, be blamed, 
j And two first-runs, with reissues, 
filled to click. “Magnificent; 

i Seven" at Orpheum looms just 
! okay while “$ong Without End” is 
! only fair at the Fox. Towh; is 
: bogged down with trarisient name 
I attractions which are cutting deep 
: into cinema biz. 

j Estimates Lor This Week 
! Broadway (Parker) (1.890; $1- 
$1.50)—“High Society (M-G) arid 
“Dream Wife” (M-G). (reissues'. 
Thin $3,000. Last week,. ‘Subterra¬ 
neans*’ iM-G) arid “Key. Witness” 

i (M-G), $3,800. 
| Fox (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-$1.49) 
‘• —“Song \Vithout End" (Col). Fair 
$6,500. Last week, “Surprise Pack¬ 
age" (Col) and “As Sea Rages" 

j (Col) (2d wk), $5,300, 
| Music Box (Hairirick) (640: $1.50- 
, $3)—“Ben-Hur" (M-G) (4lSt : wk». 
: Big $3,000. Last w eek, $.12:900: 

Orpheum (Evergreeri) (1.536:. $1- 
$1.49)—“Magnificent Seven” (UA) 
arid “Walking Target" (UA). Okay; 
$7,000. Last week, “Desii’e In 
Dust" (20th). arid “Secret Purple 
Reef” <20th i. $4,400; 

Paramount (Port-Par) <3.400: $1- 
$1.50'—“Dial M For Murder" (Par) 
and “Stranger On Train" (Par) 
(reissues). Slow .$3,000 in 5 days. 
Last w eek, “Sex Kittens.: To Col¬ 
lege!’ (AA) and “Herpes D.i 
Young" (AA), $4,200. 

METRO TO CELEBRATE 
j ONE YEAR FOR ‘HUR’ 

With “Bcn-llui;" marking ii* firs 
. anni at Loew's State Theatre. N! Y... 

On Nov. 18: Metro is read\ing a 
birthday- Celebration..that w ilR ive . 
as romotiohal hypo, Special 
festivities, re planned for the .first 
three cities where the Academy 

w ard-winping .film has ..racked u. 
ai year's run. . 

Special advertising' and ‘adio-ty 
material has been ■designed' for the., 
event. The activity will be cone en¬ 
treated in N. Y., Los .Angeles. ;an’d 
Philadelphia. In. New' York; .Metro" 
R teaming up with Loew'.' Thea¬ 
tres to work' on plans for the anhi 
party, civic and media salutes, pro¬ 
motion contests, press kits and 
special event.. The pattern estab¬ 
lished for the Loew s. Stat^ anni 
will- be tiie basis-of- siinilai:. cele¬ 
brations in other cities. '' 

Screen Actors Guild lit 
I Election:. 18 Posts Open 

Hollywood. Nov. 1. 
Twentyone mcriibers' of Screen 

Actors Guild., iiicluding three, in.de- 
pendent candidates who filed peti- 
’tions for lination. Will vie . lor 
the . 18. sitioiVs open on . th 
Guild's' board-of. directors: Ball ... 
have been mailed to more than 
14.000. SAG members and. must b.e 
returned by ;'Nov. 11. Results of th 
election will be revealed at Guild's 
membership meeting; Nov. 21 at 
the Bevililton. 

Among th independents is 
Michael Jeffers., aNo/an extra who 
recently, instituted . unsuccessful 
NLRB; action against- SAG in con¬ 
nection with. Guild's .new basic 

.agreenvent. Other indies filing for 
nomination ar Michael Lally and 
Giemi Taylor. 

Unopposed for office are George 
Chandler, prexy;. Dana Andrews.-- 
first yeepee; James Garner, second 
veepec: John Litel, third' yeepee; 
Ann Doran, recordirig secretary; 
and Frank Fayleri, .treasurer. 

Nominated by Guild’s 
nating committee for -position's on. 
the board are: Warner Anderson, 
Chick Chandler, Ann B. Davis', 
Edurad Franz.r James Gonzales, 
Charlton Heston, Robert Keith, 
Louise Laureau, Jock Mahoney, 
Ricardo Mbntalbari, Gilbert Perk¬ 
ins, Barry Sullivan, Marshall 
Thompson, for three-year terms; 
Roger Smith, two-year term; Rose¬ 
mary DeCamp. Buddy Ebseri, Paul-. 
ine Myers and Jane Powell, One- 
year ferms.- 

ROWLEY GOES CONSULTIVE 
Edward H. Rowley,, exec veep of 

United Artists Theatre Circuit, has 
retired froiri active duty with the 
company, it was revealed in New 

, York recently following meeting of 
the board of directors. He’s signed 
a 10-year contract on a consultive 
basis arid will continue to. serve ori 

. the UATC board. 
! Exec plans to divide his time 
between his Texas home and Cali- 

jfornia. 

‘Night’Brisk $8,000 In 
Better K.C.;‘Song’Loud 

9G,‘Seven’OK $7,000 
Kansas City, Nov. I, 

: Several better films are giving 
theatre, row* a brighter outlook this v 
session. “Song Without End” 
shapes sturdy it Plaza, while. “Girl 
of Night” at ParanioJunt Is bright, 
both iri openers. “Magnific<ent. 

«Seven” at Midland is above recent 
:! level at that house. “I'm All Right 
; Jack” at the Rockhill returns the 
• house to its usual artfilni policy. 

“Sex Kittens Go. To College’' is 
light the , Uptown-Granada. 
Weather is: on the pleasant siile. 

Estimates for This Week 

Capri (DurVvood) (1,260; 90-S150- 
. $2.50'^—“Ben-Hur" (M-G) <39th 
::wk).; Sturdy $7,500. Last weekj 
.same-.:'' 

Fairway (NT) (700: $D—“Can-y 
on Sergeant" (Gov) <3d wkb Fair 
$1,200. Last week. $1:500. 

Kimo (Dickirison) (504; 90-$l!25V: 
-—“Come ,Dance With Me’! (Col) 
<6th AVki. Qkay $1,200. .Last week, 

; $1,400. _ 
Midland (Loew) J3.300; 75-$l)-^-' 

“Magnificent;. Seyeri ’. (UA) . iand 
“Squad Car" (20th'. Fairly good, 
$7,000; likely holds. Last .week, 
“Studs Lonigan" < UAV . and “Boy 

■ Who Stole a Million" <Pari 15 .days), 
$3,000, 

Paramount (UP) 1.900; 75-$!)^ 
“G'irl. of. Night” (WB). Sturdy 
38.000. Last week, “Surprise Pack- !! 
age" (Cb-Ji <2d wki.. $3;500. 

Plaza 'NT)..' 1.900; SI.25.'—"Song ; 
Withqut' End" (Col). Dandy $9,000; : 
stays on. Last week, “Desii 
Dust". (20th<. $5,300: 

Rockhill 'Little Art Theatres).. 
<750:- 90tS1!25.'—“I'm Alt Right 
Jack" (Colt Fat $2,200; holds. Has 
been housing. Lyric Opera the last 
four weeks. 

Roxy i.Dui wood) <850: 31-S150) 
—“Ocean's ll" *WBJ <10th wk), 
.c-Bb-ws but with creditable $4:500. 

, Last-week,-sam ' 
Uptown;. Granada < NT) <2.043, 

1,217: 85-31 'r-“Sex Kittens. Go To 
.College"-; 'AA.) and “Bluebeard’s, 
Ten Honeymboris’.'.; . .'A Ab Slight 
35:500! Last .week “For Love, of 
Alike” '.20th) !and “Bqlrbikins’!, 
'■20th', same. 

‘SONG’ ROBUST $7,000, 
BALT0;‘ROAD’SAD 41-G 

Baltimore, Nov. 1. 

,New,p;x are weak:here this scs-. 
-si'pri with.dr ; weekend \v.eajher 
rated no luT , “Mountain Road” 
is poor iri first, at Stanton. "Song 
Without End-’, looks robust in first 
at Mayfair. “1 Aim at Stars" shapes 
sad first week at the New. “Under 
Ten.Flags” is lean in second at the 
Charles. “Dark At Top. of: Slairs,’, 
is only fairish in fourth- at tlie Hipp!. 

Estimates for This Week 

Aurora rRappaport) ’.367; ; 
.$ I.50)r-^“Psychb'’ < Par) < 15fh w k). 
Holding at oke .33.000! ast week, 
S4.000, 

' Century 'Ffuchtnj.ln) .<3:200; .50- 
SL25) — “Magdalena" (Indic>.:2d 
wk'. Slow,33,000 aft $7,000. ' 
first! 

Charles/ ' Frlichtmank. *500. 90- 
$1.50)—“Under 10 Flags" 'Par) '2d 
w k). Poor - $2,000 following $3,000. 
opener. 

Cinema ' Schwaber).' 490: $ 1.50)—- : 
“Gold Rush" '.UA.1 'reissue)! Slow 
S3.200 for il . days. Last week, 
“Marie-Octobre” 'Lopert) '2d wk), 
SI.300, •!'. 

Five West ■■(Schwaber). "■ 460: 90- 
Sl.50 (—"Always Price Tag” j.Cont) 
<4th wk). Okay;S1.800 after.$2;odO 
in third. 

Hippodrome jRappapbrt) t2.300; - 
50-S 1.25)—"Top of Stairs” ■ WB) 
'4th wk):..Down to fair $5,000 after 
$8,000 in third. 

Little (Rappapprt) (300; 90r$1.50) 
—“Next to No Ti " (SCA). Poor 
SI.800. Last week. “Jungle Cat" 
• BV) 14th wk). $2,000. 

Mayfair (Fruchtman) . i750: 90- 
' $1.50)—“Song Without End" .'Col)! 
Loud $7,000. Lastweek- “Cari-Cari” / 

'.(,20th) (22d wk).. $4,000: 
New ' (FrUchfmari) (1.600; 90-. 

• $L50)— ’Aim at Stars" 'Col). Sad 
. $3,000. Last week, “Surprise Paek- 
' age” (Coll, $5,000. . . 

Playhouse (Schwaber) (460;. 90- 
$ 1.50)r—;“Up Creek" -(Indie): (3d wk), 
Fair $2,300 after $2,600 in second. 

| Stanton (Fruc-htmari) 12:800; 50» 
$1.50) — “Mountaiii Road". (Col). 

! Poor $4,500. Last week, “Magnifi¬ 
cent Severi”; (UA) (2d wk),.$4,000. 

; Town (Rappaport) <1.125; $1.49- 
$2.50)—“Ben-Hur".(M-G) (31st wk). 

: Good $7,500 after $8,000 4n the 
|30th week: 
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Serious Censor Row Over Italo Film 
Milan City Officials Order Trims, Re-Editing Of 

‘Rpcco* After National Cuts 

HABLA COLETTE 'CHERI' Rome,; Oct> 25. 

... A serious censorship situation 
is: brewing in Milan, Italian city, 
where the Titanus production, 
‘•Rocco and his Brothei-s,” has 
been ordered cut and re-edited by 
city authorities in aii unprece¬ 
dented (for Italy) example of local, 
censorship. Film, which won .an 

ward at the Venice Festival, pre¬ 
viously had been passed (after a 

■■"few- cuts) by the National censor 
authorities, which placed it in a 
Vlorbidderi for minors under 16” 
category: '• ' " I 

Apart from immediately adding 
a substantial daily gross to the pic’s 
take, the fracas has raised a head¬ 
line-making do in Italo. dairies and: 
weeklies... This comes, only, a few 
weeks Iter the same pic .was in¬ 
volved! in another space-grabbing 
hassle .when it failed to come up 
w ith what most thought was a \valk- 
• way Venice Grand Prix,. 

Most local pundits pointed out 
the extreme danger that any ad¬ 
verse decision by the local'Milan 

: p o w e rsthat - be if , enforced, 
would create a paralyzing preced¬ 
ent lor others to follow. Vlso that I 
it also w;ould deprive 0/ rial gov¬ 
ernment censorship. (Shout which 
gripes are numerous .anyway) of 
auth rity as well as causing con¬ 
fusion and fear in industry ranks. 

Titanus topper Goffredo Lom- 
bardo winged to Milan to sit in on 
a session, which was to decide fate 
of pic, emerging with a diplomatic 
v1 atement. that the entire matter 
(of revising the print) was. being 

..discussed,.and that the pic mcan- 
w bile would continue, its run (an ex¬ 
tra; show;, added' a Milan 
i'iist-run.:: 

It’s not known if a re-editing job 
would apply nationally, or if Only 
the Milan area would beaffected. 

. In a sepa rate sia tern erit,. “Rocco’’ 
director. Luchino Visconti mean¬ 
while angrily announced, he would 
not allow a foot of the pic to be 
cut.from, its general release print.. 

DANES7 MINIATURE WORK 

The Besiest. Thinks Pink—Plots 
New Vikings Spec 

Hollywood, Nov. 1. 

A $4,000,000 spectacle on the 
Vikings is being mapped for pro¬ 
duction next summer i three 
Staridiriaviari countries, by produ¬ 
cin' SidneyPink as the apex of a 
deal just consummated. Whereby 
American International Pictures 
will handle world-wide distribution 
of six pix made .by his Cinemagic 
Inc. production outfit. Three of tlie 
features, all lensed abroad, have 
been completed by Pink, who has 
just returned to 'Hollywood sing¬ 
ing the praises of Danish crafts¬ 
men. .... 

• Danish riniatuxe work has .sur¬ 
passed that of Japan, up to now 
generally acknowledged to be the 
finest in the world. Pink declared. 
Facilities-ifi Denmark, by Hollywood 
.standards, are notably lacking; but 
tire craftsmen; who “put everything; 
together by hand are not concerned 
with the time it takes,0 are excel¬ 
lent,.he. stated. Pink, also'noted that 
the Scandinavian countries have 
never truly been exploited by 
Hollywood filmmakers, so that the 
settings have remained unusually 
fresh ground,for motion pictures. 

Pink .■■recently completed. “ReptL 
Jicos’’ at Saga' Studios in . Copen¬ 
hagen “at a cost of $380,000, about 
a third of what it probably would 
have cost if made in the U. S.,” 
he maintained. Also, finished and 
ready for AlP distribution are 
“The Green-Eyed Elephant” and 
“Gateway Gaza,” latter shot in 
Cairo. Upcoming; in addition to 
tlie tentatively titled “Blood Broth¬ 
ers’’ (the Viking venture),, are 
“Journey to the Seventh Planet” 
and “Invisible City,” all to be shot 
iii Scandinavian countries. Among 
oiher. matters. Pink is here to sign; 
thesps for. leading roles in those 

;pix. 

Alonso Contracts Screen Player 
Parra for Lead 

Madrid, Oct. .25. 
Legit producer.Justo Alonso will 

star young screen actor Vicente 
Parra next month in “Cheri”—for 
a first staging of the Colette story 
in Spain. Cayetahd Luca de Teria 
will direct. 

Later in the - , Alonso will 
revive “Caligula” with Francisco 
Rahal in starring role. 

More Location Filming 
In France With Only 

4 Shooting in Studios 
Paris, .Oct. 25'. 

Of th 24 French, pix in the 
works currently,; only four are ac¬ 
tually using studios w ith the others 
relying mainly oil real decors. This 
is a hangover from tlie “new wave” 
realistic, economy, shooting. How¬ 
ever, it, is felt that this Can only 
apply to certain types of pix while., 
.others may .eventually suffer and 
get more . costly .Via.: ori-the-spot 
shooting. Meanwhile; Yank pix are 
coming into studios here and are 

..being welcomed. 
There are nine French, pix shoot¬ 

ing in Paris streets or. in the sur¬ 
rounding area, four around France, ■ 
two in ..Munich, three in Yugo¬ 
slavia. one in: Spain arid one in 
Portugal; Hence. French produc¬ 
ers are also branching out for new 
and. real locales as w el las making 
many coproductions. Large scale 
pix invariably head for. Yugoslavia 
where it is cheaper and easier.- 

However, it is felt here this Is 
not runaway .production but that 
itys just a coincidence that these 
pix Calling , for foreign and real 
settings are all in work now. Yet 
there has been a greater tendency 
to get awky from studio-made ex¬ 
teriors here. Some rate Paris as 
just one big film set and should 
be utilized, 

Anatole Litvak is doing “Do You 
Like Brahms?” (UA> at studios 
here. Also “Paris. Blues” tUA), 
“Four - Horsemen of the Apocal¬ 
ypse” (M-G) and “Lady L” (M-G) 
are due to be made in. studios here. 

Irish Give Teeping Tom’ 
Objectionable Rating 

.. Dublin, Oct. 25. : 
“Peeping .Tom” (Anglo-Amalga¬ 

mated) and. “The Entertainer” 
(British Lion) have both .drawn 
“objectionable” ratings from Re- •> 

■viewing. Board, of Irish National j 

Filirt Institute despite the fact that 
both were cleared for showing by 
the film censorship Appeals Board 
after scissoring.. 

“Sands of the Desert’* (Warner- 
Pathe) has given an “objection- 
able-in-part” rating. . 

National Film Institute,; a Cath¬ 
olic, body, has been swinging hard 
at pictures lately, but last Week 
placed Maurice Cloche’s “The Mis¬ 
sionary” in the “recommended.” 
classification. 

Mann Winds Casting 
For Spain Pic, ‘El Cid’ 

London. Nov/ 1. 
During his visit to London last 

week, Anthony Mann completed 
principal casting for., “El Cid;” 
Which he is directing in ‘Spaiiffor 
Samuel Bronston. The principal 
roles in this $6,Gb0,600 production, 
will be filled hy Charlton Heston 
and Sophia Loren. Among the' 
British artists signed:by Mann are. 
Garry Raymond, John Fraser, 
Ralph Trtiman, Andrew Cruick- 
shank, .Michael. Hordern. Christo¬ 
pher Rhodes and Frank Thrinij.... 

‘TS1 Cid,” which is to be made; 
in SuperrTechnirania-70; starts 
this month on four months ex¬ 
terior locations in. Spain, with a 
.final month ; of: interiors to. be 
filmed at the. Ciriecitta Studios in 
Rome: 

Madrid, Nov. 1. 
Agreement was .finally reached, 

between the Ministry of Finance 
and the Ministry of Information on 
the application of a motion picture 
industry medium-term credit plan 
for producers, film studios and 
dubbing companies—slightly oyer 
two-years after film aid credit be¬ 
came a law decreed by, the Spanish 
government 

As how implemented; producers 
submitting a production’ program 
of not less than three films a year, 
will be accorded advances of 60% 
of, the total program budgets arid 
(55% to producer-distributors. A 
maximum . of 70% will go to a 
handful of -• producer-distributor- 
film studio combines. Owners of 
film and dubbing studios will be. 
granted credit covering 70% pf 
budgets submitted for riioderniza- 
tion and rehabilitation of existing 
facilities.:: 

The government is also prepared 
to promote Spanish companies dis¬ 
tributing local product in foreign 
inarkets and to. this end will ad¬ 
vance 70% of the capital required. 

| to give the; Spanish film industry 
a firmer footing abroad. 

While the; Miriistry of Finance 
will establish the total credit avail¬ 
able er°h year, believed to be. in 
excess of 150,000,000 pesetas, the 
National Film institute within the. 
Miriistry of Information will apply 
credit machinery in each particular, 
case. 

Overall effect of . film, aid credit 
will result in elimination of many 
small speculative producers and 
encourage the. majors here , to 
budget for international product. 

Seen Altering 
London, Nov. i. 

The impending formation of a 
new production company which is 
to be concerned solely in big- 

| budget projects, and which will use 
[ the British Lion distribution serv¬ 
ice in the United Kingdom; may 
eventually affect the volume of di¬ 
rect film financing undertaken by 
BL. 

The new company* title of which 
is now being cleared, iwill repre¬ 
sent a joining of . forces of person¬ 
alities in Bryanstori and Britannia 
Films. Both, these outfits are con- 
cerned with production and dis¬ 
tribution, but their output has 
physical release iri Britain, through 
British Lion. Liori International; 
the overseas - arm of ,BL, handles 
most of the foreign sales for Bry¬ 
anstori. though. Britarinia mainly 
negotiates its own foreign deals. 

The new company which Is be¬ 
ing formed will; continue, the pro¬ 
duction-distribution pattern;; and 
will presumably be operated joint¬ 
ly by Maxwell Setton, the Bryan'- 
ston topper, and Steven Palips, 
head of Britannia. It will concen¬ 
trate on productions which hiterto 
had. been considered too big fori 
either.. 

. With the riewr .setup, there will 
be the three production-distribu¬ 
tion groups releasing through Brit¬ 
ish Lion, plus BL’s o\vn producing 
teams of the Boulting Brothers and 
Launder and GilliaL. BL will,; of 
course, continue to finance, both 
thpse. producers and; as a -'normal, 
business undertaking* to back any 
atti'actiVe outside propositions 
though industry insiders: do not 
consider there will be much scope 
for many outsiders. 

As the trade sees it..British Lion, 
like any other distributing outfit, 
is geared to handle Only an agreed 
number of films, and-it’s felt that 
the resources of the thre groups 
combined with its own producers, 
plus the European, filriis in which 
it’s/ actively participating, -will 
more than ' meet the coriipany’s 
needs: 

More to American Prod. Move For 
O’Seas Locales Than Cost Savings 

Reuters With BCINA 
London, Nov.. 1, 

With the entry last week of 
Reuters news agency into the 
British Commonwealth Inter¬ 
national. Newsfilm Agency, the 
world resources of latter will 
be expanded and Reuters will 
be linked with the rapid de¬ 
velopments of, visual news re¬ 
porting, 

BCINA, which was. estab¬ 
lished in 1957* has a constitu¬ 
tion modelled on that of Reu¬ 
ters, guaranteeing its integrity, 
freedom from, bias and com¬ 
plete' independence. ' 

Other shareholders Are . the 
British Broadcasting Corp., the 
Rank. Organization, the Ca¬ 
nadian Broadcasting Corp. and 
the Australian Broadcasting 
Cornmission. Th e age n c y’s 
filmed news service Is sent 
round the world, and in Europe 
is transmitted via the Euro¬ 
vision link. 

New Formula Agreed On 
For Selecting Pix To 

Royal Command Gala 
London, Nov. 1. 

A new formula for the selection 
Of pix for .the Royal Command film 
gala has now been agreed by all 
sections of the industry. It is be¬ 
ing put) into immediate effect for 
next year’s event at the Qdeon, 
Leicester Square, on Feb; 20. 

Under the new procedure, every 
producer and distributor is being 
invited to submit immediately the 
title of. any film corisidered suit¬ 
able. the only proviso being that 
the running time does not exceed 
three hours.. The selection com¬ 
mittee* under Lord Radcliffe, will 
continue viewing until the. right 
film has been found. 

Once the choice has been made, 
the producer and distributor will 
be asked, to give an undertaking 
that the pic will be held for the 
royal gala, The'final , choice is ex¬ 
pected to be made by mid- 
Dec erriber. 

The Cinematograph Trade Bene¬ 
volent Fund, which organizes the 
event, and .relies on the proceeds 
to provide about, one-quarter /of its 
annual income, is hopeful that the 
new formula will erid past critic- j 

isms, on the choice of films named. 
The February gala will be attend¬ 
ed by the Queen Mother, princess 
Margart and Anthoriy Armstrong- 
Jones. I 

Steve Pallos Due in N.Y. 
On Co-Production Deals 

London, Nby. 1. I 
. Steven Palips, head of Britannia ! 

; Films, planed out for N. Y. last | 
Sunday. (30) to negotiate new co- 
.production deals, and also to ar¬ 
range distribution for his latest 
British pic,. “Foxhole in Cairo,” 
which just completed a prerelease ] 
run at the Odeon, Leicester i 
Square. 

In the last few weeks, Pallos 
has cornpleted filihing two Anglo-: 
U. coproductions. One, “Harids 
of Orlac.” was made in. partner¬ 
ship with. Continental, and the 
other, “City of the Dead,” was in 
association with Max Rosenberg. 

Large Talent lineup 
Set for Aussie ABC 

Sydney. Oct. 25. 
Australian Broadcasting Commis- ( 

sion has signatured top overseas 
talent for the 1961 concert season. : 

Lineup includes Isaac Stern, 
violinist; Larry Adler; corii’edienne 
Anne Russell; British pianist Moura 
Lympany; Karel. Arlcerl, chief con¬ 
ductor of Czech Philharimoriic; Rus- 
siari pianist Tatyana. Nikolayeva; 
Finriish bass Jvim Borg; American 
pianist Abbey Simon; Austrian 
soprano Rita Stretch; French, con¬ 
ductor Lbrin Maazel and Hungarian 
violinist Martzey. 

► Tokyo* Oct. 25. 
There is more to the movement 

of American film production to 
overseas locales than saving on 
costs, according to Hal Wallis* who 
will make “Tamiko” here next 
spring with Laurence Harvey for 
Paramount release. Here doing 
spadework on the picture, Wallis 
estimated that “Tamiko” will be 
budgeted at around $2,000,000. 

“I'm not making the picture 
here to save money,” Wallis told 
Variety. “I don’t think I will. It’s 
expensive to transport at least the 
nucleus of a company and to main¬ 
tain it for a month.” 

Acknowledging that some film 
producers shoot overseas, espe¬ 
cially in Europe, to benefit from 
government support or mobs of ex¬ 
tras at reduced fees, Wallis said: 
“If you don’t care to go that route, 
making pictures abroad is not 
cheap. And it’s not a matter of 
choosing between overseas or Hol¬ 
lywood,” he added, “but of iis^’g 
a foreign locale to get scenes that 
couldn’t be produced in Holly¬ 
wood:”;* ' 

Although he has some 300 pic¬ 
tures to his credit, Wallis has done 
comparatively little shooting out¬ 
side the U. S- "Tamiko.” to be 
made in color and widescreen, 
deals with a triangle of a stateless 
Chinese-Russian (Harvey) in Japan 
who is engaged to a Nipponese 
girl, but who almost casts her 
aside in favor of an American. girl 
working temporarily in the Ameri¬ 
can Embassy. He desperately 
wants to go to the U. S. and tries 
to use the American girl as his 
ticket. 

Wallis said that a big star would 
play the American girl. For her 
Japanese rival, he interviewed 
some local actresses* but made ro 
selection. The problem as usual is 
to find one with looks, talent and 
ability to speak English. In addi¬ 
tion, players here are heavily 
scheduled in domestic productions 
and. their .availability for months 
ahead cannot be forecast. As a 
result, Wallis said he may- have 
to take another look at the Orient¬ 
al actresses now working in Holly¬ 
wood. 

One of Hollywood’s foremost 
latter-day starmakers — his screen 
iritroductions include Burt Lan¬ 
caster, Kirk Douglas, Carolyn 
Jones, Dean Marlin, Jerry Lewis, 
Elvis Presley and Shirley Mac- 
Laine—Wallis is a non-believer in 
today’s star system where about a 
dozen players are in a position to 
demand astronomical fees and per¬ 
centage deals^ He prefers to cul¬ 
tivate his own talent. 

“We’ve got to replace 'the stars,” 
Wallis said. “The big stars ar® 
making their own pictures and are 
no longer in circulation, unless 
you meet their demands. I can’t 
exist like that. It’s economically 
unsound. “I don’t want to make a 
picture if I know I’m going to lose 
money. I’m riot a philanthropist to 
that extent. I'at least want a shot 
at it.” 

Now Japanese Prods. 
Film Eastern Westerns 

Tokyo, Oct. 25. 
■The term “Eastern Westerns,” 

often tongue-in-cheeked when link- 
irig Nippon outdoor samurai ae- 
tioners to U.S. horse operas, has 
become a reality. 

Nikkatsu Studios already has re¬ 
leased a- second oater (or ricer) and 
has a third slated. Second in the 
series titled*. “Gambler on the 
Prairie,” is in the classic formula 
somewhat reflective of “Shane.” 
Akira Kobayashi does the Andie 
Murphy bit in complete Western 
regalia riding the wide open spaces 
of Japan’s airy northern island of 
Hokkaido. He’s a card sharp, a fist- 
fighter and a gun slinger. Indians 
are on the scene too, Hokkaido’s 
blue-eyed Ainu tribe filling the 
bill. 

First in this category, bowing 
last year, was “Gambler With a 
Guitar.” Low budget arid strong 
returns on this encouraged future 
made-in-Japan Westerns. Next up 
is “Covered Wagons” 
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Eichmann Trial 
Continued from 1 

d’Art, Picture .would be made, in 
Geva studio, near. Tel Aviv, the. 
leading roles played by. French 
actors: they plan to start shooting 
in a fe\y days- to finish the picture 
in January and release it imme¬ 
diately. 

Eichmann’s trial ill start In 
March. Therefore, the; Gey a/ 
French /coproduction will not ‘ > 
elude the trial. It will tell about 
Eichmann'S deeds during the war. 
and about 4he Jew,, who barely 
escaped death" in a concentration 
camp, who dedicated his life to 
ferret out Eichmann’s whereabouts. 
This story would end when Eichr 
marin is brought to trial in Israel. 

Meantime British producer Mi¬ 
chael Green (said to haw had 
MGM financing) had contacted mv 
thor Meyer Lavin. who resides in 
Israel, is well acquainted With the 
subject, and asked him to prepare 
a script. But when Greeh found 
out hoW complicated the whole 
matter is. backed out. . 

. Lester Cowan’s Pitch 
The third One to enter the pic¬ 

ture was Hollywood producer; Les¬ 
ter: Cowan. He got in touch with 
Trivia Friedmann, when the latter 
was in; New York recently-. 

Friedmann.. * the best knoivri 
“Nazi-hunter’’ in Israel; He has 
during the past 15 years collected 
a huge dossier on Nazi war crimi¬ 
nals and helped to capture many 
of them in various part of the 
world by tipping; off the right peo¬ 
ple. Friedmann never had believed 

/Eichmann was dead, as. his family: 
.claimed, and for jiis relentless pur¬ 
suit of a seemingly nonexisting 
Eichmann he was considered by 
many to be a “Jewish Don Quixote”, 
—until, the day Eichmann Was 
caught alive. 

However, Friedmann had no di-: 
rect connection with the actual se-. 
cret action that brought Eichmann 
here, from the Argentine: -Israeli 
authorities didnlt favor the way 
Friedmann was played up in New 

York. Cowan — so Friedmanin 
claims—was prepared to make a 
picture about Friedmann and 
Eichmann, but Israeli officials sup¬ 
posedly discouraged him//and he 
gave up the idea. 

Artur Brauher’s Prod. 

The most impressive producer to. 
enter the Eichmann race is Artur 
Brauner/ the Jewrish. head Of the 
huge C.C:C. studios in Berlin. As 
the. Israeli government would nevr 
er agree that; of all . people- the 
Germans make the Eichmann pic¬ 
ture in Israel, Brauner is. using a 
subsidiary,; Boston Film.of Vaduz, 
Lichtenstein. He has Israeli, 
French and reportedly American 
partners in. this venture:. Robert 
Siodmak’ and Cyril FrankeV are 
mentioned as directors and Ger¬ 
man actor Hannes Messemer wduld] 
play the , role of Eichmann. 

: Beaurier’s version: would concen¬ 
trate on Eichmann’s wrar-crimes in 
Hungary. Through the: Jewish 
Survival /Committee In Budapest, ] 
Eichmann had made in 1944 an j 
offer to the. Allies to exchange 
“his” Jews for American trucks. 
Joel Brand, a member of the Com¬ 
mittee, was permitted to leave 
•Hungary , for neutral Turkey to 
negotiate. The deal never worked 
out and .600,000 Hungarian Jews 
Were killed. Brand wrote a book 
about the case. This book, and the 
storyr of Dr. Rudolf Kastner, the 
head of the Survival Committee, 
will be used for Brauner's picture. 
Meyer Levin is writing the script; 
He is now in. Paris. 

Marty Foster In Oakland 

Oakland,, Cal., Nov,. T. 
Martin Foster, . operator of. two 

Portland arties (Guild and Fine 
Arts), has taken over lease of the 
80Orseat Parkway from John Par¬ 
sons and is converting to an . art 
policy. 
/ Parsons acquired theatre from 
Fox West Coast about d year ago. 

‘Yugoslavia More Than An Outpost For 
Cheap Cavalry Sequences 9—Petrovic 

MG’s Election Sandwich 
Metro lias purchased prime 

station break] time on tele¬ 
vision between Presidential 
election result flashes for the 
promotion of “Butterfield . 8.” 

Special 20>seco.nd spots have 
been prepared. According to 
M-G, tv stations estimate an 
audience of. .8.0%. of the na¬ 
tion’s viewers as the results 
are tabulated. 

‘•Butterfield 8” set 
Metro’s Thanksgiving release. 
It will open in a group of: key 
situations early this month, 
with, staggered openings bring¬ 
ing tii total number of en- 

v gagemehts to about 150 by 
■ Thanksgiving. 

Chi’s Cafe Belt 
Continued from pape 1 

State St. — now known as th'e 
French Village—running parallel 
to Rush. For many years, although 
it’s only a short block away from. 
Rush, that stretch of State was 
Nowheresville so far as the snow 
biz eritrepeneurs were conceihed. 
The rule was: if you. weren’t- on 
Rush or one of the interesecting 
streets, you didn’t have a spot for a 
club. 

, The College of Complexes, a long¬ 
time, hangout for. oddballs and egg¬ 
heads" with beards, was the first to 
break bohemian ground on North 
State, moving, there from Old 
Town w hen that sector became j 
fashionable. Two. years ago a Beat] 
bookshop named /Maury’s pulled up j 
alongside With its highbrow paper-| 
backs ..arid chessboards arid night¬ 
long collection of bearded philoso¬ 
phers. The same Maury (supposed¬ 
ly that’s his last name, his first ..is 
unknown) then opened a Beatnik 
coffee Shop, the Roue, with' side¬ 
walk tables^-arid the boom was on. 

The club that benefited initially 
was. Le .Bistro, at/,the bottorii of 
Chestnut Street; . but in the. past, 
year around a dozen others have 
sprouted, turning the area into ,k" 
glittery,.: chic nitery vein. The 
Beats are gone, of course. .. 
. A ramshackle frame building 
that- has been a real estate white 
elephant for more than a decade 
is now the smart Absinthe House, 
with wandering. minstrels. Maury’s 
erstwhile bookstore has/ become 
Cafe Milano. The College of Com¬ 
plexes has moved,., and its North. 
State St. site now' promises Jazz at 
the Fat Belly, With. the Yellow 
Unicom neighboring. The Roue is' 
shuttered, and the reinodeling now 
going, on. seems to augur another 
smart Cabaret. Across -the street 
is the new, intime Coq de la Rue. 

An . alley that separated Maury’s 
Books frorii Le Bistro, previously 
just a dark cut-through to Dear¬ 
born St:, is now lighted, dressed up 
with, elegant facades in French 
Quarter fashion, and dubbed TOo- 
ker Place. There, among some 
quaint shops, hang . the marquees 
for Kismet and La Femme, wdth 
entertainment ranging: from jazz 
singers to. belly dancers. 

As for the Beats; they’ve/dis¬ 
persed in three directions. The 
College of Complexes, . sort of 
geiger-ebunter for upcoming; fash- 

] ionable neighborhoods, has relo¬ 
cated on North Clark Street* a 
skid row strip just out of the Loop. 
Other bohemians: have defected to 
Chicago and State, where a new 
bistro; Montriiarte (with folk sing¬ 
ers), is shaping as] headquarters. 

But the most promising Beatnik 
sector is a slumiriy stretch of North 
Aye.,, at/the base of Old Town, 
w'hicri lias beeri gathering artists 
over, the past; fe\y years. An arty 
Mexican restaurant,, the Azteca, 
Was the advance guard, and then, 
came the Old Town Ale House and 
t\vo espresso joints, Oxford House, 
and Talk, (The latter, iricidentaliy,. 
has. been taken over by that same 

. Maury fellow.) Entertainmerit at 
the three spots varies With, the 
night of the week, the principal 
fare being ] folk music, flamenco 
guitar, poetry readings and FM. 
radio. 

The strip has already been, dis¬ 
covered by the coat-and-tie crow'd, 
and on any night the clientele is 
an everi-steyen. mixture of Beats 
and rounders. Parking has become 
a problem, which is probably the 
best indication, that North Ave. is] 
about to be lip-Beated. ] 

The Yuogslav film induatry is 
rather tired of the idea being given 
international circulation that Yugo¬ 
slavia .is. no more . than a place 
where you go when you want to 
shoot inexpensive spectacle scenes 
with horses: To correct this, im- 
pression, to facilitate U. S.-Yugo- 
slav coproduction ventures,, and to 
promote the import of Yugoslav 
films in the U. S., Jovan Petrovic, 
representing Yugoslayia Filins (ex¬ 
port-import agency),, has just 
opened, up an office at 501 Fifth 
Ave, in New York, 

: Exec is taking over duties which 
heretofore; have been handled as. 
part of the Yugoslav Information 
Service by Karla Duhar,' who is 
now propping her ow’n Yugoslav- 
U, S. coproduction venture. Prin¬ 
cipal purpose.t>f his office, Petrovic 
explained Friday (28), will be one 
of liaison. In the past, he. said, 
U. S: producers who have worked 
in Yugoslavia have ail gone, through 
a “third party,” perhaps an Italian 
or: German; or French partner, 
many of whom have unnecessarily 
added to the ^U. S. company’s costs 
by chargingJ an agent’s fee for 
“arranging” Yugoslav participa- 

tipn. 
. Now, said Petrovic,. interested 
U. S. producers can deal directly 
with Yugbslav industry through 
his office which is in a position 
to offer , specific infbrination as to 
costs, facilities, potential. produc¬ 
tion partners and government re¬ 
quirements. At same time he’ll be 
acting as producer’s rep for a num¬ 
ber of Yugoslav films which he 
thinks have a U. S. market poteh-! 
tial. Petrovic’s Office ; will do no 
film/buying, which function will 
continue to be done in Paris. 

Learned A Lot 

According to. the exec, Yugoslav 
industry has appreciated and great¬ 
ly benefited through various co¬ 
production ventures which . iri the, 
past, resulted in such, .films as 
“Tenipest” and “Austerlitz,” but 
he. thinks it’s now time that U - S. 
film people realized that his coun¬ 
try has somewhat more tb. offer 
than , armies, of extras and suitable 
terrain for filrning battle sceries. 

He Would like to see “true” U.S.- 
Yugoslav coproductions, that is 
ventures in w'hich the Yugoslavs 
can participate even in subject 
riiatteri One] such project is that 
being plarined by Miss Duhar* a 
coriternporary romantic ’ drama 
called “Dalmatian' Summer,”, ten¬ 
tatively Set to be directed by Rou- 
ben Mamoulian utilizing the Du¬ 
brovnik art arid music festival as 
an integral part of the-story. Aim 
is ..to start shooting neirt spring, 
with a major y. S. distrib as part¬ 
ner though most of the financing 
would come from a Yugoslav com¬ 
pany and private U. S. backers. 

Cool To Spookies 
Yugoslav industrj’, said Petrovic, 

is parricuiarly interested in his¬ 
torical arid contemporary proper¬ 
ties, but is riot out to corral cheapie 
U. S; producers who might want 
to come over to make horror or sci¬ 
ence, fiction quickies, simply to 
take advantage, of lower.produc¬ 
tion costs.. According to the exec, 
Yugoslavs have turned down any 
number of such deals in last sev¬ 
eral, years,. 

There is a definite cost advan¬ 
tage in filming in his country, he 
admitted, but the industry isn’t 
out to offer cutrafe seri'ice,* rather 
to benefit arid learn production 
“knbw-how” which reputable U S. 
producers can bring to Yugoslavia. 
Several such ventures, reportedly 
are. now in the talking stage. 

How to. promote Yugoslav films 
in. this market? Exec said he real¬ 
ized it was a difficult question that 
had stumped far. bigger film in¬ 
dustries thari Yugoslavia’s, One 
way, he. suggested, Was to see that 
one’s best filmis were properly 
handled arid'promoted in this, mar¬ 
ket. He expressed concern that 
Yugoslavia’s ■ 1958 Academy Award 
entry, “The Road A Mile Long,” 
never did get a theatrical, release 
hero, though it is now being of¬ 
fered by a U. S. syndicator in a1 
package of films for tv. 

He also ..pointed to Yugoslavia’s 
participation in the recent San 
Francisco film fest as another way 
to go about promotion.. Country 
was represented in fest by the 

feature, “Black Pearls,” plus two 
cartoons. Another feature, “Tho 
Ninth Circle,” is being submitted 
for consideration for this year’s 
foreign language Oscar. 

Within next several weeks, exec 
also expects to conclude a deal 
with one of the more important 
U. S. indie distribs for release hero 
of three “top quality” Yugoslav 
imports. In addition to the features 
he’s out to sell, Petrovic will also 
be promoting a number of docu¬ 
mentaries and cartoon shorts for 
the theatrical market. 

Joe Lerine’s ‘Bagdad,’ 
“Pirate,’ ‘Aladdin’ Set 

For Release Via Metro 
Metro has closed a deal with 

Joseph E. Levine’s Embassy Pic¬ 
tures to handle .the world-wide dis¬ 
tribution of three spectacle films 
on Levine’s slate. This Is tho 
first time Levine has had a multi- 
picture releasing deal with, a single 
company. Previously he has made 
separate arrangements for each of 
his pictures, having been associated 
with Warner Bros., Paramount, 
and M-G. 

The" Embassy topper is said to 
have received an advance of $2,- 
500.000 for the three pictures. Tho 
deal, signed yesterday (Tues.) in¬ 
volves “Thief of Bagdad ” an Em¬ 
bassy coproduction with Titanus of 
Italy; “Morgan, the Pirate,” which 
Levine acquired from Lux Films of 
Italy, and “Wonders of Aladdin,’* 
an Embassy-Lux coproduction. 

The three films will hit the world 
market starting with tne middle of. 
1961 arid extending to early 1962. 
“Morgan” has been completed* 
“Thief’ is currently in production* 
and “Wonders” starts on Dec. 1. 
The latter two will be filined i 
Tunisia and Italy. 

Metro is currently handling tho 
world-wide, release of Levine’s 
Italian-made “Where the Hot Wind 
Blows,” but this deal is separate 
from the new arrangement. 

As has been his policy, Levine 
will continue to supervise the pro¬ 
motion and advertising campaign* 
employing the razzle dazzle tech¬ 
nique for which he has become 
known. 

‘Family’-Misded 
Continued from page S 

in handling “Little Shepherd of 
Kingdom Come,” which stars 
Jimmy. Rogers. Pic will be launched 
in key cities in the southern terri¬ 
tory during Christmas holidays* 
with over 200 bookings set in 
period of several weeks, all of 
course, promoted by an ad-pub 
campaign that covers entire terri¬ 
tory. Following this playoff, same 
treatment will be given in another 
geographic area, “For The Love of 
Mike” was launched this way in 
Denver territory with particularly 
fine results, exec said.. 

In asking that exhibs give more 
preferential playing time to the 
family pic schedule, Norris also 
allowed as how “we have to rely 
on our customers’ judgment" in 
iriatter of what is played with the 
family type of film. A West Coast 
circuit last week was playing 
“Freckles,” the Gene Stratton- 
Porter classic, in tandem with a 
reissue of 20th’s 1957 servicemen’s 
comedy, “Kiss Them for Me.” 
Latter stars Jayne Mansfield, who 
is a far cry from the Girl of The 
Limberlost. 

Norris said Jhat in his opinion 
the most effective dual programs 
consist of two features that will ap¬ 
peal to the same “approximate” 
audience, that he feared that two 
films of totally different appeal 
might often cancel each other out, 
audience-wise. However, he added, 
this is for the exhib to decide, ana 
quite often he is right. 

In making his pitch for better 
exhib treatment arid interest in 
family product, Norris was also 
careful to point out that 20th has 
no intention of abandoning strictly 
mature, audiences. “We will con¬ 
tinue to release good, tasteful, 
adult product, filmed with as much 
honesty as Is required, and we will 
also make family films if exhibitors 
back us up at their end.” 
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UNSOlilCtTED IM-FLIGHT IXT7ER FROM MR'. p. J. MC CARTHY, 

Our 707 Jet Flagships, Mr. McCarthy, are 

another reason why American Airlines is 

first choice of experienced travelers. To 

date, American’s 707’s have carried more 

than 2,000,000 passengers—far more than 

have flown on any other jetliner. The 707 

is the most experienced, most proven jet 

airliner flying AMERICAN AIRLINES 
anywhere today. America’s Leading Airline 
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Intricacies of Sex* Not for USSR; 

San Francisco, Nov. 1. 
Russia is producing “115 to 120“ 

feature films a year, "art increase 
of 10 times in the last six years,” 
according to Moscow film critic 

.Alexander Karaganov. 
He is a judge at the fourth, an¬ 

nual Frisco Film Festival, says it’s 
USSR .policy “to take part in all 
famous festivals”-fhe, specifically 
named Cannes, Venice and Kar¬ 
lovy Vary, omitted Berlin, 

The; 115-120 features, he said,, 
are “produced in almost. all the 
15 Soviet republics . ,. in different 
languages: and different national 
forms.” Among production cen¬ 
ters, beside Moscow, are Lenin¬ 
grad, Kiev.. Minsk, Riga and Tash¬ 
kent; 

He’s pleased that “Ballad of a 
Soldier,” screened in. Frisco, is 
getting U. S. comrnercial distribu¬ 
tion through Jay FrankeL. 

As. for Hollywood's, current 
“sex” kick, Karaganov voted: 

“Human love, yes:;— sex, no, 
Russians do not like to see the in¬ 
tricacies of sex on the screen. It 
Is degrading:; When I see such 
things, I do. not feel comfortable 
with my loved Ones.” 

Main difference between Rus¬ 
sian and U. S; films, said Karaga- 
hov, is that “not so. many Russian 
ones. are . made - just to: -entertain 
.. ..-Our directors profef more seri¬ 
ous, deeper films, while the.majoij.-, 
ity of U. S. films lean to lightness 
and entertainment,” 

Karaganov. who Is director of a 
Moscoiv publishing house as well 
as a prolific. :\vriter for IzvestiS, 
Novy Mir, Art of Cinema, Literary 
Gazette. Oktober aind Soviet Cul¬ 
ture, noted this difference, between 
U. S. and Russian techniques, 

“We have no producers, Our 
.studios are Operated by a commit¬ 
tee -of .directors,, writers, actors, 
etc. A writer submits a script to 
the committee. If it is accepted, 
the committee appoints a director 
to make. the; film;. The director se¬ 
lects his: actors, prepares the script 
and makes the picture." 

Most screen: stories, he added, 
are originals. If a novel’s adapted, 
the author can supervise : what he 
Wants done and if he. doesn’t, like; 
the results, he can have the whole 
thing tossed away. 

Despite his generalities about 
U. S. films, Karaganov said “Mar¬ 
ty” was “a great success” in Rus¬ 
sia because “it’s so human-r-it’s 
very important to cultivate feel¬ 
ings, not make enemies but 
friends.” 

He couldn’t say the same for an¬ 
other ..cultural exchange picture, 
•‘Roman .Holiday,” shrugging • and 
calling it “light.” But he confessed 
admiration for many U. S. films, 
•■^specially from, the. war yeajrs 
and just after:” Among his favor¬ 
ites: all Chaplin pictures, Deanna 
Durbin films, “Bambi” and “Casa¬ 
blanca.” .His critical credo: 

“X like mostly films which, not 
only entertain but rouse thoughts 
and deep feelings.” 

TIED TO ‘CAMPOBELLd’ 
Dore Schary will be guest of 

honor at A testimonial dinner on 
Dec: 12 at the Hotel Plaza in an 
event marking the 25th anhi of the 
Federation of. the .Handicapped. 

Schary’s “Sunrise at Campo- 
bello.” first a play and now a War¬ 
ner Bros. film, portrays the period 
In which Franklin . D. Rooseyelt 
was first incapacited by polio¬ 
myelitis. Ralph Bellamy, who por¬ 
trays Roosevelt in the film, is cam¬ 
paign chairman for the Federation 
of the Handicapped. James H. 
Scheuer is serving as dinner 
chairman,. 

Lab Financiig 
Continued from page: 3 sss 

tlph, which will take at least two 
years to make. It was said location 
and terrain shots were, already be¬ 
ing madg. 

Marten, termed the project as. 
fa propagandistic weapon” in that 
it will attempt to show, that, the 
heritage of South America . is 
similar to that of the United 
States: He added that the subject, 
Which has the; approval ;.pf U S. 
officials, Will help to. solidify rela¬ 
tions between the U.S. and Latin 
America. 

In addition to its coproduction 
ventures, Arlington has mapped a 
domestic program, first of which 
will be “Cause of Death,” starring 
George Raft. This is set to begin in 
New York on Nov. 28 With Joe 
Kane directing. 
.Arlington has no specific dis¬ 

tribution arrangements, but will 
make deals on a picture by picture 
basis, according to Coates. 

Mrs. James Gray, $an Antonio 
dentist’s wife, signed for a part in 
the Columbia Pictures, “Two Rode 
Together,”:, now being filmed at 
Brackettyilie, Tex. 

'NOT BEST mORjy sm 
Gibralter of Britain’s Charge Vs. 

RKO Teleradio. 

Gibralter. Pictures Ltd., a Brit¬ 
ish production company, has filed 
a $500,000 suit in N . Y. Federal 
Court against RKO TelCradio Pic¬ 
tures. The suit, involving the pic¬ 
ture “No Road Back,” stems, from 
RKO's dissolution of its foreign 
distribution setup. 

Gibralter charges that RKO 
failed to use its best efforts to 
launch “No Road Back” and that 
the company failed to notify Gi¬ 
bralter that it wis closing down its 
distribution organization. It was 
further alleged that RKO breached 
a five-year agreement giving it ex¬ 
clusive rights to distribute the Gi¬ 
bralter picture abroad; Under the 
agreement, according to Gibrai- 
ter’s complaint, the distribution 
deal was granted to RKO alone and 
RKO had no. permission to license 
the picture to another company. ; 

Last year Gibralter. filed a simi¬ 
lar suit against RKO; This involved 
the picture “Guilty/* 

iH Perikerg 
:«==;' Continued from page T.sss 

not the least of which was weather. 
With only a week of second unit 
work still to be lensed, budget on 
the William Holden , starrer will 
reach $3,400,000, Perlberg re¬ 
vealed.. Had it been possible to 
make the film In Hollywood,: he ex¬ 
plained, the budget would have 
decreased by $500,000. 

On another subject, the producer 
reiterated: his position on . foreign 
film festivals: “The American- pic¬ 
ture industry has poor representa¬ 
tion at European film, festivals! In 
the long, run, it hurts us, for lack 
of. cooperation works against us 
even in the area of picture quotas.” 
Perlberg proposes a program 
whereby the Academy would pick 
best 10 pix of year, on a semi-an¬ 
nual basis, with. Yank entries in 
foreign fest being selected from 
these pix.; If. something isn’t done, 
he emphasized, “in time it could, 
have a disastrous effect” 

Asked about film festivals in the 
United States,.. filmaker declared 
he’s opposed: “Nothing here should 
detract from, the: Academy 
Awards,” he said. “The Academy 
is still the biggest single thing, mo¬ 
tion picture-wise, in the world.'* 

Additional observations: 
“Countries of Western Europe 

are prosperous. People, ate spend¬ 
ing money and they’re going to see 
movies.” 

“European .film audiences are 
more enthusiastic than American 
audiences.” 

Anything can be done at Euro¬ 
pean studios, but you can do it bet¬ 
ter and easier here/’ 

“Pleasure of His Company" goes 
hack into production early. this 
month, With San Francisco loca- 
tioning first iiP- Pic is about 60c© 
completed, and 4^ weeks of sheet¬ 
ing remain. 

Dexter as Uppert'sAide 
Hollywood, Nov. 1, 

Maury . Dexter,: who produced 
.'Little Shepherd of Kingdom 
Come” for Associated Producers, 
Inc., releasing through . 20th-Fpx, 
replaces Bill Magglnetti as assist¬ 
ant to Robert L. Lippert, API 
chief, and production manager of 
API. ■ •/ ■ 

Maggirtettl ankled company two 
weeks ago, after 14-years with Lip- 
pert, .following a split with exec." 

Prune Violence 
—? Continued from page 7 .1—=; 

how are ages checked at, the box-; 
office? “Well,” answered Treve¬ 
lyan, “it's typically British. In 
theory, it couldn’t work at all: In 
generally practices, It works quite 
well.” :/ 

The British film cenSor made it 
evident his office does; not fight for 
the “clean, beautiful, pure” film 
but further explained that the im¬ 
pressions of children must be 
guarded: The British Film. Censor 
Board, he said., ’. in the position 
of standing between potential 
pressure groups and the British 
motion picture industry in an 
effort to keep the pressures down 
to a reasonable level. “There are 
many danger points, and it’s no 
good providing ammunition for. 
them.” 

Specifically, Trevelyan pointed 
out that brutality and violence in¬ 
volving teenagers, is tbe kind found 
most contemptible in England. “We 
have pur own delinquency prob¬ 
lem,” he stated. “As I understand 
it, it's not as bad as yours, but we 
don’t .want : to make burs any 
worse!” He feeb that teenage 
violence shown bn' film, despite a 
ihoral lesson for an ending, gives 
teenage audiences the “glamor” of 
delinquency; •They're not inter¬ 
ested in the moral,” he said, “just 
the; violence.” 

Trevelyan praised MPAA’s pro¬ 
duction code office, its administra¬ 
tor, Geoffrey .Shurlock, and. his 
predecessors/ He also explained 
that in Britain there is iio produc¬ 
tion code, no set of rules for judg¬ 
ing pix:, “The advantage is that 
we’re able, to ..judge each picture 
on its own merits and look at the 
integrity behind each film. It also 
ena hies us to, change . our policies 
in line with what we believe to be 
changing public opinion; That, 
after, all, is our job^-to reflect the 
opinion of reasonable, intellingent 
people!” 
. He. reported that these senti¬ 
ments had received favorable reac¬ 
tion from those to who he had 
expressed himself. “Hollywood 
producers seem to feel my com¬ 
ments were, helpful.” he declared, 
“and they agree It’s a point that 
must be watched.” 

Trevelyan also noted that during 
the past week during his visits to 
film studios, he has spent consider¬ 
able tinie outlining , current policies 
of the British Board of Film Cen¬ 
sors, He. explained such discus¬ 
sions. are helpful to the American 
producer since there is no written 
production code in England. . 

Asked specifically on Hollywood's 
two recent :epics---“Sparta!Cus” and 
“The Alamo”-—Trevelyan explained 
“Alamo” already: has been given 
a U rating in England, meaning 
it can be exhiblted without restric¬ 
tions. He said “Spartacus” has not 
yet been ..seen by his office but 
that his view, of it, here indicates 
that pic’s violence, might cause 
some concern. 
....'Trevelyan observed that “Ben- 
Hur,” for the same reason, was 
given an A rating, meaning chil¬ 
dren under 16 must be accom¬ 
panied by an adult. He further 
explained the A rating, while ef¬ 
fective, doesn't have the same 
economic effect on a hardticket 
attraction aS it does: on a mass- 
booked pic. 

THE REHABILITATION 
OF MILTON RACKMIL 

Universal proxy Milton R. Rack- 
mil,. ' the exhibitor doghouse a 
little more than a : year ago;, has 
been named “industry man of the 
year” by Allied States Assn, 

The U topper was widely de¬ 
nounced by theatremen when he 
Shut down U’s production program 
for a reappraisal and sold the com- 

[j>any’s studio to Music Corp. of 
America. Exhibitors feared that 
he: was liquidating the company 
and that another source of product 
would he . lost to them. 

Now Allied is hailing Rackmil 
“for: his outstanding management 
contributions and excellent, pro¬ 
duction achievement immeasurably 
increasing entertainment values 
for the screens of American thea¬ 
tres/’ 

The award, based on a poll of 
Allied members, will be made at 
the banquet concluding the Allied 
convention in Chicago on Nov. 9. 

In the same poll, Tony Curtis 
was named male star of the year. 
Shirley MacLaine, female star of 
the year, and Billy Wilder, “out¬ 
standing director of the year.” 

Ben Marcus^ Allied board chair¬ 
man; was named, “shownan of the 
year” for his efforts in developing 
the Marcus-COMPO merchandising 
promotion. 

Francis of Assisi 
aij—; continued. from page 4.^^^ 

der-Saint who believed in absolute 
poverty but whose successor. 
Brother Elias believed in modify¬ 
ing that rule. Today, still, Assisi 
has .two types of Franciscan monks 
-—the contemplative order follow¬ 
ing Francis and wearing brown 
robes arid;, the order, devoted to. 
Elias’ ..more worldly approach, 
wearing black, robes. The two 
groups arp hot on too friendly 
terms, and. the question, of Fran¬ 
cis’ garment m the. picture loomed 
large. ' _ 

It was decided by sticking to 
realism: In a local church, a gar¬ 
ment worn by the Saint is pre¬ 
served., It is grey, and Francis’ 
costume in the film will stick to 
that in-between color. 

“Francis”: company got some 
publicity /dividend locally when 
Redd Davis, a British actor playing 
a leper in the film, went for a stroll 
in the plaza wearing his "make-up 
and thoroughly alarmed the popu¬ 
lace' who called in the police. Ru¬ 
mor spread through the town that 
the film company , had imported a 
real leper for the foie: The unit 
tjuickly put out a denial, 

Theatremen s "Expendable Blues’ 
As Loews Chain Hotel-Minded 

Charlton Hoston 
Continued from page 1 

of NATO commitments or the 
world of outer space/’ 

“Combining skill and sensivity,” 
he continued, “to play ‘Hamlet’ 
betteri than anyone else or to sing 
.‘Melancholy Baby’. In a smoky sa¬ 
loon; does not automatically qual¬ 
ify an entertainment celebrity as 
a. statesman and a sound influence 
on the: voting public.” 

Waving an absentee ballot from 
Roscommon. County, Michigan, in. 
his Madrid , apartment where the 
Heston family will spend the Win¬ 
ter while hfe foams Spanish hinter¬ 
lands, the actor pursued his firm 
logic: 1 

"In theory, you’re supposed 
to. pick for yourself, not for all 
tfie people who think you’re a 
hell of a guy—whether it’s 
because they work for you, or 
because they like the way you 
play love scenes or just inhale 
and exhale:. 
; “I think Frank Sinqtra sings 
'One More For My Baby* as 
well as it can be sung, but I'd 

... hate io think, he was head 
shrinking all the people who 
agree vnth vie1 on that as to 

. which mart to vote for on Nov. 
8, because I don’t think he 
knows that much about presi¬ 
dents, I don’t think Dick 
Powell does either, on the 
Other side of the fence.” 

Hastening to make clear that he 
had no quarrel with anyone mak¬ 
ing a public choice, and that “go¬ 
ing .on record is a very bid and 
Very. . healthy' American custom,” 
Hestbn . feels this tradition has 
nothing in common with the vig¬ 
orous participation of marquee 
topbillers in organized political 
campaigns.! 

‘Tm not throwing rocks at my 
own team,” he, explained. “But we 
do live in .an age of specialization. 
Lippmanri, Reston arid Alsop, I’ll 
listen, to. They’ve been at it a long 
time’ and know more about it than 
the rest of us. Beyond that, I’d 
rather go it alone.” 

Unable to make a campaign pre¬ 
diction, he quoted Mori Sahl’s "I 
don’t think1 either of them can 
win . arid, ended up with the 
admonition: “Picking a president 
is like picking a girl; maybe, the 
sooner you go it alone, the better 
off yoii’11 be.” 

—f Morale among employees at 
* Loew’s Theatres is said to be hit¬ 

ting a newr low as-the company 
shifts from a theatre to a hotel 
economy. The Tisch brothers, 
Laurence and Preston R. (Bob), 
now in a commanding position in 
the management of the company, 
are reported to be instituting a 
drastic economy wave in the the¬ 
atre division. 

The reported “sharpening of the 
axe” is unnerving veteran staffers. 
A wholesale revision of the divi¬ 
sion manager system is in the 
works. It’s understood that’ four 
division managers who worked out 
of the N. Y. homeoffice will he sent 
back to the field as managers of 
theatres in New York. At the same 
time, one or two division managersr 
Will be retired. 

The pruning,, as a result of stud¬ 
ies made by the Tisches, is said io' 
be spreading to the operation of in¬ 
dividual theatres. Many theatres, 
it’s reported, are operating with 
only one usher on duty. In some 
houses, the matrons in the. ladies* 
rooms have been eliminated. 

At the homeoffice, there has 
been a mass move-in of hotel per¬ 
sonnel. These include sales staff¬ 
ers and others connected with the 
two hotels that Loew’s Theatres is 
building in New York—the Ameri¬ 
cana on the west side and The 
Summit (formerly Americana East) 
on Lexington Ave. qn the site of 
razed Loew’s Lexington Theatre. 
At the same time, the company is 
planning to build two motels on 
8th Ave. and motels and hotels in 
other cities, some of which will be 
on sites of Loew’s theatres. — 

Preston R, Tisch, recently named 
chairman of the executive com¬ 
mittee and president of Loew’s Ho¬ 
tels Inc., newly-formed subsidiary, 
is now taking an active role, in the 
theatre operation and is said to be 
responsible for ordering the per¬ 
sonnel shifts and the economy 
moves. Preston R. and his brother. 
Laurence, chairman of the board 
and chief executive officer, hold 
the controlling interest in the 
company. Since reconstituting the 
board, the Tisches have been tak¬ 
ing a strong position in manage¬ 
ment activities and have steered 
the company In the direction of 
real estate and hotels. 

Filmgroup’s ‘Devil' 
Hollywood, Nov. 1. 

; The Fiimgroup will handle dis¬ 
tribution of “The Devil’s Partner,” 
produced by Hugh M. Hooker, and 
“Creature From the Haunted Sea,” 
Roger Corrhan production. 

Pair wilt be packaged for Dec. 
8 release. 

Ruiaway?—Nay! 
Continued from page 7 

Hong Kong and interiors in Lon¬ 
don. “Pieces,” set to follow, will 
be filmed in Rome and Southern 
France. Both are original screen¬ 
plays written by the hyphenated 
team. As they have with their pre¬ 
vious independent pix. they will 
alternate on the production and 
directorial chores. 

As part of their long-range pro¬ 
gram, Panama and Frank are de¬ 
vising a followup film for Miss 
Ball and Hope. They are already 
working on the screenplay titled 
“The Spanish Border.” Also oa 
their slate is an ambitious episodic 
film, “13 Sinners,” which they said 
would be shot in eight different 
countries. 

Their arrangement with UA -is 
a non-exclusive one. Having been 
tied down with Paramount for a 
long period, the team is enjoying 
its new-found freedom. “This is 
the first time in our lives that we 
are in a position to negotiate with 
all studios.” Frank pointed out. 

“Facts,” according to Frank, 
represents a complete departure 
for Miss Ball and Hope in that they 
have dropped farce for serio-comic 
roles in “a highly provocative film 
dealing with infidelity/’] 

Legion 
j Continued from page 3j 

Specifically, what’s to stop certain 
theatremen from using their own 
ad copy, with jazzed-up stress on 
the prostitute angles, and ignoring 
the WB pressbook? 

That some exhibs might be in¬ 
clined to do this obviously is not 
beyond the realm of possibility 
and thus the Legion’s call for self- 
restraint in industry quarters 
Would seem to be partially falling 
on deaf ears. 

Thelma Ritter joins cast of 
Harold Hecht’s. “Birdman of Al¬ 
catraz” for UA release. 
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Hearings Over, Hartford Ruling Due; 
Hit Toll With Theatre Films 'Sexiness 9 

By JAY LEWIS 

Washington,. Nov. 1. 
RKO Generals lollvis'ion pro¬ 

posal is hanging up to dry for a 
while after going through i the 

ringer of a five-day Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission hearing. 

Later the FCC will give the I ver¬ 
dict. But the unofficial view is 
that RKO’s plan stood up fairly 
well under all the probing, prying, 
pushing and hauling. / j 

At issue is whether FCC should 
grant the application of RKCXs 
Hartford Phonevision for a three- 
year pay-see test, but the hopes 
and fears of supporters and op¬ 
ponents of pay-tv generally ['also 
hang in the balance. 

The hearings made most oF the 
record on which the Commission 
will base its decision. The opposing 
parties still have until Nov., 15, 
however, to make further filings 
and submit proposed findings sum¬ 
ming up their cases. ;; 

Also in the works is a potentially 
significant study Of the Toronto 
Telemeter operation which will be 
offered for the record by FCC's 
Broadcast Bureau in the codling 
weeks. The survey, which may 
shed the first real light on the 
Telemeter experience, will be con¬ 
ducted by an unnamed Canadian 
research outfit and is designed to 
give FCC data on tolivision's im¬ 
pact on free channels, ! 

Rival Attorneys 
The oral arguments before the 

full Commission pitted Marcus 
Cohn, attorney for exhibitors op¬ 
posing the grant, against W. Tlieor 
dore Pierson, representing ‘ RKO 
and Hartford Phonevision. In the 
middle was Louis Stephens. Icon¬ 
ducting the case for the Broadcast 
Bureau. 

The case for the application, was 
presented in fairly short order 
with a stack of exhibits on various 
phases of the Hartford plan, and 
RKO president Thomas F. O’Neil 
on the stand to elaborate. Largely 
a factual presentation, these points 
emerged: I. 

<• 1) RKO expects to lose at lleast 
a million dollars during the three- 
year trial period. Under question¬ 
ing by the Commission later in the 
vevi. O’Neil said this wras a “very 
optimistic” guess, however., and 
added that even if it took seven or 
eight years to break even, the jeom- 
pan-v would view the losses worth¬ 
while. 

•2) Boxoffice potential wijll be 
the sole test of subscription fare. 
By this. O'Neil explained he meant 
only those attractions which could 
draw profitably at a Hartford mo¬ 
tion picture house, legit theatre, 
concert hall etc. ! 

i3> Subscription programming 
over the RKO outlet (VVHCT, 
Channel 181 will total 40 hours a 
week with free fare comprising 30 
hours. Backbone of the pay format 
will be feature films, to be offered 
at the rate of three a week except 

when displaced by stage plays, bal- : Sperllriff Non-Exclusive: 
lets, operas and the like. > ^ - 7 

• 4) RKO General expects to lose; 
$278,677 operating /VVHCT as a 
commercial outlet for the year- 
ending Sept. 30, 1960. O’Neil said 
because of this, RKO will cease 

At Both WB, Columbia 
Hollywood, Nov. 1. 

Milton Sperling, longtime 'War¬ 
ner producer, will produce Indie 
slate :of four pix for Columbia PIc- 

‘ operating WHCT if the subscrip-’lures under deal wrapped up over, 
tion application is turned down. I weekend with Sam Briskim Deal 

(5) Subscribers, 2,000 to begin i provides that . Sperling continues 
! with and 50,000 eventually, will be his production activities: at WB, 
. chosen on a first-come-first-serve both studio arrangements being 
' basis unless .the demand is so. great non-exclusive. 

He starts Col pact after his next 
for WB,. ‘‘Marauders,” latter to 
start in January, 

USSR in Frisco 
5 Continued from page 5 s 

as to warrant a priority system. 

I Bring In ‘Sex* 

; Cohn, for the exhibitors, grilled 
O’Neil on cross-examination for 
about 10Vi hours stretching over 
a three-day period. Chided several 
times by FCC Chairman Frederick 
W. Ford for dragging out the pro¬ 
ceeding, Cohn sought to show or _ . 

^suggest that: : Russians, they didn’t. comment; to 
t—RKO‘s programming amounted j their. American guests, 

to “pie in the sky” since little or I Party, itself, .consisted of huge 
nothing could be learned of any table/laden with Russian delicacies, 
concrete assurances of. product, as much liquor as anyone, wanted, 
O’Neil stuck to his guns- on this 1 dancing to four-piece band, 
issue contending that there was no j Karaganov, With Herman Wei - 
way he could get firm commitments'and Darius Milhaud, is a 
from pi ogi am suppliers until he jurbr and figures to push “Ballad 
could offer them assurances FCC of a Soldier ” as best picture of the 

. would okay the pay-ty grant. 20 (from .19 nations) being ex- 
—Sex ami four-letter words hibited. Chances are he’li also plug 

make a big portion of current fea-; for Tchukhrai for best director 
ture films and Broadway produc-. award . 
tions unfit for subscription view-! ~ V „ : j. , . .. . 
ing. O’Neil promised that there U B . u Ka a?ln0V ? 
would be no surrender to "sensa- Busslan ''ho,speaks 
tion seekers” demanding nhWtinn. few words of English, he s bei 

able 
would be deleted from legit offer¬ 
ings. WHCT would adhere strictly 
to its obligations as an FCC li¬ 
censee in this regard, he said. 

—Knjoyment of feature films In 
wide screen and color would be 

tion seekers” demanding objection- *°|?V»*, ."e:s 
able film fare and dirtv M.-nrds getting biggest share of interwows. 

Among these have been a Bob 
Thoitias column fpr AP and Paine 
Knickerbocker’s column in the 

San Francisco, Nov. 1. 
Dick Brandt in from New York and huddling with Frisco Fest boss 

Irving JVI. Levin about; selling Frisco Fest as a local, tv package in 1961 
and possibly selling it nationally thereafter . ., also In from New York 
was Nat Weisr, out. of Charles. Einfeld's 20th-Fpx office . . Gerald 
Sevearn, aide to jay Frankel, acting as interpreter, for Russians . : . big 
party tossed by Foreign Film Theatre Owners, of Northern California! 
in lobby of 4,503:seat dowTnitb\vn Fox—the hosts, on hand, were Irving 
Ackerman, Roy Cooper, Martin Foster, L. S. (Ben) Hamm, Gerald 
Hardy, John Parsons, Herbert Rosener, Maurir Schwarz and (because 
of the site) John Klee, Northern California .division manager for. Fox. 
West Coast circuit. 

Following screening of Erwin Leiser’s “Mein Kampf” Friday (28) 
night the sellout crowd at the 1,000-seat Metro sat in. absolute silence, 
stunned by shocking brutalities exhibited on. screen Then Russian 
delegation tossed black-tie party for'about 100 persons after “Mein 
Kampf” screening . other parties included one at Iranian consul’s 
(Majid Rahnema) home (and office) and one Sunday <30) at Pakistani 
consulate. 

Consensus seems to be best short so far seen was “Berlin Kaleido^ 
scope,” which preceded Denmark’s “A Stranger Knocks” . . . Diqne 
Varsi showed up for “Mein Kampf," stood 'briefly for .introduction ./.-■. 
John Steinbeck failed' to make screening of his “Flight,” showed twd 
days later—he’s reported to be happy with filmed results; but picture 
look an awful critical panning locally . . Robert Kronenherger sticking 
for. whole fest . .••. AP’s Bob Thomas pulled out after filing five stories 
. . German “A Man Goes through the Wall” proved to be comic 
surprise. ]• 

Frisco Film Fest Reviews 
; Continued from page 6 ; 

would fit in more than * few U.S. 
situations, though it might have 
one definite possibility: with an 
English soundtrack it might make 
a pretty good kids' picture. 

But whether it plays the Western 
Hemisphere or iiot, the Shaw 
Brothers ought to clean up with 
the “Overseas Chinese” throughout 
Southeast Asi Stef. 

Horn Salisbury! 
Ar Exeelleit Mel 
iiNM-NailatUi 

NEW YORK CITY 

Residence of the Stars. 

Very large Rooms 
Walk-in Closets 
Serving Pantries 

Air-conditioning * TV 

Daily rates from 
$10 for one, $15 for Ivyo j 
Parlor suites from $20 j 
Residence rates quoted ! 

123 WmI 57th Street, 

New York 19, N. Y.» ClrcJn 6-11001 

or, calf your local 
/;A»k Mr.. Foitor Travel.; 

Service.” Cpait la Coa»t./ 

Chronicle, where he’s quoted as 
saying he’s never tinder any pres¬ 
sure to alter his reviews in Mos- 

impaired substantially bv trans-,' . . .. 
mission in black-and-white to a tv ! Said Charles Einstein’s Frisco 
screen. Also, Cohn brought up ; Examiner coluipnr “Surely the fact, 
the question of such distractions that the Soviets were; thq only ones ! 
to the subscription viewer as ring- send, a major delegation to the 
ing telephones and doorbells. San Francisco Festival may not be • 

—RKO’s experiment would be ignored.” 
“meaningless” as an indicator of That probably sums up much j 
how pay tv will w’ork on a nation- Ideal' feeling as well as anything, 
wide basis. It will show. Cohn with politics pushed into a sepa- j 
charged, that onlr the rich can rate compartment of; thought, 
afford the “unconscionable” fees — 
RKO will Impose, RKO envisions i ■ . - . 
an installation charge of up to ten } 
dollars for the decoder arid a 75- j r Ullll|(IIID* 
cent w’eekly rental .fee. The pro- Continued from pate. S ss 
grams will cost from a quarter up 
to $3.50. Cohn argued that Zenith. Philippines is a simple matter in 
developer and manufacturer of the terms of budget: While some of his 
Phonevision decoder, will extract pix have rUn into; the above-$100,- 
a 25% profit from its sales in the category, his average picture 
Hartford operation. budget runs ^between $30,000 and 

A planned frontal assault on the $45,000, with, pix turning out two 
RKO project by National Assn, of hours or more in running time; 
Broadcasters fizzled w hen Chair- “Cry Freedom” w as a $100,000 pic, j 
man Ford thumbed down a state- Bayer noted, explaining .it was done i 
ment to be read by NAB vice presi- on. location and with 7.000 extras, 
deiit for tv Charles H. Tower. • “Had the picture been .made, in ! 
Irrelevant and objectionable. Ford.: th<? United States.” he pointed out, 
said. The statement, distributed to ' "the budget wvould have been more 
the press and NAB members,- like $500,000.” •' ^ 
charged that tdivision would cor-. Bayer stated there;are four;ma-; 
rode programming Over advertis- jor film studios and 13 independent ' 
Ing channels and give the public studios in Manila alone and that to-, 
less choice. gether they turn out 350 to 400 ' 

nnrih.1 T« TV* Uilmsayear. “The Philippinemar- 
Hurtful To TV? ket is tremendous,” Bayer said. 

- Tower was put on the stand for “Many.: movie fans see. two and 
questioning by NAB counsel Doug- three films a day because there is 
las Ariello on the adverse effects little other entertainment. When 
of pay tv on free outlets in Hart- they run out of good pictures they 
ford, but nothing was brought out stand in line for the bad ones, 

■which damaged RKO’s case. It] Bayer remains here through Nov. 
ended with Stephens of the Broad- 12 and expects to return in March 
cast Bureau expressing doubt that to work out, final details on his 

j Tower knew enough about the co-production deals,. 
! Hartford situation to qualify as an 
expert witness. —---—- 

Final witnesses in the hearings 
were Zenith president Joseph S. 
Wright, Teco prexy Peter Yan 

’ Beek and producer Leland Hay- 
’ ward. 

leg Jchx de L’Afliear 
(The Love Game) 

(FRENCH) 
Film* Around the World release of 

AJYM production: Stars Genevieve Cluny; 
features Jean-Pierre Cassel, Jean-Lduis. 
.Maury. Directed by Philippe Le Broca. 
Screenplay. .Genevieve Cluny, Philippe. Pe: 
Broca, Daniel. Boulanger; camera, Jean 
Penzer. At Frisco Film Fest. Funning 
time; S3 MINS.. 
Victor . •,.......... Jean-Pierre Cassel 
Suzanne . v..,.... Genevieve.'' Cluny- 
Francois. 3ean-Louis Maury 
Client Robert :Vattier 
Consumer ............... Claude Ceryal 
Driver .....-....:. Pierre Repp 

This brioche may be just what 
the baker ordered In France, but 
it falls pretty flat in the U S., with 
or without translation. 

Jt is supposed to be a French 
romp—and contains plenty of 
romping,, though a sophisticated 
U.S. audience could hardly imagine 
what U.S. Customs was worried 
about in; holding up its importation. 

Story centers on a girl (Gene* 
vieve Cluny) in her mid-20's who 
wants to marry the artist (Jean- 
Pierre Caissel) she’s been living 
with two years. He doesn’t buy 
until his best friend <Jean-Louis 
Maury) starts making goo-goo eyes 
at the girl. Then he agrees/ t'” 

The trouble with all of this is 
the men. They posture outrage¬ 
ously, indeed, almost, sickeningly. 

Occasional individual scenes are. 
funny., and Miss Cluny is an arch 
and pleasant actress, jean Penzer's 
camera work in and around Paris 
is stunning. Doubtful bet even for 
U.S. art houses. Stef. 

, until they can escape to Allied 
j lines. Bulk of the film’s pccupied 
! with the soldiers' and girl’s close 
I calls. 

.} Eventually, the Russian, is killed,- 
■ as is the girl's fiaiice • Renato Sal- 
j vatore). In final scenes the Briton 
kills the Informer who caused 
death of the Russian and the girl’s 
fiance-Mhe informer in the 
rtiidst of trying to seduce the girl. 
Final frames sliow the Allies en¬ 
tering Rome. 

Picture is quadrp-lirigual, which/ 
is interesting. Chunks of English, 

. Russian and German are used, 
/together with the predominant 
/Italian. But top .many1 scenes sim- 
| ply are too long and have tpP much 
talk fpr what, essentially, rust be ; 

: an action picture, no matter w hat 
I “message” Rossellini’s' trying to 
( put over (message, lousy). Some 
■ blame for length and script's tur- 
gidity must be placed on Rosselli ' 

I On the other hand, the acting is 
I excellent, especially , among the 
; Italians^—the Yank, Briton and 
j Russian tend to be jsteieotyped. 
j And . Rossellini has injected some 

interesting business about a 
princely Roman family and about 
the church’s part in; the under¬ 
ground. Furthermore, there ard 
plenty, of the old, ai ty Rossellini, 
touches and Carlb/Cariini’s camera 

j work i« splended. Sound dubbing 
; on this particular print is poor, 
1 but presumably can be corrected. 

This- could ; go—^IF the proper 
cutting’s done, and; it lias some 
exploitatiori /possibilities. : Stef. 

Era Nolle a Roa 
(Night in Rome) 

(ITALIAN) 

Jem’s 11 -States Rights 
Hollywood, NoVi 1. 

; Jem Film Distributors Inc., has 
■taken over distribution, of “Heaven 
On Earth” arid “European Nights " 
Eastman^color . European produc* 
tions, in the 11 Western states, Ha¬ 
waii, Alaska, and Guam. 

Seymour Borde, company head, 
, has appointed Jack Erickson to rep 
Jem in San Frajscisco. Heiormer- 
ly was in 20th-Fox* Frisco bfanch. 

Continued- from pare 1 

careful upgrading of quality, plus 
ar- Wright estimated that Zenith has revatnned dH&tnr S 

!«wk .bout W0,000.««0 into Phone- 
I vision and did not expect to recoup costs g0 „vs ^Bernhard 

1H? Dec#a went off in\ different 
He a!so said that he had helped direction. Sale p£ the U studio 
m U>e .ewch for programming; by eiiminated the stress On Immediate 

|W»Mr,1LTBm.”K<Smlnsln of "**d ,or-#hre»‘ and - ---- —, concern. Pictures could be made at 
v^arDa w.BTvzOS ’t SpJ ros Sk°UrJs of the most feasible times and places. 
Fox; Abe Montague and Paul Laza-. Mass production was abolished and 
rus of Columbia; and Robert Ben- this led to a significant (several 

.jamin of United Artists. millions in annual savings) cut- 
Van Beek said Teco, charged down in distribution setup. Instead 

with coming up w ith programs for ! of 32 regularrsized branch offices. 
Hartford Phonevision, has, initially j there are now only 10,. with 22 
set aside, about $100,000 to acquire ! supplementary sales unjtk. 
options on material. Teco would | U has had more time for its 
profit two ways in the venture-*- individual production as a result 
from the sale of programming to and has taken advantage of the 
Hartford Phonevision and from, a promotional opportunities .provided 
percentage of the operation's .by this same extra time,. Eemhard 
gross. points, opt 

THEATRE IN BRONX 
Now evailobJo for picteroc or/logit. 
550 Soots, Modora, Folly Equipped. 

Writ# for particulars. 

San Francisco, Oct. 21. 
International Golden SUr-Film produc¬ 

tion. Stars Giovanni Ralli, Sergei Bondar- 
schuk: Leo Gcnn, Peter Baldwin? fea- :] 
tiires • Rena to Salvatore, Hannes Ifeaae- i 
mer. Directed by Roberto Rossellini. 
Screenplay. Roberto Rossellini; Diego I 
Fabbri, S. Amidei. B. Rosdi; ' camera; : 
Carlo Carlini: music, Renzo Rosaellini..’ 
At Frisco Film Fest. Running time. 1M 
MINS. 
Espeiia _...... Giovanni Ralli > 
Fyodor Nazukov... . .Sergei Bondarschuk 
Michael Pemberton........Led Genn 
Peter Bradley . Peter. Baldwin 
Renato . Reiiato Salvatore. 
Commandant' ......... Ha ones Mewmer 

POSITION WANTEfll 
Mob Frldoy/Socrotory, 24. Cell, 
♦rod.. Vat.,., fecal. EaqHsli, Typa, 
Tap Rafaradcas. Fraa ta TrayaL 

Bax V-127*, VARICTY 
1f4 Wost 44th Street, New Yorlt jg 

Roberto Rossellini’s latest essay 
on World War II is about a third 
too long, but ith judicious cut¬ 
ting and tightening might be suc¬ 
cessful in U.S. specialty houses or, 
conceivably, could go into general 
release. 

Picture concerns plight of three 
Allied prisoners who have escaped 
after the 1943 Italian surrender. 
The three—an American 'Peter 
Baldwin), Englishman (Leo Genn) 
and Russian (Sergei Bondarschuk) 
—are aided by a beautiful, young 
black marketeer (Giovanni Ralli) 
and smuggled into a Roman attic; 

Germans, assisted by informers, 
still control the,city and the under¬ 
ground has to hide the toldiers 

FACTS OF LIFE 
Made clear 

A fUHy-lDvitrtUd manual excUlnlna 0w 
Pacu wt Ufa in frank. nao-Urhnlml 40*11. 
•IN bn matMi frw In plain omppliw span 
vneMnt nf wwO JOT THROUGH. HOPE. 
Bnom lMg. m M—mtb a*.. X.Y.C. 

New fork Theatre 
r-IADIBCITT NUSie 

> as 

BORIS MY ♦ Rtt MARRIS0R 
IN A MSS HtlNTCB-ARWIN PMOOC1ION 

"MIDNIGHT LACEM 
i jhkiial iiiHMteNllfeu HtU ; 
m sritt uiTic sncHQi 
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Dilemma Priced at $30,000,000 
4—r   :—: !  >-—--- 

’S Soap Opera Performers, Writers, 
Everybody at CBS-TVf rom prejcy Jim Aubrey down has a "plot’* 

to free “The Witness” from its 7:30-8:30 “kid time” on Thursdays 
and move- it to a later time. All that stands, in the way is a sponsor 
named. General Foods, which has more than a. little leverage at 
CBS-TV with annual expenditures of. better than $30,000,000 with 
the network. 

That the 7:30 time and “Witness” are a/mismatch Is acknowl¬ 
edged freely at the web. Execs would like- tio move it to 9-10, 
thereby establishing it In a more sensible time period and getting 
a . half-hour jump , on “The Untouchables” to boot. But 9-10 is 
General Foods all the way, and at the moirient GF isn’t inclined to 
budge. ' 

At 9, GF has "Angel,” and it’s tied to a 52-week commitment 
on the show. At 9:30, it has Ann Sothern; with a somewhat shorter 
comtnitmeht; Last spring, CBS took on “Angel” but pleaded with 
GF to drop the Sothern show, or at least to find some other time 
period! GF insisted, and after some hassling CBS gave way, 
prepared, to write Thursday off as pretty much of a loss. 

Now, however, along comes “Witness,” which hadn’t even been 
considered during, the CBS-GF discussions. The more QBS sees 
of it; the more they like it and the greater their conviction it could 
do well in a later time period. But no soap, at least right now. 
Web probably would be willing to settle for an even 9:30 start with 
“Untouchables” if the Sothern show could be. moved, since it could 
then switch “Person to Person” at 10 to another slot. What hurts 
the brass about the current, situation, is; that they know ‘'Witness” 
won’t make it at 7:30."regardless of quality.. 

Meanwhile, though there have been.no cancellations on “Witness” 
yet, the network figures it probable that it will lose two of its 
four bankrollers come the first of the year. Esquire Boot Polish 
and Schick- Razors are primarily .seasonal advertisers in for the 
big Christmas push, and while they could continue with the show, 
they have. 13-week cancellation: privileges. This doesn’t help 
“Witness" any either. 

So CBS is feeling its way to see if any juggling of the Thursday 
night, lineup can be accomplished. But very gingerly—$30,000,000- 
a-year sponsors don't grow on trees. 

Final pattern of CBS Radio's* 
added news and informational pro¬ 
gramming starting Nov. 2ft has 
been set, and it adds up to 19 new 
informational- shows, 10 new five- 
minute sports segments and 27 10-! 
minute news reports and analyses 
per week. 

Web has inked Zachary Scott 
and Jerry . Coleman; ex-Yankee, to 
augment its regular news staff. 
Moreover, it has assigned specific 
newsmen to specific shows, such as 
David Sell ben bnm .for.. an : 11:30 
a.rn. “Your Mari In Paris” strip 
not confined to straight news but 
containing anecdotes; Interviews, 

. ■] 
CBS estimates that, all told, the 

new programming, plus special 
public affairs shows . will, exceed 
the total. airtime weekly of the six: 
soapers. two half-hour1 dramas arid 
the. variety strip they will replace. 

Coleman will db 10 five-minute 
sports Shows each weekend, cover¬ 
ing news, analysis and human In¬ 
terest features. Coleman’s shows 
will augment the web’s five-minute: 
“It’s Sports Time Strip”. with Phil 
Rizziilo and Pat Summerall. Scott 
will do a 12:30 . pirn, strip titled 
“Man arid Wife,” narrating famous 

(Continued oh page 40) 

‘The Good Years 
Walter Lord, whose “A; Night to 

Remember’’ remains , one of tele¬ 
vision’s memorable, efforts, may be; 
represented on tv again via his 
current bestseller, “The. Good 
Years.” CBS-TV is negotiating an 
option on the. book, which covers 
the period from. 1900 tb the.First 
World War, as a possible vehicle 
for Leland Hayward for a treat¬ 
ment in the vein of “The Fabulous 
Fifties” and the upcoming “Ger¬ 
shwin Years.” 

Lord; h former J, Walter Thoriip- 
sori. exec,, hit paydirt on his. first 
book in “Night to Remember,’’ the 
sinking of the Titanic, which. Kraft 
adapted for its series, and subse¬ 
quently repeated. Since thep, he’s 
written a book on . the attack, on 
Pearl Harbor and the current 
“Good Years.” 

Same period has already been 
treated bn NBC via the “Project 
20” special. “The Innocent Years.” 
But a Hayward treatment, of 
course, would be far different from 
the dociimentairy approach of 
“Project 20.” 

Progress 
Jt’s taken six weeks of nego¬ 

tiation between the American1 
Federation of Television fte 
Radio Artists and the tv arid 
radio networks, but they’ve 
finally come to an agreement 
on something. It’s the only 
thing they’ve definitely , agreed 
on during talks on a. new con¬ 
tract: .. . 

Child . actors wilt not be, 
permitted to . audition, for jobs 
during; school hours. 

Life Mag’s 500G 
MAnni Spread 
Set For NBC-TV 

Life magazine, to celebrate its 

25th birthday, is going to sponsor 

a 90-minute special! on NBC.-TV, 

and the blueprint Is reriilniscent of 

tv’s early corporate celebrations by 

General Electric and General Mo¬ 

tors, Perhaps priced not quite as 

high as either the GE or GM spec, 

“25 Years of .Life” is reportedly 

going to cost nearly $500,000 to 

produce. 

A music - variety format, “23 

Years of Life” will take up a 90- 

minute period on Thursday, March 

2. Slot, is from 9:30 to 11 p.m. 

, One of major aspects of “25 
Years” is the promotion potential. 
No. details are available, but vari¬ 
ous observers are conjuring up 
images of full-page (free) spreads 
in Life, maybe Time, .plus the 
strong probability of a regular Life 
story* on^ the construction of the 
NBC; special. Young & RublCam, 
Life’s agency. Is responsible for 
the deal. 

Ray Heatherton Show 
Ray Heatherton has been signed 

by station WFYI, Garden City; 
L.I., to produce and perform, in a 
daily , chitchat show about sihow 
business in general called “TheT 
Seven Lively! Arts.” 

Heatherton emceed “Luncheon 
at Sardi’s for several years and did 
a children's tv show, “Merry Mail-, 
mail.” 

By ART WOODSTONE 

Television Is felt to have per¬ 
formed in the last five weeks a 
feat of incalculable importance to 
the Presidential campaign. Now, 
with some luck,‘television also will 
probably be first in I960 to foretell 
which man-^-Kennedy or Nixon— 
is the next President of the: United 
States. 

On Election Day, Nov. 8, the 
three networks will employ 2,900 
rnen and women to gather and dis¬ 
seminate; to a promisingly sub¬ 
stantial part of the electorate, the 

I*latest data on. the fortunes of the 
two men. They will also have three 
forbiddingly complex machines to 
“project” and “extrapolate” —yet 
never to “predict”’ since that’s a 
dirty word in computation — 
whether the next administration 
will be Republican or Democratic. 

. If the people who feed CBS’ new 
IBM 7090, NBC’s new RCA .501 and 
ABC revised Remington-Rand Uni-; 
vac don’t make any drastic mis¬ 
takes arid if the early voting re¬ 
turns aiien’t • perspirlngly; tight, 
viewers should have the answer by 
9 or 9:30 jp.m., times when some of 
the Presidential polling places 
around: the country are closing up. 

Each of the networks, having 
had . three other tries to work out 
the kinks, say that the production 
of Election coverage will be 
simpler than ever before; Yet view¬ 
ers will be enabled to see a wider 
range of statistics and hear, more 
intricate shadings of interpretation 
and reportage .than ever before. 

NBC, CBS and. in much' the 
same measure. ABC will translate 
for viewing voters how things are 
comihg but in terms of facial 
blocks;, religious blocks, geographic 
blocks and party lines. They’ll be 
able-to. see, arid perhaps to follow, 
breakdowns city by city, state by 
state and region by region. .They’ll 
see panoraihic electric boards in 
the studios, and hear reporters on 
location. It’s not as if they couldn't 
hear and see many of the same 
things in 1956, except that this 
time up 1960. the networks promise 
more clarity arid purpose; 

No longer on NBC will viewers 
catch glimpses ofc bodies hurtling 
around Studio 8-H, because all the 
cameras will be nine feet off. the 
ground, so that messengers, floor 
managers, and sound men and tv 
camerame on coffee breaks and 
select visitors will;be able to walk 
upright/and thus rernain beneath 
the impersonal eye of the live 
cameras. Hearing this. CBS said it 
has: avoided human miscellani all 
along, which brings up another 
point: 

Somebody’s Gonna Crow 

Thb tv networks arid their radio 
sisters .will, just as they did during 
the summer political conventions, 
be vying tenaciously for top tv 
honors. If 7090 is first in picking a 
winner on Nov. 8, CBS won’t, keep 
It a secret in the Nov 9 press 
bundle. If. 501 wins the. sweep- 
stakes. NBC will Crow, and should 
Univac take the, decision, that fact 
will be publicized post haste by. 
ABC. 

ABC says it has 1,000 men and 
women, in studio TV-l. and in the 

(Continued on; page 39) 

Touche 
Robert Saudekand his pro¬ 

duction crew bn Sunday (30) 
taped the first “Omnibus” en¬ 
try of the season,, “He Shall 
Have Power,” dramatizing the 
role of the American presi¬ 
dency, which will be shown 
Nov. 13 on NBC-TV. 

. Michael Tollin had just fin¬ 
ished his segment, portraying 
Li ncoln, moving scrlpter 
James Lee to crack to Saudek: 

“He now belongs to the 
agents.” 

ings, Setting 
Up Own Syndication Operation 
--^-:-♦ A band of former radio soap 

opera performers is seriously con¬ 
sidering going Into the radio syn¬ 
dication business. Purpose is to 
keep working now that CBS has 
cancelled “Ma Perkins,” “Right to 
Happiness,” “The Second Mrs. 
Burton,” “The Couple Next Door’* 
and the 25-minute daily adaptation, 
of “Best Sellers.” 

Originally, a suggestion was ten¬ 
dered that AFTRA, the radio 
actors’ union, go Into the syndica¬ 
tion business, and another idea 
put forth was for the actors to 
chip in and buy their own station 
to continue producing soaps. Both 
ideas gave way, however, to the 
present plan to hire a studio, pro¬ 
duce more of the same CBS soaps 
and then distribute them via an 
actor-writer owned syndication 
company. 

John Young, who was on “Right 
to Happiness,” recently sent out 
200 letters to CBS affils to find out 
the degree of Interest. Soon, he’s 
expected to send letters to NBC, 
ABC and Mutual affils and to in¬ 
dies. Young and Virginia Payne, 
president of AFTRA and the for¬ 
mer MMa Perkins,” are leaders in 
the group. Miss Payne said that 
they’ve been requesting 12% of 
the applicable station rate for sup¬ 
plying each soap, all of which, save 
for “Sellers,” are in 15-minute 
daily form. 

So far, there is no Indication 
whether the group of actors will 
go ahead with the plan. The for¬ 
mats, according to Miss Payne, be¬ 
long to the writers, not CBS, so 
that the writers and actors will 
team up on the deal. As for the 
actors, she explained, they won’t 
seek a proift for themselves, mere¬ 
ly a continuation of salaries as 
close to their old CBS ones as they 
can get via syndication. 

(Ala Durocher) 
Ted Williams, who had been 

near a deal with ABC-TV, has; 
shifted his gaze tb NBC-TV, where 
the newly retired Boston Red Sox 

i outfielder is-in line for a $50,000 
j broadcaster-public relations (a la 
[Leo Durocher) job. Contract has 
not been signed yet, but NBC fig¬ 
ures Williams can handle on the 
air color arid play-by-play and also 
tour for. the company, making 
speeches and. generally keeping up 
good will for. NBC. 

Job is obviously patterned after 
the old Durocher post. Before he 
quit NBC, Durocher was said to be 
making in the vicinity of $125,000 

; .per'annum.-■/ 
J What diministed Williams’ Inter¬ 
est in ABC-TV, or vise Versa, is not 
; known, but that deal looked hot 
> just a fortnight ago. Since then, 

1 word has gone out that retiring 
Yankee manager ; Casey Stengel 
will move into the ABC-TV sports 
picture. This is something of a 
switch, because, originally—after 
Stengel and the Yanks parted ways 
—the mariager was talking to NBC- 
TV. 

Like Williams proposed job, 
Stengel would not only do airtime 
chores but probably get involved in 
the public relations image of ABC 
in that he, too,: would travel and 
speak for the network. 

Bob Hope to Guest On 

Hollywood, Nov. 1. 

Bobby Darin’s first tv special, to 
go but Jan. 31 over NBC-TV in a 
9 p.m., slot, will be . jointly pro-, 
duced by singer’s Ferrion Inc., and 
Bud Yorkin-Norman Lear Tandem 
Productions Iric. Reylbn will spon¬ 
sor. 

Bob Hope Is set as guest star, 
resulting from a reciprocal agree¬ 
ment in which Darin performed on 
Hope's seasonrdpener Oct. 3. Steve 
Blauner, Darin’s personal manager, 
set deal and will act as exec pror 
duCeir for show. Tandem . will 
function In the production, .direc¬ 
tion and writing areas. 

Danny’s Dandy Arbitron 
. Danny Kaye’s tv debut scored 
heavily on the Arbitron front Sun¬ 
day night (30), pulling down a fat 
30:5 average for the 8-9 hour and 
giving CBS-TV a 47.9% share of 
audience. His ABC competition, 
“Maverick” and “Lawman,” man¬ 
aged 15.9 and 15.1,. while NBC’s 
“National Velvet” arid “Tab Hun¬ 
ter Show” ran last with 10.1 and 
10.3. . 

Other weekend special was also 
ori CBS, the two-part “Scarlet 
Pimpernell,” which didn’t fare so 
well. On Friday, it averaged 14.7 
on the 7:30-8:30 hour, topped by 
“Dan Raven” with a 15.2 average 
on NBC. ABC’s “Funday Funnies” 
had 13,4 arid “Harrigan & Son” 
10:8. On Saturday, “Pimpernel” 
again .. lost, doing even worse. It 
pulled a 12-3 average for the 7:30 
hour, vs. 21.5. for NBC’s “Bonan¬ 
za’’ and 15.2 for ABC’s “Roaring 
’20s”- Latter, Incidentally, soared 
spectacularly from a 9,5 for the 
first half-hour to a 20.8 in the 
second half. 

Don Cask to Berlin 
r Berlin, NoV. 1; 

Don Cash has resigned as v.p. 
in charge of production of Inter¬ 
continental Television In Paris to 
join Fernsehgesellschaft der Ber¬ 
liner, Tageszeiiungen, the new com¬ 
mercial. station in West Berlin 
scheduled to take to the air Jan. 
1.1961. 

Bowout at ABC 
John Mitchell and ABC split 

over the weekend. Veteran Para¬ 
mount Theatres executive and one¬ 
time topper of ABC-TV, Mitchell 
and American Broadcasting-Para¬ 
mount Theatres toppers broke over 
what were reportedly policy dif¬ 
ferences. 

Mitchell, who left New York and 
the tv network side a few years 
ago to become boss of KGO-plus* 
tv, ABC’s owned 8c operated sta¬ 
tions in San Francisco, (and not 
to be confused with Screen 
Gems’ John Mitchell) shifted last 
spring to the net’s International 
operation. He became general 
manager, under Don Coyle, of 
ABC’s Central American TV Net¬ 
work, and he worked mostly out 
of San Jose, Costa Rica. 

With his departure, only one top 
holdover from the old Paramount 
Theatre days of AB-PT prexy 
Leonard Goldenson remains. That’s 
AB-PT financial boss SI Siegel. 
Having gone before Mitchell were 
Bob O’Brien, Jay Rabinovitz and 
Bob Weitman, all onetime major 
execs with Par. 

Ron Cocbran Set To 
Helm ‘Face New York’ 

Ron Cochran, for years the key 
newsman at WCBS-TV, N.Y., until 
his recent moveover to the CBS 
News network side, returns to the 
flagship station this month, but un¬ 
der somewhat different circum¬ 
stances. While retaining his net¬ 
work status, he’ll serve as modera¬ 
tor of “Face New York.” 

“Face New York” will be the 
WCBS-TV local edition of “Face 
the Nation,” holding forth on an 
every-third-week basis. Panel of 
newsmen haven’t been picked yet 
for the premiere, set for Nov. 28. 
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AFTRA’s In-Perpetuity Toll Plum 
With a Lifetime Gross Incentive 

For Performers in Telemeter Pact 

Byron Paul Quits CBS 

Toll video will pay actors sev¬ 

eral times more than they've ever 

before earned—if it is successful, 

and if it is a failure, then the ac¬ 

tors have conditional guarantees 

that could mean they will still re¬ 
ceive more than they earn! present¬ 
ly from free television. But, judg¬ 
ing by the generosity of a deal 
reached in behalf of acitors, at 
least one toll video producer must 
figure that business will he highly 
successful. 

Telemeter, the toil video divi¬ 
sion of Paramount, and the Ameri¬ 
can Federation of Television & 
Radio Artists, after months of ne¬ 
gotiation, last week reached agree¬ 
ment on a contract that, for a start, 
guarantees scale perloimeis 5'b ol’ 
the producer’s gross, in perpetuity, 
for each pay-lv program made. 

The Telemeter agreement Is 
seen as a. minimum for iall other 
toll contracts with AFTRA, It will 
also serve as a basis tor Screen Ac¬ 
tors Guild since the two unions now 
have a close working arrangement. 

Plus 5% of. the lifetime,; gross of 
each toll tv program, scale players 
Jn AFTRA are guaranteed an ini¬ 
tial payment for each Telemeter 
production. It amounts tofone-and- 
one-half times the rate for equiva¬ 
lent free programming on networK 
television. “The Consul,’’ Tele¬ 
meter’s first production, i will pay 
actors on the basis of;; present 
AFTRA-network fees, but: the one- 
and-one-half on other toll stanzas: 
will probably be based bn what¬ 
ever new fees are contained in the 
free tv contract now being dick¬ 
ered by CBS, NBC and ABC with 
the union. j; 

The difference in money bet ween 
the Telemeter payment j and the 
network payment for scale players 
will be put into a “players’ pool” 
and will serve as‘credit against the 
5% world gross. It works : this way. 
If the network rate happened to 
be $100 for scale work, jthen the 
Telemeter rate would be $150— 
with $100 paid out immediately to 
the performer and the remaining 
$50 put into the pool, to be shelled 
cut when enough money has ac¬ 
cumulated. If an individual Tele¬ 
meter production grosses: $1,000,000 
in a year in toll fees throughout 
the world, or even in this country 
alone, then the pool would contain 
a total of $500,000 (including the 
sum of the $50 advances) to be 
divvied up among scale players. 

As further gross, is obtained by 
Telemeter, more payments will be 
made into the pool, and that money, 
too, will ultimately be divvied 
among the actors in the show. 

AFTRA is anticipating the pos¬ 
sibility that Telemeter won’t click 
on every show, and. consequently, 
another clause was written into the 
record-money! contract. If Tele¬ 
meter fails in any instance and de¬ 
cides to turn the show over to 
commercial tv in an effort to re¬ 
capture some of its original invest¬ 
ment, it must first pay scale play¬ 
ers a brand new fee—one, which, 
again, is higher by 50r© than the 
commercial Network fee.:; 

CBS-TY has all but locked in 

its Thanksgiving Day specials with 
a pair of fat sponsorship deals. 
Campbell Soups has picked up all 
of the web's 90-minute parade 
sponsorship in the morning, while 
Ford Motors has bought an addi¬ 
tional Leonard Bernstein New 
York Philharmonic concert for late 
afternoon. 

Campbell will bankroll the 
three-city parade coverage in full. 
CBS picks up parades from Ne\V 
York, Detroit ' and Philadelphia 
over the hour and a half span. 
Deal set via BBDO. 

Bernstein concert will be the 
filmed presentation of the Phil¬ 
harmonic’s recent concert in West 
Berlin, at 5-6. It makes the fourth 
Bernstein concert scheduled by 
Ford, Three others are a Christ¬ 
mas Day repeat of Bernstein’s 
“Ford Startime’' show last year on 
NBC with Marian Anderson and 
the St. Paul’s Boys Choir, to be. 
followed by new 90-minute con¬ 
certs in January and February. 
Kenyon & Eckhardt set the deal. 

MCA s 9 Months 
Earnings at Peak 

MCA Inc. set a record nine- 
month earnings during the period 
ending Sept. 30, with a 30% in¬ 
crease over the comparable 1959 
period, according to Jules C. Stein, 
chairman of the board. 

Earnings before taxes were 
$9,251,346, as against ! $7,212,033 
for the ’59 period. Net income after 
taxes totaled $4,484,073,; compared 
with $3,496,333 for the nine months 
last year. • After preferred divi¬ 
dends, net equaled $1.11 per share 
as against 86c last year.; 

Third quarted earnings also rose, 
Net income after taxes reached 
$1,354,626, compared with $1,039.- 
025 for same quarter of ’59. After 
p r e f e rr e d dividends, earnings 
equalled 37c a share, las against 
25c in the ’59 quarter. 1 

Coming Events 
Apart from “The Consul;’’ 

Telemeter is understood to 
have a dozen other toll tv. pro¬ 
ductions lined up for produc¬ 
tion within coming months. 
Probably the first will be a 
pay-tv adaptation of Gilbert & 
Sullivan’s “Mikado:” 

Others range from converted 
Broadway plays and musicals 
to. “other cultural events,” It 
is -believed, in the latter cate¬ 
gory, Telemeter seeks a hand 
from the Metopera. 

Stubby Kaye Into 
‘My Sister Eileen’ 

Screen Gems is adding Stubby 
Kaye as a permanent member of 
the cast of its “My Sister Eileen.” 
He’ll portray an agent for the title 
character with a crush on her 
older sister, Ruth, who’s portrayed 
by Elaine Stritch. Kaye moves in 
With the sixth or seventh episode. 

Idea is to strengthen the comedy 
series by giving it added warmth 
with Kaye. He was last seen as a 
series regular last season on “Love 
and Marriage.” 

Byron Paul, longtime CBS-TV 
staff director, is. quitting the net¬ 
work to move to the Coast arid 
enter the freelance directing field 
in telefilms.; He’s already done a 
couple of “Have Gun, Will Travel” 
segments and decided to .move out. 

Paul, Who directed many CBS- 
TV live, series over the years, was; 
last on “The Verdict Is Yours” as 
the regular director until the day- 
timer moved out ’ the Coast: 

Sore at CBS, Buys 

Allstate insurance, which left 
CBS-TV in a huff last spring when 
it was first promised and then, de¬ 
nied .sponsorship on the Garry 
Moore show, is. Returning to the 
network Dec. 25, when it assumes 
alternate - week sponsorship of 
“What’s My Line?” 

The Sears,. Roebuck insurance 
subsid grabbed the deal when it 
learned that Sunbeam is quitting 
as alternate' with Kellogg. effective 
that date... The Sunbeam budget, 
won’t jpermit year-round, network 
sponsorship, and since its “Line” 
commitment was on. a, calendar 
year, basis, it’s due to expire the 
week before Christmas, 

Allstate hassle with CBS 
stem ibd from the fact it had been 
prom i'sed, one-fourth sponsorship of 
Moore this fall. CBS bad to back 
down on the. deal when Moore re¬ 
fused to accept four alternating 
sponsors for the show and insisted 
on a maximum of three. Allstate 
went Over to . NBC and bought a 
quarter of “Thriller:” 

The “Line” buy raises some spec¬ 
ulation as to Allstate’s intentions 
regarding “Tiriller” and NBC. Buy 
was described as being out of an 
enlarged' budget, which would 
mean that its “Thriller” status at 
the moment is unchanged. But 
even if extra money is involved; a 
two-show advertiser- like Allstate 
would be in a far better discount 
position on a single network. More¬ 
over, though, happy enough with 
the ratings achieved by “Thriller,” 
Allstate has been unhappy with the 
program content and has had some 
doubts about whether the show is 
right for the “insurance image.’’; 

Dr. Burke's Met Series 
Dr. Albert. Burke, former ..Yale 

professor and currently a tv pro¬ 
ducer r commentator, has been 
signed by "WNEW-TV, the Metro¬ 
politan. Broadcasting outlet in N.Y. 
for several pnTthe-alr; chores, in¬ 
cluding a new half-hour series of 
news-essays and to serve as an¬ 
chorman: for the station’s election 
coverage next Tuesday (8).,.. 

Newest 24-city report • off the Nielsen beltline—for the week end¬ 
ing Oct. 23—shows ABC-TV ahead of the pack, but a good , deal 
less strongly than in the Oct, 16 multi-city, Moreover, the report 
indicates a good deal of switching and suggests that the overall¬ 
pattern is far from determined. 

The report, covering 51 half-hours, in prime time, gives ABC the 
lead in 20 of. them, with CBS just behind with; i9 and NBC again 
last with 12. Last report, found ABC ahead In 26 halfrhours, (CBS 
in 17 and NBC in six. New report bnds ABC ahead again on Sun¬ 
day, Monday, Thursday and Friday, with CBS taking. Tuesday and 
Saturday and NBC Wednesday. Ohe night .— Tuesday — changed 
hands; going from NBC to CBS, . ..r" 

Total of 10 half-hours switched in dominance:. Dramatic example: , 
was Tuesday at 9, Which in the Oct 16 report had “Thriller” first, 
“Stagecoach West” second and . Toni Ewell third but in the latest 
report doing , a complete, turnabout with EWeli first and “Thriller” 
lasl. 

Top 10 lineup for the report finds ABC and CBS sharing honors 
with, four shows each, and NBC with two; 

Gunsmoke (CBS) ... 40.3 
Untouchables (ABC) 34-0 
Have Gun (CBS ................ 31.8 
Wagon Train (NBC) 30.3 
Mv 3 Sons (ABC) : 29.1 
Real McCoys (ABC) . ^ ........ ........ 27.8 
Candid Camera (CBS) 27.4 
Lawman (ABC) . ..:-.....26.5 
Red Skelton <CBS). 25.8 
Bob Hope (NBC) .2:5.6 ; 

in 

on 
‘ARABIAN NIGHTS’ 

AS FINKEL SATIRE 
Hollywood, Nov. 1. 

Four hour specials, diverse in 

format, have been blocked out by; 

Bob Firikel’s own packaging., it 

for the Chevy Show this season;. 

For the first time on the Sunday 

series a book musical will be per-1 

formed. 

He will lead off Nov. 27 with an 

“Arabian Nights” satire costarring 

Janet Blair, John Vivyan, as a 
song-and-dance man, and Louis 
Nye as the genii. Next spec, Jan. 
I, ill be called . “Headliners,” 
with top club acts allowed to per^ 
form the specialties for a full nine 
minutes. Booked are George Gof 
bel, Peggy Lee,. Frankie Avalon 
and Percy Faith’s orchestra of 40 
pieces. 

The . Happiest Day,” book musi¬ 
cal by Irvin Graham, will fill the 
April 23 date. Starred are Craig 
Stevens, Janet Blair, Charlie. Bug¬ 
gies, Tony Randall and Fred Mac- 
Murray if he is available. Book re¬ 
lates the story of a guardian angel 
who .fulfills every wish. As the. last 
of the specials, Jose Ferrer will 
be starred in. “Something Old, 
Something New,” in which the old¬ 
er man gets the girl. Interspersed 
will be vignettes by Ferrer on 
’Cyrano,” “September; Sohg” And 
’Caesar: and Cleopatra.” 

If You Wama Buy ‘CBS Reports 
Gotta Be On A ‘No Peeking’ Basis 

4-. Key to Directors Guild of Amer¬ 
ica's forthcoming demands in .live, 
television and radio will be adjust¬ 
ment of basic scale to bring direc¬ 
tors in. all; media to parity on salary 
minimums, Outlining - the overall 
concept, proxy Frank Capra assert¬ 
ed the union doesn’t expect to. win 
all in one year but Will start ball 
rolling immediately; ■ 

proposed: demands , were 'submits 
ted for approval at weekend semi¬ 
annual 'national board meeting in 
N. Y., attended by Capra and -11. 
other reps of the' Guild’s Holly¬ 
wood branch. Eastern griup/ more 
involved in. live tv than is the local 
org, has been working,on demands 
which \vill be made to the televi¬ 
sion and radio networks. 

Present contracts with the webs 
expire Dee. 31, and Capra, noted 
he anticipates no problem in sign¬ 
ing a new contract by that dead¬ 
line. “The networks’. representa¬ 
tives sat: in on film negotiations,” 
he, said, explaining the lilies of 
communication already have been 
established. 

Capra explained live tv scale for 
directors is “somewhat below” 
minimums in film and that scale 
for stage managers and; associate 
directors is even more unequal. 

Differences in working time; etc., 
prevent the two media—live tv and 
filmed tv—frbm being compared 
straight down the line. As an ex¬ 
ample, however, directors in tv 
film receive minimum of $650 per 
week. Figuring six working days 
per : half-hour film, the director 
then would, receive at least $780 
per half hour of tv film: With 
working time specified, the direc- 

(Continued on page 40) 

By BOB CHANDLER * 

A revolutionary new “no peek¬ 
ing” sales policy has been adopted 
by Fred Friendly and Ed Murrow 
on the "CBS Reports” series with 
the full blessing of CBS’ proxy 
Frank Stanton and CBS-TV topper 
Jim Aubrey. Under the policy, no 
sponsor may see a “CBS Reports” 
edition until it is actually bn the 
air—if it wants to buy it sight un¬ 
seen that’s fine, but CBS would 
rather lose the sale than show the 
film in advance. 

That’s what very nearly hap¬ 
pened last week when Philip Mor¬ 
ris first refused, then recanted and 
bought Thursday’s (27) . “Money 
and the Next President”—sight 
unseen. On Monday (24), Philip 
Morris execs converged oh CBS 
with orders from PM proxy Joseph 
Cullman to screen the “Reports” 
segment. Friendly and Murrow, 
who had warned the cigaret; corar 
pany in advance they would not 
show the film to anyone, refused 
to screen it for them. The execs 
stomped out and deal looked dead. 
But the. next day, PM changed its 
mind and bought the show sight 
unseen. 

The blind-buying policy is . being 

of television Journalism, based on changes in the content* and Friend- 
the restige, the reputations and 
the integrity of Murrow, Friendly 
and CBS. Sponsor is buying a con¬ 
cept and people, and while he’s 
informed as to the subject, matter 
to be undertaken, he bas .no more 
right to see the actual treatment 
than an advertiser has the right to 
ask for an advance copy of Arthur 
Krock’s next-day’s column in the 
New' York Times or Walter Lipp- 
mann’s in the Herald Tribune, 
. That’s the approach being taken 
by CBS, and on a take-it-of-leave-it 
basis, with the network \yRlmg to 
sustain “Reports” than: permit 
prospective spoilt or s advance 
screenings: It will obtain .with the 
next “Reports” segment, “Harvest 
of Shame,”, on Nov, 25, and with 
every one after that as well: Ironi¬ 
cally, Philip Morris is considering 
purchasing sponsorship of the 
third show as well. “Shame” deals 
with the plight of migratory farm 
workers. 

Friendly laid down the law— 
and CBS backed him up—alter, 
with some, advance misgivings, he 
agreed to screen the “Reports” 
opener, “The Year of the: Polaris," 
to a couple of prospective sponsors, 

of 

ly and:.CBS told the sponsors to 
forget it Philip Morris also 
screened “Polaris”, in advance and 
bought it as is, without any sug¬ 
gestions- But it Was told at -the 
time that regardless of any pos¬ 
sible interest it. might have in fu¬ 
ture segments,, it would be per¬ 
mitted to see the film in advance. 

Policy, however, carries with it 
an auxiliary rule to the effect that 
an advertiser purchasing a multi¬ 
ple commitment on “Reports” may 
pull out, without penalty, of any 
individual segment he feels to be 
too Controversial. or embarrassing 
for. his auspices. On the face of it, 
there could he some such instances 
for the future. One show is “The 
Labor Day Massacre,”, which , an 
auto company, for example, might 
not consider the best public rela¬ 
tions tieiii, especially if the show 
is critical of the auto industry. 

CBS established this particular 
facet of sales policy earlier this 
year When it allowed Goodrich. to- 
pull out of its “CBS Reports” spe¬ 
cial devoted to the segregation 
problem in the South. Web feels 
it doesn’t want to hold a club over, 
a sponsor with no hankering to be 
involved in too controversial a sub- . _ . . . _ One of them, interested in the _ 

justified by Friendly and CBS on shbw, made a purchase of the pro- ject. But the “no peeking” policy 
| the basis that this is a new brand gram conditional upon some will stand as a hard and fast rule: 

V 
NBC-TV is going , to program a 

happiness hour to replace the 
brooding detective “Dan Raven" by 
the second. Friday . in January, 
When the "Screen Gems action-ad¬ 
venture series, which is fronted by 
Skip Homeier, goes off. after 13 
60-minute episodes, two half-hour; 
series will take its place and . they 
are “Happy” and “One Happy 
Family,” 

“Happy" will be a continuation 
ofc the summertime series that filled 
part of Perry Como-s Wednesday 
hour during the singer’s vacation. 
It cbmes from Como’s shop and 
was. peddled by GAC, Comb’s 
agent.. “One Happy Family” will 
be based on a Goodson-Todman tv 
film pilot. 

“Raven,” based on the exploits 
of a fictional detective. lieutenant 
of police who. works Hollywood’s 
Subset Strip, is. the first of the new 
’60-’61 shows definitely marked for 
the retirement list, Presently, it 
carries participations, some jof. 
which. run until. the J an. 6 .retire¬ 
ment date. “One Happy Family” is. 
reportedly taking the 7:3(1 time and 
“Happy” the 8 slot, which together 
make up. “Rayeri’s" time. 
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For promotional purposes, RCA ;^ot NBC-TV to make Friday, 
Nov. .11, "Color Television,‘-Day’-'-'andv 'later..• it -:.\vas. turned into a;. 
.‘‘Color. Television \y.eekend,” covering all but utside produced 
telefilm programs from the lorning of Friday ill), through the 

igh.t of Sunday (13>. ' .' 
Concentrated1 tint.:program push, is to stimulate further sales .. 

of color tv sets by demonstrating-the advanced state.: of multi- - 
chromatic feeds. 

Big color concentration is still oil Fridays,/.where .NBC can con¬ 
vert everyone of its d^ythne ommercial programs to. color. From 
the 6 aim. "Continental ClaissrQqrn.” which is always in color, NBC 
will colorize “Today,’’, "Dough Re. Mi,’’“Play Your Hunch." "Price 
Is Right/’./'Concentration/’ "Truth Or: Consequences/’, "it Could 
Be You/’ ‘Man Murray Show," "Yourig.Dr. Malpne;’’ "From These 
Roots” and. "Here’s Hollywood.” In the evening, .the tinted flesh 
tones of. Huntley and Brinkley will.sliare billing with,the news.;, 
and. .afterwards;;. "The Bell Telephone Hour” will!be in colon (Rest.: 
of sked is film stuff that cannot be converted from monochrome 
to. multichroine in time,) 

Saturday il2>. the new “Sh.ari .Lewis .Sh \*’ ; "Ki ng Le0nardo 
“True Story” Will .be tinted, ."Bonanza,” at night, .will be. the color 
entry. All of these Saturday. shows, .but for “Story,!’ are normally 
colorized. - 
.. Sunday (13). the schedule of tint reads ‘•Eternal Light,” "Pro¬ 
fessional Football.’’ and "Meet the; Press’* during, the day. and 
"Shirley Temple Show-,” "Chevy Show” and "This Is Your Life1” 

, at night. Only. Miss Tejmple and Dinah Shore’s "Chevy” 
mally. seen-in! color on Sundays!'. .._ . 

TV in Britain Cdmes In for Some 
Scathing Blasts From Church, Govt. 

London,.Noy. 1. 4';, ... ■■———■—-— --~— 
Television was rapped over the D * Vo L • * p j 

knuckles last week in two speeches. tint, oeliavior A^oae 
one by the Home Secretary. R. A. London, Nov. 1: 
Butler, and the. other bv Cardinal: .. Howard: Thomas, boss Of - 
Godfrey, Roman 'Catholic arch- ABC-TV. has clamped dow 
bishop Of ..Westminster. Both "de-! . bad language - in his company’s 

.plored the violence, sex and horror. . programs and has issued a. 
in some tv programs. code of conduct which riiust be 
. Butler; speaking, at a conference followed bv playwrights con- 
on mass communications organized trlbuting to ABC-TV’s Sunday ./ 

. by the National Union Of Teachers. ight “Armchair Theatre” ser- 
said: "The BBC and ITV should jes. gays Thomas; ‘T never for- 
lmprove their standards, Somq tv . get that what we produce goes 
^n\s Of horror and violence are into the home. I think swear- 
deplorable.. \Ve should not igpore ing shows a'.paucily of express 
tl,e report of the CouncH for Gh.l- siori* both on tv and in ordin- 
drcn's Welfare, which gave a fear- . ,j£ , ,fiink th „ u ,oa 
some and alarming account of the ‘ „ * . n ■ a tu* m Ti,. much, of it on television. As an . effect of tv on the. young. The •T 
Home Secretary, added: "The Inde-- Lsa wide raWge of 
pendent Television Authority is iangua^e has a wide range ol 

./under an obligation not tb include! expressions and-words without 
anything likely to .incite crime or. falling back on bad language, 
disorder,. T only, hope It carries Thomas’s .decision is regards 
out the terms of tliis .statute.” ed disapprovingly by certai 

Cardinal Godfrey, addressing a authors as "a form of censor- 
P.ublic Morality Council meeting. ship, 
was evcq more, forthright. HO said: 
‘‘Television will be a power for evil , m ^ - 
and. disastrous''-to the nation ifit i |M||f 7rt l|An Uwta447^ 
allows sex and sensuality to be- IiBl#S l#Oll fl Vdll S 
come big business, The unceasing J 
portrayal of killings and crime tor ... 
the entertainment of old and young Ui^aiaaIa 
Aveakcris the moral fibre and breed-- |jDcCI21 I rOlcClS 
a. distorted idea, of th :altie .of **'• •«!■■■ v. 
human, life.” : ^ » 

He continued; "tv and sound - - I7 
broadcasting may be instruments - 1 Id IRS ..1111110111 
of good or evil: It is idle-to retort j . *1* ■. 
that the people! have a right to, -Don Hvar;. sWi<ii nrowt 
What they yvant, that they', the,. unil at NBfc.iv ha- three forking 
licenses and should call the. tune, i.r)rnHi,cer< nriu- nine 

CBS -TV DAYTIME 
‘Wide World’ Revivals, Full Evening 
'Entertainments’, Selznick Specials 
As NBC-TV Looks to Future Spreads 

NBC’s Don Hyatt’s 

Metropolitan B ro a d c ast i ri g 
grossed $11,125,231 and : helled 
$301,428 or 18c a share before- 
goodwill mortizatipn. during the 
third quarter ended Oct, 2/ No. 
comparative figures for the third 
quarter of 1959 were, furnished. her 
cause of broad changes in the com¬ 
pany’s operations; accofdirig to, 
prexy John Kluge, ' 

Met- board of'directors: also, sent 
out a. 15c a share dividend check 
for 1960, payable to stockholders 
of record Oct. 2 on Oct, 28. Kluge 
said that earnings could have jus¬ 
tified a higher divvjv but that profr 
Its were being conserved for ex¬ 
pansion. 

Company's gross fpr fhe, first 39 
weeks liow totals $30,393,176. Net 
profits before the goodwill amor¬ 
tization charge are $1,170,176 or 
69c a share. After, all charges,, riet 
Income for . the quarter Was $287.- 
323 or 17c. a share arid for the 39 
weeks was $1,035,247 or* 61c per 
share. 

i Don Hyatt’. special project 
unit at NBC-TV’ has three working 
producers now,, plus Hyatt him-, 
self. Because, of the substantial 
workload;; however. at least two.: 
more will 'be needed within, the 

-next few months. 

; Robert B.endick, ".ho has other 
NBC chores too, w assigned last, 
week by Hyatt to develop the 
unit’s seventh or. eighth package. 
In half-hour form, it’s called "A 

/Man & His JoUrncy.” Bill Nichols ! 
I had: been previously' given ., the . 

overseer job .; for "America’s 
Music;” Ge.rie. Jones is not onlv : 
in charge of the "World of . . ’ 
and "Quest,” but he-s' “’elping " 
out Beridick” on: "Jourriev.” which 
means that before lorig he’ll have. . 
to give up. one or two of his chores . 
because of the overload. 

' Hyatt, plus administrating the . 
:unit,-: will hiriisclf produce, six' . 
"Project 20” programs and that’s 
t\yo more than he’d done in any 
previous season;. ; 

. Newest entry, "Man & His Jour¬ 
ney,” will coyer such persons , as 
Lew is & Clark, Charles Lindbergh, 
the trip of the atomic sub. Skate, 
and Admiral Perry. And for the 
first time, the special, projects unit 
Will be using actors as more; than 
just narrators as is the. case on 
"Project 20.” There will be a nar¬ 
rator, but professional performers 
will mirriq th action lie talks 

J about, 

In the face of. a general down¬ 
turn in .daytime business, CBS-TV 
has effected.$25;00p,000 gross sales 
spurt, in the past two months that 
is now bringing the wxj.b to ran an¬ 
nual .gross daytime billings level of 
over $100.00p,o66 a year. Though 
it’s unlikely this figure will be 
reached during ’60-61, the types of 
neW business generated in,the -cur¬ 
rent drive makes the . Columbia 
daytim ictiire look: rosier than 
.ever/- 

. One of . the. new buyers is Gen¬ 
eral Foods, which hasn’t spent a 
cent in daytime on CBS-TV in the 
past year; GF, via Young & Rubi- 
cam,. is. picking up two alternate 
quartefrhpUr.s a week, a small 
enougli start but highly significant! 
in ;thait it was Y&R/which steered 
all the GF, daytime business over 
to ABC-T\^ to launch that web’s 
dajdhhe operations. 

No . •'‘ss .significant is a major 
purchase by U.S. Borax, curiously 
enough, its first ever in daytime tv, 
despite, its housewife, target. Deal, 
set via McCanri-Erickson. calls for 
four altefiiate quarter-hours week- 

: I-y; w ith possibly more to come: 
. Heretofore, Borax, has put all its tv 
I money into "Death .Valley Days.” 

Frerirh’s Mustard,.. Which left 
CBS-TV. daytime a year ago, is now 
back. and. in spades, with nine al-i 
ternate quarter-hpurs a week, set. 
via J. Walter Thompsori. ! 

Remington Rand is using, day- ‘ 
ti re with two alternate quarter^; 
hours to push its electric shavers 
for women during housewife hours, 
via Y&R. 

Nestle, is back daylime Via.:: 
Saturday hrprning,.;with an alter-! 
nate-week buy bf "Mighty Mouse" [ 
and the possibility, of eyery.-week 
sponsorship after the. first .of the 
year with a Roy Rogers show... Also ! 
via: Mi.CannrErickSon. 

Calgon (water softener! is in net¬ 
work tv for the. first tinre.witlv 
single; /alternate .weekly quarter-; 
hour! .; 

Liptpn Tea has returned to CBS. 
daytime with four alternate quar-;. 
ler-hpurs a week, plus .another 
after tile first, of. the year. 

.: Kellogg. lias expanded its day-, 
time-Saturday morning stake to ! 
tlie extent of a; total of five, and j 

1 a half weekly quarter-hours, or il1 
! alternate quarter-hburs, via' Lep: 
! Burnett: 

> On the renew al side, Nabisco has 
| kjeked .in with a big bne-^four al¬ 
ternate quarter-hpurs plus the 1 

weekly "Sky. King” Saturday mprn-. { 
irigs. also via McCann, and on q 

'.firm 52-week basis as well. j 
. Arid Best Foods has renewed its 

...four alternate quarter-hours, at] 
•least through; the first quarter of. 
: riex.t;. ' . .... " ’ ] 

.. . . .6(Kr SRO LeVel. . 1 
All of. which brings, the web over 

that-S.I00;Q00.006..a year.level bn a.; 
gross basis. . This, of course. is,lo\\> 

• ered .considerably .by discounts,] 
both frequency and .'weekly,', the 
latter of course extending to al-1 
ternafe-.week nighttime sponsors: 
who buy alternate daytime quarter- j 
hpUi*s-. to .give, them:- weekly status 
fpr discount purposes. 

Nevertheless, the. neiv and fe-i 
hewed business, brings CBS to a 1 

60^ SRO level in daytime; a: con-I 

|. (Continued on .page 40) ' 

Maybe He's Right 
Cincinnati, Nbv. I. 

CBS-TV Cliief James T. Au¬ 
brey Jr.; has learned; that bpo- 
booitis knows no bounds in the 
broadcasting industry^ 

A fluff by him during a Cin- 
cy Ad Club talk brought home 
the sting experiences by even 
the best mikers. 

Lauding new programming 
of the web, Aubrey focused 
attention to . thb previous 
night’s schedule. “For three 
hours, starting at 8 p.m,. he 
said, "we had. uninterrupted 
topflight comedy.” 

What Aubrey failed to re¬ 
member was that the Tuesday 
night "uninterrupted hours of 
topflight comedy” had been 
interrupted—for a half hour 
of the Nixbri-Lodge rally in 
Cincinnati, originated on 
WKRC-TV fpr CBS-TV.. 

Also embarrassed by Au¬ 
brey’s boobob was Hulbert Taft 
Jr., president of the local CBS- 

.TV link, seated -near the 
speaker. 

Dave & Chet Set 
In Reactivated 

NBC TV Specials 
Since NBC-TV decided last week 

to'go ahead and db more Tuesday 
night specials ' the 1961 half of 
the tv season. Web quickly set 
about to line up stanzas. First two 
that are definite in the 10-11 p.m. 
slot-are by Chet Huntley and David 
Brinkley,; the NBC news team, who: 
for these stanzas, \yilLwbik separ¬ 
ately in what -seems to resemble 
the old ‘‘World of Huntley-jBrink- 
ley” formula. 

. Each will narrate and appear in 
a feature news special, probably 
from abroad. This follows the for- 
rnat laid dow several weeks ago 
by NBC; News producer Reuven 
Frank for "World of Iluntley- 
Brinklcy.” 

-:NBC. also mapped six "love 
stories.’’ to be produced by Gene 
Burr, q key production exec on 
the .network's staff. No titles are 
available but it was explained that 
the six one-hour entries will mix 
adaptations and originals. Original 
drarhas on television are rare these 
days; 

On Friday nights, to alternate 
after Jan. 1 with the 9-10 p.m. "Bell 
Telephone Hour,” Milch Miller’s 
^Singalong” is said to be gaining 
ground. This means that NBC will 
have two more Tuesday night spe¬ 
cial entries. almost off the bat; the 
special projects unit at NBC .has 
been preparing two musical; offer¬ 
ings; "Arherica’s Music.’’ for Fri¬ 
days opposite,,"BeM.” but if Miller 
goes in there, they’ll be shifted to 
Tuesday niglits! 

Shortly after the telecast.of "The Thinking Machine” oh its new 
‘Tomorrow” series lbst. Wednesday riight (26*, CBS-TV says it was 

besieged vvith calls; frorit viewers trying to solve the problem of 
the cannibals and the .missionaries. For .any readers struggling with 
it. here is. the problem arid the correct solution: 

Problem: Tjiree missionaries and three cannibals, traveling to¬ 
gether, come to a river. There is one:boat on shore which can carry 
only two people. If the cannibals are allowed, to outnumber the 
lissionaries on either side of the river, they will eat them. How 

can all six get /across uneaten? 

Solution: (M-missionary- C-cariniba.l; B-boat) 

T NBC-TV has at least 12 90- 
minute specials and four two to 
thre.e-hour "Evenings, of Entertain¬ 
ment” in detailed preparation for 

. the ’61-’62 season. Eight big-size 
treatments, for the return of'a 60- 
minute "Wide Wide World” are 
also working, and a host of spe¬ 
cials, hovering between entertain¬ 
ment, and public affairs, are being 
laid out for next season by the net¬ 
work’s special projects unit. 

NBC-TV program chief David 
Levy is said to want pitlior scripts 
or full treatments on each of these 
spectaculars by—the latest—Jan. 
1/so that the network can try sell¬ 
ing them five or six months earlier 
than they’ve ever been sold before. 
It is not rare. but. by the same 
token, it’s hardly common for the 
tv networks to peddle specials so 
far in advance of the regular tv 
network selling season, and it is - 
equally unusual for any web to pin 
the sale on elaborately prepared 
"stories.” 

More often, it’s a case of pinning 
the sale of specials to a star fa 
concept hot foresaken by any 
means) and to the last-minute 
needs or urges of advertisers. 

' Thus by January, Richard Link-- 
roum. director of specials for NBC- 
TV, will have complete-treatments 
on the "Evenings of Entertain¬ 
ment." which is basically Levy’s 
idea arid will preempt most or all 
of one night’s tv schedule to cre¬ 
ate room for a thematic block¬ 
buster. 

There is to be—if it’s sold, of 
course—one 90-minute original 
drama or, more precisely, a special 

j program containing three original 
] dramas, geared for a single female 
star. The network believes that 

i this trilogy, on “three aspects of 
love” dove annenrs to be a preva¬ 
lent theme these days for NBC 

/programs, since several others are 
also being considered), might at- 

1 tract some actress who is unfamil¬ 
iar in tv circles. "It could he a 
tour de force and that should be 

'•appetizing to a star,” said an NBC 
. exec. Dick Berg is writing a third 
J of this show, and a second writer 
; will soon be hired. <'”The third 
; third will depend on what the 
i other two are like.”.) 

By retaining a portion of what 
was to have been a multi-hour lav¬ 
ish by producer Dorc Schar. 
'Sell ry’s option is up with NBC), 
Levy now has a 90-mInu(e drama 
bv Lorraine (“Raisin In the Sun”) 
Ilansberry called "Peculiar Insti¬ 
tution.’’ It’s set during the Civil 
Wav, .which was to have been 
S'ha ry’s overall theme... 

Then there are the adaptations 
; of six David O. Selznick motion 
ipiriurps, one of which is "Inter- 
|mc77.o.” The network, naturariv, 
' will have the pix themselves, plus 
• a regular presentation, as a 
forcible sales point for advertisers. 

Anart from the "Wide Wid® 
1 Wo Id” hours. NBC is riot present¬ 
ly going deeply into the develop- 

j (Continued on page 39» 
i .—:- 

Morrow Hurry-Up 
On Quemoy-Matsu 

PM Murrow will plane to Quomoy 
and Matsu immediately after the- 
elections to do a "CBS Reports'* 
from the beleaguered islands; 
Commentator must hold back until 
after next Tuesday (8) because he’s 
due to handle commentary on 
CBS-TV’s election coverage. 

However, since the Quemoy-Mat.su 
issue has become one of the hottest 
of the election debates. "Reports” 
producer Fred Friendly wi!l at¬ 
tempt to rush it on the ah* as 

1. MMMCCGB :';7. MM CC: B M C quickly as possible. It will nrob- 
2. MMM C CC B a: CC MMM C B ably go as the first "Reports” seg¬ 
3. MMM CC B 'C 9: CGC B MMM ment in December, since the* No¬ 
4.. MMM cec b id. C MMM; CC B vember spgment is already set. 
5; MMM C B CC 11, CC B MMM C That’s “Ha-vest of Shame/’ stoiy 
6. M C MM.CC B 12. MMM CCC B Of the migratory farm, workers. 
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Hollywood Nov. 1. 

Six of the seven officers and 
board members of the Writers 
Guild of America West's television 
branch against whom ithe move¬ 
ment was initiated have been re¬ 
called. at the largest vqte turnout 
last week in history of this branch 
of scribblers^ union. 

Sextet included tv-radio branch 
prexy Kay Lenard. v.p Joel Kane 
and board members Stanley Niss, 
Richard Collins, Stirling; Silliphant, 
Fran van Hartesveldt. Sole remain¬ 
ing board member whose recall 
was sought is Phil Leslie, who now 
remains on board jivith Nate 
Monaster, David Harmon, Fenton 
Earnshaw and branch secretary Hy 
Freedman, all of whom were sup¬ 
ported by the recall petitioners. 

More than 450 ballots were cast* 
300 by mail* with |2Q0 active 
WGA-W members attending ses¬ 
sion at Beverly Hilton.!'Ousting of 
the six is effective immediately. 
Remaining five board members 
met Sunday night jto appoint 
three additional tv writers to fill 
the vacancies, this gropp of eight 
then constituting a quorum. Sub¬ 
sequently a nominating committee 
will be appointed and Ian election 
set after 30 days to elect another 
three members to the board. 

Recall movement was based on 
feeling in various quarter's that the 
tv board, as constituted, did not 
rep the majority will 6f the mem-, 
bership. Final straw fbr the recall 
petitioners came when; a constitu¬ 
tionally called meeting; resulted in 
a “near unanimous” vote to have 
writer Sam Newman hired as full¬ 
time commissioner to; work with 
producers in developing a royalty 
concept for tv reruns. Majority of 
board did not agree that hiring of 
• writer was in the best interests of 
the Guild and so votej. 

Speculation that Ngwman now 
#ould and. would accept post was 
-fuashed diirectly after: recall vote 
by Newman himself. Writer, who 
was a key figure in many of the 
negotiations during jit he lecent 
telescribe strike, reaffirmed he. is 
not available fo*. the post. He 
praised Joe Taback, assistant to 
Guild attorney Ml-1 Nimmer, who 
was appointed as paid commis- 
s oner on a temporary basis and 
declared Taback's services are 
needed. “But.” he added. “I feel 
the position of responsibility must 
be held by a writer.” 

Miss Lenard, in Cedars of 
Lebanon Hospital j recuperating 
from major surgery;, last week, 
made a concise statement in re¬ 
sponse to the election. Referring 
to actions of the board during and 
after the strike. Missi;Lehaid said. 
“I am more certain than ever that 
we made the right decisions and 
equally certain that time will 
vindicate the correctness of our 
position.” j 

U-P* Vidpix Aloofness 
Universal-International is 

the only major motion picture 
company remaining but of vid- 
pix. For a while it looked like 
U-I might be getting into the 
vidpix field, when Norman E. 
Gluck was rehired from Screen 
Gems. 

Gluck had helmed LMs 
commercial film production 
unit at one time. But now it s. 
reported that Gluck will con¬ 
fine himself tp U-I's 16m field, 
without, any indications of re- 
entering vidfilming: either 
the commercial or entertai 
hient departments. 

Desilu Dividend 
Hollywood, Nov. L . 

Board of directors of Desilu 
Productions .Inc., has ..declared a 
quarterly cash dividend "of 15 Cents 
per share on company's! (lomnion 
stock, payable Nov.. 25, I960, to 
shareholders of record Nov.. 11. 

No: dividend was declared on 
Class B common stock, all of which 
is owned . .by Desi Arriaz and 
Lucille Ball. 

Hollywood. Nov. 1. 
Hugh O’Brian has formed HOB 

Productions and has a deal ‘with 
ABG whereby netw rk will finance 
pilots for the indie. Projects, will 
not necessarily star O'Brian; who 
currently is in his sixth season on 
the “Wyatt Earp” show. Buck 
Houghton, producer of the “Twi¬ 
light Zone” teleseries, is working 
with O’Brian in an advisory capac¬ 
ity. 

Actor is currently talking with 
ABC anent a two-part Civil War 
special entitled “The North and 
the South,” It likely w ould be first 
of a series of ventures between 
O’Brian’s company and the web. 

O’Brian continues through Janu¬ 
ary on. “Wyatt Earp” filming arid 
probably will follow with national 
company tour of “Destry Rides 
Again” for producer David Mer¬ 
rick. Producer also is discussing 
new musical project with actor. 

METRO TV’S NIX ON 
JAPAN’S LOW CEILING 

As long as present price ceilings 
exist in Japan, Loew’s will never 
sell its pre-’48 pix to Japanese tv, 
according to Richard Harper, 
Metro TV syndication sales topper. 

Harper, who recently returned 
from a trip to Japan and Australia, 
said the ceiling must be improved 
“substantially” before Metro would 
think of moving into that market 
with its pix. . He said while in 
Japan, he talked about Metro’s 
“Thin Man” and short subjects.' 
Present ceiling there is $500 peri 
half-hour for all Japan. 

NTA’s ‘61 for ’61’ 
Into 31 Markets 

Total of 31 stations have bought 
National Telefilm Associates’ “61 
fo«- ’61” post-’48 features. 

Recent buyers include WFAA. 
Dallas; WBKW, Buffalo; WISH, 
Indianapolis; WFLA. Tampa; 
TV API. Birmingham;! WTPA. Har¬ 
risburg; KROD, El Paso; WLWT, 
Cincinnati; and WATE, Knoxville. 

Other stations acquiring the fea¬ 
tures include WFYR. Bismark; 
KBOI, Boise; KSYD.'Wichita Falls; 
KHVH. Honolulu: KENI, Anchor* 

o KFAR. Fairbanks; KUTV, 
Salt Lake City; and WSPA. Spar- 
tansburg. 

Package includes!; “All About 
Eve.” “Twelve O’Cloek High.” “A 
Letter to Three Wives." “Panic iii 
the Streets,” and “Viva Zapata.” 

Nestles CATV Buy 
Nestle will sponsor 52 weeks of 

half-hour tv film programming on 
ABC’s Central American Television 
Network. It’s CATV’s first net¬ 
work sale. 

For the first 26 weeks. Nestle 
will underwrite dubbed editions of 
“Panic,” a 30-minute action series. 
There ire CATV stations in Guate¬ 
mala, El Salvador,! Costa Rica. 
Honduras and Nicaragua. 

Hal Hudson, Edwards 
Team in Vidpic Field 

Hollywood, Nov. L, 
One of the earliest filmers of :tv 

shows, Ralph Edwards, is return¬ 
ing to the vidpic field in partner¬ 
ship -with Hal Hudson. Deal under 
which Hudson was ..to produce 
shows for Paramount's tv w ing was 
dissolved by mutual agreement. 

Ten years ago Edwards filmed 
“Truth or Consequences” with the 
multi camera technique. This show 
and Edwards’ “This Is Your Life,” 
“It Could Be You” and “About 
Faces” are televised live. Hudson, 
formerly with CBS, was for four 
years producer of "Zaire Grey 
Theatre” and executive producer 
of “Black Saddle” and. ;'The 
Westerner.” 

Hudson will office with the Ed¬ 
wards organization. 

‘Brannagan’ Costars 
Take To the Road 

Steve Dunne arid Mark Roberts, 
cpstars of “The Brothers Braji- 
nagan,” yesterday (Tues.l Started 
on a month-long tour, which will 
take them from ,N.Y. to L.A. tp 
promote their program. 
. Crowded tour will take them to 
Norfolk, Va.; Baltimore, Pitts¬ 
burgh, Charleston,. W. Va.; Roa¬ 
noke, Va.; New Orleans, Miami, 
Tampa! Birmingham; Memphis, 
Chicago, Denver, and other points! 

Hopefully, they return to L.A* 
Dec. 2, when the ratings should be. 
coming in spelling out whether 
there might be another round for. 
“Brothers Brannagan.” 

Official Films for tire six months 
ended June 30, I960, realized a 
profit .before taxes of SI86.507. a 
'profit;attributed1 to the success, of 
short-segment programming and 
the. new' management, led by proxy 
Sc.vm .ur Reed. 

For the year, though, loss .of 
$691,030 after taxes was sustained* 
a loss which wduld. have been much 
gr eater haijd it not been for the suc¬ 
cess of the. shorties. The loss, 'tob; 
was high due. to the large writeoff 
of unsuccessful half jiqur syridie 
properties, inherited from the 
previous Harold Hackett manage¬ 
ment. The writeoff for the year 
was $442,081. Official had a tough 
go in the market place with its 
first iunners "Police Station” arid 
“What Are the Odds.” “Inter¬ 
national Detective”'shook' down as 
only a fair entry. 

The annual statement to stock¬ 
holders broke dpw . a financial 
statement* comparing, the profit 
and losses tinder old arid new man¬ 
agement. i New lanagement in¬ 
ti-oedth .shorties! according to the 
statement >; For the six months 
ended June 30, I960, profits were 
put at $186,507, compared to a loss 
of $877,537 for the six months 
ended Dec. 31, 1959. 

Prexy Reed said that all of the 
firm’s, shorties. reduced from 
newsreel . lijbriiri ., “ar highly 
profitable.” He wound up by 
stating that “we expect. 1961 to be., 
a very satisfactory year.” 

Official will stay out of the 
f 1 r s tif u n half-hour traditional 
syndie field at this time. Outfit, 
though, will have network entries 
for the new season, via tieups 'ith 
established producers oil pilots. 

JACKPOT GOLF AS 
NEW CHI ENTRY 

Chicago, Nov* 1. 
Public relations firm of Cooper, 

Burns & Colin—which last year 
got its feet wet in tv syndication 
with baseball from the Cuban 
Leagues, a project sabotaged this 
year by Fidel; Castro & Co.—has 
produced a pilot for a new syndie 
series in half-hour; format, ‘‘Jack¬ 
pot Golf.” 

Instead of actual matches on the 
links, competition will be a sort of 
golf obstacle course, with top pros 
matching their, basic skills (driv¬ 
ing, putting, etc;) for a purse of 
$5:000 or more, per episode. Ar¬ 
nold Palmer and Aft Wall com-t 
peted in the pilot, with Jack Brick-’ 
house callihg the shots. John, 
Rohrs & Associates will handle 
syndie. sales. 

Executive producer of the series. 
Max Cooper, had been associated 
in tile past with Peter Die Met and 
Walter Schwimmer in “Champion¬ 
ship Bowling” and “All-Star Golf." 

CNP’sChi Expansion 
Chicago, Nov., 1; 

.California National Productions 

lias'added, two regional salesmen 

to .the central division staff, a per¬ 

sonnel move ,which represents ma¬ 

jor expansion in this territory by 

th NBC-TV film sales arm. Both 

will report to. Edward Montanus, 

manager of the- CNP’ central divi-. 

Sion* 

Marshall E* Ormond, Formerly 
.with' Kaiser Aluminum in Chi, will 
base, in Minneapolis and. cover the 
North Central states. Thorhas P, 
Miles, previously with Ziy in 
Cincy; and, TP A in New York, will 
headquarter in Kansas City and 
cover Kansas, Nebraska and Okla-; 

I Ho rn a . 
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IN NEW YORK CITY 
Tex McCrary is the first chairman of the International Television 

Festival Committee of the TV Academy, which will be held in N. y. 
the fall .of M51- under the theme, “Greater World Understanding 
Through International Television”. WNBC Radio program chief 
Steve White on jury duty this Week . * . Tex Antoine will host WNBC 
Radio’s new Sunday series, “Journey Into Nature”. . . Rollie Hochstein 
is joining her husband these days in political, pursuits; wife of Mori 
Hochstein, flack for the NBC political unit, is writing art article bn 
American! politics for “Contemporary Review,” the .British mag V 
JohnK. M. McCaffery will moderate. NBC-TV’s Saturday night series, 
“Nation’s Future”*.. Producer Michael.Abbott and director DickSehnie- 
der shifting temporarily to Hollywood .toy tape sequences for “Something 
Special,” a tv special being ,made for the American Child Guidance 
Foundation with. Ernie Ford, Janet Blair. Nat King Cole. Art Linklet- 
ter, Jane. Wyatt and Robert Young . . . Harvard prof McGeorge Bundy 
will appear on the. first “Omnibus” stanza* Sunday (1.3) via NBC-TV 

Herbert Marshall and daughter Sarah will appear together in the 
Nov. 16 ABC “Hong Kong” stanza . . ;“Maverick’s Jack Kelly investing 
in a couple of bowling allej’s in L*. A. area ... . Abe Mandell,. foreign , 
topper of Independent Television Cprp., Off to Argentina.. .Don Klau- 
ber, Seven Arts Associated sales v.p., to Chicago . .: Roslyn ; Karan 
has joined Trans-rLux Television 'ds-'-specigV.^oP^diQktor of pfogram- 
i irigV:promotion arid merchandising of company’s Encyclopaedia Brit-; 
annica Film Library.. . Roy del Ruth, Bichard Bartleit, Charles Haas, 
and Stuart Heisler signed by Metro as directors for future episodes of 
“The Islanders”. Jimmy Powers providing the boxing commentary 
for “Monday Night Fights” on WPIX. 

•: CBS doorman Mike Donovan beaming this week: his. Son. John Jo¬ 
seph. received a citation for scholarship from Cardinal Spellman . 
Milton R, (Mickey) Dubin upped to senior v.p; at'Filmw’ays;. he's been 
sales veep for the past six years . ! Loiii* J. Rauchenberger named 
director of accounting at CBS-TV . . . Jay Barney back from the Coast 
from filming Par’s.“Blueprint for. Robbery’* (the Brinks.story,,in which 
he plays Specs O’Keefe), and immediately; into the cast Of tomorrow’s 
iThurs*) “Witness” on CBS-TV, “The Roger Toughy Story”, Bill 
Daria in from; the Coast this week to peddle his new comedy, series; 
he arrives en route from Des Moines and a performing stint before 
the Iowa Bankers Assn, conventi : then on Friday (.5) planes to Bos¬ 
ton to. accept an honorary degree, from alma. thaler Emersoii College, 
then to Frisco to open a four-week stand at the hungry i . ;.. Jock Gay- 
nor of NBC’s “Outlaws” stanza,hits N. Y; next month as one leg of a 
,10-city tour to push the show; 

Carmel Quinn guesting on Marie Torre’s “Woman’s Club” on WNTA-. 
TV tbriiorrow (3) Betty Ann Groye to Europe with husband, Ed 
Brown. Ted Bates tv exec, for three weeks K*y Swift visits Joe 
Frankli “Memory.Lane” today (Wed.)! 

Larry Marcus, formerly with the William Morris Agency in writers 
and properties' department, now assistant to Dave Garrow ay on hi 
“Today” show: 

IIS CHICAGO 
Bud Prather succeeds Howard Luttgcns, who retired., as director of 

technical operations for WMAQ-WNBQ . Jack. Brickbouse narrated 
the pilot for a new^ Max Cooper bi' instorm. “jackpot Golf - Pack¬ 
ager. Walt Schwimmer back from five weeks in! Europe, ind ditto. Fred 
Niles .‘from a tw;6*month. trip around the world . . Irv Kupbinet, on 
West -Coast last week to. do color on the Bears’ football broadcast, 
taped an “At Random” segriient from Hollywood with. George; Burns*. 
Jack. Benny, Danny Thomas arid Zsa Zsa Gabor, among others: Could 
be he’ll do others like it to show UP his: new competition on WBKB, 
“Operi End”. : WBBM’s “Songs Of Our Politics,” a pubaffairs project 
which was aired last week, goes out; on the full CBS net this Sunday 
(6) . . . Phil Bodwell’s Tele^Tape mobile unit was hired by Nixon Cam¬ 
paign Headquarters here for coverage1 of the VP’s whirlwind, shopping 
centre tour last Saturday (29) J... Lu Bartlow and Hugh Hill of WBBM- 
TV's. news staff addressing Chi chapter of American Women in Radio- 
TV today (Wed.) . . * Sid Arthur doirig a new two-hour sho\v onWXFM 
previewing the. coming week’s nightlife and cultural events Norm 
Rosis tapped for WBKB’s election night coverage. 

W LONDON 
Ulster Television celebrated its .first ann! on Monday < 31) . T . John 

Osborne’s first tv play, “A Subject Of Scandal And Goncerri.** is to be 
unveiled by the BBC on Nov* 6,. with Richard Burton, as star L . Qn 
Now. 9 the BBC will put over the Bing Grosby show. With Dean! Martin, 
Patti Page arid Mahalia Jackson supporting . . ; Associated-Rediffusion 
starting a new series of dramatized Somerset Maugham yarns on Friday. 
(4) replacing “No Hiding Place” for 13 weeks . “1930-1960,” a 
generation of change, will be the subject of a BBC Third Program 
radio documentary on Nov. 9. written by Bill .Naughton .,.:. Max Jaffa; 
Reginald Kilbey arid Jack By field have moved oyer to Southern TV for 
a light music series after three years exclusively with the BBC . ... 
Polly. Elwea is quitting the BBC, but hopes to do soine announcing 
froiri time to time . . AR’s: “This Week” on Friday (4) will be devoted 
entirely, to the American Presidential Election,with Al. Capp one of. 
the speakers. 

IN WASHINGTON 
WTOP-TV believes it’8 the first fy atation to prograni a !30.-minute 

editorial: Washingtori Post station aired one on the nearby Maryland 
slot machine controversy . . NBC called in Ted Ayers, long^me CBS 
“Face: the Nation^’ producer, to handle “The Campaign and. |he Can¬ 
didates.” starring the two national party criairmah and the N4xori arid 
Kennedy campaign managers Saturday (29) Thonw* S. Carr, v.p! 
arid general manager of WBAL, Baltihipre! named chairman of the 
Political Committee of the Maryland-D. C. Broadcasters . Assn. . . . 
Harry Ager new time, salesman for WOL . Robert C. Dicfenbach, 
who has written and produced ty programs, specializing in the medical- 
educational field! designated coordinator of press and proiriotion for 
WRC-TV, the NBC o&o here; Diefenbach also wrote a comiriercially 
successful booklet on makriup tips for. those new to facing tv cameras 
. . . Malcolm Oliver, public relations staffer as National Assn; of Broad¬ 
casters and a frustrated songwriter of many years, had had his first, 
disk released, “Drummer Boy for General Lee” by Epic; he did the 
lyrics. 

IN PHILADELPHIA 
lValdemar “Wally” Erickson, farrn director of. Triangle Stations! 

currently reporting from South America, where lie is. actompanying 
U. S. Secretary of Agriculture Benson on .a. four-nation marketing 
facLfinding trip . . Tennessee Williams to be host ori W£YU*TV’s 
“Once over Lightly” session .15) . . . Mary Margaret .Keawiey, educar 
tional director of the WCAU stations, named to theVState Labor and 
Industry’s advisory committee on vvorking conditions for wonieri and; 
minors . . . Ed Hurst, former WRCV-TV deejay, riow. in irisurance biz, 
accompanied Henry Cabot Lodge^ ori his whistle-stop tour .to Cleveland. 
Denis Kane; ex WRCV-TV producer, is radio arid tv man for Lodge 
. . . Bill Dallmann, wlio once headed the NBC stations sales'staff here, 

(Continued bn page 44) 
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where people can choose 

In the 24 major markets where all three networks have facilities—the markets where people can really express their 
preferences—A BC-TV is the number one network, week after week! Moreover, as these current Nielsen Reports 
show, ABC has a-dominant lead 4 nights a week. And ABC-TV was number one in 21 half hours for each of two 
consecutive weeks*. If you have something to say in these markets, doesn’t it make more sense to say it on ABC-TV? 
Half hour wins, two weeks ending Oct. 23, I960* 

1 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Friday Saturday Sunday 

| 6:30-7:00 ◦ 
9 7:00-7:30 ◦ 
| 7:30-8:00 ◦ H JL 

% 
% 

8:00-8:30 a > 
• '? 
W 

El ■H : . 0 
1 8:30-9:00 a i’if 

jLj ◦ ◦ ? ■■ ◦ 
B 9:00-9:30 7 ^ ‘f a ◦ . ■ Vjf © a 
I 9:30-10:00 / \]T ◦ a a if B 

10:00-10:30 a \^F ◦ a Y ; 
10:30-11:00 a f mi : 

© ◦ Y] Y 
*Source: Nielsen 24-Market TV Reports, Week ending Oct. 16, I960 & Week ending Oct. 23, I960; 7:30-11:00 PM. 
Mon.-Sat., 6:30-11:00 P.M: Sun. 
Note: ? indicates 1/2 hrs. where no network led both weeks. First place ratings for time periods of Great Debates were 
credited to networks winning in simitar periods for previous or following Week. 
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television reviews PT&tlETY Wednesday, November 2, I960' 

JOHN BROWN’S RAID TOMORROW GREAT MUSIC FROM CHICAGO 

With James Mason, Wesley Addy, (The Thinking Machine) WithKen Nordine. Franklyn Mac- 
Robert Blossom, James Brod- With David lVayrie, host; Dr. Je- Cormack, Walter Hendl, Chi- 
erick, Thomas Carlin, Ossie rome B. Wiesner, others; Hey- Symphony Orch 
Davis. Robert Duvall, Timmy wood Hale Broun, Jack Gilford. Director: Dick Doerschuk 
Everett, Robert Gerringer, James Producer-writer: Thomas H. Wolf Writer: .William Friedkin 
Greene. Earl Hyman, others ! Director: Nicholas Webster 60 Mins.; Sun'., 9 p.m. (CDT) 

Exec Producer; Robert Alan 60 Mins., Wed. (26), 10 p,m. RCA-VICTQR 
Aurtbur j AMERICAN MACHINE & WGN-TV, Chicaro (Color) 

Director: Sidney Lumet \ FOUNDRY (Kenyon & Eetchardi) 
Writer: Robert J. Crean ; CBS-TV (film) a Peabody Award winner" last 
CO Mins., Tues. (25) 10 p.m. i Cunningham & Walsh) year. “Great Music" has been put 

Tele Follow-Up Comment 

60 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m.(CDT) Bell Telephone Hour did, a split-screen telephone inter- 
_ _ RCA^VICTOR "The Bell Telephone Hour’’ rang view with Eddie Fisher in London* 

Aurtbur | AMERICAN MACHINE & WGN-TV, Chicaro (Color) f up a siiig-America fest on its hour- long a favorite technique, and: 
Director: Sidney Lumet \ FOUNDRY (Kenyon & EcJchardi) long musicale Friday (28); with a Fisher, too, detailed out that V 
Writer: Robert J. Crean CBS-TV (film) A peabody Award winner last buoyancy arid bounce that made it lingering low-grade < 100-degree) 
CO Mins., Tues. (25) 10 p.m. < Cunningham A Walsh) year, "Great Music" has been put a lively presentation for viewing temperature, ., which has baffled 
PUREX CBS-TV's public affairs depart- into syndication this semester, and an<| listening. Henry Jaffe Assoc., London, medicos. \Ts-a-vis his wife, 
NBC-TV (tape) ment mounted one of the most fa$- rightfully.. The. series is possibly which produced the show, and Elizabeth Taylor, has caused delay 

«£du\. H. Weiss) cinating hours of television in the th^e best of its kind on television. BarryWood, the ®xec producer, in startingfilm production of"Cle-; 
Producer Robert Alan Aurtbur, first of its "Tomorrow" specials. Almost strictly for buffs of sym- rounded ..up a topflight cast and • opatra.". If - righteously indignant 

having delivered a successful all-j “The Thinking Machine." But for phonic music’ its. . Ratings will had them go through an Anieirican about the. exaggerated. "103 tem- 
lape remote job in last season's , all its intriguing qualiti this never be impressive, but there's ^pngbag that developed jnto a: de- peraturg," he didn’t express him- 
"The American" on NBC-TV j' made ’ study of the progress and^otential probably nothing more, potent, in j lightful..earful. Self in/a manner to win friends and 
in Arizonat, tried to duplicate the of the digital computer was also the syndie^marts by which, to . ere-. . The ^ show, was pxuberantly influence, newspaper people whom 
achievement by taking a tape: crew . 0ne of the most frustrating hours in ale a class., image with the' thp- I hosted by Robert Preston, who used he chided unsubtly for "riot leay- 
to Harper's Ferry to recreate in ! a long time. roughbreds of a community* ja..lot of his "Music Man”.characterus alone and scaring both Liz’s 
"John Brown's Raid’ the story of j producer-writer Thomas H. WGN-TV. has used good judg- j.to get the... U:S. musical message parents and my parent^'’ who, un- 
the abolitionist's abortive war on wolf's detailed accounting of the ment in not watering down the j across. His- pitch was right and derstahdably. took press reportsof 
slavery. As shown on NBC last capabilities of the computer, of longhair programs for wider ac- - winning and he was especially e.f- i her' “serious'’ illness tooliterally. 
Tuesday night ‘25? as a Purex one- their potential for the future* of ceptance ini.thie other riiarketS. Se- (ferirye when the show went into ! Unfortunately Sheilah Graham’S 
hour special, it was a mistake. j-the question as to whether they lections iii the initialer (23) were . ?n Plri:tim ipaign segment and vprepared chitchat )from Holly-. 

There are some shows, requiring ‘ can "think" in the., manner in Stravinsky's "Song, of thp Night-j be sung out about keeping cool wqod) opened with a Liz Taylor 
a dimension and a scope toward ! which human thought functions, all jngalf” and. Mozart’s Fortieth, in- L°Pllc*gei • . : T ^ item, directiy oil the h^els of the. 
achieving a reality, that are better ! made for provocative and interevSt- ..treating thestandard, although a-j . Manana, JacKSon. ^Dorotny Goi- Gardnerbit. rile also did. a split- 
left for filming. This, certainly,1 ing viewing. And the examples few. upcoming Outings ear-j hns ana Jo btaitoid were^ ottiers screen interview with Maria Callas* 
was one of them. Director Sidney : used to illustrate the functions of marked for the light classics idioi j whpse^contributmns made the,^br-.-nioither, ' who-. has'';heeni ’ his’.gu^st.. 
Lumet, more than an able [crafts- the computer and its similarities to With , maestro Fritz Reiner or-i Snine D^gntiy. As usual m inebefore .on Gardner’s own local 
man, tried to maneuver things into 'the human nervous system were dered into temporary retirement {series, Donald >oornees kept the show, but never nationally.) Hovv- 
tome semblance of that needed : challenging viewing, a Series of ; by his doctors., the series has. lost pich in tune-top shape. uros. i ever, Miss G r a h a ni properly 
reality, but it was a lost - .cause ' puzzles for the viewer to solve. j some marquee value, since he was/ . ; i stressed. "Cleopatra" rs Miss Tay- 
irom the start. Little enough drama } The show, in fact, had every- jt0 . have conducted severalpro- . The Play .of. the:-. Week : loir’s starrer. o> else; she'aisp men-, 
emerged from the hour [outing ; thing but the basic answer to the I nicluding the first. Chi j A loosely \vritte.n. play dealing tinned her'possible suit against'th 
<and one couldn’t help wondering: 1 question: how do- they work? How' Symphony baton- is .now in the ca- with a Negro family -..in /New •• "i or.fr; Mirische.% (not by name) for. switch- 
why this continuing concentration ' does the computer store and “re- pam9s.associate , gondpc-; is being ...rendered.-this .session- by j mg -Irma La Douce;’ over, to -Shir* 
on John Brown as a subject of member" the coded information fed; waiter. Hendl. who performed “The Play of th Week," VVNTA- }ev /MaeLaine. Local ABC news- 
presentation when the end result, to it? How does it play a game of j the^first tele concert this season TV, Newark-N.Y. lhat it is less casters. rounded out a good half-. 
proved little more than the rant- j checkers, as shown on the program. ]j Pe than a complete success is not as hour S.ndi. WW. .wants to be 
ings of a religious fanatic? for it cr write a tv script.-agiiin 'demon- j well-rehearsed. anff Cni important as the fact that. "Seven, speiled ; for reasons of health or., 
was as though everybody concerned strated on tlie show1? Wolf gave ; Orchestral Assn. undoubtedly ^vill Times Monday” by^ Ernest■■Pendrell! vacation, this seems to,.be *a very 
was briefed on the premise;; "For- explanations of how a computer ' HeeP. ^. s0< P^r lts; a?S09iat®‘Pl'0‘ breaks with, a vutual "lily whitg;’ "\VorkabIe- .format:- Somewhat non- 
get about the drama, it’s the tape is programmed that were dear ['dUf'ership; of the series.,. tradition; on. the ty. medium.^ ‘ sequitor; however, is: th \Vihchel- 
job that counts.” At least that's enough, but no real effort was'I ..Z1" the ppenor, .the. class -.tone-w _v!n the tradition pf ’:5larty,^the i^n teleghaph-kev hit while Don 
the way it placed. |i made to Explain the physical, -and .sustained..every department. , Pendi-ell.. play exp ores the , lives Gardiner is doing the: straight. 

One cot a cliniD^e of Harper's electronic mechanics of the device, j om Rector Dick Doeischiiks 'and feelings of little, people. In ne\w that’s a radio-(v gihiriiick 
Fen v restored to ?tv onginiil con- to show' the actual process' by which i inters slants, to Ken: Nprdine that, exploration, many nioments of s voriid- be JeshrVed Sh 
d tioVi bi? ^ Hie as^ td ner-. it-stores memories electronicallv. ' notation and . Franklyn . MacCor--sentiment nd heartwarming silua- oSaf cist rio ^ conmrinS 
ctition. but a. me as.oiua pu . __ mack's.soft Dedal nitchcs for RDA firms aV*» nrniecied Pta\«.vi-r«hf. original cast, no roan .companies. 

j CBS-TV's public affairs depart- into syndication this semester, and an<? listening. Henry Jaffe Assoc , i London, medicos. \Ts-a-vis his wife, 
! ment mounted one of the most fa$- rightfully.. The. series is possibly which produced the show, and j Elizabeth Taylor, has caused delay 
[cinating hours of television in the]the best of its kind on televisioh. Barry Wood, the exec producer,!in starting film production of "Cle- 

•ri s first’ of its "Tomorrow” specials. Almost strictly for buffs of sym- rounded ..up a topflight cast and • opatra.",. If - righteously indignant 

fa]i°a^f^abo\iUonMS moved t^n of the computer at work left j ' i?t°r- Color makes an obvious 
"i;,^ in;the viewer con.fused-dazzl.ed, Ws ! C-ontribiition; • Use: of .-etching* -and 

equence. every il lus.tra- mark's soft pedal pitches for RCA ! tions aie projected. PI ay >y right 
ions ' Peiidrell, though, in “Seven Times j; 

! aciJi«hthrir^nidStnd' ^cizire tlie true- b>’ thc virtuositv and versatil-! Pnnts before selections, to. some- / late problems posed. Some of the ) .- Shirley Temple Show 
If Xrmm-v a,Hi mnv. ii'ramP'i,.v of the machine—but' confused rhat recreate the flavor pi the ;,plot.= devices are. obvious.'.S.onie.!- Considering the production ef- 

r,;V hu.™ I! I fnt lUi tlin iifA over its basics.. Perhaps-:the-.pu'zz-le- W™* i which the .works: original- motivations of people remain, urn fort. Shiilev Temples, XBC-TV' 
cwl M ti.nf.5ii it ivj.c'hoinff liient Of the Viewer contributed to '"'as a good touch and some- clear,, buried, in high-flown flowery ./-Sunday hour f 30) was one. of. th 
;i.urd tl.ro .eh L wron«"tnd oi a the show’s fa^ci ating quality. buUrelieved .the. constant fo- language,. , least. satisfying - of the wcll-inten- . 

nf ..li !'i.1ekrd it was ah unsatisfied feeling never- cussing on .the .musicians-. Lcs, j Treating Negroes as th , tioivai kidvide.rs. . . Adaptation of 
He abtiitv ’ it j lacked thcI(lCS -—-' did. just as ordinary, peopi; is c6im ;AIaik Train's ^Prince , and the 

' . . ... i. , i But with that, one major limila- ■■ ence in -humans (also like program- liiendabie; But Negroes' have-.' spe^-' Pauper'’*- \v&s a dull and heartJ^ss 
Portraying the raid it>eit is nut.-a tion. "The Thinking Machine" was,, ming a coiiiputen were cleai -and <?ial problems in N Y. and .else- affair: totally lacking ariv of th 

sum, 1 segment m the o\ei«ul lole . an excellent try. David Wavne. as ■ effective. ■ where because of \vhite prejiidi Qiioinal's magic 
ot John Brown m the abolition ; intCrviev..er- and. questioner, ;skill- [ MIT's TX-O computer supplied • >Vhen- in the piav* the lead^’-ciiar-.-- ;. J,ro^er director William Asher 
movement. If the raid as speh, or funy .guided. Massachusetts' Insti- the tv w sterns, ablv enacted bv ^ter talks of his need for respect 1 ro^Qn 
the mock battle' which aunears T*,.h t-.i. p if-.j - .- ^ .j th«- • ci.k-a»s. Af .to make sevci al, dramatic 

d Monel ay." fails at times .to arti.cu- 

tekscope. M 
believability. 

the mock battle vvh.eh appeals tute of Tech logy 'which: is help- Jack Gilford and Ifeywood Hale i'Vdhout the .subject, of existing i ^ - 
c-nild s play in comparison with to- ;ng on the- enthe series) proles- Broun. Actually, the com uter.j prejudices co.mihg up, or When Sf ^ m p ! ,,rv i,.vp lS 
€h.y s wartaie, justilled being done .^or Jerome B. Wiesner into,the va- was programmed, with, a series of : t,ie apartment hunting problem abal,| a Xl-\?ccl,1.tVrj Jlue dell^“ 
on tv, it cerlainly had no relation- rj0us explanations of the com- informational matter’ and a series^■'comes., up. without -eference to qb.enT: a”“ ,.:1npIlsb. 1?!ve ^ 
ship to the bigger issue oi [slavery puter's functions, with the stress of simple, plot alternatives, and two facial barriers, it; is niysfitying to lc[ePt.!tlcs-. The alterations, 
and the Civil War. ’ihN might have on the question of its ability to' of the resulting scripts acted out. |The wet. Perhaps . the: author vvete probably-more of.a detraction 
been better exemp.hfcd eiijiier in '“think." The answer to that one.i In.a third case, what happens wpen v'vas trying to . show Negroes;^ di-i^ addition. , . 
the Inal or the hanging. [Only a was solved, though the differences | the Wmputer breaks down was il-[ ''bre^d from the racial angle; just y Child actor. Peter Lazer in -the 
glimpse oi/this was. revealed in his seemed to lie. in the area, of lustraled..' . as ail people, and thereby, making . dual role of^^ prince^ And paupef, 
iinal 'statement. jfvore. semantic, as^^ much as speculation..i. "The. Thinkin. .Machine" was a them m re.real, and the- -.ejudices projected little, appeal either way 
- The illustrations of how the hu- ' novel; highly interesting wav. to more unjustified. But iiV terms of'-'the unjustified self-assurance and 

KING LEONARDO AND HIS man nervous system/’arid tlie brai present science, on -.televisi * .its draina, the inethod- chosen -by the ..ex; veftisin of the ihids oil these 
SHORT SUBJECTS tue sometimes like the' computer ; one major fault, however; was in . author is mystifying:' outings is one 'of'■ fhe .prime short- 

Froducer: Leonardo Productions process, however:, were; intriguing. \ fail’ihg to start with the- funda- Ossie DaVis. as 'the leacl, yas •-comings.). G?ff-;Yo;ufig..;as'^inc^.Han-- 
Creator: Tot*l Television Produc- Ex.Pcriments prov ing instinct in lneiita1.. / Jronically; the "Tornof- excellent; Ile^■ rendered a^riiue: do . the irate w ho terinis . with 

tions * a imals •analago'us' to prngram-' rovv*’ series vvas initrated for CBS- sitive portrayal of a head mecJian.ic the; displaced prince; was languid 
SO Mins Sat 10-30 am ming a computer in the hereditary ; TV by living Gitlin. si ce removed , dremning of becoming . a cop in whehhe. should have been; swash-. 
GENERAL MILLS 'wnsei and environmental experh' to the rival NBC cam Chan. \ order Jd win ■•Tespgct.'/D.irtiy-^pee buckling; Supporting .players, all 
NBC-TV (film) t 11 t i i > > > > i i t rn 11 ... . . t . ... , . ^ . : vvas soft and: loyirig,-with occasional had a terideiicy-to overplay it as 

n/,.w/T-r;i*/vr h'-.Vmui [temper flareups, as liis vvife, -Earl' though they were .trying to.get 
T-. i*- L.. \bu k'dvid 1 1? # *|J17 '% j S.vdner as the dreaming lather across to tvvo-voar-olds. 

suies is a \ou“h lontenikT ioJ lt -P0^1911' I V KPVIPW^ ^jdileneated a fine portt^ayal; Others, irs hard t0 believe that Miss 
sun. is a tou.^n ionteni.il 10.^ i Uft LU^ll I T liC YlVnu 4 in the cast were commendable. T^mnle c hit«; of widp-rveil 
•iitoppet attention if noise and iast 1J ■* 4; piav. desDite its wpakne^ limply s hostess Ditsoi..\\ide-e\ed. 
action really count. ttttmttimmmm.M nt' merntfi-abi ftfr ' credulity cpmniunicAte to young-: 

. , ... ,. v . , T. y TiMty.fftt 11 • ♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦ i menioiaoi tor tew scenes,. Thcv sure misswith ?>hi]ts 
A large collection ot last ana AT1TrnPT J among, them a Negro as the head.. 1 ^ ^ nzn ' 

loud-talking ciiaractii. zip pell __* I .15.\ab-e1 ^.01T!9S.1;i,c background and mechanic, bossing,with heart and^-i * 
mell through Morvlines tluit some- Wffh Rupert Davies. Ewen .Solon, i.eal, relationships with his .associ-j aptitude> a «roilD 0f white and , 

iinal statement. 

KING LEONARDO AND HIS 
SHORT SUBJECTS 

Producer: Leonardo Productions 
Creator: Tot*l Television Produc¬ 

tions 
SO Mins.. Sat.. 10:30 a.m. 
GENERAL MILLS 
NBC-TV (film) 

Datu-i r-Flizcir U;-Su^ijAe ! 
Iiiis new NBC animated kldvid 

st lies is a tough contender lor 

_.. '.. among, thehi a Negro as the head.. 
^ e\able ,domestic background and nicchanic, bossing, with heart and i 

i.ty communicate to young-: 
They sure miss with ahriits. 

Bill:; 

get blurred b\ the jirenetic | Helen Shingler. Freda Jackson, 
real: rslaUonships with-his,asfo(j-j aplm,dc.' a group o! while and ; 

°' llle d!]ddu ioi got,, xogro. tvorkingmen: white girl, ini The Witness 

A solid. urtroom” draina 
Show has three gmerits with 

K.ng Leonaido, a cros^-eyed lion, 
jsrimarily featured.- He and side- 
kick Odie Colognie (a skunk) watch 

1 r “n r“' v; Negro workingmen: white girl, m.' . 
1 SSS-'iS tKiiadui 'npNwiinoA. eeki a.. .. A. solid., urlrdon,'' 'drain, 

4SS2 a1”) I Negro/. on the., eheek;- Nogro pttnehed nt-lhe outlines of the late 

KS SLiST*' .. V„ ^ W ctrthne, nt^ged 
executive Producer-Director: An- resort tri «nv nhonov L PIa* °J tbe ^eek. . incidentally, into , an absorbing .portrayal of 

kick Uttie Colognie »a skunk) watcii | Linda Castle. Stan Simmonds ’ eliaratters- ‘and- ••sebured^vVthouC’^ ..... ... Vn evnaeo. li e,outlines mergeo 
U in the castle, which .provides Executive Producer-Director: An- resort to ariv phonev accents-^! feek^ incidentally, into an absorbing .portrayal of 
segue tor two other sees w^ith con- • drew Osborn thoroughgoing- Paris-steepedv at- .' if of } }e- /,ew clr,an'a ve,vi. rackets, and racketeering... 
tinuing characters. One is The- .Music:.Ron Graine'r mosphere. [ dealing vvitli ^the color qu.esti . Thursday's. '27)-oiitirig vvas th . 

Hunter;' a hound m the yogue of ; 55 Mjns > Mon., 8:45 p.m. f . The .complex-plot 'd'f-"Murder-iii i'Hughes^^^iJSrifv6 Tfpnvpnhi1"first for Producer Nick Mayo, vvHO 
Hucklebeii v, but f«.r shoi^oi the ; BBC-TV, from London .Montmartre,”-:.ivhich didn't baffle i iDoidPnfaiiv hi5,P 'npt replaced. .Murray Spssk.ind. It also 
appeal ot Sneen Gems best | So far as is possible to judge thanks to^■-'the firStrate -dOtp'iaiMn^-marked a switch for the. Question.- 

a diminutive human character who‘ gret yarns which,it is shooting in be killed. Maigret listened bittd ,, . Il ov „,c...uCu ui .mc n Pu.n-i i.eu 
dernved .supernatural strength i(.a)10ots with Winvvell Productions: took no great note until the strip- Walter Winchell Show . been leeal riros 
through wearing a cap woven of Ltd.. About all that can be said per was. herself murdered, with "a - PaVl Coates..pullgd, no punches,. Whether the Panel is composed 
Sampson s ban-. {; [against the initialerwas. that its countess'’ soon joining the corpse »n lus interview with May Bnit , f real-life ia\vveis ;or actors is an 

\ oicmg was good, if often noisy, opening moments tended- to be parade. The action moved around ^.bo-was. equally forthright in rec- incideritaN item i much The 
Production was technically lop- | overemphafic and hammy and that Pans, m and .out of: a dingy, dive °gniz,b& she may...have to make a , P«ef ' b.iiLn^iiidicirierf 
no--h. Characters would [seem lo j the villain of the piece,when fi- and Maigret's offide, upstairs'arid 9h°ice between her career -and : 4HTale.5 -'4«SS»:' 
lu. -a potential as yet not achieved nally laid low. turned out to be. downstairs, and fast,, till the cops Sammy Dayis Jr.; that, presuni- a?inp ' 
m t»ie writing. Even for the pliable someone who d taken no part in cornered the guilty one in an rix-':?bl5T'.because “I’m Nordic-lookiiig ^ « frt^ 
kiu aud, they need morei; warmth the preceding action; For the rest, citing climax prefaced bv a terise —J'ou kriovv,; Scandinavian—^there : ^ 
and wit. Hippest tu dale is a beat- it was the authentic Georges Sim- buildup. Apropos the villain be-, « more ^do about this inter-[ H1® kmqies are^ plentiful-and ine 
nik rat in the Leonardo series enon stuff to. the life. irtg someone- previously unintro- nramage"she said, 'vhen Coates i s®Jf^°ub^®'^ 
<which, incidentally, was;; a cliff- Not the least of the assets was duced, this; wasn’t, such a letdown compared 'It- to Pearl Bailey arid ; Propieins at CBb-i v. A oqt- 
hanger with stories in segments the appearance, personality arid as might be assuirned,. thanks to the Harry Belafonte who, have mar- Jel* time^ period certainly vvouiq 
covering two weeks). knowhow of Rupert Davies in the gripping nature of the preceding ried: Jriterracially. . (He made rip [ help-—and salvage, a.. fresh^ format. 

There are some familiar voices role of the famed Surete inspector, griing-on.. meritipii of Lena Horne.) 1-, ..'-^Dotes,. arou-no '"eourtrooni 
behind the characters: Kenny Dek Served by a crisp, adult script, /..Alongside Davies in the key rple For a third week fellpw-colui ; used to underline the special sens^,- 
mar ‘Senator Claghorn); Sands Davies vvas speedily established as was Eweri Solbri.as his aide' Lucas* ists spelled . the ailing Waiter j fo*..'VThC:^ Witness" is unhkp any 
Becker and Allen Swift <New York a humane student of life arid chaiv. and the two.worked together as if Winchell* still out with an ab- : court room. or governmental hear- 
kid show emcees', and aclprs Jack- acter as well as the science of cri- they’d ;been. associates for years; cessed tooth, blit announced as due j in6» in details. Liberties aye taken 
son Beck and Ben Stone. ; Bill. minology. Further, he’s got a be- (Continued ori page 40) back next Sunday* Hy Gardner (Continued on page 40) 

Prior to Thursday's outirig all 11 
members of; the h aring, panCl had 
been legal pros. 
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A DATE WITH DEBBIE 
With Debbie ReynolA CarlReiner, 

Charles. Rustles.. Walter Bren¬ 
nan, Carleton. Carpenter, “Can¬ 
nonball” Adderley 

Producer-Director: Bill Colleran 
Writers: Carl Reiner, joe Stein 
Choreography. Alex Romero . 
Music Director: Nelson Riddle 
60 Miris., Thurs. (27), 9:30 p.m. 
REVLON v 
ABC-TV, from H’wood (tape) 

(Grey) 
Impressive as the credits were, 

arid expensive as. the, production 
looked, “A Date. With Debbie” was 
not mu(ih fun;. Certainly it Wasn’t 
the special occasion ABC-TV and 
Revlon had hoped Debbie Rey¬ 
nolds’ first major tv appearance 
Would be. Lavishness is still no 
substitute for inspiration, and dull 
.material: is; a. bore no. matter who 
'-it’s’'■.written for. , . 

The show seemed to have no 
other objective than to prove that 
Miss Reynolds can do everylhina-4- 

irig. dance, act and play comedy. 
It made its point, but riot very en- 

. terialngly. Carl Reiser and Joe 
Stein, who. Worked up the script, 
provided only commonplace; skits, 
unnatural dialog, and all too few 
funny lines. As for Miss Reynolds, 
she was, quite a charmer in her. 
adult guise, but as she resurrected 
her whilom role as a fresh-faced 
teenager she grew saccharine, arid: 
her versatility became something; 
more like precocity; 

... Her strongest offerings were the 
more mature nines, and. her Weakest, 
those harkening back to her teen¬ 
age career. Early in the show she 
scored .With satirical impressions 
of. Zsa. Zsa Gabor. Anna. Magriani 
and Brigitte Bardot; but the frame¬ 
work—a spoof of Ed Murrow’s 
‘•Small World,” with Carl Reiner 
playing Murrow.-^was hackneyed, 
and. it soiled her achievement. Her 
songs went well, in the main; but a 
dance routine to “Cannonball” Ad- 
deiley’s jazz had no serise of spon- 
taneity and was noticeably poorly 
rehearsed. 

An episode with her two motion 
.picture “grandfathers,” Charlie 
Ruggles arid Waiter Brennan, was a 
particular low point (chiefly from 
the poverty of-the script lines); and 
her -cl i iriaeti c sketch, art elocution¬ 
ary monolog on a girl's first date. 
Was overly long and downright 
childish. For a finale she and Carle- 
ton Carpenter reprised a song they 
did together in: pictures, in their 
teens. 

There’s little point, in assessing 
the contributions of the guest per¬ 
formers. since they were all . con- 
mined to minor service arid vir¬ 
tual ly wasted: It was Miss Rey¬ 
nolds* hour entirely and/ unfortu¬ 
nately, not a very rewarding one, 

Les. . 

AN AMERICAN ALBUM 
With Mike Wallace 

: Producer: George: Moynihan 
Director: Don. Volkman 
60 Mins., Sun (30), 2:30 p,m. 
PARTICIPATING 
WBZ-TV, Boston (film, tape) 

Westinghouse Broadcasting got 
such faye reaction to its Mike Wal¬ 
lace helmed “Close /Up tr.S.A.” 
short (average 6 mins.) telecasts, it 
decided to crimbo these recent re¬ 
ports into a best-of-Wallace, hour- 
long special, for its five tv outlets, 
and other stations. Kicked off at 
its Hub property, WBZ-TV, it Was 
indeed the best-of-Wallace, with 
the noted interrogater-eommen- 
tator at his probing finest as he 
interviewed Americans from all 
walks of life on their election year 
hopes and fears. 

Excerpts from his 9.000-mile 
crosscountry auto junket, with 
cameraman Don Volkman arid WBC 
newsman Sid Davis, in eluded, inter¬ 
views. with; Oregon lumberjacks, 
Pittsburgh steel workers* Indiana 
farmers and Roswell Garst, the 
Iowan who hosted Khrushchev last 
year. One powerful segment found 
Wallace interviewing three genei> 

lions of a Negro family in Little 
Rock—all„ interestingly enough. 
With different views on the segra- 
gation issue. Right behind this one 
came an interview with Arkansas' 
Governor Faubus. 
.. As a pictorial album of people 
and places, this documentary 
proved to be a timely, fascinating 
stanza, of Americana, with Wallace 
providing updated and eloquently: 
simple commentary qni his subject 
matter. Vqlkman's skill at filming 
and editing Was everywhere evir 
dent.- Despite, the differences iii 
geographic location and personal 
circumstances, the-viewer Was left 
with the strong impression that all 
Americans have the same areas of 
concern this. fall, and know the 
election issues clearly--even if they 
aren’t too enthused over either 
presidential candidate, Guy. 

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
(The Violent World of Sam Huff) 
With Walter Cronkite/othera 
Producer: Burton Benjamin 
Director: Nicholas Webster 
Writer: Earle Luby 
30 Mins., Sim., 6:30 p.m.. 
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO. 

OF AMERICA 
CBS-TV (film) 

(Reach, McClinton) 
Bud Benjamin and his associate 

producer Ike Kleinerman began 
their, newest season of “The Twen¬ 
tieth Century”, on, GBS.-TY by in¬ 
stalling a portable , microphone, in. 
thq shoulder padding of Sam Huff, 
middle lirief backer for the profes¬ 
sional’football Giants of N.Y, The 
bruising outcome, was likely . to 
have been enough to scare the stars 
of Normal and East Turtleswitch U. 
into hot accepting those pro bi 

Huff loves the game... he ex- 
p! ined, but he also admitted pro- 
fessional football ranks are, “no 
place f nice guys.” and. in a 
sense, ; OUt this caution: by 
adding, .Ways feel good whenT 
hit somebody.”’ And hit he did.; as 
the, ’'Century” cameras and the 
miniature mike followed the .liter¬ 
ally bone crushing.quality of scrim¬ 
mage and game. 

Benjamin & Co; took a cynical 
view, of professional1 football: The 
camerawork stressed the .mayhem, 
not the strategy of the game. Per¬ 
haps that’s w.hy giant,.defenseman 
Huff, from a West Virginia mining 
town, was selepied as. protagonist 
for the half-hour. The script arid 
longtime “Century” anchorman, 
Walter Cronkite, provided sharp 
insight into a game that, they con¬ 
sidered* essentially a business; they 
Viewed the weekly paycheck as tlie 
greatest “teacher” . in professional 
football. 

Program showed other teachers, 
however: the various line .arid back- 
field. defensive and offensive 
coaches to big boss Jim Lee .Howell, 
All nice: guys arid all a little in¬ 
articulate, by other than football 
standards. It .was • an all-round 
good lesson and good lowdowii bn 
the workings of a jarring, exciting 
sport; "Art,. 

TAKE A GOOD LOOK 
With Ernie Kovacs, Edie Adams, 

Cesar Romero, Carl Reiner, 
Bobby Lauher, Peggy Connolly, 
guests 

Producer: Milt Hoffman 
Director: Joe Behar . 
30 Mins., Thurs.. 10.30 p.m. 
DUTCH MASTERS 
ABC-TV, from H’wpod (tape) 
(Erwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan) 

Ernie Kovacs missed his cue, a 
turntable moved arid revealed: Miss 
Universe of 1960, first guest on the 
season’s opener of “Take a Good 
Look:” Kovacs remembered he 
had to explain the way the show: 
works , first, got up, pushed the: 
turntable back, got lost backstage, 
and finally emerged to state*. 

“The way the game is played is 
this. We have, a guest whose name 
has been, in the newspapers. We 
show some; clues and the panel has . 
to. guess the identity of the guest. 
(Pause.) Come to think of it, it’s 
ridiculous. . Imagine going into an 
agency and, trying to sell a show 
on the basis of a format like that. 
They’d throw me but.” 

They sure would, and its surpris¬ 
ing that Erwin* Wasey, Ruthrauff 
& Ryan didn’t do just that to Irv- 
ving. Mansfield and Peter Arnell, 
who pjackage the show. ./But that 
Kovacs-cigar relationship was. just 
too good to pass up, arid despite 

■■the indifferent quality and ratings: 
of the first season, Kovacs sold a 
lot of Dutch Masters. So here , he 
is again, and so’s the show'.; 

“Take a Good Look” is easily 
the. most undisciplined, pointless 
panel show on the air. Besides, it 
looks as if it were taped off in a 
far corner of ABC’s Hollywood stu¬ 
dios, m quarantine,. as it were. 
The game doesn’t iriake much 
sense,, the panel doesn't care much 
about it, and Kovacs foregoes all 
the: formalities. 

The latter elements are probably 
a saving grace, for if anyone were 
to. take the format seriously, it 
would be dull to the nth degree. 
It’s, precisely the abandon of 
Kovacs and his. panel which gives 
the show what occasional charm 
and humor it does possess. The 
other, good hut bewildering ele¬ 
ment are those; way-out KOVacs 
sketches that furnish the clues fori 
the panel. Bobby Lauher. arid 
Peggy Connolly furnish good cbm- 
ic assistance to Kovacs in these, 

“Take a Good Look” doesn’t 
warrant a second look, except for 
the fiercest Kovacs fan. But he 
does make that occasional acci¬ 
dental second look good deal 
less painfuL Chan. 

MONEY * THE NEXT PRESI¬ 
DENT 

(CBS Reports) 
With Robert B. Anderson, J. Ken¬ 

neth Galbraith, Gabriel Hauge, 
Leon Keyserling, Colin G. Clark, 
Per Jacobson; Howard K. Smith, 
reporter ^ 

Exec Producer: Fred W.'Friendly 
Producer: George A. Vicas 
Writei’s: Friendly, Vicas 
60 Mins.: Thurs, (27), 8:30 p.m. 
PHILIP MORRIS 
CBS-TV (film) 

(Leo Burnett) 
In the Second outing for the 

”CBS. Reports” series, exec pro¬ 
ducer Fred W. Friendly made a 
foray into the thickets of money 
theory arid emerged with a first- 
rate study of.ari underlying central 
issue in the current Presideritial. 
campaign. Even by public service 
show standards, this exploration of 
abstruse economics was a coura¬ 
geous decision reflecting high credit 
on the network arid the bankroll¬ 
ing Philip Morris company; 

The shbw, essentially, attempted 
to clarify Such problems as infla¬ 
tion, the price of gold, internatioh? 
al exchange and growth:- of the 
gross national product through an 
exchange of views between, repre¬ 
sentatives of conservative and lib¬ 
eral economic, thought. Through 
intersplicing of brief campaign ar¬ 
guments by Nixon arid Kennedy as 
well as excerpts from their video 
debates, the. stanza clearly, but not 
specifically implied that Richard 
M. Nixon is in the conservative 
camp while Kennedy leans towards 
the liberal ideology; The .show, 
however, was .scrupulously non¬ 
partisan in the presentation of. the 
respective arguments. 

The most clearly defined issue 
involved the'.role of the. national 
government in directing the rate 
of growth of the economy. In the 
camp favoring the initiative, of 
private enterprise were Nixon, 
Secretary, of the Treasury. Robert 
B, Anderson and: former White 
House economist Gabriel Hauge. 
The advocates of greater govern¬ 
mental control over the country’s 
economic plant were Kennedy, rind 
economists John Kenneth Gal¬ 
braith . and Leon Keyserling. The 
show only permitted skeletonized 
statements, but the differences be¬ 
tween the two camps were drawn 
sharply arid lucidly in interviews 
conducted by members of the CBS 
news staff. 

The. attempt to explain, the 
causes of inflation and. the crea-. 
tibh/ of new money . were too 
sketchy for complete clarity but I 
here, the, complexity of the subject 
resisted easy, simplifications.. The ; 
nature of the problems* however, 
were suggested and viewers of this | 
show could take it from, there.; ; 
Similarly, the problems stemming ! 
from the. recent flurry in the price 1 
of gold ’ and America’s Current in-; 
ternational trade imbalance re¬ 
quired a fuller treatment. Film 
clips of. gold bars moving’ in arid 
ouf of Fort Knox and of Volks- 
wagens being shipped into the 
U. S. were interesting* but did not 
illuminate the fundamental theo¬ 
retical nature of the subject. 

. Overall, the show was highly in¬ 
structive and doubly provocative 
because it was pegged to the Presi-. 
deritial campaign., As. the reporter 
posing the problems, Howard K. 
Smith had a script that was ad¬ 
mirable for a tone that wa* objec¬ 
tive without being stuffy. Herm. 

THE CHEVY SHOW 
; (Ghosts. Goblins and Kids) 

j With Jay North, Angela Cartwright. 
Teddy Rooney, Joey. Alfidi, All- 
red Family, Barbara Beaird, 
Dolores Blacker Dancers, Cupito 
& Clifford, Ricky Doran, Chery- 
lyn Lee, Anne Nauseda, Robby 
Reed, Peter.. Retko £ Deborah 
Janner, The Teagardins, Pasa¬ 
dena Boys’ CIubBand/Merem- 
hlnm Junior Symphony 

Producers: Tony Charmoll, George 
Schlatter 

Writers: Ellenson & Stewart 
Exec. Producer: Henry Jaffa 
Director: Deane Whitmore 
60 Mins., Sun., 9 p.m. 
CHEVROLET . 
NBC-TV, from H’wood 

. (Campbell-Ewald) 
Timely and delight fill was 

“Ghosts, Goblins and Kids,” an 
hour-long Halloween salute aired 
Sunday (30) on NBC-TV’s "Chevy 
Show.” With Jay- North, Angela I 
Cartwright and Teddy Rooney top-/ 
ping a cast of 300 moppet perform¬ 
ers, the layout was an ideal family 
show. There was little in the for¬ 
mat,; however, that could satisfy 
more sophisticated adult tastes. 

: But for kidviewers rind, those of 
their, elders who weren’t averse to 

i recapturing a more pleasurable 

FAMILY CLASSICS 
(The Scarlet Pimpernel) 
With Michael Rennie, Maureen 

O’Hara, Zachaiy Scott, William 
Shatner, Liam Redmond, Regin¬ 
ald Denny, Suzanne Storrs, Rich¬ 
ard Easton/ Eric Berry, Tim 
O’Connor, Laurie Main, Barbara 
Robbins, Jock Livingston, Leon¬ 
ardo Cimino, Lucy. Landau, 
James O’Hara, Anne Wilde, oth- 

; ers; Joan Fontaine, hostess 
Exec Producer: David Susskind 
Producer: Robert Costello 
Director: Marc Daniels 
Adapter: George Baxf 
120 Mins., Fri. (28), Sat. (29), 7:30 

p.m. 
BRECK. PROCTER & GAMBLE 
CBS-TV, from N.Y. (tape) 

(Reach, McCliiiton; B&B) 
By far the best rendering of a 

costume classic yet achieved on 
television was turned in over the 
weekend by Talent Associates with 
their two-part version of “The 
Scarlet Pimpernel,” first of six 
“Family Classics” two-parters on 
CBS-TV. 

Apart from the excellence of the. 
physical production and these flaw¬ 
lessness of the perfonhances, this 
“Pimpernel” had just the right 
touches and flavor to make an im¬ 
mensely enjoyable show. It was 
pure melodrama tn the Classic 
sense, and produced Robert Cos¬ 
tello, director Marc Daniels and 
adapter George Baxt had the good 
sense,-to exploit rather than: to 
minimize this flavoring of the 
Baroness; Orczy original. 

It. was, the straight flavor of the 
melodrama and the. simplicity and 
even naivete of the characteriza¬ 
tions, with excellent performances 
from the principals, that gave 

i “Pimpernel” its charm. Zachary 
I Scott, as the malevolent Chauvelin, 
was the perfect villain, cold and 
ruthless; sneering .in his triumphs 
and furious in his defeats. Michael 
Rennie was. the essence of 18th 
Century foppish vulgarity as Sir 
Percy and the picture of nonchal¬ 
ant derring-do in his alter ego 
as the Pimpernel; Arid Maureen 
O’Hara was the picture of femi¬ 
nine virtue and courage. 

If this sounds like burlesque. It 
wasn’t/ Rather; it was simply a 
case Of playing it by the book. And 
it worked, giving the viewer more 
than an occasional impulse to 
cheer the hero, and hiss the vil¬ 
lain. All of which made for a full 
two hours of fun viewing. The 
same flavor was carried into the 
lesser . ch aracterizations. William 
Shattner was the picture of upright 
young manhood as one of the Pim¬ 
pernel’s aides; Reginald Denny, 
Liam Redmond, Richard Easton 
and James O’Hara likewise were 
strong, upwright characters. Tim 
P’Connpr, Eric Berry, Leonardo 
Cimino arid the rest of the French 
revolutionaries were fine heavies. 
Suzanne Storrs was. an attractive 
emigre rescued by Rennie.and his 
men. 

. Daniels handled a large cast with 
ease and fluidity, and his show 
clicked off with the pace of a race¬ 
horse.. The two-part structure of 
“Family Classics” would ordinarily 
be tough to take, but by doing the 
episodes on two successive nights, 
CBS gives it a cliffhahger flavor 
without the weeklong interval that 
so often causes the viewer to lose 
interest; Joan Fontaine was an 
excellent choice as hostess-recripit- 
ulritor. 

Breck Shampoos are in for half 
of the series; Procter & Gamble 
bought the other half of the opener 
drily. But CBS should have no 
trouble filling up the remaining 
availabilities quickly, after this 
auspicious start. Chart, 

part of their childhood, this Henry 
Jaffe package was an exciting 
romp. Masters North ahd Rooney 
and little Miss Cartwright sparkled | 
as emcees of the . session which saw 
most of the large cast on a “trick 
or treat” foray. 

Among the more memorable bits 
were Miss Cartwright’s perky “I 
Enjoy Being a Girl” vocal. North’s 
“I Wish I Was a Pirate” ditty and 
young Rooney’s lusty campaign 
managing in a school election. A 
particularly cute touch was the 
warbling of three-year-old Charisse 
Allred. The flock of acts ranged 
from the trampolining of the Tea- 
gardins to the 80-piece Pasadena 
Boys’ Club marching band. 

Plugs were also in the Halloween 
motif^-Chevrolet’s also a treat, an 
announcer intoned. And as for the 
“election” sequence the winner, of 
course, was Chevrolet On the 
whole this was fine entertainment 
for youngsters, but the compara¬ 
tively; late hour (9-10 pan.) must 
have ’lost some of the potential 
moppet audieni* Gilb. 

AN HOUR WITH DANNY KAYB 
With Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong; 

Ray Heindorf, music director 
Producer: Sylvie Fine 
Director: Norman Jewison 
Writers: Sylvia Fine, Hal Kanter 
60 Mins., Sun. (30), 8 p.m. 
GENERAL MOTORS 
CBS-TV (tape; color) 

(Campbell-Ewald) 
Danny Kaye’s commercial bow in 

television was a long, long time in 
coming (and it took a giant well-, 
heeled General Motors to turn the 
trick), all of which served to com¬ 
pound the disappointment in Sun¬ 
day night’s “An Hour With Danny 
Kaye” entry on CBS-TV. If one’s 
willing to settle for about 15 min¬ 
utes of the genuine Kaye hilarities, 
then it can be said that the comic 
brought it off. But with such high' 
audience anticipation, and for the 
kind of longterm dough GM is 
shelling out for its one-a-year spe¬ 
cials, everybody concerned was 
shortchanged. It’s perhaps ironic 
that when Kaye, back in ‘56, 
“played a benefit” for UNICEF 
with an hour “See It Now” tele¬ 
cast, he communicated a far greater 
warmth and a more genuine, dis¬ 
play of his. gifts than on his so- 
called commercial premiere. 

Unfortunately most of Sunday 
night’s display wag on a johnny- 
one-note level of entertainment, 
and much of it seemed forced. 
There’s no questioning Kaye's 
enormous gifts and versatility-^ 

i they rate with the best of them in 
show biz. But when everything 
comes off as a variation on what 
had just been done, particularly 
when one is working with some¬ 
thing less than inspired material, 
the bogdown is bound to show. And 
show it did. 

The okay Kayeisms were good, 
in the sporadic moments when they 
came. His “Minnie the Moocher” 
as his closer was in the grand old 
Kaye tradition, down to the uproar¬ 
ious r-h-i-n-o-c-e-r-o-s baby talk 
and audience participation. His 
dueting and vocal gymnastics with 
Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong on * 
“When The Saints Come Marching 
In” was Grade A Kaye, with the 
Satch in good form, too. Good, 
too, was the “Small World” sat- 
irization, with its five-Kayes-in- 
one cookery routine as he circuited 
Paris, London, Tokyo and Vienna, 
and in and out of the Ed< Murrow 
slot, for perhaps the show’s chef- 
d’oeuvre. Here was some delight? 
ful buffoonery, j 

But 15 or 20 riiinutes hardly con¬ 
stitutes an hour and although Kaye 
practically worked the entire hour, 
most of it solo, too often it'failed 
to generate the needed spark. A 
flamenco routine with a line of 
Grecos and a pair of senoritas, 
with a travesty on the cape twirl¬ 
ing and hoof stomping, was hardly 
up to the standards of the Kaye 
artistry or as a yok inducer.' And 
ditto his psycho professor bit re¬ 
counting his treatment of the 
whole Katzmeyer Band (70 sick 
trombones). 

Qne could have wished for more 
of the Kaye tunes. Too, since this 
was his initial foray into the com¬ 
mercial sweepstakes. It would have 
not been amiss had a “new genera¬ 
tion” of Kaye viewers been intro¬ 
duced to some of the more classic 
material of the past. For tv it 
would have been new. 

The star’s personal identification 
with the GM product is under¬ 
standable, considering the long¬ 
term investiture involved. H:*" 
commercial with a group of kids 
in extolling the virtues o£ the new 
car lines was translated, into a for¬ 
givable and sometimes charming 
bit of fantasia. But that hammy 
heart-to-heart let’s-be-good-to-Gen- 
eral Motors recap was a little too 
much out of the “gilding the lily” 
department. 

It was tasteful, simple produc¬ 
tion with a fluid directorial assist 
from Norman Lewison. 

It took a star of Kaye’s calibre 
and a General Motors to break 
down the CBS resistance on tint¬ 
ing up its spectrum. On Kaye it 
looked good. Rose. 

‘Deputy’s’ 3R0 Status- 
“Deputy,” NBC-TV's -Saturday 

night half-hour western with 
Henry Fonda, is going SRO after 
Jan. 1. Bristol-Myers, on a 39-week 
deal, will then pick up the remain¬ 
ing weekly minute that has been 
floating around unsold, save for 
an occasional spot fill-in, since the 
start of the ’60-’61 season. 

Bristol-Myers* minute, costing 
the sponsor $34,000 (time and tal¬ 
ent) weekly, will be .mate for Gen¬ 
eral Cigar’s two-minutes a week 
in the 9 p.m. half-hour. Cigar deal, 
which began this fall, also goes 
until next September. 
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pmm-m syndication chart 
Variety's weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research 

Bureau, highlights the top six network shows on a local level and offers a rating study 
in depth of the top six syndicated shows in the sanoe particular market. This week 
sir different markets are covered. 

In the syndicated program listings of the top six shows, rating data su<h as the 
average share of audience, coupled with duta as to time and day <J telecasting ci>m- 
pctitive programming in the particular slot, etc is furnished. Reason 'or ditailiny an 

exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating 
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media 
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable. 

Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The 
results of that tabulation will be found icctkly in Var?ety. Coupled with the rating 
performance of the top six network shous <>n the local level, the Variety ARB charts 
are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the V .S'. 

SEATTLE—TACOMA STATIONS: KOMO, KING, KIRO, KTNT, KTVW. SURVEY DATES. AUGUST 4-10, I960. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AV. TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG RK PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. DISTRIB. RTG. SH. PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

1. Untouchables ‘Tliurs. 8 30-9 30) KOMO 38 0 Bold Journey ’Wed. 9 00' KOMO Ziv-UA 27 3 45 8 u.s . Steel Hour KIRO 17 3 
2. 77 Sunset Strip Fri. 8 00-9 001 KOMO 33 7 1 9. Seven League Boots Wed. 9 20' KOMO Screen Gems 23 0 41) 0 l Steel Hour KIRO 184 
3. Esther Williams 'Mon. 9 00-10.00) KING 29.7 j 3! Mike Hammer Fri. 10.00' KING MCA 19 3 40. 3 He; film •> KOMO 13 7 
4 Detectives 'Fri. 9 00-9 30' KOMO 29 0 i 4 Quick Draw McGraw Thins. C 3u ' 'NG Screen Gems 19 0 58 6 Tra kdu". n KOMO 8 7 
5. Gunsmoke 'Sat. 9 00-9 30' KIRO 28 4 , 5. Sea Hunt 'Sat. 9 30- KING Ziv-UA 17 3 ;>,<) u ('in mp Bowling KOMO 12 7 
6. Hawaiian Eye Wed. 8.00-0.00) KOMO 28 2 6. Manhunt l ues. 9 30' KING Screen Gems 14.7 2!) 1 .luh nny Mk;i:!'\-, KOMO 13 3 
7. Black Saddle -Fri. 9 30-10 00' KOMO 26.7 7. Four Just Men Wed. IO.OOi KING ITC 13 4 33 8 , Deadline KOMO 12 0 
8. Adv. In Paradise Mon 8:30-9 30) KOMO 23.4 8. Johnny Midnight Tue*. 9 30' KOMO MCA 13 3 2i. 3 Mai •.hunt K 1 \‘ G 14 7 
9. Alcoa Presents 'Tors. 9 00-9 30) KOMO 23 3 9. Rescue 8 'Thurs. 10 00' KING Screen Gems 12.7 29 7 De; dime KOMO 16 4 

10. Lawrence W’eJk 'Fri. 8.00-9:00' KOMO 22 7 9. This Man Dawson 'Sat. 10 00' KIRO Ziv-UA 12 7 32 2 t ; mp Bow ling KOMO 14 0 
10. Real McCoys 'Thins. 7:30-8 00) KOMO 22.7 9. Death Valley Days Sun. 9 30' KING Ziv-UA 12.7 32 9 *Wi’ .-'s My I.me KIRO 15 3 

NEW ORLEANS STATIONS: WWL, WDSU, WVUE. SURVEY DATES. AUGUST 4-10, I960. 

1. Wagon Train <\V(>d. 6:30-7:301 
2. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 6 00-9:30' 
3. Esther Williams jl.AIon. 9:00-10:00) 
4. Price Is Right iWed. 7 30-8 00) 
5. What's My Line -Sun. 9:30-10.00) 
6. Have Gun, Will Travel Sat. 8 30-9) 
7. M Squad »Tues. 9:00-9:30' 
8. I’ve Got A Secret] < Wed. 8:30-9:00) 
9. Tate 'Wed. 8:30-9:00' 

10. Laramie <Tues. 6;j30-7:30> 

WDSU 
WWL 
WDSU 
WDSU 
WWL 
WWL 
WDSU 
WWL 
WDSU 
WDSU 

4” 1 ! 
1. Sea Hunt Tucs. 9:30> WDSU Ziv-UA 24.7 54 8 Diagnosis Unknown WWL 16 7 

41 7 1 
38 8 
36.7 
36 4 
30.7 
300 
29 3 

2. Mike Hammer Mon. 10 00' WWL MCA 22.7 54 4 Manhunt WDSU 15 0 
3. This Man Dawson Fri 10 00). WDSU Ziv-UA 20 4 53 1 Grand Jurv WWL 10.7 
4. Whirlybirds Thins. 9 30' WDSU CBS 20.0 36 8 To Tell The Truth WWL 20.4 
4. Panic Tues. 10 00' WDSU CNP 20 0 56 7 Wild Cargo WWL 11 7 
5. U.S. Marshal Wed. 10.00- WDSU NT A' 187 50.0 TombMone Teriito.. WWL 164 
6. Amos & Andy Fri. 10.30' WDSU CBS 180 56 3 Reports; Sports, Wc« 

NO Showtime 
WWL 
WWL 

12 7 
73 

28^7 
284 

7. Shotgun Slade Thurs. 10 00) . WDSU MCA 17 3 42 9 Not For Hire WWL 16 0 
8. Tombstone Territory Wed. 10:00' WWL. Ziv-UA 164 43 9 U.S. Marshal WDSU 18 7 
9. Not For Hire 'Thurs. 10:00' WWL CNP 16.0 39 7 1 ' Shotgun Slade WDSU 17.3 

SAN FRANCISCO 
1. Perry Mason (Sad 7:30-8:30). KP1X 33.4 
2. Wagon Train <Wejl. 7:30-8:30).KRON 32.9 
3. Esther Williams j-Mon. 10:00rll :00). - .KRON 29.3 
4. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00) .. . KGO 29.0 
5/ Loretta Young 'Sum 10:00-10:30) KRON 27.7 
6. Gunsmoke 'Sat. 10:00-10:30). .. . KPIX 25.7 
7. Alfred Hitchcock ft Sun. 9:30-10:00) ...KPIX 25.3 
8. Have Gun, Will-Travel 'Sat. 9:30-10). KPIX 24.4 
9. Ed Sullivan (Sun.!|8.G0-9:001 ..KP1X 24.P 

10. Untouchables 'Tliurs. 9:30-10:30)KGO 22.8 

li 

i! 
li 

STATIONS: KTVU, KRON, KPIX. KGO. SURVEY DATES. AUGUST 4-10, I960. 

1. Sea Hunt 'Tues. 7:00' . ...KRON Ziv-UA 20.4 54.6 ' Shotgun Slade KGO 6.7 
2. Californians 'Wed. 7:00) . .. KRON.. .. CNP 193 43 5 Wed. Nite Fights KGO 14.7 
3. San Francisco Beat <Sat. 7:00) KPIX CBS 193 57 8 Meet Your Giants.... .. KRON 5 7 
4. Death Valley Days 'Sat. 10:30)- .. .KPIX U.S. Borax 18.7 58 8 • Beauty Congress KTVU 6 7 
5. Manhunt 'Tues. 6:30) . . .KRON. . .. Screen Gems 16.0 46.5 , Brave Stallion KTVU 7.0 
6. Divorce Court 'Sat. 6.00).. .. KRON.. .. KTTV | 

Prog. Sales 16.0 45.2 | Champ. Bowling KTVU 8 7 
7. Lock-Up Thurs. 7:00) . . KRON Ziv-UA 15.3 39.5 1 You Asked For It KTVU 13.3 
8. Honeymooners 'Mon. 6:30). KRON.. .. CBS 14.7 41.5 : Woody AVoodpecker KTVU 10.0 
8. Huckleberry Hound 'Wed. 6:30)... .. KTVU.. Screen Gems 14.7 41 2 Rescue 8 KRON SO 
9. Cannonball -Mon. 7:00' KTVU ITC 14.0 44 2 Phil Silvers KGO 9.3 

OKLAHOMA CITY 
1 1 if ■ ‘ ,: 
1. Gunsmoke. 'Sat. 9:00-9:30) . . . KWTV 
2- Esther Williams 'Mon..9:00-10:00' ...AVKY 
3. Have Gun, Will Travel 'Sat. 8.3Q-9L. KWTV 
4. Wagon Train !Weel. 0:30-7:30' .AVKY 
5. l.S. Steel Hour - Wed. 9:00-10:00).: . KWTV 
6. I’ve Got A Secret .Wed. 8:30-9:00)... .KWTV 
7. Alcoa Theatre 'Mon, 8:30-9:00).. ...WKY 
8. Perry Mason * Sati 6-30-7:30)... ..KWTV 
9. Wanted. Dead or; Alive 'Sat. 7:30-8'.. KWTV 
9. What’s My Line -Sun. 9:30-10.00) K.WTV 

STATIONS: WKY, KWTV, KOCO, SURVEY DATES. AUGUST 4-10, I960, 

45,3' 
373 
36.4 
34.2 
30.5. 
29.7 

2018-4 
26.7 i 
:.20.7;;! 

. li This Man. Dawson 'Sat. 9:30)... KWTV... .. Ziv-UA 29.7 68.0 ; Not For Hire..;. . . AVKY 10 0 
2. Whirlybirds 'Tues. 9:30'. .KWTV . .. CBS 20.7 47.1 ' Whichita Town AVKY 12.0 
3. Shotgun Slade 'Tues. 9:00' ........ .KWTV., .. MCA 17.3 33.3 M Squad . . . AVKY ! 18.7 
4. Death Valley Day$ 'Tliurs. 9:30). .WKY .. . U.S. Borax 16.7 40.4 To, Tell.The Truth. . . KAVTVi 13.3 
4. Three Stooges 'Sat. 10:00). ...... .KWTV Screen Gems .16.7 67.6, Furv .... . , . AVlsTY ; 7:3 
5. Pony Express ‘Fri. 7:30) KWTV . . CNP 16.0 58.4 ; Friday Nile •' Show. . avKy V . 6 7 
6. U.S. Marshal '.Thurs. 9:00) ... . ■ Wky .. NT-A 15.3 38.4 ; Untouchables .;. U..... . .KCjC.O 1 ./' 13.3 
7. Science Fiction Theatre 'Sdn. 4.00) KWT.V . ...Ziv-UA 15.0 64.1 ‘AVeather ,, ,. KOCO ' -1 6.0' 

News . KOCO 1 1 6.7 
8, Johnny '.'.Midnight <Fri- 9 30) . ...... - . KWTV-. ..MCA. 14,4 41.5 t Manhunt . ........, AVKY: ,1 13 3 
9. Manhunt Fri] 9:30) WKY Screen Gems 13.3 38:3 1 Johnny Midnight KAVTV \ 14.4 

RICHMOND , VA STATIONS: WTVR, WRVA, WXEX. SURVEY DATES, AUGUST 4-10, I960. 

1. Gunsmoke 'Sat. 10:00-10:30). WTVR 35.0 

2. Untouchables -tThiirs. 9:30-10:30)- ..AVRVA 34.7 

3. 77 Sunset Strip 'Fri. 9:00-10:00).., AVRAA 30.5 

4. Have Gun, Will Travel Sat. 9:30-10) AVTVR 28.7 

.5. Esther Williams 'Mon] 10:00-11:00). .WXEX 28.3 

6. Rifleman 'Tues. 9:00-9:30) .... . AVRVA 28.0 

7. Wagon Train 'AVcd. 7:30-8:30)-- • AVXEX 27.2 

8., „I've Got A Secret 'AVed. 9:30-10:00). WTVR 26.0 

9. Perry Mason ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30) .. .AVTVR 25.7 

10. Real McCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00),_ .AVRVA 24.0 

10. Dennis The Menace Sun.'.. 24,0 

10. Millionaire tAVed.i 24.0 

1. Shotgun Slade 'Sat. 10:30). .WTVR.. .MCA 14.7 52.3 j Silent .Service.. ,:... ..AVXEX 80 
2. Huckleberry Hound 'AVed, 6:00)_ . AVTVR .. Screen Gems 12.0 60.0 ' News: Sports; Wea WXEX 4:7 

1 Award Theatre AVXEX 4:7 
3. Pop eye Mdh.-Fri. 5:00)...... >. . AVRVA.: . UAA .11:6 61.7 . Little Rascals ......« ...AVTVR 12.0 

} Award Theatre ..:. . .AVXEX 3.2 
4. Tombstone-Territory 'Tues 10:30). . AVRVA.. ..Ziv-UA 11.3 41.4 j Diagnosis. Unknown .. ;■vAVTVR 10.0 
5. Three Stooges tMon.-Fri. 5:30) ..,.. .AVTVR. Screen Gems 9:4 50.01 Capt. Gallant .. •, AVRVA 5.3 

Rocky & His Friends.; . AVRVA 7,2 
Award Theatre ..,.,. . .AVXEX 3.3 

| Rin Tin Ti : .y. .]•.. . .:WRVA 8:7 
6. Rescue 8 «Sat, 7:00' WTVR. . . Screen Gems 9.0 41.7 ; State TroOper . . . . ._ .AVRVA 7.3 
7. Highway Patrol <Tues. 7:00)... .. .. . AVXEX-: Ziv-UA 8.7 48.1 i Ne\ys; AVeather AVTVR 6.7 

lNOws; Cronkite WTVR 6.7 
7. Sea Hunt 'Th 7;00>. . AVXEX... , -Ziv-UA 8.7 39.6 News; Weather .AVTVR 10.0 

, Ne\V ; Cronkite .... .A - WTVR 8.0 
7. Amos * Andy '.Sat. 6:30). AVTVR , . . CBS 8.7 44.2 ; Million Dollar Movie.. :. .AVXEX 7.0 
8. Silent Service 'Sat. 10:30)... AVXEX . . .NBC 8.0 28.51 Shotgun Slade i ._ ...AVTVR 14:7 

TULSA, OKI,A. STATIONS: KVOO, KOTV, KTUL. SURVEY DATES ; AUGUST 4.10. I960. 

1. Gunsmoke 'Sat. 9:00-9:30) 
2. Have Gun. Will Travel -Sat. 8:30-9' 

3. Esther Williams 'Mon. 9:00-10:06).. 

4. What’s My Line ‘Sun. 9:30-10:00)... 

5. Wagon Train iWed. 6:30-7:30)_ 
6. Rifleman iTues. 8:00-8:30). 

7. Hawaiian Eye iWed. 9:00-10:00).... 
8. Rebel <Sun. 8:00-8:30). 

9. Cheyenne ‘Mon. 6:30-7:30)... . 

10. I’ve Got A Secret tWed. 8:30-9:00) 

KOTV 45.3 

KOTV 36.7 
KVOO 308 
KOTV 29.4 

KVOO 26.0 

KTUL 24.4 

KTUL 22.7 

KTUL 22.0 

KTUL 21.9 

KOTV 21.7 

1. Grand Jury 'Sat. 9:30).,... . KOTV.. . NTA 21.7 73.1 Man From Interpol... ] .KVOO 5.3 
2. Manhunt \Ioh. 8:30):.. ,KVOO.. ,. Screen Gems 18.7 41.0 Spike Jones ......_ ..KOTV 17.3 
3. Mike Hammer '.Thurs: 9:30)...... ..KTUL.. MCA 17.0 39.5 To Tell The Truth...;:. .KOTV 16.7 
4. Sea Hunt 'Tues. 9:30)........;'.... . .KTUL -. . Ziv-UA 15.3 34:5 'Diagnosis Unknown .. ..KOTV 15 3 
5. Death A'alley Days 'Tues. 9:30),.... ..KVOO.. ..U.S. Borax 13.7 30.9 Diagnosis Unknown ... .KOTV 15.3 

Sea Hunt . ,...'.;... . .KTUL 153 
5. Amos & Andy 'Sat: 6:00)..----r. . kotv: . .. JCBS 13.7 58.1 6 O'clock Report., .KVOO 6.7 
6. Huckleberry Hound iThursi 6:00)... . KTUL -. . Screen Gems 12.7 39.6 6 O’clock Report.. . ..KVOO 12.6 

News-Huntley-Brinkley .KVOO 12.0 
7. Three Stooges 'Mon.-Fri. 5:15)..,., .KOTV.. , Screen Gems 12.5 17.8 Abbott & Costello..... ..KVOO 5:3 
8. Vikings ‘AVed: 8:00)..... V.v.«.. .KOTV.. .. Ziv-UA 12.4 30.2 Happy ..KVOO 21J3 
8. African Patrol 'Sat, 10:00)----- . KOTV. . . . NTA 12.4 31.8 | Theatre 8 ,... *.*... ..KTUL 15.7 
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£3j0^T-ARB FEATURE CHART 
Variety’s weekly feature chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 

Bureau, covers one market. Each week the 10 top rated features for the one market of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly 
will be listed. have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi 
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the 
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features 
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be 
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured ascertained. 

CHICAGO STATIONS; WBBM, WNBQ. WBKB, WGN. SURVEY DATES; JUNE 1-7, I960. 

TOP TEN FEATURE FILMS RUN TIME SLOT 
AVERAGE 

RATING HIGH LOW 
AVERAGE 
SHARE TOP COMPETITION 

STATION RTO 
AV. 

1. “BRIDE GOES WILD”— 
June Allyson, 
Van Johnson; 
MGM; 1947; MGM-TV 

1st Run Best of CBS 
Sat. June 4 

10:00-12:00 p.m. 
WBBM-TV 

21.8 22.2 21.0 49.7 Major League Baseball. WGN .17.0 

2. “PHILADELPHIA STORY”— 
Kathryn Hepburn, 
James Stewart; 
MGM; 1940; MGM-TV 

Repeat Late Show' 
Fri. June 3 

10:15-12:30 am. 
WBBM-TV 

14.2 16.7 99 40.6 Movietime USA— 
“Arizona” (1st Run). 

Off the Cuff. 
WBKB .12 0 
WBKB 5.9 

8. “WAKE OF THE RED WITCH”— 
John Wayne. Gail Russell, 
Gig Young. Adele Mara; 
Republic; 1949; Hollywood TV Serv. 

Repeat Movietime USA 
Mon. June 6 

10:00-11:30 p.m. 
WBKB-TV 

12.8 154 11.1 273 Standard News Roundup. 
Jack Paar Show . 

WBBM 22.8 
WNBQ 20.7 

4. “LOVE LETTERS”— 
Joseph Cotton, 
Jennifer Jones; 
Paramount; 1945; MCA 

Repeat Late Show 
Sun. June 5 

10:15-12:15 a.m. 
WBBM-TV 

12.7 16.7 8.0 39.9 Movie 5—“The 
Black Sleep” (1st Run). WNBQ .12.7 

4. “THE BLACK SHEEP”— 
Basil Rathbone, Akim Tamiroff, Lon 
Chaney, John Carradine, Bela Lugosi; 
United Artists; 1956; UAA 

1st Run Movie 5 
Sun. June 5 

10:15-12:00 p.m. 
WNBQ-TV 

12.7 14.2 8.0 36.7 Late Show— 
“Love Letters” (Repeat). WBBM .12.7 

5. “THE ACCUSED”— 
Robert Cummings, 
Loretta Young; 
Paramount; 1948; MCA 

Repeat Late Show 
Thurs. June 2 

10:15-12:15 am. 
WBBM-TV 

12.4 14.8 8.0 34.3 Jack Paar Show... WNBQ .17.0 

t. “ARIZONA”— 
William Holden, Jean 
Arthur, Warren Williams; 
Screen Gems; 1940 

1st Run Movietime USA 
Fri. June 3 

10:00-12:00 p.m. 
WBKB-TV 

11.7 13.6 9.9 29.4 Standard News Roundup. 
Late Show— 

“Phila. Story (Repeat).. 

WBBM .23.5 

.WBBM .15.2 

7. “THE FIGHTING SULLIVANS”— 
Anne Baxter, Thomas 
Mitchell, Edward Ryan; 
20th Century-Fox; 1944; Screen Gems 

Repeat Movietime USA 
Tues. June 7 

10:00-11:30 p.m. 
WBKB-TV 

10.7 12.3 8.6 23.2 Standard News Roundup.. 
Jack Paar Show... 

WBBM .29 0 
WNBQ ....18-3 

8. “DRAGON SEED”— 
Kathryn Hepburn, 
Turham Bey; 
MGM; 1944; MGM-TV 

Repeat Late Show 
Tues. June 7 

10:15-12:30 a.m. 
WBBM-TV 

9.4 10.5 8.6 264 Jack Paar Show... 
Polk’s Playhouse........ 

WNBQ....171 
WNBQ 50 

t. “BRUTE FORCE”— 
Burt Lancaster, Hume 
Cronyn, Howard Duff; 
Universal; 1947; Screen Gems 

Repeat Late Show 
Wed. June 1 

10:15-12:15 a.m. 
WBBM-TV 

9.0 10.5 8.6 26:0 Major League Baseball. 
Jack Paar Show.... 

WGN 21.0 
.WNBQ.17.1 

CINCINNATI STATIONS; WLWT-TV. WCPO-TV, WKRC. SURVEY DATES; JUNE 1-7, I960. 

1. “SHEPARD OF 'THE HILLS”— 
John Wayne, 
Betty Field; 
Paramount; 1941; MCA 

Repeat Ladies Home Theatre 
Thurs. June 2 
5:00-6:45 p.m. 

WKRC-TV 

8.8 11.3 7:3 342 American Bandstand......_ 
Laff House Gang.. 
Three Stooges....... 
Rocky & His Friends. 

.WCPO .; . 11.3 

.WCPO .. 6.7 

.WCPO ..12.9 

. WCPO ..119 

t. <‘DR. GILLESPIES NEW 
ASSISTANT”— • . 

Lionel Barrymore, Van 
Johnson, Susan Peters; 
MGM; 1943; MGM-TV 

Repeat Gold Cup. Matinee 
Wed. June 1 ’ 
5:00-6:30 ph 

WLWT-TV 

7>0 73 6:0 34.7 American Bandstand .. 
Ladies Home Theatre— 

“Incendiary Blonde” 
(Repeat) ... 

Three Stooges... 

. WGPO 7.9 

WKRC 6.3 
.WKRC 7 9 

S. “CLASH BY NIGHT”— 
Barbara Stanwyck,- 
Paul Douglas; 
RKO; 1952; Show Corp. bf-Amer. 

Repeat. Ladies Home Theatre 
Tues. June 7 
5:00-6:30 p.m. 

WKRC-TV 

6.2 6.6 5 3 41.7 American Bandstand. 
Racing . 
Three Stooges.. 

.WCPO 7 9 

.WCPO 3.3 

.WCPO 6 6 

4. ^INCENDIARY BLONDE”^- 
Betty Hutton. 

... Barry Fitzgerald;. . 
Paramount; 1945; MCA, 

Repeat. Ladies Honie Theatre 

5:00-6:45 p.m. 
WKRC-TV 

6.1 6.6 4,6 28.6 American Bandstand. 
Gold Cup Matinee— 

“Dr. Gillespie’s New 
Assistant” (Repeat) .. 

Three Stooges .... 
News-Grant; Weather.. 

.WCPO 7 9 

. WLWT 7 3 

.WCPO _ 7 9 
WLWT .119 

4. “FRENCHMAN’S CREEK”— 
Joan Fontaine! 
Arturo Cardova; 
Paramount: .1944; MCA 

1st Run Home Theatre 
Sat. June 4 

11:15-1:15 a.m. 
WKRC-TV 

61 7.3 3.3 40.7 Award Movie— 
“Dark Command” (Repeat).. . WCPO 5.8 

5. “MY FAVORITE BLONDE”— 
Bob Hope, 
Madeleine Carroll; 
Paramount; 194.2; MCA 

1st Run World’s Best Moyi 
Sat. June 4 

5:00-6:30 p.m! 
WKRC-TV 

5,9 6,6 5,3 41.3 Wrestling . 
San Francisco Beat. 

.WCPO 6.1 

.WCPO 6.6 

5. “HOSTAGES’’— 
Luise Rainer. 
William Bendix; 
Paramount;: 1943; MCA 

1st Ruri Home Theatre 
Fri!. June 3 

11:15-2:00 a.iu* 
WKRC-TV 

5!8 8.6 6.7 43;6 Racing: Movie.. -.. 
Jack Paar Show.... 

. WCPO 7 3 

.WLWT 5.1 

7.: “BEYOND THE BLU E HORIZON”— 
Dorothy Laniour 
Richard Denning; . 
Paramount; 1942; MCA. 

1st Run .Home Theatre 
Sun. June 5 

11:15-12:30 a.m. 
WKRC-TV 

5.7 6.0 5.3 49.6 Award Movies— 
“Rogue’s Regement” 
(Repeat) ... .WCPO 4.5 

8. “DANCE, FPOLS, DANCE* — 
1 Joan Crawford, 

Clark Gable; 
MGM; 1931; MGM-TV 

Repeat Gold Cup Matinee 

5:00-6:30 p.m. 
WLWT-TV 

5.4 6.0 4.6 21.6 American Bandstand. 
Laff House Gang. 
Three Stooges... 

.WCPO .113 

.WCPO .6.7 

.WCPO .12.9 

8. “MAN-PROOF”— 
Myrna Loy, Franchot 
Tone, Rosalind Russell; 
MGM; 1938; MGM-TV 

Repeat Gold Cup Matinee 
Fri. June 3 

5:00-6:30 pim.- 
’ WLWT-TV 

5:4 6.0 4.6 31.6, American Bandstand......... 
Laff House Gang,. 
Three Stooges..... 

.WCPO 9.0 

.WCPO a 3 

.WCPO 7.3 
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Brand new: Lively, five-minute features every day, 43 p 
grams a week. These combine intriguing ideas and peo 
like “Your Man in Paris” with David Schoenbrun, 
Woman’s Washington” with Nancy Hanschman. Oth 
present Charles Collingwood, Douglas Edwards, Zaeh 
Scott, Myrna Loy, Alan King and many more. Long-ti 
CBS Radio information and cultural programs contin 
of course, including “Capitol Cloakroom,” “Invitation 
Learning,” “New York Philharmonic,” “Face the Natio 

More good company than anywheret 
in radio. There’s just one plate to f: 
a regularly scheduled all-star lineup t 
includes Arthur Godfrey, Art Linklet 
Garry Moore, Bing Crosby, Rosem; 
Cloortey, Mitch Miller, the colorful n 
“In Person” program nightly featur 
Ron Cochran and people In the ne’ 
They’re all on the CBS Radio Netwo 
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The CBS Radio Network announces 
for the ’60s: an expanded program 
structure, new audience appeal and 
selling opportunities seven days a 
week-all starting November 28th. 

. ...... I . 
Now CBS Radio becomes the first network 
to present ten minutes of news on t he hour. 
This means more complete coverage by the 
top news team in broadcasting. In addition: 
Edward R. Murrow, Lowell Thomas, Allan 
Jackson, Howard K. Smith, Robert Trout, 
“World News Roundup” “World Tonight” 
on a regular schedule, plus the unrivaled 
coverage of special events by CBS News. 

Ten more weekend sports programs are 
scheduled as ex-Yankee Jerry Colemanjoins 
Phil Rizzuto and Pat Summerall in provid¬ 
ing knowledgeable sports reporting all 
week long, 52 weeks a year. And irhpdrtant 
events—big Bowl games, the full New York 
Giants football season, horse racing’s 
Triple Crown, the Masters Golf Tourna¬ 
ment—are all on the CBS Radio Network. 



Only the CBS Radio Network offers ad¬ 
vertisers such a range of selling oppor¬ 
tunities, morning to night, seven days a 
week. From a single segment of Arthur 
Godfrey to a full-scale saturation cam¬ 
paign. For years, this network has been 
first in programs and audiences. Now the 
expanded schedule means even greater 
leadership. And more reason than ever 
to use the tremendous selling power of 

THE 
CBS RADIO 

I 
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. William S. Paleyand Frank Stanton, each in his own terms; has 
laid down the “or else”. to. the CBS ne^s . staffers: let not NBC. 
out-rate and oiit-prestige CBS on the election, returns handling.. 
Both Paley and Stanton-have been in frequent huddles in recent 
weeks because of the NBC shoot-ahead not alone, during the . poli¬ 
tical conventions of early summer but since then/with the NBC 
stations out-pointing. CBS even on the Kerlnedy-Nixon debates, 
though, all three webs carried them. 

. Behind: the Paley-Stahton peeve is. more'thah .til immediate 
facts. There is their memory of the long span of. «1rs during 
which. CBS steadily ranked first as to news. This goes back to the 
War years and earlier; radio predating wideo- 

Paley is said to have laid -down the opi ion that too rria of. 
the CBS news voices hav become, just that-^voices. reading copy, 
The word “stuffy” is. believed to have been bandied in the. inner 
councils at485 Madison.. 

Other angles, of complaint have occurred simultaneously. South- 
rn stations were reported a few. months ago objecting to "too 
inch integration news” in Doug Edwards. aircasts: ^lahagement. 

.apparently seriously pondered some action to meet, this object ion 
only' to be. somewhat discom.fiUed. when. Ed.\vardsr ratings, for. rea- 

'sens, not adequately ah.Alvized, started to rise.. 
. CBS is-thop-ght to. be .in a quandary about its news formulae. 

. uncertain -.pr the cause of falling behind NBC. ’‘New faces.:’ , and 
the cpircQnntant.'“ne.w -brooms"'theory;, does not w holly; satisfy as 
an,.explanation of ;NBC shooting .ahead,.. 

The. X-factor ’ ' CBS operations are tlie. •'quitp-larse ..staff of 
news writers. These, are unmehtiohed names. Nobody knows, gen- 
crally speaking; what person.or persons, puts on paper the. actual.' 
words later read.by the. lam pus ‘••analysts.^., spine, of them ;iiit.h 

.'$75;.000-a-yc.ar-ahdhnoie:. class.. If . the,.stellar newscasters have 
s/.-umped in popularity does that imply that tlre. copy. as written by 
the unidentified writers-.on staff...is .not. as good as. heretofor ? ()? 
has; the passage 6.1 'time and the accumulatipn.ofiprestige and pros¬ 
perity caused the. voices .to seem "pompoits"? These are. among 
trie points, reportedly-aired in shop.. . .- 

Paley ' particular is reported to believe that tlie. CBS .news 
"■ i'ccs.have tended to become ‘‘preachy" at-the expeiise.of 'project¬ 

ing- the old ’illusion of intimacy ,and first-handedness. \ill.i. NRG 
. apparently 'moving into tiie breach. ' 
.!' Generally here's, how the trade sums it up:. “NBC's got Iluntley- 
'•Bfink-le-y;” : 

WNEW’s Station Link 
Id Six Key States On 

Nixon, Kennedy Refuse to Take 
The Fifth as Debate Wrangling, 

Countercharges Hit a New High 
By LES CARPENTER 

Washington; Nov. 1. 
There won’t be any fifth for 

Kennedy and Nixon. It became too 
bitter to swallow. 

- In. fact, the charges and counter¬ 
charges hurled back and forth be- 

Extensive. tie-ins with radio and 
tv stations in- six key. states 7 will 
enable WNEW, the Metropolitan 
Broadcasting; htdie; in N.Y., to 
tackle its Election Night coverage 
on a national, basis on a scale un¬ 
usual for an indie radio station; , 

Besides its lobal coverage— 
which involves' stationing of 
WNEW; reporters . at seveii, key. 
areas' in Goth am.-for on-the-spot 
cov erage—-and the customary . wire: 
service reports,.. WNEW w ill . ex¬ 
change information with the other 'tween the camps pf the two Presi- 

! radiortv outlets, giving them beep-. dential candidates over who was 
i er reports on the race in N.Y, in ; trying to do what to whom regard- 
| return for the . out-of-state spot ing a. fifth “Great. Debate” may 
reports. well go down into the record as 

Total oT 14: stations are involved, the most controversial single item 
including: the. six other Metrbpoji- jm! I960 campaign. 

Han outlets in,Philadelphia.' Clcvc- !' Even .Republicans were admit- 
I land, Sacrantfento,Washington, Pe- . ting over the weekend, as hope for 
! oria and Decatur. Others are WBZ another “Great Debate*’ fizzled, 
l and. WilDH; Boston; VVGN Clii- that GOP candidate . 

•ago; KSO. Des Moines; KBOX, , Nixon had taken a public relations 
, Dallas; KTLN. Denver; M'GBS,, blow i the collapse of nogotia- 
; Miami/;and KLAC, Los Angeles, tions. At the same time, columnists j T.ie question of whether the 
> Nlartin Weldon, .WNEW new.s c!i-.. and political writers were largely ; American voters wanted another 
j rector, will seiNe- as. anchorman,: agreed that Democratic, candidate' dpbale program is certainly rie- 
ascisted by Quentin Reynolds, i John F. Kennedy attained a public j datable, as is whether it would enn- 
Wcidpn heads the 15-man -coverage relations advantage from the four ; tribute any worthwhile new in¬ 
staff. “Great Debate” programs which formation. The fourth program 

Unusual aspect of the coverage, "ere broadcast, 
will be the. presence of television;! It is ironical then that Nixon, 

j cameras in .the radio, newsroom, always regarded as one of the most 
They:will be from WNEW-TV, the skillful useas of tv in national poli- 

isister station in N.Y., which in 1936. tics, would wind up in his long- 
j and 1958 originated its coverage awaited try for the Presidency 
j at the N.Y: Herald Tribune but with, an opponent who seemingly 

sentatives remained in an affirma¬ 
tive position, while Nixon and hi® 
men sometime seemed to be split¬ 
ting hairs and taking a position 
not easily understood, it was widely 
agreed by politicians in Washing¬ 
ton salons over the weekend. 

In the end, Nixon's tv rep. Fred 
Scribner Jr., said thole couldn't be 
a fifth program unless Kennedy 
apologized for “bad faith” charge® 
levelled, against the Nixon men. 

Kennedy refused through hi 
press secretary, Pierre Salinger, 
who let go another blast: “Mr. 
Nixon should anoJoei/e to the 

at* ..African people for bis reluctance 
Richard M*. j *° Pai’ticipate iu this dehate. He's, 

blie relations Used cver-v trick and device known 
i to avoid it.” 

in 

Ottawa, Noy; J. 

Coverage on both radio and tele¬ 

vision by the Canadian Brpadcasl- 

' '.g. Cprp. of the U'.S. election will 

approach in volume CBC's coverage 

of Canadian federal balloting. CBC 

will begin at .9 p in. to carry elec¬ 

tion coverage from New York on 

both its webs;. Dominion and' Trans- 

Canada; and tv will tee at 9:30,p.-m. ; 

to.the full network. CBC staffers 

ill locate in NBC's election head¬ 

quarters.; studio 8-II, .Rockefeller 

Plaza. 
For CEtC video.-announcer Bruce ■ 

Marsh. national, affairs reporter 
Norman DoPoe, Washington c.orr.e- I 
spoiidehC James Mini fie arid Mac-' 
lean's, magazine editor Blair. Fra¬ 
ser. will, handle gab chores. CBC’s j 
tv web will be controlled. from 
New York by L. 
tv news 

The Tally Tariff 
CBS-TV . . sold out 

\yestibgho,use: Election 
night.• NBC-TV .picked Up. a 
.segment from Look mag last' 
week to make . it elevem , 
twelfths of. SRQ and ABGtTV 
Is maybe a; third toV half sold. 

But eyen; if all three net¬ 
works. were completely spld 
out in terms of. sponsors; for; 
their Election coverage on tv, 
they'd still loie money , on the 
productions and . the time con¬ 
sumed for them on Npv,. 8; 
How much .they'll, lose, they 
haven't been able to ascertain 
•yet: ' " 

this year will move cameras int j is. benefiting more fronv tv than 
the radio newsroom to capture the Nixon is. 
hurly-burly of coverage. WNEW-! The plus factor has been as- 
TV will dp 10-minute pickups, from signed, to Kennedy- because he has 
the .station every half-hour (with shown up on tv better than he had 
two-minute wrapdps. eyery 15 min^; been expected to. It had been as- 
iitesV but WNEW’s radio coverage j sumed in advance that Nixon 
will be continuous from .8 p.m. ter. 
conclusion: 

L&M’s Sports Buy 
L&M Filters has purchased one- 

would greatly outclass him on the 
“Debates:” Also, the face-to-face 
encounters on raidio-tv hardly made 
Nixon better known, because vir¬ 
tually every voter was already 
familiar with him. But they did 

... - . introduce Kennedy to countless 
fourth sponsorship of. CBS-TV-s ; voters, while Nixon. by participat- 
“Sunday Sports Spectacular” for | jpg, Avas swelling Kennedy's audi- 
13 Weeks starting J[an. 8. Dancer- ence. : 
Fitzgerald-Sample is the agency, f Throughout the arguments over 

Schick had earlier inked for ’} terms and conditions of a fifth 
half: i “Debate.” Kennedy and his repre- 

The Buck-Toothed One’ .. Dems Yell ‘Foul’ 
-By BILL STEIF ■ 

San Francisco, Nov. 1. 
Northern Cali for hi Democrats .are . screaming. 

‘ foul” oyer t}iree'.6p-second tv spots, for the Nixon- 
Lodge ticket,; arid on important Frisco sfatiori, 
Westinglipu^e’s KPIX. has refused, to play, the spots. 

Another Frisco: station. KRON^ .owned, by -the 
Duff^'^-itidivai: Ucpublican-ttri%ented,-Chron.icl "has' allowed only one: 

chief, arid- John^^ Lant., -pro-! the cp6tsoh th 
duccrj for CBC: Last- 30 minutes: Nevertheless, the. spots are being- played on nearly 
CBC Will comihent" and interpret. hv0 dozen Northern Calilorriia tv out lets, ranging 
the >st will come from NBC-TV. :-^111 Fresno .to Eureka,- in- what .the NixoiiTLodge 

r-Dr-. :ii i v..- :» caingaalgri agency,.. Whitaker' & Baxter, calls a 
( Bt s AM co\ciast v.ill fcatmc -meCiiur.-i-..aturation” S35JJ00 .campaign: 

l Ami Ci in* Whitaker .1,, v.l,o runs H,e Ma aarary 
) ; rcpcilai. Knp\\lton lieo. jjjjg father: stcpnt.iUic-F Leoiie Baxter.i founded.: 
lance w.k, on CBC: Charles.Lynch. J cav<;: 
news chief' of the Southanr News1'' - ..• , ; .• , . 
Bureau. Radio control from New ' . .Thej-e spots are the smgle mo^t.:;effective thing 
York will be handled .bv Arnold ?n the: cfnl - - ' l we mother 
B. ; ; Shi) linil inr. QiiDAr-cnt.nr: 

runcr.. news supervisor, ...and 
Angus McLeilan. producer, but the 
two helwofks will be controlled ,, r ,, - ■ , .. ■■■■■;-. „. . ... 
from Toronto bv Charles If i ?11 follow' .the same format. They each .open with 
11 pm i oi onto p^uiailes ii._t>pra„r j:cartopp character “emcee” at,a “Hometown Candi- 

had contained considerable rehash¬ 
ing of points made on earlier ones, 
even though the economic issue 
was never fully explored on any 
of them. 

The political considcialion is 
that Kennedy & Co. kept on the 
offensive throughout the filth de¬ 
bate negotiations, loading news¬ 
paper column's with suggestions 
that Nixon wanted to avod an 
additional debate program. The ac¬ 
curacy of such an accusation could 
be argued for days, with points to 
be made on both sides. But the fact 
is that the Kennedy group got th# 4 
idea across in print, and it deH- “ 
nitely didn't hurt their cause. 

Scribner, in a telegram i0 Ken¬ 
nedy's tv expert. J. Leonard 
Reinsch, on leave from the Cox 
stations, accused the Kennedy 
forces of committing a triple viola¬ 
tion of agreed procedures in .the 
negotiations over the fifth Scrib¬ 
ner accused Kennedy himself of 
one violation by wiring Nixon 

i “demanding a final answer” within 
; 24 hours on debate arrangements. 
; Earlier breaches, Scribner de- 
, dared, were when Reinsch tile- 
graphed the radio and tv networks 
accusing Nixon of. “bad faith” and 
when a Kennedy aide released de¬ 
tails of the . negotiations which 
were supposed, to he kept secret, 

Scribner said*Kennrdy and his 
helpers had been conducting “a 
scheme to bring about ;> tonnina- 
tion of negotiations while at the 
same time attempting to place th 
responsibility on us.” 

Nixon's position on a filth de¬ 
bate at \nrious times included. 

gett. editor in CBC's central news- 
ipom. On radio, 20 ini rip tc s’ of each 
hour will be. Canadian commentary. 

BBC-TV’s MorDing4fter 

$50,000 for.supeivsaturatiori—arid I wish the Repubr reluctance in some quarters of the Nixon campaign 
ljcan's..were plating them all over the countrv.” organization to use this, attack, bu.t says it is now: 

The.-Spots', designed by Imagination. Inc!; Frisco;: ./proving very successful all over Northern CaliforHia. 
' * " " ' . .and especially * the Sacramento arid San Joaquin 

Valleys. 

date .Screening Comrriittee” meeting, arid‘"the emcee 
then introduces “our-next speaker.” These are the 
caricatured speakers:’: ... 

11: “Mr. Beatnik,” who looks, the complete, public 
image of the ;Beat, and says, -.“Well;, man! if I can. 
drag myself to the polls.: Eli vote for that New 

n i« run n Frontier kid. Why man, I dig■ that .cradie-to-tlie-- 
Prnn na fll li s rlftrnons grave security bit..: . nothing: to do but stay In your: 
r iUUIU^ Ul U.J. LICLUUllb pad and listen to that ririg-a-ding. jazz, all day. while 

' _ __c_ii,. -. "i ,1.. 

saddle bags^ full of rnoney, speaks with Back Bay 
inflection, says ’New* Frontier is “where none of you 
little peoplewill have to worry about howr to spend 
your money—’cause ihe government will spend it 
for you . .. you've all been Jiving too high off the 
hog ; . v you've been, starving your poor old Govern¬ 
ment; . . it's- time to tighten your belts and pay 
higher taxes to us.superior people who'll he running, 
that New Frontier. After all; if. there’s one thing I 
know .about, it’s - how to- spend money” (and he goes . 
.off-camera- throwing money. around). Then comes j among others, these demand1-: ii) 
normal Nixon pitch!. : the program he lengthened to two 

Whitaker says that, except for newspaper car-.•••ho“1V *2) the subject matter he 
tobr.ists, vsalire in the classic sense of American ■ ^stneted only to a tli^cu^ing of 
politics is a lost art?’' The! idea of these spots, he! , -PpRpy toward Cuba: and *■?•) 
says, is simply, to apply “Herblock’s or. Newton "le ^tce Presidential nominee 
Pratt’s 'Sjicraniento Bee) art to tv, to bring, the | 'Lodge and Johnson) appear on lhe 
cartoons to, life.” He says, he had to overcome ! program instead of Nixon and Ken- 

' “ ' ned.v and that they use the time 
making formal statements oullin- 
ing their positions on issues, rather 
than debate issues. 

Kennedy took these positions: 

Phil Lasky. COa.st Westinghbuse boss, couldn’t see! *° hours was all 
these spots at all and,, according to Whitaker, “after '2) there were too 
a long argument admitted he might-be censoring; I niany ptIiet issues involved in th® 
but thought the comparison between newspapers; pa™Paten to spend one hour on 
and tv wasn’t valid!” Cuba alone; and '3» it’s fine 1o 

Harold See, general manager.of KRON. nixed “the ; bave Lodge and Johnson on the 
buck-toothed one” and “the Beatnik,” but okaved ( Program, -but they should be in 
the “Mr! K” .spot: * addition to Nixgn and Kennedy 

Actually, the first place the spots were used was! aPd not a replacement for them, 
on KPIX. a week ago Sundav (23), just before and! The networks wanted something 
after a Frisco 49er pro football game, which, of : ^ They "anted a debate in the 
course, had a; maxirrium audience: = , Lincoln-Douglas tradition-- which 

romises would, just cost you _arid every- - Whitaker says, the spots weren’t finished until the ! *s "'hat all the programs w ere >up- 
^ lo^ more .mOney in wiihhp'lding tax?” Friday (21) night, before, they were scheduled and! P°sed to have been In the first 

London, Nov., 1. .' Uncle Whiskers ;pa\-s for the rent and-the wine: 
BBC-TV is to start! transmissions. | ^°°L man. it’s, the craziest.” Enicee break's in .to ask 

at" 6:30 a,m. local tirire Nov. 9 for s. the Beatnik; doesn't "realize that all those New 
a Rrogram devoted to the previous |:Fr0ntier -J— 
dayW U. S- ele'cUon polling.. Rich-Yb9^y els^. . . .... ... .,. . .. . .. ^ __ __... 
ard Dimbleby will introduce the and the Beatnik- replies, “Withholding fax? Why adds that, though Lasky accused him of .running in|PIace- 
lineup of new;s and^ views, mounted ri1^11. "911 have to Aiork to pay^^..withljblding tax;! and! a couple of ringers,, this wasn’t the case. Lasky 
by the talks, news and rempfe °^-y _ squares, \yprk!” Enicee theri goes into pitch screened the spots the day after the football game 
broadcasts . departments, which will Ifr®- . squares.;’ winds iiP pulling back iciir- -. arid promptly tossed thefn .off his channel, 
include a dispatch from Douglas'! ^1/1. ^9 reveal Nixon’s ..photo arid plugs Njxpii “to Whitaker says he’s also;held out the “Smilin’Jack” 
Stuart in Ne\y York, | protect orir paychecks, from, needless government spot most , of the. time because: he hasn’t enough 

spending.” .. loriey to saturate and feels this one is a trifle more 
: r , ‘Stay Out of the KitchenV inyidious than the other two. 
2) /Mr, K,v short./fat and bald, and obviously California Democrats are fit to be tied over the 

lion-about . whole, campaign, and their headquarters stafTreports 
one thing hundreds of phone, calls protesting the posts. An 

Last night 'Mon., 31). the'weekly. 
“Panorama” inchided campaign re¬ 
ports ’ 
Kennedy 
aer 
dates. . . , , — — —__ 
“Panorarna” will consist of reports 
on the closing stages of the elec¬ 
tion from Washington, D C. An¬ 
other BBC-TV effort on the.cam¬ 
paign !is skedded for Friday (4), 
this being a: documentary filmed 
in America v;th Arithohy de Lot- 
bin iere as producer and- giving 
profiles of Nixon; arid .Kennedy, 

.... . ---yours .'to 
buy ppr line. Why Nixon shook his finger at me in 
that kitchen- of yours in our w:6Vld’s. fair . ME, 
the. greatest dictator since Genghis Khan. You’d 
never find Nixon saying I oiight to. be apologized to 
When I .get mad:” Emcee then says. “As Harry 
Truman used to say, if. you can’t, stand the heat stay 
out of the; kitchen” arid goes into .standard Nixon 
PJtCh. ; ;• 

3) “Smilin’ Jack'’ .'this spot is, called “the buck-: 
toothed one’’, by Frisco .•■Democrats),'-;who drags in 

upper-echelon Kennedy spokesman says: 
“We consider this extremely low-level campaign¬ 

ing; conceived by the opposition ad agency in its 
zeal. IVe have rejected this saine type of campaign¬ 
ing: We couldn’t see-any possible benefit in cam¬ 
paigning at -this level and it certainly will backfire 
badly, on Nixon and Lodge to indulge in this kind 
of childish, viciousness.” 

Whitaker, however, is delighted at the sharp 
reaction of the. opposition, and insists: 

“We’ve hit.’em where they live.” 

WPIX’s Florsheim Coin 
On Election Coverage 

Florsheim Shoe Co. will sponsor 
[one half of WPIX’s. N. Y., election 
‘ report Tuesday (8). Agency ^ Gor¬ 
don Best of Chicago. 

WPIX will start its electron cov¬ 
erage at 7:30 p.m. with a series of 
five-minute summaries through 
10:25 p.m. and then picking up af 
11 p.m. to conclusion all major re¬ 
turns. During the interim period, 
prior to the 11 p.m. pickup, station 
will offer its regular program fare. 

Station’s election headquarters 
will be on the seventh floor of the 
Daily News building 
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Irresistible force. 

r± 
i 

New York audiences are irresistibly drawn to the programs they see 
on Channel 2. The inevitable outcome: day and night, month-in and 
month-out, WCBS-TV remains firmly fixed in the number one spoti 

The first weeks of the new television season prove the point all over 
again! In a seven-station market, Channel 2 chalks up an over-all 32.4% 
share of audience, 34% larger than the second station, 113% larger than 
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Immovable object1 

the third and 14% larger than all other stations combined; 18 of the top 
25 daytime shows and 20 of the top 25 nighttime shows; plus more top- 
rated news, public affairs programming, feature film shows, westerns, 
variety, dramas, situation comedies than any other station.s «*• 

Beyond question, the New York television picture remains the same. 
In the nation’s largest market, the largest audiences stay tuned to... 

REPRESENTED BY CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES • CBS OWNED 
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’60-’Sl TV Season-Nothing 
; Continued from page 1 ; 

example, having already gotten .< $2.80 of two years ago, but produc- 
cancellation notice.) 

One thing’s for sure: there will 
be plenty of frantic jetting be¬ 
tween N.Y. and the Coast jin a 
desperate bid to mend program 
fences—to salvage whatever can 
be salvaged from a lot of wrong 
guesses . 

For the moment the only jbalm 
they can extract is in playing the 
numbers game. As a talking point 
to their c ienls and as a possible 
means of saving their own hides, 
the agencies have more or less un- 
olliciallv designated what I,con¬ 
stitute-, a “passmg grade” orij.the 
new crop of shows, even though 
thev've abandoned any hope of de¬ 
livering a solid hit. Here’s how, they 
figure it: Ic a show grabs off ai30ro 
share of audience, or roughly one- 
Luird of the total viewing audience 
for a given half-hour or hour.ithey 
figure they’re reasonably safe. 

By the same token, if they can 
produce an 18 rating it isn’t too 
disastrous and is something! the 
average sponsor can live with. 
(Couple years back a 20 was icon¬ 
sidered the dividing line, buti the 
three-network competition is I con¬ 
siderably stiffer this season.) Pass¬ 
ing mark on cost-per-thousand this 
semester is pegged at about $4. acincsivi, is pvijgcu di auuuu ip-t.15eu.111g uuuuiduuu iui uie uuvei- 

Tiiat’s up from the approximateXtiser; (2) seeing that taste, violence 

tion costs being what they are 
these days, the agencies consider 
it a reasonable buy. 

None of the foregoing has any¬ 
thing to do with qualitative pro¬ 
gramming, of which there is prac¬ 
tically nothing1 (save for some of 
the items emerging from the net¬ 
works’ Public Affairs units.) Thus 
the “lament for a new tv season”, 
must inevitably invite a reprise of 
what is already becoming a cliche 
—television is at a low, low ebb. 

Unfortunately quality is what the 
advertiser is least concerned with.. 
This is the “year of the Nielsen”— 
all that matters is the number, of 
homes reached. Few are the spon¬ 
sors today interested in program¬ 
ming for quality. If “formula tv” 
can grab off an audience, little else 
matters. 

The days when the agency boys, 
and frequently on the Sponsor 
level, stayed bn top of scripts and 
exercised some measure of control 
on their shows, are now gone. 
(Some of them cop a plea and 
claim that the producers won’t let 
them through the studio doors and 
thus their hands are tied.) As far 
as the networks are concerned, 
they’re primarily interested (1) in 
getting circulation for the adver- 

and other coda regulations art re¬ 
spected. Beyond that they have 
little to say. 

But wherever the. blame lies, the 
end result is that an exciting 
medium is going down the drain. 

ABC-TV is expanding its sports, 

schedule still further, this winter. 

Network is going to do 10weeks 

of college basketball beginning 

Saturday, Jan. 7. . Last network to 
do: collegiate hoop coverage, was. 
NBC-TV tw o seasons ago. 

Since basketball doesn’t come 
under the same, centralization as 
coliege football. ABC-TV lined up 
its own hoop sked. It includes 
games by Kentucky, Dayton, North 
Carolina State, Bradley and N.Y.U. 
After the 10-week season, there’ll 
be a few weeks before the start 
of pro baseball when ABC-TV 
might do some Saturday, sports 
“specials-” 

There was talk, of doing lacrosse 
as part of the sked, but word: now 
is that the ABC-TV programmers 
have ruled that out. 

On Dec. 10. ABC-TV has sched¬ 
uled tentatively coverage of Pop 
Warner’s Little^jLeague Football 
championship game. 

TV Production Unit 
Haying made his tv debut over 

the weekend as a performer, Dan¬ 

ny Kaye is now setting up shop in 

the medium as a producer as well! 
He and his producer-wife, Sylvia 
Fine, have organized Belmont Tel- 
evision to produce films for tv in 
.which, Kaye won’t star. His pena 
Pictures handles his own appear¬ 
ances such as his General Motors 
special Sunday (30). 

Robert Forrest is exiting !NBC’s 
California National Productions to 
joi Belmont as v.p! and exec, pro¬ 
ducer. Dena veep Herbert Bonis 
will: handle :Belmont’s business af¬ 
fairs and will act . as production 
manager. Firm w ill announce prod¬ 
uct plans Nov. 15. 

Continued from page 23 -sssss 

Roy Huggins to oversee production 
but Huggins chose to head up. pro¬ 
duction at 20th-Fox. That Weitman 
attended the important Coast! con¬ 
fab and remained in the fold may 
be of significance, indicating; his 
future status with the .company.. 
Everything, though, may hinge on 
whom the company finally, gets to 
replace Shupert. 

Burns came over to; MGM-TV 
shortly after the Shupert appoint¬ 
ment. 

.' ■ ' ' i 

Mexico City, Nov. 1. 

Mexico is. moving to make a tel¬ 

evision network operative wit hi 

a y Linkup of stations will be¬ 

gin undergoing tests early in 1961, 

according to present plans of Te 

evicentro engineers. ... 

A top executive said network 
will be the most important in all 
Latin. America, will simultaneous¬ 
ly give . homescreens all major re¬ 
mote control events, no matter 
where situated in the republic;; 

Programming of live shows from 
Televicentro studios will ' also go. 
to all stations, whether they forni 
part ,of the. Emilio Azcarraga ,tv 
empire, or independents. 

. Erigineers 'believe! .network . eo- 
ordination can be perfected, before 
the end of 1961, \vith network 

, mushrooming out via additions of 
! new stations now. iri various stages 
of completion, or in permit nego¬ 
tiations; Among these facilities at 
Mazatlan.- Acapuico, Jalapa, . etc. 

Mexican 'television engineers 
privately believe, that the “teleyi-' 
sion octopus” is destined to spread 
out rapidly within .the next two to 
.three years. Possibilities of a rii r 
dr less, regular link with American 
networks for special.!eygnts and 
spectaculars Is not discounted 
either... 

WTCN-TV is rolling;.in' “gopherlandl.” Powering 
ahead. Gaining in the national rankings. Perhaps 
nothing points this up so eloquently as the recent 
RTNDA national award-^shared equally by WTCN- 
TV with a local station that has been quite alone 
on its throne for years. 

The odds are changing. Much of the smart money 
is going on the WTCN-TV “gophers” to win. Why? 
New team, new strategy, new impact in the Twin 
Cities market. 

It’s time to re-assess the relative strengths. Make 
sure you’ve got a winner in the important Twin Cities 
market. Get your money down on WTCN-TV while 
the odds are still in your favor; 

Your Katz man will be glad to book you. 

STATION MANAGER 

wten-tv AND RADIO 

ABC STATIONS FOR MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL 
Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency 

; Continued, from ..page 1 ; 

T 

of radio station \VMC A,. New York 

City, in broadcasting an editorial1 

endorsement Oct. 27 of Ben. John 

Kennedy as a gratuity b.y the sta-.. 
tion. 

“This appears to be. a clear viola¬ 

tion of Sec. 3.15 of the Federal 

Communications Act w hich guaran¬ 

tees .-'equal, time to political candi¬ 

dates. The act specifically states 

.that radio stations h an obliga¬ 

tion to provide reasonable oppor^ 

turiity for discussion Of conflicting 

views on issues of public impojEr 

t The election of our next 

President is of paramount publi 

importance). 
“VVe hereby request that you act 

immediately to secure, equal time 
for a representative of Vice Presi¬ 
dent Richard Nixon to offer his 
side of the issue. I also request 
that the station be required to give 
equal .free time promotion to this 
appearance as was given to the sta¬ 
tion’s editorial endorsement 
through frequent spot announce¬ 
ments prior to the editorial.” 

In replying telegrams sent to 
Morton, the FCC., and protesting 
New’ York State. Republican lead¬ 
ers, ’ WMCA made the following 
points: 

L Station had invited. Nixon or 
Ambassador. Lodge,, his running 
mate, prior to. the editorial broad¬ 
cast. to- appear ori the air at any 
time . convenient to them to com¬ 
ment on the editorial! Bid. .still 
open; although the station has yet 
to receive a reply to its ,invitation.; 

2. Gn Oct. 26, fbllowing the first. - 
editorial broadcast, the- length of 
which was nine minutes and 26 
seconds, WMCA ..'‘with appropriate, 
editorial promotion announce¬ 
ments” had Louis Lefkowitz. New 
York State Attorney - General, and 
Governor Nelson Rockefeller, the 
two ranking Republican leaders of 
the. state, .on the “Barry Gray 
Show,” simultaneously, heard on' 
WMCA and WNBY, Buffalo, an¬ 
other Straus station. (WNBY also 
carried the pro-Kennedy editori¬ 
als). Both Rockefeller arid Lef- 
kowltz spoke at length on their 
reaction to the editorials. 

On Get, 28. Joseph Carlirio, Re¬ 
publican speaker of the N. Y! State 
Assembly, was on the “Barry Gray 
Show.’’ He also commented on the 
editorial: 

Station, charged the complaints 
to the FCC were based on “incor¬ 
rect facts arid assumptions.” In its 
reply to the FCC, which had imme¬ 
diately asked for comments on the 
charges, WMCA stated “we believe 
we have gone to great lengths in 
order to provide fair and balanced 
treatment, and that ‘we have not 
merely complained with ail statutes 
and regulations but exceeded re¬ 
quirements . in serving the public 
Interest.” 
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Foreign TV Reviews 
Continued from page 26 

Helen Shingler put in [a brief but 
effective appearance as Mine. 
Maigret, while others t6 stand out 
included Thomas Gallagher, Freda 
Jackson and Aubrey Woods. As. 
the slain stripper. April Olrich 
overplayed somewhat, but mention 
of the role leads to the mention 
that there were some delightful sex 
references, both verbal land visual. 

Erni. 

A MOON FOtt THE MISBEGOT¬ 
TEN 

With Nancy Wickwire. John. Meil- 
lon, Colin Blakely, Graydon 
Gould 

Producer: Naomi Capon 
Writer: Eugene O’Neill 
90 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m. 
BBC-TV, from London 

Not an especially apt .choice for 
tv, Naomi Capon made a brave stab 
at Eugene O’Neill’s “Moon for the 
Misbegotten” but couldn’t entirely 
encompass the writer’s powerful 
vein of highly-charged emotion. 
The facts of the story were skil¬ 
fully presented, but the exaltation 
of the climax missed out. 

O’Neill built up to a scene in 
which the wild, almost masculine 
Josie (Nancy Wickwire) had her 
night of chaste love with the dis¬ 
solute Jim Tyrone (John; MeillonV 
Although doomed to part, this was 
supposed to suggest that the fact 
of love itself was the important 
thing, -and to hell with the conse¬ 
quences. Previously, Josie had 
been shown as a raucous and 
stormy female, quick with the 
rudery. Her transformation didiTt 
convince, and this was largely the 
fault of the medium Itself. Also,. 
O’Neill’s inflated dialog; seemed 
pretty sham in its striving for lyri¬ 
cal effect. 

Despite this, Nancy Wickwire, 
Imported from the U. S. for the 
occasion, clicked strongly. Better 
in the earlier roustabout scenes 
with her scheming pa (Colin 
Blakely), she couldn’t bridge the 
gap to spiritual tenderness. Proba¬ 
bly no actress could. 

With the easier chore1 of Jim 
Tyrone, John Meilloa was first- 

class. He brought off his develop¬ 
ment from heavy-drinking to 
pathetic torment so that the char¬ 
acter hung together and moved, 
mightily. Colin Blakely, too, 
scored as the shifty parent. 

Naomi Capon’s production was 
confident, but seemed to be geared 
at too low a temperature for the 
fever of O’Neill’s prose. Otta. 

Play of the Week 

For their stanza of Granada’s 
“Play of the Week,” the choice fell 
to “Tiger at the .Gates,” Christo¬ 
pher Fry’s adaptation. of Jean Gi- 
raudoux’s French tale. It’s a cogent 
argument about war-sickness, 
penned in 1935 but still relevant to 
the times.. Arid it came with the ac¬ 
colade of stage success in London 
a few years hack. 

Story concerned the classic old 
wrangle over Helen of Troy (Carole 
Lesley). Hector (Keith Michell) was 
all for returning the wench. Tired 
of the fight! he was ail for a bit 
of domesticity with his wife. But 
his compatriots were not with him, 
beguiled by Helen’s charms, they 
were all for hanging on to. her, 
however many lives she might 

j cost. 

The final argument was between I 
Hector and his enemy Ulysses 
(Charles Graves), and it was a witty 
airing of the futilities of war. Gi- 
raudoux reduced Helen from the 
statuesque ship-launcher of legend 
to a vacuous, prattling blonde, not 
worth a pea-shooter fired in anger. 
And the irony was well conveyed in 
this production, although, in other 
respects, director Paul Almond was 
slow to take advantage of any ex¬ 
cuse for action in the script. 

The result was. In fact, pretty 
sluggish. The verbal skirmishing 
absorbed, but it wasn’t backed up 
by visual Impact. The acting was 
fine, with Keith Michell and 
Charles Gray Vigorously deploying 
the pros and cons of the matter. 

and good support forthcoming 
from Veronica Turleigh as Hecuba 
and Barbara Chilcott as Cassandra. 
Carole Lesley made comely 
Helen, but scarcely indicated the 
voluptuous quality that all the fuss 
Was about. Otia. 

Sunday Night; at the Palladium 

A tiptop turnout of acts made 
this a topnotch edition of AiTs 
“Sunday Night at the Palladium,” 
A rousing sendoff to the show was 
given by a Spanish, juggler, Ugo 
Gfarrido; . with a superb display of 
foot-and-hand-work as he kept 
three bottles airborne while danc¬ 
ing the mambo; Garrido made an 
outstanding novelty act out of the 
basic, old tricks. 

Morecambe & Wise, local funny4 
men who keep up a higher average 
standard than most, clicked with 

. their poised, acutelyrtimed cross¬ 
talk! This, show has frequently 
shown itself lacking in comic ma¬ 
terial, rand this act effectively put 
the balance right. 

For its cultural nod this time, 
there W'as Beryl Grey, ballerina. 
She twirled excitingly enough in 
the . flashy variations from “Don 
Quixote,” but she hadn’t really the 
steely brilliance to make the full 
stunning Impact. 

Topping the bill was Connie 
Francis, who Was warmly received 
and proceeded to deserve it. In a 
balanced program, she swung into 
“Did Man Mose,” followed with a 
telling ballad,! “My Heart Has a 
Mind of Its Own,” gave a vital pop- 
Spanish tinge to “Malagiiena.” and 
bowed out with “I Believe.” It was 
a well-spiced act. delivered with 
sincerity and punch. 

Emcee Don Arrol had the mis¬ 
fortune of a few' misfiring gags, but 
rose above them. And producer Al¬ 
bert Locke was as safe as houses. 

^ Otta. 

i Charlotte —Charles Crutchfield, 
[executive v.p. and general man- 
lager of WBT of Charlotte, re¬ 
ceived a Golden Mike Award from 
Dr. Frank Stanton, president of 
CBS, to commemorate radio sta¬ 
tion’s 30 years of affiliation with 
the CBS! radio network. Paul 
Marion* general sales manager of 
WBT; also was a special guest at 
this ceremony in New York. 

TV Followups 
Continued from page 29-sssss: 

for dramatic impact, some of them 

wild, albeit colorful. 

Larry Blyden, Bugsy* rend¬ 

ered an effective, multi-colored 

performance; The bit roles of Carl 

Low, James Patterson, Danny Day- 

ton, Herbie Faye, and others, were 

gems. Th John O’Tpple script, 

was snappy. Only flaw was the 

boastful “On Top" speech by Bly¬ 

den to the panel, which. seemed 

hokev. Ralph Nelson’s direction 

was; acute. Hoto. 

Weather With Tex Antoine 

The most consistently good 
Weather show' on television is the 
WNBC-TV, N. Y., five-a-week 
latenight strip with John (Tex) 
Antoine. This is a pleasant state 
of affairs, because not only is it 
consistently good, it is consistently 
sponsored. Antoine, his eminently 
understandable and interesting 
weather news format, and Consoli¬ 
dated . Edison have been together 
on WNBC-TV for about 11 straight 
years. 

I Stanza, following the nightly 
news in the period between 11:10 
and 11:15 p.m., still has the 
uniquely pragamatic approach to 
weather reporting in the New York 
area: Antoine is a deft illustrator, 
so he is allowed to illustrate freely 
as he traces the development of: 
his high pressure and low; pressure 
areas;, he is knowledgeable about 
his subject and, being articulate* 
he is allowed to make his viewers 
knowledgeable; and being charm¬ 
ing and yet sincere, .his blurbs, for 
Con Edison are commercial gems. 
His stanza Wednesday (26) night 
was merely another example of 
his value as a useful tv attraction. 

Art. 

CBS Radio 
Continued from page 

men and women yarns “from 
Adam & Eve to Ike. & Mamie.” 

Other... weekday strips include 
Nancy Hanschman with “A Wom¬ 
an’s . Washington” at 1:30 p.m.: 
/‘Personal Story,” with celebrities 
telling their personal histories in 
five consecutive episodes at 2:30 
p.m. daily; “Information .Central” 
with Allen Jackson at 3:30; and 
“Sidelights” with Doug Edwards at 
4:30. 

Weekend shows include “Say"the 
Word” with Harry Reasoner on the 
English language; “What’s. New” 
with Blair Clark on Inventions and 
new products and ideas; “Let’s 
Travel” with Ned Calmer; “Calling 
America’* with reports from CBS 
affiliates; “The Sound Story” with 
Dallas Townsend and recorded 
sounds of current and past events. 
These are all Saturday shows. 

On Sundays, lineup Includes 
“Science Beat” with Ron Cochran; 
“Moscow Scene” with Marvin 
Kalb; “Follow Up” with Stuart, 
Novins; “Special from London,” 
with Alexander Kendrick; “The 
Headliner” with Charles Colling- 
wood doing profiles;- and “White 
House Correspondent” with Robert 
Pierpoint! 

Bower Stays On 

Roger Bower has agreed to stay 
on with Dafnascus Television as TV 
Specialist for an additional six 
months at request of the: United 
Arab Republic and approved by 
the Bureau- of Educational & Cul¬ 
tural Affairs, U. S|. State. Depart¬ 
ment. The extension dates. from. 
Nov. 1, 1960 and runs through 
April 1961; 

. Bower went to the. CAR last 
July to assist in establishing the. 
Television Service there. In addi¬ 
tion to advising and aiding in the 
organizational structure, he has 
been indoctrinating production and 
directing personnel in the funda¬ 
mentals of show construction and 
staging, as well as television basics. 

After his evaluation of the op¬ 
eration, management felt! tha his 
services were needed to meet arid 
help solve the problems of the ex¬ 
panded operation when the! offi¬ 
cial building opens with new stu¬ 
dios, equipriient and personnel. The 
new studios get under way in Feb¬ 
ruary. Bower’s extension will cover 
the period before and after. 

Bower is a vet with a long list 
of credits as a personality and 
producer-director; More recently 
he has broadened his. activities to 
include management and has acted 
as consultant and troubleshooter 

Directors Guild 
I Continued from page.20 ^^=3 

tor of a half-hour live dramatic 
teleshow receives rnininium of 
$382. 

Attending the New, York meet¬ 
ings frorii here were Capra, Siuart 

i Phelps. Richard Bennett, John 
| Rich, Don Weis, Willis Goldbeck, 
George Sidney, Michael Kane* exec 
secretary Joe Youngerman and 
staffers Maury. Abrams, Nora Pad- 
way -and Virgiriia Dimwiddie. 

New contract which will be for- 
mUlafed: wiil be the first since 
merger into DGA of Screen Direc¬ 
tors Guild., and the Radio-Televi¬ 
sion Directors Guild. Sessions will 
be held tomorrow (Wed.) and Sun¬ 
day, ith Capra remaining in New 

[ York for an extra week.of contract 
work.. 

CBS Daytime 
Continued from page 21 jssj 

siderable feat considering web la 
riot selling minutes and a daytime 
quarter-hour before discounts runs 
better than $26,000 for time and 
program: . Only area, where CBS 
operates on a less-than-card basis 
is 10-11 a m., where sponsor pays 
station compensation charges arid 
a nominal program charge. But 
even here, the sponsor must buy In 
at 11-12, to qualify for the lower 
10-11 rate, so that a good deal of 
money is involved. , 

Altogether, the hew arid, renewed 
business runs to -over 20 weekly 
quarter-hours, a . major spurt at 
any time but particularly bullish 
these days. ! 

JEFF’S COLLIE, the most watched Jog in 

America, offers you the best sales protec¬ 

tion a sponsor can have. Three wonderful 

years of this award-winning series are now., 

available. Why not wire today, for informa¬ 

tion about them! in your market? 

Independent Television Corploretion »48i Madison Aw. •N.y. 22 •«. 6-2100 
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The '‘network. atmosphere” of WPIX-I1 
extends also to our advertisers, 
98% of which are national. You're 
with the best company and 
companies . . on WPlX-11, New York's 
Prestige Independent. Here is one 
station, that can guarantee you 
will never be near ‘ -mail order'' 

. pitches, oyer-long- commercials and: 
other types of:.high-pressure selling;. 
Add the ‘'network atmosphere” of 
WPIX advertisers, to tile “network 
look” of our tnpgrammmg and the 
Nielsen-proved quality of our 
audience and you have at least 
three reasons why your selling 
messages count more on WPIX-II. 

GENERAL MILLS, INC* 

COCA-COLA COMPANY 

- GENERAL MOTORS CORP. 

KELLOGG COMPANY 

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY 

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY 

BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORP. 

MILES LABORATORIES, INC. 

WANDER COMPANY 

GENERAL FOODS CORP. 

DEL MONTE FOODS 

BORDEN COMPANY 

STANDARD BRANDS, INC. 

WARNER-LAMBERT 
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY 

BRISTOL MYERS COMPANY 

F * M SCHAEFER BREWING COMPANY 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 

TEXAS COMPANY 

REVLON, INC. 

P. BALLANTINE & SONS 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY 

CONTINENTAL BAKING COMPANY, INC* 

R. «I. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY 

PROCTER ft GAMBLE COMPANY 

AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY 

RALSTON PURINA COMPANY 

FORD DEALERS 

SIMONIZ 

MINNESOTA MINING 

AND MANY MORE 

with 

' ' * 

Viceroy 
Mller T*p 

when are 
your 
60-second 

tonightf 

I vwpix 

new york j 
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Chi WBKB in Alliance With BBC Evelyn Rudie Kid Series 

On O.S.-Made TV Documentary 
Chicago. Nov. 1. 

WBKB. lbp ABC-owned tclesta- 
tion Lyre. has signed contracts with 
British Bi aadcastibg C’orp. to co- 
produce a tele documentary which 
L, bring masterminded by BBC 
chief documentarian. Denis Mitch- 
el! Film, currently in the shoot¬ 
ing strurex, is expected to be ready 
fni exhibition by February or 
Much of 19fil.. with BBC setting 

t!‘ European right.-? and WBKB 
i-ind ABC tl-.e Nbrth American, 
both television and theatrical. 

Ifs another milestone inrrogies- 
she Anglo-l’.S. tv 1 conomics. with 
co-ts viMuarlv halved bv co-produr- 
tior.. Financially, the deal is (>0-40. 
v. ;tii th>* C’lii station on the bigger 
end. Vartkvy lias already noted 
t!;.* earlier cross-Atlantic produc¬ 
tion pacts for dramatic shovvs. be- 
Iv.'vii ABC-TV and Associated Re- 
D’.ttusion ard C’BS-TV and Associ¬ 
at'd Television.' I; 

Toe BBC-WBKR relationsliip 
came about via tlie initiative of 
Sterling Red' Quinlan. ABC veep 
in charm ot the Cui station. BBC 
had sem ?d:tchell to the U.S. to do 
tdocmneulariivs on America, 
and nc s-'lected Ciueaco as the sub¬ 
ject ot the ftr.-t. As lie bad never 
b:to- tire States befme. Mitchell 
Io »ked for contacts jand was event- 
n !Iv referred to Quinlan. On 
cL.up at tie British dueetoCs 
L)5:i IV;x Lnba-film. “Moniirrg in 
ti e Stress/’ with Liverpool as the 
subject, cave Quinlan the'.nice to 
Ini’- in on the Chicago pic. lie lieu 
t-i the r.i-t and sewed up the deal 
w. -h HR("s York office. 

Mit'-beil will have full artistic 
con’r; and will use-WBKB’s cam¬ 
era crows and facilities. Scoring 
and editing will bei done in En¬ 
gland. and WBKB uall lnve no ac¬ 
cess to the footage, nor knowledge 
of th'e viewpoint, until the film is 
completer?. Studs Terkcl has been 
hired by Mitchell to serve as guide 
and consultant on the Chicago pic. 

If the„finished product is at all 
the art film the Liverpool pic is.’ 
Quinlan believes it could haVe a 
future—after its various.tv expos- 

•ures—as a short subject in art 
houses and possibly;; in university 
film festivals. ; 

Mitchell’s is an unusual docu¬ 
mentary technique which uses, in 
lieu of narration, candidly-recorded 
voices of the locale played over the 
film. He hasn’t decided yet what 
his other two U.S. documentaries 
for the BBC will be, but tentatively 
is thinking of doing one on a small 
town and the other on a cross¬ 
country trip. He’ll take along the 
WBKB cameramen, although the 
Station Is sharing only in the first 
subject. 

WAST’s Radio Spread 
On ‘Early/ ‘Late’ Features 

Albany. Nov. 1. 

Believed to be the first , large- 

scale purchase by a Capital Dis¬ 

trict television station of time on 

a. non-owned radio outlet-r-to ad¬ 

vertise a film package—is W AST's.- 
buying of 750 announcements via 
WPTR. starting Nov. 9, 

The. deal provides for the hi* ad- 
casting by the 50.000-watter of.tiiat: 
number during a 30-day 
period. 

\VAST’s- ’Early” . and “I>ai.e- 
Shows” will be plugged Monday- 
through Friday;, the. /‘'Late” film, 
blocks, on the weekends. 

I .Hollywood', Nov. 1. 
Evelyn Rudie, nine-year-old mop¬ 

pet, will star in a new vidpix ser¬ 
ies beamed at child audiences. 
‘•Spotlight on Kids.” Series is com¬ 
prised of 260 fiye-mirtute segments, 
to be produced, by' Sherman .Grin- 
berg's Filmrile Associates Inc. 

Under..terms Of deal closed bv 
William Morris office, starlet will 
participate in rofits- to tune of 

•25'L in. addition to her salary. 
Segments .will be made at rate Of 
10 per. week. 

nShorb IM-G’s Not-TM 
r Continued from page 23 ; 

Squawk to FCC 

Pik Exits Essex To 

Set Up O wn Org. 

| . Wasbingto L 
l 'MG’V and ./company ..p. Taft 
j. ;ibeiy have .asked the Federal 

Coilv; '' sicati.ons COmmL'.i to. 
-■tighton".the leins on the television 
prog-ramming inquiry, charging 
that it 'smacked Of “an-. adversary 
proceeding egam-d taient m- 

Robert. Pik. pioneer exec in dis- 

ihu of foreign films, to tv. 

has set up his wn organization. lie 

resigned as exec assistant to Joseph 

Harris board chairman of Es- 

Universal: 

As topper of Robert Pik Organi-. 
zat ion. be -left.', for an extended ..trip" 
abroad hr gather product He \vilf 
visit the film'production centers of 
Europe;.-including London. Paris. 
Rome. Copenhagen, Madrid.. 
\thens. 

Prior to his departure, Pik ob¬ 
served “The -American television 
audience is growing up. Foreign, 
films, with English dialog, can now; 
be seen in 130 U.S. tv cities; Just, 
seven years ago; only 10' of the 
country’s most sophisticated mar¬ 
kets were showing imported mo¬ 
tion. pictures.” 

With Essex Universal. Pik helped 
in assembling the “Art Theatre of 
the Air” package, acquired by Buck¬ 
eye Corp. when the latter bought 

; Essex -U.niversaEs subsid. Flamingo 
i Films. Pile also, acquired and. 
| dubbed a group of European pic- 
j tures for Hampshire Enterprises 
which he headed: These too were, 
sold to Buckeye in a separate deal, 

j Latter package included such 
j titles as* “The Last Bridge;” “We 
j Are All Murderers,” “The Proud 
; and the Beautiful,” and FernandeTs 
i "The Dressmaker/’ 

: A, -petition'-, as fjle.d .by Wash¬ 
ington at t o1 no. Harry -M.. Plotkin 
and-Allen E. ussmah. MCA coun¬ 
sel, representing Schreiber at the. 
recent stormy L.. A. session of,, he 
inquiry. Sclireib'eV .retu<ed to f ar¬ 
id.Ii certain''-.taien't iniormation and 
Walked out after a ..hassle over 
\licther it'would be Lent confi¬ 

dential. FCC Chief Hearing, Ex- 
aiiii tier J antes’ Cunningham, presid¬ 
ing- officer, . ordered it.ssin; to 
keep quiet during the row. 

Petition asks ECC to direct Cun¬ 
ningham to acknowledge a set. of 
six principles relating to- a. witne-W 
right to counsel at-FC’C hearings. 
Cunningham’s treatment ' Suss- 
man \y; - “arbitrary” and deprived 
Schreiber of. his right to counsel. 

, petition asserted. Internal business 
i affairs of. .production or agency 
/companies like MCA in, matters 
' unrelated to. actual broadcast, li- 
• censees should be declared out-of- 
!.bounds for the FCC sleuths. MCA 
asked for oral rguirients, before 

' the Toll Commission on its peti¬ 
tion. 

fireimen, to anything of interest to 

children. 

Others in the field include; 

E. Roger Muir, former yet NBC 

staffer, in ah indie deal with Cali¬ 

fornia National Productions, will 

produce 130. eight- films, 

bulk around the: antics of .Cliff 

.Norton and Mack Sen nett. Title, of 

the “Funny Manns.” 

Heritage Productions has the 
five-minute “Golf Tips." featuring. 
Dow Finsterwald ...and guestars. 
Sikies copped .20 markets on the. 
basis of a. pilot. Also underway is 
the fivc-minuter “Major Moment 
in Sports.” package of 365 shorties 
edited with baseball luminary Leo 
Durbcher on tlievoice-dver. .Heri- 

•tage also, has., the 15-minuter 
“Campy’s Corner.". 

“Diver Dan." a children’s under- 
;ater. fantasy, mploying- both 

“live” and animated, sequences, is 
being produced by Youh.g Produc:- 

..tioris, in Philadelphia, Seven-min- 
I ute episode series has totaled, sales 
f <ner the $500.0.00Tcvel.' 

Jules Power Productiotis is filni- 
• a 1.0-iviinuto ,slapstick, comedy 
: series, titled: “Bloopy and . tlie 
Colonel.” Joe Ross, and- Bobby 

i Gibbons will be featured in the. 
I lead roles. 
; . Trahs-Lux Television Ii.a a series 
-of ftve-miimte vRube Goldberg 
-invention^."' 

Hardly -a week .goes without, 
some new entry piling up. on the 

:shortie roster. 

In a rare show of harmony, 

Metro TV has secured pledges from 

stations throughout, th country 

that theywiil not telecast the oldi 

“Mutiny on the Bounty” until.1965., 

Reason Metro TV went out into 
the field and sought , the pledges 
w.as that parent Loew’s contemplat¬ 
ed a new. extravagant “Mutiny” 
starring Marlon Brando, with Sir 
Carpi Reed as director ar. I Aaron 
Rosenberg as producer. The pic 

! rio\v> is in production in Tahiti. But 
/before the cameras were allowed 
i to., grind, every tv .station which 
bought the pic hadlpledged to with¬ 
hold telecasting it until" 19651 

perhaps- one factor, easing; the 
way for the pledges was that -Metro 
TV. when it initially sold "Muti y-’* 

iwith, its library; held out a f.ive- 
.year option for theatrical, reiss 
j Oplion also carried the clau-.e that 
{•“Mutiny" would be. .given ,a..tw« 
i and-a.-lialf-year theatrical reins' 
playoff. 

SYNDIE VETS SET 
UP TELE-TALENT 

MILTON PERLMAN IN 
SHIFT TO DYNAMIC 

Miami—Bob Lyte. formerly with 
WUL-TV, New Orleans, has been 
named advertising director and 

'film huyer for WLB\V-TV. ne;w 
j channel 10 outlet here. L. B. Wil- 
j son, Inc., beaded by. pfexy Charles, 
j Topniiller, takes oVer channel 10 
| operation, around the middle' of 
j this riionth; . pending.a court deci- 
jsion on an appeal of Public Service, 
i Television, present operators. 

Milton Perl; vet producer, 

whose credits dude “The God¬ 

dess.” has joined Dynamic Films. • 

Dynamic prexv Nathaiv Zuker 

said Perlman’s ion will en¬ 

able the company to better fulfill 
quality requirements of industrial, 
commercial and public service 
films. It also will enable Dynamic 
to expand into the legit and theat- 

] rical fields. 

j Perlman’s immediate attention 
Twill".be. directed towards readying 
la new Broadwx, play which: he 
’will roduce in association with 
/Dynamic; The play- “Love and 
Like” was written by Herbert 

: Gold. *> 

J Min . eapolis, Niiv. l, 

= ’.Tele- •firm, 

'.been rganied w b syndie 

gents, for irniic pro- 

;.duce:r.' and di>trib an 11- 

* st; midwest Principal/ 

j .Casper ClVouinard. formerly:. 

| Television Prog: a ms Amy’ 

and Independent Telev-id u. C’orp.. 

and- Charles 'M, R.ichte formerly 

with MCA. 

. “With tlie-.hlgii .cost of -'ir.ain’t; 
, a, national sale's ofgaiuzation, 

stands to feasor, that the small 
independent . .prodileef - of t.y jmV- 

, grams cannot afford this luxury;” 
saidvChpuinard;. “At the (.same turn* 
they are not getti t Ire kind of 

. representation they need, iii many, 
areas;. This is where we- come in ” 

Firm,: headquartered bcie. will 
{handle all types of filmed/program- 
: inihg. from, cartoons;' to features* 
to series. 

Int’l TV’s O’seas Sales 

Bowling Shirts Outfit 
Sponsors You-Know-What 

denm/imMAf 
Stories of the man hired to 

KEEP TROUBLE OUT OF MIAMI!" 

Chicago, Noy. 1. 
King Louis Bowling Shirts, a 

Kansas City1, firm repped by the 
K. G. agency Potts,; Woodburjrr is 
making a mihor syndication splash 
this fall by spotting “Champion¬ 
ship Bowling” in 50 one- and two- 
sUtiori markets; Company;' also 
purchases spots in the series. in. 
most major markets. 

Kegler series, which Is now In 
its seventh year of syndication, is. 
currently in 138 markets. Pi’odu- 
cer-distributor Walter Schw'immer 
expects the number to hit 175 dur¬ 
ing the current tv season. 

International: Television Film 
Distributing .Co;* . headed by Hal; 
Dennis., has concluded a; number of 
deals , in ..the foreign market. 

It has closed deals with Switzer¬ 
land and Manila, for the Bing 
Crosby spec of . Oct: "" Other deal 

j closed :are “You Asked for It.” in 
Thailand, Australia d. Hong 

I Kong; “Don’t. You Believe It.” in 
New Zealand:. -‘Wonders of Tli» 
World.” ; Thailand; Western fe 
tures,. Nigeria: and a second group 

'of ‘‘Clutch Cargo” cartoons' in 
; Australia. 

BROOKS 
COSTUMES 
3W«tl ill! .•td. H. 7-MOO I 

LEE BOWMAN as Jeff Thompson 

with ROCKY GRAZIANO as “Rocky” 

From Ocean front to the Everglade^ 
all of the adventure, excitement 
and romance of America’s; fabulous 
playground! 

Cleveland—Phil Lewis named ]{■ 
news director, of Westinghouse sta-; 
lion KYW-TV here, replacing Gary . 
Franklin.-resigned. Lewis came to 
KYW earlier this year as a new's! 
program producer-director from 
WNTA-TV, New York, where he 
had produced Mike Wallace’s 
“News Beat” and “Wrap Up” shows 
since 1959 

Nikita, The Russian 
Rise Jockey 

A Riotously: Funny Routine—■$! 

A. GUY VISK 
Writing Entnrprites \ 

124 Old Homcstoad Rd., Warwick, It. I. 

reduced ty SCHENCK-KOCH ENTERPRISES Ine. 

RADIO-TV STATIONS — LOOKING FOR SOMEONE? 
Can you nso former Oitk Jockey who wants to retnrn to fho farntablet 
after 10 yrt. an Mm sic Pablltlier? Complete knowledqoofthe Musle 
Badness from A lo Z, piles contacts ond frlendshlps with top recording., 
names andA&Rmen.lfso.lcpn behad, - 

Write BOX VtI 295, VARIETY, 154 W. 46th St.. Now York 36. N. Y. 

Radio and Television Station Representatives. 

I GILL-PERNA, INC. I 
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA • BOSTON 
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GREATEST 
STRIPPER 

IN THE BUSINESS!! 

Like, Leave Us Have No Doubts About It 

"The People’s Choice” is the greatest success 
story in day time stripping! From coast-td- 
coast, smart stations have won the smart 
money (P&G, Lever Bros. General Mills, 
Jergens, Lestoil, Anahist, etc.) AND results 
with this top-rated 104-stanza laugh series. 

In market after markeb-NOW on the air in 
16 out of the top-20 markets!—‘The People’s 
Choice” is the audience’s choice, the adver- 
tiser’s choice AND the station’s choice. 

Good reason for it, of course. Situation 
comedy is HOT.... R-E-D HOT! And "The 
People’s Choice” is BOTH the best AND 
the most recent off-the-network-into-syndi- 
cation addition to the tbo-too small list. 

Look into it today, hey* 
PATRICIA AMn __ 
BRESLIN AND CLEO 
For complete information see your ABC Films 

Sales Rep or cell: 

ABC FILMS INC. 
1501 Broadway • N«w York 36, N. Y. 

LA 4-5050 

i 



RADIO-TELEVISION 

TV-Radio Production Centres 
Continued from page 2? 

ijov with WIP sales . . . Larry Brown’s WPEX d. j. Session to be broad- 
c:iN? lio::i the Aulu Sho;v. at Convention llal!. Nov. <5. 7; 8) . Jack 
Ivietscii. formerly manager of Piiilco’s- radio and high fidelity product 
line <ie\oIup!m*nl. appointed inana^ei- for all electronic 1 tries in the 

m> ‘s con^uni pibiluiK division.with full responsihility lor tele-i 
v ->t >n developmeni. I 

Wednesday, November 2, I960 

/\ BOSTON 
>. l radio 4 aTi-out for politico ..C(> Ion.-cov 
ith more than G'» personnel: involved National Worn-' 

1 out tee nahbed script and tape recording of 
1 m Wiio Won. plus tape recording*:. made, 
preparing rug ram . . . Warren Walden, 
named recipient “Golden Mike” award; at 
mention . W13Z-TY cited by -Mass. AsSn. 
niiiig service in the cause”. , . WBZ radio 
senes of medical bioadcasts in co-op with 

ev..s direct:)!;, named 
•ion Miami icomeniio 

th for "outstanding Si 
>t in mon'litv senes 

tisiiig inside 880 Frisco area transit vehicles . . . Producer Fred Brie- 
kin golfing at Frisco’s Lake Merced course . . . KCBS billing up 14.7% 
in first, nine months of I960 as compared, to first nine months of 1959 
-^station boss Maurie Webster says it’s an alltime peak .,. Tony Morse 
subbing for Jim Moore on KGO-TV’s Shell News. 

IX PITTSBURGH . 
Karl. Krug, who was. the drama ediior and theatrical columnist on 

the.defunct Sun-Telegraph, is now .doing reviews and comment on the 
’■Luncheon at Ones" show oh WIlC. He discusses legit on Tuesday 
and reviews the play of. the previous night at the Nixon. Oh Friday, 
he reviews and discusses the new films. Alice Weston of Cleveland, is 
now the- permaheht hostess on show Lome Green due in town for 
the ‘ Bonanza.;' Days at nearby Monessen . Carol Kodinsky, who 
does nvo>f-of the cd.untry’s telethons, recuperating at home after, major 
surgery at St. Francis. Hospital . Joe Palmer has agreed to adapt his 
third p.lr. “C. S.; Steel Hour,” He lives in suburban Wilkinsburg > 

25 Years Ago This Week 
► (Frbm Variety Oct. 30, 1935) * 

MiAc.'idciiiv of Genera! Practice Sunday '30 . . News staff.of 
\.'C.-H-T\ aw aided I960 Th>v. ai d W. Blakesiee award for film produe- 
t uri. Cio.Ne t > the Heart;.” li:of open heart surgery.. .Main Assn, of 
Ilr - i 1: asters meets in l.ev.'i.dun Nov. 9 with Paul G. O’Friel. WBZ gen. 
irar guest speaker . George Gra> appointed veep and gen. 
V<'Iff.. i> former eastern- div. mgr. Paramount TV Production, 

, cited v th Z1V-TY and radio stations WCOP. WE1M and WHOB; 

f\ DETROIT . . 
N-*w F'.i '.tation. WI)TM. take-. to the air this week. Marshall M. 

Caipentcr Jr., is president and general manager of the new station; 
loe; fed in the Cadillac Tower Building in downtown Detroit:: Bob 
Mur hy interviews Kirk; Douglas and the wives of Michigan's, guber-j 
naM.aal ear u.dates this week on his "Morning Show” over WJBK-TV ’ 

For election coverage;, WJBK-TV.is planning a 76-man crew headed 
bv John Dempsey, director of news . . WW.I-TV will have 170 persons 
p irtieipa’ing in its election reports with newsmen Don Perrie, Britton 
T inbv, \>n Marshall and Kirk Knight handling the tote Board .'■• . 
•\Lm Backus Show" *• new WWJ-TV entry in the Thais dav 10:30 

slut. 

f.\ MILWAUKEE 
Harry H. Averill, formeriy With CKLW in Detroit, named. WOKY 

sales-.manager. He succeeds James Jordan, transferred to a Bartell 
>tatio.iv in Safi Francisco . WiVIKE inaugurated a Sunday jazz- disk; 
.show. 11 p.m, to-midnight, with Shirley Klanrer as disk jockey 
WT.MJ-TV,- Milwaukee Journal station has snared Lopert Films’ '-Latent 
.62" package of 1954. films, including 58 released in. 1957 or later . 
VITIrTV now local outlet for “The Blue Angels.”.U. SI Navy’s precision, 

fiyu .2 team Tuesdays at 10 p.m. Incidehtly, WITI-TVs “Early Show-,’’ 
acro-.s-boardilivei recently spotlighted personals of Tony Bennett, Pat 
Boone. Johnny Desmond, JoAnn Campbell and Frank D’Rhone . V. 
WFMR Stiri, Nov <6' begins series of weekly taped concerts of the 
Philadelphia Orchc^tr Eugene Ormandy conducting. 

ide Stuff—Radi 

/A CLEVELAND 
Phil Lewis lias been appointed news director of KYW-TY, replacing 

Gary Franklin, who resigned. Louis came to KYW. the Westinghouse 
B-uadeasting Co. outlet here, as a producer-director from WNTA-TV, 
N-*w York, where he produced Mike Wallace’s “News Beat" and ‘ Wrap- 
u-.>“ leieeasts . . . Jimmy Dudley’s evening sports program has been 
dropped , by WERE, and lie is looking for noliier outlet. Meanwhile; 
he is doing color on the Cleveland Browns ootball telecasts on \YJW- 
TV v. ith Ken Coleman handling the play-by-play . . Frank Maruca has 
been pamed advertising and sales promotion manager at KYW Radio, 
replacing Janet Byers, wild.sent to KFWB, Los Angeles. Maruca comes, 
here from KQV. Pittsburgh . Ken C’ourtright is doing news week¬ 
ends on KYW Radio. He ^worked for WERE, here, then left town to 
broadcast on WABR. Orlando. Fla., for a year. 

Ji\ SAX FRAXCISCO . . . 
At Newman named production coordinator at Golden West’s KSFO; 

Sally Stockton replacing Pat'Moffatt in station’s promotion, depart¬ 
ment Auto dealer Rusty Hyde got FCC okay for KIIYD-FM. to 
broadcast from suburban Fremont . New exec secretary of Frisco’s 
AFTRA local is Mrs. Diane Fivey . . . Fort Pearson departed KFRC to 
freelance . . KTVC bought WGN-TY “Great Music from Chicago” 

. Trans-Lux president Dick Brandt in Frisco, selling ABC’s o- 
anJ-o'KGO-TV bought 20;’c saturation campaign in car card, adver- 

.-:--—--:-—-—- 

Ground to Be Broken For £! New Annenberg School 
| Philadelphia, Nov, 
1 Ground will be broken. <8’; for 
Uhe new- Annenberg School of Com- 
j munications at the li. of Pennsyl- 
* vania. The school, which will be 
1 completed by January 1962. will 
have classrooms, a 400-seat audi¬ 
torium. two television and two ra¬ 
dio studios and a comprehensive 

j communications library. 
; Mgt. William Mom* Agency The Annenberg Fund Inc., head- 
I ed by Walter H, Annenberg. Is 
1 I--underwriting the construction 

New- Vork radi indie -WLIB Monday *31) aired a phone interview1' 
w ith., tlie Rev. Martin Luther King from Atlanta, where the Negro mih- V 
ister.’s release from, jail last, week had been: arranged by Presidential i 
candidate. Jack. Kennedy. ' ‘ i. 

i King, who received a .four-month sentence for - driving with 
Georgia license plates, was asked by WLIB’s interviewer if. his release 
by the Democratic candidate and. the lack, of response from the . Re- . 
publican side had significance. He replied, “I do feel that Senator Ken- j 
nedy took a very significant stand in this whole thing. He took a' 

• courageous stand because; Georgia happens to be one of the southern 
states that Senator Kennedy is.pretty sure to carry. His courage and;. 

. willingness • to take a. Stand in niv unjust arrest meant that he was ! 
losing a lot of support, in the white community; w hich lie has already ' 
done.” Khig. repeated that he w ouldn’t publicly- endorse; either candi¬ 
date. but the strong stafe.ment on Kennedy’s action is. thought to be;’: 
significant since many previously believed- that. the influential Negr i: 
had privately favored Nixon: j 

New York branch of the Screen Actors Guild has its annual mem-’ 
bershi meeting tomorrow- iThurs.i;at the Hotel Edison. Main,-.item on 
the agenda will be a feport on the progress of negotiations .on a new' 
.conimercial contract between American Federation of Television & 

; Radio Artists and the, networks and ad agencies. SAG execs, have been 
; sitting in on th ..'dickers, side by .side with AFTRA. 

Session begins at 2:30 p.m. 

Net sales of Capital Cities Broadcasting amounted to $5,311,362 for. 
the .first hine. months' of ’60. against $3,478,251 for the like -59 period. 
Net income Was. .'$556,508 'this "time around, with earnings per share 
amounting to 49. cents, up; over the previous $.134,666 and 12 cents. 

Capital Cities owns radio-and tv outlets in Albany, a tv station in 
Raleigh. X. C., and radio and tv outlets in .Providence. Low ell Thomas; 

. is a-stockholder and. director of the corporation. j. 

In a combo pubservice effort to get out the Vote. WBZ. radio and , 
■ WBZ-TV is staging ‘ Go To The Polls-”..-nonpartisan- '“-Voter-Cade”''rallies--:• 

iri 22 near Boston communities Saturday '5'. The ‘‘Voter-Cades” will’• 
travel a combined total of 220 miles and will consists of a fleet of i 

. convertibles with station personalities, police escorts, Dixieland, bands,; 
I barhershop quartets, WBZ news wagons and bunting decorated floats,! 
i from Which the rallies will be staged. A bevy of models Wilj distribute ; 
j WBZ radio-tv ‘ Voter-Cade” stickers to the adults and balloons to .the; 
• small, fry: " - • ■ | 

j L:nusually good response for a ublic affairs promotion has been ^ 
: accorded the ‘ Channel 2 Election Guide,” one of five booklets prepared, 
•by the' CBS-TV o&o. stations for distribution through the.League of 
Women Voters and the American Heritage Foundation: The WCBS-TV, 
N. Y. booklet lists each separate Congressional race in the metro- 
pplitah four-state area, with bipgs on each candidate and maps breaking 
dow;n election districts. Response has come from other stationsyas well . 

:.as■.•civic groups and: politicos. Only unhappy aspect .was the fact that | 
the several-thousand distribution w sn’t enough: Women Voters xvarited l 
100.000 copies to circulate, but WCBS-TV couldn’t foot that kind of.; 
printing-nut. ' ' i 

Forty'.NBC-TV affiliates this fall latched onto a promotion stunt] 
done last. season by KP.RC; ini Houston. It’s “You’re the Critic.” a} 
contest in w;hich. viewers are asked to watch the prime time lineup; 
for a week and-then choose the 10 most popular stanzas. j 

KPRC gave away a first-prize of $1,000 to the person whose selections, 
came closest to the next.week-s official local rating results. Other NBC ' 
stations have been giving away everything from cash, to clocks and 
from trips to encyclopaedias, in the effort to promote viewership. I 

. Metropolitan Broadcasting Co/s Dec., 12 special on Sir Winston! 
Churchill will not make use of material frot Britain’s Associated-.! 
Redifl'u.sidn, as stated here last week. Company did have a contract: 
w ith A-R for the use of its material, but this was terminated by mutual: 

• consent and .Metropplitah then turned to. other film sources to'remake 
’ the one-hour special. ,. 1 

Badio making talent wide open 

for all show biz fields. Stars play 

the field . nowadays, talent, inter¬ 

changing at will because of the 
Widespread exploitation. /. 

An organization calling itself the 
“League For Upholding of. the 
Constitution of the'U.S,” bank¬ 
rolled a feature film titled “Th 
Sentinel,” designed as an anli-FDR 
political ballyh 

A breakdown of th number of 
tiihe bought by . top sponsors 
showed . Ford ; Motors utilizing 
74014 hours weekly; Procter & 
Gamble next with 665 hours; Col- 
gate-Palinolive-Peet.; 632 hours; 
Standard Brands,. 520. hours; Gen¬ 
eral Floods. .474; CampbeU . Soup, 
456; American Home Products, 
397; Liggett & Myers. 368; Gen¬ 
eral Motors, 374, 

.Fred: Waring still battling broad¬ 
casters to curb thpir: performances 
of his phonograph records grati 
on the air: WdAS, Philadelphia, 
w , the. defendant, in this test suit. 

With National Association, - of 
Broadcasters, NBC ' and. RCA Vic¬ 
tor, assisting the: Philiy .outfit ' 
this test, case;. Waring, lost even¬ 
tually. 

WOR, Newark, mulled charging 
50c admission .16. its broadcasts, 
originating from atop the -New 
Amsterdam Theatre; at West 42d 
St. Nothing came: of it. 

Variety ran its Annual Conim 
nity Showmanship-Survey of inde- 
pendeht aiid network stations. 

, Fleischmann’s. 6th Anniversary 
show. WEAF, N.Y., had Rudy Val- 
lee, Ferde Grofe, Vicente Escu- 
defo, Lucienne Boyer, Philip Mer- 
ivale, .Gladys Copper, Stepi 
Fetcjiit, Josef . Llhevine, Grah 
McNamee. 

Louis PrinVa opened -at. the Fa- 
mous Door; at West 52d St,, giving 
competition, to: th Onyx Club’s 
Red Norvo. . 

vOzzie Nelson headed the band 
at the Hotel Lexington, featuring. 

; Harriet Hililard. i Mrs; Nelson 1. 

' N.Y. Drama Critics Circle was 
formed to pick the best play, a la 
the Pulitzers. The critics credited 
the idea to four well known play¬ 
wrights; Vlaxwel) Anderson, [Rob¬ 
ert E. .Sherwood, George S. Kauf¬ 
man and. Clifford Odets. 

. Italian Ministry of Press and 
1 Propaganda declared that Mus¬ 
solini must okay every new play 
thereafter .produced in Italy.; 

EMMETT KELLY 
Mgt.! LEONARD GREEN 

StO E. 51st St,. New York 
PL MM4 

oil JEWELRY. & FURS^ 
SILVERWARE • STAMPS . CAMERAS, Eto 

. Immediate Cash! No Red.Tapet 
* Cold on. Premises — 

’ All Art'clei Iaiared il? KASKEES,,,,, 
•t 5ES ' . Sew York's .LeaJiilg Pawbroker * ■. 

4i W. 57th St (Private Ent, thru Bldg l 

^ IN BIG MARKET ... BIGGEST SHARES OF AUDIENCE! 

CINN., 51% . . . PHILA., 53% . . , BOSTON. 40% 
Source: ARB. Sept. I960 

Constitution Plaza, an axcitlnq facet of urban redevelopment, in 
dynamic downtown Hartford, it currently abullding. The first, struc¬ 
ture, scheduled for completion during the early part of T961, is 
Broadcast House, new home of WTIC TV-AM-FM. A glimpse of 
the Hartford of tomorrow, as viewed from the Connecticut River, 
Is showu above. Advt.. 

For Further Details Contact 

SUBSIDIARY OP COLUMBIA WTUBES^ClH^” 
711 Fifth Aveut, New York 22 PL 1-4432 

NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO HOUSTON HOLLYWOOD ATLANTA TORONTO 
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ASCAP SINGING PAYOFF BLUES 
Pic Music Goes Way, Way Out EXECS EXPLAIN Big Three, Chappell Face 500G Loss 

‘Something Wild’ Scoring' Assignment Goe» to fl IV (IIF Nft C l ITS III ASCAP IOCOIIK', RaD Pd,VOla ColUlt 
Morton Feldman, Avant-Garde Longhair 111111111 IVII fill III r J 

Background music for films may 
be entering a new and daring phase 
in a. search for heightened dra- 
matic impact; Once limited to con¬ 
ventional symphonic atmospheric 
effects and more recently riding in 
a jazz groove, background music is- 
now moving to the. outer limits of 
conteniporary longhair sounds, 
which are as removed from tradi¬ 
tional musical concepts .as a 
modern abstract- painting is from. 
a recognizable object. : 

Symptomatic of the new direc¬ 
tion is the fact that the background, 
scoring assignment for the up¬ 
coming Carol Baker starrer,; 
‘‘Something. Wild,” has been given 
to Morton Feldman, a. young New. 
York longhair avant-gardist who 
is located artistically even, further 
out than , the extremism of John 
Cage; though in the same general 
school of "action music.” The Feld- 
lan score for "Something Wild” 

will be marked by such twists as 
"p re diet able unpredictability,” 
“dripping notes," and "supersonic 

• thrusts” and other radical con¬ 
cepts not generally associated with 

million-dollar film production. • 
An odd angle of Feldman’s scor¬ 

ing assignment for ^Something 
Wild” is his collaboration With the 
click rock ‘n* roll writing team of 
Mike Stoller and Jerry- Lieber. on 
some of the musical motifs. Via 
this route, Feldman; has become 
hip to the jazz idiom and his own 
contributions to the film music will 
exploit the improvisatory skills of 
some of New York's top jazz side- 
men on some controlled jamming 
of Feldman’s, abstractions. 

Feldman noted. that despite his 
reputation for way-out music, lie 
has been given a full greenlight 
by the pic’s producer, George 

(Continued on page.49); 

Jazz Troupes 
Fizz in PhiBy 

Philadelphia, Noy. 1. 
Jazz music has reached- the bot¬ 

tom of the barrel locally. Within a 
wdek three different, attractions 

• have failed to make a score at the. 
Academy of Music;. 

Stan Kenton and Count Basie 
put on two concerts last weekend 
<23) and their total attendance 
didn’t add up to a half house; They 
netted less than $5,000 out bt a 
potential $23,000. 

The following , evening Gerry 
Mulligan bombed With a total at-, 
tendance; of 321 customers for a 
fake slightly over $1,200. Sunday 
night (30) Ray Conniff’s "Concert in 
Stereo,” .not strictly a jazz show, 
drew only one-third of capacity de- 

ite heavy promotion, campaign in 
record shops and press. 

Fountain’s NSG 3»-4G, Cleye, 
Cleveland, Nov. 1. 

Pete Fountain’s: jazz concert at’: 
Cleveland Music Hall drew one- 
third of a house arid about $3,500 
last Saturday *29). 

'ALL OF ME’ IN CENTRE 
OF RENEWAL HASSLE 

A new copyright renewal suit 
involving the divergent interests. 
of Widow and children of the late 

^Seymour Simons: in the standard, 
“All of. Me.” was filed in. N.Y> 
Federal Court last week, by Mar- 
long Music against Bourne MUsic, 
Marlong claims to have: the 
newal rights from Simoh’s three 
children in "All . Of . Me,” Which, 
was- coauthored with Gerald: Marks. 
Simons died in 1949 arid. Marlong 
says* it obtained the rMIdren’s re-^ 
newal portion since 1959. 

The suit is seeking to determine. 
what share of . Simons’ royalties 
belong to the three children. Mar¬ 
long is asking for 50-50 Split with 
the widow. The plaintiff charges 
tljat sinbe 1959, Bourne, has not 
paid .any royalties to the children. 

Mercury Pushes Drive 
For Pop Single Talent 

Chicago, Nov. 1. 
Having restored : Carmen McRae; 

and Jose.Meiis to the Mercury Rec¬ 
ords corral, label execs are continu¬ 
ing to push their roster expansion; 
with strong focus on a buildup of 
the singles catalog in all of the pop 
idioms. 

Latest acquisitions include chirp¬ 
er Arlene DeMarco (ex-Sisters); the 
Cadillacs (5), rhythm and blues vo¬ 
cal group; and.. Saxist Gigi Gryce, 
now fronting; his own band, but 
previously recognized as a top com¬ 
poser-arranger in the jazz field. 

The Chi-based diskery ' also; 
casting about .for more nitery and 
supper club acts, with expectation 
at least a couple saloon circuiters 
Will shortly be signed. 

Kassner, Spom 

Eddie Kassner and Murray 
Sporn, who together bought out: 
Broadway Music two years . ago, 
have now purchased Rush Music, 
a firm which Spom had partnered 
with Danny: Kessler for the last 
nine years. Kassner. and ' Sporn 
have flow merged ail their Com¬ 
panies, totally .21 separate entities, 
into new holding corporation 
called American MetropdHtan En¬ 
terprises to control their interest. 
’ the new company will own 
seven ASCAP firms, il BMI firms,, 
two disk companies and a manage¬ 
ment office, The group now con¬ 
trols about 10,000 copyrights and 
will have global publishing affiliar 
tions throughout Kassner’s inter¬ 
national setup, 

Marvin Holtzman, formerly 
artists & reportoire head of Epic 
Records and more recently; of 
Strand Records,, lias been named 
a&r chief of the group’s two disk 
labels, Seville Records and Presi¬ 
dent Records. . Milt Stavin, artists 
manager, has been named to head 
the personal management opera¬ 
tion. 

Kassner . and . Sporn Indicated 
that American. Metropolitan En¬ 
terprises will also acquire real 
estate and become active in the 
legit and film sectors of show biz. 
Through Kassner’s connection with 
the German. film producer and 
music publisher, Peter Schaeffers, 
it’s expected that he will be able 
to get European films for distribu¬ 
tion in the U.S. 

•Mesmerized’ Student 
Calgary, Nov. 1. 

Howard Lyons,,who shelled out 
$52,450 to Arthur Murray Studios 
here, is getting hack $36,500 of it 
from Arthur Murray Inc; of N; Y., 
as well as a lifetime membership: 
in the studio, 

The . 43-year-old bachelor in¬ 
herited $65,000 last December. Bv 
February he had bought $37,450 
worth of lifetime membership, in 
Arthur Murray Studios and lent 
its manager, Robert Cofet Bonds, 
$15;000 to be repaid $100. a week. 
He eventually took it to court and 
Justice Harold. Riley placed his 
affairs in the. hands of a public 
trustee because Lyons had been 
"mesmerized” by Murray employ¬ 
ees. .The settlement frees defend¬ 
ants from any further claims by 
Lyons, including the $15,000 loan. 

| Testimony showed that Murray 
employees had assured Lyons he’d; 

i be able to dance professionally. on 
stage and that their main ballroom 
would be named after him. 

By HERM SCHOENFELD 

■' The .deep current of discontent 
over the new distribution system 
of the American Society of Com¬ 
posers, Authors & Publishers is 
nbw dominating the thinking of the 
Society’s top execs. 'That was 
graphically revealed last Thursday 
(27) at. the fall, membership meet¬ 
ing in New York at the Waldorf- 
Astoria Hotel where, for the first 
lime in memory, all other ASCAP 
business was laid aside for a. dis¬ 
cussion of the new payoff system 
which hit abroad cross-section of 
the membership with heavy cuts 
in the third quarter dividend. . 

Stanley Adams keynoted the 
meeting, which was marked. by a 
turnout of . some. 400 .members in¬ 
cluding a group of top cleffers from 
New. York and the Coast, by 
stating that he understood how 
heartsick many of the members felt 
when they received their, checks of 
weeks, ago. -While, assuring the 
membership that the Society 
would continue to study the pay¬ 
off plan with an eye to correcting 
.any inequities that may arise, the 
ASCAP prexy stated that many of 
the cuts were unavoidable: 

Firstly, he-pointed out that the 
Society’s October distribution Was 
4.69o off the July distribution, a 
normal seasonal drop. Secondly, 
he pointed out that there was now 
an automatic. 59o deduction from 
the; writers’ melon for the "awards 
fund,*’ which pays off . to prestige 
works without regard to perform¬ 
ance- points. Since the distribu-. 
tion of the awards fund is still to 
prestige works without regard to 
performance points. Since the dis¬ 
tribution of the awards fund is 
still to be made: many Writers are 
still due to get additional coin 
which may brighten their economic 
picture.. 

Adams -warned the membership 
that the alternative to the present 
plan was either a 100^ perform¬ 
ance payoff or an; antitrust court 
test which might destroy, the legal 
basis for the. Society against bring¬ 
ing in outside forces, he noted that 
the Society Was compelled to adopt 
the new payoff system, by the De¬ 
partment of Justice. He said: “We 
did not seek a change in the classi- 

(Continued on page 49) 

Vidor in 8-Way 
lieop (or Xmas 

RCA Victor has developed .a- 
massive joint promotion with .eight 
manufacturers to step up. its 
Christmas sales. Bill Alexander, 
Victor’s advertising and promo¬ 
tion manager, has arranged tieups 
With Lionel : Trains, Alexander 
Dolls, Presto Ware, Schick Razors, 
Pioneer Accessories. Poole Silver, 
Wheary Luggage and Royce Union 
Bikes . in which these companies 
will offer their products as promo¬ 
tion and display material in Vic¬ 
tor’s Christmas program. 
. / Victor is keying its ad campaign 
to the - slogan: "Give . The. Christ¬ 
mas Gifts America Loves Best” in 
displays spotlighting Victor’s 23 
bestselling packages and the prod¬ 
ucts of the /eight manufacturers. 
The diskery Is also propping a full- 
color window displays, two-minute 
color spots on NBC-T V, and points 
of-sale eye-catchers for retailers. 
Victor is : also. issuing ’ a special 
Christmas catalog supplement. 

ASCAP’* 470G Awards 
Sweetening the bad news 

many Writers received in the 
dividend check early in Octo-. • 
her, ASCAP made an addition¬ 
al distribution of over $470,000 
this week as special awards to 
writers in the pop and standard 
fields. Coin for the awards 
came out of a 5% deduction 
from the; total writer’s share. 

Awards, chosen by outside 
panels, are. given to these 
members whose catalogs have 
a unique prestige value not 
reflected in a straight per¬ 
formance count and for those 
Works which are predominant¬ 
ly performed in media, such 
as concert halls, that are not 
logged by the Society. 

New Suit Tries 

ion On Coast 
Paramount - Famous is building 

up its Coast outlet. Eddie Wolpin, 
firm’s, general professional man¬ 
ager, has assigned tony Richland 
to L-A, to assist A1 Friedman, 
who’s head of the ParrFamous 
operation there. 

Richland had been working out 
of the N.Y. base for the past six 
years* 

Of Minor Disks’ 
A new attack on "mirror, disks,” 

in which arrangements of hits are 
allegedly copied note for note on ; 
a coyer platter, fyas launched in 
New York Supreme Court last 
week by S&S; Productions, Rust 
Enterprises and Laurie Records 
against Everest Records. Suit in¬ 
volves "Over The Rainbow,” cut by 

[a vocal group. The Demensions, 
with Irv Spice’s orch for S&S which 
subsequently leased the master to 
Laurie Records which in turn 
made a distribution deal with Rust 
Enterprises, . formerly known as 
Andie Productions. 

Complaint, charges that after 
/Everest failed to buy the "Over 
The Rainbow” master* it hired a 
vocal group,* called The Baysiders, 
to cut "Over The Rainbow.” The 
plaintiffs, .charge that "the per¬ 
formance and arrangement of 
“Over The. Rainbow” on the Ever¬ 
est label, owned by: Belock Instru¬ 
ment Corp., wore "an international 

: counterfeit of the unique, distinc¬ 
tive and creative character of the 
performance and arrangement” on 

’the Laurie label and "constituted 
a willful and unlawful misappro¬ 
priation” of the original arrange¬ 
ment. The complaint charges Ever¬ 
est. "with malice and with intent 
to confuse and deceive the record- 
buying public, to unfairly compete 
with and. defraud plaintiffs and to 
appropriate to itself and the other 
defendants (Everest’s artists & 
repertoire chief Leroy Holmes), 
the fruits of the . popularity of the 
plaintiffs* -recordings.” 

Plaintiffs claim, damages of $25,- 
! Q00 and an injunction blocking the 
jrelease of the Everest version of 
[the tune. They also are asking for 
'an accounting of the profits made 
i by.. Everest bn the tune plus court 
•costs.. 
j The 1909 Copyright Act does not 
;give any protection to ah arrange- 
jment, hence the suit is being 
( brought in /the N. Y. State courts 
ion the basis of .illegal competition, 
jRoseh, Seton & Sarbin are repping 
the plaintiffs. 

. The same Jaw firm is. also fight¬ 
ing a similar suit ill the New York 
courts in which Eldorado Music 
and Eldo, Records are suing King 

[Records for the. latter’s copy of 
"image of A Girl.” This case in¬ 
volves both the "mirror copy” is¬ 
sue as well as Eldorado’s claim 
that King failed to take out a li¬ 
cense of the tune which it pub¬ 
lished. Latter claim, involves the 
Copyright Act and hence this suit 
is being fought In N. Y. Federal 
Court. 

Col Ups Shepard 
Thomas Shepard has r been pro¬ 

moted to an associate producer’s 
spot in Columbia Masterworks’ 
artists & repertoire department. 

He reports to Schuyler Chapin, 
Masterworks* director. 

^ The powerful impact of the new 
consent order on the ASCAP’s pay¬ 
off system has created one of tho 
rare fissures in the ranks of tho 
publisher members of the board. 
While hassles among the writers 
are commonplace (see adjoining 
story), the major firms have usual¬ 
ly maintained a solid front of 
agreement on ASCAP affairs. 

Operation of the new payoff 
system, however, brought vigorous 
squawks from Mickey Scopp, Big 
Three Music general manager; 
and Max Dreyfus, head of Chappell 
Music. The combined loss to Chap¬ 
pell and the Big Three, as a result 
of the new plan, will come to about 
$500,000 for the current year 
equally divided. 

It’s understood that Scopp, 
speaking at a-special board of di¬ 
rectors meeting last week, protest¬ 
ed strongly that the first distribu- 

i tion received under the amended 
[ consent decree was disproportion¬ 
ate. It was pointed out that a small 
proportion of the publishers re¬ 
ceived preferential treatment due 
to the counting of an extensive 
number of plugs amassed by firms 
which engaged in the practice of 
buying performances on afternoon 
tv shows during the period of Oct. 
1, 1958 to Sept. 30, 1959. 

Understood that both Scopp and 
Dreyfus pointed out that despite 
the fact that such questionable 

i trade practices were widespread 
during this period, the amended 
consent decree specified the 195ft* 
59 period as the basis for the first 
fiscal survey year to be used in 
calculating distribution of the 30c.b 
"recognized works fund ” a new 
name for the availability category; 
and the 129o “continuity of mem¬ 
bership fund,” heretofore known 
as seniority. Since the beginning 
of this year, ASCAP has put into 
effect a new weighing system 
which would greatly diminish the 
impact of theme and background 
music, or so-called non-feature 
performances. 

Scopp and Dreyfus are insisting 
| (Continued on page 49) 

20th-Fox Steps Up 
Off-B way Accent 
Twentieth-Fox Records is step- 

ing up its original’ cast album ac¬ 
tivity. Label has gone off-Broad- 
way to nab the rights to the musi¬ 
cal "Greenwich Village U.S.A.” It’* 
diskery’s second.off-Broadway move 
having already put “Oh Kay” into 
the groove. 

Henry Onorati, 20th prexy, put 
the show into the groove Monday 
(31). He’s also planning an un¬ 
usual package presentation for the 
original caster. There’ll be a one- 
pocket version consisting of the 
music only and a two-pocket ver¬ 
sion consisting of the music and 
the sketches. Score for the revue 
was written by Jeanne; Bargy, 
Frank Gehrecke and Herb Corey, 
It’s published by Tommy Valando’* 
Sunbeam Music firm (BMI). 

Other original caster in the 20th 
hopper is last season’s "Anderson- 
ville Trial.” 

ERROLL GARNER FORMS 
LABEL FOR OWN DISKS 

Enroll Garner is planning to re¬ 
cord under his own label- The 
pianist will etch under his Octave 
Records banner with a distribu¬ 
tion tie to be set up later this 
week. He also plans to sign other 
artists to the Octave labeL 

Garner, who’s been tied to Co¬ 
lumbia Records since 1956, is cur¬ 
rently involved in litigation on 
breach of contract. His pact with 
Col was to run until 1961 but he 
received an okay from the Ameri¬ 
can Federation of Musicians for 
the Octave move. 

1'he pianist is currently enroute 
to Los Angeles where he headlines 
at the Crescendo from Nov. 4 until 
the 20th. His concert tour under 
S. Hurok’s auspices begins Jan. 10. 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
By MIKE GROSS 

Freddie & The Voxpoppers 
(Warwick- “LONELY FOR YOU" 
(Rayven*; will win over: lots of 
spinning friends because! of its 
stick ballad quality and strong vo¬ 
cal approach. “HELEN'; ISN’T 
TELLIN”’ iRayveftlj has % bright 
novelty flavor set in a brisk rhythm 
line that rates some spinning at¬ 
tention !! 

Jamie Horton (Jov>: /“WHAT 
SHOULD A TEEN HEART DO" 
(Joy*> is a juve-slantedi ballad 
fashioned with the familiar rock¬ 
ing lines that draws plays on turn¬ 
tables. “HANDS OFF! HES 
MINE!” (Joy*' swings With a catchy 
beat that should keep the juke 
crowd happy. j; 

Andy Williams (Cadence;!: “YOU 
DON’T WANT MY LOVE’/ iTreei * 
is presented with a frisky;! bounce 
that’s quite catching and; should 

[he builds it into a fine spinriable 
l. side. 
| The Jazztet (Argo); “THE COOL 
! ONE-' (Andante*) is a solid jazz 
] piece but with the kind of instru- 
1 mental approach that could crash 

through the pop spinning lines. 
“FIVE SPOT AFTER DARK” (An- 

■dante*) i3 the group’s theme and 
| it’s developed for a good spinning 
| ride., 

Dion (Layrie): “LONELY TEEN- 
! ACER” (Lol t) should find some 
[friends among teenagers who will 
j find some meaning in the. beat and 
! the message.. “LITTLE MISS 
i BLUE” (Loweryt) has a. colorful 
] beat and the jeaners will porbably 
f swing towards it 

AI . Gardner (Decca): “THE 
STOMP” (Roosevelt*) has a hot 
beat that could catch teener .inter¬ 
est around the jukes. “SOLITUDE” 

Best Bets 
PERRY COMO.t_... MAKE SOMEONE HAPPY 

(RCA Vidor).. . .Cone Is My Love 
Perry Como's ‘‘Make i Someone Happy” (Stratford*) is in a 

bright rhythmic ballad groove that’s headed right to the spinning 
top. Tune is from the incoming legituner “Do Re Mi.” “Gone Is 
My Lore” (Roncom*) fits neatly into Coyne’s ballad groove and 
trill get its share of plai/s.. 

JOE REISMAN ORCH 
LOVE THEME FROM WORLD OF SUZIE WONG 

(Roulette) .A Breath of Scandal. 
Joe Rcisman Ofch’s “Love Theme Front World of Siizie Wong” 

(Famous*) develops the;oriental, motif of the "Suzie .Wong” pic 
theme into a choice inSt.nvnental slice that will win over all 
spinning levels. “A Breath Of Scandal” (Famous*) plays tip a 
lilting melodic line with a melodic chatm that will keep the pro¬ 
grammers happy. 

FRANK SINATRA ..OL’ MacDONALD 
((Capitol).. . . v .You'll Always Be Hie One I Love 
Frank Sinatra's “OV MacDonald” (Eddie Shaw*} is brightened 

up in the hip vernacular: that gives it a natural payoff quality. 
‘-You’ll Always Be The One I Love”• (Sands*) is a soft, tid 
caressing ballad in a typical Sinatra style. 

* 

CONNIE FRANCIS ...»...MANY TEARS AGO 
(MGxM) . ..Senza Mamma 

Connie Francis' “Manyt. Tears Ago” (Roosev>elt*) is sung out 
with a blues beat that's surefire for a big payoff. “Senza Maynma 
(Francon* ) follows her iveepy ’’Mamma” groove and it too will 
rack up important spins. 

* 

LLOYD PRICE _KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOIN' 
(ABC-Paramount). . ...That's Why Tears Come And. Go 
Lloyd Price’s “(You Better) Know What You’re Doin''* (Lloyd- 

LoganJ-) is a power-packed rhythm side that will ride the spinning 
circuit for a big takeoff; “That’s Why Tears Come And Go” 
(Pri-Gairi) flows in a big ballad groove and is put forth vi a per¬ 
suasive manner. 

FERRANTE & TEICHER....., EXODU; 
(United Artists) ... Twilight 
Ferrante & Teicher’s “Exodus”'(Chappell*) follows their clicko 

“Apartment” theme with a rich and attractive melodic rendition 
that should build as an important exploitation tool for the Otto 
Preminger pic. “Twilight” (Malm*/ has a neat melodic flair that, 
makes it a good prograniming bet. 

*■: * 

JERRY MURAD'S HARMONICATS .. LONELY LOVE 
(Columbia)..Cherry Pink & Apple Blossom White 
Jerry Murad’s Harmonicats' “Lonely Love” (Robbins*) is d 

pretty instrumental trifh ia strong chance to win over turntable 
time and develop clicko pide. “Cherry Pink .& Apple Blossom 
White” (Chappell*) gets a lively interpretation that's tailor-made 
for the programmers. 

I.AWRENCE WELK 
Presents .ills' Newest Dot Ingle. 

“LAST DATE” ! 
Featuring Frank’ Scott/at: the Piano 

(B \V “Remember Lolita”) 
Dot. No, 16145 

teen crowd, “SUCH A GOOD 
NIGHT FOR DREAMING” CA1- 
don*). is a fair ballad that will, win 
some requests because of the har¬ 
mony approach. 

Le Garde Twins (Liberty).: 
“WHERE CAN THE LOVELIGHT 
BE” (Acuff-roset) has. a brisk and 
catching flavor that could come out 
strongly in the spinning sweep- 
stakes. “BABY SITTER” (Acuff- 
Rose*) has an okay rocking attack 
for the juve set. 

The Lettermen/(Warner Bros!): 
“TWO* HEARTS” (Witmark** is;a 
lighthearted ballad that, builds a 
pleasant sound for programming. 
“THE MAGIC SOUND” (Meridi¬ 
an*) \yorks a frisky beat around a 
novelty idea for fair results. 

Orville Couch (Mercury): “BIG 
JIM SANDY”/(Bid D & MRC^j Is 
another of the. country song, sagas 
but it fails to hit the bigtime spin¬ 
ning mark. “DOWNTOWN” (Big 
D & MRC*) Is in an uptempo rock¬ 
ing groove' with a shouting vocal 
that gives it some interest. 

ASCAP: t BMI. 

Mathis Revue, Jamal Trio 
Set for Chicago Stands 

Chicago, Nov. 1. 
Frank Fried’s .Triangle Theatri¬ 

cal Productions, picking up mo¬ 
mentum in its second season; is 
bringing in the Johnny Mathis re¬ 
vue for a week at the Medinah 
Temple starting Nov. 28. 

Also set for Orchestra Hall con¬ 
certs are the Ahmad Jamal. Trio, 
Dec. 30. and classic guitarist Car¬ 
los Montoya, Jan. 20. A recent 
Pete Seegar concert there. Which 
Triangle auspiced, was. a sellout. 

make a dent in the spinning circuit. 
“DON’T GO TO STRANGERS” 
(Jefferson*; is a revival of a strong 
ballad with a warm vocal approach 
that gets played. 

Kathy Linden (Monument>!; “WE 
HAD WrORDS” (Arch*) has a'j.warm 
and pleasing ballad style, that 
should get a lot of spinners .pn its 
side. “TAKE ME HOME” (Acuff= 
Rose*) works up a flashy country 
beat that will nab turntable time 
in pop areas. j 

Bobby Pedriek (Shell*: “COME 
OUT. COME OUT” (Saxon*) comes 
over w ith a rousing beat and vocal 
attack that’s strictly for the! teen¬ 
age market. “SCHOOL CRUSH” 
(Conquest** doesn’t aim higher 
than the teenage level but some¬ 
times that's enough to make it pay 
Off. |: 

Junior Waters (ABC-Paramount): 
“NO GREATER MIRACLE/’ (J. 
Stearns Lorob*) has a pleasing bal¬ 
lad form and serves as a ;good 
showcase for this newcomer y ho's 
sure to attract interest. “WE BOTH 
NEED LOVE” (J. Stearns Lorob** 
is in a high rhythmic groove and 

(American Academy*) Is the oldie 
in an okay deep-voiced rendition. 

Savannah Churchill (Jamie); 
“TIME OUT FOR TEARS” (Re¬ 
public*) was a winner for the 
thrush in 1949 and has a strong 
chance for a click repeat this time 
around because of the forceful de¬ 
livery. “I WANT TO BE LOVED” 
(Melrose*) is another repeat per¬ 
formance of a good ballad and 
could catch the spinners’ interest 
again. 

Mel Carter (Arwin): “SUGAR” 
• Daywin*) has a sweet ballad feel 
that should build a following for 
this newcomer. “I’M COMING 
HOME” (Daywint) features) a 
soft-gospel style approach that 
gives it a stepout potential. 

Louis Prima (Dot): “OL* MAN 
MOSE” (Joy*) gets a rowdy, revival 
that will catch occasional play. 
“WONDERLAND BY NIGHT” is 
a pleasing instrumental with a 
good trumpet lead. , . 

Jan & Jean (Dore): “GEE” (Me- 
ridiant) features a sprightly beat 
and a juve-styled Vocal that will 
get its spinning pickup from the 

Dan Terry on Location 
At Meadows in Mass, 

Dan Terry is bringing his. new 
band into the Meadows, Framing¬ 
ham. Mass,. Nov. 11 for an indefi¬ 
nite stay With a pitch towards the 
colleges in. the area. Terry is, bill¬ 
ing his group as “Big Band, On 
Campus” and will feature special 
collegiate nights during the week 
as well as a jazz show Sunday 
matinees. 

Joe Derise has been set to han¬ 
dle the vocals and Terry is cur¬ 
rently scouting for a thrush to add 
to the group. 

“Tenderloin” (Capitol). In its 
original Broadway cast album 
form, “Tenderloin” emerges as a 
choice item. The Jerry Boek- 
Sheldon Harnick score Is bright 
and tuneful and Maurice Evans, 
Ron Husmann and Eileen Rodgers, 
handle the major vocal assign¬ 
ments With zest and exuberance. 
Among the song winners are “Arti¬ 
ficial Flowers,” although it’s done 
by Husmann in an entirely dif¬ 
ferent manner from Bobby Darin’s 
single click version, “Good Cleari 
Fun” by Evans and “My Gentle 
Johnny” by Miss Rodgers. An¬ 
other plus is the packaging which 
at no additional cost gives the 
showbuff a souvenir program to 
dwell over. 

. Sir John Gielgud: “One Man In 
His Time” (Columbia). This is the 
second part of Shakespeare’s 
“Age3 of Man.” and here, too, 
Gielgud shows that he’s one of the 
best delineators of the spoken word 
on disks today. In all. it’s a stir-, 
ring recitation that deserves an 
important spot on the disk collec¬ 
tors shelf.' 

Connie Francis: “More. Italian 
Favorites”—“Sings Jewish Favor¬ 
ites” (MGM*. Connie Francis is 
getting a wide spread in 7her ap¬ 
peal; to different national origins. 
In these two packages she’s, at It 
again arid will Undoubtedly score 
with each. In the “Italian” set she 
hits w'ith such familiars as “Suth- 
inertime .' Venice,” “Funiculi,. 
Funicula,” “Senza Mamma” arid 
“That’s Am ore” while in the 
“Jewish” package she gets lots of 
mileage out of “My Yiddishe 
Momme,. “Mom - e - le,” “Oiferi 
Pripetchick” and “Tzeria Tzena.” 

Ralph Bellamy: “Voices Toward 
Peace” (Decca*. The story of the 
United Nations is turned into an 
effective packaging job. Produced 
by Saul Carson with Ralph Bellamy 
acting as narrator, the UN story is 
told via tapings of the voices of 
Roosevelt, Truman, Khrushchev, 
Eisenhower. Ralph Bunch'e, Mrs. 
Roosevelt and many others: There 
are al$o*lmpressive photos to corn> 
plement the voices. It adds up to 
an important educational item. 

The Ames Bros.: “The Best of 
the Bands” (RCA Victor).; The 
bands of the 1930s rind ’40s crime 
up W'ith some swinging sides and 
the ; Ames Bros, recapture the 
spirit of those days with an at¬ 
tractive vocal package. With Sid 
Ramin’s orch backing the boys 
work over the likes of “Heart¬ 
aches,” “Cherokee” and “And the 
Angels Sing:” 

Fabian - Avalon: (Chancellor): 
The teeners can have little more 
to ask for from this disk. They’ve 
got Frankie Avalon on one side 
and Fabian on the flip to keep 
their phono players busy for a 
lorig time. In Avalon’s-repertoire 
are/*Venus,” “Why,” “I’ll Wait For 
You” among, others while Fabian 
reprises “Tiger,” “Turn Me Loose,” 
“I’m a Man” and “Hound Dog Man” 
for juve appreciation. 

The Tarriers: “Tell the World 
About This” (Atlantic). The Tar¬ 
riers are sure to take hold of the 
folknik trade with this package, 
Group has a fresh and imaginative 
styling and a repertoire that hasn’t 
been worked to the ground. Each 
item gets a prirticular lift from 
their original folk flair. 

Decca arid Coral Records are pushing a fall proihotion of 14 packages 
around the tag of “Personalities Plus’.’ With LPs by Jackie Wilson, Pete 
Fountain, Billy Williams and others .. . New LPs by Harry Belafonte, 
Della Reese and Carlos Montoya will . highlight Victor’s November 
release, Belafdrite Is being featured in a double-LP set recorded duririg' 
a benefi.t concert, last May and. will include numbers by Minaiii Makeba 
and Odetta. Title is: “Belafonte Returns To Carnegie Hall.” 

Columbia Records has 28 albums on its Novejnber release. Heading 
the 13-album p>op category Is - the soundtrack of “The Alamo” . . . Epic 
Records has scheduled four classical, two popular and one jazz package 
lor its November drive . . The new George Russell Sextet has just 
recorded an alburn for Riverside from which a single will be released, 
“Kentucky Oysters,” a tune Written'''by. Russell’s trombonist Dave 
Baker. . . . Capitol Records Will unveil 16 pop albums plus six LP 
additions to the. Starline series for November . The Herbie Mann 
Afro-Jazz Sextet, which opens at Chicago's Birdhouse for one week 
beginning Nov. 1, has a new Atlantic album, “The Common Ground,” 
due early in the month > . . Larry (Mr. Custer) Verne, back on the Coast 
after a series of one-mairi shows, cutting the .final sides for his forth¬ 
coming Era album ... Roulette will. issue Billy Eckstine’s new LP, 
“No Cover, No Minimuni,” during singer’s thfee-weeker at the Cloisters,; 
L. A:, , which begins Nov. 17. 

The Clingman Clan: “At the Ba- 
boquivari” (Trey). The plingman 
Clan, folksinging trio -ith a 
sound patterned after the King¬ 
ston Trio, have their own coroi 
twist for solid iinpact. Trio does 
parody on “Tom Dooley" in addi-. 
tion to amusing takeoffs on other 
folk songs, such as “Tam Pierce/* 
There’s also some good: bawdy ma- 
teri 1 In “Hey Lolly” and one fine 
straight rendition of ‘‘Barbara Al¬ 
len!” 

Mundeli Lowe Sc AlI-Stars: “Mr. 
Lucky — The Untouchables” (RCA 
Camden); This is a swinging wrap- 
up of the flock of jazz themes be¬ 
ing used to underscore the top tv 
crirrie shows. Guitartst Mundeli 
Lowe has arranged, the music for 
a. 10-man conibo: with a contem¬ 
porary jazz flavor while retaining 
the dramatic thrust of the- heavy 
beat. The set moves consistently 
over motifs-.from “Hawaiian Eye/* 
“Tightrope/’ .“Johnny Staccato” 
and others, ‘including the .two- title 
numbers. 

“Golden Encores” (Ca^erice'i 
This is a flrstrate rundown of .some 
of the top . and best songs of . re¬ 
cent years by! various perfortn- 
eirs. Included are numbers by the 
basic! group of ex-Arthur Godfrey 
performers who launched this la¬ 
bel under Archie Bleyer’s aegis. 
Julius LaRosa’s “Three. Coins In 
The Fountain,” is impressive: Marl¬ 
on Marlowe delivers “The Man In 
The Raincoat” effectively: and The 
Chordettes do their “Mr. / Sand- 
rnan”:: hit. This set reprises' a [cou¬ 
ple of .Andy Williams’ hits and 
also1 includes: numbers by Alfred 
Drake, Genevieve arid. Stephen 
Douglass. 

Bob. Luman: “Lei's . Think About 
Livin’” (Warner Bros.). Bob.Lu¬ 
man has struck it big in the single 
field with the title song of this 
set and. registerk as a solid • per¬ 
former iri this full set. This is a 
teen-slarited package in which Lu¬ 
man. backed by a . chorus and a 
rhythm combo, swings infectiously 
and skillfully through country and 
rocking numbers like “Bad, Bad. 
Day,” “Jealous Heart,” “Oh. Lone¬ 
some Me,” “Dreairiy Doll” .arid 
others. 

Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers: 
“Paris Concert” (Epic). Art 
Blakey is a flashy arid pjersuasive 
percussionist when caught in the 
act. This package Is the next best 
thing because the diskers caught 
him when! he. W’as pounding away 
at., the Olympia in Paris perform¬ 
ances there in late 1958. Working 
with Blakey are Lee Morgan on. 
trtumpet. Benny Golson on tenor 
sax. Bobby Timmons on piano and 
Jiirimy Merrittt on bass. Gros. 

United Artists: Autry Indian. 
United Artists ihade its first step 

into the country & western field 
last week with the (signing of Autry 
Inman. According to Art Tal- 
riiadge, UA veep-general mariager, 
more c&w artists will be added to 
the label In the near future. In¬ 
man’s first single is scheduled for 
early November release. 

Decicri: Honeydreamers 
On the basis of a Vgobse-La.ti n” 

master recorded indeperidently by 
the Honeydreamers! group has 
been etched to a Decca deal. The 
first sides for the vocal combo are 
“Jingle Bells” and “Show Me Thn, 
Way To Go Home.” In. the :group 
are Marion Bye, Bob Davis, SUsan 
Hunter, Bob Hartman and. Le\y An-: 
•derson. The group is riow: ripear- 
ing at the Rooster Tail, Detroit. 

Argo: Buddy Rich 
Drummer Buddy Rich has joiried 

the Argo label. Rich, who has 
been working with a sextet in jazz 
clubs recently, will use the: group 
for his first Argo session. In¬ 
cluded.in the unit rire vibist Mika 
Mainieri, who was also pacted by 
Argo as a leader in his own tight,, 
arid flutist Sam Most. 

Warner Bros.: Bill Doggett 
. Bill Doggett has joined the: War¬ 
ner Bros: label, for the past sev¬ 
eral years Doggett has been! put¬ 
ting His.. Hamriiond organ into the 
groove for King Records: 
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RECORD TIPS. 
(Tune Index of Performance & Sales) 

\ This weekly tabulation is bated on a statistically balanced ratio of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major cities, end musia 

programming by the major independent: radio stations. 

TM* 
Wk. 

Last 
Wk. 

No. Wkt. 
On Chart TITLE, ARTIST urn 

1 1 7 1 WANT TO MS WANTED 
Brenda tee ... Decca 

2 2 8 SAVE THE LAST DANCE FOR ME 
Drifters ..... Atlantic 

3 3 12 MY HEART HAS MIND OF ITS OWN 
CoMiieFranch... W©M 

4 23 9 YOU TALK TOO MUCH 
Joe Jones ... 

5 4 II CHAIN GANG 
Sam Coolie .... ...... ... Victor 

i t 7 DON’T BE CRUEL 
Bill Black 

7 6 8 LETS THINK ABOUT LIVING 
Rob Luman ....WB 

8 10 12 DEVIL OR ANGEL 
Bobby Vee ..... ....... .. Liberty 

9 14 6 SUMMER'S GONE 
Paul Alika ........ • •... . . ABC Per 

lb 9 7 BLUE ANGEL 
Roy Orbisoa Monument 

li 7 10 A MILLION TO ONE 
Junmy Charles. • ♦ •.... • • Promo 

12 11 15 THEME FROM THE APARTMENT 
Ferrartte/Teicher UA 

13 17 9 THREE NIGHTS A WEEK 
fats Domino .......,..;. i imperial 

14 18 15 THE TWIST 
Chubby Checker . . , .Parkway 

15 19 4 POETRY IN MOTION 
Johaay TiBotsoa .Cadence 

14 12 6 TOGETHERNESS 
Frankie Avalon.... Chancellor 

17 16 4 GEORGIA ON MY MIND 
Ray Charles .». . ABC Par 

18 20 12 PINEAPPLE PRINCESS 
Annette Vista 

If 21 5 ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS 
Bobby Darin .........Vi AtCO 

20 22 4 LET'S GO. LET'S GO. LET'S GO 
Hank Ballard ................. King 

21 8 9 MR. CUSTER 
Larry Verne .. . . o........ 

22 u 6 NORTH TO ALASKA 
Johaay Horton ..... Columbi 

23 15 9 SO SAD 
Everfy Bros. WB 

24 29 4 TO EACH HIS OWN 
. Mercury 

25 30 3 LAST DATE 
Floyd Cranier ............ a. . Victor 

24 32 4 STAY 
Maurice Williams ... o. Herald 

27 34 4 SLEEP 
little Willie John ....... .... King 

20 25 13 KIDDIO 
Brook Renton .......... Mercury 

29 45 3 NEW ORLEANS 
U. So Bands... ..... ... a Lagrand 

30 46 4 EVERGLADES 
Kingston Tri .. .... .• . > r, . . Capitoj 

3i 24 7 MY DEAREST DARLING 
Etta James >............ . # a. Argo 

32 * 27 10 DIAMONDS A PEARLS 
Paradons ................. Milestone 

33 26 6 TONIGHrS THE NIGHT 
SMrelles ........... . e Sceptor 

[ TWi Ut» .Wkt. 
Wk; Wk. On Chart TITIA AtTIST IABIL 

34 28 6 TWISTING. UJ5JV. 
Danny A Juniors... ..... Swan 

35 
i.' 

31 3 PETER GUNN 
Duane Eddy Jamie 

34 33 16 IT'S NOW OR NEVER 
Elvis Presley Victor 

37 44 13 YOU MEAN EVERYTHING TO ME 
Neil Sedaka........... .... Victor 

38 51 3 WAIT FOR ME 
Playmates .... . « Roulette 

39 36 16 WALK, DON'T RUN 
Ventures > •.. . Dolton 

40 37 4 SAILOR 
Lolita: Kapp 

41 40 7 A FOOL IN LOVE 
Ike A Tina Turner .. Sue 

42 42 13 NEVER ON SUNDAY 
Dan Costa . 

43 43 id MOVE TWO MOUNTAINS 
Marv Johnson ... UA 

44 50 5 SUNDOWNERS THEME 
Billy Vanghn .. Dot 

45 52 7 SHIMMY LIKE KATE 
Olympics .. ...... .o.o Aryee 

46 53 2 A THOUSAND STARS 
KathyYcung Indigo 

47 55 2 ALONE AT LAST 
Jackie Wilson Brunswick 

48 56 6 SOMERODY TO LOVE 
lobby Deri ...... .... 

49 57 2 HUCKLEBUCK 
Chubby Checker Perkway 

50 35 5 LOVE WALKED IN 
Diaaii Washinytaa ..... . . Mercury 

SI 38 12 Any more 
Teresa Brewer ., la.eo Coral 

52 39 15 DREAMIN* 
Johnny iarnette. . • , Liberty 

53 _. i I’ll save last dance For you 
Damita Jo . . .. Mercury 

54 47 12 LETS HAVE A PARTY 
Wanda jdeksan:.... . a . • Capitol 

55 54 2 PATSY 
Jack Scott .....,,...., . • Top Rank 

56 58 4 IRRESTIBLE YOU 
Bobby .Peterson .«, .V-Tone 

57 61 10 RUN. SAMSON. RUN 
Neil Sedaka .......... • Victor 

50 62 9 LUCILLE 
EvcHy Iras. WB 

59 63 12 THE SAME ONE 
Brook: Benton • • Mercury 

60 65 3 HUMDINGER 
Freddy ^ Cannon ....... 

61 68 3 FOUR LITTLE HEELS 
Brian Hyland v. Kapp 

62 69 4 irS NOT THE END OF EVERYTHING 
Tommy Edwcnds ; . . > . MGM 

63 41 4 1 WISH l(D NEVER BEEN BORN 
Patti Page .. . . ... •. Mercury 

64 48 9 SHORTNIN' BREAD 
Peal Cbapli .......... Harper 

45 49 5- YOU TALK TOO MUCH 
Frankie Ford imperial 

66 60 7 GIRL WITH STORY IN HER EYES 
Solaris ,....-... s, *...,.... Eldo 

This last No.WH. 
Wk. Wk. On Cfiait TITIE, ARTIST IABEI 

67 59 8 YES SIR THAT'S MY BABY 
Rkky Nelson.. . Imperial 

48 66 5 SHOPPIN' FOR CLOTHES 
Coasters... ... *. Atco 

69 73 4 IF SHE SHOULD COME TO YOU 
Anthony Newfey. .. London 

70 79 6 GHOST OF BILLY MALLOO 
Dorsey Burnette. .Era 

71 86 5 THEME FROM RAT RACE 
Richard Maltby.. . Rouletto 

72 64 21 MISSION BELL 
Donnie Brooks .. .Era 

73 67 II THE LOVING TOUCH 
Mark Dinning ... ... MGM 

74 __ | WHOLE LOT OF SHAKIN GOIN ON 
Conway Twitty MGM 

75 — 
' 

DARK AT TOP OF STAIRS 
Percy Faith... Columbi 

74 83 4 MIDNIGHT LACE 
Ray EHts____ ... MGM 

77 71 2 NIGHT THEME 
Mark II Wya 

78 74 4 SHIMMY SHIMMY 
Bobby Freeman. • •. • King 

79 76 5 TEMPTATION 
Roger Williams. ... Kapp 

80 77 7 COME BACK 
Jimmy Clanton.. .... Ac# 

81 82 2 GREEN LEAVES OF SUMMER 
Brothers Four Columbia 

.82 96 4 HAVE MERCY. BABY 
Babbattes Triple X 

83 97 22 THAT'S HOW MUCH 
Brian Hyland.. ... Kapp 

84 85 2 BE MY LOVE 
Joni James... ... MGM 

85 88 2 DARK AT TOP OF STAIRS 
Ernie Freeman. . Imperial 

86 100 2 BALLAD OF THE ALAMO 
Marty Robbins. Columbi 

87 _ 1 HE WILL BREAK YOUR HEART 
Jerry Butler Vee Jay 

88 — 1 MY GIRL JOSEPHINE 
Fats Domino. . Imperial 

89 — 1 MIDNIGHT LACE 
RayCoaiff... Columbi 

90 75 9 MY LOVE FOR YOU 
Johnny Mathis. Columbi 

91 80 3 STRANGER FROM DURANGO 
Ritchie ARen .. . Imperial 

92 84 12 1 LOVE YOU THE SAME OLD WAY 
Paul Anha... .ABC-Par 

93 87 3 RELEASE ME 
Jivin' Gene ... . Mercury 

94 *9 9 I'M NOT AFRAID 
RiCfcy Nelson .. . Imperial 

95 90 3 BEFORE THIS DAY ENDS 
Eddy Arnold .. , ♦. Victor 

94 91 7 BEACHCOMBER 
Bobby Darin .. »«•« ‘.Atco 

97 — 
1 

RURY DUBY DU 
Tofaiu Motkcwi ......... ... Chief 

98 1 YOU'RE SIXTEEN 
Johnny Burnette ......... .. Liberty 

99 72 4 TAINT IT THE TRUTH 
Ernie K-Doe. ... Minit 

100 78 4 ALVIN FOR PRESIDENT 
Chipmunks .. . • Liberty 
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QUINCY JONES ORC’H (18> 
Pep’s Bar, Philadelphia j! 

The shouting. 18-piere Quincy 
joi:e> has the guts to make it in 
a big wav—if the public is ready 
to support a really big liand as it 
d> :-eais go. 

Jones is a 27-year-old; ex-trum- 
who tornierlv wrote arratiue- 
to» the Lionel Ha:i;iplon and 

iy.fr.'. Gillespie big bawds. The 
Jones h*tid h.is nuieb of.Uhe drive 
and ewilenient of Ixktli those 
groups with .musicianship piiix. 

Although it> recent date at Pep’s 
in. Philadelphia was llje band's 
U S. premiere, the group actually 
w »s bum overseas when it went to 
Europe as the pit banff for the 
short-lived- and ill-fated musical. 
“Free and Easy.” When i the show 
died. Jones kept the band together 
for a 10-month tour ot 14 coun¬ 
tries. including Yugoslavia. 

The current Jones crew,, which, 
opens at Basin Street East this 
week, includes many of. the musi¬ 
cians who made the European tour 
—and the rundown reads like an 
all-star orchestra.. 

Unusual features include two 
women “sidemen.” trombonist 
Melba Liston, formerly jwith the 
Gillespie band, and piariist Patti 
Bown. And both girls contribute 
arrangements to the xcellent 
Jones library, which also includes 
charts bv the leader. Ernie 
Wilkins. A1 Cohn, Bill faults and 
others. I: 

Outstanding soloists in jthe band 
include trumpeter Benny Bailey,, 
back in the U.SI after 10; years in 
Europe; alto saxman Phil Woods; 
trombonist Curtis Fuller; |and Jul¬ 
ius Watkins on French Horn, the 
best instrumentalist on the horn 
usually associated with symphony 
music. An unusual doubler is Les 

WBR NAMES GLASBERG 
OPERATIONAL DIRECTOR 

Spann, playing both guitar and 
flute,. 

With so many, arrangers con¬ 
tributing to the band’s “book,” it. 
hasn’t acquired -aV sound... of 
it> own. But it sounds like rib 
other baud around today: It 
hasn’t the subtlety 6f the Count 
Basie band, the brilliance, of Sian 
Kenton. . the cojor of Duke 
Ellington’s group; but yet has' an 
individuality without yet .fitting 
into any mold. The band has 
•modern sound but swiii; 
bands today. j.firm’s New' 

Schaeffer Joins UA 
For Ultra Audio Line 

Sid ^chaeffer, foririerly with 
Mercury’s N. Y. distribution office, 
has moved over to United Artists 
Records to handle the new Ultra 

Monroe Glasberg has been 
ripped at Warner Bros. Records to 
post of directors of operations. 
He’ll continue to be based in disk-j 
erv’s N.Y; office arid will be re-; Audio package line, 
sponsible .for the order service and j liA launched the Ultra Audio 
other operational procedures, |LPs this week.with a five-package 

Assisting Glasberg will, be Matt ;release aimed at th hi-fi -and 
Giiligari. - who has rejoined: tile stereophile trade, 
com - | -——--— - —" t 

For new band, the section 

. " I; Milw. Rock V Roll Riot 
Woods to Merc, s N.Y. Off ltd Milwaukee. Nov. 1. 

Chicago, Nov. 1 | Chuck Smith. WMIL disk jockey. 
. ’ _ Mercury Records has detailed promoted a rock- roll show at the 

like n-v viceprez f01' Milwaukee Theatre, erupted into, a 
■ -! distribution to streamline the . riot Friday ight (28' . which 

York branch. ;-two gendarmes were injured. 
| The Gotham branch has been ! According tci the police, the dis- 

work is exceptional. But this hjri t .j yjthoiit a jthariager since the recent1 turbarice flared after the show; 
really surprising, considering -th?:-.departure of sid Schaffer to go; Eight teenage disturbers were held 
caliber ot the musicians. The. tioin- United Artists Records. 1 bv police, 
bone section, tor example., in- ; : • 
dudes ex-Ellington 'sidemen Quen- 
ton Jackson and Britt Woodman, 

, along with Miss’ Liston and 
! Fuller. 

‘ With several records already out 
; on the Mercury label and with 
! handling by the Willard Alexander 
! agency, there is reason to feel that 
i lhis could be a band that can be 
I around for a lqng time. It. has the 
i musicianship. All it needs, is 
; following. Bitt. 
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LATEST RELEASE 

THE GYPSY 
by 
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2>'\ : 

GIL EVANS BAND <12> 
I Jazz Gallery, N.Y. 

Big jazz bands are a perilous eri-.i 

terprise. They are econoiriically,' 

-and often physically, too. much for j. 

| the hip digs where the music Is ; 

'foremost. But.there’s still a rest-' 

■ lessness among pazz leaders to 

i break from the. small combo tradi- j: 

| tion for the challenge, creative! 
i range and gratifying sound of the., 
big ensemble. Among the experi¬ 
menters who have recently tried.: 
to put a big band on the road arej 

i baritone saxman Jerry Mulligan, j 
1 Guitarist Sal Salvadore arid trom- 

_ i bonist Slide Hampton. j 

WEEK i Add t0 the troops compo$er-ar-! 
ww ■ ! ranger Gil Evaris. He’s been heard ' 

J fronting big groups on LP’s tmainly 
behind a featured jazz soloist! and !; 
via a brief stand at Birdland 
New York. But the current six- 
week exposure at the Jazz Gallery i 
is the first real chance for the pub- j 
lie to pick up on this musicians’ j 
musician. | 

So far John Q. Jazzbuff has re-.j 
mained relatively aloof, but boni-' 
face Joe Termini, who talked Evans ] 
into assembling the band for the 
engagement, is a determinedypian.' 
lie’s returriing two of the Gallery’s 
topdraw headliners in support of 
Evans, hoping the faithful: will go 
away with & new allegiance. Diz j 
Gillespie comes in. tomorrow- 
'Thurs.i for two frames, followed’ 
by Thelonius Monk for the final 
two weeks of Evans’ stand, j 

By all standards of the populari 
arts. Termini's double-headliner j 

gambit should work, because the.! 
Evans hand is the freshest sound 
on the jazz scene since Ornette; 
Coleman busted the. formula ..bar- ! 
rier at the Gallery’s sister ' club, 
the Five Spot. Evans’ catalog,, due 
to his own progesi ive arrange¬ 
ments, has the excitement of a new 
era. A set is a concert in itself, 
and Evans, at the piano, directs 
with an intensity remindful of Stan 
Kenton in his burning days. In 
spite of the progressive approach, 
the scores cover th full range of 
jazz, and the familiar is worked in 
in fresh and.tasteful Ways. Execu¬ 
tion is perfect, which is a boost to 
the band’s commercial value. 

Featured are Evans on piano; 
John Coles end Phil Zunkel. trum¬ 
pet; Jimmy Knepper, Keg Johnson 
and Tony Studd, trombone; Dick 
Carter,, bass; Charley. P ers i p. 
drum; Ray Crawford, guitar; Biidd 
Johnson, Bob Tricaricb and: Morty 
Lewis, sax. y-Btii. 
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RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS ( 

(A ISational Survey of Key Outlett) ! 

This Last No. wks. . 
wk. wk, on chart |.! 

1 1 12 KINGSTON TRIQ (Capitol) J 
String Along (T 1407) 

; 2, 3 14 FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Nice V Easy:..(W 1417) 

a 2 29 BOB NEWHART (WB) 
Button Domi Mind (W 1379) 

4 5 29 SOUND bF MUSIC (Columbia) ] 
Original Cast (KOL 5450) 

5 4 ie SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve) 
Edge of Shelley Berman (MGV-15013) 

6 10 3 ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
G. I. Bines (LPM 2256) 

7 9 11 JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Johnny’s Mood (CL 1526) 

. S 7 12 BRENDA LEE (Decca) 
Brenda Lee (DL 4039) 

9 11 12 DAVE GARDNER (Victor) 
Kick Thy Own Self (LPM/LSP 2239) 

10 15 11 Bobby darin (Atco) 
Bobby Darin at the Copa (LP 122) 

11 8 20 '-PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) ' ■ " ] 
Paul Anka Sings His Big 15 (ABC-323) 

12 19 4. RAY CON NIFF (Columbia. ] 
Say It With! Music (CL 1490) ] 

13 — 1 BOB NEWHART tWB* 'J 
Button Down Mind Strikes Back. (WI 393) 

14 18 29 CAN-CAN (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (LOG 1032) 

15 8 29 TERRY SNYDER (Command) 
Persuasive Percussion (RS 800-50) 

16 16 24 PAYE GARDNER (Victor) 
Rejoice Dear Hearts (LPM 2083) 

17 32 8 NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
Wild Is Love lWAR; 1392) 

18 12 12 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Look for a Star (DLP 3322) 

19 14 28 ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Elvis Is Back (LPM 2231) 

20 21 29 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Theme from a Summer Place (DLP 3276) 

21 20 .27 SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor) 
Soundtrack (LOC 1032) 

22 23 3 60 YEARS QF MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (Victor) 
Various Artists, Vol II 

53“ 13 29 SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve) 
Inside. Shelley Berman (MGV 15003) 

24“ 31 3 RAY CHARLES i ABC-PAR) 
Genius Hits the Road (335) , 

2iF~ 
__ 

30 3 JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Rhythms. & Ballads of Broadway (CL 217) 

26 34 ' 4 BILL BLACK COMBO (Hi) 
Solid & Raunchy <HL 12003) 

27“ 25 ,21 RAY CHARLES (Atlantic) 
In Person '8039) 

28“ 24 29 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
Sold Out (T-1352) 

29“ 28 10 TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol) “ 
Sing a Spiritual With Me (TAO 1434) 

30“ ENOCH LIGHT (Command) 
Proyocatiye Percussion (SO 33-806) 

31“ —■ 1 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
Last Month of the Year (T 1446) 

5T — 8 MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia) 
More. Gunfigfiter Ballads. (CL 1481) 

33“ 33 7 CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM). 
Sings Spanish & Latin Favoriteg (£1 3853) 

W 1 BOBBY DARIN (Atco) 
For Teenagers Only (SP 0101) 

jy ' 27 11 ELLA FITZGERALD (VeryeL- 
Ella in Berlin (MGV 4041) 

W 1 ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
At Town Hall (KXL 5008) 

W 35 2 ENOCH LIGHT (Command) 
Provocative Percussion, Vol. II (810) 

38“ 17 12 RAY CONNIFF (Columbia) 
Young at Heart (CL 1489) 

W 36 20 MANTOVANI (London) 
Songs to Remember (LL 3149) 

40~ 38 ~2~ SANTO Sc JOHNNY (Can. Amer.) 
Encores (CALP 1002) 

At U-I Studios 
Hollywood, Nov. 1. 

American Federation of Musi¬ 
cians won out over the Musicians 
Guild of America as collective bar¬ 
gaining agent for looters working 
at UniVeisay-Intentational. In re¬ 
sults of a National Labor Relation 
Board election held Yn Septeniber 
count of to 85 favored the ARM 
with. 12 challenged votes.. 

A recount of the challenged bal¬ 
lots by NLRB bi-qught . a closer 
race but.still proclaimed the AFM' 
victor over MGA by a: 98MO-96 
tally. ; AFM previously scored, a 
unanimous win over the rival Un¬ 
ion in the; major studios election. 

Despite- .MGA’s. loss tp the AFM 
in major studios, however, th 

the Alliance, of TV 

Bo Diddley Faces Suit 

Memphis, Nov. 1. 
Bo Diddley, rock ’ri’ roller per- 
rmer disappointed.: more than!. 

1.500 screaming fans when lie 

suit for. our loss in this matter/’ 
The! Memphis promoter said b 

was also filing charges agajnst. 
y through the American 

NEW COAST DISKERY 
Hollywood, Nov. L. 

Weber Records has been set up 

Rosenberg has inked David Dil- 

GUITARISTS 
and ALL musicians 

and vocalists... 
discover the amazing 

of Ecco-Fonic portable 

ECHO-REVERB 

Unlock the. hidden beauty'and 
depth of your music. Create con* 
cert hall echo arid: reverberation 
effects anywhere—just as is done 
in million dollar recording studios 
—. and just as many top. pro’s are 
now doing with Ecco-Fonic. 

Send for 

FREERECORD 

^ __ 
905 So. Vermont Avs., Los Angeles, Calif, 
Send 33W “TOTAL SOUND'1 record arid 
literature,! enclose 25c to cover iling. 

NAME_____■ ' . 

MUSIC! DEALER. 

“WONDERLAND BY 
NIGHT” 

#16151 
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Frank Sennes Expanding Vegas Talent 
Buys; Eyes Broadway for lido' Shows 

Las Vegas, Nov. I. '4 

Flunk Sennes. as talent booker ‘ 
for the StardustvDes'erl Irm, and; 
most recently the” Riviera, is i per¬ 
haps now the No. 1 talent buyer on 
the American cafe scene. His re¬ 
cent activity in behalf of the latter 
spot might indicate that the i\Vil- 
bur Clark syndicate <DI and Star-j 
dusti also now has a financial slake ; 
in Ben GofTslein’s Riviera opera-! 
tion. 

Sennes meantime has been in 
New York eyeing the possible pur- j 
chase of a Broadway theati e, a; 
house like the Warner (nee; 
Strand;, or perhaps one of the ex- 
legilers on West 42d St. ijiow 
showing grind films) with a view 
to presenting the Lido de Paris 
revues as a legit attraction. By 
nature of these imported shows’ 
spectacular requirements (Icerink, 
swimmingpool and elevator stage 
equipment) it would have to he a 
theatre with elaborate backstage 
facilities. 

The RKO Palace had been under 
discussion last year but it is a 
question whether this former two- 
a-day vaudeville flagship has the 
depth and size of stage required. 

Dallas’ Century Signs 
Soph for March Stand 

Dallas, Nov. 1. 

Joe Reichman has scheduled 
Sophie Tucker for the Century 
Room here March 9, to be followed 
by a new “Century’s Ahead” revue. 
The latter show ill run for 12 
weeks. 

The American Guild of Variety 
Artists is planning a dinner dance 
in honor of Miss Tucker during her 
local engagement. Tony Zoppi, 
Dallas News columnist, will serve 
as chairman of the affair. 

Jack Arthur caught “Grand Ole 
Op’ry” (Wilma Lee & Stoney 
Cooper, Grandpa Jones et al) at 
Massey Hall, Toronto, last week, 
with Idea of maybe using it at next 
year’s Canadian National Exhibi¬ 
tion, which he runs. 

Show folks an raving about tha 
all atw Hotal Avary. All newf 
larga. baaotifuily fumishad da* 
kna rooms wife private bath, fair 
evirioa & radh>. Air conditioning. 

AVBir A WASHINGTON SIS. 

New Paris Lido 
Show Bowing In 
Dec.; Few Changes 

Paris, Nov. 1. 
A new edition of the Lido show 

goes into rehearsal Nov. 12 for 
Dec. 12 debut. It requires little re¬ 
furbishing since the show is still 
socko—bir ditto—arid is not to be 
changed other than some new 
turns, such as The Nitwits, a sec¬ 
ond-time here; a replacement for 
the Kessler Twins, slated to re¬ 
turn to Germany for a film; the re- 
Importation of the new' Bluebell 
line of girls (Id) after almost two 
seasons in Las Vegas. 

Duke Morrel, American juvenile 
singer, will also, be added, as will 
Gino Donati & Partner, the op¬ 
eratic-comedy act, making its Paris 
debut; the return of juggler Eric 
Brenn; the addition of U.S. Ice- 
skater Arnold Shoda, first time 
here; and Eddie Seifert & Co., 
triple contorionists who do their 
stuff In unison, and who are being 
groomed here with an eye to being 
reexported to Vegas next year. 

American stager Don Arden is 
due here to refurbish the show. 
Rene Fraday, who brought over the 
new Vegas show to the States, is 
also coming back here to super¬ 
vise the production as he usually 
does, along with Pierre Louis- 
Guerin. 

Tillsirom’s 
Pitch Witty Puppetry Id 

B’way Bow at $5.90 Top 
Puppeteer Burr Tillstrom, who's 

Kuklapolitans emerged from the 
salad days of Chicago video 13 
years ago to a decade of promi¬ 
nence in national tv, opened on 
Broadway Monday night i31). 

Mainstem setting for TillstrOm 
production of “Kukla; Burr & 
Ollie” is the old Emerald room of 
the Astor Hotel, rigged with 208 
straightT-back chairs, piano and 
puppet stage a little more elabo¬ 
rate than the one familiar to the 
Kuklapolitan’s tv following. Show 
is set to run Wednesdays through 
Sundays with Saturday and. Sun¬ 
day matinees for the kids. Scale 
for Wednesday and Thursday 
nights is $4.80 and $3.35, Friday 
through Sunday. $5.90 and $3.95; 
and matinees, $3.33 and $2.50. 

There’s a question whether the 
adult following of the Kuklapoli- 
tans is large enough to sustain the 
sophisticated, but nonetheless light, 
entertainment of the spread at the 
steep price scale. There’s less 
doubt about the matinees—parents 
should be dragging the kids in. 

The premiere clearly indicates 
that Kukla, Oliver J. Dragon and 
the test of Tillstrom’s puppet clan 
have lost none of the charm and 
warm wit that carried them for a. 
tv. decade. Two-hour show is much 
like the tv outings (a 15-minute 
ABC-TV Strip in the last days), 
with possibly less free wheeling 
ad Ub and a touch more sophistica- 
tiop. Featured besides Kukla and 
OlUe are all the bid hands exhibit¬ 
ing all the old personality traits: 
Mme, Ophelia Oooglepuss, Fletcher 
Rabbit, Mr. Cecil Bill, Beulah 
Witch, Dolores Dragon, Col. R. H. 
Crackle and Frown Crince. 

In the first of two acts, the pup¬ 
pets are re-introduced In familiar 
bits and songs. Second act is a 
xaney presentation, of “St. George 
and the Dragon’’ as the Kuklapoli¬ 
tans would be expected to lay it 
out 

Actress Clalbom Cary has ably 
replaced Fran Allison, the, Kukla- 
politaris outfront foil arid., sons 
stress. Her appearance in the 
preem were relatively brief. 

Show’s musical director Is 
George Bauer with songs (old and 
new) by Jack Fascinato. and Caesar 
Giovarininl. Decor is by William 
Hitman. BiU. 

RON URBAN 
5th MONTH 

BLVD. ROOM 

CONRAD HILTON, CHI. 

Inquiries: Lea Grund Enterprise! 
15 East 48th St., New York, N. Y. 
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Unless Censor Relents, 
Folies May Skip Mexico 

Mexico City, Nov. 1. 
Plans to bring the Folies Ber- 

geres here may founder over the 
nudity question. Local censors 
have turned thumbs down on ex¬ 
posure of French showgirls’ 
charms from, the waist up. 

Meantime,.'a..rep of the Folies is 
trying to convince authorities that 
nudity is a necessary adjunct of 
the extravaganza; When the girls 
cover up, he claims, the show loses 
75% of its “zest and appeal.” 

If the . Mexican officials insist 
upon a “cover up” ukase the show 
may bypass Mexico! Original plans 
called for theatre,, tv and film work 
during the unit’s run here. 

Cleveland, Nov. 1. 
Hilton Statier hotel is dropping 

Its dance band arid stage show 
policy Saturday (5) when Sammy 
Watkins’ orch cuts short its sched¬ 
uled winter engagement in the 
Terrace Room/ 

Final acts; in room were Laitri 
Franks and Bill Boehm, teamed Up 
in a series of show-tune pop con¬ 
certs. They closed Saturday (29) 
after nearly a two month experi¬ 
ment that did not jell. 

Hotel’s general manager Fletcher 
Brumit said retrenchment policy 
was necessary in dropping enter¬ 
tainment and turning the room in¬ 
to a straight dining operation.; 
When biz. recovers from current 
nosedive, which is hitting most 
hotels, theatres and niteries here, 
it was; hinted that the Hilton- 
Statler would reinstate/live music 
plus intimate acts. 

Only downtown Cleveland club 
now making, a good showing with 
variety revues. is , Herman Pirch- 
ner’s Alpine Village. It still show¬ 
cases t\vo-to-three act revues with 
Gene Riddle’s six piece orch. Cur¬ 
rently headlining is La Plata Sex¬ 
tet arid Bob McFadden. Pirchner 
is inking such names as Nelson 
Eddy and Gayle Sherwood for Feb. 
20 week. 

i Memphis, Nov. 1. 
Danny Thomas and. an all-star 

amateur talent show wrapped up a 
convention held here last week by 
ALSAC (American Lebanese Syr¬ 
ian Associated CharitiesJ for the 
primary benefit of the St. Jude- 
hospital now under construction. 
Thomas had the audience of 2,500 
at the Auditorium in his palm with 
a 20-minute stint from his nitery 
repertoire. 

Joe Karera, a Louisville: singer, 
copped top honors in the Thomas 
talent show; with “Fascination;” 
Elizabeth Bedree, 14-year-old song¬ 
stress from Fort: Wayne, Ind., was 
runner-up with “Why I Am Hap¬ 
py." Doug Johns, a Lansing, Mich., 
singer-drumraer-dancer, finished 
third. 

Several pros worked cuffo for 
the benefit. They .were headed by 
tv performer Toby David who 
planed here from Detroit to emcee 
the three-hour show. His was a 
masterful chore. Ban joist Eddie 
Collins scored with his strumming. 
Walter Popp, Thomas’ music di¬ 
rector for his weekly ty stint, 
briskly led the local»Nate Evans 
pit band. Matt; 

Thomas' Dallas Benefit 
Dallas, Nov. 1. /. 

Danny Thomas performs here 
Saturday (3) at the Statler-Hilton 
ballroom, at $25 per head, in. a 
fund-raising benefit for his pet 
charity, the new St. Jude Hospital 
in Memphis, Tenn. The $4,000,000 
hospital is now under construction 
and Thomas is making several per-; 
sonal appearances to ease the cost 

He’s expected to have assistance 
on his show by personal appear¬ 
ances ' of Linda Darnell, Joe E. 
Lewis and Shelley Berman, all 
playing here at the same time. 

Marlene’s 57G, Toronto 
Toronto, Nov. 1. 

Marlene Dietrich's International 
Revue did a solid $57,000 at the 
O’Keefe Theatre here last week. 
Theatre has a £65,000 potential. 

Biz picked up at the end of the 
week, going 95% capacity Satur¬ 
day night (29). 

Maiager Builds Stable 
Chicago, Nov. 1. 

Frank Fried, who manages the 
Gateway Singers, has set two other 
musical groups for personal man-. 
agement—the Three Reeds, a jam 
harmonica trio, and Ernie Sheldon 
arid the Villagers, latter recently 
pacted by.Colurnbia Records. 

Sheldon formerly sang with the 
Gateways. 

“THE COMEDIAN?’ 
Tho Only RmI Monthly 

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICI 
THI LATEST — THE GREATEST — 

' THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST 
Haw In Hs. 122*0 Issua, contelnliia 
aorisi,. •M'linm, ponniHtk tons 
titles; hecklers, audience stu#, mono- 
tots, MrHI«, dMbli |Ht. bttl, 
Uni, Intros. . Impressions inG fm- 
porsonetlons, political. Interruptions. 
Thoughts of tho Pay, Humorous View* 

%U Y*—SINGLE ISSUES tl 
Foreign .. 

m YR.—SINGLE ISSUES M 
NO C.O.D/s 

BILLY 4LAS0N 
M W. (4th St. Now York CHy It 

CO. f-131* 

THE ENTERTAINER 
Topical gags. Glorias,, original on# 
llnars. Sampla Copy 32. Subscript Ion 
SIX par yr. Published Monthly. It 
Rack Issues <1,»M »a*s) S4. ( Rack 
Issues (MS gags) S3. 

EDDIE GAY 
242 West 72n* St , New York 33, N. Y. 

YVONNE MORAY 
HACIENDA HOTEL 

frecRo, ColHentfa 

ASSOCIATED BOOKINfeCORP. 
Jog Glaser, Pros. 

WANTED 
IMMEDIATELY 

M.C.'s for Motor Urate Shows. 

Sobarit: Besotne* ood Photo*. 
BOX V-1297. VARIETY 

154 W. 4* St.. Now York IS 

Now Available 
FOR LIMITED ENGAGEMENTS 

Z for DATES; and Further Information CONTACT Z 

SHEP HELDS JERRY LEVY 
SHAMROCK HILTON HOTEL 

Houston, Toxas 
MOhawk 4-9307 

DIRECTIONAL ENTERPRISES 
200 W. 57 St.; New York 

Circle 4-8431 
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GENE KNIGHT (Oct. 4, I960) 
New. York Journal-American 

"It'* uncanny! What happened 
at the Rountable last night when 
Duke Hazlett, the new singing star, 
opened his. four-week engagement 
. . when it comes to showman¬ 
ship, Mr. Hazlett has if . . . There's 
dancing, too, at the Roundtable 
now. But Who wants to dance when; 
Duke Hazlett si " 

FRANK QUINN (Qct. 6,1960) 
New York Daily- Mirror 

"A duke Reigns at ROUND¬ 
TABLE." 

"Duke Hazlett made, his local 
fcow at the Roundtable's intimate 
Upstairs hideaway, the King Arthur 

■Room, Ond preyed such an attrac¬ 
tion that, bossman Morris Levy de- 
ided to give him a chance in the; 

main room. Hazlett first appeared 
with a quartet and . now has a full 
band!" 

PAUL M, .BRUUN 
Mi i Beach Sun 

. night clubbers are In.for 
when the Seville Hotel 

opens ith a. brand new per¬ 
sonality/.who already has scored i 

MAGAZINE SINGER OF THE MONTH 
Chicago and New York . . Ha Is. 
Duke Hozlatf, one of the entertain¬ 
ment world's most EXCITING sing¬ 
ing personalities to emerge i in the 
past year.'! 

MARTIN BURDEN 
New York Post 

"The Roundtable has opened its 
King Arthur Room with an attrac¬ 
tion who is bound to cause a tot 
of talk and plenty of raised, eye¬ 
brows^ He is Duke Hazlett." 

PSriety 
I>«‘ Ilislro. A. C. 

Atlantic City, Aug. 2. 
Duke Hazlett, the Novel-Lords 

(.41, Roy Branker, Dick Borden 
Tri ..$4- inTroum, $2 admissi 
Fri;;- Sat, 

"Kolicer has started off with , tal¬ 
ent which will play all season and 
is headlined by singer Duke Haz- 
'left, Hazlett carries; with hi the 
Pick Borden trio as backing.. 
Effectively done numbers, three of 
them encores, keep him before 
payees . 45 minutes ith such as 
'You Get Me Under My Skin,' 
'It Happened in Monterey,* 'Bye 
Bye Black Bird,' 'All the Way.1 q 

takeoff on Dean Martin; 'Day In, 
Day Out,' and 'Talk to Me.' H«yz- 
left gets smart mlttlng." 

Walk. 

HERB RAU 
Mi i"New* 

"Duke Hazlett. . . getting plenty 

of raves from Beach entertai 
seekers." 

MILTON BERLE 

"Duke Hazlett Is the greatest 
new talent find in many years." 

Playboy Magazine, January 

HERB KELLY 
Miami News 

"He's a swing singer who can 
handle a ballad or standard with 
finesse. His phrasing is like Sina¬ 
tra's . . . but the voice is truer." 

PAUL M. BRUUN 
Miami Beach Sun 

"Crowds thronging the 'Down¬ 
stairs Room* at the Seville Hotel 
to see singer Duke Hazlett. .. have 
a double treat in store for them 
... he adds a 'Hazlett Touch* that 
mokes his renditions a treat in¬ 
deed." — 

RECENT TV ENGAGEMENTS 

ART CARNEY SPECTACULAR 

JACK PAAR SPECTACULAR 

STEVE ALLEN SHOW 

JACK PAAR'S TONITE SHOW 

min? 
111 

T»j 
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New York 
Singer Jerry Vale headlines at 

the Satari on Long Island the 
■weekend of Nov. 4 . . . Comic Sid 
Gould into the Steak Pit, Paramujs, 
N J„ tonight <Wed.> . . . Ben E. 
King, lead singer on the Drifter's 
di-.ks. plays the Apollo Theatre for 
a week beginning Friday U = 
Soler & Lorca appearing at the 
Brown Hotel, Louisville, Key., for 
the next three weeks. 

Hollywood 

Chicago 
Don Cornell booked into Tay¬ 

lor’s Supper Club. Denver. De.c\ 5 
for two „ . The Characters down 
for -Eddy's’. Kansas City. March 31 

Mills Bros, into Angelo’s. Oma¬ 
ha, Feb. 17-25 . . . Town & Coun¬ 
try, Winnipeg, lined up Ann Henry 
for Dec. 12. Leon Bibb for Dec: 
26. and Barbara McNair to oped 
Jan. 9, all two-weekers. 

Spike Harrison at the Lucky 
Pierre in New Orleans . . . John^i 
ny Puleo and Harmonica Gang 
open at the Southern Club. Hot 
Springs. March 6. and work th 
Holiday House. Milwaukee, starts 
ing March 17 . . Johnny Desmond 
■et to reprise at Holiday House 
June 2. 

Kansas City 
Buddy Lester repeating a stand 

at Eddvs’, his first in town in about 
eight years. He’s next due at the 
Neve. new spot in ’Frisco, where: 
he opens a two-week stand Nov. 15: 
. . Linda Merrill shifts fro pi: 
Edd.vs’ to the Colony' Club, Omaha,, 
opening there Nov. 25 for her first 
date in the Nebraska metropolis, : 

Carmen Cavallaro will be back 
at Eddys’ Nov. 11 for a fortnight, 
his sixth return date here . . 
Grand Ole Opry shifted from the< 
Kansas City, Kans., Memorial Hall 
to the American Legion Building, 
Kansas City. Mo., last Sunday <3t)' 
. . New Orleans Room has a new 
continuous music policy with Red 

Welch’s Dixieland combo and Ed 
Smith’s Swing Band rotatiing. 

- Will Jordan opens show' at Slate 

Bros, tomorrow' (Thurs.) along with 

Keiko and Tommy Oliver Trio 

Jack Costanzo opens at the Fla^ 

mirigo. Las Vegas, Nov. 10, along 
with Carmen D’Oro and Jodi Ghia. 
Earl Barton staged act . . The 
Petticoats, vocal group under pact 

: to Louis Prima and Keely Smith, 
open a two-week engagement at 

I Harrah’s, Lake Tahoe, Nov. 7. 

! Toni Harper set by General TV 
! Corp. of Australia to appear on the 
government tv web. She’ll draw 

j $1,000 pci- week for four weeks be¬ 
ginning Dec. . 5 , ..Erroll Garner ,, 
will gig at Boston’s Symphony Hall J 

: Jan. 21. Pianist bp/ns here at. the j 
Crescendo tomorrow (Thurs.) 

(Comic Larry Daniels set’ for three 
1 guestings on the Ed Sullivan Show, 
first, Nov. 19. 

Jane Morgan plays the London 
(Palladium for one week beginning 
1 Feb. 27. Thrush opens at the 
; Cocoanut Grove for three weeks 
; beginning Nov. 9 . . Chiquita & 
’ Johnson, who close at the Petrble- 
‘um, Club, Calgary, Sat. (-5L open a 
: 12-week stand Dec. 23 at the Caril- 
!lon Hotel, Miami Beach . . Singer 
! Kiki Paige at Bimbo’s 365. Frisco, 
till Dec. 1. 

Herb Shriner Extends 
Tbps Americana- Tour 

"Pops Americana,” a unit headed 
by Herb Shriner which has been 
touring the south in one-night 
stands, may make periodic appear-: 
aiices. throughout the country in 
the next few years. Shriner’s deci¬ 
sion to prolong the Original 30-day 
swing Was prompted by fancy, biz 
in the group’s initial'dates. 

Show comprises the Concert 
Orchestra Americana.. directed by 
Gustave . Haenschen; balladeer 
George Alexander, the: New World 
Singers, and Shriner who acts as 
host, narrator and monologist. 
Tour opened in Jacksonville, N.C., 
then played Pensacola. Fla.; El 
Dorado, Ark,; Shreveport, La., and 
Austin.. Tex. 

Dallas 

Coliseum; Ice Show as Kickoffer 

BOOK NOW! 
Bo on the Alert for Top Attractions 

For 1960-61 Season 

JOHNNY and THE 
HURRICANES 

(Big Top Records) 

DUKE HAZLETT 
America’s Top Singer 

STEVE GIBSON 
and the 

RED CAPS 
(ABC-Far Records) 

MICKEY 
SHAUGHNESSY 

Film and TV Comedian 

THE 
N0VEL0RDS 
Dynamic Comedy Quartet 

JOAN PROCTOR 
C*** A. Victor Records) 

KIDDY KELLY 
Cute Versatile Comedienne 

WrH» - Win - Phene 

JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY 
NEW YORK CITY 

234 W. 48th Street 
PLasa 7-1786 Circle 6-8100 

PHILADELPHIA 

1001 Chestnut Street 
WAInut 2-4677 

Freddie Martin orch and revue 
inked for Nov. 10 at the Statler-1 
Hilton, for a three-week stay . . | 
Bob Gbison, comedian, back at the ! 
Tree Club for two frames . . . Own¬ 
er Norwood Ballow has an intime 
revue. "For People Only.” opening 1 
Dec. 1. Written by Jergy Segal, t 
it’ll have four performers and pi-j 
anist Camilla Duncan. j 

Wynn Warner, ex-bandleader at i 
the Statler-Hilton, formed “En-j 
chanted Strings” group of four vio¬ 
lins. string bass and pianist, now 
at the plush La Tunisia Restaurant j 
. . . Jose- Greco & Co. inked for a • 
Feb. 3 return concert date at State 
Fair Music Hall by J. David Nich¬ 
ols office. 

Joe E. Lewis returns Nov. 3 to 
the Adolphus Hotel’s Century 
Room . . Phyllis Williams a hold¬ 
over singer at the private 3525 
Club . . Hi-Ho. Ballroom. in near¬ 
by Grand Prairie, lias. Lionel, 
Hampton’s band due Nov. 2 and 
Les Brown’s crew inked for Dec, 3 
. . . Shelley Berman comes in .Nov. I 
5 for a one-nighter at Southern J 
Methodist U’s McFarlin Audito- i 
rium. 

To Concert Trail 
Cleveland, Nov. 1,. 

Woody Woodbury' nitery.. come¬ 
dian., is making thie leap to concert 
stages a ;la Shelley Berman and 
Mori Salil with the help of a 
couple of. Clevelanders: Promotes 
of one-man. concert show at Public 
Music Hall are Scane Bowler and 
Richard Lezius, owners of’ Ba¬ 
hama Hotel in Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla., where Woodbury has been its 
top drawing-card for four years. 

Bdwler, an. attorney, and Lezius, 
a .printing company exec, previous¬ 
ly arranged several’.:engagements 
here for the comic;. He played a 
couple of two-week stands at local 
Tudor Arms Hotel’s Empress 
Room in last two seasons, as well 
as private shows at.Cleveland Ath¬ 
letic Club: They all pulled such 
boffo crowds that backers figured 
he was strong enough for a. con¬ 
cert -bow: 

Singing pianist-satirist usually 
wears red wool shirt, impressed 

slacks and an old Marine 
fatigue caip. 

llis live nitery shows were taped 
by StereOddities label in disk 
albums that landed on best-selling 
charts.’ ■ 

Study Cal/s ‘No-Mixing’ 
Law at AGVA Meeting 

Hollywood. Nov. 1. 
The local branch of the Ameri¬ 

can Guild of Variety Artists has in¬ 
vited representatives from the 
Alcohol Beverage Control, Sheriff’s 
Dept, and L.A. Police Dept, to at¬ 
tend and their Nov. 9 membership 
meeting to discuss the ‘ no-mixing” 
law between nitery entertainers 
and patrons. 

Each of the law enforcement 
speakers will define the “no-mix¬ 
ing” ordinance from their individ¬ 
ual departments’ -viewpoint and 
will discuss the consequences,-that, 
violators are subject to. AGVA 
earlier this month tightened Its 
original ruling on “no-mixing” by 
injecting a more stringent by-law 
into its charter. 

Detroit 
Lenny Dee in second week at the 

Knife and Fork . . Singers Jo-, 
sephlne Young, Jerri Stevens and 
Sherri Waters at Frank Gagen’s 
. . . Comic Johnny Ginger at the 
Gay Haven . . , Los Chicaiios opens 
next week at the Commodore in 
Windsor . . . Danny Martin emcees ’> 

the Falcon Lounge show featuring, 
dancer Claudann Cooper and sing- 
er Gloria Brooks . . . Comic Lee j 
Caron at the Killarney . . .‘Billy! 
Masted at Baker’s Keyboard 
Lounge. . 

Ben-Hur Horses, Rodeo 
Events Put K.C. Livestock 

Show $21,000 in Black 
Kansas City, Nov. 1, 

i The American Royal Livestock 
8c Horse Show, a modified mardl 
gras for mid-America farmers, 
socialites and in betweens, broke 
turnstile records this year in its 
weeklong run, recently completed 
here. 

According to Jay B. Dillingham, 
president, paid attendance hit the 
121,000 mark, some 8,000 more 
than previously recorded. The fall 
extravaganza expects, to clean up 
its books somewhere in the neigh¬ 
borhood of $21,000 to the good, 

j: Fresh entertainment attractions 
were credited with providing a big 
part of the boost. The “Ben-Hur” 
horses were a notable draw as 
were Lynn Randall and dressage 
horse; “Top Hat.” The Culver 
Black Horse Lancers did well as 
did the Osage-Pawnee Indian 
Dancers, the Wilson Clydesdale 
Horses and several other annual 
levents Including the Rodeo Kids, 
ispecial pony classes, a cutting 
■horse contest and cowgirl barrel 
races. 

Again in Pans 
Paris, Nov. 1. 

Judy Garland, who Scored in two, 

concerts at the outsize Palais De 

Chaillot Oct, 7-8. came, back for 

a return engagement at the Olym¬ 

pia Music Hall Oct. 28 and 29. 

She paid off ip top biz in a house 
pegged' to a more wieldy SZ mini¬ 
mum and S5 top as compared to 
the $10 top.before. 

Miss Garland was more at ease 
in the better, acoustics and warmer, 
atmosphere, of the Olympia.. Musi¬ 
cal pix are limited here and her 
disks are know; mainly to spe¬ 
cialists so hdr success was strictly 
on her boff talents- whicli over¬ 
come lingo differences. She was 
previ lisly to do a week with 
vaude acts at the Olympia but this 
changed to one-man concerts. 
Harry Rubensteiri and Bruno C6- 
quatrix handled her stay here. 

Ringling Biz Off in Milw.; 
Show Balks at Parade 

Fee, Tiger Rips Handler 
Milwaukee,. Nov. 1. 

Ringling Bros, and Barnum 8t 

Bailey Circus stand here last week 
was marred by an accident when 
animal handler Roy E. Smith was 
mauled by a tiger. He’s, in serious 
condition at a local hospitlal. suffer¬ 
ing from a mangled arm. 

Prior to the show’s opening, city 
police refused to grant Ringling 
officials a permit to march the ele¬ 
phants and horses through the 
streets In the daytime on grounds 
that such a movement constituted 
a parade which required a $750 
license. When circus brass balked 
at the fee, the pachyderms and 
menageri were marched . after 
midnight. 

First two performances on Wed. 
(26» pulled 2.138. patrons .according 
to Ringling spokesmen; Biz im¬ 
proved at the weekend. However, 

Portland, Ore., Nov. 1. 

Portland’s, new multi-million dol¬ 
lar Memorial Coliseum will preeriL 
on schedule Thurs, (3 > with “Holi¬ 
day On Ice of 1961.” Ultra modern 
plant is designed for large and 
small events. Structure lias a huge 
arena with many varied size halls 
with glass. exterior walls,] 

The entire buildipg. is air-condi¬ 
tioned and installed with the latest 
lighting, sound, stage and kitchen 
equipment. Much needed layout 
puts this town in a position to grab 
conventions, shows, rodeos, etc. 
Arena facility includes 9.000 per¬ 
manent theatre seats with risers 
and ramps swelling the seating to 
13.500 for certain events. 

On a 22-arre site five minutes 
from the city center, the Coliseum 
has parking for 2,000 cars. Mana¬ 
ger Don Jewell has already inked 
“Holiday On Ice.” Home Show, 
‘Tee Follies,” Shrine Circus, Scout 
Circus, Kennel Club Show, Motor 
Show; Snorts ,& Beat Show, Ring¬ 
ling Bros. Circus, Golden Glove* 
.Tournament, arid many conven¬ 
tions. 

U. of Portland will use the spot 
for its home basketball games.. 
Portland lee Hockey Club games 
will also be held there; Many dif¬ 
ferent attractions can be . working 
at the same time without interfer¬ 
ing with each other. With the Port¬ 
ia nd-Sheraton completed aiid th# 
new 23 story Hilton Hotel under 
construction, there will be ade¬ 
quate housing facilities in the area. 

The City will continue to operat 
the 3.600 seat. Auditorium for 
plays; stage shows, symphony, bal¬ 
let. and more, intimate type out¬ 
ings. The 3,400 seat Paramount. 
Theatre also houses stage shows, 
vauders. and concerts. The Mem¬ 
orial Coliseum. opening only 
after a Jong, drawn ..out hassle rev 
garding its location. 

GAC's Jazz: Dept 
General Artists Corp. lias formed 

a jazz, department: headed by Shel¬ 
ley Schultz. 

MEX UNIONS PROTEST 
BAN ON ACTS, TOOTERS 

i . Mexico City, Nov, 1. 
A. recent unexpected decree by 

the Office of Public Entertain¬ 
ments and city licensing authori¬ 
ties prohibiting presentation of 
variety acts and musicians in bars 
and restaurants is unpopular in 
entertainment circles. 

Both the Mexican Musicians. Un¬ 
ion and the National Assn, of 
Actors are studying the matter. 
They argue that the city’s suppres¬ 
sion causes “hardship” to artists 
and musicians who have special¬ 
ized in the bar-restaurant circuit. 

The: Entertainments Office 
issued the bah because of an up¬ 
surge of variety into bars and 
restaurants, with these not having 
night club licensing. But there may 
be ah about face, with officials per¬ 
mitting at least piano and . musical 
duos. 

Berman Big in Denver 
Denver. Nov. 1, 

Shelley Berman pulled solid [. 

business here in his twomight: 
stand at. the Denver Municipal] 
Auditorium over the .Weekend. (2d-1 
30). It was a near advance sellout 
for both performances despite the 
fact- that he was bucking a locally, 
organized folk music festival.;. 

In Minneapolis, on Oct. 21, Ber¬ 
man played the 3.509 seat Audi¬ 
torium Concert Bowl and grossed 
$8,600, considered very good be¬ 
cause of the lowered seat prices 
for university students ($3 as 
against $4 top). 

OLASON 
PROFESSIONAL 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theatricals 

"Wo Service the Stars" 
Big Temporary Special on. All 

95 Gag Files for $15, Plus 51.00 Postage 
Foreign; $1.50 ei„ 35 for $40. 

• 3.Parody Books, Pair Bk. ... $10 • 
• 4 Blackout .Books, Per Bk. .. $25 • 
• Minstrel Budget $25 • 

How to Master- the Ceremonies 
$3 per Copy 

No C.O.D's .. "Always Open". 
BILLY GLASON 

10$ W. 54th St., N.Y.C.,1* CO S-1314 
(WK TEACH EMCEEING end COMEDY) 
(Let a Real Professional Train You) 

.ROWAN AND MARTIN 
Currently 

RIVIERA HOTEL 
LAS VEGAS 

mh.„, l.,jl. 

Currently Second Week 
THE FROLICS, 

Revere Beech, Mesa; 

Ntv RCA VIcttr LP Album 

HI-DE-HI-DE-HO 
Varietyi "Ingratiating" 

•ILL MITTLER, 1419 Broadway, Hew York 

DICK AUNT 

WESTON AND MARTHA 
Comedy Ventriloquism 

Corrently 

HOTEL THUNDERBIRD 
LotVogoi.Nev. 

Pari, Mflt.i GKORGI SOARES 
4208 HJardln, las Vee«, Nov., Du. 4-2182 
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VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 2 

NEW YORK CITY 
MUSIC HALL 

Brazllari Revue 
Rockettes 

Corps de Ballet 
R, Paige. Sym. Ore 
Helen Wood 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE 

Tivoli 

Pavi 

. Barney Grant 
.Edith Dahl 

ita MoTena & Anri. 

Evelyri Rose 
l-lk- & Maor 
Marie Claire 
Peter. Crago 
Patricia Smith 
Eileen O'Connor 
Jimmy. Vaughan 

SYDNEY 
Tivoli 

June Bronhill 
John Larsen 
Deidree Thurlow 
Howell Glyrine 
Raymond Nilssen 
Kevin Mills 
Robert Eddie ...-' 
BruceWilliams 
John Godfrey 
Heiinka De- 

. Tar.czinska- 
Thea Phillips 
Elizabeth West 
Renee Osbourne 
Douglas Sluchberry 
Ronald Austrom 

Tommy Roberts 
Evelyn Freeman 
Brian Farnon Ore 

■■Cloister 
Jaye P. Morgan 
Geti Galian. 
:'-. Cocoanut rove 
Teresa: Brewer 
Larry Daniels 
Fred Martin Ore. 

Crescendo 
Bob Newhatt. 
Erroll Garner 
Rene Touzet Oilc 

. Dlrio'i 
. Ruth Gillis 

Jack Elton 
Steve La Fever 

Slate Bros. 
Will Jordan . . 
Reiko 
Toriimy Oliver. Trio . 

Statler ' Hotel. 
''Playmates of ’60" 

. Bkinnay Ennis Ore. 
Ye Little Club 

Jack Jones 
Sally. Jones 

LAS VEGAS 
Desert. Inn 

Jimmy Durante 
Eddie'Jacksbn 
Sonny. Kiiig. • 
Betsy Duncan 
Art Vari Damm 
Donn. Arden, Dncrs .' 

New Frontier 
"Oriental Holiday" 
Larry Alpert. 
Night hawks 
Anri. Weldon 
Dick Rice Ore 

Riviera 

BRIGHTON MANCHESTER 
Hippodrome . j Palace 

Ceo. Mitchell Min. ^ Ken Dodd 
Stan Slerinett i 
Penny Nicholls rPeteis Sisters. 

-Ossie Noble ‘Eddie Calvert; 
The. Jackpots i Lane. & Truzzi 
MiUhell' Maids . j Joe <Mr. Piano). 
Larry; Gordon’s" Co. .. Henderson 
Joan- Hinile : Freddie Sales 

John Boulter 
LEEDS 
Empire 

Gaunt Brothers 
Judy.Moxon 
Ronnie Collis. 

' RoSaiie & Pekei 
Ray -Alan 
Jackie. G 

, Peters Sisters; 

! Eddie Calvert; 
i Lane. & Truzzi . 
j Joe. (Mr. Piano). 
'. .. Henderson 

. Freddie Sales 
Dior Dancers 
Three -Merkys. 

NEWCASTLE 
Empire 

Earle &' Vaughan 
. Arthur Worsley 
Murray & Maidi 
Morris..&■ Cowley 
Duo Russmar 
Jean -& Verne;. 

Carlton Hayes Ore Patti Page 
Michae. Kent j Rowan & Martin 
Dave Apollon. Billy Williams Rev 
Milt Herth Jack Cat heart Ore 
Henri Rose. J :. Bob ;Bramari .. 

• Dunes . Dave Leonard . 
“Micky’s Follies _ 

. lof J9G1" Donald O’Connor 
: Lili-St. Cyr. GretchenAVyler 

• A1 Hh t . Mary -Kaye Jrro 
Gil . Bernal; . Geo. Rock 

• Jaci Fbiitaine . Deedy A Bill 
Bill Reddie. Oro Louis Basil Ore... 

Ef Cortez ; ,IS,nd* 
.Ibe. Sarite.4 Lena Horne 
Don Corey £rien &.v?ossl 
Ike.Carpenter . 'Io‘rey^.mg 
Don Friend , . Bobby Cole Trio 
Johnny Hayden. ; £arr Nelson.. 
Topholchers CopaGirls :.. 

A,,t”s«~",0re 
pinah- Washington 

Cabaret Bills 

NEW YORK CITY 

MerJe Travis 
Silver. Sljpptr 

:.Tani McEaddeh * 

Phillv Duke™ Red Marshall 

MvrzSfnn* Ore T^Erden 
; Ashton - Driers | SgjfoSfig?6* 

- Fremont; Hotel .4 Don Santora 
• So and . So’s .. I Geo; Redman Ore 
i Make • Believes |. Stardust 
I Jolly Jacks. .j Lido De Pari 
The Holidays I Billy ’ Daniel 
: Golden Nupoet .j-Sam; . Butera. 
Lee . & Faye; May-. ' Roberta Linn 

pard • Hawaiian Revue 
Sons of Gold’n Wsl ! Thuriderblrd 

- Birdland . 
Udd.v Rich All* 
.Stars 

Horace, Silver; 5 
Afro-Jazziacs 

.Basin St. East. 
Johnnie Rav 
George Shtar’i 
Liuirio Corey 

. Blue Angel 
li‘\yin.Coiey 
Dofothy. Loudori; 
Mavsa. Matarazzd 
•Jimmy Lyon'3 ' 

Bon Sorr 
Ton.v'A Eddie 
Phyllis Diller 
3 Flames 
Jimmie Daniels 

‘ Camelot 
Julius LaRosa 
Jorie Remus. 
Dick Stabile Ore 

Chardas 
Laureanne. Lema 
Tibor Rakossy 
Dick Marta 
Bill: Yedla 
Kleiner Horvath 

.Chateau Madrid . 
..Tun Tun 
EMrellita. Salinas 
Henry A. l.eonella . 
Angel A Carmelilla 
Ralph Font Orb • 
Panchito" Ore'. 

Copacabana 
Lawrence: A -Gorin 
Corbett Monica 
Johnny ti’Arc 
-Bonnie Marie 
Paul Shelley Ore 
Frank . Marti Ore - 

Embers . 
orothy .Donegan 
bv. Eldridge 3 

Hotel Astor 
Eddie I.ane Ore- 
Hotel New Yorker 
Ada Cavallo 
Bob Kasha 3 
Milt Saunders O* 

Hotel Pierre 
Vagabond King 
Jimmy.' Carroll 
Norma .French 
Jack Russell . 
Wilbur Evans 
Didi Van Evi-k 
Stanley Melba Ore 
Joe Ricardel Ore 

Hotel Plaza 
Cogi Grant 
Ted Straeter Ore 
M. Monte’s. Con¬ 

tinentals'. 
. Hotel Taft. . 

•Vincent .Lopez Ore 
Hotel Roosevelt : 

W. Covington. Ore 
Hotel St. Moritz 

Jan August Ore 
Hotel St. Regis 

Joanne Gilbert. 
Milt Shaw Ore 
Weber Kav Ore 

International 
Sophie Tucker. 
Tomniv Leone! tl 
McKenna Line 

Mike Du iso Ore 
v.ila Ore. 

• Latin Quarter 
/ RiidaS Dancers- 

i Gloria. LeRoy- . 
j llarrison A Rossi 
! Ford A Reynolds 
I.Metropolitan t> 
j Dorothea McFarland 
• Bob -Anthony . 
l.oweli Hands 
Ronald, Field. 
Jo .Lombardi Ore 
B Harlbwe Ore 

‘ Living. Room 
James Koniack 

. Wanderers.; 
Bobby-Cole 3 

:. No; 1 Fifth Ave. 
Harry Noble 
Clara Ccdrorie . 
•Damian Mitchell 

'i Gerry Davis 
Carol Lee 
Dick' Hankinson 

Roundtable 
Duke Hazlitt 
Joey Bushkin 

Sahbra 
i Rinat YaTon; 
Sara Avani .- 

! Badurh A. Ovadia 
’ Kovesh A. Mizrachie 
j Zadok Zavir. 
! Fershko Ore- 
.Leo Fuld ... : 

j . Savoy • Hilton 
Gunnar Hansen Ore 

, Chas; Holden Ore.. ; 
I Ray. Hartley . 
L Town A Country 

■ Jack Carter. 
j.Sallie .Blair ., 
I De.. Vani Bernue: 

Ned Harvey. Ore 
I.Martinei Ore 
! Upstairs Downstairs. 
Ceil Cabot . 

i Gordon Connell .. 
.Gerry Matthews! 
l.Bill Ilennanf 
‘Mary L. Wilson. 
Pat Ruhl 
Carl Norman 

. William Roy 
M. A:CdAilen 
' Viennese Lantern 
Daisy Lumini 

. Michelle Renoir 
jPawel Prokopeirie 
j, Harold Sandler Ore 
| Paul. Mann 
• Joe- Troppi 
: Village Bairn 
! Jack Wallace 
jjohnny King 
’ Carol Ritz. 
! Piute Pete 
! Bill Cimler 
| Lou Harold Ore 
j Village Gate 
i Martha Schlamme 

. Village Vanquard 
J Modem Jazz .Quart. 
(Ornette..’ Coleman 

Waldorf-Astoria 
Frankie Laine 

. Emile. Colenian Ore 
•!T-heb Fanidi Ore 

- Hacienda : 
! Four-. Tithes' 
; .tbhnpv.Olerin 
.Keynotes • 
! ’ Mint . 

. | Geo! Redman Ore 
j- Stardust 
> r.ldo De Pari 
I Billy Daniel 

.j-Sam; . Butera. 
.' Roberta- Linn 
I llaWaiian Revue 

Thuriderblrd 
; "Follies bn Ice** 
Dorothy Shayr 
Dick West oh 

j Al Jahns Ore. 
! Fred A Marcy 

I Bobbv Sherwood 
r.Phvllis Dofne 
! Hart v ".Woo 
'■ .StcvenS . 
: Hoyt Heniv Ore 
j ' Nevada Club 
Vido' MU.sso 
Little Red.: 

■Sally Korhv! 
Johnny Paul 
Maik -Hail : 

Steele ‘'Millionaires 
Trepicaria 

FollesBergere 
Ralph Young 

- Maria Lopez. 
■ .Tahine Caire 
i Colette Neidiger .. 
| Frank Moore 4. 
1 Chanriing-Pollock' 
1 Pe.rez JPrado 
Denis A Rogers 
A1 DePaulis.4 

MIAMi-MIAMI BEACH 
Americana 

Ross-Trio . 
Pupi Campo Or 

Bar of Music 
Bill Jordan 

• Gina. AVilsuri 
* Sue Lawton 

! Steve. Hunter 
1 Carillon 
i “Folies Frap.caiseV' 
; Harry' Mimmo ■ 

Elisa Jayne 
j Darryl. Stewart 
j Jacques Donnet Ore 

| . Deauyllta 
: Henry Levine Oro 
I.Gwen Barj 4 Co. 
i.Sacasas .Orb ' •' 

i Eden Roe 
Mai Malkin Ore 

; .iackie' Heller 
i Rascha Rodell 

I.riis Varona Ore.' 
Damitp J6 .. 

Everglade* Roof 
.Underwater Ballet 
’Stars of Tomorrow! 
Don McGrane Ore 

Fbntalribieau 
Freddy Calo Ore 
Len Dawson Ore 

Singapore 
Snuffy Miller 

; Florence Mayo - 
Lisa Wood. 
Jack Mayo .: 

'.Hal Rader Ore 

New Acts 

CHICAGO 
lue Angel ' Drake. 

“Calypso Voodoo * ©ate of Horn 
Uarliza. A Lationgo Barbara Dane 

Tina Montez HoUst 
CamiUe. \ar rough Gene Knipa; 
Jamaica Sli 
King ’George : .. 
Tino Perez Ore. 

..Conrad Hilton . 
“Persian Paradise" 
Shirley Winter • 
Bill Christopher 
Frederick A Gina 
Max. Patki 
Rori .Urban 
Byrd A Janine 
Gay .Claridge: Ore . 
Bpiilevar-Dears (5) 
Boulevar-Dons ui> 

Audrey. Morris 3 
.Eddie Higgins 

Mister Kelly's 
Phyllis Diller. 

• .Frank D'Rone 
Marty Rubinstein 
Marx A. Fricb .. 

. Palmer House 
Ken Murray 
Marie Wilson 
Ben Arden Ore 

Trade Winds 
Marie McDonald. 

: Marsh A. Adams 
' Joe Parncllo 3 

LOS ANGELES 
Jules. Savoy 
Ilona; Adams 
Joan Kayne 
Joan Elliot , 
Richard Cannon 
Ivan Lane Ore (5) 

Ciro's 
.Miriam Make.ba 

; MARGARITA & CLARK ALLEN 
j Son %s, Dancing 
| 30 Mills. 
Downstairs at.the Upstairs, N. Y. . 

Guitarist-balladeer Clark Allen 

is personable and bis. wife, actress- 

dancer, Margarita Cordova, is a 

looker. That's- a good, combination 
for any act. Both .are also okay at 
their jobs. But. although likeable 
in thefr cuiTent New York debut 
at Julius Monk^s Downstairs at the; 
Upstairs,, they’re not particularly 
outstanding.; 

It could be that Allen’S folksong; 
selection lacks a powerhouse Tteni. 
The numbers . offered are pleasant, 
arid nicely executed arid the intro¬ 
ductory patter for the songs: cbri^ 
tributes to establishing, a. friendly 
cliriiate. Included in the variety Of 
tunes delivered by Allen is “John. 
neni’\’'.’r\vIiich'isorie6f;theballads 
sung by him On the road and on 
Broadway while , appearing in the 
recently-closed “World of , Carl. 
Sandburg.” 

About the first 20 jminutes of. the. 
act are,,taken: up. by . Allen alpne. 
Then his wife comes ori with the 
accent switching from song to 
dance. The terp segment includes 
a couple, of flamenco numbers and 
a gypsy . roiitine, in which . the. 
distaffer shows up well,'; especially 
coriskleririg the ..limitations of the 
thumbnail stage. ' 

The Allens have previously.; ap¬ 
peared in Frisco and other loca¬ 
tions, including Paris. The program 
for. the .Downstairs engagement was 
staged by Monk. Incidentally, Allen 
is occasionally •_ abetted in. his 
guitar-vocal delivery by.- - piano 

Variety 

accompanist. Besides the Down¬ 
stairs presentation, Monk Is con¬ 
tinuing to pack ’em in oh the floor 
above for the latest ih his. series, 
of ; Upstairs revues, “Dressed to the 
Mines,”, Jess*- 

CHICO RANDALL: TRIO 
Vocal, Instrumental 
25 Mins. 
Contposer-East, N. Y. 

... in the. relationship1 of talent to 
experience, young pianist Chico 
Randall arid his ryhthm backers 
are well ahead of the game. Bah- ! 
dall graduated frorii college in 
New Jersey last spring and has1 
spent the summer; months touring j 
the. stix lounges and niteries. Hold- : 
irig the second spot, on ..the new •: 
Composer-East bill, they are show- ; 
iri-jg enough polish in their pop ' 
and senii-jazz offerings to, stay in j 
business for a good while, es.pe- . 
cially With the demand for piano- ; 

, bassrdnnh :‘ gi pups. for. belween-• 
acts fill,. 
.... RandalFs, vocals, are hampered 
by imitatiori, both ' style, and 1 
arrangement. He's froni the. Si 
trai' School of phrasing, . arid mim¬ 
ics with credit). the arrangements, 
behind current, disclick vocals,. 

. Arid sCems to dig, the famili 
swipes,, however,, and the kids can 
probably take theij* time about 1 
working up: an original style and :. 
book- Ronald NaspoMs on dn^ms, . 
John.Derttz on bass. Bill... J 

J ACK JONES 
Sprigs 
20 Mins. ^ . 
Ye Little Club. BevIIills 

Along came; Jbhes tJack) .to head- . 
line, current show with holdover 
Sally 'JOnes) at this boite. The 
young baritone. lpbks to be a good 
bet for legit riuisicals. He. has the 
voice! looks, physique and natural 
ease while’ - performing. Further, 
he has poise and pro-manship. 

With his mother (Irene Harvey) . 
ringside, the; son of Allan Jones 
warbled “Welcome To The Club,” 
a medley from “Guys And Dolls.” 
"Start of Something Big” and . 
“Joey;” Eveii in this.early Stage; 
of career Jones exhibits a poten¬ 
tial That can escalator him to the 
bigtime, . . 

..Miss Jones fnb relatibriX offbeat 
chii-p with Jpixie hairdo and conT 

j tagious smile, ■ warbles such, as 
l “Beat Of Ml’ Heart.” She looks a, 
i good jazz bet' for some d;Sk' label: 
[Show holds : Aveeks. with,, 
j options. -Ko<a. 

!■' V- 
i DONALD VAN WERT & PHILIP 

HERBERT j 
Sones 1 
40 Minsy 
Vlaick. Angus, Boston 

Donald Van Wart, ail ‘88’er of ; 
note in the cocktail lounge and - 
intiniery circuit from' the. Cape to 
Bermuda, is corhboirig with Philip 1 
Herbert.calypso Specialist ! and ; 

. drum man. .in; an act. that proves.;; 
islaridic rhythms are still capable i 
of drawing good audiences; Van ( 
\Vart; plays to. a room bolding 70. 
skillfully setting a mood with 
Sliowtu.ries done in chacha. merin-.: 
gue and .similar teriipos, and .brings 
on his Virgin. Islands discoveiy, 
Herbert; for duets. Most notable of 

ithese are “Chico’s. ChOb-Choo!” 
humorous taie in chacha of a'hip ’ 

y locomotive engineer, and an offbeat 
yersiori ■ of.’:“M-ary Ann,” reorisiug.i 

l.the liif of three years, back: Van] 
j Wart, a[ riii.isicb-racbiiteur in the.}.: 
!-Fiskian tradition, turns it pvef to 
j Herbert vocally., v . " 
j Herbert’ rbarris the. room With 
i BeJafonte-stvied pieces, Jamaica 
)FareWe.lh “I. Have Never ' Seeii : 
I Snow.” His voice, has. a husky tin)-: , 
,bre and -he. J a -sensitive, ap-, 

. proach: identifying himself, with i -' 
timer arid by placirig hand on 
shoulder, of various habitues of the 
piano bar for good effect. Act. is;. 
geared for theaire-reStauran.t situ.- j 
a.tioris; Gut/..'.] 

REVIEWS 

House Reviews 

Hale Brigade 
' ■ Conti ued from, page 2 

rounded' up by th . L. A. police. 
Two of the tliree have .records of 
•3irests for narcotics battery, 
burglary,. ..-assault., with . deadly 
Weapon arid grand theft auto. No. 
arrests \vere: made and the “troop¬ 
ers” were released .and. sent home. 

Davis’ second night was marked 
by a number of phone, threats 
made to the theatre manager. Un¬ 
known. callers said: “Heil Hitler. 
.We’re going to blow up. the place.” 
The. L. A. police departnient was 
again alerted.:- No pickets showed: 
Ironically most of: the house was 
bought biit -by a mental health or" 
ganizatibn, 

Apollo, N. Y. 
Jevcd Box Revue, “25 Men and. 

a Girl,”' Reuben Phillips Band; 
“House. Haunted Hill (AA). 

This ahundant package of femme 
'impersonators, is having another 

i phenomenal run at Harlem’s lone 
vaudery signaled by a current hold- 

! over frame. Show is in after a 
• tour of niteries around the country 
[and will move, soon into Ben Mak- 
• sik’s Town & Country, Brooklyn, 
i Where it’s had several smash en¬ 
gagements! 
i This reviewer Would have to con- 
!sult.-'a psychiatrist before trying to 
: figure oiit the repeat appeal of the 
'drag spread. From g show biz 
standpoint, it has several routine 
production numbers made flashy 

; by lavish costuming and chorus-boy 
teip skill. But the singles, with 
two potable exceptions, couldn’t 
make it outside the tomboy hang¬ 
outs. . Exceptions are headliner 
Lynn Carter’s excellent impresh of 
Pearl Bailey, and the he-she billed 
as Billy Day. who does an unusually 
accurate takeoff on. blues singer 
Billie Holiday. 

i.,' 'Otherwise'-' the falsetto chirpers 
: are flat in. irnbre than one respect, 
and the terp.solos are hardly spec¬ 
tacular. Chorus line has a ten¬ 
dency to mincing even when doing 
the' masculine bit. 

There’s occasional vulgarity in 
speech and gestures ta Chaileston- 
ing chicks pants fall off. and so 
on) that’s strictly for rednecks. It 
may kqock ’em orit in Yucksville, 
lioweyer. 

Apollo’ and at show caught re¬ 
acted warmly trv talent displays and 
enthusiastically to some of the bet¬ 
ter production numbers, including 
a colorful “Cah-Cari” and.“Six Bull- 

: fighters and a Lady.” 
Reuben Phillip’s band, playing 

. the pit this , time, shows versatility 
: beyond the usual pop jazz and r&r 
backing, with fine interpretations 

. of some of the big production 
' scores. 

The one giij in the show turns 
put to be emceewocalist, ^’Stormy.” 
\vhb|s appeared, throughput With a 
confounding man’s haircut, tir.’cc- 
button sirit, and very rnasculine set 
of pipes. Bill 

IKobiho. Parity 
Paris. Oct. 22. 

:. Colette Rcnard, Claude Vcya. 
‘Silvana B.lasi, At Kemble & Part- 
1 J'cr. Sid Plummer, Roger Marino,. 
‘ Bernard Stephane, Sieve Haickins; 
. $1.50 top. 

!. Golette Renard has a sharp, 
bright face, and a solidly planted 

1 chassis and gives Out street songs 
arid laments, with' (firectnesis, feel- 

:ing and power; Thgre is no levity 
J in her routine bui an innate earthy 
awareness, Hunior sometimes 
bribbjes up to create pathos, depth 
arid solidity fn her act aided by 
her expertly chbseri songs. 

Edith Piaf is now much improved 
and. is soon to sing again, but it 
is apparent that Miss Renard will 
be. her eventual successor. 1ft fact. 
Miss Piaf. has named her so: Miss 
Renard’s voice is not as big. but 

i has. the sarne true, piercing timbre 
I Which gives all her. songs an in- 
[sig.ht arid ririderstahdmg that slant 
;JiCr ready for. Yank chances. 

Miss Benard is ably assisted by 
Raymond Legrand’s fine .arrange- 
riients and ability to baton an ordi¬ 
nary house broh into a good ac- 
cbmp setup. She looms the most 
national, and therefore a probable 
international, dramatic chantoosy 
to come from France since the 

j war. This two-week program is in 
! for biz.. 
j Claude Vega is a good mimir 
j of noted personalities. With good 

material to riiatch!, but somewhat 
strains his impressions of grumpy 
grandfathers, Mexican singers, etc. 
Sid Plummer has. a breakaway 
xylophone and a breezy aplomb 

•that rriake -this, oldtime act 
{natural, in this nabe .house and he 
i is for big mitts. 
j Silvana BJasi moans toreby. and 
naughty, songs in an offkey forced 
voice, arid her quaint and cute 
.mugging ..does not help. She is 
strict 1 y filler. fare, if . that. 

Al Kemble & Partner essay a 
deft, comic interlude of. pratfalls, 
clowning, and fine acrobatics and 
unicyble riding. Steve Hawkins is 
an expert balancer on a large ball 
with a stick affixed. Both excep¬ 
tional fillers. 
- Roger.Marino does a mime bit as 
a conductor of. an imaginary class!-: 
cal orch; Mugging anil timing are 

t perfect and this is a fine offbeater 
; in for yocks. 
j Bernard Stephane is a new sing- 
|er with okay poise and a pleasant 
| voice. But he needs plenty of 
: roadwork and more mike presence, 
jplus more meaty songs. As is, he 
, displays a good voice and could 
! emerge a good orch singer or filler. 
| ' Mosk. 

One-Man Show 

An Evening With 
Sammy Davis .Ir. 

Hollywood, Oct. 25. 
Will Mastin Trio presentation of 

.a revue starring Sammy Davis Jr. 
: Features Bob Melt>in,-Hal Loman 
i Dancers. Supervised by Will Mas- 
! tin; staged by Macklin Mcgley; 
j choreography, Hal Loman; musical 
jarrangements, Morton Stevens; 
j conductor, George Rhodes. Opened 
Oct, 25 at Huntington Hartford 

j Theatre, Hollywood. $6,50 top. 

j. Having conquered every enter¬ 
tainment media but the concert 

j stage and perhaps rodeos. Sammy 
[Davis Jr. must look to the horsey 
; set for his next theatrical break¬ 
through. The concert stage, taken 

;for the first time Tuesday ‘25) in 
,“An Evening With Sammy Davis 
’Jr.,” is his. It is one of the Hunt¬ 
ington Hartford’s strongest book- 

, ings in years. 
i It was. clear to the “in” crowd 
on opening night that Davis had 
looked forward to this evening. 
Maybeiit was the first time in front 
of ah audience that he didn’t have 
to .stick to the lines, do two shows 

. or?hustle off so the gamblers could 
return to the tables. 

He reflected several times on the 
length of the show i “we’ll try to 
trim, but I don’t think we’ll suc¬ 
ceed”) but the first night trickled 
only 15 minutes beyond the pro¬ 
posed 11:15 deadline. Davis need, 
not worry so much about time; no 
one was about to leave, and it’s 
doubtful anyone wanted to. 

Show is built around a joke, a 
small lie about Davis doing a one- 
man show*. It would be just that 
were it not for 23 musicians, 10 

; dancers and an excellent comic. 
Bob Melvin, all of whom are inte¬ 
grated tastefully. The dancers are 
fine looking youngsters who add 
zest both with the star and without 
him. and the musicians provide a 
strong swinging sound. Meivin, 

'who works with Davis on the nit- 
ery circuit, is a master comedian, 
a classy comic with top material 
and delivery. 

1 Davis has to prove his talent to 
no one. and he comes across the. 

; footlights with the same excite¬ 
ment as he does across the ringside 
I tables. His voice, feet sense of hu¬ 
mor and timing, his ability to do 
the right thing at the right time, 
his audience contact and sustaining 

[ power all boil into stunning enter- 
j tainment. He’s an unbeatable, inr 
• defatigable performer with a giart 
talent. 

Tvyenty songs, a half dozen 
dances and impersonations and 
here*and-there remarks constitute 

• the welbbalanced show. Second 
half is gleaned from any of Davis* 

’ five night club acts. First half con¬ 
tains some that is familiar, much 
that’s new. Performer is fine in a 
Levi'd. tee-shirted auditidn rou¬ 
tine and strong with “OP Man 
River,” a selection which won him 

1 long applause from all and a stand- 
; jng ovation from many, 
j Macklin Megley staged the show 
and has added soirie fine effects. 
Hal Loman’s choreography is tops, 
as are Morton Stevens’ musical ar¬ 
rangements and George Rhodes' 
conducting. Production is super¬ 
vised. by Will Mastin and presented 
by the Will Mastin Trio. 

| “An Evening. With Sammy 
• Davis Jr., a well spent affair if ever 
there was one, remains at the 
Huntington Hartford for three 
weeks, then moves to San Fran¬ 
cisco for a fortnight. It’s a winner. 

Ron- 

‘18 and Anxious’ 
Pittsburgh, Nov. 1. 

Beverly Aadland, now 18 
and able to w;orkf in bistros, 
opened last night iMon.) at the 
Town House here to fill an 
engagement she had signed for 
last year before she got in 
trouble with California courts. 

She is in on her original 
contract. 



RIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 

t'o«oamit Grove, L. A. 
Los Angeles. Oct. 28. 

Teresa Brewer. Larry Daniels, 
Freddy Marlin orch < 17 >; $2.50-$3 

li t!io Cocoanut Grove d josn’t 
pull in a steady How of spenders 
during current two-week engage¬ 
ment of Teresa Brewer,, blame it 
or. the seasonal slump. Certainly 
not on tlrs petite singer. 

Miss Brewer has a sparkling act 
that's ship-shape from the moment 
shi* unco'ks* her turn with‘ a good 
“Ridm* High” vocal to a finale of 
kicking up her heels like one of 
tP<* Rockettes. This .little gal's 
\ seal sound is strictly big league 
r'i-ipio She can belt loud or soft. 
This, along with some nifty terp- 
ing while physically apnearing to 
be a pixiei.sh 16-year-old. adds up 
to thy ingredients of a multiple- 
vilamin. She’s certainly energetic. 

Sinecr’s turn is a natural-foi the 
tourists who throng this spot. She 
pleases with a medley of old tur.es 
that gives the oldsters their mo¬ 
ment of nostalgia: “Light of the 
S ivery Moon.” “Harvest Mobi.” 
‘•Robert E. Lee." “Last Night On 
Ba*‘k Porch." 

Her act is enhanced by several 
costume changes that uncover a 
cute colleen warbling “Rosie 
O'Grady" to a cut at being a 
shapely sailor. Chirp is abetted by 
fou!' young men (Terrytonesi who 
give her act vocal and pedal, 
bucking. .. 

^ub-billcd. 'Larry Daniels is 
si ndui) funnyman who won’t ring 
bells with the hipsters but comes 
a ro.-s okay for the general pubh'c. 
IBs material, though limited for 
yjeks. at le >st is clean. Lines like 
“Dick Clark is to teenagers what 
. iiiiiny Hof fa is to the teamsters" 
weto baited properly, to draw re¬ 
sponse. His gimmick of employing 
a soundtrack is' good, as he thus 
cm turn on canned laughs and 
ap dau>o. 

Frvklv Martin’s orch il7h per 
u-.ual. v as temDo’d. to keep the 
fi-u-c hiii-v and the acts moving. 

Next: Jane Morgan and Myron 
Cohen. Nov. 9. Kaja. 

SiiiJlcr Hilton. Boston 
Boston. Oct. 27. 

•\'\7b;V to Oscar Hamwerstein” 
f?*. iy Sew man production; directed 
b Lee Daniels; irith Shoic- Toppers 
i •*.*’• Ron Brandt Mary Bradley. 
C ■. Bi'/e!o'r. Lorie Watch, Ro'ocr- 
t" Frank Schulte. Sammy 
D;> Orch <10>, Jay White Qu *- 
f<“: S2 cover. 

T; is salute to the late Oscar 
II:«nnnei>tein 2d comes up with 
s cue of the less known of his 
w >=ks. The talented Show Top- 
p v three lads and three femmes. 
g!\e ut with things like “Dat’s 
l.ove." “Dere’s a Cafe." and “Stand 
l •> and Fight.” which he did for 
“Carmen Jones." Also they have 
integrated some Kern melodies. 
‘•vi::ir .“ “Last Time I Saw Paris.” 
“I've Told Every Little Star." Bulk 
of the warbling, however, falls on 
f.ue Richard Rodgers tunes, and 
Lee Daniels lias made their pres¬ 
entation different by having duets 
sung where solos usually are. 

For instance, he has “I Can’t 
w iv No" sung as a duet by pert so¬ 
prano Lorie Walsh and contralto 
Roberto Sorbello. Group runs 
t rough 10 numbers in a snrkly 
p;V'i:-nted 49-minufe stint, winding 
up with “Shall We Dance" in whicp 
they waltz around the stage for 
r; e effect. In the numbers, both 
male and femme a*e po-'icd around 
the room, singing from the cor¬ 
ners and posts for intimate effect. 
Ron Brandt is a versatile bartltone; 
Gene Bigelow, a lyric bantom, and 
R »u Brandt L a versatile baritone: 
T ;e three get together with fine 
vocal effects on “There’s Nothing 
Like a Dame. ’ This continues the 
Te race Room’s salutes to various 
composers format. 

This show exits Nov. 9. Guy. 

I »pa l ounges X. V. 
r, Johnny .& Hal. den Co- 

Trio; no cover or mini- 

Joanie. Johnny and Hal, the new 
t: «i at the Copa Lounge, make a 
v-N t to Juies Podell’s upstairs em- 
p .:ium well worthwhile. This is 
ar: energetic and talented group. 
i\;..-ii!y ai home with smooth bal- 
la i -. jv mo tunes, and novelty 
n-i-utieis. And the gal and twro guys 
pertorni as if they’re enjoying 
what they are -doing. Too often 
lovUige performers, not sure if the 
bar • rd iaTMo imbibers are listen- 
hr- - d to he lackadaisical. 

B. . ftitch i-> not the ease with 
Joanie, Johnny Jk Ual. The lads, 

one at the electric guitar and the 
other at the piano, provide the 
accompaniment and also take turns 
at singing. Each member of the 
group gets a chance to solo. At 
o^her moments, they join for duets 
or for ensemble numbers: There 
is also a non-singing drummer with 
tlie team. 

1‘ Joanie is a vivacious and pert 
l^tss who contributes not ably even 
when she’s not singing. She’s a 
bundle of energy with her rhythm 
rriic handclapping and stomping. 
All Imve good voice and give each 
lime the proper shading. There’s 
not a dull moment in their 45- 
minute stint. 
I;Alternating with Joanie, Johnny. 

&[ Hal is the Glen Covington trio. 
Covington is practically a peren¬ 
nial at the Lounge and he con¬ 
tinues to make a strong impression 
with his. singing and ’88ing. 
'!: Holt 

Eil«flvs% K. f . 
Kansas City. Oct. 28. 

[Buddy. Lester. Linda Merrill, 
Billy Williams Orch (6>; $1.50-$2 

i Funnyman Buddy Lester, is back, 
at! Eddy s’ after a lapse of. several 
years, and is making an amusing 
evening of it With him is Chi 
thrush Linda Merrill to help round 
out a bill that runs 75 minutes, 
most of it Lester’s. .. 

jilt's possibly a bit long at this 
rate, but should sift out to a better 
packed hour for the rest of tlie 
date. Miss Merrill’s songs set up 
tljie house for Lester’s line of 
laughs, and the combo proves em 
tenaining throughout. I 

j In her songalong Miss Merrill 
displays a fine voice on a fqlio of 
standards, some sh tv biz impres-; 
sipns; a special bit or-two and a 
closing spiritual. Personable and 
attractive, she paces her songs) 
weli. Tunes arc also suitably Varied J 
to" hold .the house on her signal 
throughout her quarter hour. 

jLester covers most everything 
lithe textbook of comedy chatter, 

with a few' appendices of his own. j 
IIS's chatter hits pointedly .upon ) 
“Ocean’s 11," Vegas, tv. Bea Lillie, 
arid a chance ringsider. gels a buss 
inj-'the proceedings. Lester’s hat bit j 
makes for a flock of quick take 
one-liners, as well as some chuckle 
rousing imitations. 

As a song and dance man he gets 
off; a fine bit of vaude nostalgia in 
an applause-winning soft. shoe, and 
hi> “musical treat" on the cornet is 
effective for dosing on the laugh 
note. Tlie whole hour is a chain of 
laughs much to the liking of 
patrons and owners. 

Show holds through Nov. 10. 
Quia. 

Imperial, Allanla 
Atlanta, Oct. 1L 

T o ky e Trib. Lynn Gordon, 
F,\ nkie St. Claire. Kandy Kane, 
Ray Binaey.- Vegas Cover Girls 
t4>. Rayettcs (5>. Freddie Azar 
orch t4>; $4 minimum, plus tax. 

For years Ray Binriey has been 
bringing his dancing Rayettes, a 
lirie of shapely, nimble gals, to/ 
Chick Hedrick's Domino Lounge 
inj the Imperial Hotel.. Now he’s 
built a unit around them and they 
are pleasing the customers, at: this 
spot. 

Billed as “Night in Vegas,” the 
revue is given a gambling setting,, 
such as huge playing cards, built 
to [revolve and studded with elec¬ 
tric bulbs. It’s a tight squeeze to! 
gef all the props on Domino’s tiny 
stage, but the performers manage 
to feet on and off without casualties, 

Binney’s company of 12 includes 
Kandy Kane* *who. is an “added 
attraction." Her somewhat silly 
strip adds little the show, 

i Domino’s clientele is accustomed 
to [at least one exotic per bill and 
Hedrick is following style. 

Binney's revue is a swift'y. It 
runs 55 minutes with, something 
going on at all times, ranging from 
production numbers with Japanese 
motif to a jazz specialty by all girls 
in j; the show with torso twisting 
for' good measure. 

Frankie St. Claire, who records 
under Calico label (an erstwhile 
Mercury disker under name of 
Fr[ kie Castro) sings five tunes, 
opening with “The Way You 
Lobked Tonight." Youngster has a 
pleasing, strong voice arid merits 
the* applause he gets. 

Biriney put this show' together 
four months ago in St. Petersburg, 
Fla*. It’s a well mounted unit and 
string on the talent side. His stint 
is a terp turn with Lynn Gordon, 
a blonde looker. 

Most of tlie music for the ses¬ 
sion is original tunes by Lindsay 
Meehan. Luce, 

'S&iJETY 
Flame Hoorn, ilpls. 

,. Minneapolis;-.Oct. ’24y. . 
Jail Morgan, with Laurence 

Stith and Bob Alberti, Clair Per- \ 
read orch C7i; $2-$2.50 cover. 

Platinum-blond Jane Morgan, 
looks and sounds like pure .gold 
Tor Guy Lombardo;. Flame Roorn.j 
borriface, this session. She ean add j 
class to the toniest nitery.- and she | 
supplies it in ample, quantity lor j 
the Hotel Radissrin bistro which . 
is plenty classy in its own right. | 

It’s hard to see how . per*: 
former eould pack more erilertai *■• 
ment .into a. night club routine than J 
Miss Morgan does. Whether she’s I 
singing her own specialty . mim-. 
bers. warbling in. French or har-. 
rriqhizing on Gay ’90s melodies.j 
with her husband, tenor Laurence j 
Stith, Miss Morgan dishes out j 
good, solid fun. Her looks and ; 
gowns! are;strictly on the plus., side,; 
too. ; ! 

Most ppealing. is her medley., 
of Parisian ballads. These contrast | 
nicely With several, strictly-Amerv I 
can tunes, such as “Yellow Rose j 
of Texas" . and “Dayey Crockett ” j 
which she also sings in French. Her J 

. takeoff on Lillian Russeil, teaming | 
with Stith in a medley of oldtime 
faves. draws riiore heavy mitting. 
as do “The . Day That tile Rains | 
Came Down", and : “Fascination, 
two of her Kapp record hits.. j 

Pianist-director Bob Alberti gets 
more attention than most accoi -i 
.papists and does a nifty job, 
ticularly. with an interlude .6f;j 
ragtime . piano. Clair. Peixeau’s 
orchestra is’also adept backing the 

.vocalists.- 1 
j Miss Morgan and company con-. 
! tiiiue here through Npv. 5 with 1 
[Betty Johnson following for two 
weeks, Rees. I 

Sovereign C lub, Dallas 
Dallas, Oct. 14. 

| “Sticks ’ji’..Stones” revue, co- 
pro duced by Breck Wall■ ai’.d Joe. 
Peterson; choreography, Jolih Wal- i 
drop; costumes., Metedee: musical 
arrangements, Tom M'Crrim ?i;J 
sketches and lyrics by Bill 
ning. Jerry Herman, Elisse Boyd,'I 
Edward Redding, Bob Bernstein; 
music by Rich Bono Trio; features j 
Wall, Fanning, Gerry. Johnson, : 
Angie Procter, Jo Seiicert; no 
cover Or ■'minimum. I 

__ . ’j 
Success of locally-produced in-1 

time revues is established'^'and 
this new orie by producers . Breck 
Wall and. Joe, Peterson, is no ex¬ 
ception. Smart, topieaL sketches 
breathe life into this .setup and the 
able, cast plays it for top response. 

First, act of the risible show 
embraces sketches, .including “Fol¬ 
low the Leader," with Wall and 
Misses. Procter and Sciwert; 
"■Maria,” by Gerry Johnson:., the 
three lovely distaffers in a hilari¬ 
ous song-and-danee bit; .“Three: 
Famous Queens of the Nile.” and 
Fanning in a man-about-tqwn bit. 
“Miss Williams, It's Time to Go 
Home." 

Second act has the girl .trio, in 
colorful . costumes, doing “Sales: 
manship.” Fanning, as . a. rube in 
overalls, checks with his. comedy, 
song and dance, “Reaidy Tied Tie." 
The entire cast, of the - sw jftly- 
paced revue is on with a . solid 
clincher, “Jefferson Davis Tylejte 
General Store" for liisty appiau|eT 

There’s a parody of a tv inter¬ 
view' Show, With overtones not fair 

. kids, follOw'ed by a slick segment, 
“where Are Your (Children To¬ 
night?”. The revue winds with 
Miss. Seiwert’s fine impression of 
a tipsy Cinderella^ 

Revue,, neatly backed by the 
Rich Bono Trio, is in for six weeks, 

■.Bark, 

teb’s Pigalle^ Atlanla 
Atlanta, Oct. 26. 

Elie Barsion, Cdn-Can Girls 13)., 
Johnny Carries, Helen Green,. Lo¬ 
retta Warren; Kenny Mason, Ruby 
Russell; $2:50 minimum. 

. Located in a veritable cave un¬ 
der Charlie Leb’s Restaurant in 

.. downtp'.vn Atlanta; this spot, to the 
uninitiate, comes close to being aii 
authentic bit of Gay Paree in the 
heart of the citj'. Elie Barsion, 
Greek-born and raised in Italy, has 
captured the atm6sphere of the 
.French capital’s Pigalle sector,: 
With . Montparnasse. and Moritmarr 
tre. overtones: . . 

In this setting Barsion has as-r 
. sembled a swif t, 40-minute “French 

Revue.” Despite its title the pro¬ 
duction also- includes an Irish tenor 
singing. “A Little Bit of Heaven,": 
and “Danny Boy” .while the Can- 
Can Girls double as hula.dancers, 

[It adds tip to strictly informal en- 

Wednesdar, N6veuil>er 2, I960 

tertainment, with Barsion as em¬ 
cee arid the custoriiers getting into 
the. show. 

Barsion and terior Johnny Carries 
(who doubles as drummer) get the 
bill underway, with English arid 

.French versions of “Pigalle." Chari- 
I teuse.[Helen Green chirps .“Poor 
j People of Paris" while Loretta 
j.Warren follows with a solo .ballet 
: to . Chopin’s “Noctiirne." 
I Miss Green and Barsion return 
, to w arble several Continental airs, 
j Bassist Kenny Mason and pianist 
[Ruby Russell handle the musical 
I chores. Finale has performers and 
(patrons marching around the room 
j to “McNamara’s .Band"—ai fitting 

(?) finish, for a French.revue, 
, Luce. 

: Clai C hi, Palm ,Springs 
Palm Springs, Oct. 26. I 

Mary Meade French, Ray Hast- 
:, in . Paul & Paulette, Bill Alexan- 
■ tier’s Orch (5); $2.50 minimum. 

I . After being closed all sumi 
] for alterations, the Starlite Room 
j opened a month ago but the open- 
i ing is still a greater, secret than 
1 the drop of American prestige 
! abroad. On the. evening the cur- 
[rent bill was caught there w'ere 
' 32 paying customers in a room that, 
I holds 750. This sort of beating has 
[been going on night after night. 
There is no cover charge but a 

! $2.50 minimum. On a cover charge 
.j the performers would be starving, 
j They’re good performers, too; 
, Not the best but good. Mary Meade 
j French who splits star billing with' 
. Ray Hastings, a comic, is a gor- 
j ge is thrush. Her figure, costum- 
i ing, voice and choice of material 
j would be par for any course.. She 
( lias a cute parody of “Halo. Evei-y- 
ibody. Halo.” She also, does all 
right in French with “Pigalle" but 
her giggles and comedy involving 
a falling hair-do knocked several 
points off her performance: 

i As for Hastings, billed as eight 
[ times: on the Jack Paar show', may- 
j it’s a matter of timing. Maybe! 
[he isn't so good at 10 p.m: but is a 
iriot at midnight. Maybe a full 
! house would show him at his best 
[ He tries hard, has a lively variety 
[of material but he might have got 
• more, laughs among the grave dig¬ 
gers of Forest Lawn, for the sini- 

j.Me reason there are more of them 
j my night , in' the cemetery than 

tarer were live customers at the 
cii t Chi.. 

, Show opens with Paul & Paul- 
j ette; a trampqlirie act, and very; 
| good. Bill Alexander’s barid back- 
• stops, okay; .Scui... 

; Doreh’ler Hotel, London 
j London, Oct: 25. 
I Vic Oliver, Trio Capricho Es- 

:| panol. Tommy Whittle and. Albert 
rMatland orchs; $6.50 minimum[. 

j Though one of Britain's vet 
i entertainers, Vic Oliver . rarely 
[treads the riitery circuit. His cur¬ 
rent outing at the Dorchester 
Hotel, where he’$ in for a four- 
week season, attracted a capacity 
audience on his opening riight and 
he received a modest reception for 
his 20:minute stint. 

Most of Oliver's act consists of 
comedy patter, but many of his 
jokes are oldies. Normally, his Own 
personality is strong, enough to rise: 
above his material, but this, time, 
despite an air of confidence! he is 
rather bogged down by it. His per- 
forniattce only comes to life when 
he brings out his fiddle and gives 
snippets of his own version of corii- 
mercial jingles. 

By far the liveliest part of the 
layout is the colorful and exotic 
dancing by the Trio Capricho 
Espanol, two girls and a boy from 
Spain, whose footwork is magnifi¬ 
cent arid whose castanets add to 
the exciting rhythm. Tony Whit¬ 
tle’s dance orch gives the neces¬ 
sary backing to the performance, 
and takes excellent care of the 
extended dance tiine . sessions, al¬ 
ternating on the dais with Albert 
Marland. Myro/ 

Eckstine Gete Repeat 
Booking at Basin St. 

, Billy Eckstine, currently head¬ 
lining rit Basin St, East, N. Y,, has 
been signed for two repeats at that 
spot first of which is likely to oc¬ 
cur during the Easter Holidays. 
Current stand is his first . Manhat¬ 
tan cafe appearance in four years. 

Eckstine is slated to follow this 
date with Gallaghers, Milwaukee, 

! Nov, 4; Cloisters, Hollywood, Nov. 
17. He recently signed for 16 
weeks in three years for the Dunes, 
Las Vegas. 

Living Itnom, X% Y. 
James Koviack, The Wanderer} 

(.41. Bobby Col? Trio,. Bob Ferro 
! Trio; $5.50 vnnimu m. 

The Living Room, that different 
type: eastside spot, continues in 
the pop groove with this new 
lineup, just how mufch it is click- 

’ ing was .attested :to by the; lines. 
[ waiting to gel in 'after 1 he first, 
show Thursday (27). Part of the 
layout was forced to -work saris 
microphones (they went tempora* 
rlly dead), but still managed to 
come through without too mucb 
straining,, irt fact, it gave Bobby. 

1 Cqi.e: ah opportunity . to point up 
• liis yersatility as a. pianist iil a 
jam ses 

’ James Koinack: given, stellar/ 
b ill i rig . . h a d no. m ike u nt ill his finale 
song. “You Gotta. Have; Heart.” 
Dcs ite his protestations about riot 
haying the be efit of an. amplifier, 
his gags, and songs cariie off well. 

. Comic does best with his Japanese 
routine, about eastern type West- 

• er which he tabs ’'MaVeriick.” 

] Koinack also clicks, with his 
beatnik impersqriatioris and .gags. 
Could be "built further, His fine, 
voice! Of course, helps him with 
his comedy bits.. “House qri 64th 
Street." song got. a. bit lost because 
of heckling., from a tipsy patron, 

j. Back here, after , ;absence of 
; six months, qr more . in Las. Vegas 
[and elsewhere on the. Coast, the 
Bobby Cole Trio obviously is 
geared for future dates if only 
on; Cole’s piano gymnastics -Cole 
and. his bass viol pi! ycr. Joe Senzb, 
both sing, but absence of workable 
mikes prompted Cole to fill in with 

. more work oh the 88's, This was 
all to . the good. . 

The Wanderers, :Negr6'quartet 
comprising Ray ■-Pollard. Frank 
Joyner; Sheppard Grant arid Rob¬ 
ert Yarbrough; score.-solidly-here. 
Somewhat reininiscent of the Mills 
Hros and Ink Spots; this foursome 
is . happiest when doing, rousing 
trines like. “Saints Go Marching*” 
“Fasciriatibri" oi' “Shadrack.” 
Combo goes in for individual solos 
by; the tenor and. baritone to over-., 
shadow their close harmony. While 

I this, clicks nicely -with this crowd, 
j the quartet scenis to be inakirig 
j a mistake with too! much of it:, 

j The combo fail . ieasure. up 
I with a Hebrew: reiigjoso numbfer 
) and “Wliifieri poof Song;” However,. 
• thate’s hie re ry a matter of picking 
■ a repertoire. Tlie four boys are 
[great -with. “Autumn Leaves,",arid 
(“Birth.of Blues." latter; built, tip 
. with all stops out. Wear.. 

Interlude., Scottsdale 
Scottsdale; Ariz., Oet. 29. 

! Arthur Bia.ke .with Russell Hard* 
.ingSid White. Low.Gardino Orch 
(7); $3 minimum. 

This marks a first .for Arthur 
Blake In these, environs and a host 

[ of A WOL, car salesmen, shingle: 
; hustlers . arid assorted other lam- 
misters from L.A. now living iri 
this vicinity* recallirig his club!, 
dates at Hollvwood’s old Bar Of 
Music and Macombo, queued up 
preem riight. -t28) .-to;.' ;inake''his-;' 
opener more til art ‘ a moderate 

; success. And they got their jriini- 
! mu ms Worth, !• 5 

j : The woods are fuli of impres- 
j siopists but few ate as inventive 
or dedicated, to tiieir trade as 
Blake!.. Whether, .scathingly satir- 
ing Lorielia. Parsoiis or gently 
joshing Eleanor Roosevelt, the 
iriime’s stint displays: balance , and: 
a snappy pace. Encoring his tur 
on: established hallmarks, Blake 
impeccabley carbons Bette Davis, 
Barbara Stanwyck, Tallulah Bank- 
head. Jimmie Stewart,/Alfred Hit- 
chock, etc. 

A go-for-broke experimenter, he 
updates liis catalog with topical 
items. This is evident in his take- 
off of Bette Davis’s treatment of 
Carl .Sandberg> “Fog*” ditto of 
Roz Russelhs ‘‘Ant Marne.” 
carbon qf Katherine Hepburn 
emoting “Suddenly" Last Slimmer” 
arid young Russell Harding tenor- 
ing.. an offkey "‘You Stepped Out 
Of A. Dream" to Blake’s burlesque 
of a washed-up. peeler,.. 

His efforts earn yocks arid potent 
palming aplenty but he fails , in 
orie respeclr—his stint fends to. be 
too “inside shoAV-biz*” .Many qf his 
subtletiess the. liip Goastites and 
easterners would easily field but 
boar river the heads of the. prrivin- 
cialites. Blake has a. three-week 
date at Reve White’s bistro... 

; Sid . White opens the bill with: 
a fine : aongalog. Lou Gardino’s 
crew, having lit tle to do during the 
show; are. on hand supplying music 
for the ter s: Show closes. Nov. 
18. • O’haf. 
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Harrah’ kake Tahoe 
Lake Tahoe, Oct. 24. 

. McGuire Sisters (3),. with Burt 
Farber conducting, Jay; Marshall, 
Dorben Dancers & Singers (16), 
Leighton Noble Orch (14), pro-, 
duced by Russ Hall; minimum. 

agemerit and the patrons lit a 
bright afterglow. These youngsters 
have warm personalized appeal 
from the nitery floor which is far 
more effective than their television 
showings where as of now they 
are perhaps, better, known. The 
fact aUgurs/ well for a solid .future. 

Interesting and attractive, in 
and demeanor, . the 

Palmer Honse, Cbl 
Chicago. Oct. 27.. 

Ken Murray, .Marie 'Wilson, Leo 
Diamond, Rod LaUren, Ben Arden 
Orch (TO);. $2.50 cover.. 

The Ken Murray-Marie : Wilson 
antics, second time around this 
swankery; are a victual carbon of 
last year’s, save for the; addition. 
ofRCA-Victor disker Rod Lauren 
fob his Chi bow. 

Layout continues to play like a: 
one-ring circus, with Murray as the 
smooth ringmaster, and if in all its. 
parts; there’s no big kick, the sum. 
nevertheless is a reasonable amus¬ 
ing hour or sh. That Murray’s nu 

After a two-year absence from 
the south shore of Lake Tahoe and <. appearance ... 
Harrah’s t,he McGuires are backlPros.by C*an baekgi^ound certainly 
with a. top-league, show that in-j does Ihem no harm, although it 
eludes only a couple of titles from •1?lay be-remarked in-passing that 
their.; past offerings,, but gives the they. are. hardly dependent on it 
threesome a neat vehicle to dis- f°r tlieir. registering power. So 
play, their, click and varied song Jar as poise and professional corn- 
sty ling ' petence are concerned, they need 

Manager-arranger Murray ......... 
has done a class job with the entire ^iwin hp .m thp^e with the best : m()ris anPiebt and obvious is part 
act, and proofis in theauditor re--.r^^ m*e ad-' bf the charm- supposedly, though 
action; With intro number a spe* r. • 5 j to their fresh and he come Peri!ot,sly close once or 
dally scripted “Together” to show ™ personalities “Lovely • twi<^ to d°vVnright crude purple, 
the trio's togetherness, the 30- vV^v to- SDehd anEvening” lakes !His amply-exposed inspiration, 

2° f^ rnmar3pipVvn witli “Grand Group You Are” and 
mand for complete turn. , ••Mam’selle,” as well as a self- 

Girls do a short biog initialed • sp00ft “We Ought to Dance/' are 
With “Side By Side” that leads both par excellence. 
frrtm a r-ute "\ irtof, niiHifinn .in lh« i /■__ 

Riverside, Reno 
Reno, Oct. 27. 

Phil Ford & Mimi Hines, Patrice 
Wymore, Starlets (8), Eddie Fits- 

I Patrick Orch (10); $3 minimum. 

with ease.. Chanteuse is glib and 
chirpy in several languages which 
gives. showmanship a definite plus 
and she manages, to work in last- 
minute requests without upsetting 
overall pacing. Her piano antics. 
whmb at one time were-a big part; Ford & Hines clicked solidly here 
of her act, have been Jrimmed and j several seasons back when they 
routining: as now offered makes ;were still comparative unknowns 
for a much improved cafe session. lo lhe plush niteries-and in this 

Backing Miss Autier, who is Jh; annual repeat they’re selling with 
until Nov, 8, is the capable music} stiii greater authority. Format has 
of hemse 88 er Johnny Gallant and j change(j iittie »there’s no good 
the Paul Notar combo. Between ! reason to ecjit the proven stuff), 
shows, GMlant and Nptar alternate but staging is somewIiat tighter 
to make this one of the most pop¬ 
ular dansapation spots in town. 

Newt. 

and the two include enough new 
routines - and sock lines to keep 
the complete turn varied from the 
last time around. 

And there’s that natural empathy 
r, , . - w ,, „ with the couple that reaches the 

, OarrollTno, Ctuco Ran-. tablers t# good and full advantage. 
iail Trio, $4 mtnvnui . ln the stage-side things. Miss Hines 

! Is infectious with both material 

Coniposer EasiU >. V. 

grace thanks to the special inno-L i - K ... 
^kookme^ that*;her stock in | 

The Pair nh Tnuis Prima and 'and shuttered both times after 
a *nd So 1 has opened 

;SreaiJi.52.uL ;and rnannerisims, and in tandem 
with spouse Ford, the comedies 
come across in superior fashion. 

Billed with the du.o is Patrice 
j Wymore, who for this Rcno-ingr 
I has not only changed clubs «from 
the Mapes to the Riverside i but 

: has almost completely revamped 
spectrum vl»'film clipsjs still'a V* ola '-omposer where ; j,er entire offering. Slie’s strong 
pendabie lauei,.better j subtle jaza piano stylist Barbara ’ Crosbys .project^ipejidBili. liufili-iettel’V'' ' ' ' ; 5? Due jazz piano stylist Barbara :on the vooaling and light on lhe 

S". t c9"'m«ndsWe impiesh 01 graeious performance in the best:* „8'“' ■ . Carroll was often featured, and'lerDine for thfs Reno trek and 
Satchmo that displays a hard-to- 0f ta«te Even the eloW ink is Sure-! ■ rn|lonicl^t ,^eo Wmonq ae- ■■ h • broneht her in fnr lb* rv»m ieiPin8 jor inis neno irex, ana 
belive: carbon of Armstrong’s foot^and on target ing JS Sure , hyers some flashy effects and does > noser Ea^tooSfinc % Com* commands full attention. 

:husky pipes.; The ballrooftiology of Heller bI P'T1,e 0l<l room, small and dark.1 wS5SS*le*4?wh?S,>^?. se^! 

J?cl*r.9.,is • a handsome vouIiLer. disnlavs "a i I speculation? than in prior dates. 
! toss 
more 

natural 
, - noisy i appeal by failing to exhibit her 

outfronters, who are possibly > beautiful < by any standard ) stems, 
prompted to chatter by the bigger ; The comic pair intro with Miss 

ai,°-^lgh^r layout- : Hines’ mimi of a mouse on a bar 
While chancing only one of her ,' xoom floor eating cheese—and be 
ft and soDhisticatpd vnoais diir. tit tri.te phrasing, she rales the 

superlatives. Facial contortions are 
(done to perfection, and the vocal 
; impreshes are impressive. On the 

Identifiable Coke commercial; Alio loud ieception with a zany panto- ^?'s cle» shmvbacks with usual 
on the. positive side is ah impr mimic operatic ;stunt accompanied ; * *■ «. 
h-e “Danny Boy,” by recordings. The house line is ' Ma,:»f Alberghet, opens 

For a .part of the turn the sis- ..attractively although sometimes j. '' . Wf* 
tors share the spotwith the cute scsntily clad jmd tlie band Moe I i soft and sophisticated vocals dur- 
12-yeai>old Kane "Sisters, dressed Balsam band is still on its longtime I 1’ipo‘s. 1.09 Angeles ; ing the two opening sets, she slicks 
and; ., rehearsed as ; McGuire, high bearn^ . . . ' . Miriam Makebd/Tomnni:Roberts' ‘ -° ’l5f s^’.uPbaat ^strumentals 
shado\vs--and they do. the-job; to Lenny Pages chor .as v_emcee :£reiljn Freeman Trio Brian Far- .th^ trios (bass and brush 

perfection.. Younger, three shbw «. orch 16);. $2.50 cover, no mini-'. * .... . _ 'vocal side, as in the past, she fails 
miicfi show biz savvy and .the pip- -num.- v? i/ if leS?dej^ate. stuff, ? to do enough straight stuff—albeit 
ing is more, than okay. For a exectitne ^armgei of the^ spot. > , .._L. Miss Cai roll, has a most distinctive f, nm haif.Hnnp litipc it*«s nhvinn* 
diversity in : the.. McGuir book;-: Par\hy M^ride. formerly of radio - 

r ... .. . most distinctive from half-done titles, it’s obvious 
- sound, and she. augments, her sleek s!ie‘s in full command of a much- 

they're a nature.. And delightful.! rfaU- ^BR.i.handii^ ^o, ^.^W^ovrliy ^ ^,ji;a“r,m of plp’^ 

_ 1 
Borns, Stockholm W StVlC way on 

StMkiioim. Oct. 4. •”ke Ciro' ° large rooms nrrangcmcnt.s whtchr however fine ; ierious sid<r Phi) Ford’ 

Les Mains Joly <4>, Joi'iia Lun Shes verv slim wears her hair Provided feA\ fiesh ments jn creditable fashion on 
f2.;i. drioinot BinSem .3.. Beroa' <,%£%$***& *W*. in the irade 
orchestra conducted by 

ademarked 
“Sayonara’’ offering, and from the 

T . , ,v . . ... .. lion and pub relations; Burton, 
Jay Marshall,.not. familiar to the • 

local nitery set;; Spores immediately 
\\ it.h. his. easy but effective chatter: 
while making with, the tricks'with 
five metal interlocking, rings and a 
large ^cpordidn-pieated ,sheet of [try uriginal H»nciers, «.3i, Berys’ tight .against; her head—making an'_act’ wav ahead «f 
colored paper lie . shapes into. a orchestra conducted by .Basse ber look bovf<;h—and was dressed tt,n r y -aneaci 01 oajkUltaia W.11C14,JR< «1W 11Ui,. 
variety, of items. . ' delivery ,is Rbsendahl; .$1 minimum.. openiiig night in a tasteful cos- pipv^g tjie i^Umati cUibi gl°UpS Piano. And he neatly keeps th* 

..polished and (.he lines-are clever, j.. : tume resembling a sari Most start- - - /.i, tv ,' ^ - pace, be it on ihe vocal or instru- 
The breakaway golf club iised in French marionette, turn of Les ling vocal; chafacteri^tic is what ^Sfj. Chico^Randall Triomental. As in the Reno debut, the 
ihe. opening minutes. is -unrieces- Mains-Joly lops the October bill., ^call rU^ alo'ttal stob^a . " miL ; two work with tablers their obvious 
sary.. enhancement to Mai> in. this class Stockh.dim,^^reslaurant- ; popping or Plir kingsound made^ in '■' ^ j first consideration, and it pays 
shalls; act. as the chit-chat at that cabaret/ However,, in using urn-, the throatiiwhich is apparenflv a] Slallpr-Hiltnn ^ handsomely in aud response, 
point comes across strdngly; brellas instead Of the customary pccul.iarily Of the Xoso dialect in * r n A + j Miss Wymore, in teasing slit 
Coniic also wins approval :with his dolls; th act: fails; to-achipye the which she. sings: «'The rx" in that Unda^DarneU T) gdwning, ’shows more exuberance 
gloved rabbit hand responding ' audience: impact it should have; word is^^the English represehtatioril,?an In ll,e last t,me around, and 

■his ventriloquism. ■: ‘ gained. ; Gallic .import ’unt1upsIicin-, of. the sound Uu/can? . E*rU‘«>"P’VM ;hct suggests- more thought and 
The Dorothy Dorben Danceis ably has a highly artistic routine, ,.spell) • ■ 

and Singers (I femmes^. 4 fellows' hut it seems, more suitable . for - 

S2-S2,50 cover. ehearsal. It's varied by titles, the 
chatter is brief but informative. 

Open with; a rousing football s<?ehe . fhpwcasiiig in one of (he..;..city’s. -alshV XTctor^eSidin/pkctee^MSs ' Lin^a Haimoll is home and there seems to be more coiii- 
mbellished with imaginative smkirlegit, houses. . ., Makeba show* “lie^ effects of^' tl?! h*'man<i of the sit«ation. But. as 

choreography and tasteful: staging/S Jovita Luna, accomped by a., calvpso master’s Iraihing pos^iblv t j fiooq.. paired-with Met Opera aforcmentionel. there is a shortage 
As-per.UsuaL Leighton Noble and.'gh'i(arist,. scores with a. inedlev of , to‘the -detriment of the African . Thomas Hayward, the film of display of the terp ability. 

rch capably backstop.entire slidw.'*Soutli American A native material, but it may help in adding ^. 1 SC01 ?s s0ck material, spe- On vocal. Miss W\more is effec- 
and majtre d* Leon . Ilarbert and ; of Buenos Aires, she came to cominerical variety. ci.u music by Bob Kroll and lmcs live with “Gonna Live Till 1 Die.*' 
crew, provide the /smooth service. •,Europe nine year.*^ ago pn a t\yo-« Certairilv the most entertaining * - Bas^—apetted by adroit “Sunny Side of the Street,’* and 
.;New show opens Xoy.. 7 \yUh Guy mbiiths' tour; and has.^been touring tunes sh Vdid: included an Xoso ^a7.ing Lb'V, ,1C Grjlfin* “London Town.” And she scores 

Lombardo headlining/. Long. Uie Continent since, them Original j wedding song and the other Afri- 
::: ./•-■-■■■ . .Binders, a .®f Hungarians, j can: material/whereas she seemed Vnn« at o-, i <• V '' 

^ a - ’ * ■- „ £Ilck, h™dily their teeter- ;Conlevvhat imcertaih in the-precise aJ opening. i2i 'before ahome- 
Town < asino. Uuff . board, routines. They,i*e slateci lo rhythms of fli Latin-influenced ci. ua at the. plush Empire 

vaeoe ,f.„„ k»ki;:— * . Rnmii with her niterv act, 

been revamped since 
opening in Pittsburgh. 

. - --- - well with a sensitive “Scarlet Rib- 
|v!n cajeer. and u^as naturally ner- bon” ' done to only the acccmpani- 

guest cdiiductor 
mcnestra. batoned by iiuie.^s a musical frame for her. x,ow “ s a enneher 
^tor Bosse Rpsendahl. (. Organist Evelyn Freeman's^ tri !^J0on1' °I^ris 

^1,1 Q- ! loins. Farnori. for darire and dinner : an Italian medley 

Clincher for any 1 justifiably; 
> the sh w ~ 

• joins Farnoi). for darice and dinner 
. : music and Tommy. Roberts sings 

betiveOn acts., 
j Miss Makeba^ though not; . a . , :.— 

„ .7-,..^ crowd-puller fof Ciro's, will doubt- - discarding it with 
referred to as . oiie .. of ecbnomic. Riviera Dancyrs ■'116 >, Jack, (tath- 'j. less be a great assej to Belaforite's • f line: 7 hat s a« phony as I'm 
slippage;' he hias reopened th cart’ -Orch {<17 )•;• roduccd. by Sahi- ‘touring company^ which' she joins to- -get; gee, Im home.” 
~ - - - . t4th season-ihu Leirix-: 564 mhii-niin>y ' Nov 12. 

She's booked at Giro’s, for. 
Patl i Page,' With Dan Rowan and weeks. Glen. 

ment of an electric music box held 
in hand), then again uith a b'ves 
number. It's indicative Miss Wy¬ 
more is carving herself a.notabla 
niche in saloon listings. And 

. If//this town!? not. wild. ;.abou( 
Marry—Har ry A l iman, that ;is—it 
certainiy/ .ughf to be/ In a time 
Whicij.' is: . being: euphemistically 

Itiviora, Ijis Vegas 
Las Vegas, Oct: 2S. 

: Patti. Page,.' Rbua.n Si .'Martin, 

Full show' is bracketed by the 
_ of fine Riverside Starlets in Moro-Landis 

ids; introduces Miss Darnell and productions and backed in capably 
works easily, in-and-out ..of the /manner by the Eddie Fitzpatrick 
show \yith. her. She comes on with ; Orch. 

New names due in on Nov. 10. 
Long. 

Town Casino for its 14th season1 thy Lewis; $4 minimum. 
with a projected, dineti of 

t t ract ion s. 

IKifz Carlton. Montreal 
Montreal, OCG21. 

■ Vicky, Autier, Johnny Gallant, 
Paul Notar Trio; $1.50-$2 cover. 

■For 14 years he's been in there. Dick Martin; extra added, provide 
pitching.top talent across Ihehom ; ^ strong double-barreled attraction 
plates. It has taken plenty of here, skedded for a lii ited engage- 
fortitude. but the spot has .flour- ment/. . 
ished notably. It’s now generaily »Miss Page was.in fine voice open- 
recognized as one of the leading iitg liightwhen in> her: distinctive .. 
niteries .and 'Altman is regarded , styling :she offered such humiiers V 
as one -of the foremost talent as “Rolling Along/’ “DarktoWn i: .» ... __ ... _. . 
buyers of. the nation, an achieve-...Strutters Ball.” “Hawaiian. Wed:! Ritz Cafe of this inn, songstress- j hackgrpund; of “Anvil Chofi 
ment especially outstanding in. this ding . Song!* , and a medley of bef pianist Vicky Autier is Ourrently j whicli she laughs. Nearest to _ 
town/Where live, stage offerings of disclicks. . During part of the’ making - her annual appearance.' straight Voeal is^^ her rendition of Joanne W1 
any kind are practically ancient medley, she strolls through audi- and reception is as good as ever/ j 41 EnJoy Being a .Girl.” She brings : packed the 

.d I This timp.' armind 'tKriish intros - on Hayward again and he clicks It comes i 

Drako Hoi ok 1'lii 
Chicago. Oct. 21. 

Joanne WJ-.eatley icith Hal Kan- 
; $2 

She delivers her fine material 
j.* a husky. ta]k>T manner and the 
pa t ter .sdngs meet the people. “I'm 
•Learning”. honest., admissi 
anent her new forte and she has tier, .Jimmy Blade Orch 'G 
some slick one-liners—“There, are. cover. 
two guvs you can’t top in a night -- 
club, Haig & Haig:” Flushy Camellia House, which 

Neatly .sheathed in a black and for this season has winnowed some 
gold gown/ Miss Darnell tells of chantoOsies front its roster in a 

A solid fave in the. handsom j hairdos.anid makeiip with a in sical diversification move, is finding it 
’ ’ ' * ';♦* can still make hay with certain of 

a its tested chirpers, among them 
Wheatley. Her opener 

__ _ __ _^ room. 
history. ; ence with a/portable lhike to good I This time around, thrush intros.;0T) Hayward, again and he eiicks It comes out a reasonably divert- 

When you consider that among effect.. Jack Elliott neatly guides an almost entirely new songalog i with “Vest.i.la Giubba’’ and swings *bg turn, thanks to a belty assist 
the Casirio*5 advertised Upcdming. the Jack Cathcart orich (17); dur-, while still, retaining usual show into “Mack the Knife.” from 88er-^rranger «and hubby) 
attractions between , how ; and’ ing Miss Page’s turn. : format of alternating between the I Pair engages in song and comedy Hal Kanner. He’s particularly ef- 
.Chiistmas are Andy Williams, I Rowan and;. Martin at . first piano arid touring the floor. j sketches for lusty rfiitting. She fcctlve on the floor with her, war- 
Toriy Bennetty Frankie Avalon, seemed overwhelmed by this; room, 1 v.-* ,..!4u hKna » nice mmantii* ennnterni 
Cnnnio IVanni’c an^ A ton lTirio anrl i U«hi/»h•. ic *_• Connie Francis and Alan King,, and 
that adddd to these are strong sur¬ 
rounding shows, a house chorus 
line, a 12 piece orchestra,. origan, 
dancing arid an excellent cuisine, 

Which is twice as large as their 
usual \’egas showcase at the Sands. 
However, within seconds they had 
the .packed firsbmght house with 
them- arid held their audience/ 

the character of this operation is Securely Vaill . the Way to bowoff. 
revealed. yFresh material .has. suppleiherited 

Currently the Crosby Bovs : are y some of their classic/routines and 
in for their first local appearance. 
Their premiere performance was 
greeted by an enthusiastic - aUdir 
ence which left the boys, the man- 

■ classic routines, and 
with this, the boys leave no doubt 
but they have arrived as one of the 
best comedy teams in the biz., 

Duke. 

Best 
interp 

st of new offerings is her ! ends the 45-minute click bit w ith bling a pice romantic counterpoint, 
p of the theme from the film, a philosophical bit. “We May Never j Miss Wheatley is given to a coy- 

“Never On Sunday” and the. Eng-/Pass This Way Again,” and the ish manner and patter, but com- 
lish version of “Give Me You” 1 serioso bit scores. Bob Kroll, con- i bination of her big trained voice 
Which/had been a; Gallic hit with j ducting, gets expert assist from, and a catalog of standard l'amour 
songstress last season. As per. Miss j the Humphreys band. This crew, j titles, mainly, nails desired reac- 
■ * - . v .. . . . - - 1 with the maestro adding fine | tion in this spa. Kanner, however, 

vocals, loads the floor with terp ! could rearrange one or two of the 
addicts. tunes with more discretion. 

Show runs to Nov. 9. Freddy Jimmy Blade's crew, as usual, ia 
MartinV band and revue takes over . plenty efficient backstopping, and 
Nov. 10 for a three-week date. i cueing tabler dancing. Vicky 

Bar}c. [Autier opens Nov. 11. Pit- 

Autier is firm and forthright With 
the ringsidefs without being: over¬ 
bearing and she had a good chance 
to exhibit/her diplomacy on iiight 
caught With several gabbers who 
thought their /efforts better than 

] hers. Miss Autier Won each round 
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Shows on Broadway 
in the nude among the dunes, and; 
she cannot hide a sense of style, 
even in a shredded strawhat and 
shapeless beachrobe or the Mother 
Earth gown she wears in the super- 
solemn third act. But her expert 
comedy technique and the con¬ 
tagious gleam in' her eye makes 
the part disarming. 

Eileen Heckart plays the cor-: 
rosively unhappy wife who. 
ashamed of being seen pregnant in 
public that eventful summer on 
Long Island, lurked on a screened 
porch and spied on the lovers 

Late in the third act of “InVita- through field glasses, but learns 
tion to a March.” which opened at: about the illegitimate child, iii 
the Music Box Theatre last Satur-Jthe third act, shortly after her 

Invitation to a Mardi 
Theatre Guild presentation of three-act 

eomcdv by Arthur Laurents. Staged by, 
I..»urents: settings. 'William Pitkin: light¬ 
ing, Paul Morrison: costumes, Lucinda 
Ballard: incidental muic. Stephen Sond¬ 
heim. Stars Celeste Holm: features 
E:leen Heckart. Madeleine Sherwood, 
Richard Derr. Jane Fonda, James Mac- 
Arthur. Opened Oct. 29. '60. at the Music. 
B->x Theatre. N.Y.: 47.50 top Friday and 
Saturday nights. $6 90 weeknights. 
Camilla Jablonski Celeste Holm 
I.-lv Brown Madeleine Sherwood 
Carv Brown Jeffrey Rowland 
Deedee Grogan .Eileen Heckart 
S< hu.vler Grogan Tom Hatcher 
Norma Brown .  Jane Fonda 
Aaron .Iablonski James MacArthur 
Tucker Grog; n Richard Derr 

day night i29». Celeste Holm comes 
downstage and delivers playwright 
Arthur Laurents’ message directly 
to the audience. It’s an appeal, for 
non-conformity, and we’re back 

husband does. The part is a break 
from the usual for Miss Heckart, 
as she has most of the dryly funny 
lines, which she whacks unerringly. 
Possibly because it’s supposed to 

approximately 30 years with Hope , be significant in terms of character, 
Williams in that playroom-refuge j she has to wear a succession oL 
In Philip Barry’s “Holiday.” 

Well, not quite. For although 
"Invitation to a March” is tilting at 
pretty much the same windmill as 
Barry did. Laurents has trieked up 
his comedy a bit, not only with 
bright lines in something of' the 
Barry manner, but also with a few 

progressively grotesque, costumes. 

Madeleine Sherwood gives a 
skillful performance as the girl’s 
ambitious, sweetly acid mother, 
and Jane Fonda is expressive in a 
traditional, if ample and reward¬ 
ing, ingenue role. None of the male 
characters has much dimension or 

and Evans Evans as. the younger 
daughters, Gerald Riken as an ard¬ 
ent peddlar who Captures the 
youngest girl despite the fact that 
the old man scorns him as a Rus¬ 
sian Jew/John Boruff as a admir¬ 
ably patient rabbi, . Eli. Mintz as 
the old tyrant’s somewhat resigned 
younger brother, and. Paul Tripp 
as Harvard-educated school 
principal Who wins the second 
daughter even though he’s a 
Gentile, 

. Jack Smight has staged the pro¬ 
duction with, what appears to be 
routine proficiency, Stewart 
Chaney has. designed a brightly 
lighted turn-of-the-century interior 
and Gene Coffin, has provided 
suitable period costumes. Under 
the title "Sweet and Sour,” the 
script was strawhat-tested a couple 
of summers ago With Mclvyn 
Douglas as star. .Since-'•• then. Miss 
Francke died and Leonard Spiegel- 
gass was brought in to doctor the 
script, but his. nanie was taken off 
the show last Week; reportedly ait 
his request. 

According to one. of the advance 
feature stories; about the play in 
the Sunday drama pages, the char¬ 
acter of the tyrannical patriarch 
is .based on Miss Loewe’s own 
father. Things are tough ail over, 

Hope. 

novel touches, notably having! the | reality. Richard Derr seems un- 
characters address the audience; di- necessarily bloodless as the 
rectly, at the same time being fiance’s rich father who supposedly 
audible to each other. The gimmick once had vigor enough to sire an 
simplifies the problem of exposi- illegitimate son. 
tion and also enables the author to James MacArthur Is acceptable 
comment on situations or have the j as the youth who turns down a 
characters express their motiva- j father-come-lately and prefers the 
tions. ! ingenue without marriage, but. 

Of course there’s nothing wrong ! Tom Hatcher is almost pure card- 
w ith non-conformity as the theme j board as the hidebound fiance, 
of a play. There never has been, j There is also one of those ap- 
However, attacks on conformity; pallingly -precocious little boys 
have become practically a major j found only on the stage, this time 
industry, like General Motors, or ! armed with a drum and played 
a popular fad, like Mah Jong. [You 1 with awesome assurance by Jeffrey 
might almost say, in fact, that de- 'Rowland. 
ploring conformity is the modern j The dearth of direction gives the 
conformity. j: ; impression that Laurents. In his 

But although its theme Is a ; debut as a stager, lacked not only 

“I’m With You,” a revue starring Nat King Cole, opened a 
tryout engagement Monday night (31) at the Geary. Theatre, San 
Francisco. Under ordinary circumstances, .Variety- would have 
carried a review of this show in this issue: 

The report will have to appear next week, however, as the 
following wire from- Frisco correspondent Bill Steif, received at 
•press time yesterday (Tues.) explains: 

MIDWAY THROUGH NUMBER TITLED “TIGHT SQUEEZE” 
IN FIRST ACT OF "I’M WITH YOU” PREMIERE, HAD TO 
TAKE MY WIFE TO HOSPITAL, WHERE FOURTH DAUGHTER 
WAS BORN 75 MINUTES LATER. WILL CATCH SHOW 
TUESDAY NIGHT FOR NEXT WEEK’S ISSUE. SORRY. STEIF. 

Okay, and congratulations.-r-Ed. 

Wildcat 
Michael idd & N. Richard Nash presen¬ 

tation of two-act musical comedy; book. 
N. Richard Nash; music, Cy. Coleman: 
lyrics. Caroiyn Leigh, Staged and chore¬ 
ographed. .by. Michael .Kidd;, settings,. 
Peter Larkin; costumes, Alvin Colt; light¬ 
ing, .Charles Elson; musical direction, 
dance and vocal arrangements,. John. Mor¬ 
ris; other arrangements and orchestra-' 
tions,/Robert Ginzler and Sid Ramin. 
Star's LiiciUe BaU; features Keith Andes, 
Edith King. Paula Stewart, Clifford David, 
Don Tomkins. Howard Fischer. Swen 
Swenson. Charles Braswell.. Opened. Oct. 
29. ’60. at the.Erlangei"Theatre..Philadel¬ 
phia; $7.50 top Friday and Saturday 
nights; $5.40 weekhights: 

The Library Raid 
Houston, Oct. 13: 

Alley Theatre presentation of thr«eract Oncy 
drama by Frank.Gagliano. Staged by Nina | Sandy 
Vance; setUngs, Paul Tremaine; light ing. • 1 attoo . 
Harris. Milam. Features Wayne "Maxwell 
Eleanor Wilson. Opened Oct, 12. '60. at f °*tman 
the Alley Theatre, Houston: $3.50 top • 
Friday and Saturday nights, $3 top week BI°nde 
nights: 
Malcolm Seedy 

Jane Jackson . 
Wildcat. Jackson. 
Sheriff Core 
Barney .. 
Luke ..,- V 
Countess. O’Brien. . 
Joe Dynamite , . 
Hank ......__ 
Miguel - 
Sookie 
Matt 
Corky .v.. 

. Paula Stewart 
:. Lucille BaU 

oward Fischer 
. . . Ken Ayers 
.. Anthony Saverino 

Edith King 
Keith Andes 

... .Clifford David 
... ... H. F. Green 
.Don Tomkins 
...Charles Braswell 
. . Bill. Linton 
...V;. Swen Swenson 

Ray Mason 
... . BUI Walker 
. A1 Lanti 

...... Bill Richards 
. . . . Marsha Wagner. 

Wendy Nickerson 

Gerry LaMossa 
David Byron.. 
Smiling Young Man 
Mr; K'upreef 
Miss MacVicers 
Mister Crawley . .. ,... 
Connie 

’ ■ Ann Wilhams i Lucille Ball, making a long-de- 
.; Robert Wuarry . Tayed return to legit, has a robust, 
., Wayne 3^^ ! bouncing musical vehicle in "Wildr 

leanot Wilson: cat.” Playwright N. Richard Nash 
' • s -Tom-Toner makes his musical debut as. the 
Donald vt. Janet-R aiRhpr. 0f the unusual book, which 

As the third rilav-W New Ynrt not so incidentally provides the tv 
1 i ^ P 2 • ;y }■ ; and film.comedienne with a .knock-.- 

The.; out role. Nash is also co-producer bromide. “Invitation to a March” j experience and possibly objectivity, I author Frank Gagliane 
Is a fairly amusing it slightly ilop- , but may have beeni understandably j Ljbra Raid:. s^ow pl.ob,ise n Kol . the shoWi 
sided, plav. It has three moderately preoccupied with rewriting, not to . • r _ . , ■ . . , 
interesting characters, several mention the recasting of the,star )«.» symbolic «rama about a hood-; The Cy Coleman tunes and 
mettlesome situations, a good role and the necessarily hectic.Uum gang’s attempt to seize, and.: Carolyn Leigh .^rics are an im- 
many adroit laugh lines and four rehearsals. !.destroy the branch of a povtant asset. with standout songs 

skillful performances. It’s ques- William Pitkin’s two beach House |ibrary in a large city. While 
tionable whether that’s enough, for settings are atmospheric and .nations are thm and the .charac- :US'jri®* Jnd^Far FrornHome” 
Broadway success, but there’s prob- roomVt with an expansive platform pjerizatians inconsistent at times. Tall Hope . Ear^From Home 
ably picture material in the play. 1 on the forestage. Lucinda Ballard’s ;tbe “Pgr creates; terror and j 

“Invitation” is the Theatre Guild costumes vary from appropriate to shbcl/b-v.tbe, use of small.incidents S^x?ayt.KvPa; r wantfor Janie” 
production from which Shelley hideous. Stephen Sondheim has and blt? of business. j ' 

Hobe. 
IVinters withdrew during the I try- supplied moodv incidental music: 
out tour. Miss Holm has taken over ” — - 
the starring role of the unconven¬ 
tional woman who has lived what 
the author seems to regard a full 
life, and he’s anxious to have us 
believe that she’s enjoyed every 
minute of it. including having an 
illegitimate son. 

The locale of the yarn is a couple 

». ^ 4 tall with Miss Bair taking .an ef- 
Wayne Maxwell is outstanding fectiye part). 

something borrowed, plenty blue 
sums, up the play’s contents. 
There’s ample of the sort .of frank 
chatter that was once taboo but 
is now accepted. In this case, it’s 
not only not offensive, blit quit* 
funny,... ’ .. : 

When, a girl wants to engage , in 
pre-marital experiment- to deter¬ 
mine compatibility—or lack of it 
—the. outcome can be either poig¬ 
nant or aniusing. In thisinstance 
the humor lies! in the girl’s insist-- 
ence that the experiment be -pla¬ 
tonic: 

A generally racy pace, gives way. 
occasionally to sagging . sectors, 
which can probably, be bolstered. 
Joseph Anthony’s staging has art¬ 
fully correlated dialog with amus¬ 
ing visual bits. The dialog, beside* 
being funny, is incisively observ¬ 
ant. As a maiden Broadway legit 
effort for radio and. film scriveher 
Lawrence Roman, . "Y.um-Yum” is 
eneburaging; . 

The playing is . excellent. . Gig 
Young registers neatly as. a lovable 
loUse who collects rent from hi 
femme tenants and. returns it] in 
philandering trade. Sandra Church 
is attractive and- effective as the 
experimental bride-to-be. 

• Nan Martin gives a capital char¬ 
acterization as one of the landlord- 
wolf’s transients and Dean Jones: 
makes a personable ;may-become 
husband, ... 

A handsome multi-level, setting 
of a San Francisco Telegraph Hill 
attic apartment,, designed by Oli- 
.er-Smith and lighted by Peggy 
Clark, affords interesting playing , 
areas, and there is femme finery 
designed by Bay Diffen. 

The Frederick BrisSon & Roger 
L. Stevens production .has a gen-: 
era! stamp of quality. Bone. 

as the always-smiling soft-spoken 
young hoodlum* one of the two who 1 /,A^^eT,,^el^1b.i,t ‘‘ii’ ^Someday 
appear in the library while their - We Dance (by Clifford^Dr|Vid and 

The 19th Cousin (gang remains outside in the-.fog!j Paula Stewart). MqsLof the tunes 
Theatre Guild 4 George Kopdoif pres- j Eleanor Wilson is- excellent as the /are in the first act, but there s 

: emation of three-act (four scenes) comedy ; v , librarian who at firct nn- 1 rousing dance number, “El Som- 
by Florence Lowe 4 Caroline Francke.- j neaa npranan.-. wno. at nrST... °P i. 
staged by Jack Smight; settings and' poses violence in dealing with the 1 brer0, boomed oyer by tne star, 
lighting, Stewart Chaney; costumes. Gene j hoodlums Hal RnrHiok ic fcplipV > anl full chorus In the second act: 
Coffin. Stars Menasha Skulnik. Martha hOOCTlums. rial DUraiCK IS Deiiev-r .. , . 

--Scott; features Marian Winters. Evans ; able as an elderly library patroii ! Although its Miss Balls show, 
of beach houses on the south shore- j gang- ’£JJ£nBo$ened*o^^ :-with niost of the comedy lines, al- J she has major support, notably 
°f Long Island. There are several , Ambassador-Theatre. N.Y.; se.90jop/. j though his part seems a bit broad, | f rom Keith Andes as a virile, full 
plot threads. The focal one is! ap- \ Finny'Lbw« .7:. r/'.."/.::'. |as does that of Ann Williams; The 
parently supposed to be whether a ; Carrie Lowe Evans Evnas i unknowingly sexy assistant libra- 
spirited girl, with an orthodoxrup- ! Tracy Lowe ..Marian Winters 1 riari. 
bringing but an urge for adventure, ! slmon^owe“ “Menash--Sk-u-lnit' 

voiced leading man, as well as from 
David as his resonant pal; Miss 
Stewart as the heroine’s retiring 

„ , .. . WmSu']' John Wylie as a prissy libra-? Edith King as a pictnresque 
will marry the stuffy fiance who ! Rabbi Ansbacher.:...... ■)> John Borufr.l rian Robert Onarrv n aiih aH [ local character, Don Tomkins as a 
invariably puls her to sleep. «r|Sf: vertWn*- copy-writer ‘and^^ Tom! colorful localite:and. HowartTFisher 

ni^te^inde^ndentninindetf lad^W-ho ''”^ ^ |Toner;as the jahitor who has had j 

kisses her awake. 
A secondary 

Possibly if “The 49th Cousin” 
.. __ story thread: In- were translated into Yiddish, you 

volves the unconventional woman's ! might almost say back into Yid- 
sentimental relationship withl! the [ dish, it might do for Second Ave. 
stuffv fiance’s father, who sired i Come to think of it, maybe the 
her illegitimate child in a sand i Florence Lowe and Caroline 
dune seduction on that Same • F™nc*e comedy would be too in- 
stretch of beach 21 summers be- credibly hokey even for Second j 
fore. A wrinkle of this situation is i Ave.. for it .could be argued that 
the gentleman’s ’still-bitterly jeal¬ 
ous wife, who’s apparently |sup- 
posed to be an unsympathetic 
figure but has most of the laugh 
lines. 

it’s because of plays-like this that 
there is virtually no Yiddish thea¬ 
tre any more. 

In any case; “The 49th Cousin” 
was presented by the Theatre 

In an ending disconcertingly ^ Guild and George Kondplf last 
reminiscent of the old Ginger i Thursday night (27) at the. Anii- 

Rogers picture, “Tom, Dick! and ] bassador Theatre, which is on 
Ilarrv.” even to the use of a “cute” | Broadway, and therefore hopeless- ...... 
musical effect, the girl chooses tolly, .embarrassingly unsuitable for! Theatre; four yes-and-no (.Conway, 
dance, representing romance and ! such a show. Menasha Skulnik, [Sketch;. Richards, Mirror; -Shrap- 
adventure, rather than to march, ! a noted refugee from Second ; nel. Guardian; Smith. Herald/and 
representing marriage and security, | Ave., is starred In this in- 11'* Pans (Barker, News; Bentley, 

credibly corny yarn about an .Pictorial; Gibbs, "Telegraph; Hob- 
insufferably dictatorial, bigoted, ;son, S. Times;-Levin;-Express^ F. 

experience with young delinquents, ducer Michael Kidd has staged the 
are well cast. Donald W. Janeck > sb°\.witb 11 Lne sense of pace 
does well in his less demanding. ?nd hi* choreography is- putstwff- 
role Oi an expressionless hoodlum; inf* P?ter Uafkin s sets are color- 

. T> ,• • v, ful and ingenious. 
Nina Vance,, producer at the m. ...- , t , , 

Alley, has dope a superb staving ^Pe. s,ury',!mna e^ in the south- 
job p SHo & west m the 1920s. lnvolves a ram- 

j bunctious gal who’s out to find an 
' oil well so. she can provide for her 
’ younger, partlyrcrippled sister. The 
; romantic lead is a drilling-gang 
foreman, whose pal conveniently 
falls for the sister: The. discovery 
of oil provides an exciting finale: 

i":: The main problem with “Wild.-'. 
! cat” is cutting—the . break-Lii per¬ 
formance ran over three, hours— 
so prospects for Broadway are 
bright. Waters: 

London. Nov. 1.. 

Th following are the tabula¬ 
tions of the .critical reactions to 
recent London openin . 

Settled Oiit of Court; Strand 

or conformity. And as his own di¬ 
rector. Laurents has her actually 
dance offstage with her young 
lover—in bare feet, no less. There’s 
also a device of having characters 
toss handfuls of torn-up multi¬ 
colored paper In the air, seemingly 
as an expression of gay abandon. 

If that sounds a bit on! the 
whimsy side, let it go at that: But 
if the ideas in “Invitation” are 
banal, the dialog is witty .and 
neatly tailored, and the trick of 
having the characters address; the 
audience is readily acceptable: and 
effective. 

Miss Holm is frankly unbeliev¬ 
able as a woman no man l ever 
looked at until the errant husband 
cams upon her taking a sunbath 

Self-righteous, egomanical German 
Jewish widower and the three 
spinster daughters he terrorizes:. 

The former Yiddish actor, with 
the look of a woebegone, under¬ 
sized caribou and his uncanny 
sense of timing, gets a good many 
scattered laughs with his exag¬ 
gerated comedy style, but it’s all. 
too familiar. Martha Scott is co- 
starred, giving a skillfully straight 
performance of the oldest daughter 
who manages her father a bit. 
when she can, helping out her 
sisters but stilt remaining dutifully 
devoted. 

Assisting as ably as circum¬ 
stances allow art Marian Winters 

Lewis, Dispatch; J. Lewis, Rey: 
nolds; Muller* Mail; Shepherd, 
People; Shulman, Standard; Ty¬ 
nan, Observer; Worsley, Financial 
Times; unsigned. News of -the 
World; unsigned, Times. 

This Year, Next Year, Vaude¬ 
ville: four favorable (Hobson; S, 
Times; Levi . Express; Shepherd, 
People; unsigned. News . of the 
World)/eight mixed (Bentley, Pic¬ 
torial; Conway, Sketch; Gibbs, 
Telegraph; J. Lewis, Reynolds; 
Shulman,.. Standard;. Tynan, Ob¬ 
server; Worsley, Financial Times, 
unsigned, Times), and four pans 
(Barker, News; Miilier, Mai;. Rich¬ 
ards, Mirror; Smith; Herald)., 

Under the Yuni-Ynra 

Tree 
New Haven, Oct. 27. 

; Frederick Brisson 4 Roger L.- Steven* 
preseniat'/ n. of two-act comedy by Law-' 
rence. Roman. Staged by Joseph Anthony; 
settings. . Oliver Smith; lighting, Peggy 
Clark; costumes, Ray- Diffen.. features 
Gig Young, Sandra Church- Nan- Martin, 
Dean Jones. Opened Opt. 2S '60. at. the 
Shubert Theatre, New Haven. .■ 
Irene Wilson ,. . Nan Martin 
Robin Austin .;......- Sandra Church 
Dave Manning' v_Dean Jones. 
Hogan ..X...........,..,;::. Gig Young 
Cab Driver..,..-.;:.-.... John McKay 

“Under the Yum-Yum Tree’ 
should have the: ticket brokers of 
Broadway smacking their lips for 
a while to come. Its theme is old 
hat, but is embellished with bright 
dialog and expert acting that 
should score handily. 
. - Something, old, something . new. 

Lifilo Moon of Alban 
. Philadelphia. Oct. 29. 

Mildred . Freed Alborg, presentation ofy 
drama bv James Costigan. - -Staged by . 
Herman. Shumlin; settings and lighting. 
Jo Miel7iner; costumes. Noel Taylor. Star* 
Julie Harris: features John - Justin. -Bar-, 
bar* O’Neil; Robert Redford. . Nor* 
O’Mahonv. Stefan Gterasch. Liam Clancy*. 
Helen* CarroU. Eric Christmas. Neil Fitz¬ 
gerald. Norman Barrs. Beulah Garrick, 
Opened Oct. 28. '60, **t the Forrest The¬ 
atre. Philadelphia; $4.«0 top.. ; 
Phinney * .. • • . • *• LiiTh’ Cuncy 
Dennis Walsh ...: - .Y.. •; - Robert -Bedford 
Patch Keegan.-.... .... Stefan Gierawh 
Lt. Kenneth Boyd John Justin 
Shelagh Mangan - :. -Nbra O Mahony. 
Brigid Mary Mailgan ..... - Juf)e, H^rr)■ 
Sgt. Reynolds 
Father Curran: 
Sister Servant. ... 
Sister Martha Kevi 
British Soldier 
Sister Theresa 
Bertie ........- 
Sgt. Peale ...-- 
Pvt. Wigan ;-- 
Sister Barbara 
Doctor Clive 
Black .and Tan 
Convalescent .Soldier. 

.Norman Barr* ' 

.V... .Neil Fitzgerald 

.. ... Barbara O’Neil 
.;; . Beulah Carrie* 

,..::Scott Middleton' 
.... Helena CaTroll 
.. -Roger Hamilton. 

Jamie Ross 
..Michael Lewis 

. Joyce Sullivan 
. .Eric Christmas 

...... Roy Pritchard 
.James Duncan 

Sisters . Sadie McCollum; Susan 
McCllntock. Mary Ann Hoxworth 

Adapted by James Costigan from 
his bwn television: script. “Little 
Moon of Alban” is reminiscent of 
such earlv Sean O’Casey ^dramas 
as ‘‘The Shadow of a Gunman.” 
“Jiino and the Paycock” arid “Th# 
Plough, arid the Stars.”. It has th* 
same locale and subject matter, 
somewhat: similar style and feeling 
and possibly comparable limita¬ 
tions. 

The story, set in Dublin during, 
the “trouble” in 1922, involves a 
bitter-sweet, abortive romance be¬ 
tween a saintly Irish girl and the 
wounded British officer whom she 
nurses and who. she doesn’t at 
first, realize,' k i 11 e d her sweet¬ 
heart. Although she loves him, 
the girl decides to devote her life 
to God, possibly as a nun. 

Herman Shumlin’s direction , is 
sensitive, and sympathetic, and Jo 
Mielziner has designed an eloquent 
setting of foggy Dublin streets. 
Julie Harris gives/an exquisitely 
touching performance as the her- 
oirie who first rejects religion upon 
the killing of her father arid., 
brother and. then her sweetheart, 
but finds solace in a renewed faith, 
v John Justin,; an import from 
Lohdon, is outstanding as the Brit- 

(Coritinued on page (|2)0 
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On 3-Year Options for 2 Groups 
London, Nov.'; 1. 

Peter Hall, managing director of 
the Shakespeare Memorial. Thea¬ 
tre, Stratford-ori-A von; i$ offering 
epntraets to 35 actors on. whose 
services he will have first call for 
three, years. They, will be the 
nucleus of .two permanent compa¬ 
nies, 

.. One troupe presents, the . annual 
Shakespeare season at Stratfordr 
on-Avon, the other will do classi¬ 
cal and new plays at the AldWych 
Theatre, which will be the' Strat¬ 
ford Memorial Theatre’s location 
in London, star ting, in December. 

Already 16 have signed: tip With 
Hall. They are artists of all levels, 
and include Peggy, Ashcroft, Doro¬ 
thy Tuti , Max Adrian, Peter 
O’Toole, Richard Johnson, Ian 
Bann.en, Eric; Porter, Patrick. Wy.r’ 

mark, and Patsy. .Byrne. 
. .Hall says, .'‘Of ; , We shall 

continue to hire many other play¬ 
ers, including stars, to-appear with 
the companies on the usual short¬ 
term contracts.” Contract ^ players 
will be able to take other Work up 
to 18 months, in the three years, 
when. hot required bv Hall. They 
w’ll: be paid a Weekly retainer 

■when not; employed by other 
people. 

No details of salaries have'been 
disclosed, but .it’s thought .that the 
top names will get- around $168 a' 
week. Reason f6r 5tratf<?rd-ph- 
Avori being able to make this cost¬ 
ly splash is partly due to. a grant 
made to the Stratford Memorial 
Theatre by the Gulbenkian Trust. 

Albery to Do ‘Miracle’ 
In London This Winter 

London, Nov. 1. 
; Donald Albery, who recently re¬ 
turned from, a three-week visit to 
NeW' York, will, produce ‘‘The 
Miracle Worker” in, London this; 
season. HO plans to send William 
Gibson’s Broadway hit on. a tryout 
tour starting immediately after 
Christmas,, and to. bring: it to the 
West End- in January.' Auditions, 
started, last week. 

During his New York stay, Al- 
bery attended the Broadway open¬ 
ings of three of his London hi ,, 
•‘Irma La Douce,” ‘‘A Taste of. 
Honey” and ‘‘The Hostage,” Two 
others of , his West End successes, 
“Oliver” and “A Passage'to India," 
are scheduled for Broa'dway. pro¬ 
duction, either this season or next. 

ick’s Pa«e 2 Times 
‘Amusement Guide* Plug 

Ousted by ‘Official’ Bid 
David Mgrrick advertised his six' 

current Broadway productions on 
page, 2; of the N. Y.. Times ..last, 
week under a special ‘‘Amusement 
Guide” heading: The advertise- 
ientV set up in the. style and: type 

of the regular alphabetical listing 
,in.; the amusement section, had 
other Broadway .producers. burm 
ing. on the ground that it tended 
to give the impression .. that Mer¬ 
rick’s ‘shows v. ere; the only entries 
running. 

Iiti counter-move..- producer- 
pressagent. Arthur Cantor ; at¬ 
tempted to place a similar ad. in 
the Times last Monday (31) under 
an ‘‘Official Amusement, Guide” 
heading. The shows . he wanted 
listed were “Tenth Man,”, of which 
he’s co-producer, and “Miracle 
Worker;” foi* Which , he?s, press- 
agent. The list was. also to include 
the upcoming “All the Way. Home.” 
in. which Cantor is involved as both 
.associate producer and. pressagent. 

The purpose of Cantoris, ad order 
was to carry Merrick’ “Amuse-, 
nient Guide:’ idea to such an ex¬ 
treme that . the, Times’ ad accept¬ 
ance -department. would have to 

/refuse; both his; and, Merrick’s, in¬ 
sertions, which it did. It’s, also 
understood that Robert. E; Griffith 
and Harold S. Prince, represented 
on Broadway currently.: bv "Tend- 
erloi 1” ■‘Fiorello’’ and;“West Side 
Story,’’ intended, taking out their 
own ad under a “Hit Musical 
Guide” heading. 

The six shows given the page 2 
prornotidri by 'Mefrick last Week 
Were also included in the; other 
Broadway productions in the regu¬ 
lar Mphabeticai listing on the 

iContinued on page 02) 

Portland, Nov, 1, 
.A record for a legit subscription 

series in the Pacific: Northwest has 
been set by the Broadway Theatre! 
Leagues of Portland, Yakima, Spo¬ 
kane and Tacoma. A subscription 
total of 8,528 for the four towns 
includes , J,559 irt. Yakima, 2.319 in 
Spokane, 1,650 ’ Tacoma . and 
3,000 here, . , 

Tickets for the series! which in-, 
eludes “Pleasure of His Company,” 
“Once Upon a Mattress.” “Ander¬ 
son. Trial’’ and “Fiorello,” range 
from $87$ 17! 

Dallas’4 Shows 
4 . Dallas, Nov, 1, 

Dallas Broadway Theatre League 
has a fourrshow. season set for the 
1.700-seat midtown Memorial Au- 

jditorium Theatre. A season-ticket 
j.discount sale is in progress, with 
‘ single seats also being offered now.. 

!: The, schedule, includes “The Ari- 
diersonvjlle Trial,” with Brian Don- 
levy and Martin Brooks* Nov; 11- 
13; “Once Upon a .Mattress.” with 
Imogene. Coca and Edward Everett 
Horton, Dec. 9-11; “The. Pleasure 
of His Company;” with Joan Ben¬ 
nett and , Donald Cook, Jah. 27-29 
and “J. vB.,” 'with; John Carradine, 
Shepperd Strudwick' and Frederic 
Worlock, Feb. 17-19! 

;The Dallas Broadway Theatre 
League, shows are booked by. the 
Broadway Theatre Alliance, of New 
York, a subsidiary of Columbia 
Artists Management.; 

Td Quiz Angus Duncan 
In Stork-Eguity Action 

.Angus Duncan* executive- secre¬ 
tary of Actors Equity, is scheduled 
to be exai ined before trial Noy, 
15 concerning the $5,000,000 suit 
which Sherman! Billingsley,. owner 
of the Stork Club, has filed against 
the Union. 

The action' stems from a wire 
sent by Duncan in connection With 
a pre-“Tony” Awards cocktail 
party April 10. The wire; sent to 
about 30 Equity! members; read, 
“Wish to make yoiu aware of labor 
controversy at Stork Club* Prestige 
of theatre will suffer if our. allegi¬ 
ance to labor movement is open to 
question, Urge you weigh Stork 
Club invitation rapst carefully.” 
. Only two of 96 legit players— 
past Tony winners and the I960 
nominees—attended' the party. The 
labor controversy referred to by 
Duiican .involves Billingsley and 
the waiters and chefs unions. 

Mundelein College Bans 

Chicago,/Nov. 1, 
Burgess Meredith • nearly called 

off a scheduled three-performance 
engagement at Mundelein College 
here because the .Catholic institu¬ 
tion objected to the inclusion of 
James Joyce’s “Ulysses” (actually, 
excerpts jfrofn the stage adaptation, 
“Ulysses In Nightgown”) in a pro¬ 
gram: of ^readings* The conflict 
was resolved, however, when Mun¬ 
delein officials agreed ! to Mere¬ 
dith’s . compromise. Whereby it 
would; state clearly in the printed 
program that, selections from the 
Joyce , wOrk have been, “expur¬ 
gated” by the college; 

; “An Evening With Burgess Mere¬ 
dith,’’ with Nancy Wick wire and 
Basil Larigton featured. Will be pre¬ 
sented, at, the school* as scheduled, 
Nov, 18-20. A fourth performance 
has been booked by the Shaw. So¬ 
ciety, for its membership, Nov. 22 

at the Happy Medium Theatre Club 
here. 

TCU Little Theatre Sets 
Austrian Moan of Ai< 

Fort Worth, Tex., Nov,I. 
“Joan of Arc,” by Austrian a 

thor Max Mell, will have its U, 
premiere in the Little Theatre 
Texas Christian Univ. here ne: 
fall. Dr. Walther R. Volbac 
chairman of the collegers depar 
ihent of theatre arts, has arrange 
the presentation. . 

Mrs. Raiherto Comini, of Sout! 
erri Methodist UniV. Is preparii 
the English translation. 

What’d Ho Say 7 
. ; London, Nov. 1. 

Department of pehding 
apology? The following item 
appeared in The Stage*. Brit¬ 
ish entertainment weekly. 

“Nat Jackley Will star in 
Emile Littler’s ‘all-laughter’ 
pantomime at Leeds Empire 
this year, ‘Babes In The Wood,’ 
after which the future, of the 
Empire is uncertain.” 

No Screen Deal 
‘‘Critic’s Choice” looms as a 

potential -goldmine for its star. 
Henry Fonda, He’s in for a maxi¬ 
mum 15% of the gross, plus 20%. 
of the- profits.' The profit participa¬ 
tion setup , includes. 10% off the 
top for his services as star and 
another 10%. as: an investor,. with 
a $31,250 stake. 

Fonda is guaranteed a weekly 
salary of $2,500 against. 10% of the 
first $20,000, gross,. 12V6%. of the 
take between $20,000 . and $30,000 
and 15% of the weekly gross over 
$30,000. His deal also, stipulates 
that the ;show must play a house 
with a minimum potential , capacity 
of $40,000, which means.his weekly 
salary, if the play.were to sellout, 
would be at least $6*000. ' 

The Otto Preminger production 
of. Ira Levins play is capitalized 
at $i25.000. with provision for 20% 
overcall. The: backers are. in for 
a 40.%. cut of the profits, which 
means,-a 1% investment is equal 
to $3.125.The show, Which begins 
its tryout tour Nov. 10 at the 
Playhouse, Wilmington,, is sched- 
uled,to. open Dec. 14 at the .Barry¬ 
more. Theatre, N.Y.. 

Preminger reportedly has been 
trying to 'purchase the film: rights: 
to the play,! offering $250,000, plus 
a percentage*. No. deal has been 
set: however* 

Joshua Logan had previously 
owned the legit, and film rights, to 
the vehicle, but his busy schedule 
prompted, him to release the prop¬ 
erty. /Preminger picked up the legit 
rights, but apparently.. wasn't in 
position to Insist on the inclusion 
of the film rights. 

Legit, Concert, Agents, 
TV-Radio Production’s 

$290,832,000 in ’58 
Washington; Nov! 1. 

Theatrical presentations, includ-. 
ing legit, live radio and tv produc¬ 
tions, plus concert and talent ticket 
agencies, were a $290,832,000 busi¬ 
ness, in 1958, with a total payroll of 
about $110,000,000* according to 
the Dept; pf Commerce!! The fig¬ 
ures show, a 40.5% increase over 
i.954, when the last business census 
was, taken. 

The Commerce Dept, total in¬ 
cludes receipts for, Broadway* the 
road, repertory and stock, live tv 
and radio production, concert bu¬ 
reaus and talent agencies, ticket 
brokers and theatre equipment and 
design revenue, but excluding 
films*,/tv and Tadio sponsorship and 
cabaret receipts. The census re¬ 
port includes .the following cate¬ 
gories of. total incomes. 

Producers pf New York and road 
Show’s: receipts, of $101,040,000 by 
392 producers, with an annual pay¬ 
roll of. $45,081,090. . 

Producers of live show’s for radio 
and tv: receipts of $78,385,000 by 
557 producers, with an annual pay¬ 
roll of $33,778,000. 

Stock and repertory companies: 
receipts; of $14,168,000 by 197 com¬ 
panies, with an annual payroll of 
$6,694,000.. i 

Talent managers and agents and 
concert bureaus: Income of $48- 
727,000 by 1,311 individuals and 
firms,. with. an annual. payroll of 
$16,140,000. 

Ticket agencies: income of $12,- 
703,000 by 179 agencies, with ah 
annual payroll of $4,150,000. 

Theatrical and radio-tv employ¬ 
ment, agencies: income of $5*745/ 
000 by 101 agencies, with an¬ 
nual income of $2,514,000. 

Theatrical equipment rental and 
design: receipts of $3,060,000 by 
62 firms, with an annual payroll of 
$1,070,000. 

Soviet . playwright Alexander 
Korneichuk arrived from' Europe 
last week On the S.S. Liberie. 
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Broadway Figure, 
Closes Out Colorful Career at 85 

•+ By ABEL GREEN 

[Shelagh Delaney’s ‘Lion’ 
for London 

. Shelagh Delaney’s “A Lion In 
Love,” which folded Oct. 15 in a 
pre-London tryout in Bristol, will 
be reprieved in a new. production 
by'The English Stage Co. The play 
will! be recast and restaged, prob¬ 
ably by George Devine, for a Dec. 
21 Opening at the Royal Court 
Theatre, London. 

Wolf Mankowitz, Who produced 
the recently-closed presentation, 
will have an interest in the new 
edition. Miss Delaney’s previous 
play, “A Taste of Honey,” was a 
hit in London and is currently on 
Broadway. 

Stuck for Loss 
Unless a deal is worked out for 

a new management to take over 
the production of “Taffy,” the four 
cbprdducers who o r i g i n a 11 y 
launched the project will be on 
the hook for all money thus far 
spent. The Anne Marie Barlow 
play, in which •: Kim Stanley was 
to •; have. starred, was suspended 
Oct. 20 while: in rehearsal, and 
tryout dates in Philadelphia and 
Boston were cancelled. 

The .management attributed the 
suspension to an incomplete 
budget, explaining that $50,000, 
which had been due in October 
from the settlement of an estate, 
was held up by a court order. The 
venture, which was being co-pro¬ 
duced by George Hamlin and 
Malcolm.Wells, in association with 
John W, Caldwell and Don La 
Susa, was budgeted at $125,000, 
with provision for 20% overcall. 

The backers, who invested in the 
showr ( the exact amount raised has 
not been disclosed) are not re¬ 
sponsible for management’s ex¬ 
penditures for production ahd 
rehearsal. The amount already 
sunk into the venture also hasn’t 
been divulged. 

According to Hamlin, there’s a 
possibility of a new management 
taking over the project. A decision 
on the matter is expected within, a 
week or so. The rights to the play 
have reverted to the author, but 
it’s figured a deal could be worked 
out for a new management to ac¬ 
quire -any sets and costumes al¬ 
ready turned, out. That would 
reduce the original producers’ 
monetary obligation. 

The legal complications of the 
matter are being studied and 
there’s a possibility that if a new 
management takes over the prop¬ 
erty an arrangement may be 
Worked out whereby the invest¬ 
ment coin, already raised, may be 
transferred to the new project. 

N’western Univ. Testing 
Robinson-Alien ‘America’ 

Chicago* Nov. 1. , 
Earl Robinson and Lewis Allen, 

Who previously collaborated on 
“The House I Live In,” have co- 
authored a musical intended for 
Broadway, “One Foot In America.” 
It is having an eight-day tryout at 
Northwestern Univ!, opening last 
Sunday (30) and continuing 
through next Sunday (6). 

The Northwestern drama school 
had previously - done a production 
of .Robinson’s folk opera, “Sand- 
hog.” Among Robinson’s other 
credits is “The Ballad For Ameri¬ 
cans” I 

Yale Dnuna School Will 
Open Season With Teach’ 

New Haven, Nov. 1. 
The Yale Drama School will 

open its 1960-61 major production 
schedule tomorrow (Wed.) through 
Saturday (5) with “The Flow¬ 
ering Peach.” The Clifford Odets 
play swill be staged by Nikes 
Psacharopoulos, assistant profes¬ 
sor play directing on the Eli 
faculty., 
; The Yale Dramatic Assn, will 
open. its season Nov. 25-26 with 
“Camino ReaL” The Tennessee 
.Williams drama will be staged by 
Lelarid Starnes; 

Dr. Leo Michel, the retired “Dr. 
Broadway,” who died at 85 last 
Saturday (29) in the Flushing 
(Queens) Manor Nursing Home, 
New York, was not only medical 
advisor but friend and confidante 
of a range of personalities that in¬ 
cluded A1 Jolson. Vincent You- 
maiis (who, while a patient, 
literally lived with him), Vernon 
Duke, Lorenz Hart, George M. 
Cohan, Paul Whiteman, the Gersh¬ 
wins, Con Conrad (who wrote “The 
Continental” in Dr. Michel’s home>, 
among others. 

The famed Baldwin piano, long 
in his apartment either in The 
Wyoming on West 54th St. or at 
171 West 57th St., Manhattan, now 
reposes in Jennie Grossinger’s 
personal bungalow at the Catskill 
resort. It is unique because of the 
many famed signatures on it, 
chiefly, songsmiths, who not only 
entertained at Dr. Michel’s soirees 
but actually wrote their songs on 
it, as witness the Youmans and 
Conrad instances, among others. 

Besides being a legendary Broad¬ 
way figure, he was a practical 
physician to the famed and less 
renowned, and especially the lesser. 

I He was notably touched when 
[the late George M. Cohan who, 
upon hearing that Dr. Michel was 

I considering a move to Hollywood 
in line with the 1929 “Gold Rush” 

. to filmusicals, came to the medico, 
with a blank check, fully signa¬ 
tured, and told Dr. Michel. “You 
fill in your own figure, but I don’t 

(Continued on page 58) 

Kerz Won't Sne Lewis 
On ‘Rhinoceros’ Advance; 

Leo Kerz does not intend bring¬ 
ing any legal action to recover 
$1,000 advanced to Robert Lewis 
as a down payment on ft $5,000 fes 
for directing the upcoming Broad- 
wTay production of “Rhinoceros.” 
Lewis withdrew from "the staging 
assignment when the start of re¬ 
hearsals, originally scheduled for 
Oct. 17, was postponed until Dec. 
1. 

The producer says that if Lewis 
doesn’t return the $1,000, he will 
reimburse the partnership for that 
amount rather than allow it to be 
absorbed by the show. Regarding 
a report that Lewis intends suing 
for the balance of the $5,000 fee 
he was to have received, Kerz has 
notified Variety, “If there should 
be any action instituted by Lewis 
against the partnership I shall hold 
the partnership free from any 
damages whatsoever, and I person¬ 
ally take over any and all liabilities 
as a result of such action.” 

Anent the statement in Variety 

last w’eek that Lewis wras to have 
received a 716% cut of the net 
profit on the venture, Kerz ex¬ 
plains that 216% of that was to 
have been in return for his raising 
capital. His slice of the profit as 
director was to have been 5%, in 
addition to 3% of the gross and 
the $5,000 fee. Joseph Anthony, 
who’s succeeded Lewis as stager, 
is getting the same deal as hi 
predecessor exclusive of the 216?' 
financing arrangement. 

Last week’s Variety story also 
erroneously stated that Anthony is 
conjractet to direct “White Alice” 
this season. That play is scheduled 
to be staged by Norman Corwin. 
Anthony, who’s director of the in¬ 
coming “Under th e Yum-Yum 
Tree,” has been tagged to starge 
“Mary, Mary,” the Jean Kerr play, 
which Roger L. Stevens intends 
producing. 

“Rhinoceros” is scheduled to 
open Jan. 5 at an undesignated 
Broadway theatre with Eli Wallach, 
Anne Jackson (Mrs. Wallach), Zero 
Mostel, Morris Carnovsky and 
E. G. Marshall heading the cast. 

English Group in Rome 
To Produce Third Day* 

John Byrne, producer-director of 
the Flay Guild of Rome, is plan¬ 
ning a season of productions in 
the English and Italian languages. 
The offerings will be presented at 
the Teatro Servi, Rome, beginning 
Nov. 25. 

Set thus far for the program is 
“Third Day Comes a Frost” 
by English playwright Rodney 
Croome. 
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Yes, Its True the Lady Nudges; j 
She Likes Him, That Crazy Girl f. 

It may be a!* right for a, pro-- 
dueer to j>r.ap bark at a. critic,* but 

better leave wives out of it. 
Walter Keirr ai*le-sltter lor the 
Is V. Ib : aid Tribune, illu>tiratod 
II ■,• point l ist Sunday '30* iii de- 
V;)!!.m4 h;s tegular diama pagq col- 
umn to ridiculing Broadway! pro¬ 
ducer Merrick's contention ;! that 
I;- - rev.;*" s are influenced by his 
v\.te •-i.tMior-play weight jJenn 
K“.-: . who u-vitally with him at 
th - opening". i! 

Me: tick, in an interview vi'.h 
C‘>ltunnist' Sheilah G.a- 

li.i!;•* v..i, quoted as savin" of 
Kerr'' rev.ews, "1 lee! hi" wRe i" 
lespne-vib e toi them. TiieiO she Is, 
miri-ging ii :n. nuking her !-com¬ 
ment-*. 1 kitov. v hat she’s spying, 
bei.ui-e my tr.ends are sittingsnext 
t-i the-is ai„i j:\ odd that her .views 
coin-; id,- wit;; his reviews. How 
car: you not iie influenced by some¬ 
one r.e-r to you bring so vbtal?” 

;;■) by-line piece' was 
b.-a-liied. True. S-r-j—She 
jSum^'-s." into a detailed re¬ 
but?, li rick’s c'.iaree, iiijilud- 

tt-.ents a<. "Fn>S. ,.e 
u.e nudges me all the 

tli you kuo.1' wiiyv S -e 
that rtfr/y girl, ‘iiue'y. 

i.:: . mneono. mui!!",! hero 
b-.s v eil enough to give 
y.iu dig m the elbow!; X<>? 

tiio subject of midge-, 
si true in .all uiy iyea- s 

a nev.* paper I found toy self 
. -a*--'! t i Brooks A’ksn-on. 
v i’o ;> re' C.irly -urrendr'y d 
It *, via ;u t-> an aisie-seat. In mv 
ti -h-pit a* s-eini? him. and id v.i.at 
iii»r l:av e be--n an exce-s of; sp, 
k!:ng goxl humor. I leaned over 
end s,hi. v.ry fellow that I am. 
‘Nudge n;o it you see anything you 
like ; Is it possible that (me cd Mr. 
Merrick’s fiiends mistook my- wife 
fur rooks Atkinson? -Mr. Atkin¬ 
son is on the .slight side. and!wea:s 
a musta-nr; my wife is talf. and 
does riot 

As for his wife being [vocal. 
“Inside the ttieatre, and once the 

Germans Going All-Out j 
On New Legit Musicals; ! 
Even Adapt‘Krapp’s Tape’ 

Frankfurt. Nov. 1. 
Germany, which generally has 

Beethoven. Brahms. Mozart.;; Wag-, 
ner and Richard Strauss Coming j 
out of the rafters of its govern-j 
ment.-.subsidi/.ed opera houses, is 
going on a modern opera! kick, j 
During the new season. German 1 
theatres are stressing modern 
opera in the buft’o style recently- 
revived by such local names as 
Werner Egk and Rolf Lieberntann. 

Tiie Essen Theatre has scheduled 1 
Boiiuslav Ma-tinu’s “Mirandolina” 
and the Dus^eidorf Opera is stag¬ 
ing Jan Janus’ “Servant o( Tu ! 
III a s t e r x.” Benjamin Britten’s 
“Midsummer Night's Dream” will 
have its first performance in': Ham¬ 
burg. and Dusselaorf is making 
plans for the first performance of 
a new version of Cherubini's “Ali j 
Baba.” 1 1 

Hans Werner Henze’s new: opera. 
“Der Prinz von Homburg,” has 
been scheduled for performances 
this v inter in Frankfurt. [Darm¬ 
stadt and Muenster. Other con¬ 
temporary composers have Chosen 
unusual librettos for their, operas. 
Boris Blacher is staging George 
Kaiser’s “Rosanninde Florist* as a 
musical, with libretto by Gerhart 

-von Westermann. and the first per¬ 
formance is set for the City: Opera 
in Berlin. i: 

Samuel Beckett’s “Krapp's Last 
Tape” has been .turned into an 
opera by Marcel Mihaloviyi. and 
w'l! be done at Bielefeld, i! Theo- 

curtain is up, she is rather a tyrant 
about whispers; one peep out of. 
any of. Mr, Merrick’s closely 
packed friends and she whirls on. 
theni-with a stare that makes me 
glad I, am the quiet type, and her 
husband. Oh, T don’t say she’s 
never been guilty of a whi-s er her¬ 
self . .. During the prenrere of 
’Tenderloin.’ for instance, she 
piessea toward me and. in as--soft a 
ui;ce as. was consonant with a cer¬ 
tain fierceness, sard ‘Stop, biting 
your fingernails.’ She- does look 
after me.” 

About whether he and his ,fe 
agree oh tl'.e merits of a si. •. the 
critic remarked, “Mr; Merrick. .1 
doirt doubi for a minute that you 
have friends, and "that you station 
thi-m next to the reviewers. But 
tirey are not earning their money. 
Mr.‘Merrick-. They are playing you 
'alse and you’d better look into 

m.” Adding that he didn't think 
..is wile’s opinions “ha\e any place 
in this column.” Kerr wi-ot' on to 
give a rundown of both his and his 
who’s reactions to .the Pour nro- 
du'-tioT.s Merrick has presented n 
B'-oadway thus far .this sens-.; 

Regarding the first show .• "Vin 
age he 1hqugl.it it could b 
dis.'ri-sed -since almost ever, one 
seer. s to .have disliked .it. includ¬ 
ing Mr. .Merrick, who is - . ort *d 
to have posted the’ closing; .no? ce 
before he\i had time ta,d.~y:\ 
vlH-li; anvon wanted t; 
tic!v-'‘s hot.” 

As for “Irma La. Dour e." oth 
:*e and Mr-. Kerr “! bought it t!i n 
business.’’ Next. “Bei-kot.""in wh.ch 
Kerr "e.mressed considerable c ; 
lidence,” took' a beating.in a qua e 
attributed to his-wife. Thai'. u; is. 
followed by a lengthy" report ah-'-..t 
his Wile’s dislike of ‘-Taste' .of 
Honey.” a pla.v Kerr had found to 
be touching.’’ 

In dosing Kerr commented ’'But 
Mr. Merrick leaves me- no. choice. 
I am forced to defend that nice 
girl from the scurrilous charge 
that she thinks like a criti 

PfrRIETt 

Masterpiece’ for London, 
Then Probably Broadway 
“Masterpiece,” a drama, by Gor¬ 

don. Russell and Larc; Ward:, is 
due for presentation-, ilie: week-. of 
Jan. 23 at the Royalty Theatre Lon/,! 
don, with Anton Walbrpok as star.. I. 
The "West End. firm “of $tephen 
Mitchell and . Richard Friedman | 
will present, the show; in. asSbcia- j 
t.ioii with Broadway - prbduc.ers Gar- j 
roll and .. Harris •Master.s.bn and 
David Ellis.. 

j Assuming-the West. End .showing , 
! is satisfactory, a subsequent Broaci- -, 
! way resentatiqri is planned, .with 
I Walbrook ; .line, to repeat, his . 
j. starring role; 1 j 

^ ; ■ "" ' ' f 
j, - # ' - . 

; I Opera Review 

MvCs Aew 'rarmt*nv | 
I She’s. Swedish. ... she’s, dark-; 
haired and shes Kirsteii- i leyer.,: 

| pronounced Mayer, and she’s. 
I new; and pro\ ocatlve .Metropolitan 
j Opera : ‘;Carmen..’’ - That’s, file - Ver¬ 

dict the Royal .Stockholm 
:era import who, debutled. Satur¬ 

day- matiuee f29i. in Bizet's stand-' 
. aril, bread-and-butter work. 

Th.e new ;an 
i eiiy good; actfes.-*, .. . : 

tlan-' eper; .Ntandards..- It 1 
possible to argue lhat- she has 

i- certain Nordic way of hahdliiig 
ner body - nd that her, shoulders 
.suggest ski: juinner. But she 

he'role warin . and acts i? ■ 
V “relateciuess" than 

ypiealiy is jeeted by American, 
mez who.aie .rather too-idegant' 
lot; tlie Spanish! 
tramp-; 

If 2liis>.-i . scored.. her 
■clcljut. ahd- this !seems clear,, the'i 
new Met Don. Jose. J Vickers, \ 
was perhaps even.tiiore of an aitclr- j 
ence favorite. The burly terior has ! 
been upcoming, in a variety of ; 
roies at. the hqU'C the:past couple i 
of seasons. Vocally he registers,, 
sonvefiihes; lie-’’fails to look -at. the 

, woman w itli whom he playing 
. the scene. As for the difficult pants; 
' of Hie ..Spanish.constabulary of the ; 
era lie wears, tlieiii as. well as most i 

and "mhhages. .. unlike. Richard 
;Tuek -, not tb Ipok like Napoleon 
j Bonaparte, ; Land. 
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Are Drama Critics Dramatic f 
On the.did journalistic theory that two is a coincidence and 

three is a trend, it may be notable that this may be the Broadway 
season of plays, about critics: if that’s not remarkable, it’s, at least 

switch from two seasons ago, when there was a glut of show 
■•with Oriental, characters: 

-First of the upcoming plays about aisle-sitters is “Critic's 
Choice;” the. I.ra Levin, comedy, said to cohlain; thinly veiled por¬ 
traits of N. Y.: Herald Tribune, reviewer and. stage direetbr Walter 
Kerr And bis playwright^authbiv Wife, Jean .Kerr.: it’s being; staged 
and produced , by Otto "Preminger, arid is due T)ec. 14 at thb 
Barrymore, N. Y.; with Henry Fonda. Gene Rowlands, Virginia 
Gilmore, Mildred Mat wick and Eddie Hodges as principals: 

Also scheduled foi: iliis season, is “Julia. Jake and Uncle- Joe/' 
Hbvyard Teielimarih’s farce ...adaptation of the Oriana , Atkinson 
book, “Over at Uiicle Joe’s," dealing with the experiences of tiie 
authoress and her husband. Nl Y. TinicsV columnist and former 
drama critic Brooks Atkinson, it is Iqca.led.in Alosepvy duririg World 
War II. ..when Atkinson was Times correspondent there; Claudette. 
Colbert is to star iii the play, but the actor w;hb w;ill portray 

.Atkinson hasn’t been. set.. John Shubert is producing,, and Albert 
Marre is mentioned; as possible stager. ; 

Incidentally. Metros film edition of Mrs. Kerr’s beslsei.le.r col¬ 
lection of humorous autobiographical .sketches. ‘'‘Please- Don't Eat' 
the Daisies.'* contained characters based to. some.este-nt,on ,thos.. 
in., the book, but: according' to., acquaintances qf the couple; th 
smiiiai-ity. was alniost. non-exislerit. Mrs. Kerr has ’Written a new; 
play, ‘Alary, .Mary.’’ to be. produced th.is season .by: Roger Ly. 
S.teverui;- with Joseph Anthony directing and Barbara Bel. Gcddes 

tar, but 'the authoress having, been bitten by the “Daisies’.’ 
picture; none of the characters is a critic*; 

f Obviously by . coincidence, .trie C'unur ' Sieuuiship Line . .is a Is 
>\.h w.ihLj trie crilia.il aci, ha."' " 'ipul a neu'liiiviv.io tro.i; 
iixiuic service-. The txir y ship is i.fie OrUin ■ .Ai'iiia.U'iL -tli 

n-vrie is from. Ecyllsh .historical- lc- e.'.-d; T 'presumably-'refers to', 
lbc present Q' Elvabeth e 

Po.'>s:bly because critic are not coi’sidered div figur 
i'.ere have been comparitively fi a .plays, with .legit reviewers asy 

' proniinent characters. Notable- ekamp-e.** were Sainson' Rapliaelsbri’si 
“Jas a failure of the 1941- 2 season on Brqad\v; y.,and "Ar-enic 
.n.l O d L* c..’; Joseph Ke^elriim’s rwitli,ari. unbilled assist by 
llcnvard Lmc’s.iy and- Rtis>ei Crouse'' smash, farce-mclodrania of: 
1940-41,.. '. 

In tl.e das'd'e field, of course, i> Richard. Brinsley' !>heridai; 
corned;. Critic." last- pre^enied on' Broadway -by the- Old Vic, 
duri .-.e l94o-4fi season; with .Laurence: Olivier as tiie .satirie.aily-; 
dr, character ’ Puli'.. 

Shows Abroad 
1’laforioV 

London. Oct. .; 
.h5ti'»ti''-Staue (. > Util,. prc^mVati'oii. of. 

UiU-r aVl. (fiio Sion'c'i cti.iim b> Anion 
rtu*kh»W; EivsIKIi \orsion l>\ -.Din.tn 
Makai olt".. Si.isji*-! b'v'.X’.eorstf Do vine- aiul 
.J obn " Bla t.c-hUv'-: doom . R icba i d N cm i: 
lisRtin?. -kicbird JMborow: as-iistanC- to 
directors. Kenneth Cavander: iniisic - spt'-. 
cially composed :b\. Dudley Mooie. Stats, 
jtex .Harrison, Opened Oct IS. ’i;U. .it 
the Roy?!’ Court Theatre, l.ondon: top. 
Anna t?etr<rvna 
Nikol ii Trilet*k-i 
Semei \ oinitsev 
CilagolN^v 

, Rachel Roberts 
Ronald Barker 

G ra ha »\ : C" row d e n 

Budweiser in a Brothel? 
Smoking Philip 

dor Holtersd oif has picked: Fried- 
rich Ford ei l’s “Alexandei ?” for 
ad; ?)l.»;ion a s a mu'deal, v! ;'ith its 
fir-** pt*rio» :'i iar.ee in Breme ■n. and 
Hei tuich Ri< ytlimueller is taking' 
a m -'»•:!cm op era of Goethe’ “Mits- 
tin: :di:ve” •“ Al-o Guilty”*.; to he 
Cl'ir i- ir*. Wmo rbburg 

7. :ili;sn Ko daly’.s “Advent! ,trc-s of 
Ha. Ja?-o>,” v.ill bo done in; Frank- 
fur* . Bohrsl nv Martinu’s ; -.\riad- 
n*‘” in GeNf'i likirehen.Tkum; t Dari’s 
J eru :*-.-((*. opera. “The Sil- 
v«*r I!on.” in Kiel, and th ie Ocr- 
tli 'i £ "if"ni t’ *re of Kurt ■ W! ell’s 
“I)v I'.V.: ill tl >e Valley” ' s set for 
Kai l.Ni alio. 

! Br adway has been getting, a 

, taste of Madison Ave. bugaboos. 

' In “Tenderloin,” current at the 

45th St. Theatre. N.Y.„ identifiable 

bottles of Budweisepbeer were dis¬ 

played onstage and. served to cus- 

rtomers in a bordello. A tieup for 
the use of the product had been 
made by the beer firm, but. an ex- 

jecutive of the company caught the 
show in New York and. fearing 
that the appearance of the suds in 
Mull a place was bad public rela¬ 
tions. he had the ad agency cancel 
the tieup. 

j In another instarice. the public 
I relations firm of Philip Morris cig-; 
arettes turned down a request to 
supply cigarettes for “Period of 

! Adjustment.” which opens Nov. .10 
! at the Helen Hayes Theatre. N.Y. 
1 The reason for the refusal, was 
; that James Daly, who’s costarred in 
| the play-; has for several years been 
1 plugging a rival brand, Camel cig- 
! arettes, on television and radio, 
j The actor is not identified, by? 
’ name in either the tv or radio spots. 

The Philip Morris nix. of ;th 
.“Period of Adjustment” tieup prb- 
■sumabiy averted a future case of 
• apoplexy when some executive of 

R. J. Reynolds, which makes 
Camels, should attend a perfdr- 
malice of “Period of Adjustment.” 
and see Daly publicly smoking a 
rival make, with prbgr credit 
for the brand name. 

Scheduled B’way Preems 
. Unslnkabl^ Molly, WTint. T.ard. (I l-3-(?-D. 

Rape of Belt, Bctk (11-5-60). . 
Period of Adjustment, Ha>es (l’ W 
Under Yum-Yum, 51iller’.s. (ll-lU-fu*. 
Advise and Cpnsent, fort 
Alt Way Home, Bolasco 111-30-*; 
Little Moon, Lonsacre tI2-l-b"0). 
Camelot, Majestic <12-3-60:. 
Send No Flowers, Atkinson fl2-3-G0 
Critic:? Choice, Barrymore (12-14 o0). 
Wildcat, Alvin (12-15-60). 
Do Re Mt, St. James <12-26-60>. 
Conquering Hero, ANTA (1-5-Ul). 

Horrors! —Camel Spieler 
Morris? Never! 

*■ ■ ■ ■■■; ■■■ ;; 

Dr. Leo Michel ] 
■■ Continued from page 57 ! 

want to. see you leave all thej boys 
and girls, ; especially . those who' 
can't afford it, behind you.” Dr, 
Michel never left,, nor did he cash 

• the cheek. 
His pet; cure for .-singers was 

“vaseline in the- hose,” as much 
psychosomatic as realistic; and he 

. noted that .vit always worked , ith 
Cariiso, who was the biggest baby 
of aii; : hut so long as I prescribed 
the vaseline for the nasal tract the 
gpe.at. tenor was able always to open 

|.at the Met,” 
■ Elaine Malbin, the. opera singer, 
! vyas fir. Michel's niece, but other- 
: wise he played no favorites nor 

• indulged in any; protegees. 
! 'While._in..’'tii Flushing nursing 

■ home he kept telling Paul Cous- 
! rrier, the Grossinger’s p a., that 
“when anYlhirig happens to me you 

. must make $ure to get Variety, to. 
thank everybody for haying been 
so nice to me, with all those re¬ 
membrances : and, thoughts.’?. Dr. 
.Michel \yas a heart victim and the 
{angina pairi?, at the last, were 
| quite, severe, aecordihg : to inti- 
1 mates. 
, Harold Rouse,, of Steiner, Rouse 

& Cb.; the brokers,, is. his executor. 
Dr. Michei’s financial position was 
secure. Although retired the last 

: 10 years , he Was Tegular at Grds- 
\.singer’s, where the Michel. Cup is 
j ail annual trophy. In November 
11958 he.was the guest of honor at 
ta hugetestiriionial at Hie Hotel 
1 Astqr; on the occasion of liis 50th. 

- anniversary' as.a -medico, ’with eele-. 
•ities in! attendance: 
Three years ; ago fir, Michel's 

.brother. Joseph. 70. and Airs; Edith 
Hallock, 63; a wealthy Brooklyn 
widow, disappeared in , Acapulco, 

. Alexico; He assisted the police in 
proving that it a. robbery- 
murder. " 

Vcn^ffrov-iVh Nicholas S-.'lby 
Busidv.- as IfaninuMU-ii. 

! Mikbail Platonov R^\-H iriiso'n 
j Sasha Mary. Watym 

Ivan Trilotski Frank,Firilav 
Petrirt ,Peti*r Duguid 
Maria Ore Rosalind. Knight 

!-Sofya Elvi llale. 
; Shcborbuk ...Jeremy Geidt 

Vasili .'. ....V Morris- Perrv 
Osip __........... George Murrell 
Yagov JainesBol.tn 
Kirill .....Peter .Bowles. 
Kat'a" . SuSati Engel- 
Duiiyasha Susari AVesferby 
Village. Prie; Murray CV,ltnore 
Marko Peter, Dugui 

Apparently even: tiie best dram- 
| atists write bad plays arid 
' Chekhov's, “Platonov/’ his earliest 
attempt at stage writing;,is ait best 
no more than a. promising beTin- 

| ning to a distinguished career. Yet, 
' as presented for the first time iin 
[London, it turns out to provide a 
(fascinating theatrical evening With 
its odd mixture of tragedy, com: 

! edy; farce and melodrama, 

j With Rex Harrison starring in 
the title role, it's a cinch to be a 

| sellout in the small; capacity Royal 
< Court Theatre, and. a transfer for 
a regular, West End run, providing 

j the star. Is available; should yield 
; handsome returns! Broadway, too, 
i could accept a produc tion of coiri- 
rparable stature. 

I According to a program note, 
: “Piatonov” was written by^ Chek¬ 
hov in his early 20’s, biii was. not 
produced. It remained forgotten 
until 1920, when the Chekhov fam¬ 
ily papers were handed over to the 
Central State Literary Archives in 
Moscoyv. Previous printed versions.! 
of the play omitted the first act. 
but it is included in the substan¬ 
tially cut Royal Court .production. 

Though the author’s immaturity 
as a writer is evident, it is easy to 
understand why Harrison chose 
this as the vehicle to mark his re- 
tuln to the. West End stage. 
Stripped, of all its trimmings, 
'‘Platonov” is nothing more than, 
the portrait of a heel, a school¬ 
master as fond, of womeri as he is 
of vodka. Though married with a. 
child of h’ wn. li is readily 
leiripted by .widow arid a 

j ried. woman; and plans to nin off 
j with each, 
j The atmospliere! changes con- 
: stantly and with breath-taking1 ra- 
j piditv. One moriient it. appears to 
■be developing into profound so- ICial satire, but ciiariges suddenlv 
to comedy, then to dramr;. and. fier 
quently to . farce. Oddly eno.ugn, 

; the hangcs: Of mood- 
{ able nd-. almost logical. .. 

An. outstandi g;. atufe ...of th 
English. Stage. Co. pfodiictioh ‘ 
the handsome, and. striking decor 

. bv Richard Negri,, and .the skilful 
lighting; by Richard pilborow!. Of 
the ', five ./different.- sets, the most, 
eiTecliye: .is a railW. ... . track that 

; provides a .melodramatic setting 
lor Platonov's wife's suicide at¬ 
tempt, George Devine arid John 

i.Blalehiey share the credit for th 
bpJd., vigorous, staging. 
/ Whatever the reservations; i 

r,be about the play; itself. there can 
i.be 1 itile ’ dbubt. about HaiTisort’s 
J personal success. Although 
! beard and pineenez glasses fail, to 
make him look authentically Ru.<y- 

, sian; the star skilfully-: keeps pace 
i with trie changing style of the. piay 
.- and never misses a trick. It is not 

a. doriiinating. role.,' but an-import 
’ tan't one; and lie shares the acting 
credits with , other members of a 

ibig'casL 
Of. the three principal Ay Irion, 

,. Rachel Roberts, as -the. .widow, 
j gives the most, impressive perform¬ 
ance; Alary Watson has more lim¬ 
ited opportunities as the long suf- 

j feririg wife, but Elvi Hale-is trior- 
} oughly acceptable as the married 
j woman left in the lurch.- Notable 
jin. the large cast are Graham 
; Crpwdeit as a cuckolded husband 
j and George Aturcell as a pett!y 
1 thief. .’ il/yrip. * 

AbolardandHoIoiNP 
London; Oct, 25. 

! . Arts1-Theatre Club (in association with 
-. A. JL Enterprises. Ltd.) presentation of a 
1 drama -.in lwo. acts, by Ronald. Duncan. 
J Stars Virginia Maskelt and lain CiUhherl- 

son. Slaved, by. Hush Hunt: settings, John 
. Piper: nuisic. Thomas. Eastwood: Opened 

Oct. 24,. *60. at Ihe Alls Theatre Club. 
' ondon: *1:75 top.: 

IHeloise .. Vlrgi.nia Maskell 
| • : • ■ -: •; • -- - Iain Culhbe/tson 

t: Two character plays are. raTeljf 
; an easy proposition, but '‘Abelard 
j and Helbise” is pne of the toughest 

.1 to endure. Though Ronald Duncan 
j has brought some poetry to tjie 
i Writing, it is heavy going from tjh 
start. Unrelieved in style arid occrir 

.siorially pfeteritious. It is unlikely 
! to be. considered as a commercial 
: prospect for transfer. 

I The stage, is bare apart from, tiv 
! praying stools in fli centre and 
[tup writing desks on Each side... 
• There .is; however, a vivid black- 
'cioth,- designed by John Piper, 
[ which helps; to relieve tiie gjootriyr 
' scene.. It is from the writirig desks 
that the . two characters read the 
Tellers that passed between: them 

j after Ilelofse went, fo a nunnery: 
• and her husband,: Abelard,, to a 
; lrionastcrv.' 

Peter. Abelard, an ETcverith Cen-, 
Tuiy poet and philosopher, was the 
tutor to Heloise. but after . her 

| ! (Coritinued on page 61) 
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Business was generally good on 
the road last week, although.there 
were some: weak entries. “Under 
the Yiim^Yum Tree’* began its try- 
ut tour nicely in New Haven and 

“Little Moon of Alban” got off to 
a fair start' in its first three per¬ 
formances in Philadelphi 

Estimates for Last Week 

Parentheiic designations. for. out- 
bf-iowii. Shows are the. same as lor 
Boadicay, except that hyphendted 

■T'■ withrshoio-classification indicates 
tryout and RS indicates road Show. 
Also,. prices. on- touring shows .in¬ 
clude Wo Federal Tax and .local 
tax, . if hy, blit as on' Broadway 
grosses ;ate iict: i.e. exclusive of 
taxes. Engagements are for single 
iccek unless otherwise noted. ' 

BOSTON 
Camelot. Shubert <MC-T) list/ 

wk) fS6.25-S7.50; 1.717; $65,000) 
(Richard Burton. Julie Andrews). 
Previous week, $109.927,. O'Keefe, 
Toronto. 

Opened last Friday ‘28V to three 
favorable reviews; tPoyie, Ameri¬ 
can: Hughes, Herald; Maloney, 
Tr veler'. two unfavorable <Mad- 
docks, Monitor; Norton’/ 'RecOrd) 
and one yes-no (Durgin. Globe). 

Last week, $35,715 .with TG-ATS 
subscription for three perform 
m-nces and one -preview’. 

Five . Finger Exercise, Colonial 
(D-RS> .(lst wlc) f$4.95-$5.50; 1.685; 
$47,0001 ‘Jessica Tandy; Roland 

.. Culver). Previous week, $27,719 
w i t h. Theatre. Guild-A m eric a n. 
Theatre Society subscription, 
Ford’s, Baltimore.. 

Opened here Oct. 24 to. six favor¬ 
able notices ‘ Adams, Globe; Dewar. 
Tr veler; Gaffney; A m erica n; 
Hughes, Herald; Maddocks, Moni¬ 
tor; Norton; Record). 

Last week, $37,324. 

(MC-RS) (5th wk) ($7.32; 1.704; 
$65,000) (Diane Todd, /Michael 
Evans). Previous Week- $57,386. 

Last week, $65,744: 

NEW HAVEN 
Under the Yum-Yum Tree, 'Shu¬ 

bert (C-T) ($4.80; 1/650;. $27,300). ; 
Opened tryout tour , herd last; 

Wednesday ‘261 to two endorse¬ 
ments (Johnson, Journal-Courier; 
Leeney, Register). 

Last Week, over $21,300. for, five 
performances: 

PHILADELPHIA 
Little Moon of Alban, Forrest 

(D-T) (1st ■ wk). <$4.80-$5,40; 1,760; 
$43,000) ‘ Julie Harris); 

Opened tryout tour, here; last 
Friday, • 28) to three pans t.Gaghan, 
News; Murdock, Inquirer; Schier, 
Bulletin). 

Last week, $9,859 with TG-ATS 
subscription foir three perfor¬ 
mances: 

Period of Adjustment, Walnut 
(CD-T.) (2d wk) ‘$4.80-$5.40; 1.340; 
$35,000). (James Daly, Barbara 
Baxley, Robert Webber), .previous 
week; $26,034. . 

Last week,. $35,848. 

Uhsinkable Molly Brown, SliUv 
bel t, iMC-T) (5th wk). ‘$6-$7.50:: 1.-. 
876; $69,000). Previous week, $64,- 
156.. 

Last week, $65,756. 

Wildcat, Erlanger < MC-T) ($5.46- 
$7,50; 1.894), ‘ Lucille Ball 

Opened tryout here last Satur¬ 
day (29) to two favorable reviews 
‘Gaghan, News; Murdock, Inquirer) 
and one . pan (Schier., Bulletin): 

Last week, $6,525 for preem. 

Rajah, Reading, Pa., Saturday (29), 
one BTL, 

Once Upon a Mattress (bus-and- 
truck) (MC-RS) (Imogene Coca, 
Edward Everett Horton, King Don¬ 
ovan), Previous week, ardund $10,- 
000 for two performances. Veterans 
Memorial, Providence. 

Last Week; $32,234 for sever per¬ 
formances. with . BTL. subscription 
Paramount, Springfield/ Mass., 
Monday (24), one. $6,092; Strand,' 
Albany, Tuesday-Wednesday (25- 
26), two. $8,264; Auditorium, Roch-:. 
ester, Thiirsday-Saturday (27>-29), 
four,. $17,878. 

Pleasure of His Company (C-RS) 
(JOan Bennett. Donald Cook). Pre¬ 
vious week, $20,403 for five-per¬ 
formance split. 

Last week," $26,641 for six per¬ 
formances: High School, Grand 
Junction. Colo., Sunday <23), one 
BTL, $5,118; Capitol,. Salt Lake 
City; Monday-Tuesday (24-25). two* 
$5,541; Fox. Spokane, Thursday 
(27), one BTL, $6,536; Liberty, 
Wenatchess, Wash;, Friday <28>, 
one, $1,763; Orpheiim. Seattle, Sat¬ 
urday (29), one, $7,683. 

World of Suzie Wong (D-RS). 
Previous Y/eek, unreported, was 
$32,613 for eight-performance split. 

Last week,; $21,405 for .seven per¬ 
formances: Paramount,. Toledo, 
Monday-Wednesday (24-26). three; 
$12,293; Auditorium. Charlotte., 
Friday-S a t u r d a y <28-29), four, 
$9,112. 

B’way Sags; Bat Some Shows Climb; 
‘Cousin’$20,011 in 6;‘Hero’$31,863; 

‘Hostage’ S28.404 ‘March’ $9,091 (2) 

SAN FRANC1SCQ 
Show Boat, CCirran (MD-RS) (5th 

. wkt t$5,75-$6.50; 1.758; $60,000) 
j (Joe E. Brown. Julie Wilson, Eddie 

158,852 
Last week, $59/125 with CLOA 

Rape - of the Belt, Wilbur (C-Ti 
. (2d wk) ($4.95-$5.50; 1.241; $33,- 

Redmari. Peggy Wood).. Previous , , 1(N1 

‘-a~ ! suiw&iHk? Albert Marre succeeded Alan t 
Schneider as director and the 

. Broadway opening, o r i g i h a H y 
Scheduled for today (Wed;) was 

ST. LOUIS 
Music Man. American (MC-RS) 

scneauica ior toaay twea,.i wna prAvimic ......t o« 
pushed back to next Saturday night i ^4 05l* *' 
15'. 

Last week, over $7,200. 

CHICAGO 
Fiorello. •Shubert (MC-RS) (8th ________ 

wk) ($5.95-$6.60; 2.100; $71,115). j-’Morris; Henry Jones, Otto Kruger). 

WASHINGTON 
:Advise and . Consent, National 

D-T) ($4,75-$5.75; 1,677; $51,529) 
(Ed Begley, Richard Kiley, Chester 

PreViouS Week. $64,586. i Previous week, $47,472 for five 
Last Week, $60,655. [evening, performances and three 

Majority of One, Erlanger (C-RS) ; matinees. 
(5tii Wk) <$5.50-$6; 1.380; $45,000) 

; (Gertrude Berg, Cedric Hard- 
w ieke).. Preyi us week,' $45,278. 

Last week, $44,18 lv 

Last week, $52,533. 

SPLIT WEEKS 
A n d e r s o n vi I I e Trial (D-RS) 

(Brian Donleyy); Previous week, 
$23,356, six-performance split. 

Last week, $18,470 for five per- 
CLEVELAND 

American Shakespeare Festival . _ r_ 
Theatre Co., Hanna (Rep-RS) (2d jformances with Broadway Theatre 
wk). >$5; L515; $28.0001 < Bert LahrC League subscription: Central Sr. 
Previous week, $20:809 with TG-jHigh School. Springfield, Mo., Sun- 
ATS subscription for eight peffor- day (23). one, $2,860; Municipal 
niances of “Midsummer Night’s lAud., Tulsa, Tuesday-Wednesday 
Dream.’’ j <25-26), two, $8,084; Robinson. 

Last week, $15,890 with TG-ATS | Little Rock. Thursday-Friday <27- 
ubscriptiori for eight perform- 2$), two, $7,526. 

«nc« of '-\Vinter-s T8le- At tte »r«B: «r , Hai/pi,yl!<mS« 
DETROIT jHl-RS): (Michael Flanders, Donald 

Raisin in tbe San, Cass. (D-RS) 
(2d wk) <$4:50-$5; 1,482; $38,000) 
(Claudi /McNeil). Previous week, 
$30,036 with TG-ATS subscription. 

Swann). 
Last week. Initial stanza of tour, 

$18,911 for six performances: Mc¬ 
Carter, Princeton, Tuesday (25), 
one* $4,245; Playhouse. Wilming- 

J^st; week* $41,62T with; TG-ATS -toil,’ W^ub.sdaj^Saturdav?'* 26-29)" 
five. $14,666 \yith TG-ATS sub¬ 
scription After opening to .rave 
notices (Crosland,: Journal; Klep- LOS ANGELES .. 

Destry Rides Again. Philharmonic r*7ypi«T 
(MC-RS) (5th « k) ($5.75-$6.50; 2,- : ’ 
'70; $79,800) (John Raitt. Anne I Flower Drum Song (MC-RS). 

Jeffreys). Previous, week,. $72,157 (Previous week.$101,735 for lO per- 
with Civic Light Opera Assn, sub- j forniances. State-Fair Music Hall, 
scription. .' [Dallas, 

Last week, $68,611 with CLOA 
ubscription. 

Last w eek. $52,879 for. eight, per¬ 
formances: Stale Fair Music Hall, 
Dallas. Sunday <3Q>, one; Audito¬ 
rium, Memphis, Tuesday-Satiirday 
;t25-29), seven. 

/ J. B. (D-RS) (John Carradine, 
Shepperd Strud\vick, Frederic 
Woiiock), Previous week, $17,026 
for five performances with TG-ATS 
subscription, Playhouse, AVilming- 

t . ton. . 
including 

(2d wk) l$4,85-$5.50, /84:! guarantees for five performances: 
PlCyiQUS 'v^k’ almost;Memorial Auditorium, Burlington, 

... _ .. ... [Monday (24). one; Lafayette, Buif- 
! falo,.. Wednesday (26),. one BTL; 

tf/yumnw, 1T 1 Capitol, Binghampton. Thursday 
« t * MpNTREAL ;-i27),; one BTL; BushnelL Audito¬ 
ry Fair Lady, - Her Majesty i .Hum,. Hartford,. Friday. i28), one. 

. Once Upon a Mattres* (Hurok), 
Biltmore. (MC-RS) (1st .wk) ($6- 
$6.50; 1,636; $60,000) t Buster Kea¬ 
ton, Dody Goodman). Previous 
week’ around . $30,OQO, Geary; San 
Francisco. 

Last week, almost $24,900 with ] 
TG-ATS subscripti 

. Last w eek, nearly $21,800. 

Tonrinf Shows 
(Oct. 30-NorJ 13) 

Advlr* and Cansatifr <tryout>—Wiilnut, 
Phillv f-i-12). 

All tha Way Mom* (tryout)—Shubert, 
New Haven (10-12). 

American Shakespeare , Festival Thea¬ 
tre Co.—Shubert. Det.: (31-12). 

Andersonville Trial—Delmar. Corpus 
Christie (31-1); Music Hall. Houston (2-3);. 
McAllister. San Antonio (*-6); Civic, Har¬ 
lingen. Tex. (7>: • Municipal; Lafayette. 
La.; (9):, Memorial. Shreveport (10); New 
Downtown Municipal. Dallas (11-13). 

At the Drop of a Hat—Nixon, Pitt. <31- 
5);. .Shubert Cincy >7-12). ■ 

Camelot (tryout) — Shubert, Boeton 
‘31-12). 

Critic'* Cholc* (tryout)—Playhouse. Wr'il- 
m»nrton (9-12). 

Destry Rides Again—Pbilhar 
(31-5); Curran. S.F. (7-12). 

Do- Re Ml (tryout)—Shubert, illy 
(7-12). 

Florollo - ‘2d Co.V—Shabert, Chi ‘31-12). 
Five Fingar Exercise—Colonial, Boston 

(31-12). 
' Flower rum Song—American, L. 

(31-12), 
. I'm. With (tryout)—Geary, S.F. 
(31-12). 

J;B.—Swaab Hall, University Park,-Pa. 
(30); Keith AIbee, Huntington. W. Va. tl); 
Palace. .Youngstown (2); Capitol, Wheeling 
(3); Paramount. Toledo (4-5); Indiana U., 
Bloomington (6): Eastern Illinois U., 
Charleston (7); Loeb, Lafayette. Ind. (9-10): 
University.. Aud., East ..Lansing (11); 
Masenir. Mancie, Ind. <12). 

Little Moon of Alban (tryout)—For¬ 
rest. Philly (31-12), .. 

Love and Libal (tryoutV—Royal Alex¬ 
andra. Toronto (2-5); Cass. Det. <7-12). 

Mejerlty of One—^Erlanger. Chi <31-12). 
Music Man (2d Co.)^-AUd., L'vUle (31-5); 

Aud., Dayton (7-12). 
My. Fair Lady I2d Co.)—O’Keefe, To* 

ronto (31-12). 
Once. Upon . a Mattron (Hurok)—Bilt- 

mbre. L.A. (31-12). 
One* Upon a Mattresa (bus-and-truck) 

—Lyric;. Allentown; Pa; (31); Masonic, 
Scranton (11: Stanley; Utica (2-3);. Com- 
mnnity, Hershey. Pa. (4-3Keith-Albee, 
Huntington. W. Va. <7); American. Roa¬ 
noke. Va. (8-9): Center. Norfolk. (10-12). 

Period of .Adjustment (tryout)—Shu¬ 
bert. N H. <31-5, moves to' N.Y.). 

Pleasure of His. Company—Orpheum. 
Seattle (30): Paramount. . Portland? Ore. 
»31-1): Qaeen Elizabeth, / Vancouver (2); 
Temple. .Tacoma (3>; Capital.- Yakima <4); 
State College. Chico. Cal <6); Civic. San 
Jose (7); Strand. Modesto, Cal. (8); Memo¬ 
rial, Sacramento (10-11); High School; 
Stockton (12). 

Raisin in the Sun—Hanna. Cleve (31-12). 
Send M* No Ftowoir* (tryout)—Ford’s 

Balto (0-12). 
Show Boot (Civic Light Opera Assn.)—- 

Curran. S.F. (31-5;.:closes). 
Threepenny Qpcra (2d Co.)—Music Box, 

L.A. (31-12/. 
Under ♦ho Yum-Yum Tro* (tryout)^— 

National. Mash. (31-12). 
Wildcat (tryout)—Erlanger, Philly .01.-12). 
World of Suzlo Wong—W'hVA. Rich¬ 

mond (31-3); Aud:, Greensboro, N.C. )4-5>; 
Tower,/Atlanta (8-12). 

LONDON SHOWS 
(Figures denote opening dates) 
Abelard A Hololse, Arts (10-24-40). 
Amorous Prawn, Savilla (12-8-59). 
And Another Thing, Fortune (10^-60). 
Art of Living, Criterion (8-18-60). 
Bnry Liar, Cambridge (9-13.60). 
Brides of March, St. Martin's ft-13-m 
Caretaker, Duchess (4-27-60). 
Fin#*. Ain't, Garrick <3-11-60). 
Flowor Drum Song/ Palace (3-24-60).. 
Gazebo, Savoy ,3-29-60). 
Importance Oscar, Apollo (10-31-60); 
Irma La Daucd; Lyric (7-17-38). 
Last Joke, Phoenix (9-28-60). 
Man -for. All. Seasons,. Globe (7-1-60). 
Most Happy Fella, Coliseum <4-21-60). 
Mousetrap, Ambassadors <11-25-52). 
Mr. Burk*, Mermaid (10-640). 
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58). 
Oliver, New (63660). 
Passego fe India, Comedy (4-2660). 
Playboy W. World, Piccadilly (1612-60). 
.Platonov;. Royal Court <10-13-60). 
Roportory, Old Vic (9-3-5BJ. 
Rose Mario, Victoria Pal. (8-22-60). . 
Ross, Haymarket (5-12-60). 
Settled out of Court, Strand (1619-60). 
Simple Spymon, Whitehan (3-1658). 

. SIvo, Lyric. Hammersmith (10-24-60): 

Star* In Eyes,: Palladium (6-3-60). 
This Yoar, Next Year, Vaude <10-2660). 
Tiger A Hors*, Queen's (8-24-60).. 
Waiting In Wings, Duke York's (9-7-60). 
Watch It, Sailor, Aldwych (2-24 6QK- 
VVest: Sido Story, Majesty’s 12-12 58). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Ev# With Jeanmalre, Royalty (Il>2-60). 
Way t» the Tomb, Arts (11-2-60). 
Chin-Chin; Wyndhabt’s (11-3 60). - 
Toys In Attic, Piccadilly (11-10-60), 
Progress Park, T’trc Royal E. (li-ifl-60J: 

CLOSED 
.Candida, Wvndham’s1 (6-13-60). 
Pieces of Eight, Apolle (623-58). 
Visit, Royalty (6-23-60). 

Business dived, last week- for 
most shows, with the drop running 
as high as nearly $16,800 for one 
musical. The downward trend was 
reversed by ‘’Bye Bye Birdie,” 
“Face of a Hero;” “Hostage” and 
“Taste of Honey,” all registering 
substantial ^increases. Although 
“Birdie*’ .climbed above Its capacity 
take of. the previous week at the 
Martin Beck Theatre, it failed to go 
clean at the 54th St. Theatre. 

The sellouts last week were 
“Bgcket.” “An Evening with Ni¬ 
chols and May,”’“Fiorelio” “Sound 
of Music” and “Tenderloin.’ The¬ 
atre party commissions reduced the 
“Becket’ and “Tenderloin” grosses. 

The League of N.Y. Theatres de¬ 
cided last week , to end the experi¬ 
mental 7:30. Wednesday night cur¬ 
tain and all Broadway shows, ex¬ 
cept for the Nichols & May offers 
ing* which Starts at 9 p.m., will 
ring up at either 8:30 p.m. or 8:40 
p.m. tonight* (Wed.). 

The downtown Phoenix Theatre, 
however, will continue the Wednes¬ 
day night 7:30 curtain. 

Estimates for Last Week 

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama}, 
CD. (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
i/C (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ 
cal-DramaL O (Opera). OP. (Op¬ 
eretta), Rep (Repertory), DR 
(Dramatic Reading). 
. Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices (where 
two prices are given, the higher is 
for Friday-Saturday nights and the 
lower for weeknights), number of 
seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 10% Federat and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; 
i.e., exclusive of taxes.' 

Becket, St. James <D) (4th wk; 
29 p) ($6.90-$7.S0; 1,615; $59,114) 
‘Laurence Olivier. Anthony Quinn). 
Previous week, $57,425. 

Last week, $58,706 with parties. 

Best Man, Morosco (CD) (30th 
wk; 232 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 999; $41,- 
000) ‘Melvyn Douglas, Lee Tracy, 
Frank Lpvejoy). Previous week, 
.$40,744. 

Last week, $40,535. 

Bye Bye Biidie, 54th St. (MC) 
f28th wk; 216 pi ($8.60-$9.40; 1,434; 
$60,172). Previous week, $57,792 
at the Beck. 

Last week, $58,833. 

.Evening With Mike Nichols and 
Elaine May, Golden (R) (3d wk: 25 
p) ($6.90-$7.50; 773; $30,439). Pre¬ 
vious week. $31,440. 

Last week, $3Q,552. 

Face of a Hero, O’Neill (D) (2d 
wk; 12 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,076; $45 - 
052) ‘Jack Lemmon, Albert Dek- 
ker, James Donald, George Griz- 
zard). Previous Week. $26,009 for 
four performances and tw-o pre¬ 
views. 

Last week, $31,863 with parties. 

Fioreilo, Broadhurst (MC) (48th 
wk; 380 p) ($8.35-$9.40; 1,214; $58,- 
194). Previous week, $58,616. 

Last week, $58,486; 

49th Cousin, Ambassadm: (C) 
(1st wk- 4 p) ($6.90; 1.155; $32,000) 
(Menasha Skulnik, Martha Scott). 

Opened last Thursday <27) to one 
favorable review (Chapman, News) 
and six unfavorable (Aston, World- 
Telegram; Coleman. Mirror; Mc¬ 
Clain, Journal - American; Kerr, 
Herald Tribune; Taubman, Times; 
Watts, Post), 

Last week, $20,011 for four per¬ 
formances and two preview’s. 

Gypsy, Imperial (MC) (69th wk; 
543 p) »$860-$9.40; 1.427; $64,500) 
<Ethel Merman). Previous week, 
$59,881. 

Last week, $51,690. 

Hostage, Cort (CD) (6th wk; 47 
p) ($6:90-$7.50; 1.155; $40,000). 
Previous week, $21.69$. 

Last week, $28,404. Moves Nov. 
14 to the Barrymore. 

Invitation to a March. Music Box 
(C) i$6.90-$7.50; 1,101; $40,107) 
‘Celeste Holm), 

Opened last Saturday (29) to two 
favorable notices (Chapman, News; 
McClain, Journal-American), two 
yes-no (Kerr, Herald-Tribune; 
Taubman, Times), and three un¬ 
favorable (Aston, World-Telegram; 
Coleman.. Mirrpr; Watts, Post'. 

Last week, $9,091 for preem and 
one preview. 

Irma La Duce, Plymouth <MC) 
(5th wk 36 p) ($8.60; 999; $48,250) 
(Elizabeth Seal, Keith Michell). 
Previous week, $49,106. 

Last week, $49,077. 

. La Plume de Ma Tante, Rovale 
(R) (98th wk; 779 p) ($8.05; 1,050; 
$44,500) (Robert Dheryi, Previous 
week, $40,784. 

Last week, $3.7,008. 

Miracle Worker, Plavhonse *D) 
(53d wk; 420) ($6.9Q-$7.50; 994; 
$36,500) (Anne Bancroft, Patty 
Duke'. Previous week, $35,919. 

Last week, $34;723. 

Music Man, Broadway <M6) 
(149th wk; 1,184 p) ($8.05; 1.900; 
$73,850). Previous week, $43,881. 
The musical is not on twofer* as 
erroneously reported in Variety 

last week. 

Last-week, $38,482. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger <MC) 
(241st wk; 1.919 p) ($8.05; 1.551; 
$69,500) (Michael Allinson. Pamela 
Charles). Previous week, $56,773. 

Last week, $50,968. 

Sound of Music, Luni-Fontanne 
(MD) (47th wk; 372 p) ($9.60; 1.407; 
$75,000) Mary Martin*. Previous 
week, $75,944. 

Last week, $75,941. 

Take Me Along, Shubert (MC) 
<50th wk; 392 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 
1.453; $64,000) (Walter Pidgeon, 
William Bendix. Eileen Herlie). 
Previous week, $57,709. 

Last week, $40,938. Sidney 
Blackmer * succeeds Pidgeon next 
Monday (7). 

Taste of Honey, Lyceum (D) (4th 
wk; 31 p) ($6.90; 995; $32,000) (Joan 
Plowright, Angela Lansbury). Pre¬ 
vious week. $23,562. 

Last week, $24,704. 

Tenderloin, 46th St. (MC) <2d 
wk; 16 p) ($8.60-$9-50; 1,342; $65,- 
331) (Maurice Evans). Previous 
Week, $61,999. 

Last week, $62,802 with parties. 

Tenth Man, Booth (D) (51st wk; 
399 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 807; $32,000). 
Previous week, $22,058. 

Last week, $20,124. 

Thsrber Carnival, ANT A <R) 
(8th wk; 64 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1.185; 
$49,178) (Paul Ford, Peggy Cass). 
Previous week, inadvertently un¬ 
derquoted, was $25,658 with two- 
fers. Alice Ghostley will pinchhit 
from next Friday ‘4) through Nov. 
16 for Miss Cass, who’s going lo 
Honolulu and Hollywood with the 
Jack Paar tv show. 

Last week, $21,606 with twofers. 

Toys in the Attic, Hudson 'D) 
(35th wk; 272 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,065; 
$39,600) (Jason Robards, Jr., 
Maureen Stapleton, Irene Worth). 
Previous week, $25,630. 

Last, week, $24,013. 

Wall, Rose (D) (3d wk; 23 p) 
<$6,90-$7.50; 1,162; $46,045). Previ¬ 
ous week, $25,856. 

Last w’eek, $22,018. 

West Side Story. Alvin (MD) 
/26th wk; 201 p) ($8.05; 1,453; 
$55,194). Previous week, $39,259 
with twofers at the Winter Garden. 

Last week, $33,742 w’ith twofers. 

Opening This Week 

She Stoops ttf Conquer, Phoenix 
(C) <$4.60; 1,150; $29,382). 

Phoenix Theatre revival of Oli¬ 
ver Goldsmith play; opened last 
night (Tues.). 

Unlinkable Molly Brown, Winter 
Garden (MC) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,404; 
$68,000). 

Theatre Guild and Dpre Sehary 
presentation of musical with music 
and lyrics by Meredith Willson and 
book by Richard Morris; opens to¬ 
morrow night (Thurs.). 

Rape of the Belt, Beck <C> <$6.90- 
$7.50; 1,280; $49,500) (Constance 
Cummings. Joyce Redman, Peggy 
Wood). 

Harriet Parsons, Charles Holler¬ 
ith Jr. and Paul Vroom; in associa¬ 
tion with Spice Wood Enterprise)?, 
presentation of play by Benn W. 
Levy; opens next Saturday night 
<5L 

Other Broadway Theatres 

Atkinson, Barrymore, Belaseo, 
Hayes, Longacre, Majestic, Miller. 



LEGITIMATE 

\ CASTING NEWS ! 
i~.......— | 

Fo'.loiring are available parts- in upcoming Broadway, off Broad-1 

tray, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tel* ! 
t'isioTi shows. All information has been obtained directly by the- 
Varifty Casting Department byr telephone calls, and has beeti re-i. 
checked as of noon yesterday (Tiies.). j 

The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled,, and addl-1 

tions to the list will be made only .when information is secured from 
responsible parties. The intention, is to service performers with leads 
prorid-d by the managements of the shows involved rather than, to- 
run a wU * marathon. This information is published without 
charge. ! 

In addition to the available parrs listed, the tabulation includes pro-. 
dut’vs announced for later this season, but, for which, the manage-} 
mews, as yet. aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical desigud-\ 
tions are as inllows: (C* Comedy. (D> Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy.- 
IMD' Musical Drama. (ff* Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic \ 
Reading. _. . ] 

Legit 

BROADWAY 
“AH The Best People” (O. Pro¬ 

ducers. Joel Spector & Bud Cobb 
s 147 \\\ 57th St.. N.Y.; PL 7-2691*. 
Available part.',: naive femme. 21; 
male, 30-3.1; middleaged femm ; 
eyecutive male. 50-60. callous male. 
30-35. Mail photos and resume.;, 
d*o above address. 

“Assignment In Judea” (DL Pro¬ 
ducer, Eddie Dow ling ic 'o Lambs 
Club. 128 W. 44th St., X. Y.; JU 
2-1515 •: associate producer, Eric 
W. Gates. Available parts: woman, 
30’s; girl, 17-18. attractive;’ man, 
40-50; man 25-30. All are fea¬ 
tured roles. Apply though agents 
only, c o above address. 

“Carnival” (formerly “Carrot 
Top”* i.MC;, Producer Davijcl 
Merrick '246 AV. 44 th St,. 
X. Y.: LO 3-7520*. Available 
parts: title role, girl singer-dancer, 
18-22; dog act. goat; donkey; sev¬ 
eral male dancers who sing; 
jugglers, must handle Indian 
clubs and spin plates; made 
concertina player. Mail photos 
and resumes; c o Michael Shurtr 
lefT. above address. 

“Come Spring” (C>. Producers, 
Charles Bowden & H. Ridgelejy 
Bullock Jr. vl37 W. 48th St.. N. YU; 
CO 5-2630'». Available parts: two 
boys. 12-13, one Negra and one 
white: white girl. 16; white girl, 

S&y-l on a/(ze</ OC 
PHOTO W-l 

f'UDICTM AC Black and White: 
CHRISTMAS from a negative 

CARDS C0*«?r'##rt 

k 500 for $22.50 
I Add $1. lor postage 
I and handling 

■ Simply send your 
lorder with a nega¬ 
tive. (Send photo and 
^0$ if negative is 

not available). 

FREE BLACK A WHITE SAMPLE* 
Send negative, returned with double weight 
deluxe sample and new 1960 designs. 

'One sample per customer 
Np Free Sample after November 25th. * 

FULL COLOR 1A "L$195 
PHOTO CARDS *W"* A 

Any type of color negatives or slides. 
Complete with envelopes and folders 
(Add 35C for postage and handling. 

Extra Color Cards 250 each 

100 for only $20 
_ Add 650 for postage A handling_j 

se^olS^ampleT^SSIS^S 
tive or slide and 200, full color sample re-1 
turned with new 1960 designs. 

NO OBLIGATION-SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

RENT! 
2.200-SEAT 

CARMAN THEATRE 
IN PHILADELPHIA 

Excellently located. Fully furnished 
and equipped with latest equipment, 
including wide screen, stereophonic 
sound, large stage for drama and mu¬ 
sical comedy. 1,200 seats on first floor,, 
1,000 balcony seats. For full particu¬ 
lars write or call 

ALBERT M. 

Greenfield & Co,. Inc, 
Walnut & Juniper §£$., Philadelphia T 

Telephone: Kingsley 5-H00 

Magnificent Duplex 
Co-op apartment 72 St. New York 
3V2 rms. on 22nd arid 23rd Floors,; 
large terraces, superb view. Built- 
In air-cond. Bar and closets. Mod¬ 
em kitchen. 1 Vi baths. Unferalshedi 
or furnished. Low selling price; 
Call MISS MORAN, Cl 6-6900. 

23; two character men,... 40’-s. one 
Negro and one whit Negro 
character woman, ' 70-s, grand¬ 
mother. Mail photos and, re¬ 
sumes. c o above address. 

“Donnybrook” (MC-. Producer. 
Fred Hebert '130 AV. o7t'n St., N.Y.; 
JL 6-1962i. Available parts: man. 
45, burly, agile. 6 feet tall or over; 
several male and femme character, 
singers. All roles are Irish. Mail 
photos and resumes, c^o above ad¬ 
dress. 

Drama (untitled, formerly “Gen¬ 
eral Seegar’’.*. Producers Shirley 
Avers. Charles Bowden & H. Ridge- 
ley Bullock Jr. 1137 W. , 48th. St., 
X. \\; CO 5-2630/. Available parts: 
male lead. 45-55: woman. 50; girl. 
30. and 10 reporters. Mail photos 
and resumes, above address: 

“Gypsy” i MO. Producer, David 
Merrick (246 W. 44th St., N.Y.; 
LO 3-7520-. Available parts: girl, 
50-54 inches tall, must sing and do 
toe and tap dance work; man 
17-20, good-looking dancer, riiusl 
also sing: boy singer-dancer, 7-11. 
under 54 inches tall; girl. 25. to 
sing, dance and play trumpet. Ac¬ 
cepting photos and resumes, c o 
Michael Shurtleff. above address. ; 

“La Plume de Ma Tame” MC*. j 
Producer, David Merrick (246. W. 
44th St., N.Y.; LO .3^-7520'. Part 
available for dancer-comedienne, i 

must do point work: Send photos j 
a (id resumes. c./o Michael Shurt-i 
leff, above address. See also tour- j 

ing notice. I 
“Nine Millionth Star” (D\ Pro¬ 

ducers. Michael Charnee & Geof¬ 
frey F. Rudaw (340 E. 66th St., 
N. Y ; RE 4-1478*. Available parts: 
two.men, 35-40. lanky southerners; 
three men. 25-33. husky, two wom¬ 
en, 20-30, attractive; girl, 14; boy, 
15; boy. 16. Mail photos and 
resumes, c o above addr 

“Once There Was. A Russian”, 
C\ Producers. Leonard key,] 

Morton Segal & Kenneth Schwartz, I 
in association with Mel Howard 
'120 E. 56th St . N! YU: PL 2-4190*. 
Accepting photos and resumes of 
character men and women* through 
agents only, c o above address. J 

“Queen and the Rebels” *D*. 
Producers. Marilyn Shapiro. Michel 
Bouche, Mark Shoenberg i65 
C.P.AAU, N.Y.; TR 3-1480 Avail¬ 
able* parts:' European general. 50- 
60: his swinish aide, man, 20 s. op¬ 
portunist. foppish manner. Marl 
photos and resumes, c d above ad¬ 
dress. 

“Sound of Music” (MDU Proijuc- = 
ers. Richard Rodgers & Oscar 
Hammerstein 2d' <488 Madison 
Ave., N. YU); casiing director, Eddie 
Blum. Auditions for possible future 
replacements for girls, .7-16. and i 
boys, 11-14 all with trained voices., 
characters. Mail pho f o s nd 
resumes to above address. 

“Take Me Along •'MC’--. Pro¬ 
ducer. David Merrick (246'AAU 44th 
St.. N.Y.; LO 3-7520=. Part avail¬ 
able for a character actress. 35-43. 
who also sings. Mail photos and , 
resumes, c o Michael Shurtleff, 
above address. ' 

“The Explainers” (R-. Producer, ! 
John Lotas '156 AV. 44th St.. X.Y.; 
Cl 5-0930-. Parts available for 
young male and femme performers, 
comedy experience preferred.. Mail1 
photos and resumes, c o above, ad¬ 
dress. 

“Thracian Morses” (D.*.... Pro¬ 
ducers. Chandler Warren & Wil¬ 
liam S. Boal '125 Riverside Drive. 
N.Y.; TR 3-867IV. Available part: 
man, 30's, viril. Mail photos, and 
resumes c o above address. 

“13 Daughters” (MC*' Producer, 
Jack H. Silverman (152 W. 42d St7, 
X. Y\; OX 5-3783*. Available parts: 
girls, 17-30, Hawaiian types; meii 
of various ages, mainly 20’s-30’s, 
Hawaiian and English types. No 
casting until leads ate set, but now, 
accepting photos and resumes 
through agents only, c o Carl Saw- 
ver. above address. 

“The Count of Ten” (MC). Pro¬ 
ducer, Bsubv Berkeley (e./p Bob- 
row, Handman & Katz, 666 5th 

'AttlETT 

Ave., X. Y.; JU 6-1144V. Available: 
parts: man,. 25, tall, good-looking; 
woman, 22-28, sophisticated, at¬ 
tractive; intense . ian, 30; femme 
blues .singer, 26; suae man, 38; 
likable character ian 40-55; 
flashy m , .45; gold-digging 
femme,. 35; operatic woman, 50.; 
Irish man. 48; . portly, humorous 
inan, :48; gossipy wniari, 38;: 
character ' man, 60; sma1! .char¬ 
acter man, absent-ihindcd, intense^ 
sports writers:' character man, 
drunk;, two patrolmen; bartender;- 
stage doorman; messenger boy;, 
city policemen; burn; cab.. driver;- 
tiglit f; pedestrians; thugs.. .Mail 
photos tid resumes to. Busby 
Berkeley, c 6 above, address,- _ 

‘WVhole Darn Shooting Match” 
(C\ PiodUcer, .Anthony. Pare 11a' 
(230 W, 54th St., X. YU; CI; 6-8538*. 
Available parts: ..man, 28, ,-hand.- 
si)me, enthusiastic. Ivy Leaguer;; 
girl, 2i, striking, brunette, quick, 
alert; gii;l,:25. .sharp features, shrewr 
is!: ; ma n. 66, New E:ig 1 and; phi 1 oso-. 
pher type; boy. .19, .obnoxious, 
smack aleck. Mail photos and1 
resumes, c 6: ' ve address, pref-. 
erably thebugr agents. 

OFF-BROADWAY 
“Captain, jinks of the Morse: 

Marines" ,(C>. Producer. Scotti 
D’Arcy lll2 tV 72d. St.. X.Y.; EX 
2-4800). Available., parts; pliimp,; 
bubbly character woman';. slender,, 
sweet, character man, Italian ac¬ 
re t; elderfc matron type: three, 
very bad., bailerihas: .several bits 
and'extras. Mail photos and resu-: 
mes, e p above address. Script 
vailajjie; at Samuel French Inc. 

(.25 W.. 45th,-St., X.- Y. ■’ 
“Christopher Columbus” (MC),, 

Producer. Federated Productions 
< 137 W. 57th St.; X. Y: Parts' 
available for several male and one 
femme • character actors with mu¬ 
sical and dance1 backgrounds:-Maid 
photos and resumes, c/.o. above ad- 
dress. ' 

“Cicero” VD-, Producers. Xoir- 
man Seanian. W'instoh Sharpies Jr.-« 
Ben Tarver '516 Fifth Ave.- X,Y.a 
YU 6-9178-. Available rts:- 
woman. 40. shrewish; man, 20's,- 
handsome; naive; worm' . 35. at¬ 
tractive.. hdrd; man. 3U*s. military;- 
man;. 35-40'. strong, ristocratic;: 
several young triale and femm 
walk-ons.. All should look Roman, 
Mail photos and resumes, c" 6 above 
address, 

, “Detective Story” (D'v. Producer. 
E'quitv Librarv Theatre (226 AY. 
47th St.. X. Y.; PL 7f 1710. All parts 
available. Auditions , next Sunday 
'61. at 5-10 p.m.;- Monday (7* ndi 
Tuesday <3*. 'at 10 a.m.-4- p.ni., at 
Judsoii Memorial: .. Church <55 
Washington Sq. South. X: Y. *. Som 
bits and Walloons• to non-. 
Equity; members. Script available^ 
at the Dramatists Plav Service Inc, 
*14 F/. 38th St.. X, Y,'. 

“Epitaph fof George Dillon” (D).- 
Producers. Edward Hastings. RioiT 
ai d Lipsett & George:Morrison (220 
AV. 10th St., X;. Y.; AVA .9-497.8*. 
Available parts: charactci' man, 45- 
50. British accent; several' under¬ 
studies. Mail photos- and':'rcs-um'e.. . 
c 6 .Morrison; above addre-M Script 
available, at Drania Book Shop (51 
W. 52d St:; X: Yr ' 

“King of the Dark Chambers” 
■I) Producer, .Van Joyce. ,4n as¬ 
sociation with Patricia Xewhall 

o Pilgrim: Productions, 242 AAr. 
'ih St.. X.Y;i Cl 5-9541’, Audi- 

ti ns.next Sunday i6* at .6-10 p.m.. 
at above address, for male.‘and 
femme dancers who also sing and 
act: Negro man. tall, majestic.'.dee 
bass voice; marl; 30‘>, dynamic, 
with dance background-. 

“Leave-It.To jahe” (MC*. Pro- 
duern's, Joseph Berhu & Pet 
Kal.z; ‘c o Sheridan Square Thea¬ 
tre. Seventh Ave.: & Fourth St., 
X. Y:; C.H 2-^609). Auditions for 
niate arid femme singers as replace-" 
meiits, every Thursday at 6. pM;, 
above address. 

“Sleep of. Prisoners” (D*. Pro¬ 
ducers, Michael Ross: & Manheini. 
.Vox '510. Madison Ave,, X.Y.; 
EL- 5r5633'. Available parts: nian. 
20-25, slight. Witty; mah,: 20-25.: 
tall, niuscular: man, 30's, 5. feel-, 10 
Inches -, tall. , stocky; kindly; . man. 
50’s wise, affection"' . -Mail pli 

rid resumes, above address. 
“Squaring The Circle” (Ct Pro*, 

ducers. Cecil Reddick, Dick Men¬ 
delsohn & Harvey L. Bilker., re-'o. 
Reddick, .3435: ...Giles PJ.. N'.Y.k 
director, Reddick.; Available parts: 
ingenue, cute,, babyish; ingenue, 
warm, feminine; three men. 20's, 
one over six feet tall, athletic;, one 
character man; a few -ma.ie- and 
femme, walk-ons. Mail photos and 
resumes, c/o above address. 

“Tattooed Cpiintess” (MC* Pro¬ 
ducer Richard Bai-r (c/o Cricket 
Theatre, 162 Second Ave., N,, Y., 
OR 4-39.60*. Available parts: so¬ 
prano, 35-40, attractive leading 
lady; baritone, 18-22, strong, Sen- 
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' sitive; bariton, 5.0» debonaiir. Mail 
photos.and resumes, c o above ad¬ 
dress. .. 

“Ta Damascus” (DU Pi;oducers, 
Angela Anderson, in association ; 

. with Marta Byer "(c/o Byer, 4550 
193d St., Flushing, N.Y.; FL 7- < 
7209U Available parts: character 
man, 45-50; w man, 25-35, attrac- ' 

j tive, serious; character man. 40-50, ] 
educated Bowery bum, cynic; man, 
50-'60, looks younger, polite, strong 

j features; woman, 45-50, t h i n, 
. nervous, tired; 75. .dignified 
.] Austrian, woman, 50-60, short. 
.j d i g n if ie d,/ .intelligent;] various 

(extras. Mail pliolos and resumes, 
1 above address. • 

“Torch'beai;ers” (C . -Producer, , 
.Equity Library Theatre c'2*26 AV. 

' 47th St.. X. Y.; PL 7-1710). All parts' ; 
variable. Auditions today 'AVed.i'. 1 

■ * tit .10 a.m.-5 p.rii... at ELT. Rehearsal .1 
: Hall '133 Second Ave... X. Y.U All j 

. applicants must bring Equity mein- .' 
j her.ship cards. Script available at 
• Samuel French Inc/ " 45th 
jSt.. / Y.*. [. 

j “Tree Grows in Brookly. *r-OID'. 
Producer. Dick York (co II. L- 
Stone. 521 Fifth Ave.. N.Y.; MU . 
2-7836. suite 1918). Available parts: , 
soprano, 25. devoted wifi?: char- : 
acter , 50; giri. 12,. Mail photos 

/ and.resumes, above address; ; 
( “What a Killing” MC'. Prodii- ., 
cor. Jack Collins 'c'o Lambs Club, 

; 130 AV. 44th St., X. Y.; JU 2-1515*: ! 
Available parts: man, 30’;s. diet, 
confident, must have comic touch, 

•sing, and dance; woman, 30. attrac- 
ttive.. Warm but brassy, ve.rsitile 
singer; mart, . 35-40. big. lough; 

^n.iis.t sing and. dance: man. 30's, 
’smooth, glib; must do comedy and' 
.dance: character comedian, chub- < 
bv. dance some: girl. 25-30. coi - * 
.medienne, must sing and dance,. ' 
well proportioned; man. 30's, . 
stpol-pigcon type, lii st'sihg; man. 
40v. -humor; man,, track an- : 
nouncer. must sing: character, niar/ ;i 

.,45-50. tough, menacing; two fern- . 
nie -dancers, mst.. work well to- ' 
gether; few male and femme night. * 
club type performers. Mail photos ; 
and resumes, c’o above address. 

OUT OF TOAA’X 
“Medium Rare” CR». Producer. 

• Robert AVeiner <146 CPAV. X. Y.; 
iSU 7-1914*. Mail ^photos and j 
I resumes of . character comedians ’ 
and comics for future feplacc- 
ments. c o above address. 

TOURING 
. “Get On Board” (R'. Producer. . 
Manning Giirian '157 AA’. 57Hi St... j 
X. Y.; Cl 5-8221*. Parts vailablc. 
for several male and femme Negro 
variety performer.. Mail photos, 
and resumes, above address. 

“La Plume de Ma Tante” 'MC*. 
i Producer. David Men:ick '246 W, 
! 44th St.. N/Y.; LO 3-7520 Avail- * 
; able parts: four femme dancers. 5. 
: feet, 4 inches-to 5 feet. 6 inches 
t tall, two must be good copmicdi- 
! ennes. all must; act: man. 5 feet. 
• 4 inches-to 5 feet. 7 inches tall. 

•j good actor, must idanc.e.; sppra o, ,5 . 
' feet. 8 inches-ta,5 feet.:!!) .inches' 
j tall, blond, good, actress: baritone; 
' good- actor; two. femme-' dancers, 
who will strip. .Auditions tombi;-. 
row (Thurs.). 3 p.m., Rovale 
Theatre ',242 \V.-45th St,. X;Y.'. 

i “Sound of Music” 'AID'.- Pro- 
{ ducers. ..Rogers & Haniiiiersfein.; 
Leland Hayward & Richard HalJi- 
day (488 Madison. Ave.. X.Y.'; All 

• parts available except femme, lead; 
‘Mail photos and resumes, c o Ed¬ 
ward Blum, above address. Script, 

ublished by;■Random House.'avaib 
able at book-si 'i .. 

1 “AVorld of Suzie Wong” (Do Pro- 
: diicer, David Merrick *246 W. 44th !.’ 
: St .X. 'Y.*;,casting director.Michael; 
; Shurtleff. Accepting photos' and 
f resumes of oriental actors , and 
actresses under 30 c o casting di¬ 
rector at above addr' 

SHOWS IN REHEARSAL 
BROADWAY . 

“All the-Way Home" (D'. Prbduc- '. 
er, Fred Coe (234 AV. 44th St., ■ 
X. Y.: OX 5t9262*. 

“Critic's Choice” (D*.. Producer, 
Otto Preminger (39 AV. 55th St.,: 
X.Y.: Cl. 5/2211*. 

“Do Re Mi” (MC*. Producer/' 
i David Merrick (246 AV, 44lh St., 
X.Yk.LO 3-7520 /.. 

I “Send Ale No Flowers” (C>. Pro- ; 
ducer, Courtney Burr' (58 AV. 57th 

j St.. N. Y:; Cl 5-9151*. i. 
The Conquering1 . Ilero" (MC*. 

Producer; Robert Whitehead U65 
...AV, 46th. St.. N.-liY.; PL 7-5100*, j 

OFF-BROADWAY | 
j ‘tDream Play” (D*. Producer,; 
I John Bowman (c /o Lambs Club, 
128 W. 44th St„ N. Y.; JU; 2-1515)/; 

“Hedda Gabier” (D*. Producer, j 
David Ross (c/o Fourth Street The- ! 
atre. 83 E. 4th St.. N.Y.; AL 4-7954). 

. “Marcus in the .High Grass” (D). j 
Producers Stella HolL Carl Sal-1 

maggi & George White , (c/.# 
Greenwich Mews Theatre, 141 w. 
13th St.. N. Y.; GH 2-3550). 

“On the Way to CapetonTi” (D). 
Producer, Marshall Youhg (c/o 

Lunt-Fontanne Theatre, 205 . W, 
46th St.. N. Y.;,.JU 6-5555). 

“Whisper To Me” (D), Producer, 
Manya Starr (.1 Gracie Sq;/ N. Y. 
LE 5:2559*,. 

industrial 

Jack Morton Productions. (635 
Madison Ave., N. Y.; PL .9-6151). 
Auditions for male and femme 
sihgers: comedian; character acr 
tress. . 4. at 11 a.m.r5 p.m.. at 
Columbus ' Circle Studios. <981 
Eight h Aye. . Y/*;/Xov: 5; . at Ml 
a.nl-5. p/m. at /Varietv Arts Stu¬ 
dios 1225 AY. 46tli St.. Xv Y.U 

“Bartleby." Producer, Rl^b3^ 
Barr le o Cricket Theatre, 162 [ 
Second Ave:, X.Y.; OR 4-3960*..' 
Available parts: baritone/ 30’s, f 
warm, understanding; character,* 
baritone, 35-40; .character tenor. 
All must have trained voices. Mail 
photos and resumes, above address. 

Television 

“Camera Three1”. (educational- 
dramatic series*. Producer. CBS 
>524 AV, 57th St.. N. ;Y.; JU 6-6000); 
casting director; Paula HindUn.., 
Accepting photos and resumes of 
general niale and female-, dramati 
talent; c- d above address'. No: d.upli- 
'cates. ’ ' / 

King Variety Shows. Producer, 
George King (117 AV..461ft St.-. X.Y:* 
Cl, 7-1744/ Room 202*. Accerpting 
photos and resumes- of male and 
l'eninie ’musical variety performers, 
daily except Sunday, 2-7 p.m., 
above address; 
.. “Naked City”, (dramatic series). 
Producer, Herbert B. Leonard 
'Screen -Gem's, 711. Fifth Ave., 
X. YU, PL 1-4432*. Accepting pho¬ 
tos and resumes ;of general male 
5nd female dramatic talent by mail 

■only. vo. above address. Appoint¬ 
ments will be. made for interviews. 

Desirable Studios • 

i for Teaching Singing, 

Music, Ballet, etc. 

Available for,Lease 

Approximately 

900 Sq. Ft. Each 

f or itiforri'.Qtiiyi— 

. Write or Call: 

Mr. Harold AlacCralh 

WILLIAM A. WHITE & SONS 
Agent on Premises 

[ 154 West 57th Street 
Kew York j9, N. Y. 

X Telephone/Circle 7-1350 .; y 

For Sale 

25 Ft. TURNTABLE 
Perfect Condition 

In New York City VYorehouse 
For Appointment to Inspect Write 

Box V-.i 287, VARIETY 

154 W. 46th St.. New York 16 

Theatre Available 
For less than the average investment 
in an off-B'way show; you can own a 
permanent summer theatre business 
(Incorporated),. Very, attractive, intir 
mate: playhouse., fully equipped, estab¬ 
lished following, excellent, reputation. 
Will also consider sale to professional 
acting group or school. 9S miles from 
New York City In resort area. For- 
details write 

variety; box v-ma 
154 West 44th; St., New York 34, N. Y, 
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Abelard antl Holoise 
uncle, a pillar of-.the.'Church, dis¬ 
covered, they had married secretly, 

. he had the husband castrated and 
the couple; retired from the world. 
The correspondence, fretely trans¬ 
lated by the author from the Latin, 
describes in... searching and over- 
dramatic terms the.frustrations ex¬ 
perienced bythcir separation, until 
ljeloise eventually found1 solace in 
G o d . . •; 

.•;-; 'As if; overawed by the occasion, 
both,-Virginia Mdskell and Iain 
Cuthbertson overdo the dramatics 

. their recitation of- the-.letters. 
From a theatrical point of view, at 
least, they are fighting a losing 
battle, as the treatment prohibits 
any intimacy between - them and 
each in turn.•.delivering;., monologs, 
some running more than. 10 mi - 
utes. 

There, is occasional relief pro¬ 
vided between the monologs by 
Thomas Eastwood's music, played 
by a String trio. Productions of 
this character offer .the minimum 
of; scope .for the directory but with¬ 
in the limitations. Hugh Hunt has 
done an acceptable job. Myro. 

Genoiisie 
. Paris,; Oct. 2. 

Theatre .National Populaire presenta¬ 
tion of comedv'in two acts <1.7 sce.nest by 
Rene De Obaldia. Staged by Roger Mol- 
lien: sets and costumes, Raymond Guey* 
rier: .music. Georges Delerue. Features 
Maria Mauban. Roger Mollien, Zanie Cam- 
pan,. Jean Rochefort. Opened Oct. .1, ’60., 
at the Theatre Recanvier, Paris; $1.80 top. 
Irene- ^ Maria ‘ Mauban 
Christian  .. Roger Mollien 
Philippe _: Jean-Rochefort 
Tubereuse ..... 1. .7anie Cnmpan 

. V’vier (' Geo. Wallery 
Suf£ ..... . Georges Audoubert 

A new playwright with a flair for 
satire - and offbeat .fancy, is re¬ 
vealed in this play at the experi¬ 
mental, slate-subsidized Recamier 
Theatre, under the aegis of Jean 
Vilai’s Theatre National Populaire. 
“Genousie” is too slight and man¬ 
nered for export, except possibly 
for off-Broadway, although it may 
have an okay reduced 
prices.: here. 

The story involves a .young poet, 
and a play wright's wife.- and their 
wish-fulfillment d r e a m-sequence 
romance. When the scene reverts 
to. reality the couple exchange a 
look indicating, the dream could 
come true. The play’s. title refers 
tp the heroine’s mythical home¬ 
land. 

The satire of. the intelligentsia 
Is good, ahd . there are winning 
shaft$ of tenderness, but the play 
lacks substance, although it is 
neatly directed and. acted, Mosk. 

tn Mandarino per Teo 
(A- Mandarin for Teo) 

Rome, Oct. Ill . 
Garlnei-Giovamuni presentation of 

. two-act musical comedy; by Pietro Garinei 
artd Sandro Giovannirti; songs by Kramer. 
Staged by the authors: sets and costumes, 
ColtellaCcl r choreography. Donald' Sad* 
dlcr. Stars Walter. Chiari* Sandra .Mon- 
da ini. Ave Ninchi, Alberto Bonnucci, Ric- 
cardo Billi; features Carlo delle. Plane. 
Annie Gorassini, Chiim Kem. Anne .Marie 
Delos, Corrado Olmi. Wells Twins, Al¬ 
fredo Censi, Angelo Pericet. -Opened Oct. 
10, '60, at the Sistina. Theatre; Rome; $6 
top, • 
Teo Brosci ....,............ Walter Chiari 
Hosanella . Sandra. Mohdaini 
Aunt Gaspara .... •.-Ava Ninchi, 
Lucio Feri. . .... . . Alberto Bonnucci 
Ignazib Fumorii ..RiCcardo Billi 
Man in white ..... J.. .. . Corrado Olmi 
Man in black ; .V;;.... Angelo Pericet 
Fracassoni . ... ..^,... -Alfredo Censi. 
Nita Ceervolet.. . . Anne Marie DelOs 
Flupiber . <.. .....;.... Carlo belle Piane 
Chinaman ...i .V-— Chum Kem 
Blond Angel .. Annie Gorassini 

.... Dancers: Maureen Lesley,. Norma Day, 
Elizabeth Roland. Gill Verne,.BeUe Kelly, 
Brigitte ' Kirfel, Liane - Wells, -Rosemarie 
Wells. Ahneleine Witkamp. Beverly Fuller, 
Ottavio Possidoni, Ennjo Sammartfnp, Al¬ 
berto. Uzan, Renzo Marra, Gildb Fossati, 
Sergio Fadinl, Xivio • Ceserani, Luciano 
Taccpnl, Germarid Moruzzo, Renato de 
Montis. 

Pietro Garinei and .Sandro Gio- 
vannini have another hit, and so 
does comedian, Walter Chiari, j 
“Mandarinfor Teo^’ The show, is 
a decisive step .forward in the 
authors’ attempt to sell the dif¬ 
ficult ItalO public,: long doting on 
banal and empty, if extravagant 
and superficially dazzling tevues, 
the concept of Yank-styled story- 
lined musical comedies. This is 
the producer-author team’s smooth¬ 
est and most accomplished effort to 
date; an example of intelligent 

. writing and production teamwork; 
with acting, music* dances, sets, 
costumes and lighting all first- 
rate. 

The Faustian plot Involves a 
film , studio extra who Is given a 
chance by two mysterious visitors 

. to. become a millionaire merely by. 
pressing a button on a box. The 
catch is, or so he’s told, that the 
act will kill a Chinese ihandari , 

who will then turn over his fortune 
to.the extra 

Chiari is his usual buoyant self 
in knitting together the.plot skeins 
as the extra* while Sandra Mon- 
daini is fine as femme lead, also 
putting -across several Kramer: 
songs, winriingiy. .Riccardo Billi, 
Alberto Bonnucci, and Ava. Niclii 
give.the couple solid backing,.espe¬ 
cially Miss Nirichy, Who has some 
of the best lines as a: retired chorus 
gal. The fail me line* 'all. imports, 
is ,a stunning array. 

Kramer’s songs are. likeable and 
functional, with- “Svegliati, Ambre” 
r%ake up! Love”) perhaps the 
catchiest- There; are fewer dances 
in this show than most, hut Donald 
Saddler makes the most of these 
opportunities; Coltellaccfs sets 

nd costumes confirm his top Sank 
in this country. -Hdu.4c, 

■ - f 

fhristobnl de Lugo 
Paris* Oct. i. 

Roger Domes presentation of drama In 
two acts, by Loys Masson. Staged by Ber¬ 
nard Jenny; sets, and costumes, Christiane. 
Coste. Features Alain Saury, Anne . Ca- 
prile; Alain Mbttet. Opened Sept. 2«, '60, 
Christobai',......-......: Alain. Saury 
'Anfoma.-.Anne Caprile 
Gajuboso: ,... . ...:........ ... . Alain Mottet 
Peralta : .... -......... Emilio Carrer 
L’rrac' ' GabrieUe Doulcet 

Book Stocks 
(As of Oct 25, 1960, 

Allyn & Bason (OC). . 
American Book (AS) .. 
Book of Month (NY) . 
Conde Nast (NY).-. . 
Crow'ell-Coliier (NY),. 
Groiier (OC)......... 
Harc’t, Brace (OC).. 
llearst (OC):. -- - 
Holt, R&W (NY) .. - . 
L.A. Times Mirror (OC). 
Macfadden (AS)..... . 
Macmillan (OC)....... 
McCall (NY):. ... v , 
McGraw-Hill (NY) .1.. 
PrenticerHall (AS)...... 
Ran’m House (OC).. 
H. W; Sams (M) 
Time Inc. (OC) ...... 
Western Pub (M)..... 
W orld Pub (M) .. > .... 

closings) 
23 + 1 
45Vi+ % 
1918+ X4 
1034+ 13,8 
32)4 
37Mz-f iVi 
36»4‘ 
1214— (4 
4T1 '24- 3V4 
.23'2 

8V 
50 
30U4- . *4 
89 + 2'4 
3214— 1 
28«4— 3?4. 
33 1'4 
6034+ i»4 

€034— 14 

13l-z— U 

OC—Over-the-Counter 
N:Y.—N.Y, Stock Exchange 
AS—American Stock Exchange 
M—Midwest ; 
Note: Midwest and -the- 

Cbuhter quotes are Bid 
prices. 

This is a medieval morality play 
in foniiat, about daniriation and 
salvation::. However,, it. is over¬ 
charged iii Writing and .{execution 
and it lacks the true violence and 
dedication 'that might make its. 
period acceptable.. It. rarely 
achieves a true symbolic; flair, and. 
seems a shaky entry here, With for¬ 
eign chances dubious. 

. In the first part the .title char¬ 
acter, a carousing. Spanish noble¬ 
man, who has-driven a fiiehd to 
suicide; takes .up With riffraff and 
betrays a woman, who loves him: 
He is suddenly inspired to becoriie 
a priest after accidentally, killing 
an. old crone who has snatched a 
crucifix his mother had . given hint 
as a child. 

In the second part; the holy man 
is called to the bedside of the 
woman he defiled, now. a leper 
doomed to damnation. -He takes 
her disease {Upon himself and later 
dies at peace, while his skeptical 
follower is killed by a mysteriously, 
silent man with a dog’s head, ap¬ 
parently the Devil’s representative. 

Loys Masson has written this as 
a raucous picaresque, blasphemous 
and vibient yarn, but the words, 
acting and production -fail to convey 
the aura of the middle ages. . The 
first, part is overwritten and loses 
forcb, but the second is more plau¬ 
sible* Tatty scenery is a drawback.: 

Mosk: 

I*a Logense 
(The Landlady) 

Paris, Oct, 7. j 
.Georges. Herbert A. Pierce Franck, pres¬ 

entation of . ai coinedy in three acts, .by 
Jacques . Audiberti. Staged by" Pierre: 
Valde; sets and costumes, Daniel Lotira- 
dour. Features Lila Kedrova. Jean-Roger 
Caussimon, Vera Norman. Jacques Diiby, 
Rene Dary. Opened Oct. 6, ’60 at the 
Theatre De L’Oeuvre, Paris; $3 top. 
Cirque .:{-*-LUa Kedrova 
Tieiine. Jean-Roger Caussimon 
Crista- :.......;.....;.;.,. Vera Norman 
Mr. Cirque. Rene Dary 
Antoine ...--... . . Jacques Duby 
Policeman .,...... ;.....:.; .. Jean Grualt 
T oung man ....... *.....,. Pierre Bonnet 
Gregoire   .. Jean-Jacques Steen. 
Flugelman .. . . .. Pierre Tamin 
Pierre ....... .-. . . Andre Var 

Don Juan in JHell 
. AViiliam Gyimes . presentation of the 

.epilogue Lorn George Bernard. Shaw’s. 
“Mail and Superman’’ Directed- by Hugh 
W’hitfieJd; scenery and lighting, Margorie 
Si-haper. Opened Oct. 3, '60, at the Jan 
Hus.House,- N.Y.;; S3.90 tpp -TYiday and 
Saturday nights, $2.50 weeknights. 
Ana ... . ...:,.. Gladys Holland 
Don Juan ... James Forster 
Devil .... Bill Zuc.kert 
Statue {........... Carl Low 

Hugh Whitfield, thei .director who 
earlier this season set a record of 
some sort by demolishing all the 
•wit- and,, energy of Shaw’s “Man 
and Superman,” has outdone him¬ 
self .With an inept, obtuse edition 
of. “Don Juan In Hell-” , 

Not that the director deseives 
entire rap. for this fiasco. His ac¬ 
complices include a whipp.edrcream 
Ana Who accomplishes the diffi¬ 
cult; transition from old age to 
youth by simply ignoring it, a face¬ 
less Statue, a Devil who thinks 
that acting consists of grimacing 
and beating his chest, and shout¬ 
ing exhortations; at the audience, 
and a Don Juan who misreads and 
stumbles over so many, of his lines 

1 with the Script right in front of 
him) that lie Seems to have no 
idea Wliat he’s., saying, Ster. 

Ballets Africams $10,000 
Despite Raves in Pitt 

Pittsburgh, Nov. 1. 
Les Ballets Africafns played to. 

a 1 eagre $10,000 gross last week 
at the l,760rseat Nixon Theatre 
here. 

The presentation, scaled to a. 
$4!50 top for a potential capacity 
take of $42,000. opened Oct. 24 
to two raves (Monahan, Press;. 
Steinfust, Post-Gazette); 

Jacques Audiberti, who has a 
flair for unusual plays, has come 
up With a comedy df satirical sym¬ 
bolism. Though sustained by good 
acting and- production, it appears 
somewhat .obscure and strained for 
Broadway, but could be an off- 
Broadway. novelty. 

The piece is about a forceful 
boarding- housekeeper who be¬ 
witches her family and roomers 
into following her advice. She has 
turned her husband, a promising 
diplomat, Into a ladies* hatmaker, 
her daughter into a. suicidal mad-r 
cap and her son-in-lkw into a thfef. 

A psychiatrist has sent her away, 
but she returns to demohstrate that 
all her victiins: missed her and 
wanted to be the helpless, pathetic 
people she made them, Even the 
psychiatrist enters the menage as 
a housekeeper. 

Various meanings can be read 
into the play,, but it is. at best mor- 
dantly effective, Lila Kedrova 
does a. fine job as the monstrous 
yet almost appealing landlady, and 
crisp direction and simple sug¬ 
gestive sets also help. JVlosk. 

,Len Waylan ..has discontinued 
production of “Fair Sex,*’ which.he 
was to have brought to Broadway 
this season. 

Canadian Opera $22,700 
In Third Week, Toronto 

Toronto. Nov. l: 
The Canadian Opera Co. grossed 

an okay $22,700 last week in the 
final frame of its three-week stand 
at the 1.525-seat Royal Alexandra 
Theatre here! The potential gross 
capacity ait the house, scaled to 
$4,50 weeknights and $5 weekends. 
Was $39,000: The previous week’s: 
take ivas $27,356. 

The company presented a reper¬ 
tory of “Qtello” in Italian and 
“Marriage of Figaro” and ‘‘Night 
in Yen ice” in English. 

Gff-Br Dadway Shows 
(Figures denote opening dates) 
Balcony, Circle In. Square' <3-3-60). 
Behind Wall, Jan Hus <10^31-60).' 
Connection, Living Th’tre (Rep) (7-15-59). 
Dance of Death, Key <S-13-60). 
Daep Are Roots, St. Mark’s <10-3 60). 

. Drums Under, Cherry Lane <10-1360). 
Fanfasticks, Sullivan St;: <5-3-60). • 
Greenwich Village, 1 Sher. Sq. <9-20-60). 
Here Come Clowns. Actor’s <9-19-60). 
KrSpp's & Zoo,.Cricket <1-14-60). 
La Rondo. Marquee (5-9-60). 
Leave It. to Jane, Sheridan Sq. <5-25-59). 
Mary Sunshlno, .Orpheum <11-18-59) - 
Shoemaker, Peddler, E. 74 <10-14-60). 
Theatre Chance, Living <Rep) (6-22 60). 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys '9-20-55). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Nat Turner, Casa Galicia <11-4-60). 
Mousetrap, Maidman <11-5-60). 
Man .A Superman, Gate (11-6-60X 
Hedda Gabler, 4th St.<l 1-9-60). 
Rosemary, Alligators, York <11-14-60). 
Marcus High Grass,. Mews <11-21-60). 
Whisper to Mo, Players <11-21-66). 
Dream Play, Theatre East <i1-22-60). 
Emmanuel, Gate (12-4-60). 
Plough A Stars; Phoenix U2-8-60). 
Jungle Cities, Living: (Rep) <12-16-60). 
Montserrat, Gate (1-8-61). 
Electro, Gate <2-12-61). 
Merchant of Venice, Gate <3-19-61). 
She Stoops to Conquer, Gate (4-23-61): 

-CLOSED 
Country Scandal, Mews (5.-5-60): closed 

last' Sunday (30).'after 203 perfoini- 
:ances, 

Id’Ot, Gate (9-25-60); ended limited niii 
Jas; Sunday (30) after 41 perform¬ 
ances. 

Literati 
. . McGraw-Hill Corrects 

McGraw-Hill corrects Hollywood 
agent “Red” Hershon’s misinforma¬ 
tion to VarietV anent his deal in 
behalf of Robert Lewis Taylor’s 
hovel, “A Journey to Matecumbe.” 
The correction has to do with terms 
and details attendant thereto, al¬ 
though the basic $40,000 advance 
paid by McGraw-Hill for the new 
novel is correct, as of course are 
the title and author’s rfame. 

However, says Edward Kuhn Jr., 
editor-in-chief Of the publishing 
house (not “senior editor” as stat¬ 
ed), the story erred <1) on no 
guaranteed 50.000-copy first, print¬ 
ing-no $25,000 ad budget (although 
over the phone Kuhn admits there 
is: an ad budget commitment but 
“much more modest”); and Mc: 
Graw-Hill has not waived paper¬ 
back and does control reprint and 
bookclub rights. Kuhn volunteers 
that negotiations for the book were 
carried on by himself and also with 
John P. R. Budlong, general man¬ 
ager of. the trade department. 

Taylor’s agent, Hershon, had 
originally mentioned a $50,000 ad¬ 
vance which Kuhn had corrected 
to 40G. Presumably adhering to 
company “policy to. regard contract 
terms as exclusively Uie business 
of the author and publisher,” he 
proffered noi enlightenment on the 
agent’s claims until after the 
Variety story appeared. 

Frisco’s Smut Drive 
Seven persons have been in¬ 

dicted by the Alameda County 
.(Oakland) Grand Jury on charges 
of conspiring to violate the Cali¬ 
fornia pornography law against 
publishing, writing or selling ob¬ 
scene literatiure. Conviction cbuld 
mean up to three years in prison 
and a $1,000 fine. ' 

District Attorney J. Frank Coak- 
ley asked for the indictments after 
the Frisco News-Call Bulletin ex¬ 
posed What it called a Frisco-Fres- 
no “smut mill,” publishing hun¬ 
dreds of thousands of pornographic 
paperbacks a year. 

Indicted Were Sanford E. Aday 
and Wallace de Ortega Maxey, 
owner-operators of Mid-Town Pub* 
lishing Co., Fresno; Mid-Towner’s 
circulation boss, Matthew Meehan; 
Mid-Tower’s editor. Jack Lindsay; 
authors of two of Mid-Tower’s 
books, Joe D. Kinney and William 
R. Brantley, and Louis R. Swift, 
FriscorOakland. paperback distrib¬ 
utor. 

All but the two authors, Who live 
out of California, surrendered at 
week’s end and Were freed on bail 
'of $2,625 apiece. 

The Federal Government al¬ 
ready has obtained indictments 
against Aday, Maxey and their 
Fresno assistants in Arizona, Mich¬ 
igan and Hawaii. 

Ivan Obolensky’s Remarriage 
Ivan Obolensky, publisher-son 

of Serge Obolensky, the hotelier, 
is getting married today (Wed.), one 
year—and one baby—after his 
civil mariage to Mary Elizabeth 
Morris,. TWA stewardess-supervisor 
(Who had 4,500,000 flight miles 
background). This afternoon’s cere¬ 
mony at the Russian Orthodox 
Church, in Manhattan, will be at¬ 
tended by publishing, socialite and 
theatrical personalities, 

Obolensky, who heads the book 
publishing house bearing his name 
(until recently it was McDowell, 
Obolensky Inc.) “was too busy to 
get to a church wedding (they now 
have a three-months-old daughter) 
but we finally decided to also get 
married in the Russian Orthodox 
Church.” He explains that under 
Russian custom “you can get mar¬ 
ried three times in church but di¬ 
vorced only twice.” This is his 
second marriage. 

More Biogs 
Maurice Michael’s translation of 

Fritibf Billquist’s “Garbo” is due 
from Putnam next month. Author 
is a Swedish actor-friend of the 
actress. Same firm also publishing 
the book version of Meredith Will- 
son-Richard Morris’ “The Unsink- 
able Molly Brown.” 

Elick Moll (“Seidmah & Son”) 
has written a personal closeup, 
“Memoir of Spring,” also Putnam 
(due in January) and minister-poli¬ 
tician . Adam Clayton Powell’s 
“Autobiography” (so titled) is slat¬ 
ed for February 1961 via the same 
house. Jean Rousselot’s “Hungar-J 
ian Rhapsody: The Life of Franz 
Liszt” is another February item. 

Coward-McCann, Putnam’s com¬ 

panion publishing house, has a new 
Heritage drama series, and among 
the lilies due are Je^n Anouilh’s 
“Becket,” currently oti Broadway; 
"Moliere: Three Plays” (in new 
English versions by Miles Malle- 
son), introduction by Margaret 
Webster (plays are “Tartuffe,” 
“The Slave of Truth” and “The 
Imaginary Invalid"), and Anton 
Chekhov's “A. Country Scandal” 
(Platonov), new English version by 
Alex Szogyi. 

N.Y. Times Mag. Anthology 

Channel Press is bringing out 
an anthology of top pieces from 
the N.Y. Times Magazine Section, 
edited with and introduction and 
notes by its editor, Lester Mark el. 

Among the show biz byliners, in 
the book that is due Nov. 22, are 
James Thurber, Tyrone Guthrie, 
Gilbert Millstein, Harry Hersch- 
field, James Mason, Tennes.se* 
Williams. Karel Capek, Cornelia 
Otis Skinner, Stanley Walker. 

Knopfs Celebrating 

Blanche and Alfred Knopf will 
celebrate their 45th year in pub¬ 
lishing with a screening of film 
sequences featuring American and 
European literary celebs taken by 
Knopf several years ago. 

Showing will be at the Donnell 
Library Centre, 20 West 53d St., 
New York. Films feature writers 
who have been associated with th* 
Knopfs, including Thomas Mann, 
Willa Cather. H. L. Mencken, Sig- 
rid Undset, Carl Van Vechten and 
others. 

More Bantam H’wood Tie-Ins 

Bantam Books’ newest acquisi¬ 
tions, tying in with major studio 
film productions. Pierre Boulle’s 
“A Noble Profession,” which War¬ 
ner Bros, will produce; “The In¬ 
spector” by Jan de Hartog, to bo 
filmed by 20th-Fox; and “Incehso 
to. Idols” by Sylvia Aston-Warner 
which Darryl F. Zanuck has sched¬ 
uled. 

Another of latter’s tomes, “Spin¬ 
ster,” will also come out in Bantam 
paperback form, film rights owned 
by MGM and scheduled to go be¬ 
fore cameras this year with Shirley" 
MacLaine and Laurence Harvey as 
costars. 

CHATTER 

Sey Chassler appointed executivo 
editor ’of Redbook, it was an¬ 
nounced by Robert Stein, editor. 

He was editorial director of This 
Week magazine. 

Clifford B. Hicks named editor 
of Popular Mechanics and its affili¬ 
ated publications, according to 
Joseph R. Buell, Jr., publisher, suc¬ 
ceeding Roderick M. Grant, who 
remains as consultant to the editor. 

Theatrical agent Bruce Savan 
has authored “Your Career in the 
Theatre” (advice to novitiates and 
pros alike) which Doubleday will 
publish in January* 

Ruth Slenczynska, Avhose auto¬ 
biography, “Forbidden Childhood,** 
described her life as a child prod¬ 
igy, has another book due, “Music 
At Your Fingertips,” in collabora¬ 
tion with Ann M. Lingg, via Dou¬ 
bleday In January. 

John Chapman’s “Broadway’s 
Best 1960” is due in January (Dou¬ 
bleday). Among his “golden dozen’* 
chosen by the N.Y. Daily News 
critic are “Fiorello,” “The Ander- 
sonville Trial,” “The Miracle 
Worker,” “The 10th Man,” “Toys 
in the Attic” and “Five Finger 
Exercise.” 

Actress Sandra Gould, whose 
"Always Say Maybe” (advice to 
young femmes on how to catch a. 
man etc.) climbed to the bestseller 
list on the Coast after plugs ori 
Art Linkletter, A1 Jarvis and 
kindred shows, now east for sim¬ 
ilar tv-radio shows and .exploita¬ 
tion appearances. Thence to Chi. 
Golden Press <S&S subsid) is the 
publisher. 

London Sunday Times correspon¬ 
dent Henry Brandon fin Wash¬ 
ington) is the author of “As We 
Are: 17 Conversations Between the 
Americans and the Man from the 
London Sunday Times,” a Double¬ 
day book of opinions by James 
Thurber, Leonard Bernstein, Ed¬ 
mund Wilson, Arthur Miller and 
Marilyn Monroe, Walter Reiither, 
Richard Nixon, Frank Lloyd 
Wright, John F. Kennedy, Norbert 
Weiner, Wemher von Braun, Walt 
Kelly, Herblock, Dr. Isidor Rabi( 
Reinhold Niebuhr, Peter Ustinov, 
Dr. Margaret Mead, and Ben 
Shahn. 
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Broadway 
Pierre Boulle, author-novelist. 

Off to Paris Sat. 29) on the Liberte. 
Phoney bomb -scare at the Broad¬ 

way Paramount Saturday pre-mid-; 
ni-iht called out police and Are-! 
men ! 

Elaine Sat tori Ewer of- the| 
D*>y!\ l)jm*. Li.rnbach ad agency 
erua^ed to CBS' London- John 
Alan * er Tiffin. 

C.ef -ji* Wo!liter. Paramount v.p.. 
and .otut'.u' impresario Allred 
Black in from Europe yesterday. 
(Tues i on the Queen Elizabeth 

Phil Mi noil, tv editor of Cuej 
mac;, has '.lulled to NBC-TV under 
p:chief S\d Ki;ev Minoff will 
do “>peei:t! project 

London 
(HYde Parle 4561/2>&r 

Michael Bentine. hospitalized 
with pneumonia. 

Luchino Visconti here for scre?h- 

ering station operation, tv product 
tion and direction, functions of 
personnel, cameras and lerisfes; col¬ 
ors and fabrics, and the graphic 
arts. It was prepared and. written 
by Roger Bower, translated by 
Mohamed Mansour, Copies will be 
forwarded to the Broadcast Min-; 
istry in Cairo for distribution here; 

'‘ Room at the Top*’ played one 
i^neraL assembly of the Intern^ k at the . Zehraa Theatre,-top 

° l,,“ here, but filled oni; the 

rection In ‘Two Women," and has 
signed for the lead In Samuel 
Branston’s “El Cid.” She’s also to 
do “Madame Sans-Gene.” 

Richard Thorpe has brought his 
“The Tartars” unit back to Rome 
ahead of sked because of bad ; ing of VRocco and his Brothers” at 
wea her in \ ugoslayia, 0rsort;London Film Festival. 
\\ e! es and \ iclor Mature co-star j Griffith Johnson in town for the 
in the Lux-Metro production; 1 

Maleno Malenotti wants rmHUM : .r.'u--hHn,A>, 
Montand as co-star with Sophia ri - _ J.cmema here. . 
Loren in his “Madame Sans-Gene.” . *joh„ 41ban hrinriuai dahror _f; balcony.. George Tahmous.h, as- 
but director Christian Jacques has the Fes^ attributes this fo 
trued tennis- champ. Jean Keel i ^ 
Gnnda lor role, just in case. i aiitn Crash ; i tnat UsUah> nils the oichestra 

Goilredo Lombardo^. Jose p h Fe]dinan mana-in- direc- l?.?1*'1 SQ for this type of fare;, they 

Levine Robert Aldrich and.Robert t01. of .Cartobft'FiS1 ^ceaneer" “sterted % to** 
Edwards to Israel lor quickie o.o. tnn [nria.-fWprh auH Will frit> Buccancei . started off much 

writing for the1 anettt the Titanus-Levine produc-; 5? V hexV weS 1 • £ot ; stronger; “more emotion” the man 

' ; »)•« ot "Sodom and Gomorrah.", "ten., -iio worked '>«• 
Reporting lor Ui->t season. Met which Aldiich directs in Rome and with him on “Guris of Navarorie,*’| 

Opera went T<■ capacity, a Israel, with Stewart Granger, stait- ^ are fia^jng ah all-.expensesrpaid 
boastful thing, w hile saying, also*, big. late m Aoyernber. .1 trip. 'to. N.Y. via courtesy/of.‘Gregory, 
boastfullv. that its deficit was-“only . Ln-and-out-of-Rome: Frank Fol-.ppj.j- 

1 som; Dave Lewis, back to hi ' 
^Publicist Paul Benson to the ' Metro post in Paris; Alfred Hitch- 
Coast to join Milton Berle and-i cock, to bally “Psycho’ tParU 
then heads to Las Vegas to set up-j Frank Borzage. to direct “Atlantis, 
the campaign for Berle’s opening ' 
at the Flamingo on Nov. 17. 

Roberta Peters will travel from 
N Y. to I’hilly Nov. 27 to sola 
with the Israel Philharmonic, only: 
U S singer to participate in the; 
tour. She's handled by Sol HurokL 
ton 

Dorothy Lamour Inc., cosme¬ 
ticians and licensees of beauty 
salons, opens its first beauty parlor 
in Greenwich Village today <Wed.j( 
when the ex-sarong star will hos-- 
tess a cocktailerv. L 

James F. Gould, veepee of the 
N.Y. Music Hall, on the Coast last 
week looking at new product, goes 
on to Honolulu bn three-week 
vacation before returning home; 
He's accompanied by Mrs. Gould, j 

Stanley Mills; Swarthmore ’53 
where he was president of th<* 
senior class, son of the Jack Mills:1, 
engaged^ to Natalie Rosenberg! 9 

senior at Finch. March wedding 
planned. Groom-to-be is with hiis 
father’s Mills Music Corp.. publish¬ 
ing house. 

While the NHK Radio Symphony 
from Japan is playing its U. S. date 
at Hunter College. N. Y., another 
Japanese group under the conduc- 
torship of Prince Konoye. namely- 
the Tokyo Asahi Philharmonic, is 
due to complete 65 concerts on an¬ 
other international tour. Paul Szi¬ 
lard is the overseas impresario. 

Former Olympic swimming 
champ Eleanor Holm. ex-Mrs. Billy 
Rose, made the papers with her 
“satisfactoiy” condition report 
from a Miami Beach hospital as re.- 
ault of having taken an overdose 
of sleeping pills in the apartment 
of Tommy Whelan. Florida nitery j 
operator. 

Jack Train. English deejay and 
tv star and a founder-member of 
the Saints & Sinners Club In Lon¬ 
don, visiting New York and Florida 
with a special eye on tv operations. 
He’s a principal in the new West 
of England commercial setup which 
Is due to start operations ne|ct 
spring. 

Theatre historian Sam Stark and 
his wife, long South Laguna resi¬ 
dents. have become San Francisco 
property owners. They bought a 
house on Pacific Heights, fulfilling 
a longtime ambition to reside In 
their “favorite west coast city.” 
Many Friscoans have availed them¬ 
selves of Stark's theatrical library 
and collections, ahvays gratis ito 
students and the like. 

here; Simone Signoret winged to 
Paris alter huddle with Robert. 
Aldrich: Elio Ruffo, Raymond 
Peilegrin, Monique Just, in from 
Paris, for “Net Full of Sand”; Don 
Megowan. here for “Terror of .the 
Seas”; Dolores Hart here to play 
Saint Clair in “St, Francis of 
Assisi,” with Fred Hift in to co¬ 
ordinate publicity on the Plato 
Skouras production for 20th-Fox 
release: Elsa Martinelli, back from 
Paris; George Jessel here at Excel¬ 
sior; ditto George Weltner and 
John Nathan (Pan. 

Hazel Court, who has just com¬ 
pleted a starring role in “Mary Had 

Paris 
By Gene Moskowitz 

(66 Are Bre ten'll; Suf 5920) 
Scripter Annette Wademant 

■a., Little," left for N.Y. last Friday ; direct her first pic, “Early Morn- 
128*. but .will be back in tow-n be- !ing.” 
fore Christmas. | French actress Michele Girar- 

Johir VVayne, in for last. Thurs- vdon sighed by Paramount to a 
day's (27) Royal preeiri of “The ^Tour-year pact. 
Alamo,” guestof honor'at- a'tmited 
Artists reception, Dmitri Tiomkin 
also in for preem; 

Geoffr y Voisin. who has been 
in charge of show biz traffic for 
British European Airw ays ; in.-Lon¬ 
don. moved to Chicago w here he 
is opening an office for the airline. 

George Weltner, Paramount In¬ 
ternational topper, in last w*eek on 

Hollywood 
Fred. W. Kline underwent major 

surgery, 
' John Forsythe. returned from 
London telensing of “Bachelor 
Father.” ; - . 

Irwin Allen and John Sturgeg 
joined Screen Producers Guiltf. to 
bring membership to 181. ’ 

Igb Kantor swings , from Screen 
Gems to Arlington Productions as 
exec vp and general manager. 

Aaron Rosenberg and Marlon 
Brando skied to Tahiti tp joi 
“Mutiny on the Bounty” troupe; 

Mort Green inked by Jerry 
Lewis Productions . as', creative as«i 
sistant in .preparation of film-tv 
properties on comic’s sked.-. 

Albert Grossman, personal man¬ 
ager of. Odettai becomes . yeeppp 
of Dandett a Productions. filmi-cPh- 
cert: company formed by singer 
juid husband Dan Gordon. 

(DElaiecire 7^984) 

Ramsey Lew'is Trio at the . rie\V 
Birdhouse. 

Delores King chirping at Danny’S 
Hideaway, 

Comics Burris &. Carlin into the 

Tel Aviy 
Te L 

By Joseph Lapid 
(52 Shloino Hamelch Si-; 

28348) 
Edna Ferber (“Sli vvboat’-) visit¬ 

ing Israel. 
“A Raisin in Sun." produced and 1 ; .. -y. 

directed bv Moshe Halevi, a flop, i al TP.arty at t?1'1" 
because of mild direction and bad | ^ b to honqr^jympson lla^ 

t.,inr, [man.on.his retirement as Evening 

Israeli newspaper eon>pl*taii« 
about the sale here rf <«Al-SeiJ I 
itei Richard Wagner’s ‘ Die Wal- St‘?s5,c,'g: »l£ on location, 
kure” record, conducted by late t j f ® , ^ra?.c^. [1,u , 
Nazi top-musician Wilhelm Furt- ™.r„s Jler .,hrs^. ®rms\ ?lc- 
W angler i Ta?te of Fear.” which is being 

The 21 -piece Dutch Chamber j Michael Carrerav.fOr 
Orclv. lead by -violinist Shimon | i,d 

Bing Crosby and his wife Calhy i 
through on Continental looksee of j 
Crosby’s biz interests, . . I ... 

Anita Ekberg arid Mel Ferrer Playboy Club on Nov, 8, 
set to star in French costumer. J Columnist Irv Kupcmet notched 
“Dame De ■Montsoreati.” vihis25.th.ari.nl asa scribe; 

Jerome Robbins will, choreo- Actress Ink Balm due next week. 
graph a ballet for th National : ^br Allied States Assn, parley at 
Opera here .next Jahuarj'. ; Conrad Hilton. ... ' 

.......... Elvire Popesco remounting and) Restaurateur Mike Fish took 
the Queen. Elizabeth; Alfred Black. : starring -in Jacques . Deval’s “To- ' Over the dinery fne Angelo s) in the 
the impresario, ■ .and director of ’iyafitch” at her Theatre De Paris, i wliilom Black Orchid niter>r lo- 
Tyne Tees Television, was a felltivv 1 . Simone Signoret has begun her .cat0idn' . : . . . . . 
passenger. j first. French pic iri five years, “The Sig Sakowicz.. with a plethora of 

Kenneth Rive, Gala Films boss.'Hard Knocks.” which Francoisr^3iQ assignments; decided to ease 
hosted a, party, in honor of Yoshiko • Leterrier directs^ j his sked and chucked his oncer 
Sario, who came into town for. the ; Robert Siodmak, starting a weekly Daily News pillar. 

Goldberg, playing in Frederic Man 
Auditorium as a substitute to Is^ 
raeli Pirilharnronics nowr fouring 
the U. S. 

llenry Cassirer, chief of 
UNESCO tele department, here to 
advise Prime Ministers office on 
tv planning in case the govern¬ 
ment decides to build a tele sta¬ 
tion. No television in Israel so far. 

“Time Limit.” drama by Henry 
Denker and Ralph Berkey. about 
brainwashed American P. W, in 
Korea, in Ohel repertory theatre. 
Director Yoel Siiberg substituting 
flashbacks of Korean P. W. camp 
with ^film screened on stage. He 
did tne film with the same actors. 

Japanese, film season -which' he ^ French-West Gerriian copfoduc- 
laiinched at the Gala Royal last tion. “L’Affaire De Nina B.” with 
Thursday (27J.. INadja Tiller and Pierre Brasseur, 

Film, section'6£ thfe-'Critics Cir- ;. -Juliette GreCp vyili probably ; 
make her singing in-person return, 
here in the form of a special shqw. 
at the Theatre Varietes later this 
season. ' 

French film .star Jeanne Moreau 
announcing that she will make her 
first pic in 'Hollywood next spring 
with young Yank director Hubert 
Cornfield, 

Three, music halls after singer- 
actor ^Charles Aznavour for his 
song stint this season, the Olymv 
pia. the Alhambra and the Etoile. 
Latter 'wants him'''t;o do a one-man 
show. 

Ex-journalist and. novy play¬ 
wright. Armarid Gatti. off to Yugo- 
slav'ia to write and direct his first 
pic. “The Enclosure,” vvlth Jean 
Negroni , and Hans Christian Blech. 
It vvili .be a French-Yugo copro¬ 
duction. 

j Al Hunt, partner in the East- 
Hunt Associates flackery, planed 
out for N.Y. last Monday* (311 on-a 
threeweek tour which will include 
L A. Las Vegas, Salt. Lake Cit\\ 
Hawaii and Toronto. He will be 
visiting clients and also will be a 
guest at wedding of Sammy 
Davis Jr. 

Rome 
By Robert F. Hawkins 

(Stciwpa. Estera; Tel. 675906);- 
“Naked Every Night” is tj(ie 

graphic title of a pic announced 
here by Cinecompar, from a script 
by Ugo Moretti. | 

Franco Lotti and Cesare Mar- 
chini are tire newcomers at Pielro 
Gabrielli’s Grotte del Piecione 
riitery, reopened for winter seasqri. 

Dino DeLaurentiis junketing the. 
Roman pre"s to Florence for his 
benefit Gala opener for “Tutti a 
Casa” rBack Home*, his most re¬ 
cent release. !: 

Alberto Lattuada directs, his 
third film in recent months iin 
France, starting in November. 3ft*s 
called “The Unoxpectedr and vyili 
location in Amiens. 

Alberto Sbrdi signed for fTI 
Prete Bello” «The Handsoriie 
Priest' from Goffredo Parise’s 
bestseller. Luigi Zatnpa directs the 
Dino DeLaurentiis production. ; 

Italo producer Ermanno Donkto 
Winged to London to sign actors 
for his upcoming “Joseph and jfris 
Brethren” project, which Irving 
Rapper directs. Geoffrey Iloirne 
signatured so far. j; 

Sophia Loren has wound her 
Stint under Vittorio DeSica’s !,di- 

Damascus 

De Cuevas Ballet 
Continued from page 1 ^ 

with Russian. Israeli or Hispano 
entries. Ilurok had intimated 
possible dating if a full length pro¬ 
gram were set up.. This explains 
the two and a half hour “The 
Sleeping Beauty” which the 
Cuevas unit opened at the Theatre 
Charnps-Elysees this week (see re¬ 
view in tins issue, Thurs. (27). 

If this does not.go, hnd Yank aid 
is not forthcoming, the Marquis 
will disband his organization. 
Guerrico stated that U.S. State I 
Dept, via American National Thea¬ 
tre and Academy had beeri ap¬ 
proached many times , blit always 
refused aid though the company 
was intrinsically American even if. 
it had spent most of its time in 
France-^-Europe and South Amer¬ 
ica. Originally composed of. about. 
60'/*= u.s; dUncers, it is now dow-n 
to about 30'c?. 

Cuevas managed to attend the 
showing in spite of his ill health. 
He received an ovation from a 
v.i.p. crowd. Reviews vyere good 
for this sumptuous ballet and. per¬ 
haps the Marquis rnay .be in for a 
Series of long.show biz farewells. 
Guerrico opined it was the princi¬ 
ple of recognition rather than the 
money burden that bothered the 
Marquis. 

Invitations to .Russia had to be 
turned down due to the denial of 

ssupport by ANTA, and. now the 
Marquis feels he can not carry on 
in the nether world of the Airieri 
can ballet, with an English 
monicker, doomed to a lack of 
recognition by Its country of 
origi 

Mine. Georgette Hovvw . makeup, 
chief for tv, into American Hos¬ 
pital in Beirut for surgery. 

Abdul Hadi Moubarak arid Lam¬ 
ia Shamaa, newscasters of Dairii 
ascus Radio, added to staff of TV 
Magazine of the Air. . .. 

Abdul Hadi Dargazaili newlv ap¬ 
pointed production chief of Tele¬ 
vision. Damascus. He was formerly, 
the Second Secretarv, charge 
d’Affaires for the UAR in Saiidi- 
Arabia. 

Ghada Mardam-Bey, assistant ! night curtain in favf 
director, and director Selim Ka-- i to the traditional 8: 

Actor-eoriiedian Severn- Darderi 
doing his satiric .monologs at Gate 
of Horn; on his Monday nights off 
from the Second city revue. 

Joe Levine tapped Paul. Mon¬ 
tague as his personal press rep 
here for “Where the Hot Wind 
Blows;’’ vyhich Metro is handling; 
; Israel Philharmonic played a: 
ilOO-plater in the Palme1!" House 
grarid ballroom for benefit of the 
American-Isracl Cultural - Founda¬ 
tion: 

Merrick’s Page 2 

Hong Kong 
By Erilie Pereira 

(Tel. 774156) 

Basil Rathbone In from Sijiga- 
pore,; 

The Elvira Real flariienco dance 
trio irom Spa In. making. n ightclub 
circuit. 

Authoress Hart Su Yin, of “Love 
Is A Many Splertdored Thing,” back 
in familiar surrbundirigs. 

The Photographic Society of l. 
America has iriade a Hong Kong 
resident. Mr. Ho Fan, an associate 
riiember. 

The U.S. Information Service 
opened a. three-day exhibition fea¬ 
turing outstanding American com¬ 
mercial art;. 

American . riightclub entertainer 
Robert “Scotty” de la Rpche per¬ 
forming with wife Diane after a. 
six-month tour of Australia, 

Reissues back in first-runs here 

taya and Marwan Chahine to West 
Germany the first week in Novem¬ 
ber to observe and study German 
television operations and tech- 
riique.. 

Salah. Zaki, ace. newscaster of 
Cairo Television, in town to cover 
President Nassar’s proposed trip 
around the. Northern.. Region. 
While here did two newscasts and 
one guest shot on TV Magazine of 
the Ain 

Faiq Maghuzil .off to Cairo to 
Nov. 7 .for a sixmonth stint, in 
Television Cairo. While there he 
will also prepare special features 
on videotape arid film for use on 
Dariiascus TV and on tape for Ra¬ 
dio Damascus. 

The military opened its. new the¬ 
atre the Beirut road opposite 
the Fairgrounds. It’s the second 
modern , theatre built this year, the 
other on the Fairgrounds proper. 
These up-to-date theatres are .ex¬ 
pected to stimulate legit , in Dam¬ 
ascus and house attractions from 
other countries. 

The continuirig study of the age- 
old. theory: that “two can live as 
cheaply etc.” will have two. new 
students this spring, when Ghado 
Mardam-Bey . of tv joins hands wit h 
Ghazi Ghazzi. The knot w;ill. be 
tied when she teturns from West 
Germany and he. graduates from 
the local university; where: he ,1s 
an erigineering student. 

Television Damascus has. just 
put out a 7fi-pago “pamphlet” cav- 

Continued from page 5' 

amusement page. Although this 
was not the first time Merrick had 
used page .2 space in the Times to 
plug, his shows under the “Amuse¬ 
ment Guide” heading. It .had 
special irritation value, follqw.irig 
as it did the -producer’s recent 
action in independently dropplri^ 
the experimental 7:30 Wednesday \ “Vera Cruz” (UA> arid .“Highway 
. ‘ or of a return 1301” i\VB' to be followed shortly 

30 ring-up. [by “Battleground” (AJ-G) . And 
What made Merrick’s ione-WOlf j ‘‘Saihsori and Delilah” (Par) 

desertion of the early curtain par¬ 
ticularly galling: te other producers 
was: his quoied statement, follow-, 
ing the vote of the League of.NUY. 
Theatre also to go back to the iater 
start, that he had hoped the or¬ 
ganization would retain the 7;30 
ring-up. so his show:s could have 
the boxoffice advantage of being 
the only ones available, at the 8:30 
time. 

- Continued from page 56 ’—^5 

Lil(le j|loon of Alban 
ish officer, iriipressirig as a pros-, 
pec-t for filins. Barbara O’Neil. Is 
expressive as a nun who befriends 
the girl, Robert Bedford is adriiir- 
able as the sweetheart, Stefan Gier 
rasch is Vivid as the latter’s pal 
who informs her that the wounded 
Britisher -was responsible for the 
killing. Nora Q’Mahoriy gives a 
convincing portrayal of vigorous 
comedy turning to grim tragedy, 
and Eric Christmas is plausible as 
an overworked doctor. 

. Devotees of O’Casey, J. M. Synge 
arid W. B. Yeats, particularly those 
who remember the visiting Abbey 
Theatre company, will, probably 
find “Little Moon of Alban” excit¬ 
ing and satisfying, but It may be 
forbidding and too special for the ^ 
general public^ Watery 1 more top American names. 

Mexico City 
By Emil Zubryn 

(Apartadd 385. Acapulep) v 

Marlene Dietrich being sought 
as top atiraction by the Seriorial 
riightclub here;' 
■. Mexican jazz enthusiasts are 
plugging for holding of world jazz 
festival at Acapulep in 1961. 

Producer Gregario AVallerstei 
negotiating to .. bririg Cateriria 
Valerite and Rpiriy Schneider; to. 
Mexico for films. 

Caritinflas (Mario Moreno) prepr 
ping his; annual Mexican film., “El 
Anafalbeto” (The Illiterate One); 
expected to go before cameras in 
November, 

Lena- Horne arid Ricardo Monital- 
ban being approached to put .o.rt. 
Spanish version of “Jamaica,” but 
stumbling block may be heavy pro¬ 
duction budget, 

Eduardo Noriega will do twfo 
Mexican pictures in Mexico before 
going back to Hollywood: Actor 
currently. is working in “Centaur 
of the North,” another Pancho 
Villa fiim. 
..The Four Aces contracted for 

Mexican night club and tele ap¬ 
pearances. Promoter Arturo Vega, 
jrian responsible for recent erigage- 
riients of Harry James and Nat 
King Cole hopes to be able to lure 
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OBITUARIES 
PAT BALLARD 

Francis Drake <Pat) Ballard, 61, 
died of a heart attack Wednesday 
night <Oct. 26) at Medical Arts Hos¬ 
pital, N. Y., where he: had been 
rushed from his Madison Hotel 
room when he became ill that af¬ 
ternoon. With his. wife, the former; 
Hilda. Gramlich, he had driveri in 
from their Troy, Pa. home two 
days before to atend a special meetr 
irig of thie Writers Advisory Conir 
titte (of which he was a member) 

at ASCAP. v.' 
A classmate of Fred Waring’s, 

Ballard wrote many0 of the latter's 
varsity-type shows. Hie waS a pro¬ 

arid Distinguished Service Cross. : 
After peddling tickets at the old 

Lyric Theatre; N.Y., and working 
for a number of producers, Stein 
went into production oh his own 
in the late ’20s with “The Jade 
God.” In 1932, he presented “Black 
Tower” and in 1934 and 1937 pro¬ 
duced; respectively, ..“Invitation to 
a Murder” and “Bet’ Your Life.” 
He was also part owner and gen¬ 
eral manager of “Separate Rooms.” 

DR. W. Ri G. B. BAKER 
Dr. w. R. G. B; Baker, 67. pio¬ 

neer radio and. television engineer* 
died Oct: 30 in Syracuse, N.Y. He 

lific author of lyrics and special 
material from, the 1920s on, for 
radio and. tv;. Was music editor of 
College Humor; and finally hit a: 
real jackpot standard, three years 
ago with “Mr. Sandman.” He also 
was authpr of ‘‘So Beats My Heart 
For You,’’ “Variety is the Spice of 
Life,” “Love Is Mine,” “Here Is 
My Heart” and ‘‘Bring Me a Blue¬ 
bird,” among other songs. 

Bom in Troy, Pa;, where his 
family resided for many genera¬ 
tions, he wrote two editions of the: 
Mask and Wig varsity shows as: an 

played a leading role with national 
committees that established en¬ 
gineering standards for . the first 
black-and-white commercial tele¬ 
vision i ,1941; and for color tv: in 
1953. 

Baker, who joined, the General 
Electric Co. in 1916, supervised 
construction of GE’s radio station 
WGY in Schnectady, which went 
on the atr in , 1922. He later held 
a number of top posts with GE 
until h is retirement in 1957. His 
title then was v.p. in charge: of 
research. 

Baker’s initials were, chosen by 

io Memory Of My B«lov#d Brothar 

HARRY REVEL 
Nov. 3. 1951 

Who Will Navar !• Forgotten 

RENI SCHULMAN 

undergraduate, at the IJ. pf Penn¬ 
sylvania. 

Not generally known; wag his 
penchant for rare violins. He be¬ 
came interested when a “Stradi- 
various” he had picked up in a 
pawnshop, for $5 \vas declared by 
one dealer to be a. fake. None the 
less it led to his writing two books, 
“The Old Violin Market Survey” 
and “The Appreciation, of Old Vio¬ 
lins.” 

His widow plans to return to 
her native Kahlsruhr, Germany tp 
be with her mother , and brother 

WK NEVER FORGET YOU 

iWorrtK 
KARL TAUSIG lot 

who have extensive soap and fur¬ 
niture manufacturing businesses 
and have .recently expanded their 
holdings. They celebrated their 
15th anniversary a day before the 
songwriter’s death. 

BENJAMIN F. STEIN 
Benjamin F. Stein. 65, Broadway 

general manager and former legit 
producer, died Qci. 27 in New 
York. In recent years he had been 
general manager for Robert Fryer 
and Lawrence Carr and at the time 
of his death was employed in that 

in Momori 

Of My Beloved Brother 

HARRY REVEL 

Sant. 

capacity oh the. producing team’s 
latest venture. “Advise and Con¬ 
sent ” currently trying, out 
Philadelphia. 

Stein; who had previously been 
general manager for Mike Todd, 
Jed Harris and Lew Brown and 
Ray Henderson among others, be¬ 
gan his association with Broadway 
legit after overseas''service in .the 

rniy in World War I. While in the 
Vmy, iie won., the Croix de Gu'err 

GE for the call letters of its Sche 
nectady television station. He was 
credited with Initiating the. first t\ 
relay. WRGB picked up program 
signals originating in New Yorl 
and telecast them in thF Schenec¬ 
tady area. 

His wife survives. 

WILBUR PETERSON 
Wilbur (Pete) Peterson, 45- part 

owner of The Vagabonds nightclui 
in Miami and for 16 years a come 
dian-singer with The Vagabond: 
group, died in Miami Oct. 24; 

A native of Hawaii, Peterson be 
gan his career as t singing waitei 
in a restaurant on Telegraph Hil 
in San Francisco. He formed ai 
Instrumental-vocal trio which ha< 
a long stand at the old Royal Ha 
waiian In San Francisco in the lat 
ter 1930s, and spent 16 years witl 
The Vagabonds, playing films, tv 
nightclubs and vaude. After a fall 
ing out With other members of th< 
group, he became a partner In th< 
Miami spot and formed his owi 
trio, which toured as late is las 
year. 

Mother survives. 

MERLE a. POTTER 
Merle A.: Potter, 66, forme: 

drama critic and exhib, died Pet 
26 in Los Angeles, He was crith 
for the Minneapolis Journal befori 
becoming general manager of th< 
Benny Berger Theatre Circuit ii 
Minneapolis prior to World War II 
After going to California at tin 
end of world War It, for a tlm< 
J?rei.was J? Crania columnist for th< 
Valley Times, North Hollywood. 

In the. late ’30s/ he founded i 
motion picture critics' poll whicl 
at One time canvassed 1,100 re 
viewers. ... 

Surviving are his: wife arid tw< 
sons., 

HENNYPORTEN 
Henny Porten, 71/ Germany’ 

first film star who began lie: 
cinema career around 1906, diei 
Oct. 15 in Berlin after ..long ill 
ness. One of the.. queens of tin 
German silent film era, she wa 
one of. the few celluloid actresse 
who managed to retain their sta 

• status .during; the' talkies, 
1 Her countless pictures include! 
suc‘h hits as “The Marriage o 
Luise .Rohrbach,”. “Anne Boleyn, 
“Rose Bernd,” vQUeen. Luise” am 
“Mother" and Child;” Her last filn 
success was:. “Family BuchhOlz’ 
which the late Cart Froelieh di 
reeled in 1943; 

Alter \\;oi;ld War II, she trie! 

PSaSETf 
several unsuccessful comebacks in 
both West and East German films. 

EWING C. KELLY 
Ewing.C. Kelly, 59, owner-opera¬ 

tor of KCRA-AM and KRCA-TV, 
Sacramento, died in Sacramento 
Oct. 29. A native of Kansas City, 
he came west and worked in the 
San Francisco area before becom¬ 
ing. national ad director of the 
Oakland Tribune. 

In 1936 Kelly left Oakland and 
went to Sacramento, where he 
opened his own ad agency. He 
started KCRA-AM in 1945 and 10 
years later built and developed. 
KCRA-TV--both stations are. NBC 
affiliates. . 

Wife;... two sons and daughter 
survive;. 

CLARENCE A. STOUT SR. 
Clarence A. Stout Sr., 68, Vet¬ 

eran. songwriter, died Oct. 29 in 
Vincennes, Ind. He .was a prolific 
writer of pop, western, hillbilly 
arid spiritual songs/ Among his 
better known tunes are “Roundup 
in the Sky,” “Get Right with the 
Lord” and “Here Comes the Glory 
Train.” 

A musician for 40 years, .Stout 
was a drummer in theatre pit 
bands. He also had written spe¬ 
cial material for vaude acts. For a 
number of years he batoned his 
own dance orchestra in Vincennes. 

FEDERICO VALLE 
Federico Valle, 80, Argentine 

film pioneer, died Oct. 25 in Santos 
Lugares, Argentina. A native of 
Asti, Italy, he began his film career 
as. a cameraman and lensed many 
documentaries. He came to Argen¬ 
tina in 1908; 

Valle set up a small laboratory 
in Buenos Aires in 1911 which 
later became a major productiori- 
distribution unit; He was the first 
to take films of the crossing of the 
Andes to Chile, the first to edit 
regular newsreels and the first to 
put subtitles on sound pictures. 

NORBERT LUDWIG 
Norbert Ludwig, 58, musician, 

composer and member of the 
American Society of Composers, 
Authors 8c Composers, died of a 
heart attack in Brooklyn Oct. 30. 
Ludwig formerly was an organist 
at. New York’s Paramount, Rivoli 
and Roxy Theatres. He wrote the 
song, “Blue Scarecrow.” 

•Ludwig leaves his wife,' Ethel; 
his daughter, Ina Greer; hir sister, 
Sonya, and his brother, irVing. Last 
named is president of the Buena 
Vista Firm Corp. 

PERCY D. (O’CONNELL 
Percy D* O’Connell, 66, former 

president of. the American News 
Company,, died Oct. 27 in New 
York, after a long illness. He 

joined the American News in 1928. 
He was elected a director of the 
company in 1942, a position he 
held until his death. From 1947 to 
1955, when he retired, from active 
service, he was president of the 
corporation. . 

His wife, son and daughter sur- 
i Vive. 

HARRY SOMERVILLE 
Harry Somerville, 71, who re¬ 

tired in 1957 as veepee over radio 
licensing at Broadcast Music Inc., 
died Oct. 25 in New York. He was 
managing director of the Willard 
Hotel in Washington from 1932 to 
1942 and also managed hotels in 
Rochester and New York. He was 
former v.p. and legislative chair¬ 
man of the American Hotel Assn. 

Survived by wife, daughter and 
sister. 

HAROLD G. MURPHY 
Harold G. Murphy, 49, research 

supervisor at Needham, Louis & 
Brorby ad agency in Chicago, died 
in that city Oct; 27 when an auto, 
out of control, hit him and other 
pedestrians. He had been with 
NL&B 13 years. 

Wife and three children survive. 

ROBERT J; DRAIN 
Robert J. Drain, 45, assistant 

program director of WSBT-TV, 
South Bend, Ind., died Oct. 26 of a 
heart ailment in that city. He had 
been with the station’s radio 
counterpart since 1934. 

Wife, son and parents survive. 

HARVEY M. MANGER 
Harvey M. Manger, 56. film edi¬ 

tor at Warner Bros., died of a 
heart attack Oct. 21 in Hollywood. 

His wife and. son, William, as¬ 
sistant film editor at Revue, sur¬ 
vive.. 

Mother, 73, of Lewis G. Hlnch- 
man, account executive for WHIO 
radio and television company. Day- 
ton; O.,* died Oct. 19 lit Columbus. 

Joseph E. Tole, 45, production 
manager for CBS-Radio for many 
years, died Oct. 31 in New York. 
His wife and four children survive. 

Wife . of vet producer-director 
Sidney Franklin died after long 
illness in Hollywood Oct. 27. She 
was formerly Mrs. Conrad Nagel. 

Mother, 82, of Charles (Buddy) 
Rogers, the actor-husband of 
Mary Pickford, died Oct. 21 in 
Olathe (Kans.). 

Father, of actress Jean Stapleton, 
died Oct. 11 In New York. His wife 
also survives. 

Dvrward A. Taylor, 47, a pro¬ 

jectionist for the Interstate Cir¬ 
cuit for 17 years, died Oct. 23 in 
San Antonio. He was found on the 
ground besides his auto with a 
bullet wound in his temple. 

Lynn H. Fitsslmmonds, 59, man¬ 
ager of the Colonial Theatre, Au¬ 
gusta, Me., died Oct. 13 in that 
city. His wife survives. 

Gene Tierney, 65, veteran stage 
hand, died Oct. 17 In New York. 
Wife survives. 

. Wife of Bert McKay, Paramount 
casting director, died Oct. 24 alter 
brief illness in Pasadena, Cal. 

Father, 70, of tv writer Ray 
Brenner, died of heart attack Oct. 
12 in Hollywood. 

MARRIAGES 
Miliy Vitale to Vincent Hillyer, 

Hollywood, Oct. 25. Bride’s an ac¬ 
tress. 

Gaby Palazzoli to John Barry¬ 
more Jr.. Oct. 28, Rome, Italy. 
She’s a film actress; he’s a pic 
actor. 

Joanie Josephson to Alvie Mad¬ 
dox, Oct. 29, New York. She * a 
dancer; he’s Kokomo the Clown. 

Gypsy Markoff to Juan Flores 
Amaya, Oct. 25, Barcelona, Spain. 
She’s the singer-accordionist; he's 
a dancer. 

Rita Rose Mohr to Joseph Neder- 
lander, Detroit, Oct. 25. He’s treas¬ 
urer of the Shubert and Riviera 
legits in that city. 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ricardel, 

son, Oct. 18, New York. Father i 
an orchestra leader. 

. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Relyea, son* 
Hollywood, Oct. 19. Father is an 
assistant director. 

Mr. and Mrs. John Penn, son, 
Albuquerque, Oct. 17. Father is 
staff announcer at KOAT-TV in 
that city. 

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Masters, son, 
London, Oct. 22. Mother is act res 
Heather Sears; father it an art di¬ 
rector. 

Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Wolf, 
son, Chicago. Oct. 16. Father's a 
publicist there. 

Mr. and Mrs. James Kerry, 
daughter, Stratford-on-Avon, Eng., 
Oct. 25. Mother is actress Anita 
Bronson; father is an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Warren, daugh¬ 
ter, Chicago. Oct. 25. Father is 
program manager of WGN-TV 
there. 

Mr. and Mrs. William Steif, 
daughter, Oct. 31, In San Francisco. 
Father it a Variety Frisco corre¬ 
spondent and a staffer with , the 
San Francisco News-Call Bulletin. 

OUR BELOVED BENNIE 

Benjamin F, Stein 

Friday, October 28 

Bobby and Jimmy 
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This man has just heard 229 political speeches on Granada TV. 

In a democracy, every candidate, minor as well as major* must have his day (and sometimes his night). Granada 
gave free TV time to 229 of them in last year’s Granada Election Marathon. The effect wasn’t always electrifying,, 
but it was reassuring. Particularly now, in a decade when the choice of free elections is not open to everybody. 

GRANADA TV NETWORK, ENGLAND 
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‘OVER-SEXED’ FIX RILE EXHIBS 
frey Hunter Sees Playing Saviour H'WOOfl HAVE One Year of ‘Ben-Hur Recalls That 
Start, Not End, of Big Acting Roles TOO ‘ADULT ? Thanksgiving Was Nov. 18, ’59 

Madrid. Nov. 3. ■< 
While Hollywood film com-, 

nieiilators are -questioning th ef¬ 
fect Jeffrey Hunter's role as Jesus 
Christ, in “King of. Kings’’ will 
have on his career, intimates of the 
ydung actor vs he never had any 
misgivings on the subject and feels 
his optimism is more than justified 
after receiving a half:dozeri offers 
during the past two months to star 
in upcoming American produc¬ 
tions. 

Before lie signed with producer 
Samuel Bronston for the role early 
in 1960, Hunter .was piled with dire 
forebodings from, friends who. said. 
H, B. Warner did his career no 
good yia the same.role for Cecil B. 
DeMille’s previous “King of 
Kings.” 

On the eve of his departure for 
Culver City and a month of post- 
production activity, and a - month 
after termination of shooting on 

Joe E/s Golden Rule 
Noting that Joe! E. Lewis 

had just gotten tip to tape an 
afternoon show with Sophie 
Tucker for him, columnist Hy 
Gardner suggested that per¬ 
haps the comedian “oughta 
have a bite .'before we do oiir 
interview.” 

“No,” Leu is demurred. ,‘T 
never eat on an empty stoni-r¬ 
ath.” 

Animal Scenes: 
Horror for Real 

Madrid. Nov. 8. 
Wild animals took the spotlight 

“King of Kings” in Spain, Hunter away from film plavers in two low- 
was still unavailable to the press— budget Italo-Spanish film specta- 
a. policy of his ow choice that cles last week 
isolated him f rom newsmen. At Sevilla Studios, a “shaved” 
photbgs and public appearances bull took on four would-be gladia.- 
since he arrived here last May.. .tors in the arena sequence filmed * 

According to ‘ Kings” director for “Ursus'.’i arid all four were. 
Nicholas Ray. Hunler lias deflated tossed over the barriers and almost 
tiie bugabpo (hat certain roles ex- off the Set. After hospital treat- 
tinguish screen career. “Today;” nient and observations four viciinis 
Ray. said, “a career depends en- ; were sent home. 

(Continued on page 59; 1 An accident of grJverconse- 

By JACK PITMAN 

Chicago, Nov. 8. 
The .vaunted “new liberty” ,of the 

Hollywood film producers and the; 
resultant, flow of “adult” features 
seems not a matter of appreciation 
to that segment, of American thea- 
tredom represented, here at the 
convention of Allied States Assn. 
Contrariwise, Allied is formulating 
a denunciation of the “sex and vio- • 
lence" emphasis; With this is ex¬ 
pected to go advocacy of what 
amounts to." a volunteer theatre 
boycott of “offending”. producers. 
Not clear how such a boycott could 
be pinpointed a short age-of- 
product. riiarket and by the lesser, 
houses whose leverage is not that 
of the circuits. ’ . 

. Slap at. ' liberated” themes and > 
dialog in many admittedly top- 
grossing releases will be made in 
proposals which, the convention 

(Continued, on page 20j 

Theme Songs? 
Tangier. Nov. 8. 

Barbara Hutton heard siriger- 
guitairist Lloyd Franklin in one 
of the local bars arid took him 
along ...to Venice and thence 
Mexico. Franklin serenades in 
French, English and Spanish. 
Before leaving Miss Hutton 
threw one of the biggest 
patties ever known here for 
her new protege. 

His song specialties are -T 
Can’t Give .You Anything. But 
Love, Baby” , and “I Found a 
Million Dollar Baby.” 

AM-TV Set Sales 

(Continued on page 59; An accident of grdver. corise- 
• ■' ' ■ ■' quence took place during;the same 

week at;CEA Studios during a lion- 

Tod Many Foreign' Stars t' £ 
If , n D A TL i T T,os! an arm; in a savage mauling may 1)C a i urcat 10 when one of his four lions mistook 

I p mt .• mr the trainer’s identity he en- 
lsrael s Native 1 neatre tered a dungeon-cage set m cos- 

« j tume. As Horrified onlookers pari- 
By JOSEPH. SAPID. icked, pne of the .lions, escaped 

Tei Avi\% Nov. 8. from the stage and studio and 
A new kind of invasion that Is- Tace.d ..through the neighborhood,; 

rael has to tackle is that bf foreign .terrifying the natives. Police final-- 
entertainers. J ly cornered the animal; and civil 

Managers of local theatres, all of guards machine-gunned it to death, 
them repertory groups, have re- ' -r—'—~-" ~ 
peatedly demanded that foreign DrCfnifAT rUCrifC 
competition, should be curtailed. ItCulUUiyj l/nljLIvO* 
Otherwise, they warned, “foreign- vmniTrh 1 hTTlhr ' 
ers will destroy the Hebrew thea- UPDATED RAPTURE 

Impresarios, to whom foreign Hollywood, Nov. 8. 
performers mean bread arid butter. In the seven years since it dis- 
are trying to fight off this demand, tributed its first residual check,' 

Tel Aviv,, the center of cultural . Screen Actors Guild has marked 
life in this country, has popula- a significant increase the cost 
tion of 400.000, to support three of sending out the money, to its 
big and half a dozen small theatre f members. One part-time clerk 
groups, a permanent Opera House ' mailed: about 16 residual checks 
and the Israeli Symphonic Orches- ;:Per day in 1954; today, SAG has a 
tra. Though the Israelis really; like ,‘ department head and six full-time 
theatre, and love music, this is too j clerical employees distributing an 
much arid the theatres are always* average of 6,530 pei* lorith.. 
on the verge of red ink. Films are j According to the Guild! it now 
tough competition too. As yet;, costs ’about $50,000 per year to. 
there, is no tv in Israel. " i.distribute the residuals. That’s 

But all could, manage to keep in/ about one-seventh of . the total an- 
balance if it were, not for imported ; nual revcriue from members’ dues: 

Mai-Ieae.... Dietiich,f; Guild l-epiuts that 7i;828'Wdi,' 
checks u;ere dist rilnited dur- 

ii? w ,r‘4 -v, ^ T !,1« the pest 11.months *d ‘that-: 
flora the Metropolitan,. Indian , by tile end of OhoIht live mimifor 

dancer Ham Gopal. tile Dutch checks for tv re runs was ex- 
(Continued on page 69) 1 peetpd; to " pass 75,000. 

. Minneapolis, Nov. 8. .• 
Local theatre wners are view¬ 

ing with mixed erriotions the 1961 
moye of the Washington Senators 
baseball team to' the Twin Cities. 
Feeiing is that the start of major 
league baseball here bodes ill for 
exhibitors, but there are some 
strong opinions to the contrary. 
Ail; exhibitors agree that, a rich 
supply of top product Will be need¬ 
ed to give film , showers a chance 
to compete with the innovation. 

Most pessimistic view is that the 
(Continued on page 59) 

Melange Americaine 
. Richard Korn’s Orchestra of 
America which opens its sec-’ 
ond year of recitals at Carne- 
gie^Hall, N. Y. on Nov. 16 with 
Benny Goodman as clarinet 
soloist is doing, its best to . be 
“American” in membership. He 
will have sewn Negro. musi¬ 
cians ( five a. year ago), making 
..the largest colored coritirigent 
in any symphony. Equally 

- significant, there, are .27 Wom¬ 
en in the total of 92 players. 

In Korn’s five string sections, I 
three are headed by concert 
mistress — to. wit.: Eugenia 
Dengwcl for the violas, Made¬ 
line Foley for the belli, Helen 
Kwahvasser the second 
violins. 

.Another novelty: second vio¬ 
lin, section. includes a. Hindu 
musician, Dominic Vaz. J 

Washington,.'Nov-. 8. 
Retail sales of television and ra¬ 

dial sets hit the highest monthly 
level of the year during Septem¬ 
ber,, new statistics -from the Elec¬ 
tronic Industries Assn, disclose. 

Radio sales had the greater 
jump, vaulting over the million 
mark for the first time in I960. 
E x c I u d i n g auto ra dios, they, 
amounted to 1,102,902, a figure 
307,484, higher than sales In the 
rnonth before. 

. September, tv set sales came to 
620,810, almost 200,000 above Au¬ 
gust figures. For the first nine 
months of the year, tv set sales 
amounted to, 4.100,541, a big climb 
over the 3,811,754 for the same 
period of 1959. 

Radio sales, not counting auto 
radios, added up to 6,348,421 dur¬ 
ing the first three quarters of 
i960, compared to 5,285,878 for the 
same time last year. 

A year ago on Nov. 18, 1959 
“Ben-Hur” was unveiled for its 
first paid public showing at the 
Loew’s State Theatre, N. Y. The 
event marked a culmination of a 
trying period in Metro’s history. 
The company had sucessfully 
weathered two costly proxy fights. 
In addition, the company’s income 
record had declined to a dangerous 
level. In the midst of these misfor¬ 
tunes, prexy Joseph R. Vogel 
turned on the greenlight for the 
$15,000,000 production, rated at 
that time a “go for broke" ges¬ 
ture on the part of M-G. 

With “Bert-Hur” ready to mark its 
first anni next week, the wisdom 
of Vogel’s, decision has becoirie 

■ more than evident. By Nov. 18 
“Ben-Hur” will have had 325 world¬ 
wide openings, 55 overseas and 270 
in the United States and Canada. 
The estimated total boxoffice gross, 
is expected to reach $40,000,000 on 
that date, with $30,000,000 coming 
from domestic sources and $10,- 
000,000 from abroad. At this pace, 

(Contiriued on page 69) 

New Mpls. Exhib-Labor 
Row; ‘Union-Busting’ 

Or ‘Featherbedding?’ 
Minneapolis, Nov. 8. 

The Minneapolis Labor Review, 
weekly newspaper published by the 

! Minneapolis Central Labor Union, 
beat the gun last week in disclos¬ 
ing Ted Mann’s purchase of the 
Minneapolis Orpheum and Pan 
theatres from RKO and, at the 
same time, attacked local theatre 
owners for what the publication 
headlined as a “Crisis Forming in 
Theatres.” 

Reporting the RKO Theatres1 
notification of termination of serv- 

(Continued on page 59) 

For 25 reasons 
why 

125 million people 
watch NBC 
every week 

see 
pages 27-29 
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Brooklyn, 51st State h the Union, 
Enjoys Frenetic Cultural Binge 

By NAN JOSEPH 

Brooklyn, Nov. 8. 
Brooklyn, the 5lst state in the 

union, is undergoing a frenzied 
show biz and intellectual revival. 
Long regarded as the homebase of 
Igorot ignoramuses and the g utter 
despair of the avant garde and.les 
fauves, it is presently shedding its 
medieval strawberry festival be¬ 
havior pattern in fa\or of jj con¬ 
temporary music. sophisticated 
drama and abstract expression: The 
metamorphosis has been brought 
about, in a large measure, by the 
302-year-old Brookhn Acadeipy of 
Music, a division of the Brooklyn 
Institute of Arts and Sciences. 

This onetime fustian-drapejd. in¬ 
stitution and citadel of arch;! con¬ 
servatism is today displaying a 
massive passion lor all aspects of 
the arts and sciences, particularly 
the former. Social scientists! and 
Other students of mass behavior 
fire declaring that Brooklyn' is) cur- 
rently .far ahead of its hated rival, 
Manhattan, in numerous respects, 
notably in the defense of the 
citizen’s right to read any book lie 
so desires. To cite one instance: 
anyone can go into a Brooklyn 
public library and get a copy of 

Continued on page 69) i 

Billie Holiday Biopic 
To Follow Legit Ditto; 

Dorothy Dandridge Set 
Hollywood. Nov. 8. 

I.ate Billie Holiday, of sons/and 
narcotics tame, will be given) the 
biopic treatment in an A1 Zug- 
s>j;ith production, lor unspecified 
releasing company. ; 

Filming will be subsequent.jto a 
stage version. ‘Lady Sings i; the 
Blues.” lirst to be staged here on 
the west coast prior to planned 
Broadway presentation. r 

Dorothy Dandridge is set to play 
title rule for both legit and screen 
media and Robert Hill to write;the 
script in both instances. 

Mitroupoulos’ Death May 
K.O. Met’s ’61 Reopener, 
Puccini's opera based oh David 

Belasco’s old pre-William. S. Hart 
1 western, “Girl of the Golden 
West,1' was tentatively set as the 

. season opener for 1961 at the M.et- 
iropolitan Opera in Manhattan. 
Leonie Rysanek, Austrian blonde, 
or LeOntyne Price, American. Ne¬ 
gro. have been considered for lead 

What may complicate the deci¬ 
sion of impresario Rudolf Bing is | 
the death of Dimitri Mitroupoulos i 

(who was to have conducted. “Giri,”; 
I out of repertory for years, was 
once one of Enrico Caruso’s many 
vehicles. 

Britain’s ‘Chatterley’ 
Okay Cues Pronto Sale 

Of Book & Pic’s Reissue 
London, Nov. 8; 

Some 200.000 paperback copies, 
‘of the uncut: version of “Lady 
Chatterley’s Lover’’ w ill be on said 

. throughout Britain by Thursday 
[<10* following the Old Bailey ver- 
»diet that D. H. Lawrence’s, book is 
[not obscene. Penguin Books, which 
; estimates that the case has cost 
! them around S28.000. is geared ,for 
'swift production of another 300,000 
copies selling at 50c. 

W. H. Smith’s, Britain’s largest 
booksellers, with more than 1,0.00 
branches, announce that, the hook 
will not be displayed Customers 
will have to ask for it if they want 
it. This is a policy that many other 
booksellers intend to follow’. Public 
and school libraries are now’ mak¬ 
ing up their minds1 whether to in¬ 
clude the book in their libraries: 

Philips will bring out. an LP 
disk of readings from the book. 
Ready on Nov. 30. it will sell at 
S5.57 and. play for 44 minutes. Pa¬ 
mela Brown will do the readings, 

♦ Continued on page 69) 
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SAM H. CLARK 
Eminently . nimble President of 

AM . PAR Heverds. fortified: with a 
backiuouiul') experience in all 
facets, of the. record industry, says: 

“The tab-nts,of our. PAUL ANKA 
have be*-n-accorded.imiyersal.aecept- 

■ an«- PAUL ANKA* von ns and-per- 
s..n;!lile,. accurately interprets the 
u.-imIv-i n .Ano-ncan scene: Ir is liinst 
yra! i.ty’ing. .liis- l'ecor.ds sell in the 

Wednesday, November 9, 1960 

TV’s Summit Job 
Whoever was elected the President of the United States, 

television’s job in- literally focusing the national—and global^- 
spotlight on the candidates and the issues was a peak per¬ 
formance well doner 

Whether the 65,-69,000,000 Amercan. voters had already made 
up their minds last summer,- following the conventions, or 
whether they were influenced to “cross over” or look with 
fresh ayes on what Nixon and Kennedy stood for, the. prime 
“image” stemmed from the searching telecameras. The daily 
press will always have the advantage, of the research and the 
analysis but, in vivid, first-look focus, there is no gainsaying 
the impact of that video eye the candidates or, for that 
matter, any issue in the public interest. 

More than atoning for. whatever when payola and 
quizlings; had put invidious spotlight on broadcasting, the 
networks .did a: summit job on public affairs and information 
.programming.to the degree, as some captious admen observed,/ 
that they wished some of. the .same imagination and enter¬ 
prise had gone into the commercial “entertainment)’ shows. 

Time.may yet have to tell us whether this type of tele-politico -• 
exposure brooks the danger of . "popularity contests7 at the 
expense of sounder values; but hone will gainsay, the overall 
values that stem from a thoroughly .informed nation. This was 
adult education in . the best tradition.. The “showmanship” 
advantages devolving from the paid segments are: incidental. 

Movies & Mores in the New Japan 
By ARTHUR MAYER 

masi 
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I London, Nov. 8. 
Voluntary censorship lor .strip- 

I tease bistros --is? behind the fbrma- 
: .tion of the new- Theatre Clubs As-, 
sociation and- lhemberslii will be 
confined to those clUbowners w h 
okay having their shows censor ed. 
It's a hold attempt to clean up the 
slcaziness of much of the Soho en¬ 
tertainment- belt. Founder mem¬ 
ber-clubs, are the Nell Gwynn. Pan¬ 
ama and. Casbah dubs which., be¬ 

tween them, claim, a membership 
■ of.over 250.000.. 

The *Rev. ‘ V.er Mitchell. 
London' vicar .has agreed to join 
the censorship, board, together 

•with Pat Brand and Robert. Gad- 
des; two prominent entertai men!1 

The board will have a full- 
i time paid.inspeetpr to.see that the 
' code is stuck- to.. Later they hope 
to ..have. ’ resentatives of the 

i Home Office-, the' Lord Chamber- 
'*Jain’s department and: th Coi - 
j liiissiohcr of Police. 

.1 According, to Tony Tenser; 
( spokesman for the new association. 
I the.code will insist tiiat there be 
no complete nudity in. show’s, that 

■ strippers should not mix with the 
: customers, and that there'.would 
be' an agreemeiit. to .regulate the 

* rice, of drinks. Says Tenser: 
■ “Striptease..'is' a decent■-..industry. 
It doesn't deserve the bad. nam 

, it’s been-getting lately. That’s the. 
“fault of- some so-called theatre 
clubs which .have no standards. 
Soni of the things that go on 

: there are shocking,. . W<efre dis- 
! sociating ourselves from those 
1 clubs.” 

1 Japan, once tile Land of the Ris¬ 
ing Sun, now. a land of rising 
prices and prosperity and declining 
motion ieture attendance. Hal¬ 
lowed ancient customs are fighting 

, a losing battle against the... in-.- 
froads of modern industrialism and. 

• modern advertising techniques. 
, Television aerials.bestride the clus¬ 
tered thatched roofs of the village 
huts and tv cameras grind noisily 
away even at the tradition-bound. 
Kabuki performances..... Hydroelec¬ 
tric power plants are located next: 
door to sacred Shinto shrines. You 
wash . your s.ukiyaki. down with 
Coca-Cola while peasants in . the 
garb of their .forefathers . and 

.equipped, with their ancient tools 
chew Spearmint and smoke filtered 
cigarettes as;.:they toil in the rive 
paddies. 

j The Music .Hall Rockettes have 
nothing for precision or pep oh a 
Tokyo dancing line, and the night¬ 
club performers have nothing, on. 
period. The students who adore 

. American jazz and American beat- 
! nik uncoriventionalities .may still 
I demonstrate against.; a defense 
i.treaty with the United States, but 
under, the terms of .;a new- law they 

..must riot, in straight lines and not 
; zigzag, at least physically-; Instead 
: of stabbing political leaders in the 
back verbally as is our custom.; they, 
actually st; them * the intes- 

! tines—with the newsreel cameras 
j advantageously placed to show the 
I assassin posing, sw ord in hand, in 
i the traditional attitude, of aSamuri 
1 warrior. 

J (The- girls are discarding the 
richly colored kimonos and obi 
which make them look so encha.nt- 

■ ing and replacing thein. with West- 
•era skirts and blouses, which re- 
| veal them skinny and under-devel¬ 
oped, hot a. Lollobrigida front or 

,:a Marilyn rear in. a Ginza busload,), 
i . Industry is-bobmiiig, ‘New fac¬ 
tories, office buildings, apartments" 

■ arid theatres.are being constructed. 
| (Continued on page 69) 

Spanish Count Composes 
As His Sister Heads 

For Royal Wedding 
Madrid. Nov. 8.: 

The coming m'ri-iage of ..King 
1 Baudouin of Belgium to Spanish 
/Fabioia Mora, mayr give birth to a 
i ravitv_a: Spanish., tunemaker for 
international pop song markets... 

'. The songwriter none. ..other., 
than: ;Jairiie. Count .of. Mora--and 
Aragon..Fabiola’s brother w ho, -in- 

! spired by his sisters march - to a 
throne, has already penned fptir 
timely tunes to. mark' the .royal 
event;' 

•/’ Biggest hit to date, according, to 
Count, is liis “Fabioia. Waltz',”, now 
in wide release both'in Spain and 

.Belgium. The tune i$.al>o.cire:ulat- 
j ing on wax—a recording by th 
j Madrid:String' Orchestra tinder th 
■ direction, of the Count himself.. The 
)-‘Fabioia 'Waltz” is a song without 
words. 

Three other tunes .readiy for - 
/lease are “Waltz of the Queen.” 
“Hymn, to Brussels’.’ and “Royal 

“ Spanish. Last-mentioned is mu¬ 
sic for ballet as yet.• ynchoroeo- 
graphed. . • 

! With the coi ing royal wedding 
a big news item, in the Continental 
press; Jaime Mora envisages hefty 

♦returns in . the. Old World, and 
hopes his U.S, reppmusic publisher 
Robert Moilln, will, uncover riches 
for these exploitation tubes in the 

••New World; 

one year,.. 
two years.. 
three years. 
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i Maurice Zolqtow’s career .as a v 
ishow7 biz biographer, since he left! 
’ tradepaper work to freelance- has j 
jbeen distinguished by his. incisive i 
j closeups on names-in-the-news, | 
. usually of a glamorous genre, and i 
i what makes ’em tick, , but he has i 
rarely done as discerning , a biog as 

j.his “Marilyn . Monroe” (Harcourt, 
; Brace; S5.75L I 
j This is no cuffo commercial, for | 
■ perhaps the No; 1 sex symbol fat 
• least American-brand, if there are I 
[•• (Continued on page 69) | 
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NATHAN LEOPOLD & ‘PRIVACY* 

Many Wall Streeters, in guessirig-fj 

at the potential: value of the post- 

1948 film libraries for television, 

seerri to lose sight of the fact that 
the major companies do not own 
many of these picture properties 
outright. 

It was shortly after 1950 that, the 
“participation** era began. Indepen¬ 
dent producers; stars and others 
share in the oSvnership of many of 
the modern backlog, productions. 
Deals have varied, of course, but ini 
riipst cases the .participant has 50 
and, in some instances up to 

From iho Holy Land 

Meyer Leviii 

>« written on IflformaHvr piece 

Payoff : What Israeli 
Films Need 

oijrof the many.Editorial jpeater.es 
In .the upcoming 

55th Anniversary 7Vi«mber 
•of 
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Hollywood. Nov. 8. 
Board of governors of the Acad¬ 

emy, of Motion -Picture Arts 
Sciences has entered an agreement 
to stage the 33d annual Oscar show 
next' April in the Santa Monica 
Civic . Auditorium;: 

Allied Artists president. Steve 
Broidy, who chairs the Awards 
.program committee.1 in, revealing 
the switch from the RKO-ownccl 
Pantages Theatres, stated that ali 
possible locations were scouted in 
the area and the Auditbritinv was- 
selected, because of seating capac¬ 
ity plus pres*,.parking arid staging., 
facilities. He said the full Acad 
board agreed. 

Pantages cut its capacity fr in 
2.8,12 to 1.512 seats for the current 
run of “Spartacus*’ arid. also re-, 
modeled iii a manner which might, 
impair ;an Oscar telecast. Santa 
Monica location seats 2.558. ac¬ 
commodates 1.500 cars and has a 
large adjacent, hall that. Can. be 
Used for the ’press corps. 

Switch has tire Hollywood Cham¬ 
ber of.. Commerce fuming.. 

BLOODY SCENES OUT. 
‘SPARTACUS’RATES A-III 
Legion of Decency has rated. 

Universal’s “Spartacus” A-III (mor¬ 
ally- .uriobjectibnabie for adults). 
Action follows th previously /re¬ 
ported negotiations between ...th 
film company and the Catholic 
reviewing group which resulted in 
U’s cutting two short scenes- of 
violence,- one-showing.-a hand being 
cut off in. a battle,, and the other 
showing Laurence Olivier sticking 
a small ccnip de grace dagger into 
.the neck of a gladiator, and imme¬ 
diately being doused with the. vic¬ 
tim's blood. 

Legion*s announcement . of the 
rating lor the film contains no 

mment on tlie matter. 

Leitzel, Cardoni Articles 
In New Yorker as Film 

Hollywood, Nov, 8. 
Uni versa! has purchased rights 

to Robert: Lewis Taylor’s .Ne\v; 
Yorker mag series on lives of cir¬ 
cus greats Lillian Leitzel and Al¬ 
fredo Cardoni for a reported $150,- 
000, and handed producer reins tar. 
Ross Hunter. William Ludwig Is 
scripting. 

Film, planned as a possible. Rock. 
.Hudson starrer,:. is slated for next 
year’s filming on a $2,000,000 to 
$3,000,000 . budget in Denmark, 
Switzerland, Italy and New York. 

Madrid,' Nov. 8; 
Does a film contract, exist be¬ 

tween Spain . and the. Motion Pic¬ 
ture Export Association? .The an-, 
suer is' not an. easy one1. Theone- 

' year pact that was signed last year 
terminated. Oct. 31 and the general 

' feeling; in Madrid .Was that a hew 
!.bne stiU remained .to be negoti¬ 
ated. 

MPEA vice president Griffith 
i Johnson, Who had talks last week 
i with .under-secretary of Informa- 
\ tfori A’illar .Palasi . and directoiv 
; general for. Cinema MuriOz.Fontah. 
said shortly prior to his departure; 
Tor New. York that last year’s 
• agreement has been automatically 
renewed. 

The difficulty; is to determine 
what constitutes last year’s agree¬ 
ment; a tri-part, document that has 
been; interpreted and misinterp¬ 
reted ! at ' will. The general agree¬ 

ment, signed by both parties, rnere? 
Iy establishes total number of 

j.Yank pix. allowed into Spain and 
i lists' the . percentages of: blocked 
i and remittance peseta .profits. 

I The ... rea of Controversy; how- 
veyer, still lies in the unpublished, 
•unilateral pact annexes in which, 
leach party lists and details dis¬ 
junct conceptions of important cori- 
; ditions relating to the pact itself. 
; Technically, the, jointly signed 
•general agreement contains noth- 
; ing impeding, automatic renewal, 
; but says nothing of such, major 
>' as. MPEA right to allocate 
,to its own members- the degree 
! of U. .S'.. co-operation j 1th the 
..Spanish 'film industry and many 
'other spre points on which Spain 
and MPEA still do not see eye to 
eye. . " 

A major development is the al¬ 
location ...of import licenses to 
American companies , under the 
Spanish “barerno;” which removes 
jurisdiction from MPEA. for allo¬ 
cation to. its own member compa^ 
hi This is now a fait accompli. 
Another certainty is that Ameri-. 
can companies are basically getting 
fewer pictures this year than last, 
with tlie whole question of bonus 
licenses completely up in the air 
until such time as MPEA and. 
Spanish authorities agree on an 
unequivocal formula of U.; S. co¬ 
operation with local filmites in re¬ 
lation to bonus licenses. 

Rosmarin to Rome 
Charles Rosmarin, formerly Con- 

tinental manager of RKO Pictures 
in Europe, '.will succeed Lee Kam- 
rn as Metro’s managing director 

in Italy. The changeover will take: 
placfe! on Jan, 1, effective date bf 
Kamern’s; exit; 

Kamern* once, manager of the 
Astot Theatre: on Broadway, has 
been with Metro since 1945. Ros¬ 
marin is a 30-year veteran of the 
film business. 

. Truth may not only be stranger 
than fiction but; to the producer of 
a film biography of a living or 
nbt-too-lpng dead person. It may 
also be fraught With many more 
headaches, most of them legal. 
Just ask: the producers of recent 
pix dealing with such assorted perr 
sonalities as AT Capone, Leopold- 
Lbeb, Oscar Wilde,; Helen Morgan, 
among others. . 
. Entire: situation, however, may 
be clarified in the not too distant 
future should • attorney Ephraim 
London successfully defend 20th- 
Fox. Darryl Zaruick, Meyer Leyin, 
Simon & Schuster,, et. al tri the. suit 
brought against. them by Nathan 
Leopold: in connection with “Com¬ 
pulsion.’’ Latter, of course, ’ : 
Levin’S; ‘‘fictionalized’.’account of 
the notorious Bobby Franks “thrill 
killing” of the 1920s, made into a 
201h film by Zanuck iri 1959, 

Plenty of ‘Realism’ 
Importance of the . case can be 

seen from ;the number, of “real 
life’?, films-now or recently in re¬ 
lease—‘Inherit The Wind,’’ “Al 
Capone," “The Purple -Gang,” 
“Hell to Eternity.” “Murder, Inc..” 
“The Gallant .Hours," “The Nun's 
Story.” “The Inn of The Sixth. 
Happiness.” “Pretty Boy Floyd,” 
“Pay or Die," “Oscar . Wilde;” “The i 
Green Carnation” (The -Trials. of 
Oscar Wiide\ and the .list, of up¬ 
coming . bios;' UniVersaTs. . “The 
Sixth Man” fIra. Haves''20th’s 
“The Night They Burned The 
Mountain’' (Dr. Toni Dooley>, “The 

I Wingate Story” (Gen; Ord. Win- 
; gate>, And “The Instant; Prince” j 
; (Mike. Romahpffv and Columbia’s. 
: “Mad Dog Coll” (Vincent Coll), j 
I While tlie plaintiff in the “Com- j 
l pulsion” case, is a convicted mur¬ 
derer. attorney London feels that 
j the outcome of the suit could set 
: an important precedent for all up- : 
i coming “real; life” ’pix, w hether .or- 
! not the central.character is “crimi-1 
jnally’.’ notorious. London flies to ! 
: San Juan Nov. 15 tp conduct pre- 
! trial examination of Leopold,, who 
> now lives and w orks in Puerto 
, Rico. . j 

. '‘Right .of Privacy• | 

Leopold's suit against “Compul¬ 
sion” is based on a “rights of pri-! 
vacy’’ idea, first , enunciated in a 
1903 New' York law- later adopted 
by other states,, including Illinois 
where his suit was originally filed.- 
Leopold . is; seeking damages for, 
unauthorized use of his personality* 
and of events in his life “for pur¬ 
poses of trade;” 

In his New- York office.: Friday 
14), London said, first off, that 
there had never, been any, attempt 
to disguise idea that “Compulsion”: 
is the Leopold-Loeb story. How¬ 
ever, he continued, there: is no 
actual precedent that says one cam 
not fictionalize events in. the public 
domain—the matter has never 
been tested , in an appellate court.. 
And, he emphasizes, films aire a 
rather special case iri, this respect, 
because, even though they may use 
real life names, the photographed 
property, unless it is a documen¬ 
tary with persons playing them¬ 
selves; immediately .must he classed, 
as fiction as soon as an actor ap¬ 
pears as someone other than, him¬ 
self.'’ . ’ •' 

It is London’s opinion^—and one 
of tlie reasons he doesn’t favor any 
out-of-court settlement, in the Leo¬ 
pold case—that the film industry j 

(Continued on page 21.) ! 
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Plans to Shbot Italo 
Film in Boston Area 

Rome, Noy. 8. 

Producer Dino DeLaurentiis re¬ 

vealed jplanS here to shoot the first. 

all-Italian film fever to be made 
entirely, in the U S, Project is 
“Sacco and Vanzetti/’ tvhich direc¬ 
tor Mauro Bqlognini will shoot in 
the Boston area. 

Vittorio Gassmanii Will have one 
of thfe leads. Most of the other 
playera are expected to be Italians, 
also. 

As part of a complete realign¬ 

ment of Loew’s Theatres opera¬ 

tions, Charles E. Kurtzman has 
been designated executive in com¬ 
plete charge of Loew’s out-of-town 
theatres. This duty was previously 
in the domain of executive v.p. 
John F. Murphy. Murphy,, it’s un¬ 
derstood, Will now be free to de¬ 
vote more time to buying and book¬ 
ing activities. 

At the same time. Ldew’s in- 
town rN.Y.l theatre operations have 
also been revised as part of an 
economy program instituted by 
Laurence- Tisch, chairman of the 
board and chief executive officer, 
arid Preston R. (Bob) Tisch, chair¬ 
man of the- executive committee.. 
The Tisches hold the controlling 
intercut in .Loew’s via a 25°o own¬ 
ership of the outstanding stock. 

The . entire N.Y. operation will 
be. under* the supervision of Mur¬ 
ray Lenekoff. assistant to proxy 
Eugene V. Picker, and James 
Bruno. The latter will keep an 
eye on the Broadw'ay and New’ 
Jersey theatres while Lenekoff will 
be supervising head of the rest of 
the theatres. in the N.Y. area. At 
the same time, three forrrifer N.Y. 
division managers are being sent 
back to theatres as managers. 

Under Kurtzman, the company’s 
out-of-iown circuit will be reor¬ 
ganized into three distinct oper¬ 
ating areas—to be called the East¬ 
ern, Central, and Southern 
divisions. 

William,Elder will be the East¬ 
ern division manager, with head¬ 
quarters. in Boston and will super¬ 
vise the company’s theatres in Bos¬ 
ton, . Bridgeport, Hartford, New’ 
Haven. Norfolk, Providence, Read¬ 
ing, Richmond, Springfield, Water- 
bury, Wilmington, and Worcester. 

Trank Murphy Will supervise the 
Central division with offices in 
Cleveland. Cities under Murphy’s 
control arq Akron, Buffalo, Canton, 
Chicago, .Cleveland, Columbus, Day- 
ton, Indianapolis, Niagra Fails, 

(Continued on page 17) 

In the Strong-Box, Pars Got ’Em 
Paramount Is w'ell fixed financially, according to a! Wall Street 

bireakdown on valuation of some of the. company’s securities and 
assets:. . , 

42;200 shares of Fairchild Camera, $7,300,000. 
316,000 shares of Ampex, $7,270,000. 

.888,500 shares of Famous Players Canadian, $17,770,000, 
istatiori. KTLA and Los Angeles properties, $5,000,000; 
Dot Records, $5,000,000. 
Par Building; $5,500,000. 
Post-i948 film library, $40,000,OOfi-plus. 

... In addition there are International Telemeter, Chromatic Labora- 
; lories,: the Lawrence color television tube and tlie , Autoiiietric 
Division. . Last named, which. deals in photographic information 
processes, this year wfill; gross around $6,000,000 and has a tall 
backlog of orders from, the military. 

-= Paramount’s release of Alfred 
Hitchcock’s “Psycho” has grossed 
slightly over $7,000,000 in its first 
3,750 dates in terms of. United 
States rentals. 

Official sources this week dis¬ 
closed that the film took in $250,000 
in rentals In its first 75 engage¬ 
ments in Canada. 

Runs abroad so far strongly in¬ 
dicate that the foreign market 
(which fexcludes the U. S. and Can¬ 
ada) will yield a minmum of $6,000,- 
000 in rentals. 

Thfere’s no telling as of this date 
as to how’ far the domestic income 
will go. (To be stressed is the fart 
that the revenue referred to is that 
which has accrued to distributor 
Par, and not theatre gross.) 

But this much is for sure: 
“Psycho” clearly is the biggest 
money-maker on the Par books 
since “Ten Commandments.” And 
co-owner Hitchcock now. is likely 
to gross about $6,000,000 from the 
entry; or $1,000,000 above Variety’s 
previous estimate, which Was 
$5,000,000. 

Unknown is how' Hitchcock will 
enter the take on his personal 
books. But a before-taxes gross of 
$6,000,000 from an enterprise that 
involved less than a year’s time 
would seem to establish some sort 
of show business record. 

Key factor, of course, is that 
Psycho’’ was a modest budgeter, 

as compared with anything like 
‘Commandments.” 

T0A& Academy’s 
Oscar Team-Play 
Theatre Owners of America and 

the Academy of Motion Picture 
Arts and Sciences have established 
a new liaison program to bring 
about a closer relationship between 
theatres and the annual Oscar 
event. 

Both organizations have named 
liaison committees and will sched¬ 
ule sessions “to. further the joint 
program.” TOA committee consists 
of M. Spencer Leve as chairman, 
E. D. Martin, Walter Reade Jr., and 
Roy Cooper. Academy counterpart 
consists of Valentine Davies, Steve 
Broidy, Jack Diamond. John Flinn, 
Dan Baer and Archie Lee. Dia- 
lriond is chairman of the Academy 
group. 

Albert M. Pickus, TOA topper, 
said that the new liaison “could 
also lead, on a long range basis, 
to an eventual return of the Acad- 
erriy Award program to industry 
sponsorship.” 

Davies, Academy president, said 
Academy had always done its best 
to cooperate with TOA. He cited 
the scheduling of the Oscarcast on 
a Monday night so that it will have 
a minimum effect on theatre at¬ 
tendance even though this in¬ 
creases the showr’s expenses be¬ 
cause of the necessity of weekend 
rehearsals. 

DENKER WINS MOVE 
IN OURSLER-20TH SUIT 

Tw'entieth-Fox’ motion to have 
author Henry Denker’s suit re 
“The Greatest Story Ever Told’* 
dismissed has been denied by New 
York Supreme Court Justice Vin¬ 
cent Lupiano. Denker’s suit seeks 
to cancel the contract under W'hicli 
Denker and the late Mrs. Fulton 
Oursler sold the “Greatest Story” 
to 20th. Mrs. Oursler’s portion is 
ru-v held by two sets of heirs. 

A spokesman for 20th said Mon¬ 
day (7) that the film company has 
not yet decided whether it will ap¬ 
peal Lupiano’s decision to the 
Appellate Court or allow the case 
to go to trial. 

Denker charges that the 20th 
has not lived up to the original 
contract terms by failing to com¬ 
plete photography on the pic with¬ 
in five years of the date of the con¬ 
tract, entered into in 1954. Issue 
comes down to the meaning of the 
word “contemplates.” 



PICTURES 

Trim Running Time of 'Alamo*; 
Playoff Strategy Being Weighed 

thati; ‘The4r 
Alamo” will be shortly offered fort c **. c..n A 
nnn-harriticket showings although; OCreen Hits d.tlll Are non-hardticket showings although j 
a number of reserved-seat engage-1 
ments may be continued, ij 

Russell Birdwell, star-producer - 
dircctor John Wayne’s peisorial 
representative, declared that from 
the outset there had never been 
a firm policy “that eve”> date will 
be a roadshow.” Birdwell stressed 
that there was a necessity to ‘‘feel 
one's way” and on the baits of a < 
number of dates a decision iwUl be, 
made on the release pattern. 

In the eight U.S. dates ;so far, i 
Birdwell said that weekend busi¬ 
ness was "extremely good.’1 but 
acknowledged that tne mid-week 
take was off. He attributed the 
general 70 to 75*? capacity" to the 
“soft period” being experienced in 
film attendance because of ihterrsr 
in the Presidential election" 

At the same time, Birdwell con¬ 
firmed that approximately25 to 
30 minutes will be cut frdm the 
picture. The trimming will bring 
the running time down to! about 
two hours and 40 minute^. This 
length will be retained for the r 
non-hardticket 'dates. The sliced 
version is expected to make its 
appearance in theatres ’ about1 
a week and a half. i 

According to Birdwell. Wayne 
admitted that he was "over1 .senti-, 
mental” about a long sequence 'a! 
birthday party! featuring his four- 
year-old daughter. However.;in the , 
interest of tightening the picture,, 
this segment will be eliminated, i 
Also coming out is one. of 'ATayne’s 
big scenes and the prayer sequence 
of the parson. 

The picture is opening iri four 
cities today <Wed.) on hardticket 
—Tulsa, Oklahoma City, Toronto , 
and Montreal. This will make a; 
total of 13 world-wide dates. 121 

in the U.S. and one iri London. 

Woman Sues, Alleging 
Fraudulent Statements 

Behind Skiatron Shares: 
A woman stockholder, claiming, 

to have lost $7,739 on 1.400 shares 
of Skiatron stock purchased in 
1959. has filed suit in N.Y. Federal 
Court to recover h r losses.; 

Leona Britten, .who paid $9,617 
for the shares, named Skiatron 
Electronic & Television Corp.j; Ski- ; 
atron of America. Arthur Levey, 1 
president of Skiatron Electronics: ! 
Matthew Fox, head of Skiatron of j 
America mow Tolvision Tnc. • and I 
the brokerage firm of Scnweickart 
& Co. in the suit. j ! 

The complainant charges! that 
the defendants issued false state-! 
ments regarding contracts with the :■ 
Los Angeles Dodgers. San Fran- j 
cisco Giants, and impresario Sol■ 
Hurok. 

SCOUTING NEW PLAYS, j 
BUT NOT MUCH TO SEE 

It’s about this time every aut-umn 

that film studio execs trek to | New , 

York to see the new- plays. Arthur ! 

Kramer, exec assistant to Coluin- , 

bia production v.p. Samuel Bris-' 

kin. is among those currently in ! 
town. Also Ray Stark and Hal Wal¬ 
lis. Among other things they all •- 
want to onceover the on-the-bdards 1 
displays. 

But the legit, season hardly, has ' 
b°en impressive so far. In other ? 
words, the Hollywood sleuths! had j 
better catch the “living ihegtre” [ 
entries pronto because they don’t ’ 
seem long for this world. j 

Merrill. Lynch, Pierce, Fen¬ 
ner & Smith hai joined Wall 
Street’s f i 1 m investigating 
fraternity, and concludes that 
while the tv activity at the 
studios is fine for cutting the 
overhead, the big. money still : 
is in the big;theatricals.. 

This largest: of afl brokerage 
houses made with a qualified 
upbeat analysis, of picture 
companies, noting business is 
okay but it’s still, an unpre¬ 
dictable industry. 

Chi Daily News: 
Fihns Best Pal 

Chicago, Nov. 8: 

All four Chicago dailies have 

traditionally been very “helpful” 

to the picture trade in terms of ad¬ 

vance yarns, photo layouts, tie-ins. 

etc., but of late it seems the Chi 
Daily News has.been particularly 
upbeating the industry. 

Moreover, it’s noted, gazette has 
been rallying public interest at a 
time when the Windy. City first- 
runs are trying to shake off the 
doldrums. Paper currently is using, 
its truck panels to promote Sam 
Lesner’s fijm reviews, and recent¬ 
ly gave hefty newspage play to the 
by-liner’s prose-and picture spread 
ticking off the blockbusters due in 
town! this month. 

Lesner, it’s further noted, was 
only Chi cinema scribe to make 
“The Alamo” world pregm junket 
to San Antonio, wrapping it up 
with a color story just before the 
pic kicked off here. His review 
of it. bv the way, was the lone 
favorable judgment it got here. 

NEEDS HE KNOWS, BUT 
NOT WHERE TO GET’EM 

Albany. Nov. 8;. 
S. II. i Si! Fabian told iritervieu- 

ers here that Hollywood heeds 
“more fine, creative artists, even 
geniuses” but he doesnT have the 
answer as to where to find them. 
The head man at Stanley Warner 
and Fabian Enterprises said col¬ 
lege drama and writing sources ap¬ 
parently do not solve the pressing 
and complex problem; There’s a 
crying need for competent authors, 
he said in effect. 

He stressed that the story is the 
thing, for the biggest star cannot 
make a good picture out of a bad 
one, whereas good films have been 
made without stars. 

In an interview with Ernie Tet-: 
rault of WRGB-TV, the exhibition 
leader came to the defense of Hol¬ 
lywood so far as the “adult” trend 
is concerned. 

Fabian put it this way: “This is 
an era of greater frankness and 
motion pictures reflect it. Motion 
pictures reflect the mores of the 
time; they do-not create the mores.. 
Four-lettered words, once tabo, are 
now* common in books.” 

Also interviewed was Fabian’s 
son, Edward L. Fabian, who func¬ 
tions in a managerial capacity with¬ 
in the Sr-W and Fabian circuit op¬ 
eration. He said Hollywood is shap¬ 
ing its product for all ages, and 
classes but he is of the opinion 
that producers are aiming their 
better product for the holiday 
periods. 

'Ahi&Ty 

PATHE-ALPHA’S FIRST 
STAR: MAUREEN O’HARA 

j With Theatre' Owners of Amer¬ 
ica placing;, its stamp, of approval 

j op the project, ■ Pathe-AIpha Dis- 
l tributing Co.,, the production-dis- 
jtribution . company rganized by J 
; Pathe Laboratories, Is set to pro-; 
ceed with its first production—'1 
“The Deadly . Companions,”' star- j 
ring. Maureen. O'Hara. 

The film.-said to'be budgeted at [ 
over $1,000,000, will be. produced | 
by Charles B, FitzSimons from A. , 
S. Flcischman’s; novel, “Yellpwleg;” j 

. Under an agreement between 
TOA . and! ;Pathe-Alpha, each of 
Pathe’s proposed productions must i 
be approved by the exhib org’s re- j 
view committee if the new firm j 
wants the support of TOA. mem- : 
bers on playdates. The initial film, 
according. Pathe-AIpha prexv-Budd i 
Rogers, is scheduled to go before ; 
the cameras in late December or l 
early January, and should be. ready 

; for. release in the Aprii-May pe- I 

, rwd.. . .’ .' v! 
I Pathe-AIpha has disclosed plans ■ 
! to produce 12 to .14 pictures an- . 
inually as a means . Of easing the • 
i product shortage, 

American International 
Handling 3 Overseas 

But Not Domestically 
. American International Pictures j 
which, ' last year, has set up' 
franchise distribution deals in all 
major territories of" the'-world,- has 

;! just concluded deals for. distribu-. 
' tid'n of three:, films abroad, which 
; will not be handled by AIP do7 
mestically. This is first time AIP 
has branched out. in this direction 

; and reflects- growth, of its foreign j 
j operation; James II. Nicholson, j 
. prexy. told press lunch ' New 
i York Thursday »3). . 

i Policy, which has .been followed 
! for some1 by most of the 
I major companies, is designed tp. 
'bring.down per pic distrib costs 
■ abroad. American acquisitipris. * 
elude “The Matador,” Italo coniedy | 
starring Vittorio Gasman. for[ 
Latin America and Far East; “Some | 
Like It . Cold.” another Italo com-: 
edy for. South America, arid .“Re-1 
volt of -the Barbarian,” Jack i 
Palance starrer,produced .by Marty ! 

1 Rackin arid John Lee Mahiri ;and ’ 
; origin ally show n a$ tv special here 
i as “Rivak the Barbarian.” Latter , 
! will be handled theatrically by AIP j 
! in Far East and South America, 

f Nicholson, arid his veep in. 
; charge of foreign distribution, Wil- 
! liam Reich; also, reported that they 
| hoped tp. handle foreign distribu- 
r.tion of Roger Corman’s Fffmgroup 
! releases which are handled by Cor- 
j man himself in U,S. 
i AIP Export Corp^ has previously 
■.handled only those films produced, 
i or acquired initially for U.S. re- 
; lease. However! said prexy* due to 
; coproduction, deals' in Italy' and 
[ England, some product distributed 
: by AIP in U.S. is. not available on 
1 worldwide basis. necessitating 
! acquisition of additional product 
| to keep overseas, distribution sys- 
j tern busy! 
j Nicholson said AIP.’s production 
| budget; for 1961 will increase about 
I (Continued on page 1.7) 
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\UpbeatReportfrom Rothchild J 
> ^ By GENE ARNEEL 

Subscription television probably will become “a primary .entertain-.* 
ment medium” whose domestic market revenue eventually could equal 
or surspass the $1,300,000,000 spent by Americans in film theatre 
admissions last year. 

This is stated by a trio., of analysts—M. B. Frankel, R. G. Gutcn- 
stein and B, F. Leventhal—in the course/ of an independent surveyor 
Paramount operations in behalf of L. F. Rothchild & Co„ hrokers,.. 
Par owns the liiternationaT .Telemeter system. w in operation i 
West Toronto. 

This is probably the most upbeat, appraisal of fee-tv to come from a 
non-partisan Wall Street outfit, and certainly the first to estimate yearly 
income at oyer one billion dollars. 

Law of Least Exertipii? 
“The. annoyances of babysitters, parking and rainy nights can be 

replaced by the convenience of the coin box.” it’? noted by. the ..Roth- 
child people. They say the subject admittedly! is a c ontroversial one, 
but point up that . alicgdy questioned r. the validity behind the. .. 
argument that jiome toll will seriously disrupt conventional tv and 
theatres. .. " ; 

A favorable report from the Federal Communications Commission, 
w probing the-princiiiie of subscription tv will spuiv investor ihtere.s 

and give impetus to development of! the new shovy.busihess enterprise. 
. Capital investment is plenty large; considering the $100 pei-horti 
installation cost but this will coiriO down as installations increase. It’s 
figured that a weekly.return of $2 per set will be: moi-e than adequate. 
In the case of Par’s Telemeter, the franchise operator bears all tii ' 
expenses arid pays Par .4 to 6^ of the gross!. 

Bell Tie-Ins? 
Rothchild says that Par management is how: negotiating with the 

Bell Telephbne System concerning; introduction of Telemeter in, the 
States. As stated in Variety previously, talks have been going on for/, 
some time but. the telephone companies around the country have been 
moving slowly. . 

It’s noted, too, that various state bodies may ;tiy to regulate ,or even 
prohibit the wired system. 

On the theatrical end; Rothchild has kind words fbr the Par manage¬ 
ment. “The business-like and objective approach of present studio per¬ 
sonnel should be reflected in second-half operating results,, allowing 
1960 operating earnings, .to approach or exceed the. $2;62 per share 
reported in 1959,” say the probers. High Par source told Variety this 
week that this year's operating profit: will be slightly above Itasf year, 
and extra revenue, via the MCA television deal! will be well ahead. 

Par was last of the major companies tcj. sell pre-1948 films to ty in¬ 
terests arid is in no tush to dispose ,of the pbst-48’s. Latter is. figured 
to be worth $50,000,000, or more. 

Income-from all sources indicates earnings of $5 per share annually 
for at least the next fevv years, according to Rbfhchiid. 

Olivier for Toll 
Indication of. what Para¬ 

mount is cooking up in: the 
way of new programming for 
its International Telehieter in 
West Toronto..lies in: the re¬ 
port that the company has 
signed Sir Laurence Olivier to 
a one-project deal.- 

He’s to star in a live, ver¬ 
sion of stage play, “Bell; Book 
and Candle” for the home toll 
system.. ' 

'Charlie Is My Darling’ 
Hollywood, Nov. 8; 

Dover Productions, an indie* has 
jbeen formed by Irving Ravetch and | 
Harriet Frank Jr. Initial pic will ' 

[be “Charlie Is My Darling,” ne\y r 
[ Joyce Carey novel which '■pair/ 
jscreenplayed. I 

] Deal has been , finalized with! 
[Metro for financing, arid distribu- ! 
; tion of "Charlie” which rolls at 
• Metro*^ Elstree Studios in London | 
next spring with Martin Ritt direct- ,t 

[ ing. Zeigler^ Heilman & R°ss ' 
1 negotiated the deal for Dover With. j. 
Metro chief Sol C. Siegel. 

U. S. to Europe 
Art Buchwald 

. Sigrie Hasso 
Robert L. Joseph 
Guenther Rennert 
J. Arthur Warner 
Irving Wormser 

‘ Europe to U. Sf 
Hollis Alpert 
Judith Anderson 
Shirley Bassey 
Monty Berman 
Herb Cahan 
George Devine 
Paul Kamey 
Thelma Pelish 
Anneliese Rothenherger 
Alan Tucker ; 
Nancy Wickwire 
Pat Williamson 

N. Y. to L. A. 
Stanley Adams . 
Willard Alexander 
Edward Andrews 
Pierre Cossette 
George Gilbert 
John Greenhut 
Rube Jackter 
Leo Jaffe 
Abe Montague 
Ed Morey 
Mo Rothman 
Leah Salisbury j 

TERMS SHROUDED AS 
MANN GETS RKO 3 

-Midwest., theatre owner: Ted 

Mann has purchased from RKO 

Theatres the Orpheuin and Pan 

Theatres /in . Minneapolis and the- 
Orpheum in St: Paul. Details are. 
under wraps by both Mann and 

RKO circuit head Sol A. iScinvarlz, 

Orpheui in Minneapolis,''''has 

2.800 seats, .the Pan. 1.400 arid the 
St. Paul Qrphetim 2.000. St. Paul, 
property, covering half a square 
block, includes the 200-i’Qom Capri 
hotel arid business offices. 

Managers Robert T. Whelan of 
the Minneapolis Orpheum and Pan 
and George R.: Stephens of tlr 
St. Paul Orpheum are to rejriai 
in their posts. 

The Pan is , to be modernized 
under the Mann, ownership . ilh 
plans including installation „©f 
Tbdd-AO 70m equipment! 

Ben Laurence 

Sokolove 
details several methods for': 

high-income showfolk. ! 
athletes, et al, to plan 

Income With a Future 

another important Editorial Feature 
in the upcoming 

55th Anniversary dumber 
of 

Tune -In -Late - Credit For Toll; 
Toronto Test Gets Par’s Psycho 

VARIETY 

j Alfred Hitchcock’s production of 
. “Psycho,” Paramount release, is 
set for a run on Par-owned Inter¬ 
national Telemeter in the Toronto 
suburb of Etobicoke with the “ad¬ 
mission” policy patterned after that 
which obtained in theatres^ The 

j home toll system is so set up that 
; home viewers will be unable to 
tune in after the picture starts. 

{ Customers who deposit their 
coins alter a performance begins 

will find that the money has been 
credited toward a. later showing! 
They’.ye been told this via the 
system's program information serv¬ 
ice and through the mails. 

The wired fee-tv is so arranged 
that the audience may tune in any 
time within 11 minutes before the 
feature starts unwinding'.. Engage¬ 
ment, tees off today (Wed.).and con¬ 
tinues through, next Monday wi'tr* 
four; shows d!aily, at 3, 5, 7 and 9 

g.ni: Viewing charge is . $1 per in- j 
stallation. i 

Apart from the fact, that Par i 
is closing the doors on its potential j 
customers after the opening: frame: 
of “Psycho,” the presentation is. 
regarded as unique in another re- i 
spect. Film is high on shock thriller 
content of the type not usually seep ; 
on a living-room screen and audi¬ 
ence reaction doubtless will be 
watched closely. 

L. A-to n. y. 
. Moi t Abrahams 
Warner Anderson 
Richatd Brandt 
John If. Bums 
B. Geraild Cantor 
Vernon Duke 
Felicia Fair 
Jerfy Franken 
Jay Julien 
Benjamin Kalmensbn 
Arthur Kramer 
Rich Mittleman 
Ricardo Moritalban 
Jaye P. Morgan 
Robert H. Q’Brien 
Tom Pryor 
Le.ticia Roman/ 
Jack-Spina 
Morris Stoloff 
Efi Wallach 
Walter Wood 

U.S. Counter-Intelligence Major 

George H. Mitchell 
. who is a film buff has wri 

interesting piece debunking 
myth of 

The Death Of 

Thomas H. Ince 

another Editorial Featur 
in thd upcoming 

55lh; A nniversary (Yu miter 
of 

PfatlETY 
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Par Bates Presleys 'GJ. Bines’ 
For Gamps Before lieatre Buns 

Paramount’s Elvis Presley star-. 
. rer. ‘‘G.I. Blues," .w ill receive prior 
release, in military .camp theatres,, 
the- company has notified Theatre 
Owners of America, The exhibitor 
organization, iri the forefront in 
fighting military camp competition 
With commercial, theatres; points 
out. however, that Par .has been, 
the most cooperative company in 
keeping exhibitors advised on its 
Army-Air Force releasing.problems. 

Par fold Tt> A that “G.I. Blues" 
was made With Army cooperation 
and because of its Army theme. 
Par acceded, to/the request of the 
military that it .be given first-run 
on the' picture. According to TOA, 
the Army and Air Forces Motion 

. Picture Service will present the 
picture at higher than normal ad-;' 
missiohs. The . military pamps; - 
Ceived. "G.I. Blues" on Oct. 23 and 
its expected that all military play- 
dates will, he completed by Npv. 23 
when the picture; is Scheduled to 
reach most commercial theatres; 

Two. other Par pictures -will go 
to the military before, they reach 
commercial houses because, accords 
ing to TOA, “of print and associat-; 
ed problems:" The pix include "A. 
Breath .;df Scandal.” Par’s October 
release’ and |'The Savage Innp.r 
cents." ; its February, I9bl release. 

TOA stresses, however, that Par 
ill serve .commercial theatres first 

with its twp biggest releases—"The 
World of Suzie Wong.” which will 
play special engagements in the 
Christmas-New Year’s period and 
go into general release in Febr 
ruarv, and "Cinderella.;- the Jerry. 

.Lewis entry; which will be Par's 
regular Christmas release. The; 
military;: says TOA. will not get the 
prints of either of these: pix until 
after most commercial theatres; 

‘Salt of Earth’ Action Revived; 

Hal Kanier 

takes those pollsters and efficiency 
engineers apart in. a. 

. kidding-on-rhe-square playlet titled 

The Litmus Paper 
Man 

one of the many Editorial Fiatures 
in the upcoming 

55ih Anniversary Number. 

..••of 

T'Skiety 

Jack Webb-Bill Bowers 
Partnered; To Produce 

Pix for United Artists 
Hollywood, Nov; 8. 

Jack Webb and writer William 
Bowers are; partnered in a new 
indie company and inked a firianc- 
ing-releasing deal with United. Art¬ 
ists for an Unspecified number of 
features.. 

, Initialer wiil he "TheLastTirne 
I . Saw Archie; to. star Robert 
Mitchum. Script was written by 
Bowers and will: be directed by 
Webb, w ho : also will costar.* Film 
will be made under the Mark VII 
banner. 

Merger of the Paramount and; 
Columbia distribution facilities in 
Canada has been working nut well 
sb far, according to sources at both 
companies. Paper work ; w'as com¬ 
pleted only a month ago, and 
about another five months will be 
required to; determine the.specifics 
in terms of economy and efficien¬ 
cy:- 

However, so far,, so good; 

; Remaining to be seen is whether 
the get-together north of the bor¬ 
der: is to be forerunner to'-similar 
mergers in the States. More con¬ 
clusive results of the Canadian op¬ 
eration will be scrutinized, of 
course, . ‘ 

Sales exec and; la Wylers, will de¬ 
vote much skull practice to the 
idea following the first half-year. 

NEW ENGLAND ALLIED 
PRESIDENT: STERNBURG 

Boston^ Nov. 8. 
Robert . M. Sternburg, president 

of New.' England Theatres, Inc., 
(NET), was elected prexy of Allied 
Theatres of New England, at the 
annual election of officers, here. 

.. Allied here consisted of 200 thear 
tres in five upper New’. England 
states. Sarriuer Pinanski is nat rep 
for the org. John Jri Ford, Maine 
arid N. H. Theatres, continues as 
chairman of the. board; Frank C. 
Lydori of Milton, Was reappointed 
exec sec for the. ensuing year. 

Other officers elected: Veeps: 
Edward $; Canter, ATC; William 
H. Elder, northeast div. mgr; 
Loew’s Theatres: Jay Golden, RKO 
Theatres; Samuel Pinanski; James 
Tot man, Stanley Warner; arid 
Theodore Fleisher, Interstate Thea¬ 
tres. Stanley. Sumner was reelected 
treasurer. 

Board of directors is: Walter A.. 
Brown, prexy Boston Garden- 
James Bracken, Stanley Warner; 
Bichard Dobbyri, Maine and N. H. 
Theatres; Benjamin Domingo, RKO 
Theatres; Max I. Hoffman, B & Q 
Theatres; Winthrop Knox, Jr., Mid¬ 
dlesex Theatres; Chester L. Stod¬ 
dard. NET; Philip J. Smith, Smith 
Management; Frank C. Lydon. 

At least four major companies 

are readying one-shot New Year’s 

• Eve hookings for pictures that will 

;go into general release shortly 

! after thenew. yCar; In almost. all 

i cases, tiie pictures are set in thea- 

! tres that will play, the entries, at 

{the later date. 

. The idea, emriioyed-; for nurh- 

■ ber. of years, serves as hypo for 

' added business on Ne\v Year’s Eve. 

! in that the. custorners are offered 

■ what amounts to a special; event. 

I Percentages calculated from 

the tithe, the boxoffice opens for 

'the special attraction. A . cutoff 

1 time of 6 p m. or 7 p.m. is usually 

:set for the previous bill. The New 

i Year’s Eve take is thrown in with 

the .results from the regular later 

run and exliibs pay their bill on 

the basis of the. total engagement. . 

Comedies predominate in the 

offerings. United Artists is .making 

•available "Facts of Life," the 
Lucille Ball-Bob Hope starrer. 
Paramount, following tradition, 
will probably, offer Jerry Lewis’ 
"Cinderfella:’’ Fori several years 
Par has come through with a newr 
Lewis picture for New Year’s Eve 
showings. . "Double Trouble," the 
T o rii m y N o o n a n-Pete Marshall 
starrer/ will be 2pth-Fox>. entry. 
Warner Bros;, will, buck the comedy 
lineup with a murder melodrama, 
"Fever: in the Blood,” starring 
Ephraini Zimbalist Jr. 

The one-shot showings not only 
mean substantial extra coin but 
can also, serve as an important 
word-of-mouth stimulant. This was 
Universal's experience when it of¬ 
fered "Midnight Lace" for special 
one-shot Halloweeii dates recently. 
According to U’s eastern pub-ad 
manager Philip Gerard, it provides 
a great pre-selling’ Opportunity 
through word-of-mouth. "You can’t 
buy this kind of a campaign," 
Gerard indicated. "Word-of-mouth 
is the most effective sellirig gim¬ 
mick in our business today." 

I* > 

Emil W. Maass 

Austrian {Film Bis 

: One of the many Editorial Feqhires 

In the upcoming 

55th Anniversary Number 

of 

PftRIETY 

Paramount will continue its $2 

annual dividend rate at least 

’ through, the balance of this; year. 

] Although the stock has berin strong 

j and earnings still, improving the 

j Par board has vet to consider any 

; extra melon for stockholders, 

j Par has; been paying 50c quar- 
- terly. since the company, came into 
' being—that is, split from domestic 
j theatres. This was the payoff When 
‘ the common-shares were selling at 
about the $20 level and remains 
the same nowv wi«h the stock 
trading at ovejr $50. 

There has. been speculation on 
and off in Wall St._. areas- that a 
boosted divvy might be io'thcom- 
ing. Still could be, but not for a 
while, 

OUT SOON! 

The 

Anniversary Number 
Of 

Will preserve iti print the past* present and future of l960-61 
activities of the'motion picture fields nationally and internation¬ 
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Tli "Salt of the Earth" suit, 

pending since 1950, took a new 

turn last w’eek when the U.S. Court 

of Appeals reversed and remanded 

back to a lower court for trial the 

dismissal of a $7,500,000 antitrust 

suit against the major film com¬ 

panies and other defendants filed 

by the "Sail" producers' and dis¬ 

tributors. 

The film, made by a group of 
alleged leftwingers and Hollywood 
blacklistees. has had difficulty in 
obtaining dates in theatres. The 
suit, brought by Independent Pro: 
duction Corp. and IPC Distributors 
against 107 defendants, including 
the major companies, charged that 
the defendants had conspired to 
prevent the production and dis¬ 
tribution of "Salt." 

In the upsetting of the lower 
court’s action,, there was an im¬ 
plied criticism of N.Y. Federal 
Court Judge Sidney Sugarman for 
summarily dismissing the case with 
prejudice.. In the low'er court pro¬ 
ceedings. the defendants sought 
to examine the plaintiff corpora¬ 
tion by taking a pre-trial exami¬ 
nation of Herbert Biberman, a 
so-called member of the "Holiy- 
w'pod 10" w'ho was involved with 
"Salt.” Judge Sugarman ordered 
the plaintiffs to appear through 
Biberman, but Independent Pro¬ 
duction Corp. disclaimed Biberman 

j as its managing agent. 

At the court’s order. Biberman 
appeared, but during the examina- 

i tion he refused to answer certain 
j questions, relying on personal 
! constitutional privilege The de- 
| fondants then obtained a show 
| cause order to compel Biberman 
i to answer the questions. At this 

hearing the counsel for Independ¬ 
ent Productions disclaimed Biber- 

I man as managing agent for th« 
company. On the basis of this dis- 

| claimer. the lower court entered 
the motion to dismiss the complaint 
and granted it with prejudice on 
the ground that the plaintiff 
corporation willfully failed to ap¬ 
pear as ordered by the court. 

The Appeals Court, in reversing 
the dismissal, upheld Independent 
Production Corp.’s contention that 
it had fully appeared and complied 
w'ith the court order. In addition, 
the higher court added that the 
defendants had full opportunity to 
examine the witness for the pur¬ 
pose of preparing their defenses. 

The higher court indicated, too, 
that the lower tribunal should have 
dealt with issues pertinent to the 
motion "to compel answers by 
specific - procedures instead of 
ignoring these procedures and 
summarily dismissing the com¬ 
plaint even though this precipitate 
action is sought to be justified as 
being within the court’s inherent 
pow'ers.” The Court of Appeals 
said that the lower court “need 
not and should not have resorted 
to the use of its inherent powers.™ 

Maps 'Marry at Leisure’ 
Feature for Britain 

Norman Rosemont, v.p. of Alfred 

Productions, the Alan Jay Lerner- 

Frederick Loewe firm, and Stone 

i Bud i Widnev, Lerner’s production 

assistant, have organized an indie 
film production, company, Rosebund 
Productions. 

As their first project. Rosemont 
and Widnev have acquired film 
rights to the English novel. "Marry 
at Leisure,” by Anne Piper. Miss 
Piper has been signed to write the 
screenplay for the film which will 
be made under the title of "Candy." 

The ne\y team is currently as¬ 
sembling the full package and plans 
to produce the film in England 
w'ith financing from a U.S. major. 
British thesps Stanley Baker and 
Janet Munro are set for the leads. 



FILM REVIEWS 

North to Alaskh 
(C’SCOPE-COLOR) 

A noisy “northern” action* 
comedy romp starring John 
Wayne and sparked by three 
memorabaly bruising j.mob 
brawls that wilt stimulate the 
kind of talk the picture must 
get to score at the ta-o. 

Hollywood. Nov. 3. 

are amiable types and have their 
better moments. Capucine does an 
attractive, spirited job, but has a 
few things to learn about the. 
comic nuances of the English lan¬ 
guage. Supporting work is lively 
arid colorful, most impressionably 
in the cases of Mickey Shaugh- 
riessy, Karl Swenson, Joe Sawyer 
and Kathleen Freeman; 

.The film was shot a long way 
from the Klondike, but captures 

WRIETY 

Last Woman on Earth 
(VITASCOPE-^COLOR) 

Slim lower-berth melodrama 
about three unappealing sur¬ 
vivors of a deadly worldwide 
phenomenon. 

Wednesday, Novenilifr 9, I960 

Tuentieih-Fi.x release of Henry Hatha- j the flavor of the far north, prill- 
X? •SSiT ^Jfc^KS'cipally through the gratifying-art 
t apuoipe; with Mickey Shaughnessy. Karl i direction of Duncan. Cramer and 
Swenson, Joe Sawyoi. Kathleen Freeman, I Taf»v Martin <?rnifh u-hri havp Up¬ 
john uuaien. Stanley Adams. [Stephen «« »anm ^miin wno nave se 
t oiutieigh. Douglas Dick. Jerry [osuiir-j lected some fine Alaskan-Iookmg 

J“ f0™ California 
Fortune Gordien. Directed bv Hathaway, and dressed them Up With sets 
S2SS^«i!MSw£S! popular notion of 
day Gift.” play by Las/io Fodor. [adapted j that northern frontier at the tur - 
from idea by John Kafka; camera <De ; of-the-centurV: 
Luxe color). Leon Shamrov; editor, Doro- | 
thv Spencer; art tlircclor. Duncan [Cramer. Credit editor Dorothy Spencer 
Jack Martin Smith; music. Lionel New- :-h _nrn_ PYPPntinnallv nprcpn- 

sound. Alfred Brurlin. Warren B. i"im SOlTie • exceptionally percep- 
Delaplain: assistant director. I Stanley ; tive Cutting Of the battle-rovnl pas- 
”vsiSoocEe.\owe3. m RuSSng tSefiM' ***«?• a major contribiition to the. 
mins. j; comic impact of these three scenes, 
s.im McCord Johnj wavne Leon. Shamroy's lens maneuvers 
|eo,pe Pratt ivart Granger KAth 

mins. ’ * j; comic impact of these three scenes, 
s.im McCord Johnj wavne Leon. Shamroy's lens maneuvers 

jr.?nkfc ram.n "vni ' KoNats are both polished and energetic. 
iii> Pratt . i. Fabian i Lionel Newman's music captures 

BoggsIe “A:5tel" Mickev ShauRhnessy tIie of region. The title 
lars Karl .Tiwenson . tune, as-sung by Johnny Horton, 

i cnam:'SH'P" ^hieen°eivce'S ' has Proven catchy -enough- to at*. 
Lumberjack. john|i«uaien tract national attention via his-rc- 
Biee/y -Stanley Adams rHinp 
Imggan ..ephen ( diutlei.h ; 
i.'tua nant Doughrs Dick Fabian croons one. ballad. “11 

Slackant Je‘oii,V icFTooie You Knew.”, by Russell Faith. 
Arme Frank j! Favien ’ Robert P. Mare'ucei and Peter De- 
b.':^tender. Angolis. Its not much of a tune. 
onr ..pcict i Bourne but he sings it well. Tube. 
Lumberjack Femme Gordien ■ - ■' -_ 

-North m Alaska” is a, rood- ShiP »*c K««* Ban Hang 
humored. old-fashioned. no-holds- dhe l nhetuied Cries) 
barred, all-stops-out northern, a ! . 'KOREAN) 
kind of rowdv second cousin to a ' _ Francisco, Oct 31. 
_,_. ..._._ T,V„ ,i.„ : H\iip-E Motion Picture 'Co. production. 
110t-\er\.-adult \\ ostein. It:S the Si..is Wh«ii»g line Nam; tealures t*hm 
sort of easygoing, slaphappy \n- Amg .vun. cho Mi Rjung, Ahn-sung Kee,. 
, . v Pa»k Noh Shik. Directed by Kini Kee 
teitainment tl.dt doc-sn t 1C Yun£. Screenplay. Oh Yung .Jin:'camera.• 
around so very often anymore in Duk Jin Kim; music. Sang Ki • liaii, At 

films, a product that wins lriends ' m,nnm^nnm“ 90hM|,Ns.tUal, Oel■ :j0, b°: 
without influencing people. Vjiewcd ! kh Nam;. Whang Hag Nam 
with the discriminating eye of »pH"* ......uf{£ m£ li.uing- 

il!> Prait 
Mu helle “Angel" 
Boggs 

I’ttggan 
l.'tuu nant 
Se- ; eant 
Mack 
Arme 
Ole 
B.:i tender 
OlaT 
Lumberjack 

sophisticated-at-all-costs maturity,' Keu.i v.n 
the running joke may seem to slow , "an Uk 

I'hiit Aine Nam 
t’ho Mi K\ung; 

__Ohh'Sung Kee1 
Paik Noh Sink 

way" tprodiu»tionT^mus<tnI'be*at ac- | . ^rean film to gct _a 

cepteci in aijsoliiteiy the right; spirit' ^;tcd ..B,a[rkboal.d" J‘ng^ de- 
to be fully appreciated. picting ^ ,Ue and 1Unes J£ a gang 

As a boxoilice attraction the 0f model n-dav juvenile ick- 
20th-Fox release will pick . up , pockets in a Korean slum, 
steam from word-of-mouth i about} it has esoteric interest for two 
its several uninhibited, knock- reason*: tl > It is a native Korean 
down-drag-out free-for-alFsi un- , etiort to come to grips with some 
questionably the highlights pf the!of that nations problems.in mor 
picture. These sequences, together i tion picture, and 2) it shows the 
with the diversified appeal of the | deep iniluence on Oriental life 
cast, ought to be just enough to today ol American culture, and 
counter the negative effects of re- especially Hollywood films, 
cent saturation of the Alaskan set- I The story focuses on the gang's 
ting in entertainment 'particularly; leader 'played by Whang Hae 
in television), and do the wicket-! Nam*, who looks, acts and dresses 
moving job. like a young Marlon Brandd, right 

The John Lee Mahin-Martin, down to the leather motorcycle 
Backin-Claude Binyon screen- | jacket of “The Wild One.:’ lie is 
play (based on “Birthday Gift,” an ; quite unregenerate riiost of the 
unproduced play by Laszlo Fodor, picture, but eventually a pre- 
.aclapted from an idea by John adolescent iplayed by Ahn Sung 
Kafka) takes an instantly recog- Kee' wheedles liis way into the 
nizable yarn and wisely plays it tough kid s heart of ; gold, and. 
for laughs. It's the story of the everything comes out okay. Sub¬ 
successful Alaskan gold prospector plots abound, most of them” cliches 
who transports a girl from Seattle harking as far back as Dickens. 
north-to-Alaska for his lovesick Surprisingly, tlie technical work 
partner, then proceeds to fall in on this one, especially Duk Ji 
love with her, she with him.; Any Kim's camera, is good. Picture has 
seasoned filmgoer gets the message very little possibility in. any U.S. 
right from the start, but the mes- market but might stand up quv 
sage isn't the important thing in well in the Japanese and South- 
this picture. The fun is .in the ex- east Asian markets. Stef. 
ecution and, under Hathaway's - 
free-wheeling direction, there's !,<» Pillole di Ereole 
just enough of it to count. (Hercules’ Pills) 

The three brawls Hathaway has (ITALIAN) 
Staged are classics of the I cine-' Dino DvT.auremiis release of a Maxima 
mafic art nf malcp-hplipvp i Dii?i- Filni produc tion. Stars Nino Mahfi'edi, mauc «« OI make oeneve pugl Svlva Kosdna. Joanne Valerie: features 

Hollywood, Nov.. 2. 
iimsroup release of Roger Cor man 

production. Stars. Antony Carbone,. Betsy 
•lones-Moreland. Edward W’ain. Directed 
by Corman.. Screenplay, Robert Towne: 
camera 'Eastman color), Jack Marquette; 
editor. Aiithony Carras; music. Ronald 
S. Stein: assistant director. Jack Bobrer. 
Reviewed at • Orpheum. Theatre,. Los An¬ 
geles, Nov. 2, '60. Running- time, 71 
MINS. 
Hard .Antony Carbone 
Evelyn ’..-.>..... Betsy Jones-Moreland 
Martin Edward W'ain 

Sad. to relate, .'Tli .Last Woman 

on Earth” turns out to be the cen¬ 

ter of a -typical'romaritiq triangle, 

according to this; Roger Gorman 

production. Neither she nor the 

two last men on earth prove to be 

very; appealing people. The result 

is an unappealing picture. Paired, 

. in. current Cityw ide L.A. ings.- 

with “Journey to the Lost. City” | 

. ■see adjoining review), the Film-j 
group release, is a: weak supporting j 
attraction. : 

'Robert TOwne’s two-dimensional j 
screenplay proceeds to ‘ put 
all human life, with tli exception 
of the aforementioned trio., via a 
sudden reduction in the oxygen 

•content of . the atmosphere. The 
three lucky ones survive because 
they happen to be. deep sea diving 
at the. time of the swiftly-passing.. ■ 
deadly piienonierion. w hich, is never i 
piopeijy. explained... The rest of I 

. the film is Childish nielpdrama. j 
! concerned chiefly with the efforts ■! 
' .of.t.lie two men .to win- the- woman. 
when they ought; to be doing sonier 
thing constructive, -.T.lie.'possibih-, 
ties, inherent in the ’ premise are 

.[never pursued. 
1 Betsy Jones-Moreland plays the 
last. vvonia i Antony Carbone and 
Edward Wain the last men. None 
is 'convincing;.; nor. do t hey have a 
chance to be under the circum- 

■ stances.' The picture, filmed in 
t Puerto' Rico, is. equally routine ih | 
areas of photography (savV one 
good underwater, sequenceh, art 
work, and nitisie. Corman’s direc¬ 
tion is generally lacklustre. 

. Tube. 

Swiss Family Robinson 
| (COLOR-PAN AVISION) j 

Standard. long-ago novel, re- J 
stored to the screen 
overstuffed Disney version. 
Wholesome family fare aimed 
at children, and that spells 
b.p. 

Hollywood. Nov. 8. 
Buena, 'ista release or ' Bill Andersonv 

production. Stars John Mills. Dorothy 
McGuire; James MaeArthur. Janet Munro. 

: Sessue. llayakawa.' Tdrnmy' Kirk. Kevin 
; .roreorai).. Ceetl Parker: with Andy Ho. 

.: Milton. Reid, Larry Taylor. Directed-'by 
I Ken Annakin. Screenplay, Lowell S. Haw- 
j ley, ' based <>n novel b.v Johann Wyss; 

camera (Technicolor); Harry Waxman: 
editor, Peter Boita; music. William Alwvn: 

1 assistant director. Rene DuPont: Re- 
).-viewed at Academy Awards Theatre, Nov. 

. '60. Running time, 126 MINS, 
i Father L.... John Mills 

overall perspective, is consistently Saturday ATlglit aud 
vague in this version. It seems to ^niidiiv Whrhlatf 
be happening in a matter, of days, 
not decades. (BRITISH) 

The climactic scrape with, a _ , .. . ,... . . • 
baiid of Oriental buccaneers is the Powerfully /^directed, acted 
crushing blow to any semblance j!ra,1?a 14^°^ 
of credulity that has managed to -Authentic, M id 1 a wds back- 
strain through. ground, frank sex. Little U. S. 

Photographically, it is a striking: marquee rallies, but suejeg of 

achievement. Through Harry Wax. the may Pr<?’seU thia u 
man's lens have been captured. Jnost audiences, 
somie compelling Technicolor.views T a xt' ^ 
of Tobago island in the jVest jIn- :Brlt5sH tion xeie^ffe Rollon- 
dies. Also on display IS an array presentation, of a: (Tony Richardson-Hairy 
Of animals to rival the heastly pop- Saltzman). WoodfaU productipn. . Stars 

. , ■ . a • ^r c Albert Finney- .Rachel- Roberts*. Shirley 
ulations Of most ZOOS.' Editing. ..by Anne Field. . Hylda Baker. Directed by ' 
Peter Boita and music by William Karel Reisz. Screenplay by Alan Sillitoe 
ai,,' c„., from ..his own novel; camera, Freddie 
Alwyn are- plus ingredients.; Sev-. Francis: .editor,: Seth Holt; music,. Johnny 
eral sequences have a: heap Of geri- Dankworth. At Wamer Theatre, London, 

uine excitement, particularly the Albert Finney 
Opening raft scene in. which the Doreen --- Shirley Anne Field 

family battles treacherous <iCb?n, 
currents to get f-roi wrecked Ship Bert. Norman RossTngton 
tn island. These' asttocts add excite- ' Jack. ... - . . :. . Bryan Pringle 
currents to get f-roi wrecked Ship j Bert. Norman RossTngton 
to island. These aspects add.excite- j JapcbkbCe' * R«Etn cfwd/on. 
ment and interest to the Bill An-.' Mrs. Bull ..._Edna Morris 
derson production.- but;^dojtt Make 
up for the all-important '.loss Of r.Blbiisy Woman. . Avis Bunnage 
the storv’s basic values 'iLoudmoiith Colin- Blakeley 

r „ ,T, .ki Doreen's Mather.Irene Richmond 
The acting is generally capable, Betty . _Louise.Dunn 

but hardlv memorable. John Mills £iv>l -Defense Officer......:, Anne Blake. 

l and Dorothy JMcGuh-e arc -pleasant1 V Cameron mil 
j.as mother and father Robinson: Policeman • : .: . Allister Williamson 
[James MaeArthur. and Tommy . .. '' ... ; • ■ 
[Kirk are energetic and appealing Alain Sillitoe s novelligs had such. 
jas their older sons but Kevin Cor- - a fine paperback success that there 
coran is a bit too vociferously. should be. no difficulty- luring 
squealev for coinfort along about i tab-buyers to the film. It’s pro- 
the latter .. stages. Janet . Munro | duced,. directed and acted , With 

.‘brings freshness, and sdarkie to • integrity and insight. This is. a 
her character. That excellent Brit- '• good absorbing but:not . very, like- 
ish actor, Cecil Parker, , does ex- : ahle film. There s. some bold dialog 
tremelywell by. a small role. Ses- and some, seamy sex stuff;. 

'sue Hayakawk pla\'s the l»jaclci' of The real problem. Which only, 
the pirates. patrons can decide; is whether or. 

j In its effort to avoid gore or viv- not the “angry young man” theme 
i,'d violence, the picture, is giiiltv j is frayed . at the edges. It's an 
! of one of the most ineffectual bat- amoral: rather than immoral pic* 
tie sequences;, on record; Huge ;kire'; but it well earns its"X” ccr* 
boulders and logs, dispatched'tificate. This is a/product of the 
downhill bv the.Robinson's at tiieir .school;, of realism, adult in ap- 
corsair ' adversaries ; are . so obyi- proach. slightly reminiscent , of 
eusly cardboard that tn.e -sq ne ju.s) ! “Look Back. In Anger.”. The. ap- 
about lapses into sheer slapstick proach is adult, but when analyzed, 
for everyone but 'itts. Frpm the it says, nothing new or.. profound, 
standpoint of copiedv. that lay be. j The hero is a Nottingham factory 
desirable. Rut * .'• ’isa Family Rob- worker who refuses to conform. He 
insqn”. •' something more than hates all authority but protests Iso 
comedy'; Tube. blunderingly; His attitude- is sim- 

.-:———... > ... pie: “What.I want is a good, time/ 
Ufourney.lO lllp Eost ( ilv The remainder Ls all propaganda.” 

(COLORSCOPE) 

Striking scenery of India hid*, 
den behind some crude, famil- 
iar melodramatics. Will attract 
only those willing to accept: 
visual thrills indiscriminately. 

Hollywood. Nov.; 2. 

Through th week he. 'works hard 
at his latlie. In his spare time^ 
Saturday night and Sunday 
i'ng i and a couple of eveningsi-^he 

mes into- his own: Liquor and., 
women. But what he; is trying, to 

ve is difficult to decide. He has. 
art affair with the wife pf a work- 
niate until sii'e is prePnant.'.Mean* - 

' American International release of Fritz while, he picks UP with a gil'l Who 
Vfori't plav till shefias ^ring ™ 

Holm* Luciana Paluzzi;. with InJohinofC. th^-. SlgninCSnt finger. .Then n€-9 
Sabina Bethman. Rene DeltRen. Directed heaten lip bv some pals of hi 

workmate, and decides to sellle 
Thea Von Harbou; camera. Richard down but ic PlMmly determined, hot 
Anffst: editor. Walter Wischniewski; art in a ■ ; fichtifiir- 
di'rectors.; Willi Rchatz. Helmut Neiit^ig: ;VO «top fignting. _ 
music."' MicheL Micheiet. Reviewed at ■ This thinhish sforv-' Is mostly 

** *■: vshfett 
Seta ............ . Debra PaRet acter.parts. None of the peoplem 

■&eBch«“dr ’ .f»SmS"1»SS- ' *'»; »* „a 
Ramicani ciaus; Holm type, but all are ".real;, devised- .and 

— •' L“cjsi"!l.f3.,uzJ}. portrayed with keen insight and 
Irene” Sabina Bethman honesty. Tliey sDgak in a. peculiar. 
Rhodes Rene .pelfgen Tilidlard accent which is not always 

| .—^—w - • entirely comprehensible and a cer- 
Some fascinating A’iews of the tain, cniount of dubbing in more 

province of Rajastan in India are acceptable Engjish has been 
on display in Fritz Lang’s prbduc- deemed heees«-ary for the tJ. S. 

lion Of -iouAey ,0 Ihe Lort Qi.^ ,hi 

j The pictures -valp ends tnei.e. smilv, much of the motive.and the 
j Dramatically, it is as crude a thinking; of. his characters has.been 
: sex-and-sand spectacle as one can Inst in the adaptation. Director 

;' intor Karel Reisz has graduated from 
.■■■ .. . .. " documentaries and his experience, 

national release strictly fpr _ that^ field has enabled him to 
those who are willing to settle for; bring a sharp tang andi authenticity 
sheer, visual- escape as aii excuse t° the film. The locations and th 

vising p .ineo,,. juagioS. 

by the considerable popularity, of town. Seth HoltV editing and 
this type of fare in recent years1, Freddie. Francis* camerawork also 
th|sJs no small group. ; . ; do full justice to a -film that is 

The film,, directed by Lang.with ahvaVs holding 
Werner Joerg Luedecke’s screen-1 j^e author "and director 
play as a guide, describes the perils j hardly have wished for better serv- 
encountered by a ypung westenn ice from this cast. The central fig* 
architect in the “lost city Vof Esh-'l pfe is cockv: violent and selfish vet 
napur, a place teeming with at times almost pathetically like* 
sealed-off lepers, cruel princes, i jible. This role is played bv Albert 
luscious dancing girls and loyal; Finnev. Finnev is a young.*24*year- 
untouchables. The government is pid actor of iinmense promise and 
split into rival factions 'neither ; this; his first major screen per- 
very desirable), and there is a ; fdrmance, niarks him as » man to 
social eruption just ih time to save watch. He handles scenes of bellig* 
the architect from an untimely erence and one or two torrid love 
denouement. .scenes with complete . confidence 

The playei;s, led by Debra Paget, [and is equally effective in quieter 
are .burdened with dialog that is’moments. 
positively Ali-Babble all. the way j On a par, is the performance of 
(sample: “The prince is pleased. , Rachcl Roberts as the married 
Your dancing has relieved his woman caryying on a hopeless af- 
ineldvcholy”». Most of it is post- fair with Fihhey. Witli this per- 

( dubbed, adding to the discomfort, formance, she immediately reaches 
| Lang’s direction is physically star status. 
.successful when he steers the ; Shirley Anne Field,- as the con- 
lenses away froni the acti>rs and ventional young woman who even-. 
[concentrates bn the sceneiy.: For tually shares Finney, is appropri- 
this yisuo-ethnic relief, some credit lately pert. Hylda Baker, .a vaude 
Is due cameraman Richard Angst and; tv comedienne, making her 
and art directors Willi Schatz and debut i a straight part, has some 
Helmut Neil twig. Tube, j (Continued on page 19) 

Prince Chantfr 
Ramieani .. 
Barani . 
Modanl 

free-wheeling direction, there's Ec Pillole di Ereole 
just enough of it to count. (Hercules* Pills) 

The three brawls Hathaway has (ITALIAN) 
Staged are classics of the I cine-' Dino DcLauientiis release of a Max 

malic art of make-helieve jpugi- 
list ICS. Just about every trick m Francis Blanc he. Mitchell Ko'wal. Vifi 
the “How to be a Motion Picture 4nfcinac Ps^nam. Directed by 

u_i. !; Luciano Salcc. Screenplav. Salce, .Mar- 
Stuntman book is Utilized, I \\ith cari. Scola, Baratti; based on play by 

Mother 
■Fritz 
i Roberta. 
| Pirate Chief .... ... 
J Ernst .. . . ...; 
! Francis ' . .. . . 
j. Captain Moreland :. 
f Auban 

Bin Pirate .: 
j Battoo . :.,..... 

Dorothy McGuire 
Janie's MaeArthur 

., Janet Munro 
. Sessue Hayakawa 
i... Tommy. Kirk 
.. Kevin Corcoran 

Cecil Parker 
Andy Ho 

:. Milton. Reid 
• . X-ai-ry Ta j lor 

oiumuiaii uuun ia uuutcu, ■ nuu c-an. scoia, Haratti, based on play by 
telling comedy results. The first, Maurice Hennequin and Paul Bilbaud: 

_r - .1 . . camera. Enrico Menczer: music. Armando 
Rt tnC OUtSCt OI the film, .IS dttne^d Trobajoii: editor. Roberto Cinquini. • At 
off amidst a barroom full of gush- K01?1*- Running time, ios 
ing beer keys. Second, [high- Nino' Ninb Manfredi 
lighted by a mistaken piece of ,. Syiva Koscina 
strategy in which star John l^ayne 
unleashes a rail wagon down a ■—^_- 
steep incline at his foes buji for- Rome, Nov. 2. 
gets to get out of it himself, is Fragile hut highly amusing bed- 
staged in a thorough water setting, room, farce, with many saleable 
Third at the tail-end of the pibiure, points^ will make this a surefire 
is one big mud-bath, with [most [entry at home and of good export 
of the mud winding up in' and value for certain markets where 
Biound Ernie Kovacs* eye.. jits piquancy can be exploited. 

Wayne and Kovacs share cojnedy ; Story is one of those intricate 
honors. Wayne displays a genuine ! affairs involving miraculous Chi- 
flair for the light approach, is far | nese pills whose aphrodisiac ef- 
more animated than is his custom, fects are soon hoted on the Vari- 
Kovacs. apparently sensing instinc-i ous denizens of an Italian resdrt 
lively that the shortest path to-hotel. If gets plenty of laughs, 
humor is to seem to be playing it [thanks to a well gagged script, 
seriously, is the best of the lot. The -nicely paced direction by Luciano 
others, obviously less knowledg- Salce, and risible .performances 
able at the comedy trade, tend to by Nino Manfredi, Vittorio DeSica 
play it too broadly, to adopt a see* and Mitchell Kovval. Male audi- 
how-funny-this-is attitude instead erices will find Sjrlva Koscina and 
of letting the humor flow naturally Jeanne Valerie must-see added at- 
out of the situations. tractions as faithful wife and 

Director Hathaway ought to-have (French mistress, respectively, 
curbed some of the excess zeal ex- Technical credits,. including Ar- 
hibited, particularly by Fabian and msndo Trovajoli's functional mu- 
Stewart Granger, Both, however, sicai scoring,, are good. Hawk.. 

\ The. rather modest 147-year-old 
; Johann Wyss .. tale 6f the; "Swiss 
j Family Rob'mson’[.; has been blown 
i up tq prodigious proportions in 
[this Wralt Disney effort. The es- 
•sence and the spirit of that simple, 
! intriguing story of a marvelously 
j industrious family is all but 
■ sniiffed out, only spasmodically 
j flickering through the ponderous 
| approaich.' But that isn't likely to 
i keep the family /trade froni flock- 
ling to see it. The Buena Vista re- 
•lease is a zoo-luiti for. the.kiddies, 
specifically tailored to their tastes. 

I As reconstructed :.by. scripter . 
Lowell S. Hawley and executed 

[under the guidance, of director 
[Ken Arinakin, it is almost as if a 
Disney cartoon fantasy has come 

, to life. The vital statistics and the 
'element of hardship,;.iiitrinsicaily 
'important aspects of the tale; have 

.} been stripped away. What emerges 
is a kind of . glorious tropical Dis¬ 
neyland overrun with hapless; pi¬ 
rates and happy beasts; 

The Robinson ..family seems, to 
be. enjoying a standard, of living 
that, would be. the: envy of .the 
average family of today. Their 
famous tree, house is almost out¬ 
rageously comfortable (running 
water, no less), and seems, to pop 
up overnight with virtually no ef¬ 
fort. In fact, the element of time 
and realistic, effort, so vital to the 



Wednesday, November 9, 1960 

Mack Sennett (nee Michael Sin- 

nott', 80, widely and readily 

acknowledged as one Of Holly¬ 
wood’s true pioneers, died there on 
Saturday < 5 of an apparent heart 
attack. He had been living in the. 
Motion Picture Coiuntry Home, 
which means lie. was . being- cared, 
for by the film colony lie so sub¬ 
stantially. helped to. establish via 
his eariy-day twpreel comedies 
with the Keystone Kops and the. 
Bathing: Beauties^ 

Sennett died broke, but left, a 
legacy in the cinematic zariyisms 
he created in a long-ago era. but 
which still endure .through show^ 
ings at the Museum of. Modern .Art: 
iii New York, private picture clubs 
and television. , The. Kops Of ;his . 
broad comedies, included Rpscoe/ 
(Fatty). Arguckle, George jeskey/i 
Rube-. Tiller, Hank Mann and Al 
St.. John.. lie further brought into 
the spotlight such names as Charlie ; 
Cliaplin,...Mabel ;Normand, Gloria 
Sw son. Wallace Beery and' Bus¬ 
ter Keaton. 

The slapstick chase, the .pig in 
the face and other wonderful ab¬ 
surdities, as placed on the .screen . 
by the producer; .skyrocketed .him. 
to' millionaire status almost -over-:.. 
night. Ilis career actually began . 
as. ah actor, at S25 per week, with 
D, \V. Griffith in the qld Biograph 
Studios Manhattan’s 14th Street. 
Within a couple ..of years' he. 
branched out/as a director, formed 
Keystone/Comedies;/ . Within the 
next year, he made . 104 pictures 

nd most of. them were popular. 

“Father Goose’ 

It was Miss Normand, not work? 
trig; from a script, but working at 
the studio where she .wanted to 
prove a. point, flipped a. pie in the 
face of Ben.' Turpin. Whether in¬ 
accurate legend Or. not, the story 
warrants repeating. The cameras, 
were turning at the time, .producer 
Sennett kept the footage in the 
picture then shooting ...and lised 
adaptations of the. sa.m scene 
nianv times over in his future 
work! 

Sennett was known , by the old- 
timers as Father Goose, this the 
nomenclature used as ■.title’.for a 
biography done by Gene Fowler.. 

It w as in 1939 that Sennett had 
his last fling before the public eye; 
it .was a filni production by Darryl 
Zanuck. for 2Qth-Fox, which was . 
titled .“Hollywood Cavalcade” and 
related a sentimental story about 
film production in California. :v 

Said. Variety’s reviewer, “In an 
addition, to a brief personal ap¬ 
pearance. Mack Sennett plays an 
important. Off-screen role In the 
film, principal novelty of which is 
the successful and amusing intro-, 
ductipii of pldtime Sennett comedy ; 
routines and formula. Views of 
filmmaking in the days when; a pie 
was worth .five, jokes, and when 
Keystone Kops whirled recklessly 
through traffic to save distressed 
maidens, are hilariously repfo-. 
duped. Something more than panto- 

lime passed from films when 
sound entered the studios. A com¬ 
plete fori Of story-telling, la¬ 
belled slapstick, also, disappeared.’’ 

Changing finiesf meant disaster 
for Sennett, who Went formally 
bankrupt in 1933; He tried a come¬ 
back in 1935 with a picture he 
made in England in association 
with. late N. Y. Mayor James ■ J. 
Walker (this film never wras re¬ 
leased), assembled feature- 
length entry titled “Bown Memo¬ 
ry Lane” from his. w;n srofts in 
1949, and in 1954 penned his auto¬ 
biography, “King of Comedy." 

Sennett never married. 

MATOFSKY TO ROME 
ON LEVINE’S ‘WONDERS’ 

^Harvey Matofsky has resigned 
ias United Artists hbmeoffice press- 
agent to join. Embassy Pictures; 

He’ll leave New York Shortly for . 
R6me/and. the job of publicity Co- j 
ordinator on Joseph E. Levine’sj 
“Wonders of, Aladdin." i 

D. Franco Sees Making His Own 
As Just Like 'Heaven on Earth’ 

...... Toronto, Nov,.8. 
"m A mi ister of United Church of 

./ . Canada, this country’s largest de- 
Louis INizer nomination, combined years ago 

from Methodists .arid Presbyterians, 
has indited a philosophic came, out for a Sunday “as wide 

arid meaningful open as people want it” in a panel 
on blue laws at a YWCA here last 

r ^frvor’e Praxror .. week; He suggested a “serious con- 
9 i i uji i ference’’ of church, labor, manage¬ 

ment and government to consider 
• rewriting Ontario’s Lord’s Day Act. 

... of rt. lmpoft.ot Editorbl |upP01:tif« "lal ■ . ,■ ■■• - Herbert Wood, editor of. Salvation 
Features in tho upcoming Army’s “War Cry," and Aid. Bert 

55l1i Anniversary Number Cianham. ... . 
J The Act “will accept a symphony 

of y.hut not a cinema,” said Rev. Shaun 
Herron of- St... ColUmba. United 

Jrj\$&lETY Church. ‘‘What it’s actually saying. 
■ / - • • ■' then. is: that/a bad symphony 

¥¥• ¥i . more religious, than a good movie.” 
) Ij.Ia m D AV1T ..Division of the clergy on the 

I flits 1H' IYUW, »,u« Sll"da,>' SMoao be taken 
* Dec. locally indicated the sharp¬ 

ly; VY*U« «* ness of the. dispute which Rev. 
I I KlIlinA'n .1 111 W- G. Berry of the United Church’s 
U PHHIIlmU w U Board of Evangelism and Social 

W Service has been spearheading, he 
„ w fighting the holding of any plebis- 

Uuiu/fl OH W j Herron is.the author of a letter 
; j which attacks the.holieivtlian-rthous 

Universars domestic billings for - in his own sect. In this letter, circu- 

one of the important Editorial 

Features in the upcoming 

55th Anniversary Humber 
of 

PSftlETY 

its in Row, 

John Roeburt 

has written a spoof oh those feJI- 

air to sell-well autobiogs 

The Truth, the Whole 
Truth (?) 

one of the many Editorial Features 

in the upcoming 

55th Anniversary Number 
of 

PfiKIETY 

Wald Prepares 
’39 Kirkland Play 

- Fed up with the general run of 

motion pictures today, one private 

(non-film-industry) citizen has done 

something about it, that is, he has 
made a .film which he feels will 
entertain, uplift and even, per¬ 
haps. instruct. The private citizen 
is Dominick Franco, a former dis¬ 
tributor for both General Electric 
and General Motors in the New 
York area, and his‘ picture, is JB 
Enterprises current release 
“Heaven on Earth,” now playing 
its world premiere engagement at 
the 55th Street Playhouse in New 
York. 

An Italian-horn American citizen 
of robust middle years. Franco 
bankrolled the pic to the time of 
$200,000 and co-produced with 
Fulvio Lucisano of Rome. Despile 
the hardships involved and the 
adventures peculiar to film produc¬ 
tion, Franco said in New York last 
-week that he was ready to continue 
his new career, though he will 
probably wait on any new ventures 
until he sees more extensive box- 
office receipts from “Heaven.” Pic- 

the. fiscal year, ended Oct. .29 were Ialed here, he says; in part: 

iWwte inMm^VroSn^ ^n>o"dIy7“rwe SyS* 

u hic.h tallied $7,100,000 in _ 53 offended. I don’t want fellows like 
weeks; ‘’Operation Petticoat,.’ $8 - Dr. Berry telling me what I should 
'znn.nno in ti-anlrc one) ‘‘Phpfroif , w , ... ... .... 

Service has been spearheading, lie ■* ture, .filmed entirely in Rome in 
fighting the holding of any plebis- hi ■ t II Fast man color, is a travelog on the 

clte; I 111 \lQt0 AT l/l eternal City and, especvJIy, the 
. Herron is.the author of a letter yll UlflTV HI 11 Vatican, laced together with some 

which attacks the.holier-than-thous slight romantic fiction, 
in his own! sect. In this letter, circu- Hollywood. Nov, 8. While most of the New York 
lated here, he says; in part: Producer Jerry W'ald has sewed newspaper critics were highly im- 

‘‘WTiat Dr.. Berry and his kind up film rights to both Jack Kirk- pressed by the pictorial and docu- 
are doing is Substituting God for ; ^andTs 1939 play, “f Must Lov’e' rftentary. qualities of the film, which 
Marilyn Monroe. Aren’t we being a j Someone.” and-'D. H. Lawrence’s presents a number of “behind-the- 
bit lordly? Aren’t , we saying we jJengthy nOA'el, “The Lost Girl,” scenes” views of the Vatican never 
are- going to help people be what I bringing to 14 the number of prop- filmed before, almost all the critics 
they,, should - be?. I’m personally •'Ci ties lie's actively preparing at were a good deal less impressed 

for the hike in. film^rentals were are, g0irigr to help people be what : bringing to 14 the number of prop- filmed before, almost all the critics 
l\r-et. i 1 eV -they., shouia- be?.'-'I%i personally i erties lie’s actively preparing at were a good deal less impressed 
which talhed ^ ^.iOO.OOO Jn _53 offended. I don’t want fellbws like 20lh-Fox. by the hoy-girl fiction frame. 

PeRiQO^. .. $8,- pr.-Berry telling me what I should Kirkland, playivright who .trans- Franco stoutly defends this ro- 
j00;0p0 in 4p-weeks, and .Pbrtrait do. I know ’ better', both ^-practically ferred Erskine Caldwell’s “Tobacco ?nance. by saying that he had no 
in -Black, $3;1G0;000;. in 17 weeks, and theologicalijv’’ i Road” to- the stagey penned “I intension of doing a purely “educa- in Blapk, $3;lG0;000;.in 17 weeks. and theologicalij'.’’ i Road” to- the stagey penned “I intension of doing a purely “educa- 
On 1 lie basis of “Portrait” business Siindav as a religious dav never Must Love. Someone” with Leyla Imnal” film. But, tired of the jaded 
so far; Martin predated that the existed in Ghrist’s time, said Her- i Georgie and presented it at the manners and mores evident in so 
overall domestic rental Would hit rofl; .. was introduced some 300 ■ Lorigacre Theatre in New York. many fiIms today, he wanted to 
$4,000,000. . years after His death; its only sig- ! Wald lias retitled properly “Girls pr^SCIJ^ S0I?e- “2°od people in an 

“Midnight Lace, .first release of nificance i^i that It is the dav Chfist !;Are Here To Stay” and *has slated .attractive light.” * 
the new fiscal year, has gotten off rose from the dead; Tire Protestant : it as a six-femme piece -to"Star ‘17 and Eager For Love’ 
to a rousing start. Martin said, but Sunday, he said, was a day of re-j.20th contractees Juliet Prowse. In the same vein he defended the 
lie indicated that no projection of joicing; all other religious observe j Joan Collins, Barrie Chase. Julie inclusion in the film of a scene in 
the gross could .be made until it ances of the day sprang from, a ; Newmar, Diana Trask and Suzy which the heroine sings a lightly 
is in release at least 20; weeks; He biwk written by 6ne Nicholas i Parkeri It's the; story of a . world- rock-n-roll ballad “At Seventeen" 
noted, however, that a‘‘big dating. Barnes, “a perverted man; And | famous singing sextet, revolving (“I’m seventeen and eager for 
period” is coining up, with 455 en- Sunday has . appeared more and | around the private lives of each. love”). Producer said he disagreed period” is coining up, with 455 en- Sunday has . appeared more and around the private lives of each. love”). Producer said he disagreed 
gageniehts set. between now and more Senseless with each -succeed- “Lost Girl” is a Lawrence novel with critics who think the song. 
Thanksgiving. ing. generation." which has not been published in which comes on in close juxtaposi¬ 

n'. next “target picture” under While, agreeing with the confer- the United States but is set for tion to a rendition of the “Ave 
its' “planned distribution and in- ence idea, Salvationist Wood said, publication through New American Maria,” destroys the exalted mood 
dividual handling” policy Martin “I don’t think we should allow any 'Library. Wald, has signed John the rest of the footage. Whole 
told a trade Drhss Conference Mon- further encroachments on fhe jCheever, a top American novelist idea, he said, was to change the 
dav “71^ Lo*d's Day.” Cranham supported ! and . New Yorker writer, to pen Pace. Nevertheless, at the urging 
starred “Thi ia Grapnpr a gradual ^easing of restrictions “Lost Girl” as his first screenplay, of an interviewer and of Faye 
which begins a dual N Y erU “as long as they don’t cut into peo- i Tony Richardson, British director Miske, head of JB Enterprises, he 
ea^emeiit^at the AStor and Traim pic’s opportunities t6 go to church.’* .who recently helmed “Sanctuary” agreed that the sequence should 
l^hzS ^I^ l^bSdts l Footnote; for those who tMnfc | ^ 20th, likely will direct the Wald- shown In sub- 
general release on Dec. 23/ blue; laws are confined to Canada, fiIm* sequent aates. 

T^K caioB HicMneoH appeared ln some Canadian papers Producer additionally is reacti- Principal difficulty In production 
U^Versal win^Yriea^Sbet\veen^22 the » dayman >P story^from vating “The Jean Harlow Story,” a ^which spread out over a two- 

thl ioKu tt N.:Y;, noting that Massachusetts property he has long projected, year period—was in photographing 
Ct!! a • A forbids public dancing on Sunday and, after :21ft years, is activating frescos and painting in such his- 

Jiscai slapza A-total^of 17 pic- ^_but it’s legal to dance at a wed^ “Slapstick,” biog of Harold Lloyd, tone locales as the Sistine Chapel 
i 0 reissues, are ding if no admission is' charged. Next up on Wald’s indie slate is aiid the Cathedral of St. John the 

already definitely set for release Golf is OK, but iriiniature golf “Wild in the Country," Clifford Lateran. Because heat fFom the 
up until July. Martin poioted out taboo. Bars close on Sunday, but I Odets screenplay which Will star lights necessary for the color 
that the company’s basic 1968-61 restaurants and hotels may serve Elvis Presley, Tuesday Weld and camera could destroy or damage 
program had beep completed,; since drinks at tables.. Mississippi gro- Millie Perkins, with Philip Dunne the ancient paintings, work had to 
most pictures had/b^en shot and ceries must close Sunday. but not directing. Also set are “Return to be suspended at frequent intervals 
scheduled. In addition to the pic- drive-in markets—which, however, Peyton Place," for which only to. let things cool off. A major in- 
tures on the release slate, “The can sell butter but not oleomar- Gene Tierney has been signed and terruption came with the death of 

starrer, “The Grass: Is -Greener,” 
which begins a dual N, Y. en^. 
gagement at the Astor /and; Trans- 
Lux 52d St. on Dec. i4 before its 
general release on Dec. 23. 

. Th sales chief disclosed that 
Universal will, release between 22 

(Continued on page 17> I garine; beer but not food. (Continued on page 17) 

Mull A West African Development 
Setup To Broaden Its Exhibition 

| Motion Picture Export .AsshV, 

hoard Thursday (3) authorized 

prexy Eric Johnston to appoint a 

committee;’ to consider establish¬ 

ment, of. a We§t/African Develop¬ 
ment Company ’to “develop new 
theatres, to provide direct distribu¬ 
tion of American films 'in the area, 
and to promote and protect general 
interests of American.films iri the 
new nations.’’. . 

Project would encompass tffi 
West African countries from Sene¬ 
gal down to Angola. Area has a 
populatioh of more than lOO.QOO.- 
000 and only 240 theatres. Annual 
returns to U.S. distribs is less.than 
$500,000. 

Company would be organized un¬ 

der Webb-Pomerene Act and par¬ 
ticipated in'^ .“by such MPEA. com¬ 
panies as wish to join.” Compan3r 
wpirid be separate from MPEA, but 
Johnston would serve as its top 
exec. Directors would be*represen¬ 
tatives of New York offices of par¬ 
ticipating companies, and its home- 
offices in New York. 

Aixconditloninff 

' Major fuhetions of company 
wbuld be: 

(1) Sales arid distribution of films 
of;, participating companies “to. the 
extent: that, participating compan¬ 
ies agree upon.” Also, company 
would be empowered to develop a 
system of 18m distribution. 

(2) Program of developing mod¬ 

ern exhibition outlets with aim to 
establish in important centers of 
West Africa “at. least one aircon- 
ditioned theatre each.” 

(3) Setting; up general program 
of promotion and government, rela¬ 
tions in main West African terri¬ 
tories. 

(4) Development of production 
and. coproduction opportunities if 
demand justifies production In that 
area. 

Committee was authorized to 
work out details for organizing and 
financing such a company. Com¬ 
mittee .might also make detailed 
inspection trip to Africa and would 
report baick to board with recom¬ 
mendations. Members of committee 
will be named shortly. 

Pope Pius XII when permission to 
continue the film had to be ob¬ 
tained from the new’ Papal admini¬ 
stration. This, however,, provided 
opportunity for the producers and 
director Robert Spafford,. to in¬ 
clude in the film the gathering of 
the College of Cardinals and the 
conclave which resulted in elec¬ 
tion of Pope John XXIII. 

Another production difficulty 
was fact that though film was 
photographed “speaking English," 
the quality of the English speak¬ 
ing varied greatly among the mem< 
bers of the cast. Film's heroine, 
Barbara Florian, is a Swede whose 
voice had to be dubbed in latter. 
It’s. Italian hero, Gabriele Tint!, 
dubbed in his own heavily-accented 
English, while Charles Fawcett, an 
American, spoke with a southern 
accent and had later to be dubbed 
into unaccented English. 

David Brown will produce 
“Mamba Point,’’ new novel of mod¬ 
ern-day Africa being written by 
Marie Hackett and Jo Vita, for 
20th-Fox, w'ith Alfred Hayes set 
to -script. 



PICTURE GROSSES 

LA. Picks Up; 'Butterfield’ Great 
$28,000, ‘Inherit’ Mild 15G, 'Alamo’ 

Hefty 24G, ‘Spartacus’ Tall $28,500 
Los Angeles, Nov; 8. ♦-■-- 

Overall prospects for L A. ifirst- v _ 
runs are considerably up this week K py (ity iifOSSfiS 
despite generally spotty biz stem- * wywv* 
ming from mostly weak openers -i-— 
plus weekend rains and Election Estimated Total Gross 
Day dropoff. A big boost is|com-j This Week . $2,226,400 
ing from “Butterfield 8” which 1 (Based on 22 cities and 230 
shapes boff $28,000 or close at IIol- [ theatres, chiefly first runs, inr 
lywood Paramount, with four hard- . eluding N. Y.) 
ticket pix also showing well. ; * ’ 

“Inherit the Wind'* is shaping : East Year S2.018.400 
soft $15,000 in first at the Chinese. ! t Based o.t 22 cities and 221 
“Sons and Lovers” is slim S14.000 ' theatres.) 
or near in four theatres on first /'•.'. . ' ~ 
general release. ._ . . . 

“Spartacus” shapes fancy S28 5Q0 L" If JL 1 
in third Pantages round. “Alamo” |\T|]T/|f||| rlflf I /If 
Is up iri second with a hefty ($24,- 
000 likely at Carthay. _ 4 n 

“This Is Cinerama,” on reissue x •¥ _ 1 
at Warner Hoik wood, where it was , I Jf*Vr L/IrP I All 
originally. looks s’ick $18,000 in VU/TVay UaCC ItJU 
first. “Ben-Httr” is rated cjicky 1 _. . , • . 
$22,700 in 50th frame at the Egyp- ! Cleveland, Nov. 8. 
tian. ! Only a few pix are weathering 

Estimates for This Week j: 1 the presidential election ston 
Chinese <FWC> '1.408; $2-$2.40>. current session here. But.these are 

•—“Inherit Wind” <UAi. Soft $15,- , '4.V • 
000. Last week, “Dark at Top of ; domg Top’ newcomer is Let 

_m . ti*T>• oaa ' A.Tpri A\rifp ATv /Rnifanh M rntaH 

‘Epitaph’ Hot 12G, 
j Cleve.; ‘Lace’ 13G 
! Cleveland, Nov. 8. 

! Only a few pix are weathering 

1 the presidential election ston 

: current session here. But.these are 

PfA&IETY 

mr slow $8,000 
IN PR0V.;‘SUNRISE’7G 

Providence, Nov. 8. . 
Biz is mostly lower this week, 

with the new films liitle help. A 
mild week looms for “Fast; and 
Sassy” at State. The twentieth 
week of. “Ben-Hur” is sturdy-but 
Majestic’s “Sunrise at Canipd- 
bello” is only good. 

Estimates for This Week 

Albee (RKO). (2 200; 65-90)— 
“Rodan” < DCA) and “Monster from 
Green Hell” (DCA) /reissues). Fair 
$4.000.. Last, week, “September 
Stori (20th). and “Smiley Gets 
Gun” 120th), $5,000,. 1 

Elmwood '('Snyder) (724; $1.50- 
$2.50) — “BenrHur”. (M-G) (20th 
wk). Sturdy $7!500, Last, week,. 
same. 

Majestic <SW) <2.200; 65-90>— 
“Sunrise at Campobello” (WB), 
Good $7,000. Last week. “Girl of 
Night” <WB) and “Go, Johnny,' Go” 
iWB», $5,000. 

State -i Lde.w) (3.200; 65-90)—. 
“Fast and SasSy” (Col) and “Nights 
of Lucretia Borgia” <CoD. Mild j 
$8,000 oh close'. Last \vee’k, “Thun- I 
der in Carolina” iHoWco) and “Ma! 

Wednesday, November 9, I960 

Big 10 Grid Game Boosts Mpls; 
‘Seven’ Socko 13G, ‘Space’ Fair 5G 

Broadway Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 

This Week .... .$471,200 
(Based on 27 theatresj 

Last Year . ... $414,100 
(Based on 23 theatres) 

‘Spartacus’ Wow 
$18,000 in Philly 

r Minneapolis, Nov, 8* 
While providing . competish for 

the trade, Minnesota-rlowa football 
game.last Saturday, drawing a ca¬ 
pacity crowd .of: 64,000 at $4: per, 
attracted more visitors-to the Twi 
Cities than any . event; in wetjks. 
The influx is helping to bolster 
trade somewhat, this ^session ] al¬ 
though the mild slump continues. 

Top newcomers here this round 
are “Magnificent Seven ” torrid at 
State; and “Surprise Package,”:, 
fair at Uptown. ‘.‘Battle in Outer 
Space” shapes ..fairish at the RK0 
Pan. Fourth chapter “Dark at Top 
of Stairs” at Lyric looks strong. 
“Let No Man Write My Epitaph” 

^ : bows out Ofter. two mild w;eeks at 
^nd Go* Jolmny- Philadelphia, Nov. 8.' . j Gopher. ^School ; for .Scoundrels” 

1 vio onn. or nnv Current frame generally, is quite rates boff in first holdover round 
f --v-lrufestrong although some new entries , at Suburban World., 

of Lu«&§lorgia”Mild | ar? n?i dwg.'.much However,. '. Estimates for This Week 

$8,000 or. close. f~ Academy: (Jlann) >947; $1.75, 
der in Carolina” lHoUco) and "Ma.! fLi "Ben-Hur" (M-G) ($7111 

S5a«o’ S Br°°d” ,Ipdte)-i the Awrtli. New' UR^-sc«teV* ffif 

Strand (National Realty) '2.200: ' ^“I^Oaf Last a * ^"8 
65-9Q)“Vertigo’’ <Par) andi on 1"- ial ses?lon- Breath pf:: ^ 

w {?• inn 1 Scandal” is rated dull in first Vik- Century . (Cinerama. Inc.), (1.150; 
Monster- f, qnv. Green, Hell (Col) ! iK„ round>, . $l,75-$2.65).— “This Is. Cinerama” 

Stairs” i\VBi <5th wki, $5.300.' 
Hollywood Paramount i State) 

' No Man Write My -Epitaph/’ rated 

Miarp at Palace. However, “Breath 

;e are j i reissues): Weak $2,000; Last week, j 
“Let ;.“Aim; at Stars” (Col) .and “Boy i 

rated ! Who Stole Million”' (Par), ditto. \ 

L7nnnButterfielt 8,.. of Scandai” is only poor at State 
(M-G'. Boff $28,000 or over. Last : . , .. r «*c • , „ 
week, “GlgT (M-G. and “Don't Go "h,le °Pcner for ‘Sunrise at Gam- 
Near Water” (M-G) (reissues)! (3d pobello” is sluggish at Allen. “Mid-.. 
\vk», $3,000. j: ; night Lace” 

Los Angeles, Iris, Loyola, El,Rey ' Hipp stanza. 
(FWC) <2.019; 825; 1.298; 861? 90- { .. 
$1.50»—“Sons and. Lovers” «20th) Estuna 
and “Captain's Table” < 20th) ii (1st | Allen < S\ 

night Lace” looms smash in second 

‘Lace’ Mighty 16G* 
Pitt;‘Song’OK 8G 

1 iiig round. • $l-7o-$2.65) ^- ‘This Is. Cinerama” 

j “Alamo” is classed as quiet in 
[ second' Midtown stanza. “Sunrise : feol'hy S0.5QO.. Last week, $10,500, 
: at Campobello” is rated rich in i Gopher (Berger) <1;000; $1-$1.25) 
i third at Stanley, j-r“Let No Man Write. My Epitaph” 
| Estimates for This Week [ 'CpD (2d. v^). Sad $3,3p0. ; Last; 

Arcadia (S&qi qq «T.Rm kweek, $3,500. “Midnight Lace” (U) 
5,Tt\ 97o$h opens tomorrow (Wed,). 

Midnight .L3C6 (U) -2d ..,\vk).- . 'Lyric (Par) (i nnn* ci ci ■ 
[ Smash *13 0(10 T.ast avppIc fil 6.000 ; ._ yflC ^ 51-$1.50)-- 
Sl^^°aI5® ^ $2^ “TOP of Stairs” (WB) (4th wk). 

U.,IV( ■ w “BenrHu^’^(M^GF2(50ui^A\^)Finishing at smash $7,0.00. Last 
$1.50>—“Sons and. Lovers” lioth) I Estimates for This Week | Pittsburgh Nov. 8. ! $12,000. Last week. $11,500. * week,:$6.500. . 
and “Captain's Table” <20th>ii < 1st { Allen <SW) ^3.500; $1-$1.50) -Three- new entries,, shaping’from { Fox (Milgram) (2 200- 99-$l 80) ^ {2'-ft00; 
general release). Slim $14,000. i “Sunrise at Campobello” ; 'WB) boff to .fair; are sparking the wic- —“Magnificent Seven” (UA). Botf fA' SWhput End” 
Last week. Los Angeles, Iris, |,oy- [Sluggish $8,000. Last week, “Song ket. .whirling at Pitt. deluxers this 1 $21,OQOz Last week, “Top of Stairs” . F at; Last 
ola with Fox Wilshire, “Desire in Without End” (Col); $10,500. I week, “Midnight Lace,” is leading | (WB) (4th wk) $10 000 

“Tire Thnm IA.To”' 1 e-._e- , . -cl- _ I Y . - * .^■‘VjWVV-_^ _ RKft Pan iBKO) 11 BdO. 
ola with Fox Wilshire, “Desire in [ Without End” (fcol)j $10,500. 
Dust” <20th), “Kiss Them for iMe” 
(20th), $12,300. El Rey. “Stmng- 

Contihental Art (Art Theatre . the. town ;at Fulton, with 
Guild) <950; $1.25) — “Captain’s session, “Sunrise at Campobello” |■ $2,751.- 

Goldman (Goldman) <1.200; $2- 

ers When We Meet” <CoD <3d wk). Table” (Indie) (2d wk). Routine $1,- at Stanley looms , barely: . okay, j 
*‘It Started in Naples” (Par) j (2d I 700^ Last week; $2,200. j“Song Without End” is rated pass- 
wk), Si^OO._ _ _L. i .Hairhh Art (Art Thpntro nniini:.abl.e Harris. Bdth Harris and wk), $1,900. |: 

State lUATC) <2.404; 90-$1.50)— 
“Wicked Go to Hell” (Jem) [ and 
“Female and Flesh” (Jem). Handy 
$5,500. Last week, with Four Star, 
Pixr “Duel in Sun” 'Fav>, “Bold 
and Brave” <Fav> (reissues), $8,000. 

Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild) able at Jams. Both Harris and jviid 
950; $1.25) — “Carry On Nurse” P^nji; getting some of the turn- S2.75)- 

$18,000. Last week, ‘‘Jungle Cat” 
(BV) )3d wk), $7,000 in 5 days. 

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2- 

? s week. $7,500,. 

a. s2_ RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 85-$!)-^ 
Wham “Battle in Outer Space” (Col) and 

» Cat” : “12 To Moon’- ^oU. Fair $5,000. 
; I Last week, “All Young Men” (Col) 

0* $2- (m o:) ,2d wk),, $6,000 at $L$L25 

(Gov). Big $5,500. Last' week. “Hiro- <«"»'<*»'^1‘0> 
shima Mon Amouf (Zenith) ,3d . nifleent Seven “ looks very good in 
\i*ir\ ct Qnri second Penn session. 

’ ^ ’ I Estimates for This Week. 

Lilian/ u.uuu. 

.(UA) (2d wkh,ad^h; 
Quiet $10,000. . Last, week, $12,000. 

Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 99- 

St. Louis Park (Field) (1,000; 
$1.50-$2) — “Can-Can” (20th) (2d 

Hippodrome (Eastern Hipp) (3.t i Fulton (Shea) (1,365: ,$!-$ 1.50)— 
Orphenm, Hollywood. Wifteni ?00; $1-$1.50) —“Midnight Lace” ! “Midnight Lace’V (Uh Wow $i6J)00 . ,, cnft state' (Par) <2 2nd- ’*i *1 

(Metropolitan -FWC - SW) <2,213; rLl <2d uk). Sturdy $13,000: Last -..or oven Last week, “Miracle :Fati- ! "Magnific^e^ 

$1.80)—“Surprise Package” (Col) ^un) (8th >vk): Satisfactory $3,000. 
<2d wk). Dull $6,000. Last week, i week, $3,500. “Inherit Wind” 

,.(UA) opens; tomorrow (9), 

756; 2.344; 90-SI.50>—“Journey to j "eek, $16,000. 
iContinued on page 10) ‘‘ Ohio (Loew) 

‘Butterfield’ to Record 
$17,000, K.C.; ‘Cat’ Fast 

12G, ‘Song’ Hot 6G, 2 

icek, $16,000. ma” (WB) (reissue)’ S3 500 “Sunrise at Campobello^ (WB) (3d ' nh!JnC?nt* - ,<.FtA)* Tol'rid 

Ohio (Loew) (2,700; $l-$2.75) —, Harris (Associated) ' (2,100; $1‘1 i'?,)V,n?iCh *10'000' L?st w“lt''Shl^d^k) $9500 H'*h ' 
Ben-Hur" (M-G.) (41st wk). Fine ,$i.50)-"Song Without End" (Col).„„ .. ,| “utarban W*rid (Mann) 800; 

$7,500. Last week, $6,200. Only passable; at $8,00.0. Last < 
Palace (Silk & Helpern) f3;750; “Aim At Stars” (Coll, $2,700. 

| Only passable; at $8,00.0. Last week,. Stanton XSW) (1,483; 99-$1.80),- 

Sl-$1.25»—“Let No Man Write My 
Epitaph” (Col). Sharp $12,000 or 

Penn (UATC) (3,300; $1-$1.50)— 
‘‘Magnificent; Seven” (UA) (2d wk). 

Kansas City, Nov, ;8. '^issues', 
Big newcomer here Is “Butter- State (Loew) (3,70Q; $1.25) — 

field 8.” racing toward a record “Breath of Scandal” (Par); Poor 

near. Last week, “Gigi” '(M-G) and [Good $10,500. Last week, $14,500. 

“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) »,Sq“lr^ 
'reissues), $7 000. “Jungle Cat” (BV) (4th wk). Trln 

State (Loew) (3 700- -ii 25) ^2.500. Ditto last Week. ; , jstaie li^oew) (J,7UU, $1.25) — j Stanlev (SW-l (3 700- SOU- 

(Continued on page 10) 

‘Sunrise’ Good $15,000, 
St L; ‘Package’Slim 16G 

opening week at the Roxy. State $6,500. Last week. 
Teachers’ convention is helping Seven”! UA), $9,500. 
most spots. “Jungle Cat” in;two Stillman (Loew) (2 
National Theatres houses looms “Magnificent Seven” 

»vpn”( hV Magni^Cent i Bafcly okay- $^55“ L^st weS w doing^ v^l ^l‘%unr£ ^ ^QOO.- Last week .$£' 
iven ( UA), $9,500. I “Girl of Night” (WB) (2d wk), lat Cafepbb^lo”^ fa^lated only good ! 500‘ “Butterfield 8” (M-.G): in to. 
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; $1-$L50) , $8,400. . at the Ambassador while “Suro?S i ™rrow (Wed.). 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (834; $125)— Cl I . 1 
“Jungle Cat” (BV) X4th wk). Trim OL Lj IdCHage OJlIll IDO 
$2,500. Ditto last week. , St. Louis, Nov. 8. 

Stanley (SW) (3,700; $lr$150)r— New product is not proving very 
“Sunrise at Campobello” ; (WB). strong this stanza although some of 

$1.25) •— “School for Scoundrels” 
(Cont) (2d wk). Socko $5,000. Last 
week, $6,500. 

Uptown (Field) (1,000; $L25)^- 
“Surprise Package” iCoI). Socko 
$6,000. Last week, “Ikiru” (Bran¬ 
don), $2,500. 

World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)^- New product is not proving yery 
rond this stahza althoueh snmp nf • j q wnn.Me (K-W).(4th 

“I’m All Right, Jack” at | Average $8J)00. Last week, “Sword j— “Ben-Hur,: 

;1P°‘ ,Pim „ at the Ambassador while “Surpris 
Warner (SW) (.1,513; $1.50-$2.75 Package” looms modest at the 

“Ben-Hur” (M-G) «42d wk). huge Fox. "I Aim at Stars/’ , an- 

500. “Butterfield 
morrow1: (Wed,). 

Rockhill is fairly good in second. ! and Dragon” (Indie) <2d wk), $5,000:! Hardy $10,000: Last Week, $10,500. other 
‘•Snncf Withrmf irnd’* at T>la-»a ' __1_ “Song Without End” at Plaza 
shapes fine while “Girl of Night” 
at Paramount is okay, both in j sec¬ 
ond rounds. 

Estimates for This Week !; 
Capri (DuFwood) (1,260; $1.50- 

$2.50 — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) l[40th 
wk>. Stays in pleasant groove at 
$8,000. Last week, $7,500. 

Fairway (NT) (700; $1>^"39 
Steps” <2Qth). Mild $2,000, but 
holds. Last week, “Carry on Ser¬ 
geant” (Gov) (3d wkL $1,300. 

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; $1.75- 

newie, shapes mild at the ‘Can-Can’ Lusty $9,000 
In Mild L’rilie; ‘Song’ 

Weak 7G>‘Sexy’$5,00Q 

St. Louis. “Song Without End”, is T __ ■ J Y 1 y 

Ballo Biz Men lace’ lively 126 IsSSSSIS 
~ good in 24th round at Loew’S Mid- If C<lh I Uj iJcXy «p«}jVUU 

I ,) rn io • ) Of* l i TAA City- „ . . Louisville; Nov. .8: ilicrhl 111 NrniriQP Nlicrnt M hi HI Estimates for This Week Pace .is slow on main stem/this 
lllglll yU) uUlllioC ullglli Ambassador (Arthur) (2,970;. 60- lvT^.k* vS°nf .Without .End” at 

„ . 90)_“Sunrise at Campobeilo” ^ J”lted ArHsts, is bringing in:^ some 
Baltimore, Nov. 8. Five West (Schwaber) (460; -90rmWB) Good $15 000 Last week 1 cIa5^ trade ahd mnsic lovers, - but 

Best news here is “Midnight $1.50)—“Ostrich Has Two Eggs” “Gigi” (M-G) and “\round World i tliat s enough. Hence, onl 
Lace”'which opened big at the (Janus). ?3.0Q0. : Last. week,. go Days” (UA) (re-riiiis) $9 000 : session, looms. 
Stanton, and looks headed for a “Always Price Tag” (Cont) (4th Apollto Art (.Grace) (7*00’’ 90-’ “Can*Can” in second at th 

1 . Lbuisville; Nov. 8 
j Pace is slow on main stem/this 
week. “Song Without .End” at 

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; $1.75- =>iaiuon. ana iooks neaaea ror a i Always rnce lag- (uonu t«n ApoUo Art (Grace) (700; 90-'t, ,in second at th 
$2.50)—“Royal Ballet” (Lopert). In long stay. Not so happy is “Suprise | wkV$1,800. $i.25)^-“Ikiru’ (Indie).; Slow $1.- hceadl^g ?Tua iig 
for seven performances only, at at Campobello, rated weak in | Hippodrome (Rappaport) .(2.300; 5Q0. Last Week, “Three-Penny andi ^fIT^"a,* xtbe Kentucky 
increased scale, fair $2,500. Last opening week at the New, “Let No-, 50-$1.25)—“Key Witness” ,(M-G), Opera” (Indie), same. < 1 r i ^odest. Let.No Man Write 
week, “Come Dance With Me” Man Write My Epitaph”, is warm I Drab $4,000. Last week; “Datk at. Esquire (Schuchart-Levin) <1,- : J‘v >pitapn at Mary Anderson is 
(Col) (6th wk-5 days), $1,000. in first at the Little artd “Girl of | Top of Stairs” (WB) (4th. wk), 800; 90-$1.25) — ^Sorig Without ■ ?QOd’. ; 

Midland (Loew) (3,300; 75-$l)— ! ^be Kight” is barely fair for Cen- $5,000. End” (Col) (4th wk): Big $9,000. i Estimates for This Week 

(Schuchart-Levin) <1,- : iI£jpitaph,> at ;M?ry Anderson is 

“Magnificent Seven” (UA) and i tuiY initialer. “Key Witness” Little (Rappaport) (300; 90-$1.50) ] Last week, $10,000. 
(Col) (4th wk): Big $9,000. j 

“Squad Car” (20th) (2d wk). Mild drab in opener at the Hippodrome. —“Let No Man Write Epitaph” 
$5,000. Last week, $6,500. “Song Without End” is holding (Col). Nice $3,500. Last week; 

Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-$l)_'nicely in second week at Mayfair. “Next to No Time” (SCA),.$1,800. 
“Girl of Night” (WB) (2d wk). Satis- 1 “Ben-Hur” is steady in 32nd ses- Mayfair (FfiiChtman) (750; 90- 
factory $5,000. Last week, $7,500. 

Estimates for This Week 

Brown, (Fourth Avenue) (1.200; 

“Next to No Time” (SCA),. $1,800. 

Fox (Arthur) (5.000; 60-90) $1.25-$2)—“CarivCan” (20th) qd 
“Surprise Package” <20th) and^ wk). Had .sellout. Saturday <5) 
“Secret of Purple Reef” (20th). night' .which ; is helping to big 

“Ben-Hur” is steady in 32nd Ses- Mayfair (Fruchtman) (750; .90- Modest $16,000 or close. Last week, | $9,000, after- first week s $10 009 
sion at the Town while “Psycho” $L50>—“Song Without End” (Col) “Freckles” (20th) and “Walk Tail” i Kentucky (Switow) <900- 75-SI) 

W’i.hout End” < Col) (2d wk). Fine 
$6,000. Last week, $9,000. ! 

Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) 
750; 90-31.25) — “I’m All Right, 
Jack” (Col> (2d wk). Medium I $1,- 
800. Last week, $2,000. 

Estimates for This Week 
Aurora (Rappaport) (367; 

Plaza 'NT) (1.900; $1.25)—“Song is pleasing In 16th at the Aurora. (2d wk). Good $4,500 after $7,000 (20th), $12.000/ . , I—“Fast and Sexy” (Uol). Modest 
W’i.hout End” <Col) (2d wk). Fine Estimates for This Week opener/ . Loew’s Mid-City (Loew) (1,160; = $5,000. Last week, “Started In 
$6,000. Last week, $9,000. ! Aurora (Rappaport) (367; 90- NeWlFruchtman) (l,600;90-$1.50) $l.50-$2.50) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G): i Naples” (Par) (2d wk), $3,000, 

Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) $1,50)—“Psycho” (Par) (16th wk). j—“Sunrise at Campobello” (WB). (24th wk). Good $8,200. Last week, I Mary Anderson (People’s) (900; 
750; 90-31.25) — “I’m All Right, Oke $2,500 after $3,Q00 for last i Disappointing $4,500 or near.. Last $8,000. ; i 75-Sl)-^-“Let No Man Write My 
Jack” (Col) (2d wk). Medium; $1,- week. week, “Aim at Stars” (Col), $3,000: State (Loew) (3,600; 60-90)—r.j Epitaph” (Colh Good $6*000 or 
800. Last week, $2,000. Century (Fruchtman) (3.200; .50-1 Playhouse .(.Schwaber) (460; 90- “Magnificent Seven” (UA) (2d wk)/ | near.. Last week, “Girl of Night” 

Roxy <Durwood) (850; $l-$ 1.50)— $1.25)—"Girl of Night” (WrB). Fair ! SI.50)—“Flute and Arrow” (Janus). Fair $8,000. Last wreek, $10,000. j (WB) (2d \yk)f $5,500. 
“Eu'terfield 8” (M-G). Headed! for S5.000. Last week, “Magdalena” j Slim $1,900! Last week, “Creek” Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; .60-90)--' Rialto . (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 
s. ck $17,000 or a house record for j <Indie) (2dWk), $3,000. j (Indie) (3d wk), $2,300. 

j (WB) (2d wk), $5,500. 
Rialto . (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 

“Sons and Lovers” (20th) .(3d wk). 60-$l)—“Aim At Stars" (Col). Last 
opening week. Last week, “Ocean’s Charles (Fruchtman) (500; 90- Stanton (Fruchtman) (2.800; 5(f -Looks $2,100, fair. Last wTeek, $2;t ! week, “Desire in Dust” (20th), 
11” (WB) (10th wk), $4,500. $1.50)—“Under Two Flags” (Par) $1.50)—“Midnight Lace” (U) Solid 500. $5,000: 

Uptown, Granada (NT) (2,043, <3d wk). Sad $1,600 after $2,000 in $12,000. Last Week, “Mountain St. Louis (Arthur) (3,800; 60-90) | United Artists (UA) (3,000; 75- 
1,211; 85-31)—“Jungle Cat” (BV). second frame. Road” (Col), $4,500. —“I Aim at Stars.” (Col) and. $1)—“Song: Without End” (Ceil). 
Strong S12.000. Holds. Last week Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 90- Town (Rappaport) D.125; $149- “Desert Attack” (Col). Mild $9,000. Likely mild $7,000. Last week, 
“Sex Ki?tf ns to College” (AA); and $1.50)—“Quiet Flows Don” (UA), $2.50)—“Ben-Hur” (MrG) <32d wkK Last week, "College Confidential” “Village of Damned” (M-Gl and 
“Bluebt'a (Is 10 Honeymooms” Fair $2,000. Last week, “Gold Good $7,300 after $7,500 in 31st <U.) and “Blackboard Jungle” (U), “Gunmen From Laredo” (Col), 
(A^U, $6,000. Rush” (UA) (reissue), $2,700. week. $9,000. sam l Rush” (UA) (reissue), $2,700. 
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Chi Perks; ‘Butterfield’Boffo fiOG, 

23G, 2d, ‘Spartacus’ Smash 19G, 4th 
Chicago, Nov. 8. 

A couple of classy pix. are 
preeming this round, but first-run 
totals generally again shape slug¬ 
gish as election campaign finales. 
Moderate week end weather was 
reckoned another dullish factor. • 

/ Of the newies, “Butterfield 8“ is 
ringing up a giant $60,000 or near, 
in Chicago Theatre bow. “Inherit 
the Wind” looks to whip up hefty 
$17,000 in Roosevelt first. 

Holdovers are very spotty. “Mid¬ 
night Lace” is rated smash in. 

, United Artists second session, but 
“Fine .Young Cannibals” looks dull 
In third Woods stanza. Oriental’s 
“Surprise; Package” is surprisingly 
lively ; third session; Fourth 
frame of “Let No .Man. Write My 
Epitaph” looms fast at the State- 
Lake. . 

“Hiroshima Mon Amour” is great 
in second, World round. Second 
week of Surf’s “Battle of Sexes” is 
rated fine. “Please Turn Over” ia 
turning up -an okay tally in fourth 
Esquire stanza. 

On the hardticket , “Ala- 
io” is signaling an oke second ses¬ 

sion at the Palace; “Spartacus” 
shapes socko in fourth McVickers 
round; and “Ben-Hur” still com¬ 
mands sturdy action in 46th at. the. 
Todd Theatre. 

Estimates for This Week 
. Carnegie XTelem’t) (495; $1.50*— 
“Expresro Bongo” (Cent) (3d vvk). 
Good $3,200. Last week, $3,600. . 

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$l.80) 
—‘Butterfield 8” (M-O). Boffo at 
$60,000 or. near. Last week, “Top 
of Stairs” (WB > (5th wk),. $i 2.000. ; 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350; 
$125-$ 1.801—“Please Turn Over” 
(Col) C4tli 'wk*: Okay $6,800. Last 
week. $7,000. 

Loop (Telem'f) (606; 90-$1.80\— 
‘Come Dance With Me” (Col* (3d. 

wk>. Gobd $7,300. Last week 
$7,800. . 

McVickers iJL&S* M.580; $1.49- 
$3'50>—"Soartacus” ■(U) (4th wk*. 
Great $19,000. Last week, $.20,000: 

Monroe (jovani 11.000; 65-90 
“Giii in Lovdr\s Lane” (Indie) and , 
“Wild • Ride” .* Indie>. Sp-so $4,100- 
Last week. “Torpedo Zone”: (Indie)- 
and “Frog Woman” (Indie). $4,200. • 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$l:80) 

/Continued on page 10) j 

■Butterfield' Bsst New j 
Pic in Toronto, $25,000; 

‘Lace’ Rousing 11G, 2d 
Toronto. Nov. 8... 

Only importanr...\newcomer - is 
‘Biitterficld 8.’’ which, is sOck.eroo 
at Loeu's: It lias raised prices, aiid 

five-a-dav; policy , that has .turp- 
wayS. Of the holdovers. “Stran¬ 

gers When \V Meet,”: third, 
stanza, is leading the city..; with a 
wo\v take. “Midnight Lace” shapes 
smash in second at the Uptown. 
“Under lQ Flags” also , in second, 
frame is fairly good at Imperial. : 
“Song; Without End,” in fifth .stah- J 

. still is good, at Carlton. 

Picture biz is good, throughout , 
city, with “Ben-Hur;” in 47th ' 
frame, showing ah increase, over j 
previous week. j 

Estimates for TTi is Week 

Carlton (Rank) (2.318; $;1-S1:50). 
—“Song Without End” fCol). (5th 
v.k). Good $8,000. Last Week, 
$10,000. 

Hollywood (FPi-(1,080; $1-$1.25V 
— ‘Strangers When . We Meet’.’ , 
(Col* (3d wk). Wham $13,000: Last ■ 
week; $14,000. 

Hyland. (Rank* (.1,057;. $1-$L50) . 
—“From Terrace” (20th) (15th wk);l 
Fine $4^500. Laist week, $5,000. { 
- Imperial (FP); (3,343; $1-$1.251—;} 
“Under 10 Flags” (Par) (2d wk). . 
Nice $9,000. Last week, $11,000. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,745; $It$1.50*— : 
“Butterfield 8” (M-.G),: Sock $25,-1 
000. Last week, “Magnificent Sev¬ 
en” (UA) (2d wk), $9,000. 

Towne (Taylor) (693; $1-$1.50)-^ 
“Wild Strawberries” (Indie). Big. 
$6,000. Last week, , same. 

University (FP) (1.363; $1.50- 
$2.75) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (47th 
wk). Lusty $10,000. Last week, 
$9,000. 

• Uptown (Loew) (2,745; $1-$1.25) 
-—“Midnight Lace’’ (U) (2d wk). 
Boff $11,000 or near. Last week, 
$12,000. i. 

Estimates Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari-, 
pus key cities, arp, net; i.e.* 
without, usual, tax. Distrib¬ 
utors: share on net take; when 
playipg percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are net in¬ 
come. 

The: parenthetic admission 
prices, however, Indicated, 
include- U. S. amusement tax. 

Z'SkiETy PICTITRB CROSSES 

<Suy^ten’M 6G ® wayBetter;^1 Blues’ Loud$31009, 
Alamo Boff 32^G, Lace Lushl40G, 

sponsible, “Magnificent Seven” at ... AA/I 

Sun. Hot 26G. Spartacus Giant32G 
n?°n?c Much, colder weather and the [—“The Alamo” (UA) (3d wk). Sec- 
!ls“ end of the Presidential campaign ond session ended last night (Tues.) 

gi 1 are boosting Broadway film busi- was socko $32,500 after $32,000 for 
35th and final session at Lyric.. ness this sessi0n. Dearth of new opening week, helped by two kid- 

Estimates for This Week entrants, however, is a downbeat die shows in the morning. Stays 
Circle (Cockrill-Dblle) (2,500; 90- factor. Many first-runs are being on. Second round was aided by 

$1.25.)—‘Surirse at /Campobelio” helped in their week’s total takes two kid shows and extra matiness 
(WB*. Slow $5,000. Last week; by the Election Day; holiday yes- yesterday (Tues.). 
“Battle in Outer Space” (Col) and terday (Tues.), with upped scaled state (Loew) (1900* $1 50-$3 50) 
“12 to Moon” (Col), $6,000. and added performances. -“Ben-Hur” (M-G) ’((50th wk). 

Indiana (C-D) (1,000; $1.25-$2.50) “GI Blues” is the lone, important This session winding up today 
— ‘This Is Cinerama” (Cinerama): newcomer. It shapes to get a great (Wed.) is heading for great $34 500 
(6th-wk). Hep $10,000. Last week, $21,000 opening stanza at the Vic- for 11 show's. Last week $32 000 
Cionnn tnria “Tho AlamoA* cm harrl-_n_r_ _ The Alamo*” ^ on hard- on 11 performances. Continues. 

Keith's (C-D) (1,350; 90-$1.25)— ticket at the Rivoli, Is heading for victoria (ri 
“Song Without End” (Col). NSH | smash $32,500 In second round. «2'—‘•gt Jr 
$4,500. Last week, “Surprise Pack-i “September Storm” looms light T.' t 

ff-nll CC EAfi in eir.tfav. caAnni) coccinn . ... _.****. 

Ufal/.o Illy III l/,l| $6,000. Last week. “Village of!. “Midnight Lace” with stageshow p 8 nc mg of Blues. 
7 v Damned” (M-G) and “She Played looks to reach fancy $140,000 in First-Run Arties 
Washington Nov 8 With Fire” (Indie), $7,500. j fourth-final week at the Music Baronet meadow*™* *1 vs *2*— 
wasmngton, isov.. 8. ^ $125.$2;5o)± Hall. “World of Suzie Wong” with TKinilT 

Mainstem is recovering,some cur- “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (35th wk). Hot new stageshow moves in tomorrow 0 ®d Mondav^ ?7) MLastKweekr 
rently from recent downbeat trend $9:QOo. Last week, $8,000. (Thurs.). “Never On Sunday ” play- ?Br0ai DaJSJht” JconU Sth wfc 
Standouts are “Midnight Lace,” ting the arty Plaza, continues to SJf- SS.J 
wow at the Ontario, and '.‘Hiroshi- : amaze with $26,000 for third week. J 
ma, Mon Amour,” smash at the If J I ’ 1|j|*lJ “Spartacus” is heading for a Jjp.fp ‘maS’’’ ^ 
Town. “Fast Set” at bandbox Plaza VIi2)TIk lllllfl . smash $32,000/in fifth session at fLha<= c!!Cri-Jf^If ^ 
shapes fast:“Breath of Scandal”: is f CUIIIC" Ddllll IHIIU the DeMille/ with a boost from. 
rated below par at Palace; but ! extra shows and holiday scale for ^ a dubbed-m-EngUsh 

' “Girl of Night” at two Stanley $11 AAA * A* ! Election Day. “Inherit the. Wind” ”0 ™ere/_ ._w- ^ 
: Warner houses looks solid. jjl | IHHr 111 I ||1PV ' was okay $17’°°P or close in fourth £ine riJavldi (468;„9°'$1:8®| 

PsfimafA* tnr Thi^ Ul l/UIlf ,’round at the Astor and a fine — Hiroshima Mon Amour” (Zenith) 
Estimates for This Week 7 J $7,500 at the Trans-Lux 85th (26th wk). The 25th stanza ended 

I Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW) Cincinnati, Nov 8. i Street, where day-dating Sunday (6* was okay $5,500 after 
! f1,490; 1,000; .90-$l.49)—“Girl ofWeary of long political battles.' “Hell to Eternity” .was mild $6,000 for 24th week, 
j the Night” (WB). Fancy $12,000 or j Cincy exhibs Join general business $15,500 or near in fourth Capitol ( Beekman (R&B) ((590; $1.20- 
* ver.: Last^^ week, “Fast and.:Sexy” j heve, in the . wish for a promised j week. ‘‘Surprise Package” shapes | $1.75)—“Confess Dr. Corda” (In-. 
(CoR $9,600. 1 betterment. Current;spptty session i fMr. $17,500 or thereabouts in die) .((.3d wk). Second week con- 

Keith’s (RKO) (1.850;, $1-$1.49)^-:: has “Day They. Robbed Bank of j fourthrfinal week at the. Criterion, I eluded Sunday (6) was mild $3,300 
;“Magnificent Seven” (UA* (4th Wk).! England” not helped much by .j with “Girl of Night” due in Fri- after $4,200 for opener. 
• Good $8,000, Last week, $9,000. sftageshow “Japaiiese Spectacular” , day dl). 55th §t. Playhouse (Moss) (253* 

MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.10)—.' with mild, round at flagship :Albee. ! “Sunrise at Camppbello,” helped $1.25-$1.80*_“Heaven on Earth” 
“School for Scoundrels” (Cont). ' Bright openers are led by “Let No by the holiday and extra shows, (Miske) (5th- wk). Fourth round, 

(.Sturdy $5/,6Q0:' .Las^-week-same/ ‘!.Man-- Write My' Epitaph” >hapini hit okay $19,000 in sixth Palace ended Sunday (6* was good $3,700 
Ontario (K-B) “Midnight Labe” g°od at Keith’s. Twin. Dnye-Ih; round, .“.Ben-Hur" ih heading.^ for ! after $4,100 for third. 

OR Wow $15,000. Last week. JVith “I Aim. at Stars”; and “Sign of smash $34,500 in 50th round at the Fifth Ave rinpma (R^R* (9^n- 
“Aida” (Indie*. $4,000; Zorro” looks okay, ou west screen. State. i $1 25-Sl 80) _ “World of Adu” 

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50- 
$2)—“GI -Blues” (Par). Initial 
week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) 

tomorrow = 

looks to hit big $31,000 or close. 
Holding, of course. Last week, 
house was shuttered because prep- 

First-Kun Arties 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)— 
‘Come Dance With Me” (Kings). 

Vaude-'Bank’ Mild 
‘^rtacus^^heading for a final two weeks‘this had d?ne w.e11 

smash $32,000 in fifth session at Emhass^n^Rrnadwav^^It gn‘W1> 
the DeMille, with a boost from w°5? 
extra shows and holiday scale .for a du^ed-m"En8^sl1 

! Election Day. “Inherit the. Wind” 
was okay $17,000 or close in fourth 

version there. 

Fine Arts (David) (468; 90-$1.80) 

Cincinnati, Nov. 8. 
Weary of long political battles. 

f round at. the Astor and a fine — Hiroshima Mon Amour” (Zenith) 
i $7,500 at the Trans-Lux 85th (26th 25th stanza ended 
j Street, where dav-dating. Sunday (6* was okay $5,500 after 
1 “Hell to Eternity” was mild $6,000 for 24th week. 

Palace (Loew) (2.390; 90-$l.25 >— for This Week ; .Harrison) (6th wk). Fifth frame 
Breath, of Scandal” (Par.).: puil ;, f.jy . in :xrs‘ ..f^a^ace-| Astor (City. Inv.) (-1.094; 75--$2) ' ended Monday <7* was fancy $4,- 

(Harrison) (6th wk). Fifth frame 

$8,000. Last week, ‘-One Foot “Dark at Top of Stairs' -^‘•Inherit Wind” (UA) (5th \vk*. 000 after $5,200 for fourth. 

HpilR(20thk S2.aPd forlbst 3; days.•dS? ^Urth AV^e-k «nd*d>H -™8ht 
Playhouse (T-L) (458: $ 1-S1.80 *R 

Normandie (T-L) (592; $1.25- 

•‘‘Surprlse..Package” (Coli- (2d wk):. "'^-“Spartacus,” _ ' Election: Day holiday after $19;000 
Nifty $5,000. Last -week. $6,500. / ;Estimates for This Week; • for third. “Grass Is Greener” (U) 

Plaza (T-L) (278; $1-SL80*—‘Fast' Albee (RKQ) (3.1Q0: $1.23-$1.25) diie in next, but maybe not until 
Set” (Indie); Fat $9;000; Ldit week,; —They. Robbed Bank-of Eng- December. 
“Magdalena” (Magna) :<6th wk) land”. (M-G) and Jim Hetzer s“Ja- • Capitol (Loe\v)r (4.820; $l-$2.50* 
$2,200. ’ ,panese Spectacular.” Mild. $11,000. ‘ Hell to Eternity" (AA» (plh-final 

Town (King) (800; :$i-$U49'R(.Vabde'^ injection is first her ‘ -. wkvThe foiirth round finished last 
“Hiroshima, Mon Ainour” (Zenith); mP*'e than a year, and not. helping , night. (Tues.) was mild $15,500, 
Sock. $15.0.00. Last week,;‘‘Psycho” mudi. Last week,_“Dark at Top. of (helped by Election Day aRer $16.- 
(Par* (l4tii . wk:*- $5,200 for IRt 9 -stair-' $9,500, .better than qqO for. third., “Butterfield 8” 
days; ? ' v\ ‘ ^ expected. , i.M-G) opens Nov. 16, 

Trans-Lux (T^L) ffiOO; . Si;25-$2) ''Capitol (SW) (1.400; $i,25-S2.75) Criterion (Mossi (lv671: 90-$2.40* 

L) (276; S1 -S1 (80'-—“Fast' Albee (RKQ) (3.100: $1:23-$1.25) diie in next, but maybe not until for fourth. Not staving here much 
'*: Fat $9,000; Ldit week,; Day They. Robbed Bank of Eng- December. ’ longer at this rate/ 
i” (Magna) :(6th wk), land”(M-G-) and .Jim Hctzers “Ja-.. Capitol (Loew), (4.820; $l-$2.50* Ljttle Carn*gie (L Carnegiel 

(Tues.) was okay $17,000, aided by $i;80)—“Royal Ballet” (Lope) (6th 
Election. Day holiday after $19,000 wk'. Fifth session finished Monday 
for third. “Grass Is Qreener” (U) <7j was modest $3,600 after $5,200 

^ ; r Little canw*ie (L. Carnegie) 
“;tp Etgrnity (AA» (plh-final ,520; si.25-$2)—“Carry On Nurse” 
wkvThe fourth round fished last ,Gov) <9th wk). This stanza ending 
night. (Tues,) was nuld $.lo,500, tomorrow <Thurs.* looks to hit 

QCO for. third., ‘^Butterfield’ 8” 
(M-G) opens Nov. 16, 

Criterion (Moss) (R671: 90-$2.40* 

^“Song Without End' ,,v<4 ,••••• - . . . ,ou. 
wk*; Nice $5,000. Last iveek, $6,100;': 'solid. $13,500 grossed final wk*. This stanza ending to- Sundav ,6, was soli(j 

Uptown (SW) (L300;. $i;49-$2.75* ■ ias^T V;gck. .with.^.ads announcing morrow (Thurs.) looks like fair ’ $7 100 for 27th week 
“Sunrise at. Camnobello” 1WR1 “Cimaron” (M-G* $17,500: .Third was $17,000. “Girl 

(Col) (7th . (34th wk). ■—:“Surprise Package” (Coll (4th- 

livelv $6,700 after $6,500 for 
eighth. 

Guild (Guild* (450; $1-$1.75) — 
“I‘m All Right, Jack” (Col) (29th 
Wk*. The 28th session concluded 
Sunday (6* was solid $7,000 after 

-—“Sunrise at. Campobelio’ 
f.th. wkC Fair $5,000. Last week, of Might” (\vB) opens Fnciaj,; ‘II'. 
$5,500, . Esquire Art /Shdr). (5O0.: ;$1.25)— .. DeMille (Reade).>.< 1.463; $L50- 

Warner (SW> (1.440; $149-$2.75* “Sons and Lovers” ; (20th*. Fair $3:50)—“Spartacus” (U) .(5th Avk). 
_‘,‘Ben:Hur/-; iM'-<;V.(34th- wi/Firie* Unst week, “Royal Ballet” This session vinding today '(Wed* 
$10,000. Last .week dittot : • (UA'tj SI.400. ; is heading for smash $32,000, aided 

■ Grand (RKO) (1:400; 90-Sl,25*-^ by... holiday scale, extra shows. 
' . “Tod of Stairs” (WB). (m.oj; Good Fourth week, $32,500. Stays, natch! 

Portland m Doldriints* ... $6.5O0; Last week, “Girl of Night” Palace (RKO* f 1,642; $1.25-$2.50) 

‘10 tlarpO’ QnH 0n0 (WB^(m o > f2d Avk)- S6.000, Hard- 1U uarea oaa ticketl “Spartacus” (U), opens Dec. 
..Portland, Ore.; NpV: 8. 23. / 

Mainstem biz . continues.y: in Guild (Vance). (300; $1,25)—“I’i 
doldrMms currently Most first, A11 Right. Jack" (Colt. (8lh wki. 

T.“"J S.0® holdovers. ‘Song go-sd $i:300. Last week, $1,200. 

eon,i,„nueT°s?rong:_^d' Pa'k AH (ShorMoOO. S1.25J 

Who2Dared"dlean^Pa8"*' ?■"i<3d-wkL. Okav’sLTOO. Was at^Ls. 

:thePlonerenew1^rfran*L aasideUlrdm ! 2V for 10 Weeks, Last Week, 

me reissue combos, keilh-s .(Short-(1,500; 90:$1:25. 

of Night” 1WB). opens Friday *1I'. 4.AT(y|rra/c Hil! (R8cB' {585;. 9'1k 
25)— . DeMille (Reader *1.463; $1.50- fi'?0 r/.,SuJ2lr.lse Packag® (CoI) 

1 ; S heading for '^$32 M0, ailed , after $4,500 for third round. 

25)_, by ,, holiday scale, extra shows. ' ,Pans tJlPat !e Cinema) 1568; 90- 
Good Fourth week. $32,500. Stays, natch! , , Picnic on Grass” (Kings) 
fight” Palace (RKO) f 1,642; $1.25-$2.50) ! 'vkl-. 1 oulth //u"drt ended 

Estimates for This Week 
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; $1- 

$.1.50)—“Seven Brides for Seven 
Brothers” (M-G) and “Yellow Cab 
Man” (M-G) (reissues): Drab $3,- 
000. Last Week, “High Society” 

>.)' (2d.wk), Se.ooo/Hard- -“Sunrise -at: Campbobelio” (WB) iMondsy 17) was smooth $7,000 after 
partacus” (U* opens Dec. '96th wk). This TOUnd ending tb-j^a,ouu 1Qr 11111 d* 

day (Wed.) is heading for okay I Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2) — 
Varicel (300- $1 25s—“I‘i $19,000, with boost from holidays [“Never On Sunday” (Lopert) (4th 
t Jack” .(Col). (8th wk*. and three extra shows. Fifth was iwkk Third week finished Monday 
J00 Last week, SI 200 • $20,000, helped by two extra;171 was wow $26,000 after $27,200 

irk Art ishorv (500; $1.25)' fows- Stays through Nov^l7 when ; ^ons,ec“"i. alWmehfohu 
On, Nurse” (Gov) (m.o.).i •»■««>''« •»« *9 P"")- HiU.,.to go ««““ alltlme h‘»lls 
Okai' SI 700 Was at Es- on continuous run. ( at tnis arty house. 
for to u-ppkii Tastwppk Forum (Moss) (813; 90-S1.80)—| 68th St. Playhouse (Leo Brecker) 
tor iu \veeKs, uast week, ^ Aim at Stars„ <Col) (3d wk.8 (370; 90-$1.65) — “Love Game” 

fcwi m eon- oo j day?). ..This is heading for thin 'Indie), Opened yesterday (Tues.). 
Mahn WH^ ; $7’000 or near for elongated, week In ahead, “Dog, Mouse, Sputnik” 

cp onn t ! after $6,400 for second regular ses- <FAW) hit modest $3,400 in eight 
“Let No Man Write Mv Epitaph” : AU1 
(CoD. Good $8,000. Last week, : w /egw1Tar1f?‘ i davs 
“Jungle Cat” (BV>, $7;000. ! L^Q M.2L^nte4My Epi'J 

Palace (RKO) (2;600; 90-$l .25)— 
“Key Witness” (MrG) and “Sub- 

taoh” (Col) opens tomorrow' 
(Thurs.l. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3.665; $1- 

Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.80) — 
“Entertainer” (Cont) (6th wk). 
Fifth session ended Sunday (6) was 

<M-G> . and “Dream Wife” (M-G) TiM®.v-f?Sp/daK’ "anf i. $2^“Septeniber' /Storm” (20lh)jbig $8,000 after $9,200 for fourth 
irmssuek), $2,900. - CM-™s round ending week. 

: Fox (EvergreenT (1,600; $1-$1.49) j T^fk 1 /eiss/frs^ today (Wed.) looks to get mild Trans-ux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1- 
—‘Song ^thqutvEnd” (Col) <2d ^ - village1^! Damned”’ $18’500 In six days after $27,000 $1.50)—“Let's Make Love” (20th) 
wkb Good. $5;000 or near: Last! a?!f;)^11000Vdl ge of Pam ed for opener; “North to Alaska” (9th wk). This round finishing to- 
week, $5,800. * /■> <$/$». • J20th) opens tomorrow (Thurs.). dav (Wed.) is headine for okav 

$18,500 In six days after $27,000 $1.50)—“Let's Make Love” (20th) 
for .opener; “North to Alaska” (9th wk). This round finishing to- 

Twin Drive-In (Shor) (l 200 cars I r20th) pPeds tomorrow (Thurs.). day (Wed.) is heading for okay 
Bo* (Hamrick) (640; $1.50- each side* 90c)—West Side* “I Aim Fadio City Music Hall (Rocke- $4,800 after $5,500 for eighth week.' 

S)^ ?eftn;HurC (¥-G) (42d >wk). At Stars” (CMr ind “Si^ foUers) 90-$2.75)-“Mid- “Let No Man Write My Epitaph” 
Stput $12,000. Last week. $12,700. Zorro” (BV) Oke $41)00 Same n*ght Lace” (U) with stageshow (Col) opens tomorrow (Thurs.), 
e (Evergreen); (1,536; $1- last week for “Rosemary'’ (FAW) ^th-final w'k). This session winding day-dating with Forum. 

APd Wind” (indie). East .“P .day (Wed.) looks like nice Trans-Lnx 52d St. (T-L) (540; *1- 
and ^alking Target (UA) (2d side: “Freckles” (20th) and “Walk $140.0°0, and apparently could $1.25-$2) — “Inherit Wind” (UA) 
, v An56,000 °r near* Laat Tali” (20th). Good $6,000. Last have stayed a little longer except (5th wk). Fourth frame finished 
week* $7,100. . week, “Wild One” (M-G) and “On fPr the resire to get In “World of last night (Tues.) was fine $7,500 

^?ra*»ount. (PortrPar). (3,400; $1- Waterfront” (M-G) (reissues), $5,- Suzie Wong” (Par) before. Christ- after $10,000 for third week. 
rt„50 ~ !A° ^ho Hared” (BV)and 500. mas show opens: The third week. World (Perfecto) (390; 90-$1.80) 

Kong .Affair” (WB). Slim; Valley (Wiethe)(1,200; $1-$1.50) $135,000,. not quite up to hopes. —“Nature’s Paradise” (Indie) (15th 
$0,QOO or less. Last week. “Dial —“Song Without End” (Col) (3d “Wong” and new stageshow opens wk). This round ending tomorrow 
M for Murder” (Par) and “Stranger wk). Fairish $5,000. Last week, tomorrow (Thurs.). . (Thurs.) looks like fancy $6,200 
on Train” (Par) (reissues), $3,000. $5,500. J RIvell (UAT) (1,545; $L59-$3.50) after $6,000 for 14th week. 
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Motor Show Lifts London; 'Sat Night’ 
Record $27,1100, 'Alamo’ Capacity 23G, 
'Beat’ Boff 15G, ‘Criminal’ Hep 15%G 

London, Nov. 1.1; 
With London jammed for the 

Motor Show and the Dairy Show, 
it is not surprising that West Eiid 
first-runs had smash trade in the 
last stanza. Three new entries con¬ 
tributed to the b.o. boom. 

The British-made “Saturday 
Night and Sunday Morning'' :is ( 
heading for a new Warner Theatre ! 
record at S27.000' or near opening 
stssion. “The Alamo’’ did capacity 
for 11 performances in f:r=t week 
lit the Astoria with $23,000. “Tjhe 
Millionairess.” which set a new- 
high at the Carlton in first round, 
still is vow in second stanza. 

Among oilier newcomers, '“Beat 
Ciri” started at the London 
pavilion with a boff $15,000 likely 
opening week. "Jungle Cat” shapes 
great $6.0(50 or more in first round 
at the Studio One, “The Criminal” 
a! flie Plaza i* heading for stunt 
$15 500 opening week. f 

The major holdoxers also con- 
tii.ucd big. “South Seas Adven¬ 
ture” completed its first year at 
the Casino with a 52d-week gro^s 
of $23,000. "Ren-IIur” did a 
whopping $23,300 in 45th week, at 
Use Empire while “South Pacific” 
in its 133d sesh at the Dominion 
was fast $21,300. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Astoria 'CM A) a.474: $1.20- 

$1.75»—“The Alamo” <UA>. Capac¬ 
ity at S23.000 for 11 performances 
alter opening with Ro\al Charily 
Gala. Holds indef. 

Carlton *20Mi> '1.128;. 70-SI.75*— 
"The Millionairess” <2(Jth> -2d Wk). 
Wham $21,000. Record $23,670 
racked up opening Week. 

Casin-o <Indie) <1.155; Sl.2Ci-S2.ptO) 
—“South Seas Adventure” '.Robin' 
ff>2d wk>. Completed its first year 
villi great $23,000 tlirs round. 

Columbia *Col< >740: $1.05-$2'.j50> 
—“Song Without End” Col) <9th 
vk>. Neat $9,000. 

Dominion (CMA) '.1.712; $1.05- 
$2.20) — “South Pacific” <20th) 
tl33d wk>. Fancy $21,300. 

Empire 'M-G* '1.700: S1.05-$2.S(D 
—“Een-Hur” 'M-G) '45th \yk>. 
Great S28.300. 

Leicester Square Theatre 'CMA> 
(1.375; 50-SI.75'—“Giant of Mara¬ 
thon" 1 M-G» -3d wk>. Steady $9,- 
05)0. Second was S 10.000. i 

London Pavilion <UA< *1.217; |70- 
$1.75)—“Beat Girl” 'Renown- sind 
“Gentle Trap” *M-G’. Heading for 
cmash $15,000 or near. 

Metropole »CMA> '1.410; $li,05- 
$2.20i—“Can-Can” ‘20lhi '31st \yk>. 
Solid $10,500. Transiers to Carlton 
on Dec. 7 to. make way Tor 
“Spartacus” 'Rank-U1. 

Odeon, Leicester Square <CMA) = 
12,200; 70-S1.75) — “Foxhole- in J 
Cairo” 'Britannia B-L> '4th wk-4 ( 
days*. Hcfiy SI 1,000. Last week, j 
$17,300 in 7 days. “Man in Moon” | 
(Rank) opened with Royal prgem j 
Monday *31). I 

Odeon, Marble Arch «CMA> <2,-\ 
200; 70-SI,75'—“Siege of Sidney | 
Street” 'Regal) *2d wk'. Steady $8.- 
100. First was $8,900. 

Plaza 'Par) <1.902; 70-S2.10), — 
“The Criminal” 'Anglo1. Stout 
$15,500 or close. 

Rialto '20th) <502: 70-$ 1.20); — 
"Let’s Make Love” '20th< '5th >vfc». 
Solid $6,000. Fourth was $6,700; 

Kite ;M-G) '432; 70-$1.75)| — 
‘‘Doctor in Love” <Rank» '7th \vk'. 
Steady $4,700. Last week, $5,000. 

Studio One 'Indie) >556; 50-S1.20) 
—“Jungle Cat” 'Disney). Great 
$6,000 or more after record S3T00 
In first three days. j; 

Warner 'WBi «1.785;’70-$ 1.75' — 
"Saturday Night and Sunday 
Morning” >B-L». Heading for jnew 
house record at S27.000 or do^e. 

'Spartacus’ Smash 27G, 
Del.; ‘Butterfield’ Big 

20G, ‘Sunrise’ Oke 15G 
Detroit. Nov. 8. 

A very big week is shaping, at 
the downtowners as. some 'better, 
new product ‘ being launched. 
“Spartacus” is mighty at the. Madi¬ 
son on preem stanza. “Butterfield 
8“ looks big at the Adams. 

“Sunrise at Campobello” shapes 
good at the Michigan. "Desiiv in 
Dust” shapes lair at the.fox. “Let- 
No Man Write Epitaph” is big i 
second Palms round. “Song Wit; 
out End” looms hep at Mcr.c 
in fourth. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fox 'Fox-.Mich! <5,000; 75-31.40 

—“Desire in Dust” ^ 20t h.’ and 
“Secret, of Purp’e Reef” (20th'.' 
Fair. SI7.000 or less. Last week; 
“September Storm-” »20th» §12 000. 

Michigan (United Detroit) 4/)0O; 
51.25- SI.49>—“Sunrise at Campo- 
bello" • \VB). Good $15,000, l;a<t 
week. “Hell, to Eternity” A.A)-arid 
“Ravmie” <AA) <2d WkU §18.5)00.- 

Palms <UD) >2 961.: $i.25-S1.49 — 
“Let No .Man Write My -Spita 
(Col) and “Stranglers of Bombay” 
‘Col* -2d wk'. Big $16,000. Last 
week. $19,000. 

Madison tUD) <1.408: $I.50-S3'- 
"Sparlseus” <U7). Tremendous S27.- 
000 or over. Last week. “Sur¬ 
prise Package” 'Coli -2d k>, 
S8.500 in five days. 

Broad vray-Capitol (UD>. -3.500: 
51.25- S1.49'—“Phenix City Story” 
'AAi and “Riot in-Cell'Block 11“ 
•AAi 'reissues'. Poor S6.000,. Last 
week. “Coltiki” ‘AF) and “Tor¬ 
mented” )AF*. S8:0Q0. 

Adams -Balaban' '1.700:' .§1.25- 
S1.-50*—“Butterfield 8” 'M-G'. Big 
S20.000. Last week. “All Fine 
Young Cannibals” '.M-G) 2d wk). 
$6,000. 

United Artists <UA) <1,667; $1.25- 
S3'—“Ben-Hur” 'M-G- '38th wk=. 
Good SI3.500. Last week. same. 

Music Hall 'Cinerama. Inc.) 
‘1.208: Sl.55-S2.65) — -'"Windjam¬ 
mer” 'NT) '33d wk). Oke SI3.000. 
Last week. $14,000. 

Trans-Lux Krim '.Trans-Lux'1 
H.000; SI.25-SI.65'—"Jungle Cat" 
< BV i. Okay $9,000. Last week. 
‘.‘Sons and Lovers” '20th) <5th i\k'. 
$4,000. 

Mercury (UM» <1.475; 'S1-SI.49-.— 
“Song Without End” 'Col' '4th 
wk». Hep $7,000. Last week, $8,400. 

‘Epitaph’ Good $9,000, 
Seattle; ‘Song’ 5G* 2d 

Seattle, Nov. 8. 
First-run biz Is spotty here this 

round but there are some strong 
! spots.; “Let No Man Write My 
j.Epitaph” shapes good at 'Coliseum 
but “Magnificent . Seven” . shapes 
light at ..Music Hall in second as 
does “Song Without .‘-End'’;, at Fifth 
Avenue, also on first holdover 
stanza. “Psycho” .has enough legs 
to make a good, Sh wing in 11th 
Paramount week. 

Estimates for This Week 
- Blue- Mouse. 'Hamrick). -939;. 
SI:50-$3>—“Ben-Hur” <M-G>. .'40th 
week). Big $8,500. Last week, 
S&.000. - 

C o 1 i s e u m ' Fox.- Evergreen) 
1.870; SI-$1.50) —.“Let No Man 

Write. -Mv.. Epitaph” 'Col) ml 
“Nights' Lucrctia Borgia”. (Col). 
Good $9.000.. Last, week. “Desire 
in Dust” i20tli) and “Sec-rets.: Pur¬ 
ple-Reef” i20th), $4,800. 

Fifth Avenue Fox-Evergreen) 
2.500; SI-SI.50) — “Song Without 
End” -Col.) 12d wk'. Mild $5,000 or 
less. Last w eek., $6,300. 

Music B-ioX:./Hamrick). (850; Sir 
S1.50J — “Jungle Cal” /BY!. <4th 
a k i. Oka $3,000. Last, week, 
$4,100. ' . ... . 

Music Hall t.llamrick) '2.200; $1- 
51 -50 >—’'Magnificent .-Seyen”. ' U Ah 
-2d wkh Lean $5,000. Lcist week, 
$6/700. 

Paramount ox Evergreen) 
-3.000; S1-.S1.50'^-“Psycho’’ 'Pari. 
•11th wk). Good $5,000, Last week, 
S5.3GQ. 

‘ANGEL’SLOW $7,000, 
DENVER;‘NIGHT’11G, 2 

Denver, Nov., 8. 
New product is not helping first- 

run: biz here this stanza. Hence, 
r bulk of stronger showings are 
being made by holdovers arid ex¬ 
tended-runs/ “Thunder in Caro¬ 
lina” shapes okay at the Denver 
but “Angel. Wore Red” is very 
mild at Orpheum. However.. “Song 
Without Ehd” still .is good, in sec¬ 
ond Centre session. “Girl of Night”', 
looms fancy in second Paramount [ 
round. “Ben-Hur” continues stout j'- 
in 30th week at Denham. ; 

Estimates for This Week 

‘Please’Torrid $13,000, 
Hub;‘Night’Nice 14G, 

‘Spartacus’ Boff 17G, 2 
Boston, Nov. -8. 

f Film biz is spotty thisweck\Yith 
a nice range bf rieW product. Crisp, 
fall weather is bringing ..out the 
crowds^ "Please Turn Over” is 
hotsy/at the. Beacon Hill., “Girl .of 
Night” shapes slick at Paramount.' 
“Inherit Wind” is rated ’sock at 
the Capri, “Breath of Scandal” 
looks only fair at Met. “Spartacus’* 
is boffo. in second round at the 
Astbr! “Sunrise at Campobello” is 

?. holding,great in fifth at. th -Gary. 
Aladdin (Fox) <900: $1.25)—; -Song With. End” Took*. 

“Miracle^of Fati.ni (WB) '2d wk), strong at Kenmore in sixth. ‘Tm 
Tair S3,800. Last week, $4,000, AH Right, jack ? is. bright at the 

Centre <Fox) (.1.270; $lr$l;45):— i Exeter tn -fifth.,“Let No Man Write 
“Song Without End” i Col) *2d wk). ] My Epitaph’’ is. perky in third week 
Good $9.000,-:La;st veek,' S11.00.0, . at '.the .Orpheum. 

Denham 'Indie) '800: $1:25.-:j Estimates for This Week 
S2.5Q)—‘‘Ben-Hur” (M-G). )30th | Astoir <B&Q) U.27Q- $T.80-S3)-- 

Las week, 
T j “Spartacus” -Up>2dUwk). This week- 

CHICAGO 
iContiriued. fi orn page. 9) 

—“Surprise Package” JCol) '2d 
wk Good, at $17.000., Last week. 
S25.000. 

Palace 'Tndic' -2;177: $1...75-S3.50': 
—“AlanV ” -UA) -2d wk*. Qke $17.- 
0U0. L< week. S16;000.. 

Roosevelt ■ B&K < -1,400; 90- 
SI.80-—“Inherit Wind’’ -UAi. Hef¬ 
ty Si7.00Q. Last Week, “Mag¬ 
nificent Seven” 'UA) '3d. Wk), 
$13,500. 

State-Lake 'B&K) :.2.400;. 90- 
51.80) —“Let No Nian Write Epi¬ 
taph” <Col) .'4lh wk'. Good $12,000. 
Last week. $17,000. 

Surf 'I1$:E Balaban) -685; $1.80) 
—“Battle of Sexes” 'Cont) '2d wk). 
Boff $5,300. Last; week. $4,800, 

Todd .'TedcD '.1.089; Sl.75-S3.50) 
—“Ben-JIur” 'M-G) <46th wk>. 

; Sturdy S19.400. Last Week. $18,000. 
United Artists 'B&K) - l.T00;• 9Q- 

51.80) —‘Alidni.sht Lace” >U) »'2d 
wk). Smash $23,000' or near. Last 
week,. $28,000. 

Woods 'EssahessV -’200: 90- 
Sl.80'—r“All Fine Young Canni¬ 
bals” ‘M-G). -3d wki. . Anemic 
$7,000. Last. week. $10,000. 

World -Teitel) '606: 90-S.1.50')— 
“Hiroshima Mon Amour” fZenith) 
f2d wk). Hofsy $8,000:. Last week. 
S6.000. 

wk.Stout $9;000. 

.. i looks sock S17;000 or near. I,ast 
Deliver 'Fox) <2.432; $1-ST.25.'—-; week, $19,000; ' 

Sn(i! Beacon-Hill 'Sack) lG78f:$l.30'-^- 
Please Turn .Over”. /Col). . Torrid 

$13,000. Last week, “Rosemary” 
.'Films Around World) v3d wk), 

Esquire 'Fox' ,»600; SI>-^‘‘Cai:ry ‘ c'5Vqoo ' 

Sl0Ul ! Bo-t"-! ‘Cinoranw. Inc.: 1.354; 
S3.0UO, Last w eek, same, I S.1.2d-S2.65 —■•This/ Is ' Cinerania- 

Orpheum. RKO) .-2 690; $1- ^Cinerama.). r29th• Wk-9' davs). The 
$1.25.w’Angel More Reu” 'M-G' -.28th Week ended-Monday^=7) Was . 
amf ubterraeans” <M-G >.. ;Mild Qke .57,000. Last week. $8.00O. 
S7 nOO-Last Week. ‘AH Fine Young j-cinerama Holiday” 'Cinerama). 
Cannibals MrG)_ and Love returns on Mondav...'14'. 
Jlake... 'Indie:. Sj.dOO. o , ^ (SackV 'S00: 

90; 1-e.nt VVind- ,LA). Whoppini S14.- 
H:"5,T 1 i?’ ..*??;• 800, Last week. "Can-Can- 20th) 
“Night Fighters ’ 'LAV )2d wk». 0) -5th wkr $4 'SOD ' 
Fast $11,000. Last week,. Slo.OOQ.} ,A. 

.. >vne -indie) >600: S1-SL45;— 
“Magdalena” 'Indie’ '2d. wk';.6kay 
S3;500. Last week, $5,000. 

“Tiiuhder in Cjafolina” (Indie.) and ] 
“Teenage' Thuhder” ilndfe1. Okay 

•SI2.00.0. Last) week, “10 Who.' 
Dared" (BV) *2d wk', $12,000.. 

LOS ANGELES 
■ Cohlinued from page 8), 

Lost City «AI) and •‘Last M’oriian 
Earth” -Indie). ..Light. $15,800. j;$13,500. Now bn grind. 

Exeter 'Indiei '1.376; 90-S1.50) 
—“Im All Right. Jack” .- Col - 5th. 
wk». -Fourth‘■•week ended Friday 
4', slick $9i000. Last week, 

siq.ooo, 
Gary -Sack) '.i;277: $L50'—“Suri^ 

rise at Campobello” <\VB) 5th 
wk). Groat' $12,000’ Last' Week, 

Last week, Orphcuni, “House on 
Haunted Hill” ' AA'. “Macabre”. 

V.YAi 'reissues). S38.00. Hollywood; 
“Studs Lonigan” <UA>, “Not As 
Stranger” hL’A) 'reissue). !2d- wk'. 
$2,900; IViltcrn with Warren’s; Ha- 
wa”, Baldwin, “Surprise Package” 
(CoD. ”It Happened to Jane” 'Col) 

> • Wiltenn Hawaiin. -Bal'd.-, 
vin', “The Raid” <20th) (reissue) 

vWarren’s', $15,500. 

Fox Wilshire (FWCV il.990; 90- 
SI.50'—“Top of Stairs” (\VB) (1st 
general, release). Dim $3,500. 

Kenmore (TOO; S1.50-$1:.75).-t-; 
“Song Without.. Ehd’N Col) >6th 
vvk). Strong $10,500, Last week, 
SI 1.500. , ' 

Memorial (RKO) «3;000: 60-SI.10) 
--•’Young Lions” (Indie) • reiiin) 
and “Between Heaven and 'Hell” 
.’Indie)., Mild $9:500. Last week,. 
“Surprise Package.” - Col i .and ^Be¬ 
tween Time and Eternity” vU), 
SI 2.000. 

Metropolitan (NET) '4.357; 70- 
SI. 10'—“Breath of Scandal" (Par) 

... • and “Next to No Time” :Shqw). 
Pair $14.50.0. /Last week. “Desir 

rm) '2.<5^; <56; gO-SLSO)— Ihuri- ..j^. .Dust” 120lh) and “Chartrbos 
per m Carolina' (pay) and Caboose” 
fire” <U) (reissue).; Pale. $8,000 ‘.j 
near. Last week. Hillstreet, “Aim 

National Boxoffice Survey 
Biz Picks Up; ‘Lace’ New Champ, ‘Ben-Hur’ 2d, 

<Spartacust 3d, ‘Butterfield’ 4th'.-..- 

-Ur '3d w.k),. $7,000. 

Orpheum <Loew) '2.900; 90- 

:.t-- Stars’’ '.Colk .-Man on String" , 
•Chir »‘rd Wk) $2$nn Epitaph .• Coli and ‘Walking Tar- 

i ■ ,, v. ,cv. „ ,oa .lltef' 'LAV <3d’-Avk>. Lofiv $13;S00. 1 Warner Holly-irood (S-W) <1.389;: r ; ■. j: «1(r nnrt 
Si.-20r$2.65) - -This Ls Cinerama" neek. SI5.000. , 

• Cinerama) (reissue). Started sec- >«nwa^;TT. ^1 ^,e- .t 
ond. week Sunday <6) after good 51.2d-S1.5(H -- “H.iroshim H)Ion. 

; $12,600 lastweek (Wrcd.-Sat.). j Amour ^Zenith) 110th w k). Oke 

! Warren's.- Four . Star, Baldwin | $3f °- Tas‘ sam. 
B&B-NATC-State) (1.757; 868; 1.-• Paramount (NET) '2.357; 70- 

800; 90-$1.50)r—“Gigi” (M-G) and ! "G1*'1 of Night” -WB) and 
—• ■' — -- — - ■ -- ,n.r >wv , ‘ Tnn Soon frt T nvp" . iT-Tl Fac* 

PHILADELPHIA 
•Continued from page 8) 

"Girl of Night” *\VB) '2d wk'. Fast 
$9,000. Last week. SI 1.000. 

Studio (Goldberg) 483; 99-S1.80- 
—“Wild Rapture” -Indie (and 
"Young Lov ” (Indie1. Oke $4,000. 
L<ist week. “Tosca" 'Indio (ana 
"Aida” -Indie), S4.000. 

Viking *.Sley) '1.000; 99-SliO)— 
"Breath of Scandal,” Par'. Dull 
$6,500. Last week. "Desire in Dust” 
•’2(Jthi '2d wk>, $7,000, with re¬ 
view. 

World R&B-Pathe> (449;, 99- 
$1.80)—“Studs Lonigan” 'UA . 
Poor S2.000. Last week, “Enid of 
Innocence” (20th>, $3,200. 

Effect oi the post-election pickup 
is not being fully felt around the 
countrv this session although the 
Election Day 'Tues.' holiday; with 
upped scales is proving a minor 
help at the wickets. Colder weath¬ 
er in many key cities covered by 
Variety appeared to be a plus fac¬ 
tor. 

New champion this stanza is 
“Midnight Lace" -U*. this popular 
Doris Day starrer pushing ahead 
of “Ben-Hur” iM-G' even- though 
the latter is on hard-ticket ar.v 
upped scale;- "Ben-Hur,’- long on 
lop, is finishing second, 

“Spartacus” <U> again is winding 
up in third place, same as a week 
ago. ‘. Butterfield 8” i M-G'. just put 
in release, is a strong fourth spot 
winner, and undoubtedly will be 
heard from additionally. - 

“Let No Man Write My Epitaph” 
•Col) will capture fifth, position. 
“Sunrise at Camp.pbeilo” <\VB' 
pushing up to sixth place by dint 
of some additional playdates. 
“Song Without End” 'Col', seventh 
last round, is in seventh spot again. 

“Alamo” i UA • is taking eighth 
money while “Surprise Package” 
• Col', will be ninth.. “Girl of Night” 
1WB) is finishing 10th. “Inherit 
Wind” rUA>, just getting into re¬ 
lease, will be 11th while “Mag¬ 
nificent Seven.” also from United 
Aritsts, rounds out the Top 12 list, 

i “Dark at Top of Stairs” (WB). 
* "Hiroshima Mon Amour” (Zenith) 

: aird "Juiigle Cat” <BV) are the run¬ 
ner-up films in that sequence, 

j “Gl Blues” 'Pari shapes as one 
of the most .promising ne^v 
Hants/■■'being great on opening 
stanza at N. Y. yietpria.' “Fast and 
Sexy" iCol>, also new,, is rated 
rnodesf in Louisville. “Please Turn. 
Over” i Coli, another newie, is Oke 
in Chi and hotsy in Boston. 

; “The Entertainer” iCont),. also 
'.’comparatively w, shapes bi in 
j N. Y; "Breath of Scandal” 'Par)1 is 

.; highly disappointing currently but 
fair in Boston.. Same, is true of 
"Key Witness” (M-G', dull in Balto 
and thin in Cincy. 

i “Psycho” <Par',:long high on list, 
is okay in Balta and good in Seat- 

’ tie, “School for Scoundrels” 
Corn), good in L. A., looks, sock 

^ in IMinneapolis and sturdy in 
Washinglbri. . ‘ 

, “Carry On Nurse” 'Gov), which 
, has been' oir Variety’s weekly list 
: for some time,;.-;still‘ is stout 
'Denver and L, A., aiid tomd. iri 
. Denver and Buffalo. “September 
j Storm” '2.0th)’,'•■which...did not get 
far last 'week, is mild this week ' 
N, Y. 

“Battle of Sexes” -Cont), shapes 
fine in Chi, “Can-Can” '20th). 

. which has been high on the list for 
' months and now starting on gen- 
i eral release dales, is; big in Louis¬ 
ville arid L. A. currently, 

i < Complete. Boxoffice Reports on 
1 Pages 8-9-10) 

f "Don't Gb Near Water” (M-G) (re¬ 
issues b Mild $8,800. 

, Carthay '.FWO <1,138; $1.75- 
$3,50) “Alamo” <UA) (2d wk). 
Hefty $24,000. Last week, $21,006. 

! Fine Arts. 'FWC) <631; .90-SI.25')’ 
--“Man ip Cocked Hat” fBreg) <2d. 
w k»: Fair $3;500. I.ast week. $5,000. 

*. Hawaii iG&S> (1.106: 90-$1.25i^- 
. "“Surprise Package” tCdi). and “It j 
' Huppened to Jane” (Col) (reissue) 

Top . Soon to Love” <LT) Fast 
$14,066. . Last week. “Septembeir 
Storm” <20th) and "Trapped ’ 
Tarigiers”! (20th), SlLOQO;;. 

Pilgririi (ATC) M.900; 60-$T.10) 
.—“Dark at Top pf Stairs”; -WB) 

■renf ■<: and “Strangers on Train” 
t IndieOke $6,500. Last; week*. 
“Let'. Make Love” (2dtii) rerun) 
and “Fast and Sexy” /Col). $6:00.0, 

Saxon (Sack) ,'lvlOO; $1.50-$3)—. 
•2d wk). Dull $2,500. j “Ben-IIur” iM-GJ. '51st wk). Big 

Vogue (FWC) (810; $.1.50-$2)—,! S15-000 aSainV Last week, ditto. 
“Can-Can” (20th) (2d wk). Busy 
$7,000. Last Week, $6,800, 

! Pantages (RKO) i 1,513; $1.80- 
$3.50)—“Spaftacus” i tT i (3d wk>. 
Fancy $28,500. Last week, $291700. 

| Beverly (State): (1,150; $2-S2.40) 
—“Sunrise at Campiobello” (WB) 
'6th wk). Perked to $5,600. Last 

. w eek, $3,500. 

/• Music Hall (Res) (750: $1.85- 
$2.25) — "School for Scoundrels" 
-Cont). (3d-wk). Oke $.4,500. Last 

, week, $4,700, 
I . Warner Beverly t SW) i L316: $2- 
$2.40)—“Song Without Erid” iCul). 

: (6th wk). Good $7:506. Last week, 
$9,000.- 

| Crest (State) (750: $1.25-$2; — 
“Carry On, Nurse” (Gov) (35th wk). 
Stout $3,000. Last week, $3,500. , 

Egyptian >UATC) (1.392; S1.25- 
$3.501—“Ben-Hur” <M-G) (50th wkh 

- Perky $22,700. Last, week, $22,600. 

State . 'T-LT- (.730; ,75i$1.25)— 
“Good Girls Beware” (Indie) arid.. 
“Wicked Go to Heli” .(indict Good 
$4.500... 1 .ast week, “Folies Bei'- 
:gefeV (Indie) and^ "Diary of Bad 
Gill” (Indie) (2d wk), $5,000: 

Jerry Lewis, inked Aripa Maria 
Alberghetti to two-pix deal, calling 
for one film yearly starting off 

| with "The Ugly Duckling,” 

TOLEDO MIMES REACTIVATE 
Toledo, Npy,. 8. 

Tli Mimes, a group of w 
who 'either themselyes are con- 
riected \yith the entertainment field 
or Who are relatives of theatre 
persoiiriel, have been reactivated in" 
Toledo, President is Mrs.. Jack 
O’Connell; wner of the Loop and 
Royal Theatres.. 

Other officers of .the : brg aye 
Lee Knighty ,station; WSP.D; vice- 
president-; Mrs. Urban Anderson, 
Colony . Theatre, secretary; Made¬ 
line ..Yoaicuih,. secretary/ti’ea^urer 
of the Loop Theatre; treasurer; 
Mrs. Fred Lentz; Miracle Mile: 
Drive-In. . sergeant-at-arms; arid 
Mrs: William ;Leutz Jr;, Telegraph 
Drivb-In, program chairman^ . The 
group wiii give two or tljree bene¬ 
fit affairs each year. 
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West German ‘Ceiling Salary’ Pact 

Saves Producers $25,000 Per Film 
Frankfurt. Nov. 1. 

The controversial “ceiling sal- 
a:v” agreement which was levied 
b\ joint agreement of the Assn. 

German Film Producers and the 
Asmi. of German Film Distributors 
;«* paving off. so far as film-mak- 
«is are concerned. The scale, un¬ 
err winch ell German actors and 
adressts .are put into certain ts- 
t.il-!i>ind pry categories with a 
top -.’ary of about $25,000 for a 
starring r le in a picture, is sav¬ 
ing tin* film industry about. $25.- 
Cii'O on an average per picture in 
direct production costs, according 
to reports Here. 

Toe salary scaling, which went 
Into effect about six months ago, 
met witn tremendous criticism 
from the German actors, who 
threatened strikes and retaliations, 
but the German Producers Assn, 
row feels that the salary-levelling 
has been most effective. Also that 
It will work as a step to keep down 
pioduction costs at a time when 
the film business must take every 
action possible to survive. 

The number of German films 
being produced has declined with 
the German Producers Assn, re¬ 
porting 104 German pix for the 
1960-61 season, a drop from 114 
cf the previous year. The income 
from the German pix has dropped 
about 10.9' ( to around $38,475,000. 
So tlie saving in stars’ salaries is 
a vital feature. 

Producers Outline Points 
This association a’so enumerat- trebut. Exhibitors just can’t "fathom 

.i -1 -ylcr points regarding - .- 
Its dwindling income. The number 

Baalbec ‘Too French’? 
Beirut, Nov. 1. 

Lebanon, the largely Chris¬ 
tian part of the former Syria, 
has had an annual arts festival 
for several years now in the 
fabulous ruins of Baalbec. It 
gets small notice in the western 
dr cultural press because of the 

emoteness. Another reason 
in ay well be that it is too over¬ 
whelmingly “French” 
artistic derivation. 

This “Francophile” quality 
Was evident again this season, 
[ac always since 1956. True 
[there has been, in the course 
[of the festivals a bit of Old Vic, 
ja touch of British Ballet and a 
[sample of N. Y. Philharmonic. 
[Otherwise all proceeds from 
[Paris. This discourages travel 
|to Baalbec, where sand, aiid 
[wind are not entirely ideal for. 
those whose taste artistically is 

[ not exclusively French. . 

28 Nations Entered 
In Mex Shorts Fest 

Mexico City, Nov. 1. 
Some 28 nations are participate 

ing in the First International Short 
Subjects Film Festival, inaugurated 
in Ciudad Uniyersitaria’s Huijiapr 
ities Auditorium, Oct. 22. Most 
European nations are represented 
in the event, including Russia! Pp- 
land and Czechoslovakia. Qri this 
side of the Atlantic the. U.S.. and 
Canada have entries. There, has 
been weak Latin American repre¬ 
sentation. with only Venezuela. 
Cuba and Brazil sending in 
material. 

Fest was organized under the 
auspices of the audio visual de- 
partment of the National Univer-/ 
sity of- Mexico. with collaboration 
of the [Bureau of Cultural Delations. 

Peggy Van Praagh in Curtain Speech Heard by Fed 

Treasurer—Ignores U.S. Companies Sans Aid 

SAN SEBASTIAN'S OWN 

Local Lawyer-Impresario Replaces 
Antonio Zulueta 

Arg. Producers Pleased 
Over Clicks of Native 

fix; Stall Yank Films 
Buenos Aires, Nov. 1. 

Local producers crowing 
over the conti ued success of sev¬ 
eral native pix productions, especi- 

' • ally Daniel Tinayre's “La Patota” 
j1 Th Gang); distributed by rArgen- 

v. tina Sono Film, w hich ran nine 
weeks in fir$t-run at the Monu- 

s , j n «. mental.. It. has now been running 
Attend Jlin. UnemB continuously in moveover. subur- 

Aussie Exbibs Annoyed 
By Failure of Public To 

Hobart. Nov. 1. 
ban and nabes for three months. 

“Un Giiapo del 900” (Angel) is. 
situaT 

- . . . . lions after holding three weeks at 
L, first-run Gra^Rex. and break- 

etl several other points regarding tlie publics eolct shoulde" and will P^nehO^ty- 
Its dwindling income. The number c.1Kj tiie Sunday play if biz «lumD b2do „a Ja ^ocne Une-^ f.Mo\les 
of tickets sold in 1959 dropped <\\in°away continues in Tasmania on Saturday. Night) fAAA) also did 
12.1'« in West Germany as against tate in ?°u s ™lia ‘ ^ at fthe Ambassa-’ 
1958. Television, which is financed ; „. ." :“ V ‘ t , dor, Libertador and four nabe and 
by the government and is free of !. El. jeetiomsts and fiont-of-house a suburban house, 
the entertainment tax, provides -,tan aie^the only ones benefiting Although the improved values of 
unfair competition. Group cited < .111 .f Sunday showings via a the more recent native product are 
that the West German film indusUy l1 p:?’iale pa;’ lor HOTkmg , no doubt partly responsible for 
docs not receive government sub- £!\tbe •<:event“ day of the w-eek. j these good: records, lack of a 
siriies, as p x do in many other Pxllibs aver they 11 forget about : screen institute Board tci approve 
lands. Also that entertainment ; PPeratin? on Sunday if biz does not release of foreign product also has 
taxes are higher in Germany than j ftuu‘kb> impiove. [ contributed: “Les Aniants” (Difa) 
In Great Britain and the U. S. An- Sydney exhibitors have been , is now released at the Opera, 
ether point is that production costs /pressing politicians for lany Premier, Grqpd Splendid and three 
for making films have increased ’[months, to okay Sabbath openings , nabe situations; the courts having 
with higher rent ior stages and for ![without result. Major opposition - declared that the- picture is not 
technicians. has come from the theatrical, obsebne. 

Quality of tlie German films lias [union, which covers projectionists “Cah-Gan”l<20tii) i$in fifth.week 
Improved, the producers associa- [and ushers. at the Gran Florida;. The British 
lion pointed out. noting that the;! The flop of the Hobart Sabbath “Carry On Doctor” and “Upstairs 
"West German Film Classification ibiz is now responsible for a cooling and 'Downstairs” tRarik)also have. 
Board gave eight German films the [oft of pressure by exhibs for Sun- proved unexpectedly strong at the 
“outstanding” classification for f(i;:y showings. ' wickets. 
1956-57 while the number in¬ 
creased to nine for the 1957-58 
calendar. 19 for the 1958-59 book¬ 
ings and 11 lor the 1959-60 season. 
This Classification entitles the pix 

t0pre«duc"«AskHSiier Admish L word With which critics defined th 1960 
Tiie producers’ erouD also came Edrnbur£h Festival, m spite of many sold-out performances. To give. 

«i. in favor of a new! il a r‘ew shot in the arm. in 1961; Lord Harewocicl, first cousin to Queen 
ihLi ra Ls ticket prices in #'Kizabelh and a well known music-lover as well as expert .married to 
West German* Studies show tbel»n AusWan born commoner, daughter of thw \iennese; musicologist. 
Public is Ullline to pav a consul-l; Er'v,n Siein) >vl11 take over the artistic directorship. In former days 
crablv higher mice *for oufstand-1! Edinburgh seemed about to. eclipse the famous Saizburg Festival. But 
Jng films g?.ncl that the price of ai'dour Scots’ early closing hours, boring Sundays .and a climate even 
ticket is gener 
lion as to 

Pix Production Shapes 
Strong in Israel But 

Govt. Assistance Lags 
Tel Aviv, Noy. 1. 

ncrallv not conridera--U Gl se *ban tbe one in Salzburg! somehow defeated the hope. This 
m-ww an inriivfinaii teac°n s first appearance of a new prodigy, German conductor Sawal- 

decidcs to eo to the cinema or not j Iisth- was a disappointment (“no orchestra can play better than the 
Proble-nf of moducine German' raan ull° conducts it” said an influential critic) and Bellini's *T Puri- 

docunientrrv pictures were aKo tani" 'vas greeted with more incomprehension than conviction—except 
R-u«;srd bv the producer group' f?r the Australian soprano Joan Sutherland, as Elvira.. She will make 
iniiTo that v?5p X^dornmornaiw her debut this ?eason at La Scafa as well as at Met in New York. The 
dassTied as '“outstanding nmv Julljard Quartett was perhaps Edinburgh’s most successful chamber^ 
KSutl^r^ in t ,lU,sic event and the olieinal coneferL. 
cense fees and one classified as 
“especially outstanding” may save- Of L. S. violin virtuoso Yehudi Menuhin .who plays.himself in CCC’s 
$6 000 to S7.000 there is still dif- currently made "Sabine and Her 100: Men”) it is said that he accepted, 
fif-ulty in making these pix pay off this German screen offer only as a. personal; favor to ..director- -William. 
because they generally are not exi Thiele. Producer Artur BraUner calls himself very lucky that, lie got 
ported to'oilier lands for added [ him, net only because of Menuhin’s tight .commitments but also the. 
income. [ virtuoso s reluctance to appear in a conyeritionaL feature, A serious 

Major demand from the grou artist’must be very careful of what he does. Menuhin, incidentally, 
was some sort of government pro- ,las many German friends and admirers. They haven’t forgotten that 
taction against tele inroads, pos- he was one If not the first U. S.:artist of Jewish faith who shook hands 
fibly by liberalizing the tough en- "i*h the Germans after 1945. .Immediately after the war’s end it was 
tertainment tax levied at the Menuhin who started sending CARE parcels to the members of the. 
fcoxofficc. Berlin Philharmonic orch and gave his voice for the Jdte Furtwangler’s; 

_J_ n habilitation. 

By RAYMOND STANLEY 

Nlelbourne, Nov. l. v 
There lias been .. general praise 

here for the Borov.ansky Ballet 
San Sebastian: Nov; 8:. ' season under artistic direction Of 

A San Sebastian theatreowiier, Peggy Van Priiagh—who used to 
Francisco Ferrer, .was named, hew assist Dame Ninette de Valois at 
director of the vSan Sebastian In- Londdn^ rovdnt Garden At Her 

. feriiational Filin Festival lari week . ■ eiH Uarden- A1 
‘ to replace Antonio Znlueta. ousted , ^mjesty s here Company danced, 
by; pressure from the festival cx- ;:“Cqppelia” and “Les. Rendezvous.**' 
ecutive imhtee, j Such a glittering production as : 

■ Ferrcr is a y°un? Basque: lawyer this three-act version of VCoppelia” 
; and owner of the Teatro Victoria... „ „„ _ , . •. . ■ .. 
j Eugenia, an antiquated showcase bas never been seen here, befor 
■ iyhere festival films are. screened. ( Sets and costumes have, been spe-- 
I The new’ director has'a solid“ tially .designed by Aussie Kenneth 
local reputation -as an impresario: I Rowell (again of Coyent Garden) 
who programs legit., ballet and^ .who has used .vivid, red. vellow and 

i concerts at . various intervals, to .• fA ‘ t w. . 
alleraate with ltis major activity as ] 01 a”8e ■«»•<>>•« >t0 »»#».*.«»«• 
a. film exhibitor, but is a. film in- Second Act. dollmaker’5 \v kshop; 
diistry. unknown ior the Test of is particularly outstanding., 

.Spain. Acclaim went to priiha bailei-i 
; Designation of Ferrer put >n . Kathleen Gorham’s Sw h n il da, 
; end to speculation that the festival i j,vAr* 
was to. be directed by -a triumvi-! W 
Mile, and laid to rest reports that 
Zuiueta would be retailed. Coppeiius and also .Marilyn 

I -.'•■■■ ' Jones , and Garth Welch in Frcd- 
; j crick. Ashton’s “Les Rendezvous.” 

; How ever, most opinion agrees it is 
[ Peggy yan . Pr^.agh's guiding, hand 
j that, has; achieved such a. high 
T standard!;. 

On opening night. she made . 
tain speech, points of which she 
elaborated upon , i radio arid tv 

. Israeli film producers are rtiU Ife Press:* interview fol- 
w tried heeausa.of the lack df co- mgh,. she appealed for 
operation thev erijov .in tlieir wn emuramenj subsui.y saying Rpro- 
country. They claim -that 
authorities, who word so eoopera- '??^ 1, not nuiionally subsn 
tiie in the ease of the -Exodus ’ « New V°rk 
filming in Israel, show no undw- - 7 
standing for the specific problems; Special reason for need of sub* 
of. the local film industry: ‘ Sld>’ i” Australia are the very 

TC.n.;‘ -just completed, is withheld ' . .For. Australia to .retain Borovan- 
froni the Screens by the producers as. permanent national' com- 
because the. state and; the cities did Pany would require annual subsidy, 
not agree to. waive entertai of 50 000 Australian pounds. Miss, 
taxes for the showings of this his- ;Vai> -P^aph.^ was firm in view. that. 

, toricaliv local picture. The orvly'^ Pab\e ‘ Borovansky” would have to 
municipalitv ready to permit the be dropped and “Australia:” substi-.. 

’ screening taxless .is. the. city of tided—a sore point with, many 
i Eilat.- Dienar has stated, that tin- edmirers oL late Edouard' Bdrqvan- 
: less a. decision ‘ his fav is , !v* 
reached.soon,Eilat will be.the only : . Such . company could, visit 

[town in Israel; to see his picture^ ■ South-East Asia .at first, and later 
;Newsmen w.ill be flown to.Eilat for Europe, aiid such events as:.Ediiir 
the preem. ‘ ; burgh Fest:/. 

The German-Israeli eoproduc-i When-Miss Van Praagh made 
tion “Blazing Sands” «R. Nuss- ; curtain appeal, saying J- C. Wil- 

! baum, is producer) was withheld j liarnson Theatres Ltd, could iio, 
for many months until .the permit; t°nScr . shoulder burden of cost, 

i.for p.ubiic showing was. given by 1 seated in eircle front row was Fed- 
j tHe authorities on m'drai. reasons.-Pfal Treasurer: who later, said he 
The picture; now showing to capac- [ would be hearing. from J. C. Wil- 
itv houses in. Tef Aviv for several.: Ramson “some facts and views re- 

) weeks, tells the story of a treasure-Vlati.b® t0 the Pallet organization. 
[ hunt in the fabulous Red-Rpck-city : “The have already said Austraii 
* in a neighboring land and. depicts i[s the one country -in world In 
j adventurous young Israelis break- i w hich ballet has operated without 
l ing the law by crossing the frori-[ subsidy. :and have indicated that it 
1 tier. Official circles and critics [ can’t,continue fo do So indefinitely 
[ argue that, even -how the film j iinTes': it, has some support.” said 
|should be withdrawn as it show’s Hhe Federal Treas. “The Common- 
[the! Israeli .youth in .a distorted,! wealth already gives Some kind of 
light, "Support to the Elizabethan Theatre 

t Various new film projects are ; Trust, but I would need to learn 
jnow ripening in Israel, The long- ;the. facts of the story, and then 
j cherished plan of a filni city ] h.ave them; considered by the ap¬ 

propriate Department.” . “Balnea") near Ascalon and the 
j Gaza strip is being revived and 
negotiations are held in the U.S. | (T,i qdditioyi to the N,Y::. City 
for possible investment iri the '-Center,. ichich is firstclass by qnyt 
scheme: In Tel Aviv’s Garden1 standard, there are othet ballets 
City, neighbor of Ramat Gan, a e.njoj/ ?io government ^ub- 

: large plot for. a new .film city has ‘ sidy, though nearly always* they 
(been allotted, by^ the municipality j.depend. :t.pon private donatidnSi as 
I to Arthur Brauner. a.major West- per Marquis .de Cuevas, Rocke- 
German producer (C.C.C ) who has feller in-Taiof: or Lucia Chase, of 

Abandon Plan to Film ' . T. „ . . t.. . *■ c . . . 
, . „ Chariton Heston, currently m Spain starring in Samuel. Bronston si 

Horsemen in Lliropc . “El Cid,” has received the first pressings of his new Vanguard album,/ 
London, Nov. 8. ,, [“Charlton Heston Reads from the Life aind. Passions of Jesus Christ.” 

Plans to film “Four Horsemen Qf ! I-P will be released on w;ax and tape this month. He recorded the tw - 
The .Apocal\pse” in Europe' have idlsk album in Vanguard’s studios in New York last summer, with his 
been abandoned because of con- I entire dramatic narration drawn from the fbuF Gospels of the New 
tinued bad weather. The original [Testament. Backed solely by the Robert D.e Cormier choral rendering 
plan was to shoot exteriors in Paris I °f -spirituals, Heston’s second venture in the recording field is. keyed 
and complete interiors at the Metro 1 to Christmas marketing! His earlier version of Old! Testament selcc- 
British Elstree Studios. Now. tiie : tions.was a best-seller duringthe 1957 season, 
entire production is to be Iranis- [ - 
ferred to Culver City starti ! Milan’s “Piccolo Teatro” this year will not do any touring at all and 
Dec. 1. has declined the offers from Israel and Japan. It will spend its I4th year 

In 21 working days it was only oi existence at home and divide the season between Milan and 
possible to film for six dnvs jn Rome. It opened Nov. 8 with an Italian novelty “The Egotist” by 
Paris and there can be no guanift-! Carlo Bertolazzi. Set is a world premiere of Bertold Brecht’s “The 
tee that the situation will improve, j Good Soldier Schwejk.” Thereafter with a dramatization of Cesare 
The switch definitely hurts the Pavescs novel “The Story of Pablo,”/Piccolo will transfer* to Rome 
Metro Studios as space for a three- lor six weeks. Still later in Milan it will produce in collaboration with 
month sked has been allotted the’ tiie chorus of the church of St. Ambrogio, in the church, a mystery 
opus. of the 13lh century “Eat You People of .this Bread ... . ** 

i his family In Israel. He plans co- 
. productions by a ne\ Israeli com- 
[ pany with Various Western Euro- 
1 peart production .centers. 

Meanwhile,:. great strides . are 
; made by Israeli producers of docu- 
imentaries, with Geva Films arid; 
j Herzliah Studios leaders in .this/ 
! field and reaping prizes in intcr- 
| national, festivals. The Hebrew 
| University in Jerusalem has just 
j completed a 20-minute dbcumen- 
[ tary, “Campus at Work;” with, a 
'/score by Israel’s prize-winning 
'' young composer Noam Sheriff., 

Titina de Filippo, sistbr of Italy's 
actor-author-director Edoardo—has 
made her debut as an author on her 
own in presenting. “Veering ’ the 
Ship” (“On Bring Around the Boat” 
—it’s a mavine expression). It in- 
troduced a new. stage director, 

. Giaridomenicb Giagni—up to now 
j known only through radio, plays. 

Taft family ■ " . At least, one 
'purely commercial ballet company* 
Sergei DenhahVs. Ballet Russe de 
Monte Carlo regularly tours 
American cities, although the forer 
part of tiie present-, season's book~ 
ings was cancelled in a dispuie 
with the American Guild of Miisi- 
cal Artists, which has ballet juris* 
diction.in U.;S.-*-EdJ. 

Yank Pix Hits in Morocco 
Paiis, Nov! 1. 

. Reports from Morocco are .that 
1.061 Yank pix were shown ..since 
1959 which grossed $2,226,000 
while 492 French films got $1,700,- 
000. 

. . U,{S', pix drew: 6.750,000 patrons 
while the French films did 949,000.:. 
Biggest take wak racked up by 
“The Vikings” (UA), which grossed 
$42,000. 
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, CRIES ROME 

. Mexico City, Nov. 1. > 
The Mexican; motion picture in¬ 

dustry is poised for a major assault 
on the American market. via dub¬ 
bing of selected national films. 

Ever'since the phenomenal suc¬ 
cess < in terms of ordinary Mexican 
boxoffice take), of “Adam and Eve,” 
initial effort in dubbing, Mexican 
producers have been eyeing the 
dollar market; This despite litiga¬ 
tion over division of exhibition re¬ 
ceipts for the ice breaker picture. 

Now, Salvador Amelio, head of 
the Cimex official distributorsliip; 
back; from a profitable New . York 
trip; has announced that;the Mexi¬ 
can version of “Torn Thuriib” or 
“Pulgarcito” will be. available, in 
an English version for the Ameri¬ 
can market Further, he said that 
a S40.000 advance will be paid by 
an undisclosed major. American 
distributor. 

Arnelio also said Same distribu¬ 
tor is interested in world exploita- 
ti rights for “Macario” which! 
will also be dubbed in English.. 
Both films have already grossed 
over $160;000 each within Mexico, 
recouping production, Costs, ,.,so 
world distribution will, be gravy. 

There are reservati . however, 
in assignment of rights to Mexican 

ictures. In case of ‘■Macarip.” for. 
instance; the Arthur Rank Organ¬ 
ization already has rights for dis¬ 
tribution England. /Peliculas 
Mexicanas . also holds the. Latin 

. American and Spanish, markets, 
. However; Ainelio said., that in 
future deals, this pattern may riot: 
be followed, with exception of 
holding on to Latin American re¬ 
lease rights; English d u b b e.d 
Mexican pictures will be offered 
for worldwide distribution. 

. Unconfirmed report has it that 
the Ariington-Bueno partnership is 
involved in the “Macario” deal, 
but confirmation., could .not be. ob¬ 
tained since top executives, have 
left New- York and South -America, 
to .ready picture plans/ 

AVitii Mexico now keenly inter¬ 
ested in American dollars (plus 
British and other English speaking 
area profits), Mexican films slated 
for early dubbing include! “Diana 
the Huntress.” “Unbridled De- 
ire, “The Si He of the Virgin,” 

arid others,: 

Paris Theatre Owners, 
legit Prods. Eye Plan 

For Co-Op Enterprise 
Paris, Nov. 1. 

A group of young theatre, owriers 
and independent legit stagers and 
producers; white.,’ still maintaining: 
their ow n individual properties and 
work, re discussing setting up. a 
cooperative enterprise to be called 
Le Nouveau Cartel. 

Though indie: .this group would 
collectively !. find plays., invest in 
each other’ productions when 
necessary, with plays going to . the 
one who .suggested it; . They, also 
would set up special subscription 
rates to their. shows as w ell as 
backing up touring engagements 
of their' entries around. France. 

Idea is. to try; and build up new; 
udienccs and share the risk while 

still retaining their, own individ¬ 
ually-arid initiative, 

Behirid this project respectively, 
who have recently signed with 
the. Theatre Vieux Colombier; are 
Sacha Pitoeff, now at the Theatre 
Mathurins;. Antoine Bourseillier, 
who. has taken over the Studio Des 
ChampsrElys.ecs. to produce and. 
mount shows,,and Georges Herbert 
and Pierre Franck, who, have 
bought' the Theatre De L?Oeuvre. 
They are now discussing this type j gime. 
of coOpcrat! 

Cochrane Remembered 
i . Tokyo, Nov. 1. 

Japan Motion Picture Pro¬ 
ducers Assn..(Eiren) will honor 
the. late tom D! Cochrane, 
garded as the' father of Ameri¬ 
can film trade in Japan, in 
recognition of his services 
rendered for the promotion of 
U.S.-Japan friendship. 

The posthuirious citation 
Will be conveyed to Cochrane’S: 

. family members at. a ceremony 
on Nov. 10. Cochrane founded 
the Harima-Uhiversal Co. with 
Katsutaro Harima in 1916 and 
was the first importer of U.S. 
films to Japan. 

Mexico'City, Nov. 1, 
..' The; biggest guessing contest in 
Mexico today is centered on the exr 
tent oLHollywood production Activ¬ 
ity here in the months and years 
ahead. . Opinions differ widely, 
from those who foresee a decline, 
others who feel the pace will" not 
exceed that of the past, and a third 
bptimistio group envisaging wide¬ 
spread expansion, especially in 
fields of Mexicari-American copro¬ 
duction deals, Offcial stand, as 
expressed by Alfonso Ahumada, 
assistant production chief at the 
Churubusco Studios, federally 
owned, is that the State wrill not 
put any irripediirierits in the way of 
Holly wood, or other foreign produc¬ 
tion activity in. Mexico. 

'! Ahurriada’s official statement re¬ 
futed recent reports that Mexico 
would shut its! doors to foreign pro¬ 
ducers and not offer any facilities,. 
Ahumada: denied the government 
would put a; cririip in activity that 
brings in a heavy influx of dollars. 
He also -said, that it was false that 
Hollywood , producers were shunn¬ 
ing. Mexico because of ; alleged 
abuses, by film personnel seeking 
heavy overtime scales. 

Robert J. Corkery. veepee of-the 
:mPEA. Stated that Hollywood will 
continue, making pictures in Mex¬ 
ico. There’s the natural scenery, 
almost constarit sunshine for loca¬ 
tions; excellent technical and 
mechanical facilities and full co¬ 
operation from, unions arid the gov¬ 
ernment! MPEA .Will w ork to.build 
'up the actual number of films pro¬ 
duced in Mexico by Hollywood. un¬ 
its. Corkery said. 

Felipe Palomino, on the other 
hand..ex-union leader, outspokenly 
said that <1> he did not believe 
American.films would salvage Mex¬ 
ico’s . ailing industry nor boost em- 
plyomerit materially; and (2>. that 
production would not exceed the 
five or so annually. He also said 
Hollywood, is. “disgusted*’ with the 
Mexican industry because a min¬ 
ority of greedy workers have 
abused them in the question of ex- 
iiorbiiant salaries and overtime de^ 
nVands, as was most recently ex¬ 
perienced by the “Hot Eye of 
Heaven” company. 

There are.other,'reasons for the 
slurbp in American activity; Pal¬ 
omino said; not the least of .which 
is- the "alleged pro^Castro feeling 
in certain;Mexican quarters. Then, 
in the. immediate .future; there are 
the U,S. elections, and the; adjust¬ 
ments by the ' incoming re- 

7Ail!i iress'Record 
London. Nov. -L 

With a first Week’s take; of $23,- 
G'TQ, 20th-Fox has notched a new 
house record- for the Carlton with. 

..its British, production of “The Mil¬ 
lionairess." starring. Sophia Loren 
arid Peter Sell 

The gross is around $5,000 better 
than that .recorded for “Anastasia” 
and <:“$ons; and Lovers ” 

DELAY SHINTO HO TAKEOVER 
Tokyo, Nov; 1. 

Negotiations for. the Toei Mo¬ 
tion Picture Co. to absorb the 
troubled Shintoho Motion Picture 
Co. hav 'been temporarily stalled 
because of Shintoho'S/heavy debts 
and labor problems.. 

But toppers of both. companies 
expect agreement soon on the 
amalgamation. deal which Would 
reduce Japah’s six majors to. five., 

i'i'l ■' .<’ i .; L- ’• i 

By ROBERT F. HAWKINS 

: Rome, Nov, 8. . 

Probably the biggest censorship 
battle iri Italian film, industry his¬ 
tory is currently underway here. A 
one-hour protest strike of the en¬ 
tire local film setup is the first 
positive act: In the. fight which finds 
all branches of the Italo industry 
for once united in a common cause. 

Strike Was voted after an emer¬ 
gency all-industry meeting, held 
this week/at Rome’s Corso Theatre 
to discuss the censoring by Milan 
authorities of two recent Italian re¬ 
leases, Titaniis’ ‘‘Rocco arid His 
Brothers”; and Del Duca’s ‘The Ad-, 
venture" after, they had been 
passed by the official government 
censor. It was felt that, only a 
vigorous protest campaign could 
hope to prevent the . danger of sti¬ 
fling censorship crippling the Ital¬ 
ian picture industry at a moment 
in which, . by general consent it is 
making its strongest bid ever- for 
world- markets. 

Sadie meeting - voted that the 
current and antiquated (1923): cen¬ 
sor law be updated as soon as pos¬ 
sible, and that the authority of the 
central, office: be reaffirmed to 
prevent local authorities, as in the 
recent cases, rfrom enforcing their 
w'iil as“supej-censors.” Only dis¬ 
sident note, came from the exhib 
sector, which couched its approval 
of the protest in a statement which 
spoke of the need of protecting 
“the family nucleus” against the 
subject/matter of “certain” pix. 

Fracas, a daily headline maker, 
•started w'hen first “Rocco”.. and 
then “Adyeriture” were seized by 
court order in Milan on charges of 
“pornography” and violation. of a 
1923 Italian police edict which al¬ 
lows seizure of pix everi after their 
government censorship okay. After 
a violent protest producers of. both 
features accepted cuts. and. they 
were price, more, released in Milan, 
white ,continuing in other centers, 
as was. -. 

Sideline hassle meanwhile de¬ 
veloped in case of “Roccoj” which 
suffered the most damage in that 
in addition to. cuts, certain scenes 
were ’‘blacked out” to make them 
nearly undistinguishable. Director 
Luchino Visconti first sued pro¬ 
ducer Lombardb for allowing cuts 
to be made. Suit was later dropped, 
and Visconti instead sued the Milan 
court for “excessive zeal,” in its de¬ 
cision first time Italo. judiciary has. 
been thus- questioned. (“Rocco” 
caused the biggest row in Venice 
Festival history when it failed to 
win the first prize, which many 
thought it deserved.. Lombardo re¬ 
fused to accept the second prize.) 

Several puzzling, factors are in¬ 
volved. Why and how is a feature 
which has passed all official cen¬ 
sorship controls stopped by a local' 
organization operating under pow¬ 
ers in a vintage fascist-times law? 
This is the factor which most con-. 
corns industry trippers here. They 
bear precedent of further trouble 
elsewhere (Italy has close to 200 
legislative offices empowered with 
film seizure rights if they choose 
to invoke the clause). The general 
industry push; is therefore for re- 
confirmation of supreme power of 
a single censor body, as the lesser 
of. two evils., 

Another puzzler is; why Milan? 
The northern “capital” has always 
been considered tor considered it¬ 
self! the. center of Italian culture, 
savoir-faire, as well as business. 
The change has been recent; dating 
from a violent initial reaction to 
Federico Fellini's “La Dotee Vita” 
Xone spectator at the premiere even 
spat, on Fellini)—yet “Vita” is a 
pic about Rome and its life, not 
Milan. New ebrrie these tWo . cases. 

The official who ordered the 
seizure (after a complaint) has been i 
at his post only a-shirt- time. He's 
quoted as saying that he is “watch¬ 
ing” several other pictures, among 
them “Red Lips.” “Sweet Decep¬ 
tions.” and; “A Bout de. Souffle,” all 
but the last Italo-made. 

Reasons for the sudden censor¬ 
ship threat are attributed to vari¬ 
ous causes, though only a few sug¬ 
gest that Italo pix, have, admittedly 
I tsi fi- il-l. If ( 

Unable to Restrict Pix Fests, Inti 
Film Prods. Group to Tighten Rules 

Wayne Gift$ Princess 
London; .Nov. 8: 

John Wayne, who is said to 
have sunk much of his spare 
cash in his epic pic, “The 
Al_amri,” has dug up few 
extra dimes. 

Princess Margaret, and her 
spouse, Anthony Armstrong- 
Jones, were guests of honor at 
the film’s preem. Wayne gave 
the Princess a silver cowboy 
saddle valued at $2,800. He 
assured, her, that it was a prac¬ 
tical job that he’d picked up in 
Sari Antonio. 

Film Prod. Sked 

Loridon, Nov* 8. 
. 20th-F6X is continuing, its big 
scale British film production ac¬ 
tivity arid seven new projects were 
confirmed by Robert Goldstein be¬ 
fore he returned to Hollywood last 
Thursday <27). These are in addi¬ 
tion to “Cleopatra,” which is now 
filming at. Pinewood. Studios with 
Elizabeth Taylor in the title role. 

First of the new subjects will 
unite the team which made “The 
Millionairess,” a Current hit in the 
West End. Dirnitri de Grunwald, 
Pierre Rouve and Peter Sellers 
start at the Metro studios next 
Monday (7) ori “Topaze.” This is 
based on a play by Marcel Pagnol 
and Seilers will direct as well as 
star. 

Goldstein also confirmed the 
deal that Walter Shenson will pro¬ 
duce. “A Matter Of Who” which' 
will star Noel Coward. It Will be 
directed by Milton Holmes; Two 
20th-Fox artists, Juliet Prowse and 
Ken Scott, will coirie over from 
Hollywood to appear in the pic. 

Also On; the 20th-Fox roster is 
a filriiizatiori of “The Visit.’' Which 
Nunnally Johnson has. scripted: 
“The Innocents.” based on Henry 

. James’ novel “Turn of the Screw.” 
which .will be. directed by Jack 
Clayton and star Deborah Kerr; 
“Watcher in the Shadows,” which 
Jo Eisinger is scripting from Geof¬ 
frey Household’s novel and which 
Henry Weinstein will produce; 
“Greatest Raid. of All,” based on 
the St. Nazaire exploit in 1942: 
and “The Inspector” which Mark 
Robson will produce arid, direct 
-from. the Jain de Hartog novel. 

Cassavetes’Pic Clicks 
Paris. Nov. 1. 

Private showings of John Cassa¬ 
vetes’ improvised Yank indie pic, 
“Shadows,” have! led to . fine press 
comment, Producer-distrib Nicos 
Papatakis may soon get a first-run 
date for it; especially on the heels 
of its recent London hit.. 

French filmmaker, Jean Rouch, 
has even gone further in improvis¬ 
ing his latest film, “Chronique 
D’Un Ete” (Summer. Chronicle). It 
is a series of interviews with peo¬ 
ple done with hidden carneras and 
sound iequipirient in the streets. 

been more “liberal” in depicting 
violence arid sex in recent months 
“La Dolce Vita” gets the rnost 
blarile. for stirring up! the hassle 
arid focusing atfention to the prob¬ 
lem .(yet “Vita” passed unscathed 
arid . is. racking up a 111ime-cocords). 
Pre-election political reasons are 
also credited, as are otherwise un¬ 
specified. “direct orders” from 
“above.” meaning. itlier tlie Gov¬ 
ernment or the Vatican; or both. 
Some see a. move by moralizing 
Milan iridustrial bigwigs, thers 
suggest-that'Milan is: being “used” 
as site for the move so as to avoid 
inference that it’s planned by the 
Vatican <as has been suggested 
every time a censorship case has 
.arisen in the Eternal City). 

London, Nov. 8. 
Unable to restrict the number of 

film festivals, the International 
Federation , of Film Producers has 
decided to tighten its rules to safe¬ 
guard industry interests. At the 
Administrative Council meeting 
here last week, a five-point pro¬ 
gram was agreed on in which it 
was decided; to limit the number 
of competitive festivals to which 
approval will be given. And also 
to limit to four a year, the events 
which will restrict entries to films 
not shown outside the country of 
origin. 

The Federation recommends that 
festivals should not run for more 
than 12 days and that “in no cir¬ 
cumstances” should the contribu¬ 
tion of each participating country 
exceed two films. Furthermore, it 
recommends that not more than 
two pix should be shown in any one 
day. 

The last-named clause has speci¬ 
fic reference to events at Venice 
this year when the host country 
submitted four competitive entries, 
and other leading producing coun¬ 
tries, including the U.S. and Great 
Britain, Were restricted to a single 
in-competition film. 

Although it gave consideration 
to the possibility of limiting the 
number Of fests, the Federation 
decided that any restriction cen¬ 
trally imposed was bound to have 
an arbitrary and discriminatory 
character. And also that the re¬ 
duction in the number of festivals 
could only be satisfactorily 
achieved by agreement among fes¬ 
tival organizers. 

In the circumstances, therefore, 
the Federation Council agreed to 
approve any festival whose regu¬ 
lations conformed writh Federa¬ 
tion rules, and reserved the right 
to withdraw' approval where it was. 
not satisfied that the regulations 
were being observed. In the case 
of any festival failing during its 
Course to observe the regulations, 
the Federation decreed it would 
withhold future approval. 

Once Slighted Fans Need 
Sweetening So Set Up 

Yres Montand Gestnre 
Tokyo, Nov. 1. 

Plans are being laid here for 
Yves Montand to stage a charity 
show on the occasion of his ex¬ 
pected visit in mid-January to co- 
star opposite Shirley MacLaine in 
“My Geisha,” to be directed for 
Paramount release by Jack Cardiff 
from a Norman Krasna Script. 

Reason for seeking a charitable 
organization to co-sponsor the date 
is believed to be the mixed feelings 
here regarding Montand. The 
actor-singer, skedded to lour 
Japan early this year, postponed 
once and then cancelled when Ivs 
shooting with Marilyn Monroe in 
“Let’s Make Love” ran over sched¬ 
ule. Japan fans felt slighted, hence 
a need to clear the air. 

Now Pakistan Planning 
International Pix Fair 

Karachi, Nov. 1. 

A private organization hero has 
an ambitious plan to hold an inter¬ 
national! film fair late in 1961. R. 
A. Shoikh, the big man behind the 
idea told Variety that his organi¬ 
zation has secured 225.000 square 
yards of land at a cost of about 
$250,000 as the proposed site for. 
the fair. 

The fair, scheduled to run 30- 
da vs, would demonstrate the inter¬ 
national progress in the local film 
industry. There would be exhibits 
of film arts, techniques, equipment 
etc. Besides the exhibits, there 
will be seminars on filmic art and 
conferences of international film 
personalities. The organizers also 
propose to hold an international 
film personalities. The organizers 
also propose to hold an interna¬ 
tional beauty contest. Invitations 
will be sent* to all film producing 
couqtyies .to ajttend. 
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DAMNED GOOD BIZ! 
“VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED” GREATEST GROSSING 

MULTIPLE OPENING IN M-G-M’s HISTORY! 

DAYTON, OHIO - first three days 
More than double labor Day business 
on BELLS ARE RINGING. Beats NORTH 
BY NORTHWEST, HOME FROM HILL, 

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-six days 
Beats HOME FROM THE HILL, BELLS 
ARE RINGING. Equals business of 
PLEASE DON’T EAT THE DAISIES. 

CHARLESTON, W. VA. - five days 
Doing the: same business as DAISIES. 
Substantially beats HOME FROM THE 

HILL, BELLS ARE RINGING. , 

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO —four days 
Tops PLEASE DON’T EAT THE DAISIES 

by 42%. 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.- four days 
Running well ahead of HOME FROM 

THE HILL, BELLS. 

EVANSVILLE, IND.-four days 
Equals NORTH BY NORTHWEST. 

Tops by far HOME FROM THE HILL, 

DAISIES, BELLS. 

FORT WAYNE, IND.-first four days 
Tops BELLS ARE RINGING. 

MUNCIE, IND. —four days 
Beats NORTH BY NORTHWEST, HOME 
FROM THE HILL. Tops Labor Day 
business on IT STARTED WITH A KISS. 

LOGANSPORT, IND.—four^dayengagement 
Beats DAISIES, NORTH BY NORTH¬ 

WEST. Is more than double the busi¬ 
ness on BELLS, HOME FROM THE HILL. 

TERRE HAUTE, IND. - 
Opening day tops Easter sum of 

DAISIES, in addition to BELLS ARE 

RINGING, HOME'FROM THE HILL, 

typical Ad from Sock Campaign ! 

BACKED BY GIANT TV, 5 
radio and Newspaper i 

i CAMPAIGNS! Additfonalj 
I saturation bookings now be- j 
i ing set for Los Angeles, Dallas, ! 

Charlotte and New York 1 
i territories. More to follow! j 

V .'\jjj 
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iVeu? For# Sound Track 

With marriage of Harold Randi Par’s, publicity manager, to Lillian 
Wishnia less than three weeks away (Thanksgiving Day i, approximately 
100 of his more intimate industry friends feted him at an occasionally 
tiproarious bachelor dinner Friday (4) ight at La Scala.: Highlights of 
the evening. emceed by Ed Feldman, were a long, monolog by Don 
Rickies (“Which one’s the groom?’") and some special hiateriai, written 
by Jack Brodsky, Feldman, Bernie Green and. Dick Karp, recorded by 
semi-pro artistes, among others. Best of: these True-Life Adventure 
bits: a recapitulation of one of Harold’s .rounds of the New York 
newspapers: with the journalists done, to an acid turn. The best (and 
almost the shortest) speech: that of 20th’s Rodney Bush who noted 
that he wasn’t, gaining a /son, but losing a secretary (Miss Wishnia)-^a 
situation .which seems to be taking on all the aspects pf. an industry 
trend, since Brodsky earlier married Bush out of another Girl Friday. 

Loew’s Hotels has changed the name. of. its now-building, eastside 
hotel to the Summit It was previously known as tlie Americana East, 
but the company wanted-to avoid confusion, with the . now under- con¬ 
struction Americana on Seventh Ave* (there’s a Hotel America oh 
47th St.—Ed.).; . . Magazine photographer. Sain Shaw reported to the 
Studio de Boulogne in Paris this week to take up .duties as producer of 
the Pennebaker production, “Paris Blues.’! . Martin Ritt is directing the 
United Artists release-“ Universal Sales .v.p. Henry H. (Hit Martin 
has;set a dual N.,Y. engagement for the Gary Grant starrer, “The Grass 
Is Greener.” it opens, at the Astor and/Trans-Lux 52d St. on Dec. 14 
. . . British thesp Jack Hawkins a Gotliam visitor for four days en route 
to the Coast for a role in “Spinster” V-"., .Four amusement slocks-^- 
United Artists, Meti‘ri arid Decca—listed in the Bache & Co,. “Tax 
Memo” as recommended for profitable reinvestment and tax switching 
. ... Eli Wallach back in N. Y; after winding up “The Misfits.” 

Joe .and Leona Hummel breaking the jump: from their Las Leonas 
mansion in ; Mailo,rca with stopoffs in Paris (“for some good French 
food”) and London (“two weeks to see the new plays”) and due in 
.New York next week,to continue their fall-winter holidaying and shop¬ 
ping. Huihmel was longtime Cdntinerital boss for Warner Bros, 

Believed sole remaining print of a 1928 German film.stv^rrihg Marlene 
DiCtrich is'owned by Hugh and Alice Mackenzie of Toronto, Who show 
it to friends in their home, per Lotta Dempsey in Toronto Star. It’s 
“Ih Dreams I Kiss Your Hand.. Madame,’’; made in Paris by Super Films 
of Berlin; directed by Robert Land;, with Harry Liedtke as leading man 

nd KarF Hntzner as. cpniic, 

Jules Levy, Arthur Gardner and Arnold Layen will make “Geronimo” 
for United Artists: under their Gramei-cy Productions banner r. . Susan 
Kohner and George Hamilton join. Lana Turner, Efrera Zimbalist Jr., 
and Jason Robards in Mirisch. Co.’s “By Love Possessed” Morris 
Stoloff will Score Joshua Logan’s Warner Bros, production, “Fanny” 
. . Allied Artists cast/British- Diana Dors, for a top. spot in “The Big 
Bankroll.” biopic 6f Arnold Rothsteln . Ralph Meeker costars with 
Susan Hayward and Dean'-Martin' in Larry WeingartenMetro produc¬ 
tion. “Ada” .. Oscar Brodney set. Broadway thesp Peggy Cass for a 
top role in “All Hands op Deck;” Pat Bpone starrer. 

Henry Hart, editor of Films in Review, has probably written the 
be.-1 review accorded John Wayne’s “Th .Alamo” calling it “entertaining 
and emotionally moYfng throughout its three hours . exceptionally 
good "tec‘hnicariy In fact, it has everything a movie should have.” 

November Catholic Digest in a piece on St. MaTaohy’s, the off-Times 
Souare Actors’ Chapel. names those who have attended, mass there' as 
including Bing Crosby, Pat O’Brien, Jack Haley.: Danny Thomas, 
Rosalind Russell, Irene. Dunne, Joan Leslie, Hildegarde, Spencer Tracy, 
Ray Bolger, Frank Fay, Jimmy Durante, Peter Lind Hayes, Mary Ifealy, 
George Shelton. Perry ..Como, Bert Wheeler. . Julius La Rosa* Eddie.; 
Dowling, Cyril Ritchard, Eddie Foy Jf. ahd Horace MacMahon. 

Albert Zugsmith will follow his recently-completed “Dpndi”.,for 
Allied Artist® with “Dondi Goes -to the. Moon” .with same moppet star,. 
David Kcry, instead of '‘Dondi Goes Native in Brooklyn,’’ as originally, 
planned . Ron RaiidelL pfoducev-dircctor Steve. Sekeiy, lately 
Madrid, and writer Robert Blees housht film rights to "Defender/ 
Triumph.” consisting. of four. -stones of famous British trials, with 
Rrmdell to star in first of. quartet rclea.-ed as “7 Soho Square” , Red 
Buttons copped i-ole in Howard Hawks’ ‘ Hatari.” John Wayne starrer 
for Paramount release. . : : 

Robert H. O’Brien, Metro v.p. and treasurer, and John B. Burns, 
newly-appointed sales chief of- MOM-TV. hack, front studio conferences 

. . An invitation to the press to attend , the Oklahoma City world 
premiere of. Metro’s “Cimarron” has heen . sent out by Oklahoma GbV: 
J.Howard Edmondson.'A two-dav celebration. is. planned Nov. 30-Dec. 1. 

. . Laurence Olivier has notified producer Stanley Krainer that he 
will not be able to appear in “Judgment at Nuremberg” because of the 
click of “Becket,” in which Olivier stars, oni Broadway; Olivier was. ;to 
have portrayed the chief: justice of the. German supreme court in the. 
Kramer production. , . 

Ed Kingsley and Jay Frankel hosted reps of the press; distribution 
and exhibition at a cocktail spread at the Four Seasons Friday (4) in 
honor of Soviet director Gregory Chukhray, whose “Ballad of a Soldier” 
took first prize at the San Francisco film fest. last vTek. Film opens 
here late this year as; a,joint Kingsley Infernatipnal-M.JvP, Enterprises 
release . Producer Albert Zugsmith has plans to . produce a legit 
niusical here next year starring Mamie Van Dofen, separate from, a 
legit musical based on life, of Billie Holiday (with Dorothy Dandridge). 

Gertrude Brooks, 2Qth’s.fari magazine contact; back from .a Caribbean 
cruise . . Ed Morey, Allied Artists veep, left Monday . (7) to attend 
meeting of AA board in Hollywood today. (Wed.V. . I Daii Talbot and 
Peter Bogdanovich have) lined up some tqp names to write individual 
program notes for their New Yorker Film Society fall series. Among 
the by-liners: Jules Feiffer, Chandler Brossard, Harold Homes, Norman 
Mailer, Jack Kerouac, Jack Gelber, Herbert Geld and Robert Brustein. 

. in daily newspaper ads list week announcing Brooklyn opeinng of 
20th’s “Let’s Make Love,-’ Milton Berio’s name appeared (though in 
smaller type) over the title with Marilyn. Monroe’s, while Yves Montand 
and Tony Randall were below the title „.. Continental Distributing has 
acquired U. S. rights to Terry-Thomas’ latest British vehicle, “Make 
Mina Mink” . , . Educational Film Library Assn, film festival, set to be 
held in New York next April, is inviting participation of. “16m film¬ 
makers whose pictures, are produced for\love :rathdr . than money,”. 
Showing will be non-competitive and: np eritty; fee. will be charged for 
films accepted for screening. 

Jean1 Goldwurm, prexy of Times Film, ahd Mrs. Goldwurm return tp 
New. York today (Wed,) on the Queen Elizabeth after an extensive, trip 
abroad. 

Delmer Daves set new multiple pix contract with Warner Bros:, call¬ 
ing for; his services as producerTdirettor-writer, with “Susan Slade,” 
starting this week, initiator on pact . Edward G. Robinson with 
Shirley MacLaine arid Yves Montand in “My Geisha/’ Steve Parker’s 
Sashiko production for Paramount release . .• .. 20th-fox signed Steve 
Forrest to a six-pix.deal . . . Buddy Hackett with Robert Preston in 
WB’s screen version of “The Music Mari” . . . United Artists and Jules 
Dassin acquired: film rights to “The Last of the Just,” new novel by 
Andre Schwartz-Bart, carrying an anti-Semitism theme in Nazi Germany 
.-. . E/G, Marshall takes over major role with Kirk Douglas in Mirisch- 
GlOria’s “Town Without Pity” for UA • . 20th dickering for rights to 
Poyntz Tyler novel, “A Garden of Cucumbers” . . . Samuel Fuller set 
to direct‘‘The Marauders” for Milton Sperling at WB. 

Paul D, O’Brien (New York) and Martin Gang (Los Angeles) were 
reappointed co-chairmen of :the Legal Advisory Committee on Teto- 

ision & Motion Pictures of the American Bar . Assn. The N. Y. 
members include Albert C. Bickford/ Mark F. Hughes, Theodore- R. 

AlO’Seas Handle 
continued from page i s 

,150% over ' 196b.’s,. with company 1 t V 
aiming at a total release of 18 pix/ 1 uu 
next year. Of this total, 12 will be 
“A” product, he saict with perhaps 
six smaller budgetersl AIP will it¬ 
self produce .eight to, 10 of the 
“A” pix, he said, picking up others 
outside. -.i- 

Nicholson: estimated that com¬ 
pany’s doriiestic. distribution . arm 
can handle up to 12 “A” pictures 
a year ritost efficiently. Prexy has 
j list: returned from London, and 
Rome where exec veep Samuel Z. 
Arkoff is presently negotiating, for 
wprldwide^^. distrib rights to 
“Fright/? a filmed-iri-Italy English 
language honor pic starring Barr 
bara Steele; and John Richardson. 
Film is described as “horror pic¬ 
ture created for adult .patronage.” 

. AIP has plans for only: two co¬ 
productions in the upcoming year, 
and both these with Anglo-Amal¬ 
gamated of Britain. Queried as to 
possible sequel to company’s 
Italian-made “Goliath and the. 
Dragon," which hasn?t; yet... gone ; 
info release, Nicholson said lie was i 
having talks oil such a. venture i 
with Italo producer^ Fulvio Luci-' •] 
sano but. that any such deal would 
Pot be a coproduction, rather AIP 
would pick up distrib; rights on the 
completed production without pro¬ 
viding any preproduction assists 
ance. 

N iehdlson returned to the. Coast 
Thursday evening; ■ ^ 

any Roadshows, Too Few Prints, Dailies Favotf 
Vide)/ News Over Theatre News 

Seqaelize\ 1 Kinij Kong 
Hplmvood. Nov. 8. 

“King Kong~-and-P«hnothe- 
us”. is being planned pV pror- 
ducer John Beck as: a spquei 
to. RKO’s 1933 shpcker^/’King 
Korig.” Willis O’Brien, re¬ 
sponsible for tbe. special ef- 
ects on original' which includ¬ 
ed the animated giant ape, 
has been inked by Beck to 
function in same capacity on 
new film. 

George Worthing Yates is 
prepping a treatment. “Kong/* 
turned out by Merian C. jCoop- 
er and Ernest Schoe’dsack, 
presently is ’ playing the tele¬ 
vision route., .* 

U’s 3 Hits 
; Centi m page 7 ■; 

as 

Milwaukee, Nov. 8. 

Leroy Pirikowski,. 19, Milwaukee, 

is oil trial (in Muriicipal Court) on 

a first degree murder charge, al¬ 

legedly stabbing 14-year old Diana; 

Mae Zibolsky to death in a West- 

Sixth Man” is iii.the editiiig stage, Allis park last Aug. 31. .The state 
“Back Street” is shooting, and ; nested its case iast week. Pinkow- 
-Tamroy/xell Me. True" starts, this ski. whohas entered a plea of not 

IS 
; studioTinade or studio-originated^ | .Defense Attorneys^Peter N. Fles- 
i| with-indie-prpdueers productions. ’sas_ and John J; Foley, have /pdi- 
Tlie rest of. the slate would be aug- i .tpd they plan attempting to show 

, niented bv completed oiitslde pic-.- that.PinkPwski .allegedly, killed the 
j. titires or filrns Contracted for di<- i teenager by •••reaso.n. of being in- 
tribution.' Of the .17 pix on th j f.luenced by viewing the Alfred 

s 1960-61 slate,, a .total of seven wet .Hitchcock film “Psycho,” at a Mil- 
i acquired -frorii outside' sources,/ ri’aukee theatre.- “Psycho ’ (Par) 
; with U' having no financial inter-’. played; first run at. the Riverside 
est. in.the making ot tlie pix. ..last summ 

Martin stressed that U had no. According to. ..Pihko\vski's attor- 
i immediate plan- to offer “Sparta- :.neys, Pinkowski and. ;Mi?s Mary 
1 cus” for 35m dates and that only ; Ann Schuessler, 19, here, saw 
76rii erigageirients . would be ac- {“Psycho” both on. Aug. 17 and Aug. 
cepted. .The. picture: now; playing.:25! Miss SchuCssIer;-on the stand 

six key. cities, will be playing in. as a defense A’i'itness, testified Pin- 
. approxiiriately; . 26 situations by kowski . was “in a traiice” when 
j.inid-February.: . Ten new. opening viewing the feature. 
.are scheduled, for Dec. 22. ‘with; Attorerieys FJessas and: Foley re-. 
; four, mpre in :January, and four, to ' ported an attorney for Paramount 
: stx in February. Martin- said th .|Pictur.es had sanctioned a private 
business was pear capacity m -the ; Screening of “Psycho” for the jury j 

By ROBERT A. McSTAY 

Toronto. Nov. 8. 
Resolutions decrying unjust and 

discriminatory Provincial amuse- 
men taxes, too many roadshow al¬ 
locations, shortage of prints and 
trailers, and pressure being ex¬ 
erted by certain voluble minority 
groups regarding the Sunday ex¬ 
hibition, were passed at the annual 
meeting here of the Motion Pic¬ 
ture Industry Council of Canada at 
the King Edward Sheraton Hotel. 

Frank Fisher, veepee and g.m., 
Odeon Theatres (Canada) Ltd., was 
elected chairman, succeeding 
Charles S. Chaplin, g.m.. United 
Artists, who held the post for two 
terms. First Vice-chairman is Peter 
S. Myers, Toronto, managing di¬ 
rector of 20th. Century Films in 
Canada; second vice-chairman, 
Harry Prgygrocki, Winnipeg, prexy 
of the Manitoba Motion Picture 
Distributors Assn. Treasurer is 
H. C. D. (Dick) Main, indie opera¬ 
tor; Arch Jolley, executive secre¬ 
tary. 

Trans-Canada delegates were as¬ 
sured by Charles S. Chaplin and 
I. H. (Izzy) Allen that print short¬ 
ages will be attacked immediately; 
and Clare Appel, executive direct 
tor, Canadian Motion Picture Dis¬ 
tributors Ass’n. said that better 
treatment: on the amusement pages 
—in relation to tv news—would be 
sought by personal interviews with 
Canadian newspaper publishers. 

Strong objection to present 
Provincial and municipal license 
fees was expressed at the Toronto 
meeting by E, G; Forsyth, assistant 
g.m. of the Odeon chain; and 
Douglas Miller, prexy, Alberta 
Theatres Ass’n, stated that Provin¬ 
cial and civic governments should 
charge movie houses in the same 
manner as other businesses and 
not on a fee based on b.o. poten¬ 
tials. IT. C. D. Main, independent, 
reported that his correspondence 
with Provincial representatives 
had gotten sympathy but claimed 
that action to secure “just fees” 
would be continued. 

six sprits where the picture is ciir-1 members, if Municipal Court Judge. Taylor., 
rently playing on a . haHt'iokct . Sleffesj ruie(l the.fllm was relevant bach. V 

bas,s- 'to the. case.. 

Altys.; Flessas and . Foley indi¬ 
cated tKey^ wrote a letter to Alfred 

I Hitchock, ' with a query as to 
whether he: knew' of any other 
acts of extreme violence had been 
reported,' after , any person had 
viewed “Psycho/? 

Wald 
; Continued from page T • 

which Jose Ferrer: iil: direct from 
Hairy Brown!s screenplay; “High 
Heels/’ Carol Lyniey starrer to be 
directed by Robert. Parrish from. 
Dapny Fuch’s script; “Celebration/' 
which Alfred. . Haves is scripting 
and for .which Kim Novak is being 
sought;\“-Mr; Hobbs Takes a Vaca¬ 
tion.” James Stewart starrer .being 
screenpiaved by Nunnally Johnson, 
arid' which wul be directed by Leo 
McCarey; “Lrit It Gorne Down,” 
newly assigned to screenwriter 
James Lee Barrett and a probable 
property for director Jack Cardiff;, 
“High Dive,” a Norman Krasna 
screenplay; Janies Joyce’s /Ulys¬ 
ses,” for which Wald now is seek- 
ing a writer; “Pink Tijghts,” with 
original score, by. . Juto Styne arid 
Sarnrny Cahn; and “High Wind in 
Jamaica/’ 

With Wald having agreed to a 
lOrpicture-a-year slate with 20th 
prexy Spyros . Skouras, at least 10 
of ' the. 14 properties are. being 
aimed for production through 1961. 

Loew’s Circuit 
Continue^ from page 3 

Rochester, South Bend, Syracuse, 
and Toledo, j 

Marti Burnett will head the 
Southern division with offices in 
Atlanta. Cities under his juris¬ 
diction are Atianla, Evansville, 
Houston, Jacksonville, Memphis, 
Nashville, Newr Orleans, and Miami. 

The reorganization saw Orville 
Crowuch named city manager in 
Washington, arid Russell Bovjm 
city manager inJSt. Louis. Jack H. 
Clarke continues ih. Toronto as 
manager of Loew’s Canadian 
theatres. 

Kurtzman,; the new out-of-town 
I operations chief, is a veteran of 
i 20 ye?rs with the Loew’s organiza- 
, ti n.; Before coming to New York 

Keenan Wynn into: “The Big: to handle special assignments for 
Bankroll/’ Samuel BischofT-Dave • Picker in the fields of - labor and 
Dfariiond . indie for Allied Artists ■ taxes, he: had been New England 
release: j division manager in Boston. 

Hupferinah, and Arthur H. Schwartz. Th Coast, reps are Louis M. 
Brown*.George W. Cohen, Deane F. Johnson, and Grant B. Cooper. 

Hassle’s, griing. on between Kurt Frings. as. agent for Elizabeth Taylor, 
and Harold Mirisch, involving starring, role in latter’s upcoming “Irma 
La Douce/’. Title role has been switched. from Miss Taylor to Shirley 
MacLaine by Mirisch whereas, says the percenter, Liz has the contract. 
Negotiations for Miss Taylor .to do: /Two lor the Seesaw” also for 
Mirisch broke down and it’s because of this that th producer can¬ 
celled her out of “Irma,”. agent. avers. 

TAYLOR-ADERBACH’S 
25TH DRAWS BANQUET 

Toronto, Nov. 8. 
Visitors from the United States, 

Britain and France, plus Canadian 
representatives of the film indus¬ 
try, were present for the 25th an¬ 
niversary banquet of the founding 
of 20th Century Theatres here. Nat 

prexy. and Raoul Auer- 
eepee and partner, started 

with two houses in 1935, have to¬ 
day a chain of 60 theatres operat¬ 
ing throughout Ontario. 

A testimonial dinner, held in the 
Park Plaza Hotel here, saw over 
300 guests present from interna¬ 
tional film interests, hence separate 
toasts to the Queen, President 
Eisenhower and President De 
Gaulle. Also among heads of Ca¬ 
nadian chains were J. J. Fltz- 
gibbons, prexy. Famous Players 
(Canadian) Corp; and Frank Fisher, 
veepee and g.ro., Odeon Theatres 
(Canada) Ltd. 

Toastmaster was Hye Bossin. 
There were 13 speakers, with Nat 
Tayloi—in final address—express¬ 
ing his gratitude to all who had 
played a part in The growth of 20th 
Century Theatres Ltd. Auerbach 
tendered the official greeting to 
banquet guests. 

Among latter was Joseph Vegoda, 
film distributor of London, Leo 
Lax of French Dubbing Syndicate. 
American guests included Janies 
Mulvey, principal in new Beaver- 
Champion Films; Ed Morey, Allied 
Artists; Budd Rogers. Alpha Dis¬ 
tributing Co; Milton Cohen, United 
Artists Eastern sales manager; 
George Margolin, Continental Mo¬ 
tion Picture Co; and others; 

MITCHUM-ROSENBERG TEAM 
Hollywood, Nov. 8. 

Robert Mitchum is partnered 
with indie producer Frank P. 
Rosenberg in former’s three fea¬ 
ture deal with United Artists, with 
Rosenberg set to handle producer 
reins on trio of properties* 

“North from Rome,” first pic on 
slate, has been a Rosenberg project 
for past two years when he ac¬ 
quired the Helen Macinnes novel 
for his own company. Film is slat¬ 
ed to rpll in Italy March 15. 
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Chicago Debate on $1.80 Price; 
6Can ft Afford Lesser Admission 

Chicago, Nov. 8. 
Although trade consensus is that 

other factors are responsible itor 
it. the current slump in firstirun 
picture business here again accen¬ 
tuates the recurrent admission 
price question. Whether the pres¬ 
ent $1.80 top 'evenings and week¬ 
ends) is realistic, majority senti¬ 
ment is that it will be maintained 
fit that peg indefinitely. 

Il anything, it appears, exhibi¬ 
tors would like to adjust them Jiip- 
ward. but are chary of such a mbve 
just now’. Nor do they see a reduc¬ 
tion. claiming rising co^ts preclude 
that step. Ergo, an impasse that’s 
clamping the cost squeeze tighter, 
and especially a hardship on jtlie 
beleaguered neighborhood hotises 
in a situation that of course has 
its parallels around the country. 

From their vantage, tiieatreoiyn- 
eis still tend to cast the distribu¬ 
tor as the villain, reprising thejery 
of stiff rental terms at a lime when 
many exhibs are least able to meet 
them. Contention is that renta's 
ate tht only ledger items''which 
allow exhibs any capital latitude, 
as against fixed costs for pisl open¬ 
ing their doors-. It follows fr’om. 
t’-is that any talk of reducing [ad¬ 
missions at this time, without [at¬ 
tendant liberalization of lental 
policies, is suicidal. One circuit 
exec thus asserts. "Reduce prices 
and you go out of business." i' 

Who’ll Start? L 

There seems to be a chink in [the 
"sr-lid" mainstem front, though, 
w.th al least one deluxer hinting' at 
fi"willingness to roll hack the St 80' 
fivure. but unwilling to make [the 
fir'd move as an independent. 

Dismissing the price-cut theory.. 
DNid Wallerstein. proxy ot i t lie 
k:. gpin Balaban & Katz circuit, 
declares the problem is more ;one 
of inducing the public to cyme but. 
Once they do. he opines, they're 
not going to be deterred by a price 
if they really want to see a pic¬ 
ture. Implicit in this, seemingly, 
is that admissions could even : go 
tip at some later date without chas¬ 
ing away any appreciable biz. 

More or less echoing him. Ralph 
Smitln, g.m. of the Essane^s chain 
•'topped on the mainstem hv [the 
Woods Theatre* maintains it's . not 
the price that inhibits business— 
a* IVSst not in a grind situation. 
If the chemistry is "right” in tejrms 
of product, time of release, promo¬ 
tion. etc., the public will shell Iput. 

assessment that speaks for a 
sizable segment of the industry* 
h< ! O. ! 

'That, it’s to he emphasized.: ex¬ 
cludes the hard-ticket field, about 
v !;i( h the natives are showing 
more restlessness.) j 

Population Drift 
If expressions for price-cutting 

*:e minimal within the trade.[not 
so without-—is reflected increas¬ 
ingly in the newspaper vox [pop 
departments. Theme usually- is 
that SI.80.1 and even some of[the 
lesser tariffs around town [per 
noggin is utterly (unrealistic|i re¬ 
specting today's ecohomics and:mi¬ 
gration to suburbia.1 If it’s signifi¬ 
cant in this connection. Chicago’s 
fi st new hardtop in over a debade, 
which opened recently as a [first 
sub-run house, locates' on the riity’s 
perimeter and is plainly aimed at 
exploiting suburbia’s “anti-dbwn- 
town” mood. 

Generally, however, exhibs re¬ 
pulse the “unrealistic’' charg^ as 
itself unrealistic, pointing to their 
constricting cost squeeze. Outlying 
situations, as with the Loop exam¬ 
ple, have been holding the price 
line (this excepts some past drive- 
in gimmickry)., but many would up 
admissions presto if they didn’t 
fear adverse public reaction. What 
rankles many theatre chiefs, as 
they’re quick to point out, is that 
price levels in almost every other 
area have risen higher than pic¬ 
ture admissions. 

The flimsihess of this argument 
insofar as it loses sight of neces- 
sities-versus-luxuries, and the con¬ 
stant homesereen competition,: 
looks too obvious to hammer at. ... 

For the ^exhibs’ redieajnent in. 
part, at least, distribution execs.-] 
continue to rebut that some spruc¬ 
ing up wouldn’t hurt, and could 
only help, the Theatre. A Variety 
lookover at some representative | 
nabe houses in recent months; 
tend5; to confirm the film sellers;! 
though it would obviously he "fool- j 
i.sh to think a broom and some: 
paint alone i* the panacea. Dis-. 
trihs also reiterate that theatre-: 
owners could <and definitely! 
should' make more like showmen 
—meaning- where’s all the. sales-, 
razzmatazz that used to character- , 
ize them. It’s a criticism- particu-] 
larly applicable to the outying ex- | 
hibitor. 

Dipping biz here of late, as in 
other keys, owes mainly, doubtless, 
to. upped interest in the home-r; 
stretch presidential campaigning, j 
including the prime time tele de- | 
bates. Fourth Nixon - Kennedy ! 
\klco set-to. to exacerbate matters.! 
took place smack in the middle of ! 
a Friday night, a time that of-! 
mally could be expected, t 
peak traffic at the wickets. 

Parenthetically, of the various j 
factors considered, the incipient j 
recession, is virtually discounted ; 
here as any but* a negligible; 
influence . on trade—for thei 
nonce at lea'5!. But a few’ exhibs ! 
can’t help wondering, with the 
news out that unemployment in 
the state Is up, and so is the cost 
of living. 

Hard Country for Hardies 
But ’Windjammer’ Okay 

New York Exchange Chief 
For 20th Now Arnswalder 
Alex Arnswalder, former assist¬ 

ant branch manager at the 20111- 
Fox exchange in. New’ York, has 
moved up to. the top post succeed¬ 
ing Abe Dickstein, now a member 
of 20lh general sales manager 
Glenn Norris’"sales cabinet." . 

At same time. Shep Bloom. 20th s 
branch manager in New Haven, has 
shifted to. the New York exchange 
as assistant to Arnswalder. 

Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 8. 

“W'indjarm Louis de.Roche- 

monts pilot run in Cinemiracle 

widescreen,, is a happy hard-ticket 

ship—so far—here the hard- 

money Pennsylvania Dutch country. 

Film opened last week (26) ih 

the i.200-seat King. Theatre, flag¬ 

ship of the chain of south-central 
Pennsy hardtops and dzoners founds 
ed.by the late Harry Chertciff. and' 
is. set. for at least four weeks.,. 

Pre-premiere . promotion got.• a 
personal assist from Miss Mike 
Pollock; ad.-pub director for Ciner. 
miracle, and Mac . Lunt, of the re¬ 
search roduction staff for "Wind¬ 
jammer’’ also \y on hand' for 
opening. 

. Tic-ins included the. Lancaster 
U.S. Naval Reserve unit,- -one of 
the biggest in Fourth Naval Dis¬ 
trict) which same up with a uni¬ 
formed band .toot ling excerpts frUm 
the film score on .sidewalk outside 
theatre; and.lines of authentic sig¬ 
nal flags to decorpte marquee and 
lobby. 

King’s lanager Moit Brodsky 
also had a giant aerial searchlight- 
outside. and the mayors Of three, 
Pennsylvania cities ^ Lancaster, 
York and [Reading-Sheading, up the 
"celebrity" parade into the theatre; 

Brodsky lost 280 seats to the 
Cinemiracle screen, installation— 
which, with setup of the projection 
and sound systems, also cost a two- 
day shutdown oif King's normal 
first-run; grind policy.; First night 
was sold .to Lancaster .Exchange 
Club, and they packed house w ith 

mi imum of paper on a. $2,50 top. 
■"Windjammer" will go 10 shows 
per.week, including, three matinees 
—all reserved seats-^ari'd .advances 
for first full week are better than 
expected. 

"Windjammer” is bucking "Girl 
pf the: Night" 'Boyd1; "Magnificent 
$eyenV 'Capitoij; "Studs Lortigah” 
'Grand)!, and “i'm All Right, jack” 
'Fulto Art', in the downtown 
houses. 

The operation of the film company pub-ad departments has been : 
In a state of flux ip the past several .years: Following the almost 
cut-to-the-bone situation of a few yeairs ago, most of the companies 
have quietly added to their staffs and are again operating at near 
or peak efficiency. 

A majority of the companies still cling to the division of labor 
system—that is, they maintain separate trade, piress. newspaper, 
magazine, syndicate, radio-tv, etc. contacts. A number have staffers 
doubling up on two media outlets. 

Metro, however, has eliminated the departmental system and Is 
training its staffers to operate in all aspects of bally. Although one : 
staffer . ultimately ’ responsible for a Particular job,all become 
involved in various fields pf the operation. On a particular picture;, 
a staffer, may be involved with newspapers, trade papers, and 
magazines. For another entry, he may be sent on the road to brief 
field men or to outline campaigns; to exhibitors. At scime time or 
iher, a Metro ballyman becomes involved in almost every area 

employed, for drumbeating a picture. 

Over-Sexed Fix Rile Exhibs 
;■ '■■■■■ . 

will pass favoring strenthening of , 
(the. Holly wood Production Code, 
'once a bulwark against censorship 
| forces and grassroots clamor 
[against the screen; 

| Allied... itself something of 
! grassroots, organization, seemingly 
. feels the situation'.on Alain Street 
\ hds reached crucial proportions; 
Talk is heard that the producers— 

■ with .their" "anything-for-sensati 
: complexes—have pushed adulthood 
| too cios to krafft-Ebing. subject 
' matter, offensive to family and 
I church elements.; Singled out for 
comment here is Paramount’s socko 

[".Psycho" 'see, separate. N.Y. story—.; 
Ed.I which exhibs. grumble, 

i need lessly sexed-up, along with its ; 
; honor. A similar fingerpoi 
at the bedroom beginning se¬ 
quence "Dark At The Top Of 

I The Stairs” cWBj is heard among 
'delegates, 

I Tone of convention, may’ be more 
than ordinarily self-critical. New; 

! president .Jack Kirscli laid down 
j the proposition 'startling, if you 
Lknow your Allied .convention his¬ 
tory' that exhibitors have been 

| overdoing the charges against the 
; film companies and not sufficiently 
Ijahitoring their theatres or. work- 
1 ing to make marginal product pay 

off. He thrust at theatres’ reliance 
upon extra space paid for by dis- 
t.ribs. a point made in a Variety 

interview some* time ago by Charles 

; Continued' from page 1-; 

WRITERS: 
Yo**g producer - director seeking 
ubfoctf for next feoHiro film. Most 
bo pro)oct 1 cor submit to majors 
as treatment or screenplay. Either 
reasonably nnnsnol good quality 
low-budget story, or raally "dif¬ 
ferent" exploitation picture. DO 
NOT SEND SCRIPTS. Write, giving 
yonr credits for far, and snmjna- 
riring ideas or scripts you want to 

1 ’ I wT* 

BOX V-2001. VARIETY 

154 W. 44th St.. New York. 16 

KELP WANTED NATIONALLY 
Ambitious men end women, limited 

local travel — Incentive Plan! 

• GROUP TICKET SALES 
• EXPLOITATION 

tocal Adv PR Firms, Part-Time 
THEATRE PROMOTIONS, INC. 

55S Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 

Majek Adds An Ozoner 
Eagle Bass, Tex., Nov. 8. 

Eagle Drive-In is now owned by ! 
Andrew’ Majek of Carrizp Springs. 
Tex. Majek also owns and operates 
the Winter Garden Drive-In be¬ 
tween Carrizo Springs and Crystal 
City. 

Raymond Abner, formerly man¬ 
ager of the Guild and Alam.dea 
Theatres in Crystal City, has been 
named manager of tile Eagle 
Drive-In. 

GOLDWYN TOPS DONORS 
TO FILM CHARITIES 

.. Hollywood, Nov: 8. 
Motion Picture Permanent. Char-; 

ities. which handles all: filmdoni. 
charity drives; /„.... a. Single .yearly 
operation.... .lias - raised. *! .$920,335 
from 21.811 .contributors in .first 
three weeks, of .its 1961 campaign. ' 

• Biggest donor is Samuel Gold-. 
w;\:m making his Custoi ry. annual 
$30,000 toss; to organization he. 
helped found and of which he w^s 
first prexy. 

New subscribers to campaign 
totalled: 1,518 to date, bringing 
number of contributors to 77% of 
the entire industry’s potential. 
Drive this year, instead of aiming 
at an established sum, is going 
after 100% industry representa¬ 
tion among personnel. 

Move Allied to Chi? 
Chicago. Nov. 8. 

Traditionally headquartered 
In Washington, where,, former 
general counsel Abram S. 
Myers had his law practice 
through, the decades^ Allied 
States Assn; will probably re- 

. locate in Chicago, as a central 
point and closer to grassroots. 
This coincides. With the elec¬ 
tion, of Jack Kirsch of the, 
Illinois unit as hatibrial prez. 
(He held the job once before, 
in 1946-47). 

Ben Marcus of Wisconsin, 
a salient personage, is also be¬ 
lieved to favor Chi. 

Meantime Allied has the 
door open for a hoped-return 
to membership of its sulking. 
New England: unit. 

[A* Museum Consultant] 

Hollywood, Nov, 8. 
Dr. Thomas Kimmwood Peters, film pioneer who biiilt the .first 

studio In Los Angeles in 1908, has been retained by the Hollywood 
Museum Associates to act as a consultant for the upcoming Holly¬ 
wood Motion Picture & Television Museum; 

Duties, according to Sol Lesser, prexy of the Associates, Consist 
of aiding in framing the entire history of the projection of moving 
images from the discovery of persistence of vision down ,to -the 
present widescreen innovations. 

Peters, whose owrn collection of cinematic memorabilia: is one' 
of the largest in this Country, first was associated with motion 
pictures in France, where in 1902 he. worked for Pathe Freres in 
Paris. In 1908. he converted an old carbarn in downtown L. A. into 
a winter studio for the old Biograph Co,, and it was here: that 
D. W. Griffith directed Mary Pickford and Henry B. Walthall in 
“Romance of San GabrieL” Operation Was some years.prior to the. 
first studio being set up in Hollywood by Jesse L. Lasky and Cecil 
B. DeMille in 1913 for “The Squaw Man.” 

Among the early companies with which he was affiliated were 
Selig, Thomas H. Ince. 101-Bison and D. W. Griffith. He was also 
associated with Hale's Tours, 

Museum Associates was established to further, the interests- of 
the Hollywood Museum, raise funds for .acquiring exhibits and to 
aid generally in its establishment.- 

Einfeld of 20th.’ "Explbitatiori.” 

said Kirsch, is not something ad¬ 

ministered by field men from 

Manhattan; it’s hometown, selfr. 

promoting showmanship. 

Valid Grounds For Optimism 

Kirsch told his membership that 
the pendulum has swung back ta: 

theatres from video and that there 

are valid grounds for optimism, 

if the problems are realistically 
tackled. He did not fail, however, 

to pay Allied’s customary respects 

to certain deplored practices of the 

film companies, notably blind sell¬ 

ing, the whole rigamarole adopted 

in connection with so-called.“block- 

busters,,, and the hiking of rental 

terms regardless of drawing power. 

Something else of probable signr 
ificance, if borne out: Allied. ap¬ 
pears reconciled to the selloff of 
vaulties to television syndicators,, 
as a now regular part of film in¬ 
dustry economics1. That’s a real. 
switcheroO from recent years, 

Hardticketitis now afflicting the 
producers is attacked by Kirsch, 
and sentiment generally seems to 
be that the ‘!roa;dsho\v” complex is 
reaching proposterous extremes in 
forcing films totalling unsuitable 
for reserved seat showings, 

Talk of more small exhibitor 
mortality preceded unveiling of 

Allied States Assn, parley here! i. 
the Conrad Hilton Hotel. 

Fact that the indies trooped into 
town at a time when the Chi .first- 
runs were themselves downbeat 
was absoujtely no baiiii at all. But 

to the hihteriahders; advance 
word from Al My rick. Allied proxy, 
was, "We re in a desperate situa¬ 
tion"—made' so; he left no doubt, 
by distribution practices. Thus his 
expectation'that shaping as the top 
issue before the powwow would be 
film—“how . to get more pictures 
and how’ to get ’em .sooner.*’ 

The theatremen came to the 
meet in . no mood to. ease up on 
corustapt tilting with the film com¬ 
panies, Allied’s latest assaiilt being 
an l.S:p6int rap at the majors’ mar¬ 
keting policies. Many of these 
points, of: course, simply repeated 
familiar claims by the exhibition . 
body: btit just in the .re-airirig 
tended to afTirm.Mvrjck s vo'w that 
even with Abram -Myers' retired to 
.the sidelines. Allied -would. .con¬ 
tinue to. pro. militantly:.for!. the, 
reforms the elder statesman had, 
often spelled out. 

Vexed New Englanders 
Meanwhile^, the independents 

.continued to suffer from within, 
uit'n the dissident -New England 
unit still alienated after last year's 
walkout, and. no sign of peace¬ 
making on the horizon. The prom¬ 
ise of renewed militancy wasn’t 
likely to heal the. rift. 

Additionally, there was rid. 
inkling ;as the organization gath- 

. cred that a "voice" had beori: found 
to replace the resigned Myers in 
the recently created post df execu- 
tive director. 

Shortage, artificial or otherwise. 
Of product and prints is putting the 
smalltown exhib out of. business at 

' an. alarming pace. Myrick contend-, 
ed. He said he has received- a 
"flood of mail” from, the mehiber- 
.ship attesting to Allied’s beef that, 
indie exhibs are Bndirig [it harder 

..than ever to come by,fresh, prod¬ 
uct. Situatipri, Myrick added; is 
causing many theatres to stagger 
their runs! past the. point when; a 
pic is still profitable, with attend¬ 
ant irritant that exhibitors.and riot 
the film companies are drawing 
public ire for tardy playoffs. 

As convention kicked .off, the 
schism between Eastern moderates 
and Western firebrands, . partially 
healed with return of. Western 
Pennsylvania to the fold, looked 
stalemated on the New England 
front. Myrick said he had ,"nq in¬ 
dication” the Easterners werri in- 

[teresfed in returning.- 

Cary Grant’s Granaft Produc¬ 
tions has bought “The Day ! They ' 
Robbed the Bank,” original screed 
treatment by tv writing team of 
Stan Dreben .arid Elroy Schwirtz. 

SHORT SUBLET 
CENTRAL PARK SOUTH 

New VeHi 
riaywrlaw Euro., Oti. lit: Will 
rent two or Ihrtt monttij - eltoontly 
furnish** two bedroom- apt., finest 
building, S450.. per month.. Perfect for 
visiting celebrity, writer,, producer. 

BOX V-Mf3, VARIETY 
134 W. 44th St., New .York 34,- V. 

New York Theatre 
rr^RiOlO CITY itltlC RAU—| 
1 Rockefeller Center • Cl 6*4600 1 

WILLIAM! HOLbEN 
THE WOULD Of SUZIE WONC 
copwriN NANCY KWAN 

SYLV1A SVMS * MICHAEL WILDHM 
A Pwamuwt Retwte m TECHNICOLOSO 

. ON THE CHEAT. STACC '.TOWN AND COWTmr 
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Reissue Economics Alivay. 

ALLIED ARTISTS 
Starts, This Year..;.....:. 
This Date, Last Year . . .. . .10 

*'TKB BW WAVE" 
(ShootinjginJapari) 
..Prod.—Pearl S. Buck. 

Dir.—-T»<J Danielewskl' 
Sessqe Havakawa 
(Started Sept; 15) 

AMERICAN INT’L 
Starts, This Year:. *... ;5 
this Date, Last Year . ..... .3 

/"MASTER OF THE WORLD*' 
(American International Piets.) 

Prod.T—Janics H.. Nicholson 
Exec. Prod —Jamuet Z. Aikoff 
Dir.—Williutn Witney •■ ... 
Vincent..Price, :C.haTles Bronson, Henry.. 

Hull. Mar.v Webster, ' David Fraink- 
ham;. Vittp . Scolti,. Wally Campo, 

.. Richmond Harrison : 
(Started Sept. 9> . ... 

COLUMBIA 
Starts, This Year  .... . <14 
This Pate, Last Year...., .24 

"THE GREENAGE SUMMER" 
(p;k.u. Piets.) . 
(Shootin? ill.France) , 

■Prod.--Victor Sevi 11 e 
Dir.—Lewis Gilbert 
Kenneth Moore, » 

Susannah- Yorke 
(Started Aui*. .2j> 

"THE. DEVIL At 4 O'CLOCK" 
(LeRoyTKohlmar Prods.) 

Prod.—Fred Kohltnar ■ 
Dir.—Mer. I.eRoS . 
Spencer \Trae.\ Frank Sinatra, Kerwin. 

Mathews, Jean Pierre-AumonL Bar'r 
b it a l.una. Gresoire Aslan. Alexander • 
Scourbv; Bern-ic-. Hamilton. /Cathy 
1 ewis. .Marlin Brandt. Tom Middleton. 
Marcel Dalio. Lou MerriU. Ann Dug- 

, e-in...- 
(Started Sept. 

"MAO DOG -COLL" 
(Thalia Filins. Inc.) 
(Shootihi in. N.Y.i 

Pi-o.i:—:Edw ‘i-rt Si-Hrei 
Dir.-^Burt. Balaban • . 

'••John "Chandler. Kay- Doubleday,Neil 
'.Nephew. .leirv Orbach. Tellv Savelas. 
Brooke: II vvw.ird. .Din- Meehan. Run. 
We\aiid, Pe^tty Furness 

(Started Oct,. 10) 
"TWO RODE TOGETHER" 

'■(John Ford Pro.ds:.! 
(Shooting in Texas' 

.. prod.^-St ah Shoetner 
Dir.—John. Ford- . .... 

. Ja hies’ Slew art.. R i ch a r d.Wid m a rk, Sh; 
lev Jbnes. Linda Crystal. Andy Devi 
Wooilv Sirode. John Mclntiie. Jeari- 

. riette'. Nplaii. 01i\e Carey,. jllis- 
Bouchey 

(Started Oct,. 17>- 
"TASTE OF FEAR" 
.(Ha-miner, Filin Prod.) 
(Shooting in Eru’andi • 

Prod.—.Tinimv' Saiifister 
Dir —Seth-Ilolt . 
Susan ..-St rasher?: Ann' 

Todd, ('hi.istoo 
. (Started;.Oct. 

"HOMOClDAL" 
'•■-(Wiliiapi ’ Castle' Prod-.'. 

- '-Prod.-Dir- William Castle' 
Clenri Coibett. Patricia Breslin. Eugenie 

I.eontovich, Alan. Bunce. Jean Arless, 
Richard. Rust, Gilbert Green, Janies 

.. W'eslert'ield 
(St a rt ed Nov. .1). _, • 

| WALT DISNEY 
J Starts; This Year....>.. 2 
I This. Date, Last Year . .. *. .5 

METRO 
Starts, This Year,.... ;. 7 
This Date,. Last Year..... .19 

"FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE 
APOCALYPSE" 

(Julian Blaustein Prod,)- 
(Shooting in Paris)''. 

Prod;—lulian Blausl-i 
Dir —Vincente MinelU 
Glenn. Ford. Ingrid. Thulin, Charlesr 

Bover. Lee j. Cobh. Paul Lukas.. Karl 
Boehm. Yvette. MhnieuK 

. (Started Oct.. 17) 

"SPINSTER" 
(Julian. Blatisteiri Prod 
-. -Prod.-:—Julian' Blaustei 

Dir..—Charles. (Valters - .. ■' 
Shirlev MacLairte, Laurence Harvey.. 

Jack Hawkins; Nobu .McCarthy, Juano 
Hernandez, '.; Ronald Long, Nora 

■ Howard 
(Started. Oct. 17) . , 

PARAMOUNT 
Starts, This Year.... ... . 14 
This Date Last Year ..... , < 21 

"BREAKFAST. AT TIFFANY'S" 
(Jurow-Shephcrd Prods.) 

Prods.—Martin Jurow, ichatd Shep¬ 
herd . 

Dir.v—Blake Edwards 
Audrey Hepburn. C.ebrge Peppard, Pa¬ 

tricia Neal. Buddy. Ebsen,. Louis-Jose 
Villatlonga; Ohayo Arigatbu 

(Started Oct. ) 
"HATARI" 
(Shooting tii Africa). ... 

PrOd.-Dir.—-Howard Hawks 
Assoc: Prod.—Paul Heimick 
John Wayne', Gerard Blain; Valentine 

-. De Vargas . 
(Started.- Oct- 10) 

"ON THE DOUBLE" 
(Shavelson-Rrtse Prods.) 

Prod.—^Jack Rose. 
Dir.—Melville Shavelson. . 
Danny Have, Dona Wyrtter, .Wilfrid 

Hyde While.r Margaret Rutherford, 
Alan Cuthberfson. Diana Dors, Jess 
White.- Greg? Walcott,' Rex- Evans, 

(Started Oct. .31) 
"THE PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY" 
(Perlberg-Seaton Prods.) . 

Prod.—William Pcrlberg 
Dir.—George Seaton 
Fred Astaire. Debbie . Reynolds. Lilli 

Painter. Tab Hunter. Gary; Merrill. 
^Charles Rugglcs, Harold Fong 
(Resumed NoV. 3) 

20th CENTURY-FOX 
■Starts,this Year: ,29 
This Date, Last Year.. ..20 

"CLEOPATRA" " 
(Shooting in England) 

Prod.—Walter Wanger 
Dir,—Rouben Mamoulian .. ..... .... 

; Elizabeth Taylor. Stephen Boyd. Peter 
Finch. Harvey Andrews, Elizabeth 

.. -Welch 
. (Started^ Sept. 15) 
"it HAPPENED I 
(API). 
(Shooting in. Greece) 

Dir.—Andrew Marton .. .. .. 
Ja vne Mansfield, Zenia Calogeropoulos. 

Nico Minardos Bob Mathias. Trax 
Cotton. Lily Valenti, 

(parted Oct. 3) 
"THE RIGHT APPROACH" 

Prod.—Oscar. Brodney 
Dir.—David BuUer :. ■. 
Martha Hyer, .Juliet Prowse. Frankie 

•Vaughan. Ken Scott. Gary Crosby, 
Jesse White- 

. (Started-Oct. 21) 
"FRANCIS OF ASSISI" 
(Triton Piet. Corp.) 
(Shooting in Europe). 

Prod.—Plato Skouras 
' . Dir.—Michael Ciictiz _ 

Brad Dillnian. Stuart ilman. Dolores 
Hart, ' '■.. * ~ 

(Started Oct. 28>. 
"MADISON AVE."_ .... 

Dir.—H, Bruce Humberstona 
D^na Andrews, Eleanor Parker, Jeanne 

'(-‘rain, ..How'ard St'. John- 
(Started. Oct. 2o) 

UNITED ARTISTS 
Starts, This Year .r...........21 
this Date, Last Year.,...>23 

"WEST SIDE STORY" . ; 
(Mirisch Picts:-Seven Arts for UA) 

Prod —Robert Wise. ; ■ 
■Dir.—Robert 'Wise.: Jerome Robbins 
Natalie Wood, Riihard Beynier. .Russ. 

Tamblyn. Rita Moreivo, • G.eorga. Clia- 
kiiis; Sinion Oakland 

.(Stalled Aug;. 8) 

"TIME ON HER HANDS" 
(.\im«-Yous . Brahms?) 
(Shooting in .Paris). 

Prod.-Dir.—Anatole Lifx'ak 
Ingrid Bergman, Yves Montand, Tony 
. Perkins ■ . 
(Started Sept. 1ft) 

"the Naked edge" 
(Potincbakcr:Bar6da Prod: 
tShooting in England) 

. E\cc. Prods.-r-Georga'- W'alttr' 
Seltzer' 

Dir.—Michael Anderson 
Gary Cooper.-Deborah Kerr 
(Started..Sept. 30) 

"TOWN WITHOUT PITY" 
"••Mirisch..Co -Gloria Films for-UA)-. 

. (Shooting in Europe) . 
Prod.-Dir.—Gottfried. Reinhardt 
-.' Michael Pate.. John Sutton 

-.(Started. Se.pt. 231 
Kirk Douglas 
(Started Oct.. 28); 

"PARIS BLUES" 
iPermebaker-for. UA) /, 

-EXec. prods;—George Glass. AValter 
Selzlcr • 

. .Dir./-Maitin Ritt 
—. Paul .Newman, Joanne Woodward. Sid- 

■ ney Poiti^r; Louis Armstrong. Diahann 
Carroll. Genevieve Page, Serge Reg- 

UNIVERSAL 
Starts, This Year,.Ii 
This Date, Last Year: .. .S ' 

"COME SEPTEMBER" 
! (Seven Picts.-Ul ProdJ 
(Shooting’in Italy) 

Prod.—Robert Arthur 
Dir;—^Robert . Mulligan 

. Rock Hudson, Gina Lollobrlgtda, Sandra 
Dee, Bobby Darin. Walter . Slezak, 
Michael Eden; Ronald Howard. Joel 
Grey.. Brenda.de Banzie 

(Started Sept. 7) : 
"BACK STREET" .. . 
(Ross Hunter-CarrOIJton.. Prod.) 

Prod.^-Ross. Hunter1 
Dir.—David Miller . 
Susan Hayward, John Gavin, Vera Miles. 

..Virginia ■ Grey. Reginald Ganliner 
Robert Ever.. Charles Drake 

... (Started Sept. 21) 
"POSSE FROM HELL" 

Prod,—Gordon Kay 
Dir.>7 Herbert Coleman 
Audio Murphy. John. Zuhra 

Lanipert 
(Started Oct. 31) 

| WARNER BROS. * 
j Starts, This Year. <........ .9 
! this Date, Lbst Year. , . . . :I2 

f INDEPENDENT 
i Starts, This Year, ........ .39 

This Date, Last Year .... . .49 

DIRECTORS GUILD TO 
CHICAGO—OR DETROIT 

Hollywood, iTov. 8. 
Possibility of Directors Guild of 

Ahierica setting up a Midwest of¬ 
fice in either : Chicago or Detroit* 
to .work, with DGA headquarters in 
HoIly\vopd and N,Y., was; reported 
by Joseph. C. Yojungerman, nation¬ 
al exec secretray, upon his'return 
from semi-annual national board/ 
meeting in Gotham,. 

Youngerman said that plan was 
given serious cotisideratioii at east¬ 
ern session, which Was: devpted 
primarily . to formulation of " de¬ 
mands to be made in forthcoming 
negotiations with television, net-; 

I works. 

Compounded By 
's Tricky; 
ff To Video 

M6tion: Picture Investors1 Inc., 
exhibition-backed ? in Utu a 1 f u-n d 
whose aiin is to acquire post-1948 
features fPr reissile to theatres 
(and thus, keep them off tv), is 
facing an increasingly tight thea¬ 
trical reissue market , as the result 
of the many post-1948s already on 
television. 

Point made by several New York 
sales toppers is: that reissue mar¬ 
ket, which always has been limited 
(except for a. couple of notably, 
long-lived filmsi; is even more, 
limited, today because of the many 
comparatively new. double A filfiis 
now available; free on the. home 
screen. 

Opinions w;cre expressed in con- 
nectidri with the revelation two 
weeks ago that MPI has acquired; 
reissue .rights to Allied Artists- 
“Friendly Persuasion*’ (1956) and 
“The OklaHomkn” (1957). 

While the details of the MPI-AA 
deal, have not been disclosed, it’s 
untferstood that MPI gets the films 
for a two-year period and AA gets 
a guarantee of ‘"upwards of $100,- 
000.” Distribution of the two films 
will be hahdled by First Division 
Films, headed by industry Vet 
Harry Thomas: 

Why Not Do-It-Yourself? 
. Principal question asked by in-. 

dustryit.es, follo\vihg npvs of the 
MPI-AA dea.L was why AA signed 
the two films over to MPI if the 
distrib felt, there. >vas still theatrical. 
coin to. be. earned by the films. One 
sales exec, recalling the success of 
Budd Rogers’! Realart Co. with old 
UniS-ersal reissues, said, that, if 
there was any money to be made: ori 

. ‘ Friendly’’ . arid ‘‘Oklahoman,’’ it 
could- probably be most.thoroughly 
realized by a concern: devoted 
strictly-io the problem. 

'inevitably; said five exec, re¬ 

issues will take second place to a 
major company’s new product; 
when both old and. new product 
are;on the same release sked.Thus,. 
he said, he felt that an operation 
devoted exclusively to getting the 
most but of reissues would do a 
better job than the original distrib. 

Exec added that he himself had 
never-been very high on reissues 
generally, and today is more skep¬ 
tical than. ever. He noted that 
every year there are one or two 
reissues whicli hit the big money— 
this year Paramourit’s “Samson 
arid Delilah” brought in about $2,- 
700,000 . domestically and 20th- 
Fox’s “Dayid and Bathsheba” will 
probably earn more than $800,000 
before it's played off—but most 
are disappointments* especially, if 
much dough lias been invested by 
way of new prints and a sizeable 
ad-puh campaign. Universal’s “The 
Glenn Miller Story” tripped up; the 
prognosticators by: earning only 
about $250,000 after Sindlinger & 
Co; predicted a whopping $4,000,- 
000 reissue gross. The $250,000 
earnings are not bad, but they’re a 
far cry from $4,000,000. 

The few perrenially successful 
reissues, headed by the all-time 
winner, “Gone With The Wind,” 
are far outnumbered by reissues 
which have hardly been worth the 
effort. 

According to the sales exec cited 
. above, reissue situation today is 
j even fnore. Chancy, than before, 
! since the public in many parts of 
[flie country is, getting some of the 
1 best post-19485 free On tv. In addi- 
] tibn, lie pointed 'out, many of the 
j houses which used to subsist on a 
i large number pf reissues have gone 
j put of existence. Many drive-ins 
i are good custorners for reissues, 
• but these do hot offset the subrun 

Inside Stuff-Pictures 
Edward. Schfeibcr. breakingln as*a producer after years In. film pro¬ 

motion; stated this week -that he -hasn’t'; encountered any signifi¬ 
cant problems yet arid his picture, “Mad Dog Coll;” has reached the 
halfway niark. in shooting time schedule.. Th^ sked is four weeks, with 
five days on.location and the rest in the Biltmore.Studi situated in. 
Manhattan’s lower ..eastside; . " 

What’s -it like to be a .filmiriaker? ‘‘Welh” replied Schreiber, “it’s, 
like startihg off with an eriip.ty box and then filling .it:” A lucky break 
along, the way helps. One such was finding, an appropriate site for a 
floating crap ganie which; according to the' script, tikes place in the 
cellar of a Manhattan building. 

• In touring the Biltmiore edifice, said Schreiber. he found the attic 
tO' be. particularly appropriate for the cellar scene. Before its con¬ 
version the Biltmore was the area’s centrie for Bar Mitzvahs and wed¬ 
dings. 

. .. “Coir has John Chandler, Kay Doubleday and Brooke Hajnvard in 
the leads, with Burt Balibari directing. 

Schreiber .and Columbia reps were hesitarit aboiit discussing 
budget but. upon persistent interrogatibn they all agreed: “it's under 
,$509,000': Col is. .financing: arid distributing. 

'Unusual. fillip to the routine of literary prizes awarded each year in 
Italy and other countries is one devised by producer Dino DeLaurentiis. 
Latter has just announced that the winner of; the Augusto Bprselli 
Literary Award ($1:500 to . the novel published in past year-which best 
suits filmic adaptation rieedsV will at the same time be .guaranteed 
another $7,500 in eash as. well , as, production of .his work by the 
DeLaurentiis organization. / 

DeLaureritiis started The literary kudo this year to commemorate the 
late Augusto Borselli, his orietime press ..chief and right hand man, - 
who died . last year in a inotor car accident. Borselli prize this year j 
Went to .two writers. Carlo Bernari and Giovanni. Arpino. respectively 
for “Bitter Love” and “The Young, Nun.” A special mention and Gold 
Medal was'given C. M. Franzero for his “Oscar Wilde.” Ceremony took 
place at .:DeLaiirentiis’ Palatino Studi 

: In the first of a three-part , series on “the. new Negro, on screen” in 
the Progressive, Martin S: Dworkin indicates that the films of the 
1950s “reveal a willingness—or, at least a readiness—to, picture and 
to accept the Negro as a figure of strength, decency, or even a wishfully 
superior attainment.-’ 

Dworkin distinguishes this trend from the previous “sporadic bursts 
of pro-Negro sentiment., ....” The new developiment, be feels, is marked 
by a “growing realism in depicting colored people—and most signifi-. 
cantly a heightening dramatic, stature.” Hollywood’s postwar interest 
in racial films, the writer contends; stemmed from “the feririent of 
attitudes of the wars years . . . Although Stanley Kramer’s “Home of 
the. Brave,” was not the first film dealirig with the Negro theme, 
Dworkin cites it as one of the . first of "the new . order.” 

Julian Hoffman,, who directed “This Bloody Brood” for bis and 
Ralph Foster’s Meridian Films of Toronto, (now Beaver Films, with 
N.. A. Taylor partnered), is burning at Hollywood Production Code’s 
refusal of: a seai. He thinks; it’ll still play the U. S.. though, noting that 
“MOon Is Blue’’ and “Hiroshima, Mori Amour” did O.K. without the 
seab AA Was set tb distribute the beatnik film, contingent upon a seal: 
. "I .saw ‘The; Beat Generation’ the other ^day/’ said Boffman. “It had 
a guy who rapes - the pregnant wife of a detective pur movie 
doesn’t do any thing like that,\ Ours Is a pure film!” 

“This Bloody Bfood” played Toronto arid Ottawa, several irionths ago, 
sans protest. 

. .William Thiele, ex-German pic director returned from Hollywood, 
has in CCC’s “Sabine and Her 100 Men” his first Berlin directorial 
assignment after 28. years. His last German film, .before his emigra¬ 
tion, Was “Private Secretary” which starred the late Renate Mueller. 
His most successful German, film was undoubtedly “Three From the 
.Filling-Station” (1930) whose east included such names as Lilian Har- 
Vey, Willy Fritsch, Heinz Ruehmarin arid the late Oscar Karlweis. 

conventional houses now closed 
which previously provided a ready 
outlet for reissues. 

Fill The Void 
General feeling among exhibi¬ 

tors is that when distribs .add re¬ 
issues to their release skeds. their 
principal purpose is to pad out 
comparatively empty schedules. 
How'ever, there has recently been 
a noticeable increase, particularly 
on w est coast and in some parts of 
the east, in booking a good old 
film as a second feature on -a 
double bill with a new* A release, 
thus bypassing new B product. 
Whether this procedure alienates 
more customers than it attracts is 
a subject for debate. 

It’s interesting to note that while 
Motion Picture Investors and 
Allied were announcing their deal, 
both Paramount and Columbia 
were announcing plans for re¬ 
issues on their own. Paramount is 
planning to send out “Roman Holi¬ 
day” (1953) with “Detective Story” 
(1951i, as wrell as “Elephant Walk” 
(1954) and “The Naked Jungle” 
(19541. Columbia is issuing “Picnic” 
(1955) and “The Caine Mutiny” 
(1954). 

Asked a sales topper: “Why 
didn’t Columbia and Paramount 
decide to go through MPI?” 

Nathan Leopold 
Continued from page 3 

has too long let itself be “black¬ 
mailed” into buying various “real 
life” property rights that, in ef¬ 
fect, were in the public domain 
anyway. Companies, he said, liave 
generally paid off in the past for 
two reasons: (1) they felt that the 
person involved deserved some 
payment for services rendered 
(though, perhaps, rendered unin¬ 
tentionally), and (2) to protect 
themselves against injunctions 
which could hold up the release of 
the film in question. 

According to London, in situa¬ 
tions involving personalities fa¬ 
mous for one reason or another, 
there is no privacy to be invaded, 
either1 in, say. the publication of 
an unauthorized biography or in the 
fictionalized screen account of that 
personality, as long as no libel is 
committed, or the subject is not 
held up to ridicule which, by 
chance, he/she may not already 
have earned. An attempt to stop 
the publication of a truthful biog¬ 
raphy, or screen treatment of a 
well known person, the attorney 
says, is actually an attempt li* 
abridge the same freedom of 
speech and communication guaran¬ 
teed newspapers covering a' cur¬ 
rent event. 

Conceivably, should London win 
the precedent he is seeking, filpi 
companies could pursue real life 
stories with a much clearer hand 
than is now* possible, though, of 
course, they’d have to watch their 
accuracy as carefully as before. 
Attorney’s one gnawing fear anent 
the Leopold case Is that defend¬ 
ants might win it on grounds that 
would not be so precedent-making: 
that is, on grounds that a man 
cannot benefit from his own 
crimes. This, clearly, wrould be 
the situation should the court up¬ 
hold Leopold and decide that he 
can actually “sell” the story rights 
to a murder for which he was con¬ 
victed in a court of law*. 

Should London eventually win 
the . broader precedent he is seek¬ 
ing, the decision w'ould automati¬ 
cally throw out some other suits 
which h?ve been brought against 
film companies by heirs of notori¬ 
ous persons wrho have sought to es¬ 
tablish their rights to control the 
life stories of deceased persons. 
Idea used by these plaintiffs is 
that such a story is as much an 
“inheritable” property as a quaint- 
old family portrait, and usually 
much more valuable. 

Cogsdale to Wilby 
Greensboro, N. C,, Nov. 8. 

Greensboro, N. Y., Now 8. 
A1 Cogsdale, veteran theatre- 

man in this area, has joined the 
Wilby-Kincey Circuit as manager 
of the National Theatre here. He 
succeeds Bob Stroh, who has been 
shifted to Bluefield, W,_ Va., as 
city manager* 

Cogsdale had been a year in 
Roanoke and 10 years in Nofolk 
with other theatre companies. 
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Betty Furness and Westinghouse 
Calling It Quits After 11 Years 

Betty Furness and Westinghouse-f 

ca'vled it quits this morning <\\red.' 
after 11 years, ending one of the 
Jwigest-running commercial rela¬ 
tionships in television. Miss [Fur¬ 
ness’ contract terminated officially 
at midnight last night (Tues.i; but 
naturally she stayed on asj the 
official Westinghouse spieler, for 
the full run of the company’s 
CBS-TV election coverage into the 
small hours. 

Miss Furness and Westinghbuse. 
got together originally in the; fall 
of 1949, when she became the com¬ 
pany’s spokeswoman on “Studio 
One” on CBS. Subsequently, she 
assumed the same role in Westing-J 
house’s quadrennial convention- 
election coverage. When “Studio 
One” ran out of steam in 1958; she 
switched with the sponsor over to j 
“Desilu Playhouse.” She won’t be j 
around for the company’s latest! 
acquisition, the Nanette Fabray; 
show, which starts on NBC in I 
January. Thus, her total identifica- ! 
tion with Westinghouse will [have' 
been on NBC. 

Her contract ran a year [at a j 
time, and although Miss Furness 
wanted to call it a day in the [past, j 
Westinghouse kept offering^ re-: 
newals and she kept accepting. I 

Pt&SErr _ 

ptfhurllAllW 16 MORE WARD BOND 
ftUllgUUUK mON’SEGSMCAN 

its After 11 Years jss/mww lit? 1AAIVA X X A. vlU V can; an4 the late Ward Bond ap- 

■ pears in alt. of- them. This, ac¬ 
cording to the network, is enough 

lifetime Cotfaboraten to carry the 60-minute telefilm 

Hncrli WeiUnelr Or stanza (counting repeats)) through 
nugn \\ eaiOCK a the rest of this season.. • 

Howard Snyder Bond,-Star Of. “Wagon Train.’’ 
. carried in a -7:30 p.m. slot on 

recall some of thair YideorRadio Wednesdays," died'-lastweek of a 
madcapadesin heart attack w'hile [making a 'per- 

, i sonal appearance tour. 
Just a Couple Of -•. ■ •—-- 

Susstund Retaining 
. another : bright Editorial Feature DuPont TV Specials; 

in the npceming m > D i CaI 

55th Anniversary Humber Harvey Repeat Ml 
0f DuPont and BBDO have ap- 

fyrv_ rryy 1 parently abandoned theirefforts to 
rJxRIETY i f-n(J a pro(juCer to take on two or 

l three of their CBS-TV “Show' of 

TL* I ^ Ilia’Ithe Morith” specials and will.stick 

llUMS L00KM UD V th David Susskind’s Talent As- 
^ * i sociates as per original agreement. 

P i/inn I) , 9 How;ev - this arrangement; called 

rftF I .Hi KMIfllTS !for TA to produce six .out of the 
a UI \JaJtJ aAV|IvI lO i seven specials this year, and the 
• ^ sponsor -and agency are. filling ih i 

In PM Ciffcie Buv ^ 111 1 HI Vlgglt; LfUJ j .Harvey.. will mark the. first 

■CBS Imports” is now splfl ,ut I 

Wednesday, November 9, 1960 

Nielsen Top 20 
(Two Weeks Ended Ocf. 16) 

Guhsmoke (CBS) ............ . 3.7.0 
Wagon Train (NBC) ...  _V. *.V. 34.1 
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS) ..... . . ........... i... . .. . .. 32:5 
Bob Hope (NBC) ........................ 298 
Untouchables: (ABC) 7 27.2 
Price Is Right (NBC) ............ i....................... 26.7 
77 Sunset Strip (ABC) .......,.................».. 25.7 
Real McCoys (ABC) .....................25.5 
Rawhide (CBSV 24.6 
Checkmate (CBS) ___,_:....;.. ............... 23.0 
Andy Griffith (CBS) ............. ............ .A. v. * * •., 23.6 
Ed Sullivan (CBS) 23:7 
Perry Mason (CBS) ................, 23.5 
Bonanza (NfiC) 23.2 
Tall Man (NBC) . , _i  .23.1 
Jackie Gleason (CBS) 23.1 
Red Skelton (CBS) v...     ... . . . 23-1 
Mv 3 Sons (ABC) ....... 22.9 
Alfred Hitchcock (NBC) ...>■•.:.... r.. ..... 22.8 
Candid Camera (CBS) . >...............,...... 22.7 

You Still Can’t Equate One With the Other 
Due to Non-Urban Tastes 

This year, she summoned , up CBS Reports” is; now sold out 
“enough nerve’ to say no to the through the end of the year, with 110 the air. Originally produced by 
latest Westinghouse offer, report- Philip Morris moving in to pick up i Talent Associates in September of 
edly a substantial one. 1 hough do* ^ next three Ered Friendly ,1958. It'starred Art Carney in, the 
ing occasional dramatic and guest • . . . . T * Elwood P Dowd role created oh. 
shots in the past, she felt restricted specials. Philip Morns picked up Broa(jvv'ay by Frank Fave 

by the association. the first two, one at a time. CBS-TV okayed the “Harvey” 
Miss Furness’ agents, Ashley- Buy was made per the “no peek- repeat on ..the basis that it was an 

Steiner, are working on an inter- ing” policy set down by Friendly outstanding show when done, and 
view show for her, and are also an(J CBS.TV on the specials, with 1 also fills the bill as a Christmas 
arranging for dr »matic roles on a .. .. ^ ichnw But the web is warning du- 
one-shot basis. Parting from West- tJle clPSie outfit being advised on : Porit‘ that, it has no intention of 
inghouse isn’t complete—she’ll be- t*16 subject matter of the three I preenipting programs in order;• to- 
come a consultant to the company shows but not heing allowed a look j'td'evise repeats in the future, the 
on their consumer products. Offer- scripts or footage. Leo Burnett i c„nncnr'c ■ HiffiVultip*; in securing difficulties in securing 

Pbilly VMissing T 
Philadelphia, Nov^ 8. 

Radio station WIP has turned. 

Ing advice on design, marketing, j '*:as t,ie age”e'Y’ ..ne^pt.iaj: properti hotwithstanding. Ap- 
etc., as they concern housewife! lons Y,e.r,G primarily with parently .duPont and TA haven’t 
reactions. execs of the sponsor itself. been able to, agree oh enough 
_ I Trio to be sponsored bv PM are future properties to fill out., the 

[ “Harvest of Shame,” an expose of season’s, bill/ 
limniJE Tir l i migratory farm workers’living and . . 

WobM-IV Breaks 
j filmed around-the-world trip by I “Mv « Hllodlllg l 

W !•- a 1 * Brynner on behalf of the United. Philadelphia, Nov^ 8. 
ll*A AVI rflltnmk Natj°ns. International Refugee Or- Radio station WIP has turned. 
Ivv Ull AJtUlUl ICIIu ganizations, on Dec. 10; and.“The up with a unique promotion in- 

Great Holiday Massacre,” < previ-rV0iving the missing “1” from its 
Chicago, NoVh 8. ously titled “The Great Labor Day caii letters. For one week, sta- 

WBBM-TV aired Chi’s first video Massacre of 1960.” for Dec. 29. tion execs have been broadcasting! 
editorial last Sunday '6), eiidors- Latter is timed for the New Year’s ’ the fiction that^^^the^ middle call let-,; 
Ing the referendum for a proposed holiday and consists .of auto acci- ter ha(^ been stolen, leading- the l 
multi-million dollar bond .issue dent footage filmed during the ctatinn tn hp iripntifi’pd as “W-P ” 
which w:ould provide for additional Labor Day weekend at key traffic S A>1 ann0uncers and station iin- 
educational facilities at the v , rious points throughout the U.S. eles stress ^hrommed ca ?etter 
state university campuses ih: Ill!- The Friendly-Ed Murrow special ! Si 
iiois. \\ bile it was a fairly, safe on Quemoy and Matsu, on which lhour when Hie Official station 
issue for the station to take a side Murrow flies out to the Far East j ihentificati(m is given For these j 
in, the editorial, performed a, par- [later this week, has been scheduled he statinVeil St it Is bof- 

Ja'U,ary "RePOttS" !^4aTs:'airom Z FBI -the| 
the point that no vote on the ref- “Rcooits^ without^th^henef t King and L: and listeners who call 

"t"!tW0Uld C0Unt “ 3 VOte to Surrender the errant. 

Program had a choice ttmexlot. 
deferring the feature film at;[10:15 j was repoited^^’If^we?re going ■ ^eJU ^ who-“*?de o^f with.the 
urn and lasted »nn.roYimat»»lv 90 \ P - lo, e’ 11 we re g.ns i station s I, . are aired throughout p.m.. anci iasiea approximately , to sponsor mature programming, x ,,r „ "j 
minutes. Station had shot : some | we mi^ht as well act like mpn on. station, i 
documentary film footage to: ill us- ! about it” jhas offered a $500 "reward- to the 
Irate both sides of the argument. I __ listener \vho locates the thief. j 

DDS-Tvrned-Writer 

SamKurtzman 
Wants, ta Enow 

Are ABC, NBC, & CBS 
Overlooking D.D.S. ? 

Ona of tha many Editorial Fodtarcs 
in tha apeoming 

55th Anniversary Humber 
of 

P^RIETY 

This Time Revlon 

n , , , . .. , , ; jor oreaKinrougn lor rnendly and Glues Ieadine to the identitv of 
Program had a choice timeslot J Murrow Attitude of Philin Morris- - u ■ l^'j 

deferring the feature film at;[10:15 j was repoited^to ^’If^we?re going ■ ^ ^ ™ l wlth^? 
Bin and lasted annroYimatelv 90 \ P - lo, e’ 11 we re i station s I, .are aired throughout p.m.. anci iasiea approximately , to sponsor mature programming, x ,,r „ "j 
minutes. Station had shot i some we mteht as weB act like mpn on. ^tet-ion. 
documentary film footage to illus- about it” rhas offered a $500"reward- to the 
Irate both sides of the argument. __:__ listener who locates the thief. 
and then WBBM-TV veep-general • In addition, to the on-the-air 
manager Clark George capped it Borden's'Kangaroo' Coin promotion, the theft received fullr, 
with the station’s stand, in thg Borden Co. has purchased an page riewpapers ads1 and carrying 
affirmative. It’s understood station every-week quarter-hour sponsor- through with the legend, the sta- 
has another editorial in the hop- ship* of the Saturday edition of .bon's billboard and buss cards had 
per for later this month. CBS-TV’s "Captain Kangaroo.” [the “1”-missing, as did the street 

Several radio stations have: been Deal set via Young & Rubicam. j sign ;at the studio’s entrance, 
doing editorials here for over a ‘ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ - - ■ ■ • ’ 
year, the notable ones being: CBS’ -!---—~~—:—1"--~T~~ 
WBBM and Westinghouse’s: WIND. A ITVf /I rt fl .1 Tl 

ments0nfg°hnt?y^n hot™ WMAQ^at e AS 1 V (lOSS) u0 (l06S tllC JjCOllOlllV 
probably more like bonafide edi- , t 
torials than anything that has been Since advertising is an unwilling reflector of economic conclitionsi 
voiced electronically in Chi so far. Jn the United States, observers have been viewing- carefully the 
but tliepoint is made-very clearly past few weeks what has been happening in television. 
that the opinions are his | own. If not soft, the television spot market has certainly hot been 
-echnical.y, WBBM-TV broke die bullish. Syndication* which depends on spot tv expenditures is a 
Ice last Sunday, .so far as Windy partial indication of this faintness. And there really, doesn't seem 
City tv Is concerned. to be enough coin to go around among all the three netwbrks, at 

Gen. Foods Purchases 
Gertrude Berg Series 

General Foods has bought; Four 
Stars’ “Mother Was a Fresliman,” 
the new Gertrude-Berg telefilm 
tiiuationer peddled by William 
.Mon is. j I 

Half-hour would be for the ‘61- 
^62 season, it's understood, al¬ 
though it probably could get on 
the air earlier if GF decides to 
cancel any of its several current 
■etwork programs. 

As TV Goes, So Goes the Economy 
Since advertising is an unwilling reflector of economic condition^ 

Jn the United States, observers have been viewing-carefully the 
past few weeks what has been happening in television. 

If not soft, the television spot market has certainly hot been 
bullish. Syndication* which depends on spot tv expenditures is a 
partial indication of this faintness." And there really, doesn’t seem 
to be enough coin to go around among all the three netwbrks, at 
least to the degree that NBC is not filled up during prime time in 
the first and second quarters of ’61. and that; save for CBS, the day¬ 
time web picture—‘like spot tv—is not as bullish as ABC arid NBC 
could hope for.. 

In part, naturally, the ABC-NBC daytime flaccidness is due;to. 
the recent advent of a three-network daytime economy, but the 
question is being asked: “Does it stop there?1 

There has been talk of recession oh Wall St. As always, the 
science of economic trends is admittedly, not terribly scientific, 
but one thing obtains: More-“experts” seem*‘to think the U.S; is 
entering a period of economic backsliding than thei that; think 
otherwise. 
, Since ’59, spot has held generally the same. level, of activity. 

Previously, there had been an .increase,, one year, over the next. k 
Syndicators, w;ith an exception of one or tw‘o, have been feeling 

the- bite. The big regional deals, aren’t flowing in, and the local 
sponsors are fighting harder than ever to keep charges for half- 
hour telefilm series down. 

Belafonte Plugs 
ReVlon, whijeh got cheers , from 

the press. and public over its* han¬ 

dling of coirimerciais on the Harry ‘ 

Belafonte CBS-TV special last year, 

is going to the other ^extreme this 
outing, with Belafonte and direc¬ 
tor Norman Jewison currently at 
odds over the number aircHpIace- 
ment of commercials for the Nov. 
20 hour. 

Bast year, Revlon used only two 
commercials on the show’, which 
marked Belefonte’s first one-man 
stanza on tv. It placed, one three- 
minute blurb at the beginning and 
one at the end, with no middle 

[break, and it won wide praise for 
the move. 

This year, however, the cosmetic! 
house swung to the opposite - 
trerne, insistirig on six orie-ihinute 
commercials spaced throughout the 
show.. Belafonte arid Jewison 
raised cain, and; managed to bring 
Revlon down to four commercials, 
two of one minute each and two- 
minute blurbs, with probable 
placement involving opening and 
closing blurbs plus two commercial 
breaks. . Belafonte and JewrisOn 
would like, Revlon to come down 
to three blurbs in all for, the hour, 
but so far it stands at four with 
little likelihood; of change. 

Belafonte— and CBS-^can’t fig¬ 
ure out the Revlon thinking, par¬ 
ticularly in light of the good pub¬ 
lic relations that emerged from 
last year’s handling. Agency is the 
same on the show’, Grey Advertis¬ 
ing, and Revlon’s still looking for 
that favorable image. Only thing 
they can figure is that there are 
some new top-level exeCs in. the 
Revlon setup, and they’re respom 
sible fbr the new approach. 

NBC Inauguration Sale 
Day before elections, Piirex. 

bought the entire Inauguration Day 
package from NBC-TV. 

Sponsor,' via Edward Weiss 
agency, picked up the entire tab 
on the Jan, 20, 11 a.m. to noon 
Inauguration, follow ed by the after¬ 
noon parade coverage and the 
ll:30-midnight portion of tlie 
Inauguration BalL 

It’s a far cry from the 24-city 
Multi-City Nielsen ratings to the 
National Nielsen pqcketpiece cov¬ 
ering the same periods, particularly 
this year, when the pocketpiece. ia 
using a national basis for its rat¬ 
ing calculations instead of the bid 
station-index techriique which topic 
into consideration station clear¬ 
ance for each, program. 

When Nielsen released the 24- 
city report for the Week, ended, 
Oct. 16. it gave ABC virtually, ii 
disputed leadership among th. 
three! net\yorks. But this Week, the 
Nielsen National pocketpiece is put 
covering the-twb w-eeks ended Oct.. 
16, and the comparison of the sin- 
glerweek nationals with the 24rcity 
report. finds ABC’s position riioire 
subdued. 

The comparative breakdown 
shows the following differences be¬ 
tween the. 24-city arid the national 
reports for the same week: 

1. Average audience and share. 
The 24-city; report gave.-ABC 19.2 
with a 33.7 share; the national re¬ 
port gives it 17.2 and a. 30,09a 
share. CBS had 17.6 and 30.8% 

. share in the multi-city; in tKb na- 
i tional it forges ahead with 18.7 arid 
, 32.pcp . share. NBC gets .15.6 and 
■ 27.3rf« in. the. mujlti-city; in the na¬ 
tional it goes up to 16.7 and 29.0%i 

i 2.. Half-hour wins: Multi-city 
[gives ABC 25 half-hour wins, CBS 
118 and NBC six. But the"national., 
i Nielsen reverses this, giving CBS 
* 24: ABC 19 and NBC six; 
I 3: Top 15. Multi-city gives . ABC 
[ eight out of the Topi. 15, CBS five 
[ and NBC two. National gives CBS 

10. ABC three ,and NBC two, 
I 4. Nights of the weefc Multi-city 
• gives ABC four, NBC two. and. CBS 
j.one. National gives ABC three arid 
NBC and CBS two eacn. 

5. .;New >hows. Multi-city found 
seven of ABC’s new shows running 
first in their time periods. National 
finds tfiis true in only four of the 
cases. 

All of which points up the dan- 

Continued on page 47) 

Soviet 5-Yr. Plan 

Washington, Nov. 8. 
Wi t hi n the next five, years, 

Russia expects to increase.its niiri> 
her of television sets in operation 
by five times and boost the num¬ 
ber of tv stations by more than 
twice. . : 

The Commerce Dept, has [trans¬ 
lated an article in the Soviet 
magazine, Literature and Life, by 
Professor P. Shmakov, which 
states that there will be 15,000,000 
tv sets in Russia by 1965, compared 
to .3,000.000 now, and 160 tv sta- 
tioris, against 70 now. 

Other predictions by the IJ.S.S.R, 
professor; 

New studios added to the three 
already in Moscow and a tower 510. 
meters high in Ostankin will in¬ 
crease. broadcasting power. One of 
the Moscow, stations will be equip¬ 
ped to telecast in color. .. 
.. Leningrad will also have ..three 
stations by 1965^ •' ' ' 

Expansion of network relay posts 
and other facilities- for broader 
coverage. 
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SECRET INGREDIENT IS MONEY 
/.One of the more intriguing^-and possibly eyebrou'-raisirig-— 
aspects of the first National Nielsens of the new season . which' 
were posted over the weekend, concerns the expensive NBC-TV 1 
foray Into the Danny Thomas situation comedy reruns; The net¬ 
work plunked down some $7,000,000 for .the privilege. of.:running 
the Thomas half-hour filmed se; aments in a determined bid to put 
an end to the competing soap opera supremacy on CBS-TV.. 

For that kind of money NBC Will be permitted to replay the 
Thomas, episodes four times, but it’s obvious, that, in terms of 
audience pull, the: major reliance is on the first time around for 
the afternoon reruns. If. it doesn’t make it then, the chances are 
slim that the second, third and fourth time .will improve. 

Yet the National Nielsens find the soaps still all-powerful; .with 
the brace of CBS entries, ‘‘Secret Storm" and “Brighter Day*' 
running out in front. The score: Thomas—5.7; “Secret Storm" 
—-7.7; ‘‘Brighter Day"—6.7. 

The Nielsen Top 10 daytime, in fact puts six of the CBS spapi 
on the honor roll; with the Top Five coming out of that category— 
“As. the World Turns,’’ “Guiding Light,’’ “Secret Storm," “Edge of 
Night" and “Search for Tomorrow." 

Authors Making a Career Out Of 
Those‘Peter Pan* TV Reprises 

By the end of I960, the authors4- 
of “Peter Pan" will have received ‘ 
together a minimum of $120,000 
in payments from t\\ Depending on 
how the dollars for the composers 
and writers are cut, it could, actu¬ 
ally end up being $150,000, with 
at least, another. $20,000 to $25,000 
insight. 

All. this is top . of the show’s 
legit theatre earnings. 

They’ll collect $17,500 apiece 
When NBC-TY televises the new 
classic for the third time on Dec, 
8. For the first showing several 
years ago, they each, got $7,500 
and for the second $5,000—a total 
of $12,500 apiece. 

The third payment a record: in 
'tv for authorship, reaching to a 
minimum of $70;000; It,Could go as 
high as. $85,000, depending on 
whether Betty Com den and Adoiph 
Green,., who produced additional 
lyrics; are being cqunted as a team 
or as individuals. As a team they’d 
split one individual . fee, and " as 
individuals each comes In for $17,- 
500 before the end of the year. 

However,. Moose Charlop, who 
did the “Pan" music, Carolyn 
Leigh, who did the lyrics: and Jule 
Styne, who wrote additional music 
each definitely receives' the. full 
$17;500. 

Technically, the third telecast, 
Dec. 8. consisting of an entirely 

tape production by NBC-TV; 
only paVs the composers and 
writers $7,500 apiece (same, as the 
first telecast!, .but, for the; right 
to 'options.- on another two repeats, 
the netw rk has to kick u $10,000 
more to each — whether or not 
there ever are fourth arid fifth 
showings of “Pan,” 

Should there ever, be a sixth 
showing -T- regardless-when each, 
of the writers and composers will 
get another $5,000: 

Trevarthen’s Stripe 
. William H. Trevarthen got a vee- 

pee stripe from NBC-TV this week. 
He’s been director of television 
network operations for the. web 
since ’59, when he shifted from 
ABC: 

He stays as overseer of opera¬ 
tions for NBC. 

Alan Courtney, No, 2 man in 
the NBC-TV program department, 
has quit after considerably over a 
decade with the network, to take a 
top . job: with MCA. He. handed in 
his resignation at the web. on Fri¬ 
day (4). 

At MCA, he.was given a v,p. 
stripe, upon, the moveover. Court-; 

COntiriued on page 47) 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

There’s more than one way to 
skin a Madison Ave. Cat, and NBC- 
TV has come tip with a unique new 
sales formula; iri the area of spe¬ 
cials which could well spark a 
trend toward . .invitirig additional 
millions Into network coffers. 

Whereas, in the past specials 
have been sold In wholes, halves, 
thirds and even quarters, the Nov. 
18 Dave Garroway prime time (9 
to 10 pim.) special, “Dave’s Place," 
has been sold to five, sponsors (ac¬ 
tually six one-minute participa¬ 
tions, with Elgin Watch having a 
minute in : each half-hour). This 
marks the first time that a major 
special has been sold on a partici¬ 
pation. basis! (Other clients are 
American Luggage Works, Retail 
Clerks international Assn., Elec¬ 
tric Autolite, Berkshire Hosiery— 
all regular' Garroway “Today", 
sponsors and each, shelling out 
$3.7,500 for the one-minute plugs;) 

intriguing aspect (for the. spon-r 
sort of this new foray into par¬ 
ticipating Specials, which opens up 
whole new vistas in nighttime 
sales, is the linking of the star with 
the commercial. The response to 
the “Dave’s TMace" sell was so im¬ 
mediate and. enthusiastic that NBC 
has already negotiated for1 two and 
possibly three more Garroway spe¬ 
cials in the late w inter arid spring, 
in addition to. a Jack Paar prime 
special under similar participation 
auspices. Latter has already been 
earmarked for. Tuesday. Jan. 31. 
and will be dubbed “The Square 
World, of - Jack Paar.” 

Run For die Kills, Boys, Die 
; NBC 

.’Neck 
ABC* .Nifty Audience 

ABjC-TV Is doing plenty' of 
chest thumping at the way the 
new National Nielsens project 
the network’s major audience 
increase in contrast to the 
Nielsen samplings of a year 
ago... ' 

For example, the newest 
breakdown shows ABC reach¬ 
ing 1,200,000 more homes-per- 
minute compared to last Octo¬ 
ber whereas there’s a. 1,300,- 
000 decline iri the CBS-TV fig¬ 
ure. NBC’s homes-per-minute 
is about the same as ’59. 

ABC’s ’60 figure is 8,362,000 
homes, compared to 7.196,000 
last year; the CBS ’60 figure is 
8.630;000 compared to 9,970,- 
000 in ’59; NBC’s is 8.400,000 
compared to 8,300,000 last 
year. *. 

For CBS, Sat. Nite 
Is the Loveliest 

By the looks of the new Nielsens, 

While "the ' Saturday nights are shaping up as 
, • | r. ....... ... . .. 

$37,500 per minute participation in • the most' intriguing night of the 
the Nov. 18 Garroway . special Is: week. On the face of it, it looks 
riot, intended as a precedent, for-like an alltime runaway for CBS- 
subsequent entries. NBC intends to y TV, wfiat. with its lowest - rated 
keep them uhdCr $40,000. j show in the 13th spot, on the na- 

There are a whole flock of major | tion9l Nielsen rankings with a 23.5 
ty stafs with built-in sponsors lure j raiing. . 

who. like Garroway arid Paar. eri- [ But NBC is doing unexpectedly 
joy the unique talent of identifying • well, at least up until 9:30, when it 

♦ First National Nielsen, report 
covering virtually all the 'seasonal 
premieres — report for the two 
weeks ended Oct. 16-^-is now in 
the books, and It finds CBS-TV 
still out in front in virtually every 
measurement category, but with its 
lead reduced from last'season and 
from the earlier Nielsen report. 

Strangely, in the average audi¬ 
ence breakdown for the two W'eeks, 
it is not ABC but NBC which is on 
Columbia’s heels. Phenomenon is 
explained by a Bob Hope special, 
an Eleanor Roosevelt special and 
a “Great Debate" in which NBC 
took audience honors, all in the 
Oct. 3-9 week. Extent to which 
tins influenced the ratings is in¬ 
dicated by fact that the two-week 
NBC average audience average 
was 17.7, while its average for the 
second Oct. 10-16 week alone w-as 
16.7. 

What with the debates, specials, 
elections, et al., the experts still 
feel that the patterns won’t shake 
down into anything recognizable 
until the next Nielsen or even the 
one after. But as fa* as this one is 
concerned, here are the highlights: 

1. Average audience. CBS is out 
in front, with a 17.9 AA average 

I for the two weeks, NBC is right 
ibehind at 17.7: ABC is last with 
16.8. Averages cover seven nights, 
6-11 p.m. 

J 2. Top 10 (see separate box for 
1 listing). CBS wins four spots, ABC 
' and NBC three each. On the Top 
15. it’s CBS seven, NBC five and 

lABC three. Ih the Top 20. it’s CBS 
10. NBC six and ABC four. 

| 3. Half-hour wins. In the 49 
half-hours between 7:30 and 11, 
'CBS takes 19, ABC 16 and NBC 
jI4. 

themselves with the product and 
even doing the hard sell. Without 
impairing their impact as tv per¬ 
sonalities; CBS, for example; 
could easily integrate an Arthur 

(Continued on page 48) 

throws in the competitive sponge 
and goes public affairs. For its 
four show's rank 14th, 15th and 
34th on the Nielsens, a healthy 
showing, with a 7:30-9:30 low of 

.Continued on page 47) 

CBS-TV lost a major outlet for. 
Its election- coverage last night 
(Tues.i, with Clair McCollPiigh 
switching; his WGAL-TV in Lan¬ 
caster, Pa;,, oyer, to the NBC-TY 
election night feed. WGAL-TV -had 
carried CBS-TV convention cover¬ 
age in July and .Columbia’s “Presi¬ 
dential Countdow during- the 
campaign, both, part of the CBS- 
Westinghous'e political package. 

Loss of WGAL-TV was a bitter 
one for CBS-TV, since it’s; the only 
VHF outlet in the Lancaster-Haf- 
risburg area in southern Pennsyl¬ 
vania, and also because the station 
Initially had committed for the 
entire Westinghouse package on 
CBS, including election night. 

WGAL-TV, as the only V in its 
coverage area, carries shows ’ from 
all three networks. Switch from 
CBS to NBC on elections came 
early last Week. when it notified 
CBS-TV that Yl) it had; learned 
confidentially that NBC planned to 

Continued, on page 47) 
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| 4. Nights of the week. ABC 
t takes honors here, with three to 
; two each for CBS and NBC. ABC 
wins Monday, Thursday arid Fri¬ 
day, on the basis of average audi¬ 
ence. NBC takes Tuesday by a 
whisker and Wednesday by a mile, 
and*CBS walks off with Saturday 
and Sunday. 

5. New shows. Running an aver¬ 
age on new' show ratings and 
shares, CBS is on top with a 17.0 
rating and 28.3% share as an aver- 

(Continued on page 26) 

CBS Frustration 
On Thurs. Shifts 

CBS-TV’s hopes for a Thursday 
night “jiggle" to spring “Witness" 
from its 7:30-8:30 timeslot into a 
later hour has fizzled. “Witness’* 
will stay put, and by the looks of 
the current rating picture, will be 
dropped after 13 weeks unless an¬ 
other slot opens some other night 
or a dramatic change occurs in its 
audience pull. Latest National 
Nielsen for the two weeks ended 
Oct. 16 gives it a 9.4 rating and 
16.9% share of audience. 

The Thursday “plot” fell apart 
when the network couldn't get past 
sponsor difficulties in making the 
changes. These envisioned moving 
“Angel” and “Ann Sothern" to 
earlier spots to make way for 
“Witness,” or as an alternative, 
“Ann Sothern” and “Person to 
Person." 

Although CBS-TV had figured 
on problems with General Foods, 
major difficulties came from John¬ 
son's Wax, which with alternate- 
sponsorship of three half-hour 
show's in a row' (“Zane Grey” at 
8:30, “Angel" at 9 and “Ann 
Sothern" at 10* was highly reluc¬ 
tant to make any changes at this 
point. GF w-as milder in its ap¬ 
proach. Also, though “Witness" 
sponsor R. J. Reynolds w’anted the 
ntove to a later time, the other 
sponsors on the show, Helene Cur¬ 
tis. Esquife and Schick, weren’t 
quite so sifte about the efficacy of 
a move. V 
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Around the Syndic World h 
180 Days: CNP’s Hot 6 Months 

P< rlithe only unequivacally* 
bright location in the field i of 
tvuriiealt'd film soiling these days 
Is the olh A\e. headquarters of 
California National Productions: in 
Tv.Y. While other syndicators are 
having a neutral to drab selling 
season, the NBC tv film subsidiary 
in the past 180 days has been seen 
more business written on its r.Cw 
pioperties than ever before ini a 
comparable six-month period. 

CNP currently has on the mar¬ 
ket three half-hour series. “Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police,'* “Blue 
Angels” and “Jim Backus Show,” 
“Angels” was released in June and 
“Batkus” in July. and. already-h^th 
have gone substantially over their 
production nuts in sales. The NJBC. 
subsid, having picked up li.S. 
i chis to *rRCMP” for less, j; of 
course, than it'd cost to produce 1 
the show itself, has already covered 
the payment to the Canadian pro¬ 
ducers. 

And a fourth show, consisting! of 
a group of 130 eight-minute shof ts. j 
v. ith Cliff Norton added for flay r. ; 

Earle Ferris 

vet observer of the Rcdio-tV 
scene wonders 

20 Years From jVoip- 
JF ha’ He Say? 

one cf the many Editorial Features 
in the upcoming 

55 (h Anniversary dumber 
of 

P'SkIETY 

Jules Weil’s Post-’48s 
Jules Weil, distributor of theatri¬ 

cal pictures for tv, has acquired 
from Paramount 22 postr'48 fea¬ 
tures produced by Pine and: Thom¬ 
as. Amount- involved said to be $2,-; 
000:000. 

Bill Thomas and How id Pi e 
■will, be partnered in the distribu¬ 
tion with Weil, 

RCA, in an extras color push of wide significance to distributors 
of features-to-tv., has made a deal underwriting the extra cost of 
color prints of cinematics to tv stations. . The. deal was made, with 
Programs for Television, Inc., the outfit distributing the J. Arthur 
Rank pix. Of the 38 pi in the recent bundle/ 5l)Cc of them are. i 
color. " 

Under the RCA-PTI tVdrking arrangement/ according to.sale*.; 
topper Michael Siilerman, station wanting to colorcast, has the 
extra print cost picked up by RCA..via the local RCA distributor. 
The extra cost can range from $3:000 to $15,000, according to the 
size of the market. PIT has run off special-for ty color prints and 
has found the color factor a big plus in sales. The Rank pix have 
been sold in 38 markets, grossing a little over $1,000,000. Under 
PTIs deal with Rank, PTI guarantees $i;OOO.OO0 for the bundle. 

has almost covered its cost, yet. 

Initial Sales On 
WB’s Post-’50s 

for all practical purposes. j he! 
stanzas won't be on the general tv j 
market for many months. The Ire- | 
laiively inexpensive show, “Funny ’ 
Mann.is using old Mack Sennett 
stuff among other items, and was 
sold recently in Japan for $500 per 
i ight-minute episode. That's $500 
'. significant, because that's [the 
absolute top price Japan pays j'for 
tne importation of a half-hour 
stanza. Added to this are s me 
eosnestic major markets sales.; in¬ 
cluding one to WABC-TV. in NiY.. 
where the ABC flag picked. up 
“Manns" in its early stages oi pro¬ 
duction. 

Al Stern, chairman of CNP and 
i' s acting president • Earl Rgltig. 
ins departed*, is said to have been 
.responsible lor the “Manns” coup. 
And he's now planning, with veep- 
general manager Herb Schlosser 
and new program veep Carl Liride- 

' niann, five to six new pilots fori the 

(Continued on page 38) ' 

SchwimmerSwap 
On Bowling, Golf 

Chicago, Nov. |8. 
It has just come to light, al¬ 

though the deal was made some 1 
time ago. that Glen Films | has: 
t-aded Walt Schwimmer the com¬ 
plete rights to “Championship 
Bowling” for his lifetime contract 
as distributor of “All Star Golf.” 
Glen Films, a West Coast company 
whose principals are Henry Saper- 
slein. Jack Wrather and Monte 
Livingston, purchased the two film 
scries from Peter DeMet nearly 
three years ago for a sum report¬ 
edly in excess of $2,500,000, 
Schwimmer's lifetime distributor' 
contract went with the deal. ! 

In the separation effected; re¬ 
cently, Schwimmer gets full owner¬ 
ship of “Bowling,” a total of 185 
episodes produced over the ipast 
seven years; and Snperstein’s com¬ 
pany gets to pocket the commis¬ 
sions that previously went to 
Schwimmer for the ABG-TV 
“Golf’ series. 1 

As for DeMet. his filming com¬ 
pany remains under lifetime icon- 
tract to shoot both shows. 

First sales of the new post-'oO 
Warner Bros, package of 40 pix 
have grossed about S500.000 in 
eight markets, according to Seven 
Arts. Associated sales v.p. Bob Rich. 

The 40-pix group was sold in the 
following markets: KSD, St.- Louis; 
WWLP. Springfield. Mass.-Iiart- 
Imd. Conn.: WBEN. Buffalo: 
KONO. San Antonio: \YOC. Daven¬ 
port: WTVH. Peoria; AVTVP. Deca¬ 
tur: and WTYT. Tampa-St; Pctcr.s- 
bu;g. 

Rich said he expects deals in 
N.Y., Chicago. Los Angeles: Balti¬ 
more and Milwaukee. Understood 
Seven Arts is seeking about $30.- 
000 per pic in N.Y.: $25,000 in Los 
Angeles and somewhat under S25,- 
000.in Chicago. Sought after price, 
though, always is a matter of nego¬ 
tiations. 

Initial deals ..capped three , weeks 
of selling in the field. Interest¬ 
ingly. deals to date do not cover 
the major markets. Competitive, 
situation, as predicted, helped trig¬ 
ger sales in St. Louis and Buffalo, 
where competing stations already 
bought National Telefilm Associ¬ 
ates “61 for ’61” package. 

Pix in the group indue! “High 
■and. the.Mighty.” John Wayne. Rob¬ 
ert Stack: “Rebel Without a 
Cause,” James Dean; “Hondo.” John 
Wa\ne, Geraldine Page; “Star Is 
Born,'’ Judy Garland, James Ma¬ 
son: and Alfred Hitchcock's 
“Stranger on a Trai " 

Deal with WWLP. Springfield, 
al.-o encompasses WRLP. Brattel- 
boro, Vt., opetrated by the sai 
owners. Spririglieid Television 
Broadcasting Corp. 

In order to hypo its sales amnni- 
1 ni.lioh, United Artists Associafed- 
'tpuk the unusual path of buying 
time in test market, of Toledo, to 
sample , its recently acquired Mcl- 
O-Tooris cartoons.. 

..- .In mailings and -on-llVe-air, it 
• asked viewers to write-in. com¬ 
menting. oil the two MeUO-Toons 
show;ri-.Oct! .27/ on WSPDrTV. ,The. 
viewer response numbered over 

1400; -virtually all commeniing favor- 
! ;:bie on..the two cartoons-shown, 
j “Rumplestiltskin” arid. “Waltz- bf 
the Flowers." Many- replies came 

J irom kids in, the 12 to 14.age braok- 
• of, Many .parents compared the; 
'Mel-O-Toons-favorable to what they 
called the usual, violence in kiddie 

• programming. Mel-p.-Toqns epi¬ 
sodes are based on. best-selling 
kiddie: records. 

View er, response-will be used by 
UAA for-its sales -pitches through¬ 
out the country. 

PTI Preps 2 New Syndic Series 

National Telepix Sales 
On *0nr Gang’ 2-ReeIets 

National Telepix .package of 78 
“Our Garig'V- ..two-reelers • tretitied 
*'AIxscTiief Makers" produced by 
Hal Roach-in the rly' ‘20:s are 
n \v funning in five in Ykets, in¬ 
cluding New York 'AVO.R-TV). 

Other, markets are KHJ-TV.. Los 
Angeles; \VBKB. Chicago:' CKLW, 
Detroit; nd"VVBEX, Buffalo.. 

The’ package of' silents, \vhich 
w en t i nlo. distrib uti6n a month ago. 
relies on physical humor ani sight 
gags. .Nothing .but a lively ip sieal 
score has been added. 

Frank Kane 

recalls some fun In a syndicaribn. 
factory in his piece 

Who W as Tlie Writer ? 

another Editorial Featur 
iii the upcom: 

55th Anniversary dumber 

of 

PSniETY 

10-Year Leasing 

Pact Top Stars For 
•Hour of St. Francis’ 

Hollywood, Nov. 8. 
Top personalities will appear in 

the religioso series/ “The Hour of 
St. Francis.” distributed to stations 
throughout the country. 

Jane Wyman is hostess for the 
kickoff episode this season. Title 

. of the segment is “Once On a Bar¬ 
ren Hilt.” Other guestars. include 
Danny Thoigas, Macdonald Carey, 
Raymond Burr, ..Jack Haley and 
Ruth Hussey. ' 

Cinemacic’s First 13 j 
On ‘Hound for Hire’ 

First 13 units of Cinemagie In¬ 
ternational's new cartoon series 
“Hound for Hire” have been Com¬ 
pleted. Cinemag proxy Arthur Ep-.; 
stein and Phil Davis* V:p. and 
producer-director of the series* are j 

in Paris to start production of tire ; 
next group of 13 segments to be ' 
completed by February. 

Some 55 episodes, running seven 
and a half minutes, are being 
readied for theatrical and tv dis¬ 
tribution here and abroad. | Pro-; 
ducer-direclor Davis for 15 years 5 
had been head writer and [chief ! 
idea man for Ralph Edwards; Pro- ‘ 
duct ions. He also has writing 
credits for such shows as Danny • 
Thomas and. “Father Knows Best.” 

Arthur Epstein is prexy of Fine j 
Art** Films which released; last j 
3ear's Academy Award-winning j 
Japanese film “Samurai.” } 

Despite $5,000,000 Sales, 
Goldwyn Changes His 

Mind en Pix-Into-TV 
Sam Goldwyn has again “with¬ 

drawn” his features from sale to 
tv. It's not a formal '-withdrawal 
per se. according, to Rod Erickson, 
who's been repping the Goldwyn 
library—it's simply that Goldwyn: 
has decided the coin available for 
his pix isn't tall enough for hipi 
to let them go. 

Erickson, who this w-eck^joined 
Fihmvays as prexy *see separate 
story, said that lie had received 
written bids for the Goldwyn back¬ 
log totaling some $5,000,000 fi;oni 
stations in the UlS. and abroad. 
But when he presented the bids 
to Goldwyn; the producer refused 
to consider them and at the same 
time wouldn't make known his 
own price requirements. 

Deal under which Erickson reps 
the library has no cutoff date, but 
for the time being there's no ac¬ 
tion on the films as a result, of 
Goldwyn’s latest reaction, save for 
some continuing advertiser interest 
in the use of a few selected pix as 
possible network specials. 

Erickson's not the only exec 
who's had a tough time getting 
a definite commitment from Gold 
wyn, who’s been running hot and 
cold on releasing; his pix to tv. 
fiirt encouraging inquiries and 
the deciding to hold bock. 

HUSTON TO TRANSFiLM 
i William Huston., formerly, direc¬ 
tor of international sales at Eilm- 

. way. has joined. .Transfilm;Cara- 
! vel as. veepee in charge of commer- 
; cial sales. .. 
| Before, pilmways, Huston w'as 
! for- three.: years with MPO as sales 
j and promotion . liiahager, arid be- 
[ lore that-\rith: Screen' Genrs as 
; sales manager for tv commercials. 

Plvil Rapp, with the backing of 
a. financial, group headed by Fred- 

! Jordan, is in the last stages of; a 
: negotiation to . take;, over Phil 
l Krasne’s . California Studios, in 

Hollywood* Principals met in New 
York last week, and a spokesman 

/for them said that it would probs 
’ ably be the end of next week be¬ 
fore all the details ’ are worked 

. out. 

f Rapp is expected to pay in the 
: vicinity of $500,000 to Krasne for 
• the studio equipment. Pricing the 
i material is what is mostly holuing 

. up a signing. 

1 Beyond this, Papp and. Jordan 
seek a 10-yearTeasing airangement 
with Clune Memorial Trust..which, 
controls the CaUfonva Studios 

i propert\T. This - would mean that 
; they ar . adding five-years on. the 
[Tease time remaining in ivrasne-’s 
• arrangement, with Clune.. 

| Dr. Vi.llem Zwillingcri a long¬ 
time friend of Krasne and his ex- 
partner: Jack Gross, has been aid¬ 
ing Krasne in closing ihe sclloff. 

Jordan has backed R^pp in the 
making of various-tv fi'hti pilots.1 

Prograihs for Television, . Inc.r: 
* PTI), off. to; a solid start with post- 
'50 J, Arthur Rank pix group, has 
two new syhdie series hut in the 
market and; others on ,the planning 
boards. 

: Sales v.p. Michael cM.ickey\ .Sii¬ 
lerman, a vet in the syndie: .biz, 
feels PTI eventually, will, establish 
a niche .for itself comparable to 
Television Programs of Ainerica. 
In today's market, highly competi¬ 
tive and tough, Siilerman feels the 
best route lor an outfit such as 
his is the “offbeat approach.” , 

In line wuth the get-a\yay-from- 
formula approach: PTI bn. the. re^ 

I gional, and network level how. is 
\ discussing Rocky Marciano's hosted 
j “Main Event.” :ies of 39 epi- 
[sodes features, guestars Jerry 
Lewis; Bob Hope. \Viliiam .Bendix, 
Frank Siriatia. Doan Marlin. Rock. 
Hudson . and Tallulah Bankhead.: 
Body of episodes, contains high¬ 
lights' of . ppst-'50 Madison . Square 
Garden fight events. 

Another property currently in 
the regional hopper is “Art. Lirik- 
letter arid The Kids.” .a/series of. 
15-minute yidfilm.; shbw;s. 13 ©f 
w hich have/ previously networked 
with .the. tehiainder ne\v to. tv. 

j On the planning boards ai-e three 
: cartoon . shows and a. pubaffairs 
half-hoitr 

f PTI Siilerman stated, will stick, 
to offbeat entries until there's a 

‘ greater degree of. stabilization 
j the. syndie. field. At this stage, he 
l feels it would be \vrbng: for a new 
; mpany such as his ;to come out 
'with another privateeye. western, 
.or traditional syndie property. 

The off-beat approach to preip- 
| erties also, permeates the: selling 
• staff; exec: inembers of which hav# 
{ been granted, profit participation 
in PTL Outfit now has a selling 
Staff of 10 men, scattered arbund 
the couritry, with the following di¬ 
visional execs, . Walt . Plant/; mid¬ 
west: Wade Crosby: west coast: Al¬ 
ton Whitehouse. southwest; Spike 
Coburn, southwest; John Leo, and 
Ben Col man. 

Then & Now 
Detroit. Nov. 8: 

ABG-TV aflil WXYZ, which . 
bought, a large Screen .Gems, 
pix package, has found that 
many of the players in the 
pix are very much in evidence 
oh ABC-TV’s vidfilm present- 
day networkshows. 

The rundown follow this 
sequence: star, feature, year 
of the feature, and current vid- 
film series: 

Robert Stack, “A Little Bjt 
of Heaven,”. ’40. “Untouch¬ 
ables”: William Frawley/ “Ex- 
Champ ”.’39, My Three Sons”; 
Pat O’Brien; “Air M^il.” '32, 
“Harrigan & Son”; Fred Me-. 
Alurray. “Singapore.” ’.47, “My 
Three Sons”; Ozzie - Nelson, 
“Hi Good Lookin’,’’ :44, “Ozzj 
& Harriet”; Robert Cum¬ 
mings... “Flesh & Fantasy,” ’43, 
'•Love That Bob"; Walter Bren¬ 
nan,- “Nice Girl/’ vThe Real 
McCoys.” 

Deal with. Screen Geriis was 
for.450 pix. initially released 
either.by Columbia Pictures or; 
Universal-Internatipnai. Some 
of the pix are post-MS’s. SG’s .. 
deal, capping a buyiiig cam¬ 
paign to lift programming 
quality on the ABC-TV affil, 
was said to be over $500,000. 

ITS 20TH-F0X TIES 
A growing bond exists between 

Independent Television Corp. and 
20th-Fox: 

. Most recent liaison finds ITC 
acquiring 20th-Fox's “Broken Ar¬ 
row” for international distrihuti . 
The off-network, entry; had a day¬ 
time arid nighttime slot on. ABCr 
TV. Prior to the ITC. deal, it was 
thought that 20th-Fox might uS.e 
“Broken Arrow,” as of its 
properties when the motion picture 
company gets into the syndie biz. 
However, with “Arrow” going to 
ITC, it looks longer than expected, 
before 20th-Fox spreads its syndie 
wings. 

Another interesting facet of the 
deal is that the growing ITC liaison 
might, dampen the tie between 
20th-Fox and National Telefilm As¬ 
sociates. Prior to ITC coming into 
the picture, NTA and 20th-Fox had 
quite a roiriance going; both in the 
half-hour and feature field: Now, 
it seems the romance for all prac¬ 
tical purposes confined to fea¬ 
tures. 

ITC also has a deal w ith ,20th- 
Fox for the coproduction of Series 
lor network airing. 

■r 

Screen Gems List 
^ creep GeriVs is off to a running 

start for the '61-‘62 season, inking 
eight coproduction deals with net¬ 
works and -advertisers. The copro¬ 
duction deals call for financing/ in 
varying degrees, of pilot projects; 

National sales v.p. John Mitchell’s 
scorecard at this early, date- runs 
three, cppi-oductioris with advertis¬ 
ers and five with networks, Abdv 
arid beyond present and future co¬ 
production agreeriierits/ SG will 
come into ihe market with pilots 
for next season, uncommitted to 
anyone. The tally of eight at thi . 
date in all Probability leads the 
national 'selling field for riext 

‘Medicine Man’ as TV 

Albany, Nov. 8. 
Imogene Coca and King Dono¬ 

van 'recently married) will; make 
a pilot film :of a proposed tele- 
vision on series called. "The Medi- 
ciner Man;” 

The pilot: will tell the story of 
two performers, in a medicine 
show/ Donoya explained...- Nat Holt 
will produce,.. Sard Peebles will 
write the pilot—to be made in Hol¬ 
lywood, 
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Agencies Plotting How to Regain I * 1 . . ' 1 
Program and Timeslot Control 

-On Other Madison Ave. Fronts ti cJj,ZLi 
By BILL GREELEY '! skk. It’s simply a repetitive, stere-. . j 

Advertiser and agency program j otyped pattern very different from on* of *Ke many bright Editorial ! 
plotters, who this year especially ■ creative act. When you create Featnres in the upcoming. . 
w# » lot of show and timeslot con- something,: you re making choices ^ _r . , 
lo.t a lot of snow ana times.ot cpn i_lTs a free act a Wealthy act Sa/h Anniversary Number 

trol to the networks, are coming | When you’re acting neurotically,- of * , 
up with new angles calculated to you have no choices, you’re the ^ ! 
restore savso and secure early helpless victim of inner processes JSj^RIETY 

pi iine. time franchises for the 81- ov“ "”i.ch »®» Ilavc nfl colltr°1-" I 
,r2 ’ He pointed out that advertising '■ • : 

„ ,,, used to he considered a solid.pro- : :- 
There s BEDOs do-it-yourself fession, that hardly anyone out- bm» Cam IL* 

pilots, which worked in the in- Side it, and hardly anybody In it, 111111 f.Ol 1116 If I IIS 
stance of the Kexall-bankrolled thought of it as a compromise _ v . V: „ '_ 
“National Velvet” on NBC-TV this choice of career. “Nowadays, 1 Continued from page 23 ... 
year and now sees General Mills though, the plumber will tell you • age for. its 12 new shows. The 13. 
iinancing a “Father of the Bride” confidently that lou know—those new NBC shows average 15.7 in 

, pilot in hopes of landing an early . advertising menprostitute their ratings and 27!8(V in shares, ABC 
web birth for next season. !,~aIe jS*. TlJS dismal notion is [fares worst'with. its. 14 new pro? 

Pilot financing-rails for an in- !*1 a?UtiSy^ivvw^nf iS grams* averaging; 14.8 with a 
vestment of $70,000 or so. Even desirable fnr a Lffpr fe ?n 258Co share- Individual, rundown 
though it’s relatively slight gamble nrnlwwtST VS on new programs, listing rating: 
against the odds of sewing up a $3,- EX, ^ &nd sha*e fpr the tw0 weefe foM 
000.000 invoke,,,. thee «.*£ £.£££ '° = ** ^ 
sors who don t want to risk that ; c . 

Run For the Hills 

kind of money without having a de 
siiable web timeslot secured. 

Adsville: McGann-Erickson's Jo- ' Show 
seph Culligan will moderate a de-] Expedition 

a (ll,n,nnr fk ief bate between Arthur Duram* Ful- Hong Kong . . . . 
A i*.\ er ..nd cheaper t)i.t. l. ]er ^ & ross fv topper, and |Guestward.Ho 

the sponsoi-banki oiled senpt. i It jj0(j Erickson, former Y&R exec j My 3 Sons 
requires an investment of only $?.- and now president of Filmways, on iFlintstones 

; “Buying Audience Size or Program, j,Islanders .... 
«*!. bilv,Ir aLc Sg Brictt ’ :Envii,°nment in Network Televi-; Stagecoach West 
?T0t \ Lc C5 • ,B™\ sion.” It’ll be. a luncheon session j Harrigan .&.Son 
M\ers aie . aid to be in the ea^ly of |he Radio & Television Execu-!Law & Mr. Jones 
stages of plotting the senpt jtp- tives society Nov. 22 . . . McCann- rBugs Bunny 

"lth i-SJrPe" a id Erickson prexy Emerson Foote has Naked City 
MGM the packa^eis involved. been narped chairman of the Na- Roaring ’20s 

Idea to get a pilot script that’s tianal Educational Committee of | C 
satisfactory to both sponsor and thl Advertising Federation of Aquanauts, 
packager, then pitch it to one !or America. AFA board chairman Checkmate .... 
all of the networks in hopes ;bf James S. Fish (General Mills vee- Pete & Gladvs 
getting a time comitmcnt for next pee) says the Foote committee will Tom Ewell 

with the web and a partial financial five image of advertising” . I Andy ' Griffith 

tain at least 50% of a show that’s nual Motorama in New York for Angel 
insured network exposure. Net- 19.000' dealers via T-NT closed-cir- Route 66 
v.ork. of course, gets an early spon- ; cuit tv . . . Geyer, Morey, Madden Mr. Garlund 
sor, would no doubt insist on and • & Ballard has acquired the Caples 
get a financial interest in the sh agency of Chicago . . . E. Gott- Tall Man 

nn in tv !lieb c°a -flackery launched early Thriller . ... 
. . .j . ' ■ . i; this year by ex-Foote, Cone & Nat! Velvet 

Adam Hats, via Mogul \Viluams Belding exec Ed Gottlieb^ has new Tab Hunter 
& Saylor, this week launched the digs at 10 ,E. 49th St. Barbara Stan' 
first web tele campaign for a hat 1T_ tt nan Rav«n 

Chr"tUaslhdrfveTnCThea NBC-^' Strauss, formerly iith Ben Outlay .. 
laek pSar^hnw ? heim, Inc., joins New York office iLone Westen 
™ . 'of North Advertising, Chicago, as Michael Shay 
Blurbs are by announcer Hugh radio-tv production manager. Dante 

Downs and band leader Jose Mglis i Klondike ... 

7.0 15.2 
9:1 15.2 

14.5 27.2 
22.9 37.7 
18.2 31.8 
16.3 27.4 
172 27,2 

9:1 17.0 
15.9 35.3 
15:3 28.2 
15.6 31.1 
62 13;6 

14.2 23.7 
239 38.2 
19.1 31.2 
18.7 30.2 

9.4 169 
22.7 40.0 
21.6 33.0 
23.8 40;3 
16.2 25.8 
11.7 19.2 
16.8 29.1 
10.5 18.4 

23.1 37.7 
19.6 ,31.5 
19 1 30.0 
18,0 27.8 
11.2 22.0 
11.0 21.3 
19.8 35.7 
15;6 29.2 
14.0 290 
12.7 . 2115 
133 <20.8 

.14.6 27.4 
9.5 23.( 

r.—-Ed Robbi 

and fise the old Adam jingle. j;“I ! dieiS rSrcFSt'^d Lbves Mary . 14:6 27,4 
Go fir a Man Who Wears an Adam j Batefsince^ *5i j^Sf^gate-PaN ' Jampot. Bowlihg 9;5, 22:0 

7 __ t , tt ii j molive account group as vdepee 1 
/ Blurbs on to Hollywood and account exec on Colgate Deh-s ^ Kisco NY—Ed Robbi 

Entry formsi arei going out this , tal Cream. program aireetor'aafl morningjiian 
week to advertisers, agencies, eora- A! Sarasohn, with the agency for at WVIP, Alt. Kisco, since the stav 
niercial producers and broadcast | n years, has been named creative tion went on the air three years 
stations for entries in. the Holly- j group head at Kenyon & Eckhardt. ago, has been named network Co- 
wood Ad Clubs International j New Biz: Wrisley Co., Chicago, ordinator of the Herald. Tribune 
Broadcasting Awards, 25 citatipns soaps and toiletries, subsid of Radio Network. -He! moves from 
in various categories for the radio pUrex Corp., ;to Shaw agency, ef- the network^ Mt. Kisco station to 
and tv blurbs pudged best m the ; fective January 3, 1961. Account network headquarters •'* at WFYI, 
world during 1960. will be $5^00,000. Garden City, L.I. 

Awards will be made during Ad : • •■! 
Week, Feb. 5 to 11. Mailing! of ; 
entiy blanks was preceded by close ; 117*1.1 il P* ■* II 
to 11.000 brochures to advertisers,. Wlfil t||i| NlQllAflKOTIC 
producers etc. inviting entry. , If lUt IUU UldllUll I\C[la 

Madison Ave.’s Headshrinker .) >. 
With Madison Ave.’s guilt feel- j ■■■■ ■ ■ --.■ ■, . ■ :. < 

ings on the rise concurrent with | Negotiations for sale of KGUN- what they’d like discussed at the 
the recent swell of criticism of ithe jTV, Tucson, to owners of WEHT- meeting, which is attended by pro- 
advertising industry, the American , xv, Evansville, has resolved a motion managers and other execs 
Assn, of Advertising Agencies last j “pitch” battle between two rep: of Petry-repped.stations. According 
week called in a psychiatrist; to; firms that's been underway for the to station .preference, first half .of 
ease ruffled psychies. , [last couple of months:. the session will be devoted to case 

Among speakers at the 4A’s ; KGUN rep Headly-Reed was put histories- of successful sale s- 
Eastern Region conference in New . on notice of cancellation last sum- through-promotion, audience pro- 
Y’ork was Dr. Charles W. S!oc- mer, and station management in- motion, national promotion and. 
arides, who told the gathered jit’s f vited Adam Young Television merchandising. Remainder will in- 
no trick to be sick, but creativity \ Corp. down to make a pitch. Same- elude discussions on research, irade 
takes a hcalihy mind—“creativity j time, management invited Headlv- paper:advertising, cooperation with 
depends on inner freedom.” j Reed down to present arguments a stations rep and other topics, 

“Some of my best and most;'re- on why it should keep the business. Heading the meeting will he 
warding patients are creative peo-* But the flip-flops flew to no Petry veepee Bob Hutton and Bill 
pie in advertising.” said the doc- ! avail. WEHT-TV is already repped Steese, firm’s radio promotion 
tor. “However, one striking thing ; by the Young org, so the Tucson manager., 
they have in common is Ithe station 1 will' go automatically to Briefs: FM Broadcasting System, 
mythology they share about Ithe Young when the sale is approved Chicago, chain, of 61 stations, has 
nature of their creative work and by FCC, KGUN has been grossing surveyed affiliates arid says that 
its bearing on questions of moral- an annual rep percentage of about two. out of three report between 
ify. culture and progress—both; so- $14,000. 31% and 50% ol the families in 
cial and individual. But most |im- Owners of the Tucson- station their markets have FM receivers 
portant, this mythology interferes are H. U. Garrett, Toni E. Foster . . . Shulton Inc. (Old Spice), will 
with their healthy functioning-— and others. Edwin G. Richter :Jr., launch; a. pTe-hdliday radio-tv spot 
and from lite couch I hear talented, Henry S. Hilberg and associates campaign in 85 iriarkets Nov, 20 .. . 
successful men denying both their are owners of WEHT, Sale price is William Ziegler Jr., arid Roland 
talent and their success and sink- reportedly $1,400,000. Lesser have joined; Del. Wood 
ing deeper into psychological land Petry Sesh Assoc.’ . ad agency nbcount exec 
physical sickness in the process.” Petry has released the agenda arid media-research manager, re- 

The doctor attacked the wide- for its fourth annual promotion spectively, on -Real-Kill Products, 
spread myth that, “so many un- roundtable to be held at the Broad- Ziegler w'as with'J. Walter Thomp- 
hapj>y ad writers and artists have casting Promotion Assn, convefi- son; Lesser was, ad manager of 
that you’\c got to be sick toi be tion Nov. 13 at New Orleans. Longines-Wittnauer vvatches and 
creative . . It’s no effort toi be Reppery queried its stations on media-research jobs elsewhere.- 

fN NEW YORK CITY . . 
[• Arthur Godfrey -into Harkness Pavilion- last night (Tues ) ,for minor 
■ surgery today pr tomorrow for removal of a “fatty tumor” near his 
[Tight shoulder, no connection with the lung cancer he underwent 20 
j months ago. His “Candid Camera” and radio shows all pretaped, so he 
| doesn’t miss any performances . Jonathan Schiller exited CBS Radio 
[publicity to join WROW in Albany as director of music programming 

. , WCBS-TV’s “American Musical Theatre” lined up Earl Wrightson, 
; Lois Hunt, Joan Mann and William Skipper for this Saturday’s edition 
, (12) on famous song: and dance teams Dan Field named manager 
!for CBS Radio’s “Dimension” capsule service . . . ATt .Hecht, CBS Radio 
promotibn-mercharidising boss, back at. work after a hospital-siege frorn 
a back injury. Same vfeb’s v.p. Jules DundeS in Rome on a European 
tour, due back Monday (14) . . Westinghouse program veep Dick Pack; 
to San Francisco and Portland for talks with WBC station execs 
Helen Hayes will, appear bn “Directions ’61,” the. new ABC-TY r.eiigios 
stanza preeming Sunday * 13> . . Ed Bakey; host of WABC-TV’s “Tonimy 
Seven Show.” w ill appear soon .in “The Rifle,” a theatrical film niade 
by Doric Productions , Trude Adams returns to Ed Sullivan’s CBS- 
TV stanza on Dec.' 18—^her fifth booking this past year .. Jacqueline 
Susanii, who was inked in ’56 to dp only two Weeks of commercials for 
the company, now starts her fourth full year as pitchw'oman for Schiffli" 
Blouses . . CBS chairman William S. Paley, WMMM chairman Donald. 
Flamni and BMI proxy Carl Hayerlin on ,the: citizens committee, for the 
Celebration of' the Civil War Centennial . .... Lee Grant and Kevin 
McCarthy will co-host the Nov. 15 “Expedition: New York” on WABC- 
TV and show will.be called “New York, with Love” . . Airiram Novak, 
assistant program manager, at WABC?TV. ankling after a year with 
outlet , . .. Fred Robbins’, guests on the syndicated. ‘‘Assignment Holly- 
wood” this week are Richard W'idraark, Linda Crystal, John Wayhe, 
Debbie Reynolds and Frankie Avalon , . i Joe Franklin, in his eighth 
year on WABC-TV, is now syndicating the silent motion pictures he 
Uses as part of “Memory Lane”:.'set up Golden, Age Films to do it : 
Glemi Riggs, radio alumnus of Pittsburgh’s KDKA, was the third man 
in the election team at WPIX. Others w:ere John Tillman arid Kevin 
Kennedy : . . WNTA Radio will have a .‘‘Sunday Spectacular” (13), 
devoting nine hours to. the music conducted by the late Dimitri 
Mitropoulos ; . Ronald Dawson,having just finished Col feature “Mad 
Dog Coll,”. into tonight’s (Wed.) “Armstrong Theatre” On GBS?TV and 
opens next week in off-Broad\vay! “Waters of the Moon” legiter , 
After a couple of cancellations, WTOR’s longtime radio essayist Jean 
Shepherd is scheduled to air his first tv show on 'VVOR-TY. beginning 
Nov. 23. 9 to 9:30 p.m. . . Mutual Broadcasting launches 13th season 
of Oklahoma City Symphony broadcasts Nov. 13, 

f/V CHICAGO . 
. Red Skelton taped one. of his upcoming CBS-TV stanzas at the 
Johnson’s Wax plant in Racine,. Wise,, on the occasion of the sponsor’s 
75th anni v . WBBM-TV newscaster . Fahey Flynn elected prez of. 
Chicago Unlimited . ; .. “International Cafe,” now in syndication. Went 
back on WGN-TV last wreekwith Rudy Qrisek as host . WBBM is 
having labor (union) pains over the recent firing of news writer Mel 
Bloom . John Doremus, the WMAQ deejay tapped to assist Irv 
Kiipcinet as emcee of the Sun-Times Harvest Moon Festival NoV, 19 . . . 
WNBQ has launched a Sunday afternoori series, “Artists’ Shbwcase” 
which will present youthful iriusical talent from this locale in the 
longhair fields . Margot Richter, secretary for WGN-TV directors, 
back from her leave of absence in Europe,/where she ehaperoned Brigid 
Bazlen during the shooting of “King of Kings” . . Gerry Popper left; 
WBBM sales promo for a post at N. W. Ayer ad agericy . . Norm Ross 
will be toastmaster at the 115th annual Feast of the Haggis. Novi 26 
. ; . WGN-TV staging a two-hour women’s spec this Friday (Ill. for the 
RCA “Color Day” promo. Virginia Gale will be hostess ... State Rep. 
Harry H. Serrirow (Dem.-Chicago) granted license to operate WNMP, 
Evanston. He purchased the station recently froni the Aligns Pfaff 
estate . . . WGN-TV sold two-thirds of election night coverage to 
Florsheim Shoes, and Allstate Lumber. 

IN LONDON 
Anthony Finigan, who went to Ulster Television fTbm ABC-TV as 

program director for six months, accepts a permanent appointment ... 
Simone Signoret is the face Avith John Freeman in BBC-TV’s “Face To 
Face” Sunday (13) : . . Associated British Cinemas, which used ABC-TV 
for a summer eome-to-the-cinema Campaign, plans to repeat the drive 
over the Christmas arid New Year period;. ,. Christopher Serpell, 
formerly. BBC’s correspondent ..in Washington and Rome, beepines. for¬ 
eign news editor of BBC Television News, while A. C* Fietpher handles 
hoirie news . . , Ulster Television celebrated its first anni Oct. 31 . . . 
John Mansfield joins Tvne Tees TV as contintiity scriptwriter, replacing 
Ted Ryland . . Associated Television lines up a program on tourism 
for Dec. 28 airing . . . BBC-TV’s Denis Mitchell now in Chicago Shooting 
a documentary on the city , in cahoots with American Broadcasting Go., 
for airing here early next.year and also skedded for U. S. transmission 
... BBC has no plans to revive “Take It From Here;,’* lbngest-ruririirig 
light radio show (12 years), while the “Goori Show” Is likewise being 
dropped. 

I/V BOSTON . . 
Jim Backus coming in for press party bn “Hot Off, The Wire,” carried 

on WBZ-TV Thursdays at 7 p.m., with H. P: Hood, sponsoring prograin, 
and Joe Ryan, WBZ-TV press chief hosting tv writers Nov. 22 . . . 
James E. Allen, WBZ-TV general manager, speeching at PTA groups 
around the state . . , WBZ-TV stopped traffic on downtown Boston’s 
busiest corner. Winter and Washington, with a “See Yourself Oil TV” 
display in Gilchrist’s dept, store window for station client, Ironweair 
... Richard Cannon from UPi news operation iri Minneapolis KSTP-TV, 
to WBZ-TV as a news editor . v. WNAC-TV putting on “Harvest Film 
Festival” promo in which Phyl Doherty, station pubad head. Is sending 
autumn fruits, with a different item daily to press-advr.-promb-rep 
people. Station is running two features every Saturday p.m. firom 1 to 
5, two every Sunday from 12 to 2 p.in. and ariother double .header on 
Wednesdays from 6:30 to 8:30 pmi. ... First showing on any tv station 
in U S. of an exclusive interview with Red China Preriuer Chou Eri-Lal 
will be showri on Channel 2. Suriday (13) arid NET net. Immediately 
after the interview WGBH-TV is producirig an hour long followup 
prograrii for national distribution with the Chou interview . . . WGBHr 
TV introed “The Ragtime Era,” Thursdays at 8:30 p.in., repeated Surir 
days at 5 p.m., with a novel promo Of delivery of German boiled dinner 
to tv reviewers during pre-showing of prograrii; on moriitorS just for 

the Hub writers. 

IN PHILADELPHIA . . 
Vince Lee, of WFIL, will do the riarration use the Philadelphia 

Orchestra’s performance of Bela Bartok’s orie-act opera “Bluebeard’s 
Castle” (18, 19) . . . Drew Pearson is the speaker at the TRAC luncheon, 
at the Barclay (9) . . . WIP deejay Dan Curtis named chairman- of the 
1960 UNICEF drive for New Jersey’s Delaware County , . ; A staff, of 
135 persons, news personnel arid correspondents has been gathered 
under the supervision bf WRCV news director Ernie Leiss tb make up 
station’s combined radio arid tv election coverage. According,to station 

(Continued on page 48) 
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‘The Great Debate” 
was carried 

identically on 
all three 
television networks. 

More people 
watched on NBC 

than on any other 
network.. . just as 
more people watched 
the conventions on 
NBC than on any 
other network... 
just as more people 
regularly watch 
the news on NBC 

than on any other 
network. But NBC' 

TELEVISION is 

many things fpr 
the American people. 

Turn this page for 
25 more reasons why 
NBC reaches 9 out 
of 10 television 
homes again and 
again each week. 



SOMETHING SPECIAL 

THE SAME VITALITY... 
NBC TELEVISION provides 
substantially more hours 
of program service than 
any other network, from 
"The Dave Garroway 
Today Show” in the morn¬ 
ing to "The Jack Paar 
Show” at night. And the 
same vitality Which has 
won NBC its clear and de¬ 
cisive leadership in News 
and Public Affairs audi¬ 
ences characterizes this 

THE GREAT IMPERSONATION THE -MUSIC-OF ROMANCE THE WORKING MOTHER 
• - * ; ■ • ? \ ■ 1 ’ r V / , , J V i • 
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THE COMING OF CHRIST 

season’s wealth of NBC en¬ 
tertainment programming. 
Summarized on these 
pages are programs that 
setthe standards of quality 
for all of television. Note 
them well. In combination 
with the rest of the NBC 

TELEVISION schedule, this 
wide-ranging variety of 
programs helps to show 
you why 125 million people 
watch NBC every week. 
NBC television network 

.“THB DAVN GARBOWAY TODAY SHOW*’-the start of NBC’s 
full service day. Monday-Friday, 7:00 to 9:00 A.M. 

“thb trapped HOUSEWIFE*’ A vital program for women, 
based on case histories and taped interviews. On the “Purex 
Special For Women.” Thursday, Nov. 10, 4 :00 to 6:0Q P.M. 

“OMNIBUS” “He Shall Have Power,” a searching examination 
of the American Presidency. Alistair Cooke is host. Sunday, 
Nov. 13, 5:00 to 6:00 P.M. 

’'THE RELUCTANT DRAGON”-on the “Shirley Temple 
Show.” Starring Shirley Temple and John Raitt. In Color. 
Sunday, Nov. 13, 7:00 to 8 :00 P.M. 

“STORY OF A FAMILY” The dramatic effects of war, 
depression and technological change upon three generations. 
Narrator : Jane Wyatt. Monday, Nov. 14, 7:30 to 8:30 P.M. 

AMAHL AND THE NIGHT* VISITORS 

CHRISTMAS AROUND THE WORLD 

VICTORY AT SEA 

THE NBC OPERA COMPANY - DESERET 

•THE GREAT IMPERSONATION” E. Phillips Oppenheim’s 
classic, thriller, on the “Dow Hour of Great Mysteries.” 
Tuesday, Nov. 15,10:00 to 11:00 P.M. 

“DAVE’S PLACE” Dave Garroway roams at large over all 

of NBC-with Cliff Norton, Sid Gould, Bernie West, A1 Kelly, 
introducing Alfred Greenbaum and guest star Julie London. 
Friday, Nov. 18,.9:00 to 10:00 P.M. 

“MACBETH” Starring Maurice Evans and Judith Anderson. 
On the “Hallmark Hall of Fame.” In Color. 
Sunday, Nov. 20,16:00 to 8 :00 P.M. 

“THOSE ragtime YEARS” The rise of a uniquely American 
kind of music. A “Project 20” event starring Hoagy Carmichael. 
Tuesday, Nov. 22,10 :00 to 11:00 P.M. 

“THANKSGIVING DAY parade” In Color. Thursday, Nov. 24, 
11:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon. 

“NO Place uke HOME” Starring Jose Ferrer, Rosemary 
Clooney, Dick Van Dyke and Carol Burnett in a light-hearted 
musical revue. In Color. Thursday, Nov. 24, 5:30 to 6:30 P.M. 

“THE MUSIC OF ROMANCE” Drama and music from the life 

of Tchaikovsky. Your hostess, Jane Powell. Starring 
Farley Granger, Johnny Desmond, Jacques DrAmboise, 
Grant Johannesen, Michael Rabin, Lupe Serrano, and 
special guest Helen Hayes. On the “Bell Telephone Hour/* 
In Color. Friday, Nov. 25, 9:00 to 10:00 P.M. 

PERRY COMO stars and Bob Hope and Anne Bancroft 
guest star on “P^rry Como’s Kraft Music Hall.” In Color. 
Wednesday, Nqv. 30, 9:00 to' 10:00 P.M. 

“BORN A GIANT” The early years of Andrew Jackson. 
Starring William Travers, Barbara Rush, special guests 
Farley Granger, Walter Matthau, also starring Robert Redford 
arid John Colicos, on Equitable’s “Our American Heritage.” 
Friday, Dec. 2, 9:00 to 10:00 P7M. 

“SOMETHING SPECIAL” —under the auspices of the American 
Child Guidance Foundation—starring Janet Blair, 
Carol Charining, Nat King Cole, Arlene Francis, Tennessee 
Ernie Ford, Dave Garroway, Sam Levenson, Art Linkletter, 
Garry Moore, Jane Wyatt, and Robert Young. 
Sunday, Dec. 4, 10 :00 to 11:00 P;M. 

“THE WORKING MOTHER** -covering a fundamental 
problem affecting many women today. On the “Purex Special 
For Women.” Thursday, Dec. 8, 4:00 to 5:00 P.M. 

MARY MARTIN STABS as “PETER PAN** and Cyril Ritchard 
is Captain Hook in a new production of the immortal fantasy, 
originally staged, choreographed and adapted by Jerome 
Robbins; Entire production directed by Vincent J. Donehue. 
In Color. Thursday, Dec. 8,7:30 to 9:30 P.M. 

“GOLDEN CHILD” An original Christmas opera set in the 
American West. Starring Patricia Neway, Brenda Lewis, 
Stephen Douglass and guest star Jerome Hines on the 
“Hallmark Hail of Fame.” In Color. Friday, Dec. 16, 
8:30 to 10 :00 P.M. 

“THE COMING OF CHBI8T” The life of Christ based on 
the world’s great religious art. A “Project 20” event. In Color. 
Wednesday, Dec. 21* 8:30 to 9:00 P.M. 

“ ’TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS’* on the “Bell 
Telephone Hour.” Starring Rise Stevens, John Raitt, 
American Ballet Theatre, the Columbus Boychoir. Your hostess, 
Maureen O’Hara. In Color. Friday, Dec. 23,9:00 to 10:00 P.M. 

“AMAHL AMD THE NIGHT VISITORS” Menotti’s beloved 
Christmas opera, by the NBC Opera Company. 
Sunday; Dec. 25,4:00 to 5:00 P.M. 

“CHRISTMAS ABOUND THB WORLD” with the inimitable 
Dinah. On “The Dinah Shore Chevy Show.” In Color. 
Sunday, Dec. 25, 9:00 to 10:00 P.M. 

“VICTORY AT SEA” Dramatic “Project 20” presentation— 
from the famous series. Thursday, Dec. 29, 9:30 to 11:00 P.M. 

THE NBC OPERA COMPANY’S world premiere performance 
of Leonard Kastle’s “Deseret,” with Kenneth Smith, 
Judith Raskin, John Alexander and Rosemary Kuhlmann. 
In Color. Sunday, Jan. 1, 3:00 to 5:00 P.M. 

“THE JACK PAAB SHOW” Today’s most talked-about TV 
personality completes NBC’s full service day. 
Monday through Friday, 11:15 P.M. 16 1:00 A.M. 
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... reaching morehomes per average quarter-hour each week¬ 

day, 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m., than any other Chicago station! 

The WMAQ daytime reach is 13% greater than the second 

station’s and 16% greater than the third station’s. In Chicago, 

the "Sound Of The Sixties” is the favorite sound of adult listen- 

ers, delivering a bigger buying audience for more advertisers. 

WMAQ*NBC Owned* 670 in Chicago‘Sold by NBC Spot Sales 
SOURCE: CHI. RSI. AUG.-SEPX., I960 
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London, Nov. 8. 
Though the BBC,;through its wh audience research; reckons 

that more people viewed its programs than those .of the commercial 
network, it concedes a 60-40 victory, to the opposition webs. 

According to a statistical breakdowii for July to September, 
BBC’s survey calculates that. 24,000,000 people- viewed its. programs 
on an average day, and 20,000,000-caught the JTV shows! However, 
it's admitted that the duration of BBC viewing tends to be less 
tlian: that of. ITV,. and that the audience for the average BBC; ptor 
gram was 5.20Q.000, against the commercial average, of 6,050,000. 
: Breaking .the statistics down to viewers with a choice, the Survey 
estimates that “on the typical day" half (19,500.000) Viewed BBC. 
and half the commercial outlet, while nearly 13,000,000 tuned to 
both channels, BBC claims about 80 minutes viewing tiirie daily, 
while Commercial programs collared two hours. That, iri .turn, is 
broken down to. mean, that viewers with a choice devoted 60% of 
ail viewing time in favor of the commercial programs, and 40% to 
the BBC, 

In the field of sound broadcasting, in . which ;BBC still has a 
monopoly, the average daily audience hose from -23,400-000'ih - April 
to June, to 23,700,000 in the third quarter. Average amount of 
listening time now amounts to. obout one hour per day per head 
pf the population, three-quarters of which takes place, before 6 p;m: 

Figures for the July:Septembef period subsequently published 
by Television Audience Measurement Ltd, and covering commer¬ 
cial tv give 65% as the proportion of the time spent viewing com¬ 
mercial tv in homes equipped to receive same and BBC-TV trans¬ 
missions. This compares- with 67% during, the immediately preced¬ 
ing quarter and with 72% for the July-September period In 1959, 
according to TAM. 

Hot*Off-the-Griddle News Specials 
Gulf Oil is now on the threshold 

of signing thai contract to buy news 
programs of nionjent from NBC-TV. 
A unique “open end” affair, the 
bankroller will be buying from 
NBC News any special journalistic 
reports: that the web does in the 
remainder of the ’.60-’61 season, 
and Gulf has already given reason 
to expect that, if the concept 

.proves satisfactory,- -it’ll., continue 
into next, season. 

Frank McGee will serve as host 
for the d o-’em-wh em they ’r e -hoi 
“NBC Special News Reports!*’ At 
the time the network made its 
first re comm e n d a t i on s to Gulf (two 
months agov during a visit by Bob. 
Kintner and a group of • network 
salesmen . and newsmen to Guli’s 
Pittsburgh: headquarters), the : oil 
company Was asked to lay aside $ 1 
200,000 as a maximum.'annual out¬ 
lay. 

The network will, cover the 
vents for Gu lf as they arise. I Some 

may be hours, most are-expected 
to be half-hours. They could fall 

'ithin an hour or a day of each 
other or they could be weeks apart,; 
and they may go before dark or Iri 

. prime time. NBC will decide What 
steps to take as the news happens; 
and. on this basis,' Gulf Will have 
no-say iti what it buys or doesri’t 
buy, becaUse .it is" cpirimitting to 
buy what ever NBC figures is im¬ 
portant enough to go on the'air. 

The. $l;20.0,0dQ (not all of it will 
necessarily be consumed*: goes to 
cover only the tithe charges for 
the “Specials.” NBC Will, pay pro¬ 
duction ... costs. on the theory that 
it will still.have to air news events 
Whether, they're sponsored .or riot. 
This way there's .a: guarantee of 

Continued on 47) 

McGee’s Shell Shock 
NBC commentator Frank 

McGee had: to turn down the. 
Sunday night news stanza on 
WNBC-TV, N.Y., because Shell 
Oil is the . sponsor. He’s just 
been appointed by the parent 
NBC network as host, for a 
series of Gulf Oil news spe¬ 
cials. 

It’s understood WNBC news¬ 
man Gabe Pressman will. fill 
the local Sabbath slot, emptied 
with the departure of Ken 
Banghart. who first quit and 
then came up with a post at 
WCBS Radio, N Y. 

Set 2 TV Series 
Hollywood;. Nov! 8. ... 

Two experienced picture pro/ 
ducers, Bill Thomas arid Sam 
White, have formed Merit Produc¬ 
tions for thb packaging of , televi¬ 
sion shows; Slated for early pilots 
irig are “Ski Patrol" and ‘\Mari 
Froi the Police Gazette-” Two 
networks, ABC and NBC, have in¬ 
cepted negotiations fof-: airing the. 
.two shows next, season, 

• Op the company’s, future sched¬ 
ule is also a. 90-miriiite spec,. “Bar- 
hum and Tom Thuriib.” They are 
hopeful qf landing Jackie Gleason 
for the role of the .great showman. 

Files, of the National Ski Patrol,- 
a rescue unit operating iri the snow ■ 
countries; and the Police Gazette 
will be made available to the. pro- 

pixon’s Provocative TV Format 
In 4-Hour ABC Matinee Telethon 

Although already in produttion ! ducers. Most .of the action in the 
pn “Oil Those Bell's,” the Weire1 
Bros, half-hour slapstick; coniedy 
series, CBS-TV is nonetheless 
yanking, the show from t he sched¬ 
ule. , Series, had been' slated to kick 
off Sunday (13) in the 6-6:30 pe¬ 
riod, but failing to find a sponsor, 
.CBS shelved the .show’ .and sub¬ 
stituted “selected” reruns of “I 
Love Lucy.” 

“Bells” had already been kicked 
around somewhat; it \vas originally 
scheduled tor. Mondays at 7:30, but! 
there were no takers, primarily, be¬ 
cause of: the high price, somewhere 
in the vicinity of $55,000 per. half-: 
half-hour. Then CBS moved in to 
Sundays at 6, figuring on a 26 
flrstrUn; arid 26 repeat pattern to 
lower the. costs. 

But as .airtime approached and 
Continued on page 47) j 

Gazette series will, take place in 
Chicago based, on. actual; incidents 
covered in graphic: detail by the 
magazine. Locale, of tlie ski series 
will be at Squaw Valleyscene of 
the winter .Olympics, Because of. 
the gav colored uniforms Worn by 
the patrol it. will be shot in color.. 

Thomas and his producing patt- 
rier, the late Bill Fine, (“tlip two’ 
Bills’’; riiade 74 feature pictures 
fpr Paromount and UA.! White was 
long time, producer, at Colutribia 
and other studios and in tv was. 
associate producer of “Perry 
Mason” and created the still-due 
series, “Oh. Those Bells!” Earlier 
he produced th “Flicka” series. 

’ Selling agents for Merit will be 
GAC. 

Growth, of some Hollywood 'tele¬ 
film production houses into “ma¬ 
jor” status, along with the greater- 
than-ever ratio of; telepix-to-live 
on the networksi ‘has caused an 
unprecedented situation wherein 
sonie of the majors find them¬ 
selves producing coinpeting shows.. 

: Time was! when an ad agency, 
repping different Clients, would 
incur some raised eyebrows when 
he happened to be represented with 
two different shows in the same 
timeslot. By now, that’s common¬ 
place.. But this season is the first 
time this has happened. on the pro¬ 
duction "end, with the same com¬ 
pany turning out. competing pro¬ 
grams for the same timeslot. 

It’s happened this year to four 
of the Hollywood outfits, Four 
Star, Revue, Screen Gems arid 
Desilu, and the conflicts occur 
four nights of the Week. Moreover, 
iri twb instances it’s a dual-com¬ 
petitive situation, with one. hour- 
long show' in direct competition 
with two halfrlioufs from the. same 
shop. 

That latter example, is Four 
Star’s situation on Friday night. at 
10-11. On NBC,! it has; “Michael 
Shayne” spanning the full hour. 
Directly opposite, on ABC; are two 
Four Star entries/ Robert Taylor’s 
“The . Detectives” at 10 and “The 
Law arid Mr. - Jones” at 10:30. Ari- 
other Four Star situation occurs 
Tuesdays at 2, when its Tom Ewell 
show on CBS meets head-on 1th. 
“Stagecoach "West” on ABC. 

Revue has the other three-way 
situation, on Saturdays, at 8;30- 
9:30, w’heri . its CBS-TV “Checks 
mate” cornpetes directly with 
“The Tall Man” and “The; Deputy” 
on NBC.. Screen Gems is in the 
act Friday night, with “The Flint- 
stones” on. ABC. running 'directly 
against the first: half of: the hour- 
long “Route 66” on CBS, Desilu 
gets the problem on Thursdays, 
When thd Ann Sotherri show (a 
50-50 ownership split between Miss 
Sothern and Desilu) runs opposite 
the first half of ‘‘The Untouch¬ 
ables.” 

Unusual situation does not raise 
as many ethical problems as it 
does economic. In niost instances, 
the shows involved are coproduc-. 
tiori deals, with the production of 
each segment in separate hands 

! under the same studio roof. In the. 
case of Screen Gems. for. example, 
“Fliritstpnes” is a Hanna-Barbera 
show released via SG, While “66” 
is .a Herbert B, Leonard production 
shot completely on location. Screen 
Gertis exercises little creative cony 
trot over either show'. 

Similarly, the “Untouchables” 
production Setup is all staffed bv 
Desilu, but Miss Sothern controls 
her . own creative staff. In the case 
of Revue* "Checkmate” ' wried 
priniarlly by Jack Benny’s J&M 
Productions, with Revue copro¬ 
ducing and. furnishing facilities. 
“Tall Man” is a Revue-Nat Holt 
partnershi ; ‘‘Deputy” is Revue- 
Henry Fonda. In the case of Four 
Star, “Shayne” is a house show, 
but. the Taylor show is in partner¬ 
ship. with; Levy-Gardner-Laven and 
Taylor and “Mr, Jones” a partner¬ 
ship with Sy Gomberg and James 
Whitmore. 

Problem is really that in today’s 
competitive market, the same com¬ 
pany’s shows ®are liable to kill each 

[other off. And Hollywood, with all 
its-..'knack for solying problems, 
hasn’t found an answer for that 
one yet, 

Brit. Election Special 
London, Nov. 8. 

Commercial tv* same like BBC- 
TV,' is opening up at 6:30 a.m. local 
time tomorrow: (Wed!) for a 

. “special” bn the U.S: election. 
Program,-mounted by Independent 
Television News, is skedded foi* 
tw.o hours. 

Plans .include keeping open, a 
direct line to New York, for com¬ 
ment by Keith Kyle,, making a 
phone call to Moscow for a report 
from CBS correspondent Marvin 
Kalb, arid a sirnilar sound trans¬ 
mission from Paris. 

Sporting Gesture 
Chicago, Nov. 8. 

WBBM-TV performed an un¬ 
usual public service for Windy 
City, sports buffs last Sunday 
(8) by aiding the local pro 
football team in scouting the 
habits of two., upconiing op¬ 
ponents. Station' availed its 
main studio to the ‘ Chicago 
Bears for use as a classroom on 
a day: when the team had no 
game scheduled and CBS-TV: 
was carrying the Baltimore 
Colts-Green Bay Packers grid 
match. /. 

The boys m/ight have 
watched it anywhere else, but 
the local CBS studio was pre¬ 
ferable because; it could con¬ 
tain the entire team and be¬ 
cause it’s equipped with 
several large-screen monitors. 
Chief coach George Halas also 
wanted to be sure of optimum 
tV reception. 

Gesture undoubtedly helped 
to make cozier WBBM-TV”s 
new-found relationship with 
the Bears. 

■ The Dems and the GOP gave all 
three networks a bigger headache 
than, usual the day before elections 
in ‘their competitive rush to get in 
the last word. It created for ABC- 
TV, CBS-TV and in some measure 
for NBC-TV one technical problem 
after another. 

On Saturday (5), the Repub¬ 
licans, certified check in hand, de¬ 
cided in mid-afternoon to stage on 
ABC-TV (where the time is least 
expensive during the daylight 
hours) a . four-hour “Dial Dick 
Nixon Telethon” on Monday (7) 
between 2 and 6 p.m. It was a 
three-point origination, with vice- 
president Nixon in Detroit, Lodge 
in Boston and some stars for Nixon 
in N.Y. 

It’s estimated that the 11th hour 
tv splurge cost the two political 
candidates some $600,000, with the 
four-hour Nixon telethon account¬ 
ing for about half that amount. 

For the record, the. Nixon 
matinee spread is significant, in 
terms of major candidate’s embrac¬ 
ing of the medium in the future/ 
or it’s generally agreed that it 
emerged as perhaps the most pro¬ 
vocative format to date iri terms 
of a candidate “finding himself” 
on tv. In contrast to his encounters 
with Kennedy via the debate tech¬ 
nique, Nixon’s naturalness unques¬ 
tionably helped foster a viewer 
respect for Ms ability to handle 
himself. 

On Monday (7) morning, after 
delaying a decision for several 
hours, the Democrats ordered a 

NBC-TV has completed the re-1 r6 Jf.° P m-0n 
vamp of its Friday night schedule. | nrHora/?c1t-y afte^ ^LJion- Then 
Nanette Fabray’s situation comedy,! fi.SSd®”VRom““ie%fro? 6;15 
Which Westinghouse bought some ‘ from‘ 6.4e 7 nn’ krp 
time ago, moves into Friday night uped ' be 

* I?PlaCiDg'i Kennedy wanted to talk from 
Four Star’s “Westerned is far N}XOn 

from dead, though. CBS is ?om 
;pprtedly negotiating with [the pro- l Boston for a Ltio“t 
j ducer to use it in the current “Mr. fped cn ifpnnnrtv at 9 « « 
j-Grirlund” slot, Fridays at 9^30 pan. plans reluctantly to cut short his 

j lineup gives the network a solid; TT _ d _ _ .. a a . 
; 9q-minute block of_ comedy shows.; Ke^nejy wo^d bave hXto mo™ 
; because on Jan.. 13, a week after jntn thp Pncinn whhh etnHin <• 

house^NBC if )?^sting,'; I leaving Republican Lodge one-min- 
rhouse NBC will mstall Happy j ute-30 seconds to vacate. Since 
I ,at./;3P £ and r One Happy Farm-! CBS was to move in at 6:30. a 
l.ly at 8 p.m. Latter two stanzas jurisdictional problem was created 
ivv picked last week to replace; (Pnniim.a^ ««««> 
■ Screen Gems’ “Dan Raven” hour- (Continued on.pa0e 45) 
/long action^adyenture strip after a 
j 13-w;eek ride by latter. I 

At 9 p.m. Fridays on NBC-TV; 1 
“Bell Telephorie Hour” will con-j 

Get ‘Westerner? 

tinue iri its alternate-week 60-min¬ 
ute slotting,..and this week, after 
long negotiation, Mitch : Miller’s 
“Singalong” was chosen to go def- 

| initely;:into the matching hour. 
“Michael Shayne” stays from 10 

to 11 p.m.. 

WB Reruns For 

BOB HOPE SET FOR 
LIFE MAG SPECIAL " 

ofBL°rfe "Xt-'onfihn* Z'25, YT11 
t ^th -n 3°0,<!?0 sF^ctacuIar i —or is appearing—on ABC-TV. Life mag will underwrite early 
next year on NBC-TV. It’s under¬ 
stood that the comedian wanted; 

ABC-TV has decided to make 
use of reruns of the Warner Bros, 
telefilm series next season. After 
considering the idea for several 
months, the network will go ahead 
in ’61-’62 and fill either the 11 to 

| midnight or 11:15 p.m. to 12:15 a.m. 
! Monday through Friday with re¬ 
runs of its large, supply of Warner 

»peai 
appearing—on ABC-TV. 

j Exact shows to be used in the 
latenight slot, opposite the early 

T ifv * TJ K- ercd rcrun prices on all available 
Life, Young 8c Rubicam. ' product. 

whierJTfio'miri? 1-t fr°vl1' Y,°rk’ Network has also laid out feelers 
where^ the magazine headquarters..; to its affiliates, and evidently h-s 
.; ^ •. .e. ? 90-miriute stanza, be-seen enough interest indicated to 
ginning at 9:30, on .March 2, a' make plans to go ahead 
Thursday nighL ’ | _:_ 

Roy Danish to TIO 
Roy Danish, onetime e:-:c 

Mutual Broadcasting in the d.:ys 
of the Tom O’Neill management 
and later a veepee for Marschalk 
& Pratt agency, has become as¬ 
sistant director of the Television 
Information Office. He is No. 2 
to vdireclor Louis Hausmarr. 

After leaving M&P, a McCann- 
Erickson subsid. Danish was a part¬ 
ner in Smith, Greenland agency. 

Murrow Misses Elections 
A mild Case of pneumonia 

knocked Ed Murrow put of the 
CBS-TV election coverage last 
night (Tues.) first such major elec¬ 
tion the commentator has missed in 
many years. Murrow’ cancelled out 
of last Friday’s (4i “Presidential 
Countdown” showy complaining of 
eeling poorly, and the pneumonia 

»et in over the weekend. i 
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where 
people can vote 

for all 3, 

^Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report covering all commercially sponsored evening programs, week 
ending October 30, I960. Sunday, 6:30-11 PM, Monday—Saturday,7:30-11 PM;/ 
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Where the 3 networks have equal facilities, where the people have a 
3-way choice* most homes watch ABC-TV most of the time. The chart on 

the lefCnails that proposition down beyond quibble. But it doesn’t give 
you the whole story. For the time in question (week ending October 30) 
ABC had 26 firsts out of 51 half hour periods* more than the other two 
combined. Network Y had 14, Network Z, 11. In the nights-of-the-week 
department* ABC led with 4 out ofi7. Network Y took 2, Network Z, L 

On a program basis ABC had. the highest rated program and 3 out of 

the top 5. It’s smart to do business with TELEVISION 
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THE DEAN MARTIN SHOW CUBA: THE BATTLE OF 
With Frank Sinatra, Dorothy Pro-! AMERICA 

vine. Don Knotts’ David Rose i With Dr. Albert Burke, narrator; 
Orch, others 

Producer: Jack Donohue 
Writer: Herbert Baker 
60 Mins., Tues. (1), 10 p.m. 
KPFIDEL 
XBO-TV, from ll’vvood (color) 

'.Veru-cii. Craig & K-wm.c?) 

others 
Producer: Ted Yates 
Assoc! Producer. Alex Rourke 
Director: Arnie Knox 
Writer: Dr, Burke 
60 Mins.; Tues. <1>, 8:30 p.m. 
PARTICIPATING 

One of dav". both the . WNIAV-TV (tape. & film) ; 
"Dean Martin Show with Frank' N.Y. indie WNKW’-TV. in its pub- 
S intra- anti the "Frank Sinatra affaiis '.kirk, ha" found a sli'-Png 

how" v it!; Dean Martin are go- avri-t in Dr; Albert Burke. a for¬ 
ms: Vj iiit the po.i.t <>; rimi0.iInmer Yale pro l wi: seme broael- 
ift-iiti<. Although. la'l Tius(ii:j\ cariingexperience. 
i‘ "j.cc was smooth and tgoing. The hour e-say-documin a . on 

it v,-." not ei.Misiilar m lorim.t. anil Cuba Tuesday right laid bay 
m the ping pone t.f pcT'-uualihojs. an emotion-:adened pi obit m.' on 
io "tithe is ;b«Y ha\e thnie in the doorsteps of the l.’.S. The show , 
tamit a Martin kidded Sih.Pt-a .was mauily a lecture, .carried by j 
..bout .us “broads." Sinai a ara;n ti.e loree. kni-v. Icege and at.lic'u- 
reedhei Mai tin about Ins drink.r:;-' lateness of Dr. Burke. l ie pulled : 
and both lound i! nece-saiy to no punches examining \istio,.'! 
I :::>ijsh the news once more* hat CoirmiUnism. pove-rty, anti the' ride-; 
thex re Italian. Their : umnor gag" a-sumed by ike U.S. in Cuban e>e-", '• 
; :e ‘‘in.dine "til!. and. v. til all re-- even before Castro's reign. j 
sptc to each one’s- -.nperior "Me-t- The outing didn't acid i;p to. a, ' 
i iat;-!.ip in song. it's d.iheuJt no niee stor\. Who nee-.ls a Cxiimmin.si'. 
t?> resold their comiuet a- a ecnipff Party nourishing in an alliance ; 
<1 (-.ciweened playbcus. i with Cuban laciical rc-ioniv i:a- 

^ Unlike the clasric Jae-k Bern tionalism? Narrator Burke didn't. 
Fuel Astaire and Bob Hope-! supply anv reaci\ answ \ But iU 
Crosby show biz bucicljsinpsA- appc-arc-cl that he touched on the ’ 
loth of wiiic-h based in the pe'rsoh- 1(.a[ pulse of tiie Cuban situation 
;!ity cisfteremes and bad e.‘during and if knowledge is a preie ui"ite 
«utcriainme*nt values—the Martin- „f fruitful action. lie did a veo> . 
Sinatra udationriiip is founded on man's job. What Dr. Burke's-point.! 
what, they have in common and. v.eemc(l to he wa that the U S. i 
• or entci tu nine nt imposes, i" in- imrst identify with and help l!i ; 
flexible* and limited. In iact. it s impoverishecl. thereby del eat, ml: 
bey in in mi to p.Il. Communrim. not oh v in Cuba but 

As show, the outing last wrtk in olhcr p0xerty-st -.eken. t uinbliiw 
nuriit have been better oil bad U-atin Atneriea-n conn trie 
" - - ‘ appeared until tl.e last I)r. B.ivkv- ' talk was inter 

OEDIPUS 
With Boston IJ. Stage 5 Players, 

Elliot Norton host 
Producer - Director (WHD1I - TV): 

Matt Connolly Jr. 
Executive Producer (Boston, U.j: 

Samuel llirsch. 
Director (Boston U.J: Edward D. 

Thommen 
30 Mins., 6 p..m. Monday 
WilDII-TV, Boston (color) 

At th' arlyevCning. hour when NBC-TV 

too. man. unch up. the sorb 

"rcJTcatloop’ 'butler- and tuinthe'formers, 

a’ -s'.over to the' moppet.". Bus-: grounds 

f oil’s WlJDIl.-;' 

ambitious 

Tele Follow-Up Comment 

Dinah Shore Show i roots machinations of the Ken- 
Color-filmed ,in Spain and Por-1 tufKy Governor, captured on ABC 

lusal a few months a.co. list's.: * Mult perhaps 
elav's (6) D>inah Shor 

of an ABC crc\y too anxious to* 
show. S' politician in action. Even 

li' , talking to 'a hamlful. of people. wilTi 
a lavalier niike around . his heck, 
and 'his- arms '.arounei. them!.. Gov. 
Bert C6mbs -ouneied like an oral' 

e'iylit pi a, -to ilj: 

Ultahyins: ride llei-o 

Drama." This is 'bein'y cl 

ope •• t iop. with t he 'Boston U, Divi¬ 

sion. of Theatre Arts, tart-.of 
WHDII-TV's. Me-nelay-I'i ieia. :;Date- 

liiie Boston" pii 

educational' programs:. 

First of I'.iuht dramas to be pre¬ 
sented niontlily. bn "Dateline. Bos¬ 
ton" consisted erf; excerpts i'roms 
Sophocle ‘.‘Ocdi us .■■Key . and 
"Oedipus at. Coloiius;'* Thouch lirst 
performed some ■ 2.400 ycars: a.yo. 

standout. Liberian, pe-r-:- 

and the striking backT 

Of various* Spm.irl, „■,<! A|W.*l,af VcmM pS'iincWdM* 
mnarkc-el. on ait: Portu^il yities. It was an/excellent:: supply of elullMalks w rih students, 

p rlay of music, dance :and Newspaper editor-. - : -i ic uffi- 

lon with 'Miss Shore in:.in.; -.Cials j ABC used them schscdessly),. 

-iiij..ihe* Conliriu11y via. her pleas'ly \:.d-. 
eals*. keyed to the • rious :h>ea!es. 

id' her explanatory comnu :i 

..Spanish "segment of 
was’;hieblighted, by superb fla: 
co ekmce. exhibitions by he .Vet¬ 
eran Vincente Escudero in Mad: id 
and by young Pacho. De.Konc’i) ar e! 
iiis troupe in jGran'ada.--AIso lc-a- 
tured was one'operatic solo ,by 
local tenor, Alfonso de la Mb-c.r.; 
who belteel: an aria from ‘‘Aido, 
The switch to Portugal, lpr th . ... .. . 
second half-hehu; .was ■'■equally in-hnned / was ordinary, 
tore sting with its closeup cf 

prevducer inteyvi;/ h.h • See n !... 
dari. w ho e!i(in t >e-e-.:n :to be .pi escht 
iii the. ftreyious miershoweel 
upen a Kentutky street to <[{itsr- 

pasorsbys ;;-b(iut t!ie prc>po 
to clVaiige' the .s'.aty. consti- 
lle. got a.l.Ot ol. in'iereSti.pg 

and coni’pelfing milenee out of his 
lew1 ihiiUttes; it's.; vhame, that as: 

.'■producer;'lie didn't. ‘.mile-, 
age. but of the 

John "Daly’s r. 
w lu-reas rest cf 

”..■ ■ 7,:, • •■■Vi.' . icrcsung wun ns cioseup oi aj 
scenes still, prpvcef. deeply.. fishjng village^ ..anei some colorful ! 

1U1. nteaniugful til the- flan rink in f .ishon Dr nlindii - 
Aihericaii; .Musical. Theatre. 

A nostalgic liaif-iiour that, tin-- 

eliective in the le<s hom-' anoint‘1' : iWdnafiv 
ba.'lic death scene from "Oedipus, conception., which 

Id : ;inu:*-s. to ehr the >oek soiio 

outiiey with Martin that sendu 
j' tiie ftnale. Jlis m rival at l): 
;.all-h(iur shut off an excel h; 
piece e-1 business, in which lit- wjis 
l-e:ng impel sonated by the fi ii 

spersed with nit* f l:n clips of 
anti-Ca'dro units training -in 
Floiieja, an exceed ion in Cuba ol' 
lonner Batista leader, interviews, 
and a lew other items. The iilni 

. , , dips didn’t match the ardor and 
comic. Don Knotts, wno can look clarilv 01 the lecturer, 
danuingly like Sina ra w.ien he H Thc Cuban , c..ial 

a ts to. Knedts made a very iuu- 

at Colo" u-s.” .tl.vrna Casas was 
llent as vocastc, . , 
Producer-d.ii-e'e-1or Matt. Conn 1 ly 

Jr., t ra nst curt d the si aging-..of", the 
college tiie vp-? to the video' tube 
with crisp and .sensiti\e siirene.. 
But ..Connolly and n.is crevv. of' 

this scries from becoming, j list 
oilier, musical offering. :lh ra 

Atney- 

i:y routine of drinking liinuej-lf 
drunk to the song, “One More i'br 
the Road." j 

Sinatra’s arrival, which should 
,-ave been the high point, tuine-el 
cent to be a letdevwn, and the pypT 
gram didn't pick up again until t(u‘ 
; * el ement ioned iinale. - Some jlO 

15 minutes were wasted wijth' 

he Cuban special., for -the 
Metropolitan Broadcasting station 
was the first in a planned series, 
featuring the former Yale prof. 
His next 'one. a half-hour, on Su 
dav 13* will be on brain y art are. 

Dr, Burke, in 1957. when lie left 
Yale became an.ecliu-ational tv eon-, 
sultant lor NBC. while lie was as¬ 
sociate producer for the web's. 
‘Survival'’ series., lie recened MB 

standard and producer Vinton 
Frecclley contribbce’l son; elclight-. 
t'ul.-y '■ ' ..icmf >iiec.'. - ■. 

• Interviewed by host Jim Mprsk’e; 
Preeelicy explained the* function of 

roducer iri .preparing a musical 
for Broadway. lie a'sb tbuched ori- 
hii early experien(‘e in playing, th 
banjo. long., ol li er ; iiist ru mcnls. 

-v sr.«,}ras:- 
;.Me bii which didn’t"at 1.1 coifec ,ionM l", 
■ ft The 0i|s,.'»nu. and..uii, i. rector ot Kiailuute 

■., ices were creaky and ohl. fcnt f f slw!lfs eon»cn«.pn »ml 
catir-e. they ad belonged to gor«:e-.'i0urcls a‘ >»le "l,n' l9al 
eus dames. Included in the sc-g- j 
ment were some gag clip" irom (del.; : " 
S;r.atra pix and a fat plug tor the EXPEDITION SCIENCE 
iew* one he's shooting in ll-.wiiii ; With Norman Ross, others 

with Spencer Tracy. He of in pel Producer-writer: David McEIrcy 
e ne solo number. "Old MacDonald Director; Cliff Braun 
Had a Farm.’’ updated. 

Dorothy Provine, abi tteel by 
sf irited chorus line, provided 
delicious change of pace with 

30 Mins.: Tues.. 6 p.m: 
RALSTON-PURINA 

. \VBKB. Chicago <tape. & film) 
j ’ Guild. Ear ’ :■}> &. 

luoduction medley from the Flap-1 With the No’- tn Kos^-David. Mc- 
pj-r Era. per her cuner.t video Elroy combe? on the asriemnent. 
'tint in the "Roaring Twenties"! a WBKB ( uv.l.-t to do a’li.i-jlu by the. 
* how wiiicli got- a big plug, .--l iCoi. ' iiitd on page 42) 
though it's on a competing niit-j 
work Miss Piovine.i" au attrae-' 
live, gifteei and inspired performer, j 
and her Uun was one of >;e f 
brighter elements in the show, j! j 

As icr Martin himself, except for j 
that irritating business vis-a-yis; 
S:natra, he was a goodly lmst wf.o ' 
confined most- of his singing jfo 

Ed Sullivan Show 

Ed .Sullivan’s, second 
ica'.’ remote-taped scginent. an i 
Icrtaininent’s-eye vievv of Clue: 

.\V?H?It-:rv pros, gave the. kiidejfr th' ;pjayed at dimes like'an .obit of what Vhich -foiind^'a "rait stuelim atSi^ 
the Boston L. youngster., .who .thg Windy City onee.was as a show ence in a group of New York City 
hendleel • eve-r.ything from, script biz' centre. It wasn't completely high school studentU,who. attend 
adaptation through scenic and cos- intentional—Sullivan , is stressing , these weekly telecasts. , 
lume design te? .staging, make-up. the historical angle, in all -iiist rev J ln v0arvir,a „■:.»,'-r.u, 
and.final pn-air; crformance. Elliot ' motes-^-biit his nostalgic!- bit 
Norton, drama critic of, the .Boston . front of the •Blaekhawk serv ed 
Daily.Record, ihtroed the- program'j!:reminel vividly that' Chi. 
iicing ttie- segments together and ajn;'t the town it once-was:,.. sented a nuniBe'r'of Ge’-sliwin Vitii 

martbi.,-.i’<ktoo. who alio «5vcs i» ei.P'« 'PWcallcd-ih^pit band;of-GuTTW’ 
let-tui’er In dramfltit iitoratuve at vintage to make,lhiS,SulUva,. 0.15.M such ig: :%pW 
Boston U, lent authbrattveno>=s. and “f le. °l a variety,snn,v. It C,oqdman:„Gene hmpa. Ttcd .Nieb- 
i,rp critique-narration to the pro, ; K.a™ ■* altogether •.i,fneto;y a,k,a qls^nd-Jack Teagarden. otloulrin’t 
“r un The di'vKion is a Drn theatre .^^htseeing tour of Chi—Sullivan -it be .mee .if We could afford them 

of stude talent..Mating of the Stage . e» tlTe illuminated . A\iigle> 
" group, with ‘..Dateline Boston” : Bldg. etc. Bjtt.it. was a; show jai. 
prene da n;:tural since,it wii.s begun Packed, with good entertainment, 
last, season, when a series of seven ■ There w 
original half-hour plays bv New', the quintet at peak ''form! in. 
England writers, were presenteel. I union, show at TIull Hous . . . . 

•Switch- to .the ‘.e.vv- .theiue ,of Mater Benny with the Chicago Fine- 9ut- 'vas. a decided .asset. Showy 
clianging role of hero jir eirania- for Arts. Quartet at the Art Institute'■•.■mcitlentall'y. is presented -by . the 

' ' ton U. series , will for the highbrow stuff.. The e w WCB.S-TV, Public Affairs.. Dept, in 

In. keeping \vith; the sentimental 
. format \\as. the preseutaiio.n. .of..a 

. i birthday edkc toTreedtey.; by a' girl 
st:U(leht.; The... .rodiu-ei-. w.ho pre- 

Qn-th whole, this, was one of the; 
better “Americah Musical Thea¬ 
tre":.. 'ssieins. Musical arranger Ir- 

Benny GOodinan a'rid ^S-Pstal batoned the CBS; bi>- 
ches.ira with 'finesse while Neal 
Finn’s, bfi^k ' direc-tion • evf the .lay- 

tfii season's. Bost 
extend from, the . early • Greedy of ! the 
■first presentation, to conteniporary { siele the Museum of Scienc 
di ama. Next episode, Nov: 28. w ill, elustry as. a backdrop for Dolore: 
be c(melciise;d version of mc.(Ue\aI:|,Gfay!. There were a couple of. 
i-lav, ‘"Every Gu ,j earhpus remotes: Charlton 'Heston; 

from alnta hiater Northwestern, 
citi !g Carl .Sandburg's; ■;Clueag 

t.Urn-oMhe:century street ih^ c6.o.perattoh- _ Vi it l).. the New Aqi 
the Museum of Science & In- Board, of Educati Gdb. 

qrk 

The. Twentieth Century 

‘‘The Twentieth Ccntiir .. 'CBS-. 
TV’s-,Sunday-4’t^:$D. show <G'. went 
back in time for a iee-ap of the 
White House and tiie : Pie.sieients 

ducts with his guests. 

SPEAK UP 
With Mariciarose Shestock 
30 Mins.: Sun.. 1 p.m. 
WRCV-TV, Philadelphia 

U-s" 

ii 

OF THE STRANGE W O R L D 
GURNEY SLADE 

With Anthony Nevvley, Hugh Pad- 
dick. Edwin Richfield. Annika 
Wills, Joy Stewart 

Writers: Sid Green, Dick Hills 
Producer: Alan Tarrant 

Tea-time setup, with Marcinrqce Mins., Sat;. 8;35 
Siu'"to(-k sitting beside the clips : Associated Tele> is; from.Lon- 
; .ul saucer*-, gives- a spurious flavor l 1,011 

this halt-hour interview ses<uin. f Discovered on a . viri . clisu^ed 
Adlai Stevenson, a coup for the airpbre r nw ay. the figure oK'.ur- 

««elucer. maintained lus- e ustoiin- Slack* nthony Ni-wlev. Tue 
::v cerebral level but rroved [r4n jx-aiiaera pinpoiids him in the ciis^ 

•icomfortable gue-ri <md made his !Bmce. slowly racks up. on him.- 
•(-less over an,mated. l.ensing • ^h»de rns round to lace ..it and 
helped nix the hoped-for e-o/y !ef-,scowls: "Took a long-time getti 
H i t. bv foi-UMng "( p .rate h e»u each here, didn’t, you?" 
1 artici'pant. I! That set the mood of. this. 

While que-tion*- were pertinent;comedy skein, certainly the m st 
;.:,(! gave the lee ling of prepajra- original r.fl'ort of. its kinel on local 
non, the former ,I)e m_ standard- [tv screens since t::e commercial 
bc-aror, while prob’.blv ad-libbing. K'eb e*xpe r;r-ented v\:tn th.e Goons 
kept looking to his loti and seemed-;in its early day?;'Slade, played by 
to be using idiot caret", line; to ]Nevvley as an enele-aringiy,. tiiniel 
beat the chums jor Sen. Kennedy. |character, vvas alv.avs wondering 
Stevenson sa<(l a continuation | of [about the difficulties, ef social be- 
the New Deal was :uc*eleel—arid:in I'havior. For instamv spied a 
a groping, hestitant but th.oughtjl'ul 'pretty gal e-n 'tin* m . .• inuseel 
manner declared our leadotvljiip to liimseif :<vv u1 v t>u!d. inti qeluce. 
was not as emphatic a" ne ed bej ;himself virliout .se-e miiig iresit., aiul 

Evert in context his mention!..-of the episode endvd v.it.h .them 
"Wlu-n 1 vas driilted in. 1952" .dancing in the o n.aking.banal 
seemed to grate. He* didn't ejon-’talk. 
,-ide-r himsc-lf ars expert on Rus- Then Slade :d(! od about 
rian objectives and .suggested |v\e ] marriage. Most wed the giri 
sit down wiih the Russian" inritad j who was handy. their ideal, 
of "standing up" to Knruriu-lrev. [So he iH-isuade.d a isbar.d to de 

Program would benefit by c’dar- 
:.'!g the table and getting rid of ^he 
rrocke ty and providing bolt —t *i- 
lCction. Gayh. 

and Bob Newhart at Lobo! giving 
out with his school for b.e$ .drivers, vyho have holed lip there! It vya 
bit. At a finale, there was cx-Clii- lively, although ; skctcliy, lhstor 
cagoanl Edgar Bergen, als work- lesson that breiuglit thg unportanc 
ing out. of Hull. Ilouse. And ih be- of the jpb. aher the majesty of the 

Hills kept the whole, thing from tween, Mahalia Jack-- sang digs i nt oi ful l.pers p cc ti ve. Tiie tiin- 
toppliiig into wiiinisv. But it owed pci in a church on the South ride, jrrg c.f the shovy 's' especially good, 
a great'deal •td;-rlre.*q.u.ict. .slightly and Sullivan's cameras wont int i; since the selectioii of..a: new tenant 
sombre., appeal of..tlje star.. Nevw - : the Empire Room of tiie Palmer- was to.-be held two. davs later, 
ley., with a hefty disk 'following: House for a pickup, of a .Danish With the clever inanipulation of 

note iii this. But .he vocal trip working'the rodixi. prints, paintings and photographs. didn’t sing 
proved .. .himself... a fine clown 
patltos- jostling with. ’ terior' high 
spirits to makea po.te'iitmixture. . 

Producer Alan- Tarrant directed! 
. vvittily..and; sp'.loiig as it- can.iriaib- 
taiii.- its delicate balafiee.. .Gurney 
Is la d e'- - iii i g h t ■ h auii t tj.i e ■ s c r ec n. f o r 

• ’qiiife Ti" while. :Otia. 

CHINA AND THE .WORLD 
W'ith Chou; Eri-Uai, FvlixyGreene.1 except for the last, five or 

Rirhard Haarris, C. . Venkata Utes it was a lacklustre 
char,. Roderick, : MacFarquhar, 
Joseph C.TIarsch 

Producer: Derek llolyroyde 
60 >Iins... Tlnirs.. 10:15 p.m. 
BRU-TV. from Imiidon 

, Chief reason; for this discussion 
rogrnin vvas 'the:- .aceju Ait ion by 

('-TV, (»f ah-i.nterviewing scoop. 
W,riter.-:Fe'H\x''G'rctin'e;\vas..gV;aito'd'’.a. 
'session WiMi ('hine-se Preinier' 
Ch.oii En-Lai in I’eki . Questions 
weriv "(ibmit.ted in' advance, aiid 
the answer's read by Chou, n.oni 
preparedy tv pc"t ript. A e o.nditiem 
lor showing the film, vvhiclr Is con¬ 
trolled by. the. Peking' Government, 
vvas that it .."heiulel. be .run vrithoiit 

Sullivan got a pile of entertain- the W hite House story came across 
ihent value, into the 1 mr: bit witli piitdrial savTy.- In the narra- 
more Of the feelhof .the cl itself, tor's slot, Walter Crdtikite was ,sup- 
vvould • hav beeit in order! -plied with a.-brisk and bright, script. 

Chan.: , that w brkcd it.s vyay speedily to th 
., •. ' * - Eisejihow -move-in. 

Close-Up Gne df the-program’s most iin- 

••Bell & Howell’s Ctee-Vp” pee-.’P«’t«nt;asset* ^lt,e pfigiMl 

(ormect - a defmite aerviee Wl 9* ^^ bj‘, OJazer. 
Tliursdav Ol on ABC-TV; hut - tlieii.ptnl.ol.lhq Innes 

- iX‘]lvin. with melodies that exeellejnUy com- 
Utes it was a lacklustre serviee.. Plelhenteei; . Hie narratio.h _ and 
Topic of the 10:30-11 pubaffairs ntakihing pictorial ri.QV\r:asex JtVw.as 
"tanza was voter apathv.. to local tUi medley that. biought. 
and state .referendum issue.! In ^ded; Waning to, the .chronicle. 
Bangor. Me , a small, voter -turnout. AR1 eelp Antpnnu s oich lnterpreta- 
flele’afed an important school prop- , ll0h ^f jbe s.corc vv as, tops. 
osition; in Dearborn. Tovvnshi.p. 
.Mich., voters twice rejected am Lu¬ 
ll te tax increase to. support an idl 

Gres. 

Play of The W’edk 

S3.000.000 school: in the State of.!. Reirig Yarpyancseiue. can be ,a 
Kentucky, all but one vole* inter- h. re—vertainly drarnalieally and; 
vievved were igiiorant of a proposi- depending bii. hp\V vievver "-in-' 
lion to alter the state constiiution. dlin.eel to-vievv life, perhaps- dven 
wliic.h tiie governor considered philosophically.. W’NTA-TV. N; Y.* 
- iient and unmalleable?. this week is presenting on "Play.of 

But.live point was madeyin.the-'he; ^hvp;^V01'k^^ 
firts three minutes and worked to a ^at.py^n, Once At ound.the- Block: 
fai etheevvell in the next 20. ABC &nd ’My Heart s indlve Highlands. 

sort his wife. a:vcF go limilin; 
perfect v iii* Which landed him 
in. the arms of the pol'ec. 

Scripters Sid Greed and Dick; 

. alteration - cuts. Chous re- TV. had a good case, yet didn't seein W hep compared to other tv pro- 
’ sponscs w(:re "inuiltanepusly traits- t0. know wliat to do with it; The .Srain.s land this, isvtriie of the. 'en- 
’ luted .-on U; >oiincl-track, and the.: ature oif the. interviewing oil this tire P*ay ofthe W eck series'1 the. 
Tilm. ran for tjose to 30; minute"'. ABC-TV series has been ralher ^t’Pya plays hail ;,spinelhing' to 

In general. noMirhg nove l poor right'from the first shovy op. ’ ^ have.said-it lc"S .well, 
i tCo.nlinu.td - on . page 40) [ bigotry a lew w epke ago. The .grass-i .IConiinued op page 45) 
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-ARB SYNDICATION CHART 
Variety’s weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research 

Bureau, highlights the tdp ten network shows on a. local level and offers a rating study 
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. This week 
ten different markets: are covered. 

In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the 
average share of audience, coupled With data as to time and day of telecasting com¬ 
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc:, is furnished. Reason for detailing tin 

exact jncture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating 
strength of particular series. Various branches of. the industry, ranging from media 
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable. 

Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The re¬ 
sults of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating per¬ 
formance of the top ten network shows ort the local level, the Variety-ARB charts are 
designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the U.S. 

SAN ANTQNIO STATIONS: WOAI, KENS, KONO. SURVEY DATES, AUGUST 4-10, I960. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 
RK. PROGRAM—-DAY—TIME STA. 

X- Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30) .. . i,,i.....KENS 
2. 77 Sunset Strip: (Fri. 8:00-9:00)___.KONO 
3. Esther Williams (Mon. 9:00-10:00)...; WOAI 
4. Untouchables (Thurs: 8:30-9:30). ....!kONO 
5. Hawaiian Eye (Wei 9:00-10:00). . . . ..KONO 
6. Detectives (Fri. 9:00-9:30).... . . ....KONO 
6. Alcoa Presents (Tues. 9:00-9:30)...... KONO 
7. Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00).. . KONO 
8. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat, 8:30-9) . .. KENS 
8. Rifleman (Tues. 8:00-8:30) ..:. . : KONO 

AV. TOP SYNDICi 
RTG. RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME 

34-7 I; Johnny Midnight (Tues. 9:30)_ 
33.5 2. Death Valley Days (Sat; 9:30) ... 

, 32:5.| 3, Huckleberry Ho>nihd (Thurs. 6:00) . 

Il l 4. Manhunt (Thurs, 9:30) .......... 
• • . 5. Popeye (Mon.-Fri. 5:00). ........ 
26:7 6. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6:00). 

6. Whirlybirds (Sat. 6:00) .. 
7. U.S. Marshal (Thurs. 9:30) . 

. 8. Science Fiction (Fri. 6:30). 
9. Border Patrol (Fri. 7-00).. 

LTED PROGRAMS AV. 
STA; DISTRIB. RTG. 

...KONO.; ..MCA 21.7 

....KENS.. . .U.S. Borax 21.3 

...KONQ.. .. Screen Gems 21.0 

....WOAI.. . Screen Gems 19.3 

..J.KENS.v. . .UAA 18.6 

...KONO.. ., Screen Gems 16.0 

....WOAI. ,. CBS 16.0 

.../KONO.. . NTA 15.3 

.... KONO.. ... Ziv-UA 14.0 

...KONO.. .. CBS 13.7 

AV. TOP COMPETITION 
SH. PROGRAM STA. 

53.3 Decoy. —.WOAI 
49:2 Wrestling .,*.KONO 
52.1 World At Large.WOAI 

Comment: Newsreel.WOAI 
43.6 U.S. Marshal . .......KONO 
57.8 Family Movietime ......WOAI 
47.1 World At Large ....... WOAI 

Comment: Newsreel.WOAI 
66.7 Amateur Hour.KONO 
34.5 Manhunt .WOAI 
42.8 Rawhide .. KENS 
46.8 Rawhide .1.KENS 

PORTLAND—MTs WASHINGTON STATIONS! WCSH, WGAN, WMTW. SURVEY DATES. AUGUST 4-10, I960, 

1. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30) ....../WCSH - 41.5 1. San Francisco BCat (Fri. 9:00) . 
2. Esther Williams (Mon. 10:00-11:00). . WCSH 40.3 2. U.S. Marshal (Sat 10:30). 
3. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00)/.... WCSH 38.4 3. BravO Stallion (Wed. 7:00) ... 
4. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30): WGAN 35.4 4. Huckleberry Hound (Fri. 6:00) 
5. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30). . ...WGAN 31.5 5. Highway Patrol (Tues. 8:30).. 
6. I'tc Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). . WGAN: 30.7 6. Mike Hammer (Thurs. 10:30) . 
7. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). . WGAN 30.4 7. Whirlybirds' (Sun 6:30)....,.... 
8. Peter Gunn (Mon. 9:00-9:30) . . ../...WCSH 28.0 8. Cannonball (Wed. 7:00) 
9. Alcoa Theatre (Mon: 9:30-10:00). , . . . .WCSH 25.7 9. Four Just Men (Sun. 6:00).... 

10. Millionaire (Wed. 9:00-9:30) WGAN 24.7 io. Sea Hunt (Thurs. 7:00) " 

.WCSH..-;. CBS 21.3 41.5 All Star Rodeo .WGAN 18 0 

. WGAN-NTA. 19.3 64.3 Man From Interpol.WCSH 7 3 

.WCSH./.': ITC 18.7 46.4 Cannonball .....WGAN 14.4 

.WCSH.... Screen Gems 17.4 66.7 Early Show .WMTW 4.7 

.WCSH ... CBS 17.3 36.8 Dobie Gillis ....WGAN 22 4 

. WCSH_MCA 16.7 38.0 To Tell The Truth.WGAN 19.7 

.WCSH/ CBS 164 64.8 20th Century .WGAN 5.7 
..WGAN.... ITC 14.4 35.7 Brave Stallion.WCSH 18.7 
.WCSH.ITC 14.0 74.9 Bozo & Pals ..WMTW 4.0 
WGAN ZiVrUA 13.7 47.6 This Man Dawson. WCSH 10.7 

JACKSON, MISS, STATIONS: WLBT, WJTV. SURVEY DATES. AUGUST 4-10, I960. 

1. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00)...;, WJTV 41:311. Whirlybirds (Thurs. 8:00).. WLBT ... CBS 33.3 65,0 Rescue 8.. WJTV 18.0 
2. Price Is Right (Wed. 7:30r8:00)WLBT 38.0 2^ Tombstone Territory (Thurs. 7:00)WLBT.... Ziv-UA 24.7 65.5 Playhouse of Stars.WJTV 130 
3: Wranglers (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)WLBT 37.3 3. Highway Patrol (Wed. 9:00).... __WLBT-.CBS 21.7 46.2 U.S. Steel Hour-, .. WJTV-- 2" 3 
4. Wagon ..Train t Wed; eVSO'^SO'...../ ..WLBT 35.3 4; Four Jiist Men. (Mon. 8:30) WLBT ITC 18.7 41.2 Spike Jones .WJTV 287 
4. Real McCoys. (Thurs!7:30-8:001. :. .. ) .WLBT 35.3 4. This Man DawsonUVed. 9:30):WLBT Ziv-UA 18.7 43.8 U.S. Steel Hour.WJTV 240 
5. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:3.0) ..WJTV 34-0 4. Not For Hire (Sun. 8:30)WJTV... CNP 18.7 41.2 Chevy Mystery ...-WLBT 287 
5- You Bet Your Life (Thurs. 9:00-9:30).. WLBT 34.0 • 5: Lock-Up (Sun:-7:3.0) /.. WLBT . . Ziv-UA 17.7 37.1 Ed Sullivan ...WJTV 30 0 
6. Peter Gurini Mon. 8:00-830)..: WLBT 31.0 6. Huckleberry Hbund (Thurs. 5:30) WJTV.;.. Screen Gems 15,0 80.2 Rocky & His Friends-WLBT 3 7 
7. : Millionaire (Wed. 8:00-8:30)       WJTV 30.7 1 Shotgun Slade (Tues. 9:30); , . WLBT MCA 12.0 29.1 Diagnosis Unknown.WJTV 29.3 
8. Diagnosis Unknow (Tues. .9:00^10:00). WJTV 30.0 8. Quick Draw MCGraw (Wed. 5:30) , . WJTV Screen Gems 11:7 68.8 My Friend Flicka WLBT 5 3 

ORLANDO-DAYTONA BEACH STATIONS: WESH, WDBO, WLOF. SURVEY DATES. AUGUST 4-10, I960. 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) .... : ; WDBO 52.0 i;: Shotgun Slade. (Sat. 10:30).,....,...■■■//WDBO ... MCA. 25.3 70.3 Inside Argonne _WLOF 5.7 
2. Wanted. Dead or Alive (Sat. 8:30-9)..WDBO 4417 2. Sea Hunt. (Thurs. 9:00) ............. WDBO .... Ziv-UA 20.7 38.1 Bachelor Father .WESH 20.0 
3. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30).WDBO 40.8 3. U.S. Marshal (Wed- 8:30).. •. ........ WDBO..;. NTA 18.7 28.3 Price Is Right.WESH 29 O 
4. 'Esther Williams (Mdh. l0:00rli:00)..: WESH 38.8 4. Lock-Up (Thurs. 7:30)_. WDBO.. . . Ziv-UA 15.7 38.3 Coronado 9  WESH 14.0 
5. Wagon Trai (Wed, 7:30-8:30) .WESH 37:8 5. Pony Express (Sat; 7:00)____.WESH... CNP 147 36.7 Florida Showcase_:..WDBO 384 
6. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). . WDBO 37.3 6. Coronado 9 (Thurs. 7:30),..WESH. ... MCA 14.0 34.2 Lock-Up . WDBO 15.7 
7. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). . WDBO. 37.0 6. Rescue 8 (Wed: 7:00)..//:.../..;.... WESH../. Screen Gems 14.0 50.0 5 Owls .WDBO l<i 0 
8. All Star Rodeo (Fri. 8:30-9:00).,.. . WDBO 29.3 6. Tombstone Territory (Mon. 9:30)... / -WESH.... Ziv-UA 14.0 24.0 Spike Jones .. - WDBO 2? 7 
.9; Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00).. .....WESH 29;0 7. Bugs Bunny (Sun. 5:30).:... ,. i../WLOF.... UAA 13.7 45.2 Face The Nation.WDBO 123 

10. Cheyenne; (Moil. 7:30-8:30). WLOF 28.7 8,; Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 5:30) WDBO.... Screen Gems 13.0 42:41 Five O’clock Movie.WESH 11.3 

SYRACUSE, N. t STATIONS: WSYR, WHEN. SURVEY DATES: AUGUST 4-10, I960. 

1. Esther. Williams (Mon; 10:00-11:00). ...WSYR 41.2 JL Rescue 8 (Fri. 9:30).... .■_... .WSYR-Screen Gems 29.7 63.6 December Bride .WHEN 17.0 
1. Untouchables (Tues. 9:30-10:30)......WSYR 41.2 i 2. Death Valley Days (Sat. 10:30)..... WHEN.., U.S. Borax 28.0 65.6 Johnny Midnight ..WSYR 14 0 
Z. Alcoa Theatre (Mori. 9:30-10:00) .. . . . . WSYR 38.0 3. Manhunt (Thurs. 10:30). /......_WSYR... i .Screen Geras 22.4 72.0 To Tell The Truth.WHEN 8 7 
3. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00);. .WHEN 37.0 4.SeaHunt (Wed: 7:00) ....WSYR..... Ziv-UA 19.7 63.6 Maverick .   .WHEN 113 
4. Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30) ;.... WSYR 34.0 5. U.S; Marshal (Fri. 7:00)__: WSYR.... NTA 17.7 86,8 Campy’s Corner ..WHEN 27 
4. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00);..>..; WSYR 34.0 6. Lock-Up (Thurs. 7:00).../,;./,.,_WSYR. . .Ziv-UA 15.7 72.4 Life of Riley..WHEN (5.0 
4; Tightrope (Tues, 9:00-9:30) .WHEN 34.0 ". Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 5;00).. .. . WSYR.... .Screen Gems 14.4 62,3 Early Show .     WHEN 87 
$: Peter Gunn (Mon; 9:00-9:30) ,.. ;WSYR 33:7 8. Johnny Midnight (Sat. 10:30).../,...; WSYR.... .MCA 14.0 32.8 Death Valiev Days....... WHEN 28 0 
5. Wagon Train (Wed; 7:30-8:30). ;>.... WSYR 337 8. Shotgun Slade (\Ved; 10:30); .........WSYR./MCA 14.0 35.6 U.S. Steel Hour.WHEN 253 
6. Gunsmoke (Sat, 10:00-10:30) ..WHEN 31.3 9. Woody Woodpecker (Wed. 5:00) .. 7.. WS.YR-.. . .Kellogg 12.4 '49.41 Early Show ..WHEN 12.7 

WILKES-BARRE—SCRANTON STATIONS: WNEP, WDAU, WBRE. SURVEY DATES: AUGUST 4-10, I960. 

1. Untoacbabies (Thurs, 9:30-10:30)... . . WNEP 

2. Esther Williams (Mori. 10:00-11:00).,.WBRE 

3. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00)....... WNEP 

4. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) . .. . *. .. . WDAU 

5. Wagon Train (Wed/ 7:30-8:30).. ..WBRE 

6. Rebel (Suri^9:00-9:30). ...., . WNEP 

7. Hawaiian Eye (Wied. 9:00-10:00).>...,WNEP 

8. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9:00-10:00),.....,WNEP 

9. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00):.... . WNEP 

IQ. Bachelor Father (Thurs. 9:00-9:30) . WBRE 

35 3 

34,7 

34.6 

33.5 

31.3 

28:1 

27.0 

26.7 

25:9 

24.5 

1. Not For Hire (Sat, 10:30) /....../ .... WDAU/ CNP 239 

2. International Detective (Thurs. 10:30) . WBRE..:. .Offic tail 16.5 
3. Phil Silvers, (Sun. 10:30);. . .....// . . WBRE.... .CBS , 16.5 
3. Abbott. & Costello (Tues., Fri. 5:00)... WNEP._Fremantle 15.9 
4. Sea Hunt (Thurs. 7:00)... /..../..... WBRE,... .Ziv-UA 14.4 

5. ^Manhunt (Thurs/ 10:30)__........ WNEP.... Screen Gems 12.9 
6. U.S.:Marshal (Wed. -7:00.),........... WBRE,... .NTA 10,8 

7. Three Stooges (Sat. 9:00)..WNEP;. . . .Screen Gems 10.6 

8* Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30),.... WNEP.... Screen Gems 10.1 

9. Pony Express (Tues, 7:00)... WBRE._,CNP 9.8 

51.7 Big Movie ..  WNEP 
Mari Fron Interpol.WBRE 

45.1 Manhunt . WNEP 
33.2 What’s My Line.WDAU 
64.1 Early Show .. .WDAU 
56.3 News; Sports; Weather.. .WDAU 

News; Cronkite ..WDAU 
35.2 International Detective .. WBRE 
44.8 News; Weather .WDAU 

News; Cronkite ......... WDAU 
67.9 Roy Rogers.WDAU 

Jr Auction ...WDAU 
38.8 Regional News.,...WBRE 

News-Huntley-Brinkley .. WBRE 
41.9 News-John Daly..WNEP 

Anthraute-News ... WrNEP 

86 
8.6 

12.7 
17 3 

5 9 
0 5 
7 2 

10.5 
2 6 
5 8 
2.6 
2 9 
7.9 
94 
5.3 
5.0 
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before 

business! 

Delighting viewers is Phil Silvers’ business. 

Result: big business for his sponsors. 

Coca-Cola, Ronzoni, Dial Soap, Brylcreem, 

Studebaker-Packard, American Stores are 

some of the important advertisers who have 

found that Phil Silvers, as Sergeant Bilko, 

always leaves audiences laughing fit to buy. 

And what audiences! Just look at a few of 

these typical season-long average ratings: 

Cleveland, 20.2 

Erie, 44.6 

South Bend, 29.9 

New York, 16.2 

Boise, 41.5 

San Diego, 1-8.2 

Evansville, 18.5 

Tucson, 20.0 

Burlington, 36.1 

Lexington, 24.0 

Philadelphia, 17,7 

Louisville, 21.8 

Montgomery, 25.8 

Cincinnati, 17.4 

Order your 138 half-hours. You’ll find it’s a 

pleasure to do business with Phil Silvers! 

.... the best film programs for all stations9 
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, Boston, St. Louis, 

San Francisco, Dallas, Atlanta. Canada; S.W. Caldwell Ltd. 



TV-FILMS WRIETY Wednesday, November 9, 1960 

-ARB FEATURE CHART 
Variety's weekly feature quart, based on ratings furnished by American Research, 

Bureau covers one market. Each v:eck the 10 top rated .features: for the one market 
trill be listed. j; 

Factors which would as^st distributors, agencies, stations and advertiser*. in 
determining tlie effectiveness f a feature show in a specific market have been in¬ 
cluded in this Variety charr.j: Listed below is such pertinent information regarding 
uatures as their stars, release year, original production company and the present 
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid 
to such factors as the time u-.-d day, the high Jid low ratings for the Pleasured 

feature-period arid share of audience; since these factors reflect the effectibehess 
of the feature arid audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly 
have any children viewers, but its share of audience niay reflect dominance in that 
time period lit the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi 
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the 
total number of shoutings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
the. duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled: stintches in titles the listed features 
fair the particularly rated theatrical filmed■ $hov>: ate- as accurate as could .be 
ascertained. 

CLEVELAND STATIONS: KYW, WEWS, WJW. SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, i960. 

STATION RTQ 
TOP TEN FEATURE FILMS RUN TIME SLOT RATING HIGH LOW SHARE TOP COMPETITION AV. 

1. “SGT. YORK”— Repeat Kite. Movie .108 15.9 6 0 48.7 jack Paar Show....... .WEWS 8:8 
Gaiy Cooper, Ward Wed. June 1 
Bond, Walter Brennan: 11:15-1:15 a.ni. 
Warner Bro>.; 1941* L A A WJW-TV 

“THE BIG SLEEP”— Repeat Nite Movie 8.7 12.6 66 " " 37.2 Late Show— 
I.auren Bacall, Tues. June 7 “Back to Bataan’’ (RepeatK . .KYW 8,5 
Humphrey Bogart: 11:15-1:00 am. 
Warner Bros.; 1946. UAA WJW-TV 

8. “THE RED HOUSE”— 1st Ru Late Sho\v 8.5 9.3 -7.0 33.9 Nite Movie—- 
Edward G. Robinson. Thurc. June 2 “Task Force” (Repeat) .WJW 8,8 
Rory Calhoun; 11:15-1:00 a.m. 
United Artists; 1947, B.rnn KYW-TV 

S. “TASK FORCE”— Repeat i’ite 'Movie 8.5 15.2 6.0 36.2 Late Show^— 
Gary Cooper, Thurs. June 2 “The Red House” (1st Run) . .KYW 85 
Jane Wvatt; 11.T5-T:l5 aim. 
Warner Bros.: 1949; UAA WJW-TV 

8. “GODZILLA”— Repeat Feature Film 8.5 11.3 2.6 38.0 Nite Moviei— 
Raymond Burr; Sat. June 4 “African Queeri” (Repeat).. .WJW 7.9 
Embassy; 1956: Show C’orp of Atner. 11:15-1:30 a.m. 

WEWS-TV 

4. “AFRICAN QUEEN”— Repeat Nite Movie 7.9 126 2.6 35.3 . Feature Film— 
Humphrey Bogart. Sat: June' 4 “Godzilla" (Repeat).... .WEWS 8.5 
Katherine Hepburn: 11:15-1:30 am. 
United Artists. 1952. UAA WJW-TV 

5. “SON OF KONG”— Repeat Early Show 7.8 8.6 7-3 45.1 “American Bandstand: .WEWS 5.3 
Robert Armstrong; Fri. June 3 Three Stooges..;..........,. AS EWS 71 
RKO; 1933 “.15-6:30 p.m. 

KYW-TV 

6. “MASSACRE OF SAND CREEK”— Repeat Early Show 7.7 8.6 6.6 458 American Bandstand......... .WEWS 6.0 
John Derek, Wed. June 1 Three Stooges WEWS 6.3 
E. Sloano: 5:15-6:45 pan. News Highlights.. . ....... .WEWS 8.6 
Screen Gems; 1956 KYW-TV 

7. “SHIELD FOR MURDER'V Repeat Nite Movie 7.6 13:2 4.6 21.6 Jack Paar Show....; .WEWS .. .,...10.6 
Fiimund O'Brien: Myn:. June 6 
United Artists; 1954; UAA ! 1115-1:00 a.m. 

WJW-TV 

8. “JOURNEY INTO FEAR"— 1st Run Late Show 7.3. 14:6 13 41.0 Jack Paar Show,.. .WEWS .. ....;ip.O 
J: .>eph Cotten. Aer.es Fri. .Tune 3 Late Nite Show— •• i 
Momvhead, Hans Comcid: 11:15-2-00. a.iri. “Tear Gas Squaid.” 
RKO: 1942 KYW-TV (Repeat) WJW 2.0 

Tribulations of Big 3 
Contlnnjrd from pa^e- 25 

th nurn.-iroam of creative opera- .si'dant to 
tim^. t: 011U1 receiving cooperation ' oiarks the 
on the ph;. *al production, backbit 
operation:.! end. first order 

Choice of Bob Weitman to sue- duccd the 
coed Maibaum as v.p. in charge;; of series in 
production was also a questionable 
chnlte. Wit mart’s not inconsicfer- Strip.' 
able abilities lie primarily in talent hasn't beei 
relations; a tv production head, and 20th n 
on tire other hand, must be strong encc' 
on the creative end—in an ability „ 
to come up with and choose pro- 0f au jn 
gram ideas, in a strong script sense, a top salt 
in abilities in. casting and editing, lected the 
These have never been Weitman’s ’ aSSUI™nS t 

. 4 „ , tion deals, 
strong points. Consequently, lan-: duction re 
nouncement this week that We it- I dje pFaduc 
man’s duties will be broadened f sjgne(j 0V€ 
makes sense in that Metro will take ! v p jn 
abeamnse of his experience t in-} ^vitli telev 
areas ether than straight produc¬ 
tion. 

At 20t;i-rox. the start was made 
v. ;:h the old “20th-Century-Fox 
li mi:.” :P.d the effort was made 
v. ;tb “B” picMiremakers and so-so 
G h lent in charge. Then came a 
1 .4;^ i:ii-il two years ago, when 
the s!.milo tapped Martin Manulis 
to i.ead tv production. On the iace 
o; \la mil is seemed a good 
(—1111 * he wasn’t. For ione 
li nv. lij< hi art wasn't in it—he 
v .nu d to • rod*.ice features andjad- 
miMs-d'-- \icwed the post as a step- 
p.: -.--one. Fop*nothcr, his talents 
i the /Tiiei lion ot . quality 

not Jpunmei cial ‘•cries. So 
t-nn* wa- •duutlived jand 

hi- -v< oni ihtonr-picuoe ;. I1 
of Ilugains by ty 

t«-f ce Levathos- 'bim-eli' a 
g tiioice lor the top post, with 
plenty t\ experience and a direct 
line 11» top company brass vh!:hi- 
pre-\oung & Kubieam role, as1 as- 

.si'-tant to proxy Spyres Skoqras' 
: marks the first step in the right di¬ 
rection by the company. Hugains 
is a tv pro ar.d a creator rof tlie- 
first order. At Warners, he ’prq-. 
rluced the studio’s first successful 
scries in ‘'Cheyenne” and there¬ 
after created its two most success¬ 
ful show s, “Maverick” arid “77'Sun¬ 
set Strip.” The WB operation, 
hasn't been the same since he left,, 
and 20th must benefit by his pres¬ 
ence. 

The Par Story 
Paramount is the saddest story 

of all. In hiring Gruskin, they got 
a top salesman. But they neg¬ 
lected the studio end completely,1 

’ assuming that in making copraduc- 
, tion deals, they could leave all pro- 
jduction responsibilities to the im 
! die producer. Moreover, they as¬ 
signed overall responsibility to a 
: v.p. in New York totally familiar 
•with television, and left the ma- 
I jor programming and policy deci- 
i sions to him. That the entire ef- 
j fort didn’t work isn’t surprising; 
• what is the fact that Gruskin ac- 
• tually succeeded in selling one 
i show, though of course it’s now 
• earmarked for early cancellation. 
f Right now, the Par situation is 
. a complete vacuum and will prob¬ 
ably remain, such until prexy Bar- 

; ney Balaban decides to hire an 
: experienced all-round adnriniMra- 
I tor to run the entire tv show,, then 
; sets able and responsible execs-1 

■i both at the sales and studio end 
| with enough authority -to make the 
j decisions and deal With netw orks 
and sponsors on their own. 

. Warners and Columbia - Wain 
the only major companies ’"succesv 

‘ fiil in television, Warners partially 
because of the fortuitousness of 

.getting the abilities of a Bill Orr, 
, a Hugh Benson and a Huggins, but 
! al^o because the company has rcal- 
i’ued that tv is a tough, fulltime ■ 

| busirie. arid has acted accordingly. 
! Disney can’t b.e courited .a, ty-fail-: 
jure—the reason . he hasn’t ex- 
j panded as -his'abilities- and facilities 
! warrant'is his tendency tow.ard.per- 
fecrionism. a trait which however 

••laudable lias resulted, in costs far 
• out. of line ‘ith ty*s ability to ab¬ 
sorb. 

Columbia got in on. the ground 
fl .. gave Screen. Gems; virtual 

.Complete.autonomy under the ban¬ 
ner of the able Ralph Cohn, and 

, saw tlie company build arid pros¬ 
per. Screen Gems since has built 

.its top personnel,, and .When it. 
has gone outside, hasn’t stinted 

i in finding, the best available. 
| There’S a lesson to be learned here. 

Rubicam veep, has most recently 
been repping Sam Goldwyn in the 
sale of liis pix to tvi Goldwyn has 
cooled off in his desire to sell, 
however, and while Erickson’s 
agreement has no cutoff date, to .all 
Intents and purposes he’s free of 
that. deal. If Goldwyn should de¬ 
cide to sell, .however, Erickson’s 
take would also go into' the Film- 
ways pot. 

Schiff 

j Rod Erickson 
ssi—; Cent imied. from page. 25 

: station rep. outfit in the US. to 
rep the'new Canadian stations, arid 
even, where, “the price is right,” 

j- acquisition by' the company of tv 
j stations.. 
| Erickson claims to have already 
sold one daytime strip oit a net¬ 
work basis, for a January start, and 
this Would be brought into Film- 
Ways as a house production, Gom- 

. panv has already .sold one vidfilm 
package for January, “Mr. Ed,’’ 
haifrhour comedy series which 
Studebaker-Lark has bought for. 
spotting in 140 markets;: In addi¬ 
tion. Simon has four other pilot 
projects in work on the Coast. 

In Canada. Erickson is partnered 
with Bill Byles in CanTel. Produc¬ 
tions, Which will produce live-tape 

..rtahzas for the pew privately, 
owned Ciinadiari. stations .'Which., 
start operations the first of the 
year; His. share of the: company 
goes into the Filmways pot,, as do 
his other; diversified ifiterests. 
Naturally, he’s: gdttirig a. substan¬ 
tial stock interest in Fiiriiways: in 
return for hisj-assets.- . . . 

• Erickson^ longtime "Young & 

——^ Continued from page 25 

value of Gerieral Toy commerciaLs, 
he said. He also felt .it is morally 
wrong to hammer so many com¬ 
mercials at kids in such short 
spaces of time, ignoring the need 
to entertain as well as pitch. 
“That’s unfair a d y a n t a g e. We 
Would rather spend more money 
then, get awray with contest gim- 
niicks and what have you,” he 
added. 

“Unfortunately there’s not enough, 
interest in what the child is Watch¬ 
ing. Parents should be more aware 
of the programs and commercials,” 
he. went oil. 

Schiff said he plans to write 
another protesting letter to the 
revamped. FCC. About a year ago, 
he said he complained to the FCC 
regarding byercommercialization of 
kiddie programs. In a responding 
letter, according to Schiff, the.FCC 
said in effect that it Wasn’t in its 
province to look into the liumber- 

j of-coiriniercials issue. 

j Schenectady—Henry E. Cronin, 
who. formerly served as broad¬ 
cast “troubleshooter^ for General 

, Electric in Syracuse* as assistant 
chief engineer for WHEN-TV in 
that city, and as chief eiigineer for 

j WTVT-TV, Durham, N. C., has 
■ joined the staff, of the Mohawk- 
! Hudson Couricil on Educational 
I Television, as engineering consult¬ 
ant,. 

CNP’s 180 Days 
.rnimmmm Continued from page 24 

ty. network Selling Season. A: pilot 
that CNP will probably pull off 
the shelf,, where it was deliberately 
placed a few ipnths ago, - is the 
fully animated half-hour Bob .& 
Ray sitiiati produced, by 
Goulding, Elliot & Graham. CNP 
should have the complete rundown 
of pilpts (some of which will un¬ 
doubtedly and tip in syndication) 
within a fortnight, 

‘.‘Angels” was sold off the bat tp 
Conoco in. 68 tv markets on. 
alternate-week arrangement. Theni; 
Carling Brewery, which like . Con¬ 
oco had defectedffrom CBS Films, 
bought Backus ip 51 markeft. CNP . 
could have lost on such an 
rahgement, despite the size of the 
regional sponsorships, if it weren’t 
also for the fact > that both. series 
are fully . sponsored dn skip-weeks:, 
by local and other regional buyers. 
And,, all told, each is sold in better 
than 10Q cities. “RCMP” isn’t quite 
that well off,, but then it doesn’t 
have to be, since . CNP didn’t un¬ 
dertake the original production. 
nut. 

CNP’s Success story in a sea of. 
syndicated misery is all. the .mote 
interesting wheu the firm’s new 
state of eminence is compared with 
its. having been, just a couple of 
years ago,-kind of a weak sister in 
the NBC empire. 

Incidentally, Stern .said a couple 
of. weeks ago that he’d probably 
continue as . acting presiderit for 
another, several months (six or 
eight or maybe more). For the 
time, put the CNF camp in the 
forefront qf his varied NBC 
activities, which., ranges f ro ra 
merchandising to NBC: Interna¬ 
tional. 
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OREN’S OMINOUS ‘OPRY’ TUNE 
Procter & Gamble, a major television advertiser, is said to have 

notified its many advertising agencies to hold the line against AFTRA- 
SAG demands for in ?ased Tees actors and performers who 
appear in tv commercials. 

. This word may have been leaked deliberately,by Madisoii Ave., 
it is thought, because, now is the bi-annual period when both the 

Unions and. mahagement start mounting tli.eir propaganda guns. 
jVFTRA and. SAG, lor. the first .time joined in' a contract nego- 
iiati , ,are.v present negotiating with; .the networks and agency 
.“■observers"-”; on a new TV-Code..contract, which includes .coinmer- 
ciai rates; The contract ends NoV: 15. 
.. P&G is. supposed -to; have threatened its agencies With a With¬ 
drawal from Spot television, if higher rates al'e won by AFTRA. 
and SAG: This, naturally, wbuid. lower agency billing figures. 
P&G agencies are Compton and Benton'..&"• B.owle's,. but there-are 
many others: , 

At present, according to .the word. P&G annually puts aside: 
about 5750.000 to pay the cost of actor residuals for blurbs. It was 
estimated, bv one ad source that if AFTRA gets .its. way in the 
present negotiations P&G would have to lay aside, iri excess of 
$2,000,000 to coyer the blurb ie-use factor. The network negotiators 
are apparently still working -'out;'on the basis of the complex , 
AFTRA blurb demands’ how much it would cost if the union ,gbt 
all it wanted. thus making the-P&G estimate; merely .ah' estimated 

Actually, the reserve could conceivably need; to be $3,000,0.0.0' or 
$4:000.000 per annum. 

Washington,. Nov. 8. 
Rep. Oren Harris (D. Ark J went, 

to the 35th anniversary celebra¬ 
tion for “Grand Ole Opry” and 
struck up the overture, of what, 
could be. a sour tune- for broadr 
casters when the next Congress, 
gets down to business. 

i-' 

Industry Beset By Two New Strike 
Threats as SAG & AFTRA Contracts 

Expire; Call Emergency Meets 

B-M Yanks ‘Father’ Coin 
“Father Knows Best” apparently 

isn't as strong a rerun attraction 
Harris’ speech,.made at the Nash- j—or niaybe because it’s a Tuesday 

ville ceremonies, was released by . night, attraction-^ as it...was a first- 
his. Washington Office. . | runner on Monday nights at CBS- 

TV. As a result, the show is losing Here is the pertinent part: 
“The general standard of . 

public:interest-is the foundation of ! ^e*ek^ oii Dee!^27* 

Hollywood, Nov. 8. 
Two new strikes in the televi¬ 

sion industry, one involving the 
Screen Actors Guild and the other 
the American- Federation of Tele¬ 
vision and Radio Artists, are a 
step nearer realization as the two 
guilds reveal they have reached 

the American system of broadcast- Drug company had two alternate- 

Parjs, Nov. 8. 
Because1'-radio: and television are 

atiorialized.. under the govern-, 
lental Radiodiffusipn - Television 

Francaise, they. showed high on a. 
’recent. report by, a.special cbminitr 
toe. under the: Aiinistry of Finance, 
which lambasted the.mixed anarchy 
that reigns there and proposed a 

• cutting oil of. the -budget if things 
were hot straightened 1 out -feefor. 
thO end of '60. 

Radio and tv get their, income 
via licenses paid by set owners, 

■and.the committee, opined that this 
would hit $98,600,000 in :6L Com- 
iittee: head., M: Nungesser. 

ported that in studying last year's 
budget the then head of the RTF, 
Fi Ghavanon. was asked hbw .many' 
employees he had and. answered 
that it was" almost impossible to 
answer this but guessed; at 7.000 
while the committee .finally found 
It was nearer 9.297: Nungesser 

underscored that1 this showed how 
badly organized the whole RTF 
was. 
, In Feb. '59 the RTF was given a 
status of a nationalized industry 
atlier than a civil service affair.to 

try;■ to. ameliorate: tilings and. lead 
to better organization and . Hie 
hiring of .important-talents to clear 
this up as well ,as; give better 
shows. But Nungesser. stated that 
this \yas only -partially dorie and 
disorder still was tile kevnote of 
the RTF. 

Nungesser: als 'appe.d the ex¬ 
treme partitioning between differ¬ 
ent services and the lack of. co¬ 
operation this brought on. Under 
this system many key. people were 
Under technical- and administrative 
.departments making it hard for the 
creative elements.: to- get needed 
people. This led . to delays in lo¬ 
cating cameramen: ..equipment 
.for immediate news items while 
jurisdictions wei;. mapped put: It 
was stated that in many, instances 
news .heads, got beats by laying out 
needed carfares.. etc.. from their 
own pockets and then finding it 
hard to make it. up and hec'essitat- 
ing many .reports, while 'further 
work was stymied at-times; 

Nungesser . also Said that fiscal 
TCforhis were necessary xv.ith each 
department head having full-re- 
sporisibility . for : all Jiis • . heeds 
instead of the unclear status of. 
most workers today. Finance ap¬ 
proved this arid is novv waiting for 
Information Minister Louis Tcr- 
fenoire's rebuttal;, for the RTF is 
under his jurisdiction. Then this 
will be put before the National 
Assembly which could cut off RTF 
funds if positive indications of 
.needed changes And more cohesion 
in the RTF were not forthcoming.. 

KHOW Fetches 625G 
Denver, Nov. 8; 

The .Second Denver radio sta¬ 
tion .to' change hands in the last 
fortnight; KHOW,. ABC. affiliate, 

' was sold this w eek to the Town- 
. send Corp., for a reported $625,000. 

The new ovrriers also, own three 
| other radio stations. WKDA, Nash- 
; vi.lle, KNOK. Ft: Worth and KITE: 
1 Sah Antonio, according to General 
■ Tli mas B. Wilson, chairman of the 
• board of Townsend Corp.-.which 
Also, owns 83.''c interest in Resort 

Airlines... Inc,, . through, which 
' KHOW was purchased. 

ing, and as .early as 1927; Oongiess ' wee^ minutes iri the show’, or one- 
placed the basic responsibility fc>r; thjrd of total spoustirship. So far. 
all riiattei ^broadcast . in the Scott Paper and Kellogg are hold- 

i hands. of the station licensee . . ing 0ntb their thirds. 
Today, we are faced w:ith ;the fact ••';■■ 

.jthat•••when it comes to. television,j 
network programming rather:.'-than 
local programming is the order oi' 

' the.day.,. . (Quoting from a Fedcr- 
; al communications Commission ie^ 
. port;). ‘ ,. . In reality, the. tv sta¬ 
tion licensee lias little part In the 
creation,, production, selection and 

;. control of network program offer- 
rings/ ’ " 
| “Further,” Harris continued. 

one-third of its sponsorship, with J an impasse in current negotiations 
Bristol-Myers pulling out after 131 with networks, advertising agen¬ 

cies and producers. 
SAG’s contract talks cover tele¬ 

vision commercials only and are 
being held jointly with AFTRA. 
Talks between AFTRA and man¬ 
agement, however, cover areas of 
television, radio, transcriptions 
and staff announcers, as well as 
commercials. 

SAG is now polling its 14.000 
, members, asking for strike autlior- 

. . trmr l *i2ation' AFTRA has siated three 
nsnirahnil to KDKAi?eparate membership meetings in iiiapiuuivu, IV . lts key cilios of Los AngeIes Ncw 

Pittsburgh, Nov. 8. | York and Chicago and, at the ses- 

War-Ace Phil Cochran, 
Terry & the Pirates’ 

Phil Cochran, w:hose wartime. sions, will seek strike authoriza- 
exploits as an Air Force Colonel was j tion. All contracts in question ex- 

, the inspiration for the Flip Cochran • pire Nov. 15. 
I “we m st face the fact that many ■ character in “Terry and the Pi-j Tn television SAr,'« 
radio, and tv stations have become rates,” will soon become a regular ! covers film work- with a 
speculative properties in the mar-; om KDKA-TV here. / While no ; ering live W 
ket place, and. capital gains rather date Aas been set Tor his air debut, Tape is hand]ed by both unions 
than, public.service,to the conimu- he has been making tapes regu- t an network taping covered bv 
ility has become the watchword for i-lariy for liis already set sponsor. | AFTRA. 
some speculators who are broad, i Cochran is An Erie, Pa., truck-! SAG national exec sccrclarv 
casters in name only. ,. ing executive and. a simple series, Jo]in L. Dales, assistant Chester L. 

“Under these circumstances, of.events starting with a Jack Paar . Migden and general counsel Wil- 
Congress will have to reexamine oloxympg attempt to link him with ;ijam Berger.returned here over the 
some of the premises on which our• YVhite^led to his si^gning for ; weekend from the tWo-weck-old 
American system uf broadcasting !nANew York negotiations and brought 
is. based. Congress must ask: an^^n* the Guilds board of directors hip 

had b™ ™ theJlate show _tu]ce to date Board thereafter voted the 

AT¥ in Bid for Moscow 
TV Pickup of British 

And Soviet Trade Fairs 
London, Nov. 8 

Associated Television has'started 
negotiations with the appropriate 
Soviet organizations with a view: to 

^televising, the British Trade Fair 
: in Aloscow next year and the. Rus- 
.v.sian State Fair wiiich w ill follow 
i at ' Earls Court, London. The BriU 
; ish exhibition. Will be housed at 
i Sokoiniki . Park, which was the 
venue of t he American, exhib it ion 
iri AIoscow iast year.. 

It. is also announced that; the 
Pye Group which; ^incidentally., is 
partnered in. ATV/ will be -display- 
irig .electronic; equipment at. the 
Moscow Fair. The coinpany.’s dis- 

,.! play will include,” transmission 
-j equipment, a radio .controlled tv 

camera, tv receive^ whichwill be. 
adapted to receive Russian fraiis- 
missioris, arid a. full range of .com- 
mUnications equipirient including 
radio-telephones for ground-to-air, 
land arid marine use. 

answer such questions as: What ££ when Paar tried to t - -- — 
happen?._to (He opportunity lor 
local self-expression on radio and iii« AVhitp ' Hp ramp tn Pitt<;- i; "as antlcipated no \ote would 

Uv Stations? What happens to the bu^h wS^'tbMngerwa^^v- meeUnTS NnfVi 
need for developing and using lo-. ing in “The King And, I” for the ‘ thorizafinn Pivnn ke aUZ 
cal taient in radio and tv program- Civic Light Opera and she intro- :suc}. 
ming? What happens to programs duced him to Tad Reeves, general obtain an aripmiaf^rn^t^f *-* t0 
designed to serVeriiinority groups manager of. KDKA-TV who con-«°b.!^n an^^Uaie .^ntract, re¬ 

mand-'.special -fastest• ceived the. new show Cochran is, 
“Congress will have to determine ?°ing to do. 

whether the, networks shall be held! 
.accountable. as co-trustees together 
w ith, individual broadcast licensees 
in serving the public . interest. Con¬ 
gress will further have to decide 
what limitations should be. placed 
on the'■'■-transferability of broadcast 
station licenses. 

$3,750,000‘VERDICT’ 
SUIT IS TOSSED OUT 

quires a 75Cfc majority approval. 
According to SAG, employers 

“have refused to make any offer 
which we could in good conscience 
recommend to the membership. 
They have agreed to make pension 
and welfare payments, their only 
offer of substance, but they refuse 
to correct rank injustices which 
exist in the Guild’s present c-oni- 

tANDAY'S D. C. POST 
Washingtoii, Nov.. 8. 

jerry Mv Landay became na¬ 
tional news editor for trie Westing- 
house . Broadcasting / Co; this week! 
Washington Bureau chief. James. L: 
Snyder is liis new'boss; 
. Landay shifts to the key Wash¬ 
ington post from WBC's; Boston ra¬ 
dio station,. WBZ-A. 

Los Afigeles, Nov. 8. 
Damage, suit for $3,750,000.. mercial contract and, in fact, tiieir 

“Certainlv, we in the Congress brought against CBS In Superior wage offers are substantially’below 

f<jr ^ 
iadio. and . tv programming to' the over CBS’ “Thp Verdict Is Yours” i „ 
FCC or some otherTederal depart, : teleseries has been found in favor here that ^FTRA 
nient or agency And. I certainly ‘ of the network. Decision , was ; a^ei,a"2Sna ^ 
do not. believe that the Amei-jcan handed down by jury after viewing ?**??*'? negoUaUons. Union, 
people w ould want us to give such a segment of series' oosaIs in the -"le 5°, proJ 
a mandate to ariv eroUD of Govern i r A v. posals ln the television network „• y %r-^“p 01 y*o\ein- \\riters, wdio also charged breach code alone* and ife nnrfercinn^ 

•■S?1“^I0{^ls.np|n,aMer How ad-i-ot contract, claimed series Was agrlement has yet lo be reached 
irable their background and how based on material they had sub-: 0n any of the 50 In general work- 

benex olent their intentions niight mitted for another show^ j ing conditions appefr to be the 
A • j most significant areas of concern 

f h ”d’ ^he-a'^ves': rij . r •. 1> ,11 in tv> with the question of saia.y 
hdon,, to the Aniencan people. and ; ExitS Bdftell, ' minimums playing a major role in 

3 7 1 the radio, transcription and staff 

ZENITH SALES UP 
BUT NET IS DOWN 

Chicago,. Nov. 8. 
Despite its.having set a new: con¬ 

solidated sales record. for. the first 
nine riionlhs this. year,. Zenith 
Radio Corp: reports a. decrease in 
net consolidated .earnings frorii tb 
same1 period in 1959: Sales went up 
4.5f c over the. first nine .months of 
last year; Net income for the period 
was $8,577;752, or '$2.88 .a. isharO. 
coriipared \vith .$9,888.982, or $3! 15: 
a share. ior the first tliree-quarlcrs- 
of 1959., ' "' /••. 

Decrease in profits, is attributed, 
by Zenith, to “a continuation Of 
unrealistic pricing: and liquida¬ 
tions” by several principal com* 
petitois,. p lac i ii g. .pressure on 
Zenith’s \yn prices. Also!, it’s 
pointed out to Stockholders, the 
strike last August which shut down 
the company's mairi plants had aii 
effect on sales and profits in the 
third quarter. 

they are: not licerised to individuals 
and corporations to be used exclu 
sively for their own personal fih.an-. 

f cial gain; but they are licensed so 
; that the American people rnay re¬ 
ceive. the benefit of an important 
public service ’ 

Tucson KGUN-TV’s ;.radio stations by ycat-s end, 
$2,000,000 Sale a 20 -year broadcast veteran, the 

Gincimiatii Nov! 8; 35^year-old Wagner has been Bar- 
A : Ciricy syndicate, owner of tcl1 director for the last eight. 

WEHT, Inc.,- radio and tv stations jears; For the group, he opened 
in Evansville.1 Ind.,: lias purchased ?nd‘ -operated WMTV. Madison, 

. KGUN-TV station in Tucson for Wis,; WAKE Atlanta;, WYDE, Bir- 
$2:000.000.. Group is headed bvi nnngham; and KYA,. San Francisco. 
Henry S. Hilberg, w holesale • mean Lee Bartell, managing director 
dealer, and .'the: R: L.. Bus ' mily : of the Bartell group, will take over 

^w hisky brokers; ’ A ♦«. 
•. The 'Tucson, station was pur¬ 
chased .three years ago bv Texas _ 
business and oil „,en for $533,0001 Wertheimer Quits Texas 

Sets Up His Own Org i IIield. , 
c- 5 • >T AFTRAs-Los Angeles meeting 

.• .San Francisco, Nov. 8. will be held Nov. 13. with New 
Morfon. J. Wagneiv exec veepec , York and Chicago sessions set for 

and director of Bartell Broadcast- Nov. ll. Claude L. McCue direc- 
ing .Corp.,, has resigned to head, a tor of AFTRA’s western ’region, 
newly-formed ^broadcasting group. here for local negotiations, returns 
which plans, to buy at least two tp New York for the national nego¬ 

tiations which got underway Oct. 
11 on behalf of AFTRA’s 15,000 
members. 

, management of KYA in addition to 
his .. supervision of -KCBQ, San 
Diego!. 

WGN’s Chi Symph Sales 
Chicago. Nov. 8. 

lVGN-TV’s syndication sales arm 
notched seven more markets for 
“Great Music From Chicago,” 
bringing the current, total of takers 
to 12. Skein for sale is the one 
aired last year on WGN-TV, the 
One that copped a Peabody Award. 

Latest purchasers of the hour- its second, year of operation. j Houston Nov. 8. 
Taft Rrna^SlnCai^ 1?rnierly of l David WesUieimer,. novelist and long taped show, featuring the Chi- 

•av,-^roadcasting^ Co., here, moves longtime fy-radio editor for The cago Symphony Orch and guest 
aV niail.aSer:t0 Prcsident j Houston Post, has quit to take, an artists and conductors, are WNTA, 
-■! ''LflT:. Inc. He . succeeds Ed-. editorial post with the Literary New York; WSM-TV. Nashville; 
win G. Richter, also an ex-Taft; Projects Co. in Beverly Hills. WFMY, Greensboro. N. C.: KTVU, 

•; stations exec,: wh Becomes presH . Miss: Edith Hpnholt, who has . Oakland; KGW, Portland, Ore.; 
j dent and. general manager of tlie !been , assistant tv-radio editor, will j WAVY, Norfolk, Va.; and KING, 
j Tucson statiori. j step up to editorship. I Seattle. 
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" , ■ Jdore women were reached moreoften;b^ The Flay of Ihe Week 
_ %an any top-rated network program in the New York area, 

% _ according to survey, data' by 'theA. C* Nielsen Company lor a 
• typical bei^kt-of-the-seasm eight-week- period* ending Fdi>nxary 
' 7 /196& It topped all network programs, bar none, with a total of 

:3&G12,1?3 women viewer home impressions fatly 12,306^ 101 

' more than were attracted by the > second-ranking Wagon Irain 
Can The Flay oTth&Week soft soap* cosmetics, hopsHmfd'goods. 
or anything eke aimed at the feminine contingent? Pot ffetf down 
as the most academic question of the year ' \ 

for the eight-week period studied*. Reach the peo 
[&*§ to ^end*> Jor !%her safes and profits on th< 
1 basis; /through The Play of the Week, - - 

W |& mi icdunpg tuui t tHuuait ; 

ne&iri-the NewYork area: 

- MSFew York extenfc^ansmoke, according tothe Nielsen' , Father jtnows Best, UvS.:Steei-t 

^rndrf .different homes ' HaveCun, Will Travel and jfId l 

' 'v# - ^ 
% . ^baftiidlS;Ne«rYQj^4^/'- V ,/ '- \ 

*'• v# 1’- J 
NIW YORK; K) /♦-' 

"WINNER OF* George FSier MahodyAmUir&a&my. o 





UADIO-TEILEVISIOX 

Daytime: Looking and listening 
_By THYRA SAMTER WINSLOW--- 

With critics expressing disap-: 
pointment over nighttime televi¬ 
sion. it would be redundant and 
ridiculous lor me to criticize new 
daytime tv entertainment. Outside 
of a onoe-a-month program, impor¬ 
tant new shows are non-existent. 
So daytime listeners and watchers, 
will have to Be satisfied with mildly;' 
pleasant live and nearly-live fun; 
and quiz shows, soap operas, seriali 
and re-reruns, with some good 
radio and an occasional bright tv 
spot. 

Certainly, one of the better day? 
time television programs is that of 
Dr. Joyce Brothers. She is on at 
one—and it doesn’t matter which 
one— for she's on both a.m. and; 
p.m.. at one o’clock, on WNBC-TV. 
Dr. Brothers has a Doctorate in 
Psychology and she got her start in; 
television by winning a lot of 
money answering sports questions 
on a quiz sfiow. As she's never 
been up publicly for questioning, 
she undoubtedly answered the 
questions honestly ., and without 
rigging. Which brings up what 
seems like an interesting angle. 
Some of the less fortunate boys 
and girls are again up for perjury!. 
With tears in their eyes and voices', 
the poor dears, who got the 
answers before they got the ques¬ 
tions. and gladlv grabbed thfe looti 
are so sorry about the whole re? 
grettable affair. Expose meant 
losing all those good jobs they’d 
never have landed without the 
publicity of the quiz programs, td 
say nothing of sudden wealth. But 
not one of them has repaid or of¬ 
fered to repay any of the moneys 
they couldn’t have made any other 
way. They paid part to the govern¬ 
ment. And undoubtedly spent parjt 
on unaccustomed luxuries. But 
surely they must .have saved some¬ 
thing! Shouldn’t they hand it back 
to the companies, who could give it 
to charity? Which, luckily for her, 
has little io do with Dr. Brothers. 

Dr. Brothers offers enough 
variations of psychology to make 
her programs decidedly interesting 
and rewarding. She reads two 
letters each day, presumably from 

readers, and cover* everything 
from adulterers to zealots, includ¬ 
ing most angles of modern living, 
the frigid w’oman—quite as well as 
the first of that once-a-month-pro- 
gram, juvenile delinquency, yourig- 
marrieds, old age. Her advice, 
though neither drastic nor star¬ 
tling, is sane, sensible and under¬ 
standing. Her programs are so full 
of ideas that writers of soap operas 
and serials could stretch the 
answers to any one of the letters 
into half a dozen installments-^arid 
probably do. It is impossible to 
determine how helpful her pro¬ 
gram is to the emotionally dis¬ 
tressed, but as most afternobn 
listeners love to pry into the lives 
of other people, these glimpses, 
seemingly into true life problems 
must delight the Peeping Peggys. 
Incidently, either the makeup man 
on NBC or the extra money Dr. 
Brothers is making or her con¬ 
sciousness of her audiences has 
changed Dr. Brothers’ appearance 
for the better. She is chic, smart 
and poised. 

At one o’clock, at the same time 
Dr. Brothers is on her daytime pro¬ 
gram, there's a simple little quiz 
show* that certainly is neither 
rigged nor fraught with payola, 
and that has neither social nor 
psychological signifiance. This is 
“About Faces,” with the genial 
Ben Alexander, no longer a mem¬ 
ber of the police force, but a. 
pleasant master of ceremonies. 

| This is on WABC-TV. One of the 
[features of the showr is a large jig¬ 
saw puzzle, showing an incomplete 
puzzle—-part of a face. Three peo¬ 
ple from the audience try to guess, 
in turn, to Whom the face belongs, 
a piece of the puzzle being added 
before the second and third 
guesses. The face usuaUy belongs 
to a feminine movie star, and every 
aUhome watcher probably guesses 
the identity before the first guess, 
gets a nice feeling of superiority— 
and wishes she were there t£T cop 
off the unimportant prizes. Then 
one person—usually someone of 
fair importance, is confronted'with 
someone from the past. One man. 

Variety 

one day, was asked to guess when 
and where he'd met the pretty girl 
who stood near him. It turned out 
he’d been her baby sitter, when she; 
w'as a year old. Peter Graves, back 
from Australia, where he’d filmed 
“Whiplash,” which, by Softie 
strange coincidence* will be shown 
on ABC-TVV tried to guess the 
identity of another pretty girl. She 
turned out to be a distant Cousin 
he hadn’t seen since, years before, 
they were at the wedding of an¬ 
other relative. One day, ai: boy with 
an incurable kidney illness was 
brought in, given simple questions 
and won toys and—you guessed it, 
the ubiquitous - camera:. There 
aren’t too many. heart-touching 
cases, not nearly so many as. on 
some of the other daytime pro¬ 
grams—nor are the rewards too 
generous. Ben Alexander’s warm 
personality [ helps make this time- 
killer a pleasant though - not re¬ 
markable half hour. 

“Daywratch” is back on WNTA-. 
TV, Channel 13, an independent 
station. This rather puzzling pro¬ 
gram runs from 10 iri the morning 
until 4:30. pjh„ has canned music, 
some of it rather pleasing, type¬ 
written news arid temperature 
new, bits of hints—household and 
beauty, taped, by Richard Willis, 
drawing contests and games for 
children, a miscellany of facts; .fic¬ 
tion and commercials. This pro¬ 
gram is used, it is said, in grocery 
stores, though I’ve never . known 
anyone who has encountered it; I 
can’t imagine w’altching “Day watch” 
for any length of time—but it may 
prove an interesting time killer as 
well as a source of information. 

Brasselle’s Package 
Keefe Brasselle, under contract 

as a performer to CBS-TY, has 

turned packager as well and ha? 

pitched an hourlong private eye 

series, “Joey Trouble,” at the. net¬ 

work. He doesn’t plan to appear in 
the series. | 

Project Is currently in the out¬ 
line stage, with possibility that 
CBS will okay a script, and if col¬ 
laborating with Brasselle on the 
package and is handing the .script¬ 
ing. If the show jells into pilot 
stage* it would be a Brasselle pack? 
age in association with CBS-TV. 
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Continued from page 34 

Doerfer plan. Local ABC outlet is 

answering its every-thlrd-Tuesday 

obligation to the web’s “Expedi¬ 
tion” series with a science-oriented 
entry created by the team that did 
“Inside Argonrie,” a distinguished 
local documentary, earlier this 
year. Ross and McElroy* apparently 
have the flair for science shows, 
and they’ve got a lot to work with 
in Chi, where research Is widely 
conducted by government agencies, 
universities, medical institutions, 
and private industry. 

Episode caught w'Ss on re¬ 
search into dreams, specifically 
that being done by Drs. Allan 
Rechtschaffen. and William Offen- 
kraritz of the U. of Chicago’s Dept, 
of Psychiatry; Cameras exerpted 
a nightlong experiment with two 
subjects, each of W’hom was wak¬ 
ened whenever his brainwaves (re¬ 
corded on a graph) showed he w as 
dreaming. The scientists termed it 
“dream, watching.*’ They were 
lucid in their explanations and 
fascinating with their information. 

It came out, for instance, that 
in the first stages of deep sleep 
people still think they’re awake, 
and that talking is done from deep 
sleep rather than from dreams. 
The dreams in the early part of 
the night tend to relate to the ordi¬ 
nary concerns of waking life, while 
those dreamed later tend to in¬ 
volve the wishes pnd fears of the 
unconscious. Their method of. 
dream watching, the doctors said, 
gave them a total picture of their 
patients’ dream life, which clearly 
is more useful than a haphazard 
sampling. 

They eschewed Freud -as much 
as possible and ventured only 
slightly into dream, interpretation, 
but they did speak quite frankly 
of sex dreams, making the subject 
acceptable for the 6 p.m. juVe audi¬ 
ence by couching it in scientific 
terms. Program did not set out 
to explore thoroughly the subject 
of dreams but merely to show some 
of the experiments being done. On 
that score it wras most interesting. 

Norm Ross, who did the report¬ 
ing, was never at a loss for a per¬ 
tinent question: Les. 

Ike’s Frisco Talk 
Washington, ItfoV, 8. 

Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission has held that the dqual 
time requirement of Section 315 
does not apply to a speech made 
by President: Eisenhower in San 
Francisco .last month. It upheld 
the refusal of five S. F. radio and 
tv stations which aired the Speech 
to bow to the equal time demands 
of the California Democratic State 
Central Committee. 

However,; FCC called attention 
to the Section 315. proviso - (part 
of the 1959 Section 315 Amend¬ 
ment) which obliges broadcasters 
to “afford reasonable opportunity 
for the discussion of conflicting 
views on issues of public impor¬ 
tance.” . 

The President’s speech before 
Sari Francisco’s Crimmori wealth 
Club Oct. 20 was dubbed non-po¬ 
litical by the White House* but the 
Califoriii Democratic committee 
disputed this classification and 
complained to FCC when the . sta¬ 
tions denied its equal time, request. 
In a wire to the committee, FCC 
said: 

“It is .the Commission’s; views 
that a speech alleged to be polite 
cal should be considered in the 
light of whether it involves a dis? 
cussion of controversial issues of 
public iiripbrtance. If it does, then 
the station has an obligation to 
afford reasonable opportunity for 

■ the presentation of opposing 
views.” 

FCC pointed out that the obliga¬ 
tion to air opposing points of view 
is largely left up to the discretion 
of the broadcaster, and as a mat¬ 
ter of policy, the Commission 
doesn’t order a station; to discuss 
specific issues or provide air time 
for specific groups 6r individuals. 

As for the equal time issue, FCC 
simply said that since the Presi¬ 
dent is not a candidate, it does not 
apply. 

The stations which carried the 
speech were KRON-TV, KPIX-TV, 
KGO arid: KGO-TV and KCBS. 

Attention AFTRA Members! 
For an up-to-the-minute report on the status of your union's progress in current 

vital negotiations with the radio and television networks,*. 

And to make your wishes known to your National Board 

- INCLUDING STRIKE AUTHORIZATION - 
You must attend the Special Membership Meeting of the 

NEW YORK LOCAL OF AFTRA 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, I960, at 3:00 P.M. 

CITY CENTER BALLROOM, 135 WEST 55th STREET, N.Y.C. 

Your Vote 
Counts! 

Stand Up and 
Bo Counted! 

New York Local,. American Federation of TV and Radio Artists (AFL-CIO) 
KENNETH GROOT, Executive Secretary 
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The ‘‘network atmosphere” of wpix-11 

extends also, to pur advertisers, 

of which are national. You’re 

with the best company ... . and 

companies . on wpix-11, New York’s 

PrestigeIndependent, Here is one 

station, that esaxgit ranteeyou: 

will never, be hear “mail order 

ihtchesyover-long.conimercialsand 

other types of high-pressure selling. 

Add the “network atmosphere” of 

wpix advertisers to the “network 

look’’ of our programming and the 

Nielsen-proved quality of our 

audience arid yoil have at least 

independent with 

three reasons why your selling 

messages: count more on wpix-11. 

GENERAL MILLS, INC. 

coca-cola Company 

GENERAL MOTORS CORP. 

KELLOGG COMPANY 

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY 

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY 

BROWN & WILLI AMSON TOBACCO CORP, 

MILES LABORATORIES, INC. 

WANDER COMPANY 

GENERAL FOODS CORP. 

DEL MONTE FOODS 

BORDEN COMPANY 

STANDARD BRANDS, INC. 

WARNER-LAMBERT 

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY 

BRISTOL M YERS COMPANY 

F * M SCHAEFER BREWING COMPANY 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 

TEXAS COMPANY 

REVLON, INC. 

P. BALLANTINE & SONS 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY 

CONTINENTAL BAKING COMPANY, INC. 

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY 

PROCTER Jk GAMBLE COMPANY 

AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY 

RALSTON PURINA COMPANY 

FORD DEALERS 

SIMONIZ 

MINNESOTA MINING 

AND M ANY; MORE 

where are 
your 
6^ second 
commercials 
tonight? 

® I&iSO, wprx 

new york 
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3 More Witnesses Appeal FCC Right 
To Subpoena Them in Coast Probe 

Washington, Nov. 8. - 

Three more witnesses who 

balked during the recent network 

programming inquiry in L. A. have 

lodged appeals with Federal Com¬ 

munications Commission. 

Dick Fishell. Mary Rothschild 

and Bett \ Langley of the p.r. firm 

of Dick Fishell & Associates asked 

FCC' to quash subpoenas ordering 

them to appear and produce in¬ 
formation at the proceeding. FCC 
CV.ei Hearing Examiner .Tames D. 
Cunr.it''‘.ham, the inquiry’s presid¬ 
ing oST;cer. refused their request 
O. t 2.1. and thev declined to an- 
s\* e questions at the probe. ; 

Their "petition, filed by attorney 
Oli.vr IV Schwab of Beverly Hills, 
came on the heels of a similar 
nunc by MCA v.p. Taft Schreiber 
v 'o sought relief from the Cot - 
mission after walking out of the 
pro'*ramming inquiry in defiance 
of Cunningham. ; 

Schwab cited four reasons in 
asking Commission to ovenule 
Cunningham and quash the sub-, 
poenas 

—Th.e ground rules as laid down 
by Cunningham and FCC attornc> 
Ash brook Bryant, who's conducting 
the inquiry, don't give witnesses 
prooer access to legal counsel iin 
violation of the Administrative 
Procedures Act. Contrary to Cun¬ 
ningham's stance, an attorney rep¬ 
resenting a witness has the right 
to r:dce objections and otherwise 
speak out when he believes bis 
eli id is being abused, petiti . 
claimed. 

—Nothing in the Commission's 
orders authorizing the program¬ 
ming inquiry furnish any basis for 
going into the p.r. field, which 
S' hwab contended was wholly oiit- 
sidc* its scope. j|. 

—If his clients were - forced j to 
testify, they would be required to 
divulge confidential business in¬ 
formation without any guarantee 
of non-disclosure. The names of 
companies with which Fishell does 
business as well as detailed finan¬ 
cial arrangements would ‘be 
brought out contrary to the firm’s 
best interests. 

1 he subpoenas are “oppressive” 
and should be quashed because 
they are vague about the informa¬ 
tion sought. To he valid. Schwab 
argued, subpoenas must spell out 
specifically the material to ibe 
offered. 

Batjac Restraint Bid 
Vs. WB Is Refused 

Batjac Productions bid to enjoin 
Seven Arts Associated from licens¬ 
ing seven Warner Bros, pix to tv 

[ u’as denied by N. Y. Supreme Court 
I Justice Owen McGivern. 

Judge McGivern said in his de¬ 
cision that Warners and Seven Arts 
were “acting within their rights in 
licensing the pictures.” However, 
he went on to say that “the facts 

»disclose the need for an early 
) trial.” 
| Batjac challenged the right of 
| WB to make a tv licensing deal in- 
j volving its pix, five of which star 
[John Wayne. They are “Big Jim 
j McLain,” “Island in the Sky,” 
i “Hondo.” “The High and the 
j Mighty.” and “Blood Alley.” The 
j others are “Plunder of the Sun/' 
i starring Glenn Ford, and “Track of 
, the Cat.” starring Robert Mitchuro 
j and Tab Hunter. 

i Brit. Vidpix Quota 
| To Get An Airing 
j London, Nov. 8. 
j The proposal, mooted a couple 
of months back, that there should 

j be a quota regulation covering yid- 
| pix. analogous to the quota act 
i relating to the showing of British 
j films in cinemas; will figure in the 
j memoranda to be submitted to the 
| PLlkington Committee by the Fed¬ 
eration. of British Film Makers and 
the British Film . Producers Asso¬ 
ciation. Committee is the one ap¬ 
pointed by the Government to con- 

j sider the whole future of sound 
■ radio and tv in Britain. 

General shape of the vidpix 
quota scheme, as at present en¬ 
visaged, is that of all tv fictional 
films shown not less than a. given: 
percentage should be of British 
origin, this percentage to be .sub¬ 
ject to review each year. The Brit¬ 
ish pix would . have to be made 
specially for video and of recent 
origin, this stipulation, being made 
to exclude vanities, and the quota 
would be so calculated to vary in 
peak and offpeak viewing hours. 

PfatiEfY 

New Sefannr Execs 
Peter G. Robinson has become 

vicepresident in charge of pro¬ 
grams and Leon I. Mirell vicepresi¬ 
dent in charge of administration 
and business affairs for. Selftiur 
Productions, ABC’s wholly-owned 
film-tape production subsidiary. 
They were upped by Selmur prexy 
SeligJ/Seligman, 

Before the push; upwards, Rob¬ 
inson was program director for. 
Selmur and supervisor of “Day In 
Court” and “Morning Court,” the 
company’s two ABC-TV daytime 
entries. Mirell, from MGM-TV, 
joined.Selmur when it was formed 
two months .ago; 

Monte Carlo TV 
Fest Off Till Jan. 

_. , _ Wednesday, November 9, I960 

SERIES ON ESKIMOS |[i c ' 
AS CANADA ENTRY Syndication Renew 

Paris, Nov. 8. 
The committee of the first In¬ 

ternational Television Festival, to 
be held in Monte Carlo under the 
patronage of Prince Rai ier, has 
put it off from late this month td 
January ’61 due to the troubles of 
various participants in readying 
iheir vidfilm entries on time. The 
fest will now -be held from’ Jan. 16 
to 21. 

The affair was originally skedded 
to begin Mon, 1141. Invited world¬ 
wide press, and the local and visit¬ 
ing public. Will be allowed to see 
the showings as. well as a special 
jury. There will be six awards,;for 
the video film, taped and: kine- 
scopedprograms plus ; three spe¬ 
cial prizes. These will be made up 
by Cartier. 

Titles and publicity materials 
must be sent in. by Dec. 1 and the 
films themselves by Dec. 15. All 
programs. Will be shown via Tele 
Monte Carlo arranging large screen 
beaming-at a. local film house, the 
Gaumont, plus many to be shown, 
oh tv itself; Prizes will be handed 
out Jan. 28 at a. special gala atthe 
Monte Carlo Opera House. Awards 
will be known . officially Jan. 23. 
Several Yank tv networks have 
supposedly made bids for rights 
to televise the prize ceremonies. 

Crdhton’s NT A Slot 
Harold Cranton. has been named 

director of advertising and promo¬ 
tion for NT A 0&6 stations and spot 
sales,, effective immediately. NTA’s 
sole stations now are WNTA-TV* 
AM and FM, Newark-N. Y. 

Cranton came . over from. Metro¬ 
politan Broadcasting. , where he had 
been director of advertising arid 
prohiotiori; 

Captures the 

ADVENTURE EXCITEMENT ROMANCE 
of America’s fabulous playground! 

Stories of the man hired to 
“KEEP TROUBLE OUT OF MIAMI” 

ACTION! DRAMA! 
from Oceanfront to tha Evergladesl 

Predueed'by ; 
SCHENCH-KOCH 

— - ENTERPRISES INC. 

■ v- — starn'og 

BOWMAN 
« W Thompson P* 

R°CKV craziano 
Rocky" 

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS INC./ 488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Yi 

Toronto, Nov. 8. 
Contract has been inked between 

the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. 
here and Robert Anderson Asso¬ 
ciates, a Canadian film company, 
whereby latter w;ili produce a se¬ 
ries of six 30-minute documentar¬ 
ies dealirig with the last, of Can¬ 
ada’s primitive Eskimos. 

Camera crew's. will travel imme¬ 
diately to the Arctic Circle to re¬ 
cord the customs. and culture of 
the Eskimos^—who. have not been 
influenced in their way of life by 
the white man: Tentatively called 
“The Last Hunters,” series will be 
presented on the CBC tv web. 

Director is Douglas Wilkinson, 
who has lived with the Eskimos 
and one of the few white men w'ho 
has been adopted by the tribe. . 

WGA-West Sets 
New TV Execs 

Hollywood, Nov. 8.. 
Fenton Earnshaw, board iriember, 

replaces Kay Lenard as prexy of 
television branch of Writers Guild 
of America-West, arid Hy Freed¬ 
man steps up from secretary-treas¬ 
urer to succeed Joel Kane as vp. 
Pair vie.re named to posts last 
week by board of directors,. who 
also selected Mary McCall Jr., Bar¬ 
ry Trivers and Christopher Knopf 
to fill three of the six vacancies 
left by recent recall movement vot¬ 
ed by membership. Both Miss 
Leriard and Fane were swept out 
in recall ballot. 

Eight .’’writers; now; comprise the 
board, also constituting a quorum: 
Next step will be nomination of a 
slate of writers to fill the remain¬ 
ing three gaps on board, with 
nominating coriimittee. headed: by 
board member David Harmon, al¬ 
ready set: Albert Aley, William 
Cowley, Doris Gilbert, Jerry Got-: 
tier, John Hawkins, Al Martin, 
Sloan Wibley arid Henry Sharp. 

Election for the three remaining 
board posts cannot take place until 
a 30-day period has followed an¬ 
nouncement of nominating $late. 
During the 30-day period a two- 
wreek period will be allowed for 
nomination by membership peti¬ 
tion. If all goes as anticipated, elec¬ 
tion. should be held during first 
Week, of December. 

WGA Constitution provides up to 
three board spots may be filled by 
appointment, with remaining to be 
filled by election. Five board mem- 
bers^-Earrishaw\ Harfnon, Nate 
Monaster, Freedman, and Phil Les¬ 
lie—‘were left after the recall which 
ousted six board members arid , of¬ 
ficers, Leslie takes over the secre¬ 
tary-treasurer post vacated by 
Freedman. 

In accepting post of prexy, Earn¬ 
shaw made a statement to Guild 
members, calling for unity and list¬ 
ing ways the tv branch must now 
move forward. Two of the specifics 
he mentioned. were protecting 
Writers’ new contract and dealirig 
with strike-breaking writers..’ 

New UAA Deal* 
United Artists Associated has 

made deals in 18 markets for its 
pix and cartoons. 

Station sales of UAA features 
include WKRC, Cincinnati; WBIR, 
Knoxville:. WEAU, Eau Claire, 
Wise.; KCTV7 San Angelo, Tex.; 
and KTVO, Ottumwa, la. 

“Popeye” and Warner Bros, car¬ 
toons were sold to WNEW-TV, 
N Y;. WTTG, Washington; WMT, 
Cedar Rapids; WSBA, York, Pa.; 
and WHP, Harrisburg, Pa. 

ADVENTURES OF 
WILLIAM TELL 

With Conrad Philips, Jennifer 
Jayne, Richard Rogers, Wil¬ 
loughby Goddard, Edwin Rich¬ 
field, Alfred Burke 

Producer-Writer: Ralph $mart 
Director: Terry Bishop 
Distributor: National Telefilm As¬ 

sociates 
30 Mins.; Sun., 6 p.m. 
KABC-TV (film) 

Ask any kid, or adult for that 
matter, who William Tell , was and. 
you’ll be told right off that he was 
the guy who shot the apple off 
his son’s head; This makes hirri. a: 
big hero with all ages and despite 
the early Sunday evening slotting 
of this syndie on KABC-TV, it 
could hit a good: core of audience. 

As with these imports from 
abroad (this. frpm. England) in the. 
category of action-adventure; they 
are given more sweep than the 
domestic brand (shot on back lots). 
The actors may be some Joe you 
don’t know bqt act they can in 
the British . tradition. Sunday 
night’s , overture to William Tell 
drummed up enough action to send 
it; on its 39-week way with a good 
splurge of derring-do. The- sus¬ 
pense element is built-in, the home 
sitters . awaiting the night when 
Tell will draw taut his cross bow 
and split the apple dead-center. 

For. openers, Tell was marked 
for death by a pair of hired killers 
as the price of liberty for doing 
in the Austrian butcher pririce. 
They gain . Tail’s confidence but 
their perfidy is discovered, in the 
nick of time when Huge boulders 
are flung at: him. There are 38 
more episodes to gci 50. Tell turns 
the tables and the . assassins are 
rocked out of their black deed. 
Young Tell, one whose head will 
rest the apple, had a bead on the 
conspirator just in case the stone 
missed its mark. 

Conrad. Phillips as Tell, . Jenni¬ 
fer. Jayne," his wife, and .Richard 
Rogers as young Tell, perform 
capably. KABC-TV was; guilty of 
twice slotting spot commercials 
back-to-back; Helm. 

CBS’ Virgin I*. Sales 
VITV,. new tv station; on the. 

Virgin Islands, has; made a deal 
with CBS Filins for 10 series. Deal 
was negotiated between, Charles 
Michelson, representing the station, 
arid Ralph Baruch, CBS Films for¬ 
eign topper. 

Series include “Annie Oakley,’* 
Phil Silvers,; “Perry Mason,’* 
“Track.down,” “Border Patrol,* 
“Whirlybirds” “San . Francisco 
Beat,” “Honeymdonefs” rind *‘I 
Love Lucy,” ;; 

Des Moines—Charles W; Stone, 
Wilmington, Del,, has been named 
general manager of radio station 
KIOA, Des Moines, and replaces 
J. C. Dowell, who. has been , ap¬ 
pointed v.p, in charge of national 
sales> for Public Radio Corp.— 
KIOA’s pairent firm. 

HOWARD E. STARK 
Brokers and Financial 

Consultants 

Television Stations 
Radio Stations 

50 East 58th Street 

New York 22, tt Y. 

ELdorado 5-0405 

VIEWER 
CUE-ER 

Why settle for ratings alone 
when TvAR Audience Dimen¬ 
sions pinpoint viewing in a new 
way... by age of adults, age of 
kids, mothers of young chil¬ 
dren, pet owners. And so on. 
Another Unique service of. 

TELEVISION ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, INC 
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Minnesota Mining & Mfg/has cut the price of raw video tape by 
10%, the fourth price reduction in the. past two vears. Standard roll of 
Jbourlong tape, when purchased in lots of 48 or more, now costs $205.57, 
compared with the previous leyel of $228.41. 

In alh the four price cuts, have reduced the cost of the tape by some 
33%; an hour reel originally sold in 1956 for $306:77 in the volume 
lots. 3M’s ascribes the cut to. improved production methods. Same 
Jiourlong reel purchased in ,lots of one to five runs $233.60. 

Television Bureau of Advertising has finally started its Iong-soiight 
“commercial library.5' Outfit, which moved from the Newsweek build¬ 
ing on . Madison Ave. to Time-Life's old Rockf^ller Center building, 
has gotten the space and.in,the three months since the move has laid 
in 2;000 tv commercials on tape and film. V 

Idea of TvB’s topper Pete. Cash is to build a commercial library i 
thousands of. times its present size; and. arrange the spots by category, ! 
sc that advertisers can borrow freely from each others old ideas. He’S j 
letting all advertisers use the library whenever they . want. to arid, to.j 
make things comfortable for them,1 heY built a screening room iii. ther 

offices.; ' 

ToUhumari 

Sam Leyenson 

bas writt«n QiiamuJngtrtatlsa t 
th« mtdfvm’i uplifted 

moral valoea 

The Defense Rests 

dnofliar Editorial Foaturo 
la tho upcoming 

55th Anniversary Number 

of 

PSftmfr 

TV Followup Jewish Theological Seminary, a longtime NBC associate, last Sunday 
m honored the. network as JTS’ apd NBC’s collaborative effort, “The! w Continued from nace 34 - 
Eternal Light,", eiitered .it? 10th tv j;ear,. NBC chairman Robert W. I-. 
Sarnoff accepted a citation for the network, which JTS said, had, in the main,, than. “Peter Gunn1 
“enriched Judaism as a faith, arid American democracy as a citadel of [ says nothing 
Cultural and religious freedom.” 1 

Citation .was signed, by Herbert Lehman,, who is chairman of the 
JTS -board of governors. Louis Finkelsteiii. chancellor of JTS, and 
Alan Stroock, chairman of the board of directors. ' 

’•Top Ten Dance: Party,.’’ th . ‘live’-’ tv series slanted for teenagers, 
started its.sixth year in syndication. 

The show, produced by Alan Sands and packaged b\' Victor & 
Richards. is sponsored, in the : main by .local soft drink bottlers; plus 
several department stores;. Some of the sponsors have been with the 
show three or four/ years, and iii one case^the Coca-Cola Co, of 
Memphis^for over five years. 

Recently, the. Jiffy Pop-Pop.Corn Co. bought, segments in many of the 
“Top Ten” markets..; . 

Telethon 
CSSSiS Continued from page 31—; 

between technical uhibns, but fhat 
Was cleared up by 4 p.m,. 

But AT&T finally came through 
with the lines at 4:30 p.m., enabling 
Kennedy to finish his .Manchester 
tour and to appear via WMUR on 
ABC-Ty at 6 p.m. And because the 
Dehi: didn't -feel up to three con¬ 
secutive telecasts <he had decided 
not to tape the. 6:45 NBC . stanza), 
the NBC show was rescheduled 
front 6:30 to 6:45 < via simultaneous 
feed with CBS*. He then resched¬ 
uled again for the last, time/tak¬ 
ing quarter hours on CBS at 6:30 
and at 7 arid on NBC at 7. 

When it was thought at 2:10 p.m. 
Kennedy was. going to emanate 
froni: Boston, ABC-TV dispatched1 
to Boston , two executives in . case 

. the Dems had any major problems. 
According to all available informa¬ 
tion, the ABC. men ..were still in 
Boston wiien Kennedy spoke from 
Manchester. (There wasii’t a ’plane; 
from Boston to. Manchester in time 
to. get; the web officials to Kennedy 
in tinie for the telecasting i; 

;i '-r 

j Wilmington, Del.—In a series of 
I new appointments,.. Pat Patterson, 
1 formerly of XSTT; Davenport, 
joins WAMS, Rollins group out¬ 
let, here,, as program director. He’ll 
also dee jay the 3 to 6 p.mr slot. 

j “Block,” the shorter of the two, 
‘ w;as presented as the opener with 
j Walter Matthau, Orson Bean, Larry 
j Hagmart and Nina Wilcox w-orking 
, ovei an eccentric trifle that-started 
no place, went around' the block, 

l and ended no place. But the east 
was good and. the. “Blocks, was 

;short, enough to be durable. 
I’ As a utty Hollywood scribe, 
■ Matthau was fine, but; that was 

•j. during;’ “Block.” His strong per-; 
; sonality didn’t seem to be as well 
; suited to the role of the poet in 
i “My Heart’s in . the Highlands.” As 
: the bugle playing old man (his mri- 
! sic was a series of dirges, meant 
\ to..pass for sWeetness), Myron Mc- 
ICofrriick, dressed up in a Santa 
i Claus beard, was grating. Eddie 
; Hodges, as the: sonl of the literally 
-starvirig poet, was warm and win¬ 
ning., which w;as all the. more rea¬ 
son for. w-anting; to punch , his in-. 

. diyidualistic father right. In the. 
j nose for preferring poetry to 
"worldly -things. Saroyan believes 

‘■people want poetry, but they 
[don’t know' it.” This iriay be true, 
jbut Saroyan didn’t convince at 
[ least brie view er; his strange world 
jot Individualism \vas ,unreal, riot 
j Whimsical; annoying, riot provoca- 
■tive. Art. 

SONGS OF OUB POLITICS 
With John Harrington, Norihwest- 

. ern U. Glee Clubr WBBM Orch 
Producer-Director: Allen Burns 
Writer: Marty Marcus . 
Music Director: Frank Smith 
6«T Mins., Sun. (6), 7 p.m. tCST) 
CBS, from Chicago (WBBM) 

As a mood piece for the political 
season, “Songs of Our Politics” 
was a worthy CBS entry, tracing 
the evolution of Presidential cam- 
paigii. ditties from the homage to 
George. Washington, per Handel, 
to. T Like Ike,” per Irving Berlin. 
Show was Created by the pubaf- 
fairs department of WBBM, the 
CBS o&o in Chi, arid like the 
earlier “Ballad of the. North and 
South,” it earned an airing on the 
network because the subject mat¬ 
ter is national and the quality of 
the show professional. 

It proved, a unique and enter¬ 
taining way to rummage, through 
IL S. history, and Frank Smith’s 
musical arrangements managed to 
capture, whether accurately or 
not, the distinct flavor of each po¬ 
litical era. Of particular interest 
was the evolveriient of the songs 
from stately tributes to eiectiori- 
eering razzamatazz, with -their use 
as derisive propaganda beginning 
as early as 1840 (When Van Buren 
was given the politician’s needle 
to the tune of "Auid Lang Syne”). 
Not all .the songs Were tuneful or 
interesting of themselves, but the 
selections were fairly brief, and in 
tapestry they made for a fascinat¬ 
ing excursion into, political Ameri¬ 
cana. 

Sole point of cavil is that the 
lyrics were seldom clear enough 
to be understood, a fault which 
falls either on. the Northwestern 
U. Glee Club or on the sound en¬ 
gineers. Whichever, the haziness 
of the words cost the show a vital 
dimension. 

In all other respects, however, 
it was expertly done. The North¬ 
western singers, with male and fe¬ 
male soloists.gave out storif-heart- 
edly; and tinder Smith’s baton the 
WBBM orch gave the score a spir¬ 
ited reading. John Harrington was 

proper. narrator, mature-voiced 

and not overly dramatic, for Mar¬ 
ty Marcus’ intelligent script. 

Los. 

VICE—DADE COUNTY 
Producer: Brad Sherman 
Technical Director: Lee Manson 
30 Mins., Oct. 5, 6:30 p.m. 
WCKR, Miami 

Under supervision of news direc¬ 
tor Brad Sherman, WCKR news¬ 
men Dave Crane and Bill Paine 
worked undercover and via inter¬ 
views Avith Miami officials to com¬ 
pile a bold report on the city’s 
B-girl and prostie Tackets 

As clearly indicated.by this well- 
documented and expertly put to¬ 
gether half hour, Miami's vice set¬ 
up Is American traditional for 
“open cities,” From officials, the 
newsmen gathered a fascinating 
conglomeration of straight talk and 
double talk. Interspersed were 
undercover tapes featuring Brgirls 
and call girls, talks with tourists 
who had been subjected to the 
gouge and commentary on facts 
and figures concerning the rackets. 

Angty director of the Greater 
Miami Crime Commission Dan Sul¬ 
livan put the finger of blame on 
the cops. He said the B-girl joints 
clearly operated outside the law 
and there had to be a payoff or 
they wouldn’t flourish. Miami’s po¬ 
lice chief countered with “we’re 
doing all w:e can.” He said about 
90 cases had been instituted, but 
“legal loopholes” made prosecution 
tough. He pointed out that Miami 
had closed up its red light district 
in 1954. 

The chief’s remarks were fol¬ 
lowed by a Grand Jury report that 
the city’s prostitution was a $50,- 
000,000 a year racket, and a re¬ 
cording of a phone call to a calL 
girl’s answering service and the 
follow-up negotiations, including 
bickering over price ($50 a night, 
which “I can make right at my 
doorstep”). 

Other graphic bits included an 
interview with a Ft. Lauderdale 
business man who bandied a credit 

(Continued on page 48) 

RE-ELECTED!! '!v 

MONTY HALL, MAYOR OF 

VIDEO VILLAGE 
(CBS-tV NETWORK, MON.-FRI., 10:30 A.M., EST) 

. _ According to the Polls (5-Dav, Multi-City 
<Pj%- Arbitrtn. Nov. 4) SHARE OF AUDIENCE 

We wish ta thank the following 
campaign contributors: 

AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS 
BORAX 

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO. 
EASTMAN KODAK 

UPTON SOUPS 

PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. 

REMINGTON SHAVERS 

VICK CHEMICAL CO. 

ANOTHER LANDSLIDE!! 
The exciting new Milton Bradley VIDEO 
VILLAGE Board Game, an almost unprece¬ 
dented "People's Choice," now selling 
(and selling out) in stores everywhere1.! 

feurS!" 
PRODUCTIONS. INC. • 527 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK 22, N. Y. • PLAZA 2-224* 

Public Relations: NAT NELDS 
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Foreign TV Reviews 
Continued from page 34 

said. Chou reiterated that For¬ 
mosa was part of China and there 
could be no bargaining about it. lie 
blamed the U.S. for world tension, 
and dwelt on his own desire for 
peaceful co-existence. In fact, jhis 
tone was firm, but not belligerent. 
He scoffed at the suggestion of 
differences with the Soviet Union, 
emphasizing that an attack against 
any member of the Socialist bloc 
would involve China. 

Chou blamed American domina¬ 
tion of U.N. for his exclusion, and 
was drawn out on China’s popula¬ 
tion problem. There’s a two per¬ 
cent population increase in China 
each year, but. Chou claimed, this 
could not lead to aggressive poli¬ 
cies outside his territory. Both 
agriculture and industry are ex¬ 
panding at the rate .of around 10 
percent annually under the Red- 
regime. 

Main conclusion from all this for 
the outside world was that Chou 
was not a man t£ tangle with, if only 
because his position was firm and 
lie wouldn’t budge from it. The 
rest of the program’s scheduled 
hour was made up of comment 
from experts. America’s Joseph 
C. Harsch (NBC) took the orthodox 
Government view that the first 
move must come from China. In¬ 
dia’s C. S. Venkatatachar opined 
that China should be met with un¬ 
derstanding. And local authority 
Roderick MacFarquhar took a mid¬ 
dle view. 

But the program was made by 
the Chou disclosures—even though 
they weren’t as fever-raising | as 
they might have been. Otta1. 

THE TWO FACES OF JAPAN’ 
With Tom Harrison. Shigeko Yam¬ 

asaki. Seichi Kubota. t’zuki 
Shoji, Shizu Yamaoka, Inijiro 
Asanuma 

Director: Peter Morley 
Writer: Cyril Bennett 
60 Mins.. Wed.. 9:35 p.m. 
Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon¬ 

don 
No more revealing picture of 

’ presentday Japan has been offered 
! the British public than this expert- 
i ly produced 60-minuter, with its 
• visual and verbal emphasis 
| throughout on the curious fusion 
•of East and West that forms the 
•country’s social pattern. Whether 
• or not it made ratings, bucking 
! peaktime fare is neither here nor 
! there. The job was eminently, 
worth doing, and was eminently 
well done with a technical perfec- 

i tion—in camerawork, sound, and 
! especially editing—that calls for a 
: round of applause. 
[ If anything wras lacking, it was 
'a recurrent restatement of the 
theme: that the Japanese, what¬ 

ever occidental ways they may be 
J absorbing, still return to their 
| time-honored customs at home, 
i still exhibit a singleminded dedica- 
; tion to some inner feudal force, 
; still cling to their own code of 
| morality. True enough, the cam- 
I era illustrated these facts constant- 
I ly, but nonetheless the emphasis 
; on the people’s bedrock immuta- 
j bility did not come through clearly 
; enough to give the payoff comiiient 
•—that Japan may change again to 
!a "way of life much older and: 
•much uglier’’—the proper inevita- 
I bility. 
j The script was beautifully eon- 
ieeived, picking out four individu- 
i als and illustrating their activities 
| and reactions. Kimona-clad house- 
! wife shopped in a supermarket, 
fashion model doffed her shoes oh 

, entering her pape’r-walled home, 
: and so on. Impact moments includ- 
i ed the assassination of opposition 
leader Asanuma who, in an inter¬ 
view shortly before his. death, gave 

Mils reasons for opposing close links 
with the U. S. Incidentally said 
reasons, which seemed to make 
some sense, were not afterwards 
explored by the program, which 
seemed a grave omission even 
though it’s realized that an hour’s, 
show doesn’t give unlimited scope 
for exhaustive investigation. 

Tom Harrison did some com¬ 
petent interlinking, but the most 

. eloquent storyteller throughout 
i was the camera. Erni. 

FRIEDHOEFE 
(Cemeteries) . 
With Rene Deltgen, Bum Krueger/ 

Heinz Reincke, Josef Siebeiy 
Wolfgang Stumpf, Ursula Lyn, 
Hans-Hebnut Dickow, others 

Producer: Hessischer Run df unk 
Director: Rolf Haedrich 
Writers: Marek Hlasko, Helmut 

Krapp, Rolf Haedrich 
110. Mins.; Thnrs.; 8:25 p.m. 
W-German TV, from Frankfurt 

Despite directorial and other 
flaws, "Cemeteries’’ emerged as 
one of the most interesting and; 
important pi-qgrams. of the season 
for which the acting and, in par¬ 
ticular, the literary original can 
be made responsible. "Cemeteries” 
was written by Marek Hlasko who, 
some years back, was hailed as the 
star' of Poland's young writer 
generation until he fell into dis¬ 
grace with the Commie regime 
there. Hlasko left; his country and 
never returned. "Cemeteries’’ was 
published in the Parisian emigra¬ 
tion paper, "Kultura.” The Commie 
authorities in Poland certainly 
didn’t like his frank (on Com¬ 
munism) piece and-called him, a 
"traitor.” ' 

"Cemeteries” is a heavy attack 
against the Staiinistlc system, that 
ruled Poland until Gomulka. In 
the form it was presented via the 
W-German video, one may describe 
it as heavy anti-Commie stuff. But, 
basically, Hlasko leaves no doubt 
about his (at least when he wrote 
this) feelings: One should save 
Communism from the Commies. 
Also, his big love for his mother 
country, Poland, becomes very 
much evident in this. 

Central figure here is KowalsKU 
a faithful adherent of Communist 
ideologies, with whom, at leastVin 
parts, can be identified as the au¬ 
thor himself. Piece shows how even 
a convinced.Commie cart get, quite 
innocently, into, the treadmill of a 
totalitarian system. ,For a silly rea¬ 
son. Kowalski is thrown out of the; 

: party. . His own son. turns away 
{from . him, his daughter is even 
. driven to suicide because she top 
•/had to feel the consequences of 
j her father’s "betrayal.” Kowalski, 
j who also loses his job, is finished. 
And what’s so ironical about his 

' fate: he* in fact, never betrayed 
j the Party, 
{ The unusual title- ("Cemeteries”), 
j tries to make this plausible: The 

inhuman system as it is executed 
in . Communist V- countries doesn’t 
need idealists but just blind fol¬ 
lowers. He who starts thinking 
might get, at lejast some day, dif¬ 
ferent opinion about the Red party’s 
ideologies. It’s shown here -how 
those people land, symbolically, in 
cemeteries. 

Hlasko, who’s still remarkably 
young (27), has given his work a 
fascinating, nearly documentary 
sharpness. His characters (Kowal¬ 
ski’s pals are all former partisans, 
who fought against the Germans), 
come very much alive. 

There’s however, no denying 
that both the adaptation for the 
tv screen as well as the direction 
tended to exaggerate the various 
details depicted in the original. 
Offering had often a false satirical 
and parodistical touch; also, at 
least occasionally, gave the im¬ 
pression of distortion. It speaks for 
Hlasko’s work that even those 
flaws couldn’t kill its message and 
literary depth. Also in this form, 
"Cemeteries” is gripping, never 
dull and, of course, very depress¬ 
ing. if GUIS. 

There's No End To 

Foreign TV Followups 
Armchair Theatre 

”My Representative,” aired Sun¬ 
day (30) by ABC-TV in this weekly 
drama series. Was a first play for 
tv by Kenneth. Jupp. and it 
shouldn't be the last. Which com¬ 
ment is intended as an encourage¬ 
ment. nbt as an accolade, because 
“My Rep” was in fact a dire fail¬ 
ure, but shoived considerable writ¬ 
ing merits along the way before 
disintegrating into cliche and near- 
bathos. 

The plot had a young, ambitious 
salesman. Bonnie Page (Paul Mas- 
sie) eager to find a line of goods 
that would, in the peddling, give 
him something "useful” to do 
life and promote him materially 
too. When the proprietor of his 
small firm, Herbert Pratt (Laur¬ 
ence Hardy) got a lien, on a smash 
fashion item from the Orient, Ron¬ 
nie made use of the new contacts 
then managed to grab a top job 
with a major house. Said house 
eventually got. the fashion item for 
itself, Ronnie heard a few home 

; Washington, Nov. 8.; 
For the fourth time; the Fed¬ 

eral Communications Commission 
reached the decision that Beau¬ 
mont Broadcasting Corp,, shall 
have the Beaumont, Tex., televi¬ 
sion channel 6 grant—and the 
stormy case seems headed back 
into federal court agai 

It is the oldest tv license grant 
still in controversy. 

Leonard..Marks, Washington at¬ 
torney for the. Enterprise Co., wn- 

of Beaumont’s two daily news¬ 
papers and the competing appli¬ 
cant for channel 6, said he \vill 
appeal the latest FCC decision to 
court. : 

The Court of Appeals has twice 
remanded the case to FCC for fur¬ 
ther consideration. But before it 
ever got into court, FCC banded 
down two decisions on it.. All four 
decisions. favored ; Beaumont 
Broadcasting. 

truths about loyalty versus self- 
seeking from an ex-colleague, and 
w full of bitterness when the 
ruined. Pratt shot himself. 

Maybe the big fault was in over- 
condensation and over-simplifica¬ 
tion1 in the. third act, where every¬ 
thing tumbled into a neatly con¬ 
ventional pattern in almost absurd 
style: Till then, though, there was 

j much to arrest in the interplay of 
| character, sly shafts of humor and 
| often sparkling dialog. Perform¬ 
ances were as good as the best of 

| the material, with Paul Massie 
showing Chaim and assurance as 
Ronnie. Helen Cherry scoring with 
delightful feminine authority as 

• the gal in the big outfit, who iured. 
him away from the small one, Syl¬ 
via Kay sympathetically essaying 
the>ole of a loyal girl friend w-ho 

: finally says goodbye, arid Glyn 
Qwen offering some standout stuff 
as the ex-colleague who .tells the 
erring one what’s what! Direction 

, showed insight, and the; settings 
/were lush. . Erni. 
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WORK BEGINS ON 
EIRE TV STUDIOS 

Dublin, Nov. 8. 
Building starts this month on 

first stages for Radio Eireanri’s 
tv studios at Montrose, four miles 
from city centre. Two studios are 
' the first block which is. to be 
ready for service by, November, 
1961. Designer is Michael Scott, 
architect of new Abbey. Theatre on 
which site clearance work also; 
started this month. 

Transmitter construction; is in 
progress, with completion of main 
transmitter th;e pubjin Moun¬ 
tains due in April. Four satellite 

.transmitters are also to be built to 
provide countrywide coverage; 

Part of area to be served by 
Radip Eireann’s tv.service, also gets 
fringe reception from BBC and 
Ulster Television transmitters. and 
it’s estimated that:, by the .time 
RE's commercial service gets going 
next year there’ll be around 100,- 
000 sets in the. Republic. 

McGollough 
Sw Continued from page 23 

start its Coverage an hour earlier 
than CBS, at 7:30, and (2) there¬ 
upon notified NBC that it would 
carry its feed., and would cancel 
CBS. 

By the time it got to CBS to 
cancel, that web informed WGAL- 
TV that it too, was moving, its cov¬ 
erage up to start even with NBC 
at 7:30. Thereupon WGAL-TV told 
CBS it had made a "commitment to 
NBC, btit w’ould nevertheless re¬ 
view the situation and get back to 
CBS with a final answer. 

That answer arrived Monday (7), 
and WGAL-TV told CBS. that in 
view of its promise to NBC, and 
also in view of the fact that as a 
dual affiliate it had carried CBS’ 
convention coverage and therefore 
it would only be equitable to give 
NBC a crack at the elections, it 
was going through, with the switch 
after all. 

Nobody was saying just how 
much of. a factor Huntiey-Brinkley 
was in the moveover. 

CBS’Sal. Nile 
Continued from page 23 

20.9, according , to the Nielsen Oct. 
3-16 scorecard. 

On paper, the CBS showing 
beats anything in, the old days, 
even when Jackie Gleason was rid¬ 
ing high; Its four shews are “Gun- 
smoke,” No. 1 on the Nielsen lists 
with a 37.0; “Have Gun, Will Trav¬ 
el,” No. 3 with 32.5; the new 
“Checkmate,” No. IQ (only dew 
Show so far to hit Top i0 status 
this, report), with a 23.9;" and 
‘■Perry Mason,’’ No. 13 with. 23.5. . 

But NBC’s “Bonanza” is right 
behind the competing “Mason” in. 
the same. 7:30-8:30 period, up in 
the 14th slot, with a 23.2. Right 
behind; “Bonanza’.’ is the ne\y “Tall 
Man,” in 15th position on the Niel- 

l sen rankings, with, 23.1. That’s a 
/mere eight - tenths Of a Nielsen 
; point behind the. hourlong average 
for its “Checkmate” competition,. 

I.And at 9,. “Deputy” ranks in 34th 
I position with a 20.9, only three 
INielsen points behind “Check- 
| mate,” which straddles both “Tall 
•’Man”' and “Deputy.”", 
I. ABC thus far is out :of the run- 
jriing, to all intents and purposes' 
Its “Roaring ’20s”. showed up with 
a mere 9-5 on the Nielsen books, 

l and ABC was pinning, its hopes on 
| the WB. entry to get it off. and ■run¬ 
ning Saturday nights. 

ONIVUYCHANMtl 

BROOKS 
COSTUMES 
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CBS’‘Bells’ 
Continued from page 31 sss 

still no sponsorship, Web felt it 
Was still too expensive to sustain. 
But producer Ben. Brady had al¬ 
ready completed, seven segments 
by this time, so CBS ordesed him 
to continue n production on a full 
.cycle. Brady, will, probably pro-^ 
duce 13 and option the cast; Net¬ 
work is hoping either for a replace¬ 
ment sale or another stab at a sale 
for next season in order to get off 
the nut. 
the nut. Another factor in the 

jy^lls” decision was poor station 
^ clearance, which was to be ex¬ 
pected for a sustairier at 6 p.m. 
Sunday. Had CBS found sponsor¬ 
ship, station picture might have 
improved. 

Gulf Oil Deal 
S^SS Continued^ from, page 31 

reasonable reimbursement: for the 
..effort 

NBC News will have the staff 
correspondent most expert in; the 
situation or closest to its>f 
occurrence (or both, when possible) 
backstop McGee. In. other words, 
NBC is laying open its entire press 
corps to Gulf. 

If by any chance, the $1,200,000 
Is. eaten up in the course of the 
season,, the network (at least when 
the proposal was made) promised 
to give Gulf right of. first refusal 
on any additional “Specials” that 
arise. 

Price for the time on each show 
will differ for reasons other than 
length.. A. lot will depend on the 
hour of the day and, also om how 
many NBC affils can clear on short 
notice. / 

Young & Rubicam, the Gulf 
agency, has been involved in the 
negotiations almost from the start 

JEFF’S COLLIE, the most watched dog in: 
America, offers you the best sales protec¬ 
tion a sponsor can have. Three wonderful 
years of this award-winning series ate now 
available. Why not wire today for informa¬ 
tion about them in your market? 

Independent Television Corporation . 488 Madison Aw.. n. Y. 22. pl 5-2100 

Chicago, Nov. 8. 
. Scott McLean, general sales 
manager of WLW, Cincinnati, has 
been named prexy of . the Quality 
Radio Group, succeeding Ward L. 
Quaal (WGNr ;Chi), who has held 
the post for six years. 

Stanton P. Kettler, exec yeep of 
St orer :Broadcasting, was named 
viceprez of QRG; and l)ah Cali- 
braro, asst, to Quaal and manager 
of public relations for WGN, was 
elected secretary-treasurer. Kettler 
and McLean were also elected. di-. 
rectors, of the organization,, along 
with William O; Wiseman, station 
manager of WOW, Omaha; Charles 
Gates, general sales manager, 
WGN; John L.. Vath, manager of 
WWL,. New O r 1 e an s; D o n a I d 
McGanrion, prexy of Westinghouse 
Broadcasting Co.;. Robert Cooper, 
station, manager, WSM, Nashville; 
arid Robert S. Smith, program 
manager, WOR, New York. 

24-City Nielsen 
is; Continued from page 22 

gers inherent in. projecting the 24- 
city reports into .anything like a 
national pattern. Trouble is that 
tastes vary from urban areas such 
as the 24-city lineup to the greater 
urbamrural mix in a national re¬ 
port; also, the 24-city covers cases 
of complete competition rather tha 
than the scatter involved in pro¬ 
gram . competition nationally. 

Most of all, the comparisons; be¬ 
tween the. 24-city and National re¬ 
ports.hit ABC. hard, because of the 
new: national base used by Nielsen 
in the national report. Instead of 
measuring ratings; for. program 
only in those areas where a pro¬ 
gram is shown (and thus compen¬ 
sating for -short; station lineups),. 
National Nielsen, now measures on 
the basis of total U. S. tv homes, 
meanirig that the- -larger a pro¬ 
gram’s lineilp, the better its chance 
for a higher rating. ABC, though 
its clearance problems are improv¬ 
ing, is still on the. short end of the. 
three-network race for station 
spreads. • 

Toss Out All TV-AM Rating Services 
Mexico City, Nov. 8. 

Audience ratings statistics and 
audience checks may get the bum’s 
rush in Mexico: At least this is 
what the National Chamber of the 
Radio Broadcasting and Television 
Industry plans to recommend to 
authorities. At present the organ¬ 
ization is busy gathering support¬ 
ing evidence to. prove that the 
ratings system is “incompetent and 
completely false.” 

This information was the high¬ 
light of meetings of industry exec- 

: titives duririg found table discus¬ 
sions as part of the celebration of 
Radio and TV Week on a con¬ 
tinental basis the first v'eck of this 
month. 

having “a firm legal value.” 
In messages by the four chief 

executives of Mexico, the U.S., 
Argentina and Uruguay, stress was 
on the need to expand guarantees 
of freedom of expression through¬ 
out the continent. As President 
Adolfo Lopez Mateos of Mexico 
said, “radio and television are 
valuable, potent arms which must 
be placed . at the service of truth 

, and right.” He added that the 
mediums have contributed enor¬ 
mously to harmonious relations and 
coexistence based on cooperation 
between nations offering a solid 
front for peace and justice. This 
has been achieved by “shrinking 
ideas.” 

• distances and interchange of 

While other discussions con¬ 
centrated onVpurely local problems 
arid" the rieed to standardize radi 
and tv procedures in Latin 
America, the attack on ratings 
services is a matter that apparently 
witl be pushed vigorously. Radio 
and tv execs here unanimously 
agreed - that all organizations, 
groups of persons or individuals 
making audience checks or ratings, 
including: “famous institutes and 
organizations,’;’ Operate. on “a com¬ 
pletely false basis outside of all 
reality.” 

The ratings, according to the 
Chaihber, are not “working legally 
nor are they true and carefully col¬ 
lected statistics.” Instead, there Is 
considerable falsification and mis¬ 
construing of data gathered, the 
Chamber added, with this working 
to the detriment of radio and tele¬ 
vision stations at one tirtie or an¬ 
other; :- 

As a remedy, the Chamber plans 
to urge for the suppression of the 
ratings , services and the institution 
of a new division in the Depart¬ 
ment of National Economy’s 
Bureau of Statistics. This new 
agency would; handle audience 
checks with its. statisitcs more in 
conformity with reality as W’ell as 

Courtney 
Continued from pax? 23 

ney will operate in MCA TV’s na¬ 
tional sales division, devoting full 
time to network deals. Move is 
effective Nov5. 22. 

Courtney left NBC on his own. 
Just this year he was given control 
of both daytime and nighttime pro¬ 
gram administration, to leave pro¬ 
gram chief David Levy free to 
work on production. Levy has not 
picked a successor to fill Court- 

f ney’s shoes as vicepresident, ad¬ 
ministration. 

Having come up to NBC pro¬ 
gramming via the network’s sales 
department, Courtney maintained 
constant touch with the agencies, 

| besides doing the daily admi ’ - 
trative chores. 

Cincinnati — Lila Lambert, 
WKRC promotion and merchandis¬ 
ing manager, added the newly- 
created post of publicity manager 
to her exec chores. Donald Hardin, 

! newly appointed advertising man- 
! ager of Taft-affiliated WKRC-TV, 
J was mid-central regional promo¬ 
tion manager here for TV Guide 

| since 1958, 

Quality runs in the family. .. Don’t be Vague... ask for Haig 4 Haig 
BL ENOED SCOTS WHISKY, 6 0.8 PROOF, RENF1ELD IMPORTERS, LTD., H. Y. 
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this is the largest broadcasting news staff in local broadcasting history 
. . Newscaster John Facenda and WCAU-TY news dircetor Charles 
Shaw will be seen for five minutes out of every half-hour with coverage 
ot local election contests on Election- nights . . WPEN planned round- 
the-clock election news. Broadcast operations were directed by program 
dir ector Jerry White, with news director Jules Rind as “anchor man” 
. . The W'FII, Show Wagon jxvith Robert E. Klose, Bill Webber, Paul 
Norton ai d J. J. Moran featured at the Automobile Show in Convention 
Hal. a-12 ;i 

I. \ SAX FfiAXCISCO 
Wes’inghou^e’s KPIX is improving its Frisco, studios and offices to 

the turn* f $65,000. according; to building permit , . Jim Winterrowd, 
cx-KKOX. joined KGO-TY as production and ad artist and Howard 
Harden was named a KGO-TY staff director . , KQED, Frisco, and 
KYfE. Sacramento, inaugurated their ETY microwave link Monday <7> 
with talk by Gov. Edmund G, 'Pat- Broun . . Robert J. Somerville, 
ex—aloMcan for KNTY, San |Jose. joined Young. Television Corp. as 
salesman KRON opened doors to 85 teachers on Business-Education 
I)::'- . students from San Francisco State College deejaying vi 
CJo'den We t's KSFO on special, hour-long Sunday night program every 
v.eek . . KGO-AM radio salesman A1 McKay engaged to Karen Webster 
of KGO-TY -ales serxiee". L\I (Jazzbo) Collins joined KSFO. 

IX PITTSBURGH 
KI>KA oh erved its 40th year in broadcasting on Nov.This is 

ti:e (hate it first took the air in 1920 with, the Harding-Cox election 
return- Anni broach-aM. was from 8 to 10 but the buildup, for the show 
x a- -plead out over a two-xyerk period with', .all. types of celebrities 
so;.dir..; ii- typed congratulation-. President Eisenhower sent his in the 
im:-; <>t letter to WBC president Donald II. McGannon. Recording 
ar;i-t- i.f all hweN congratulated the’ station and the station usually’ 
lephed b; p-axing one of the rtist’s records . . . “The Fifth Dimension.’* 
an in?en-:ve -ix-part series -exploring such, subjects as alcoholism and 
cell 'ge -*udents xvill boxv on WIIC on Nov. 26. The station's Fritz 
Klfibacker v. i!l produce in cooperation with V of Pittsburgh. NBC 
i»e*x\ - c-.m mer.tator Martin Ag'r.onsky x\ ill narrate, 

f.\ DETROIT 
Pianist Roger Williams i- tlie second arti-t to be honored by CKLW 

which recently had a Percy Faith Day. plaxing his mu.-ic from 7 a.ni. 
to midnight. Same deal for Williams and station says it- plans more 
b<'ca\r-e ot entlm-da-tie support of listeners ... In .a “Win A Disk 
J. u-kox” conte-t in which listeners told what they would do if they Could- 
bon ou a spinner for a day. CKLW disk jockeys did these chores—Toby 
Daxid xi-ited hospitals with his letter writer: Joe Van did the house¬ 
work and baby sat for the woman xxho borrowed him for a day; Bob 
Staton e-' orted a WAC to dinner and Bud Davies took the wife of 
another disk jockey in Fort Waxne to dinner because her husband was 
spinning records at the time . . Thomas W. Bookmyer has joined the. 
sales staff at WJBK-TV . . . CKLW radio and tv recently staged a blood 
donation plea which resulted in 1.820 pints of blodo being added to the 
Canadian Red Cross' blood bank. 

IX CLEVELAND . 
Bill Fields is a nexv announcer at KYW Radio, and he is the second 

Negro' announcer to be hired by the Wcstinghouse station. He worked 
at radio stations in Cincinnati and Nashville and had freelanced in 
Chicago for five years before coming here . WDOK xvill go to a 
24-hour-a-day good music operation later this month .... WJYVVTV set 
up cameras on Public Square to carry Ike’s speech live for 45 .minutes. 
WERE Radio did the same thing . . . WJMO Radio h«>s moved from its 
suburban C’lexelan'd Heights station to quarters on Euclid Ave., closer 
to the area it wants to reaciv with its broadcasts. 

LX MILW AUKEE . J 
Chuck Faber, WTMJ-TV, announcer, has been doing the Hathaway- 

shirt black eye patch bit while recovering from the eye surgeon’s knife 
. . Barbara Orteig is the nexy hostess on WISN-T,V’s “Open House” at 
roan croxs-the-board . . , WFMR’s elaborate program guide has ex¬ 
panded to 80 pages. Incidentally Ray Boyle,-managing director of the 
Fred Miller Theatre, has a | by lined piece “Directing For an Arena 
Theatre.” in better music station WMFR’s November program guide 
. . . WMVS-TV, Milwaukee Vocational School and Adult station, cur¬ 
rently offers a telecourse in' “Technical Mathematics,” presented by 
Milwaukee Institute of Technology, with Paul T. Witzke, instructor in 
Math and Electronics conducting the course, Mondays and Wednesdays 
at 9:30 a m. . . . WTMJ-TV purchased 62 post 1948 films for telecasting 
- . . WMYS-TV increases transmitting power in mid-November, with 
equipment noxv being installed. 

London, Nov, 8.. 
j Indie film producer John Baxter 
* has been named executive con- 
' tf oiler: of TWWy the commercially 
j cbmpany •: operating in. Wales and 
; the WesGof'England.. The appoint-, 
j ment, . xvhicli will rank second to 
that of managing director Alfred 
Francis, is effective as of this week. 

One of Baxter’s best .known.-film's 
is “Love on the Dole,” and in 

more recent year- she. was guiding 
light behind Group Three, the com- 
pany set up under the aegis of the 

| National Film, Finance Corp., to en¬ 
courage new creative talent, in the 
industry. 

j §25 Years Ago This Week! 
tFrom Variety Ndv. 6, 1933) 

Mut.uai. Broaeicasting Co, became 

thQ third major radio!, network 

with ipking of a 10-e.ily lineup; - ■■ 
cludi g KXX Los Angeles..! 

WGX, Chicago, V OR. Newark, and ! 

WLW.-.-C-incih among the. keys..; 

Finalization' of. the Coast'outlet xvas 1 

the holdup; start of operations xvas j 

\v set. for Jan. 1. 1;930: j 

l .The Nazis banned all. “Negro!.-jazz-v 

■music” from their and ! 

:tlie. director of Berlin radio y arned 
j it would not be-“pei;mitted to creep 

into broadcasts.,.in ‘disguise.” :j 

I The informal ‘'house party” j 
'..format came along in the form of; 

a 26-woek. deal for a “Mar’y -Hick:- , 
ford House. Party" to originate ■ 
from her Pickfair home in "B.eyhills j 

: NBC. .lee Manufacturers, of j 
America \va>. the sponsor. ; 

. Donahue. & Co I 

A1 Zugsmith vyas fired as band, 
manager of the. CBS Artists.Bureau I 

. in a spat xvith Ralph; Wonder, j' 

..Billy Rose originated his radio I 
series Version, of “jumbo” from : 
the ilippbdrome in New York. In ! 

■appraising the idea/ Variety’s ' 
Odcc found the: sh good; and 
noted that “Jimmy Durante is 
brought into his own for the first ; 
time’’ as an air performer: Land,] 
however, reporting from the Hip- 

[ podrome itself, said that the on- 
tlie-spot broadcast didn’t help th ; 
show any. i 

Legit managers xvere mplam- 
ing- of a shortage of youthful 
actors;, they had either, gone to 
Hollywood or xygre radio-minded. 
Some projects were being held, up 
because key roles couldn’t be cast. 

Space-time sxyaps — newspaper i 
ad space for radio commercials for 
the dailies — xxere swamping 
Philadelphia; but the staid Bulletin 
nixed siich deals. ' 

A front page Variety editorial 
indicted the groxving booking of 
strippers as “the killer of vaude-. 
x'ille.” It advised theatres booking: 
the strip shows' to think twice 
about what it xv uld do to iheir 
theatres. 

Rehearsal pay xvas blamed for 
the high number, of quick legit 
folds this season on Broadway. 

; Continued from page 45 ; 

card in a strip joint and got taken 
for $1,700 in two days (“can’t help 
getting the idea these girls and 
bartenders .are working together,” 
he surmised in a moment of daz¬ 
zling. truth'; a secretly taped chat 
xvith a couple of prosties xvaxing 
critical about B-girls (“ gix*e' 'em 
something for their money”) arid 
interviews xvith the Mayor and. a 
Councilman xvho is tiying to insti¬ 
tute nexy legislation to more effec-. 
tix'ely deal xvith . the rackets. 

. Musical director Rick. Shaw, 
backed the production with art un¬ 
obtrusive score out of the disk files 
for solid dramatic effect. JEHU. 

PRESS TABLE 
With Hardy Burt, Eugene Lyons, 

Leon Dennen 
Producer: Burt 
25 Mins., Sat. (5) 7:03 p.m. 
WOR. N. Y, 

“Press Table.” featuring Hardy 
Burt as moderator in a discussion; 
of'-"th" Presidential campaign’s1 

ress coverage xvith Reader’s Di- 
u e s t European, editor Eugene 
Lyons and NEA syndic’s Leon. 
Deiinen. xvas 'a -orie-sliot experi¬ 
ment by WOR, New York indi ... 
which features! a lot of talk sh ws 
through the day but few on the 
loft: * subjects. 

In the 25-minute format., .the 
gentlemen of the press hardly liad. 

chance"to. really warm up. hut 
-the: experiment bowed promise 
when the: participants. xxere; urged 
by Burt into a criticism of tieir 

wn-- professi . . 
.. After bandying the religious. is¬ 
sue in. the Presidential campaign 
to little effect, the Tbundtable dis-: 
cussed tl; ’ and s of news-. 
pap*'r bias ele,.iipn covei’age. 
Wlnle the"newsmen, at fust hedged, 
at . xxindup they Were getting 
around to specifics of the coverage 
on the New York scene, particu¬ 
larly regarding the; Times and Her¬ 
ald Tribune. 

Burt ..handled the brief se-. 
iii. okay fashion, tmt hao a ten¬ 
dency to toss around meaningless 
labels (•‘Kennedy’s a liberal can¬ 
didate—of eburse. Nixon is liberal, 
too ! . He {Walter .Lippniann) is 
an influence on. the intelligentsia”,'. 

As a. regular entry, show could 
neeivably gain a distinctive 

iche by sticking to press criticism 
by professionals. Bilf. 

Wecliiesdiy, November % I960 

—i WKAT NEW AFFILIATE 
FOR CBS-AM IN MIAMI 

., WKAT, the Miami Indie ope-; 
taken rated by Mrs. A.. Frank Katzeh*. 

• ^nd tine' 'viI^ affiliate with CB3 Radio 
ther,” effectiv Nov. 28. It succeeds 

daz- WGBS, the Storer flagship, as the 
l chat CBS affiliate, with - the Storer sta- 

e^'ern tion in turn going indie; 
) arid Affiliation takes effect the same 
md a dihte the xyeb's nexxr Program Goit- 
insti- splidation Plan modifications, elirn- 
effec-1 inating the soaps and upbeating 

•' riexvs coxerage, goes into; effect. 
Shaxv WKAT, which cooperates xvith a 
n un- ! strong accent, on pubaiffairs. pro- 
c files gramming. .affiliated . xvtih .CBS 
HU. ('because °f the, expended news; 

ironically, .WGBS; dropped CBS be- 
’ cause of the. nexys expansion, Since 

voits iitinterferi.>V xvith its own ex ten- 
s, i sive local coverage. 

ANOTHER WINNER BY THE PUBLIC’S VOTE! 

“MANHUNT’’ 
7 Stations 470/ 3 Stations 3 Stations ecn/ 3 Stations Caa/ 
LOS ANGELES 0170 Pins. 8970 NEW ORLEANS 0070 ALBANY 5ZO/0 

For Further Details Contact 

IENCE SHARE—SOURCE ARS I960 

SCREENviGEMS, INC. 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA FICTURESvCOrK 

711 Rftli Avenue. New York 22 PL 1-4432 
NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO HOUSTON HOLLYWOOD ATLANTA TORONTO 

Shulton 
^^^^:Contimied from page 

a month on the road, visiting 42. 
cities, making the holiday deals. 
Amory lias some solid experience 
in. the syndie side of the biz, top, 
no small assist in the project. He 
had been, prexy and chairman of 
the board, of UM&M, the outfit ac*> 
quired by National Telefilm ^As¬ 
sociates. 

In the key markets of N:Y.. Los 
Angeles and Chicago, indies WPIX, 
KTTV and WGN-TV, respectively, 
have been lined up. “The Race for 
Space.” Shultori’s initial national 
spot plunge, xvas telecast on 104 
stations last spring. Toiletries out¬ 
fit; pleased xvith the local aid- 

romo job done by stations and the 
prime time secured, plans to stick 
to the “fourth network” policy. 
Probably aiding Shulton in secur¬ 
ing prime time is the spot money 
spent by the toiletry outfit through¬ 
out, the year, 

Cowles’ WNEW-TV Slot 
Symon B. Cowles has been 

named director, of advertising and 
promotion for WNEW-TV, Metro¬ 
politan Broadcasting Co.’s N. Y. 
indie, Cowles is shifting over from 
the same slot .at WTTG^ Met’s 
Washington outlet. 

Prior to his D. C. post, Covyles 
was ad-promotion director of 
WCKT-TV, Miami. 

Secret Ingredient 
SSSSS. Continued from page .23 

Godfrey. Art Linkletter or. a 
Gavry Moore into such 
ming. pattern. 

There are any of . clients 
riding GaiTow; Linklciter and 
.Godfrey; on ,thciT rc.s 
ing shows-, ith Paar in the later, 
late, segment, w ho,x\ould,bi'a\'e that 
extra excitement .And shot in- th 
arm through a prime time identifi-. 
cat-ibii with their, favorite "star: 
This particularly, applies to spon¬ 
sors eager for a special merchan¬ 
dising. job preceding major holi¬ 
days such, as Easter, Mother's Day, 
Father's Day. Thanksgiving. Grad-, 
nation Day. Christmas, etc To a 
late nite Pabr client or an early 
morning .Garroway client, it’s more 
than .-worth the. additional tariff to 
ridb xvith them, in priine time 
posure and retaining tlie star-prod¬ 
uct identification. 

While it’s readily conceded (arid 
even established f on the charts that 
the participation formula on hour 
programming, leaxes. much to be. 
desired in terms of sponsor identi¬ 
fication. xvith a lot of advertisers 
walkiRg 'away from it. the idea .of., 
having your own .star plug your, 
product in prime time, or exeri do¬ 
ing the lead-i . has a fascination 
that can’t be minimized. There’a. 
hardly a client lip and doxv Madi¬ 
son Ave. xvho doesn't relish it. 

Idea for the .participating Gar- 
roway special xvas the joint brain¬ 
child. of Jerry Danzig and Bill 
Storke, NBC execs attached to th» 

! Participating Programs Unit (Gar- 
roxvay & Paark Once they got th® 
go-ahead they: had the show, sold 
clean e\ren before the talent or 
format were known. 

EMMETT KELLY 
Mgt.: LEONARD^ GREEN 
300 I. 5lst SL, New York 

PL 1-1744 

f J; 
*^-011 JEWELRY< & FtJRSr^ 
SILVERWARE • STAMPS • CAMERAS, El* 
w . 'ImmedJAto Cuh! No Red Ikpet 

• * Cold Stone* 
All Aiticte IoHifad 

111 KASKEDS,.,.*. 
New Yotk’a Ie*diof Purnbroler . 

41W. 57th St. (Private Ent thru Bldg.) 

MANY HAPPY RETURNS! As “The Jack Sterling Shoxv” 
celebrates its 12th year on the air, it’s many happy 
returns for Eastern Air Lines and Franklin Savings 
Bank who have been sponsors since the birth of 
the show—and for Pall Mall and Breyer’s Ice Cream 
who have been members of the family for over__ _ 
5 years. This happy, profitable long-term relation- A CBS OWNED REPRESENTE0 
ship between show and sponsor is another reason {JrJjY cVannii bycbs RADip 
why, in New York, the one to g'rOwon is WGBS Radio. KADIU vlAIIUN SPOT SALES 
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TOP ASCAP PUBS EYE BMI COS. 
[ Fating N.Y. Withholding Tax WANT CRACK AT Col Expanding South-of-the-Border; 
With Appeal to Gov. Rockefeller ALL PIC WRITERS RouSemonl VP. for Latin Am. 

The Record Industry Assn, of; 
- America is trying to block the pos¬ 
sibility of an exodus of recording 
activities from New: York State. 
The possibility of . diskers scram¬ 
ming N.Y. stems from a recently-, 
enacted regulation requiring with¬ 
holding taxes to be deducted from 
royalties of- non-resident artists 
who record in N.Y. 

In. its first move to prevent the 
exodus, the RIAA, in a; petition: 
through its legal, counsel Ernest S.. 
Meyers, has asked Governor Nel¬ 
son A. Rockefeller to have the reg¬ 
ulation repealed of modified, and. 
pointed .out..that hundreds, of local 
musicians and technicians are faced 
with loss of employment if record.: 
companies transfer their recording 
sessions; to other parts - of the j 
country. 

The petition, also pointed out that 
hrany artists who do. not Jive in 
N.Y. have already indicated tliejf 

willingness to be saddled with ■ 
another; tax and are pressuring to 
have the recording sessions held 
elsewhere. 

It also made the point that the 
basis of the tax on ..a non-resident 
artist's royalties ' in itself, iin-, 
realistic because o.nly: a small por¬ 
tion of his activities are represent¬ 
ed in a recording, session. “In the. 
case of a n.on-residenf-artis.t,” the 
RIAA- said; “the overwhelming pro¬ 
portion of the activity is performed 
outside of the. State; It is beyond 
the borders of N.Y.-that such an 
artist rehearses the repertoire to 
be recorded and the taped recorded 
performances are customarily sent 
to other states where, the: actual ' 
phonograph records are then manu¬ 
factured and sold. throughout the 

;v. s.” '' ' 
The RIAA called the. regulation, 

wholly inconsistent .with the public 
interest and without legal basis and 
requested the Governors aid in re¬ 
pealing or changing the law;. 

On AFM Carpet 
Hollywood. Nov,. 8. 

. The American Federation of 
Musicians has intensified its- 
crackelown on musicians violating f ion’s “antitracking regulation by i 

inging charges against 37 Los | 
Angeles musicians that worked, a l 
Jerry Lewis recording date Oct; 19. } 

Union, is charging that batoneer ‘ 
Lou Brown; music. contractor - Al J 
Lapin and .35 Local 47 musicians ■ 

. violated the AFM’s existing labor 
contracts by first recording five 
vocals with Lewis and then later 
recording the ..same five arrange¬ 
ments minus Lewis’ singing. The;- 
violatiqn took place at Pattie Ent. 
Inc., a company which : operates 
under an. AFM recording license 
issued to Lewis: The Union did 
not disclose what disciplinary ac¬ 
tion, if any; it would take against 
the comic. 

This marks the second crack-} 
down. in less than two weeks in a ; 
drive headed by AFM prexy Heiv 
man Keiiih to. put a halt to ''track¬ 
ing,” a device by which instfur 
mental accojnpanimeht is recorded 
separately for subsequent dubbing 
in of Vocals. 

“Tracking is an unartistic shoft- 
cut that further reduces the work 
hours of musicians already dis¬ 
tressed by widespread unemploy¬ 
ment,” Kenin declared. . He added: 
that the Federation will proceed in 
every instance where proof may¬ 
be' obtained against its own mem¬ 
bers and the AFM-licensed. record- . 
ing-companies that practice “track-.' 
ing.” ' 

Phy(Ms Akers Joins Rank 
Phyllis Akers has joined Rank 

Hecofds as production manager. 
Before joining Rank, Miss Akers 

bad been production chief for 
ABCrParambunt for four years and 
with Gotham Recording for five 
years as production control man¬ 
ager. 

Harry Ruby’s Autobiog 
Harry Ruby’s autobiog for Simon 

& Schuster will have a titular sa¬ 
lute from the spngsmith to . hts 
w.k. penchant for baseball He 
plans to call it “Drop The Other 
Shoe.” An alternate title is “Noth-, 
ing Is Forever.” 

Some of Ruby’s byliners in the 
Variety Anniversary Number will 

be included in his . S&S memoir. 
He has .been Working on the book 
for some years and it may. be ready 
for 1961-62 publication. He pow; 
wowed with the pub last week- 
while, east for an ASCAP meeting, 

LA. Grand Jury 
Indicts Septet 
For Disk Forgery 

Los. Angeles;. Nov. 8. 
The grand jury of Los'Angeles 

county moved last week to indict 
seven persons who were previously 
arrested for alleged disk counter¬ 
feiting. Named in the indictment 
were Brad Atwood, Pete Korelich, 
Leonard T. Warren, Euaerie Alli¬ 
son; Robert E. Allison, Charles L. 
Richards and William Thompson;, 

The men \yere arrested in raids 
made on Oct. .’2.. by the LiA. district 
attorney’s office and 35 detectives: 
Approximately 3.900 bogus .. disks 
were seized - at that time. At the 
Korelich Manufacturing’ Co. plant, 
the detectives .discovered Verve 
labels Hidden behind a secret panel 
and masters hidden in a false bar¬ 
rel bottom. 

. .. The defendants, were indicted on 
the following four.counts: (It coii- 
spiracy to commit grand theft and 
"violate the California trade mark 
statute; <2j grand theft against 
Command and ABC-Paramount 

t Continued on page 53) 

An “agonizing reappraisal” of 
thie longstanding policy of 100% 
loyalty to the American $oeiety of 
Composers, Authors & Publishers 
on the part of. the. top publishers 
is now taking place in light of a 
new situation brought about by 
internal : Society ' stresses and 
stepjped-up' competition by Broad¬ 
cast Music Inc. It’s known that 
some. , of the top publishers, ex¬ 
clusively ASCAP, are now seri¬ 
ously thinking about opening BMI 
affiliates purely, as a matter of 
self-preservation; 

One major publishing exec 
pointed to the Hollywood situation 
where a flock of top film score 
writers have indicated their inten¬ 
tion to defect from ASCAP to join 
BMI at the start of 1961. “If we 
can’t get the Government to 
equalize the competition for talent 
between BMI and ASCAP, in 
which the former can offer sub¬ 
stantial guarantees in longterm 
deals,, then how are ASCAP coi - 
panies going to get film music 
without opening BMI firms?” 

He said: “No publisher can or 
wants to dictate to any film pro¬ 
ducer what composer he should 

; use. The producer is interested in. 
j the best talent for the assignment 
and if it’s a BMI writer, then 
there’s no reason why he shouldn’t 
be hired. But where does that 
leave the 100% ASCAP publishers 
in an important area of the pub¬ 
lishing business?” 

.Performing rights societies have 
their idealistic aspects, the pUb- 

; Usher said., but they’re basically 
business enterprises. “If publishers 

/Can operate more efficiently with 
[ ASCAP and BMI affiliates, then 
| that’5 the way to - conduct busi¬ 
ness,” lie said. • ‘‘As far as having 
BMI-affiliated publishers on the 
ASCAP board, that’s only a buga¬ 
boo with; some ASCAP loyalists, but 
now the#' are going to. have to live 
with the fact; that Edwin H. (Bud¬ 
dy) Morris, who has a major BMI 
firm in Meridian Music, has al¬ 
ready been elected to the. ASCAP 

(Continued on page 54) 

Kaye’s 3-Way Spread 
Sammy Kaye how has a 

three-way percentery pai l ay 
for his band bookings. He’s 
spreading out his commission 
for the concert, tv and orie- 
nighter fields. 

Handling Kaye for con¬ 
certs is the William Morri 
Agency, for tv is General Art¬ 
ists Corp., and for one-niters 
is Joe Glaser’s Associated 
Booking Corp. 

High Court KOs 
Rose’s Claim To 

"Gang’ Renewal 
Billy Rose’s application for 

rehearing of his.- against 
{Bourne Music on the renewal as¬ 
signment on “That Old Gang Of 
{Mine” has been denied by the 
I U. S. Supreme Court., Ros. had 
' appealed the decision of the U. S. 
: Court of Appeals. Supreme Court 
i decision winds up any further 
i legalistics - on the “Gang” hassle. 
| Case was;a key significance for 
. the music biz since it challenged a 
{type of renewal assignment.used in 
i contracts covering hundreds of top 
• standards written during the 1920s 
and right up to 1932 when the 
Songwriters Protective Assn, (now 

. the . American Guild of Authors & 
. Composers) was formed. Under the 

old pacts, songwriters generally 
handed over the renewal assign¬ 
ment to the publishers at the time 
of the original contract. 

Rose, joined in the case by 
“Gang” co-writers Ray Henderson 
and the late Mort Dixon; said this 
renewal was invalid because, there 
was no ’’consideration” given to 
the songwriters. The lower courts, 
however, stated that the contract 
was legal; 

OUT SOON! 

55th Anniversary Number 

Will baye as some of ils features—a complete track record of the 
records, songs and trends of the music business. An expert look 
into the future, domestic and international. Will make tins issue 

valued reference so that your sales message has a continuity 
of exposure. 

Forms Closing Shortly Usual Advertising Rates Prevail 

Special Exploitation Advantages 

Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office 

NEW YORK 36 
154 W. 44th S». 

HOLLYWOOD 28 
6404 Sunset Blvd. 

CHICAGO 11 
400 N. Michigan Ava. 

LONDON. S.W. 1 
4f St. JamasY St. 

Piccadilly 

With South America steadily de¬ 
veloping as a potent market for 
Columbia Reoords, diskeiy is prop¬ 
ping a step-up in activity there and 
has set Peter de Rougernont as 
veepee for Latin and South 
American operations: It marks the 
first time that Col has had a veep 
on the international level. 

De Rougernont, who has been 
associated with Col’s S.A. opera¬ 
tions since 1953, will have full re¬ 
sponsibility for the company’s sub- 
sids in Argentina, Brazil and Mex¬ 
ico as well as licensing arrange¬ 
ments in Chile, Columbia, Ecuador, 
Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. Col 
has recording studios in Rio de 
Janeiro, Buenos Aires and Mexico 
City and has manufacturing facil¬ 
ities in many of the Latin and S.A. 
countries. 

According to de Rougernont, Col 
has now captured about 30% of the 
S.A. market with Argentina and 
Brazil leading the way with a 
$2,000,000 and $1,200,000 take, re¬ 
spectively. This is a development 
that started eight years ago when 
Col only had the Mexican outlet. 

t There'll now be an increase of 
Ithe release schedule there and 
j some of the S.A.-made platters 
will also be keyed for U.S. distribu- 

. tion. Nat Shapiro, head or Col’s 
international artists & repertoire. 
Will screen the S.A.-produced plat- 

iters for their sales possibilities, in 
| this country. There are now about 
j 100 artists under contract to Col 
in the various S.A. countries, 

j It's also expected that there’ll 
i be a bigger flow of U.S.-made disks 
j into S.A.. and on this Ie\ el de 
; Rougernont suggests that the 
j American publishers should pre- 
] pare Spanish lyric versions of their 
‘ songs along with the English. He 
[ points out that there should be no 
! difficulty in getting a close Sp3n- 
j ish translation since the. teenagers 
[there are quite similar to their 
; Yankee counterparts in habits and 
ideas? 

De Rougernont joined Columbia 
Argentina as manager when it was 
founded in 1953. In November, 
1959, he was. named director of 

• S.A. operations. 

BMI Laughing 
Dp Its Roster 

Latching onto the new vogue of 
comedy LP disks, Broadcast Mu¬ 
sic Inc. has moved to sign lip a 
flock of comedy performers who 
write their own material. Already 
signed, with BMI are Bob Newhart, 
Shelley Berman, Andy Griffith and 
Mort Sahl. Dave Gardner, another 
comic on disks, is now dickering 
with BMI for a deal, 

j Interest of BMI in the comics 
stems from the big potential of 
broadcast plays of their LPs. As 
copyrighted material, these disks 
can earn performance coin just 
like songs do. 

BMI has also inked novelist Max 
Shulman. as a songwriter. Shul- 
man wrote “The Ballad of Dobi* 
Gillis,” with Lionel Newman for 

. the tv series which Shulman cre¬ 
ated. 

Three Mere Disk Firms 
In FTC Payola Parade 

Washington, Nov. 8. 
Federal Trade Commission has 

okayed consent orders barring 
three disk firms from shelling out 
payola to get their pioduct broadr 
cast 

Involved were: Scepter Music 
Inc., New York; Old Town Record 
Corp., N.Y.; and James Higgings 
and Robert West, doing business 
as B&H Distributing Co., Detroit. 
The consent decrees were worked 
out jointly by FTC staffers and the 
companies and don't carry any ad¬ 
mission of guilt. 
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and Disks I Album Reviews 
-By HERM SCHOEXFELD- 

Don Meehan Jay : “AN OPEN 
LETTER TO .MR. KHRUSHCHEV” 
!.•>-.* :•> an effective propaganda 
si !•> y. is?; a rcligio.-o anti-Comnui- 
rii>l Uric .v.ron'-iiy delivered jby 
D >r. Meehan with a brief intro ( . 
Yik'-or J.mnimets. the Soviet sailor 
v.h* rt\*.-:i?’v jumped ship to jre- 
!!:«•, m U ■> U S. “BEAUTIFiTL 
I.\nv r: WHITE” 'Joy* 'ji a 
gMo-.i reii.tb^o vocal side. ji 

The Innocents Indigo*: 
“PEEXSi: MR. SUN” i Weiss ]j & 
BMITA a bit of a few years a^o. 
ielurns in the peculiarly cool stjj-’e 
ot thi- nuking team. “GEE WHIZ” 
(Record)- L a teen-anglod Slide 
aU-> due tor wide play. j> 

Mickey & Sylvia'RCA VICTOR1. 
••WHAT WOULD I DO” 'Aiaddin- 
Ren Gj.r/i- a good rocking item, 
is i»nen a stylish slice by this 
combo. now on the comeback trial. 

‘ Frederick -) is a solid rhythm side, 
i The Harptons (Coedh “ANSWER 

ME, MY LOVE” (Bourne*) is a 
strong rocking ballad projected 
with potent commercial impact by 

• this combo. ‘'RAIN DOWN KISS¬ 
ES” (Winnelont* is another neat 
rhythm slice. 

June Yalii (Mercury1 “WEEP 
FOR ME LOVER” (RegentO is a 

i potent rocking torch song sharply 
belted bv this fine songstress. 

, BORROWED KISSES” (Pren¬ 
tice*' L an okay ballad in a similar 
groove. 

, Champ . Butler fFive-Tenh 
“ROCK HUDSON ROCK” (Ma- 

, ma'leen •a cute jumping tune; gets 
“■a'slick ride by this singer. “LET’S 
.YOU AND ME” (MamaleenO is; a 
‘ smooth ballad in a swinging for¬ 
mat. - I 

Lori Phillips (PRD: “FALLING 

LAWRENCE WELK 
Pres nts It is : Newest T)ot Single 

‘‘LAST DATE” 
Featuring-Frank;-Scott at the Piano 

( ’ W ‘‘Remember Lolita.") ' 
. Dot -No. 16145 

Best Bets 
ELYl> PRESLEY.ARE YOU LONESOME TONIGHT 

(RCA Vidor).. . Jl., . . I Gotta Know 
E'ris Presley's “Are Vow j! Lonesome Tonight” (Etourrie-Crom- 

Harks up another smash hit in this restrained workover of 
the oUii>\ “1 Gotta Know” < Alamo* > is a bright rhythm tune also' 
d»> tor lotsa spins. '[ 

MARV JOHNSON HAPPY DAYS 
(l nitcil Artists).j..Baby, Baby 
Marr Johnson's "Happy Days” Uobcte-) is a solid rocking ballad 

projected irith solid commercial impact by this young sin er. “Baby, 
■ Baby’' iJobete- » is a Jamiliar rhythm, groove. 

RAY CHARLES..... RUBY 
(\BC-Paraniount) Hard-Hearlcd Hannali 

Ray Charles’ "Ruby” f Miller*- i is a standout workover of this 
film tun-- hit of a few years ago and should repeat the dick pattern; 
“Hard Hearted Hannah” * Advanced* > i.\ a colorful slice of a potent 
nidi-' which should share the-plays. 

Gl V MITCHELL ..*|i. . . SUNSHINE GUITAR 
(Columbia) Kiiliir Around In The Rai 

Guy MitH-fR's “Sunshine Gni1 r” •Jack-Do* / is nifty, shuffling 
rhythm ballad delivered in infectious stipe tor a big payoff. “Ridin’ 
Artr-'d in the Rain" •Joy*'' is uother highly pleasing slice. 

WAND V J VCKSON . . . MEAN, MEAN. MEAN 
(Capilol) Happy. Happy Birthday 

Wanda Jackson's “Mean, Mean, . lean” (Central* > is a hard-driv¬ 
ing rhythn- number belted ro the hilt in a lowdown groove aimed - 
for the juke set. “Happy, Happy Birthday” i Arc-Donna • X is a good 
reprise (if this rocking standard. 

DEBBIE REYNOLDS ... SATISFIED—PART 2 
(Dot) .J Rain In Cherry Blossom Time I 

Debbie Reynolds' “Satisfied—Part 2” tJ'eneva:: is another rol- 
bd ing rhyihnt number projected in an-about style due to ntop up. 
tfifj ih-> teenagers, “h Looks Like. Rain in Cherry Blossom. Lane” 
i E. H. Morris' j is a neat, straight slice-of the oldie, 

DORSEY BU-RNETTE. . .THE RIVER «: THE MO l NT AIN 
(Era) ... . y......... .. This Hotel 
Dorsey Burnette's “The Mountain and the River” (Sherman- 

DeVorzo-i is an excellent jballad in a big vocal and instrumental 
setting th :'ll nab spins. "T^iis Hotel" f Bamboo’ w interesting 
jail-house piece of material. :: 

Christmas season in- the Nutty 
Squirrels’ “Please Don’t Take Our 

'Tree For Christmas” (Jason*); a 
.-jilting, number With an occasional 
zany squirrel sound. Fli is. “Nutty 
Noel” (C-Hear-DougaU i is another 
cute-sounding side. On the same 
label, .Mitch Miller & His Gang 
have - a standout ' moppet-angled 
tune in “Must Be Santa” (HoIlistU 
a cumulative song done.With full 
chorus. Backihg is another excel¬ 
lent holiday entry; “Christmas 
Spirit” iKorw ih*.i done in. the same 
manner. Another pleasing straight- 

■ forward'Xmas-'item is Ruth Lyons 
”A11 Because of. Christ m ” \Can- 
dee*', also. on,. Columbia.. 

On the Kapp label, the Pete 
King Chorale has come .dp; with a 
tasteful holiday entry ' “The Lit¬ 
tle Shepherd. Boy”. (Garland*! 
while Verve has Ella Fitzgerald 
swinging “Jingle Bells” (JataptUat 
the top of her form.; 

* ASGAP. ,t BMI. 

Orchestra of America 
Latches Onto Jazz Via 

Goodman, MJQ Dates 
Orchestra of America, which be¬ 

gins season number two at Cary 
negie Hall. N.Y.. on Nov. 16, is 
recognizing jazz. First concert will 
have Benny. Goodman; second the 
Modern-Jazz Quartet. Single ticket 
sale for the First two (of five) con¬ 
certs is better^ than the series 
ticket sale.. The hope of innovator- 
i mpresario Richard Korn, is that 
those attending the . jazz concerts 
may be tempted to try the others; 

Experience of first year has i 
dicated a prevailing- ignqrahce 
with the. pubiic that “American” 
music does, not necessarily . imply, 
modern dissonance. Korn’s . reper- 

j. (Continued on page- 53) 

Don Costa: “Echoing Voices and 
Trombones” (UA’s Ultra Audio), 
United Artists . Records is kicking 
off its new Ultra Audio line with 
striking impact on the “sound con-; 
scious” package market. Qne of five 

. LPs in tlie initial release. Don Costa 
has come up W ith a series of super-: 
latiye vocal ensemble and instru¬ 
mental arrangements with accent 
on massed trombone effects. The 
steveo effects are brilliant, but 
without intruding on the musical 
selections which include such fine 
oldies as ‘‘Day In, Day Out,” ‘‘The 
Breeze and I.” “Just In Time,” 
“I'm. Beginning To See The Light,”. 
“Thou Swell” and “Nice Work If 
Y’ou Can Get It.” 

“Frankie Avalon Facade”-“Fabian 
Facade” (Chancellor*. These are 
two teenrslanted LPs which lay 
set a whole hew fashion in pack¬ 
aging. Along with a conventional 

< disk, there’s, a three-dimensional 
•plaque of each performer attached' 
j to a velvet-type backing which the 
kids can frame: And the teeners 

lw ho go for the singing, talent- in 
| these LPs. will also probably be. 
! sold on these ikons. Each of the 
1 sets include a group of oldies With 
[•some new song material, tailored 
j for these young singers, 
I “The Alamo” (Columbia!: 
Dimitri Tiomkih is the big wheel 

■ in this soundtrack set from John 
, Wayne’s big picture. “The Alamo.”' 
As composer-conductor, Tioihkin is 

, in complete charge of the musical 
work and it’s a work that he can 

. be proud of. He’s captured a num- 
j ber of stirring musical moods in 
addition to a lively cakewalk and 
a latiho-tempoed item. It stands up 

■ as a potent soundtracker. As an 
’ added plus there are vocals by The 
Brothers Four on “Green Leaves 
Of Summer” and Marty Robbins on 
“Ballad of The Alamo.”, both of 
which have become solid single 
entries. The lyrics are by Paul 
Francis Webster.- 

Mort Sahl; “The Next President” 
:iVerve-'. Mort Sahl has come up 
With his sharpest politico-comedy 
LP to date ..in this offering. Pegged 
to the Presidential campaign, 
which ended yesterday (Tues.U this 
set shouid carry over beyond the 

■ elections because it highlights Some 
i of the enduring absurdities of the 
j.political and social scene along 

w ith the more ephemeral topical 
| comments. Once agar , Sahl his 
! cut. this disk before an appreciative 
j audience.. . 
!. “2,000 -Years With Carl Reiner 
;& 3IeI Brooks” (World Pacific). 
; This set could launch a hew' disk 
‘ care'er for Mel Brooks, scripter 
! for Sid Caesar and Jerry Lewis; 
(among others. As writer aind: dia- 

lectian in. this LP. Brooks reveals 
a zany wit with frequent flashes 
as briilisht as any comic now: 
around. Brooks, witli a strong, as¬ 

sist from straight man Carl Reiner, 

Longplay Shorts 
“THIS IS MY STORY” • AladcfciU) 
is a less effective slow -ballad.;; 

June Christy-Jonah Jones 'Capi¬ 
tol-: “SOMETIMES I’M HAPPY” 
dlannv turns up in a swinging 
vocal with some nifty trumpet 
v.ork in the background. Solid lor 
a!i programming situations*. “TOM¬ 
MY* TOMMY” • SunbeamO from 
the “Tenderloin" score, also ;gets. 
a slick workover. i 

Kitty Kallcn ‘Columbia1:. “THE 
THING. YOU LEFT IN MY 
HEART” 'Lewis*1 is a big bjallad 
which this >imgst.ress projectsl.with 
forceful impact. “I BELIEVE IN 
YOU” -Skidmore* is another iokay 
ballad side. 

Carl Dobbins Jr. 'Decca': 
“LOYELIGHT” (Sequence*- ;is a 
blight rocking ballad belted iin a 
pleasing countrified groove bv' this 
singer. “TAKE TIME OUT” 'Kave¬ 
lin Maverick'• is another rhvhtm 
ballad with chances. 

Mark Dinning <MGM-: ‘(SHE 
CRIED ON MY SHOULDERS” 
• Sigma* is a good teen-angled 
v.eening ballad handled in suitably 
se timental stvle. “THE WORLD 
IS GETTING SMALLER” ;-<Mi- 
lene*; has an interesting lyric; idea 
which could stir some noise. 

Lonnie Donegan (Atlantic': 
“LORELEI” :Tigera cleverj, rac¬ 
ing saga-type of folksong, gets a 
colorful workover bv this British 
Skittle artist. “JUNCO PARTNER” 

j IN LOVE WALTZ” (Marlen*!. a 
lilting .number,showcases. tis 

. songstress’ big voice and style with 
good warm effect. “ALL ALONE” 
(Berlin*1; is a fine reprise of- the 
oldie. 

j The Challengers (TriodeX': 
I “LAZY TWIST” 'December-i is a 
pounding .instrumental in a highly 

‘ commercial groove, “GOOFUS” 
!Feist*; is a more frantic-sounding 
slice. 

Ray Sharpe (Trey): “THE 
STREET WHERE YOU LIVE” 

\ 1 Chappell* i the showtune 'hit, 
turns up in a pleasing rocking .ver¬ 
sion that should earn a new: round 
of spins, “JUSTINE” (Gregmark) 
is routine. 

Hollywood Argles (Lute': *'SO. 
FINE" (Eldorado- is a: solid 
straight rocking ballad in a man¬ 
ner which this combo has clicked 
with previously, HULLY GUL- 

, LY” 'Arvee’) is a. good workover 
of a basic rocking number done 
before by The Olympics. 

The Originals (Brunswick): “A 
KISS FROM YOUR LIPS’V (ARC!) 
smacks of familiar rocking ballad 
st\lings and will appeal to. those 
who like a repetition of that beat. 
“LET ME BE YOUR GIRL” (Mer¬ 
rimack « has all the rocking touches 
but they don’t add up to much. 

j CHRISTMAS SONGS 
Columbia. Records has come up 

I with the first novelty entry of the 

j United Artists.-pushing its new Ultra Audio line via special dealer 
and disk jockey cohtests after special p.reem at Barbizori-Plaza Theatre,; 

i N. Y„ for press. :UA Records v p.. and generalmanager; Art Talmadge 
j hitting the rpad for distrib meets, on the five initial Ultra Audio 
! packages. „ . . Decca Records giving de luxe;w rapping to. “Spartacus’? 
! souridtrack .with six-page photo insert of pic’s story \ . RCA Victor 
; releasing “The World of Suzy Wong” soundtrack LP this month , 
Caedmon Records issuing. ne\v series of spoken word packages, for 

; Christmas market: including Tnffrid Bergman in Jean Cocteau’s “The 
Human Voice;”: and . readings ; by Boris Karloff, and the late Albert 

! t’amiis. Label has also, com up. with the -first stereo version of “A 
; Christmas Carol,” with Ralph Richardson. . 
j For its “Lester Lanin Month’4 pitch. Epic Records Is offering radio 
'stations a Tree copy of Labi ’ “Christmas Party” for every five LPs^ 
: thev buy at the special SI price , Adam Wade currently headlining 
*a.t N; Y.’s Roundtable, conics out with his ne\v Coed album, “Adam 
and Evening”, at the end of the month. Chris Connor’s next LP for 
Atlantic. “Portrait of Chris,” will, be her first with a slring accom- 

. pari ini e.nt. Theentire session was arranged by Jimmy Jones . .'.Roost 
Records has upped the . price oil its monaural LPs to $4.98 and . its 

. stereo product to $5:98 : Larry OIr. Custer) Verne, whose new. alburn 
"Mr. Larry Verne,” will be released by Era Nov. 15. has been booked 
for a series of one-niters at the end of the. month . .. “Sometime- 
Anytinie.” the third in a series‘of children’s records vvill be outsort-the 
Washington label this month. Words and music for the packagewere 

I written 'by. Evelyn D. Lqhoefer Capitol Records Distributing Corp. 
• is offering dealers .one free copy of its original Broadway cast album 
;qf “Tenderloin” for every 10 purcliased , . Capitol Records, is going 
into the Sunday rotogravure sections of 240 newspapers with.full-color 

; ads to promote 44 Of its albums for the Xmas sales season. The Cap 
; pitch is. “Give The Gift Of Music;”.' 

An LP of Christmas songs by Bobby Dann on the Ateo label leads 
Atlantic Records’ release schedule this week. It’s called “The 25th Day 
of Decern ber”. . . Jimmy Nelson, hostof WNTA-TV’s “Studio 99Ti,’’ is 
using two Gtricket kiddie-albums: “Peter and the Wolf” and “Pinnochio” 
as prize giveaways on his show . . James Komack promoted his nevv 
Embers LP, “James Komabk. At the W'aldorf” with .sandwiches from 
the Waldorf Delicatessen delivered .to jockeys and press in Nevv York. 

i plays a 2,000-year old riian, an ex- 
I Nazi turned Peruvihii Indian, a 
psychiatrist, beatnik, etc., eacii 

[ done with needle-sharp point. 
James- Komack: “At The Wal¬ 

dorf” (Ember). James Komack. 
young Veteran of the nitery cir¬ 
cuit, has. cbnie up an amusing 
medley of songs and chatter, add¬ 
ing to the growing stream of come¬ 
dy packages. Komack has a siiarp 
script this time out in ranging over 
psychiatry, Japanese show biz, 
“Lady: Chatteriey’s Lover” (an off¬ 
color routine', prize-fighU announc¬ 
ing. the Beat Generation and “Th 

I Man .With The, Golden Arm.” Th 
j gab . is m ch better than the sing¬ 
ing.: ' 

Harry Jerome Orch: 
Brass Goes Hollywood” (Decca). 
Henry Jerome, who hit: paydirt 
with his initial “Brazert Brass” of¬ 
fering. has followed up with the 
same. kind of stereo-angled instru¬ 
mentals based on a tiines deriving 
from Hollywood films. Once again, 
the arrangements are tailored for 
sound . effects ;on numbers like 
“Around The; World.” “Moonglow” 
“Picnic/’. cha-cha Version of 
“Three Coins In The Fountain” 
and “Tammy,”; “Colonel Bogey 
March” and others. : 

Della Reese: “Della Della Cha 
Cha Cha” (RCA Victor). This is a 
fresh showcasing of this fine song¬ 
stress, She’s vbeen; given a collect 

j tion of standards set to c|ra ch 
cha tempo vvhich; she swings vvitii 
a colorful variety of rhythmic ac¬ 
cents. Included are numbers tike 

[“Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best 
I Friend.” “Come. On-a My .House,” 
i "Whatever Lola Wants." “Tea For 
Tvvo” and “Love For Sale.” Shar 

■ orch backing is under the: baton 
' of O. B Masingill. 
j “A Date With The Everly Bros ’* 
|' Warner Bros.). This is . iftily 
j packaged collection of recent hit3 

; and new entries by the click Ever¬ 
ily Bros. Along with the disk, there’s 
a folio, of photos aimed for th 
teenage market; As usual, this dii. 
delivers in its unique and listen- 
able rocking style, covering num¬ 
bers; like “Made To Loye;” “That’s 

i Jiist Too- Much.” “Sigh, Cry. Al- 
| most Die.” “Love Hurts.” “Lucille” 
j and.. “Cathy’s Clown, . . mong 
i others- He fin. ' 

Bill Randle Now Sticks 
To Deejay Trade After 3 

Straight Impresario Flops 
Cleveland. Nov. 8. 

Bill Randle, the disk jockey;who 
. finds; it relatively easy to pick; hits, 
■ found himself : $6,000 out of pocket 
i in a. brief fling at. the impresari 
| game/ In brief, he is no longer iV 
‘ that field; The. loss me from 
! three concerts here arranged by 
Randle. 
.. The appearances were those of 
Odetta, folk singer; Theodore 
BikeL and. most recently, clarinet¬ 
ist Pete Fountai 

In view of these losses. Randle 
is pul ling ^)ut : and has canceled th . 
last two concerts -in his Series, a 
repeat appearance by Odetta and 
the appearance of - Jonathan 
Winters./ 
.. ‘‘I’ve had said . Raridie,. 
“What’s the answer? I wish I knew/ 
Look at. Shelley Berman.. When he 
.first appeared here he.wasn’t yet 
. well know' He took a bath/ When 
he returned . recently lie filled 
Music. Hall:” .. 

This is not a, local phenomenon; 
Randle said. The trend toward con¬ 
cert performances losing money i 
national;- with the except ion of New 
York. Chicago, and maybe Lps 
Angeles, where p&piilatioii concen¬ 
tration is. greater. 

Television has a double impact 
on this problem. Charles Kehley 
has found, that he can fill the 
Packard Music Hall in Warrcn. O., 
by merely hiring: television per- 
sonalities to appear in summer 
stock stage performances. 

‘.’This is Jack Paar land.” he has 
said in the past. “Half the popu¬ 
lation sitk uf> to watch, that .pro-, 
gram: And when \Ve bring ih.Gene- 
yieve, they all want to see .her!” 

On the other hand, when Randle 
or; some other importer of talent, 
brings a performer into Cleveland 
for a one-night stand, most of th 
population stays, home to watch 
TV. 
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BMIs Top C&W Entries 
Broadcast Music The. presented 44 writers its awards of achieve¬ 

ment for 35 songs ih the country & western field during the past 
year/ Awards were made; ‘ Nashville last week by BMI veep 
Robert J. Burton during the annual Country Music-Festival: 

The winners are as follows: ; “Above and .'Beyond” by Harlan 
Howard;. “Alabam” by Lloyd .Copas; ..“Amigo’s Guitar” by Kitty 
Wells* John D. Laudermilk and Roy Bodkin;. “Another” by Roy. 
Drusky, Vic McAlpin and : Marie Wilson; “Are You Willing Willie” 
by Marion Worth; “Big Iron” by Marty Robbins; “Each Mofnent” 
by Billy Worth and Billy Hogan; “El Paso” by Marty Robbins; 
“Face To The Wall” by- Bill Anderson arid Farori Young. 

Also “Family Mari” by J. X B^aithrop; “He’ll Have To Go” by 
Joe and Audrey Allison:. “I Know One” by Jack Cleimerit; “I’m 
Getting Better” by Jim Reeves; “Just One Time” by Don Gibson; 
“Last. Ride” by Ted Daffan and, Robert Halcomb;. “Left To Right” 
by Lorehe Mann; “A Lovely Work Of Art” by . James Joiner; 
“Miller's” Cave” by Jack Clement; “No Love Have 1” by Mel 
•Tillis; “One More Time” by. Mel Tillis; “Pinball Machine” by 
Lbnnie Irving; “River Boat” by Bill Anderson; “The. Same Old Me” 
by Fuzzy Owen; “Sink The Bismark” by Tillman . Franks; and 
Johnny Horton. \ ./ . , 

Also ‘‘Softly and -Tenderly” by Red Bailey and .Jim Howell; 
“There’s A Big Wheel” by Don Gibson; “Timbrook” by James G. 
Howell and Don . Pierce; “The. . Tip Of My Firigers” byBill. 
Anderson; ‘‘Tod Much To•.■•Ld.se” by Tommy Biake and Lester 
Varidore: “A Woman’s Institution” by Madeline Burroughs; ‘‘Why 
1’mi. Walkin’ ’’ by Stonewall Jackson; ‘'‘Wishful .Thinking” by Wyn 
Stewart; “Your,Old Used To Be” by Faron, Yourig arid Hilda M. 
Young; “You’re The Only Gopd; Thing” by A. C”. Reed, Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Tnnocenti, Chuck Gregory; Clarence M. Beaty Jr. and 
Jack Toombs. 

PfauEfr MUSIC 

AFM Pact With Major Pic Studio 1 
Accents U.S. Music (or Fihns, TV 

Chicago, Nov: 8. 
In consequence of the flop of a 

stageshow jazz layout at the south- 
side Regal, vaudfilmer, the feeling 
grows, that , this town’s lush jazz 
pickin's may have become “too 
much of a good thing” —^ to the. 
detriment, of boxoffice arid talent. 

The ; fizzled show, which had 
Miles. Davis topping, plus the Mod¬ 
el' Jazz Quartet; and vocalists 
Lamberts, Hendricks &. Ross, also 
generated an attack on rising tai¬ 

nt fees, specifically Davis/ and 
more pertinently his $7,000 take 
for. the one-week stand. Corproriio- 
ter Lou Alport, in a strongly word¬ 
ed handout afterward, roundly 
razzed his star attraction for lack 
of b:0. jagic arid claimed that the 
price paid Davis .■“contributed 
heavily to the financial loss” of the 
show. 

. Alport . rioted , to Variety that. 
Davis and Dakota Staton racked 

up a whopping gross at the saine 
theatre Only, a few months ago. 
This tiniie. he and Monte Kay (the 
MJQ manager) were .banking 
.chiefly Davis to rival that 
earlier gross. Instead, business 
nosedived to a reported $6,000 loss. 
But Alport doesn't explain how a 
fancy fee fakes the-rap for fewer. 
cuStoririers. 

The talent fee issue to one side, 
flop of the Regal gig is compelling 
the: theory that over-exposure, has 
hit the Windy City jazz market, 
thanks to a. highly competitive 
nightclub situation which, rotates 
the bigger names around town to; 
the ho-buni .point, arid to zealous 
concert impresarios who move iri 
and out for a fast ride. 

The disenchantment has affected 
a number of prime jazzmen in re¬ 
cent months, , among them . Dizzy 
Gillespie, Count Basie and Ghicb 
Hamilton.. Several other bands arid 
combos are close to being iri. the 
same position. 

It has come; to a point here 
where the,jazz cognoscenti can af¬ 
ford . to be standoffish in the cor- 
feet assuiriptiori that if a group is 
missed in one spot; they only need 
wait some: weeks till; it shows up; 
' another. The peril in .this for. 
cafe bonifaces is obvious; yet ap¬ 
parently it hasn’t, anguished the 
ones most concerned to a point of 
action so far. 

Tii over-exposure theorists. Il¬ 
lustrate with Cannoriball Adder- 
ley* current at the Cloister niteiy, 
who will have played three, dates 
here in less than six rito.nths. Cou¬ 
ple of months ago he was at the 
Sutherland Lounge (operated ,by 
the aforementioried Lou Alport), 
and in February is booked into 
the new’ Birdhouse. 

It’s that, kind of exposure.. Ob¬ 
servers contend, that has hurt re¬ 
cent appearances here of Basic 
nd others: As fof blame, the.agen¬ 

cies are seen as only doing their 
duty bv .talent. arid, cafe clients 
alike,. which leaves the finger 
pointing at the chib owners, for 
join ing a talent tug-of-war that's 
wasteful. arid which pushes prices; 
up. ‘-j 

It may he noted: for racy., 
that over-exposure, isn’t a rampant 
condition. — yet. But biz has be¬ 
come. sufficiently spotty, and iri 

some cases; considering the talent, 
downright embarrassing, for the 
trade, to. feel a grpwirig concern. 

As, for Alport’s blast at Davis, 
it’s .seen as possibly the start of a 
campaign to knock down talent 
costs* and the impresario makes 
no secret of the fact his beef was 
intended primarily to alarm other, 
bonifaces. Alport, who .has. played 
Davis three times at the . ‘Suther¬ 
land,, says his price has gone up 
each time. Referring to Davis’, take 
for the Regal stand, the promoter 
stated, ‘‘He just, wasn’t worth it.” 

Monte Kay’s Side 
Monte. Kay, who co-promoted 

the Miles Davis . package, with 
Louis Alport in Chicago, stated 
that business was' off because th,ere 
was no promotion, by Alport. He 
said only , a few ads were taken in 
the Chicago press and these, were. 
“Ghetto-styled’’ displays a i ni e d 
strictly at the Negroes in Chi’s 
south. side; Kay said biz at the . 
Regal Theatre was half of capacity. 

William Morris’ Oratorios; 
Tom Scherman’sTroupe 

Hits 22 Cities in 15 States 
Thonias Scherman's Little Orches-.j 

tra of Manhattan is on its longest j 
road ;.tour, covering 22 cities arid f 
15 states in four weeks. Dates were j 
booked by William /Morris Agency; | 
Accompanying . the musicians are j 
the members of the Choral Art : 
Society and choirmaster William ] 
Jonsqn. The complement of 85 all ! 
told Will travel in two chartered 1 
buses. j 

What makes the tour special Is v 
that it will present 18 perform-! 
ances of Berlioz’s “LTnfance du. 
Christ’’ and four df;. 7 Hand ells 
“Judas Maccabaeus/’ Both are 
heavy singing oratorios usually as¬ 
sociated with the week of Christ¬ 
mas. “LTnfarice” has become, the 
Little Orchestra’s, seasonal trade¬ 
mark, as “The1 Nutcracker Suite” is 
the N.Y. City, Ballet's Christmas; 
stock-in-trade. " 

Upon: returning front the tour, 
the two oratorios wiil be presented 
at Town. Hall as regular items in 
the Little Orchestra’s subscription. 

} L. Wolfe Gilbert 
I compares Hie then-and*now of the 
| Tin Pap. Alley of old and the 
! modern pop song production 
j ; line i 

\, What Have You 
! Written Lately? 

| One of the ihaiiyEditorial Features 
in the upcoming 

55lh Anniversary Number 
of 

! PKriett 

FERRANTE & TEICHER \ 
. . With another hit instrumental 1 
from “EXODUS” on United Artists ] 
Records. . . j 

WELKIN CAMPUS TOUR 1 
WITH TOP coinpayoff; 

Hollywood,, Nov. 8.... 
Lawrence Welk and his entour- 

age of 42 entertainers is doing five . 
concerts this week in as many col¬ 
lege field Ilduses for which orch 
leader getting guarantees of 
$12,500 against 70% percentage 
for each date.1 Guarantee coin. is 
one.' of largest stipends a similar 
organization has diawn in some 
time, i 

Flying , out in Sunday morning l 
(6)-. after his Saturday ABC-TV 1 
show and subsequent dansapation 1 
sesh: at Aragon^ ballroom, Welk < 

. opened skein Sunday night at Loy- i 
ola U fieldhouse in New Orleans. * 
Advance sale there middle of last 1 
week was $12,000. Last night he J 
appeared, ih Barton College aud i 
in Little Rock, with an advance of 
considerably oyer $15,000. ., > 1 

Tonight ‘ Election Night), he \ 
played iri St. Louis Kiel, with ad- ; 
vance admittedly weak because of. 
nation four-year sweepstakes; to-= 1 
morrow’ night <Wed.) he appeirs: in ; 
Tulsa. For four’s windup Thurs¬ 
day i Will Rogers College field- 
house; Fort Worth* advance hovers , 
considerably above $10,000. There- 1 
after. Welk scrambles hack here to , 
resume ABC-TV shows and Week-, j 
end bandstanding at Aragon. j 

' ’—“—^,i 

Elvis Elevates Reich j 
■Never’ Sale to 400,000 j 

Berli Nov, 1 
Elvis - :Pres1ey?s RCA platter. | 

.“It’s Now Or Never,” registered a 
sale of 400*000 copies in West Ger- 

| many within a .few weeks.. Teldec, 
'which handies, the RCA repertory 
j in this, country, says over 70,000 
j.CopieS had already been, ordered 
before this disk was even out on 
release. Under its Germ title, j 

, “O Sole Mid,” if holds No. 1 spot ^ 
j on the German.lists. j.1 
| ‘ f ... .. _ 
! ■ I / 

Artist-Disk Deals ; 
.—■■■■IP ( 

UA Records: Sauter-Finnegan f 

The Sauter-Fi n n e g a ri o r c h, j 
W'hich was. organized in the early I 
1950s under the RCA Victor ban-. 
ner, has now been sijgned by United 
Artists Record^. Orch will work, for [ v 
UA’s new Ultra Audio label with • ( 
the first package due iu February; L 

. Ed Sauter arid Bill Finnegan, | ‘ 
twO fpp arrangers, originally set.}\ 

the band as a concert and disk Or-! j 
ganization,. using n e w instru-. 

| iridntal combiriatioiis. The team [ 
j subsequently broke up when Sau- j 
j ter went to Germany for a couple 1 
of years radio 
suitanf. ! 

Decca: Bob Wilson !. 
Decca has signed, singer Bob Wil- \ 

sdri/to a five-year pact, with a&r i 
exec Harry Myerson to handle the 
singer’s pop output. , The 22-ycar- 
old Wilson, currently playing the 
piter circuit, returned fecently 
from abroad, where he spent three 
years. touring iri, concert stands. 

Deal Was -set via 'Bever.iy 
Schechter, Wilson’s personal man¬ 
ager.- 

Jerry Blaine Hit By 
$35,000 ‘Cover’ Heist 

Thieves pulled a. “cover” heist 
at the. Manhasset, L.I., home of 
Jubilee Records prexy Jerry Blaine 
last Sunday (5). Jew-els and furs 
valued at $35,000, nearly all of them 
just recovered from a previous rob¬ 
bery, were lifted frorn: Blaine^s 
home. 

Blaine arid his wife, Anne, lost 
$73,500 in jewels, furs and cash to 
two stickiip men who broke, into 
their home last April 26. The rob¬ 
bers were caught-and are now iri 
prison. Only a week ago. the last of 
the loot, two mink stoles worth 
$2,800 were returned to the Blaines 
by detectives; 

The Blaine theft was part of a 
i raid that took in six other Manhas- 

set homes for a haul of about 
$77,000. 

Jack Benny’s Boff 36G 
With Cincy Sympk Hikes 
Benefit Total Over $2-Mil. 

. . Cincinnati, Nov. 8. 
All. records for any performance 

in th e city’s history were broken 
Sunday night (6) at the 85-year-old 
Music Hall when Jack Benny’s ap¬ 
pearance,as violin soloist with the 
Cincinnati Symphony orchestra, 
Max Rudolf Conducting, grossed 
$36,100 with all proceeds going to 
the orchestra’s, pension fund. A 
capacity audience, of 3,718 paid 
from $100. down to $2.50 for tickets. 

In the past five days, Benny has 
> raised $119,570 in three concerts, 

grossing $37,200 for the Indianapo¬ 
lis Symphony, $46,270 for the 
Cleveland . Orchestra plus last 
night’s total. In 20 Concerts over 
the. past four years* Benny has 
raised a grand total of $2,110,770 
with his symphony tours, in all 
cases contributing his services 
gratis.. 

In the midst of his hectic sym¬ 
phony schedule, Benny also flew to 
Detroit last Wednesday *2) and 
raised over $500,000 in a single 
three-hour stint in behalf of Bonds 
for Israel, The comedian planed to 
New York yesterday fMon.) to orig¬ 
inate two Sunday evening CBS-TV 
programs there prior to returning 
to Hollywood. 

CADENCE IS CANDID 
FOR JAZZ OPERATION 

Candid Records will now be the 
name of the new Cadence jazz op¬ 
eration. The line was all set to roll 
with the Coda tag several weeks 
ago when it was discovered that 
there was a conflict with another 
record ‘ manufacturer. 

With .the Candid name locked up, 
diskery’s general manager Bob 
Altshuler is rolling with a series 
of artists signings and a heavy re¬ 
cording schedule; Heading the list 
Of Artists tq join the Candid roster 
is Charlie Mingus. The first album 

:.by Mingus for Garidid is due in a 
.couple of weeks. 

. Other artists signed by Candid 
Jare vocalist Abbey Lincoln ana 
f blues singer Otis Spann, Miss Lin- 
i coin was signed tol a Candid pact 
j after she Vocalized bn Max Roach’s 
| “Freedom No^Suite,” an upcom^ 
jirig Candid package. Another pack¬ 
age being readied for early release 
• is by trumpeter Richard Williams, i 

Jirii Walsh 
hqrki back to prove there’s 

i\rp Copyright On 

Payola 

another Important Editorial. Feature 

in the upcomiiig 

55th Anniversary Number 

... or’ 

PfiRIETY 

t1 Hollywood, Nov. 8. 
Agreement on terms of a con¬ 

tract to cover employment of 
musicians in major motion picture 
studios was wrapped up last weelc 

. by Herman D. Kenin, prexy of 
American Federation of Musicians, 
and Charles Boren, exec v.p. of 
Assn, of Motion Picture Produc¬ 
ers. Extending three-and-one-half 
years, it also covers telefilms made 
by the majors. j 

Principle, items,, fali agreement 
are: 

(1) All films produced in the 
U.S. or Canada will be scored in 
the U.S. or Canada. 

(2) No “canned music,” that is, 
music not scored by persons cov¬ 
ered by the agreement will be used 
in television films on which pro¬ 
duction starts on, or after June 1, 
1961. Additionally there is. a guar¬ 
antee of a minimum of 18 hours 
of scoring time for each 13 half- 
hour episodes of a television se¬ 
ries. 

<3) Re-iise payments of 1% for 
all theatrical films whose principal 
production began after Jan. 31, 
1960 and which are released to 
free television were agreed upon. 

(4) Rates or pay will be in¬ 
creased by 5% on Oct. 1, 1961 and 
h.v an additional 7% on Nov. 1, 
1962 the same rates will apply to 
television film as to theatrical film. 

<5) Pension coritribution of 3% 
of scale begin immediately into a 
musician’s pension fund. 

<6) Standard AFM soundtrack 
regulations are made applicable to 
all pictures produced since 1958. 

Universal-International no long¬ 
er an AMPP member, will conduct 
its own parley with AFM. In the 
AMPP deal with AFM the scale 
is presumed to be that enjoyed, by 
Musicians Guild of America. The 
AFM last summer wrested back 
major studio jurisdiction from 
MGA in an NLRB election. Two 
years prior MGA had taken the 
jurisdiction from the then strik¬ 
ing AFM in a similar election. 

Terms 
Term of new agreement is for 

three and a half years from Nov. 
1, 1960 to May 1, 1964. Agreement 
was reached following daily nego¬ 
tiating meetings which started on 
Oct. 26, 1960. 

Conducting the negotiations 
were for the musicians: Herman D, 
Kenin, AFM president; Stanley 
Ballard, secretary; George Clancy, 
treasurer; Board Members: E. A. 
Stokes, William Hawes, Walter 
Murdock, Lee Repp and Charles 

•Continued on page 54) 

CLGA INKS 4-YR. PACT 
WITH FILM PRODUCERS 

Hollywood, Nov. 8. 
Members of both the eastern and 

.western section of the Composers 
& Lyricists Guild of America have 
unanimously approved ^org’s initial 
contract with the major motion 
picture producers. A proposed 
draft was submitted to the entire 
body, western membership Oct. 31, 
and eastern Nov. 1 for its ratifica¬ 
tion. 

Pact; first of its kind with the 
major producers, is for four years, 
effective last June 30, to May 1, 
1964. It calls for composers and 
songwriters employed on‘a week- 
to-week basis to draw a minimum 
of $350 per week'; or $325 for 
those employed under pacts of 10- 
weeks or longer. 

Name Jerome Adler As 
N.Y, Counsel for AFM 

Jerome H. Adler has been 
named New York counsel to the 
American Federation of Musicians. 
He’ll work with AFM prexy Her¬ 
man Kenin and general counsel 
Henry Kaiser. 

Adler represented the AFM in 
several cases a few years ago and 
since that time has been doing 
legal work in fhe international 
commodity and book publishing 
fields. 

I Towt Joins Col Transcriptions 
j Alexander Towt is moving into 
. Columbia Records Transcriptions 
] as account exec. 

. Before coming to Col, Towt was 
, director of sales for the , Allied 
] Record Manufacturing Co.’s east¬ 
ern division. 
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RECORD TIP S. 
(Tune Index of Performance & Sales) 

% This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced ratio of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major cities, and music 
programming by the major independent radio Italians. 

Itlfl 
Wk. 

Lott 
Wk. 

No. Wk*. 
On Chart TITLE, ARTIST LABEL 

T 1 8 1 WANT TO BE WANTED 
Brenda Lee ,,. ... Decca 

2 2 9 SAVE THE LAST DANCE FOR ME 
Drifters-King.. Atlantic 

3 25 4 LAST DATE 
Floyd Cramer Victor 

4 15 5 POETRY IN MOTION 
Johnny TillOtson.. . Cadence 

5 II II A MILLION TO ONE 
Jimmy Charles. ... Promo 

6 4 10 YOU TALK TOO MUCH 
Joe Jones Roulette 

7 17 5 GEORGIA ON MY MIND 
Ray Charles.. . ABC Par 

8 22 7 NORTH TO ALASKA 
Johnny Horton Columbia 

9 6 8 DON'T BE CRUEL 
Bill Black .. i... ...... Hi 

10 20 5 LET’S GO. LET’S GO. LET’S GO 
Hank Ballard King 

IT 3 13 MY HEART HAS MIND OF ITS OWN 
Connie Francis MGM 

12 29 4 NEW ORLEANS 
U. S. Bonds. Lagrand 

13 7 9 LET'S THINK ABOUT LIVING 
Bob Luman WB 

14 16 7 TOGETHERNESS 
Frankie Avalon Chancellor 

15 9 7 SUMMER'S GONE 
Paul Anka . . . ABC Par 

16 49 3 HUCKLEBUCK 
Chubby Checker Parkway 

17 24 5 TO EACH HtS OWN 
Platters Mercury 

18 47 3 ALONE AT LAST 
Jackie Wilson Brunswick 

19 5 12 CHAIN GANG 
Sam Cooke Victor 

20 10 8 BLUE ANGEL 
Roy Orbison Monument 

21 8 13 DEVIL OR ANGEL 
Bobby Vee .. .. Liberty 

22 33 7 TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT 
Shirelles..A. Sceplor 

23 26 5 STAY 
Maurice Williams ....... .. Herald 

24 35 4 PETER GUNN' 
Duane Eddy Jamie 

25 50 6 LOVE WALKED IN 
Dinah Washington Mercury 

26 12 16 THEME FROM THE APARTMENT 
Ferrante/Teidier UA 

27 31 8 MY DEAREST DARLING 
Etta James ............ ;... Argo 

28 41 8 A FOOL IN LOVE 
Ike & Tina Turner ....... 

29 19 6 ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS 
Bobby Darin .. .... Atco 

30 27 5 SLEEP 
Little Willie John King 

31 40 5 SAILOR 
Lolita Kapp 

32 88 2 MY GIRL JOSEPHINE 
Fats Domino ... . Imperial 

33 60 4 HUMDINGER 
Freddy Cannon...Swan J 

Thi* 
wk. 

last 
Wk. 

; Wk*. 
TITLE, ARTIST LABEL 

34 14 16 THE TWiST 
Chubby Checker ........ .Parkway 

35 21 to MR. CUSTER 
Larry Verne .............. ..... Era 

36 63 5 1 WISH I'D NEVER BEEN: BORN 
Pdtti Page Mercury 

37 87 2 HE WILL BREAK YOUR HEART 
Jerry Butler Vee Jay 

38 46 3 A THOUSAND STARS 
Kathy Young Indigo 

39 53 2 I'LL SAVE LAST DANCE FOR YOU 
Damita Jo ........... . .; Mercury 

40 28 14 KIDDIO 
Brook Benton Mercury 

41 81 3 GREEN LEAVES OF SUMMER 
Brothers Four Columbia 

42 36 l BALLAD OF THE ALAMO 
Marty Robbins .......... Cdlumbi 

43. 23 1.0 SO SAD 
Everly Bros. WB 

44 51 1.3 ANY MORE 
Teresa Brewer Coral 

45 55 3 PATSY 
Jack Scott .... ...-? Top Rank 

46 — 2 WAIT FOR ME 
Playmates Roulette 

47 77 3 Night theme 
Mark II Wye 

48 32 11 DiAMONDS & PEARLS 
Paradons Milestone 

49 — 2 DON’T GO TO STRANGERS 
Etta James Prestige 

50 1 WONDERLAND BY NIGHT 
Bert Kaemfort Decca 

51 56 5 IRRESTIBLE YOU 
Bobby Peterson . ..... .. V-Tone 

52 — 1 ONE OF THE LUCKY ONES 
Anita Bryant Carlton 

53 43 11 MOVE TWO MOUNTAINS 
Marv Johnson v. ........ ..... UA 

54 — 1 REPORT TO THE NATION 
Winkley .& Nutley . ..... MK 

55 45 8 SHIMMY L|KE KATE 
Olympics Arvee 

56 18 13 PINEAPPLE PRINCESS 
Annette Vista 

57 — 
1 

LONELY TEENAGER 
Di Laurie 

58 95 4 BEFORE THIS DAY ENDS 
Eddy Arnold Victor 

59 — 2 CHARIOT RACE 
Ben Blur Mark X 

60 .13 10 THREE NIGHTS A WEEK 
Fats Denii Imperial 

61 1 CHARMING BILLY 
Johnny Preston .. ...... . Mercury 

62 65 6 YOU TALK TOO MUCH 
Prankie Ford Imperial 

63 97 2 RUBY DUBY DU 
Tobin Mathews Chief 

64 71 6 THEME FROM RAT RACE 
Richard Maltby ......... . Roulette 

65 52 16 DREAMIN* 
Johnny Burnette.... ..... . v Liberty 

66 48 7 SOMEBODY TO LOVE 
Bobby Dari .......... ... Atco 

thi* tail No. Wk*. 
Wk. Wk. On Chart LABEL 

67 99 5 TAIN'T it the truth 
Ernie K-Doe . Mini! 

68 — 1 AM 1 LOSING YOU 
Jim Reeves Victor 

69 — 4 BLUE VELVET 
Statues ............. .. Indigo 

70 66 8 GIRL WITH STORY IN HER EYES 
Safaris ......v:............. Eldo 

71 — 1 MIDNIGHT LACE 
David Carroll Mercury 

72 — i ISN'T IT AMAZING 
Crests Coed 

73 3 GOIN' OUT WITH THE TIDE 
Jivin’ Gene .............. Mercury 

74 — 2 ALABAM 
Cowboy Capas .... . .. . 4 Star 

75 30 5 EVERGLADES 
Kingston Tri Capitol 

75 — 1 NATURAL BORN LOVER 
Fats Domi Imperial 

77 72 22 MISSION BELL 
Donnie Brooks Fr 

78 76 5 MIDNIGHT LACE 
Ray Ellis ..... MGM 

79 — 1 RUBY DUBY DO 
Charles Wolcott ........ . . . MGM 

80 82 5 HAVE MERCY. BABY 
Bobbettes Triple X 

81 44 6 SUNDOWNERS THEME 
Billy Vaughn .... Dot 

82 — ■ 1 1 MISSED ME 
Jim Reeves Victor 

83 58 to LUCILLE 
Everly Bros. WB 

84 — 1 TODAY'S TEARDROPS 
Roy Orbison Monument 

85 85 3 DARK AT TOP OF STAIRS 
Ernie Freeman . . . ....... . imperial 

;86 — 2 SERANATA 
Sarah Vaughti Roulette 

87 — 1 PILTDOWN RIDES AGAIN 
Piltdown Men papitpl 

88 1 WHOLE LOTTA SHAKING 
Chubby Checker Parkway 

8? 98 2 YOU'RE SIXTEEN 
Johnny Burhette Liberty 

90 ■— 1 LIKE STRANGERS 
Everly Bros. Cadence- 

91 68 6 SHOPPIN' FOR CLOTHES 
Coasters Afc'6 

92 — I AM 1 THE MAN 
Jackie Wilson .......... Brunswick 

93 — 1 SALVATION ROCK 
Marv Meredith Strand 

94 61 4 FOUR LITTLE HEELS 
Brian Hyland Kapp 

95 — 2 SUNDOWNERS THEME 
Felix Slatkin Mercury 

96 42 14 NEVER ON SUNDAY 
Don Costa ......... .. .. 

97 78 5 SHIMMY SHIMMY 
Bobby Freeman ..... .... King. 

98 — 1 LITTLE MISS BLUE 
Di Lauri 

99 —■ 
' 

JUST A MOMENT 
Sammy & Sun Glows . ... kpoi 

100 ■—' 1 EXCUSE ME 
Nick Noble ..... .,; Coral 
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British Disk Bestsellers 
London, Nov. 8. 

It’s Now Or Never. . . IPresley 
(RCA) 

Just as 'Western’ as Anybody, 
Longhair* Gelt Two-Third* of Coin for Works Of 

4Pre$tige? Not Logged on Radio-TV 

Oyer 1,000 -standard composers 
and pop songsmiths: shared in the 
initial grant of. $470,000. in awards 
money made by .the American So¬ 
ciety: of Composers, Aiithois & 
Publishers under terms of the nevV 
consent decree; i Ah additional 
$130:OOOin award money is due to 
be distributed shortly to account 

"for a total of $600,000, represent¬ 
ing a 5rc deduction of' the total 
writers1 share of $12,000,000 for 
the year 1960. 

The - awards, made. by .outside 
panels in both the standard and pop 
fields, went to 485 lpnghdii' writers 
and 590 pop writers for works that 
were of uniqii prestige value lor.. 
which adequate compensation 
would; not otherwise be received : 
and to Writers whose works are' 
performed substantially in media. 

Ot surveyed by the Society, such 
s concert halls, night clubs, etc. . 

The. awards money has been di-; 
vided on a ratio of approximately - 
two-to-one. in favor of the long- 
ha i s. u hose, works both have pres-! 
litre and few radio-tv performances 
as.against the pop spngsmilbs, In. 
the longhair field, rip member Was 
eligible for an award who received : 
$25,000 a year or more from. the 
Society. In the pop field the eligi¬ 
bility iceiling was set .at $15,000 .on 
the. theory that, those receiving 
above that amount had works of 
sufficient pop appeal to be ade¬ 
quately Compensated without a 

eciail award; The awards are for 
a one-year, period and will be re-' 
considered each year from now bn. 

In the pop field, recognitipn was 
given to many jazz writers whose 
works have been frequently pel- 
formed in. jazz, clubs 'and riiteries:: 
Recognition of jazz was due 
primarily to Dr. Marshall \V. 
Stearns, English, professor at Hun- 1 
ter College and jazz expert who was.-" 

(Continued on page 54) 

Disk Forgery 
Continued from page - 

Records: • 3» grand theft against 
- Verve Records: and. (4k attempt to ' 

commit grand theft against Balt' 
Yanez. Yanez is an investigator in 
the L.A. d.a’s office who. had, as 
an undercover agent, arranged, for 
the purchase of counterfeit disks ■ 
from the:ring. 

Eugene and . Robert E,. Allison ; 
entered pleas of not guilty while 
the other defendants have hot as ■ 
yet entered pleas. 
, District attorney Willi a or B. i\Ic- , 

Kcsson said that his office has over • 
2 000 cubic feet of evidence against;; 
the defendants. : Art Talmadge. 
piexy of the American Record ’ 
Manufacturers & Distributors Assn, i 
which has been sparking a nation- i 
wide, drive against the disk epun.-' 
f erfeiters, has assigned Sigmund H. > 
Steinberg, of the law firm er Blanc. \ 

..Steinberg, Balder & Steinbroqk. to - 
go to L;A. to meet with local aur 
thorities to review the , evidence 
and to cooperate w ith the . L.A. .';. 
police authorities. 
^ ■ ■" ■' '■ - ■ ■ i 

.Cm Continued-frum page M 

tory is to eriibrace some. 200 years 
of native composers. “Jazz” is but 
an incidental aspect of what he has . 
in mind. 

His 92-piece symphony will, be 
augmented by pianist Marjorie 
Mitcgel (Jan. 18b soprano BlariHie 
Thebonvand tenor Enrico Di Giu¬ 
seppe (Feb. 22) and on March; 22 
by marinibist Vida Ghanowith, re¬ 
peating from a yeaf^ago, and vio¬ 
linist Roman Totenberg. 

Because of the emphasis upon (i 
native American repertory the 
Korn symphony has sold season’s I 
boxes to such well wishers of the l 
home talent as ASCAP, BMI, Fed- j 
eration of Music Clubs, etc.. Korn : 
himself is past .president of the 
Society - for ‘ the Publication of 
American Music. j 

A main objective of the recitals, ; 
not realized last year, is to. induce ] 
the recording companies, to -disk'! 
the unusual music numbers which ‘ 
-Korn selects: Most ol his American ’ 
pieces^ a$ selected so far, are vir- ' 
fiinal so far as prior recording goes. 

Ray feterson Exits 
Victor for Own Label 

RayPeterson has leftRCA Vic¬ 
tor to set up his own disk firm; 
It’ll be called Dunes Records and 
Peterson will operate it in partner¬ 
ship, with his manager Stan Shul- 
man. ; 

Big Top Records, Hill & Range’s 
disk subsid, .will handle the Dunes’ 
distribution. First platter, out next 
week. Will couple “Carina, Carina” 
with “Be My. Girl.” 

.. Oily The Lonely . .> ;.. Orbison 
(London) 

As Long He. Needs Me.. Bassey 
(Columbia) 

Rocking Goose .. r. Johnny. & 
(London) ' . , ilufricahes 

Think About Living. - .Luman 
(Warner Bros.) 

.'Dreaming ________ Burnette 
(London) 

How About That!, .■ v.,., Faith 
(Parlophone) 

So Sad ....: .... Everly Bros. 
(Warner Bros.) 

Nine Out Of Ten..,. . Richard 
(Columbia) 

Tell Laura I Love Her. . Valance 
(Columbia) 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS 
(A National Survey of Key Outlets). 

. This Last No: wks. 
wk. wk. on chart 

1 3 30 BOB NEWHART tWB) 
Button Down Miiid (W 1379) 

2 2 15 FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Nice 1 ’ Easy . (W 1417) 

3 1 13 KINGSTON. TRIO (Capitol) 
String Along (T 1407) 

■A 4 ■■ 30 SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia) 
Original Cast (KOL 5450) 

5 7 12 JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Johnny’s Mood (CL 1526) 

6 13 2 BOB NEWHART tWB) 
Button Down Mind Strikes Back (WI 39?) 

■7 15 : 30 TERRY SNYDER (Command) " 
Persuasive Percussion (RS 800-5Q) . 

8 5 :;17 ' SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve) 
Edge of Shelley Berman (MGY-15013) 

9 6 4 . ELVIS PRESLEY "(Victor) 
G. I- Blues (LPM 2256> : 

10 10 ' 12 BOBBY DARIN lAtco) 
Bobby Darin at the Copa (LP 122) 

11 12 5 ’ RAY CONNIFF ‘Columbia^ 
Say It With Music. 'CL 1490) .. 

12 li 21 -PAUL ANKA . (ABC-Par) ' . ' 
Paul Anka Sings His Big 15 (ABC-323) 

13 17 '" 4 NAT KING COLE ‘Capitol) 
Wild Is Love ( WAK 1392) 

14 a 13 BRENDA LEE Decca) 
Brenda Lee 'DL 4039) 

15 9 13 DAVE GARDNER (Victor) . 
Kick Thy Own Self (LPM/LSP 2239) 

10 16 25 DAVE GARdS’ER (Victor) 
Rejoice Dear Hearts (LPM: 2083) 

22 4 60 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (Victor) 
. .Various Artists,; Vol II - 

18 18 13 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Look for a. Star < DLP 3322) 

19 14 30 CAN-CAN (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (LOG 1032) 

20 ' 4- SONG WITHOUT END (Colpix) 
Soundtrack (CP 506) 

21 24 4 RAY CHARLES (ABC-FAR) 
. Genius Hits the Road <335) 

22 23 30 SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve) 
Inside Shelley Berman (MGV 15003) 

W~ ~r 16 rAy,Charles'Atlantic.) ... 
Genius of Ray Charles (1312) 

2T~ 33 8 CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM) 
Sings Spanish & Latin Favorites (E 3853) 

25~ r 1 IRMA LA DOUCE (Coiumbia) 
Original Cast (OL 5560) 

26“ 25 4v; JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Rhythms & Ballads of Broadway (CL 217) 

27“ 28 30 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
Sold Out (T-1352) 

, 2 8- IT 30 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Theme from a Summer Place (DLP. 3276). 

29“ 29 11 TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol) 
Sing a Spiritual With Me <TAO 1434) 

30^ 38 13 RAY CONN1FF (Columbia) 
Young at Heart (CL 1489) 

31— ~~r 15 60 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (Victor) 
Assorted Artists, Vol. I <LM 6074) 

8lf“ 31 2 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
Last Month of the Year (T 1446) 

33 1 MITCH MILLER (Columbia) 
Memory Sing With Mitch. (CL 1542) 

"34. 21 28 SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor) 
Soundtrack (LOC 1032) 

35 26 .-: 5. BILL BLACK COMBO (Hi) 
Solid & Raunchy (HL 12003) 

38 1 BRENDA LEE (Decca) 
This Is Brenda Lee . 

37 29 ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Elvis Is Back (LPM 2231) 

38 36 2 ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
At Town Hall (KXL 5008) 

30— 35 12 ELLA FITZGERALD (Verve) 
Ella in Berlin (MGV 4041) 

40 1 HENRY MANCINI (Victor) 
Blues and .the Beat 

By ROBERT J. LANDRY 

Render’s Phone Follies 
Into UA Comedy LP Disk 

A gag which Americanrin-Paris 
writer Harold Flender started, i.e: 
zariy telephone conversations and 
haying them tape-recorded, has 
been put on wax by UA Records, 
titled “Dial for Laughs.” It is all 
in English now that Flender. is 
back from France where the tv 
writer and novelist resided the 
past two years! 

A sam le of Flender’s madcap 
approach: is to phone a taxieferrnist 
to buy a. monkey, wanting £o know j 
if “it’s the right quality to make! 
monkey soup,” and the irritated 

; shopkeeper expressing opinion she 
\ “doesn't care what you do with the 
(monkey after you buy it.” Or the 
]. druggist routine, "After haying 
j taken Mel recal I'm now down to 
! 90 lbs. and how to kick, the habit,” 
j etc. Releases of tlie actual telo- 
; phonic vis-arvis had to be cleared. 

I . The Record Industry Assn, of 
I America has launched an investi¬ 
gation into the unauthorized taping 
of phonograph records .for back¬ 
ground music purposes. 

With few' exceptions, the RIAA 
pointed out, certain background 
music services do not obtain per- 

• mission for the use of a . record 
i either from the, record manufac¬ 
turer., from the artist, from the 
! music publishers, or from the copy¬ 
right holder! The fact that they 

j pay no royalties has resulted in 
j deprivation of a considerable 
[ Source of revenue to the music’s 
j creators. 
j Moreover, says the RIAA. such 
j unauthorized actions have placed 
i at, a competitive disadvantage 
; those companies who do secure 
/authorization and pay royalties to 
; the various- groups involved. 
I In order to protect their own 
• proprietary Tights, as well as those 
j artists who record for them, the 
: RIAA legal committee is consider¬ 
ing legal .action against those firms 

{ found to be selling a service com- 
i posed of material which they re 
; not authorized, to use. 

; Col Gets 1-Year Pact To 
Press, Provide Disks 

For 60 Gov’t Agencies 
Columbia Records is going into 

Government service. The U.S. Gov- 
l ernftieht "has awarded Col a one- 
"year contract to provide recording 
!services and pressings for all Gov¬ 
ernment agencies, 
j Under. the terms of the pact, 
j which went into effect Noy. 1, C.ol’si 
'transcriptions department will man¬ 
ufacture in its, Bridgeport (Conn.l 

{and Los Angeles plants records of 
: all sizes and speeds . for approx¬ 
imately 60 different. Governmental 

i agencies, including Armed Forces 
: Radio Services! National Guard, 
[Treasury Department, Veterans Ad¬ 
ministration and the Office of Civil 
{and Defense Mobilization. 
| Of these agencies, AFRS is the 
(largest Governmental agency con¬ 
sumer of recordings. Commercial 
{radio broadcasts recorded in the 
i U: S, are, reproduced for rebroad- 
least on AFRS networks to the 
• armed forces stationed all over the 
f world. Each week AFRS produces 
\ 140 record sides, the equivalent of 
! 3,500 individual record releases per 
-year. 

New record devices for education 
are. constantly explored by the Gov¬ 

ernment. For example, last year, 
census takers were instructed with 
the aid of longplaying records. 

1 Burgess Joins Autry Cos. 
{ Songwriter Dave Burgess is tak- 
! ing over as "Coast professional 
i manager of the Gene Autry music 
] publishing firms, Western Co., 
1 Golden West Co., iid Four Star. 

Failure of the New York ad-copy 
to make clear that the NHK Sym¬ 
phony of Japan was playing “west¬ 
ern” music may have kept Hunter 
College aud from going capacity 
Nov. 2. But the critics were there 
in. force and many a musicologist, 
all for the sake of international 
relations and of their own educa¬ 
tion. What they heard ^amounted 
to this: a genuine surprise of the 
pleasurable sort. Japanese abil¬ 
ities in a new area were at once 
established. 

This white-tie orchestra is ex¬ 
cellent; whatever reservations may 
be expressed as to the French 
horn. It shows every evidence of 
hard rehearsal and discipline un¬ 
der its German ccSiductor, Wil¬ 
helm Schuchter. The musicans 
are very young-seeming, possibly 
because few wear glasses and few 
are bald. Certainly the doll-like 
pianist. Hiroko Nakamura, was 
young indeed, a mere 16. That fact 
combined to make her artistry not 
less than astounding. 

The program opened with the 
respective .anthems. There was 
audience disagreement as to the 
“Star Spangled Banner” but to. 
the ear of this Variety review er-it 
was played with more than ordin¬ 
ary liveness, in which that French 
horn figured notably. The first 
two numbers were by a young Ja¬ 
panese composer, Toyama, who 
later took a bow. His “Lullaby,” 
-strongly scored to flute, and hi9 

: “Rhapsodie,” using wonderful per¬ 
cussion effects, were both authen- 

| tic and appreciated musical novel¬ 
ties to the New York audience, of 
which perhaps 40rr was Nipj on- 
ese. 

Then came the doll. Dressed in 
a lovely kimono, she addressed the 
keyboard with a quiet authority 
which became steadily more im¬ 
pressive, section by section. Espe¬ 
cially remarked is her fingering, 
w-hich has a dainty, crisp, nerveless 
quality that for w'ant of a more 
precise comparison may be termed 
“very Japanese,” in the sense that 
people there are often super-deft 
with their hands in “working 
small.” 

Chopin’s E Minor Concerto is 
full of runs (in thirds and sixths) 
which tax any virtuoso. There was 
never a fault. Yet the true won¬ 
der was not the manual dexterity, 
not the aplomb but the fully adult 
artistry. There was variety and 
shading, and great delicacy of 
tone. Gne waited in vain for the 
“yes, but—” which flaws the-re¬ 
cital of many young pianists. At 
16 the -girl is already absolutely 
first class, with no reservations. 

Following intermission Schuchler 
guided his men through Beeth¬ 
oven’s Third. Here the results 
were as fulfilling as the promise 
of the orchestra’s discreet accom¬ 
paniment for the soloist. The 
strings stand out for their suhtle 
tone, in which one is justified in 
recognizing a blend of the Japan¬ 
ese, and to the listeners satisfac¬ 
tion in the standard work. 

In the now-lengthy parade of in¬ 
ternational musical organizations 
to conie this way, this radio sys¬ 
tem’s symphony covered itself, and 
its homeland with distinction. 
Newspaper critiques were nearly 
all fulsome raves. 

Scherer Heads Standards 
For Sammy Kaye Firms 

Bernie Scherer has been named 
manager ot the standard catalog 
department of Sammy Kaye’s mu¬ 
sic publishing companies. The com¬ 
bine includes World Music, Isham 
Jones Music and Republic Music. 

Frank Abramson is general man¬ 
ager of these companies and Bugs 
Bower is manager of the pop mu- 

I sic department. 

Saxon to RCA Sales 
Philadelphia, Nov. S. 

Raymond W. Saxon, former vice- 
president of sales and an RCA 
sales executive for 20 years, has 
been named to the new post of v.p. 
in charge of marketing for the 
RCA Sales Corp. 

Saxon was formerly v.p. and 
general manager of the RCA Vic¬ 
tor radia and phono division. 
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On The Upbeat 
New York I 

C’y Leslie, president of Pickwick ’’ 
Sales Corp., ins set King Kccprds 
in Atlanta and Boston, and Iteil- 
id.er Bros, in Minneapolis to han¬ 
dle the Family Hour. Design. 
Cricket. Instant Learn ins; and j.Off 
Broadway lines . Joe Harriell. 
who's out on Kpie with an LI* of 
Vincent Yeomans’ songs, will be 
Jane Froman musical direttor 
v.iien she opens at the Plaza Hotel 
tonight Wed - . . Ralph Watkins 
has signed F.rroil Garner for a t.wo- 
weeker at Basin Street Fast ; be¬ 
ginning March 30: It’ll be Gamer's 
first nightclub stand in five years 

. Stu Wiener. MGM Records 
deetay contact man in the easjt. is 
now on a tour of the Coast radio 
stations. 

ANN 
COLE 

Sings 

IN THE 
CHAPEL 

K 12954 

DEBBIE 
REYNOLDS 
"IT LOOKS LIKE RAIN IN 
CHERRY BLOSSOM LANE" 

#16156 

[ Miles Davis Quintet goes into 
:vthe Village Vanguard Nov. 15, Bill 
Evans alternates on the bill , ", 
The Sportsmen, musical duo. begin 
an’engagement* at .Monte’s Veneiia 
Room , in Brooklyn, tomorrow 
■ Thurs.)... Johnny Tillotson, Ca¬ 
dence disker. back in N, Y: after 
a lo-state promotion for his ”■Po¬ 
et ry In Motion” disk , Will 
Lorin and George Weiss • writing 
title song for the incoming legit 
comedy “Send Me No Flowers.” 

E. B. Marks has acquired th 
publishing rights to “The Frog. 
Hop” by Noble (Thin Man) Watts 
on Cub Records. Song was origin¬ 
ally owned by Dale Music.. ; . Lou 
Brecker, owner of Roseland Dance 
City, reminisces about his 40 years 
as a ballroom operator ' Joe 
Franklin’s ’’.Memory Lane" show 
on WABC-TV tomorrow (Thurs.). 
. . . Johnny Mathis brings his shovy 
into the Mosque Theatre, Newark, 
Nov. lfi . Roger Williams will 
begin the second lap of his 68- 
city tour in Miami's Dade County 
Auditorium Jan. 5 . Eddie 
Lawrence will do a series of shorts 
for Paramount based on his 
“Abner. The Baseball” disking. 

Joe Candulli’s orch goes into Bil¬ 
lingsley’s 5.4th tomorrow i Thurs.) 
. . . Lodi Carr kicks off stint at the 
Versailles, in Greenwich Village, 
tonight i Wed.) . . . Carolyn Hester 
plays a return, engagement at One 
Sheridan Square for three days be¬ 
ginning tomorrow (Thurs.) . ; 
Thelonious Monk begins a two.- 
weeker at, the Jazz Gallery next 

.Tuesday (15'. 

London 
Norman Granz’s Jazz at the Phil¬ 

harmonic package, due to open at 
the Royal Festival Hall Nov. 26, 
makes it a quick tour this time be¬ 
cause of December dates in the 
U. S. . . . Philips releases the 
soundtrack recording of John 
Wayne's "The Alamo” pic on both 
mono and stereo this month . . . 
Pianist Grace W’ilkonson picked 
under a contract drawn up earlier 
this year by the Halle Concerts So¬ 
ciety and the Associated-Redif- 

! fusion tv web to appear with the 
| Halle orch at Royal Festival Hall 
next May . ....BBC claims that Its 
9 a.m. disk program "Housewives’ 

j Choice” has the second largest au- 
: dience figure for any platter show, 
' totalling “well over .6,000,000” . . 
. Victoria de Los Angeles and Lairy 
Adler am.ong those figuring In 

. BBC-TV's “Music For You” Tues- 
; day (15'. 

! Chicago 
Gene Krupa is back at the Lon-, 

don House . ; Herbie . Mann is 
blowing at the new Birdhouse, 
which relighted after some license 

troubles „ .- Sutherland Lounge 
set Eddie (Lockjaw) Davis and 
Johnnie Griffin Quintet for Nov. 
23, with Maynard Ferguson’s 147 

piecer returning Jan. 4 . . Warbler 
Johnny Janis opens at. the Huddle 
Embers, Indianapolis, Dec. 12. for 
tVyo frames. 

Philadelphia 
This month’s rosier at Pcp’S Mu¬ 

sical Bar includes Buddy Rich, Oct. 
31-Nov. Louis Jordan Tympany 

i Five. Nov. 7-12: Lorenz Alexandra, 
Chris Colombo, Nov .14-19; Gloria 
Lynne. Nov. 21r2S; Herbie Mann’s 

! Afro-Jazz unit. Nov. 28-Dec. 3 . 
| Don Cornell set for the Smart Spot 
: Nov. 4. followed by ,Neil'’Sedaka, 
Nov. 18 , . AL Alberts;at the Ran¬ 
dolph Social -Club, Nov. 13 :..',• Sam 
Cooke opbns at Sciolla’s Noy. 7 . . . 

• Glenn Miller orch; under Ray Mc- 
Kin ley work the Sunny brook BaTI- 
roorri, NoV. . “Holiday Caval¬ 
cade of- Song and Dance.” at th 
Academy of Music. Nov, 23. fea¬ 
tures Josh White, The Four Aces 
and George Tapps • • . Nelson Eddy 
into; Palumbo’s Jan. 5-14 . .. Car¬ 
men McRae, .booked into the Red 
Inn, Nov, 11-13.. . Joan Proctor, 
South Philly chirper pacted for a 
January run at the: Dunes Jn Vegas. 

ASCAP’s 470G Awards 
Continued from page 53 —— 
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GEORGE SHEARING 
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Dallas Jazz Society 
Teeing With Teagarden 

Dallas, Nov. 8. 
Newly organized Dallas Jazz So¬ 

ciety, in association with the 
United Jazz Concert Assn., has set 
the Jack Teagarden, sextet as its 
first offering Dec. .9 at McFarlifi 
Auditorium on. the Southern 
Methodist IL . campus. The five 
shows Include the Modern Jazz 
Adderley Quintet. dates to be set. 

A. B. Swank, Jr. is prexy of the 
new civic, non-profit organization. 
Season tickets for the1 five-event 
series are $10 and $7.50 unre¬ 
served seats. Memberships in. the 
Jazz . Society ate tagged at $5 for 
adults and $2 for students . under 

: 21. 

AFM Pact 
Continued from page 51 S5±S 

Kennedy. Assisting the committee 
were: Henry Kaiser, AFM, general 
counsel; Phil Fischer, studio rep-, 
resentative; Sam Middleman, as¬ 
sistant. studio representative; Er¬ 
nie Lewis; AFM traveling repre¬ 
sentative; and Local 47 reps Jrimes 
D. .Michael, John Tranchitella and 
Leroy Collins; 

For the producers: Charles Bor¬ 
en, Alfred Cathie and, Ben Batch- 
eider from the AMPP; E L. DePat- 
le and Arthur Schaefer, Warner 
Bros.; Saul Rittenberg and E. C. 
De Lavigne, MGMj Ted Leonard 
and Bud Ward, Paramount; Gor¬ 
don Stulberg, William Hopkins and 
Ajf Fisher, Columbia;; Eugene Arn- 
stein, Allied Artists; Bonar Dyer, 
Disney. 

Conspicuously* the contract 
terms as announced did riot make 
ant- provisions for post-’48 pix sold 
to tv; A demaind for such resid¬ 
uals, by the AFM in pact talks in 
Jariuary, 1958, was rejected by 
AMPP, triggering a five-month 
AFM strike, culminating in Musi¬ 
cians Guild of America being 
formed and getting its briefly-held 
AMPP jurisdiction. There was also 
rio provision, for studio staff musi-. 

a member of the three-man pop 
panel. Other two were bandleader 
Paul Whiteman and Haydn Proctor, 
Justice of the Supreme Court of 
New Jersey. In the longhair field, 
the. panel consisted Of Dr. Saul 
Caston, director of the Denver 
Symphony Orchestra;.. Harold' 

j Heeremans, president of the Amer- j 
' ivan Guild of Organists and faculty .I 
member at N.Y.U.; and Dr; Ileiina 
Neunianri. director of music of the : 
Municipal Broadcasting S> stem. ■ 

| Pop Awards |. 
j In the pop field;, those receiving 
$1,000 or over, were Rube Bloom f 

i iSl.OOO), Joseph E. Howard t$2,0Q0>, I 
[the late Howard E. Johnson;: 
I'Sl.OOO'. Stan Jones ($1,000!, Matt \ 

Maliteck (S1.0Q01, the. late Al Pian- j 

! tadosi ($1,200^. Maceo Pinkard j. 
j iS.LOOO), the late Jean Schwartz J 

iSl.OOOi. Frank Signorelli (51.000), i 
David Stamper ($1,200); .the- late I 

; William G. Tracey 'S.l.QOO) arid* 
Pete Wendling ($1,000', 

In the longhair field, a consider- I 
able greater number of writers got 
S 1,000 or over for works played in 
churches, concert halls, parade 
grounds, etc. This group, included 
Josef Alexander. ($1,250).- the late 

'George Antheil ($1,000), Ernest 
' Bacon ($1,250), Richard . Bales. 
1 i$l,250), Samuel Barber ($3;000), i 
.Wayne Barlow ($1,250), Maurice 
j Baion ($1,000); the late Bela Bar- 
I tok i $2,000), Robert R. Bennett 
I,'$2,500), William. Bergsma ($2,000), 
| Leonard Bernstein ($2,500', Seth 
! Bingham ($1,000), Easley R. Black- 
j wood . Jr. ($2,000>, Marc Blitzstein 
I ($2,500), the late Ernest Bloch 

(SI.250). Paul Bowles ($1.250 
More Longhairs 

Also Mark Bucci ($1.000),• the 
late Charles Wakefield Cadman 
($1,000), Lucien Cailliet < $1,000}, 
the. late John Alden Carpenter . 
($1,250), Mario Csistelnuovo-Ted- 
esco ($1,250), Carlos Chavez 
($2,000), Aaron Copland ($3,000), 
Paul Creston ($3,000', 1-ngol.f Dahl 
i$1.250). Serge DeGastyne i$1,250), 
David Leo Diamond ($2,000), Cecil 
Effiriger ($2,000', Herbert Elwell 
($l,000.i, Granville English ($1,000), 
Irving Fine ($1,250), Ross Lee Fin¬ 
ney '$2,o00), Carlisle Floyd ($2,500), 
Lukas Fossi ($2,500), Oscar J. Fox 
($1,000); Isadore Freed. ($1,000), 
George Earl ($1*000', Vittoria Giari-. 
ninl ($2,000), Don Giilis ($1,000), 
Morton Gould ($2,500), Percy A, 
Grainger ($2,000>, the late Charles 
T. Griffes ($1,000), Ferde Grofe 
($i;250), Louis Gruenberg ($2,000); 
Michel Guikoff ($1,000).' 

Als the late Henry .. Hadley 
($1V25P), Richard Hageman ($1,000), 
Alexei Haieff ($1,250), EdmUnd 
Haines ($1,000), Howard Hanson 
($2,500), John Howard Taskpr 
($1,000), Philip James ($1,250), 
Hunter Johnson ($1,000), Charles 
Jones ($1,000), Kent Kerinan 
($1,250), George Kleinsinger 
SI',250.V; Peter Jona Korn $1,000), 

Boris Koutzen ($1,000), A. Walter 
Kramer ($1,000); Fritz Kreisler 
($1,250), Arthur Kreutz ($1,000); 
Gail T. Kubik ($2,000), Meyer Kup- 
ferman ($1,000), John La Montaine 
($1,250), Ivan Langstroth ($1,000), 
John Latouche Est. ($1,000), Dai- 
Keorig Lee ($1,0001, Benjamin Lees 
($1,250), N1 k o 1 a I Lopatnikoff 
($1,250), Gerirge Lynn ($2,000). 

M^notti Gets $3,000 
Also George Frederick McKay 

($1,250), Archibald MacLeish 
($1,250), Albert Hay Malotte 
($1,000>, Mme. Mana-Zucca ($1,000), 
Peter Mennin ($2,000), Gian Carlo 
Menotti ($3,000), Douglas Moore 
($2,500), Harold Morris ($1,250), 
John Jacob Niles $1,000), -Paul i 
Nor doff ($2,000), Alex North 

($1,250), V i n c e n t Persichettl 
($2,000), Burriil Phillips ($1,250), 
johri Powell ($1,000), Gardner Read 
($L25p), Leroy Robertsbri. ($1,250), 
George A. Rochberg ($ 1,250 >, Ber-; 
nard Rogers, ($1,000), . Ned Roretn 
($2,000), William Russo. ($1.250'.. 

Also Carl Sandburg ($1,250), 
Riobert L. Sanders ($1,250), the 
late Arnold Schoenberg ($2,000), 
Tibor Serly. ($l,0p0>, ’Harold Sat 
uel Shapero ($1,000), Elie Seig.m 
ister ($1,000), Arturo Somonanb 
iS,1,000.),.’ Leo Sbwerby ($1,250); 
Robert Stafbr ($1,000) William 
Grant. Still ($2,000!, Igor Stravin¬ 
sky ($2;50p),• Arnold, Sungaard 
t$ 1.0001. Howard Swanson (SI.000'; 
Deems Taylor <$2;00b>, Alex Tem¬ 
pleton .($1,00.0.), Randall, Thompson: 
($2;Q00), Virgil Thomson ($1,250),, 
Ernst Toch ($2,000), Edgard Vares 
($1,000), John.. Vincent. ($1,250), 
Bernard Wagenaar ($1,250), Joseph 
Wagner ($1,000), Elinor Ret ick 
Warren ($1,000), Franx IVaxman 
($1,250), J a r o m i t AVeinberger 
($1,250), the late Clarence Cameron 
White ($1,000), Jacques Wrblle 
($1,250), John W. Wbik ($1,000); 
Richard Yardtimian ($1,250), and 
Eugene Zador ($1,000'. 

From The 
JERRY LEWIS Production 

CinderFella 
A PARAMOUNT Release 

SOMEBODY 
Record? (Alphabetically Listed ) 

TONY BENNETT 
Columbia 

JERRY LEWIS 
Dot 

JANE MORGAN 
Kapp 

JOHNNY NASH 
ABC Paramount 

JOE WILLIAMS 
Roulette 

FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION 

REALLY BIG!! 
THEME FROM 

THE APARTMENT 
Fcrranta and Ttieher 

'with Chorus and Orch, 
United Artists 231 

Leroy Andersen's 
SERENATA 

Sarah Vaughan . 
Roulette #R 4285 

MILLS MUSIC. INC. 

FROM 1 

1 
.. RCfVVlCTOft 

JFIEIO.LONDON ' 

' COLUMBIA 

DAY’..EVEREST 
*.DECCA 

t at THE 
HE STAIRS’ 

( .RC&-VICT0R 

?,REAT RECORDS 
OF 

GREAT THEMES 

FROM GREAT 
PICTURES 

BY GREAT 
COMPOSERS1' 

THEME FROM 

‘THE 
SUNDOWNERS" 

mbekt kollioav ... ereREsr 

"J"10'"'".-tONOOM 

"M Me,S.... DECCA 

KUXSUTKI ..,..,uberiy 

B08 THOMPSON.. RCA-VICT0R 
BILLY VAUGHN   .0QT 

« GREAT GREAT M. WITMARK & SONS 

ASCAPPubs 
Continued from page 49't— 

board {arid there’s nothing we can 
do about it, even If wre wanted.” 

Meantime,, top publishing firms 
like Chappell Music and Big Three 
are pressing their fight to change 
the new publishers’ distribution, 
plan. Both firms claim that the 
logging basis for 42% of the pub¬ 
lishers’ dividends was made in a 
period of 1958-59 when there was 
flagrant buying Of tv. performances 
by some- of the company,. 

A meeting of ASCAP’s publish¬ 
ers classification, committee was 
held Monday (7) and it’s under¬ 
stood that pressure . from Such 
heavyweight firms as Chappell and 
the' Big; Three will result in a 
change, of the Jogging period to 
minimize the effect of. any payola 
perforrnances. 
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CAPITOL’S SINGLE HITS FROM | 

‘ibs uKsnouns mismsw | ¥Will be ready for l«j 

DJ spins on NOV. 21 || 

No songs from this Great New |jj 

Meredith Willson Musical may 
be performed anywhere before N 

that date. i 
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“Minsky’s Follies of 1961 J- with [ 
LiH St? ‘Cyr,...Three '.'Monarehs 
Staneks (70, Esmeralda & Pepe. 
Lara, Sabra Satnaff, Alan Conroy,' 
Tommy Moe Raft, trying Benson/, 
Murray Briscoe, Dolores Reed. 
Enrique... Heredia, Gillian' .Grey.' 
Minsky. Showgirls,.. Banco.. .n'd ■■■■ 

■Kudes, Bill Recldie Orch (.13 )';. pro-' 
.duccd by Harp'd Minsky; choreog¬ 
raphy, Madame Kern $4 
? ninimutn. 

... Lili. Si. Cyr Headlines “Minsky’s 
Follies of 1961” which is one Of . 
Harold Minsky's', lesser efforts, 
here. Show, is b’i&; bawdy, brings 
back baggy-panls burlesque cqriiics, • 
Has 12-dancing girls, 1U showgirls', 
and. 14 nudes-^sp it. should serve 
its purpose of filling the ihowroorii 
•tlir.ee. limies nightly: mostly with 
males,, many of \vHoiiiy will linger in 
the. casino ■ afterwards. 

Miss St; .Gyr is as. beautiful'as.- 
ever, and. undulates her shapely 
torso through ..a provocative strip 
which ends:with tlie inevitable on?;; 
Stage batli;; The; exotic turn, hand¬ 
somely. showcases her as art 
ethereal goddess of sex. 

Tommy Moe Raff, Irving Benson,. . 
artd: Murray .Briscoe, vets Of in any 
Minsky shows., provide the ancient 
burlesque skits which ..are still 
good foi' .yocks. Trio gets decorai- 
tiveassistance from. Dolores Reed-. 

Th Three Monarehs; British, 
harmonica comedians billed ' as 
'•directly from th "/London-. ...Pal¬ 
ladium.-’ don’t quite score with ■ 
their sometimes obvious,- some-] 
times subtle. Hu hi dr. /file Staneks ! 
<7i is a,fast-moving, acrobatic team ! 
complete wit h skilled seesaw 
bouncing: teams, of Sabra Samarr 
& Alan Coni;oy, and Esmeralda & 
Pepe Lara with guitarist Enrique 
Heredia contribute flair' to the 
festivities: former with, a nude, 
dance., latter with, a flamenco terp. 
Gillian Grey, a pretty .-redhead'.' i 
outstanding with, production vocalp.; 
“Follies,” 'xpertly guided by the 

.Bill Reddie orch. (13», runs through 
■Dec. 28. •" -Duke. 

Slate Bros.. HVooil 
Hollywood. Nov. :'4. | 

Will,Jordan. Relko- Tommy Oli.r-.. 
er Trio < 3>; $1;.5U; cori r.; iico-drink, 
iiiiniuiinn, 

\Vill -Jordan, who-, tradition has 
It. has. the unique ability to make 
Ed ; Bulliviin laugh, , is the . Slate 
Bros.’ /current comedian. He has 

.. w ide varict.v of material and 
"fueli fif ft:-. funny. 

It ..'was. inescapable opertin 
ight, however, to avoid impres-., 

.. ion that, lie' wasn’t in . best of: 
form; first, because he. used notes:. .’ 
second;, because a good deal.:of His ' 

iatcrial was. local .to New York. : 
It seems likely that lie will, write 
in the. Coast slant , as liis' engage¬ 
ment progresses, and, .beih-g'!.more 
comfortable w itli.'Iris' material, be-/, 
come more confident. ...:~ '•/ 

. llis bits, include: Hitlers career 
being managed ';by. a theatrical; 
agent: .satire on Sammy Davis Jr.; 
a combination character, Sabu-. 
Peter Lorr. :. satire on sci-fi, .mo'n-:... 
ster and. war'pix: Tendency exists [■ 
for the, bits to anticlimax' but -his 
•gift for construction-of ■•visual-, inr-'-j 
ages Via sound effects .is top. rate,! 

As usual, thq.se on the :."in” at \ ■ 
the Slate Bros, will- .appreciate ■ 
that the .racist jokes, are so. much I 
blowing-6ff-steam/ possibly in rcac-i. 
t ion to tele vision *s' superca ut i bus- [ 
jp.ess, and that lampooners".and 
lampooned understand no ' offense ‘ 
is intended or taken;-Howeyer, -this j 

.i-cviewfcir thinks such jokes are//out • 
of.'line.-,. 
...‘ .'Bei'ko; .'Japanese-.tsinget-in native; 
garb, holds .over with’ her coiiiic ,. 
contrast between demure old roiin- j 
try-/manner and blatant stateside i 
tune belting. Tommy Oliver's 
three-man combo provides gbodd 
backing and does the -up, 
Oliver singing. 

Jordan’s booked for four weeks-. 
" Glen. j 

•Bio V. "j 
.Eraii Warren with Sanford Gold". 

Trio, Jimmy j/-ftchcH;.'.$5.nV^i:tnmiii'. | 

It's tod bad that, most of :.the ! 
•young .femme, singers, today, get! 
their/Start . iri a recording studio . 
instead Of With.a big band.. It they j 
did; lheir piping: techniques would, j 
be based bn basic song selling j 
rather than gimmicked sounds:and } 
multi-tracked effects. For. th ;. 
value of a big band incubation, ; 
the tyros can look and listen to i 
Fran-'Warren as a/case in point../ . f 

During the i94ps,.Miss Warren j 
was vocalist With such .high- !; 
powered band crews as .Charlie [ 
Barnet and Claude Thornhill andj,, 

I what she learned In their seivlce. 
has not been in: vain. She’s got a 

[ style, a strorig.sense of lyric values 
and a stage demeanor that .adds 
strongly to the overall, singing seg- I 
merit/ She knqw*s hoW..tq fill/her 

i songbag. with - varied/; moods .that J 
showcase iier vivid' vocal capabili¬ 
ties to/ the hiit aiid she. can. Jceep 
a 3Q-niinu.t;e session going without 
a letdown-.' .','•' •;; . 

. Miss Wjirren is the. first in the. 
room’s new’ policy, to. spotlight t 
“name'’.performei:s. Iri for a.three-.. 

..week’.run, sh should' start the' 
patronage.v ball rolling,;, for . this" 
east side intimery; 

Although her. background is vfilli 
the big bands, .the thrush is. just 
as much at home with a trio back-.;, 
ing/ in a light jazz groove; Sam 
ford; Gold’s trio gives her the brisk " 
downbeat that brightens h.er vocal; 
displays, Gold, leads, at the piano ; 
and. is assisted ;heatly by . Ernie 
Eurtado on. bass, aiid Maury Feld. 
on. drums, . .: , 

Tlie repertoire consists mairil>* of 
standards out of. (be Rodgers & 
Hart. Gershwin and. Arlen catalogs 
as -well- as “Nive ,'n’ Easy;” recently - 
disked by Frank:;Sinatia. There are • 
also, her .tradeniarked "Sunday! 
.Kiridi Of Love/’ and the rhythmic 1 
“Bye, Bye Blackbird” and “Swing- ■ 
ing Down. The .Lane'’ to add punch ..j 
to the performance. It's a slick job . 
that could open ' up new7 avenues , 
for her oil the. small-room circuit. 

Piano/ interludes between Miss 
\Varreri:s stints are deftly handled. 
% Jimmy' Mitchell. Gros. 

Blue Aiigol? X. Y. 
fioroihy London;. Jrxcin Cforeu. 

Maysa. MalarazzO, JimYny Lyon., 
■Trio; S6^X; minimum.: 

The ..eastside-'intehiery. featur-. 
jn'g . repeat fave - Dbrqiliy. Loudoh 
along with PrOiessbr jr\yin Corey, 
who leaves the old . downiow 
stand, sister club 'Village' Van¬ 
guard. '.for .ibis upt. wn Avhirj. 
Spread also -intros'"Brazilian singer' • 
Maysa: Matarazzo to New York 
audiences - ( gee. new acts r, r 

Yli/ss Loudon, a., polished co.iii- 
. medienne-singer," * hies bn with 
the ,A;ngel.audience a.i though1-.she, 
w ere w hooping it up ’ for friends j 

h Her.. .. . and . comedy > 
are consistently' ..top*! 

drawer sophisiicaied material, and 
the projection, is like\vise sOck. and 
inviting: Jimmy Lyon tri7 gives 
cxnert backing, piobabij by; mei.nr . 
ory. ' ' '• 

Professor Corey, doesn't alter the 
routine much the uptowners.! 
.except, /perhaps,,' to slightly dow n- j 
beat the ceiebral comed\- and .up-:. 
beat farce clbw ing. He: briiigs 
upfrohters into the act,, but never , 
i one Its. itiem.up to the point of . 
hfin-t feelings. Bill. 

Bevorlv II ills* C ihcv I 
Cihciiinati, Nov. ^4. ..[ 

• Gordon & Sheila.MapRae. Jimm i 
Edmondson.- MproBandis Dancers ' 
r.( 8.' . u-ith Charlie 'Hines, Gardner ; 
Benedict oi-ch t ie.K Jimmy Wilber ! 
Tn Carry Vincent; .$3-$4 mini-.] 
lituui, $l-Sl.-50 carer.; [ 

This date. is. a .homecoming for; 
the. /MacRaes, rewarding their i 
smash mtio a year ago. at' Greater | 
Ciiicy's ace cafe. Their stellar per i 
Torniance With new tiiimi mgs,. 

. points more, - playbacks .and 1 
■rooters. Jimmy Edmondson, .the ; 
“Professor Backwards” aiid long-; 
time local, fa\e..'supplies the. yocks 
for the . current topnotch session. 
Spice and beauty additions are bv 
the Moro-Landis ensemhle in, two 
colorful production numbers:' 

:• Gordon .MacRae... and his wife 
Sheila do aiiear.-full hour of .songs j 
and Comedy. Paired; at'start, he;: 
in, tux and she in white gow and1 
do. a special “Show Time ’ -medlev 
MacRae soi “If I Love You/’. 
“So In Love.” "Sound of Music”, 
and ‘‘Tonight'’ bgtw;een impre.shes 
of Ed Murrow; Godfrey', Como and 
Dea Martin, all sold to the hilt, 
and hits heavy with .a medley of 
hisj.film a lie! record, top tunes/ 

Sheila registers with /carbons of 
Carol Cha,lining, - Lena Horne; Zsa 
Zsa Gabor and Dinah Shbfe.: .For ! 
a tandein song and dance specialty,;. 
in stravvs, she does a .neat on-stage-: 
makeup of. tights and; tails for eni-! 
phasis on a triin figure, Norman! 
Leyden ably conducts the Gardner !■ 
Benedict; orch, -which, has six extra • 
fiddlek/ 

Edmondson, surefire with liners : 
. and gags on assorted topics and in ! 
rich Dixie accent, makes use of ’ 
his. trusty, blackboard for nly j 
several minutes of his 21-ihinute i 
turn to spell add mingle .words in 1 
up.<idedo>vh. and backward writing; : 

■ •: George .Gobel makes his bow • 

Pfistwrr 
Roosevflt Grill. X. V. 

. Warren Codington 'arid. Tommy 
Dorsey Otch ii6>,. Al Conte Trio; 

j $1-2. minimum. 

\. Continuing its .policy of- using 
name bands to attract the. dancing 

\vd to this, eastsjde . hotel, .room. 

John Horsman. genbrai manager of; 
the Roosevelt Hotel. has brought 
back the. Toi" ..Dorsey band;.led 

!.by. Warren Covington; This outfit 
roved a di’aw last year, and likely ; 

Will be. as successful on- its. cur¬ 
rent sixnyeeR' engagement; judging 
from ./the .reception opening .night. 

Covington made a rep: for him* 
self with his. recording of. “Tea For 
Two/’ cha-cha . versioii; for Decca. 
And ..he was; ' fine fettle., for 
preerii night,; For his date here, lie 

employing, both pops and Old-, 
time fayes, many of, them from the 
Dorsey book. /. One of the most 
popular; of; course,: * “Marie,” a 
Dorsey trademark; 

Covington yrarbles ofteh but- 
vanes /the monotony with , sax and 
trombone, solos. His current ci:e\v 

i has. five saxophones and; the combo 
I is at its best when .these reed men 
have the spotlight. 
, Al .Conte Trio again is in for 
relief, and has made a real .niche 
for itself in this room; Per usual, 
it ‘ the pianistic leadership of 
Conte himself which seems to 
make the . outfit jell. .This three¬ 
some has been here fOr ihe last 
seven years, f*Fascination/’ “Danc¬ 
ing in tile park/.’ -‘Night and Day”- 
and “Mack' the Knife’, are ex¬ 
amples. of the dancable tunes , the 
trip plays. Wear,. 

“— i 

TradclVinils, rbi | 
. Chicago,. Nov, 3/ . 

Marie. McDonald,.. Marsh & 
Addins, Joe Parnello' Trio; $2:50 
Co^c r. 

Marie McDonald, very deebra- 
tjve. Chi-bow/ing in. this- Rush. 
Ft. sinallery with a turn that/s dis- i 

mfiiingly all vocal for .lack of1 
stagespace. She; simply is not up : 
to the demands of standup thrush- / 
ing, displaying > peasant., 
that requires more control and : 

gihation than she now manages. ; 
Her catalog ranges, from uptem- . 

pb 4o torchanting <e.g. “Party's ] 
Over*'1,. and includes a couple of- 
special items in dubious taste,: 
One is a biographical kidder, the 
other a blues-style satirization of. 
Zsa Z>:a Gabor. Neither is especial?.. 
ly clever. Partly for a tepid recep¬ 
tion. it's supposed, she steered her - 
25 linutes; or so >Vith /hesitancy,;j 
also . -incirig some regrettable ■ 
touchiness with customers. 

Comics Lou Marsh & Tony' 
Adams, registered well :with lotsa ;j 
.unabashed corn in the predictable 
clpwn (Marshl-straightman (Adams’, 
pattern, Act covers some depend- ! 
able .sex-and*pansy slants, parodies 
on obvious radio-tv. vices, wjarbler 
impreshes, and; a windup clamor of 
..trumpets,. // 

Team makes, a sympathetic pair, 
displays, a fiiie flair for iheir stuff, 
but manifestly needs some" fresher 
gimmicks. At opener, Adams is 
on. solo for. five minutes, in gag 
delay of .Mar.sh/s entry, and that .is' 
too trusting of most audiences/ 

Joe Parnello Trio backs ably. 
Vic: Danione and Allen Drake are 
next,/Nov. 16. Pit. 

BarHay. Toronto ; 
: Toronto; Nov. 2. 

harry. Steele's. “Sm Affairs 
Revue of- '61*.’;. u-ith. Slappy; White, 
Roz Croneyi Carlos & Mike, A man- , 
da Thigpen, Andre Pittsi,-Minnie ■ 
Murphy,. Beige Beauties and BoVs\ 
,<16); Larry Steele, producer and 
.emcee;. Paul -Grosyicy Orch. Mi 
four imported: players (.13); $2 
admission. 

.. Apart from :tlie smiling but'lam ' 
guid emceeing ..of Larry Steele, pro- . 
ducer-composer/ and the relaxed 
Story-telling of; Melvin . (Slappv) 
White, past of “Smart; Affairs: Re¬ 
vue of ’61” okays the claim that: 
this is the S'.viftest-moving, unit to. 
hold the stage, at Al Siegel’s Bar-. 

It's the musical's, first visit to 
Canada and the opulence ahd high, 
spirits of the performers, are evi¬ 
dent from the teeoff routine when 
.10. girls in evening gowns, and. six 
boys iri giey toppers and tails get 

roceedings underway. From there 
On. speed and .color is the keynote, 

Carlos (Arroyo) & -Mike/ (Ra- 
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mos) are in. tho aecond spot for 
their cha-cha taps and concerto 
eccentrics, alternated by clever 
challenges. 

Amanda, Thigpen does torrid 
spng-styling-. of “All of Me” and 

“After You’Ve Gone1—in interpo¬ 
lated, boiiricy.and ballad treatment 

; ^complete with fine gravel-voiced 
finish in: takeoff, of Louis. fSatcli- 

•mo> Armstrong. , r 
Miiinie /Murpliy, as the Harlem 

.deb-who goes to Africa because 
“She’s in Love with the Rhytln 
of the Drums/’ leads into a .Story- 
drain a. - This i.s notable for'the voo-. 
.dob; inoods of Andre Pitts, the in¬ 
cantations of . the. chorus, and the 

I exciting .finish- wheri Roz Croney, 
as a limbo dancer/ orders the bam¬ 
boo spear lowered. in. .four success¬ 
ful " . climaxing with a fbot- 
above-ihevfloor barrier under which- 
she slide-^with undulations. .. 

. ..For a . change* of pace. Slappy 
White prioves a.good story-tellering 
comedian w’ho. kept iri clean but 

; funny-for 20 minutes when Caught: 
; with Steele si/nging: “It’s the Beat2’ 
arid, leading into the dance finale. 
It’s a sinart tevue, with rhythm of 
song and dance, color and speed, 
predoiiiinarit. McStay. 

riialeau Madrid. N.Y. 
/ Tun-Tun, Henry .& Lebnelld, 
Estelita Salinas, Angel & Carmelil- 
la. Chateau Madrid.dancers; Chino 

...Orch, Caney Orch; $5-$6 minimum. 

Angel. Lopez has one of his bet¬ 
ter shows with this layout, tabbed 
“A Night in Acapulco” for rib par¬ 
ticular rfeason. The pop inidtown 
room; which h^s grown under Lo¬ 
pez in recent years, has a real 
anchor in. the half-pint Tim-Tun. 
lie was here last December, but 
his current act is . far better than 
on that; appearance. 

For- . thing, the. Mexican 
.dwarflike comic has speeded up 
his routine and eliminated too 
much gagging. The stunt of sing¬ 
ing a song, in, Spanish. Italian arid 
then English is retairied as: is--the 
bit with the ..tall comely chorine 
wdib,. looms almost twice his &ize. 
His takeoffs on Ed Sullivan, Nat 
King. Cole, Vaughn Monroe and 
even Elvis Presley are. solid. The 
miniature . bull, fight still is his 
'filial '''b.ut.it's put across w ith 
more ease. 

Henry & Leonella provide a 
swilt-movihg dance act that is far 
different, from the turns usually 
spotted here/. Acrobatic, adagio 
and. typical, ballroom stuff is effect¬ 
ed bv the pair: She’s a very tall 
femme, but graceful while he is 
even taller. Made a hit here. 

The flamenco dance combo of 
Angel & Carmelilla scores handily. 
Besides many slipk hccl-and-toe 
routines, Angel, male member of 
combo, has a fefp solo that is the 
fest of its kind seen in N. Y. for 
some time. All this act seems to 
need is a bit. more polish to qualify 
for' .dates in larger rooms. Estelita 
Salinas, attractive blonde, does 
well with three songs, all chirped' 
in Spanish. 

The Chino orch and Caney com¬ 
bo provide music for the dancing, 
the former being credited^ with 
playing the show. Wear. 

Freddie's, 3lpls. 
Mirineapolis. Noy. 1. 

SivcrDaues <3) tcith Bendt Hall- 
berg. Herb. Pilhofe trio; S2-$2:50 

Their appearance here, this fort: 
inight; following their1 U,S. debut 
[at the Cocoamit Grove in L.A.. 
must- seeriv like horne coming to 
the ,Sw;e*Danes, .a jazz trio with a 
lot of native appdal; Hea\\ de- 

• iriand . for table reservations in- 
■ dicates there’s considerable inter- 
' est :in tlie group, . despite its lack 
of. local: re nutation, in this pre¬ 
dominantly Swedish and Norwegian 

rea. 
Swedish thrush Alice Babs and 

h. tw-o male companions, Svend 
Asiriussen arid Ulrik Neuman, are 
talented-/ and attractive young 
people. Their routine is a radical 
departure from standard bistro 
/are. but it's loaded.'with mciody. 

. humor apd eharni. They’re at their 
best. harmonizing “Side by Side.” 
swinging “When Your Time Comes 
Ip Go” and providing instrumental 
sOUnd effects the “Swe-Danes 
Symphony.” . 

Miss Bab^ adds a novel touch, 
yodeling “Cuckoo Bird,” a Swedish 
iolk song; and the boys, accom¬ 
plished violinist and guitarist, 
accent the international flavor with 
a multi-style version of “O Sole 
Mio.” Act bogs down a bit w.nen 
t^e riieri indulge in a cm-, hit 

,.of:'ratter,/ but otherwise it's all 

Tidelandfi, Houston 
Houston, Nov. 1. 

. Lenny Maxwell, Toni Carroll, 
Don Cannon Orch (6); no cover 
or minimum. 

Lenny Maxwell belongs to the 
current school of young comics 

j who write their own material and 
| are as out as a .150 hitter. He 
opens to varied response, but 

.. builds during his 45 minuies as 
auditors begin to understand him. 
Material is generally good, and 
he'll Ho even better when hepsters 
get Hie word and start to pour into 

s. club. 
| Appearing before election, comic 
z defends Republican foreign policy: 

“Were still friendly with Canada.” 
He’s devastating with comments 
on surplus farm products, explores 
the weirdniks—“They're having a 
party in a brand new project of 
condemned buildings”—and tears 
up “Wagon Train” on tv. 

Perhaps best of all is the prison 
community sing, with Maxwell as 
the old con m.c. shouting, “All 
right, now,.the murderers.” Then, 
“O k, tax evaders. EVERYBODY:” 
Maxwell may wax an album while 
at Tidelands, and hopes he’ll hit 
it as big as Bob Newhart and Dave 
Gardner, whose longplays cut here 
did better than okay. 

Toni Carroll has added touch 
of production to her act since she 
w*as here about a year ago. She’s 
added Van Moreno as musical con¬ 
ductor. and he . takes turns at 88s 

! and skins. A former Miss Missouri, 
i she could perhaps carry act by 
j just standing on stage for her 28 
j minutes. That she’s capable with 

vocals seems almost like a bonus. 
Show plays for two weeks. 

Skip. 

La Rose. Frankfurt 
! Frankfurt, Nov. 1. 
I Chert Hell, La Zuidema, Eddy 
Georgia, La Conch ita. Esmeralda, 

: Romance, Mieaclli, Girani Orch 
*31; cover $1,25. 

! While ^Frankfurt nightclub life 
generally centers around vaude¬ 
ville and cabaret, the town’s most 

•enterprising club owner (who has 
half a dozen clubs, pubs and 
restaurants under his aegis), Hel¬ 
mut Dettmer. has come up with 
something different—a show of 
transvestites. 

The German burghers, interna¬ 
tional tourists, and jaded Gl’s who 
comprise the nitery-going audi¬ 
ence, are crowding in to see the 
first different nightclub show that 
the town'has offered in a long time. 
Although the club is expensive 
going for G^rmcny ‘51.25 cnv-*»r 
plus about $2 for drink4!, double 

■ that of other clubs), business is 
excellent, proving that something 
novel will always draw here. 

The" newly-decorated La Rose 
nightclub looks like the lush, lavish 
drawing room of a successful Paris 

‘ eocotte. It has heavy satin drapes, 
1 thick Persian carpets covering the 
floor (except, for a postage-stamp 
area reserved for dancing, which 
offers only a simple srrt of wa,M'> 
wall carpeting), heavy cut-glass, 
leaf-entwined candelabra and. 

• murky lighting. 
j And the transvestites are ex- 
j tremely good, clean *and clever 
‘ instead of tawdry as some of these 
European boy-girl-switch shows 
tend to be. 

Master-mistress-of-ceremonies is 
Cheri Hell, a .Mae West-y sort of 
creation who slinks around in a 

; padded red lace gown singing in 
• a husky voice and introing the 
other acts. Blond singer Eddy 
Georgia, advertised as “back from 
New York,” singe French love 
songs, in a voice as low as the light¬ 
ing. while brunette Romance sings 
and dances. 

( Exotic Javanese dances are the 
specialty of La Zuidema. billed as 
Indonesian gueet. Micaelli is an 
enormous blond boy-girl who plays 
the accordion, but the absolute 
stunner of the show is Esmeralda, 
a South American import, who 
does a strip right down to the bare 
bosoms and G-string. 

Even those in the front-rows are 
forced to wonder how this beauti¬ 
ful “babe” got the chest-full of 
appeal, because only a thin gauze 
veil separates “her” from the audi-„ 
ence. 

While the transvestites are 
• standard show biz for the Paris- 
. ites, this i«; a something new ap¬ 
proach for Frankfurt. And the fact 

. that the show i.s done as a tasteful 
-travesty instead of being downright 
j dirty makes it all the more amus¬ 
ing. 

The “girls” wear exquisite eve¬ 
ning gowns, and there’s not a 

' .“’pie hairy leg to spoil the illu- 
jfiiop. Haze. 
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Cover Charge Ban K.O/s Mexico City 
Nitery Biz, Ops Drop Foreign Names 

industrial show Review II Stoll Theatres Wins Control Of 

Mexico City, Nev. 8. < 
A gulden, unexpected decision 

by the Office of Public Entertain-; 
n'sentN which bars minimum cover 
c! trges in night clubs has aroused 
a -.torn? of controversy and uncer¬ 
tain} v here. 

Night club managements claim, 
thev are being discriminated 
against and public will ‘suffer” 
since they cannot hire interna¬ 
tional performers. They also infer 
that if the ban continues they may 
drop local acts as well. 

Tiie cover charge veto has re-j 
percussions in that contractual, 
negotiations for about a dozen in-j 
tot national stars are how off. In-j 
eluded in the group are Marlene 
Dietrich, Frank Sinatra. Sammy ; 
Davis Jr.. Josephine .Baker. Louis;; 
“Satehmo” Armstrong. Caterinaj 
Valente. Domenico Modugno and[: 
others. . 

Protest to Mayor \\ 
Club owners have been closeted 

with Mayor Ernesto P. Uruchurtu, 
and will attempt to reach Presi¬ 
dent Adolio Lopez Mateos to ob-" 
tain a cancellation of the cover 
charge prohibition. Consensus is 
that the measure is “totally preju-: 
dicial to the economic interests of 
our business.” 

Mayor Uruchurtu. it is learned. ; 
was directly responsible for im¬ 
posing the ban. He said he.ordered 
elimination of the cover charge as ■ 
“protection for the public.” Pre- 
viou>ly clubs had been going far 
overboard in minimum charges 
ami strongly worded complaints, 
had been registered about high 
cost of liquor in nitedes. and even 
in package stores. 

A snotcheck of a few* of the lux¬ 
ury clubs hofore the ban was im- ; 

'Continued on page 53) 

Jane Froman’s Illness 
Cues Lilo’s Plaza Date 

Lilo has been signed as a re- i 
placement for Jane Froman who; 
v. as to have opened tonight f Wed j 
at the Persian Room of the Plaza 
Hotel, N.Y. Miss Froman is suffer¬ 
ing from hepatitis. ij 

Lilo. who last played the hotel 
two seasons ago. will work for four 
week*. Miss Froman had been 
lened for five weeks, but I.ilo can 

. lay only for the double fortnight 
because of a previous commitment’ 
at the Caribe Hilton,.San Juan, P.Ri 

Vet Burlesque Producer 

Barney Gerard 
harks back t# Burleycue's Heydays 

in his article 

On 6Stepping Into* 

The Part 

another Editorial Featur 

in the upcoming 

55th Anniversary Number 

of 

PfiRlETY 

Hong Kong Beauty 
Contest in Foldo 

Hong Kong, Nov.. 8. 
Cancellation of the “Miss World 

Hong Kong Contest for 1960.” be-, 
cause of lack of entries, didn’t 
cause any raised eyebrows here. It 
was generally to be expected be- 

! cause Chinese girls,, traditionally 
speaking, frowri upon entering such 

j beauty contsts. 
However, at least one previous 

beauty contest winner. Miss Judy 
Dann. had done rather well for 
herself. As her prize, she w*ent to 
Hollywood where she appeared in 
two films., in one of which, titled 

."The Painted Veil.” she played op¬ 
posite George Sanders. 

Soon to be released films like 
(“The World of Suzie Wong” (Par) 
may fend to give the impression 

' to the outside, world that Hong 
Kong girls are so typed. This is 
viewed here as misleading. Because 

i Hong Kong girls, coming from 
good families as a rule, just don’t 
think of entering beauty contests. 

Marlene’s 30G, Mont’l 
Montreal, Nov. 8, 

Despite plenty of publicity dur- 
i ing her stay last week at Her 
Majesty's Theatre. Marlene Die- 

j trich and her vaude-type offering 
(drew a disappointing $30,000 at a 
■ $3.95 top in this 1.704-seater. ■' 
I Review’s for the most part were 
j solid for La Dietrich but panned 
•tiie balance of show. 

General Motors 
General Motors presentation of 

“Magic Man,” with Hal England, * 
Cynthia Scott,- lllpna Mxurai.'. 

1 Created and staged by Feuer <& ; 
j Martin; songs by Bob Haymes; t 
: choreography, Bob Harinlt niusi-; 
!cal director, Peter Matz; costumes' 
and lighting, Robert Fletcher; pro- 

' duction under supervision of Camp-j 
bell-Ewald. At Waldorf-Astoria! 

j (N.Y.).- rand ballroom; Nov. .2.' 1 

; Genral Motprs more or ;less. an-' 
! nual Motorainas have "always, been 
'.industrial showmanship, of the 
| Cadillac class. The; current produc- 
- tion, “Magic Man,” while no great 
•shakes on entertainment value, 
I still serves as* an effective vehicle 
j through, which to showcase the ‘61 
! line of GM cars and, additionally, , 
is an effective shill to,lure the pub- : 
lie. Luring the public even with a' 

■! free .show, may not be easy as. it. 
might seem at first glance as all 
of the new models already have", 
appeared in dealers’-... showrooms , 
and the public has. had ample op- 

| portunity to audition the iuerchan-. 
dise. ; 

This is one of those shows Where 
one goes away whistling the cos¬ 
tumes. The fnusic'by Bob. Haymes 
is strictly lowercase arid the lyrics 
also by .Haymes,. are, of. course, j 
expected to do double duty . 
legitimate numbers at the sam 
time showcasing the various cars. .. 
This was managed via a slim plot 
line of a bioy (Ifal England) *'• 
dreaming he "was., in a sort pf an ‘ 

• “Alice in Wonderland’’ world, 
j where he was required to compete 
j against an - evil, witch •Illona ’ 
■Mural). He did this by. matching 
, her charms with a GM car j. 
j and. in the. end comes, off a winner. ! 
natch.. Principals Hal . England, ; 
Cynthia Scott arid .Illona Murai 

j came through in" acceptable, fash- j 
l ion considering the- paucity of the , 
j material. " j 

j The real herds or the show" 
’ were the cars themselves tparticu- j. 
.larly the hew compacts) w;hich, S 
! once again, are mounted on out- j 
riggers on. the. stage and come ! 
down .to the audience for a bow 
and a closeup looksee. The. various 
supplementary exhibits by 1110! 
various GM divisions and sub- ! 
sidiaries are all topnotch. particu-j 

! larly since most .require some -de- ; 
! gree of personal participation. tq ;: 
| make them . work. . 
j If' this 1960 Motorama, when ., 
j taken from an overall viewpoint, is , 
in the Cadillac class,, then the 45- > 

’ minute show*" must fall somewhere i 
I between Pontiac arid Buick. Syd. I 

Moss Empires; Cinemas to Stay Open 

joe Smith & 
Charles Dale 

recall Show Biz’e efforts to get 
the public to forget the 

Great Chicago Fire in 

Being Funny in Chi98 
Old Iroquois Theatre 

Telephones i GROsvenor 2366 & 3181 

BERKELEY SQUARE, MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.I 

27th. October i960 

Harry Dawson* Esq., 
Staple ton-G opper Ltd#, 
107-111 How Oxford Street, 
London, W.C.il. 

Dear Harry, 

Would you please compliment RONALD ROGERS on 
a fabulous week here at the As tor Club. I can 
sincerely say that he is one of the finest singers 
that has ever played the As tor Club, and I wish 
him every success in this country# 

Kindest regards. 
Yours sincerely^ 

MICHAEL BLACK, Booker* 

Just Completed: JED HEATH CONCERT TOUR • TYNE-TEES TV FILMING 
Nov. 8th: "JOAN REGAN SHOW/1 BBC-TV (Tape) 

On# of the. many. Editorial Features 
in Hi# upcoming 

5olh Anniversary Number 
of 

PfifSIETY 

Latino Countries 
Ink Jane Russell 

Buenos Aires, Nov. 8. 
" jane Russell is booked to open 1 
a fouriday stand next Mori. (14 v at ‘ 

’ the1 Lbcoco circuit’s major “Opera”, 
showcase. Tier date there comes • 
two weeks after Harry James and : 

'his band closed a seven-day stint 
“in the sariie house: Appearing at 
‘the tail-end of the season, James’' 
.twice-daily performances did not ■ 
sell out, possibly because the pub¬ 
lic felt the oreh could be seen on j 

"tv fdr free, 
j. Meantime. Brazilian agent Cela,' 
! through Mario Hernandez, has1 
’ made a fresh bid to Frank 
Sinatra's demand for. $70,000 

; weekly for a South. American tour. 
, Cela is offering S50.000 per week; 
j free of all expenses arid taxes, for! 

■ a four-week tour which would 
j elude appearances in • Argeritin 
• Brazil, Uruguay and Chile. 
j Cela’s bid works out to a record 
4,500,000 pesos, apart’ frorii. cost of.’ 
alane fares, hotels, bands; adver- : 
rising, etc. It would involve fixing ] 

j admissions at $5} for front row ; 
' stalls. The: promoters believe that. 
^ the Buenos Aires public w*ould pay 1 
' that and. more to hear Sinatra, but . 
‘ the booking, would have to be at a . 

■favorable time of the year to be 
successful. ! -I 

A special musical show will be; 
i built around Miss Russelis date at ’ 
j Lo.cdeo “Opera.” Following her 
I appearance there, siie goes to ; 
; Montevideo for one day, returns ‘ 
; here for nitery work and heads to . 
Santiago de .Chile fpr four days. ' 

• She’ll wind up her stay in this ’ 
sector with a tv performance on a . 

’ Buenos Aires station. j 
; Pat Boone reportedly also 
be booked for appearances here 
before the year is out. Although tv 
may detract. from the American 

. stars’ b.o. pull In theatrical book-: 
ings, it helps coyer the high cost 

j of importing them. 

Dink Freeman to Chicago 
Dink Freeman wrill be master of 

ceremonies for the show opening 
New Year’s Eve at the Edgewater 
Beach Hotel in Chicago. 

Booking is for four weeks. 

Maria TaDchief and Andre Eg- 
levsky will dance the leading foies 
in “Raymonda” with the Washing¬ 
ton Ballet Nov. 11-13, at Lisner 
Auditorium at the Capitol. 

» London, Nov. 8. 
!•’ The acquisition last week by 
Stoll Theatres Corp. (Ltd. of a vot¬ 
ing majority of Moss’ Empires Ltd. 
stock swiftly ended what promised 
to . be the biggest takeover battle 
in British show biz for years. 

This, move, helmed by Stoll top¬ 
per Prince- Littler, followed closely 
on the heels of a bid of $15,960,000 
made by investment Registry for 
th Moss’ - preference arid ordi¬ 
nary share capital ori behalf of a 
private company headed by real 
estate, tycoon Charlies Clore, arir 
other property giant Jack Cotton, 
and impresario Bernard Delfont. 

The Stoll victory, ended a lot of 
speculation and reports on wliat 
the Clore group intended to do 
with the 16 Moss’ Empires thea¬ 
tres! Including fears- that some 
houses would be torn dow and 
converted into office blocks. 
, Littler, wli forecasts... that: a 
complete merger betw en Moss’ arid 
Stoll, is highly probable, is on fee-. 
ofd as saying that “it’s husiness as 

[ usual for all. our theatres,” in¬ 
cluding fhe London showhouses, 
London Palladium and Victori 

j Palace. 
I Stoll pulled off its coup by grab¬ 
bing •’several hundred : thousand 
Moss’ shares., ordinary, and pref¬ 
erence), on the market. 

Underage Aussie Dancer 
j Gets 5-Week I.Q Vacash 
I The RudaS: Dancers, recent im¬ 
ports from Australia now at the 
Latin Quarter, N: Y., have been 

whittled down, temporarily to a 
five-girl troupe, instead of its 

i customary six. The N. Y. State Li- 
uof Authority, refused to lice se 

one of its number on .the; ground 
that she is under 118. 

Noline Dane Race, the barred 
’dancer,, will wait but. the fiv 
j weeks until- her. 18th birthday, 
l and then resume work. 

‘ CLASON'S FUN-MASTER [ 
PROFESSIONAL. 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theatricali 

"We S«rvic* th* Star*" 
Big Temporary Special on All 

35 Gag Fnies for >1.5;. Plus SI.00 Postage 

Foreign: S1.50 ea., 35 for *40 

# 3 Parody. Books, Per Bk. ... 510 #. 
• 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk: ' S25 # 
♦ Minstrel■. Budget 525 # • 

How to Master the Ceremonies 
$3 per Copy-. 

No- C.O.D's . . .. "Always Open" 
BILLY GUSON 

; 200 W. 54th St.> N.Y.C., 19 CO 5-1316 
I (WE TEACH EMCEEING .and COMEDY) 
: (Let a. Real Professional. Train You) 

HARBERS 
Now 

CLUB BOLERO 
Barcelona. Spain 

• NOW BACK IN U.S. • 
ENdlcott 2-3&91 

36 West 84th St. 
New York 24 

HARRY DAWSON 
Stapleton-Cooper Ltd. 

107.-11 V New OXforcf St, 
London W.C.l, Eng. 
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NAMES: POINT OF NO RETURN 
‘New Wave’ Comics May Rap Niteries j SEiES SEES op Names on Agency Trapeze; 

Pearl Bailey to ABC, Celeste to GAC 
“They’ll .all be back playing 

nightclubs/’ say the boh.ifAce.s look¬ 
ing over the list of the new wave, 

comics who have, defected from 
that medium. The cafe owners are 

. peeved at the fact, that these com¬ 
ics who . first , came .to national 
prominence in the cafes now find 
that they dorrt like to work for 

iterv audiences.. However, they 
point out that the history of the 
entertainment industry is -filled 
with examples of performers, who 
turned their back on one medium 
only to retain when they believed 
.everybody had forgotten their rash 
..promises, s ' 

The most' conspicuous example,, 
it's pointed out, is Danny Kaye; 
who nearly .15 years ago vowed 
that he' would never perform in a 
cafe Following a date .' Florida. 
Thi .. Was kept For 15 years, 
but;Kaye recently played the Des¬ 
ert Inn, Las Vegas. 

The major peeve by performers 
such as Shelley Berman and Bob 
Newhart, who recently voiced op¬ 
position to nitery stands, is . that 
drunks and other, varieties, of inat^ 
tentive and heckling listeners make 
life difficult for performers and 
sometimes ; degrade their act. The 

..bulk of bonifaces are sympatico 
with that viewpoint, .since they 
don’t like noisy hecklers anymore 
than a performer does. They also 
feel that it doesn't do their estab¬ 
lishment any good to have one: pa¬ 
tron spoil the show for a .roomful 
of people. 

However; they,point Out tiiat--t.be-. 
cafes, were .important in the devel¬ 
opment of both of these perform^ 
Crs. Both grew up learning to cope 
with these evils and both overcame 
them, At this point, the operators, 
point out, their .services are wanted 
in concert halls and elsewhere. It 

is true they do not need niteries 
at .this point. But there will come 
a time When they do. Their ,big 
b.o. can decline in concerts in a 
season ot’two, television ...dates may 

■not come’ with, their, accustomed 
frequency,- and ' they had better 
keep in. contact with, an occasional 
cafe.; date in preparation for the 
time when cafes-may comprise the. 
major source of income. Cafe own¬ 
ers,. generally,- aren't vindictive.. 
They’ll still play ’em if the draw is 
.still there.. 

Roll Up 
'•!. The first. 11. one^nighters by. 
! edian Mort Salil- bn his. current, 
cross-country concert tour- grossed 

i $91,173, With 17. grosses yet to be 
i tabulated,, it’s estimated, that..Salil 
/will pull in between §225,000 and 
! $250,000.;. 
I Salil will /wrap up. bis nine-city 
(.tour on the. Coast Saturday < 12» 
with a date at.the Masonic Temple, 

; San. Francisc.o,. He’s scheduled for 
a retur engagement in N.Y. with 
one performance at Carnegie Hall 
Nov. 25. 

Smash Northwest Biz 
Portland, Ore.. Nov. 8 

Mort Salil and The/Limeiiglitcrs 
/grabbed a neat $6,(100 in one -even- 
; ing performance at the Paramount 
.Theatre Thur.s. i.3The 3,00 
i-sealer' was scaled at $4 top, Ttfke 
..is very good’ indeed considering 
j that1 the Memorial Coliseum 
! preemed the same night. with 
1 (Continued on page .58) 

I “Names.- Las’ Vegas have 
reached 'the. point of <liminishiiig 

. returns., Within a .year,, there, won’t 
be a dozen, names: that will pack 
’em. in/’ says . Frank Seniies, Who 
books .the Desert Inn, Stardust 
and Riviera in Las Vegas and op¬ 
erates, the ..Mf/ulin Rouge and 
Giro’s, Hollywood.. Senries w ho is 
currently in New York, has inked 
"La Plume de/Ma. Tante” for the 
Riviera, 'Las Vegas, Dec. 22 for a 
minim in of eight weeks. 

Sehnes is spouting /around for. 
bookings based on .ideas. He points 
out that, Le Lido shows at The 
.Stardust; have had long runs.. It:s 

■ expected that the present edition 
Which opened several: weeks ago. 
will'xemaini for at least 18 months. 
In three years there have only 

/been three shows there, except 
for the fill-in shows between Le 
Lido exhibits. lie also points out 
that the Minsky shows at the 
Dunes have also done exceeding¬ 
ly well, and the “Folies Bergere* 
at the Tropicana .lias been a strong 

.magnet. In addition, it’s pointed 
out. that, the initial Japanese, show 

. the:. New FrontierWas also, a 
powerful, puller. 

■ Senncs who recently took on the 
Riviera following the /resignation 

..of Sam my Lew is,. wi 11 continue the 
I policy of trying to get letters for 
I the spot, “La Plume” is, the third 
show From the atelier ot David 
Merrick to. hit that spot. Others 
Were “Destry Rides Again” and 

."The World-of Suzie Wong.:* 

Sennes says that nai have 
had frequent exposures in Las 
Vegas, television, films and cafes 
around the country, come with, few 
new'., facets for Las Vegas. It’s 

I (Continued on page 59) 

A Trend 
Chicago, Nov. 8. 

Current Palmer HouseUm¬ 
pire Room layout includes har- 
nionicist Leo Diamond. Next 

The season of agency changes 
is again plaguing the major of¬ 
fices. Again, there is a lot of per¬ 
former movement from one office 
to another. The net gain or the 
net loss for any particular agency 
is virtually nil, since most offices 

bill will have another mouth ! get probably as many acts as they 
l organist, Johnny O'Brien. lo«e. However, the percenters 
! So. \\here’s Larry Adler? dread the shifts that is normal, for 
;•/ ; / "/ ' -' — this time of year. 

' .. One important, shift is that of 
lllia A IImama Im Pearl Bailey from the William mla unens in Agcmy (° ^ 

yrWW 4-1 ! Associated Booking Corp. This 
m | p | : ends an association of many \cars. 
I AlTirn \irnviav7 Iieas()n is said to be the more ad- 
AUliYU* L/VtlllCV vantageous booking setup for Mi^s y V "J •/ | Bailey’s husband. bandleader 

Hong Kong. Nov. 8. j Louis Bellson. The Morris Agency, 
Music Corp. of.America TV Ltd., i on the other hand took over the 

! international; division. With head- bookings of Georgia Gibb.*?. Miss 
| quarters in Toronto, Canada, is ex- j Gibbs, with the Morris office Mtmie 
panding its business to the Far East j years ago, has made the complete 

l and Australia, according to Beiie : swing of agencies since then, hav- 
1 Adams, touring executive, j (Continued on page 58) 
1 MCA offices will be opened in - - 

iT?kv««?"d:.Iustralia bVlle Martin Jurow Returning | of 1961, Adams revealed, wno ^ , ** 
came in from Austfali where he 10 Moms; Ex-Indie Prod, 
had been on an extended stay Hollywood. Nov fi 
primarily to set up the MCA office Martin Jurow will return to the 
there. Peter McFarland, a Can- William Morris Agency after, sev- 
adian* will be in charge of the eral years in either spheres of tlie 
Sydney office. The Tokyo office entertainment industry. Jurow, 
will be managed by Henry T, Wak- upon completion of “Beach Pad’* 
abajshi. arid Bobby Hirai. for Paramount which will follow 

Decision .to open olfices In the the current shooting of “Breakfast 
; Far East and Australia fundamen- at Tiffany’s” resumes agency 
tally means that MCA recognizes chores. 
there is plenty of native talent, Jurow* has served with both MCA 
especially for tele, in these areas, and Morris, and left the latter 
Adams said, obviously there was office some years ago to become 
considerable talent in Japan. A executive assistant to the late 
Japanese show, “Holiday In Ja- Harry Cohn, Columbia Pictures 
pan,” which was brought out of prexy. He later formed a produc- 
Japan by producer Steve Parker j tion partnership with Dick Shep- 
urider MCA presentationi has been j ard, also a MCA alumnus. Shep- 
doing great in the li.S; lard’s plans are unset. 

FRANKIE a.* GARY REYNOLDS 
Now in their 

4th SMASH WEEK 
at the 

m 
NEW YORK 

HELD OVER FOUR MORE 

Thank you Mr. Loew and Mr. Risman for 
the record breaking distinction of return* 
ing us to the Latin Quarter within a six 
month period. 

On Television NOV. 20th 

ED SULLIVAN SHOW 
CBS-TV 

Management: 
AGNETA AGENCY 

Americas Bldg. 
Radio City, N. Y. 

New York Post, Oct. 15 
EARL WILSON 

"Iq that New Latin Quarter 
VVivd la Femme* Shew FORD 
and REYNOLDS, the comedy 
team, get. the big applause.” 

New York Journal-Arrierican 
Oct: I 
LOUIS SOBOL 

"That's a sizzling shew at 
the Latin Quarter. There 
are two comical fellows— 
FORD and REYNOLDS who 
had the crowded room howl¬ 
ing and guffawing with their 
precious tomfoolery.” 

New. York Journal-Ameri 
Oct. L4 
GENE KNIGHT 

"Nobody can beat a Latin 
Quarter show, but last night 
somebody did: It was a new 
Latin Quarter Revue, 'Viva 
la Femme*. Socko success 
from start to finish. Best on 
a (eng program Were Frank 
Ford and Gary Reynolds, 
comedians, real finds: they 
sang, danced, played musi¬ 
cal Instruments. Crazy, man, 
crazy." 

New York World-Telegram 
Oct. 14 
ROBERT DANA 

"Blockbuster quality to *Viva 
la Femme* presented last 
night at LATIN QUARTER. 
Show steppers of the eve¬ 
ning were FORD and REY¬ 
NOLDS, one of the mast tal¬ 
ented comedy teams in the 
nation. They work dean and 
furiously," 

New York Mirror, Oct. 16 
LEE MORTIMER 

" 'Viva la Femme' opened at 
the Latin Quarter and Broad¬ 
way is Broadway once again. 
FORD and REYNOLDS, a 
comedy team I never seen 
before are two of the zaniest 
guys to hit the stem in a 
long, long time. And they'll, 
be around for a long, long 
time. They're fresh, silly, 
crazy, and what is more— 
funny.'- 

Variety 
"Frank Ford and Gary Rey¬ 
nolds form a comedy team 
to be heard of plenty. A 
'mad clowning act. Too In¬ 
frequently has a pair of 
comics created such waves 
of hilarity." 

Writers; SAUL TURTLETAUB, LENNY KORBETT, FRANK LEE, LEW BLACK 
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New York 
Marguerite Piazza booked for 

the Persian Room of the Plaza, 
March 15 . . . Linda Darnell parted 
for the International. Houston, 
Dec. 26 . Eydie Gorme & Steve 
Lawrence move to the Americana. 
Miami Beach, Dec. 25 . . . Joe E. 
Lewis dated for the Fden Roc. 
Miami Beach, in March . . Per¬ 
sonal manager Bill Foster back in 
harness following recovery from 
a heart attack . . . Cab Calloway 
set for the Golden Slipper. Dec. 27 
. . . Robert Clary booked for the 
Playboy, Chicago, for four weeks, 
starting Dec. 29 . . . Frances Faye 
s*»t to return to Basin St. East,! 
March 2. j 

Joey Bishop tapped for the! 
Fontainebleau, Dec. 23 , . . Jackie! 
Mason goes into the Copacabana.i 
Dee I on the Connie Francis show; 
. . . Larry Wilde moves to the 
Brown. Louisville, Nov. 25 . J 
Singer-organist Earl Grant tours 
northern California on one night- 
er> starting Nov. 20 for nine days 
ns well as two stands within a year 
at the Flamingo. Las Vegas, first 
starting March 2 and again begin-!: 
ning July 20 . . Stripper Syra, 
set for the Clover Club. Miami* 
Jan. 1 after a two-year European.! 
tour . . . Hildegarde pencilled for 
the Horizon Room. Pittsburgh. Decv 
5 for two weeks . . . Phyllis Differ 
committed for the Radisson Hotel, 
Minneapolis. Nov. 21, and the! 
Crytal Palace. St. Louis, Dec. 12 

. Dinah Washington and Della 
Reese open the Flamingo Lounge- 
Las Vegas, starting tomorrow 
(Thors.». 

Jack Benny's one nighter with 
Cincy Symphony as fiddle soloist a 
benefit sealed from $2 to $100 . . 
Hotel Sinlon’s Saturday night 
Dixieland jazz sessions has Monte 
Tabbert and other combos . . . 
Jackie Paris with Popeye Maupon 
Trio backing at new Hangover 
Lounge . . . Stein’s Hideaway has 
Bob Austin for a fortnight . . . AI 
Schenk currently at Tropicaho, 
Newport, Ky. 

CHEZ PAREE, CHI, HIT 
BY FORECLOSURE SUIT 

Chicago, Nov. 8. 
The shuttered, and apparently 

kaput, Chez Paree has another 
woe—a suit seeking, foreclosure 
of a $130,561 mortgage balance. 
The action, filed by an insurance 
firm,, claims the Chez management 
defaulted on its July payment of 
$2,625, and also charges that 1959 
real estate taxes totaling $3,111 
plus unstated insurance premiums 
are likewise in arrears. 

Nitery has been dark since mid- 
July. 

Urges ANTA to Send 
1-Ring Circus to Brazil] 

. American National Theatre .Sir 
Academy, as part of its global pro- 

i gram under State Depart riven t ..aus- 
I pices, has been asked to send a 
| one-ring circus to Brazil to follow 
( Russian; circus; which played 
! there a few months ago;.. 
| William Fields,, publicity chief 
■ for the Ringling Bros. andBarniinri 
'■& Bailey Circus, made the request 
, to Ed Sullivan, w ho is a niember 
] of the ‘'Variety Panel” which is 
assisting ANT A in this phase of 
its work. Fields stated that other 
requests for Circuses, have also 
come from Europe and the Orient* 
Fields, however. did riot ask ANTA 
to send the Ringling circus abroad. 

Ice Show Review 

Chicago 
Henny Youngman booked Into 

the Drake Hotel’s Camellia House 
Dec. 2-21 . . . Frances Faye tapped 
for a Trade Winds playback May 
10 for three weeks . . . Dink Free¬ 
man and the Boyd Twins signed far 
the Edgewater Beach Hotel’s Poly¬ 
nesian Village, commencing Dec. 
31 . . . Joe E. Lewis down for 
Freddie's Minneapolis. Aug. 4. 

Cab Calloway booked for the 
Racquet Club, Dayton. Dec. 1 . . . 
Marie McDonald, current at the 
Trade Winds, set for Gallagher’s 
Milwaukee. Nov. 18 . . . Chad 
Mitchell Trio to the Town & Coun¬ 
try. Winnipeg, Feb. 6 for twro 
frames. Adam Wade into saihe 
room March 6 . . . Billy Falbo' 
starts tomorrow' (ThursJ at the 
Riverside. Reno ... Vi Velasco 
plays the Celebrity Room, Philadel¬ 
phia, Nov 21. 

Cincinnati 
Rafalo family’s Cat & Fiddle, 

downtown nitery, has folded after 
25 years . . . Ronnie Hollyman and 
his guitar in for opening of Shera- 
ton-Gibson’s Yeatman Cove res- 
taurant-cocktailerv, 170-seat room 
representing $100,000 outlay . . . 

Top Names 
Continued from pas* 57 —— 

ing hit General Artists Corp. and 
MCA in the interim. 

GAC has also taken Celeste. 
Holm in recent weeks. While it 
would be hard for that agency to 
compensate for the loss of Johnny 
Mathis to MCA, it has lined up 
a net gain in the number of per¬ 
formers going over to their office. 

MCA. on the other hand, scored 
a heavy coup with its acquisition 
of Bob Newhart. Comic was being 
booked by the Morris office saris 
contract. However, strong commit¬ 
ments by MCA to Newhart in 
teevee caused the comedian to 
make a firm alignment. 

The reasons for the shifts . y. 
Some moves are based on promises 
by various offices, while others are; 
based on the belief by performers 
that their careers aren’t moving 
with the desired speed and in the 
right direction. Most performers 
change in the belief that a new 
alignment causes a new' flurry of 
action and therefore a move is 
justified. In this respect, an act 
sometimes takes a chance by mov¬ 
ing. 

REGAL, CHI, DIGS R&B 
Chicago, Now 8. 

Regal Theatre, southside indie 
vaudepic house, having found the 
rhythm & blues stageshow format 
its best boxoffice bet, has booked 
another one starting Friday (ID. 

Tapped for a single stanza are 
Savannah Churchill; Stuffy Bryant, 
Little W'illie John, the Shepherds, 
Four Sounds, and the Upsetters. 

"Solid Entertainment" . . . P4&RIETY 

"Best looking act of Its kind ever seen here." 
LAS VEGAS MAGAZINE 

THE 
LINDS 

Currently 

Touring 

CANADA 
Personal Direction! 

WILL AHERN 

6619 Va Hollywood Blvd., 

H’wood 28. Calif. HO $.5633 

Show Biz in Dire Need 
Of an Apprentice School, 

Sez Roberta Sherwood 
... Pittsburgh. Nov; 8. 

Roberta Sherwood has lier 19- 
year-old son, Don Lanriinig. writh 
her here for her Ankara, engage¬ 
ment arid has been getting, him 
ready for a show biz future much 
in the mariner' her father, rribno- 
lbgist Bob Sherwood, got her into, 
vaude. 

Miss Sherwood Said that her boy 
is now getting his . trairiing and 
will soon leave her to go back to 
the U. of Miami, At that time her 
18-year-old son, Jerry, will join 
her. He. is now doing. club'dates 
around Miami Beach, beside going 
to school. 

‘ Our business is in dire need of 
an apprentice school.” Miss Sher¬ 
wood told Variety here, "and we 
need it badly. There aren’t any. 
places, as your paper says, ‘to be 
bad.’ ” 

When asked what career she 
wanted for her three, boys. Miss 
Sherwood said,.' “I'd- love to see- 
them all in. ray business, and that’s 
why I'm training them but I Want 
them to get their education;. We 
don't kno\v which wav our busi¬ 
ness .will go and educatipri is al¬ 
ways important.” . 

She said the only places now? 
existing for youngsters to learn 
is in college or summer theatre. 
When asked what does a youngster 
do if he does not have the money 
for college nor the talent for sum¬ 
mer theatre, she said. "If the kid 
wants to bad enough he!lt get a 
hearing somewhere.; but I’m afraid 
•w ith the lack of training grounds, 
we' are gbing to run .out of stars 
to keep our business going.” 

AGVA REVIVES ITS 
TALENT NIGHTS IN CHI 

Chicago, Nov. 8. 
American Guild of Variety Art¬ 

ists and the Trade Winds nitery 
revived the union's , talarit sho\v- 
casirig arid celebrity nights layout, 
kickoffer was Monday 17/ and week¬ 
ly thereafter. . 

AGVA project,, long dormant 
here, had; beeri reactivated last 
year at the Chez Paree, but that 
club’s foldo necessitated the site 
switch. 

Same format will prevail'for the 
Trade Winds outings, using rotate 
ing celeb emcees. First . will be 
Sun-Times cbliimnist Irv Kup- 
cinet. 

Holiday on Ice of 1961 
Portland. Ore., Nov. 5. 

Morris Chalfen presents “Holi¬ 
day On Ice of 1961” with Jinx | 
Clark, Tommy Collins, Dorothy 
Goos, Williams Family (A), Paul 
Andre, Ives & French, Werner Mul¬ 
ler, Ray Balmer, Alfredo Mendoza, 
Alice Quessy. Tommy Allen, Tony 
Sc Donna Jeanne LeMac, John La¬ 
bile, Buddy &• Baddy, Renate 
Muller, Glamour - “leers'’ (24), 
"fee’’ - Squires (12 V, Ben Stabler 
Orch (20); executive producer, 
Ruth Tyson; choreography, Chester 
Hale; costumes, Freddy Wit top; 
sets, Ted Meza; lightirig, Doug 
Morris. Opened Nov. 3, ’60 at 
Memorial Coliseum, Portland, Ore.; 
$3-50 lop. 

The 16th anniversary of Morris 
Chalfen’s "Holiday On Ice” is .a 
smash attraction for the opening 
of the new $3,500,000 Coliseum. 
This is the fifth year that HOI 
has played here, but never in a 
setting like the present one. Show 
broke ail records for advance seat 
sale and played tp a capacity .10.- 
100 customers on opening night 
(3*. 

New layout is keyed to mass 
appeal with emphasis on talent, 
grace, comedy, and spectacle. leer 
gets off to a slow start, hut builds 
fast for solid results during the: 
rest of its-two arid a half hours, 
Blader retains its big league status 

despite the lack of it current 
champ or name star. 

Producer Chalfen has come up 
with 21 numbers,: including six 
product ions featuring specialties 
topped with beautiful,. creative 
costumes, outstandirig lighting, and 
fine choreography, “Slavic- Rhap¬ 
sody” arid ’‘Land, Sea,, & Air” 
beset. 

Jirix Clark stars In some better 
than average sbios and teams with 
Alfredo Mendoza for startling 
adagioing. The Williams Family 
(4 j, featuring Debbie (7 yrs.). and 
Robbie <4yrs,), score solidly with 
their stint.. Tommy Allen amazes 
with, his acro-spinning stuff. 

Buddy & Baddy, Ives & French, 
and Paul A.ridre garner belly; 
laughs, with their comedy shenani¬ 
gans. Werner Muller has thb 
stubholders faspirig. with ’ his dan-r 
gerous jumping and stilt-skating.. 
Dorothy GooS glides arid.’ spins 
gracefully with, nifty jump-splits. 
Petite Alice Quessy delivers soine- 
aero dancing on blades that is 

. usually reserved for the stage. Her 
doll dance is an unusal one. 

; Ruth Tyson’s first soo produc¬ 
tion is topdrawer. Musical score; 
used with pre-recorded tapes, de¬ 
lights ;. the audience throughout. 
Seat sale for the. entire 11 days 
is heavy. The much needed Me- 
riiofial Coliseurri gets a successful 
sendoff with this lavish ice show'. 

Feve. 

MOSCOW UNCOVERS 2D 
U^. PIANIST—JANIS 

Moscow', Nov. 1. 
Moscow' has just discovered that 

the U.S. has more than one talented, 
pianist in its musical ranks after 
having heard Byron Janis in the 
Big Conservators' Hall. Acclaimed 

sfnashing success’* by both 
music lovers and crix, the ybung 
American- pianist was likened to 
the. nuich-idolized ‘Vanya’ Cliburn. 
and. praised. by Russo pianist Gri¬ 
gory Ginzburg for “captivating 
artistry.” 

Playing to jampacked. audiences 
at Moscow’s Chaikovsky Concert 
Hall and Conservatory, he was 
given the most enthusiastic ova- 
t ion w h i c h was followed by 
numerous encores. What the Rus¬ 
sians. particularly liked about "the 
promising American pianist he w;as 
known to be,” to quote from the 
Culture Ministry’s mag, Soviet 
Culture, is that despite his brilliant 
technique, Byron Janis “is not just 
one Qf those cold virtuosi that 
seem to be in ciment fashion some 
places in the West but. . ,. a warm, 
sincere and aesthetically matul’e 
artist.” 

While in Russia, Janis is engaged 
in a rather busy concert schedule 
which takes him to Moscow, Lenin¬ 
grad and other big cities of the 
USSR. He is expected back in Mos¬ 
cow this weekwhen he w ill perform 
Rakhmariinov and Gershwin at; the 
Conservatory, All his performances 
already has been sold out. 

HE LANCERS 
Currently 

HARRAH’S CLUB 
Reno 

mii,„ 
siev.- yor< 

A. J7»i SI. 

Cover Charges 
Continued jfroni page 56 ssi 

posed, showed that the going price 
for a bottle of Vat 69; for exam¬ 
ple, wag 373 pesos, which is $30. 
Champagne prices have skyrock¬ 
eted, as well as brandy, etc. 

Blame Federal Tax 
Brit the situation is not the out¬ 

come of tourist gouging by greedy 
club irripresarios. Actually, it 
stems from the federal 100% : tax 
hike on all liquor back in April; 
1958, as an “austerity’’ measure of 
the regime of then president Adol¬ 
fo Ruiz Cortines. 

If the cover charge ban contin¬ 
ues, and Mayor Uruchurtu appears 
adamant (he’s the man who has 
kept film admission prices pegged 
at 32c in first-f un houses for years), 
then Mexico’s night life, already 
crippled by a one avem curfewr for. 
all but a handful of deluxe spots, 
is in for a pratfall. Los Globos, 
one of the. top spots, already is 
preparing to shut its doors and 
change over to a parking lot if 
situation isn’t eased sooiL 

Sahl’s Tour 
Continued from page 57 sis 

“Holiday On ice of 1961,” Royal 
Ballet was at Auditorium and ‘‘The 
Pleasure of His Company’' had 
played the Paramount Mori. (31) 
and Tues. (D. 

Sahl’s package racked up a near 
capacity $7,000 in one evening per¬ 
formance at the Queen Elizabeth 
Theatre in Vancouver, B.C.. on 
Tues. (1). It also played to: SRO 
at Orpheum Theatre, Seattle, Wed. 
evening (2) wdth $9,500 in the till; 
Sahl’s ,-take w'as $12,000 for the 
three dates with Northwest Re¬ 
leasing getting $10,500 as its share. 

JayeP. in Quick Cloister 

Hollywood, Nov. 8. 
Jaye P. Morgan, originally 

skedded to play, the Cloister foi‘ ,10 
days, • granted a release front 
Her commitment by boite ops Joe 
Mjklos and Al Loeb after three ; 
days so she could fly east over the 
weekend for a taped guesting bn 
the “Jack Benny Show.” Chirp, 
opened Thursday (3 f and closed 
Saturdajv 

Miss Morgan, of. course. Will be 
responsible for paying off the mu¬ 
sicians for contracted engagement. 
Bullets purgom, singer’s manager, 
wanted her to make the “Benny’* 
girest shot for its liatiorial credit 
value, with coin incidental. 

DOUGLAS' CAFE DATES 
Writer-comedian Jack Douglau 

has lined, up a trio, of cafe dates. . 
Douglas is set !to come iritb Ney 
York in February at . Basin St. 
East on the bill ith Ella Fitz¬ 
gerald, 

Douglas is also pacted for the 
Christmas-New' Years bill at the 
hungry j, San Francisco, and the 
Tidelands. Houston. Jan. 20: 

“THE COMEDIAN” 
Th* Only . Real Monthly 

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICI 
THg: LATEST — THE GREATEST — 

THE MOSt-UP-TO-DATEST 
Now in its 122nd Issue,...containing 
stories,, : One-liners, poemettes, sons 
titles, hecklers, audience stuff,, mono¬ 
logs, parodies, double gags, bits, 
ideas;, intros. Impressions aiid Im¬ 
personations, political, interruptions.; 
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous Views 
of the. News, Vignettes, etc... 

$25 YR —SINGLE ISSUES SI 
Foreign 

$35 YR.—SINGLE ISSUES $4 
NO C.O.O/ 

BILLY GLASON 
100 ;W, S4th St. New York City It 

CO. 5-1310 

XMAS GIFT 
-Give • • 

Yearly. Subscription to 

"THE COMEDIAN" 
$25 pr. Yr. 

plus $2.40 . or. yr. If you desir* 
1st Class Mailing 

'TOPS IN THEIR FIELD" PSStlgrr 

Currently 

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES 
• TIVOLI THEATRE 
Melbourne, Australia 
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Basin St. East, X. Y. 
John vie Raj/. George Shearing 

Shearing Quintet, Quincy Jones 
Orch ‘I9>; $3 cover. 

Or:» of the first of tVie postwar 
singing phenoms who was turned 
In-'') a top miow hi/ name via a 
couple of sm a Mi disk*;. Johnnie 
Rn. comp-ir^d to the new .flock of 
teenage idols, is already in the 
“eider .statesman*.’ category though 
still a young man. This date, in 
fact, represents a comeback, for 
Ra> after a year’s layoff due to a 
bout with tuberculosis, from which 

exception — he’* in. Introed by 
1 Raymond Willie, veepee-general 
manager of Interstate Theatres 

; f filling the spot of the late Robert 
;J. O’Donnell), it was a nostalgic 
I opening. 
i Lewis promptly gets the room 
! roaring with a familiar line, -’I’m 
the Dean Martin of the Roaring 
20s.’’ He romps through his routine, 
w ith new business and lines. He 
razzes his patrons: “I don’t mind 
your falling asleep, but. you could 
at least say good night.” With 
Greer Garson as an auditor, he 
cracks: “In 1964 Ralph Bellamy 
might run for president; if so. 

Village Vanguard,V. 
Modern Jazt Quartet, Ornette 

Coleman (4); $4 ininimurn.- 

he ha-, completely recovered. 
Kay returns to the nitery scene !; Greer Garson will be the first 

in the best possible setting with anjilady.” He’s got a new one. while 
excellent bonk, standout arrange-jj sipping drinks from ringsiders.: 
ments by Joe Reisman. superlative! “He’s a graduate of USC—Univerr 
Licking by the Quincy Jones orch'j sity of Southein Comfort.” 
and in a spot that has been pulling! Lewis slarts many risible bits, 
big b.o. consistently from the; but interrupts himself to give the 
lupper segment of cafe society. Ray,- throwaway’ one-liners that captures 
exploits tlu^e plusses to the hilt: his tablers. And that's what they 
and, on opening night <3>. regis- came for—the. ageless Lewis’ 
tered with solid impact to ropes-up naughty lines. An unknown comic 
b:/. He’s in for four weeks. 1 would be driven out of tow but 

Kay’s special twist is the inten-1 Le"is pulls the people. ! 
iiy wit a which he projects his Austin Mack, aftei Ukin0 i 
laterial. Although bv current rock j^0™. Le'vis- P^ls ®xPert show- 

-** backing .from the Reichman crew. 'n’ roll standards. Ray can be con¬ 
sidered restrained, he still charges ?n<^ spot neatl>- House 
his vocals with a fervor and an! band fills the floor at dance ses- 
excitement that communicates toi S1P^S- , ■ 

Due next is comedian Guy Marks the^rowd. Ray. in fact, can, be 
on Nov. 21. Bark. 

Shamrock* Houston 
Houston, Nov. 3. 

“Yesterdaxs.” “Love. ” “Walki " r 
liv Bain- Back Home." and the best ;bi,x0” rally a few rmoutes before 
»f the more contemporarv rhythm bv *»“.*««, Mar Spangled Ban- 

Tir-iiidincT a Dcr- ls shown almost as much 

considered the prototype of th 
current disk singers who subordijjj 
nate finesse to raw feeling. j ) 

An excellent choice of songs* ‘ 
gives Ray a long headstart in win#-. Marguerite Pi zza. Paul Neigh, 
ning over tne caJegoei>. Opening I ^ors Qrch dp); no cover or viin- 
vith a briebt Alright. Okay. \oit xuiuin. 
Wirt.” he rides with a melange oj!1 ’ ‘ ___ 
fine oldies, such as “All of Me.”; «. v i 
"Yesterdays." "Love." "Walki Miss Ptarza. who kicked off a. 

Mv “ ‘ “ 

of 
numbers. including “Shake a . . | 
Hand." "What a Niglit." "One Hum i ™v'erencf »"■ ber, •*». 
died Years from Todav" and his Shamrock Hiltons International 
inevitable first two disk hits1! 'club ln the Continental Room. j 
“Little White Cloud That Cried” And there’s as much ■■Variety and . 
and “Cry." Opening night was a contrast in her show as. there is ‘ 
long turn, running for nearly an between the national anthem and 
hour and punctuated only by some thrush’s opening. “Got a Lot Of j 
Ingratiating talk. It was a begoff. Living To Do.” Miss Piazza is one . 

In addition to slicklv backing °f few former divas who can make j 
Ray. the new Quincy Jones orch transition from opera_ to nitenes. [ 
displays a oowerful swinging style ;Perhaps because she has a feeling ; 
that should make a dent in the beat or perhaps be- 
band business if the economics of cause she doesn 1 ove1^ enunciate, 
an over-sized 19-piece band can be . In nearly 40 minutes on stage 
licked. Former arranger for Count Miss Piazza handles equally .well. 
Basie and other sw ing bands. Jones ;such ballads as “‘Til There Was 
has developed a richly textured You.” an Italian medley (“Sar- 
sound within the framework of la = rento.” “Oh Marie” and “Ciri. : 
traditional swing concept. ; Ciri Bin”) such showr tunes as “I 

Another strong entrv on this all- ^uld Have Danced All Night, a 
musical bill is the George Shearing ; b,«es number, ’Loveless Love, 
Quintet, a consistently popular !and °Pera* j 

combo. This is smooth modern jazz, : Her classic clow n closing dis- 
highly pleading in the charm of its plays Miss Piazza’s fine, voice and 
chamber music sound and easily : highly developed sense of drama, ; 
assimilable of in its melodic strut-. As she sits at dressing table fac: | 

Thi Greenwich Village .cellar 
continues its jazz policy with alii 
enviable double bill that covers 
the idiom’s in-group and out¬ 
group. 

The, Modern Jazz Quartet, once 
criticized for its mixture of. jazz 
and. classical figures,, is oh. hand 
supported by: far-Out - saxriian •: Or¬ 
nette . Coleman’s, foursome.. Which 
seems to be working its y 
slowly im 

MJQ’s wide acceptance may have 
been earned in some degree by 
compromise- The fugue lias given 
way to fonk, with the group lean¬ 
ing1 more on. jazz roots for the 
basics of tli " Highly articulate 
instrumentals. Catalog features a 
25-minute . marathon; (well worth 
itv, called “The Comedy.” that 
draws heavily on blues,' religiOso 
and even the old New- Orleans 
marching-band style. 

“Skating in Central. Park;” 
waltz based on leader John Lewis; 
score for the feature filni ’’Odds 
Against Tomorrow.” has distinct 
traces of gospel piano under intri¬ 
cate vibes improvising by Milt 
Jackson.. Latter is featured pri¬ 
marily throughout the MJQ’S cool 
book. Lewis occasionally sOlos. but 
mostly joins Percy Heath on bass 
and Connie Kay on drums for 
counterpoint and driving rhythms. 

MJQ. which prefers the-concert 
circuit; plays the Vanguard with nb 
problems at all; ..getting the aud 
attention necessary bn ight 
caught. 

Ornette Coleman, who preemed 
in New York at, the Five Spot a; 
year ago, is back from a Coast 
turn and blowing the same non- 
objective jazz, Arty progression 
here would leave the fans out of 
the picture: Coleman; . on plastic 
sax. and Don Sherry.,, with’ a minia¬ 
ture trumpet, bust through the 
standard, jazz forms with a series, 
of Wailing, riffs, which are ape to- 
some and tomorrow to others;, 
Scott LaFaro on basis, is an excit¬ 
ing addition, taking solos with the 
dexterity of a flamertco guitarist. 
Eddie Blackwbll is on drums. 

Bill.. - 

in satirical style are professional 
carried out by five nimble comics, 
all fast-paced in youthful and vigor-, 
ous dynamics. Outstanding are 
Carol Morley’s running blackout 
series on suburban living, where 
her off-stage husband is too tired 
after ..battling commuting, traffic; 
Natalya Butko’s trying to get away 
from hometown tourists Who.; per¬ 
sist in turning up on the Matter¬ 
horn op .Africa;, and Sandra 
O’Neill’s sexy singing of “I’ll Do 
Anything for Charity/’ 

Company roundups in the 85- 
minute show include a takeoff of 
hockey, complete vyitli uniforms, 
sticks, and a dance oii skates; plus 
a burlesque on “Oedipus Rex,” as 

j.done by the Stratford (Ontario i 
Festival; all of which were high¬ 
lights, . 

Other numbers of note in the 23 
sketches comprise Miss Morley’s 
impersonation of an .. ex-stripper 
who is going to Europe to study 

! art on a government grant; the 
Toronto tryout of “Canielot,” 
staged by brewery funds, w'hen a 
boyfriend upsets proceedings by 
bringing into the theatre.a case of 
a rival brand of beer; .and the up¬ 
staging of an i ipoited. stage star, 
in “Merry; Widow ” costume (Nata¬ 
lya. Butko.) 

Neat assists tp the vivacious 
quintet are the w'ords and music 
of Bob Sabloff, Roy Wolvin, Rusty 
Davis,. Bill Brian and Doyle Klyn; 
the choreography of Alan Lund 
(associate director of the i960 
grandstand show’ at the Canadian 
National, Toronto i, and the cos¬ 
tuming throughout of. Susan Mess, 
with abow to herfashions .-.number I 
and the “Oedipus” sanies. 

Jack Greenwald, producer, also 
rates salaams for a swift-paced of- j 
fering, with all members of the cast J 
proving themselves first-class com- i 
edy-makersi Greenwald, inciden¬ 
tally, gets the $2 per person cover 
admission and supplies the “Up- 
Tempo Revue,” with the hotel col¬ 
lecting on fodd and drink sales 
to the room's customers. McStay. 

Sahara, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Nov; 1. 

Doiiald O'Connor, Gteicheh 
Wyler,: peon Robb, Morp-Landia 
Dancers & Shopgirls (16.) r. Lout*.. 
Basil Orch (17 ); produced, by Stdh 
Iririh, $4 minimuni,.: 

Ankara, Pitt 
Pittsburgh; N.qiy. 7. 

Roberta Sherwood, assisted by 
Don'. Loaning, Ern * peLorenzo 
aiid'Eddie Graham; Lorraines. Bill 
Lairdy, Hershey Cohen's Orch 
1-8 •; $1 curep. 

blister Kelly's, Chi 
Chicago, Nov. 2. 

Phyllis Diller, Frank D’Ron , 
MarxrFrigo Trio; $2.50 coper.' 

Donald O’Connor doesn’t.. fiav 
sidekick Sid Miller on this trip, 
but as a bill balancer he intros 
Gretchen Wlyer and Deon Robb; to 
Vegas; coming lip with a solid, 
sparkling bit Of entertainnient. 
O’Connor, who looks like the 
grownup youngster you haven’t 
seen lately, retains his boyish 
charm though he’s a vet versatile 
song & dance man. 

He. offers a pleasant blend of 
footwork and stylized vocalizing, 
tosses in jokes to keep the turn 
light and breezy. His' dancing 
partner is a fresh, spirited, and 
talented young- lady. Miss Robb, 
who adds beauty and grace to the 
festivities. O’COnnor.’s songs in¬ 
clude “Foggy Day.” “Gypsy, in Nly 
Soul,” “Love Is A Gahie Of 
Poker” and lie does; a lively terp 
with flapper-type chorines to ;the 
tune of-‘Aih’t She Sweet.”, 

Miss Wyler, in her Strip debut,, 
socks across an exciting; dominant 
personality. The vibrant, shapely 
blonde clicks, big iii both singing 
and . dancing departments.: Her 
numbers include such tunes as 
“Once In Love With Amy” I with a 
delightful imprest! of Ray Bolger), 
“Ste.reoplipnic Sound,”. ‘‘An Oc¬ 
casional Mart;” “Maimi Is Miitii’* 
and “Torero:” 

The Ashtons and Shirley, two 
adults with, two: young boys, please 
with, a fast-moving acrobatic, act 
which features the youngsters be- 
ing juggled with th.ie feet of Ash¬ 
ton. 

New ■ Mpro-L a n d i s production 
nunjber is-a salute to George M. 
Cohan with ;the 16 "Most American 
Girls In The World” as precision 
rifle-f ii p ping soldierettes. Stan 
Irwin production, backed expertly 
by the Louis Basil orch, 117 >, is in 
for four frames., Duke. 

Slaflor-Hilioii, D. C. 
Washington, Nov. 3.; 

Susan Barrett, Rita Ann Artiste 
Trio, Steve Kisley Orch {o*; $1 
cover. 

ture. Herm. |ing auditors, thrush dons stark 
clown makeup, for tragic Pagliacci 
from Vesti La Giubba. That plays 
to an ovation. A few. deft makeup 
strokes, and thrush is transformed 
into a happy circus clowrn for 
drum-beating “Stars and Stripes 
Forever.” This season Miss Piazza 
has added a stroll around stage- 

Susan Barrett offers a polished. lside- shaking hands with auditors 
nicely varied act that helies her *or begoff. Skip. 
youth (20) and brief experience ias -—*“ 
a supperclub chirp. i ..._. 

In the Statler’s Embassy Room. ! Elaniingo, E&S \ogas 
where she made her nightclub I _ r Las ) egas. Nav. 3. 
bow last spring. Miss Barrett gives j; T_ ^ee\ ?ac^le' LJPn 
a pleasing performance bv singing Ashto" Danccrs C1-), 
well in a number of styles imp(jr-i Aat Brandurynne Orch (13 ) ; pre- 
sonating some well-known females ; scnted ^ ALorris Lousburyh; cho- 
with fair success and generally reographxj, Barry Ashton; $4 nun¬ 
handling herself with easy grace [ linuin- 
and composure. Face and figure : 
lend distinction—blonde and sign-} Peggy Lee’s current stint finds 
der with features cast in an aris- i fter hittin’g a stride that was lack- 
tocratic mold. ' .. j ing in her earliest appearances bn 

A certain restraint marks Miss ! the Strip; she shows relaxed ani- 
Barrett’s delivery even when $he I mation combined with exciting 
tackles a Jolson medley where ex-; warmth that clicks with her audi- 
uberance is expected.* This sub- ence. Her voice is at its best, she 
dued, unobtrustive manner is a ire- j looks good and tastefuilly 
freshing contrast to some vocalists ■ gowned. t 
who impose themselves on the j . Her numbers include “Day In, J. 
patrons by over-singing, over-act- Day Out.” “Fever” (with splendid 
ing and over-playing the person- cooperation from, the light Than), 

ality bit. j j “I’m Gonna Go Fish.ih’ ” (vvhich 
Steve Kisley’s orchestra and [the she cleffed with; Duke Ellington), 

Rita Ann Artist trio — Embassy ■ “La.er.” and a disciick medley. 
Room regulars—-fill out the bill lex- Nat Brandwnne’s orch (13 > plus 
pertly, both in complementing j Miss Lee’s combo (5) provide ex- ! 
Miss Barrett and in their own I cellent backing.. j 

It’s been, four years novy since 
the [previously uniknow Roberta 
Sherwood came to the public’s at¬ 
tention through Walter Winchell 
and she still is the fresh, incom¬ 
parable queen of. song that she was 
while singing for $125.: a week; ait 
Murray Frankly ' ‘ Miami 
Beach. 

When .caught, she • touched all 
bases : in her hour and 10 minute 
show’ and got a boffo fbceptidn 
from, the huge crowd*. She has 
added, songs from .“Gypsy” and 
“Take Me Along” since heir .last 
showing here, and gives them all 
her down-to-earlli, sentimental 
treatment.. 

She paces the. show skillfully, 
jogging the memory of patrons as 
she skips along from one age group 
to another w'ith everyone feeling 
she was singirig just to them. 
Halfway through heir turn, Miss 
Sherwood. brirtgs on her son, Don 
Lanning. who is; quite a handseme 
lad and know;s his way around 
within the. presently popular re¬ 
cording idiom. 

The Lorraines: fine, , well- 
trained and handsome ydung dance 
team, opens the show. Hershey 
Cohen’s Orch. (8) • aided, by the 
star’s pianist, Ernie DeLorenzo, 
and drummer. Eddie Graham, do 
a class job in backing the show’ and 
they play excellently for dancing:. 

Show; stays through Nov. 12. A1 
Martino comes in Nov. 14. Lit. 

Standup comedienne Phyllis Dil¬ 
ler is another of the sock repeaters 
in this . hot Rush St, intimery. and 
her latest teeoff is only likely to 
affirm the rapport: Her “piops” 
are a jaunty cigaret holder, and an 

i.idiotic caricature of a laugh (some¬ 
what overdone) which she uses to 

i punctuate, her staggered one-liners. 
Her. nutty commentaries kick Up 

J laughs alternately with. fine satire 
; and broad, sometimes borderlirte. 
j humor, and virtually all of it is. 

self-expense angled. If they don’t 
uniformly dig this concept, there 
still are enough pungent lines in 
her talkalog to keep .air elements 
entertained. 

Warbler-guitarist Frank P!Rone 
seems filially to be moving up after 
long apprenticeship on the niain- 
stem periphery* arid though he was 
at Kelly’s some years back, this 
for ail practical purposes is his 
debut as a recognizable marquee 
line. 

Combination of a fine voice and: 
the guitar fingering assures in¬ 
terest, though his phrasing, tends 
to. be derivative and somewhat 
blunts Impact. A flamenco solo is a 
worthy inclusion. His catalog, is 
stimulating, including an offbeat 
showturie and such titles as “Wee 
Small’Hours”, and “After the. Ball 
is Over.” 

Marx-Frigo showbacking is. first- 
rate. Herb Shrirter arid folksinger 
George Alexander dpen Nov. 21. 

Pit. 

right. Jaif. 

AdoIpBms Holel, Dallas 
Dallas, Nev. 4. 

Joe E. Lewis i until Austin 
Mackx, Joe Reichni n Orch 1(7); 
33 cover. 

It’s post time again at the Cen¬ 
tury Room, with comedian Job E. 
Lewis back for his sixth fortnight 
here. It’s been 17 months since 
he unleashed his nonsense onj his 
local fairs, but this , session is.no 

Jackie Miles, extra added, is 
playing this room for the first 
t ime, alt trough he7s been working 
Vegas for 18 years. The frail 
comic, as always',, pulls hefty yo.cks 
with his old and new situation 
stories—all classic gems. First- 
nighters got a big laugh When he 
told a ringsiding non-yocking 
femme. “I don’t care how much 
you lost in the casino, lady, it 
wasn’t mv joke’s fault:” 

Holdover Barry Ashton produc¬ 
tion number rounds out bill/ 
skedded tjuough. Nov., lfi..,Ehike* 

King Edward, Toronto 
Toronto. Oct> 31, 

‘‘UpTempo Revue,” with: Carol 
Morley, Natalya Biitko, Sandra 
O'Neill, Brian. Beaton, Jimmie 
Hanjian. Producer, Jack Green- 
wald; .director nd choreographer, 
Alan Luhcl; indsic, Ben McPeek; 
sets, Dennis Burton; costumes, 
Susan M.ess; $2 coveri. 

On for twice-a-night . perfor¬ 
mances in the, renovated Pickwick 
Cafe room (120 capacity) of the 
King. Edward Sheraton Hotel, 
“Up-Tempo. Revue” marks the irt- 

l.troducfipn to Toronto of-this type 
of nitery entertaimrtent where food 
and, drink can, be Ordered i.* tits 

Audacious attacks oil topicalities 

Saddle Sirloin, Tucson 
Tucson. Nov. 2: 

Deedy it Bill, Jack Smith combo;' 
no coveTi no - tinim 

Deedy & BilFs debut at the 
Saddle & Sirloin proves comedy 
w ill go in this room if .it is zarty 
and fast-moving: ..Deedy (Peters) 

|-and Bill.(Greer) deftly and profes¬ 
sionally handle the special material 
su pplied by writer; Mort Greene.:. 

Deedy, with her grimaces and 
pratfalls, comes in for most Of the 
yoeks, with Bill supplying the 
straight .lines and a tenor sax jazz 
solo on “Night i Train.” Clever 
routines are an Edward R. MurrOw’ 
satire and; “imitations of liuman: 
beings” on “Up a Lazy River.” 
Latter features impressions by Bill 
of Satchmo and Dean Martin and 
impersonations of Merman, Horne 
and Roberta Sherwood by Deedy. 

Surprising to ringsiders wvas Jhe 
ability of Deedy to come, off come¬ 
dy and deliver sensuous vocals of: 
‘Tunny Valentine.” and “The 
Party’s Over.t , Atpx» ■ 

Ho lot Monleloone, O. 
New Orleans, Nov. 4. 

‘An.. Evening With Slapsi 
Maxie” starving.. Maxie Rosen- 
blooni .with Frankie..Rapp, Jimmy 
Clark, Lois Ray, Sheila Doylei 
Darlene Daye and Louetta .Marie, 
Nick Stuart Qrch 171; . $2.50. Week- 
night ininimuni; $4. Sats. 

A full, enthusiastic house re¬ 
lighted. Billy Mpnteieone’s. plush 
Swan Room after several months 
Of darkness, and “An Evening With 
Slapsie Maxie” proved a pleasant 
surprise for first-nighters as welt 
as a potent season curtain-raiser. 

Maxie RosenbloOm and'his en¬ 
tourage wowed ’ m with as nifty 
an exercise in fun, terping; and. 
organized Chaos ias i has ever been 
delivered here. He proves lie's as 
speedy with, a quip as he. used to 
be with his fists In the prize ring. 
Vet .pug turned entertainer w orks 
hard to leave the impresh that ho 
might have bats, in his belfry, but 
aetually he’s as clever on stage 
as w;hen he was the kingpin of the 
heavies. 

ROsenbloom refers to .hiriiself. as 
“a Supersonic genius with a micro-, 
scopic brain,” sings parodies with 
prizefight lyrics, jokes, clowns, 
confuses his straight jnan, Jiriuhy 
Clark;, and mixes in fond reminis¬ 
cences with some hilariously funny 
fight stories and gags: He seenied 
to dip into an endless supply, of: 
material arid brings enough- solid 
yocks to Stop the; show for at least 
a nine-cotirtt. 

Rosenbloom’s playmates also 
contribute to the evening’s' mirth 
and entertainment. Sock comedy 
by Frankie. Rapp, a rubbery-faced 
cortiic whose' slice-of-life stories 
and slick pantomiming netted 
plenty of belly-laughs/ arid , some 
fancy terping by a quartet of 
lookers with nifty chassis*—Sheila 
Doyle, Darlene Raye, Louetta 
Marie and . Lois Ray^-make an 
evening with ''-Maxie an evening 
well spent.. . 

The dancers are cleverly steered 
by: Ciark:s imagirtatiye chdrepgra- 
phy.. Miss Ray contributes; solo for 
nice. hand. Gals work icely 
together:. : 

. Nick Stuart and musical. ere\v 
give-. the show’ nice support. . Con¬ 
sidering that the orch Was backing 
a free-wheeling comic like Rosen- 
blqom; there was no flubbing of.... 
cues during the show’s 50-minutes.; 
Customers; [flocked to floor during .. 
dance sessions and Stu art: keeps 
tunes mixed to please all terp 
tastes:. He also introduces a new 
singer this season; Marilyn Mit¬ 
chell. a looker with nice pipes who 
shared in the. eyening’s applause. 

). JJuz, 
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. Lee Ettelson’s Appointment 
Lee Ettelson has been named 

editor of Hearst’s San: FranCisco 
Examiner. in a nibVe•' which may 
presage a wholesale shakeup on. 
the morning daily's. Staff. ... 

Ettelson; former rnahagiiig edi¬ 
tor of Hearst’s Seattle Post-Intel- 
ligencer. N;Y.: American; and 
Frisco Call Bulletin and later 
editor of the Chicago American 
mid publisher of the. Call.Bulletin, 
moved over from his post as .gen-, 
tral .manager- of. the: Frisco News- 
Call Bulletin: He had been placed 
hi charge; of the business side of 
the ^.News-Call Bulletin .after 
.Seripps-HoWard took over the. 
editorial operation: in‘ an August 
3959 merger, of afternoon dailies.. 

The Examiner has not had an 
editor for many years. Hears!,, 
policy, apparently having been to 
operate' with a publisher and 
managing editor. 

First result :of ' naming Ettelsbh 
editor was that, the present: mam 
aging editor, Linton Von Berol- 
dinger, resigned., 

The; Examiher. and its mornirig 
competitor, the Chronicle, have 

. . been in a dingdphg circulation and 
news battle for many months, with 
lire revivified Chronicle prilling/ 
just about even in circulation after 
having been as much as 65,000 

-behind the HCarts /-daily.,.a half- 
decade ago. Current daily circula¬ 
tion, of both the Examiner and 
Chronicle is now iii the 275;d00- 
280.000 range. Examiner still holds 

wide lead on Sundays. 

the reader gets an unusual low- 
down pn each.. It’s: an Overseas 
Press Club, venture and /the'cqrre-. 
SDonderits included are Drew 
Middleton, David ' Schoenbrun, 
Emmet * Crozier, Frank Gervasi; 
Fernand,Atiberjonois, Arthur..Set- 
tel, David" M. Nichol, Thomas A: 
Reedy, Irving R.Levine; Flora 
Lewis, Frank Bburgholtzer, Leon 

■Dennen, -Sam: Pope Brewer and: 
Hurd. 

An anthology of a. lighter sort is 
“Stories. From The New Yorker’’ 
rSimon . & 'Schuster;. $7,501, a 35th 
anniversary galaxy qf highlight 
features culled from the past 
decadei Abel. 

Book Stocks 
(As of Nov. 7, I960, 

Allyn &. Bacon (dC).'. 
American Book (AS)z. . 
Book of Month (NY).;> 
(Conde Nast (NY) . .. 
Crowell-Collier (NY).... /, 
Grolier (QC)..; :...: 
Harc’t, Brace (OC)..... 
Hears! (OC) .. ../... 
Holt, R&W (NY).. . 
L.A. Times Mirror (OCX 
Macfadden (AS)... 
Macmillan (OC) 
McCall (NY) ' . 
McGraw-Hill (NY)..... 
New Yorker (OC) .... 
Prentice-Hall (AS) : .. 
Ran’m House (OC)... 
H. _WV Sams CM):.,... 
Time Inc. (OC) 
Western Pub (M)....:: 
World Pub (M)... 
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.Excellent Year Book 
Britain's “Stage. Year Book’’ 

(Carson & Comer ford; $1.89) for 
3960 is compact, full of . informa¬ 
tion, okay for; anyone connected 
with British legit arid vaude. 
There's also a useful roundup of 
the American legit year of 1959, 
plus a complete list of the whipn— 
and—-where of all plays staged , in 
America-during the .year. 

The., book is a complete refer¬ 
ence, to .all activities - during the 

addresses of agents,, man¬ 
agers, producers and professional 
.organizations. There are; details of 
all London and provincial theatres, 
plus a number of articles by such 
people as Henry. Sherek and R. B. 
Marriott, and 33 illustrations froi 
the year: 

It's not easy; to think how this 
.Year Book could be improved, but 
it would be invaluable to have 
brief recent, career details: of legit 
artists.. As it is, it’s a most useful 
blend, of information and interest. 

Rich. 

Random -House-Singer Okayed 
, Mrs. L. W. Sihger, president of 
L:v . Singer Co, Inc.:, textbook 
publishers of Syracuse, N..Y., and 
Bennett Cerf, president of Random 
House, announced that acquisition 
of Singer Corp. by RH was .con¬ 
summated after the approval by 
the boards of directors ’ of; hoth 
cbmpanies involved. As previously 
announced,- the -entire stock of 
Singer was exchanged for common 
stock of Random Hohse. The Sing¬ 
er textbooks will . continue to be 
published under the Singer, im¬ 
print, and the . present staff and 
officers in Syracuse, .will remain 
.unchanged. 

Mrs, Frances Sihger and Robert. 
D, Brown have been added to the 
board of directors qf Random 
House and Bennett Cerf, Donald. 
Kiopfer, Lewis Miller, E. E. Harper 
and Jess. Stei will join the hoard 
Of Singer. 

The officers, of Singer Publishing 
who, along with Mrs. Sifiger, will 
sign longterm contracts, with the. 
firm, are Charles F: Doty, sales 
':p;. Dr, Trevor K. Serviss, v.p; in 

charge, of editorial matters, . and 
Robert D. Brow , secretary-treas¬ 
urer::. 

Random - House prez Cerf pre¬ 
dicted that, acquisition, of Singer 
Will push, the firm’s sales i. the 
fiscal year .ending April. 30, 1961, 
close to $22,ooo;dob: 

DC—-Over-the-Counter 
,N,Y./—N.-Y. Stock Exchange 
AS-^Americah . Stock Exchange 
M—Midwest 
Note: Midwest arid over-the- 

Couriter quotes the Bid 
prices. 

deals thoroughly with prays, play¬ 
ers arid playhouses and reflects 
the-mores of the French public of 
the period; also showing. Cardinal 
{Richelieu's invaluable aid to 
.French theatre; in this parlous 
time. An Excellent, thoughtful 
volume. Rodg. 

.‘Lovers of Pompeii’ 

- Theodore Pratt, who has written- 
; eight paperback originals will have. 
■ Iii: irith novel; /‘The. Loyers: of 

■: Pompeii,” published, by Monarch 
in February, also in paperback, 

1: It’s the- first Actionized, treat- 
; ment of. the secret rooms in the 
Naples Museum, renowned, for its 

, erotic symbols, discovered: when 
rthe ruins; of Pompeii were exca¬ 
vated. Book is based on the Pratt’s 
. experiences some years ago when 
he was one; of the few allowed into 
these secret rooms, barred (with 
some exceptions).. tourists, be¬ 
cause of the shocking exhibits. 

A Variety of Reading. 
“Four Screenplays; Of Ingmar 

Bergman’* (“Smiles of a Summer. 
-Night,” “The 7th Veil.” “Wild 
Strawberries”, and “The Magician” 
are the titles), ■' with a preface by 
his producer, . Carl Anders Dyniiing 
(president of; Svensk Filmindustri), 
(Simon & Schuster; $6) is wArtby:! 
recognition for - the . distinguished 1 

..Swedish director. ; -j 
“The Harvard Brief Dictionary i 

of Music” (Harvard Uriiv. Press; ! 
.$3 95), by Willi Apel and Ralph T. 1 
Daniel, is just th.at-^a compact ; 
A-to-Z on the subject,well done. ‘ 

.Of another, musical nature: is 
,’The Mario Lanza Story” (Coward- 

. McCann; $3:95), by his longtime 
accompanist, Constantine Calling 
cos, with Ray Ripbinson: (senior-edi¬ 
tor of Coronet) a not pretty vareni- 
tiiie which; as. the . jacket states,, 
depicts “a tragedy of success-^th , 
turbulent life of .the American : 
Caruso.” , The,:; Philadeiphia-barn 

-tenor's tragedy was food and wine 
—too much of it. 

. A happier, nieinoir is “Confes¬ 
sions of a Happy Man” (Geis; , 
$3.95), Art Linkletter’s own story i 
(with a skillful assist from Dean 
Jennings- typewriter), a warm,, 
hum document, replete with 
names, color and general appeal. 

Comic Myron Cohen’s sequel • to 
.» previously successful book . is 
titled “Move Laughing Out. Loud” 
(Citadel; $3.50), another anthology 
of jokes, anecdotes and new stories 
variously ascribed to celebs arid 
otliefs; A good; fountaiirihead for 
the storytellers, pros arid amateur. 

Lowell Thomas with Charles 
Hurd (N.Y.; Times correspondent) 
have edited a highly informative 
“Cavalcade of Europe” (Double- 
day; $4.95),; rdplete with informa-’ 
lion on. 22 countries by 14 rioted 
Overseas -. correspondents. Tliese 
were no Cook’s tourists; each 
“know their territory”: from long¬ 
time observation posts, and through 
their trained eyes arid: typewriters 

Pearson In Libel Claim 
The Coricord . .(N.ri:) . Monitor- 

Patriot and the Bell Syndicate Inc., 
of N.Y. City, .were, named as de¬ 
fendants in a $100,000 libel suit 
filed in Concord by former Con- 
gressmari Alphone, Roy of Man¬ 
chester, who claims his reputation; 
Was damaged by a Drew Pearson 
column published in the Monitor, 
Sept. 10, when he was seeking the 
Democratic nomination for., the 
u:s./Senate. 

A record, of attachment against 
the ne\yspaper, published by James 
M; Larigley, was filed in the Mer¬ 
rimack Country Registry of Deeds,, 
and . in the case of the Bell Syndi¬ 
cate service Was made on the Sec¬ 
retary of- State because the syn¬ 
dicate., w hich' handles the Pearson 
colui , is an out-of-state firm. 

The suit, is returnable in Hills-: 
borough/County; Superior Court’.on 
the first Tuesday in /December.. 

Roy. claims the Pearson column 
had. to do with his candidacy for 
the Senatorial nomination, which 
he .failed to win. in. New Harnp- 
shire’s September primary. 

'London Shifts 
.-/• Two former show business writ¬ 
ers are. among five, ex-London 
News-Chronicle . columnists who 
have joined the London Daily Her¬ 
ald. Paul Dehri takes over:film re- 

on the Herald; Tsucceeding 
Margaret Hinxman, w>hile Leslie 
Mallory, former show business col¬ 
umnist on the R.C., . joins the Her¬ 
ald as a. feature writer. 

Other \Vriters of the now de¬ 
funct -News'. Chronicle to join the 
Herald are David Walker/who was 
leader writer, "Joyce Eggiptoh, 
New York correspondent; and. fea¬ 
ture writer Torn Baistow. 

Italy’s ‘Holiday* Honors 
For “fostering better understand¬ 

ing between the two countries” the 
Italian government is confering 
the rank of “Commendatore” on. 
editor Ted Patrick of Holiday and 

,“Cavaliere Uffieialei” oii art direc- 
j tor Frank Zachary and editorial 
director Harry Sions. The special 
Rome issue of Holiday last spring, 

; preceding the-Olympics, -was spe- 
j dally cited. 
| Presentation ceremony will take 
| place at a cocktail party hosted by 
: the Italian consul in Philadelphia 
{where Holiday (Curtis: Pub.) is 
! published, -t 

(Dn The French Theatre 
,; “The-.. Early . Public Theatre In 
Franc/e” by W. L. Wiley (Harvard; 
$6.75) Is a splendid., study of a 
somewhat .neglected period in. 
stage history by the Kenan Prof, 
of French at TJ. of N. C. Concern¬ 
ing himself with the half-century 
ending about; i630, Wiley deals 
with the first important Gallic 
theatrical. company, founded by 
Valieran le Conte, which followed 
a ' succession of imported Italian 
troupes. Author moves bn to treat 
the.rise Of the Hotel de Bufgbgne, 
first theatre used by. professionals, 
and the Theatre du Marai& 

Book, w hich, is well-illustrated. 

CHATTER 
Harold Flender to Israel in De¬ 

cember for ..-.several articles and 
possibly, a book on the. African 
influx into- that new nation, study¬ 
ing Tabor relations, medicine, 
irrigation, etc., to take back that 
knowledge , to . the new .African 
states. This echelon has become 
well integrated into the Israeli: 
social life while doing their 
research. , 
; Arnold Ehrlich, associate editor 
of Holiday, off to Japan and the 
Near East to scout story locales for 
the magazine. 

Michael Sean O’Shea, legit p a., 
| inked a two-year pact with Charles 
E. Seel, publisher of the Atlaritic 
City; (N.J.) Reporter for continu¬ 
ance Of; Q’Shea’s weekly Celebrity 
Corner: column which begins .its 
third; year next week: Alma Freas 
edits the tabloid weekly. 

Insurance man Elmer G. Leter- 
man’s latest book, “The New Art 
of Selling,” just published in 
Mexico, making all. three of his 
writings jiqw available in Spanish; 
With his wife, Leterman sails Dec. 
23 on the S.S.: Brasil’s South Amer¬ 
ican cruise. Leterman’s articles on 
success stories and selling are ap¬ 
pearing in such diverse media as 
Ford Motor’s and Bell Tel’s maga¬ 
zines; Saga and Sales Manage- 
ment. ... 

■ A plan to print one section of 
the N. Y. Sunday Times in the. 
plant, of .the Albany: Times-Union 
fell through, because Of; union dif-' 
ficulties in New York. So Gene 
Robb . publisher of the T-U, ex¬ 
plained, in answer to a. question 
w'hich r WROW listener put to 
him, on the air. Robb did not give 
further details; 

The Bennington :(Vt) Evening 
Banner- sold by Mrs.- Flora G. 
Howe, widow of its founder, Frank 

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK f 

, Palm Springs, Cal. 
Any performer who thinks he has been holding his audiences through 

September and: October of this year roust be classed as a paranoiactor. 
Even the two political actors who have been enjoying weekly programs 
oh all three networks (simultaneously yet) have admitted the World 
Series ruined thbir chances of holding their Otherwise captive audiences. 

Under the, circumstances why write about things people are not 
interested in at the rhoment? Why not instead latch on to the wagon 
trains they are interested in? 

I : Which K Has All The Vitamins? 
| Do what Mort Salil.did. While Mr, K was trying to talk Battle Creek, 
j Mich., but of top; billing for its favorite breakfast food, Sahl was trying 
j to get in arid, out of Russia on a few old gags. His split week lasted 
two days. 

f Did he ask. the Russian athletes why they did better on black bread 
j than ours, did on the breakfast of champions, the dead bread of 
: runner-ups; or the embalmed oats of also-rans? In fact has anybody 
pointed out that unwrapped French bread, carried under an arm that 
has never been toucheo by anything more dainty than savon Marseille, 
tastes like bread, whereas our staff of life, untouched by human hands 
tastes like something even chickens will not eat? Has Chevalier, Boyer 
or even Bardot sought tq capitalize on this issue? 

French Bread Can Save Our Cowboys? 
Has any American politiciari or performer sought to show, that the 

reason, we are slipping (one says up and the other .says down, but both 
agree we are slipping) is due to the fact that our flo^r has had so many 
vital elements taken out of it that the. race to restore some has been 
'so far behihd .it has lost us the Olympics, the Davis Cup and half our 
western heroes? 

It may not be common news but most of our cowboys don’t keel 
over from bullet wounds but malnutrition. 

Why doesn’t the press report these facts? How can you expect a press 
to report vital issues when they are so cowed they will not report that 
the President is the world’s worst golf putter and swears worse when 
he blows a hole than Bobby Jones did when he was only 14 and didn’t 
know any better words? If the men around the Prez can pressure the 
press into not//revealing their boss’s golf scores imagine what they 
could do when putting the lid on a real story! 

How To Lose By Winning. 
. Are these, boys alone in trying to keep the lid on the facts? Of 
course not but in our biz,guys: can get fired if the facts of their slim 
grosses of the pjx become public knowledge. They can even get fired 
if the. melancholy figures get as far as the front office. 

In an allied field of entertainment, Casey Stengel got fired because 
the fact .that he was 70 years old could not be erased in a bureau of 
vital. statistics. Even if he had won the World Series instead of giving 
it a Garrison finish the word was out that he was on his way out. The 
finger pointed to his age, not his performances, and the thumb of the 
boxoflfice boys who don’t know Fuller’s Earth from Hughie Fullerton 
went down .and mighty Casey was called out without swinging his bat. 

. Gri. the other hand the departing Prez who has also saluted 70 could 
be reelected; all agree, if his own party didn’t rig the laws to bilk him 
out of the honor. Does that mean both are through? Of course not. 
Stories are going the! rounds that ole Case is going to get the job of 
roving ambassador (because nobody can understand what he is saying 
even in his own language) and Ike is going to get 3.00G a year scouting 
for the. Yankees (because nobody can parse his sentences either.) 

. There’s, a: school of counter-critics who say “It’s fine for you guys 
to criticize, but suppose you start buildihg instead of wrecking. You 
wouldn't know a brick from a mortise-and-tenon joint.” 

Now Here’s An Idea! 
Personally I don’t think a wrecker has to know anything about 

building. They are two different trades. But my Lady Alice has a most 
constructive idea in the field of our political economy. 

. As more . and more babies, rich or poor, are going to be born in 
hospitals, it is going to make it almost impossible for a candidate to 
tell how he rose from rags to riches. But she has the solution. It wlil 
require capital and Madison Avenue promotion but it’s big enough to 
warrant the. risk. 

The idea is nothing, more than a chain of maternity hospitals across 
the land to be called the Log Cabin. 

Then when a candidate grows to the age where double-talk and 
semantics are vital to his success he can shout, “Do I know poverty? 
Why, I was born in a Log Cabin!” 

Package Deal Coming Up 
I realize there is a .syrpp of that name and some beaneries similarly 

billed, but these coiild hardly work up a ease of trespass. In fact, it 
would not be difficult for them to effect a tie-in so that all three could 
benefit. Moreover, I wouldn’t be surprised if Colonel Parker is working 
on the package right now and trying to see if he can’t make Elvis 
Presley’s birth in a Log Cabin hospital Metroactive. 

Some destructive critic (they didn’t all die with George Jean Nathan) 
is probably working on a monograph right now to prove that if all 
kids were born in these. Log Cabin cribs, where would be the advan¬ 
tage? r He probably never heard of limited memberships, exclusive 
clubs, color lines, and other byproducts of democracies. 

Besides, while only one Log Cabin grad could land in the White 
House every four br eight years, the others would not be neglected. 
They, could get commissioned in the Armed Forces and stay in till 
they reached the age of 50 or 60, retire on a fat pensionifup to $19,500) 
and then wait (a few minutes) till some corporation*-or university 
tapped them for the presidency. This is known as the Paratrooper 
Road To Success. You drop iii from the top. 

Horatio Alger Returns 
Only recently I ran into an Air Force captain. He was surprisingly 

young and full of the old American dream of free enterprise and 
rugged individualism. He wanted to resign his commission and study 
law. I pointed out to him that he could retire as a general at the age 
of.52 and then,study law, with a fat pension to support him and his 
family.. 

He/thought' this sort of security unworthy of a free man. He said 
he’d rather get out on his own and take a chance. 

“Listen,” I said, “tbis way by the time you graduate from law school, 
and pass the bar exams your first case will be your application for 
your old. age. pension!” 

Log Cabin Franchise Waiting 
. He smiled sort of wanly. I haven’t seen or heard of,-him since. He 
may havef becoirie one of those romantic soldiers of fortune that 
Richard Harding Davis used to write about, the kind that got us billed 
as “Yankee imperial; dogs,” or he may have gone on to law school. 

Either way, I wish him luck and if he reads this and wants one of 
our Log Cabin maternity hospital franchises I promise to put in a 
good one for him. 

This may be considered peddling influence jn certain circles, but 
aifiqng us it’s known as helping a friend. 

E. Howe, to Donald B. Miller and 
his brother, Lawrence K. Miller, 
publisher and editor of the Berk¬ 
shire Eagle in Pittsfield, Mass. The 
hew owners said Frank E. Howe 
2d, grandson of the founder, will 
remain as editor of the Banner, 
Which was founded In 1903. * 

Alex L. Hillman, publisher of 
Pageant Magazine and an art col¬ 
lector, arid William Bright Jones, 

Dartmouth ’49, author and art. his¬ 
torian, have been named to the 
Art Advisory Group of the Hbpkins 
Center at Dartmouth College in 
Hanover, N.H. 
. Hal Steeger named veepee of 
Popular Publications and editorial 
director of all the mags in the 
combine. The publications include 
Argosy, Adventure, True Adven¬ 
ture and Railroad, 
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Shows on Broad way 
THp Vnsinkafele Molly 

Brown 
Theatre Guild 8c Dore Si-hary presen¬ 

tation of musical comedy in two. acts 
(20 scenes), with music and lyrics bv 
Meredith Willson, book by Richard Mor¬ 
ris Staged bv Dore Schary: musical inum¬ 
bers staged bv Peter Gennero; Settines. 
Oliver Smith: costumes. Miles White; 
lighting. Peggy Clark; orchestrations. Don 
Walker; vo«-al arrangements and musical 
diree’ion. Herbert Greene; ballet inusic 
arrangements. Sol Berfcowit/: associate 
producer. Walter Reillv. Features Tammy 
G-nn-s. Iljr’-e Presnell. Cameron 
Prud’hcmini*. M«my Palmes. Ed:'b Veiser. 
ATitc'rell Gregg. Jack Harrold. Joseph 
S*roIa. Christ oober Hewett.. P-rfrwia 
Kellv. Om-ned Nov. 3. '60. at the Winter 
Garden Theatre. N.Y.: $9.40 toD Friday 
and Sato-dav nights. $8.60 weoknights. 
Moilv Tobin Timmy Grimes 
jttie ael Tobin Sterling Clark 
Alo\S'iis Tolrn ri'U ^f?lr 
P trick T.iVn Bob Palev 
Father Ft’-nn Norman Fredericks 
Sliamns Tobin Cameron Prud’humme 
Brawling Miners Alex Stevens. 

Joe Pronto 
Charlie \\ oodv Hurst 
Christmas * JwtCDh S rola 
f»t,ri Tom Larson 
■R.inio Billy F.nier 
P»-.>sli;utes Rae McT.ean Anna Mane 

Mo.lan, Lynn Gay Miirino 

Jonah a«-hros . 
Grand Duchess . 
Count ..... 
Duchess 
Puke 
Baron 
"Maleo'ci Broderick 
Mrs. Wadltngton 
Mr. W.idling*on - 
Vour.g Waiter 

Johnnv Brown Harve Presnell 
C;-itei Joe Pronto 
p..,v J>aul Floyd 
Sheriff Term VToliuo 
Mrs. McGinn . Eduh Meiser 
M<;.r Rvan . Jack- Harrold 
Roberts' Christopher HewetL 
Prof. Gardella Dale M»Vme 
G"rmaine . June; Card 
Pr>neess Pel.on? ... Vony I)>lmes 
Prince DeLong Mitchell Gregg 
Countess   Wanda Saxon 
Jonah ashros . M.tmn Conriis 
Grand Puehess..Patricia Kelly 
Count ...'.. Michael Davis 
Duchess Barbara Newman 
■nuke Ted Adk-nS 
liiron - Boh Daley 
TVialco’m Broderick Barney Johnstone 
Mrs. Wadltngion I.ynne Osborne 
Mr. W.idling!on .Norman Fredericks 
Young Waiter MJrh:.e! P.ivis 
Maine D’ Dale Malone 
. Bobby Brownell 

A'Vle Passe; .....Marvin Goodis 
■Mother' . . Nada Rowand 
W«u:pd.»d Sailor . Bill S.arr 

Singers June Card, Ceil Deili.i Pat 
F och. Marian Haraldson. Patricia Kellv. 
I., one Osborne. Nada Rowand. Wanda 
S i\on. Michael Davis. Norman Fredericks. 
Marvin Goodis. Woody llurst, Barney 
Johnson, Tom Larson. Dale Malone, .-uis 
Po’aeek. „ i , 

Dancers-. Barbara Gine. Diana Hunter. 
I.\nn Gav Lorino. Susan May. Anna Mane 
M.nlan. Rie McLean. Barbara Newman. 
Ninette Rosen- Ted Adkins. Sterling 
<!:nk. Bub Dalev, Vito DurayHe. ' Don 
Fmmons. Joe Pronto. Man ltoss.;: ill 
Slnrr. Alex Stevens. Terry Viol.no.: 

Mut.ir.il numbers: "I Ain’t Down ae*- 
“BeMv Up to the B..r. Boys.” ‘TVg Ah 
rc.idv Started In.” '‘I’ll Never Say No. 
-My Own Brass Bed.” “The Denver 
Police.” "Beautiful People Of Denver. 
•‘Are You Sure.” “Happy Birthday.j Mis. 
J J. Brovin.” * Bon- Jour.” “If I Knew.’ 
-Chick-a-oen,” “Keep-a-HoppinV* Le-id- 
\U!c Johnnv Brown’s Soliloquy. / *i’P. 
"Where the People Are.” “Dohei Far 
Nien:e. ’ "Colorado. My Home.” 

In today’s theatre, with shows 
either a quick smash or flop, there’s 
not much place for “The UnS.irrk- 
ahle Molly Brown.” The Theatre 
Guild and Dore Schary production, 
which opened last Thursday riight 
(3> at. the Winter Garden Theatre, 
is just a routine musical, which 
probably means it's not good 
enough. jl 

Taking the fabulous Mrs. Brown, 
already celebrated in the news¬ 
papers of her day and in a vivid 
chapter in •'Timberline,” Gene 
Fowler's best-seller, Richard Mor¬ 
ris has written a one-dimensional 
book ahout the colorful turn-of- 
the-century Rocky Mountain area, 
and Meredith Willson has provided 
lively songs in the style of,: his 
“The Music Man.” f 

But somehow the irrepressible 
Molly, though she may have made 
. pectacular copy for contemporary 
Sunday supplement editors j'an.d 
purportedly charmed aristocratic. 
circles in Paris, isn't buoyant j 
enough for the Broadway musical ! 
stage. Tiicrc’s no other character 
to command interest or even at¬ 
tention. so although it is a lavish 
show visually, “The Vnsinkable 
Molly Brown” never acquires »real 
headway. 

The show opens promisingly "• 
enough with the hillbilly heroine 
setting out from her cabin home, 
quickly conquering- the primitive 
village of Leadville. marrying, the. 
smitten Johnny Brown and mov¬ 
ing on to Denver. But then the 
story is stymied by the fact /that 
Moliy. despite her slam-bang [hon¬ 
esty and likeableness, doesn’t de¬ 
velop as a person beyond the petty 
ambition of wanting to crash Den¬ 
ver society. 

In short, the basic story situa¬ 
tion is shallow and trifling,' for 
Molly doesn’t stand for anything 
that matters. Despite her [gen- 
•rosity, directness and sally speech. 

.-r.e s not a lifelike person nor a 
provoc ahe musical comedy.1 fig- ‘ 
ure. Wiren the book gets to) her 
Kuiopean junket in search of/cul- 
tm.e. the initial vitality and drive 
are lost, and the heroine's return 
t) Colorado and her faithful 
Johnny, including even the famous 
episode of thei Titanic sinking, is 
anticlimactic. j i 

Willson’s score has something of j 
the same pace and bounce of. bis 
rousing songa for “TJie Mu.iic 1 

! Man.” but this tirtie the dearth of 
: ballads is a major weakness, per- 

. * haps because , as a leading charac- 
; ter Molly lacks the flesh-and-blood 
[ reality and the irresistible drive 
■ of the charlatan hero ’of the pre- 
: vious show. Also, Schary’s direc- 
[ tion. his first attempt w ith a Brqad- 
[ way musical, lacks the superb 
! cohesion aud incessant impetus 

that Morton DaCosta’s staging 
; added to “The Music Man.” 

? The animated numbers Willson 
has written for “Molly” are excel¬ 
lent. and as before, his lyrics are 

;. notably, if unostentatiously, good. 
Significantly, however, the best 
tunes are in march tempo, with 
only a couple of passable ballads 
and only one outstanding romantic 
song, a w-altz titled “Dolce Far 
Niente,” surig by a secondary 
player. 

“I’ll Never Say No.” well sung 
by leading, man Harve Presnell/ is. 

. fair, and that also goes for “My 
Own Brass Bed,” “If. I Knew” andr 
the advance-touted “Chick-a-pen.” 
The upstanding numbers, gopd 
enough but tending to become 
monotonous, include “Belly Up: to 
the Bar, Boys.” “Beautiful. People 
of Denver” and “Keep-a-Hoppin’.” 
However. “Happy Birthday, Mis. 
J. J. Brown” and “Bon Jour” are 
effective in terms of situation. 

Peter Gerinaro has staged two 
energetic dance numbers which 

, serve as changes of pace. without 
: contributing much toward plot or 
- character development.. Oliver 

Smith's scenery is not only sump¬ 
tuous, but has a point of view, but 
Miles White’s costumes are merely 
in period, and lack .distinction. 

Tammy Grimes, top-featured as.1 
Molly, is apparently a talented per- 

1 former who. though still lacking 
star magnetism or authority, ini- j 

i presses as a personality who might 
I arrive almost overnight if she gets 
the right formula and vehicle. As 
Of this show, she looks a little like 
a George Price cartoon, including 
the haphazardly heaped-up hair-dd. j 
She has a surprising vocal versa-1 

tility. but is unable to. break out of 
the confines of a constricting part. 

Presnell, a singer making liis 
Broadway debut as the simple-; 

. minded Johnny Brown, has a nice. j 
’ ample baritone voice arid an at—! 
tractive manner, but.doesn’t get a 
chance to show whether he has ; 
any suspicion about acti . Among , 
the capable secondary players, i 
Cameron Pmd'homme is accept- I 
able as Molly's fatner. Edith Meiser > 
is expressive as a snobbish Denver 
matron, former Comedie Francaise j 
actress Mony Dalmes and .Mitchell j 
Gregg are engaging as friendly ! 
members of the Parisian interna- ! 
tional spt. and Christopher Hewett ■ 
is a properly unctious butler. j 

With a fairly good advance sale, • 
including a sizable .schedule . of 
theatre party bookings, “Molly” i 
should be around for a while. It | 
falls into that unhappy middle j 
ground short of sock impact, how-.* 
ever. so. its ultimate fate looks j 
doubtful. Perhaps with the greater : 
scope of the screen, plus judicious 
development.of the characters and... 
story, the musical could be mo*,; 
into a click picture. Kobe. 4 

| Tin* Rapeof IhcBolt I 
' Harriet Parson*;. Charles Hollerith . .. ! 

Paul Vroom. William Dean presentation.: 
> of cornedv in three acts tnx scenest and.; 

Prolog, by Bern W- Levy. Staeed by Al-i 
bcit Mane; settinss and liplvtine. -Paul -t 
Morrison; costumes. J. Michael Travis; 
costumes for Miss. "Cummings and Miss 
Redman; costumes;. J. Michael Travis; cos¬ 
tumes for Miss Cumi ings and Miss Red-- 
man executed- bv Pierre Balmain; irici- 

'• den»al music. Sol Kaplan. Stars Con¬ 
stance Cummings. Jovce Redman. Peggy 
Wood: features John Emery,. Josenh Boya, 
Philip Bosco. Pat Nye. Nydia Westman. 
Oner.ed Nov. 5. ’60. at the Martin Beck 
Theatre. N Y.: S7 50 top Friday and Sat- 
>->da.\ nights. S0.90 wceknights. 
He; a Peggy Wood- 
Zeus . John Emery 
Hippobome ..;. Paf Nye 
Thesei^s . c,.    .Trisenh Bova 
Heracles Philip Bosco 
^ntiope Constance Cummings 
Dm-!a Avis Scott 
Antliea Hilda Brawner 
Hipoolvfp Joyce P.erlmm 
Thaleslris dia Weslmaii. 

The battle of the sexes, accord¬ 
ing to Bonn W. Levy, is a satirical 
edition of Greek mythology. His 
version, “The Rape of , the Belt,” 
opened last Saturday night ('51. at 
the Martin Beck Theatre, and it’s 

. probably not for the prosaic world 
of modern Broadway. 

Although London took to “The 
Rape of the Belt’’ for something 
like a year, various New York man¬ 
agements passed up ilie script as 
lacking "sufficient wallop for the 
smash-demanding American pub¬ 
lic. However, the.new legit firm. 

• of Harriet Parsons, Charles Holler- 
j ith Jr.. Paul Yroom and 'William 
Dean brought it to town after a 
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j VARIETY 

[which Albert, Marre succeeded 
| Alan Sclmcider as director^ 
] Using the legend of the ninth of 
j the 12 labors of - Heracles, the 
[ quest for the royal belt in the pos- 
; session of Antiope and Hippolyte, 
Queens of the Amazons, the author 

I of the perennial . “Springtime for 
■ \ Henry” arid various other comedy 
[successes Offers his urbane qoni- 
; merit bri the eternal relationship 
j between men and women, as well 
[as much ,’perfinent matters as rea- 
; son opposed to x-iplence, philosophy 
j opposed to ambifion, -etc; 

[ It’s an amusing premise for a 
• play, and the author writes with 
I his characteristic insight , and wit. 
[ but the effect is too discursive arid 
j emotionally remote for/ the impa- 
’ tient Broadway public.. .Since the 
/.script could, probably be done on 
a limited budget, it may have some 

| currency in stock and is likelyr to 
be a frequent item in the amateur 

; field. It seet Unsuitable for 
i films. 

! Constance , Curiimirigs, Levy's 
Americari-borii wife,., is starring in 

. the' role of Anliopp. Avui’ch. c-hc 
| played in the. original London pro^ 
duct-ion.. .'.She - gives a' c.iiaiin.ng 
perforniaiiee that, combines humor 

..with expertly', disciplined emotion, 
as the subtle; enchanting exponent 
of calmness, and reason who can- 

! not resist .the headlong, masculinity 
• of a famous w ■' 

Joyce Redman, imported from 
England to portray the sister and 
co-queen.. Hippolyte, speaks too 

; rapidly to be intelligible at times, 
i and doesri’t 1> ve much to do in the 
! first act. but revels in, the later 
comedy scenes, w hen. she acquires 

; the bustling bossiness of trie god*- 
, dess Hera., One bit of slapstick is/ 
(funny, if extraneous. 
I Although the iwo onstage rnale 
[ roles, tend, to- be little more than 
/strutting puppets: Phiiip Bosco is a 
[credibly upstanding Heracles and 
| Joseph Bova is . diverting as his 
[lightweight partner, Theseus. 
. Peggy Wood,, coslarred, and John 
I Emery, top-featured, appear at op- 
) posite sides of ..the proscenum i 
the guises; of. Hera and, Zeus to 
introduce and occasiprially com- 

| ment' on the story. The, device 
[ doesn't quite .come off. 
i Paul .Morrison has provided 
• handsome settings , and agreeably 
[clear l.ightin. j- Michael Travis 
has supplied; the decorative cos¬ 
tumes; with Pierre Balmain ;re- 

: sponsible, for the stunning gowns 
for Mi£s Cumimngs (notably the 

..third acti arid. Miss Redman. The 
j author, s:iid to be recuperating 
I from a- heart attack of. several, 
! .months ago, has remained at* home 
i in London, but was presumably 
i available, by telephone, for decisions 
> as to script cuts, changes and such 
matters. Mode. 

LONDON SHOWS 
(Figures denote ovemna dates) 
Abelard * Heloise, Arts <10 ^60). 
Amorous Prawn. Saville (12-9-59J 
And. Another Thing, Fortune (10-6-60). 
Art. Of Living, .Criterion (8-18-60). 
Billy Liar; Cambridge (9-13-60);. . 
Caretaker,. Duchess (4-27-60). ' 
Eve With Jeanmaire, Royalty QI-2-60). 
Chin-Chin;. \V>ndham’s (11-3-60- 
pings Ain't, Garrick (2-11-CO); 
Flower Drum Song; Palace (3- 
Garebo, Savov.. ,3-29-60). 

. .Importance Oscar, Apollo (10-31-60). 
Irma. La Douce, L>Ti<? (7-1-7-38). 

..Last Joke, Phoenix (9-23-60)! 
Man for All . Seasons, Globe (7-1-60). 
Most Happy Fella, Coliseum (4-21-60). 
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52). 
Mr.- Burke,'Mermaid (10-6-60V. 
My Fair .Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58). 
Oliver, New (6-30-60). 
Passage to .India, Comcdv- (4-20-6OV. 
Playboy W. World, St. Martin’s (10-7-60); 

moved irom the Piccadilly.' 
Platonov,. Ro.yal Court (10-13-C0). 
Repertory, Old Vic (9-3-59). 
Rose Mane. Victoria ! Pal. (8-22-60). 
Ross; Haymarket (5-12-60). 
Settled Out .of Court, Strand (10-19-60). 
Simple Spymen, Whitehall • >3-19-53). j 

. Sive, Lyric Hammersmith. (i0-24-C0). . 
Sparrers Sing, Th’tre Royal E. (8-24-60). 1 
Suzie Wgng; Prince Wales (11-17-59). I 
Stars fir Eyesi Palladium (6-3-60). 
This Year, Next Year, Vaude (10-20-60). 
Tiger & Horse, Queen's (8-24-60). 
Waiting In Wings, Duke York’s (9-7-60). 
Watch It, Sailor, Aldwych. (2-24-60). 
Way-to. the Tomb, Arts (11-5-60).. 
West • Side Story, Ma.iesty’s 12-12-53). 

SCHEDULEDOPENINGS 
Toys in Attic, Piccadilly (11-10-60'.: 
Progress Park, T’trc Royal E. (11-16-60). 

“ 'ir?dV %t : 

Recent tour and company of Marlene Dietrich amounted to three 
i Weeks and company of 50, 17 in pit, 12 dancing girls. Reception of the. 
j star wras described as astonishing by press corps,, especially thje eaiger. 
[ partisanship of the Canadian Liegion. One 73-ryear old vet (wrong war) 
■ planted an unscheduled kiss at the airport. At a press interview another 
[Legionnaire did the gallant act, shouting to Dietrich, “Don’t answer 
; that.” The questions w ere political, one framed tb bring in Dietrich’s 
| grandchildren (what did she think of them growing up "in an atomic 
[world). 
[ Members of the troupe with her described her as tirelessly on the 
j job backstage, before any opening night* “supervising all matters from 
[stage cleaning to orchestra rehearsal;” 
I —— —-. ' . ■ ■ .—   _L—- -—:——■ ;: , •-;      

j Shows Out of Town 

James Russell Lowell IV.. 
Suno Stiidciit ......... ;1 
Tilda Mullen .. 
Woltie 
Mar-h i'.'. .V.'i . < 
7eke 
Gi-ctc ... .... 
Trib .... . James Marie) 

. Ed -Grace’ 
Steve Roland 

. Marc Jordan 

I DoRc-Mi 
j . David Merric presentc-tioh of two>act 
i (itt scenes) musical comedy: book.- Car¬ 
lson Kanin, based eh his own. short story; 

music. Jule Styne; lyrics; Betty Gomden 
and Adolph Green. Staged by. Kanin'; 

i settings, Boris Aronson: costumes. Irene 
I Sharaff;. musical direction,. Lehman En- 
; gel;, choreography, Marc Breaux and Dee- 
i dee Wood; associate director, W’illiam 
i Hammeistein: associate producer, Jones 
| Harris: orchestrations. Luther Henderson; 
. vocal arrangements and. direction, Buster.. 
! Paris; dance arrangements, David Baker; 
j production supervisor. Neil Hartley,. Stars 
| Phil S.ilvers:: features Naihcy Walker, John 
•Reardon, David Burns. George Mathews, 

,A1 Nestor. A1 Lewis. Chad Block.' George 
: Givot, Nancy Dussautt: Opened Nov. 7, 

’60. at the Shubert Theatre. Philadelphia. - 
I .Casa. Girls ..-..... . Marilyn Allwyu, 

Diane all. Sandra Devlin; 
I 'Regina Grove. Nancy Van.. Rhein; 

Carol Stevens. Dean Taliaferre 
.Kay Cram- .—.. Nancv. Walker 
i Hubert C.ram -- . Bhil.. Silvers 

.■ Waiter . ...,..... ; Frank Derbas 
lohn Henry -John.Reardon 

. Swingeis .. . Betty Kent,. 
Suzanne Sliaw 

HeadWaitcr. ..,—.. .' Marc Jordan 
.J. J. -Alan Stevenson 
• .Collection ..... ..lames Moore, 

■•Frank Derbas 
......;;... George Matthews 

......... . .George Givot 
! ... -A1 Lewis. 

David Burns 
-.. .........; .Marilvn Child 

Ed Grate. 
.David Gold 

.... r. . . . Stuart .Hodes 
, Carol Stevens. 

-, Dean. Taliaferro 
•lames Russell Lowell IV..Chad- Block . 
Suno Student. , i. Ray /Kirchncr 
Tilda Mullen ...... .Nancy Dussaulf. 
Woltie . : A1 Nesor 
Mar-h 1..Carolvn Ragaini 
Zcke Steve Roland 
Crete .......... .... ... Betty Kent. 
Trio .... . James Marley. St eve. Boland.. 

Richard Young. 
. May Mirih 

i ..,. AlbertAinville. 
• . . Ed Grace 

Mad re D’ .. .... Bob McCuitre 
Animal. Girl-s.- - Marilyn Allwyn. Diane 

Ball. Sandra Devlin, Patti Karr. 
; Carol Sftcvehs. Dean Taliaferro 
; .Commentators. : .Bob McClure. Seth Riggs 
Sen. Rogers --Albert Linville 
Sen. Red field .Ed-Grace’ 

i Chief Counsel Steve Roland 
Fatso’s Lawyer .. ... .. . Marc Jordan 

' .Others- Doria Avilla. Regina Groves.. 
i .Curtis - Hood. DanieL fasinskv. Barbara- 

I.ang. Josephine Lang,. Bob McClure. Ken. 
! Malone. Jim Marlev, Dawn Nickerson.1 Ed 
; Pfeiffer. Suzanne Shaw. Liza Stuart, Pat 
Tolson. Nancy Van Rhein. 

.. Musical numbers: "Waiting; 'Waiting.” 
i All You Need Is a Quarter.” "Who Gets 
•the TabI .” "Take a Job,**' Double- Juke- 

Box .Hon. *.‘!t's Legitimate,*1' “I, Know 
About Love." Auditions. "Ambition," 

l _r, v *^ke the Wind," Success. “Don’t 
Trv to Figure it Out." "Little GlrL" ”Fire- 

] works.” "What’s' New at the.Zoo," "Don’t 
Be Ashamed of a Teardrop." “Adveriti^e.’.’ 
“Make Someone Happy,"^Juke Box.War, 
“V.I.P:." "All of My Life." 

It’s too bad that “Do-Re-Mi,” 

: the new David Merrick musical, 

{doesn’t have an ..extended tryout 

schedule, such as “The IJnsinkable. 

i Molly Brown” and “Wildcat” had. 

This one appears to need the ex- 
i tra t uriing-up sessions more seri¬ 
ously. 

i That’s not to say that the Gar- 

•.son. Kanin book, Jule Stjme score 

land Betty Cdmden-Adolph Green 

'lyrics haven’t plenty of possibili-. 

. ties. But the rebuilding is riot, go- 

■ in% to. be a short or simple proc¬ 
ess. 

... ‘’Do-Re-Mi" is a story of the 

jukebox racket and its character 

types give it a faint but unniistakr 

able resemblance to “Guys and 

Dolls.” Phil Silvers, the star and 

major asset, of the show, has the 

role of a would-be bigshot whose 

main ambition is to get a ringside 

table at the better night clubs. 

After apparently getting in a seri¬ 

ous jam he has a triumphant finale 

in a number called “AH of My 
Life.” 

For the most part Styne’s score, 

is more, vociferous than melodi¬ 

ous. although it does have several 

possible outstanders, including 

“What’s, New at the Zoo?” “Don’t 

Be Ashained of a Teardrop,” 

“Make Someone Happy” and pos¬ 

sibly “Cry Like the Wind;” 

Nancy Walker is her usual ebul¬ 

lient self as the wife whose,main, 

ambition is to be able to coax, her 

spouse just once onto a nightclub 

floor. She is broadly funny when¬ 

ever the book allows. George Matt¬ 

hews, George Givot and A1 Lewis 

are generally effective as three mi- 

nor racketeers. 

Nancy Dussault is notable as a 

young singer who aspires to star-? 

dorn but settles for marriage; 

David Burns has a few chances J 

fimf •Re^m is" Vx^elfentwll 

the man., who /marries the ' yowling 
singer, 

“Do-Re-Mi” has/, the unhappy 
distinction of having one of tli 
most pairiful.' ballets seen here in 
a long tjnie. And Somewhere along 
the line Boris Aronson, usually 
outstanding, has . come; up .witli un- . 
inspired, settings;' 

There is plenty of .inherent ma¬ 
terial., in “Do-Re-Mi.” however, 
and. the m agenient may be able 
to extract it. Waters. 

I*m Willi Von 
: San Francisco; Nov; 1. 

'kell-.Cote Productions 4 Paiul Gregory 
presentation of two-act <21 numbers) 
musical "-show; music,.. Ray Rasch; lyrics. 
Dotty W’ayne: • additional- material, Tom 
Clapp.. Staged by Bill Colleratt;- chore- 
osraphy . Eugene . Loririg; - sets and. . cos¬ 
tumes. Jim Trittipo; mtisical direction and 

.arrangements.'Ralph Carmichael. • Start 
Nat. King Cole; features Barbara: McNair. 
Opened Oct; 31. *60. at the Geary The- ., 
atre. San Francisco; S5.95 top Friday and ; 
Saturday nights, $5.45 weeknigbts. • ■ 
, Singers; • Nat King' Cole. - Barbara Me;. 

Nam, Joseph Bellesi, : James Blaine. Wil- 
.liam-.De Bell. Janie -Fahay, :Hilafy. Hope, 
Win Karish./pon .MacLeod.,Kean Mantius; 
Dolores Pe’erson. Caryl Rbwe, • Jean Se¬ 
well, Don Wyalt, 
. Dancers; Arlene Ancona: Candace Cald¬ 
well.; Judy Cassmore. Carl. CopDock.' Judy 
Corkre.y, Antonv. -Dc.Vccrhi. Julius Fields. 
Lavinia Hamilton. Gerald Herndon. Bruce 
Hoy. Graham Johnson. Gloria. Ka'-e. Karla 
Most. Michelle Newton.: Charles Quccnan, 
Carl. Tressler/. 
^Musical numbers: "Wanderin' Man." 

[ "I'm with You.” ‘“Tight Sm’ec-c.” "She’s 
Fantasv.'*. "Yew Land-.” "IC.eoo Pretend- 

. >ng,. ■” Cookie Record Cover,” “Luxury. 
W<;m»n.”. “H.»w Can You Figure?” "When 
Somebody -Moves Into Your Life;" ‘Tm 
Direcf. from th- Optus II,.-c>,” “Love is a 

.Four-toiler -Word,” ."He’s a Gasser.’? • 
“I'm Tolling Vdu." "Now She .Tells Me." 
Love Among the People.". “Hooked on 

Me.” "She Reminds Me of My Mother/* 

“I’m .With You” has one major, 
glaring, defect. ;but. it also) has a 
strong, score; imaginative stagi 
stunning.singer in Barbara McNair 
and, mpst. important ..of- all* Nat1 
King Cole. /On balance, and with 
the big flaw repaired in the; course 
°.f a threermonth, cross-country 
break-in. this Paul Gregory-pro¬ 
duced musical could be a Winner 
on Broadway. 

It Is,- of course, a-showcase'for 
Cole, who sings 16 of the 23 num¬ 
bers in his usual, intimate, creamy 
style.VAmorig these Dotty Wayne- 
Ray Rascte songs are at. least a half 
dozen potential record hits for 
Cole, with “She’s Fantasy.” ‘‘Keep 
Pretendihg.” “When Somebody 
Moves into: Yoiir Life” and the 
title tune the likeliest pop possi¬ 
bilities. Miss McNair might also 
click, on a couple of . numbers, 
notably “Luxury Woman.” 

RXsrii’s hv'sic. arranged-and di¬ 
rected by Ralph Cjarmichael, is 
very good ,pops, but tyliss Wayne’s 
IyriCf.: while . serviceable! '".rr 
hardly distinguished. The big. gap¬ 
ing defect is’ that this is neither a 
book show nor. a re\'ue. Gregory, 
has tried to do something in be¬ 
tween, tying all . the songs... and 
dancing' to. a theriie with. Tom 
Clapp's special material. 

The theme is “r;-)ects of love” 
and requires Cole to/recite a good 
deal of: explanatory material, all 
dull, plus , a lot of poetry:. The 
device is so forced that .the audi¬ 
ence is never sure :if . Cole is talk¬ 
ing about himseif .or six other guys. " 
This is. * .short; a musical crying 
for a book, or at least a. better 
thematic device. 

The \ 12 singers and 16 dancers 
are excellent, thanks to sharp, 
direction from Bill Colleran and 
generally; interesting Eugene; Lor¬ 
irig choreography. Jim Trittipo's 
production design is a little master-, 
piece of econpiriy. Instead of in¬ 
vesting in heavy sets, the show is 
hung with panels and lighting 
changes the mood; of the scenes... 

-The rest of the . production in¬ 
vestment lies in very light. ..prop 
platforms, \yhich performers carry 
on and off to change scenes: Trit¬ 
tipo also evidently had. a hand i 
the costunries, which are handsome 
and effective;:. 
. It should, be noted that, in addi¬ 
tion to the two . principals, more, 
than a half dozen Negro danders 
and singers are ' fegrated iiil 

(Continued on page 66) 
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Shows Abroad 
The Importance of table and the distasteful proceed- 

Rrinrf Aiarar ings mercifully close. 
r j xr t The actors can do very little with 

F.E.S. (Plays) ^“JSnuuon (by theshapeless characters the author 
arrangement with Dublin Gate Theatre j has devised. Young Jacqueline 
Producti^s) of a tw°-act reading by , Ryan makes a pretty heroine and 
SLctiael Mac Liammoir. Staged by Hilton • _ 
E iwards. Opened Oct. 3i, 'so, at the : Bnan Phelan a handsome; virile 
Auoiic Theatre. London; *2.80 top. j hero. Maureen Pryor, as a very 

„ „ , “ , ,.x j wicked woman, Harry Hutchinson; 
The collaboration of two erudite,, getty Hardy. Tony Quinn anl 

witty Irishmen, both men of i Alichael Golden are all forced to 
theatre, both actors, both with the piay at a high pitch and for more 
gift of gab. both skilled writers, I than the parts are worth. Only 
both emotionalists, both expert p q Stephens and Johnny Cahill, 
tasters of the art of living, turns as a couple of tinkers spreading 
out to be a heady stimulating eve- J curses around like confetti, seem; 
ning in the theatre. It’s Michael • really to get under the Irish skin. 
Mac Liammoir. one of Ireland' 
foremost actors, giving a one-man 
show of “The Importance of Being 
Oscar.” which he first staged at 
the recent Dublin Drama Festival. 
Unfortunately it’s scheduled for 
only two weeks. 

The actor’s unwitting collabora¬ 
tor is. of course. Oscar Wilde. For 
nearly three hours, which is too 
long. Mac Liammoir presents ja 
vivid profile of the work, person¬ 
ality and life of the tragic play¬ 
wright and wit. It is far more 

Robert Colqiihoun’s setting of. a 
small farmhouse, kitchen in South¬ 
ern Ireland at least has the a r Of 
being authentic. Rich. 

(After turned, down by the 
Abbey Theatre, Dublin, “Sive” tiias 
produced last spring at the Listo- 
wel Drama Group at the All- 
Ireland Amateur Draina Festival 
at Athlone. After its enthusiastic 
reception there, it was taken to 
Dublin, having successful engage- 

__ _ _ ----- wents at the Abbey and then at 
fascinating than either of the tivo ? the larger Olympia. The U.S. rights 
recent films about Wilde. Mac [ were subsequently acquired by 
Lammoir traces the Irish play-1 Dermot McNamara arid. Helena 
Wright’s life and philosophical de- j Carroll for a contemplated. Broads 
velopment with sympathy, humor ; way production.—Ed.) 
and insight. j ——— - 

Excitingly he reads acts arid j This Wav to the Tomb 
comments on Wilde and his writ- * 
ing. He links the chosen extracts 
and epigrams with a commentary 
that is as slyly amusing. 
shrewdly provocative and emotion¬ 
ally touching as Wilde’s own prose 
and verse. It is, indeed, often dif¬ 
ficult to know where one begins 
and the other ends, but the result 
is a scintillating fusion. ! 

Both the actor and his oldtime 
buddy and partner, Hilton Ed¬ 
wards. who has staged the shojw. 
concentrates mainly on presenting 
Wilde as the artist without duck¬ 
ing the problems of his tragic 
liaison, which caused his down¬ 
fall. The first half shows his gay, 
hedonistic, starry rise to fame, j; 

The program states that the 
between-acts intermission is re¬ 
garded as covering his own IriaK 
The second and better half sympa¬ 
thetically presents Wilde's sombre, 
tragic Gethsemane. including two 
long, but outstanding recitals from 
“De Profundis” and " ’ ~ 
of Reading Gaol.” j| 

Dressed in a tuxedo, Mac Liam¬ 
moir displays a mammoth fest jof 
memory and artistry. His props ar 
hi= voice, a green carnation, a pair 
of spectacles, a book at which he 
only occasionally looks, a decanter- 
oi pale, eolden alcohol, a divan 
and a chair. Plus one pedestal jof 
gay flowers which, in the second 
half : . ‘ ‘ ‘ ' 
weeds. 

large acreen to the accompaniment 
of. background music by Michel 
Legrand’s orchestra . in a too- 
brightly-lit pit. The real dis¬ 
appointment, however, is the new 
Roland Petit ballet based on 
Somerset Maugham’s “Rain,” in 
which Miss. Jeanmaire is accompa¬ 
nied by Buzz Miller. Both are ex¬ 
pert dancers., but neither has any¬ 
thing approaching an opportunity. 
The choreography is dull and rev 
strained,: and though Miss Jean- 
m a ire’s, effervescent .personality 
cannot be subdued, it does n0t .di.S7 

guise the .harsh truth. 
Miss Jeanmaire comes into her 

own, however, in the final half- 
hour with a magnificent. Tour de 
Chant. Though she is infinitely 
superior as a dancer; it is the vocal 
stint that gives her a real chance; 

In black tights and open necked 
blouse, she -is1 the gamine par ex¬ 
cellence, and her 11-song routine, 
followed by. a typical but. appealing 
medley of French times, is. given a 
highly professional delivery. Miller 
and his team of dancers participate 
in this stint and, apart .from adding 
color, give Miss Jeanmaire time for 
a number of fast costume changes. 

Miller has a spot earlier in the 
bill for a heat terp routine; Leif 3 
Horaces, have anindividual vocal 
style, and a'table tennis pantomime 
hit is superb artistry. Their intros 
to French, songs in a. fractured. 
English, is diverting. So is their 
rendition of “British Grenadiers.” 

The major surprise of the 
presentation was. the audience 
hostility on .opening night to 
Michel Legrand’s Jazz Panorama. 

London, Nov. 3. 
at re Club presentation, in | ivucnei i^egranq s Jazz ranorama. 
with a.h. Enterprises Ltd.,! The casual style of playing and 

Hansom; music. Beniamin Britten; music [customers. Apart from spasmodic 
and choir directed by John Lindsay. Fea- ■ 4u 
tures lain Cuthbertson. Peter Gill, cv slow hand claps* there were cries 
Grant. Philip Locke. Opened Nov. 2 at th.e of ‘‘Drop the curtain;” ‘’Bring on 
Arts Theatre CIub^London; $2.15 top., vZjiiy artd“DonT rehearse in OUT 

Announcer Donald Pickering, till! MyrO. 
Marcus ......... Peter. Cm 
Julian ...... .^. Cy Grant 
Bernard ... PhUip Locke 
Father Antony Iain Cuthbertson 
Gluttonv .Roland Curram 
Lechery . .... Dawn Brookes 
Sicht .... Felicity Young 
Woman  Virginia MaskeU 

ANTI-MASQUE 
Chorus ... Cv. Grant 

.Television announcer. . 
Father Opine . 
Philipoa Form 
Psychiatric Patient 

i Girl of Leisure ..... 1 Man of Culture 
Member of (he Astral Group 
Postcard Seller 
Mother 
JMstrard Seller's. 
Old Man 

Schiohtweclisol 
(Change of Command) 

Zurich, Oct. 20.. 
Schauspielhaus-presentation of a drama 

in 26 see ties, by Hugo Loetscher. Staged 
_ ~ . t»‘ Peter Loeffler; set. Teo Otto; technical 
Donald Pickering 1 direction.. Ferdinand Lange: lighting. Wal- 

• ... Philip^ LocHe ; ter Gross. Opened. Sept. .30, ’60, at the 
\irgima Mfskell j .Schauspielhaus.- Zurich; $3 top; 

Leonard Webb 1 Regent of Balrriasi .... ' Rudolf.. Therkritz 
.. Dawn Brookes. j.Chnstiahe .'.-.... - - - Margaret Carl 

Roland Curram [Favorite ...... tto Maec.hitUriger 
Troup Commander .... anna Krassnitzcr 
Historian . j.-. Walter Kiesler. 

..: Peter Oehme 
... Rene Scheibli 

-Magdalena Thiesirig 
...Peter Morgerislern 

Patricia Lawrence 
Loelia Kidd 

in Cuthbertson 

Soldier of Merit 
Young Priest .'J 
Soldici'. -Girl,.. . 
Rebel 

First staged at the Mercury Thea- 
%___ tre in 1945, Ronald Duncan’s “This This dramatic venture, by voung- 
The**Bail^d (Way To The Tomb” caused a flurry Swiss literary ’ critic Hugo Loet- 

of praise as promising, along with scher is a doubtful bet.. ..Its point- 
the works of Christopher Fry and. edly abstract style ,and cerebral 

N.Y. Boxoffke Personnel 
Treasurer assignments thus far set at New York theatres for the 

1960-61 season, as indicated below, include several changes, from 
the previous semester. Not reflected in the list is the move of 
Murray Helwitz, Ben Chasid and Max Sager from the Shubert, 
Imperial and Broadway theatres, respectively, to the central ticket 
office set up by the Shuberts for the handling Of theatre party 
allocations, mail orders and broker allotments for. all their Broad¬ 
way houses. 

Broadway Legit Theatres 

Alvin: Gordon Cramer, LuiS Valle, John Greeran. 
Ambassador: J. Michael Onorato, Charles Colgari, 
ANTA: Rod McMahon, Robert Carr, George Beatty. 
Atkinson: Rivington .Bisland, Louis Nekola. 
Barrymore: Lewis Harris, Julius Specter, Jean, Cohen. 
Beck: Dan' Callahan. Edward Smith. Richard Wolff;: 
Belasco: Jack Melnick, Anna Yurdin. 
Booth: Lillian Peabody, Mildred Anker, Alfred Dugett. 
Broadhurst:: Betty Barker, Paul Rupperi, George Metz, Mary 

Ackley. 
Broadway: Dan Melnick, Carl. Knopfer. Barry Bond. 
Cort: William Stuis; Kathryn. Walsh, Frank Metz. . 
54th St.: Harry Steinberg. Jack Wolff. Essie. Friedman. 
46th St.: Charles Bowman, Edward Lynch, George Handy, 

William Wiegand. 
Golden: .Ellen D. Beamish. Anna Hirsh; Helen Johnson. 
Hayes: Herman Lewi ,. Robert Biirke, Carmine; Loiacorio,- 
Hellihgeri'Charles Waters, Julius Stone, A1 Kiefer, Lewis Kasten, 

Richard Hickey. 
Hudson: Jerry §heehan, Richard .Burke; Patrick ..Miirtha.. 
imperial: Aaron Helwitz. Richard Cobb, Peter. Meyers. 
Longacre: Thomas Burke, Leonard McEihoney. 
Lunt-Fontanne: Abe Baranoff, Henry Bpiiis, Norman Baruch, Hy 

PeaEl, Charles Stiiis. 
Lyceum: A1 Hildreth, Edgar Perry. Joseph Knopfer. 
Majestic: Irving Morrison, Philip Smith, Frmik YoungS: 
Miller’s: Frank Frayeri John Bowman, Mrs. Georgia Fursmah. 
Morosco: William Rinaldo. Pearl Keyser, Dora Chaririiberlain. 
Music Box: Walter G. O’Connor, Ray;Mefe; . Arthur Wright. 
O’Neill: Charles C. Whiteman, Raymond Jaffie, Mrs. Marvin Roth 

‘Williams., 
Playhouse: Thomas Broth erton, ’Harold Cuhitt, Louik Appel. 
Plymouth: Constance ; Coble, Irene Bolte.. Philip Kenney. 
Rose: Margaret Hildreth, Nathaii Reuben, Herye Bilodeau. 

. Royale: Mitchell Kanter, Joseph Gillespie. 
St. James: Hugh McG.auley, Arthur Feihe, .Morrie Seamon, Leo 

Caspare. '. 
Shubert: Jack Pearl.. Gladys Ronchetti, Josephine O’Brien. 
Winter Garden: William^Goldhardt, Herman Fallik, Rocky Lofar 

OTHER THEATRES 
(Legit, concert and opera) 

Carnegie Hall: Nat Posnick. Frank Pacacha. P.avid Kaufman. 
City Center: Angelo Casalini, Robert Majeska. Verne Armstrong, 

Frank. Surace. \ 
Metropolitan Opera House: Arthur Weidhaas, William Harris,.. 

Herman Fuchs, \ 
Phoenix: Riehard Hopkins. Sam Zoldak. 

BROADWAY FILM HOUSES 
DeMille: Richard Surace; Bruce Bisland, William Jakob. 
Loew’s State: Charles Thomas. Louise Leonard, Rene Logan. 
Palace: William' Kurtz, Jack Rung; George Cohan. 
Rivoli: Joseph Selnvam, Ernest 'Wheeler. Leonard Cobb, Helen 

Martyniuk. 
Warner: Vincent Green, janice Olsen. Carl Olsen. 

others, a new era of poetic drama, '.bloodlessness seriously hamper the 
The current revival at the ArtsSugt commercial possibilities, arid even, 
gests that the original excitement ' as-.a, purely, artistic exercise there: 
was based merely on occasional are too many flaws, to- vercome 
fine and fluent writing,, plus crafts- the almost ^complete lack of thea- 
munship hut rip real passion. drival values. 

The piece purports to portr . “Schichtweehser “Change of 
,,, ,IU. Sf-imu first the 14th century legend of.St. ' Co.•nnfjfhd”)' is ’ in an' “imaginary 

w rimlica-'v became faded Antony‘ A,)bot of St. Ferrara, who. sfate Jiter a decisive victory.” The 
1 tasted to find tranquility and con- 110-minute -ro intermission‘drama 

. qiiered all except.pride. Secoudly tells ' "st :/ simultaneously on 
L \° understand some- it attempts to lampoon today’s three differeht levels. There, is a 

tmng °x W line s tortured ufe But values via a tv groups visit to the. regent, with his faithless mistress, 
just to be able to understand and same scene. facing death after,a foul victory, 
apineciate tne language snould ;be The Antony portion .is laborious. There.are .his followers plotting to 
en ugh to make this mixture j of ; going, with but four characters the , usurp the power. Finalhv an. old 
(Hama and comedv an essential Saint delivering a virtual monolog, soldier, a.young priest, a. rebel and 
for any discriminating theatiegoer. , The modern-day satire is heavy- an arniv prostie serye as: cbunter- 

. - , . , ; handed cynicism, run riot, .where point figures against the. tragic iip- 
. ,, HllT0kJ±“s oblaiHi'd lhe L;;S- i from a belief in the continuity of per-level- happenings. Everituailv, 

t0* Tne Importance M existence and an avowal..of th ' all three plots'merge, ending, with 
?.7 Ipm to present tttfiu need for faith emerge' as - the regerifs assassination By his 

’r}tn McUammur on Bmfd. ages” favBrite officer, trKo takes over. 
va-j and subsequently on tour.— . It is hard to foresee much box- 
F-J. \ office future for the venture,, ex¬ 

cept with the ac.ademicaily curious 
or for the sake of ' Sivp 

London, Oct. 27i 
ilmall I.td. presentation of three-act 

■ *. e scenes* drama by John B. Keane- 
„ taeed bv Judith Coxhead; decor land 
c *s:t;ines. Robert Colqiihoun. Opened Oct. 
24. ’60. at the I.vric Opera House, Ham-. 
mer-irmth. London; S1.75 top. 1 
Nanna Glaviu . Betty Hardy 

Glavin .. Maureen Pryor . . . . 
, Jacquelines Ryan ? renders Benjamin Britten s mte- 

3i.kVmGiavm Sean Rua;; MichaeiVG®“i^ grated musie is first-rate. Enn.. 
I.iam Scuab ...:.; Brian Phelan 
Smr Dota . Harry Hutchinson | 
Pits Bocock P. G. Stephens | 
Catthalawn Johnny Cahill 

Apparently intended as a bitter, 
ironic comment on. today’s vvorld 

, power, struggle, this never comes 
T . - , ; off. It is wordy and longrwindcd, 

“ tor the average playl 
hv Philfn T is? 2 >L ?rm ««er. and devoid of dramatic fire- 
bv Philip Locke and Peter Gill. ; k rs A ^ rr) ...plu 

Ros^Mar^^ansom’^^linDl?3 hut ' founded impress, * but as Rose Marie Hansom s simple .but . mere aph0rismS; Otherwise, tjie 

while the cho?r that I diald?is ^ times crude, but mostly 
strikin; 
grouping. 

Hence Jeanmaire 
London, Nov. 3. 

-:- \ 1 Peter Daubeny presentation in two 

This rmpleasant Irish melodrama , Jgg*. TlTr£S&tf3f1£n2& * 
IS being Staged for two weeks. Arthur Plasschaert. George Kesscl, Fran- 

puzzling. 

| - The Schauspielhaus performance, 
j staged by Peter Loeffler, is satis- 
! factory", eonsidering. the rheagre 
'-material;. Mezo. 

longer ! Leerand orch; devised arid staged 
‘ Roland Petit. At Rovalty. T' 

don, Nov. 2, '60; $3.50 top. 

dulgent would welcome 
run. 

“Sive” is crudely written.! 
clumsily staged and only spasmodi-! Billed as “An evening of Song 11 
callv well acted. Set somewhere in j and Dance with Zizi Jeanmaire,” 
Irish bogland, it tries the old con- ’ the Peter Daubeny package, star- 
f idence trick of hoping that high-; ring French dancer Renee Jeam ! I 
faluting flights of words will be ! maire at the Royalty Theatre is aru 11 
construed as fanciful poetry. I odd and disappointing mixture. It | 

The story concerns a teenage ; w'ould appear to be a questionable : 
girl about to be sold to a lecherous, j b.o. proposition, in spite of the ! 
drooling 70-year-old man. When ; star’s popularity and following in ‘ 
she discovers that she is illegiti- J London, though it may just about j 
mate and that the boy she intends succeed in holding up for its three- j 
to marry is her brother, she wan- ! weeks run. i 
ders into a nearby bog. Later, iher j The program has a questionable \ 
body (with not even a speck of start in which an out-of-focus color i 
mud on her dress) is laid oh a film of Paris is projected on to a I 

Glendon Allvihe 

ha» written «. saga about 

gallant tretpar. in 

Si. Louis Revisited 

anothnr ImpOrtdat Editorial P$atiira 

In tha apcomlng 

55th Anniversary Number 
of 

PfetmfY 

Gordon Davidson w ill be .general j 
stage manager Nov;.. 10-23 for the 
Dallas Civic Gp^ra Co. 

Zina Bethune will-be a soloist 
in the Robert Haddad Dance Con¬ 
cert, at the 92d Street Y.M.H.A., 
the afternoon of Nov.. 13. 

Ray Boyle, nianaging director of 
the Fred Miller Theatre. Milwau¬ 
kee. will be married next June to 
June Halbrader, a Milwaukee fasliT 
ion model. Boyle was; formerly 
married to legit actress Gerry 
Jedd. 

The text. of. the new Tennessee 
Williams comedy, “Period "of Ad¬ 
justment,” will be. published by 
New. Directions. The play is due 
Thursday (10) at the Helen Hayes 
Theatre. N,Y. 

Dorothy Stickney’s pne-woman 
show, “A Lovely'.Light:” will be 
presented Dec. .13 by the. Dramatics. 
& Art Council of the State College 
of Education. Albany. 

“My Son nnd I” is on a nin'e-per- 
formance-weekly schedule at the 
Yiddish Anderson Theatre, N. Y;. 

Cornelia Otis Skinner and Cyril 
Ritchard have returned to New 
York after completing an Austraii- 
ari run as costars of “The Pleasure 
of His Company,” 

Basil Rathbone has returned to 
New York after a starring engage¬ 
ment in “Marriage-Gb-Round” in 
Melbourne, Australia. He is /plan¬ 
ning a series of lectures.called “An 
Evening With Basil. Rathbone.” 

A. Marc Leventhal returns this 
week as production stage manager 
at the Institute of Advanced 
Studies in Theatre Arts, after coin- 
pleting a six-month stint as man¬ 
ager of the Allenbury Playhouse, 
Boiling Springs, Pa. 

Stage Society, Los Angeles, will 
produce first English production 
of French satire, “The Fig- Leif,” 
authored by Jean Bernard-Luc and 
translated by Everett Greenbaum. 

Brooks Atkinson, former drama- 
critic of the N.Y. Times, will be 
guest of honor at a N.Y. Shake¬ 
speare Festival luncheon tomorrow 
(Thurs.) at the Tavern-on-ther 
Green, N.Y. 

Leo Ken, producer of the up¬ 
coming Broadway production «f 

! Derek Prouse’s adaptation of Eu¬ 
gene Ionesco’s “Rhinocerb.” will 

i tossa Cocktail, party- in N Y. iiext . 
f Nbv. 20 in honor of the author;' 

A year-aroiind Puerto Rican thea- 
• trical festival. will open Jan. lfli 
! with a. season of Comedy and drama. 
' at the. Tapia Theatre, San Juan, 
extending through M.arch 5. Barry 
Yelleii, who’s sponsored the San 
Juan Drama Festival in. recent 

| years; has been joined.by the Com^ 
| mpnwealth'Government in. the pro-; 
iiect; which , is being sporispred by 
• Theatre pevel.6p.ment Corp., with.. 
! Capitalization of arourid f200.000. ; 

| Olga Lee,, agent for Jairics Daly, 
: eostai’ of “Period of .Adjustment.”: 
opening tomorrow night (Thurs;): 

;at the Helen Hayes Theatre. N. Y:, 
’points , out that, contrary to a 
‘ statement in lastweek’s issue,, the 
! actor gets name billing in .his cam-' 
/el cigarct spots on; television and 
] radio. 

1 Al Hirschfeld, freelance theatri- 
cal caricaturist, will be represcnt- 

Ved at the John Heller Gallery,: 
‘N/ Y, from tomorrow (ThursJ 
through Dec, 10 by an exhibition 

! of his drawings apd goiiaches. 
1 Gena Rowlands, who had a 15- 
morith Contract to appear in ’‘Crit¬ 
ic’s Choice,”'has. withdrawn from 
tihe play, which begins its tryout 
tour tonight (Wed.) in Wilmington: . 
Her role has, been taken over by 
Geqrganu Johnson. 

Swedish-bom British actress Mai 
Zetterling, who collapsed last SaU 
lirday night (53 frorii exhaustion 
during the first act of the second 
of two successive previews of 
“Hedda Gabler”. /at the Fourth 
Street Theatre*; N; Y., has with¬ 
drawn from her starring role in 
order to take a complete rest. She 
is succeeded by Anne Meachem, 
who. after only three days to get 
up in the title part, goes on to¬ 
night (Wed.) for the official preern. 

Dina .Merrill ' will play Desde- 
mona in the Helen Hayes Equity 
Group’s presentation Nov. 17 of 
Shakespeare’s. “Othello” : at the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music. Jack 
Manning will direct with the as¬ 
sistance of Tao Strong, and Ken¬ 
neth Whitlock will; play, the title 
role. 
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Business on the road varied from 
fair to good foi* most shews last 
Week. House records Were set by 
“My Fair Lady” at the O’Keefe 
Centre, Toronto; and “Camelot” at 
the Shubert Theatre, Boston. 

■'I’m with You” started Weekly 
in its initial tryout stanza in'San 
Francisco and “Love and: Libel” 
did okay in a:. five-performance 
Toronto break-in: The Civic Light 
Opera Assn, production of '“Show 
Boat” closed last. Saturday (5) in 
Frisco.. 

Estimates for Last Week 
parenthetic designations for out- 

of town ’ shows are 'the sameasfor 
Boadxvay, except that hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates 
tryout and RS. indicates road show." 
.Also,, prices oil touring shows . in? 
..elude 10% Federal.Tax and local 
tax, if . any, but as on Broadway, 
grosses ate net: i.e., .exclusive.: of 
taxes. Engagements are for single 
week unless otherwise noted.. 

BOSTON 
Camelot, Shubert (MC-T) (2d wk) 

:($6:25-$7:50); 1,714; $71,000) tRich¬ 
ard Burton,. Julie. Andrews). Pre¬ 
vious week, $35,715 with Theatre 
Guild-American Theatre Society 
subscription for three perform¬ 
ances and one prievieW. 

Last Week, house record, $69,411; 
with TG-ATS Subscription. 

Five Finger Exercise, Colonial 
(D-RS) '2d Wk) ($4 95-$5.50r 1,685; 
$47,000) f Jessica: T indy, Roland 
Culver). Previous week. $37,324. 

Last week, $40,421 with TG-ATS 
subscription. 

CHICAGO 
Fiorello, Shubert (MC-RS) 19th 

Wk) l$5.95-$6.60; 2,100; $71,il5). 
Previous Week, $60,655. 

Last week, $61,075. 

Majority of One, Erlanger (C- 
RS) (6th wk) ($5,50-$6: 1,380; $45,-. 
000) (Gertrude Berg,; Cedric Hard-, 
wicke). Previous Week, $44,181. 

Last week, $41*012. 

CLEVELAND 
Raisih In the Son, Hanna (D-RSV 

(1st wk». ($5;, 1.515; . $28,000) 
(Claudia McNeil). Previous .Week; 
$41,627 with TG-ATS subscription, 
Cass, Detroit. 

Last week; $20,114 with TG-ATS 
subscription; 

DETROIT 
American Shakespeare Festival. 

Theatre. Co.,. Shubert f Re p-RS? '1st 
wk) ($4.50r$5; 1,700; $40,000) (Bert 
Labr). Previous week, “$15,890 with 
TG-ATS subscription for eight per¬ 
formances of “Winter’s Tale,” 
Hanna, Cleveland/ 

Last week, $22,234 with TG-ATS 
subscription for eight perform¬ 
ances of "Midsummer Night’s 
Dream/’ 

LOS ANGELES 
Destry Rides Again, Philhar¬ 

monic iMC-RS) (6lh wk) ($5.75- 
$6.50;. 2.670; $79,800) (John Raitt, 
Anne 'Jeffreys),, Previous week. 
$68,611 with Civic Light Opera 
Assn, subscription. 

Last Week, $66,630 With CLOA 
subscription. 

Onice Upon a Mattress (Hurokl* 
Biltmore (MC-RS) (2d wk) ($6- 
$6:50; 1,636; $60,000) (Buster Kea¬ 
ton, Dody Goodman): Previous 
week, $24,900 with TG-ATS sub¬ 
scription. . 

Last week/, about $26,600 ith 
TG-ATS subscription. 

. Threepenny Opera;; Music Box 
(MC-RS) (3d wk) ($4.85-$5.50: 78.4; 
$26,400). Previous week, $21,800. 

Last week, around $19,300; 

LOUISVILLE 
Music Man, Memorial And. (MC- 

RS) ($4.40-$6.65; 1,750; . $55,885). 
Previous week, $64,051, American, 
St. Louis. 

Last week,. $55,885 with: TG-ATS 
.subscription/ 

NEW HAVEN 
Period of Adjustment; Shubert 

(C-T) ($4:80; 1,650; $44,00Q> (James 
Daly,Barbara Baxley, Robert Web-, 
her)... Previous week, $35,848, Wait: 
nut, Philadelphia. 

Last w eek, $30,580. 

PHILADELPHIA 
Advise and Consent, Walnut <D- 

T) (1st wk) ($4.80-$5.40; 1,340; $35,- 

'M 

000). (Ed Begle.v; Richard Kiley- 
Chester Morris, Henry Jones, Otto 
Kruger). Previous week,; $52,533, 
National, Washington. 

Opened here Nov. 1 to three fa¬ 
vorable Te views; (Gaghan, -News; 
Murdock, . Inquirer; Schier, Bul¬ 
letin): 

Last week*. . $26,966. Judson 
Laire has' succeeded Kruger, who 
Withdrew from the cast after the 
evening performance ■ last. Satur¬ 
day (5); 

. Little. Moon of Alban, Forrest. 
(D-T) (2d Wk) l$4.50-$5.40; 1,760; 
$43,000) (Julie Harris/ . Previous 
week* $9,859 with. TG-ATS. sub¬ 
scription for three .performances.. 

; Last week, $26,660 With TG-ATS 
subscription. 

Wildcat, Erlanger (MC-T). (1st 
wk) ($6-7.50* .1,894); (Lucille Ball), 
Previous week, $8,525 for Opening, 
performance,. 

. Last week,. almost $62,900. 

PITTSBURGH 
At the Drop of a - Hat, Nixon 

(R-RS) ($5; 1,760; $48,000) (Michael 
Flanders,;Donald Swann). Previous 
week, $18,911, six-perfdrrhahce- 
split: 
. Opened here Nov. 1 to two raves 
(Cohen, Post-Gazette; Monahan, 
•Press). 

Last week, $15,935 with TG-ATS 
subscription. • 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Tin With You, Geary (R-T) (1st 

Wk) ($5.40-$5.95; 1,550; $50,000) 
(Nat King Cole)/ 
, Opened tryout tour .here Oct.. 31 

to; three pans (Einstein, Examiner; 
Knickerbocker. Chronicle; Speegle, 
News-Call Bulletin). 

Last week, about $21,000. 

Show Boat, Curran (MD-RS) (6th 
wk) ($5.75-$6.50; 1,758;. $60*000) 
(Joe E. Brown, Julie Wilson,. Eddie 
Foy; Jr.). Previous week, $59,125 
With CLOA subscription. .. 

Last week, around $59*500 with 
CLOA subscription. Closed last 
Saturday (5).-„, 

ST. LOUIS 
Flower. Drum Song,. American 

(MQ-RS). Previous week, $52,879, 
eight-performance split. 

Last week, $58,581, with TG-ATS 
subscription. 

TORONTO 
Love and. Libel, Royal Alexandra 

(QD-T) ($5; 1,525; $26,000) (Dennis 
King).Opened tryout tour here 
last Wednesday. (2). ' ' : 

Last week, $16,520 for five per¬ 
formances; 

My Fair Lady, O’Keefe (MC-RS) 
(1st wk) ($6-$6i50; 3,200; $110,511) 
.(Diane -Todd, Michael Evans). Pre¬ 
vious week, $65,744, Her Majesty’s, 
Montreal. 

Last wiebk, . house record, $ii0,- 
844 With: TG-ATS subscription. 

WASHINGTON 
; . Under: the Yum-Yum Tree, Na¬ 
tional (C-T) (1st wk) ($4.50r$4.95; 
1.677; $42,336). Previous week, 
$21,300 for five, performances, Shu- 
bert;. New Haven.* 

Opened here Oct. 31 to oiie 
favorable review (Coe, Post), one 
negative. (Donnelly, News) and one 
inconclusive (Carmody, Star). 

Last week, $23,552: 

SPLIT WEEKS 
Andersonville Tr la 1 (D-RS) 

(Brian Donlevy, Martin Brooks). 
Previous week, $18,470, five-per¬ 
formance split. 

• Last week. $15,335 for six per¬ 
formances . with; Broadway Theatre 
League subscription: Delmar, 
Corpus Christie, Moirday-Tuesday 
(31-D, two; $4,261; Music Hall, 
H oust o nr Wednesday-Thursday 
(2-3), two, $6,540; McAllister, San 
Antonio, Friday-Saturday (4-5); 
two; $4;534: 

1 Once Upon a Mattress (bus-arid- 
truck) (MC-RS) (Imogene Coca, Ed¬ 
ward Everett Horton, King Dbno- 
van). Previous week, $32,234, 
seven-performance split. 

Last week, $37,659 for six per¬ 
formances: Lyric, Allentown, Mon¬ 
day (31), one BTL, $7;962; Masonic, 
Scranton, Tuesday .(1), one BTL, 
S10,229; Stanley, Utica; Wednesday- 

| Thursday (2-3), t\v BTL, $10,096; 

Community, Hershey, Pa., Friday- 
Saturday (4-5), two, $9,372. 

. Pleasure of His Company (C-RS). 
fJoan Bennett; Donald Cook). Pre¬ 
vious week, $26,641, six-perfor¬ 
mance split. 

Last week, $33,878 for seven per¬ 
formances: Orpheum, Seattle, Sun¬ 
day (30), two, $6,201; Paramount, 
Portland, Ore.,/ Monday-Tuesday 
(31-1), two BTL, $11,476; Queen 
Elizabeth, Vancouver, Wednesday 
(2), one, $5,918; Temple, Tacoma, 
Thursday <3>, one BTL, $5,19$; 
Capitol, Yakima, Thursday (4), one 
BTL, $5,085. 

World of Suzie (Wong (D-RS). 
Previous week,. $21,405, seven-per¬ 
formance split.. 

Last week, $19,634 for eight per¬ 
formances ; WR V.A, Rich m o n d, 
Mbhday-Thursday (31-3), four, $11,- 
210; Auditorium, Greensboro, N.C., 
Friday-Saturday (4-5), four, $8,424. 

WoonGate’toCost^OG 
A $20,000 budget has been set 

for the Guild Hall Productions off- 
Broadway presentation. of Paul 
Burton-Mercur’s drama, “Moon 
Gate.” Eddie Dowling, will direct. 

The play has. been scheduled to 
open, in January. 

‘Calamity Jane’ 
Continued from page 63 ■= 

the original songs for the. legit;ver¬ 
sion;, in additions to providing sev¬ 
eral new numbers. The musical ar¬ 
rangements/are being handled by 
Phil Lang. 

.. The score includes the 1953 
Academy A ward-winner, “Secret 
Love,” and “Black Hills of Dako¬ 
ta,”/still; a top-seller in England. 
At present, there are 17 musical 
numbers in the show; 

Warners and others with an in¬ 
terest in the basic rightswill par¬ 
ticipate in the. proceeds from the 
legit and possible television per¬ 
formances, • The publishing rights 
to: the songs are owned; by. Music 
Publishers Holding Corp., the War¬ 
ner music subsidiary. There’s 
never been an album of the score 
and, as yet, no deal has been, set 
for the record rights. WB has its 
own disk firm, Warner Bros. Rec¬ 
ords. 

Tams-Witmark expects to., re¬ 
lease the property for other stock 
productions next summer, but on 
a restricted basis, which will elimi¬ 
nate any presentations in the east. 
The Casa Manana, incidentally, is 
operated , by Michael Pollock arid 
seats' around 2,000. 

G&S Splurge 
Continued from page. 63 

Phoenix had originally been sched¬ 
uled for five weeks, but was ex¬ 
tended: an; additional fortnight. 
. During last, spring and summer, 
the American Savoyards presented 
a G. & S repertory for 125 per¬ 
formances at the Jan Hus Auditor¬ 
ium, N.Y. The .company, which fol¬ 
lowed the off-Broadway stand Vith 
some stock dates, has been bobked 
for a three-week winter engage¬ 
ment at the N. Y. City Center. The 
N. Y, Opera, current at the Center, 
has also been presenting two G & S 
works as part of its repertory. 

For the purists, the revival ac¬ 
tivity also includes a planned tour 
of Canada and the U.S. next year 
by the traditional G & S troupe, 
the D’Oyly Carte Co., of England. 

Off-Broadway Shows 
(Figures denote opening dates) 
Balcony, Circle in Square (3-3<0). 
Connection, Living Th’tre (Rep) (7-15-39). 
Dance of Death, Key (9-13-60). 
Deep Aro Roots, St. Mark’s (10-3-60>. . 
Drums .Under, Cherry Lane (10-13-60). 

. Fantasticks, Sullivan. St. (5-3-60). 
Greenwich Village, 1 Sher. Sq. (9-28-60). 
Here Come Clowns. Actor’* (9-19-60). 
Krapp's &. Z00, Cricket (1-14-60); closer 

. Nov. 20. . 
La Ronde. Marquee (5-9-60). . 
Leave It to Jane, Sheridan Sq. (5-25-59) 
Man A Superman, gate (11-6-60); closes 

Hov. 27. . 
Mar/ Sunshine, Orpheum (1L18-59). 
Mousetrap, Maidman (11-5-60). 
Nat Turner, Casa Galicia (11-4^0). 
Shoemaker, Peddler, E. 74 (10-14-60). 
Theatre Chance, Living (Rep) (6-22-60) 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20-55): 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Hedda Gabler, 4th St. (11-9^0). 
Rosemary, . Alligators, York (11-14-80). 
Marcus High Grass, Mews (11-21-60). 
Whisper to Me, Players. (11-21-60). 
Dream Play, Theatre East (11-22-60). 
Emmanuel, Gate . (12:4-60). . 
Plough A Stars, Phoenix (12-8-60). 
Jungle Cities, Living (Rep) (12-16-60). 

. Beautiful Dreamer, Mad. Ave. (12-27-60). 
Montserrat, Gate (1-8-61). 
..Electra. Gate (2-12-61). 
Merchant of Venice, Gate (3-19-61). 
She Stoops to Conquer, Gate (4-23-61). 

CLOSED 
Behind Wall, Jari. Hus (10-31-60); closed 

last Sunday (5) after eight perform¬ 
ances. 

B way Sinks, But Holy* $38,380 (5), 
‘Invitation $27564, ‘Cousin’ $23,0(0, 

Broadway was slugged again 
last .week,, with receipts dropping 
sharply for the second'successive 
stanza: The decline resulted in 
several shows playing to marginal 
or unprofitable business. 

The sellouts last week were “An 
Evening With' Nichols and May,” 
“Irina, La Douce,” “Sound of Mu¬ 
sic” and “Tenderloin.” 

Estimates, for Last Week 

Keys: C (Cdinedy), D (Drama), 
CD (Comedy?Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (MUsi- 
cal-Dramaj, O (Opera), OP (Op¬ 
eretta)^ 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top .prices (where 
two prices dre given, the higher is 
for Friday-Saturday nights and the 
lower for. weeknights), number of 
seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; 
i.e., exclusive of taxes: 

Becket, St. James <D> (5th wk; 
37- p) <$6,90-$7.50; 1,615; $59,114) 
/Laurence Olivier,. Anthony 
Quinn). Previous. week. $58,706 
With parties. Exits the St. James 
following the Dec. 17 evening per¬ 
formance and after a ..week’s lay¬ 
off opens Dec. 26 at the Royale.. 

Last week, $56,256 with parties. 

Best Man, Morosco 'CD) (31st 
wk; 240 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 999: $41,- 
000) (Melvyn Douglas, Lee Tracy, 
Frank Lovejoy). . Previous week, 
$40,535. 

Last week, $35,256. 

. Bye Bye Birdie, 54th St. (MC) 
(29th wk; 224 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,434; 
$60,172). Previous week, $58,933. 

Last week, $55,076. 

Evening With Mike Nichols and 
Elaine May, Golden (R) (4th wk; 
33 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 773; $30,439). 
Previous week, $30,552. 

Last week, $30,450. 

Face of a Hero, d’Neill (D) (3d 
wk; 20 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,076; $45,- 
052). (jack Lemmon, Albert Dek- 
ker, James Donald, George Griz- 
zard). Previous week, $31,863 with 
parties. 

Last week, $28,735 with parties. 

Fiorello, Broadhurst (MC) (49th 
wk; 388 p) ($8.35-$9.40; 1,214; $58,- 
194). Previous week. $58,486... 

Last Week, $56,617. 
49th Consin, Ambassador .(C) 

(2d wk; 12 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $32,000) 
(Menasha Skulnik, Martha Scott). 
Previous week, $20,0.11 for four 
performances end two. previews. 

Last week, $23,060. 

Gypsy, Imperial (MC) (70th Wk; 
551 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,427; $64,500) 
(Ethel Merman). Previous week 
$51,690: 

Last week, $48,190. 
Hostage, Cort (CD) (7th wk; 55 

p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,155; $40,000). 
Previous week,, $28,404.... Moves 
next Monday (14) to the Barry¬ 
more. 

Last week, $25,828. 

Invitation to a March, Music Box 
(C) (1st wk; 9 p) ($6.9*b$7.50; 1,101; 
$40,107) (Celeste Holm). Previous 
week, $9,091 for preeni and one 
preview. 

Last week, $27,564. 

Irma La Duce,. Plymouth (MC) 
(6th wk; 44 p) ($8.60; 999; $48,250). 
(Elizabeth Seal, Keith Miehell). 
Previous week, $49,077. 

Last week, $49,032 with parties. 

La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale 
(R) (99th wk; 787 p) ($8.05; 1,050; 
$44,500) (Robert Dhery). Previous 
week,: $37,008. Ends Broadway 
run Dec. 17 and reopens Dec. 23 in 
Las Vegas. 

Last week, $32,513. 

Miracle Worker, Playhouse (D) 
(54th wk; 428 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 994; 
$36,500) (Anne Bancroft, Patty 
Duke). Previous week, $34,723. 

Last week, $32,308. 

Music Man,. Broadway (MC) 
(150th wk; 1,192 p) ($8.05; 1,900; 
$73,850). Previous week, $38,482. 

Last week. $36,230. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger . (MC) 
(242d Wk; 1,927 p) ($8.05; 1,551; 
$69,500) (Michael Allinson, Pamela 
Charles)^ Previous week, $50,968. 

Last \yeek, $43,888. 

Rape of the Belt, Beck (C) ($6.90- 
$7.50; 1,280; $49,500) (Constance 

Cummings, Joyce Redman, Peggy 
Wood). 

Opened last Saturday night (5) 
to three favorable reviews (Aston, 
World-Telegram; Chapman, News; 
McClain, Journal-American) and 
four unfavorable (Coleman, Mir¬ 
ror; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Taub- 
man. Times; Watts, Post). 

Last week, $4,815 for preem. 

Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanne 
(MD) (48th .wk; 380 p) ($9.60; 1,407; 
$75,000) (Mary Martin). Previous 
week, $75,941. 

Last week, $75,951. 

Take Me Along, Shubert (MC) 
<51st wk; 400 p) <$8.6Q-$9.40; 1,453; 
$64,000) (Walter Pidgeon, William 
Bendix, Eileen Herlie). Previous 
week, $40r938, Sidney Blackmer 
succeeded Walter Pidgeon last 
Monday (7). 

Last week, $31,986. 

Taste of Honey, Lyceum (D) <5th 
wk; 39 p) ($6.90; 995; $32,000) 
(Joan Plowright, Angela Lansbury), 
Previous week, $24,704: 

Last week, $2^,799. 

Tenderloin, 46th St. (MC) (3d wk; 
24 p) ($8.60-$9.50; 1.342; $65,331) 
(Maurice Evans). Previous week; 
$62,802 with parties. 

Last wTeek, $62,394 with parties. 

Tenth Man, Booth (D) (52d wk; 
407 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 807; $32,000). 
Previous week, $20,124. 

Last wreek, $16,510. 

Thurber Carnival. ANTA (R) (9th 
wk; 72 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,185; $49,- 
178) (Paul Ford, Peggy Cass). Pre¬ 
vious week,. $21,606 with twofers. 

Last week, $14,046 with twofers. 
Alice Ghostley is pinchhitting for 
Miss Cass, who returns to the cast 
Nov. 17. 

Toys in the Attic, Hudson (D) 
(36th wk; 280 p) ($6.90-$7.5Q; 1,065; 
$39,600) (Jason Robards; Jr., Mau¬ 
reen Stapleton, Irene Worth). Pre¬ 
vious week, $24,013. 

Last week, $20,856. 

Unsinkabie Molly Brown, Win¬ 
ter Garden (MC) (1st wk; 4 p) 
($8.60-$9.40; 1,404; $68,000). 

Opened last Thursday (3) to one 
favorable notice (McClain, Journal- 
American), one unfavorable (Cole¬ 
man, Mirror) and five mixed (As¬ 
ton, World-Telegram; Chapman, 
News; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Taub- 
man. Times; Watts, Post). 

Last week, $38,380 for first four 
performances and one preview. 

Wall, Rose (D) (4th wk; 31 p) 
<$6.90-$7.50); 1,162; $46,045). Pre¬ 
vious week, $22,018. 

Last week, $18,078. 

West Side Story, Alvin (MD) 
(27th wk; 209 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $55,- 
194). Previous Week, $33,742 with1 
twofers. 

.Last week, $29,575 with twofers. 

Miscellaneous 

She Stoops to Conquer, Phoenix 
(C) (1st wk; 7 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,- 
382). 

Opened Nov. 1 to six endorse¬ 
ments (Aston, World - Telegram; 
Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror; 
McClain, Journal-American; Taub- 
man, Times; Watts, Post) and one 
yes-no (Kerr, Herald Tribune). 

Last week, $15,019 for first seven 
performances. 

Opening This Week 

Period of Adjustment, Hayes (C> 
$6.90-$7.50; 1,139; $43,530) (James 
Daly, Barbara Baxley, Robert ’Web¬ 
ber). 

Cheryl Crawford presentation of 
play by Tennessee Williams; opens 
tomorrow night (Thurs.). 

Other Broadway Theatres 

Atkinson, Barrymore, Belasqo, 
Longacre, Majestic, Miller’s. 

Ballets Africains 21G 
On Single Week, Boston 

Boston, Nov. 8. 
j Les Ballets Africains grossed 
$21,000 last week at the Wilbur 
Theatre here at a $4.95-$5.50 top. 
The presentation got a routine 
visit from the city censor Dick 
Sinnott, who reportedly found the 
bare-bosom costuming “in good 
taste.” 

The troupe drew unanimous 
critical raves (Doyle, American; 
Hughes, Herald; Lloyd, Monitor 
Kelly, Globe; Maloney, ^rayele# 
Norton, Record). 
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Off-Broadway Review 
A Zany Evening With; 

Elsa f.aiicliesii'r 
(IIUXTER COLLEGE, X. Y.) 

Elsa 'Landto-tor’s one-w o in a n 
show i- spotty. The touring 
presentation liit Now York last 
Friday night «4» for a one-perform- 
anco .stand at Hunter College.under 
the s;»on-orship of Art D'Lugorf., 
operator of the Village Gate niicry 
in Greenwich Village and pro¬ 
moter f coneert-st\led oti'eririgs ‘ 
at such Manhattan spots ias 
Carnegie Ilail and Town Hall. 

Mi-s Lanehester. who’s been do¬ 
ing tiie one-woman show routine 
fot several \ear.s. is assisted in her 
current venture by pianists Ray 
Heoder.son 'also musical director) 
and Don Dollarhide: Most of her 
material consists of songs, de¬ 
scribed’ in a blurb as '“frequently 
liaueh':}." Some of the stuff is al-o 
corns. ' 

Ti.e prograin has its good mo¬ 
ments. particularly when Miss I,;an- 
cboster portrays two characters, in 
a rendition of Osbert Sitwell's 
poem. "Tie Ballad of Sister Anne.” 
In tins her acting ability is excel¬ 
lently demonstrated. 

Some ot the numbers, such as 
the or.e about a girl's unexciting 
swain and another about a woman 
who lands a husband' after an¬ 
nouncing her availability ip a 
catalog, are also enjoyable. Miss 

Lanehester's vocal performance is 
pleasant. 

There are dull spots, -however, 
as well as certain pat movements, 
and occasional sticky chatter. Miss 
Lanehester changes attire fre¬ 
quently. during those intervals 
either Henderson or Dollarhide 
takes oyer the stage in an okay dis¬ 
play of solo piano playing. The tw 
also occasionally participate 
clowning with Miss Lanehester. 

Besides her one-woman perform¬ 
ances. Miss Lanehester has also 
recorded several albums. The 
presentation at Hunter College, 
which drew a large audience, was 
scaled to a $3.85 top. Jess- 

Stanley Richards Sails 
To Dicker London Deals 

Stanley Richards! playwright and 
'•drama theatre critic fot1 Players 
: Magazine, sailed last w eek 
! Europe ..aboard the Queen Eliza¬ 
beth. . 

' While in London, he plans to 
view West End. productions and- 
confer . w ith English, publishers 
about! a British, edition of his book, 
“Canada" on; Stage.’’ published in 
Toronto by ..Clarke, Irw in & Co., as 
well as English publication of 
several of hjs plays. 

Shows Out of Town 
; Continued from page 62 ; 

l*iil Willi You [ ihent and heart-warming charm, 
this show. In dance numbers Nejgro .. “Eove and: Liber’ aw es any pres- 
perfot mers are meticulously paired unt. success, to Guthrie s deft ^stag- 
off. biit the work and contributions:‘ inS and ; Davies’ pungent writing, 
of Negro and-'white.performers are but it V'i I1 need plenty of suYgery 
r»r> a- par. Th show’s producers f°r Bfoadw acceptance. 

• ' • - - • ’ ■ '•' McStay,. 

Future Productions 
BROADWAY 

“How To Succeed In Business 
Without Really Trying,” musical 
comedy based on Shephard-MeacTs 
novel, adapted by Abe Burrows, 
Jack Weinstock and Willie Gilbert; 
music, and lyrics. Frank Lbesser; 
producers, Cy Feuc'r and Ernest 
Martin. For next season. 

“Don Quixote,” musical version- 
adapter and composer not set: pro¬ 
ducer, David Cogan. For next fall. 

off-broadway 
“The Apple,” drama by Jack 

Gclber; producer. Living Theatre. 
For late winter at the Living Thea¬ 
tre, N. Y. 

Java Spots Off-Limits 
Actors ^Equity has' taken the 

steam out a. mushrooming legit 
■production- movement in Green¬ 
wich Village coffee houses. It, has 
instructed members not to appear 
in presentations in the java, joints, 
or cafes except under contractual 
conditions approved by-Mhe union. 

The. growing, popularity of cafe 
theatres, mostly pffering revues or 
small plays, bad already spurred 
Equity to form a committee to 
study the situation-. It-r figured 
that the coffee bouses will also 
come . under suryeilance by the 
committee. 

evidently went -out after talent, 
regardless of color. 

Two numbers were cut from 
“I'm With You” before the operi- 

! ing, so that this doesn’t suffer .the 
j usual giantisi of a new-'. irt.u.sical. 
i The tw o acts run just over two 
I li or nearly perfect length.; . . 
• w: the. big problem, if Capitol 
i Records wants to protect its $150,- 
000 investment; is, to put singer 
Cole at ease with.' a less; hokey 
stoiy line for acioi Cole, Stej'.; 

Touring Shows 
(Nov. 6-20) 

Advise and Consent (ti-.ioul)—Walnut, 
Rhilly (7-12. moves to N:Y.). 

All the. Way Home (tryoutv-Shubert, 
New. Haven (10-13); Colonial, Bdsroa 
(n-iS). ;• 

American Shakespeard • Festival. Theatre 
^6.—Shubert;. De*. (7-12'; Blackstone, Chi 

■' <14-19*. •••-' ' ' 
..Andersonvitle Trial—McAllister. . .San 

Antonio <6*: -.Civic. Harlinpcn.- Texl (7); 
.Mimtcipali Lafayette. La. <9>; Memorial. 
ShcevepT>rt, La. (Id); New Downtown 
Municinal,- Dallas .(l'l-lSR Municipal. Aus¬ 
tin (14); Memorial. Wichita Falls il.Ws 
Pershin? Municipal. Lincoln, Neb. (17); 
Music Hall-. Kansas "City."Mo. <18-19'. 

At the Drop of a Hat—Sh.ubert, hincy 

5teve Cochran will direct arid 
star, in a dramatization oCRobinsoii 
Jeffers’; narrative poem,. "Mai\ 
to he; done in Lbs Angeles this; 
winter.. 

Love anil Lilipl 
Toronto, Nov.. 3. 

Canadian Theatre Exchange 1-t.q.. _ ... _ _ ....__ 
Theittc Guild (in .association with D6n ; (7-lZ); KPVr. Dos Moines .-(14); Aud. 
Herbert) presenlalitm (if-three-act .comedy ; Denver (17-19)’; 

■bv Robcrr-son' Daviesi based on liis novel. I '' Camelot (tryout) Shubert. .Boston (7-19). 
"Lea’.oil or Malice ;’ Ktasc'd by Tyrone j /Conquering - Hero., (tryout)—Shubert. 
Outline: sel'inis and lightin^. David Hays; [ NV— u 
costumes. M u re iKv: incidental music., i " 
Joint Cook. .Stars Dennis Kins. • Opened j 
Nov. 2. ’GO. at. Itojal Alexandra Theatre, 

■o. ».-> ,iop. . 1(7 101 
Knapp . . James Edmdnd ! i?’' 
Warn hr ' Lawrence Hardy 
Nanbtacc Corinne Conley.i fj.r,--:, 

'bre.v Cobbler . Dennis kihff j fp?,V,; 

o’keefe: centre 

FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS 
TORONTO CANADA 

t VO*K nEPnECCNTAT.IVC: AUCKA^OCft H • 
*0 WEPT IJ'TH ITIC E.T .* NEW YORK l»; N.V... 

November 7, I960 

Mr. Herman Levin, Producer 
My Fair Lady 

424 Madison Avenue 

l^ew York, N; Y. 

Dear Herman: 

Last week at the O'Keefe Centre MY FAX It LADY 
grossed $110, 844, a house record which is going to be bard 
for anyone to beat since it represents the sale of every ticket 
at each performance. The balance of the engagement for the 
next two weeks is also sold out and the people of Toronto as 
well as the management of O'Keefe Centre are hopefully 
looking forward to a return engagement next season of your 
great musical. 

Thanks, Herman, for the booking. 

Warmest regards*. n 

: S5 lop. 
Dean " ' 
Pro!. 
Pearl 
iiumphi . 
Mrs. ■ Bi icl^e. ou-er 

, Uloster' R-idlov 
.Solomon Bndsetpwcr 
j. Norm cur Yarrow , . 
! DutchV Yarrow 
I .Swithui Shillito ... 
• Bevill Histcin. ... 
; r.eoritc Morplicw 
! Edit h i.ilile 
• Kitten -Morn 

Miss Foruic . 
Mdllv Cubb1 

! Others: ( 
E-tw 

. Haven (19L 
Critic’s . • Choice (tryout) — Play 

\V5,.min®lon.'(9-12'; Forrest,. Phillv 
Deytry .Rides Aqairr—Cu'T.an,. S.F. 
~ " (tryout)—Shubert. 

iorello (2d . Co.)—ShubeD. Chi. (7-12); 
School. Topeka (IS)";'Miller. Wichjta 

. Centr?l. Sr. High Scho; Spring- 
fie'd..Mci. (!3.;19'. . 

Five Finger Exercise—Colonia 
11 v, ,, - _ ! (7-12i;'Nixon. Pitt. (14-19'. 
John Milliean...f i Flower Drum' Sbnq—American. L. 

■ o'-t S’?ks 1 ,(7-)2>:. Shubert. Chi. (14-19>:: 
Roberta Kihnon rm With . You Ktrvout'—CearA 

-Tony \an Bndee ; (7;i.7): Aiid/i/St. P; (ifi-19’-: .. 
- '1>0 -Leyden-:.. J'.B..^-Trirtiaha. U-. Bloommston (, -.j-E*'st- 

ce Sw erdfacer ern lltiiiois U... Charleston ..(7): Loeb. 
; .-Amelia Hall LafayeMe: Irid. (9-10»:'Uuiv..' East Lan'shi 

;»r)nra Ha.miltpi). . (ID; Masonic, Muncic;.. tnd. < *2); RK... 
.. Roberta KinnOn ; ()ipheum. Davenport. . la. (14*; Morri 

r .. Charmion Kin®. | Civic . Aud.. South Rend:, da-’6': Wiscdn-. 
nihia BebouL K iy Hawtrcv. 1 sin l^nion Theatre; Madison H7.18);' Knh» 
Holmes. Jack llutt.7 Crania l»'r (Wis ) Woman’s' Club & K-ohlvr 

‘ Mortimer. Ken Pauli. Paul Rob; 

The keynote of “Love and Libel" L 
is the extraordinary speed of Ty- ■, 

. rone Guthrie’s direction, liis peo- j 
! pi ing of a lv.are staoe witfi Ki-mic(ht_ ! 

Mattress.. (Ilurok)—Bilt- 

SCHEDULED B'WAY PREEMS 
Period of. Adiusfment. Hayes .<ll-l()-6(jl. 
Under Yum-Yum, Miller’s (11-16-60). 
Advise and Consent, Cort Q1-17.-C0). 
AH Way Home, Belasco (11-30-60L 
Little Moon, Longacre (12-1-60). 
Camelot, Majestic (12-3-60).. 
Send Mo Flowers, Atkinson’ (12-3-60). 
Critic's. Choice; Barrymore (12-14-60). 
Wildcat; Alvin (12-15-60) 
Do. Re Ml. St: James (12-26-60L 
Conquering Hero, ANTA (1-5-61). .. 
Comedie Francaise, Center (2-21-61). 

(19h igli School. Wausiu. W:s. 
(20*..; 
.- Li le.Moon of-'Alban (trvout>—Forrest, 
Phi'llv (7-l2i:. National. Washington <14 iftL 

Love ind Libel (tryout'—Cass. -Det; 
(7-V9). 

Majority of .One—EiTanger. Chi (7-t!)>. 
of a bare stage with brought-. ; , <2d (>^Aud., Dayton <7-19); 

on and descending sets at a breath- [ ‘ My Fair "'Lady ((2d19Co.)^o,Keofe, 
i less pace, with members of" the ronto. a-i9). .. 

i cast, portraying stagehands, whisk- nmr"!eL:A.*°£i9>. . 
[ ing tile changes with speed and ; Once Upon a Mattress (busiahd-truck>— 
; anlnmu ■ • • ; Keith-Albce. . Huntihiiton. . W :Va. (7r{ 
[ a‘'lolll°' American. Roanoke (8-.9>: Center, Norf.Ulc 
I Thp rPkf of trio nlav hakArl nn a dO-12’.: Municipal. . Charleston. . W; Va. 

p.t.vint- P‘a> ’ °n,a , ’.14':. Memorial. \Gri>ensboro. N.C. .rip'S. 
lawsuit for libel against a small- ;Univ. of North Carolina. Chapel Hill (16): 

| tow n newspaper which inserted a ■; .n0^1^!?)9’ S C' (l7,: °ve:nSi/ 

[ false engagement announcement, j Pleasure of ’ His Company^-siate c.ii- 

I is yWuaHy .« parody oni allows, in j 

.Which whodu.lt nestions are rial. Sacramento (10-11); Hish School. 

! nevei- _ answered .01. ^otivated. 

. Blame is apparently due Robertson ^ Bakersfield; Cal. (19); Fox. San Diego (20L 
• Davies’ adaDtatibn of bik “r paven Raisin- In.the Sun—Hanna. Cleve. (7-12>i 
I-pit r Vea'^n j .Rovar Alexandra, Toronto (14-19). 
j for Malice novel. The leisurely ! send. Me No Flowers (tryout.^-Foi 
' and philosophical book has not be- r Bai»o (9.12); 'Walnut. Phiily'(14-19).. 
1 dnmo „ „„„ a ,■ Threepenny. Opera (2d COi^Music Box. 
'come a good play, and plenty of j l,a. <7-19). 
doctoring is needed in the Torontor ! v ;Xu^ 

1 tyait>' 'i . . .. • a. . • •“ N3iionjl»’ n3sn. f7"12*»' mo\6i to. N.\.i, 
j Detroit-Boston tryout period prior Wildcat (tryout)—Erlanger. Phillv (7-19). 
r to Broad wav World of Suzie Wong—Tnwer. Atlanta 
' lt. •' i 18-12.;: American. St.. L. (14-19). 

Love and Libel” adds up. to a : --'' ^—*—— 

hodge-podge of vignettes of vicious 

arid superficial characterizations 

■amid the stuffiness of a university 

land cathedral city. There is a 

■ welter of gossip over the spurious 

! engagement notice of the profes- 

| sor’s daughter and a w eak boy who 

} not only is dominated bv his 

i wvealthy mother but is carrying the 

; torch for a local deb. 

I Comedy, highlights are the dou- 

j ble-talk accusations of a campus 

; consultant on “psychology’ engi- 

; neering” who charges the heroine^s 

’ father' with an Oedipus complex, 

the; striptease antics of the mother 

who is retiring for the night under 

the ministrations of her son. and : 

the lusty life bf the voluble cathe- i 

drat organist and his wifg. . j 

In a dream sequence, Guithrfie j 

employs unpredictable.fantasj: and ’ 

forges sin intricate surrealistic 

scene of beds in the nightmare but ' 

self-revelatory dreams of the pro¬ 

tagonists. The pieces fall into place 

in the third act. but . there is still j 

the detective technique of red- • 

herring “clues” as to the identity 

Of who inserted the newspaper an¬ 

nouncement. 

As the bibulous organist who is 

still, an ambitious artist id the pur¬ 

suit of his calling, Dennis King has 

a strong part and plays it with 

alternating bombastics arid pathos 

that enriches the witty, philosophic 

cal writing. Outstanding, too, 

the performances of Lawrence 

Hardy as the bride’s outraged 

father, Robert Christie as the har- 

rassed publisher. Gene Saks as the 

breezy, psychology consultant, Leo 

Leyden as a job-seeking sharpie, 

and James Edmond as the dean of 

the cathedral. 

Madeleine Christie is splendid as 

the domineering doivager with 

money, Charmion King and; 

Barbara Hamilton are comedien-: 

nes, and Amelia Hall is good as an j 

avaricious but mousy widow. The * 

young romantics, linked by the en-: 

gagement annouricemen ire Cor¬ 

inne Conley and John Milligan^ i 

wiio play with sufficient bewilder- l 

PHOTO 
IrUBICTU AC Black and.White: ICHRIaTMAS froth a negative 

Compete «,th>n,etoo»». 
(Add JSfr (or 

ooitifV.dnd h«ndlin|) 
AddittOMi cardiS; c*cA. 

500 for $22.50 
Add $1. for postage 

and handling 

25r$l 
CARDS 

Simply send your 
[order with a nega¬ 
tive. (Send photo and 
JOO if negative is 

r:iui> **)«.' •'* npt. available), 1 

FREK BLACK A WHITE SAMPl! , 
Send negative, returned with double weight 

I deluxe sample and new I960 designs. 
One sample per customer 
No Tree Sample after November 25th. 

FULL COLOR 1 fl '-T $1 »5 
PHOTO CARDS XV ■' X | 

Any type of color negatives, or.slides; 

Complete with envelopes and folders 
(Add 35$ for postage and handling) 

Extra Color Cards 25$ each 

100 for only $20 
^^AddjB5$Jforpostage^iandiing^- 

SRSBRSSREi^SJSSeg? 
t.ive or slide and 20$. full Color sample re¬ 
turned with new 1960 designs. 

^j^ByGAgjONjSATISFACTION^tJARANTEgDj 

IRVINGTON. N Y. 

GOOD JOB 9PEN 
Fresentobia yoathful Coatiaental to 

serve clue Itqlj shoe salon efien- 

telle, TE 8*5320 mornings 9:30 tb. 

11 ajri. (New York). 
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Q<uuyuUidcUionl And Qvk Sbeepedt ^JUatthd *7a ^atnmy, MetoeditU 

Qt/ilUtm, jb&ie Schcvuf, (liclta'id Mo-Vud And AU *JUe Othek Matty 

talented PeopU Who- Jfam Qioett tyd 

ANOTHER SMASH HIT 
ORIGINAL BROADWAY CAST ALBUM 

* Available on November 21 

II TAMMY GRIMES HAS MY VOTE 
AS THE SENSATION OF THE I 
SEASON. SHE IS A 6ENIUSI 
I'll JUST HAVE TU 60 HACK AND SEE HE! AGAIN: 

—WALTER. KERR,, HERALD TRIBUNE 

"TAMMY CRIMES AS MOLLY IS AN ADOR¬ 
ABLE TOMBOY. Her tiltsd nos* is os Impudent 
.osthe lines she speaks. Her brashvoice, in speech 
and song,.is vibrant. There is a new score bythe 
talented music men, Meredith Willson, who lias 
written same ingratiating songs. ‘Are You SureT* 
Is likp a scat spiritual which Tammy Grimes and 
the company line .out with fervor. 'Dolce Far' 
Ntehte' and ‘My Own Brass Bed' are sweetly sen^, 
timsntal, and ‘Beautiful People at Denverr has 
bounce. Harva Presnell has a cultivated vote#.” 

—HOWARD TAUBMAN/JIMB- 

“Hr AND Fill AWAY THEBEST MUSKM 
TO MIT MOADWAY SINCE'MY FAIRIADY: 

1 ‘The Unsinkable Molly- Brawn* Is gay, tender. 

"TIME FOR REJOICING. A MAGNIFICENT 
YBffOE FOR TAMMY GRIMES. I happen to, 

. be a-staunch supporter of the Meredith Willson! 
school of American musical comedy. WiHson’s- 
ihesic for ‘The Unsinkable Molly Brawn* Is delight* 
ful. I would deify you to leave the theatre without 

‘strains of ‘I Ain’t Down Yet’ humming In your 
bonnet. With Dare Sdiary*s sensitive direction, 
?The Unsinkable Molly Brown' Is told with such 
warmth and style and good taste, so magnifi¬ 
cently mounted'and skillfully performed that 
there can be no doubt about its acceptance." 

—JOHN MtCLAIN, JOURNAl-AMER/CAN • 

- nostalgic and funny. Fresh, Vivid and bubbly, with 
an undercurrent of inventive American, humor. 
‘The Unsinkable Molly Brown' is clearly hero fa 
.Stay." ‘ ‘ —JOHN BAY, CBS TV 

“A WARMING, BEGUILING MOLLY MOWN 
COMES A1IVE WITH A WHOOP AMD A 

. ■ ROLLER. If Is a resounding hit thatwillba around 
for a tong,Tong time. Order your tickets faddy.** ... 

“IEIN6 A BUOYANT SPRITE, TAMMY 
GRIMES IS UNSINKABIL Meredith wiitm t. 
In his happiest mood when the miners in the lead* 
.villa saloonsing 'Belly Up To the Bor, Bays'. Thera 
Is an excellent song for tftrve Presnellr'lf I Knew*# 

^and a beguiling One, ‘Dolce feu- Niente'**• 
—JOHN. CHAPMAN, VAtlYNtWt 

“MISS GRIMES, I WISH YOU A LONG ANN 
NAPPY FRIENDSHIP. She mesmerited ma 
completely at tha Winter Garden last night.' 
librettist Richard Morris has honed-out soma fino 
cam fad dialogue for the nouveau riche lass who 
can't make ft with Denver’s best people. All con¬ 
cerned with, tha production have been exceed¬ 
ingly wise In retaining Harva Presnell to sing tha 
principal lovo songs. It’s a pleasure, Mr. Presnell. - 
Unmistakably^ fun."—waiter kcrr, heraid tihune 

w “A NEW STAR TS NOBH.t—y <*— >». 
^bounce, gaiety and Ufa, and sha is triumphant in 
The Unsinkabta Molly Brawn'." 
-WARD MOREHOUSE, NfWHOUJE NEWSPAPERS .nrf NANA 

.THE TTCATRE 6UHD ncDORE SCHART * 

“THE PUT IS AS AMERICAN AS OKLA¬ 
HOMA! with tha best trappings that Broadway* 
can provide, especially tha music by Meredith 
WiNsaii. The'evening wos a triumph for'gamlna 
Tammy Grime.s.'.* . —iEON PEAMON, NBC.RAU&. 

ji ?Um 7fCiuiert &mtdf 

"THE UNSINKABLE 
wmmw 

TAMMY GRIMES IS IMMENSELY DYNAMIC 
First nlghters got an opportunity ta see tha widely 
‘heralded The Unsinkable Molly Brown’ last night 
and fudging by their lusty laughter and robust 
applause, they found It to their liking. They also 

• loved the-antics of Tammy Grimes. Dora Schery 
has staged tha show with tha speed of grub- 

'stokers rushing to tha scene of a big strike. It's 
all glfttorlng and bouncy." 

—ROBERT COtfMAN, MIRROR 

“TAMMY CRIMES IS A GREAT BIG MT IN 
HE UNSMKAIIE MOUY MOWN."’ 

...^.MEREDITH WILLSON' 
..RICHARD MORRIS ‘ 
—.DORESCHARY ‘ 

“(ROADWAY'S NEWEST MUSKAL IS ALSO 
(MADWAY’S NEWEST HIT. Brilliant songs'' 
'by Moradlth Willson. Tammy Grimes Is irrasisf- 
■rie. Harva Presnell has tnriy a .mognHlcenr 
Vike." —JACK WAITERS, CBS RA“»O 

"'THE UNSINKABLE MOUY BROWN’ IS A 
SMASH HIT. TAMMY GRIMES IS A W1IZ. 
Movie aver, Broadway, because ‘The UnsMtaMa 
Melly Brown* will be.heeding plenty af extra, 
room to accommodate all the patrons whe will 
'try to crowd Into the Winter Garden.1? . 

[THU COLBY, JOURNAL OF COMMERCE 

TAMMY GRIMES 
HARWE PRESNELL 

. SALOON PfUU-HOMMf . WOSY CWWS. 
: BHTHMEISU . MilCKEtL SFfCG 

MX KMDOlO WSIFH JIRCiA . 
KltlA KUUF ChRiSIOfHEA IfOrflT 

"A RUBY ARB HEARTWARMING SLICE OF 
AMERICANA!” 

—JACAf GAYER, UmtD PRESS-INTERNAT 

•MEREDITH WILLSON’S SCORE IS ONE OF 
THE BRIGHTEST FEATURES OF MOLLY 
BROWN. TAMMY GRIMES IS AN EXPERT 
COMEDIENNE AND MAKES MOUY SYMPA¬ 
THETIC, COURAGEOUS AND AMUSING. 
It hasn’t been necessary tatell anyone since Tha 
Music Man! that Meredith Willson writes sang* 
which are delightful in their frank and unpre¬ 
tentious tunefulness. The scar# for Unsinkable 
Molly Brawn' Is one of Its brightest features* ' 

^others being Its colorful product! , delightful 
donees staged by Peter Getmoro and tha par* 
fbrmaitces of Tammy Grimes and HarVa PlrasnalU 
Who has a brilliant singing voice.” 

—RICHARD WATTSjJt, POST 

nutmtcoMia 
ra V OUYEH 'SS:TH 
wravwLRMtit 
«hn«GYCLHC 
n-W.DON WALKER. 
WD<tnMlrlCMERT£RS!V 
i—wsomoMiz- 
Mnr, MUR ROUT 

SEITMMff IT RAIL A AT BOX OFFICE 

**TBE UNSIRKAKE MOUY BROWN’MERITS 
THE TOP OF YORK UST OF SNOWS TO 

. SU.TAMMY GRIMES ISYIVAaOiS, PERT 
ARB DYNAMIC.' laayant, pappy, tuneful, af 
shawaf gonial hum er, erfglaalhyaaduwsurpou- 
oMu varva. Meredith WUIsan has turned Ms 74 

SMCB (Tto MTWk ttr»1hwi: Erf*.: Prtlr. SI.EO; lot* USB, 
Mra. J5J3,410.3 *0. ?.». Tri. 4 Sot. Orth. JS.4C; Ira 
S7J0; Maz. «.90.5.7S. 4*0. 3 SO..VtC Vl'.utttS: 0tc>. UM| 
Wt S4J0; Htn. *3*0.300.150. Sj». Ki!n*i: Or Jt $S «i ■ 
U*M4J0i V«l $4 30, 3*0, 3.00. 2 sa Enclojt 
••irndruMd tnrt'^oc.' riMM f.vt 3 >:ienil!l ntu. 

^faunty. Biting scare and Ms tangy lyrics once more 
'combine Into a zestful bit of Americano." 

—THOMAS DASH, WOMEN’S WEAR DAILY 

WRITER GARDENsBsurHrcis^Tt 4 

The gnat songs fmn THE UHSINKABIK MOUV 
BROWN, the small hit new Meredith .WMd*i 
modcot, wHI bohrard onredio and tslevision 
bighalni Nawmbcpr 21. 

On thwemter RTt fto original Broadway cost j 
CARTOIREGOBOS album will boavetlaMf,and 
ail your favorite todio and HltvMon'profrums 
will bo presenting funes from this new hit.* j 

“TIMMY GIIMiS K AD0MUE.1NC UN- 
SIMUI1I MOUY MOWN’ U DHKTAIlt 
at start; middle and finish. Moradith Willson 
wrote Its tuneful music and lyrics, and Tanwnyr 
Grimes nova It onomious zest." . 

* —FRANK ASTON, WORlD-TfliGRAM i SUH ' 

illm DliM MUM KJ 
—John McClain, jovrnal-amemcan- 
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CASTING NEWS 
’ rrv .7 are available parts ;in upcoming Broadway, off-Broad- 
a rl sthotrs, as well as ballet, films, industrial, and tele 

shows. All information has been obtained directly by the 
rv Oi.-’M'j D“pariun*>:t bn telephone calls, and has been re- 
•*'J a.: of noon yesterday (Tites.}. 

a>’i:\:b!e roles will be repealed we ally until filled, and addi- 
!., list will b" wade a«.•’;•/ xenon information is secured /ram. 

-r' “s. The i: tentiorii'is- to sen ice performers with leads 
i d mn-!,;i<tem>'r,!s of the shows involved rather than to 
; w'-’i yon*.’ marathon. This information is published without 

. ;<> artihih!•* parrs' listed, ti,e tabulation includes pro- 
announced i<>r la*er thi season, but. for which, the manage- 

are';’: h ddino (vmi( ca.-'iny caVs. Parenthetical designa¬ 
te i-.’duws. >C> Comedy, (D> Drama, (MCi Musical Comedy, 

-il Dr-na, (Rs Revue, iRept Repertory, (DR) Dramatic 

45, burly, agile; 6 feet, tall or over; 150. British accent; several under¬ 
several male and femrite character [ studies. . Mail photos and resumes; 
singers.. All roles are Irish. Mail c 'o Morrison, above address. Script 
photos and reslimes; above ad-! available at Drama Book Shop (51 
dress. :W. 52d St., KJ.-YX' 

Drama (untitled, formerly “Gen- “Fugitive Air” (D), Producers, 
eral Secgar"). Producers Shirley:. Norman Willoek & Gigi Cascio j 44th St;* NtY;,- LO 3-7520h 'Avail* 
Ayers. Charles Bowden & H. Ridge-. <c. o Sheridan Squar Playhouse, able parts;' soprano, 5 feet,. 10. 

i U\ Bullock Jr. (137 W. 48th St.,' 99 Seventh Ace., N.Yi; CH 2-9609).. [inches tall, blonde, attractive;- man, 
IN. Y.; CO 5-21)30/. Available parts:. Available parts: man, 40-o0< well-j 5 feet, 4 inches to 5. feet/7 inches 
I male lead,'45-55; woman. .50; girt, [ educated: southerner;- Negro man, [ tall, actor who also dances: bari- 
30. and 10 reporters. Mail photos ’ 30>. handsome, --playboy.. type;; tone, 5 feet.. 8 inches to 6 feet. 1 

N, Y; Cl 5-8221). Parts available 
for several male and femme Negro 
Singers and dancers. Mail: photos 
and resumes, above address. 

“La Plume de Ma: Xante” (MC). 
Producer, David Merrick (246; W. 

and resui .. above address.. ! woman* 25-35. sensual;.Negro c.har- 
“Gypsy” ,'MCJ: Producer, David, acter woman, 30-45; dumpy., ;dy- 

M.enick *246 W. 44th, St., N..\\; namic; character man. bleacbed-out 
,-L'P"3-7520r. Available, parts: girl,'(-southerner;' Negro character: man.; 
50-54 inches tall, must sing, and do : 40-55, good-voice; Negro character 

ip eh tall r two femme dancers who 
will strip. Mail, photos and 
resumes, c/o Michael Shurtleff, 
above, address. 

Sound of Music” (MlK. Pro*. 

BROADWAY 
“All The Best People” (CL Pro¬ 

ducers. Joel Spec-tor Sc Buff Cobb 
(147 W. 57th St., X.Y.; PL 7-269li>. 
Available parts: naive femme, 21; 
male. 30-35; middleaged femme; 
eyecutive male, 50-60; callous male, 
80-35. Mail photos and resumes, 
C o above address. i 

“Carnival” (formerly “Carrot 
Top’*- 'MC-. Producer David 
Merrick <246 W. 44th St., 
N. Y.: LO 3-7520b Available 
parts: title role, girl singer-dancer, 
18-22; fox terrier dog act: gobt, 
donkey; several male dancers who 
sing: jugglers, must handle Indian 
clubs and spin plates; made 
concertina player. Mail photos. 

and resumes, c o Michael Shurt¬ 
leff. above address. 

“Come Blow Your Horn” (C). 
Producers, Michael Ellis & William 
Hammersteiri ic o Lenny-Debin 
Agency, 140 \V. 58th St.. N.Y.; JU 
2-0270'. Part available for leading 
lady, under 30, not an ingenue, 
must be accomplished actress. Mail 
photos and resumes, above address. 

“Come Spring” (C). Producers, 
Charles Bowden Sc II. Ridgeley 
Bullock Jr, (137 W. 48th St.. N. Y.; 
CO 5-2630L Available parts: two 
boys, 12-13, one Negro and one 
white; white girl, 16; white girl, 
23; two character men, 40’s, one 
Negro and one white; Negro 
character woman. 70s, grand¬ 
mother. Mail photos, and re-; 
sumes, c/o above address. 

“Donriybrook” (MCK Producer, 
Fred Hebert (130 Wr. 57th St., N.Y.; 
JU 6-1962). Available parts: man. 

SHOWS IN REHEARSAL 

toe and tap dance work; man [ liian, 60-70: boy or girl, 9-12: Negro , ducers. -Rogers. ..& Haimiierstein, 

17- 20. good-looking dancer, miusi | girl,.25-35:'-several male and femme;.: Leland Hayward .Sc /Richard HallU 

also .>ing; boy singer-dancer. 7-11, -Negro arid white eh racter-....parts, day .(488;Madison Aye., N.Y.). All 

under 54. inches tall: girl. 25, to Mail photos and resumes to..C: i , i parts available except -femme lead, 

sing; .dance and'play trumpet. Acr- above, .address. Casting will . begin. ..Mail p.lvoto.wnd icsuhies; c 'o Ed- 

; (-epting photos and resumes, . Nov, 15 and appointments will lie ward'Blum, above addressv;. Script,. 

‘-Michael ‘ .Sh'urtleff, ’above address.: made by postcard.’ I published by Random House; avaU- 

i “Happiest Girl in the World” “Ladies Night ip a Turkish Bath” able at book-stories. 

:-(MC'; Producer, . Lee Guber '(14b rC'. Producers, A-nit & Harold ' 

: W*., 58th St.. N.Y.; LT 1-3250>; Avail-! Lawrence (319 Main St. East 

able parts: soprano. 30-3.5, attract j Orange: “N.J.; OR 4-8432'.. Avai.l- 

tive. intelligent, witty; baritone;j able parts::man, 20’s, girl-shy;.man, I BROADWAY 

35-45, handsome physical; femme, 120’s; playboy; man. 30 s, fun-Ioving;.| “The Conquering Hero” (MO. 

18- 25, irited; attractive, buoyant,! girl, 20*s, collegiate, formal: girl,1 Producer. Robert Whitehead (163 

must sing and dance: man, 40-60,120-, attractive; v iniart, 40’s. : at-^ .W.>46th St.. N. Y.: PL 7-5100'. 

pompous, fatherly'; woman, 40-50, tractive matron; stripper; French j OFF-BROAD WAY 

flighty, gossipy matron, should be maid. 20’s./sexy; femme,'20:s, at-j “Dream Play” <£)) Producer 

able to sing- two men. character tractive, man-chaser; woman 40, : John Bowman (c'd Lambs. Club, 

comedians, should .sing:, two show- stout, excitable: several extras. 128 W' 44th St N Y • JU 2-1515) 

girls, Well-proportidned, able; to Mail photos arid resumes, above “jungle of Cities” (D) Producer 

sing; femme, ,40’s, laid. Mail address. Liviii^ Theatre (530 Avenue nf 

Pliotos artd resumes, ' .Marvin “Sleep of Prisoners- Pi; A^erfearN.Y.: CH33-4569., 

Kraussrahove address • , ducersi_Michael Ross. * Slanhpim ■ ••Mareiis in the iligh Crass V ib): 

La Plume de Ma -Tante _ ^IC)., Fox iol(l Madison Ave., N.Y;; producers Stella Holt. Cart Sal- 
Producer, David Merrick (246 W. I EL o-o633); Available parts:, man. nla<,ai & Opbrori» Whit<» 

44th St., N:Y., LO 3-7520). Part 20-25., slight, witty;-.' laii, 20-25, Gliegnwich Mew^ Theatre 14L W 

available, for dancer-comedienne, ; tall, muscular: man, 30 s, 5 feet, 10. 13th;st N Y * CH 2-3550) : ' 

must do point, work: Send photos, inches tall, stocky, kindlv; man. “On thq Way to Capetown” (D) 

and resumes. /6 Michael Shurt- ob.’s wise, affectionate. Mail photos Producer, Marshall Young (c o 

leff, above addressi See also tour- and resumes, above address. I rint Fontanne Theatre 205 W 

ingfloiice, -Tattooed Countess" (MCI Pro; 46th st N Y.; .TU 6-5555'. 
‘Nine Millionth Star” (D). Pro- ducer Richard Barr lc. 0 Cricket “Whisper To Me” (Dr Producer 

diicels. Michael Charnee & Geof- Theatre. 162 Second Ave,. N. Y., 

SIDNEY KINGSLEY'S 

“DEAD END” 
at the 41 st Street Theatre* New York 

October 30 - November 6 

Dsar Orphans bf the; Sfor 

“Tha theatre of tomorrow will be built on your jcinj 

of conviction, bursting energy and convi imag- 

I am indebted to you for thi advenfur 

The world of the theatr ill hear much more, from 
i: _ 

.each and everyona rof you and it will be good.” 

SIDNEY KINGSLEY 

“This is the. most eiclting play 1 have seen In-New 

Yor!c. on or off Broadway with the exception of 

THE HOSTAGE." 
BRENDAN BEHAN 

“It’s wonderful to see this much acting and direct¬ 

ing talent and vitality in the workshop producti 

of DEAD END." 

RUTH GOETZ 

. . . contains the best ensemble actinq by an Amer¬ 

ican cast that F have seen in a long, long ti 

Director Nola Chilton - has., earned rmous credit 

by her sense of theatrical style, the vitality, of her 

stage pictures, and a remarkable talent- for making 

actors give their best.” 

SMITH—VILLAGE VOICE 

“Thi professional theatre. What Was 

all the fuss about?” 

ORSON BEAN 

;• Thank you from director Nola 
Chilton, The Cast, and Staff to our 
contributors, and our audiences— 
including the ones we hadn't seats 
for. 

Manya Start (1 Gracie Sq.. N. Y.; 
frey F; Rudaw’ (340 E. 66th St. OR 4-3960>. Available parts: so- LE'-^bS^^ 
N. Y.: RE 4-1478):: Avaiilable parts: ‘ prano. 35-40; attractive; leading 
twd men, 35-40,. lanky southerners; lady; baritone, 18-22. strong, sen- 
three, men, 25r35. husky, two worn-: sitive: bariton. 50. debonair; Mail 
en. 20-30, attravlive; girl,. 14; boy, photos, and resumes, c. o above .ad-. 
15; . boy, ie. Mail: photos and dress, 
resumes,, c/o above address. “Tree Grows lit Brooklyn” (MD). . ■ „ ■ -. L 

“Queen .. and; the Rebels” (D). Producer, ..Dick York ic. o IL L. ^ "Bartleby.^ Producer, ^Richard 
Producers, Marilyn Shapiro; Michel Stone. 521 Fifth AVe., N.Y,;. 'MU^ Barr /o Cricket Tbeatre^. 162 
Bouche, Mark Sboenberg (65 2-7836: suite 1918). Available parts: Second Ave., N.Y.; OR 4-3960). 
C.P;w. N;Y.: TR 3-1480). Avail-, soprano, 25. devoted wife; chart, Available parts: baritone, 30 s, 

a rin,, understanding; character 
soprano, . _ __ 

able parts: European general, 5Q-.J acter man. 50; man. 3'0’s, handsoriie.i- ■ .. - ... 
60; his swinish aide, man, 20'S. op- Irisly Mail phofos and resumes, baritone, 3o-40; cnaracter tenor, 
portunist,. foppish manner. Mail above address. All rivust have trained voice-s.: Mail 
photos and resumes;-c. o above ad-: “What a Killing” (MC) Prodii- Photos and resumes. above address. 

dress. ; . ;cer. Jack Collins ric/o Lambs Club, ,“5^- I" fari?" ,tcri^" ^ 
‘Sound of Music” (MD). Produc-; 130 W. 44t'h St. N. Y.- JU 2-1515). Producer. Joyce Lynn '160 W. .771 It. 

"*~’ J ^,f j?car Availabie parts: lan, 30*s, qiiiet, St.. NA^; TR 3-8935'. Ayailabl 
2d (488 Madison confident must *have comic touch; parts* lyric tenor. ;2p-3p, handsoin 

ers, Richard 
Harhfnerster 
Ave.. N. Y*.); casting director* Eddie two feriime dancer-singers, Cah- 

Can girls. All must .read music., 
For appOintinent, phone abovt 
number, 1-5 p.m. weekdays. 

five., in. v.»: casiing airecror* r,aaie x.-t,-,; on 

Blum. Auditions for possible future .! "“ wrE;.3 
feplacemerits . for girls, 7-16, -and u.^arm bu^_.ass>veysitile 
boys, 11-14. all, with trained voices. sin-ct. _ man, 3o-40v big, tough, 

characters. YIa.il... p h o t o s' and mus)- sing and. dance; man, 30 s. 

resumes to above address. smooth, glib, nuist d.O cornedy and 

“Take Me Along (MC. - Pro- dance; character comedian, chub- 

ducer. David Merrick (246 W. 44th by, dance some; girt, 25-30, com- 

St.. N.Y.; -LO--3,-7-5:28J;’ • Part.v-avail-. medieiine, must sing and dance* 

able for a character actress, 35-45, 'VeH " proportioned:^ man. 30’s, 
w ho * also sings, as ' understudv; girl, st ool -pigeon, type, . must , sing; man; | King; Variety Shows. Producer, 

18^20, under 5 feet 4 inches tall, wrv. humor; man, track an- George King (117 W. 46th St.. N.Y:; 

must sing and dance Mail photos . nduric-er, must sing: character man, GI. 7-1744, Room 202). Accepting 

and resumes c o Michael Shurt- 45*50, tough, menacing; tw . fern- photos and resumes of male arid 

leff above address ;me dancers; must work well to- fenim riusical variety performers, 

“The Fxnlainers” (R. Producer • gather; few male, and femme night daily, except. Sunday* 2-7 .nr., 

John Lotas (156 W 44th St N Y ■ club type performers. Ylail photos above address. 

! CT 5-0930'. Parts availa.bie for,and resumes, c. o above address. 1 
young.male arid femnye performers, j r 

|'.'comedy experience preferred.. Mail ^ OUT OF TOWN 
photos and resumes, c o above ad-! “Medium -Rare” (R). Producer,! 
dress. r .Robert Weiner (146 CPW, N. Y.; j 

“13 Daughters” rtMCl. Producer, SU 7-1914). Mail photos . and “South of Key West” (featurette). 

‘ Jack H. Silverman (152 W. 42d St., i resumes of character comedians [ Producer, Donald C. Dorick (Crea* 

! N. Y.; OX 5r3783^'..Available parts; i arid comics for- future replace* the Mart* 507 Fifth Ave., N.Y.;.' 

?.girls, 17-30, Hawaiian types; men ments, c o above address. OX 7-5895). Available parts: girl, 

of various ages.. mainly 20*s-30*s, • «—.21. attractive blond; girl, 21, art 

Hawaiian and English types; No TOURING tractive. Latin features; man, 25-30, 

casting until leads: are set, but now .. “Get On Board” (R). Producer, tall, handsome,, well-built. Mail 

accepting photos and resumes Manning-^ Guriari (157 W. 57th St., photo andresumes. abbve address, 
through.agents .only, c o Carl Saw- . * —-:-—:- 

yer. above address;: 1 
“Whole Darn Shooting Match” ( 

'C': Pioducer. Anthonv Parella 

(230;W.;".54tIi St, N. Y.; Cl 6-8538). ; 

Available parts: -man, 26. hand-; 

some, enthusiasli'c,' Ivy Leaguer;/ 

girl. 21. striking: brunette, quick, 

alertgirl. 25..sharp features’ shreVrt/ 

ish; man. 66; New England philoso¬ 

pher type; ' .boy. 19, obnoxious, 

smark. aleck; Mail photos and 

resumes.;.-.' . . above address, pref¬ 

erably tiir'ougr agents. 

OFF-BROADWAY 
I “Cicero” (IK Producers., Nor¬ 
man Seaman, YVinston. Sharpies Jr., !; 
Ben Tarver (516 Fifth Ave., N.Y>;I 

’ MU 2L-3383'. ' Available = parts; 
woman, 40, shrewish; man.. 20’s, 

.- handsome, naive;. man, 35/. at¬ 
tractive, ,hrd; man. 30;s, military; 

; man.. 35-40, strung, aristocratic; 
j several young male and femme. 
' walk-ons. All. should, look Roman, 
f Ylaiil photos and tesUmes, c/p above 
1 address. 
i “Epitaph for George Dillon” (D). 
: Producers, Edward Hastings, Rich¬ 
ard Lipsett & George Morrison (220 

[\y; loth St.. N. Y.: WA. 9*4978). 
( Available parts: character man, 45- 

Attentiori Industrial Show Producers: 

VERSATILITY 
NEE DED? 

ACTOR, ANNOUNCER. NARRATOR, RINSER 

BILL MARTEL 
ComRlBted Three industrial Shows in a Row THE QUAKER OATS 

SHOW, THE DODOB SHOW/THE GLIDDEN PAINT SHOW 

Ho Playod a Character Part on Tho Quakor Oats Show ' 
(Sanator Claghorn Character) 

Ht Did tho Announdnt Pitches on The Oodgo Show and • Straight 
Part on Tho Ollddon Paint Show. Oh yes; ho sang too. 

Tel. Ex.: LE. Ml00 Home: IV. 4-7351 
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Irving Wallace’s- hotly controver¬ 
sial "The Chapman Report” But 
this can’t happen in Manhattan 
where the public libraries quickly 
put the kibosh on - the best seller. 

William Mckelvy Martin, direc¬ 
tor of. the Brooklyn Academy of 
Music, is largely responsible ; for 
lifting the venerable institution 
ut of its mutton-chop whiskers 

er . A former manager of the 
Cleveland and Pittsburgh Sym¬ 
phony orchestras, Martin is how in 
his fourth year of directing the 
Academy., He has revolutionized 
the promotional techniques for ob¬ 
taining new subscribers and . as¬ 
sured them of a wide and absorbing 
assortment of events on this year's 
calendar. To entice > new sub¬ 
scribers to the 1960-61 season, he’s 
dangling iri front of them. the sort 
of objects the banks have been 
dishing out for a number of years, 
namely, tote. bags, weekend cases, 
electric Clocks,. singing teakettles, 
cookbooks, longplaying records 
and aluminum . serving ovens. The 
only thing- Martin hasn’t done is 
serve up green stamps and if this! 
will, keep the intellectual pot boil¬ 
ing in Brooklyn, he’ll do that, too. 

Churches, Too , 
Nor are the churches overlook-- 

ing any promotional gimmicks in 
order to fill their parish pews. The 

lariy religious■ <this still: is the 
City . of Churches) tabernacles 
hereabouts are going in for super- 
duper movie exploitation tech¬ 
niques. Also, this borough, which 
for years was sabs an aft gallery of 
any consequence (aside from the 
enterprising Brooklyn Museum), 
now possesses an . aggressive one 
on Brooklyn Heights—the sapo- 
Jioed, Mr. Clean, Left Bank. .of 
Kings County. 

The battle cry for cultural, en¬ 
lightenment also will be - heard 
from the Brooklyn Eagle. The 
Eagle, which disappeared from the 
front doorsteps of Flatbush 
burghers, has returned to the news¬ 
stands first, as a Sunday sheet, arid, 
later it .is hoped as a daily, if biz 
justifies. :Robeft W. Farrell, who 
published the now defunct Maga¬ 
zine Digest and \vas a Broadway 
columnist on the old: Eagle, ac¬ 
quired the sheet from. Frank 
Schfoih last year., 

As regards the Academy of -Mu¬ 
sic under Martin’s aegis, member¬ 
ship zoomed in the past two years 
from 2;4Q0 to nearly 4,000.^ The 
goal is 4,600. and Martin feels belli 
achieve it shortly, because of the 
stepped-up promotional /activities 
including newspaper, subway ad¬ 
vertising* but best of all, he’s 
counting on the wealth of yeastly 
attractions.. to draw. ; the crowds 
from this part ,of the metropolis. 

With Martin’s green hghting, 
boroughites can now.traipse to the 
Academy of Music, and gander, the 
goings-on of the: Brooklyn Opera 
Co. under the direction of Guido 
G. Salniaggi; Brooklyn Philhar-. 
mohra with Siegfried Landau Con¬ 
ducting; the Brooklyn Civic Ballet 
trio kidding) under . Alan Banks di¬ 
rection; the Brooklyn Theatre ;Arts 
Company, a new venture under the 
direction of Earl G, Muron and 
Joseph Yaver, with two; theatrical 
productions under way, the first 
"Paint Your/Wagon!” 

The Academy, despite an in¬ 
crease in riiembership and array 
of talent, appears destined to Oper¬ 
ate in the red for some time to 
come, but the; trustees are less in¬ 
clined to grumble these, days in' 
view of the hosannahs from Acad¬ 
emy attendees. Membership-.'is.'. 
$15 a year and entities members to 
huge numbers of free lectures, 
films and concerts and decent, dis¬ 
counts on special events for the 
Boston Symphony. NY. Philhar- 

. ionic, Ballet de Monte Carlo and 
Society of. American ..Magicians to 
mention a few. 

Premieres Also 
A number of the Special events 

re in the nature of premieres and 
"firsts” thus giving Brooklynites a 
heady feeling of supersophistiea- 
tion; and snobbery, vital elements 
that have been sadly lacking in the 
social geography of this fading ur¬ 
ban community. Attendees are 
largely1 from Manhattan, New Jer¬ 
sey and Connecticut who: evidently 
regard a safari into the wilds of 
Brooklyn with less hesitation than 
a spin in the statibmvagbn to the 
local shopping center. 
. Tlie Academy’ has been refur¬ 
bished and its booking program to¬ 
day is as sleek and perk as the 
stiletto heel on . a flamenco dauT 
cer’s shoes. Martin has added more 
science pr6grams:arid increased the 

lineup of attractions for the lolly- 
pop set: from, a mere, half dozen to 
17 plays and three, films. He’s 
beefed up the lectures on world af¬ 
fairs from 17 to ‘30 and scheduled 
more at night. There’s additional 
theatrical film, more live theatre 
for adults^ more travelogs, partic¬ 
ularly from the: Burton Holmes out¬ 
fit;. the restoration of talks bn 
literature with Dr. Frederick. Eweri 
presiding ( this includes readings by 
the Helen Hayes Equity Group and 
dramatic productions of the Amer¬ 
ican Academy of Dramatic Arts); 
more folk. dancing on the stage of 
the Opera HouSe, , and a barrage 
of lectures on; how to invest your 
dough in Wall Street. 

Academy advertising is handled 
by the., Walter Morin Agency. 
This year the campaign calls i or 
reduction, of space in print media 
and added, expenditure in: subway 
advertising/. Printing matter has 
been: jazzed up considerably and 
the cover of the 1960-61 broch ie 
listing the major events of the sea¬ 
son is a deparature from previous 
issues. Cover photo depicting the. 
various arts is credited to; Young 
& Rubicam. 

Constant pitch is to ..provide an 
outlet: for Brooklyn talent in the 
performing ai‘ts. William B. Hew- 
son, chairman of the governing 
committee, of the Academy, is. de¬ 
termined to.make it an incubating 
source for Brooklyn talent via 
growing operg, symphony,. ballet 
and theatre, endeavors. 

Only The Dodgers Missing .:/. 

Lobby of the Academy has show-- 
cases with displays of free gifts 
new members get, as. well as give¬ 
aways to old members. Exafriina-' 
lion reveals ..that No. 1 giveaway is 
a plaid weekend case;. No. 2 is an 
electric wall clock. . Westminster 
made the longplaying records 
which the. Academy , dishes out. 
No. i record; giveaway is Liszt’s 
Six Hungarian Rhapsodies. Bizet’s 
Carmen Suites No;. 1 and No, 2 is 
runner up. 

Only fly in. the Academy’s oint¬ 
ment, according to reports, is the 
absence of the cacpphohqus Brook-: 
lyn Dodgers Sym-phoney on the 
stage; of the Opera House to round 
out . the brilliant lineup. It . has 
been suggested that Martin book 
the old Ebbets Field .attraction. 
Soloists, in this instance,, would 
be Eddie Batan, who > played a 
penny whistle during three decades 
Of attendance at Ebbets>FieId, and 
Hilda Chester; the onetime cowbellr 
swinging fan of the . daffy Dodg¬ 
ers. It would be a hollering suc¬ 
cess, the one foi* the road, so to 
speak, after a genuine, cultural 
binge in the lofty halls of the 
Academy, 

Foreign Stars 
555; Continued from . 

Chamber Orchestra, famed French 
actor and mime Jean Louis Bar¬ 
rault, Marcel Marceau---ail have 
appeared in Israel this year! it. is 
too much of too good, a thing for 
.a small Country to absorb. 

As all of them are big names, 
arriving under a barrage of pub-; 
licity,. nearly every foreign airtist 
or group plays to full, houses. But 
this means thatthe average Israeli 
family, within its rather limited 
budget for. entertainment, is de)- 
setting the Hebrew theatre for the 
sake of foreign performances. 

A government committee was set 
up. more than a year ago; to regu¬ 
late “the-import of artists, from 
abroad.” This committee is quite 
powerful as, due to currency regu¬ 
lations, one needs its permission to 
take out any money earned in Is¬ 
rael. No. artist, .whose appearance 
in Israel was not previously ap¬ 
proved by. the committee, gets this 
permission. 

But, in practice, matters are han¬ 
dled in a: liberal way and practi¬ 
cally every foreign artist., who 
wants;to perform here gets, a ready 
okay. The. only thing. the commit¬ 
tee does is setting dates for: for¬ 
eign performance's, and seeing to 
it that bookings don’t get over¬ 
crowded. . 

The Hebrew theatres are not 
satisfied with this arrangement and 
demand that only performances of 
-real artistic virtue should be im¬ 
ported. Even , these should pay 
higher taxes than they do now and 
the gain should be used to. help the 
Hebrew theatre. . 

The/ government-sponsored Coun¬ 
cil for Culti.re &. Arts, is holding 
healings now on this cuiibus prQb- 

J-^RIETr 

lemof imports. Representatives 
of theatres and Impresarios have 
already presented their diametri¬ 
cally opposed views; the former as 
defenders of Hebrew culture, the 
last—in the name of laissez faire— 
let the public make its choice. 

Public opinion is: divided (in Is¬ 
rael a . theatrical dispute is a mat¬ 
ter of wide coneern); some are in¬ 
voking civil liberties, against any 
interference, with artistic, life. But 
others are worried; with1 the fate 
of the Hebrew theatre and demand 
safeguards; for the newly born or, 
correctly, newly reborn Hebrew 
cultural life. 

Harold Holland, Cultural Affairs 
Officer of the American Embassy 
heie, states that the American rep¬ 
ertory drama group, sponsored by 
the State Dept, and headed by 
Lawrence Langner, director of the 
Theatre Guild. will visit Israel next 
April; only three days, giving 
three performances. 

Tennessee Wil.liams’ "Glass Me¬ 
nagerie,” William Gibson’s “Mir¬ 
acle Worker” and Thornton Wil¬ 
der’s "The . Skin of Our Teeth.” 
Helen Hayes is supposed, tq come 
along as stair, of the :group; 

"Menagerie’’ was a success here 
a few years ago when presented 
by the Kameri Theatre; “Skin of 
Our Teeth” was played oy a small¬ 
er company, and "Miracle Worker” 
is under rehearsal in Habima. The 
American group will find here an 
audience eager to compare. 

Ben-Hur 
Conti from page 1 —- 

it appears that Metro has recovered 
or; is . near reaching its negative 
cost. 

Simultaneous with the instantan¬ 
eous click of ; "Ben-Hur,” Metro’s 
fortunes took a turn for the: better. 
With "Ben-Hur” serving as the im¬ 
petus and greatest coin collector, 
M-Gf losses trend was quickly re¬ 
versed and the studio, which was 
showing a loss of $5,000,000 annual¬ 
ly, began to register an. annual 
profit. Dividend payments; with¬ 
held for several years, • were re¬ 
sumed and increased. And, perhaps 
most .important-, Metro regained, it’s 
status aS the Tiffany, of the busir 
ness.: 

.Other Grosses 
During. its. first year at Loew’s 

State, the picture will have grossed 
more than $2,300,000. It has passed 
the $LOOO,OQO in five engagements 
—BOyd, Philadelphia; Egyptian, 
LoS Angeles; Michael Todd, Chi¬ 
cago;/.Coronet, San Francisco; Em¬ 
pire, London. It has exceeded $500,- 
000 at the Saxon* Boston; Alouette, 
Montreal; University, Toronto; Li - 
coin,- Miami; United Artists, De¬ 
troit; Warner; Washington; and 
Warner, Pittsburgh.1. 

In addition to the. New. York en¬ 
gagement, year runs Will shortly 
be chalked np in Boston,; L. A., 
Philly, Dallas, Montreal* London, 
San Francisco, Toronto, Chicago, 
and Miami, , 

Moreover, the picture made a. re¬ 
markable impact. It copped 11 
Academy Awards; including the 
"best picture of the year,” the 
greatest number ever received by 
any picture/ The picture is. also 
credited with starting a renovation 
boom, with Loew’s State setting 
the pattern with $1,QOO;000 face¬ 
lifting prior to the: picture’s pre¬ 
miere. This set the pattern for 
similar renovations by many other 
theatres in key cities. 

In addition to the critical, ac¬ 
claim the picture received; unique 
for a spectacle film, "Ben-Hur” was 
lauded in editorials, widely herald-, 
ed from the pulpit, and the subject 
of. tributes from Commentators and 
opinion makers. 

"Ben-Hur” is probably the most 
honored picture: in history. In ad¬ 
dition to the Academy. Award, it 
Was/named the "best picture of the 
year” by the N. Y>. Film. .Critics. 
Among its other awards are the 
Golden Globe as: **best picture of 
the year” by the Hollywood For¬ 
eign Press Assn.; "best produced 
picture”, by the Screen Producers 
Guild; "best directed picture” by 
the Screen Directors Guild; “best 
picture” by the. American Foreign 
Language Press; "best drama of 
the year” by the Federation of 
Motion .Picture' Councils. More¬ 
over, “Beri-Hiir” was presented 

■with;' a .special certificate by the 
Natioi al Conference of Christians 
and Jews for ‘Outstanding leader¬ 
ship in promotiiig the cause, of good, 
will and understanding among all 
the people .of. the nation:” The 
picture, as well as individuals con¬ 
nected. with It, received numerous 
otheriawards. including many from 
foreign countries. 
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Movies & Mores In The New Japan 
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on every side. The fabulous de¬ 

partment stores are jammed with 

merchandise and with eager buy¬ 

ers. Stock market quotations are 

skyrocketing more rapidly than 
ours: are declining. As a con¬ 
sequence of this widespread pros¬ 
perity, the movie business is, com¬ 
paratively speaking/ in the dold¬ 
rums. The public is far too busy 
watching newly acquired tv sets, 
madly driving newly acquired auto¬ 
mobiles and reveling in newly ac¬ 
quired refrigerators and other 
American gadgets to find time to 
attend any except a limited num¬ 
ber of pictures, frequently the 
worst, ones,. Sex, sadism and sen¬ 
sationalism fortfied with a few 
stars are as safe a recipe for suc¬ 
cess op the Japanese screen as on 
the American/ 

The' theatres are encountering 
tough competition from coffee 
houses, which in a land of tea 
drinkers specialize in bad coffee 
and good American records. Even 
more devastating are the inroads 
of the pachenko parlors—pachenko 
being a Japanese form of pinball 
with, a vast popular appeal. 

Still Dandy 

All in all, the picture business 
has/ declined, approximately 3% 
from the .banner year of 1958. 
Conditions in the industry, how¬ 
ever*, are still calculated to arouse 
nostalgic yearnings in the hearts 
of oldtime American movie makers 
and distributors. The average cit¬ 
izen ; of Tokyo attends 20 times a 
year,, more than twice as often as; 
his'counterpart iri New York. Only 
25% of American pictures made in 
the past 10 years ever recover 
their original budget cost but al¬ 
most all Japanese pictures are in 
the black inside of a year. There 
is ho financial necessity to sell 
them down the airwaves to televi¬ 
sion or even to export them to 
foreign countries. 

The first run theatres, except' 
when, they play a really fine pic¬ 
ture like "Sons arid Lovers,” are 
usually packed to the rafters. 
Tickets are sold as, long as there is 
space to jam another body into the 
house. If there are any fire regu¬ 
lations, no exhibitor pays the least 
attention to them, The patrons 
crowd the aisles arid stand five 
rows deep in the rear. 

Intermissions are interminable 
so as to promote the sale of ice 
cream, candy and pop, all of which 
are corisumed by; Japanese audi¬ 
ences in terrifying quantities. 
When - at length every potential 
consumer’s stomach has been sati¬ 
ated*'the house is darkened but not 
for the showing of a feature pic¬ 
ture: Advertisirig slides run any¬ 
where from 10 to. 20 minutes and 
along with the concessions are a 
source of. additional theatrical re-; 
venue. 

There has been no antitrust deci¬ 
sion in Japan to compel the pro¬ 
ducers'to dispose of. their thea¬ 
tres, and to sell pictures individu-1 
ally. Most of the iriajor companies 
control theatre circuits and pictures 
are block booked. Exhibitors fre¬ 
quently buy their entire product 
for one year, maybe as many as 
102 pictures, from, one producing 
coriipany. There is no shortage 
of fliiris as in the United States. 
Approximately 500 Japanese fea¬ 
tures are; made annually and as 
many as 200 foreign pictures are 
imported. The foreign pictures 
are shown with sub-titles on the 
right hand side of the screen. 
No Crowther disciple has. arisen 
as yet. in Japan to urge that titles 
should be discarded and that all 
pictures should be dubbed. 

U.S. Share Down 

American film business in Japan 
has... been steadily deteriorating. 
Under the Occupation we occupied 
a privileged position and possibly 
as a consequence even five years 
ago we were .still grossing at least 
40% of the total recipts. Today it 
is doubtful if our share exceeds 
20%. Pictures which were for¬ 
merly sold regardless of quality 
for: 60% Of the. receipts if in color 
and 50% if in . black and white, 
must now be rented strictly on 
their merits. Single featuring, 
which we insisted Upon, is being re¬ 
placed by double features. Eu- 
ropeari pictures have made sub¬ 
stantial iriroads on American pre¬ 
eminence iri the foreign market. 
The appeal of French, English and 
Italian films may be, like olives, a 
cultivated taste, but once acquired 
it grows in intensity. The inter¬ 
est in continental stars and direc¬ 

tors seems to be far greater today 

in Japan than the - appeal of their 

U S. competitors. We have failed 

not only to- develop new person¬ 

alities but also adequately to pub¬ 

licize those we have. 

The decline in American motion 

picture prestige, however, is due 

even more to the ever-increasing 

power of the. Japanese film com¬ 

panies. Toho, in particular, has 

more than a toehold—really a 

stranglehold—on the local market. 

It operates the best-located thea¬ 

tres in Tokyo and many of the 
other large cities. It has the big¬ 
gest studio with the most cele¬ 
brated stars and directors on its 
payroll. It has reciprocal agree¬ 
ments with its less aggressive com¬ 
petitors and it has an import, 
quota of 25- pictures. This is far 
more than is allowed to any 
American company and makes it 
the biggest foreign distributor in 
the couritry. Indeed, through its 
control of production, exhibition 
and importation it might well be 
regarded as the Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer-Burstyri of Japan. Here in 
the U.S. picture-makers and dis¬ 
tributors frequently attribute much 
of their current distress to the 
devastating effects of the anti¬ 
trust decision which compelled 
them to sell their theatre holdings 
and rent their pictures individu¬ 
ally instead'of in groups. In Ja¬ 
pan on the contrary the preserva¬ 
tion of their prestige and popular¬ 
ity may require some similar ^re¬ 
straints on the evils inherent in 
unrestricted monopoly. 

Gliatterley OK 
Continued from page 2 aaa 

and though the condensation is 
said to. preserve the feeling of the 
book the four-letter words which 
were widely discussed in the court 
proceedings will not be used. 

Several cinemas have quickly 
leaped on the publicity bandwagon 
by showing the five-year-old 
French' film of the book, which: 
starred Danielle Darrieux and Leo 
Genn. 

Boston Catholics’ Blast 

Boston, Nov. 8. 
The Pilot, official organ of the 

Archdiocese of Boston, took a 
whack at the giving of freedom of 
circulation in Britain to “Lady 
Chatterley’s Lover” in an editorial, 
"The Lady’s Chatter” stating: 

"D. H. Lawrence could write an 
English sentence and had certain 
clear literary gifts; at the same 
time this little volume was an at¬ 
tempt to shock much more than a 
literary effort and it succeeded 
better in the first than in the 
second. 

"Freedom of expression is one of 
man’s most glorious liberties and 
it never should be restricted with¬ 
out good reason. To allow a book 
to be studied by serious students 
or read by mature adults is surely 
quite a different thing from per¬ 
mitting its promiscuous distribu¬ 
tion among the young ana the 
innocent.” 

Zolotow’s Biog 
Continued from page 2 

some ardent Francophiles who 
might incline toward BB); instead, 
it is a careful closeup on an s.a. 
commodity who seemingly realizes 
she’s worth the marquee difference 
of up to $1,000,000 at the b.o. yet 
who cari be unreliable and capri¬ 
cious in her professional hours but, 
paradoxically, appears dedicated to 
becoming a truly expert thespian 
as witness her Actor’s Studio train¬ 
ing. 

The contretemps with her sun¬ 
dry leading men, her misfired mar¬ 
riages and her current role as Mrs. 
Arthur Millef make for a strange 
pattern but somehow it all adds up 
to the fact MM ain’t no dumb 
blonde. Incidentally, her play¬ 
wright-husband’s career is curious¬ 
ly affected since their romance 
started and bloomed into the mari¬ 
tal state. Zolotow is not unsubtle 
about this aspect also. 

The book’s in-depth reading topi 
the McCall’s digest of this ipemoii 
which touched only on ‘certaii 
highlights. Abel. 
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Broadway 
Tht Vernon Dukes east on busl- 

sess. 
Jimmy Durante elated for a San; 

Juan, Puerto Rico, date In late-- 
January. 

Charles Columbus resumed the 
1960-61 Mayfair Dances at th£ 
Hotel Plaza Saturday (5>. ij 

Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr. resigned 
as an officer and employee of Air- 
tronics International Corp. | 

Bennett Cerf did a ‘'one-man 
show” Friday night (4> for benefit 
of the Westchester Mental Health 
Assn. 

Burl Ives has been visiting and 
ehtertai ing at Dawson City in 
Canada’s Yukon Territory, neigli- 
bor.io Alaska. 

liore Schary and Arthur B. Krim 
cocliairinaning an Election Night 
$f>0-a-plate dinner at the Astor |n 
behalf of the Kennedy-Johnson 
ticker. 

Andre Navarra. French cellist, 
now managed by Mildred Shagal of 
CO'.mctta Artists Management, lie’s 
touring Canada this spring, will hit 
States in March. 1962. 

Show biz interested in Robert 
Oberfirst’s biog !of Rudolph Valefi- 
tino. 33 years after death of tlie 
Italian sex-bomb. Being brouglit 
out in London bv Frederick Muller 
Ltd. r • 

Playbill Restaurant's second 
anniversary celebrated by Manhat¬ 
tan Hotel executive v.p. and gjirt. 
Frank W. Kreidl cutting the tradi¬ 
tional birthday cake, with celebs 
in attendance. 

Joe Martino chairmaning the 
dinner-dance Dec. 5 at the Wal- 
dorf-Atorla at which Jinx FalkCn- 
burg 'Mis. Tex McCrary; ami 
William Ciay Ford will receive 
‘‘humanitarian awards.” j 

Comedian Jimmy Savo, who died 
in Italv hist Sept. 3. left an estate 
of S3.nn*). according to his will filed 
for probate in N. Y. .Widow. Lina 
Farina Vecchi, residual benefici¬ 
ary and executor of his estate.! 

Capt. George H. Maincs. vet j-. le¬ 
git manager ar.d now repping 
Jimmy Durante, getting over a jbed 
siege in Ins native Flint. Mich., 
following a blood clot which]; at 
first, suggested possible surgery. 

Entertainer Denise Darcel’s lex- 
husband. Francis Peter Crosby, 
sentenced to four years in prison 
on another stock fraud rap. Previ¬ 
ous five-year term will be served 
concurrently with the new prison 
sentence. j 

Little Orchestra Society making 
publicilv hay of its quest tor a 
“mu-dcal serpent.” as specified by 
Haydn for one of his divertimentos. 
This eight-foot musical instrument, 
a primitive woodwind, i-> hard to 
find around the music shops, need- 
lev? to say. 

Leah Salisbury, to the Coast Fri¬ 
day ill! for discussions on recent 
film sales including “The Inspec¬ 
tor” by Jan de Hartog. “Two For 
the Seesaw.” and “The Miracle 
Worker” for which she has signed 
her client. William Gibson, to do 
the screenplay. ' 

ELe Hillpern. Austria-trained 
psycho-analyst, whose clients in¬ 
cluded many Broadway and a jnum- 
ber of Hollywood stars, has re¬ 
moved her practice from Manhat¬ 
tan. Will live and work hereafter 
in Philadelphia. She’s sister-in-law 
of Oliver Freud. 

Leon Leonidoff followed up his 
currently imported “Brazil” show 
with specs built around Italy, Far 
East, Puerto Rico. Mexico* and 
Spain, and for which purpose the 
senior producer of Radio Music 
Hall will do more globetrotting. 
He previously imported an all-Is¬ 
raeli revue. 

Greenwich Village pharmacist 
Joseph Saches. who sold the late 
Robert D. Levitt drugs sans pre¬ 
scription. given a sixmonth sus¬ 
pended sentence and fined [$2,000. 
Former Hcarst newspaper and. 
NBC-TV executive died in 1958 of 
an overdose of barbituates. He 
was former husband of Ethel Mer¬ 
man. j 

Ritz Bros, getting $15,000 At 
Jack Silverman’s International 
Restaurant next spring, the spot's 
top coin. Sopferie Tucker, iincum¬ 
bent, is in at'$8,500; Alan Gate 
and Ted Lewis drew down! $6,500. 
Gale* credited with doing peak 
business with his special brand of 
humor and the specialized audi- 

j^ences he attracts. 
The 24th annual dinner-dance of 

the Ziegfeld Club, a $25-a-head 
affair, scheduled for Dec. 9 at the 
Hotel Pierre. Mrs. Billie; Burke 
Ziegfeld is honorary president; 
Mrs. Gladys Feldman Braham prez. 
Bernard Sobel, per usual, handling 
press and general arrangements; 
ha was longtime publicist! of the 
‘‘Ziegfeld Follies.” 

Adelaida and Charles (MCA) 
I' 
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Miller and Betty and Murray 
Gruhn are grandparents via the 
Don Gruhns’ (Judy Miller) first 
baby, a girl. Mrs. Miller (Adelaide) 
is the sister of MCA board chair¬ 
man Jules C. Stein; the new p<*ppy 
is also in the MCA organization 
and iatter’s father, Murray Gruhn 
is an active legit backer; 

Rudy Schramm, longtime com¬ 
poser and instructor of music, 

j Americana and broadcasting, is co- 
j author with Edward Boatner of a 
folk play- for concert presentation, 
“Angel Feathers.” which was de¬ 
buted last Friday (4) with a 30- 
voice choir at NYU. under, patron¬ 
age of Dean Paul McGhee of the 
General Education Division. 

Vice . President Nixon’s crack 
about “abolishing the white tie. in 
the White House caused After Six 
Formals’ p.a.. Saul Richman, to 
get Sam Rudofker into the act. 
Latter garnered wide press-service, 
pickups when he protested against 
the idea of toning down sartorial 
splendor for the males, in the 
White House, in diplomacy, or any¬ 
where. 

Claude C. Philippe’s Lucullus 
Circle shifts to the Four Seasons 
next week for its inaugural ((invita¬ 
tion membership' dinner, and 
thence to the Hotel Plaza, after 
longtime at the Waldorf-Astoria 
and thereafter at the. Hotel Astor. 
Phihppe, now v.p. and g'.rn. of the 
Commodore Hotel, hasn’t the fa¬ 
cilities for tills- type of fete at his 
hostelry. 

Showman-industrialist Harry E. 
;Gould to Buenos Aires tomorrow: 
1 *Thurs.> with attorney Francis S. 
Lcvicn. also w.k. in show biz, on 
an Argentine-L". S. construction, 
project. Gone less than a week, 

'then Gould and his wife off to 
[Hamburg and Stockholm on Nov. 
25 in connection with his basic 

; paper busi and back just be-, 
'fore Xmas. 

Legit backer and CPA Jack 
• J.S. * Seidman (&• Seidman) back 
from Europe where, with the Lord 
Chief Justice and Lori Amory. h 
was anchor-man on the three-mem¬ 
ber talking relay which addressed, 
the 801 h anniversary of the Char¬ 
tered Accountant Intitute. It was 
held at the famed Guildhall- In- 
Amsterdam and Paris! Seidman 
made similar addresses before^ am 
countancy organizations. 

Zorich 
By George Mezoefi 

<32 Fbirastrassc; 34-70-32) 

Genova smallseatef. Theatre de 
Poe Fie. presenting Swiss preem of 
Shelagh Delaney’s “Taste of 
Honey.” 

Some 3.322 new- tv subscriptions 
were registered here in September. 
Total number of Swiss subscribers 

; now amounts tq 114.297. 

j Kaethe Gold was awarded the 
Swiss “Hans Reinhart Ring.” be¬ 
stowed annually to a legit actor or. 
actress , for exception merit. 

Swedish documentary feature, 
“Mein Kampf.” breaking attend¬ 
ance records at Zurich artie Studio 
4. as well as Bubenberg, Berne. 

Annual Italian song competition, 
Festival della Canzone, set at Kpn- 
gresshaus Zurich. Bill includes 
three orchs and 18 singers,, with 
best song determined by, public, 
voting.' 

Joseph Szigeti has again taken 
; up residence in Switzerland after 
I 20 years’' stay in the U. S. He is 
. presently repping the U.S. as judge 
in the international Paganini Com¬ 
petition in Genua, Italy. 

Cast of new- production of Mo¬ 
zart’s “Cosi Fan Tutte” at Stadt- 
tlieatre here includes three tJ. S. 
singers: Negro coloratura Reri 
Grist, tenor Robert Thomas and 
baritone Robert Kerns. Latter ap¬ 
peared at Gian-CarlO MenottFs 
“Festival of Two Worlds” in Spo-r 
leto this summer; 

(HYDe Park 4561/2/31 

.Actor Bob Monkhouse won over 
$1,200 in the football pools last 
week. . . 

“Butterfield 8” • (M-G) starts its 
European preeiri at the Warner, 
Leicester Square,, on Nov. 17! 

Juliet Mills, signed as this year’s 
Wendy to Julie. Lockwood's Peter 
in the annual Scala presentation 
of “Petei; Pari.’’ 

Ben Wafriss hamed King Rat 
by the Water R jits, succeeding 
Arthur Scott. It. will, be second 
time he has held this top job! 

Actress Shirley Anne Field, one 
of stars in current British hit film, 
“Saturday Night and Sunday Morn¬ 
ing,’’ was one of four guests at 
yesterday’s. (TU.es.) Variety Club 
lunch. 

The Royal preem of. Rank!' “Man 
in the Moon.” attended, by the 
Queen, PrinCje Philip and the Luke 
and Duchess of Gloucester, netted 
$28,000 for the. King George JUbir 
lee Trust. . . 

Ni and! Fredefik. who opened 
a Savoy cabaret engagement , last 
Monday (7i, were/guests of honor 
at two cocktaileries.last wcelc Gne 
was tossed by the Saytty and.the 
other, by EMI Records. 

Anthony Birley is moving .oyer 
froni Rahk Overseas Paris office to 
become personal assistant to, Colan 
Mae Arthur, managing, diked dr. of. 
j. Art link Rank Overseas Distribu¬ 
tors; succeeds John Siriison, trans¬ 
ferred .to. Hie Near East. 

El i/abet li' Taylor! w ho h as been 
running- a temperature for some 
weeks, which delayed filming on 
“Cleopatra” ‘at Pinewdod... ms 
moved, to .the London,Clinic. Where 
it lias, been diagnosed that..she -is 
<u! feifihg' from Malt.a'Fever.. 

■New; restaurant manager ar Dor- 
c host-or Hotel is.Terrpni'.yvlfo. at one 
time- was., hea.dwaitt>'r- ;at .-Potsdain 
Confere.rice. His. predecessor. Emile 
(’aider, is joining the new; Carlton. 
Tower.. Hotel, . :builf by the Hotel 
Corp. of America, 'which' opens 
next..month. . ’ Vi 

“Beii-Hiir" (M-G* starts a hard 
icket date at. tiq* N'ew Oxford 
'heiit.re, Manchester,' at- the end 

of this month; This/opus. which 
completes its first year at the Em¬ 
pire, Leicester Square, next month, 
currently js; playing Birmingham,; 
Glasgow and. Dublin. 

■ Continental Distributors Ins ac¬ 
quired U.S. distribution rights to 
'the Rank comedv. “Make Mine 
M.ink.” in. which Terry-Thorn as is 
vtaned. Additionally! th . company 
i*? • ) handle theatrical release of a 
number- of Rank reeissuCs includ¬ 
ing “Tight Little, island.” “Kind 
liearts and Coronets.” “Red Shoes” 
and “Hamlet.!” 

Iran the Golden Gate nitery in 
.Tokyo. Wallace emceed for Fred 
Astaire when he wras here on a: 
p.a. tour for “Silk .Stockings/’ 
Gayda is the double for Rod Tay¬ 
lor in the ABC-TV series “Hong 
Kong,” exteriors of which are still 
being shot liere. 

Minneapolis 
By Bob Rees 

(4009 Xerxes Ace]' So,-,W.A 6-6955) 

Betty Johnson in for two weeks 
at Flame Room. 

St. Paul Civic Opera .opening 
season w ith “La Bohenie.” 

The Trenieirs playing return en¬ 
gagement at the Key Club.: 

Minneapolis Symphony twilight 
concert series opening Nov. 13 in 
Northrop auditorium. 

. Mantovani orcli in onernigliter 
at Minnesota th as part of the 
school's celebrity series. 

American pianist Byron Janis 
set to appear, with Minneapolis 
Symphony early next year. 

Bert. Lahr and American Shake¬ 
speare Festival rep company inked, 
for three performances of “Mid¬ 
summer Night’s Dream” as. part 
of coastdo-.coast tour. 

Jave P Morgan, who appeared 
recently at Radis.son Hotel. Flame, 
Room, back to do two:perforipance 
benefit for the Jayce.es in Minne¬ 
apolis, Auditorium!. Show included 
Hoi • & Jelhr 

Hollywood 
’ Bob Coburn joined Globe Photos. 

Incv] 
••.: Hamil Petroff will choreog “Mu¬ 
tiny onBounty!” 

Jack Byers new controller at 
Americanrlnternational. Pictures. 

MiltonR. (Mickey) Dubin upped 
to senior yeepee of Filmw'ays 'Inc; 

Mai’vin Schenck returned to liis 
Metro exec desk after two months 
out for surgery.. 

.: Grady Sutton . returned. . after 
eight-year. Gotham stay for. 20th-. 
Fox “Madison Avenue,’* 

Anne. Baxter., Wings from Tier 
Australian home to Oklahoma City 
to attend “Cimarron” preem Dec. 1* 

W’illiam Wyler will interview 
young actresses in England, as well 
as N.Y: and Hollywood. for “The 
Children’s;.Hour.” 

Gordon Kay released by NBC to. 
fulfill previous commitment to pro¬ 
duce Audie Murphy’s “Posse from 
Hell” for Universal! 

A1 Shenberg left Metro after 23 . 
years to become assistant director 
on William Castle-Columbia Pic¬ 
tures’' “Homicidal,-” 

By Forrest Duke 
(DUdley 4-4141) 

Billy Williams’ option hoisted at 
the Riviera; remains lounge head¬ 
liner through Jan. 2, 

Among the rtvost impressive per¬ 
formances in the. Sahara pro-am 
was the work of tourney queen 
Norma Yost; 2.0th-Fox actress. 

The Novelties (Frankie Carr. Joe 
Mayer, Chuck Leonard) were such 
a* hit at the Dunes, the comics w ere 
inked to a Latin Qiiairter date ih 
N. Y., opening Dec. 7. 

Silver Slipper producer Eddie 
Fox booked exotic terp Kim Athas, 
a femme fast draw champ in Texas, 
so that she c$n compete in the 
second annual Sahara Fast Draw 
tourney Nov. 19-20. 

HongKong 
By Ernie Pereira 

(Tel. 774156) 

Audio tours have '-finally' come to 
l ho ..Colony in a drive to give add¬ 
ed color to''the.-tourist’ trade. 

Colony’s Kai Tak. Airport is to 
have a new ' : terminal building, 
construction on which starts in two 
lonths. 
Thousands 'from Ilong TCong 

ferryboating to tiny Macao this 
weekend (Nov. .5-6) . for. that city’s 
biggest annual tourist auto attrac¬ 
tion—the Macao Grand Prix; 

Walter Laiitz and wife Grace 
skied to Bangkok: Before taking 
off.. Lantz said he had spent some 
time in. a Hong Kong art studio 
and was impressed by th talent 
he saw! 

F,".Marvin Plake, executive di¬ 
rector p.f PAT A J Pacific Area Tra¬ 
vel Association), in from Bangkok 
to confer with Major H. F. Stan¬ 
ley, executive director of Hong 
Kong Tourist Assn. * 

Hong, Kong .has .been chosen as 
site for the. first. Asian m.afiaigers' 
conference . of American Express 
Co,, with Howard L. Clark, presi¬ 
dent of the organization, presid¬ 
ing over confab from Not’. 5-8. 

Two West German film-makers. 
Ferdinand. Khittl, director, and 
Ronald Martini, cameraman, em¬ 
planed " for Tokyo- after.- spending 
six days here shooting Hong Kong 
scenes ! which . w ill be Included in 
a 90-minute documentary film and 
a series of TV programs. 

General David Sarnoff. RCA 
chairman of the board, and' Mrs, 
Sarnoff here, for a four-day private 
visit from Japan! During stay, the 
RCA bigwig Ayill visit the Colony’s 
radio stations. Accompanying the 
Sarnoffs oh their trip are/Paul 
Mazur, RCA director, and Mrs. 
Mazur. 

A Hong Kong casting bureau 
has been opened by local free-, 
lancing radioman John Wallace 
and American Wally Gayda. who 

By Dave Jampel 
■ (Imperial Hotel, Exf. 160) 

Taylor. Sisters, Danish aero danc¬ 
ers; will leap into local circuits, 
soon. 

| Soviet coloratura soprana Taiha- 
Jra Sorokina here for 20 Nippon. 

! recitals. 

j. Baritone Bimbo Danao will head 
[his..own Xmas show at New’ Latin. 
[Quarter. 

{ Producer-director John Fldrea 
j putt ing ti n ishing t ouches on 1! 
(long tv ilot titled “M!R.” 

Russian , conductor Arvi.d Yan- 
! sons baton Tokyo Symphony 
Orch in two Ilibya Hall'concerts.! 

Warners said .30-episodes of “77 ; 
Sunset Strip” to KRTV for choice/ 
Sunday eve airtime. Show; will be 
dubbed. '" 

Daiei will send crew 'to indi 
for lensing of “Sakya.'’ with either. 

[Kazuo Hasegawa or Raizo ’ichika-/; 
\\a in role of Buddhism founder, j 

I . Back fr in his annual vacation, [ 
[ Benson Fong urges Japanese tal- ; 
lent to.learn English, pointing up [ 
i desperate need of U. S. moviemak- ’ 
ers for Nippon players. 

"The Alamo’' tUA) opens second 
week in December concurrently at 
Togeki,. .Paritheoh and Milano-za, 
niaking it first ffiQ in trlple-rpad- 
sliow over lucrative New Year hol¬ 
iday, 

LeRoy Pri reached, ..accord, 
with Shochiku for. co-ptOduction of 
color dance film . with 60-minute 
version geared for U! S, tele and 
90-minute edition for subsequent 
theatrical, release. 

In burgepning capipaign against 
excessive sex and viplehce in do-; 
mestic films, Japan Motion Picture 
Board of Ethics (Eirin) decided to 
screen rush' prints as well as ex-, 
aniining scripts and final products; 

All-Korean package show% Kim- 
chi Kats, boffo on Okinawa, how 
is playing: Taiwan and . theiti .. the 
Philippines. Visas hav been ap¬ 
proved for Japan dates beginning, 
in. mid-November, Would make it 
the first Koreans to. play here post-, 
war other than: those, “passing” 
through. 

(DElaware 7-4984) 

Martha I|aye doing. “Solid. Gold' 
Cadillac^’ at Drury. Lane througli 
Dec. 4. 

. “Beat” poet ..Lawrence Felling-, 
hetti leads* his .work at the Gate 
pf Hofn. next Sunday (13>, 

Second City, cabaret - theatre 
press-showings of, its .new rei ue, 
“Seacoast of Bohemia’’ night of 
Nov. 9. 

Advance for Otto Preminger's 
"Exodus” (U.A) went over the 
SI00,000 mark here. Pie bpens at 
the. Todd Cjnestagie Dec. 16/ 

Chi Symphony maestro Fritz; 
Reiner! who'll be 73/in December, 
and. ill since, start of season', will 
be out of action how till Feb! 2^. 

The ‘:Mr/! Lucky” - telcshow' ha3 
inspired /a “Mr./Lucky’s” cafe; on 
the sputhside;... with an ehteftain- 
.’ment policy;!.startihg with t 1 ie Car- 
ol Coleman Tri and new Chi com¬ 
ic Mickey Rio. 

Playboy, mag. which now is ini 
tlie ;kcy club, business; plans, as its 
next subsidiary project “Playboy 
Tours.”;, initially offering trips 
ithrough, recognized travel agents) 
to Europe, the. Cari)obeant: Mexico 
arid Pacific. . 

Midwest Region of tlie Artists’ 
Representatives Ass . re-elected 
its entire pffieership, including vet 
prexy Jack Russell. Others were 
Fred C. Williamson (Joe Glaser’ 
veepee here), Charles Hogan. Sid 
Paee. Goldie Cohan and . Ho.ward 
Schultz. 

By Emil W. Maass 
(Grosse Sehiffgasse 1 A;: 3561561 

First eolor tele: shmvri here at 
Physicians Congress. . 

Hal IlolbCook to go on toiir in 
Austria reading Mark Twain. 

First, Japanese orchestra, with 
conductor Hiryuki Iwaki guesting 
in Vienna, 

Walter Berry; to sing in Richard 
Strauss’ “Salome” at. the Vienna 
state, opera. 

Arrfericanization In naming 
amusement places: “Hot Dog” 
dance- hall in Meidling, 

Actor Anton Edthpfer received 
the Josef Kairiz medai; highest dis¬ 
tinction . of Burg Theatre.. 

“My Fair. Lady” will be produced 
by Volksopera, branch of state 
opera, in summer of 1962. 

Salzburg City Kino wiir open, 
with all widescreen “South Pacific” 
(20tli) selected as first pie. 

Robert Stolz’ operetta, /.‘Mid¬ 
night Waltz,” repertory of 
Baden near Vienna City Theatre. 

. By Gene Moskowitz 
(66 Ave. Breteuil; Suf 5920* 

There were 15 legit, niusic liali, 
dance and film: openings last week, 
making it tough on first-nighter 
and aislesitters. . 

American ppefatiC siriger Grace 
Bumbry doing Bizet’s “Carmeri:'’ at 
the OpcrarComique. Sre did Aida” 
at the ..d-C last, summer. 

The governmental tele setup and 
Gauiriont denied reports; that the 
Swiss Cidophoro theatre screen 
process, will. be installed here. 

, Louis Armstrong w’iH play a role 
in “Paris Blues” <LTA». the Peime- 
baker Prod, which rolls here thi 
week. It stars Paul Newman, 
joanne Woodward-arid'Sidney Poi- 
tier."- - v 

Robert Hifsch Walked out on the 
Coined ie-F r anva is e. re viva l o f . V i c- 
tor Hugo's “Ruy Bias" after; a dis- 
agreenient with director Ravtnond 
Rouleau. He was replaced by Jean 
Piat. . ;. / ; 

Yrarik director Hilbert Cornfield 
inked local star Jeanne Morejiu for 
femme, lead in his;riext pic based 
on Alfred Hayes’ book, “My Face 
for the. World to See/* It \yill be 
fnade in English. 

. In$ide dope has it tirat fhe. UFA- 
Sof radis distfib and product ion pic 
org here, heretofore mainly West 
Gentian in coritrol, will be; bought 
out by French interests to make, it 
completely French. and: cut off; the 
strong German inroads, into the 
local film scene. 

.Plenty of foreign actors i :-. 
French pi.X; with Ygnks Jean Se¬ 
ri erg and Jess Hahn, Portuguese 
Clara D’Ovar, Germans Nadja Til¬ 
ler and Peter Van. Eyck and the. 
Canadians Alan Scott. and: Alex¬ 
andra Stewart playing here. Now, 
Gerard Deville wants two U!S. 
Actor’s Studio players to portray 
dope smugglers in his first film 
“The Big Trap.” 
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MACK SENNETT 
Mack Sennett, 80, pioneer rbor 

tion picture-producer, whose.forte 
\vas the zany comedy dorie in pan¬ 
tomime, the man who introduced 
to' the world the. Keystone. Kops/ 
died broke in Hollywood Nov. 5. 

Story in Film section. 

WARD BOND 
Ward Bond,. 57, motion picture 

nd television actor, died of a heart, 
attack, in. Dallas Nov. 5, one day 
short of his scheduled appearance 
at tlie Dallas Cowboys-Los Angeles 
Hams football game; . 

Bond bad a. cardiac history. 

his estate , may prove difficult, .the 
law probably requiring a search- 
Via-advertisement for heirs in 
Greece. 

Meanwhile his appearances at 
the -N. V. Philharmonic in. Decem¬ 
ber were to have included con¬ 
ducting for. the* Soviet pianist, 
Sviatoslav Richter; He was also 
scheduled to handle four operas 
at the . Met; Substitutes at both in¬ 
stitutions still pend; 

GISELA VON COLLANDE 
Gisela vonCollande, 45, Ger¬ 

man stage arid screen actress, was 
killed Get: 23 in an auto-accident 

tributions to show biz. She was re¬ 
porter for. Film Daily, Motion Pic¬ 
ture Daily and other trade sheets. 
'Daughter of the late Col, Felix 

Rosenberg, Cleveland newspaper- 
many Mrs. Loeb is survived by a 
son. 

OTTO KAPL 
Otto Kapl, 68, fortifier president 

of the. Cleveland musicians union, 
died Oct. 28 in Clevelandf For 
about 30 years he played, trumpet 
in various bands including the 
Angelo Vitale and Cozlick-Wallace 
units.' After /holding several posts 
in the. musicians local, he. wias 
elected head pf. it, serving 1931t36. 
He. also was a inember of the exec 
board of Cleveland Federation of 
Labor, More recently he was iri the 
insurance busines 

Survived. by , sister. and two 
brothers. 

. having been, forced to . leave the 
"agon Train” . tv. series fob ' a 

short-‘period two ..years ago because 
of i he condition. He .resumed in the 
video airer and: this /along with a 
long career: in theatrical produC- 
t ioiis'mhde him a familiar figure to 

..the public., both! here and. abroad. 
• . Bond \vas a member of The . 

Screen: Actors Guild: board arid, in j. 
the field of both national and inter- \ 

'iitiii.c>rial; .politics, /was a leader to i 
t.li v‘riglit.',; He -Was a prominent j 
'iember .of the same cam '. with j 

■actorv.jplV IVayno. college foot-; 
bail' teammate U. bt . Southern :. 
Calif ;.ia > pci director johiLFord. 
This was a lasting MiegTanre, '-for- • 
fiery’ Ford picture, which had 
Wayne in it. SKo.had Boud. 

Bond' appeared in over ,100 thea¬ 
tricals in .all: from' small parts . 
.featured roles; > Apart from his 
aeting .talents, he wa£ known within ■« 
the trade as an. outspoken loe of 
Communism. If. was-ait his hpme.on 
the Coact that the American-flag 

on the highway near Pforzheim, 
Western Germany. Born in Dres¬ 
den, she began her acting career 
under Heinz Hilpeft arid belonged, 
to latter's, ensemble of Deutsche 
Theatre,; Berli , -until 1045. After 
the war, she continued, her career 
.in Hamburg; , whbre she trouped ait 
the. Thalia- Theatre. 

Miss von Collande appeared in 
numerous German pix arid ori 
radi , but was-primarily ■■ a stage 
actress: As. suchv she registered 
her biggest professional triumphs: 
She also, played in Berlin after the 
war arid clicked as “Joan of Arc” 
and i “To Damascus” at city’s 
municipal, theatbes. 

Surviving are two daughters, a 
son and a brother. Volker 
Collande. . German actor, director 
and author,: 

PHIL CARDEW 
Phil Cardew, 57, saxophonist, 

composer arid arranger, died Oct- 
10 in Copthorne, Eng. He started 
his career with jack Hylton's Met¬ 
ronomes at the . Piccadilly Hotel, 
London, and later played. With: 
Fred Eljzaide’s /orchestra and Billy 
Mason's at the/ Cafe de Paris. 

..He' later turned to. arranging 
and: composing for;pix and tv. He 
was musical director. arranger and 
leader .of ; the “Bahd; Waggoners” 
in the' Arthitr Askey. .radio snow, 
“Band ’Waggon/* ^ 

Cardew. was . a founder-rnefnber 
arid president of the Arrangers. 

later was personal manager to 
Grade Fields for four years. 

JUDAH COHEN 
Judah Cohen, . 42, theatrical 

agent, was killed Oct. 30 in an auto 
accident at Tri n g, Eng. A form er 
dance band musician under the 
name of Jack Conway, he lvas 
general manager of the Tito Burns 
theatrical agency; 

Two passengers; Red Carter arid 
Jack Lester of the comedy instru¬ 
mental act, “The Four Playboydsj” 
were taken to a hospital. 

BILLY MASON 
Billy Mason, 5$. former dance 

orchestra leader, died in Glasgow 
Oct. 22, He became a musician in 
London after World War I and was 
musical director in several of the 
top hotels there. He toured with 
Louis Armstrong iri the U.K. in 
1932. .. 

More recently. Mason was man¬ 
ager of the Loch Lomond Hotel, 
Balloch, and retired in 1956. 

of Sairit-Agil,” “It Happened at 
the Inn” and, “The Perfectionist.” 

His wife survives. 

MILTON GLABMAN 
Milton Glabman, .32, promotion 

man for Record Sales, died in 
Hollywood Oct. 27 following heart 
surgery. 

Two children survive. 

b. 
Ernest L. Kurth, 75, a "director 

of the Jefferson Amusement Co. 
in Beaumont, Tex., died Oct.. 26 
in Lufkin, Tex. He also Was a 
director of the Forest Capital 
Broadcasting Co., operator of 
KTRE and KTRE-TV in Lufkin. 

Eileen Ellis, 36, associate direc- 
1 tor of publid relations for The 
/Campfire Girls for the past five 
j years and a familiar figure among 
radio-tv writers, died of pneumo¬ 
nia Oct. 23 in New York. Her 
parents survive. 

HENRI CROLLA 
Heriri Crolla. 40. guitarist and 

composer who was Yves Montand's 
accompanist and arranger, died of 
cancer last week in Paris. He also 
did film-music., Ilis last stint was 
for Mereel Cam ’ “Os Bandei- 
rantes.” 

.Crolla occasionally handled roles 
i films. 

| Marjorie Bellairs, actress, died 
1 recently in Molton, Eng. She was 
. the widow of Janies Bromley Chal- 
; lenor, famed for his role in “When 
Knights Were Bold.” 

Barney Dalitz, 85, father of Las 
Vegas Desert Inn's Moe Dalitz, 
died Oct. 31 in his native Ann. 
Arbor. Mich., where he operated 
the Varsity Laundry. 

CARMAN SAVIANO 
Mrs. Carman Saviario.-33., part 

Morris B. Lang, 70. who operated 
tlie nnbe Harrison filmpryrin Chi- 

■casro tJi- eijht years aco. died Oct. 
28 in tfiat city. Wife, two sons and 
a daughter survive. 

#tgmunb Bombers 
(November 9, 1951.) 

HARRY D. SQUIRES 

Lloyd Maxwell. 81, chairman of 
|” executive committee of Roche, 

Richard A Cleary ad agency, died 
Nov. 3 in Chicago. Wife and daugh¬ 
ter survive. 

Composers and Copyists section of 
the Musicians' Union.- 

EDWARD FITZPATRICK 
Edward (Eddie) Fitzpatrick. 46.. 

a vet;.of 20-years in show business 
—the last 13 of it in Reno—died 

SIGMUND ROMBERG 
(Nov. 

AbWAYS JN OUR. HEARTS 

Sylvia arid Irving Squires 

GLYN JONES 
! Glyn Joiics. 61, BBC sound radio, 
producer,- died; Oct. 25 in London.. 
He joined the BBC in 1934 and 
;moyed to. London m 1043 when he 

•/ appointed presentation and 
variety censor. He became a vari¬ 
ety producer iri 1945. 

The. Billy Cotton band show. 
“Joiri In. And Sing,“Workers 
Playtime” and “Two-Way Family 
Favorites” were among the light 
entertainment shows, for which 
Jones was responsible, at various 
times. 

.; of .the dance team of Carlos & 
iKaye, died of. cancer Oct. 28 m 
j Cleveland: Mrs. Saviaiio «Kayei; 
j the foinier Viola Kovach, and her 
. husband known as Carlos; had 
i toured the riitery circuit, nationally 
i before organizing two dance stu- 
. dios in. Cl eve land, 
< Her husband, a son. stepdaugh¬ 
ter. aiid parents survive. 

Ralph Bolander-Olson. 59. one¬ 
time nightclub columnist tor the 
old Herald-American in Chicago; 
died Nov, 3 in that city. His v.ife 

,. survr 

• Edmund P, Sullivan, 52 owner 
'of the Hilltop drive-in. Minneapo¬ 
lis, died Oct. 22 in that city. Sur¬ 
vivors include his wife and two 

flew half .' last during . .. Premier 
Krushchev's visit to .Hollywood in 
1959... 

Bond's wife, 5(ary Lou. was with 
him iri Dallas when he died. 

DIMITRI MITROPOULOS . 
Dimitri Milroppuios, 64.; Greek- 

born,. American-famed symphonic 
conductor, died Nov. 2 during- a re¬ 
hearsal Of a concert brehestra at 
La Seal a in Milan, Italy, He had 
suffered a .-serious'--.heart .-attack 
year .ago but had resumed a fairly 
full' schedule of conducting -after 
some fiibntiis of hospitalization, 

Originally ■■■■intending: to become 
bncort pianist, he . switched to 

conducting, cbming to America in' 
,1936: He conducted the: Minneapo¬ 
lis Symphony tor a decade before 
joining the New Y'ork Philharmonic 
Although widely respected a 
musician, Miiropoulbs was 
sistentlv, criticized, as a .“program- 
nraker,” having a distinct tendency 

‘Select music only to his Wn 

WE NEVER FORGET YOU 

Hornsfe 

NOV; 1:3, 1950 

Afrira and Bugs Juni 

Nov, ..2 after conductirig his orch 
for the midnight show at the Riveri 
side. HoteL. He. collapsed backstage 
soon1 after the second show and 

-died, later at a . Rend hospital:' : 
] Fitzpatrick had conducted his 
; house band- at the Riverside for 
three years. Prior to that he 

. fronted his own band at. the Mapes 
| Hotel, Reno. His professional career 
began, in 1931 at the. .Del : i\Ionte. 

. Hotel on the Monterey Peninsula 
,1 Calif.b. He later had b, band...at 
. the St: Francis Hotel in San Fran- 
; cisco and became known for his 
nightly- radio broadcasts' from the 

«hotel;-'’- •' 
He was a . member of the ;niu- 

sicians'' Unions in Reno bnd San 
Franciscp. At the time of his death, 
he - scri ed as;; a member of. the 
board of - the Reno lobai. 

His. \\ ife and daiighter' survive. 

JOHNNY HORTON 
Johnny Horton. 35, country. & 

Wester singer,, died in an auto 
/crash near Cameron; Tex:. Nov. 5. 
Two pasSt ngers in his Car Were,in? 
jured; Driving with Horton on his 
wav back to his home in/ Shreve- 

i pprL La., were;his.manager Tilrbari 
j Franks and a' musician, Gerald D. 
Tumlinspn. 

I Horton. broke into the pop mu- 
| sic scene last year with his record- 
, ing of “The Battle of New Orleans” 
; pn the Columbia label. It sold over 
,1,0.00,000 copies. The siriger. is cur¬ 
rently riding, the charts with the 
Col disking of “North To Alaska." 
He also sings the.sbrig on the track: 
of. the 20th-Fox, pic of the same 
nam v. . 

AMOS E. VOORHIES 
|: Arnos E. \roorhies, 91. publisher 
of the Grants Pass, Ore;, Daily 
Courier, and part-owner of. KAGI- 

/ AM. Grants Pass, -and tv stations 
. KBES (Medford), KOTI (Klamath 
iFglls) and KPIG (Roseburg), died 
| at : Grants Pass'Oct, 27. 

yborhies. had been a newspaper- 

HAROLD BROOKS 

Harold Brooks, 60, film sales 
manager* died Nov; 3 in Southport, 
Eng. Since 1956 he had been Man¬ 
chester branch manager for Rank 

[Film Distributors. Previously- he 
jhad; served at various iimes with 
[the,defunct"General Film Distribu- 
Jtors. Paramount, Universal and 
• Eagle-Lion; 

His-wife survives. 

I Father, of actor Dick Vi m low 
' and Mx-mc:riber act known a* The 
: Johnson Children in late ’20s. and 
1 '30s. died Oct. 29 in Van Nuys, 
‘.Cal. 

| Rudolf Klaer, 75. onetime weight 
i lifting artist who appeared in top 
jVaude shows throughout the world, 
jwas found dead bet. 22 in Vienna. 

lee jupiter 
Lee Jupiter. 39. account exec 

with.the Pat McDermott Co., a pub 
•relations agency, died of a heart 

In Memoriam 

ROBERT J. O'DONNELL 
(November 10. 1959) 

Tootsie 

riyan 69. years, mostly in . Oregon, 
and. secretan; and director of the 
Oregon Caves Co!/ 35 years. Until 
sidTering a stroke iri early October, 
he'd been on,the job daily. 

taste and to ignore the subseribers. 
Upori leaving the conductprship 

of the Philharmonic, he Continued 
thebe as a giiest conductor and as 
a pit .-maestro at the Metropblitam 
Opera. His musical travels were 
extensive; including his native 
Greece. Sqhie of his adriiirers were 
quick. to advocate the;, idea . of h is 
being buried in Greece/ though he 
became an American in 1946. 

Mitfoppu.los was a .Ipiiely,figure, 
wit b few personal, friends. Never 
..wed/he .is not known to have any. 
surviving relatives. Settlement, of 

HARRY groqmbridge 
I: Hanw Groom bridge.; 66, band- 
j leader and composer, died Oct. 17 
! iri LUndon. He Aia$ bandleader at 
Brighton Dorne .from 1939 to 1945 

i arid then at the West Pier Until 
1946. ; 

I. He Wrote songs for Hildegarde, 
! his best known composition being 
j “Bon Soir,” arid also, played piano 

JIM BIONDO 
Remembered By Hii 

Many Friends 

ELSIE LOEB 
.Elsie Loeb; 77, Cleveland corre¬ 

spondent; for: several film trade 
papers, died Oct. 20 ‘ Venice, 
Italy. Making her first trip abroad;. 
She had Visited England,. Belgium, 
Germany and Italy on -what Was to 
have been a month‘s tour, ’ 

The Cleveland-born writer, 
whose;, business-husband Joseph W, 
Loeb died , in 1941, recently was 
given a testimonial dinner a watch- 
and sci-.oji of good; wishes by Vari¬ 
ety Club members for her cpn- 

for Maurice Chevalier and bass 
\vi.th Stephane Grappelly and 
Django Reinhardt. 

CHARLIE NEEDLE 

Charlie. Needle, . 59, stage man¬ 
ager, died Oct. 27 at Oxford, Eng. 
He had been stage manager at the. 
Oxford News, fbr the past 25 years. 

Needle started iri the theatre 
w hen he. was l4 as property mas¬ 
ter, Later he toured With a stock 
cohipany arid became an actor. 
Then he joined, a -vaiide act arid 

attack Nov. 3 in Syosset, L.L A 
former newsman, he had been as¬ 
sociated with several ad agencies 
before joining McDermott. 

His wife and three children 
survive. 

■JOSEPH R. SCOTTI 
Joseph R. Scotti, 77, retired thea¬ 

tre manager and former enter¬ 
tainer, died Oet. 29 in Albuquerque. 
In ^addition to having been a thea¬ 
tre lanager and entertainer in 
Albuquerque, he was a pro base¬ 
ball player for a time. 

Son. arid sister survive. 

PAUL A. M ARQUARDT 
Paul. Alfred Marqnardt, 71, Met¬ 

ro composer for 35 years, died 
after a long Illness in Hollywood 
Oct. 30, Prior to leaving the studio 
In 1954 to freelance, he worked on 
all Metro cartoons and had com¬ 
posed scores for many silent pix. 

Wife survives, 

JACK ROURKE 
Jack. Rourke, 52* pianist and ar¬ 

ranger, died recently in London. 
For the past 12 years he worked 
with the Bobby Marlin orchestra 
and more recently was holiday re¬ 
lief pianist at the Berkeley Hotel. 

His wife and son survive. 

PIERRE VERY 
Pierre Very, 60, French screen 

writer and. novelist, died last week 
iri Paris. Among his credits Were 
such films as “The Vanished Ones 

Wife, 57, of Willis H. Vance, 
Cincinnati exhibitor, died Oct. 25 
in that city. Three daughters and 
two brothers also survive. 

Bert Brook. 62, bandleader, died 
recently in Hull, Yorkshire. Sur¬ 
vived by his wife and daughter. 

Father, 70, of Kip Jamison, p.r. 
staffer for WGN Inc. in Chicago, 
died Oct. 25 in Elgin, III. 

MARRIAGES 
Daphne Fairbanks to Nigel Wes¬ 

ton, London, Oct. 28. Bride is 
eldest daughter of Douglas Fair¬ 
banks Jr. 

Mary Law to Kenneth Alwyn, 
London. Oct. 29. Bride is an ac¬ 
tress: he is musical director of 
London Coliseum. 

Perin Lewis tQ Vince Taylor, 
London, Aug. 29. Bride is an ac¬ 
tress and dancer; he is a U. S. 
rock ’n* roll singer. 

Karen Leerburger to Alan J; 
Hartnick, Alexandria, Va., Oct. 31. 
He’s assistant general counsel of 
Metropolitan Broadcasting Co. 

Jean Simmons to Richard Brooks, 
Salinas, Cal., Nov. 1. Bride’s the 
actress; he’s a director. 

Emily Ma jew ski to Kevin Fox, 
Philadelphia, Oct. 22. He’s a W1P 
account exec. 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Yates, 

daughter, Hollywrood, Oct. 3l. 
Mother is dancer Beverly Yates; 
father is an agent at GAC. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ron Soble, daugh¬ 
ter, Hollywood, Oct. 29. Father’s 
an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Carr, daugh- 
terf Philadelphia. Oct. 11. Father 
is a WIP personality. 

Mr., and Mrs. Steve Keegan, 
son, Miami, Nov. 2. Father is a 
loriher Variety staffer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gruhn, 
daughter. New Y'ork, Nov. 1. Fa¬ 
ther is with-MCA and grandfather, 
Charles Miller, is an MCA top y.p. 
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STEVE and EYDIE TOPS! 
Steve Lawrence and Eydie Gorme are the most joyous sup¬ 

per club act New York has seen In many a season; they vibrato 
with talent and humor and almost constitute a musical com¬ 
edy in themselves. 

DOROTHY KILGALLEN, New York Journal-American 

"This Could Be the Start of Something," a bright number 
with which Eydie Gorme & Steve Lawrence open their newly 
fashioned act is quite prophetic because it really is the start, 
of something good and completely delightful. 

They've come a long way as solo diskers and now that 
they've teamed up for a swing through the nitery circuit 
they're bound to go even farther. 

Lots of credit-to the slickness of the presentation belongs 
to Don Costa who brought in arrangements that are fresh and 

pointed to their vocal stylings. VARIETY, Gros 

EYDIE, STEVE CLICK AS COPA TEAM 
Eydie Gorme and Steve Lawrence have youth and romance 

Furthermore, they can sing. And they got that swing. 
I joined the Copa customers in applauding them loudly and 

shouting: "One more time!" 

JIM O'CONNOR (Gene Knight) New York Journal-American 

Steve Lawrence and his B.W., Eydie Gorme> opened at the 
Copacabana with such warmth, charm and talent that Holly¬ 
wood producer . Joe Pasternak said to me, "They are Mr. and 
Mrs. Delight." 

EARL WILSON, New York Post 

Eydie Gorme and Steve Lawrence combined their great 
talents to offer an enthusiastic assembly a pleasurable eve¬ 
ning they'll never forget. What a darling pair —and what a 
wonderful act they've put together l , . /scored one of the 
great trimuphs in night Club history. 

LOUIS SOBOL, New York Journal-American 

STEVE, EYDIE TAKE OVER THE COPA 
They'll need a trapdoor to get those kids off the Copa stage 

for the next three weeks. "Those kids" are Steve Lawrence 
and Eydie Gorme. The trapdoor scheme seems only logical, 
since the wall-creasing crowd was enthusiastically loath tp 
let them depart: they wanted MORE. 

JACK KLEIN, New York World-Telegram and Sun 

Steve Lawrence and Eydie Gorme bring a crisp, clean feel¬ 
ing to the famous room, and leave the customers asking for 
more. 

This young man has every qualification for stardom; he 
oozes stage presence, is a capable impressionist, and a deft 
light comic. And his voice is round and rich and strong. In 
his easy approach to a song he sounds and acts like a non¬ 
alcoholic Dean Martin. 

MARTIN BURDEN, New York Post 

STEVE AND EYDIE A HIT IN COPA 
The Copacabana needed stretchable walls to contain com¬ 

fortably the crowds attending the opening of Steve Lawrence 
and Eydie Gorme. Captain tells us this is the most potent 
attraction since the Louis Prima-Keely Smith record date. 

FRANK QUINN, New York Mirror 

Never attended a nightspot opening as heart-warming as 
Steve Lawrence and Eydie Gorme's at j the Copa. And their 
ovations were really deserved —for they're two of the great 
young entertainers of today. 

BERT BACHARACH, New York Journal-American 

STEVE AND EYDIE ARE GREAT 
When Steve Lawrence and Eydie Gorme sing they do a 

great deal for themselves and their audiences and for the 
entertainment industry in general. 

These two young stars of today may very well be the 
giants of tomorrow. They qualify for it. 

Neither I nor the rest 6f the audience could have been more 
excited by them. 1 couldn't wait to get home to write about 
them. 

BURT BOYAR, Long Island Daily Press 

Two charming young people, Eydie Gorme and Steve Law¬ 
rence, are establishing themselves as major league nightclub 
performers, these nights, at the Copacabana. These young 
marrieds have just about everything going for them. Both 
sing very well, and their duets are a joy. What's more, they 
have poise, humor, taste and, that most priceless of assets, 
youth. 

TIM TAYLOR, Cue 

* -0 

Personal Management: KEN GREENGRASS • Public Relationst MARVIN DRAGER 
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By JOSEPH LAP1D 

: Tel Aviv, Nov. 15, ■; 
Visiting .. Netherlands Chamber 

Orchestra had to make a last min- 
. te change in its programme when 
Israelis refused to listen to work 
of Dutch composer Henk Badings 
Who was charged in his country 
with collaboration with the Nazis. 

Group is led by Jewish violinist 
Szympn Goldberg and was invited 
here to . substitute for the Israeli 
Phil harmonic., presently: touring 
the States ! and Canada. The pro¬ 
gramme. which \vas sent in ad¬ 
vance. from. .. Holland, • included. 
“Largo and Allegro ’ by Henk Bad¬ 
ings, a living Dutch composer. 
Somebody here tipped the manage¬ 
ment that he was mentioned as a 
collaborator. “Trio for String- Or¬ 
chestra’’ by Lex van Deldeh, an¬ 
other Dutch'composer, was. substi¬ 
tuted: 

This not the first, time that 
foreign artists, bumped, into trouble 
here because of Israeli vigilance 
toward ex-Nazis, and people who 
have “collaborated/’ 

“The Egg.” an excellent comedy 
written by . French author Felicien 
Marceau. was dropped out of Hab-! 
ima’s repertory upon the disclosure 
he was not French but Belgian, and 
that he Was sentenced in his coun- ; 
try to 10 years of hard'.-labor' for 
helping , the Germans.: This story j 
was carried bv the American press, ; 
When another play by Marceau, 

(Continued op page 20) 

TKe Gas Works 
Philadelphia, Nov. 15. 

The Philadelphia Gas Works 
ha'd purchased a custOniary 
courtesy ticket to the annual 
dinner 03) of the Phila^ 
deiphia .press;Assn, at the.Ben 
Franklin Hotel. 

Then it was learned that the 
newsmen had .picked as “best 
reporter of the year” the Daily 
News’ Phil Fine for his explo¬ 
sive.series on irregularities in 
the operations of the gas com- 
pany. The Gas Works cancelled 
its single reservation. 

Philly Orphans Court 
Working Overtime With 

Click Rock V Roll Kids 
Philadelphia. Nov. 15. 

If it keeps up the Orphans Court 
here may have to set up a special 
rock ’n roll division to handle the 
financial affairs of .local teenage 
ingers who Come ufrder ' ju- 

risdictioh. 
In the recent lqntbs. Judge 

Harold D. Saylor has resided over' 
hearings for Frankie Avalon and 
Fabian and another hearing is 
skedded this week -for Ernest 
Evans, better known as recording 
artist Chubby Checker. 

Chubby s . Pai kway record hit, 
“The -Twist.” not only placed; him 
at the forefront of the waxworks- 
brigade, but created a hew dance 
craze. His guardian, Merton J. 
Matz, and attorney, David fL Zoob, 
told the court that the $150-a-week 
allotted the bOy is riot enough. 

The figure was set by the court 
Aug. 31 to take care of Chubby’s 
daily expenses. His kiting pop¬ 
ularity in recent months,, however, 
has led to booking offers in Ausr 
tralia and Hawaii, and the guard¬ 
ian is asking, the court: for permis¬ 
sion to spend more of the singer’s 
earnings as expenses to forward 
his career. 

For B way Stand 
The financially strapped Ameri¬ 

can National. Theatre & Academy 
is playing lorigshpt to get the 
funds for/ its- various- projects 
aimed at. Stimulating national, in¬ 
terest and activity in /legit.. The 
nori-prOfit organization has pur¬ 
chased the Robert Whitehead-Rpg- 
er L, Stevens production of “The 
Conquering Hero” for just the 
Broadway engagement at the 
ANTA Theatre, N. Y. 

; The musical; bought for an un¬ 
disclosed set. price by the. Congress-, 
chartered, organizati from the 
Whitehead-Steyens corporation,; re¬ 
sponsible for the production, will 
be taken over by ANTA. when it 
opens at the outfit’s N. Y. theatre 
next Jan. 5. Prior to.that, the show, 
will belong to Whitehead and. Ste¬ 
vens. including the New Haven 
Opening next Saturday (19) through 
tlie end of the scheduled tryout 
tour. Dec. 31 in Philadelphia. . 

The coin for the ANTA purchase 
of the production was acquired by 
the organization’s refinancing of its 
theatre mortgage. The move was. 

(Continued! on page 78) 

By les carpenter 

Washingtoni Nov. 15. 
. Like every other segment of 
Ariiericah business, the entertain¬ 
ment industry watched television’s 
most dramatic ail-night show’—the 
closest election of the century—. 
and now ponders what the new 
Kennedy Administration will do 
about .countless/ problems which 
continue to mount, for. all phases 
of tlie industry in Washington^ 

President-elect John F. Kennedy 
is a fancier qf the arts. He is a 
lover of the . theatre and good 
music, and his family has long had 
ihotion picture theatre interests as 
w’ell as pther Investments in the 
entertainment industry. Peter LaW- 
ford is his brother-in-law. . 

Outside, these personal matters, 
which could easily lead to sympa¬ 
thetic White House consideration 
Of problems of the. industry gen¬ 
erally,; these factors seem to 
emerge: 

—Any newr Administration, par¬ 
ticularly when it: represents a 
change in political party control in 
the executive, branch of the Gov¬ 
ernment. is marked in its first year 
with a “reform’.’ atmosphere. It 
should be more So in 1961 because 
Kennedj;, in addition, is the young¬ 
est (43 > lan ever elected to the 
Presidency, and he has already in¬ 
dicated he will be surrounded in 
the / White House by other young 
men. 

Networks, of course, are hop¬ 
ing that; this new tone in Wash-, 
ingtori won’t lead to enactment of 
the Harris Bill requiring the li¬ 
censing of webs by the: Federal 
Coirirriunications Commission. Rep. 
Oren Harris <D-Ark.) has an- 

(Continued on page 24> 

SHY OF THEATREGOING 
Tokyo, Nov. 15. 

Emperor Hirohilo' and the Em¬ 
press, as well as Crown Prince: 
Akiliito and Princess Michiko, 
through the Imperial Household 
declined Invites to attend the Dec. 
15 japan premiere, of “Spartacus” 
at. the Yuraicu-za.. 

Belief is that the Royal Family, 
along with other bigwigs, are shy of 
public appearances since the recerif 
assassination of Socialist leader 
Inejiro Asantima by fanatical 
schoolboy. 

An active, exhibitor is now a full- 
fledged member of the United 
States Senate. 

He is ^year-old Edward V. 
Long, pf Bowling Green, Mo., who 
was elected last week to fill the' 
remaining two years of the unex¬ 
pired term, pf the late Missouri 

, Sen. Thomas C. Henning Jr. 

I Long, .. president of the Long 
’ Theatre Co. of Bowling Green, op- 
. erates theatres in. the St.. Louis 
! area. A former Democratic Lieu- 
I tenant Governor of Missouri, he 
• was oppointed last summer to fill 
j the vacancy created by Sen. Hen- 
j.hings’'death. He won the seat han- 
| dilyin last week’s election, 
j Long has been a member of. 
[Theatre Owners of America for 
many years and has been active in 
the Missouri-Illinois Theatre Own- 

‘eis Assn., a TOA affiliate. 

AFTRA-Networfcs Race Deadline; 
Many Contract Issues Unresolved 

The Royal Pipeline 
Not generally known (al¬ 

though the NBC top command 
knows it) is the fact that the 
network’s John F. Royal, per¬ 
haps more so than anyone in 
broadcasting, has a built-in 
pipeline into the White House 
stemming from a friendship 
with the Kennedy family that 
goes back many years. 

It was Royal who mentored 
the President-Elect through 
his radio-tv p.'s and q’s when 
he initially embarked on a po¬ 
litical career. But even pre¬ 
dating that by many years was 
Royal’s close ..association with 
papa Joe Kennedy in the days 
when the latter, an oldtime 
show-man, headed up the 
Keith-Albee empire. 

B O. Bonanza In 

The new style one-nighters have 
been a big item for many kinds of 
acts. Standard equipment on these 
jaunts seems to be a set of ballads, 
guitar and/dr banjo and audiences 
comprising mostly collegians. The 
collegiate route is probably one of 
the most profitable aspects of show 
biz for lotsa talent. These campus 
cgpers command some of the high¬ 
est coin on the one-nighter prospec¬ 
tus,. and have become the newest 
version of the band hegiras. 

The consensus among agency 
men is that the modern collegian 
no longer dances with his former 
fervor, except possibly at the class 
formal functions. Today’s scholar 

j is a little, more heady and intel- 
(Cdritinued on page 78) 

‘EISENHOWER YEARS’ 
FOR ‘PROJECT 20’ 

NBC-TV’s “Project 20” is pre¬ 
paring a stanza by Don Hyatt called 
“The Eisenhower Years—Tribute 
to a Patriot.” Itil.be aired some¬ 
time around the Jan. 20 inaugura¬ 
tion of John F. Kennedy as new 
President. 

Besides this and his previously 
designated chores (several night¬ 
time hours), Hyatt’s special proj¬ 
ects unit is working on two new 
daytime series of specials—“Seven 
Ages of Man” and “Tabus in Our 
Society,” both “dramatic documen¬ 
taries.” With Hyatt on those two 
projects will be daytime program! 
chief Bob. Aaron and specials boss 
Dick Linkroum; ' 

” Network and agency negotiators 
and those for the American Federa¬ 
tion of Television Sc Radio Artist? 
and the Screen Ac.tors Guild were 
struggling w’ell into yesterday 
(Tuesday) evening for solutions to 
the multifold problems preventing 
an agreement on a new’ two-year 
contract. Major issue still seemed 
hinged on the rates for tv tape and 
tv film commercial rerun fees, al¬ 
though when the negotiators broke 
briefly early last night, they still 
had most of several dozen cate¬ 
gories to discuss. 

Both union and management of¬ 
ficials Hatter also including mem¬ 
bers of the Film Producers Assn., 
which represents tv film com¬ 
mercial makers* agreed late yester¬ 
day that a decision most probably 
couldn’t be reached before the Nov. 
15 midnight deadline, when the 
old AFTRA two-year pact ended. 
AFTRA and SAG negotiators hours 
before had gotten the last neces¬ 
sary okay from the rank-and-file 
to pull a strike if they felt It wras 
necessary’ to winning ground. 

However, observers in the room 
where the large body of negotiators 
held their meetings at CBS’ 485 
Madison Avenue headquarters in 
New York felt that the current sit¬ 
uation might prove to be a repeti¬ 
tion of the 1958 contract talks, 
which progressed: w ithout a strike 
by AFTRA for three-and-a-half 
weeks beyond the contract expira¬ 
tion. 

In its 24 years, AFTRA has never 
(Continued on page 48> 

N.Y, Nitery Biz Finding 
Lotsa Jack Around At 

Start of Kennedy Era 
Gotham nitery business continues 

bullish, to the pleasant surprise of 
the bonifaces who also make note 
that the upbeat wasn’t stemmed .by 

| the Kennedy victory. It parallels 
last week’s Wall Street rise presum¬ 
ably because the market has “di¬ 
gested” <1» the GOP defeat, and 
<2' the anticipated, upping of de¬ 
fense spending. 

Whether inflationary fears fig¬ 
ure in the nitery spending, or 
w’hether it’s the seasonal “going-; 
out” habit being renewed, along 
with the fall-winter theatre season, 
biz is good. 

Paradoxically, election night was 
the wqrst in memory. It was so 

: poor in all key and pop spots that 
veteran bonifaces started to recall 
that, in the pre-Univae era of elec¬ 
tion returns, whether a local 
national poll, that night was thj 
“biggest,” including New’ Year's. 
This past week saw’ a phenomenon 
born (1) of the acute interest in 
the Kennedy-Nixon outcome and 
(2) the electronic era. Latter prob¬ 
ably had more to do with it than 
anything. Many housepartiea wrer« 

* planned. 
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N.Y. Citizens Committee Opens Fight 
Vs. Police Permits for Nitery Workers 

:in<-t police-* 
- ;r„ \oj\v1 

;v- a tv:|ii- 

i'(' K ! O io'y; - ; 

*’ Bichafid ( 
icr v. hoi>e | 
uis picked j 

!! : e W0l:k- ‘ 
L 'Mariks 

: etin nod. 

1!U‘\ will cail on ('itv ill 
t« dt: land a -pi.ial irne-?i-.,...ii<in 
<s uun ptum in Lie poin t* d( pairt- 
n.= ,.:. A >-{-t at head in t:e*r ;rop*- 
i.M*nt lias been Ail DLugbfL 
operator of the Village Gate. who 
f‘ated that he has been harassed 
by polite on a variety i f charges. 

One of the major iitefs is the 
fart that entertainer are finger¬ 
printed and mugged and must pay 
S2 for a permit. The fee-, it! is 
(‘barged, go to the Police Pension 
Fund. 

Atty. Cohen's Broadside 
M.v.or Wagner ordered City jin- 

ai ‘-tii.ations Commissioner Louis J. 
Ka.piari to look into the charges 
Biter an extremelv stormv hearing 
at <*it.v Hall Monday.' ‘l4n The 
h<armg was marked by several 
c!«-he< between ;,itorm\ Maxwell 
T. Cohen and Police 'Commission¬ 
er Kennedy. Among the charges 
levelled at the hearing >yas 
one that, at a Police Legion;, of 
Honor dinner, Buckley had been 
solicited for a bribe by someone 
not officially connected* with Jhe 
Police Dept. Cohen also made .the 
charge that Frank Sinatra had/ap- 
pcared at the Copacabana about 10 

aeo without a card Kennedy 
s.dd he would look into that and, 
if true the Copa faces revocation 
or 'ii'pemion of its license since 

Continued on page 64 i : 

‘Esther* $100 PrePreem ! 
i Hoi! ... "ov;. 

j Twentieth.:F6x,"“Esthcr and I 
i the Kir.c” wilt t'-.ss pie-open- 
S mg iu fit pro cm at VomVe- 

Theatre for Gateway Ho'-pi'al 
t’liihliiig fund, w;lti sec •. 
st ling fot $100 each. 

Ho-fiL;! expects ?o raise 
; hep.* ten S50.00U ahd-.SGii.lHHl ■ 
; from one-nuht event; 

Tom Waller’s Political | 
j Baptism on Long Island j 

’ For Robert D. L. Gardiner 
A former Manhattan film indus-j 

try figure, Tom Waller, spent the! 
la^t six months as political strate-j 
gist and copywriter in Suffolk. 
County cn Long Island. He was 'em- j 
ployed by Robert David Lion Gar¬ 
diner, who owns 5.000 acres in that j 
area and is scion of the island’s j 
oldest family.. What made Gar-1 
diner’s campaign sensational was • 
his switch from Republican^ to j 
Democrat and. the consequent 
blackout of the G.O.P. publications 
and many of Gardiner’s society 
chums. 

i In order to get publicity Waller 
had to. go into the Manhattan dai¬ 
lies and on the Long Island radio 
stations. To assist on the latter 

; Norman Broken.shire was hired to 
read radio text -written, by'Waher. 
averaging 14 minutes daily on seven 
stations, WPAC and WALK of. 
Patchogue, WRIV. Riyerhead, 
WGSM, Huntington, WBIC. Bay 
Shore and WGLI and WBAB in 
Babylon. 

Against the background of.pre- ' 
judice and with Suffolk .a cinch 
for the G.O.P., Waller.thinks Long 
Island radio can take a; big bow 
that Gardiner pplled 117.300 Votes 
to Elisha Barrett, his Republican 
opponent's 145.000. Waller -lias been, 
with Paramount and L’nited Ait- 

• ists, among others. 

EARL WILSON 
Ruroiireiir..' • W'orM. Traveler add 

Breailwav. fieju.Mv»*r- W:hyse' iimn 
•jppe: ' :lie New .YorkTost . :inli 
jiuijiv cti-. Vii'ili 

"TrlsmiJ'iV■ a - iiged. tvetu’m. 
at tKe t bl'-.H’; -A.,NH\V.YUKK. 
PAUL ANKA ’.ash. PAUL 
ANkA, <•ib.tfii.'-er, .iTti.KJur. rerord-. 
big star--y«' ry-’-.possibly a GENIUS. 
PAUL ANKA ha ..already parked- 
llu m in 'front -Tokyo to Fai Is/' 

Gets Eichmann 

Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp. 
has .grabbed exclusive world tv and 
film recording rights to' the Israeli 
trial of av« criminal Adolph Eich¬ 
mann. Char * executive producer., 
Milton A, Fruc.htman,.who Will also 
handle /the coverage J- negotiated in 
Jerusailem a non-profit; deal on the 
rights. 

The Israeli.-government; Capital 
Cities said, had received several 
requests for rights to cover the 
trial, but because of the desire to 
keep the affair from becoming an 
electronic circus, the Israelis set-: 
tied ...on • one . company. Capital, 
which' will feed video-, tapes arid 
films td.any outlet requesting them/: 
from TV stations and networks: to 
newsreel 'cbmpanic, and .private 
groups. Frank Smith'. Capital 
proxy, id tli aim is .to.offer them 
at an “equitable. and ^ratable” 
charge and li there happen to be 
any profits, the.coin will..be turned: 

(Continued on page.-79) 

DAUGHTERS OF TEXAS: 
I FIE ON NX CRITICS 

% vvwas 
Gift Subscription 

Enclosed find check 6r m.o* 

for $..Send Variety for 

an Antc-.n: Nov. 15/ 
D, an 4' iters ••the . Republic, of 

Ttx; I ;-}fu- iat tust ;i [imis. the 
o'ri-.L Abu MO. took'a dim \ u*w of 
aclvi Nt'W . k ::cv lews, of Job 

■Wat nc.' '•'Th Alamo'’ L’A 
Yoil T:.. : i( L: , •aUc(i feat ure “ano|hcr 
help j.gti.i icd •bloi khoiii >o western” 
and add '■(! * hat Rich a rd Wi din ark. 

Clandestine Cinema 
London, N.oy. 15. 

A new: film house, has opened, 
in London. Headed by Tony 
Tenser, fornier publicity chief 
of;Miracle Films: Soho's Comp¬ 
ton Cinema is a private club 
which will specialize in sexy, 
offbeat pix -that are unlikely 
fo ret the censor’s nod for 
general exhibition. 

Opening film is NTA’s Pri-. 
vale. Property,written aiid 

... di/ected bv Leslie Stevens.. Tt 
stars Kate Manx, and/concerns 
the planned seduction . of a 
married woman by a brade of 
teenage "hoods.. 

Mex Actress’ Novel Idea 
That Reporters Pay Her 

Stops All Interviews 
Mexico City, Now 15. 

Christ in ne MartelT, ;a. “Miss I ni- 
' verse/’ beauty queen of some-years 
back. who.has. carved a career for 
herself, in Mexican motion!pictures, 
has issued a press interview' edict 

■which has the local film press 
guffawing. 

From now on 'an. interview with- 
’Miss Mart-ell. will cost LI20 M.ex 
pesos '814 0 T ... - K The actress’ press 
aide, Jorge Madrid Campos, has 
given out the news that there are 
to be no free interviews. 

... At . first the press here/though^ 
it. was some sort of n joke. .But. 
assured that, it is in earnbst. la 
Mm-teR- is most shunned player. 

.and wrhen the ‘interview tariff’ is 
-lifted, as seems inevitable, local 
press has already sotto-voced it 
will make no difference—Miss Mar¬ 
tel! is hat likely to get many re¬ 
porters breaking: down any doors. 

Top London Busking 
Trio in Split-Up 

London, Nov. 15, 

The Happy tVande/ers; crazy trio 
' of street performers who iiave. long 
been one of the. sights of; the AYe.' 
End., have split up. The trio vis¬ 
ited Aineriea at the invitation, of 
Alexander H. Cohen a year ago and 
demonstrated- the art of huskinc in 
Shubcit Alley. When “Drop of' 

;Hat’’ opened at the Golden. 

! Now there are two similar.teams. 
Two of the founders. Ronnie Ro<s 

;. an d a c c o rd i o n i .s t Mrs. Mi cki e 
Glover, are working 'together. 
Nearby other founder, Bert Hol¬ 
lis,-lias brought in .his .broli-t 
Harry, and' an accordionist, as 
rival attract ion/ 

For the two acts it represents 
split 'profits, for the public two 

..lots of laughter, and for the police 
Who, though often turning, a. blind/ 
eye. officially has to. keep the bus’-- 
ers moving; a double headache; 
But that's show’ biz,- 

+ By ROBERT J. LANDRY 

Marks Levine, founder and re¬ 

tired head of Na.tional Concerts, Is 

one: those taking a /strongly 
tical view “contests,’’ s a way of 
life in America's longhair music. 

• Apart/from his doubt that any 
small jury should decide, who is; or 
; not ready for a career on the 

■concert platform, .lie l'cels that it 
is unfair to all losers. 'Putting a 
great number of seiisitive pianists 
through the. agony of a competition- 
as with this year’s Leveritt Prize 
nly 'to anti-climax with a jury de-. 

cision to give, no award at all. makes. 
..a mockery of the whole, thing. 

Levine's own evaluation ol Lev¬ 
er; tt /winners through, tli.e .years. ' 

‘ that oniy . three really. liaVe 'iice 
managed durable ■' •arcei-s’’' of five 
years or more.. He notes the well- 

f known fact that Van Clibur was 
nnsoliable until Moscow discovered;. 
him., .Winning the Leveritt Prize 

| Was.substantially a cipher;to Cli* 
burn; though / his Russian " vogue 
niade him.for big fees in America. 

. What makes ..fkr more sense to 
|''"Levine is. the policy adopted/by the. 
/^ foundation , operatirig in the name 
; of the late Walter. Naum berg,' 
; - N. ;Y. music buff. 

“They really, do something for 
... the winner; First the prize Itself 
|-iis the largest,. $5,000 cash. But. 
; more important than that llie foun- 
! datiori guaranteed the win her. a 
! I'later New York recital hd ..they 
! . tti.e fees and coniinission.> to 

the 'Herbert Barrett; .Management 
: office to assure, the.: winner a iiuin- 

bei' of key syinphonic._ bobkings.;.’-; 

1 Naumberg . Founda tion Aeon test’* 
, is. however, held only every other 
[ year, fbr strings,: then for piano, 
. alternately.' 'Joseph' Silverstein 
; iirst violinist witlr the; Boston Sym- 
, phony; was. .the first to cop, at .the 

age 28.; Says Levine... “'This is, 
rize already worthwhile, unlike'so' 

j many others. . "Sijverstei will 
j solo next jyear w it-h t he Indiahapo- 

li.S Symphony; anid others;, through, 
i Barrettis booking el Lif ts, wliich the 
..foundation pays for./’ 

[ Kennedy’s Brother’s Book 
‘Newly Interests Boliyvvood 
i" Tlollywcod, Xoy. .:15, 

.1 Electio (if John . F-. K»> 'iiedy as 
President, of the l'-niled S’.atcs/has 
stiiTrd a. re\ iv.;d of inu i osl in .fi'ln 

• rights to .brother Roby -t Kumduy's 
. t book, “The. Eneiny•;Witiiin.'/ Sev-, 

1 oral; studios reporti cliy ’ ’liiyg. made 
inquirie.’ to agent './repping : Hi 

! •properly: 

Property, piiblislicd by Harpers, 
was' the object in*crest Lrbr 
film ,/tudio.s ' iiioiuhs ag 
There.is:no indic.aii.on at this point, 

; -whether Robert Kennedy, no\s that 
lie's the brother of the next Presi- 

;. dent, would- on-idef a film /sale.. 
Book is a document rd accduril of 

; I certain.: elements in labor, and of. 
j Kennedy’s role vest!;a». 

one year, .. 
two years . . 
three years. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY. Zone..,. STATE. 

. as Jim Bowie., an *ars. as a grciwn- 
' up dead -end-' kid y h' gives -TfaVi. 
more, trouble tiian Santa An a did. ' 
Time and Newsweek: reactions were . 
of .like tenor. : 

Mrs. Philip,. Harreki pfez of the • 
Alamo Mission, t/ha ter of the DRT, 
said. “It is out of-Jiiie entirely for 
the New York papers to be so. saf-.. 
cast i (•/''’ 

While she confessed to being 
slightly. Uneasy about some of the 
film's departures from historical- 
facts. H.arfe!! . aid tlie picture ; 
as a whole is i irjng in that- “it 
instilis i. the minds of people 
today that- oiir'-.wond.erl'ul freedom 
did not come by accident,”’' 
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Utilizing 350 prints; 20th-Fox plans what company: calls tht 
cqast-td-coast Saturation booking In history of .Canadian exhibition 
With the upcoming release of “TheCahadlans.” 

Pic, which stars Robert Ryan, Wound up shobting Ip Saslcatch- 
ewari two weeks ago. It will be launched in Canada the first week 
of February with a series of government-sponsored premieres.. 

Sam Me, Sam Marx Teamed; For 

Itoilywood, Nov... 15. :*i 

Sam Jaffe. tlie"agent, and pro*.- 

ducer Sam Marx have partnered 
and set a deal to coproduce for 
JIGM on story’s Sicilian . hack- 
ground. “Damon. &' Pythias.” Ac¬ 
cording to Marx, a. boproduction 
deal will be sought, with an Italian 
company,. but if this -isn’t forth¬ 
coming- MG \i; will..'finance 100.%.: 
Marx reports -’deal;-was. set directly 
wuh MGM prexy. Joseph :R. Vogel. 

Jaffe; for over- 20 years operated, 
on his- \vn; or was partnered with 
Charles K, Feld in a n in talent agen¬ 
cies here, retired several years back. 
Pribr to pereenting, lie was prod.uc- 
tion mah a get; vvi.t |v Pararrioun t. w i }h 
David O ./Selzmek and at Cpiumhia.. 

Marx lately has;been’in vidpi'x in 
Britain, but till two years .ago was 
an MGM-TV production exic and 
be.fb.re:'that" for more than a. decade 
a theatrical producer at: Metro, lie; 
has screenplayed “Damon'-' with 
:Bdfry OririgetS lie reined two re- 

iContinued on. page 201 

istinguished lawyerr 

Morris L. Ernst 
pro|cefs ci platform for 

the future 

Se$en Hopes of The 
Seven Lively Arts 

another bright Editorial Feature 

in the upcoming. 

55 th A n hi rer sary Number 
of 

PfitklETY 

Lancelot 

Seeks Yank Financing 
Hollywood,. Nov. 15. 

While Lerrier and Loewe. are 
saying it with, songs on the Broad¬ 
way stage via “Cameldt” Cornel 
Wilde, and w ife Jean Wallace will 
star sans music bn the screen in 

Mexico City, Nov.. 15- 
With the lSGd yeai-'.s-end blit six 

Weeks'.off. the word is that the long 
deferred Artel Awards (similar to 
Hollywood's Oscars^ have' agai . 
been .put olf. Industry no longer 
finds anything funny in the con¬ 
stant talk: of revival of the Mexican 
Academy of'Film Arts and Sciences, 
the awardi of prizes,’ and then 
the postponements. - 

Now Raul do Anda; president of 
the .Mexican . ssri;; of Film Pro-: 
duee.rs, and champion for recon¬ 
struction of. the Mexican Academy, 
admitted, that plans have been sus¬ 
pended; again. This time Uncertain-.' 
ties of the new Film ’’Law, Which; 

;al.-»o. reportedly has. provisions for 
a Film Institute to take over Acad-? 

..duties, has been direct, cause 
of dropping, of Academy reestab¬ 
lishment plans. ' ' . 

MILTON MORITZ TELLS 'EM 

•/Lancelot and. Guinevere.” Wilde, 
recently , returned from ah ex¬ 
tended film safari jin Europe, has 
bought, screen rights to the 
Knights of the Rpiand Table saga 
written by the late. Richard! 
Schayer. Wilde reports he has a j 
coproduction arrangement with Diir 
biava Film of Yugoslavia and now. 
is negotiating, a distribution deal 
with two major American com¬ 
panies. ' 

Film. is.aimed for a spring start.. 
Wilde figures it can be shot as. a 
spectacle iri color and. brought in 
for around $2,000,000, because the 
Yugoslav partner will be able to 
obtain services of hundreds of 
cavalry soldiers and horses at a 
fraction of.the price the cost othgr- 
\\ ise would be. 

Wilde now' is in. the market for a 
director, and said he would like, 
to get England’s Jack Hawkins or 
Peter Finch to appear as King 
Arthur. 

American Int’l Showmanship 
Detailed to Aliied 

Chicago. Nov.. .15: 
. AnveriCnn-Interhational Pictures, 

dispatched ad-pub .topper Milton 
Moritz to. last week’s National.- Al¬ 
lied conclave here for a patent de¬ 
fense of the company’s exploit 
tidn policies against its critics. 

It meant a pointed assertion that 
filial decision on product theme 
and content is up to the producer; 

..but further justified in the1 -A IP- 
view because, there no longer are 
major studios but only “major pic¬ 
tures.”' He impressed upon the 
assemblage in this vein that it’s 
the. • progressive indiistryite. .who 
sees it as an “entertainment” and 
not a “motion : pietlire’’ business.- 
The former concept, lie/.suggested;, 
implies, constant alertness to 
‘’changing demands, of audiences.”. 
: The line of demareation drawn, 
by Moritz permits exliibs to “sug¬ 
gest dr recommend, but the final 
decision lies in. tlv hands of the. 
ihent in the NIArs John C. Klein 

.producing company; . ... Our films 
are produced aiid. merchandised to 
carer special markets, nd these 
markets are.large” 

Excc also used the Occasion 
(ATP’s annual luncheon for the 
Ailiedites) to remind parley that 
his company has'been,, and: is; com¬ 
mitted to spending 25% of its 
gross income on promo and advert 
tising—“and most of it at the local 
level; ’ • 

• Wilde said Schayer gave him. the 
only .typed copy of “Lancelot and 
Guinevere” about three $rears ago; 
that . wfieri .he.determined: to buy it 
last summer he could find no trace 
Ot the author’s estate. Actor-pro-, 
ducer said.he finally pbiained name 
of Sciiayer'’s attorney through the 

. Writers Guild of America, West, 
and only recently completed the. 
purchase. 

PAIR SCOUTING EUROPE 

Mulvey and Griesdorf Want 
Negatives and/or Deals 

James A. Mulvey, president of 
the hewiy-formed Beaver-Cham¬ 
pion Attractions, and David GrfeS* 
dorf, v.p., left New York for a 
three-week swing. v round Italy, 
France and England. 

They’re on the prowl for product 
in the form of either co-production j 
deals or the.acquisition of.already- 
completed pictures. v 

Roger Lewis* Oscar Role 
Roger H. Lewis, ad-pub headman, 

at United Artists/ has been desig¬ 
nated a key figure in the promo* 
tion of the next Academy Awards 
television program. 

He heads a; film compaiiy ad-pub 
committee which will work in 
liaison with a Coast group which 
has , yet to be named. Objective: 
Rallying the Oscar tv!er next April. 

Why Is. it that high Society--the 
elegant world of the very rich, the 
glamorous and the politically pow¬ 
erful—has In recent years been so 
seldom utilized by U. S. filmmak¬ 
ers as the background for serious,. 
Socially-probing motion pictures? 

Question arose last week, in 
course of . an interview with Euro-, 
pean producers’ representative,1 
Marshall. Schacker. Latter had just 
returned to his New York office 
after a month’s! tour of, major pro¬ 
duction centers abroad. . It: was 
Schacker’s/ idea that. European 
filmmakers,- particularly those in 
Italy.-who won tlieir early postwar 
reputations \vilh neorealist films 
about : the poor and downtrodden 
trying to get along in. worlds they 
never made, are .now at the start" 
of a new Wave of pix focusing on- 
how’ the lucky (and lecherous! 
other lialf live! 

Rome’s Classy Bums 

Major item in this ne\ wave, 
he said, is Federico Fellini’s cur- 

; rent b.o. smash; “La Dolce ¥113," 
a jaundiced , view: of. the manners 
arid mores, of Rome’s international 
cafe, society; Upcoming, he report¬ 
ed, are tjire’e more’ “serious” Ital¬ 
ian 'films ..(each--Of which Schacker 
wni .be./trying to sell distribs this 
side! which use .this same upper-: 
crust world of rrione.v and social 
position as th ir milieu. Two of 
these films. “Dolci Inganni” -.(Sweet 
Deceptions* arid “La Novice” (The 
Novice* -are the works of director 
Alberto. Lattuada, while the third, 
“Uri Amore a Roma” (A Love in 
Rome* is by'VDino Ri$i; 

They Can Dream!. 

According to Schacker, these 
films not . only reflect a certain 
amount of social criticism, blit they 
also inevitably reflect a desire on 
the ..part of the Italian public for. 
stories about rich and beautiful 
people in handsome, plush sur¬ 
roundings, Though the: pix have 
tlieir serioiis side,, they also may 
be serving, the same kind of es¬ 
capist .furictioii which Hollywood’s 
lushly /mounted roiriances served 
in, the 19.30s., 1940s arid even iip to 
the present day. 

^Principal difference between the 
domestic arid European “glamor” 
films, says; Schacker, seems to be 
that the Hollywood brand is gen¬ 
erally escapist in point of View as 
well as locale, while the foreign 
filmmakers are generally con¬ 
cerned..with showing tip the frail-; 
ties and foibles of the debutramp 
riiilicu. Thus,’\vhile a French pro¬ 
ducer comes up: .with something 
like Ibe./controversial “Liaisons 
Darigercux.” and a German pro¬ 
ducer with “Rosemary/’ both deal¬ 
ing with pretty despicable, types 
In sleek settings. Hollywood comes 
.forthWith a magnificently plush 
soap operas , like /‘■Imitation of j 
Life” or. “portrait in Black.” 

Why the difference? ! 

No Creme de la Creiine j 
One reason put forth is that, the j 

U. S; really doesn’t have anything 
comparable to the upper upper-] 
crust which has long dominated] 
the social life in the European 
capitals. The U. S. is .strictly mid¬ 
dle class and the most serious 
American film dramas have all 
been (some by design and some 
b;% indirection* Commentaries on: 
middle class manners and morals 
— “The Apartment.” -‘Butterfield 
8,”. “Elmer Gantry.” “The Dark 
at the. Top of the Stairs.” ‘'From 
The Terrace/’ to nariie a few. 

Another reason may.be that U S., 
filmmakers,, remembering the 
charges of Commie influence lev¬ 
elled at Hollywood not so long ago, 
have been somewhat wary, of turn¬ 
ing /but product which might be 
construed .as socially critical. 

Thus, while Hollywood has seri¬ 
ously examined Big Business in 
suclri films as “Executive Suite,” 
“Patterns” and “Power and The 
Prize,” the examinations have 
been principally concerned with 
personal relationships and the 
sometimes, corroding effect of the 
lust for power, rather than with 
the kind of blanket condemna¬ 
tions of The. System which moti- 

(Continued on page 20) 

Owes Warners Money, But Now Glad; 
Carroll Baker on Career Management 

Vif Editor 

William C. Lengel 
details.tho dollar status of tho 

reprint basiatss la his 
defi itlve piece on 

The Big Stake For 
Paperbacks 
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Lee Kamern of Metro 
Made Dear Films Mgr. 

In Seckler’s Old Post 
Rome, Nov. 15, 

Ned S.. Seckler, general manager 
for Dear Films "of Rome, has re¬ 
signed his post and will be suc¬ 
ceeded by Lee Kamern, who has 
held the same position in Metro’s 
Italian office! for the last eight 
years. Dear topper Robert Hag- 
giag noted his "company’s regret 
at Seckler’s departure, adding, that 
Scckler must return to the U.S. 

.immediately for personal reasons, 
thus knticipating his decision. 

Kamern has been with Metro foe 
the last 31-years, starting as an 
usher under Joe Vogel and even¬ 
tually, becoming the youngest thea¬ 
tre manager on Broadway in han¬ 
dling the Astoi* in pre-war days/ 
After a wartime stint in. the Ma¬ 
rine Corps, for which he was twice 
decorated, and from which he 
emerged with the rank of captain, 
kamern.joined Metro’s foreign de¬ 
partment.. He rose to general man¬ 
ager of India, Pakistan, Burma and | 
Ceylon areas. In 1952, he was! 
named general manager for Italy. 

Haggiag expressed his pleasure 
at Kamcrn’s nomination by saying 
that “we are extremely happy to 
have Kamern with us and are posi¬ 
tive that the confidence he. has in 
our company and our product will 
be shared by all in the industry.” 

“With the addition of Kamern to 
our staff.” the. Dear Film topper 
eonfinued, “I feel that I can devote 
myself more fully to the produc¬ 
tion of Italian films* and I already 
have several projects in npind ih 
addition, of coursei-to the ‘El Cid\” 

kamern’s successor in the Metro 
spot here will be Charles Ros- 
mariri, as recently announced. 
Kamern is expected to take over 
his new Dear role Dec. 1. 

GRANT RADNITZ HIS WAY OUT 

He Found Adler Polity Okay 
Shifted at 20th 

Hollyw’ood, Nov. 15. 
. Robert Radnitz requested and 
has beeii granted release from his 
five-year producer-writer contract 
with 20th-Fox bn the grounds that 
studio no longer cleaves to the. 
type of picture for which he was 
signed by the iate Buddy Adler. 

.In his wire to prexy Spyros 
Skouras, Radnitz pointed out there 
was an agreement bn the kind and 
scope of ix that he wrould pro¬ 
duce, in his dealings with the late 
production chief. Now', how'ever, 
he added: 

‘7 find that the kind of 
films I. believe in, the subject 
matter 1. want to make, and 
the projects that interest me, 
ho longer coincide with the 
present, thinking at the stu¬ 
dio.” 

Radnitz produced “A Dog of 
Flanders” for 20th and followed 
w ith “Misty,” on which he is nowr 
wrapping up post-production work. 
He also has been planning “The 
Young and the Beautiful,” “The 
Dead Sea Scrolls” and an untitled 
children’s Rim. 

Tokyo, Nov. 8. 
Interviewed recently in Tokyo, 

Carroll Baker declared that she 
hand-picked every one of her roles. 
Her independence, after misunder¬ 
standings over “Baby Doll,” led to. 
a lengthy suspension from Warners 
and a label in some industry cir¬ 
cles as being “difficult.” This, cou¬ 
pled with time out for bearing twro 
children, has resulted in Miss 
Baker making only six pictures in 
a career spanning five years. 

Although it had a mixed effect 
on her professional progress, she 
has no regrets over having made 
“Baby Doll” and over it having 
come very early in her career. 
Evaluating her participation as the 
thumb-sucking, adolescent, sex- 
teaser in the Controversial Tennes¬ 
see Wiliams’ drama, she offered, 
“Of course it was a very, very 
strong characterization. I think that 
until the time I do a film with 
an equalIy-strong character, I will 
be remembered for ‘Baby Doll/ 

“I feel very fortunate in that as 
a young actress I was able to do a 
part that is considered memorable. 
You can work for years and years 
and never get a memorable part,” 
she submitted. 

“One of my biggest problems 
With Warners wras their misunder¬ 
standing of ‘Baby Doll.’ I didn’t 
think it was just a lewd, sexy role.” 

Upshot was that there was no 
meeting of the minds on her cast¬ 
ing. “I thought it much better not 
to work,” Miss Baker said. “That, 
of course, stopped my outside films 
as well.” 

Miss Baker explained that she 
originally signed a seven-year con¬ 
tract with Warners because that 
studio offered the lure of breaking 
into pictures under George Stevens 
in “Giant” after she had film of¬ 
fers from the Broadway impressioa 

(Continued on page 20j 

Omat to Allied: 
Lots Pix Coming 

Chicago, Nov. 15- 
Oinat Corp., indie film company 

which had considerable difficulties 
with production of “Brotherhood 
of Evil” in Hollywood late last 
year and in early 1960, has now 
embarked on a major program of 
production and distribution involv¬ 
ing 12 to 20 features per year. Am¬ 
bitious plan was revealed here at 
the Allied States Assn, convention 
by company execs Howard J. Beck 
and A. W. Schwalberg. 

Company already has acquired 
14 features for release and current¬ 
ly is negotiating for more product. 
One of the pix is “Never Take 
Candy from a Stranger,” British 
film which Columbia was to have 
released but wras forced to drop 
wThen it was denied an MPAA pro¬ 
duction code seal. Col appealed the 
production code nix, but lost. An¬ 
other film Omat has acquired is 
Federico Fellini’s “La Dolce Vita.” 
Italian film widely heralded in Eu¬ 
rope which w;on this year’s Cannes 
Film Festival grand prize. Other 
Omat releases will be ‘.‘Gina,” 

(Continued on page 26* 

LEGION'S IATEST 'B's' 

‘Butterfield’, ‘G.I.\ ‘Goddess* and 
‘Suzie Wong’ Deplored 

National Legion of Decency is- 
stacking up the “B” ratings anew, 
with four features this week class¬ 
ified as morally objectionable in 
part for all. 

So designated by the Catholic 
reviewing* organization are: Met¬ 
ro’s “Butterfield 8,” offensive be¬ 
cause of boldly* suggestive treat¬ 
ment in costuming, dialog and sit¬ 
uations; Paramount’s “G.I. Blues/' 
is “highly objectionable in its 
theme and treatment”; 20th-Fox’s 
“Goddess of Love,” frowned upon 
because of “suggestive costuming 
and situations,” and Par’s “World 
of Suzie Wong,” morally unaccept¬ 
able because'of the brothel atmos- 

i phere. 
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Love ‘Facts9, But Hate ‘Liars9More: or. 

By GENE ARNEEL 

* Council of Motion Picture Organizations is in process of readying 
a testimonial for Eric Johnston on occasion of his 15th anniversary as 
president of the Motion Picture Assn, of America. 

• 2) At the same time Albert Sindlinger. an independent researcher 
on-and-off employed by COMPO, reports latest results of. his continuing 
analyses on theatre attendance. This is a separate story; which says 
simply that October admissions were over admissions of October, 
1959. 

On the surface, the above two separate news situations would appear 
unrelated. But on careful analysis there's a ..provocative conclusion to 
be drawn. 

Johnston, upon taking offic nearly 15 years ago, said he was appalled 
with the lack of information; which the industry has about itself and 
he was hopeful that educational processes would develop. Indeed, What 

Warm October Not Ailing 
[THEATRE ATTENDANCE UP 5%] 

Total film theatre attendance in October was 5fr better than 
the same month last \ear, due largely to warm weather and 
resultant improvement at the drive-ins, according to Sindlinger & 
Co. It marked the first time since last April that an increase was. 
shown over a comparable month in 1959. 

‘ Market analyst said attendance at four-wall theatres Was dow 
i.V'c in October, whereas the ozoners were up. I3.2rr. 

Drive-in increase was 64.1 fr in the east, 23.5rc in the south and 
32.4'b in the west. and down 21.1c.c in the midwest. 

Attendance at four-wall theatres was up only in the south (plus 
2 8'r’. 

Sindlinger states trie findings are drawn from daily surveys 
conducted by 376 interviewers situated in 287 United. States 
counties. 

could be more informative that the boxoffice trends $ co-relation to 
the pictures in release. 

Outside Source 

And now. 15 years later, it remains for Sindlinger to tell the public 
(and the industry itself» how things are going. Perhaps this is traceable 
to the fact that film industry lawyers are morbidly cautious about 
disclosures on the state of their own companies’ respective boxoffice. 
These attorneys, who frequently call policy turns, are a worrying, 
conservative group by their very Blaekstonian nature. 

There are instances where a sales manager of one company will tell 
his counterpart of a rival outfit how a certain production is faring in 
terms of ticket sales. And in almost as many instances the party oh 
the receiving, end of this intelligence will regard it with so many 
giams of salt. 'Salt can mean* padding.) 

Any criticism of Johnston is weakened for the reason that the com¬ 
panies simply are not cooperating in what he had hoped would be a 
meaningful research program, onef-—^ - 
which might jbenefit all. 

Cautious Lawyers 

The legalistic execs are fearful 
of antitrust conspiracy and the 
sales officials just don't want the 
word spread around that a 'given 
picture has failed to achieve block¬ 
buster status. 

The big hit and the big flot are 
discernible almost immediately. 
But there’s no real telling as to 
how the in-betweeners made out. 

Carrying the thought further, 
there obviously can be no indus¬ 
try-held ' knowledge anent why, 
say, a promising property failed to 
make the grade. Knowledge of this 
sort, which could be gotten by 
responsible Intra-trade coopera¬ 
tion, would post valuable guide- 
posts for the entire industry*, from 
financier, to producer, to distribu¬ 
tor and to exhibitor. 

Variety has queried numerous 
sales managers about this deficit 
in statistical know-about. They’d 
like to have an inter-change of ac¬ 
curate figures, they say. They also 
want to know who’s telling the 
truth, who isn’t, and perhaps, a 
couple add, the independent pro-; 
ducers who are being so romanced 
of late Just don’t want known the 
b.o. tally on their latest epics. 

'Diversification’ Prowl; 
B. Gerald Cantor Opens 

Trip in Copenhagen 
Hollywood, Nov. 15. 

Further diversification of inters 
ests for National Theatres & Tele¬ 
vision will be explored in Europe 
by B. Gerald Cantor, company, 
prexy. during his current trek to 
key Continental, cities. Number of 
propects have been presented to 
Cantor, who left Sunday for Copen¬ 
hagen to tee off a jaunt through 
Europe. 

Cantor will he joined in Danish 
capital by Samuel P. Norton, prexy 
of Cinemiracle Pictures Corp., 
NT&T subsid, and during trip he’ll 
also be joined by Russell McCul¬ 
lough, Cinemiracle director of en¬ 
gineering, and film editor Dari 
Finerty. Cantor will meet with pro¬ 
ducers and distributors also in 
London, Paris, Berlin, Munich, 
Rome and Zurich. 

ROTHMAN, ROSENFIELD 
AS COLUMBIA V P.’S 

Mo Rothman, head of Columbia 
International, arid • Jonas Rosen- 
field Jr., ad-pub exec, have been 
elected vicepresidents of the par-- 

■ ent Col corporation. It was in¬ 
dicated earlier that the two were 
in Hne for the epaulets; the board 

Back—Allied to Acad Rothman is a newcomer to Col, 
Chicago Nov 15. having joined the company last 

...... j.. * March in a. switch from United 
Articulating a marked sentiment , Artists. Rosenfield has been an ad- 

bom within and without the m- pub exee the past five years. 

Prizes Ought Not Hypo 
Yen to See Pix Held 

dusiry. Allied States exhibs re- Board also named Bernard E. 
,’ved here last week to petition , Zeen,an and Seymour Malamed to 

the Motion Picture Acadenn to; assistant treasurer posts. Zeeman 
put bard-aeket entries into; sepa-. js a 25-year Col vet. Malamed has 
rate Oscar categories. been with Col since 1946. 

Allied conclave termed it an "in- > —-_ 
justice for millions of movie fans”! I ’ » 
to stimulate a uesire for an iattrac- i AgCJf. EX6C JOillS YdX 
lion through awards^ the ’ denyj ^Iort Hock has resigned as ac- 
tnem tac chance of seeing it tor count executive with the Blaine 

agency to become as¬ 
sistant ad manager of Paramount. 
He succeeds the late Kenneth 
Aneser. 

Hock had been particularly ac¬ 
tive in the legit field, having di- 

pcKsibly months to come because Thompson 
they don't live near urbans play- extant ad 
ins roadshows. ‘ 

As the theaircowr.ers figure it. 
tiie advanced-pricers h;;\q "un- 
fairlj monopolized'’ Oscars1 in re- 1 
ceut years 'e.g., “Around World.,” j reeted the New York and out-of- 
“Gisi.” “Ben-Hur”/, thereby “dim- 1 town ad campaigns for “Gypsy,” 
inating other widely known and { "Take Me Along” and “Becket.’ 
extremely popular 
from Oscar laurels. 

attr t lions’’ i Previously he was account exec for 
} Warners. ^• 

itm ixploftetr 

Terry Turner ^ 
observes. 

Don’t Tell Me John 
Wayne Ain’t Honest! 
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Paul W. Benson 
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Montgoniery Clift 
Jack Cole 
Buster Crabbe 
Bullets Durgoi 
..Richard Egan 
Don: Fedderson 
Sam Goldwyn Jr. 
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Ross Hunter 
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Frank P. Rosenberg 
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Richard Brooks 

David Griesdorf 
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Harry Si ons 
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Oscar Katz 
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Ben M Cohn 
John Davi . 
Stephen Draper 
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Griffith Johnson 
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Marilyn Monroe-Arthur Miller split got trie P. 1 treatlnent from the 
staid ,N. • Y, Tillies, in addition to a “profile” oil the. restless MM, 
“America’s sex symbol,” perhaps a first for "the good jgray Times.” 

Sophia Loren is reported ariklirig her. recently-announced Commit¬ 
ment to star in Samuel Bronston’s “El Cid” in Spain . . . script difficul¬ 
ties given as reason^-it’s a “Man’s” picture—no replacement set as yet. 

MPEA veep Griffith Johnson back at his New York office after a 
i European trip . . 20th is releasing a 20-minute docume;ntafy; “Call of 
The Holy Land,” marking.the 100th anniversary of the birth of Henrietta 
Szold, founder, of Hadassah w ho devoted her life to aiding refugees in 
the Holy Land; . 

International Livestock Exposition in Chicago next week Will :fea- 
ture a new 13-min, Agriculture Dept: film. “Miracles of Agricultufe.” 

Bosley Crowther’s N.'Y. Sunday Times piec6 takes a dig at the trade 
papers for devoting only a Couple of paragraphs to the death of Mack 
Sennett. Could he he^^ njissed .^A.Riri'rY’s top-head,, detailed coverage 
‘story last-week., ' “ 

Trend toward the raw. Toih’oiiee' stuff\ n.ihe screen, 'frequently spot-. 
lighted of late, might be. called oi'ersexpjosiite.. 

Laurence Olivier notified Stanley Kramer he jwori’t be. available for 
the projected. “Judgment at Nurembeig’^because he’s cbirimitted. to the 
“Becket” legiter and Manhattan .interests “ . Hermione Gingold set 
fbr WB’s “Music Mari” . . joe Pasternak wanis Dbris Day, Dean Marti 
and Red Skelton for “Jumbo” . Buddy Bregman sez he starts theat¬ 
rical production with “The Angels,” original screenplay by John H. 
Carter, and it’s.to be done as a $250,000 budgeter . . SAG. strike-caused 
interruption of “Pleasure of His Company” . cost Perlherg-Seaton 
$200,000. 

New York’s Museum of Moder Art, in annoitrieirig- series of 
screenings Of “Blonde Crazy” <1931, James Cagney and Joan Blondell), 
uses, an excerpt from the Variety review. Cagney is. typically Cagney, 
said this paper’s, man, arid as lor Miss Blondell, “this ingenue, ivith a 
perfect name , for her type, looks better here . than ever before; tind in 
her first lead femme role is permitted .to depart, from the jane class. 
and grab herself a.little''■■.■sympathy.” 

Irving Wormser, president of Continental Distributing, is currently 
on a swing through London, Paris* Rome and Berli , negotiating deals 
for new coproductions as well, as checking progress on three recently 
finished films which Continental w ill distribute this side. Latter include. 
“The Long, The Short and The Tall.” “The Mark” and “The.Hands of 
Orlac” . ... IFlDA holds a general board .meeting today (WedA to elect 
a secretary and a treasurer . Robert Rossen* Who'll produce and 
direct 20th-Fox’s “The Hustler” on location in. New York next spring, 
is in Paris conferring with his star, Paul Newman. Rossen would also 
like to get Yves Montand for the pic. 

Evidently life In Yugoslavia is not too. differerit from, life: in New 
York. Current builetiri of Yugoslav. Film reports on an upcoming, short 
Subject called “The Street,” described, as a. “satire on uricoordfnated 
work in repairing, our streets” . ..Author John Cheever ("The Wapshot 
Chronicles”) has been signed by Jerry Wald to write the screen 
adaptation: of D; H. Lawrence’s [“Lost Girl” Writer-director Joe 
Mankiewia has departed for Alexandria.. Egypt, to scout sights, and 
sounds for liis upcoming “Justine;” which Will be shot on location 
there early next year; Film will be a 20th release. 

Now that “The Entertainer” has been launched, publicist Bernice 
Livingston Is back working out of the Continental . Distributing office 
pitching, among other things, the opening Nov. ;21 at, the Paris of 
Roberto Rosselliiii’s “General Della .Rovere,”. Fbr “Entertainer.” she 
was headquartering at the Rogers & Cowan office. 4 . French actress 
Genevieve Cluny, star of Films-Around-The-Worid’s “The Love; Game,” 
in town to promote the pic en route to Mexico City film fest . * . Janus 
Films has a couple of important book tie-ups going for, its Ingmar 
Bergman releases. Ballentine Books is publishing a paperback edition 
of screenplay of “The Virgin Spring’ ’and Simon & Schuster is piittirig 
out the hardback “Four Screenplays of. Ingmar. Bergman.” Included in 
the latter are “Smiles of A Summer Night,” “The Seventh Seal,” ‘‘Wild 
Strawberries” and “The Magician.” 

Arthur J.: Newman, longtime Republic manager in Albany, once: a 
WB branch manager there, rind now handler of. independent product 
for theatres and television stations, writing a book on “My 40 Years 
In Motion Picture Distribution.” His wife is his collaborator. 

Columbia Pictures bought Davis Grubb’s new novel, “The . China- 
berry Tree,” arid assigned William Bloom to produce . .. George Raft 
will star in Arlington Productions’ “Cause of Death,” roiling in N. Y. 
Nov. 28 for U release . . . Rock Hudson’s Seven. Pictures Corp. pur¬ 
chased “Somersault,” original story to be scripted by authors Eleariore 
and Francis Perry, and aimed at U release . Eleanor Parker into 
Metro’s “Away from Home,” Edmund Grainger production. 

Roger Corman closed deal with exhibitors of Woolner Bros. 6f New 
Orleans, to. coproduce Jules Verne’s “Captain Nemo and the Floriting 
City,” to be released through Corman’s The Filmgroup and in Cinema¬ 
scope and color , . . Martha Hyer into Jack Webb's “The Last Time I 
Saw Archie” for UA release. . . . Hope Lange and; John Ireland in 
“Wild in the Country,” Jerry Wald production for 20th-Fox . . . Script¬ 
ing team of Matt Finn and T. C. Lengyel sold original,: “The Lone 
Wolves,” to TelerPeliculas Iridependientes in Mexico City* to be made 
in Spanish ... Ken Scott co-stars with Carol Lynley in Jerry Wald’s 
“High Heels” at 20th-Fox . ,. Jody McCrea, Joel?s sprout, into 20th’ 
“AH Hands oil Deck”. . . Mark Stevens costars rind; directs Arlington’s 
“Cause of Death”. . . Disney lifted writer Lowell S. Hawlet’s option 

. . Jack Cardiff to direct 20th’ “The King Must Die”:. . : Terence Rat- 
tigan scripting “The V.LP.’s” for Ariafole de Grumvald’s slate at Metro 
, . . Samuel G. Engel bought Joseph Kessel’s bestseller, "The Lion,” 
for his 20th program. 

Susan Hayward, who is wife of a. Carrollton, Ga. business man, 
Eaton Chalkley, may make her next picture fairly close to home. 
Scheduled for a new Metro picture; VAda Dallas,” with Dean Martin, 
studio’s Charles E. Coleman, assistant location: manager, has been here 
surveying Savannah as a filming site. .. : 

Jack Hawkins and Hugh Griffith, two of the players of “Brin-Hur,” 
left for the Coast to start Toles in tvyo Metro prodUctiOns-^Hawkiris in. 
“Spinster” and Griffith iri “Mutiny oh the Bounty.” Ben Cohn, 
Universal's assistant foreign manager, back: from a three-week trip to 
Europe on business, involving roadshow dates of “Spartacus” . 

. Sheldon Roskin returns to N, Y: today (Wed.) .after winding up a 16- 
week stint as unit publicist on United Artists’ “The Misfits” in Nevada 
and Hollywood.. . . Laurence A. Tisch, Loew?S Theatres board chairman, 
and Preston R. (Boh). Tisch, Loow’s Hotels prexy, were guest speakers 
at the monthly luncheon of the Harvard Business School Club Monday 
(14) at the Harvard Club. 

Fred Goldberg, Nat Rudich, and Herb Pickman went to Detroit to 
set plans for the opening of Otto Preminger’s “Exodus” there.. * , Seven 
Pictures Corp.j Rock Hudson’s indie company, has purchased an original 
story, “Somersault,” by Eleanore and Francis Ferry, and has engaged 
the authors to write the screenplay . . . Director Richard Brooks and 
his wife, Jean Simmons, off to Europe to bally “Elmer Gantry,” in' 
which Miss Simmons stars and which Brooks directed . Fgank P. 
Rosenberg, co-producer with Robert Mitchum of “North From Rome,- 
is going to Maryland to confer to Mitchum on production plans . . 
“Have Jazz Will Travel,’’ a 26-miniite music travelog produced and 
directed .by tv announcer Don Morrow, is being .distributed by. Atlantic 
Pictures. 

Christina Kanftnan, teenage German actress, signed by producer- 
dircetor Gottfried Reinhardt for the leading femme role opposite Kirk 
Douglas in “Town. Without Pity;” The film is ;a Mirisch Co. presentation 

(Continued on page 24) 
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FILM COEXISTENCE TO DATE 

.Japar.es government has .iri:- 
creased.current monthly remittance . 
rate ' U. S, film earnings by 
ZZ1.:? '-.'iso ''that henceforth U. S. ! 
companies \vi.H be able to temit ; 
40r>1 of their gipss.-.film rentals' im : 
Stead of 30r r, Erie Johnston, .Mo¬ 
tion Picture Export Assn; proxy, 

nno.uneed last week. 
In addition, .the Japanese gov-\ 

eminent has made two o*her im~[ 
portant concessions- to MPEA- . i 

, (.l i The ceiling - on prints, .preyi- [ 
6n<ly limited to 14 .imported prints 
per subject or 18 per subject if 
made in Japan, has been raised, to 
2? prints, “ihsuring. an- .•adeqi.a’t;’ 

■supply'' of. prints for the. Japanese 
lqr'kct.. 

<2 The exhibition period; for all 
Imported films in Japan Jr been, 
extended from five to; sov .. 

Johnson,, paying tribute to ' 
MPEA.veep for the Far'East, Irv¬ 
ing Maas.. .Who negotiated the lib-- 
eralizntion of the film .agreement.. 
aI>o. reported that within, that -last 
two weeks Maas-had negotiated a } 
remittance deal amounting to near- j 
ly S3.000,000 from blocked, ja'pa-1; 
nese. accounts. j 

From; current . discussions, now • 
going on. proxy . Continued, it ap¬ 
pears :likely that the. “small,.-rigid 
import... quota, for -tr. films.” j 
.which- lias been i ' effect in Japan J 
for many years, -.will be relaxed, for ¬ 
th -nev. film year startiiig in 
April.-.1961. I 

Vet H'Wood Public}. 

Pete Smith 

recalls some beaut 

Bloopers 

One of the many Editorial Features 

in the upcomi 

55/h Anniversary Xamper 
of 

isfc&iETr 

i Alone, Universal 

RONALD SHINER KEEPS : 
SCRIPT SALE PROFIT 

London, Nov. 15. ; 
In , High Court decision here ' 

last week... Mr. Justice; Danckwerts 
upheld an appeal by actor Ronald .' 
Shiner against a tax ruling' that a...1 
$5,440 profit frqrti the sale of film ' 
rights in the novel “Aunt' Clara” •; 
u as liable to income-tax; : ^ 

The. Commissioners, -of ; .Inland;. ^ 
Revenue had held., that the' gain M 
rose out of Shinerrs profession as '] 

an actor-and was 'therefore-subject i j 
to' tax. Air .Justice:Panckwerts, al-[ 1 

..lowing costs and'all.- reckoned that ] ! 
it wasn’t part Of Shiner’s .prOfes-'j J 

ion to. dispose of cop\Tighiand ]. 
that the..sale of li.is right , jn “Aunt • 
Clara” -was quite - distinct from his 1 
re numeral ion s an-: actor. Shiner ; 
was; in fact, realizing an invest-, 
lent/ 
It was revealed' that Shiner, 

bought the- picture rights in the; 
book for $4;760. with Margaret 
Rutherford in ntind for ,tiie. key 
role, intending to-treat the acquisi-[ 
tion as an investment so that the ' 
income might offset any- loss, of y 
earnings he suffered as. an actor,! 
Eventually he had to sell bis rights 
to Colin Lcsslie PfoductiOns for . 
$11,200. He starred: in the- pic at 
$2,800 a week .salary, with a guar- j 
antee .of; 10 weeks, and a share, in. 
the prof: . ' 

RAY STARK NEVER SOLD 

Par Backed. Off Price On 
‘Siizie Wong’ 

:Ray Stark. Indie producer, of; 
“World of S.uzie Wong,’* lias, his in-; 
teiest in the picture still on the | 
"block; but iio sale yet. Negotiations ‘ 
are going on.currently, lie. said. ..| 

; Paramount hiis shown interest] 
In buying ut- partner Mark, but: 
backed away because oftqe asking;-1 
priCC. reportedly “in the millions."'j 
Also sh ^ interest was Eliot-; 
ihnva.n. [ 

Stark returned: to the Coast over ;. 
the wee -.end after week in New ] 
York; 

Bob Weston to Embassy 
Robert;; R- Weston has been 

named- advertising. manager, for 
Embassy pictures, lie resigned a$ 
assistant ad manager of UA. to take" 
the new post. 

Before joining LA, Weston was 
a ■. copywriter for Colunibia Pic¬ 
tures and . then became assistant 
account executive at the;, Donahue 
& Coe ad agency,, assigned to the 
Col account. 

‘Magdalena’ Into 
Other Channels 

“Magdalena,” / Gernian » import 

acquired ' Several., lonths [ago by 

Magna Pictures, as its. first outside 

pic., has been turned over...- by 

Magna, to the Bub wk Co. follow¬ 

ing Legion of Decency's -condem¬ 

nation, of the film. .'. 

Legion, gave the film, a C. last 

week because of its “low. moral 

tone” and “blatant..■Violation of 
decency in costuming, -dialog And 

situation.” 

Magna still • wail get- a portion Of 

any profits which the. film" might 
make, though states rlghters whp. 
aie handling the pic in local ter¬ 
ritories wall answer to Buhawk. A 
spokesman for Magna Monday <7) 
said he did not know Where 
Buhawk has its headquarters or 
who its officers are, other than 
none of Magna’s top, execs is 
ssociated' with ..Buhawk. 

Situation between.. Magna and 
Buhawk.seems lo be similar to that 
between United Artists and Lopert 
or bet ween Columbia and Kingsley. 
International. with Lopert aiid 
Kingsley often handling product 
which the 'majors; for one reason 
or another, do not want . their 
names to be associated with. 

Hollywood, Nov. 15. 
International Alliance of Thea¬ 

trical Stage Employes’ basic crafts, 
together with the office workers, 
have presented demands, to Uni- 

. versal and 1 lie company, without 
liaison with the Assn, of Motion 

‘Picture. .Producers, will negotiate 
• /' Nate Goiter, recently, re-ap- 
! pointed crSonnel. add labor rela¬ 
tions manager for the studio. 

Gdlter, .who had been with the 
studio for . 21 years, left in 1957 

• to, join Metro’s labor relations de- 
[part.ment but rejoined U earlier 
• this year, assuming post.previously 
j held by Tony [Frederick; 

. Universal which regards itself as 
! a “major independent,” resigned 
! from the AMPP and. according to 
; Goiter, Is not maintaining, a liaison 
j.with''that organization in its cur- 
'rent. negotiations with the. craft 
, after the unions settle with the 
: other majors. It's a departure from 
! pattern set during the writers and 

.! actors negotiations When, although 
[it was. in resignment from AMPP, 
[the studio bargained simultaneous- 
yly.' . 

.Also, during the negotiations 
. this spring, UI and MCA’s .Revue 
] Productions . jointly negotiated 
J with the unions but; with division 
! more clearly defined between the. 
f.tw companies’ facilities now than 
!'was true then, UI will-be bargain¬ 
ing separately. 

ROtUNG IN GERMANY 

Sehuiberg Freres In on Mirisch 
‘Remagen’ Tale 

Hollywood. Nov. 15, 
MirisC.h Co. has closed a deal 

with' Sehuiberg Productions, for 
joint filming of' “The. Bridge at 
Remagen,” property which has been 
in active preparation for the past 
three years. Project will foil May 
15 in Gerh.any as a United Artists 
release. ., 

Budd arid Stuart Schdlberg al¬ 
ready have completed detailed 
treatment, of the story based on 
army historian Ken Hechler’s ac¬ 
count of the capture intact of the 
German bridge during World War 
II. Budd Sehuiberg goes to work 
immediately on screenplay. 

GoL Barney Oldfield 
hai some humorous show bis 
commentary apres la guerro 

Apropos la Guerre 

a bright Editorial Featur 

In thft upcoming 

55th Anniversary Number 

of 
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Sober Mood In 
Crafts Dicker 

With Producers 
j Hollywood, Nov. 15. 

The six basic crafts unions have 
• agreed on the sequence in which 
! they’ll take their purely local de¬ 
mands to the'Assn, of Motion Pic¬ 
ture Producers : and, the Alliance 
of Television; Film Producers. 

;. First two. Laborers Local 724 of 
the International Hod Carriers, and 
Drivers Local 399, Teamsters, have 
already had sessions with produ¬ 
cers’ rep Charles Boren and three 
others—Janitors Local 278, Build¬ 
ing Service Employes; Culinary 
workers Local, Hotel and Restau¬ 
rant Employes; Electricians Local 
.40, IBEW—will be sandwiched in 
between sessions of the 22 IATSE 
locals. 

. Plasterers Local 755, Plasterers 
and Cenient Finishers, is present- 

ling no specifically local demands 
j which is also, the case With some 
j of the IA locals, which, however, 
; are submitting letters asserting 
that they demand a “most favored 
nation” treatment iii any case 
where another local acquires a 
benefit which could also benefit 
them. 

It appears that the local negotia¬ 
tions are being handled with dis¬ 
patch and that aU attention is fo¬ 
cussed on the early tackling of the 

(Continued on page 20) 
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Plecadlllr 

By VINCENT CANBY 

Howr stands the. score between 
Russia and the United States as to 
film exchanges? There 13 a ten¬ 
dency of American film executives 
to reason that, given the respective 
exhibition problems in the two 
lands, the USSR has gotten far 
more mileage out of the Yank fea¬ 
tures, than has American exhibi¬ 
tion from the imports. It is to be 
remembered that the films were 
“forced” upon the U.S. film indus¬ 
try, npt freely negotiated, and that 
in some American communities in¬ 
dividual theatre’s advertised to the 
public.—“blame the Staie Depart- 
jnent, not us.” 

Significantly, or call it Ironical¬ 
ly, the most successful Russian 
film nowr in U. S. release was on* 
bought privately outside the State 
Dept. deal. 

This is Valiant Films’* “The 
Sword and The Dragon,” a spec¬ 
tacularly filmed adventure pic 
which was acquired by Valiant 
from Artkino, official importer of 

i Soviet product. The exploitation 
pic has done good to great in all 
its dates so far, and looks to get 
a wide playoff. 

Six Making Rounds 
Six of the seven Russian films 

acquired by. the U. S. majors un¬ 
der the culture pact are now in re¬ 
lease: United Artists’ “And Quiet 
Flows The Don," Warners’ “The 
Cranes Are Flying,” Columbia’s 
“Swan Lake,” Universal’s “Othel¬ 
lo,” Paramount’s “Circus Stars” 
and 201h-Fox’s “The Idiot.” Still 
awaiting release is Metro's “Don 

! Quixote." 
I Although Par isn’t releasing any 
rental figures, “Circus Stars” has 
already played a comparatively 
whopping total of 4.907 dates and 
seems sure of turning a profit. For 
its circuit break in New York, and 
in some other parts of the coun¬ 
try, film was on a doubled bill 
topped by Par’s “Rat Race.” 

The next two most successful 
films in the group have been the 
all-ballet (Bolshoi) “Swan Lake” 
and “The Cranes Are Flying,” the 
latter having received the best re¬ 
ception from the lay critics. “Swan 
Lake” has gotten 110 dates and a 
rental of approximately $90,000, 
while “Cranes” has done about the 
same business on 104 dates. Neither 
film is likely to get circuit book¬ 
ing. Considering fact that there 
are approximately- 500 houses in 
the U. S. which play art product 
on a regular basis, the number of 
bookings on these two pix is not 
particularly impressive. 

Even less impressive, however, 
have been the pickings for “Othel¬ 
lo” and “The Idiot.” The former, 
though praised for its visual quali¬ 
ties, suffered from being dubbed 
with the original Shakesperian 
text W'ithout much though for syn¬ 
chronization. “Othello” has taken 
in about $2,200 on eight dales. 
“Idiot” also has played eight dates, 
for approximately the same re¬ 
turns.. 

Inquiries at the Metro home of¬ 
fice as to the reasons behind the 
delay in the “Don Quixote” re¬ 
lease have so far elicited no re¬ 
sponse. 

Considering that the U. S. com¬ 
panies had to pay between $60,000 
and $67,000 for each pic, and then 
shell out for prints, advertising 
and publicity, only “Circus Stars” 
is expected to wind up in lb 
black. The burden on the compa¬ 
nies will be eased to a certain ex¬ 
tent by fact that all returns from 
distribution of tiie seven films will 
be pooled and then equally divided 
by the companies. 

These films haven’t finished 
playing off but chances that any 
one of them will strike it big at 
this point seems remote. The U., S. 
distribs, of course, got a rather 
bad break in the publicity depart¬ 
ment as far as timing of the re¬ 
leases is concerned. Shortly after 

Ithe first of the Red films went into 
release, the Cold War worsened 
until the point of the L'-2 incident 
in the late spring, at which tim* 
there were strong feelings in some 
parts of the country that the show- 

(Continued on page 24) 
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World of Snxle Wong 
(COLOR) 

Good hot boxoffiee "looms for 
this screen translation. But gay 
life of prostitution may [draw 
civic protests. 

Hollywood, Nov. 7, 
I'm amount release of Ray Stark pro-1 

diu tion. Stars William Holden', Nancy ; 
K\v.»n. Svl\ia. Syms, Michael Wilding; with 
Jaequi Chan. Lauxence NaiSmith.!Directed , 
Lv Kuhard Quine.-Screenplay. John. Pat- ■ 
ru k, adapted fxom novel by \.Richard 
Mason and play bv Paul Osborn:.! carneia, 
Geoffiey Unsw.orlh; editor. Bert Bates: 
art director. John Box: music/' George 
Duning; sound. Roy Baker;' assistrnt di¬ 
rector, Gus Agosti. Reviewed ^ at the 
Fturtin. Nov. 7. ’bO. Running time,. T30 
mins. |: 
Robert Lomax . 'iHia'mt Holden 
Sune Wong.Nancy Kwan 
Kay .-Svlyia Svms 
Ben .  Michael; Wilding 
Gwennie .. Jaequi Chan 
O Neill I.gurence jNaismiih 

The advantage of on-the-spot 
geography does a great deal for 
the screen version of “The; World 
of Suzie Wong.” The ultra-pic-. 
turesque environment of teeming 
Hong Kong, brings a note of ethnic 
charm to the Ray Stark produc- ! 
lion, and amounts to a major im¬ 
provement over the legit jtransla- 
tion of Richard Mason’s novel. The 
cause is further aided by the 
Intimacy of film and the advanced 
maturity Of the leading man. 
Against which assets the* basic 
story being told remains! simply 
mild diversion, and nothing more. 
The shortcomings of the (Original . 
work, which led to the shortcom¬ 
ings of the play, have carried over 
to the picture, and in a jfew in¬ 
stances have hecn compounded. 

Commercially, the Paramount 
release appears to be ijt good 
shape. First off, there is the pre- , 
sold audience familiar with' 
Mason’s tome. Secondly, there is 
that legion of femme fans [of Wil¬ 
liam Holden, who hasn’t ; exactly ; 
suffered from overexposure lately. 
Additionally, there is the publicity 
surrounding the leading ; 1 a d y, • 
Nancy lywan. who •stepped into the , 
role under unusual circiiinstances ' 
and has since received np: minor 
national buildup. Finally, there is 
the picture itself, a compelling 
and exploitable east-mclet^-we-st 
love story. Boxoffiee success seems 
assured. 

The touchy subject of sex will 
be a key factor in the film’s recep- , 
tion. Its frank discussions! and ex- ; 
animations of matters sexual, ac- ; 
ceptable in its book and play torm, j 

are a ticklish business in its trans- j 

fer to the screen, where jji wider 
variety of ages, outlooks and tern- \ 
peraments are to be exposed to it. 
For moppets, it is unsavory fare. 
Unsuspecting mothers whh bring 
their children to the theatre are ; 
likely to regret it: For teenagers, 
particularly the younger bne^. it 
will be an uncomfortable; experi¬ 
ence and may plant some [strange, 
wild ideas in more impressionable 
youthful minds. In treating prosti¬ 
tution as a rather delightful “pro¬ 
fession” 'almost a milk-arid-honey 
world1, it conceivably could influ¬ 
ence some femme youngsters to 
consider the “merits” of ! the oc¬ 
cupation. After all, the bar-girls 
of the film seem to be having a 
fairly agreeably time at their trade. 
Boxoffiee is going to reflect the 
moral stance of the iilmgoing pub¬ 
lic. There is likely to be some 
controversy stirred up. and the re¬ 
sult will be. a stimulus tb adults 
and a caution to parents. ' 

“Suzie Wong” is the story of an 
artist i Holden > who has come to 
Hong Kong to devote one year to 
“learning something about paint¬ 
ing and something about ; myself ” 
Before long, he is also learning a 
great deal about Suzie (Miss Kwan), 
a kind of titular leader of at band of 
lovable, warmhearted prostitutes 
•are there any other kinds?). After 
resisting te.mplations of the flesh 
and giving her the brush for an ad¬ 
mirable period, Holden eventually 
succumbs to the yen. Complica¬ 
tions ensue when it develops Miss 
Kwan has a child, but harmony 
once again prevails and east-west 
relations are cemented following a 
rather spectacular rainstorm dur¬ 
ing which the child perishes and 
Hong Kong seems to be; coming 
apart at the seams. }; 

Scenarist John Patrick’s attempt 
to enhance the romance by layi * 
in some additional social! signific¬ 
ance is. for the most part, j abortive. 
His little glimpses into: western 
prejudice do not quite ring Irjje 
with three-dimensional 1 insight. 
But the love story makes much 
more sense with the substitution of 
the mature Holdert for the* younger 
hero of the play. It is far imore un¬ 
derstandable that an oltler man 
would fall deeply in love; with the 
little Oriental bargirl, and that 
she would return that affection. 

That and the scenery are the ma- 

'ARIETY 

Jor Improvements. On the de- Hie Facts of Life 
cldedly negative aide of Patrick’s __ 
adaptation are three passages In Lively, witty romp sparked by 
which realism Is virtually aban- spirited work of Bob Hope and 
doned for theatrical effect. These . Lucille Ball as: a pair of frus- 
are scenes in which. (.1) Miss Kwan, trated extra-marital l o v e r s. 
beaten up by a sailor, proudly dis- Bright b.o. prospects, 
plays her bloody lip. to the girls ” : :• ■■-' 
as a token of Holden’s jealousy; (2) -Hollywood, No.v; 9. 

' Miss Kwan and Holden dihe on United -Artists release’ of 'Norman 
salad dressing SO as not to reveal. Panama-Melvin Frank: production. Stars 
^ . "ctunWirH’’ waiter ■■»<* Hope, Lucille .Ball* Ruth nussey, Don lid illiteracy to a stuckup waller, £)e Fore. Louis Nye;. with Philip Ober, 
and, «3) Holden impulsively tears ..Marianne Stewart.. Peter Leeds, Hollis 
ATicc Vu-an’t dre«:«5 nff when she Irving, William Lanteau, Robert F. Miss Kwans aress Oil WR.en sue -.Simoni Louise Beavers, Mike Mazurki. 
turns up in Ills room looking like Directed by Frank. • Screenplay; Panama 

the western version <sf "iiatshe is. 
Utilizing the Intimacy .Or tne Macmillan Johnson.. Kenneth A. Reid; 

camera, director Richard Quine has music. Leigh Hai-iine: sound. Joseph 
i A j VM,mnr/Mic Edmondson; assistant director. Jack Aid- 
been able to add se\eial hurnoious worth/ 'Reviewed at Grauman’s Chinese 
touches to the action. He also Theatre, Nov. 9. '60. Running time. 103 
seems to have extracted the best'. ■J*''*®* h/h Hone 
possible work from his cast, partic- mtty w^bsteVl*i'.!.’i*/! ill/Lucille Bail 
lllarly in Choice Of when to zero in. Mai-y Gilbert .Ruth. Hussey 
for tfght cioseups and when to puii B^^e v.v::;;.v;;.vI5oLc?B;i^I; 

Wednesday, November l6, I960; 

Reid are vauable contributions to 
a film that is unpretentious by 
physical and photographic „ stand¬ 
ards.. Leigh Hairline’s store adds, a 
4ight, effervescent note, and there 
is. a lilting, literate title ditty by 
Johnny .Mercer, sung by Eydie. 
Gorme and Steve Lawrence as the 
Saul Bass titles urira velv Tube, . 

Man in the Moon 
(BRITISH) 

Amiably amusing, but mainly 
disappointing Kenneth More 
comedy^ This spoof on science 
fiction ambles along to rather 
gimmick ending. Excellent 
production work, and More’s . 
name should suffice. 

back and away. In this respect. Doc .Mason 

credit-is also due editor Bert Bates. ThSmpsmv50", 
\Vitli •cameraman Geoffrey Uns- Myrtle Bu.<bee: 

worth, Quine has. added interest 
and mobility through several oussie \ . 
strokes of dramatic lens-position- Man ln motel room 

ing such as a sudden glimpse Of the _ . , ” 
bedroom from, a darkened and ;1“e .. -sn|.e 
elevated vantage point. Unswoith’s | C0^e^,y lsrJ.vlvf 
shutterwork is most notable for the 1 and * ][.a ,, PfJ 

Kitty Webster __-_ Luciue pan - • » o 
Maly Gilbert . Ruth. Hussey . London, No\. 8. 
Jack Webster .../.... Don De-Fore Rank release Of '.Michael Relpli iSt Basil . 
Charlie Busbee .Louis Nye Dearderi). Allied Film Makers' • produc- ! 
Doc Mason .Philip Ober. tion. Stars Kenneth More; features Shir*. 
Connie Mason .,./...; Mai'ianne Stewart lev Anne Field. Michael Hordern, .Noel 
Thompson. .Peter Leeds: Purcell. Directed by . Basil Dearden., 
Mvrtle Bushee1.... Hollis Irving.’ Screenplay. Michael Relph. Br.van Forbies; ’ 
Airline clerk.’-:.._William -Lanteau i camera^ Harry Waxffian: editor, . John 
Motel cleik ’ Robert: F. Simon Guthhridge: music, Philip Green. At 
Gussie ‘.__ Louise Beavers Odeon. Leicester • Square; London, Oct. 
Mari in motel room........Mike Mazurki 3L '60. Running-time. 99.. MINS./ j 

r——William.........__ Kenneth More j 

The ishing art of bedroom . rieKert .. . ‘J: f.. B 
comedy is revived in the Panama Dr. Davidson ....Michael Hordern I 

/nhtlp rihnto^raDhic dualities Of his i Lac’ts Of Life.” Thanks to th.e,.COiriic Lea ..... Charles Gray 

bar!o"omP,ie„s ? i taow-ho*-f ..rmu^of pros.^ob; «« 
Interior sets designed bv John ’ Hope and Lucille Ball, the' effort prp se’cutbr :.. , , ’;.’. .Noel- .Purcell ] 

Box^nack ’of^amhentieitj-and are!-(^e. ! 
a fine complement to the enchant- | otfice is gping to reflect that ^suc, ist. pq.-tor Richardf Pearson r 
ing shots of Hong Kong u^tqeeM 

• There are several passages of sheer'.an(i Miss Ball are so fiequen.tly. Lorry Driver nanny Green i 
travelog, worthwhile glimpses of J accessible’for free on television. . Jaguar Driver Jeremy .Lloyd ; 

culture-m-action. Audiences un- The. humor “Facts” ^ranges 
familiar with the city will marvel: ffoin rapid-fire gag lines to out- . . ulanty of ivenneth More 
at them. George Duning’s music • and-out farce, but hits its peak in ‘ ^Vl11 inspre s.a,e p o. reaction at 
is unobtrusively gratifying. 1 a; couple of "situations . that: are : P°PHlar . ■buL:-:consi«fH\gv 

Holden gives a first-class perfor- telling takeoffs on. cohtempbrary ;1116 anwint- bf -talept on the 'ban-d^ . 
mance, restrained and sincere. He family relations. These scenes have i'^0.11 tP.1' • Pie Moon.” 

: brings authority and compassion to an initnmediate conimunicative im- , “1IS 1S. , ?! - 9l^aPPoJnt?nent- s - 
the role. Miss Kwan, a. most agree- pact oil audiences. They hit home. f.P ^ spoof '^ on science fic- 
able-looking creature, is not al- But the United Artists release is ^Ph biit is lxirely as funny as its 
ways perfect in her timing of lines . mostly light, harmless romantic original idea promises^ It ambles. 

1 'she has a tendency to anticipate* fluff of the bedr m-hopping.vari- a .°rrf tp'Varas a gimmick ending 
and appears to.lack a full range of ety, and is: liable to launch a trend ; A.'-strdng enough: to.. 

: depth or warmth when, the occa- by putting some fun br.ck into fihn-. the word “clirtiax.-" There 
sion calls for an extreme degree.of dom's bedroom; site of soj much. aFe;^li,te.--®"'-nu-mP€P of yocks^ but 

-emotional reaction, but on the no-nonsense dr matic etivity in t'ie lilm is-a tame return.for More 
whole she manages a fairly believ- ^ i-ecent tjnie.s. to the type of comedy that he can 
able Dortrava! She will be a valu- r . handle so well,. ante pontrfvdt one win u.e-dv<uu | -The sharp, fast-moving screen-1 ... 
able commodity . whenevei- Euras-j p)av 0(>Iiahorative effort, of pr ' ,We Pla>:s * medical guineapig 
■an parts are lobe fitted in films. , clucer NOimah'. Panama amt dl • "'to,., at the .start of.tbe film is- 

Mutentildag is capable sn a ,t . jIeKin trank. pai,S tiff Hope "P‘.kin*. testa 'g ,»h. 

emotional reaction, but on tlie ii'o-nonsense dr matic etivity in "'e tilrn ika tame return for More 
whole she manages a fairly believ- ^ i-ecent tjnie.s. to the type of comedy that he can 
able Dortrava! She-will be a valu- !' . liandle so well,. anie ponidvdi one win u.e-av<uu | -The sharp, fast-moving screen-1 ... 
able commodity whenever-Euras-j- )av (.0naborauve efiorl of pr ' ,Me PlaVs '», medical guineapig 
■an ports are lo be filled in films.. dkc'er Noimah'. Panama amt dl • ")to,.;at the start of ,-the film is 

Michael Mtiding is capable sn a.i.-r ile!,in Fi-arik Dairt iiff Hone "0>'king on field tests for tb 
role that has been , trimmed, denvn . ‘]id .^.BMl Wan extra-marital Cold Researob Centre, 
somewhat m importance from the |,10mahlic ,afrair.; Both: -taken- for But .More a ,person_ <jf such, 
pioy version,, in which t ie charac- | g(.alUed bv their respective'spouses uaBIa lomperoment that m s 
ter seemed less appealing. >Qi- f.i-.ndrcn seek eseane from mpletely immune from violent 
purposes of contrast, it should have }vumc}rum suburban familv life in emotions. And, apparently, from 
remained less appealing. Sylvia .coI’dS.;to6.: Afi^vay,’ he s[ fired- by 
Syms does exceedingly well by the ] s^ftlv 'exph^/^^when ^ red Se Research .Centre, 
comparatively thankless role of the f and heart break invol ved in a clean I B«t . next door,, at the National- 
“other woman ” and Laurence *ai- ! ^^he^ « ^ • AWmic Research Centre theyVe- 
smith is excellent as her. m>*raL |..^L 'obvio5slV ?her! • looking for a man to train as a 
minded father. Jacqul Chan is ;SeitrtnE^^eribuk slfain to the Drtfl Path(i“<ier to the moon, ..before 
convincing as a B-girl sans sex ap- ‘ft1.1’'ISf.P™. sending off a rocket eoirtaiiiiris a 

' K,SS°WW;S.-ln™°,,,S?HS I humdrum suburban family life in 
I Svmsrtioes'excce’d^nclv'ive 11 M 
comparatively thankless role of-the t;,■ . „ 

side of the heroine, left ««(>.,’«-* , 
identity in the screen translation, .j.®"1* 01 ine year s Desf- .-9t^GQn no ties, unworried, expandable^ 

Tube. t. , '’ . The financial carrot’s satisfactory 
-—— !.. BoV.v °J, th^. stars are.in. exrep- to him and he agrees; but there’s 

Vo lal Palo, tal Am ilia IXrttnng’^lraint h,’C t'rt an- 0,,C na"' "'e P'a"- . . I 
(Chip On the Shoulder) proach. admirably underpla,ving to ! t0 hlnA thal s,| 

(MEXICAN) his costar but rattling off gags and . 
Mexico City. Nov. .8. handling reaction business^ as. onlv 1 J* - 

Ptiicuias Nai-io.iales rcifape of Fihna- ;-jie >.an ATiss Ball returns to thi»-'i’^mGa Mhen he disc0\ets the 
(iota ('riapultepee pir.duction. stars Luis ne can. iuiss uaii iciuins io inc ' truth aiid that there’s a reward 
Aguilar. Laid- Gon/ales (“Piporro” Bas- , screen after a ratner lengthy ..ab- nf; nnn .K-.-dii'.-'ilio: fillet- V«a»i- 
soon:: features Flor snves-.re, Marina SOnee and Drovfi anew that che'q 0t s<i?a'U0U.- ’f°t ‘Deing first .Ilian. 

a ;;cho. Directed by Mjcuel M. Dolpiido. ?C-nce■ -f ”0 PrOV6 S.. ailC>V tliat . Silt S 0n thj? m0on he decides to gO- 
Screenplay. Alfredo Varela Jr., from.origr One Of tile top COnicdiennCS around,., fhrnuoh witli it - fionivincr ji;0 „,cli 
inal bv „L Maria Fernandez I nsain: cim-.. a vCith v-hinly tv andiVneoc tniDUgh With. It, ijgUling; tllC Cash rtl:;:.a fact \vith which'tv aiidicncos ar ! Alius5in Jimenez.: lniisic. Marliel-.j- " ai.utences a be useful tot iham irig a Strip- ’> 
E* per on. At Cine Orfecn, Mexico City, qtllte familiar. Somewhat more; Sllb- f^ac;er fhr vvhnni hp’c fallen Rut i 

, Kunniii time, 90 mins. dued than her w'ell-krtown “Lucv” ; B V 

I V" r - - . , image. Miss Ball thoroughlvbiight- h f : PMt ' 
I Attempt in this on was to poke . eils Up tlie comedy/be it frtce. -thc- ^ 
fun al the typical American west- jsjapstiek. sbph’istieatcd or satire,-ail ‘ ,T1?e most fun comes in th ,, 
ern. But even though finger Lms^•! of whiGh are incorpbrated into the rivaI^ of -nd the three.’, 
Aguilar and comic Lalo Gonzalez i ph^ure supermen, excellently played by ;. 

■ (“Piporro”) .swagger around with TI : , ^ iv . -i . Charles Gray. Bruce Boa and H 
-traditional six shooter trappings, a ,I)o'n ?e Bernard Horsfall, Shirley Ahrie j 
|give a version of the.stalk, and use ai® Thsainu Jy unpleasant^^ as the pjeid competently provides the ! 

'the word “sheriff” -for -the’Mexican’. of b’ief romantic trimmings. Michael j 
! upholder of law and order (played ?0UI"?* Lol"s • 8 ^oLghtful j Hordern. John Glyn-Jone.s and 
by Aguilar),, it just doesn’t come oourtdcr. Among the supporting j0hh Phillips.are soundly amusing. , 
off players, Peter Leeds gives a -par- ^ , • ,! 

; Sum total is neither a Mexican Mcularly amusing performance as ' Basrl Deardens direction is.uh- 
iff^Vy^l^^ asharp-eved laundrYihan and Rob- ! as, indeed’ is the script by ; 

ff/ & ’ " players, Peter Leeds gives: a -par-j .. 

Sum total is neither a Mexican amusing performance as ! pv“as“< 
western although it has the rieoes-; 8 sharp-eyed laundryinan and Rob- j V. a, 5 JnraGea ,18 J.ne scupt by , wesiein, annougn it lias tne neees- , . p ^ ! Michael Relph and .Bryan Forbes. 

Isary number of shooting scenes and i eit r. ^imon put \er some meni {Tile. ,. il0]p affair has the air of a 
the inevitable dn?ino nnr a ]ani. i orably unimpressed visual atti- i- n. "no]e anair nas^ine.an OLa. 
me mevnaDJe singing, nor a^ Jam itudp i motel clei k who kh’t ; senous film into which conledy 

i poon of.the Hollywood potboilers, f {■uu“s a“- 8 Hioiei cieiK. wno isn t , - h n rather deSneraielv 
Both actors ntav double rolesof : ^bymg the husband-wife registra- na S J e,>n aesPw’al?*y 
coin actois piay aounie rotes oL..t'i0 • * „ f TTnni, and Mice Ron pumped. More s affable personality 

father and son. and story centers *.?Re 8n° "’s Balh ;s relaxed arid Dleasarit ac alwavc' 
around differences of oDinion nf Additionally agreeable support is l /c.laxfI” ana pieasani as^ always, 
aiouna cniieienees ot opinion oi \ ce t f} -t phiqjn ohOr ATiri bllt in this instance, the character 
two old timers in Ml? Mexican yil-| P™ P °l*r, 'Mar ^ insufticiently rounded for 
Iage, and a switch” of offspring of i f.nne Tble:'vait* JRrins Irving, Wil- , ,. ini _rf ixan.v ivaxhian ha«t 

!Sj'fc «here the “good guy” has the Lomse Beavers and done Jbb with hikSn^ 
j bad mans’ child and vice versa, i-'lazuiKi. '-Rich. 
‘ Situations'this develops have been j Frank’s. direction is a gem of , -’ • .. 
used before in other films: j comic pefeeplion, wiih only one. pr . 

Audience liked the show ;, laugh- ; two- lapses in which bits of busir AB-PT CommOn StOck 
ing at the conventional stock com-j iiess . in.itiaHy uproarious are . re-i _ . v • . -■ ^ * - 
cdy situations. It-all w:inris up in ! pcated until . the life lias been LXtfB UlVVy OI 4% Jr RlQ 
a stirring quartet achieved by sapped ..out of. them. Only other Americari Brdadcasling-Para- 
trick dubbing, with warring old criticism, is the fact that a. large mount Theatres this week declared 

.timers burying the hatchet, the amount ..of dialog is drowned out an extra dividend in the foriri of 
! mixup of sons cleared up and love beneath waves of audience laugh- a Common stock 2c/c ini addition to 
.interest provided by Flor Silvestre. ter over the lines preceding them, the regular fourth quarter.25c cash 
land IMarina Camacho. These,lat- Presumably the dialog lost is uriim- on both.the common and preferred 
ter don’t sing, only look on ador- portant, but seeing lip? move with- issues. There, was ho such extra 

j ingly as the two stars give forih nut hearing what is being said is payoff to stockholders last year, 
j with gusto in their quartet finale, thoroughly .frustfating, . New cash melon is-payable Dec. 
j Producers Obviously intend to Workmanlike camera capers by 15 to holders of record on Nov. 25 
(build up Aguilar and Gonzalez as 1 Charles Lang Jr., cutting by Frank before giving, effect to the stock 
! a . team for the, home and Latin. Bracht and art direction by J. Mac.- divvy;. Latter js ;pajvabJe ; L.fc. 28 
• American markets. Emil jmillan Johnson and Kenneth A to holders of record on Nov. 25. 

•Beat* Girl 
'(BRITtSH) 

Cheap little dualer about a 
. . London kid who fets mixed up 
-. ith. beatniks, e striptease 

murder and problems with her 
father and stepmother;, may. 
click with undiscriminating 
audiences. 

London, Nov. $. 
Renowu release of a George Minler 

(George W'iUbughbyj production: Stftra 
. David Farrar, Noelle Adam, Christopher 
Lee,' Adam Faith; features .ShirJey-Anne 
Field, Delphi Lawrence/. Gillian Hills.- 
Directed by .Edmotid T. -Greville. Story 
and screenplay by Dail Ainbler; camera, 
Walter Lassely: editor/.Gordon. Pilking- 
tpn; music. John Barry,- Previewed at. 
Renown Theatre, London; Running time, 
86 MINS.. 
Paul Linden David Farrar' 
-Nichole ..._Noelle Adarn 
Kenny ..........., .. iis?opher. Lee 
Jennifer Gillian :-Hi)ls 
Dave .Adam. Faith 
Gieta Delphi Lawrence 

.Dodo hit-rey-Anrie Field. 
Tony Peter McEnety 
Honey Claire Got don 

.. It’s difficult to kno\v quite how 
| to deal with this film, It’s pl bbably 
no worse than lriariy. others.; that 
have been specifically designed to 
appeal, to a. certain iriarketl But it's 
a shade puzzling to know how such 
a market; can . exist. Some good 
performers strive'"valiantly, but 
Avitli little success, to resource 
writing, direction [ arid production 
all ^of which seem cqually 
spired. , 

|. The story concerns, a young girl 
who resents the arrival of her new., 
stepmother, a French [girl just 
married to, her. father (David Far¬ 
rar). She seems a [nice kid, ‘[ 
little sullen, . blit she’s apparently 

Heading a double, life by mixing 
with Soho beatniks. When young 
mum tries -to , influence, her . th ■ 
youngster discovers that the 
French . girl 'Noelle Adam) was 
once a slriptcaser and, maybe,., 
Oven .worse. It takes an. attempted 
seduction■■"■/■bv! a. nightclub lecher., 
and. nirdcr before the child Is 
brought, to. hpr senses. 

Dialog maybe authentic to the 
beatiiik atmosphere, hut it grates 
on. tlie ear;. Adarri Faith..a top pop 
singer, brought into a film 

; which; with an “X.” certificate/ 
bans; his 'owij following. Farrar,' 
Miss Adam. Cln'ist.opher Lee and 
Delphi La\yrence bring profession- 
alisin to cardboard parts .while a 

[girl. Gillian Hills,, is clearly 
not sufficiently .experienced to 
cope with the unpleasant role of 
the rebel teenager; John Barry 
and his Seven play some numbers 
that are adequate but liriihemq- 
rable. 

Briefly, a British film in which 
[the local industry' can take ..little, 
pride; Rich. 

T Piaoiorl nipt Sabato 
Xefie 

(The Pleasures of Saturday. Night) 
i ' (ITALIAN) 
■ Rome, Novi 8. 
!.. . Irio DeLaureritiis release of a Doriatl- 

Cni-peritieri production. Features Jeanne 
V alefie... Andreina TagnanL• Marla- Pcrshy,. 
.Roberto Risso. Pierce Brice. Romolo Valii/ 
Scilla (label. Jean Murat. Renato Speziali, 
Elsa Maetinelli. .Cdrra'do ' Parii. . Directed 
by Daniele D’An/a. Screenplay. - Orest# 

. Biaricoli. D!Anza.' -Giuseppe ' Maingiorie. 
Mi Guei tini: . music; Ai m.indo. Trqia- 
.ioli: editor, Roberto Cinquirii. At s.Tre\i, 

. Rome. Running tihi’e, .101 MINS: 

1 Slickly made item with seVerai 
. exploitation pegs, notably a iopi- 
, cr1 call-girl theme which, coupled. 
: tq a comely cast should make this. 
a saleable itein iii many foreign 

j areas: Bally , aspect s apply to Yank 
'possibilities as \vcil.- 
| Call-girl [operation is successful 
; until an elderly Client dies of a 
[heart attack while on rendez¬ 
vous wit H one of the girls. Attempt 
to cover up bv.. removing his body 

■ merely starts off a chain of.cqm- 
"plicatioris involving the -girl in a 
j murder rap arid her father’s subr 
[sequent suicide. 
[ Thespirig is okay, -with Jeanne. 
[Valerie creditably handling, her 
key role; and Maria Perschy, SciL 
la (Gabel, Pierre Brice, Gorrado 
Pani. and others backing bey. The; 
girls are. all. lookers, 

Daniele D'Anza’s direction 
functional arid lagless, denoting hi 
video backgrpund while other 
Credits measure .up in kind. 

Hflick. 

Yaliaut’s Added Offices 
Valiant.. Films, . independent dis¬ 

tributor headed: by. Fred J. 
Schwartz, has opened. offices l* 
three additional cities, with branch 
managers, appointed iri each, as fol¬ 
lows: v [.. 

Cleveland >also embracing Pitts- 
burgh sales), Jerry Lipow, who for¬ 
merly was with Paramount and 
United Artists; Atlanta (also covr 
ering Jacksonville), : Edvvin H. 
Brauei*, formerly Republic; . and 

: Ghar-Jntte,1 Robert. W,*. McClure, for¬ 
merly United Artists. 
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AUDITIONING A TOWN TO ‘STAR* 
San Francisco, Now 15.. 

William Periberg and George Seaton; plagued by bad weather 
conditions iii their four months of shooting ’‘Counterfeit Traitor” 
in, Europe,: a're" now. . having , another-hard time of 'It' In lensing 
‘‘Pleasure of . His Company” here. “Pleasure” started to roll early 
this year but an eight-month suspens.ioh was caused by the 
Hollywood strike. 

In resuming the production the company lost two of the first 
three days of shooting sked due to gray skies, which means * 
substantial Item in that the location shooting costs $24,000 a day 
Whether the cameras roll or. not. 

Said Periberg: ■ “Itvs a continuation of ..our bad luck.” And this; 
added Seaton, after 104 days of rain and dark clouds in Europe 
With “Tr itors” ... 

^Pleasure” cast and, will return ;to Hollywood after the 
localioning.here ’ for interiors at the Paramount studio. 

It*# > Test to Pull ike ‘Oncers’Into N.Y. Palace—^ 
Picked Up an Audience Analysis Point of-Sindlinger 

Twentielh-Fox this week is car¬ 
rying out what might be termed 
a “controlled” experiment to test 
the effectiveness of television : ad-, 
vertising of a motion picture. The 
picture is the. Biblical .-"spectacle.;;. 
“Esther and the King.” which 
opens at the Palace theatre in New 
York, Friday (18>,. . . One of the 

rincipal aspects of the pre-open¬ 
ing campaign is the intensive use 
of tv spots on local WNBtC-TV fea¬ 
ture film programs.' at various: 
..morning, afternoon ; and evening 
hours for the seven days preCeed- 
ing the premiere. 

Decision to place the spots ex- , 
clusively on feature film shows.! 
rather than to spread them around i 
on soap operas. Children’s and. fain- j-L 
ily-type western shows, as based | v 
on findings of Sindlinger & Co. to 
the effect that many ;■infrequent” 
moviegoers Hess than once a 
month) are Such because they V ‘. 
fy their,film hunger by consuming 
theatrical features on tw..- Since . 
Biblical specs are just about the 

• only type of feature, filth fare not 
available on ty and since most of . 
them have done Well at the. b,o.. 
20th execs; reasoned that “Esther” • ii 

Herman G. Weinberg 
calls on Ms itasostd MptfimM ’ 

lua 

Briandy and Cigars 
Retrospective 

another important Editorial Footer# 
in the apeominq 

55 th Anniversary Number 
of 

By HY HOLLINGER 

It has been said that an actor or 

an actress will do almost anything 

to- gCt a, starring role in a film. 

Whole communities apparently are 

no different. 

Producers Jules Maitland arid 

Ed Spiegel, who operate tinder the 

Urbana .Productions, banner, have 

found many small towns In the 

U. S. willing to portray their own 

death; The team is currently - 

gaged in a natibri-wide, search for 

a town of between 5,000 .and 10,- 

000 to “star” ‘‘Benson City 

1300;” a story of the death of a 

town in the missile age. 

The town Maitland and Spiegel 
are looking for must^ in addition, 
be typical Americana, have, a 
Main Street with a clock tower, 
an old-fashioned cemetery, and 
traditional homes and churches. 
The producers have, expressed a 
willingness to travel anywhere in 
the U. S. to ‘‘audition” the tow 

In seeking applicants for the. 
“part,” the producers have written 
to newspapers throughout the 
country seeking their cooperation 
in alerting the small comm ities 

What Canada Okays, U.S. Doesn’t, 
But Paramount-Columbia Joint 

Selling Hailed as Sure Sense 
Longtiips Paris Pssidsnt 

Harold Flender 

’ tMMu Paris Is too good far 
the;. Franck and Is of 

the opinion 

Francois Go Home 

. ope of tfco Important Editorial 
Foatnros In the opcomlnq 

55th Anniversary Number 

of 

VARIETY 

Allied Artists’ 
Net in Slump 

- The merger put into effect by 
Paramount and Columbia in Can* 
ada is the type of operation that’s 
an economic must in the States If 
distribution costs are to be brought 
down to a “realistic level,” accord¬ 
ing to the sales v.p. of a rival com¬ 
pany. But, he added, the antitrust 
injunctions against all major dis¬ 
tributors bar such amalgamations 
and will continue,to do so Tiniess 
the'Department of Justice consents 
to amendments. 

There has been intra-trade agi¬ 
tation for an ease-up on the trust 
edicts but so far to no avaiJ- 

The Par-Col joint operation, th« 
spokesman underlined, is not lim¬ 
ited to only physical handling of 
films—but also includes sales. Ex¬ 
cept for the large circuits, exhibi¬ 
tors are served in behalf of both 
Par and Col by the same salesman 
and this accounts for the major 
saving. 

Each of the two distribs holds 
the right to approve or reject any 
exhibition contract under the setup. 

High cost of distribution has 
stirred complaints throughout the 
industry for years. Problem has 
been partially solved by cuts in the 

VARIETY 

country Seeking their cooperation Hollywood, Nov. 15. been partially solved by cuts in the 
! in alerting the small comm ities Allied Artists’ net profit for the releasing organizations’ offices in 
j and. townships. The newspaper re- firS£ quarter, ended Oct. 1, I960, the key cities and franchising out 
! action so far has resulted in a solid nf thp current fiscal vear droDDed film shipping and storaging. 
! pre-production publicity campaign; , ««>or oon rhefnr* taxes) from But the distribution operation on 

Need 1000 Extras to $286,380 (before taxes) from the whole remains a fiscal burden 
1 r . . -lo? f. \Taifiand $652,600 for the corresponding that can be meaningfully alleviated 

Peiiod »*** Stew Broidy, only if the D. of J. would permit 

cal Argus:Courier'headlined the proxy, reported at the annual 
eVenV with an eight-column stream- meeting of stockholders here last * _ 
er, “Petaluma May ‘Star’ in Holly- Wednesday (9). 
wood Missile Movie.” The paper For this year’s first quarter a H I OlA . 
pointed out that out of the $250.- . . , ... ? . 

f|i Ai AAA AAA 1 600 budget between $50,000. and remaining tax credit, due to a 
I nnc Si IMlIl lHin ! $W0.00a would be spent locally carry-forward of prior year losses lUUb 01,VUV,VVV and that about 1.000 local extras reduced the provision for Federal 

r T would be heeded. income taxes to only $9,000. No 

The advance sale for the first -n.nsnn riiv 1300- Is the first ,ax provision was .required in the ■ . 'a ; iienson. city iduu is tne ni>i previous vear. This resulted in a 
me engagements of Otto Prem- of series of senu-documentary net profit after taxes for the first 

inger’s “Exodus” has topped the films planned by the new team i960 quarter of $277,380. 

Par’s 3d Quarter 
i Pace: $1.44 F 

uiciu nave uune «eu ai me. u.u... ■ - ~ - t- . . --—ner proju aiier (.axes iur me mat v 
20th execs reasoned that “Esther” ■ inger’s “Exodus” has topped the films planned by the new team i960 quarter of $277,380. LioSl fin In? 

t.^4 K ^f.OMKDOp- Gloss income in the quarter ! 
push Via the early-early, late-late , president of United Artists, which Sffii amounted to $4,244,000, compared I to $2 405 000 or $M4 Der share. 
(and in-between) film programs on ! is releasing the film, described the Chessman. Second pic— 

the small'screen. .] advance, as' “a milestone in. the Monster —is the study of a psy- 
. Should “Esther” click at its 'history of motion pictures.” He said chopat^h, and “Little Man Fronr 
Palace, ..engagement, results Til . that “there hasn’t been an advance New Ybrk is a satire oil low-bud 
undoubtedly serve to channel" - •; sale remotely like it,’’ Hollywood producers. Pair l 

creasing funds into tv advertising, j The .largest advance has been - Pr°"' 

L' amounted to $4,244,000, compared to $2,405,000, or $1.44 per share, 
with $5,241,000 in the like 1959 This includes special income of V. • • TVTnncf#»r”_j« flip ctndv of a nsv- v'ul1 111 mis includes special income oi 

a milestone in the aAd ^“Little' Man From Period, Stockholders reelected .all $1,063,000, or 64c per share, rep- 
tipnpictuies. He said .P - satire on low-bud- Erectors and approved appoint- resenting installments on the eom- 

^ ITdr ment of Price Water6°use & C6. panyas sale of the pre-1948 film 
-like it,” . Jair j as auditors for the new year. Iibrary to a subsidiary of Music 

not only oh subsequent “Esther” | registered in N.Y; where $611,875 *ucin8-and Spiegel directing, 
dates, blit, on all other 20th re-j has: beeri collected a month before ■ ■ 1 ' 
leases. •; the Dec. 15 premiere. Receipts in ; _ _ 

Heavy Barrage | other cities are: Los Angeles, $123,- SflOWliian As Mayor 
Company last week, declared, that!■ At??],?0*’ Boston,_ Lethbridge, Alta., Nov^ 15. 

it has compipted, and has ready .Longtime theatre operator, 
for shipment to branches arouiid 'yl9y5pj>: Detroit,, $18,221; Kansas. a. W. Shackleford has been 
the country, all fv and radio spots $17,644; DalJas, $15,133. returned to a; 10th term as 
for 20th releases.through the end- 'l . P^etUre will be shown on a layor of Lethbridge, 
of the year. Under, ordinary: . hardticket basis with a top of $3 ' He has been a member of 
cumstances this might not seem (Continued on page 26) City council for 20 years. 
of .the year. Under, ordinary: 
cumstances this might not seem 

; unique, but perhaps in 20th’s case ...... 
it is. since the conipariy hadn’t (as 1 a- TTk a reported im these col- 

sls rr .snorio?e.tps i Pre-Dworcemen t Indenture Prevents 
scheduled to go out. before Jari- ' . r * holders melon, although one. 
uary 1 TT J JT'i • • # Xk TT\ • • 1 ~M ^as been anticipated in some 

Loew s Circuit Paying Dividend m - 
ca:>e* Spe" Loew;,s Theatres registered a net $44,199,085, . ith theatre’ opera-1 of earnings of the company accu- specig income’ of 

■ u o • p °e • • profit of $2,771,625, equal to $1.04 tions and broadcasting (Station mutated after March 12, 1959 and $108 Q00, or lie per share, 
. per share, for the 1960 fiscal year WMGM) providing $40,027,337 and no dividend is permitted which lotal consolidated earnings for 

Vi . f • . : which ended Aug. 31; The profit rent, interest and other income reduces the balance of current as- nrst nine months of I9b0 are 
kynn \n|qyinp represented a 38.1% increase over $4;171-748. The 1959 total was sets of the company to less than ,gd . $6,137,000 or $Jo7 per 
LiAvv ijftlulR/U the $2,007,251,. equal to 75c per $46;056.090, with $41,951,484 from twice current liabilities. At Aug. SFia*Q'S*i on tV ,?ome 

share, recorded for the 1959 fiscal theatres and broadcasting and 31, I960, it is noted, such current 2}. i0-P’ ^ 
I . I /II • period. $4,i04,6Q6 from other sources^ A assets were approximately $2,700,- farnineTof^fisol000 cv 'B^Toer 
Af I AOUT I hom The I960 net profit came after separate breakdown of the theatre 000 less than twice current lia- J ,n 
ill LVCW l/lldlll the deduction of depreciation and broadcasting earning* is not bilities. m 

charges of $3,075,464 and U; S. provided. - About WMGM SiSiSS,0, nrin^ntiuf 
Salaries 6f officers: and directors and Canadian income taxes of Operations Cut Tisch’s message stresses that ^ nf3 itc dnnt in 

of Loew’s Theatres totalled $430,- $2,710,000/ Similar deductions in Operating expenses wrere less in Station WMGM “completed the AT„trnnniitan Rmarfoastin/rnm 
717, per a proxy statement sum- 1959 amounted to $2,949,139 and 1960 than in 1959—$32,965,797 as best year in its 38-year existence.” n “ i ^ 
moning stockholders to the annu- $2,445,000. compared with $35,194,785, a fac- The report apparently went to .hare? miNtandinc romoared with 
al meeting in New York on Dec. 8. According to the annual report, tor that may have contributed to press before Loew’s sold the sta- $ 703 927 a vear ako P 
Eugene PickeC,; president and di- shareholders’, equity in. the com-, the larger profit this year. tion to former WHN (of Major ’ ’ *__ 
rector, is down for $78,000 ih: ad- pany at Aug. 31, 1960 amounted to Despite the fact that the conir Bowes) to Crowell-Collier for . _ 
dition to an .extra $30,372 esti- $62,074,451/ equivalent to $23.26 pany’s firiaheial position is “sound $11,000,000. There’s no mention Montaguef Jaffe Return 
mated to be paid .under the coni- per share, an Increase of $1.04 per and healthji;,M Tisch’s message in of the sale in the report. Abe Montague. Columbia exec 
pany’s retirement plan. . Salary of share over the previous year; the annual report notes that an in- ^The company’s diversification v.p , and Leo Jaffe, 1st v.p.-treas- 

Following the stockholders meet- Corp. of America, 
irig/the board met to reelect ail Third quarter of 1959 brought 
officers. ThCy also, named Milton earnings of $1,349,000, or 79c per 
Segal, assistant secretary of the 
company. 

Board authorized payment of If’. 50c for par 
the Dec. 15, 1960 quarterly divi- . . , , , 
dend of l334C per share on com- Ai Pa!ian]uUn board has de- 
pany's 514% cumulative convert- glared the regular quarterly 
ible preferred stock. Payment will dividend of 50c per share on 
be made to holders of record conijnen stock, payable 
j)ec 2; Dec. 16 to holders of record 

on Dec. 1. 
As reported in these col¬ 

umns last week, there’s to be 
no early hike in the stock¬ 
holders’ melon, although one. 
has been anticipated in some 
quarters. 

At Loew Chain share, including special income of 
$2,965,000, or $1.74 per share, rep¬ 
resenting principally the profit 
from Par’s sale of its stock in 

.. dition to fin .extra $30,372 esti- $62,074,451/ equivalent to $23.26 pany’s firiaheial position is “sound $11,000,000. There’s no mention Montague, Jaffe Retum 
mated to be paid .under the coni- per share, an Increase of $1.04 per and healthy,” Tisch’s message in of the sale in the report. Abe Montague. Columbia exec 
pany’s retirement plan. . Salary of share over the previous year; the annual report notes that an in- ^The company’s diversification v.p , and Leo Jaffe, Istv.p.-treas- 
board chairman Laurence A. Tiseh, , The report to stockholders, deriture, involving loans made in into hotels gets the big play and urer, are back in New York this 
who succeeded Leopold Friedman signed by board chairman Laurence 1945 and 1947 to the. former parent up front mention in the annual re- week following studio conversa- 
on Sept 1, 19.60, is riot indicated: A. Tisch, says that “theatre opera- company (Loew’s Inc.), “continue to port. A cutout cover features tions with Samuel J. Briskin, pro¬ 

fit's believed that he receives the tions, the principal source of our prevent: the" payment of dividends architect’s drawing of the two ho- duction head, about upcoming 
saline amount as Picker. earnings, showed a gain iri profit at this time:” Loew’s Theatres, it’s . tels the company is building in product. 

Friedman, before his CetiCement, last year.” However, the report noted, became bound in the loans New York—The Americana and Mo Rothman, chief of the Col 
received $78,000 annually, bdt his gives no information on the exact in connection with its. separation the Summit. The second page con- foreign end, went off to Tokyo 
contract was settled, calling for his amount of the profit increase from from Loew’s Inc/ Under the loari tairis a composite of a ntimber of from the Coast meetings as first 
services as a consultant to’the coin- theatres. .. . agreement, Loew’s Theatres may Loew’s Theatres and a microphone leg of a global hop. He’s not due 

(Continued• on ^prige ;24^ -Totail^1960t incoine amounted to. riot pay ’Cash dividends id ^excess/ with the WMGM call letters. back, in Gotham for a few weeks. 

Mo Rothman, chief of the Col 
foreign end, went off to Tokyo 



HCTITRE GROSSES 

LA. Still Sluggish; ‘Epitaph’ Fair 
$17,000, ‘Hot Wind’ 16G; ‘Spartacus 

Wow 28%G, ‘Butterfield’ Big 23G 
Los Angeles. Nov. 15. 4---—- 

Expected after-election pickup is I *» p 
not materializing here to any.; big KgU LliV VifOSSCiS 
extent with only a few situations.j J J 
showing strength. New entrants, 
too, are not getting far at j the Estimated Total Gross 
wickets. “Let No Man Write My j 
Epitaph'* looks best newcomer ; but' 
only fair S17.000 in three theatres. ■ 
“Where Hot Wind Blows" is after 
so-so $16,000 in four houses. ; 

“10 Who Dared" shapes soft, 
SI4,000 in three spots. “Saiage} 
Eye,” on first general relcaser: _ 
shapes dull at the El Key. , ■ 

Regular holdovers are paced by ( 
“Butterfield 8." which looks smash 
$23,000 for second round at Holly¬ 
wood Paramount. “Dark at Top of 
Stairs" is rated slow $13.000r for 
second in three situations. “Inherit 
the Wind" looms mild $12,000 in 
second at the Chinese. 

“Spartacus" aiming for hoffo 
$28,500 in city's leader though in . 
fourth frame at Pantages. Qthcr j; 
hard-ticket films are showing well. tc 

Estimates for This Week £ 

Warren’s, Pix, Wiltern 'BAB- j 
Prin-SW) »1.757;- 756; 2.344; 90- I 
$1.50>—“Let No Man Write |Epi-- l 
taph” <Col) and “Strangers! of \ 
Bombay" <C©1). Fair $17,000. |La<t \ 
week, Warren’s with Four Strr, i 
Baldwin. “Gigi" <M-G>, “Don’t! Go \ 
Near Water (M-G) 'reissues), j: 
$8,500. Pix with Hillstreet. “T-hun- i * 
der in Carolina” <Fav). “Foxfire” 2 
<U) (reissue), $7,800. Wiltern jwitli j 
Orpheum. Hollywood, “.Tourney to : 
Lost City” <AI\ “Last Woman on 
Earth” (Indie), $15,200. 5 

Hollywood, Loyola, Hillstreet/' 
(FWC-Metropolitan) <756; 1,298; i j 
2.752; 90-SI.50)—“10 Who Dared”,; 
fBV) and “Police Dog Story” (iUA). r 
Soft $14,000. Last week, Loyola ] 4 
with Los Angeles. Iris. El :Rey, I 
“Sons and Lovers" '20th>, “Cap-^ 
tain’s Table” *20th) '1st general 5 
release), $14,300. | 

Hawaii. State, Four Star, Bald- $ 
Win (G&S - UATC - State> *L106;* 1 
2.404; 868; 1.800; 90-$1,50) — 1 
“Where Hot Wind Blows” 'M-G) f 
and “Girl in Lover's Lane” (Fay* s 
fHawaii, State). “All Fine Young .1 
Cannibals" <M-Gi 'repeat) 'Four? 
Star). “Desire in Dust" f20th) <jin.o.) j J 
(Baldwin, State). Sorso $16,000 or ' 
near. Last week, Hawaii. “Surprise < 
Package" <Col). “It Happened to • 
Jane” «Col) 'reissue) '2d ;wk).,i 
$2,400. Si ate, “Wicked Go to Hell” 
iJem), “Female and Flesh” 'Jem), 
$5,300. j ‘ 

Fox Wilshire. Iris. Orpheum • ] 
(FWC-Metropolitan) <1.990; .825; I 
2,213: 90-51.50)—“Top of Stairs” |, 

(Continued on page 22) j;. j 

‘Hot Wind’Okay $10,000, 
Pitt; ’Jack’ Giant $6,080, 

’Lace’ Rousing 11G, 2d 
Pittsburgh, Nov. 15. 

Tremendous power of “I'm All 
Right, Jack" at Squirrel Hill is one 
of bright spots among firsUnins 
here this week. Two other new en¬ 
tries, “Journey to Lost City," fair 
at Stanley, and “Where Hot Wind 
Blows" which is barely okay at the 
Penn. “Song Without End" is hold¬ 
ing steady in second at Harris but 
“Midnight Lace" is the really hoff 
b.o. at Fulton in second. “Ber* 
Hur" continues excellent at 'War¬ 
ner in 43d round. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fulton <Shea> i 1.365; $1-S1.50)— 

“Midnight Lace” <U) *2d wk): Boff 
$11,000 or over. Last week, 
$13,000. 

Harris 'Associated) <2,100; $1- 
$1.50>—“Song Without End” /*Col) 
<2d wk). Good $5,500 with help of 
“Wackiest Ship in Army” ipol) on 
Saturday nieht. Last week. $5,500. 

Penn (UATC) <3.300; $l-$l/50>— 
“Where Hot Wind Blows” *UA). 
Okay $10,000. Last week, “Mag¬ 
nificent Seven” 'UA) '2d wk—9 
days), $10,000. 

Squirrel Hill (SW) «834; $1/25)— 
“I’m AH Right, Jack” <Col). Mighty 
$6,000. Last week, “Jungle Cat” 
<BV) <4lh wk), $2,500. 

Stanley -SW) '3,700; $l-$l/50)— 
“Journey to Lost City” (AIL |Bare- 
ly okay $9,500. Last week, “Sun¬ 
rise Campobello” (WB). $9,000. 

Warner 'SW) (1,513; $1.50-$2.75) 
—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) '43d i; wk). 
Strong §12,500. Last week, $10,500. 

j This Week $2,611,600 
1 (.Based on 22 cities and 247 
; theatres, chiefly first runs, in- 
j eluding N. Y.) 

i Last Year $2,051,900 
• (Based on 22 cities and 228 
J theatres.) 

‘Journey Hep 14G, 
Frisco;‘Wind’llG 

San Francisco, Nov. 15. 
First-run trade . here currently 

is on weak side, with only a few 
bright spots. Of new entrants. 
“Journey To Lost.. City" shapes 
good at Paramount while “The 
Idiot” is okay on opener at arty 
Presidio. “Where. Hot Wind Blows" 

’looms modest on initial round at 
Warfield. However, “Let No Man 
Write My Epitaph" shapes sturdy 
in second St. Francis stanza. 

! “The Alamo” is rated only;rfair 
; in third round aX the Alexandria. 
' “Ben-Hur” is fancy in 47th week 
. at Coronet. 

! Estimates for This Week 

• Golden Gate (RKOV <2,859; $1.25- 
$1.50) — “Goliath and Barbarians” 

;'AI) and “Sign of Gladiator ’ 'AI). 
|DuU $6,000. Last week, “Brbath of 
Scandal” (Par) and “Time and Eter- 

' nity” (Par), $7/500. 

1 Fox 'FWC) <4.651; $1.25-$1.50>— 
j “10 Who Dared" iBY) and “Walk 
!Tall” »20th) '2d wk). Passable 
$6,000 in 5 days. Last week, $10/500. 

Warfield <Loew) '2.656; $1.25- 
$1.50)—“Where Hot Wind Blows" 

i<M-G) and “Lust to Kill” <M-G>. 
Modest $11,000 or less. Last week, 

I "Streetcar Named Desire” i20t.li) 
and “Long Hot Summer” '20th) 

. 'reissues), $7,500 for 6 day 

■ Paramount (Par) <2.646; $1.25- 
j $1.50'.—"Journey to Lost City” 
'AL and “Last Woman on Earth” 
•AH. Good $14,000. Last week, 
“Girl of Night” «WB) and “Violent 
Woman” iWB) (2d wk), $8/500. 

St. (Francis '.Par) <1,400; $1-$1.50) 
—"Let No Man Write. Epitaph” 

!-CoI) '2d wk). Sturdy $10,000. 
j Last w eek, $13;500. 

I Orpheum (Cinerama, Inc.) U,- 
! 456; S1.75-$2.65)—“Ciner ma Holi- 
I day” 'Cinerama) 'reissue) >3d wk). 
: Fine S14.000, Last week. $13,500. 

United Artists (No. Coast) '1.151; 
• $1.25-$1.50)—“Magnificent Seven” 
; 'UA) and “Walking Target" vUA) 

(Continued on page 22) 

yARIETY . 

Indpls. Slou^ ’Hot Wind’ 
Cold 6G,‘Stars’Sad 4G 

Indianapolis, Nov/ 15'. 
Biz is generally mild here again 

this week, although. “This Is.Cine¬ 
rama” ‘ ' making, a nice , gain in 
sixth stanza at the Indiana to con¬ 
tinue leading town. “Can-Can”; Is 
drawing only possible interest in 
roadshow run at Lyric. “Let No 
Man Write My Epitaph” at Keith's 
is fair while “Where Hot Wind 
Blows” at Loew’s looks slight. 

Estimates for This Week 
Circle iCookrill-Dolle) '2.500; 75- 

$1)—“Aim at Stars" 'Cob and. 
“Man on'String" (Cob. Poor $4,000, 
Last week, “Sunrise at Campo- 
bello” (WB), $5,000. 

Indiana (C-D) (1.000; $1.25-$2.50) 
—“This Is Cinerama" .'Cinerama) 
(6th; wk): Fat. $12,0Q0: Last week, 
$10,000. 

Keith’s /C-D) (1.300: 90-$ 1 25)— 
“Let".'No Man Write My Epitaph” 
(Cob. Fair $6,000. Last week, 
“Song Without End.” (Cob. $4,500. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2.427; 75-$D— 
“Where Hot Wind Blows” (M-G) 

. and “In-Bet Weerii. Age” (AA). Sad 
! $6,000. Last -week,- “Magnificent 
‘ Seven" /UA) and “Walking. Target” 
I (UA). $5,500. 
I Lyric <C-D) (850:: $l:25-$2.50)— 
j “Can-Can” (2!0tbL Nice $7,000 or 
[over. Last Week, "Ben-Hur" (M-G) 
: '35th wk>, $9,000, 

. Wednesday, November 16, 1960 

Cincy Climbing; ‘Lace’ Bofo $11,000, 
‘Butterfield’ Big 16G, ‘Hot Wind’ 8G 

‘Lace’ Hep $10,000 
Leads in L’ville 

Louisville, Nov. 15. 
Several new .films are. iii town 

this week and: trade, many down¬ 
town houses is brisk, despite mild 

■weather'. “Midnight . Lace,” the 
Kentucky's n^\V entry, looks to 
garner top take with smash total',. 
“Where Hot Wind, Blows”.. the 
United Artists is modest Mary 
Anderson's “Leave It To Jane" is 
dull. “Journey To Lost City” cou-. 
pled with “39 Steps" at Rialto: 
shapes slow*. “Can-Can," in third 
week at the Brow looms lively. 

^ Estmiates. for This Week 

Brown 'Fourth Avenue) '1,200; 
$1,25-$2)—“Can-Can" '20th» '3d 
w k). Likely , fine. $9,000, on ..par 
with second AVeek’s take. 

Kentucky tSwitow ) '900; 75-$1) 
—“Midnight Lace” <U), ^Heading 
for smash $10,000. to lead the city; 
should hold. Last week, “Fast and 
Sexy" 'Col). $5,000. 

Mary Anderson ' People's): >900; 
75-SI»—“Leave It To Jane}"1 'Col), 
and “Gidget” ,(.Gol) '.reissues). Dull 
S3,500. Last week/ “No .Mail Epi¬ 
taph" 'Col), $6,000/ . 7. . 

Rialto 'Fourth Avenue) /• 3.000; 
60 $1)—"Journey To Lost City” 
-Al) and **39 Steps” (20th). Slow 
$7,000. Last week, •‘Aiii At. Stars”, 
Cor', S5.000. 

United Artists <UA) '3,000; 75- 
Sli—‘'Where Hot Wind -Blows” 
' M-G).. Modest ;$8/000 or near. Last 

/ week, “Song Without End" (Col), 
i $7,000. 

‘Butterfield’ Wow $35,000 Tops D.C.; 
‘Inherit’ Rich 20G; ‘Wall’Great 10G 

{ Washington, Nov, 15: | 
Two hot i.uitialers are setting a 

lively pace for mains'.em houses 
, this round. “Butterfield 8” shapes 
for wow at Palace while “Inherit 
the Wind” looks sock at the 
Keith’s for opening sessions. On 
arty circuit, “Behind Great Wall” 
is rated boff at the 940-seat Apex, 
playing as a regular, film version. 

I “Midnight Lace” looms big in 
second session at the Ontario. 
“Hiroshima, Mon Amour” heads 

, for a smash total in second round ! 
! at the Town. ■ “School For Scoun- j 
! drels" shapes nifty in seventh at 
! the Mac Arthur. i 
j Estimates for This Week 
! Ambassador-Metropolitan 'SW) 
'(1,490; 1,000; 90-$l.49) — ’’Journey j 
! To Lost City” /A-I). Good $11,500. 
Last week, “Girl of Night” (WB), 
$12,000. 

I Apex (K-B) <940; 90-$1.10) ^ j 
i“Behind Great Wall” (Cont). Boff: 
} $10,000. Last week, “Day They 
Robbed Bank England” (M-G), $3,- 

; 000. 
1 Capitol (Loew) <3,426; $1-$1.49) 
!—“Where Hot Wind Blows” (M-G), 
Sad $8,500. Last week, reissues, 

i Keith’s (RKQ) (1,850; $1-$1.49)— 
i “Inherit Wind" (UA). Sock $20,000. , 

Last week. '."Magnificent' Seven” 
(UA) '4th wk\ $8,000, 

MacArthur 'K-B) '900; $1/10) —- 
“School for Scoundrels" iCont) 
17th wk). Nifty $5,000. Last week, 
$4,006. 

Ontario 'K-B) (1,240: 90-$1.49)— 
‘■Midnight Lace” (U) (2d wk). Big 
$9/000 after $10,000 opener. 

Palace (Loewi//2.390; 90-$1.25)— 
“Butterfield .8” (M-G). Wham $35,- 
000. Last week, “Breath of Scan¬ 
dal” »Par), $9,000. 

Playhouse (T-L) (458; $l-$i/80>— 
’’Surprise Package” (Col) (3d wk). 
Slow $2,000: Last week, $3,560. 

Plaza (T-L) / '276; $1-$1;80) . — 
“Fast Set” (Indie) <2d wk). Fat $6,- 
000 after $7,700 opener/ 

town. 'King) (806; $1-$1,49) —■ 
‘ Hiroshima, Mon Anipiir” (Zehith) 
<2d wk).. Sock $12,006, same as last 
round. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) <600; $1.25-$2) 
—“Sbng Without End” (Col) (8th 
wk). Oke $3,500. Last week, $4,800. 

Uptown (SW) (1,300; $1.49-$2.75) 
—r“Sunrise at Campobello” CWB) 

• 6th wk). Fair $3,508. Last week, 
$4,000. 

Warner (SW): (1/440; $l:49r$2.75) 
—“Ben-Hur” ' M-G) «35th wk). Nice 
$10,000.: Last week, $9,500. 

Estimated total Gross 
this Week . $570,500 

(Bosed oh 27 theatres). 

Last Year ....... $398,500 
(Based on 28 theaifes): 

‘Lace’Smasheroo 
Prov. Ace 

Providence, Nov. 15. 

Spirited jump in gross take is 
being enjoyed by “Midnight Lace” 
at Albee for best showing in city. 
Majestic's “Can-Can" is rated fair.. 
State’s “Where Hot Wind Blows” 
looms fairish/ Strand is only fair 
with “Song Without End.”. Armis¬ 
tice Day holiday helped all around. 

Esiiniates for This Week 

Albee iRKO) / 2,200; 65-90>— 
“Midnight Lace" (U) and “Seven 
Way? From Sundown" U). Very 
strong weekend and holiday play ; 
for wow $12,000. j 

Elmwood 'Snyder) (724; $1.50-' 
$2.50) “Ben-Hur" 'M-G) «21st 
wk). Nice $7,500. Last week, same. 

Majestic (SW) <2.280; $1.25- 
$1.75) “Can-Can” (20th). Rated 5 

just fair at $11,000. Scale, gener-j 
ally considered too high by pa¬ 
trons. Last week, “SunriSe at ' 
Campbelip” (WB), $8,000. ] 

State • Leew) (3,200;. 65-90)— j 
“Where Hot' Wind Blows” (M-G) 
and; “Walking Target” (UA). Fair- ! 
ish $9,006. Last week, “Fast and ‘ 
Sassy” iCol) and “Nights of. Lu- l 
cretia Borgia” (Coi), $7,560. 

Straiid 'National Realty) (2,200; 
65-901—“Song Without End" 'Cob. 
Fair $5,000. Last week,; “Vertigo" 
'Par) and “Monster from Green 
Hell” ■■'•CpI.) 'reissues),. $4,500. \ 

‘INHERIT’ STOUT 14G, | 
ST. L.;‘WIND’SLOW 11G 

;St. Louis,. Nov. 15. j 

Plenty of new fare here at first- ‘ 
rubs this stanza but few of them | 
are contributing much to the city’s ! 
overall total. Ace newcomer ap¬ 
pears to be “Inherit the Wind,’’ 
sturdy on opener at Esquire.: 

“Where Hot Wind Blows” is only 
riiild at State while “Plunderers” 
shapes fair at . Fox. Another modest 
newcomer is “Sword and Dragon," 
light at the St. Louis. “Battle of 
Sexes,” however, looms; fine on: 

itialer at Shady Gak. 

Estimates folr This Week 

Ambassador (Arthur) (2.970; 60- 
90i^-“Sunrise af Campobello” (WB) 
*2d wk). Nice $12,000. Last week, 
$15,000. 

Apoiro Art /Grace) 1700; 90- 
$1/25) — “Marie-Octobre” 'Indie1.. 
Okay $1,700/ Last week, ‘Tkiru” 
•Indie), $1,500. 

Esquire (Schuchart-Levin) 
800: 90-$1.25) “Inherit Wind” 
1 UA). Sturdy $14,000 or near; Last 
week, “Song Without End’’ 'Col) 
'4th wk), $9,000. .. 

Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 60-90) —. 
“Plunderers” '(AA) and “Heroes 
Die Yoimg" (Indie)/. Fair $12,060. 
Last week. “Surprise Package" 
(Col) iand “Secret of Purple Reef” 
•20th), $15/000 

Loew’s Mid-City (Loew) (1,160; 
$1.50-$2:50) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) 
'26th wk). Solid §12,000: Last \yeek, 
$8,006. 

i State (LoeW) (3,600; 66-90) — 
“Where Hot Wind Blows” (M-G) 
and “Enemy General” (Col)., Mild 
$11/000 or less. Last week, “Mag¬ 
nificent Seven” (UA) (2d wk), $8,- 
000. ' 

Pageant: (Arthur) <1,000; 66-90)— 
“Captain Table” (Rank). Good $4;- 
000. Last week,“Sons and Lovers” 
<20th) (3d wk), $2,500. 

St. Louis (Arthur) (3,800; 60-90) 
—“Sword and Dragon” /Indie) and 
“Orders to Kill” (Indie). Lean $9,- 
000 or near. Last week, “Aim at 
Stars" (Col) ahd “Desert Attack” 
• Col), $9,600. 

Shady. Oak (Arthur) .(760; 60-90) 
—“Battle of Sexes” (Conti. Fine 
$3,000 or over. Last week, “Carry 

I on Nurse” (Gov) (24th wk), $900* 

/ . Cincinnati, Nov. 15. 
. Potent arrivals and holiday pad¬ 
ding will add up to a post-election: 
fiesta for Cincy cinemas this week. 
Openers are paced by “Butterfield : 
8," looming big at flagship. Albee. 

/ “Midnight Lace" bids for i socko 
i Keith opening session. /“Where 
/Hot Wind Blows” shapes okay at 
the Palace, First-run Twin Drive- 
In and hilltop afties are having no 
pain. “Ben-Hur" lo ok s for 
minor pickup On 35th lap at Capi¬ 
tol. “Song Without End" rales 
fairish ih fourth Week at suburban/ 
Valley. 

. Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO> '3.100; $1-$1^6)— 

, “Butterfield- 8” /M-G).- Big $16,000: 
Holds. Last Week,, “Day they 

.Robbed Bank of England” tM-G) 
and Jim Hetzer's “Jajpanese Spec¬ 
tacular” on stage, not sb good $10,- 
500 at $L25-$1.50 scale. 

Capitol : (SW-Cinerama> «1.400- 
; $125-$2,75>— “Ben-Hur" (M-G) 
<35th \vk); strong $14,000 with holi¬ 
day heave 'Over $13,500 in 34th wk./ 

! Esquire .Art (Shor) (500; $1.25r^ 
“Sons and Lovers" (20th) (2d wk); 
Solid $1,800 after $2,200 preem. 

Grand ' RKO) 11.400; 96-$1.25)— 
“Dark at Top of Stairs" (WB) 
(m o.) <2d wk). Bright $5,000. Last 
week, $7,000. / 

Guild 'Vance) <300; §1.25) _ 
“Hiroshima Mori Amour” /(Zenith); 
Fine $2,500. Last/week, “I’m All 
Right, Jack" (Col) '8th Wk); $1,200. 

Hyde Park .(Shor) <500; $1.25)— 
“Carry On, Nurse" (Gov) (m o;),'4th 
wk). Hbtsy $1,500. Last Week, $1- 
800. 

Keith’s <Shor) 11.500; 90-$1.25)— 
“Midnight. Lace” <U). Sock $11/000 
or near. Last week, “Let No/ Man 
Write my Epitaph” (CoD/ $6:500. 

Palace (RKO) (2.600; 90-$ 1.25)— 
“Where Hot Wind Blow. ” . (M-G). 
Okay $8,000. Last Week, “Key Wit¬ 
ness” (M-G) arid “Subterraneans” 
<M-G) split with “North By North¬ 
west” i M-G) arid “Ask Any Girl” 
•M-G) (reissues), $4,000. 

Twin Drive In (Shbrt) (1.200 cars 
each side; 90c)—West Side: “Psy¬ 
cho” < Par) arid “Five Branded 
Women” (Par) (subsequent;?). Pleas- . 
ing $5,006. Last Week. "Aim at 
Stars” (ColV and “Sign bf Zorro’’ 
'BV)/ 52/566. East side: “Lost City’' 
.(Indie) arid “Between: Time and 
Eternity” tlndie). Sb-so $3,600/ Last 

: week,. “Freckles” '20lii; and “Walk 
Tall" '20th), $3;500. 

j Valley (Wiethe) (1,200; $1-$1.50)) 
[—“Song Without End” (Col) '4th 
wk). Fair $5,500. Last week, $5,000. 

‘Turn Over’Huge $15,000, 
Toronto; ‘Stairs’ OK 10G, 

‘Butterfield’Sock 20G, 2 
Tororitu, Nov. /15. 

With exception of “Please Turn 
Over,” which is smash at Hyland, 
biz is off this week for most of 

: newcomers, "Sunrise it Campo- 
j hello” is rated light and “inherit 
, Wind” mild, "Dark at Top of 
I Stairs,” .however,. shapes okay. 
Leading, city is. second stanza of 
“Butterfield 8” sock at Loew’s. 
Third frame of “Midnight Lace” 
also is solid at Uptown. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carlton; 'Rank) <2,318; $1-$1.50) 

—“Inherit Wind” (UA),. Mild 
$9,000/ Last week, “Song. Without 
End” (Col) (5th wk), $8,000. 

. Hollywood /1FP) (1,080; /$1-$125) 
—“Top of Stairs” .WBY: Okay 
$10,000. Last week. “Strangers 
When Wer ,Meet” 'Coi) '3d wk). 
$6,000. _ 

Hyland (Rank) (1,057: $1-$1.50)— 
“Please Turn Oyer” (Col), /Wham 
$15,000. Last week, “From Ter¬ 
race" '20th) (15th wk). $4,500, 

imperial (FP) (3,343; $1-$1.25)— 
“Sunrise, at Campobello” <WB), 
Light $7,000. Last week, “Under 
Ten Flags” (Par) <2d wk), $9,000, 

Iiiternatiorial (Taylor) (557; $1- 
$1.25)—“School for Scoundrels” 
«Cont) 13th wk). Fine $3,500. Last 
week, same, 

Loew’s (Loew): (2,745; $1-$1.50)—. 
“Butterfield 8” (M-G) (2d wk); 
Still sock $20,000, Last Week, $24,- 
000. 

.. Towne (Taylor) (693; $1-$1,50)-t- 
“Wild Strawberries” (Indie) <3d 
wk). Big $5;500. Last week, 
$6,000. 

University (FP) (1.363; $L50- 
$2.75):—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (48th wk). 
Lusty $11,000/ Last Aveek, §10,000. 

Uptown (Loew) (.2,745; $141/25) 
—“Midnight. Lace” <U) (3d wk). 
Hefty $8,000. Last week, $10,006. 



Wednesday, November 16, i960 

$27,000, ‘Breath’ 

Chicago,. Nov.. 15. 4 
Post-electio.ii pickup, abetted, by 

cri>p weather, and new product, is 
giving downtown cinemas a. much- 

■-needed lift this,round. “SUhrise at 
Campobello” preem looms excel¬ 
lent $27,000 at State-Lake while 
Esquire’s ''Breath of Scandal” in- 
ltialer figures to be fine $13,000. 

“Sword and; Dragon’* , actioner is 
headed, for., smash $25,000 in; 
Woods tee-off. “10: "Who Dared” 
expects a lively $11,000 at Loop 
In first'. 

Pace-setter still is ‘‘Butterfield 
•8.” collecting ihotsv;: second round 
coin the Chicago. ‘■Inherit. 
Wind” is ditto in Roosevelt first 
holdover-session, 

Th ird week of '“Midnight Lace” 
still .is . big at. the United Artists. 
•“/ ise : Package’* . Idoms good. 

Iso in third.: “Hiroshima Mon 
Amour.’’ looks great for same World 
•frame, lUiird stahza of ‘‘Battie of ! 

... Sexes” . rated fancy at the Surf. 
Oil hard ticket, “Alamo" Is perk¬ 

ing some, for a 'nite/third session at 
the Palace while. “Spartacus’’ 
claims a ocko fifth frame .at JVIc- 
•Viekers. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carnegie (Telenvt* t4$5: $.i.50>— j 

“Please Turn Over’- fCoh tni;d,V. ] 
Okay $3.5C0.. Last week. “Ex-1 
presso Bongo” (Conti (3d; wk!, ‘ 
$3,200, j 

Chicago iB&kV (3.000; 00-$1.80» : 
--“Butterfield 8” <M-G>. ,(.2d wk', } 
Great $54,000. - Last week;.$60,000. | 

Esquire < H&E- Balaban) (1,350: ! 
($ 1.25-$ 1.80 Breath of Scandal” j 
(Par*. Nice $13,000. ..Last week;/ 

(Continued on. page 22) 

Estimates Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported. herewith, from the vari¬ 
ous key .‘cities, are net; Le., 
without usual tax. Distrib¬ 
utors share, on net take, when 
playing' percentage; hence the 
estimated figures are net ' 
come/: 

The. parenthetic admission 
prices, however, as indicated, 
include U. S. amusement tax. 

Detroit, Nov. 15: 
Another .’strong week is in 

prospect here for the downtown 
key houses. “Midnight Lace” looks 
mighty at the Michigan to pace 
new entrants. “North to Alaska” 
shapes nice at Fox. “^Iagnificent 
Seven” is good at . the Palms* 

Holiday Helps N.Y.; Ufong’-Stage 
Mighty $175,000, ‘Epitaph’ Big 33G, 

‘Alaska’ Nice 41G, ‘Night’ Slick 29G 

issjk 

Veterans Day holida3\ which 
was stronger than usual, is aiding 
the ■ overall Broadway first-run 
showings this round. Launching of 
five new bills also is helping to 
brighten the picture. And a plus 

(Presidential campaign. 
tremendous j pacing the field is “World of 

‘Butterfield’ Paces New 
PhiUy Pix, Potent 33G; 

‘Spartacus’Boff 12G,2 
Philadelphia, Nov. 15: 

Snappy weekend trade is helping i 
first-run setup here this, round,! 
‘‘Butterfield . 8/ opened rather; 
quietly at Randolph hut zoomed.;; 
ahead to a w W take, to pace new j 
pix, “North to Alaska” shapes ' 
sluggish at Stanley on opener; ”10 • 
Who Dared”, is just okay at Viking 
while “I Aim at Stars” is rated fair 
at Stanton. • | 

“Spartacus” is., holding with 
socko total In second Goldman} 
round. “Midnight Lace”, still is. big 
in third session at the Arcadia. } 

Estimates fbr This Week . 
Arcadia <S&S) (536; 99-$l,80i-v 

“Midnight Laice” (U) (3d wk). Big , 
$12.OOO: Last week, $13,000. } 

Boyd (SW) (1,562;; $1.40-$2:75)^- ' 
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) 150th wk). Smart 
$12,500. Last week, $12,000. 

Fo.v (Nliigram) (2,200; 99-$1.80)— 
'•Magnificent Seven” (UA) (2d Wk>. 
Slick $12,000. Last week, $21,000. 

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; $2- 
$2.75'—“Spartacus” (U) (2d wk). 
Socko $12;Q00. Last, week, ditto. 

Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 99- 
$1.80'—“Butterfield 8” (M-G): Wow 
$33,000. Last w^eek, “Surprise 
Package”. (Col) (2d kk), $6,000. 
, Stanley (SW) (2.500; 99)—“North 

to Alaska” , (.20th Slow $13,000; 
Last week, “Sunrise at CamflobeL 
10” (WBI (3d wk), $10,000- 

Midtown . (Goldman) (1,000; $2- 
$2.75)—“Alamo” (UA) (3d wkU 
Quiet. $9,500. Last week. $iOiObO. 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.80l— 
“Aim at Stars” (Col).. Fair $9,000. J 
Last Week,“Girl of Night" (WB) ' 
(2d wk), $8,000. 

Studio (Gold berg) (483;; 99-$l *80) 
—“Geisha Playmates*' (Indie) and 
“Love, and Jealousy” (Indie). Fast 
$6,000 or Over; Last week, “Wild 
Rapture” (Indie) and \ “Young 
Love’’ (Indie), $4,000. 

Viking (Slev) (1,000; 99-$1.80)— 
“10 Who Dared” (BV). Barely okay 
at $7,000. Last ; week; “Breath of 

. Scandal” (Par); $6.500.. ' 
Worfd (R&B-Pathe) . (449; 99- 

$1.8 01—* ‘ Kh ovan sh c hi n a ” (Indie). 
Fair $2,500, ■ Last week, ‘‘Studs, 
Lonigan” (UA), $2,000. •/ 1 

V 
Kansas City, NoV, 15 i 

Bi ight newcomers this round in¬ 
clude .‘.’Midnight; Lace/ great at 
the;. Brookside, “Sunrise at Campo- 
bello,” mild at Paramount, and 
“Where Hot Wind Blows,” dull at 
the .Midland.. National Theatres has 
the southside deluxe, house, the 
Brookside, where “Lace’* looks in 
for a 'run... . 

“Butterfield . 8” is great in sec¬ 
ond wepk at the Roxy, following 
a sock opening round. “Song With¬ 
out End” is okay in third week in 
the Plaza. Weather turned sharply 
cold opening days of week. 

Estimates for This . Week 
Brookside (NT) (800; $1.25.)— 

'“•Midnight Lace” (U). Swings 
house back to flrst-runs, and looks 
in for extended,run'. Great $10,000. 
Last. week, sub-runs. 

Capri (DurwoocO (1;260; $1.50- 
$2,50)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G)'. ; (41st. 
wk'. Holds steady around $7,500. 
for a record longrun here. Last 
week, same., . 

Fairway; (NT) (700; $1)—“39 
Steps” (20th) and “North by North¬ 
west” (M-G) . (reissue) (2d . wk). 
Okay $1,500. Last week, $2,000. 

K.imo (Dickinson) (504; 90-SI.25) 
-^-‘■School.- for Scoundrels” (Conti. 
Fair, $1.0Q0 in four days without 
week-end biz;, holds.. Last week: 
“Royal Ballet” (Lopert) (5 days), 
$1,500, at $2.50 top. 

Midland (Loew).V (3.300; 75-$l)— 
“Where Hot Wind. Blows” (M-G) 
and “Stop, Look, Laugh”. (Col). 
Dull $6,000, hut holds. Last .week; 
“Magnificent Seven” (UA) and 
“Squad Car” (20th). (2d wkU $5,500. 

Paramount'(UP).(1,900;: $1-$1.25) 
—“Sunrise at Campobeilo” (WB) 
(8 days). Mild $6,000 or close. Last 
week. “Girl of Night” (WB) (2d 
Wk>. $6,200:. 

Plaza (NT) (1,900; $1.25)—“Song 
Without End” (Col' (3d wk). Okay 
$4,000. Last week, $6,000. 

: Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) 
(750; 90-$1.25)—“I’m All Right, 
Jack” (Col) (3d wk). Good $1,200. 
Last week. $1,500. 

Roxy (Durwood) (850; $1-$1.50> 
—“Butterfield 8” ‘(M-G) (2d wk). 
Fancy $12,000. Last, week, $1.7,000. 

Uptown (NT) (2,043; 85^$1)— 
“Jungle Cat” (BV). (2d wk) big 
$6,000. Last week; in combo with 
Granada (1,217),. $12,000. 

lukewarm, at Broadway-Capitol. 

■ “Spartacus” looms 
i second session at theMadison.! Suzie Wong” with new stageshow 
“Butterfield 8” is rated great7 in j which is heading for a great $175,- 
seebnd roiifid at: the Adams; i 000 in first session at the Music 

.“Ben-Hur” in 39th session at ; Hall. Pic hit a new’ record for Vet- 
United. Artists and “Windjammer” j eraris Day last Friday. “North To 
in 34th, week at Music Hall still; Alaska” is heading for nice $41,000 
are solid. j on initial stanza, at the Paramount. 

Estimates for This Week ] “Let No Man Write My Epitaph” 
Fox <Fpx-Mieh> (5,000: 75-$l.49) looms smash $23,000 for opening 

—“North io Alaska” <20thi and iweek at the Forum and a fine $10,- 
“Squad Car” (20th'.. Fine. $19.000,000 at the arty Trans-Lux 52d 

f or. "vei\.. Last week, “Desire in- j Street. “Girl in Night” is heading 
■Dust” (20th) and “Secret Purple [for stout $29,000 in first session at 

. Reef” (20th),. $10,000. the Criterion. “Come Dance With 
j Michigan (United.Detroit.) <4.000; ' Me” hit a passable .$6,800 on. open- 
'.$1.25-Si.49'—"Midnight Lace” (U*. ' er at arty Baronet and nice $10,000 
! Sensational $20,000. Last week, ' at. the Broadway Embassy, tempo- 
"Siinrise at: Campobello" (W-B',' rarily on first-run-with this pic. 
$10,000. 

Palms (UD). (2.961; $1.25:$ 1.49 
“Magnificent Seven” (UA) and 

i,“Cage of Evil” (UA). Good $15,000. 
/Last Week, “No Man Epitaph” (Cbl) 

arid “Stranglers Bombay” (Col) (2d 
! wki, $13,000. 

Madison (UD) (1,408; $1.50-$3)— 
H “Spartacus” (U) (2d wk). Wham 
■ $25,000. Last Week; $27,500. 

Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; 

Upped holiday scales for. Veter¬ 
ans Day and the extra matinee that 
day. is helping all hard-ticket pic¬ 
tures: “Spartacus” Is climbing to 
a great $35,000, in sixth stanza at 
;the DcMille. “The Alamo” hit 
smash $32,000 In third session at 
the Rivoli. “Ben-Hur” looks socko 
$34,500 in 51st week at the State. 
Setup, also enabled “Sunrise at 
Campobelio” to lend an okay $20,- 

$1.25-$1.49) -r- “Where Hot Wind j 000 in 20th and final stanza at the 
j Blows” (MtG) .and “Girl in. Lover's ’ Palace> Avhere “Esther and King” 
/Lane” (M-G'. Passable $14,000. [ opens on grind Friday (18*. 

Last Week, “Phoenix City StOry” j 
1A A), and “Riot Cell Block 11” 

, (AA>, $5,000; 
Adams (BalabanV (1,700; $1.25- 

$1.50>—"Biutterfield 8” (M-G) (2d 
wk'. Great $18,000: Last week, 

i $20,600. 
United Artists (UA) (1.667; $1.25- 

“Never On Sunday” still amazes, 
holding at Wow $26,000 in fourth 
week at the arty Plaza. “GI Blues” 
is. heading for a big. $23,000 in 
second round at the Victoria. 

“Inherit fhe Wind” shapes solid 
$18,000 in fifth Astor Week. “Hell 
To, Eternity” looks fair $17,500 in 

; $3».-r-“Ben-!Hurv’ (M-G) (39th wk). ! fifth, frame at the Capitol, where 
! Big $11,000. Last Week. $11,500. 

Music Hall (Cinerama, Inc.) G,- 
! 208; $1.55-$2;65) — “Windjammer” 
(NT) (34th. wk). Fine. $i5,500.^Lasl 

J week, $13,200. 
j Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux) (1,- 
j 000: $1.24-$1.65) — “Jungle Cat” 
; (BV) (2d wk). Oke $5,000. Last 
Week, $6,500. 

! Mercury'lUM) (1,465; ■$U$i’.49'V-U 
/“Song W’ithoutv End”: (Coli (5th 

Wk*. Good $6,000. Last week. $7,- 
000, 

DENVER;‘INHERIT’13G 
Denver, Nov. 15. 

Five new entries here this round 
and most of them are doing fine 
to smash trade. Topper, is “Mid¬ 
night Lace,” rated great at Centre. 
“Inherit the Wind” looms sharp, at 
Paramount . while “Sunrise at 
CampobellO” shapes fine at the 
Aladdin, “Desire in Dust”, is. only, 
fair at the Denver and “Where 
Hot Wind Blows’’ is only slow, at 
Orpheum. 

Estimates for This Week 
Aladdi (Fox) (900; $i;45'— 

“Sunrise at Campobello” (WB). 
Fine’$6,500.. Last week, . “Mriacle of 
Fatima” (WTB) (2d wk), $4,000. 

: Centre (Fox) (1,270;, $1-$1.45)^ 
“Midnight Lace” (U). Smash $16,- 

tContinued pa page) 22) 

‘Lace’ Smash at $25,000 
In Hub; ‘Butterfield’ Loud 

30G^‘Wind’Hot $14,000 
Boston, Nov. 15. 

Film biz hit a faster stride here 
this week With good takes all 

J arouiid hypoed by nice weather, 
election end and new strong strong 
product. “Midnight Lace” is smash 
at. the Memorial while “Butterfield 
8” is socko. at Orpheum, “Where 
Hot Wind Blows” is rated hot at 
Pilgrim. “The. Plunderers” shapes 
slick at Paramount^ 

“Spartacus” shapes boftp at As¬ 
tor in third round. “Please Turn 
Over” is good in second at Beacon 
Hill. “Inherit Wind” looms great, 
irt second week at Capri. “Sunrise 
at Campobello” is just 'okay in 
sixth at Gary. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (B&Q) tl,270; $1.80t$3)— 

“Spartacus” (U) (3d Wk). Solid 
$18,000 near. Last Week, 
$16,500. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1.50)— 
“Please Turn Over” (Col) (2d wk). 
Fine $11,000. Last week, $13,000. 

Boston (Cirieram , Inc.). (1,354; 
.$l:20-$2.651—“Cinerama Holiday” 
(Cinerama) (return) Opened '4.0- 
diay (Tues.) following preview last 
night; Monday,. Last week, “This; 
Is Cinerama” .(Cinerama) (29th 
vvk-8 days), solid $19,500. 

Capri (Sack) (900; $1.50)—“In¬ 
herit Wind” (UA) (2d Wki, Great 

: $8,500. Last week. $11,000. 
j Exeter. (Indie) (1,376; 90-$I.50>— 
/“■I’m AH. Right, Jack” .(Col) (6th 
.'wk). Fifth \yc.ek ended Friday 

1 (Continued on page 22). 

“Butterfield 8” is due to open to¬ 
day <Wed.)., 

Estimates for this Week 
Astor (City Inv:) (1.094; 75-$2.50) 

—Vlnherit Wind” (UA) (6th wk). 
Fifth week ended last night (Tues.) 
was nice $18,000 after $17,000 for 
fourth round. 

Capitol (Loew) (4.820; $l-$2.50) 
—“Butterfield 8” (M-G>. Opens to¬ 
day (Wed:). Last week, “Hell To 
Eternity” (AA) (5th wk). Mild 
$17,500 after $16,000 in fourth 
stanza ■■ 

Criterion (Moss> (1:671; 90-$2.40l 
;—“Girl of Night” (WB). Initial ses¬ 
sion ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is 
heading for. stout $29,000. Holds. 
In ahead, “Surprise Package” (Col) 
(4th wk), $16,500. 

DeMille (Reade) <1.,463; $1.50- 
$3.50)—“Spartacus” (U) (6th wk). 
This round finishing today (Wed.) 
looks to hit great $35,000 after 
$32,000 for fifth week. Stays, of 
course, this being close to initial 
weeks take. Sixth week Was helped 
by upped Armistice Day scalo and 
extra performances. 

Embassy (Guild Enterprises) 
(500; 90-$ 1.75) — “Gome Dance 
With Me” (Kings) (2d wk). First 
round ended Sunday G3' was nice 
$10,000. House went first-run with 
this pic. 

Palace (RKO) (1,642; $1.25-$2.50) 
.-^“Sunrise at Campobello” (WB) 
(7th-final Wk). This week taking in 
today (Wed.) for eight days look 
like okay $20,000. Sixth regular 
week was. $18,500. “Esther and 
King” (20th) opens Friday. “Sun¬ 
rise.” is now on iii.o. at Murray Hill 
and on grind. 

Forum (Moss) (813; 90-$2)—“Let 
No Man Write My Epitaph” (Col). 
Initial stanza ending today (Wed.) 
looks to hit big $23,000. Holding. 
In ahead, “Aim At "Stars” (Col) 
(3d wk-8 days); $7,000. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3.665; $1- 
$2) — “North, to Alaska” (20th). 
First round finishing today (Wed.) 
is heading for fine $41,000. Will 
hold. In ahead, “September Storm” 
i20th) (2d wk-6 days). $17,000. 
. Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ 
fellers) (6.200; 90-$2.75)—“World of 
Suzie Wong” (Par) and new stage- 
show. Initial session winding to¬ 
day (Wed.) is heading for great 
$175,000. Holds, In ahead, “Mid¬ 

night Lace” (U) with stageshow 
(4th Wk), $134,000. not quite up to 
hopes, but winding a very pros¬ 
perous extended-run. “Suzie Wong” 
hit new’ Veteran’s Day record at 
Hall on Friday (11). 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545. $1.50-$3.50) 
—“Alamo” (UA) (4th wk). Third 
slanza ended last night (Tues.) was 
great $32,000 or near after $32,500 
for second week. Very good ad¬ 
vance sale( continues. 

State (Loew) (1,900; $l,50-$3.50) 
—“Ben-Iiur” (M-G) (51st wk). This 
frame winding today (Wed.) looks 
like smash $34,500 as pic nears 
end of first year here. The 50th 
week, $34,000. Continues indef. 

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2) 
—-“GI Blues” (Par) (2d wk). This 
session ending tomorrow (Thurs.) 
is holding at big $23,000 after $31,- 
000 for opener. Continues. 

First-Run Arties 
Baronet (Reade) (430; $L25-$2)— 

“Come Dance With Me” (Kings) 
(2d wk). First stanza ended Sun¬ 
day (13) hit fair $6,800. Day-dating 
with Embassy on Broadway. 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90r$l B0) 
—“Hiroshima Mon ’ Amour” tZe- 
nith) 427th wk). The 26th round 
concluded Sunday (13) was big $6.- 
300 after $6,100 for 25th week. 
“Big Deal -on Madonna St.” 
(UMPO) opens Nov. 22, 

Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20-$ 1.75) 
^-“Virgin Spring” (Janus). Opened 
Monday (14). In ahead, “Confess 
Dr. Corda” (Indie) (3d wk). slow 
$3,300, same as second week. 

55th St. Playhouse (Moss) (253: 
$1.25-$1.80) — “Heaven on Earth’* 
iMiske) <5th-final wrk*. Fifth week 
concluded Sunday U3) wras good 
$4,100 after $3,700 for fourth 
round. 

Fifth Ave Cinema (R&B) (250; 
$1.25r$l,80)—“World of Apu” (Har¬ 
rison) (7th wk'. Sixth session con¬ 
cluded Monday f 14 > held at good 
$4,500, same as. fifth week. 

Normandie (T-L) (592; $1.25- 
$1.80)—“Royal Ballet” (Lope) <6lh 
wk). Held with okay $3,400 in thi* 
week ended Monday <14* after $3,- 
600 in fifth. Stays three more day 
to open “Gigi” (M-G) (reissue) 
Friday (18). 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie). 
520; $1.25-$2)—“Carry On Nurse” 
• Gov) (10th wk). This stanza end¬ 
ing tomorrow (Thurs.) looks iik# 
lofty $7,200 after $6,000 in ninth. 
Continues. • 

Guild (Guild) (450; $l-$l,75i— 
“I'm All Right, Jack” (Col) (30th 
Wk). The 29th w'eek ended Sun¬ 
day (13) was big $7,000, same as 
28th stanza. Stays. ' 

Murray Hill (R&B) (565; 95- 
$1.80)—“Sunrise at Campobello” 
(WB). Opened yesterday (Tues.). 
Last week, “Surprise Package” 
(Col) (4th wk-5th wk-4 days), slim 
$2,500 after $4,000 in fourth 
round. 

Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568;. 90- 
$1.80)—“Picnic on Grass" (Kings) 
(6th wk). Fifth round finished 
Monday (14) was rugged $7,200 af¬ 
ter $7,000 for fourth. 

Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2»— 
“Never on Sunday” (Lopert) (5th 
wk>. Fourth session concluded 
Monday (14) was mighty $26,000. 
same as third week, 

Trans-Lux 85th Street (T-L) (550; 
$1.25-$2)—“Inherit Wind” (UA) 
(6th wk). Fifth round finished last 
night (Tues.) was perked to big 
$7,000 after $6,500 for fourth. 

. 68th St. Playhouse (Leo Brecher) 
(370; $1.25-$2)—“Love Game” (In¬ 
die) (2d wk). Initial frame ended 
Monday (14) wras trim $6,200. 

Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.80i— 
“Eiitertainer” (Cont) (7th wk). 
Sixth round finished Sunday (13) 
was smash $8,000 same as fifth 
week. 

Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) ($1-$1.50) 
—“No Man Epitaph” (Col). Initial 
stanza ending today (Wed) looks 
like nice $10,000, day-dating With 
Forum. Holding. 

World (Perfecto) (390; 90-$1.80) 
—“Nature’s Paradise” (Indiei (16th 

wk). This session finishing tomor¬ 
row' (Thurs.) is heading for big 

, $6,000 after $6,200 in 15th week. 
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FOR XMAS you get all the dramatic 
fireworks of “Broken Arrow”, “Pinky”, 

“The Defiant Ones”, “Sayonara”, “Love Is 
A Many—Splendored Thing”. , . and 

YOU GETA 
1 

a 

AT THE BOX-OFFICE 1 

2c>h century-fox presents 1 For the Holiday Season 

i 
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c5 singing 
the song his fans will 

love most— "FLAMING STAR” 
—and 3 others! 

AMING 

Him Your Theatre To Our STAR T 
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Common Mart Countries Still Probe 
Pix Setup; B.S. Helped Ultimately 

Paris, Nov. 15. ♦- 

A series of meetings are guing 

©n among the Common Mart coun¬ 

tries looking into the film situation. 

Flans are being worked on;, to 

make production, interchange: of 
films and personnel easier as well 
creating overall quotas for their 
cun and foreign pix. This makes 
the CM loom as one complete mart 
a. .1 a power!ul one. Yanks queried 
here feel this will not endanger 
I’ S. outlets and may help il a real¬ 
istic common market spells better, 
cinema grosses. j; 

lT S. observer, aKo feel that 
bigger scale productions coming 
from CM linking will make :;for 
healthy competition since bigger 
pix may be made. This would tjend 
to bolster cinema trade hut mot 
monopolize it since these Countries! _ 
need films for their theatres. 

The one mart which would take 1 
In France. Italy. West Germany 
and Benelux, once all difficulties * 
a*o worked out, shows an impres- 
fi\( setup. It has 171.000i000 
people. 25.485 film theatres 1 980.- 
0t*0.000 patrons annually, a gross of 
$(5C0 000.000 and produces about 
342 films a year. This com ares 
favorably with the U. S. film j in¬ 
dustry. i; * 

Italy ha<- about 39'7 of the total [ 
C\I attendance followed by \yest * 
Germany with 34.5';. France jhas j 
18 5'} and Benelux 8' <. As. fail as 
grosses go Germany, because of 
prices, is ahead with 36'r. followed 
bv Italy’s 31'7, France's 24'c |and 1 
9r > for Benelux. I 1 

Further statistics denote that J 
Germany and Italy get 85'; of a 
their take at home while France- 
only has 69'? pointing up that, 1 
France films mean more in export , 
values within the GM which may j j 
be due to French-speaking iele- , 
me.nts in Belgium. France, Halo [. 
fchd German films get about 49rrj1 
of the CM mart, with the U. S/ tin j 
to about 34fr with the remainder1 
eplit between other filmmaking. J 
countries. All this underlines ithe j < 
Importance of this CM mart jand|i 
further clarification is being M 
watched by Yank film people, i |j 

SPIEGEL TO LAUNCH '! 
‘LAWRENCE’NEXT JAN. , i 

Paris, Nov. 8. [J 
Sam Spiegel has revealed that j i 

“Lawrence of . .Arabia” *Col) will I j 
begin exteriors in the Near East | 
and North Africa on next Jan: 2, 
and will be made in color. David ‘ 
Lean directs, with Michael Wilson , 
scripting. Spiegel said that he was L 
actually having talks with Such : 
rtars as Cary Grant, Kirk Douglas j 
and Jack Hawkins for top roles. | 
and possibly .using a rising new j. 
British actor. Albert Finney,, to ■. 
play Lawrence. ‘ 

Wilson is doing the screen play, / 
ba*ed on Lawrence’s own “Seven j 
Pillars of Wisdom,” plus four books ! 
b\ Robert Graves on Lawrence and • 
Lowell Thomas’s “W’ith Lawrence < 
in Arabia.” Spiegel went to Lon¬ 
don to confer with Lean and Wil¬ 
son, now winding the script. 

Mario del Monaco Set 
For 5 German Films;! 

Berlin, Nov. 8. i 
Italian tenor. Mario del Monaco. 

S9. rated as the world’s highest I 
paid opera tenor, came here;: to 
start his 'German concert tpur. , 
Gloria-Film took the opportu ity , 
to present the singer to the press \ 
here and to bally its soon-due; re- 
lease. “Schlussakkord,” which stars 
Monaco. “Schlussakkord” (Ehe 
Final Chord* is a Joint production ] 
of Tele Film (Munich'. Les Films * 
Modern* s 'Paris). Cosmos Film 1 
*Ronie» and Film Contact Company ; 
■ Vaduz'. Pic is in color. 

Monaco said lie is signed, to. ap- J 
pear in at least one film per year ’ 
over a live-year period under; his 1 
deal with Film Contact Company. ' 

Next Monaco film might be in 
In conjunction with Aitur Brau- 1 
mi's CCC Berlin'. Latter has 1st ill 
“That's My Man” on it's property , 
list. Story could not .be filmed, be- 
tau.se of the sudden death of Mario 
Lanza who was to star in it. [An- 
ether project is “The Great Mario,” 
a film which bears some resc: 
blance with the life* stoiy of La . i< 

oijmpic champs m Prince Philip at KRS Get-Together 
To Lack Entertainment - . . . . . 

Value in U.S. Tryouts Top British Naval Brass, Johnston, Skouras, Jack 
Frankfurt, Nov. 8. Warner Attend Pinewood Studio Dinner 

Cathay Opens No. 60 
Singapore, Nov. 15., 

The Cathay Organization ft 
* opened its new Cathay Cinema . 
in Klang. Malaya, bringing to ; 
34 the number of new theatres 
it has opened since 1955 arid 
to 60 the total number of thea¬ 
tres it now operates throughout 
Singapore, Malaya. Sarawak, 
Borneo and Thailand. 

Opening of the newest thea- i 
tie, a 942-seat house, was-at¬ 
tended by the Sultan of Selan¬ 
gor and top exec! of lh 
Cathay organization. In addi- i 
tion to its theatre interests, 
Cathay also controls the j 
Cathay-Keris. studios here, i 
which are now turning out 12 J 
features a year. !' 

French Govt May ( 
Help Pix, Legit 

Paris. Nov. . 8. 
Andre Malraux, Minister of Cul-. 

ture. has gone on record as saving 
the government is discussing film 
and legit troubles,.and looking into 
possible detaxation steps, to, help 
motion picture and theatre, people.... 
But it is only in the talking: stage.. 

Malraux says there i$'-no'drama¬ 
tic. crisis in the theatre but/only 
the overall weak ..business; and j 
that the government is studying/ 
this. He explained the government 
may set up a system of credits to 
ease producers and house ovvne'rs. 
He also points out that theatres 
are more numerous in Paris than 
in London and N. Y/Also .that a . 
lessening of tax burdens could be ! 
in the offing. j 

He is content, with the showings 
by the state subsidized theatres.! 
Regarding films, he states that pro- j 
duction is still growing but that he [ 
is aware of the still declining; film- ,. 
going and especially the exhib ! 
problems since the cutting off of j 
Film Aid to them. He has intim- j 
ated that help may soon bd forth-:; 
coming to exhibs .to help them 
with their problems. 

Meanwhile, Information Minister 
Louis Terrenoire has said that a , 
pre-censor film script board will, 
go into effect early next year, j 
Members of governnaent bodies.I 
the industry as well as teaching! 
and family jgroiips are now being 
appointed. 

All scripts will have to be turned 
in to this group and. they will in¬ 
form producers as to whether their 
pix will be liable to censorship or 
be forbidden to youngsters. It 
will be strictly a help and w arning 
to producers who can then go/ 
ahead and take their chances, or j. 
else change things to get a. clean ! 
visa. 

Japanese Importers Of 
Foreign Films to Get 

70% Coin Unfreezing 
Tokyo, Nov. 8' 

Japanese importers of foreign, 
films are expected to .be authorized, 
the remittance of 7(Kc of their , 
accumulated yeri earnings by the 
Finance Ministry in an arrange¬ 
ment similar to that recently, al- 
lowed MPEA members. Ac¬ 
cumulated yen of these Japanese 
traders was equivalent to about 
$557,575 at the end of September. 
Something like one third of that 
ligure was earned by French pix. 

In recent weeks, the Foreign 
Bureau of the Finance ''’Ministry 
authorized MPEA companies to 
remit $2,300,000, or 70rc of thei 
accumulated yen earnings. 

The same kind of arrangement is 
also anticipated for Cinerama, 
which has about $27.8.780 in.ac¬ 
cumulated yen. and for the Ameri¬ 
can non-MPEA importer-distribu¬ 
tors. who have about $33,635 in ac¬ 
cumulated yen. 

The Japanese traders were for¬ 
merly allowed a 40V remittance, 
rate, but. this was asked to he 
hiked to the 70rc figure of the U.S. j 
majors. Most of their imports 'are j 
outright purchase deals. In line | 
with the improvement in Japan's ! 

Frankfurt, Nov. 8. 
Last summers Olympic giants 

seem to have just about as miich 
entertai ment value today as. the 
inila hoc?. And sports enthusiasts., 
sports, promoters; managers-and the; 
heroes...’ themselves. are Worrying 
about the dull thud that’s, echoing 
as the; Olynipic .stars are,, trying to 

■rn.vrde the entertainment, iiidustiy 
in the UE/and abroad. 

Eu rppeaa- papers are: fu 11. of the 
sad; sad. story, of - “wnat happened 
-or didn't happen), to poor' Carl 
Keui'in'ann in- the' United 'States.’*, 

Kaufmann, who. came in. second 
t Am ■' -an Otis Davis in the 400- 
inetc.r record- *,' ehtlo the 
>S'taUv with hi “ehtertai ment. 
manager”. Rudolf Kinzely to cap-, 
italize bn. his Olympic glory arid to 
win himself a name in. the enter¬ 
tainment industry as a singer. 

The 2'4-ye’aiSold ‘Karlsruhe,. Ger¬ 
man y, lad made no impact on the 
entertainment moguls. Kinzel ref 
ported pn his return here,: While 
Kinzel had “interesting talks” with: 
officials from "the Walt Disney, Ed 
Sullivan and Perry Como show;/ 
Kaufmann didn’t get a/single big- 
time television or. film commit¬ 
ment. Kinzei returned to Ger- 
m:i alone,, reporting that he; got 
Kaulmaiih one engagement, to..sing 
at the. German :t’iub; in New York 
City, biit that Kaufmann* decided., 
lie didii't like.'the room. 

Meaiitime.. back: -; Germany, ! 
other-■• Olympic subjects are. having ! 
their troubles, too. “The world's. 

Rome’s ‘Vaudeville’ t London, Nov. 15; 
Rome, Nov: 15. Princ« Philip, in his iievvcapac- 

“Hal Holbrook Tonight,” the ity patron of the Royal Naval 
35-year old American actor's EHm Corp., led a contingent of top: 
reproseritation-reeltal of the niaval brass. Including the First Sea 
70-vear old Mark Tvyain as a Lord and Earl Mountbatten, when 
yesteryear, platform personal-. it .was entertained by the Anglo- 
ityv. currently touring American motion picture indus-r 
Europe. Shovv.is presented i try at Pinewood Studios last Mon- 
Enoli^h day. 17h The occasion, . formally 

Among Holbrook's dates.ar hosted by the Kibematosraph Hont- 
one. here in Rome, as opening |es Society. ..tvasAhe annual cop-.. 
event ISov. Si. in the sobsc-rip-. . ^ve„ ,the '^ustry and 
tion: series of tfe- «emi-pubfl« •... 
“THPfltrP CTnh ” That the event is highly placed. 

. .. ' . :. on the Industry's social .calendar 
Same auspices will hav was demonstrated bv the fact that 

ev ening with Juliette Grey , Eric Johnston,. Jack L Warner and 
Darryl F. . Zariucks film .. Spyros P/ Skouras all . made the 
protege, .and Gerard Sety, special journey to London to be 
latter styled as, “The Danny present, though only the Motion 
Kaye Of France. . Picture Assn, prbr was among the 

Same “Club” has the BriU. speakers, 
igh Rambert Ballet,. .'Cuban More than 150 guests arriving at 
and Japanese shows, lined up: ■ Pinevvood for the dinner .w ere roiit- 

■■ ■■ thrpiigh. the exterior, lot vvhei'e 
av.ii w.i *. * night filming was in progress on 

)e Mille Biblical /V 1IAIUV VIWICVUI together [and • cocktails. was. tlie 

^ ___ m ^ ! House of Commons, set used in the 
O il u/Avif m upcoming “No Love for Johnnie,” 
DiUa MOW lll jDdin ."'bile the .Stage, on which, di her 

iv W11 uiy^uiii WaS served, was One of the lavish 

Madrid Vnv' Vi interior sets being used, on/“Ci^ 
Mam ia, nov.. is. opatra.” That proriipted Lord Car- 

Para mount’s “Ten Command- rington, the First Sea Lord, to com-. 

Aladrid, Nov.'. 15. 

M • (1,-t SrWb niems" broke all records for boxT Went that it Was hcesumably 
i.nMn Geima . ;M(ir,Aim.n 0fl ice attendance in Spainwith. SkOuras’ idea of the'IIous ot 

ijaiv , sboi t., after .. lu$ return, -total of.35 vyeeks showca^t■ exhibi- . Lords. 
from the. Oiy ws y also tried tion in Madrid, and art even longer ! iTli speeches—th re were three 
crash show. b,z- He signed run of 44 weeks in Barcelona. Over- toasts : and' an equal liumber of 

Glm-ia0 ,n'aW''?'Nbw- ^hrThoie a l1liIlion spectators- paid normal j respbiises—majhlwlacked quotable 
g ciTm'c in' l 1 priccs t0 see fhe late Cecil B. De content, but were largelv, of a back- 
busmess seems to <e .Milie's^ spectacle in these two major ’ slapping qualitv With tli navy 

claiming'^btcachT'Of* wntrbg ^ and :alipost another mUIiori thanking the industry for supplying ,, 
cauTe Harv aHeeedlv shhw^ ud customers attended .An. motion pictures to . ships at sea. 
fate for h s frtS film^ctSimitmeht ! ^ ; principal Spanish and the industry speakers-saying it 

' o ?a^ag0?a’ >alencia< was. a pleasure, etc. It.was left to TSXS top $25- SevI1Ia ATtd Malaga. Eric Johnston to point, oiit that 
90aTor hif firrt SaiTing *>ie, Sd 1° 10 mpnths of. exploitation there werc^ 200 ships: in the-Royal 
had also nlanned to: give him [ Ten Commandments” drew. Nav^ showing films, and that. 
$1,875 for a small part in a Paul ! Srand total of 4.800.000 spectators. United Kingdom pictures were be- 
Marti film But all these^^ plans 'ior^^ one-sixth of Spain’s edrtsus^^ pop- mg made available to. the Polaris, 
are' finished nowr with GloriP plan- > l,Iafion- In Barcelona, .where the In a lighter vein, lie comnlented 
rtirig to release him .from his con- ' Paramount entry outdrew the pre- on. the cultural exchange between 
tract vious top grosser Gone A\ith the Britain and the U.S;r—i.e., Diana 

And meanwhile on-another front,. Wind,” Biblical , film was pulled Dors for Marylin Mohroe. Tomniy 
the Globus color full-length film after 44 weeks m deference to ob- Steele for EIvis^ Preslejv and “Ex- 
over the Wi Olympics froi hgatory screening of Spanish film presso,Bongo for “10 Cornmand- 

from the. OI\ 
crash show. biz. 

iwhile on-another front, Wind,” Biblical film was pulled hors -tor MaryliiijMohroe. Tomniy 
color full-length film after 44 w;eeks m deference.;to- .ob- Steele for. Elvis Presley and “Ex- 

vi Olympic? froi ligatory screening of Spanish film presso^Bongo” for “10 Conimand- 

Squaw; Valley. ■•“Mankind/ Hope, 
Medals’.” opened to very slow busi¬ 
ness in some key cltie? in West 
Germany: And an ltaliart-prpduced 
documentary about th Olympics 

Rome isn't even being bought i 
in Germany. Reason/ cited here 
is that: the. Italian pfioduction . costs 
were so high, that it isn't worth 
the money involved for. a distribu-. 
tor to bring it into Germany. 

e. , ment?.- '. 
. v .■ The Duke of Edinburgh, replying 

A i Btf IT • . to the toast proposed bv KRS prexy 
(iermany S lBOSt Unique Montague C. MortonWthe UA top- 

: * per>. began by expressing tha 
Film fact nf jlia VKoi* In /thanks of the navy and all the men 
flllll UI5I Ul lUC ICdl IU ! at sea, and then heartened hi? aii- 

^Fcnona ’ QM Amofniirc ’ dience by expressing the firm con-/ 
LouipC) Uo/q /imaieurs viction that people : today enjoy 

Berlin Nov: 8. “the flicks” and that motion pic- noney involved for. a distribu-. Berlin, Nov: 8. . ine 11JCK1S. /ana; tnat motion pic- 
o bring it into Germany. Unique setup prevails in Woelf,.; [dres \yould suiwive the little boxes 

—.. / - a small, village in West Germany. ; fo^nd in many homes. 
_ _ __ mcar the West-East German border; l . ^[ldu®|?r Pnmarily a straight in- 

O ; w here Will Tremper is now shoot-, dusU'y affair in .which the trade’s 
/ rim VPrSIHDS : ing “Escape to Berlin”—more or : Wn list is selected .on a top 
Li ,111111 I l/I UlVIlO * iess everybody who’s associated -j^ exec level, aj number of visitirig W. 4 « with the film is appearing .i it. In rpducers. and directors, together 

•Rn _ fact no. professional bit players are a tew stars, were among the llHSKPlPfirS needed, making it around 95'c .mvitees.- Gary Cooper, eurreiitly 
IflllOllvfCA/l O amateur thespian talent! filming The Naked Edge, was the 

W . „ i :^r firh,,pnpMRn Vh** HoRywood'-star. Bntis.h thesp. 
Paris, Nov; 8.. .! Pet?r Bchuenemann,. t he pi ess ihg talent vvas./repped . by : Richard 

There were' recently two. British/”ia*a§er». [1.S1f.howj28 VP as an East Attertborough. Kenneth More, Max 
films on Oscar Wilde and now two Geiman soldiery Erich Hanschick, Bygraves, John Mills, Richard 
French producers, have announced .I.!)1® rVaIi who takes_ care of the Todd, and Stanley Baker, 
new; versions of ...the much-UImed i j^hting, portrays a Commie func-y Stephen Boyd, one of tli -'.“Cie- 
Alexandre Dumas swashbuckler,.;! tl.?.I-aI7f: Mormann Molkenbuhr. the. 0patra” stars, was also on the guest. 
“The. Three / Musketeers.”. JeanstlJJ photographer is al.^ seen as _ Kst> but preventedr by filming from 
Becker, tire son of late directora a Commie. Sanf.prd A. Roth. -l.b. being present. Sam. Spiegel, en 
Jacques Becketvis to do it lor pro-! \ photographer who^ got a .special . roi,te jor(jan for “Lawrence of 
ducer Emile Natan while Bernard assignment, w-ith Escape, is m a Arabia,” Walter Seltzer who. with 
Borderie will make one - for pro- -Street scene. ^The ?cript^girl. Celia George Glass is producing “Naked 
ducer Raymond Borderie,, his -M- Zentner, enacts a dead body. !-Edge“; Rouben Mamoulian, direct- 
father: In addition, numerous friends of ing ,fCleopatra.” and William Wvler 

Both are siafed to start next Tremper show. up_ in his: produc- wer amortg the invited yisi 
year, Becker will do it in. the tion, including Mike Dewey, for- In line with tradition,^ it w^is^ 
usual adventurous, tempo, w ith mer AFN disk jockey, as a Commie; folnial white tie,, tails, and decora-; 
three of the top. young French stars Otto llagelstein,. former reporter, - tions occasion. 
Alain. Deipn, Jean-Paul Belmondo/of Commie radio in East Berlin | . 
arid Jean-CJaude 'Brial. Borderie ! 'he fled to West Gerniany),. is an ; ^ .. , - . . » 
will use nuhierous unknowns sur- East German soldier; Graf E'nsie- KAn-HUr LOlldOIl uFOSS 
rounded by some star.. The. latter del, Cdnt-inent'al: 'advejrl-i;siiig..;direc-.' v**’*;*'/ 
claims that a; picture-version tom-tor of Newsweek' and. racing -ar ,. \ 1 /Sll 11110 111 4.X WppIfC 
pletely faithful 'to the original spi driver,, is. a Comfnie. functionary; •YA.jwVjVyv IU -tq- .11 vvlt? 
it. of the book has yet to be done, i Harry lliit, tv man of Paris/enacts Londori, Nov. i5. 
and:: hat he will do it along-th.es '.a playboy; H. -Thirri,,-[ a."Hamburg’ Since its opening on a hard-ticket 
lines. draughtsman' is. an East Gcrinan ; data at the. Empire, Leicester 
., •'Musketeers” was iria.de. as a. motorcycle cop, just to name, a few. 1 Square, nearly a year , “Ben- 
silent film' and then, as' a talki The village Woelf! incidentally, [Hur” iM-G):has playcd to capacity 
pic; in HoTiywpod by French, direc- : has been, picked oiit. of 200 villages -‘at every evening performance, 
•tor Henri. ’.DiartTarttTBbi'ger, with, of that area. It looks. -Shabby-■and. Now* in its \43th week;, it • has 
Douglas. Fairbanks. Then it. served tbuid easily be identified w ith an grossed about..SI;250.000 and /has 
as a coir.edy vehic-le for the Ritz East German village,-: needed lor been seen, by: more tlian 810.00(1 
Brother/ .If was made here, again [/“EsQape.’/ Incidentally, . arly all people. . Bookings are. now being:, 
five years ago- with Bburvil.: and ‘associated with-"Escape’’ are aliriid made for ./the Christmas, holiday 

“eorges Marshal, and. also.vv.as done tb go back to Berlin, via .the high- seasoniand there;are ali'ciidy: sev> 
before tlie/last World War. way biit lake a plane instead/Rea^ eral SRO perforniances;. 

| Another Dumas book, “The son, of course, lies with the Dim. Within the last two months, the 
j Count of TIonte Cristo,” filmed , Latter contairts strong artli-Com- Metro opus has opened in Dublin, 
j often iii the U;S.; France and other lunist ingredients and “the. other t Glasgow and Birminglrai and be- 

. countries,, .also maV: have, two vei- side” doesn’t care for efforts like gins a. .Manchester bnjgagcment at 
isions produced this season, [.this. : the .end of the month.. 

$U50,000 in 4S Weeks 
London, Nov. 15. 

Since its opening bn a hard-ticket. 
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MILAN’S FILM-TV CROSSROADS 
Organizers of Pix Fests Had Better 

Play Ball or Else SezInt’I Chief 
London, Nov. Ip. 

Organizers of international him 
fests . in 19.61 had better stick to 
the. book, be on their toes,: and play 
ball—or; > else. The stipulation by 
the international Federation of 
Film Producers that its regulations 
covering fests must be strictly fol¬ 
lowed is going to be enforced to 
the hilt, according to the group’s 
current president, Arthur Watkins. 

Watkins came tip with the stern 
emphasis recently, declaring: “We 
Will only approve a festival if its 
regulations nieet with those we 
have ourselves centrally laid down, 
and we shall- have ho hesitation 
whatever in withdrawing- opr ap¬ 
proval at any stage up to the open¬ 
ing of that fest if we are hot satis¬ 
fied that the regulations are being 
carried out 

“And if we;are not satisfied that, 
during its course, the regulations, 
are being followed,, we shall have 
no hesitation in withdrawing our 
approval for the following year. On 
this we are quite determined. We 
shall be very; very strict indeed.” 

The federation must perforce be 
a shade more lenient than this in-, 
dicates towards the 1961 shindigs, 
inasmuch as it is realized that plans 
have already been put in hand and 
it would be difficult to change,. The 
international producer group rec¬ 
ommends a 12-day. limit to. a fest: 
But if a festival setup; has already, 
skedded 14 days, that’s, okay. All 
the same, the venue had. better not 
schedule niore than 12 days in 
1962, or out comes, the hatchet. 

Though the IFPA doesn’t feel it 
could impose an overall limit to 
the number qf festivals held an¬ 
nually, it intends to specify eventu¬ 
ally the four that will be allowed to 
insist that pix entered shall not 
have been screened ; at. any other 
similar contest. Aware that itrs in 
h. invidious position and open to 

charges of “dictatorship,” the fed¬ 
eration would prefer to see fest 
organizers forming ..some kind of 
gpt.-together group to decide priori¬ 
ties. limitation, etc,,, among them¬ 
selves but ;cah’t really see. this 
happening. 

Prestige & Pesetas 
Ban Sebastian, Nov: 15:.... 

, San Sebastian’s annual in¬ 
ternational. Film Festival Will 

• attempt, to live . with Its bud* 
get, next year with a marked 
diminution of festival guests, 
invitations to the press and 
ioney-spending; activities: 

This.: -■ is the perspective 
raised by a former key mem¬ 
ber of the Basque festival or¬ 
ganization whose resignation 
came simultaneously with that 
pf Antonio Zulueta, festival di¬ 
rector. for the past four., years, 
who was forced to step down 

' last month. 

“Zulueta’s principal short¬ 
comings,” according , to the , 
Basque informant, “was .his 
persistent effort; to give the 
festival brilliance and prestige 
without an adequate budget.’' 
As a result, festival debts 
have; mounted during the past 
years to. create a somber fi¬ 
nancial -situation for which 
ZuluCta was. made the scape- 
goat. 

Stringent economy measures 
planned are expected to being 
the. San Sebastian festival into 
its proper focus as a Spanish 
film industry gathering with 
limited attendance from other: 
motion picture capitals. 

Mexico City, Nov: 8. 

A major change in Mexican pro¬ 
duction policy has been, virtually 
approved by the Mexican Assn, of 
Film. Producers and the three of¬ 
ficial' distributorships. Raul de 
Anda, presiding over commission 
of producers and distributor ‘ex¬ 
ecutives. announced that a program 
called “bases for the stimulation 
of Mexican production” has been 
Worked out,, 

. Plan, calls for production qf be- 
tweeh ,12'to. 14 big pictures a year, 
with production budgets in excess 
of $240,000 per picture. 

Program-is now being discussed 
by the joint counsel board of. Peli- 
culas Mexicanas,. Peliculas Nation¬ 
al cs and Cimex. de Anda revealed; 

. Producers, turning, oiit the top 
quality product will, get “special 
considerations" riot, only from dis¬ 
tributorships, -which promise to; 
push th Selling program, but also 
in financing by the. Film.Bank. 

Dowfi Under 

D. G. Dulibclt 

TV’s Coming, But 
\ Meanwhile B.O. Okay 

In New Zealand 
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Arg. FiWtes Protest 
‘A’ Ratsig Tom Dowd 

Handed Native Tflesa 10’ 
Buenos Aires, Noy. 8. 

The case of Simon Feldman’s; 

(SiluetasV first feature filni, “Los; 

de la Mesa 10” Which was refused 
an “A” certificate (for 'compulsory 
first-run exhibition), by the. new 
Screen Institute Board, continues 
arousing protests from many, quar¬ 
ters connected with the screen, in¬ 
dustry except exhibitors. Assn, of: 
Screen Critics, sent the iristitute a 
memorandum asking that a resolUr 

j lion establish, in. accordance With 
| Clause .7 of Film Law 62/52, that 
; the institute board’s taskis merely 
! to classify native product for stand- 
! ard purposes, and not to set up as 
| official reviewers. The task of re- 
| viewing,. According to the crix, 
; should be. left exclusively to them 
| and to the competent jury which 
decides annual awards. 

The Film Exhibitors Federation 
, issued a note rejecting the Argen- 
i tine Producers . AASn. implication 
I .that the board’s classification had 
• no legal validity, because of inspf- 
Lcent quorum when the institute 
board did its reviewing. The Film 

j Directors Assn, stated that the pic¬ 
ture is within the requirements of 
Film Law’s Article 7, and; should 
belong in the “A” Classification;: 

The. Screen: Uniori met on the. 
subject before dediandirig an audir 
ence to. complain to. Education 
Minister', McKay against the . “in¬ 
sensibility” in understanding the 
industry’s position, shown by the 
institute board. It also drey/ at¬ 
tention to. the fact that though the 
board had asked the country’s 
press to. publish the Filin Exhibitor 
Federation’s memorandum contain¬ 
ing nfavorable. statistics on at- 

; tendance in theatres where , this 
i film was released, it did not take 
' the same trouble over the Screen 
! Unions note. 

j, Despite all these protests, -the 
Classifying Committee, reviewed 

J the picture once/more in the pres¬ 
ence of eight members, four repre¬ 

senting the. institute Board, but 
j the president refraining from vot- 
j ing, two producer, reps, arid two 

:| exhib reps. By a 5-to-3 vote, it was 
j resolved, to uphold the “B” clas- 
|. sificatibri. This was communicated 
; ciirtly to the producer, with a rider, 
that this closed the matter. 

Mrs. E. R. Ruenes has taken over 
the operation, at Port Isabel, Tex., 
of the Roxy Theatric. 

By ROBERT F* HAWKINS 

Milan, Noy. 15. 

The foundation of what Is am¬ 
bitiously blit confidently envi¬ 
sioned as the film industry world 
trade mart of the future Is current¬ 
ly rising in this industrious north 
Italian metropolis, as proved by 
a visit tb the Milan MIFED (Inter¬ 
national Film; Documentary & 
TV-Film Trade Market), currently 
winding : the second of its twice- 
yearly get-togethers.; Built on the 
grounds of the renowned Milan 
Trade Fair, the MIFED is. a unique, 
completely independent, non-profit 
organization whose principal intent 
is to stimulate sales-purchase op¬ 
erations.of filrris from all Countries, 
at the same time offering an ideal 
physical, plant arid atmosphere in 
which to Conduct these operations. 
The . only such outfit currently 
functioning on an international 
scale, organizers expect it to fit the 
rising; world trend towards central¬ 
ized riibtion picture industry opera¬ 
tions in all sectors.; 

The. second MIFED (the first was 
held this April) topped, the previ¬ 
ous installment in attendance and 
sales volume, with, 243 pic pur¬ 
chasers and sellers from 32 coun¬ 
tries participating versus the 170 
attending last: April. This time 336 
pix were screened, 182 of them fea¬ 
tures and 154 long arid short docu¬ 
mentaries. Total projection, hours 
also topped the April MIFED, with 
278 racked up by the just-ended 
installment. To Wind the statistics 
on the 10-day fall event important 
sideline features included, a meet¬ 
ing of British and Italian pic toppers 
and one of Spanish and Italian of¬ 
ficials to define coproduction 
terms; the annual Italian exhibs 
(AGIS) convention; and the general 
assembly of. the. UIEC (Internation¬ 
al Exhibitors Federation): Average 
stay of clients: five days (out of 
10). Some left after orily two days, 
having sold all their product. 

. Reactions from attending Indus? 
tryites range: from enthusiastic to 
favorably, hopeful, with only a few 
isolated dissenters.. The reserva¬ 
tions expressed mainly concerned 
the lack pf attendance by “foreign” 
buyers, especially with regard to 
alriiost-hil presence of Yanks and 
Canadians, as well as; most Asian 
areas. Organizers admit this major 
flaw, and are particularly anxious 
to get. Yank support for well- 
rounded. -representation but ar 
confident that things Will change, 
in time. (Japanese reps, after a re¬ 
cent “accidental” visit to the Milan 
setup during an Olympics junket, 
have now promised to attend and 
spread the word around their area >. 

Main interest to date comes, ex¬ 
pectedly, from Europe, both East 
and. West. Major activity is from 
nearby Swiss pic people, together 
with Germans,: French. Spanish 
and British, as,well as such curtain 
countries as Russia* Poland,' Hun¬ 
gary, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia. 
Other busy visitors were from Bel¬ 
gium, South . America (Venezuela, 
Argentina. Chile, Peru). Italy is 
naturally well represented. 

Ideal Facilities 

.All; visitors queried were en¬ 
thusiastically unanimous in prais¬ 
ing the MIFED organization and 
its. physical plant, both felt unique 
in the world. Without exception, 
attending industry reps ekiied it an 
ideal setup in which to conduct 
picture.- business once the problem 
of; complete World attendance was 
licked. Many stressed the advan¬ 
tages of dealing in a fully equipped 
centralized place and business-only 
atmOshpere, as. against the confus¬ 
ing, noisy, tense, distracting and 
Usually inadequately equipped 
framework of a.film festival,: where 
most had been forced to conduct 
business to date. 

Most looked forward to the third 
MIFED; which will be held in 
Milan April 12-27, 1961, as the 
first true test- of the. setup’s ef¬ 
fectiveness. Advance reservations 
are reportedly; heavy, with organi¬ 
zation happily. pointing to a large 
number of new customers signing 
up, as Well as the return of past 
attendees. Asked about, the impor- 

(Continued on page 16) . 

Growing Belief in British Picture 

Due for Change; Real Exhib Saving 
Imports9 Wider Sell 

Tokyo,. Nov. 15. 

Recent revisions in foreign 
film circuits in Japan has re¬ 
sulted In an increasing num¬ 
ber of Imports being released 
ip the Kansai (Osaka-Kobe- 
kyoto) and other smaller situ¬ 
ations before Tokyo dates. 

Reasons are .reduced num¬ 
ber of foreign film outlets in 
Tokyo, a virtual Toho monop¬ 
oly of same and generally 
shorter roadshowings In kan¬ 
sai while Tokyo hits play 
lengthy engagements. 

3d Mex Film Fest, Set 
To Open Noy. 20, Finds 

Prelim Work Lagging 
Mexico City, Nov. 8, 

The Nov. 20 inaugural date for 

the Third World .Review of Film 

Festivals, scheduled for twin cel¬ 

ebration in this capital city and 

Acapulco, is nearly here, and 

plenty of advance work has yet to 

be done. . 

With the deadline approaching, 

the San Diego Fortress in Aca¬ 

pulco has not been reconditioned 

to mount the open air theatre for 

{he, event. Organizers still have a 

mass of inaugural detail work to 
clear. And the port , resort is cur¬ 
rently in midst of a political situ¬ 
ation involving differences of opin¬ 
ion on the part of Acapulco’s may¬ 
or arid stale of Guerrero’s gov¬ 
ernor. 

Festival Organizing Committee 
has appealed to the Department of 
State: to: resolve .situation. Other¬ 
wise, the film fest could be marred 
by factional demonstrations now 
goinng on. Miguel Aleman, Jr.; 
who for three years has been the 

j mainstay, of the festival, publicly 
1 stated that he went out after this 
“definitely,” whether results of the 
event turn out “good or bad.” In 
any case, it is time that a per¬ 
manent official group be appointed 
to run festival Affairs, he explains. 

Jorge Fcrretis of the Film Bu¬ 
reau lias raised a storm of protest 
in local film circles by announcing 
no. Mexican film can take part in 
lest because of the excess of for¬ 
eign festival wiriners scheduled. A 
total of 20 festival prize winners 
will be screened, with Hollywood 
contributing three: “The Apart? 
merit,” “The Fugitive Kind” and 
“inherit the Wind,” all United Art-, 
ists’ pix. 

Mexico’s “Shadow of a Leader” 
cannot represent the Republic, 
apart, from the lack of openings, 
because it won no festival award. 
And as .for “Simitrio,” the pro¬ 
ducer of this pic .declined the 
honor with thanks. General, feel¬ 
ing of Mexican producers to event 
is that of obvious indifference. 

Robert J. Corkery, Motion Pic¬ 
ture Export Assn,, veepee in 
charge of Latin American affairs, 
announced that Hollywood will 
send a Strong delegation, headed 
by Eric Johnston. He said that the 
MPEA feels the event is impor- ! 
tant.. and should have a place 
alongside the major European film 
fests. 

. Acapulco hotel owners, who still 
have not been paid for last year’s 
Subsidizing of accommodations,- 
food and drink for foreign delega¬ 
tions, are buckling down to busi¬ 
ness, putting up signs and air- 
.nouncements about the Review, or¬ 
ganizing banquets for visiting film 
personages and writing off cash 
outlays as “publicity expenses.” 

’ London, Nov. 15. 
There is growing confidence in 

the British film Industry that the 
government soon will be obliged 
to introduce legislation to amend 
the Sunday Entertainment Act 1930 
under which picture theatres which 
open on the seventh day are ob¬ 
liged to make a contribution to 
charity on a scale determined by 
the local licensing authority. 

For many years, and particularly 
in the last decade, the exhibiting 
side of the industry has been cam¬ 
paigning vigorously for the repeal 
of this condition which has been 
described publicly as a blackmail 
tax. Only last week Lord Morrison, 
a former Home Secretary, de¬ 
scribed the regulations as “another 
fascinating element of British hum¬ 
bug.” No such toll is levied on any 
form of . Sunday entertainment, and 
that is one of the main planks in 
the industry’s argument. 

In the last few weeks there hav# 
been a number of significant de¬ 
velopments wilich have encouraged 
exhibitors. Firstly, the Birmingham 
licensing authorities decided to 
slash the exhibitors’ annual tax by 
about 95%. The amount they are 
now required to pay is purely a 
nominal sum to observe the letter 
of the law. 

In London, too, the tax has been 
substantially reduced, and the Lon¬ 
don County Council last week, for 
the third year running, cut the an¬ 
nual levy, by $28,000, 

Though there was no promise of 
legislation in the Queen’s speech 
when she opened Parliament a fort¬ 
night ago. the industry believes 
that the Home Office is planning 
to introduce an amending bill with¬ 
in the next year or-so. 

Lisbon’s Cinema 

Year Starts Big 
Lisbon, Nov. 8. 

The principal cinemas of Lisbon 
have started out solidly this sea- 
sori, being helped by the fact that 
the few legit plays have been 
rather weak. Twin S. Luis and Al- 
valade have the jean Gabin star- 
rer, “Le Baron de l’Ecluse,” in the 
third week. 

Filmes Castelo Lopes is present¬ 
ing “White Shadows’- starring Yo- 
ko Tani and Anthony Quinn for a 
fourth round at the Monumental 
cinema. The Monumental has 
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) set for a higher- 
price run for this year. The house 
is sold out in advance for the first 
week. 

The S. Jorge cinema is doing 
SRO trade with “Some Like It 
Hot” (UA). The Imperio has the 
newest Portuguese film; “Meeting 
Life,” directed by Artur Duarte. 
Duarte has left for Rio de. Janeiro 
where he may direct a film with 
Brazilian artists. 

The Eden has “A Summer 
Place” (UA) in for the third week. 
The Tivoli has “From the Terrace’* 
(20th), in second week, and is an¬ 
nouncing “Pillow Talk” (U), dis¬ 
tributed In Portugal by Talma 
films. 

S. Ramires and his brother, 
Ale jo, have taken over the opera¬ 
tion of the San Pedro Drive-In 
Theatre at Robstown, Tex. 

Sydney Cdrrespohdent 

Eric Gorrick 

reports oa the Anzacs* yen 
for bowling, hence 

Film Bis *Yank’-ed 
Again 
* * , * 
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Mefro-Go/cfwyn-Mayers hilarious new comedy with -the 

starring 

DOLORES HART- GEORGE HAMILTON -YVETTE 
BARBARA NICHOLS - PAULA PRENTISS.*frank 
Screen Play by GEORGE WELLS • Based on the Novel by glendon swarthout • Directed by HENRY 
In Cinemascope and METROCOLOR A EUTERPE PRODUCTION 
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First German Drive-In Deemed 

Frankfurt, Noy. 8. 
Now that Germany's first ojzoner, 

the Drive-in Kino Gravenbrueh, in 
a suburb of city, has celebrated its 
seventh month of existence, f look 
at the statistics of the expensive al 
fresco house indicates it is a suc¬ 
cess. Tin's comes as a surprise to 
many who said that West; Ger¬ 
many’s rainy summers and snowy 
winters, plus strict age limit law’s 
on films which keep many children 
out of cinemas, the drive-in could 
not succeed. 

Mex Bullfighter To 

BRITONS RESPONSIVE; 
DEEM TODD-AO A PLUS 

London, Nov. 15. 
Todd-AO seems to have a unique 

appeal to British theatregoers, ac¬ 
cording to the experiences of 20th- 
Fox. The distrib is handling the 

■ release of "South Pacific,” which 
Film Own Life Story : is.now well in, its third year at the 

Carlos Arruza; ° an<l [Dominion- ani " l,i, h h“ alre(a1dy 
actor, has turned- cqproducer in j earned around .$4,000,000 m- film 
filming thevstory of his own life. , rentals. 
Details have been worked out by i "$0uth Pacific*’ is now playing 
Henry Spitz, with Bud Boetticher |j{s fjrst 35 tnm Cinemascope en- 
contracted for directing job. Ex-j gagements in the provinces, fol- 
teriors will be partly shot on Ar- lmving its earlier Todd-AO presen- 
ruza s Hacienda de Pasteje, where ' tations. There .have; apparently. 

The Drive-in Kino has handed ! be breeds bulls f°r the ring. Cam- j beeTi occasions w hen organized bus 
the West German government I crews have filso taken shots of : parties have declined to go into the 
about $35,000 in entertainment ! b*s recent ring appearances, with theatre w hen they have discovered 
taxes in the period from i April j these cllps to be inserted in the that the film is being shown in 
through last August. And in ther1™^ „ , . , . .35 mm and not in the wide screen 
fifth month after the opening, it \ . Deb,a Paget _ js to play the 70 mm process, 
charted its 250.000th visitor. ;temme JeacMn tms pic^ j Moth’s-conviction about the lure 

of Todd-AO has been hypoed by The ozoner is specializing in 
second-runs on its giant Screen. 
And business is so good, in spite of 
an exceptionally rainy suimmer, 
that Herman Passage, chief of the 
corporation operating the house, 
has-announced plans for expansion 
in several directions. The--, next 
drive-in will be built shortly in 
Paris. Other outdoor house's will 
be constructed in the Rhur area 
and near Munich. The houses, like 
the original here, will be open 
year-around. 

The German Self-Censorship 
Board sets up age. limits for! films, 
and the original decriers of the 
Drive-in project had said that this 
would kill the German project 

U.S. Filins Hold 
OwninLatin-Am. 

Mexico City, Nov. 8. 
There has been no marked fluc- 

■ tuation in the Latin American mar- 
; ket for American films in recent 
months, according to' Robert J: 
Corkery, Motion Picture Export 
Assn, v’eepee in charge of Latin 
America. Back from a briefing bv 
Eric Johnston on MPEA activity in 

, . . - , the area during the last 10 months, 
*mce the whole family could not j Corkery said bookings of U. S. 
attend. ; product has been more or. less 
^Despite these age drawbacks on ; stable despite some exchange fluc- 
films, the drive-in has been doing.; tuations 
extremely good business. Once the j Boxoffice for Hollywood films re- 
novelty of the first couple of j m;,jns fin^ jn Mexico and through- 

experiences with ‘‘Can-Can,” which 
is now in its ninth month at the 
Metropole, ; Victoria, a theatre 
which had hitherto; been a second 
run prerelease situation. “Can- 
Can” has to be pulled next month 
to make way for "Spartacus,” and 
20th intends to move it to their first- 
run . showcase, the Carlton, Hay- 
inarket, for an indefinite run. 

On the basis of current esti¬ 
mates, it is reckoned that “South 
Pacific” will wind' up with, an even¬ 
tual LJ.K. gross of $5,500,000, which 
will make it the British champ. It 
is too early, to estimate the gross¬ 
ing potentiality of “Can-Can.” 

months wore offx the house has j out Latjn America, with the form- 
subsisted mainly on regular cus-j*r described as “one of the best 
tomeis instead of the ®ne-timers, customers” of American made pio 1 ..-■ - • . A 
who came to see how the ;whole j the number ,6f Hollywood I Italy has always attracted For- 

*” ’ 'O-Ameri* 

Milan As Film Center 
; Continued from pa go 13 j 

By TRUDY GOTH 

Turin*. Nov. Ik 
is a well known fact that 

French Govt. Promises 
Tax Relief for Exhibs; 

_ a 4 *■ a w. The setup is blighter generally in jrinspixred ■ . - .• 
Air Force or Army stationed near all Latin American republics. Cor- J uments end art treasures. Lately 

work?nelin rvrm^nv-ican C1'1 hans kerV added, expressing satisfac- many musicians have applied for 
wurKing in Germany. i t-ion with results achieved in ce-'!r.nllhri(,i.| CMVnlarchins and ouite 

,f.pi°'vs tbe, Sh<?ckirv, n° renting friendly relations arid un- , 8 • tii a - tri 
recking! rhe promoters hac| been . derstanding. ! a few of them have settled in Flor- 
warned about the “passion pits” in ; The MPEA ls vitally interested ' ence or Rome to work on various 
America and report that there s ; in the ncw ^lexican Film ,Law> Co^- 
very little love-making going on ker admitted even though this piojecis' : 
in the autos with most of the trade hasybt°n emphasized as an “in-! Frabci? ,s one of th^m’ 
consisting of married couples and . ternal matter.” The association will; who since 1956 calls Florence his 

lhC y0ung ^atch all developments closely to'’ home. His lusical education 
rowdies m the aUd,cnce. , h if at all legislation will :range, frolh ieing a graduate in 

Jaffeeto Hollywood distribution in Music of Yale whe,e he studied 

j Corkery' highlighted the reqipro- under Paul Hindemith, to being a 
i city between Mexico and the IL S, . jazz pianist, with Duke: Ellington 
;in film negotiations, pointing out in New York, organizing jazz clubs 

A a i w lhal whl,le tbe U. S. has an import- jand festivals and having his fling 
Uutlines tensor Law ant niarket m the republic, Mexi- _at radio and tv, when he left for 

Paris Nov 8 fh* piclu|'?s also eTnj°y bene^s Rome to continue his studies at the 
Andre Alalraux Minister of Cul- V,s Phase,;.American Academy under Alexie 

ture” ancl^l^juis1 Terrenoire ^Min\s- ! ?^,.°^ore restricted^-chiefly to ex- Hai?ff and Leo Smit: He is-now 
' houses”is with David Dianiond ihim-, 

problems and possible alleviations ' cinemas via recent Alexican moves self a FUllbright professor in Rome 
in a recent National ^o^enrianontly lives in 
meeting. Malraux talked of leasing ; English. Italy and is remembered for, 
heavy tax burdens and Terrenoire j The MPEA executive stressed ambbg others, his orchestral, work 
spoke about the new censorship ‘ the point that w hile costs'of kol-i *TIie World of Paul Klee” played 
setups. ’ lywood production has doubled in ! recently by the NVY. Philharmonic. 

Malraux pointed out that pro-. the last 15 years, strict control of * Paul Sheftel and Joseph Rollino 
duction was upped and claimed that | boxoffice prices’ in Mexico and are 'f-WP bright American, young- 
the only real problem was in ex- j certain other areas has reduced in- sters concentrating on tw;0-piano { 
ploiting product because of [falling j come. Corkery suggested that an efforts and having, given already 
filmgoing, heavy taxes and jack of i upward revision of Mexico's first- , various successful concerts in Italy, 

tn *whihc xio irfotuv. run bouse sca]es could “alleviate” ) Sheftel-is' a Julliard graduate ernar- 
this situation, with smaller boxof-'ried to a violinist) and so is Rolli- 
fice hikes for rerun and nabe 

I houses. The w inners of the American 

tance of the Milan event, a, rep-for 
Russia’s Sovexpoftfilm replied: 
“We’re here for the second time; 
would have returned if. it 
weren’t important to us?” <S0vex- 
port showed seven or eight fear 
tures to prospective buyers during 
the No. 2 MIFEDi 

^Further details on MIFED pians 
and intentions camb from Guido 
Franci, whose personal baby the 
pic mart is. With 33 years’ back¬ 
ground in the trade fair business 
and a self-made man. Franci “also” 
heads the all-product Milan Trade 
Fair, on whose grounds the MIFED 
setup was built; and which ranks 
as the top such event on the Con? 
tinent. A man Of tremendous drive 
arid vitality, Franci has great plans 
for the pic Mart, which he sees as 
an: eventual site, in addition to its 
growing current functiorrs. of high 
level film <and perhaps tv) meet¬ 
ings—a sort of Summit of World 
Film & TV Industries, “We. hive 
the installations,’’ he says, “and. 
what we don’t have,, w e’ll build!” 
The; practically-built MIFED setup 
which “must be seen to be believed” 
allows for expansion in all direc¬ 
tions, and additions have already 
been built following the spring 
show. 

Franci’s constant fear (and he 
attributes certain U.: S: reticence 
to this) is that his MIFED will be 
confused w-ith a film festival. 4Tt 
decidedly is not, nor. do w-e get any 
subsidies of any kind from the gov-- 
eminent, from the tourist bureaus 
or chamber of commerce, or—as 
has been ventilated — from the 
Italian film industry. We play no 
favorites, are open to all comers, 
and treat everyone on equal terms. 
Operating as we do on volume of 
attendance, we merely charge 1 
nominal fee for use Of our installa¬ 
tions and services,” he adds, “and 
request no percentages on deals 
consummated here. We don’t even 
want to know what the figures are 
or were. AH wre ask is ‘Are you sat¬ 
isfied’?” 

Just Business—No 'Starlets’ Etc. 
Another point setting MIFED 

apart from festivals is fact that its 
premises are open only to buyers, 
sellers, and. their guests. Franci 
has designed; his brainchild as a 
glorified club for filmites bent on 
a business-only stay, where quali¬ 
fied people are able to operate in 
ideal comfortable conditions arid a 
distractionless atmosphere which 
he feels not only stimulated busi¬ 
ness and creates ideal biz and per¬ 
sonal relationships but is also, cori- 
ducive to other constructive, dis¬ 
cussion building to a healthier pic 
industry future. “In this setup, the 
press would have little to do even 
if we did invite it in,” says Franci, 
pointing out that no public screen¬ 
ings are held (except at request rif 
the client), no stars attend, and: 
there’s generally no excitement of 
the kind that makes headlines. 

Ph-The-Spot Reaction 
Only an on-the-spot 0.6: pf the 

MIFED plant can convince one that 
reports of its functional beauty are 
true. The place is a knockout. It’s. 

permanent tastefully designed 
setting ori two levels on the Milan 
Fair Grounds,: roughly a 10-minute 
cab drive from city centre (MIFED 
provides free , bus service to. Cli¬ 
ents). First floor is devoted to busi¬ 
ness riffices of Various sizes rent¬ 
able to any and all Comers, a 
post office, cable and phone, serv¬ 
ice (including Telex), bank, cus¬ 
toms and shipping office, to facili¬ 
tate import-export and handling. 

aid to exhibs. He Said that-detax- 
alion was under consideration and 
should be forthcoming soon to ease 
film fiscal problems. But a deputy _ _ _ _ __ 
from the floor pointed out that this j In the ticklish matter of dubbing . Opera Auditions of CinCinnatT have ! operations, interpreters’ pool, corn- 
had been promised last June, and!1 Corkery merely said that Hoilv-' participated at an Itali^n^^ opera i pl^te wjth.-.typistsf, photostat equip- 
that nothing had been done yet.ijwood had desisted from plans to season «stagicjne) in'Florence to-* m?nt' secretarial' service arid 

Malraux added that detaxation1 dub its product into Spanish in gether with winners of the “Ex-' Pin?e°graPh setup, as Well as. a 
came under the heading of fhe Fi- ;yiew of the exhibition permit pro- ; peri mental Lri'ic' Theatre” from i booking °«»ce where screening 

Film Rnrpaii ! CDniafn - mntiiinn. 4„. ITooms.' are reserved • and an . office 

, - - L - ----- regularly __ 
they are still more or less con- by the American public at large, 
sidered a luxury. Malraux did not j 
answer this. The national film ad¬ 
ministrative aim, the Centre Du 
Cinema, also would be revamped 
to act in conjunction with, and un¬ 
der. a special pic office working 
directly with Malraux. i 

Terrenoire said that new [censor¬ 
ship laws for pix would be: in ef¬ 
fect by early next year. This) would 
mean a new censor board with 
members from the government, in¬ 
dustry, pedagogic and family or- 
ganiaztions. He added there was 
one change in that the new censor 
board would be able to be over¬ 
ridden by ministerial reviewing of 
a decision. New categories, would 
also be instituted with some pix 
entirely forbidden to minors. 

tl)6 Same theatre). Arlene Sauflders-j Caprice hitery). 
of New.York was an excellent Mimi Second level,*, accessible only to 
m “Boh'eme” and so was the Ca- j buyers, sellers and their guests 

' '' I (via passes), has 12 meeting rooms Film Data Re Burma 
Washington, Nov. 15. 

Foreign film imports into.Burma 

D^edI9fl. ‘"ccorilnl trNafhfn P««nna(i auditions were Ai» Pd- 

nadiari. Constance Lambert as Mu¬ 
sette.- Both girls were well pre 
pared, vocally mature and “act¬ 
resses.” Other , singers from the 

Golden, Motion Picture Chief of 
U.S. Commerce Dept. 

Domestic, production in Burin 
amounted to 50. full-length features 
—two more than in 1958: These 
films varied in length from 12,000 
to 18,000 linear feet. 

There were 370 motion picture 
theatres in operation with a total 
seating capacity of 259,000. At¬ 
tendance in 1955 was reported at 
94.500.000^about; 8C0 higher than 
in 1958. 

lakoff and Spiro Malas. But the 
one who really brought down the 
house and whose name it will be 
wise to remember as of now, was 
the Negro tenor from Indianapolis, 
George Shirley; His voice is: .noth¬ 
ing short Of exceptional with tech¬ 
nical, drarnatic and projection 
qualities which predict a great fu¬ 
ture; Ivana Tosini, heard list year 
in Spoleto and in N Y in a con¬ 
cert performance of ‘‘Duca d’Alba” 
sang the lead in ■’Traviata.” 

for conferences, a medium-sized 
auditoriurn and projectiori room 
with simuitaneous translation sys¬ 
tem, eight elegant projection 
rooms, served by latest, , all-ratio 
equipment, two small tv viewing 
rooms (where tv-films are seen on 
video sets over a closed-circuit sys¬ 
tem, rather than direct projection), 
film storage rbom (where every 
reel is checked for flaws after each 
projection, and cleaned if necess¬ 
ary), a large and exquisitely archi- 
tecured general salon, and. a small 
bar and sriackery. 

MIFED tariffs, beginning with a 
one-time charge of $15 for regis- 

with product to sell (but a buyer, 
if that’s his only function, needn’t 
spend a* cent, being guest of sales¬ 
man), range from 5dc an hour for 
typing services to $25 a day for 
large company office space (which 
drops to a $200 flat fee for a 10- 
day stay). For $4 an hour one can 
rent a .projection room; $1.50 an 
hour for a conference room; $65 for 
a smaller office “booth” foi 10 
days; $1 an hour for an interpreter; 
$45 for a private- phone, etc* etc. 
Film storage and handling an arri¬ 
val are free of charge. A topnotch 
meal at. the, restaurant, wine and 
service included, is only $2; drinks 
also are low-pricedF c6ffee is bn 
the house. An added aid for un¬ 
certain visitors: , no tippirig of any 
kind is allowed for any service on 
the premises; penalty, is immedi¬ 
ate discharge of any personnel 
caught accepting pourboire. 

The UN of Pix Bi* 
A glance at the main MIFED- 

area found iill office.1 space “sold 
out.” Occupants during the 2d 
mart, for the record, included Ti- 
tanus Films,^ Cineriz. SoVexport, 
Francinbx, Franco London; Films* 
Unitalia,: Dino DeLaiirentiis, Gala¬ 
tea, Export Union, Unifrance, Forio 
Roma, OrbisFilm, Anica, AGIS, 
D.D.L., Maxima' Film, Cei-Incom, 
Fair Film, Italcaribe, Continerital* 
SUevia Film, Benito Perojo, Unie- 
spana, Erwin Kipfmuellbr* : Jugo¬ 
slav Film, Karpet Filrh, Aron Film^ 
Nivifilm, Erina Films. Gzech Film 
Export, Hurigarofilm, Florali , San¬ 
tos Alcdcer, Instituto Luce, RAI- 
TV. But many; more names, obvi¬ 
ously, are on the buyerrseller ros- 
ter sans, office space. Setup is air- 
conditioned, of course, 

Franci is already , at work plan¬ 
ning ahead for the April MIFED, 
about which past; present, - and fu¬ 
ture clients will be kept informed 
Via bulletins sent out at regular 
intervals to ‘‘several thousand ad¬ 
dresses throughout the world.. Tho 
Milan topper, “confidently expects” 
many more clients to come to Mi¬ 
lan next: spring (perhaps* as he 
says, anticipating,their yearly first 
“outing” to the Cannes Film Fest 
by a week or so) for a.first look at 
the unique setup. “Once they coirie 
and see us,” says Franci. “I know 
they’ll be coming back regularly.” 

As French Exhibs Cry 
For Aid, Govt, Keeps Up 

Handouts to Pix Prods. 
Paris, Nov. 8. 

Though exhibitors are qlamoring 
for Film Aid, from which -they 
were severed last year, , arid aid i* 
being cut over the period of the 
next seven '-years, films considered 
of cultural,, prestige and ediicatibrir 
al Value are. still getting pre-pro¬ 
duction handouts. 

These ..depend on the judgment 
of the Ministry of Culture arid m 
sFecial : consultative commission 
made up of industry and govern¬ 
mental reps to pass, on the films. 
Sixteen pix received this - help 
far this year. 

Finished pix which, received it, 
according to a Centre Du Cineriia 
report, were Abel Gance’s “Aus- 
terlitz,” Claude Chabrol’s “The 
Good Girls,” “Dialogues Des Car¬ 
melites, about a groub of nun* 
executed during the French Re¬ 
volution for treason; “The French 
Woman and Love,”)“Murder at 45 
RPMs,” “Vive Le Due,” a comedy; 
and “Trip in a Balloon:” 

Pix in the W’drks; or about to. bit 
which received theke-handouts arb 
Alain Rebriais’ “Last Year,” Henri 
Colpi’s “A Long Absence,’’ “Sum¬ 
mer Chronicle,.” a study of ordinary 
working people done in documen¬ 
tary style by Jean Rouch; “For- 
tunat,” a story of. the Occupation} 
“The Doll,” about a mythical South 
American, tevolution: and “La 
Princesse De Cleves,’’ based on the 
first French novel :of the 14th 
Centufj'. 

'Mink' to Continental for U.S. 
Toronto, Nov. 15. 

“Make Mine Mink.” an. Arthur 
Rank film, will be distributed in 
the US. by- Continental Distribu¬ 
ting Inc., according to negotia¬ 
tions arranged by Frank Fisher, 
veepee and general manager, 
Odeori Theatres (Canada) Ltd: 

In addition, contract has been 
signed whereby Walter Read* 
(Continental is his distrib outfit) 
will undertake bookings through- 

„ . - . out the U.S. of a number, of impor- 
tratiori by pic companies or reps tant Rank reissues. 
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I960 TV. Y. Stock Exchange Net 
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in 100s High Low .Close forwk. 
4234 2334 ARC Vending 100 33 27t4 3276 +4% " 

.41 ¥&■ 253' Am Br-Par Th 157 3934 38 39V6 +/% 
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Youngstown Rips Pseudo-Call-Girl 
Gimmick for WB Release sCome-On 

1112 C len Alden 494 
14/,. Ldew’s Thea. 209 
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425 19V^ Stanley War/ 71: 24;{ 4 2234 2434 + 1% 
307 s 2614 Storer 16 :30% 29% ; 301-6 
433« 30 20th-Fox 103 3814 35% 3734 +1% 
323& 23% United Artists 70 307 29% 2934 /.— 34 
5116 28V4 Univ. Pix 16 50 V 2 49% 4936 -.'%' 
5214 . 3738 . Warner Bros. 85 5216 47% 51 42V 

12936 89% Zenith 297 IO334 96% 10336 ■4-3?6- 

American Stock Exchange 

634 4% Allied Artiste 30 514 5 /5% 
YU , 3% Buckeye Corp. 79 3% 3% 3% — % 
11% 8 Cap. City Bdc. 24 10 V 978 121/ + 2% 
.6% 3% Cinerama Inc, 220 5-% 5*4 5% % 
1434 10 ‘ Desiin. Prods. 39. 107' 10 1034 -1- 54: 
7%. 4% Eilmwaya 19 5% 5 5% •+ % 
2% Guild Films ,315 7 ’16 .%• .7/16 4-1/16 
85a 7% MPO Vid. .. . .11 734 7% 7% ^ % 
876. 2% Nat! Telefilm 180 3/ 2V4 2% ..r-M- 

1076 67 s Technicolor 274 914 856 876 4- % 
14% 8V6 Teleprompier 20 ■11%, 10% . 107 s 4r-^ 
•4% 2 Tele Indus. .1018 43 4 2 356 4-1% 
IS?* 816 Trans-Lux 7 123s 12% 12% + % 

Over-the-Counter Securities 

Bid Ask 
America Corp. .. .;.....;... ...... . 1% 2 
Gen Aniline & FA .... Z.____ . 355 375 4"6‘. 
Gold Medal Studios ■..% 1 
Magna Pictures 2*4 .. 2V6 -/% 
Metropolitan Broadcasting 15*4 1534 —.. 5s 
Movielab ' ......:.....: . .-••11% .12%- -fi %/ 
Scranton Corp. . 2 3 V4’ 
Sterling Television 1% 134 
U. A. Theatres 63a 676 — •% 
Wonietco Enterprises 12% 127 a 4-'% 

Zurich/ Nov.' 15. 

Swiss film production should en¬ 
ter a decisive new era!; with erec¬ 
tion Of a modern film studio , near 
Zurich oh private capital at a cost 
of about 4,090.000 Swiss francs 
< £930,000).. . Half of this amount 
has already been assembled as 

. basic capital, with- the remainder 
to be .financed by friortgage cred¬ 
its. About 70% Of the basic funds 
are Swiss, 30% from German and 
Amefican, producers of theatrical 
arid , tv-films; 

Idea, of new production center 
. was initiated by, Gottlieb Duttweil-, 

; er, for years one of the most active 
sponsors of national film produc- 

. tion here. With him is Lazar 
Wechsler/ founder and topper of 
Switzerland’s oldest production, 
company, Praeseiis-Film Zurich, 
other Swiss production: toppers 
*Max Dora/ A. E. Seotonii plus . 
private industry groups! Building 
of the, Studio is expected to start 
next spring and to be ready by 
fail of 1961, 

This project ehds a situation 
long deemed. intolerable by trade-" 
sters both here and. abroad: For a 
quarter-century now, Swiss film 
production has been plagued by 
inadequate ..or non-existent studio 
facilities and forced to “impro¬ 
vise” in scboolhouses,/gyms, inns 
et al: for interiors, in some in¬ 
stances, it was even necessary to 
move abroad (mostly to Germany), 
causing a. considerable increase of 
production Costs. 

Only existing Swiss studio, Ro- 
senhof of Zurich, has such limited 
facilities that , its use has been re¬ 
stricted, for some time now, to the 
production of advertising shorts.. 
In view of this situation, large 
portion of Swiss feature film pro¬ 
duction sp, far has consisted of lo¬ 
cation work. — admittedly a plus 
where authenticity is concerned. 

Qualifiedly Yours 
: Arthur L. Mayer, self-billed 

“corrigible optimist,” delivered 
the annual Marc Sickle lecture 
on American mass media at 
Dartmouth College yesterday 

. (Tues,) with the film business 
as. liis, specific subject: He ex¬ 
pressed qualified upbeat senti¬ 
ments/ 

American standards of taste 
are advancing, but not fast 
enough, opined Mayer. He said 
the most successful films, 
books and plays are “no artis¬ 
tic. masterpieces” but they’re 
far better than 30 years ago. 

Mayer: wraps lip his thoughts 
anent current “strong” mate¬ 
rial on the screen thus: “It is 
unfortunate that many authors 
and producers are misinter- 

• preting the new freedom 
granted them, to dwell on the 
more sordid aspects of life but 
this is inevitable reaction 
from the idiotic excommunica¬ 
tions and prudish cuts formerly 

• enforced by. censor boards and 
pressure groups. The dangers 
of liberty are less to be feared 
than those of repression ,and 

. in the long , run, maybe the 
short run, will be cured more 
rapidly.” 

Mayer’s advice to young men 
contemplating careers in the 
mass media is to get with it. 
Opportunities and rewards are 
greater than ever, he declared. 

One Ad-Pub Group 
Replaces Former 3 

Ad-pub directors committee of 

Youngstown, O., Nov. 15. 

The card read: “Miss Bobbie Wil¬ 
liams, girl of the night. For an 
evening’s entertainment, call RI 
4-8338.” That’s the way Warner 
Bros/ “Girl of The Night,” which 
producer Max J. Rosenberg calls “a 
serious picture” about “a serious 
problem.” was promoted in 
Youngstown. O.' The promotion, 
though not the picture, sent offi¬ 
cers of Youngstown’s morals squad 
into a tizzy. They thought the 
cards were for real. 

Situation was discussed at length 
by Fred Childress, film critic on 
the . Youngstown Vindicator—b.ut, 
by deliberation, one iveek alter the 
picture had finished playing. 
Childress, declared that he felt any 
comment on the. picture while it 
was playing would have amounted 
to pandering. But, with the pic¬ 
ture out of the way, he let go with 
both barrels. 

Childress’ column was prompted 
by a letter which he‘received from 
Rosenberg objecting to Childress’ 
review' of the film which had been 
labeled “a sordid piece of trash.” 
Rosenberg objected on the grounds 
that the film was a sincere attempt 
to discuss a serious problem. 

Citing the way in which the film 
had been promoted, critic an¬ 
swered that he certainly didn't 
want to impugn Rosenberg’s mo¬ 
tives, adding: 

“Certainly making money Is a 
serious matter. And it’s obvious 
that the film discusses a serious 
problem. It may even become 
more serious as a result of the 
movie. 

“I find it completely incredible, 
though, that anyone who felt hp; 
had made a serious movie about 
a serious problem would -choose 
to advertise it in the way "Girl of* 
The Night’ has been handled . . .”- 

Childress noted that the Vindica¬ 
tor had refused to publicize the 

anOnancial^ndisap. lca has done ^ ^ ± 

The ground on which the new 
studio » to be erected will be fub'co1nnuttees on newspaper re- 
made available by the city of Zu- lations, and has replaced the three 

OlOVieiap ...... ...... • a V. ~ itmuumcc ui ,, sjri card hassle until after lh* 
Seranten rprp. .. 3 . - & |‘,/nll^ahn“d^'e " physlcal ‘he Motion Picture Assn, of Amer- film had left {own, and ionclud/d; 
Sterling Television I s • , > _*• . u- u ica.has done away writh its three “Now there’s a serious problem 

■Wometoo* Enterprises ££ J % S°?o bTe^leS,«* 
.._made available bv the city of Zu- lations, and has replaced the three pKUUes’ FUDilclt-v- 

♦ Week Ended Hon. (14). rich. It' is hoped that, at a later separate units with one, headed 

‘Courtesp o, Mcrriil Lynch. Pterce, Tenner ^itb. In,,_ f^^ron^CTbe"^!^ ‘has CASE VS. ED ALPERSONl 
_ _ • , ... , ^ nearby site, enabling an economi- been assigned to ad censorship, inrinn MITC IinTnrrT 

Owner Mid Fmnnve Fetid Over Art J mer8ingi of award-plus-interes1 
\Jfi IftCl CUIU IdllUjU J V I vUU vi vl *ll l I Proposed theatrical film studio Levy group, which also consists of l , IIoL>wood, Nov. 15. 

will be open for renting to domes- Universal's. Pliil Gerard, United ’ef. ye?rs- °f litigation and 
n liFL II- i T I FI J O tic and foreign producers/both for Artists’ Fred Goldberg, Columbia’s aib,tration have borne fruit for 

Guess Who Has to lake Powder: Ji% and Metrov 
. Berkeley. Cal:. N»v. 15: ,17.000-name mailing list and sent SwissdI'pWnrtioJ!encom/afd2 «* slr^e Ift'aS™ Cw?\ *°”f®? Selves 

T ScJ‘P between-,: wner; Edward S program'gutdestothie 7;000, feel- expected to be lower than those capacity—are Jerry Pickman of Matador^/elease? bv tothPoxT 
Landberg and manager-booker mg “people m Berkeley will learn for producers from out of Svritz- Paramount and Paul N Lazarus Jr Vo-- d released by 20th-I-ox i 
Pauline Kael of the 200-seat ; quickly enough.” ei-land. It has been affirmed, how- of Col * ' * to . „ , 
Cinema . Guild and the lOO^eat J ••••Landberg’/a- couple' Pf'days-later,’ ever, that no difference whatso- ' rhaiUp iw- tw T,owcna«oW it*!.*. Los Angeles Superior Court nas 
Studio in Berkeley culminated .in mailed program guides tp all 17.000 ever will be made ■'between those workwascaHed forbvPar’sMar i q-» 
Mrs. Kael’s resignation, and- Land- .names on list .with Mrs. Kael’s. Swiss producers holding financial Hn Davis rhJrmsn^ 19:18 ?or 51o4,000. Accrued inkr- 
berg posting signs in front of th resignatioii statement carefully interests in the project, and but- MPAA ad-cub committee^ to ! S 
theatres saying: legible ^ ^ : t , h ™ ^ ^ ^ mCanllmg' 

•71 uvsnot DaTriil' Zaimck e.r3. <n ^ h>’ in therouting post. I _ . .. 

AWARD-PLUS-INTEREST 
Hollywbod, Nov. 15. 

Three years, of litigation and 
arbitration have borne fruit for 

i producer Carroll Case. He has won 
] $180,000 judgment against Edward 
j L. Alperson’s National Pictures 

Berkeley, Cal:, Nov. 15; 

theatres saying: 

or LoB ’sia!.?rr,Hm yfer-ed changed locks ahd safe; combjna- ot the busiest for homemade 
■ the Citierue Guild'it teas Ed- lion in theatres., posted signs, product here, with an all-time high Par Party it tHlldlO 
ward Landberg.'’ among which, was one that said, of eight Swiss pictures in release Devine’s John Ford Encore Paramount’s New York ton eclie- 

- ' y 1/to alleviate the hurtling rumors or in the can,, it seems a.certainty BracketvillP Tpy Nm- is ln/iine wn! «/,+ +« 
Nine-year-old. Guild, which plays that are circulating . , . the Guild that, with the new studio project k i I ^ ' 19/ i r i r ^ 'll! 

“classic’’ films at edge of U. of • will not change, policy.” now in active preparation local Sl*iilev Jones and Andy Devine I w eeh fo1 fuuher huddks oiv ui> 

California campus, grosses! over Root of feud, apparently, lies film production looks ahead to still 5aJe £ee" ^ed ^°Jth!,cas^ of S^dU^n ^1atThtiJnaC-lV^kS’ 
$100,000 a year and nets Landberg in fact that owner Landberg sought a further, upswing.. Furthermore, John Ford s T\vo Rode Together’ studio v p and Maitin Rackin, 
more than $25,000 annually. to take over management on his when the time is ripe (i.e. as ofnow’^being bemg filmed at the 

.Landberg stated ..he had ‘ “re- return from Southern California, next fall), foreign producers may Happy Shahan ranch. Absent fromi Gotham^a e Bariiey 
assumed conimarid” after return- while. Mrs. Kael Claimed her cofi-. vvell look to Zurich as a new» if. . This is the first Ford film in oinha^ pick¬ 
ing frOm Los Ahgeles, but “every- tract gave her managerial and physically limited, production cen- which Devine has appeared since i ” / pltc.c~n nd 
thing Js.. in ai. ,uproar” at the; booking prerogatives/ ter in Europe; ' I “Stagecoach/’ m"n! fJern ^oduriionTead 
moment; Mrs.. Kael, contract --:—"—™1^------—-— -:--» whiio PirbLn ctiii th® 

Devine’s John Ford Encore 

Bracketville, Tex., Nov. 15. 

Par Parly at Studio 
Paramount’s New’ York top eclie- 

Ion-ites went out to the Coast this 
Shirley Jones and Andy Devine I week for further huddles on up- 

have been added to the east of j coming production with Jack Karp, 
John Ford’s “Two Rode Together” studio v.p., and Martin llackin. 

vl icuu, appaiciuij, lies mm ^luuutuuu iuuhs diiedu iu Mill ...... _ ^ ■ • ' , ^-; — j.j® 
$100,000 a year and nets Landberg in fact that owner Landberg sought a further. upswing. Furthermore, John Ford s Two Rode Together’ studio 
more than .$25,000 annually. to* take over management on his when the time is ripe (i.e. as of 'Col) nPw bein£ being filmed at the SX^<L1 

Landberg stated he had “re- return from Southern California, next fall), foreign producers may Happy Shahan ranch. Abs* 
assumed conimarid” after return- while. Mrs. Kael Claimed her cofi-..well look to Zurich as a new^ if. . This is the first Ford film in / 

expiring next May; announced her 
resignation in . theatres’ latest bi¬ 
monthly program guide with this 
statement; 

• “For 5V^ years . I have written 
these programs, made up the dis¬ 
plays and talked with- thousands 
Of you over the telephone". I think 
the-Cinema Guild and Studio has 

Will Hollywood Send Pundits 
To Document Blasts Re Copy? 

man. eastern production head. 
| While Pickman still holds the 
ad-pub title, it’s clear that he’s 

| becoming more and more, involved 
in production_policy matters. 

Word from Hollywood at 
press time: Paramount will 
roadshow product in its sched¬ 
ule for next year. This means 
Marlon Brandon's “One-Eyed 
Jacks” trill not go hard ducat. the Cinema Guild and Studio has Albert Pickua, president of the [ it ” and now Pickus Is doing the have in mind along the lines of (1) Jacks” will not go hard ducat. 

been the-only theatre in the coun-“Theatre Owners of America, Is put spade work looking to a full-scale what’s wrong .with picture ads and —:——:- 
try for Which the taste and judg- to set up a meeting among his own get-together on the matter. (2) what can be done about it. 
ment of one person-^the Writm^-- prgariizatioii along With the Screen Pickus has called an exploratory MPAA committee Wants to hear E. L. de Patie's Berth 
have, been the major determinant Producers Guild and. the Motion meeting in the east for the. week the specifics, and then a full meet- Hollywood,. Nov. 15. 
in selecting films. It is with deep Picture Assn, of America on the of Nov. 21. No telling yet as to ing might be conducted with a for- E. L; de Patie, Warner Bros., vp, 
regret that i must anhounce that subject of motion picture adver- how the West-based SPG will .gd mal and thorough-going agenda succeeds late B. B. Kahane as vp 
irreconcilable differences with; the tising. Films ads have been criti- for this. Pickus; resides in Strat- _■ ’ of Assn, of Motion Picture Produce 
owners have made- my position cized by both TOA and SPG as be- ford. Conn., and the MPAA promo- ers, post left vacant since exec’s 
.untenable; this is the last program ing “antiquated,” the ad-pub di^ tioha! wizards are in New-York. Julie. Newmar into 20th-Fpx’ death Sept. 18. 
I will prepare . , Pauline Kael.” rectors, committee of MPAA, .’un-; . Ill any event Pickus is/plotting “Lion of Sparta,” joining Richard De Patie has been a member of 

Mrs; Kael picked the 7,000 out- der Paramount’s Martin Davis,- - an initial session to determine what Egan, Diane Baker, Barry Coe and the AMPP board for number of 
pf-Berkeley . addresses, on theatres’ Ijoindefed “let’s hear more about his own group and the producers] David Farrar. years. 
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SHE TAKES NEW YORK BY STORM AS CRITICS RAVE! 

I 

^•Vividly imagined. .. sheer romance! 
The image of Hong Kong is brilliantly 
and sensuously conveyed!?? 

—Bosley Crowther, Times 

••The best movie in ages!?? 
—Dorothy Kilgallen, Journal-America^ 

^•Surefire... heart, humor for all to 
enjoy! Who could ask for more??? 

} —Archer Winsten, Post 

* ••Beguiling, enchanting, exquisite! 
| William Holden conveys sweeping 
| , conviction... audiences love Nancy 
i:: .Kwan, about to become one of our 

most adored stars!?? 
f'-tih —Alton Cook, World- Tel, & Sun 
F”i !i ASZm 

AND A WORLD 

Showmanship 
v I I is WAITING FOR YOU 

8fe.„>£F .? AT paramount/ 

A World Enterprises, Inc. A PARAMOUNT 
Worldfilm Limited Co-Production RELEASE TECHNICOLOR 



PHTIKES 

Close Students Of the Film Biz; 
Value-Line Checklist of Pros, Cons 

What makes the slock mai-ket, Warners: 
jt »k or unperk so far as film jand but here a 

WRIETY 

‘Wind’ to Blow Again 
Atlanta, NovO 15. 

Metro 'will give “Gone With The 
Wind” a “second world premiere” 
at Loew's Grand theatre here 
March 10, 1901 as a part ol the 
festivities launching the Civil War 

Wednesdays November 16, 1960 . 

National Boxoffice Survey 
Post-Election Helps Trade; ‘Butterfield- First, 

‘Lace’ 2d, ‘Hur* 3d, ‘Spartacu*’ 4th 

The pickup, which. started Elcc-, tively is winding up llth 

s: Earnings on the slide s nlmned bv 1 thin. Day- and gained ifurjher mo^ w hile TSong Without End;’ <ColH 

again , stockier -*b* ..D>V’ ,& «" 
he Now York Praia; in the offing. Good po.ri- c'oinmission Film had its initial'exhibitors 111*. Top 32. 

courit rv this . rolind.. Seceral' 

p,moils ol the Wall Street area, spring. Lots ol cash on hand lor 

Recent sizeup by ’Arnold Bt-rn- a huyin. 

b«H|. & Co reflects how the pro- # ——T — hers of the “GWTW” cash Cla 
i< .smou.vs weigh each facet of a P I |J r Gable?.. Trior to his heart attat 
o nmniiiou s operation and ; in F2|||]2||| ItCirdllL had promised to attend-if he w 
sonic instances ^liow more concern * ' *****' not but Of the countr- 
loi non-theatrical activity and in-< - \ . . 

tor ,hf !h-: Do-It-Yourself ‘obscenity’ chairman 
Columbia looks fine, lor exam 

but there's beaucoup room fori re-. «.■-_ 
do; tion «.f the overhead. Big factor | Chicago, Nov. 15, 
at l.oew’s Thealie« is the seguing Stanley-W’arncr circuit chief S: 
into hotel operation. Paramount H. «Sit Fabian, speaking as chair- 
fippeais okay, but lets convert: the nian of the new American Congress 

n,(,re> bed powwow here that Congress’ 

Stock Exchange are concerned? In bilily the downbeat in theatrical re- nremiei4 at'the Grand in Dcccm-' collrtby this round... Several ,V. ‘Can-Can '20th. V “lliroshim 
L*i.: d part it’« the interpretation leases may he reversed shortly out al.;nl5i wh5ch didXK€lh fibred in j Mon Amour’* ‘Zenith)? “Cany, On 
given Ihe fiscal behavior or indi- the comparison figures likely will 22^ (ItV customers on a lhe upbeat although, many exhibs jAurse’ <ColL . and: “School For 
viuual companies bv the so-'-ailed remain unfavorable until next P/3/-; are. unhappy about the. number of Scoundrels- (Cent.» are the riinner- 

ig. Lots of cash on hand for two-a-c a> po icy. ! trulv good bo: draws. :j up pix in that .order: 
>ek buyin. Invitations to this new premiere j ' r t.hamm0ri at the tickets isr '“.World of Suzie Wong” /Par) 

———- hm ivr''rwru-v^8 s vS* >5. !«»*•»»»..««»*• b.o 
1 • nf» bers of the GWI W cast. Claik. . . _ also from Met- winner predicated on. its smash 
kl'in KPlVoiVl* Gable? ..prior . to his heart attack, - ^ ^ th*, £ • position Tor the sho'vidg on initial session .at. N: Y. 
Uldll ItClfulII* had promised to attend-ifne was i^’.^ .veek ih a io\r In fact '^Iuslc Hall, ^‘Behind Great Wall’? 

not out Of the countr. \™mi&Lac?’ t U^whSv ^ ^onf). shown sabs smeyk as :first 
"I\ fi V If . m . j No. . 1 a week ago, is winding'up Te*?ascd;Pl oying a sockogrosser 

Do-it-Yourseif ‘obscenity’ chairman: 
I AQEC BV CC4 VATI?Qtof longruris i several key cities f. ‘X®Ftb T? •; also 

Chicago. Nov. 15.. I LuJIjU Dl Do4 VUIllu. covered bv Variety, Is capturing. neW' .ls fine in Detroit and-N. Y.: but LI I tip** f V I Lnj j covered by Variety, Is capturing- 
Albany, Nov. 15.- j third position.. 

new.:is fine in Detroit ahci.N. Y. but 
not so strong "iii -Pliilly. “journey 
To Lost City” OAT) 1 boms good in. 

Joint Legislative Committee on “Spartacus” <UL third last round; Fn>c0 and 'average in Cleveland 
Offensive and. Obscene Material,, is -finishing fourth. It r being vThe P1 ndere>i?r (i A) ^ ielf i * 
w hich 'dTafted.tiiis year’s film;. cl-as--J closely pressed by “liihcrit -th«-- Bust-pi) is fair St Louis 
citicatipn. bill that .passed the As-i Wind” fUAi. winner of fifth spot. “Breath of ScandalfPnrl nice 
vemhiv o\'ervvlielmifie!V'hii't d!d not 1 “\Vlnd” lfkelv will he heard frnm ! . /-1.: 1' ‘ ^' -. t»re. * bed Powwow here that Congress’j vembiv ov'cniTiehnihgly but d d not “•tyind” likely will bb "heard 'from i.;in.v .-qi^ looks ^ fair 

Stanley-Warner can be an!: at- bid to enter production field was"! come tp a vbte in. the; Senate/w ill again in future:-' _ “The--. -Aljamo’’ j -•Wh>*e,'"Hdt Wind b! StanU*y-Warner can be an'! at- bld to enter- production field was 1 come to a vote in. the- Senate,' w ill j again m fyture; “The Alamo” ; “Where Hot Wind BloW's^ cM.-G ) 
ti action as and if the International tbe best hope exhibs have for sur- f have, a new chairman, comeJanu-1 iUA), while not up to iiopes in j playing Tn numerous Tieysffdi- sul> 
Latex subsidiary moves ahead! as . airy 1, _ , some looations. is. managing • well stantiaj biz. is showing niiid .to siad 
It *.houId : -More features m circulation.-he . Ascmblyma.n; Harry J, Donnelly. . enough to eop.sixth place. in several keys although okav in 

At both Warners and 20-thlFox said, “will make it possible to offer 1 Brooklyn Democrat, appointed last | “Let No Man Write l\Iy, Epitaph”' Cincv, Baltimbre Pitt and Det'roiL 
the prospect of stock tenders is •• a more Varied menu of picture! June as chairman was defeated m jfColL. fifth a week ago, is ’capturing.; “GI Blues” 'Pan is hie on sec- 
fippialing entertainment, resulting in an in- his bid. for a thii’d tei'm, by a 5h4 seventh, position,/‘Sunrise at Cam-.* ond tound at'-N Y \TctPrib *’EnW- 

Bernhard. via the Value Line crease of theatre patronage.” He margin last week. pobelio” -WBi looks^To cbp eighth,,t lainer” <Cohli"; good in Balto is 
en.ihsis offers a rundown reap- waR careful to state, however, that:^ , was sixth last stanza.-1. “Girl of ■ sma^h m N. Y. ‘ I’m All Right 
puled herein* on various picture more production is not regarded'as ;; . • . 
and exhibition outfits. exhibition 5 panacea. I Ullllfir uldiSSfiS 

Columbia: Tiianks largely to the - „9nofnE > s.a,d Fabian» already has { 
sk\rocket growth of the Screen 53.000.p00 in^ escrow and awaits ’continued from page 5 ■ • • 
Gems television suheidiarv. gross Securities and Exchange Commis- ; ,.0 win,, 
revenues‘estimated at $115,000,000 sJon greenlight to offer shares i ated so many \yiiters .and pL.\r 
for fiscal I960* arc near the level * production unit. Exhibition- wrishts in the 1930s. 
of most other producer-distributors, hacked pix actually are seen as the in this respect, the current .rash 

pobelio”.-WBt looks to cbp eighth,,t lainer” <Gobi L good in Balto is 
It was sixth last stanza.1 “Girl of : 5ma^h m N. Y. ‘ I’m All Right 
Night” i WB) is taking ninth spot. ' - .Tack’’ (Gov) is great in. N, Y. knd 

‘Magnificent Seven” ‘UA-*. 12th pitt. 
last week, is taking 10th money... vBlbase^Tuwi Over”^ (Cop- okay 
“10 Who Dared” iBV), j in Chi, looms great in; Toronto and 
- i ■ ■ ■ ! Boston. .“Jungle .Cat” <BV) shapes 

: “ " i big in K-C. 

of most other producer-distributors, hacked pix actually are seen as the in this respect, the current rash ] ISfjSlCl I K Paqes 8-9) ^ 
But the common stock capitaliza- |^Fafe *° softe.n «P distrihs by Df Eurppean ical”'films ___ Conti from paee T-= :V : 

fihidios!P°amounting S”10^1C1.334.662 , anxious to please.” But there’s no alsd are . considei^ed more matur “The Good Soup” presented ; ‘BEN-HOR’POTENTIAL; 
shares. Per-share earnings could ' f!ai\e tboup!lt: tbat the scheme is and complex-., iks than the com- on Broadway a few months ago. 1 npr a1aa nair rnillkTA 
be nmv if a successful program of i stimulate Production by parable film critiques of the 1930s. French-Italian singer Tino Rossi? I SEE 5100“MJL COMING 

Prime’ mission of the new exhm On the basis of the .S40.000.00tt 
capital ca^be demoted .0 theSi body. Fabian noted, -is to create Potboihed and bas.nessmen bald^ bqxoffic.y Mr for 
rids when Screen Gems raises! wn I °r cause to be created more fea-iJo be-. tn ere was a touch of .Ben-Hur” during Rs first ye^r, 
funds via partial public financing flure ’ And ACE product, he this in, "Rosemarybut even in . D T* < "P Robert Mpchrie^. Aletr . sales 
now anticipated 1 said in a burst of metaphor, would that film, as in “Dolce Vita;” there , , chief, feels that, itJs mot ; out of 

Decca: Highest ratine foi this enable theatres to “strike off the are,- at. the heart - of each storv. i Frerch cellist Pierre Foiiinv the realm of possibility for the 
stock because earnings Took to be handcuffs and legirons of. lacerat- recognizable., characters who are ^ho- pIayedTicre.recen.t]y. \vitli the' picture to reach a world-vyide.grdss 
tlill poing up and upMwe block! ing trade practices.” .more impoitan, as individunls than Ml ■ '■ 
buyers comine from Derraicon- m the press for similar reasons. In its first year,, according to 
fto'led l-nivc-Faf/and ftSehmw-! ’ " — --- ^ bin f|opv ibe Mochriei.the picUire;has i-olifd lip. 

j (Complete Boxofiice. Reports 
j Pages 8-9) 

“The Good Soup” presented 
,on Broadway a few months ago. 

French-Italian singer Tino Rossi? 

‘BEN-HOR’POTENTIAL; 
SEE S100-MIL COMING 

On the basis of the $40,000,000 
world-wide boxoffice gross fojr 

fnue looms big for 1960*s domestic, 
winners. 

l>isr y: The-e are better values 
around; this is^ue probably will 
continue to nerlonn potirlv in year 
ahead. Animated cartoons- not so 
popular any more, other features 
tins semester not so hot. and tele¬ 
vision enterprises f'-Tlipn off. Pos¬ 
sibility r.f more profit later on \ia 
tv i tensin^ of fratiues.or theatrical 
it issue of pa't siu-ce^sci?. 

I oev.’s Theatres: Bettcr-than- 
nxerage stock despite absence of 
e; sJi dividends. Locks like hotels 
v-:T he the major 1 actor in the cor¬ 
porate inn My. with management 
iwn.nccd the inns can yield in ore 
than llhn exhibition. 1 

Metro: Look for earnings to hit 
$4 per share in Jiscal 19t;0. com- 
pared with last year's S2.90. and a 
boost next year from 40c to 50c in 
the divvv rate. Highest rating for 
Hie slock of this companv. w‘hose 
''Ben-Hu*'’ mav well gros«: 
$75 000.000. 

Decadent, Maybe; Sensitive for Sure 
London. . 7...15. 

Producer Louis DeROchemont reported here: ^Iondav. that 
he is appealing decision of the Italian Mi istry of Culture which 
revoked working permits for cast of ‘The; Roman -Spring of Mrs! 
Stone.” Location unit had been scheduled -to shoot in Rome, hut 
Italian government execs found the script unacceptable, allegedly, 
because it is about cafe society vice. : 

Picture, starring Vivien. Leigh. ‘ 'now set io start shooting at 
Associated British Elstree studios . here Dec. 5 for seven weeks, 
followed by three weeks location shooting in Rome or elsewhere. 

DeRochemont veas. Advised. Sunday. * 13* that/ Gavin Lambert’s 
script based on .Tennessee Williams’‘ novel, was unacceptable,, 
though the censor had the script for 'seven-,.weeks without act*rig. 
on the matter, ar.d the advance unit has been in Roiiie ,for eight 
weeks. 

Israeli Philharmonic, was attacked , of SlbO.OOOBOOJ '; 
in the press for similar reasons. in .its first year,, according to 

: hut lie got a clear bill from the Mochrie. the picture has roMeB up, 
Israeli Foreign Office and that set- theatre for theatre./ ipe. biggest 
tied Hie dispute in his favor. grosses and. the longest engager 

Yehudi Menuhin is less, popular nients in the. history . of the. busi- 
vvilh ..israbii audiences .because he -ne»ss. 
—a Jew—appeared before German 

i.icrtccs “too soon” after the;War. j 

. John Barbirolli, conducting J MAAll 
: aWTahler symphony once asked the ! 9*1151 IvlUUII 
chorus to sing the original German frpm 5=3 
text. The .chorus refused; though . . 

: Mahler was an Austrian arid a Je\y. central issues found in the general 

Contiriued from 

The music of Richard Strauss is 
still taboo: in Israel, because of h|s 

1 friendly relationship with the Ilit- 

roposals. .. 
The rapid .settlement of the mu- . 

sicians’ pact has had a sphering ef- 

$4 per ‘■hare in fiscal 19t;0. coin-i Puzzled Playwright 
pared with last year's $2.90. and a j 'In New- York Monday *14'. Tennessee Williams.stated lie could 
boost next year from 40c to 50c in : not understand action of the Italian government; re “Roman 
the divvv rate. Highest ratine lor Spring.” because it’s nbt a story about corruption in Rpniari society.'. 
Hie slock of this companv. w‘ho^e hut rather a “psychological study of all older, woman 1 American) 
''Bcn-Hii'-'' may well gross in lo\ewith a younger man.” Williams suggested that perhaps the 
$75 000.000. censor had been afraid of a character in the lidok—a priest 

National Theatres: Not much dabbles in the. blackmarket—who does not appear in the screenplay. 
beie. partiallv in view of untimely -- 
«(qu;sif;on of National Telefiim As- Could This Be Shakedown? 
sociTtr-*.. plus oifi.sh theatre jhusi- H also was learned in New York that an'-official of the Italian 
i»e«s. Nff major improvement in Culture Ministry had suggested that the Problem could be worked 
earnings for months ahead but a out if-DeRochemont hired an Italian writer to work on the script 
>evi1al:/ed companv could mean This offer, as Manhattan reacts, has all the .earmarks of “blackmail” 

«(r|u;sif;on ol National Telefiim As- 
soci'itr-*.. pius oii'i.sh theatre Ibusi- 
dcs4. Nff major improvement in 
earnings for months ahead but a 
>evital:/ed company could- mean 
lexersa] of trend in 1963-65. K_ 

Paramount: An average stock. • - _ • • .. ... ' ._ \ - ._J: lade the talent guilds, particularly 
Company has had its setbacks but I • _ PL-i Pritiefi f-h Jas a stereoty pes of general groups'- ~ ""V1”1* rom page in relation to th post-1548 films— 
lately coming through with thbatri: UV1I TIIM IM1U8II VU. ' or social classes, she riiade, Robert ..Andei’son*s v ta-tv- question? 

To M » *!**“ !-WKa^sa.vs». ™...... j»i>» 
War 196f)'s gross is estimated at Lion International Films of comment on uppeicinst .mgnjinx ■ thit Filming of the weitei- “Two 
$120.000.0P0> earnings al ST-per London has acquired world-wide -a?. can- be sgen -m soine European-, -pact. So now l m fiee except that . 
siuue and dividends up 1o.|S3.50 distribution rights to John Cassa- ^ I owe them a great deal of money, j plcted ah|ad pf scheduieTiere. and 

]>cv shM-e of common in; 1963-65. . vetes “Shadows and will -find it- on wj^ 9 vfoul'd nrObahlv ?,le ^aid., . ,, the stars and director left Th’urs- 
Stanley-Warner: Downtrend irf self m the unique position of re- himsel'f ^so^^leritie ' Nbw. assured .of- artistic freedrini.'S..daV;--;( 10-j by--plane for Holly-v 

earmngc seems to have been ar- leading an American -film )n- the' S ^ lhoSh J hr lS tS Miss. Baker feels her career has : w;opd. Among- those - boaVding; 
rc'-ird; new-toimd -imorovemcnt United States. ... ... is considered a- !coirimerit• -on to- caught second wind. Her hopes are • 7Q passeiigier plarie at Laughlin 
< ucht to «‘x{end through liscal,1961. According to British Lion man- : . \vorld' and as Schackei bi?hJon the still unreleased “Sptne-j AFB near Del Rio were director 
Jnerca^d promotional campaign's aging director Victor Iloare, the anV-filjh that is iriv^gopd thing Wild” which she made for i John Ford -and stars-James Stew- 

Mer-reginre 'and Mussolini; . and feet oh currhht negotiations; since 
Peron*. So are; the works of Rich- some lA leaders Yill privately 

I ard Wagner ;Vtho died six years her opine that the tuhers didn t get 
; fore Hitler.was even born, but was. ;v much from the hard-bargain- 
, known 19th Centiirv anti- Boren; hence there tends to 
Semite -be less insistence on nori-essentials. 

_ But there appears to be a. rock- 
German-made. . ics aie not ribbed solidness, among lank-and- 

cbovn in -isvaelr cmemr. except if Ji]eys. on the -issues, Jail of 
i they are eo-pioduced with another center around the basic prob- 
cmmtry. or labeled as Swiss or 1em;. h0w to make a living with 
‘Austrian,’ and get away with it.^fewer ^ available.. 

Only, one German artist . Union answers include keeping 
;peared up to now in Israel—Mar- production at home, makihg iL at-, 
j lene. Dietrich. She even; sang in ; tractive via pensions lor older 
J German. She w as a tremendous craftsmen to; retire? relieving hard- 
1 success. • ships created by the general pro- 
! —Jduction ebb via strong liealth-ahd- ; 

: welfare measures.. Concessiohs in 
P^whII DaLam . these areas.will be assessed by the 
UdirOII DuRGl craftsmen i terms' pf concessions 

Lion First British Co. 
To Soil an American 

Bracke.ttville, Tex.. Nov. 15, 
Filming of the. wester “Two 

snare and dividends up 1o.jS3.50 distnbution rights to John Cassa- P^ » Jv Te^n^Se ® ^ g i pitted ahpad Of schec 
]>cv M'M-o of common in; 1963-65. . vetes “Shadows and will -find it- b^ °n -Jh6 9 \voUUI nSblv i ?,le sa,d-: --• the stars and dfreeU 

Stanley-Warner: Downtrend irf self m the unique position .of re- :n... ^n^lf k \ NW. assured .of- artistic freedrim.'!,.dav;--;( 10-j by--plan 

iiicreav-n. promotional campaign s aging urieciui vicioi iiwie, utr -... • :1hn* ic miv tmnrt thing Wild” which she maae lor ij0hn Ford and stars James Stew- 
.ro-tv bad depressed earning? last. situation is ‘quite .revolutionary. :inevi\ablv mhke a Comment uA release- With RaTph Mcekeri] art, Richard Widmark-LiridaCris- 
>tar hut tn s same campaign should He said that he believed that this •':ft js"Se -Mildred Dunrioclc and Jeari Staple- tal> Shiidey Jones and Pat Wayrie, : 

expand on ol the Inter natonal ' is the first time that an American °-n J ' * 1 ®.1j ^ ton in New York City for. the indie ! the latter son of- Jolin Wayrie; 
L. ux *,iifividir*ry. With the Holly- picture is to be released in-Amer- Mflliams, incidenlaljy. .^ill a.I^o outfit: headed by herself -and her i ' X ^rning was aUthe 
wood sirikes o\i-r and hi’.ten and ica by a British company,. . be contributing to the growing Kh„sba'nd,; a'iVector. Jack- Garfeln.- i *r Alamo Village^^ here5 where John 
mere i rcduct due. txhibitionlis on The Cassavetes picture; which .cinema- library concerned with - . ' Wavne i “Thf AiamP’’ ilTA) was 
Us w; to a healthier vf- UisJ; won the critics’ award in Venice. ; Roman, higii life via the soon-to- Asked- if she thinks the,. per- Wayne s n W- fil "in« wm 

2Pfh-ro\: An ahoVc-avprage opened in London on Oct. 14 and' ;.start:-shodtihg “The . Roman Spring former is- best able to select his. Re- 
tek r.< ciinvn;«. no nt unwaid for was acclaimed bv the British press. Pf Mrs, Stone.” based on W.illrams’ -roles,. Miss Baker responded,-! -be ■ctfroglftej ip JiffllJ-VrQOff. K 

• he months yherd. due in part *0 '■ Now in its fifth week at London’s '*only novel; Among other thines, don’t think lie always knows bpst, 'rriLetor- • • 
riiof-o ' ^.r-T^ive pol.l’c reception Academv Theatre, the picture is this has to do with a famous, but. the actor has to be^^ happy and . Thomas Roselle,. 
if ‘i'm, * ‘ vcc. A'^o in 1 d<-cct said to have- taken i more money, American actress, a conlcssa, and i relaxed, in what lie s doing. So to imported some ^.00 nationals liom 
an ' : ”d a islock than any film sliown during the sonic ( xneririve gigoics. And they j-Hv.’t extent he should he. allowed, to. N-cxico to nortray, tn/x .paris 01. 
iti.dti ;.t $50 pci tbare. i theatre's 25->ear histoiy. 'ail behave quite rottenly. | make.-.his ow;n mistakes. I Comanchg Indians in. trie picture. 
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Picture Crosses 
If ind^ Sluggish $9,500, AlbanyNovl5 _____ 

Buff;‘Lace- Solid 9Gt 2d JX‘u?« %J*. MP,S» 113,000; Inherit’ 
Buffalo, Nov.-15- has. been the victiiri of btirglariz- linn (tf1 *1<CA»fr 10P 

Biz. first-runs is offish for ing. Sanford A. Bockstein; vice lIC|l UU, LatC duLK 14U 
most part here this round. "Sun.- president of circuit, ..reported to Minneapolis Nov 15 

at Campobello ’ looms quite ; the police that two metal cash biggest turnover irn mOntbs Is 

r/rw --Rr^,?grfWe^ 5°*0S ^ ;akeh from a second- hypoirig trade here .this, round. 
S '1" '- Brctal£ '0f ^can^} floor office in tae l:050-seati r,. lo- Among six. fresh entries “Inherit 

••• Pa»aPi.opnt while cated near the outskirts cf. the wind” is-loud iit suhiirhan St, Louis 
:city, adjoining Heilmans Thruway, Park, ‘•ButlerUcld flJ" looks record 

“\I;dn*vvt f an M **‘n‘ ?c^\VjVCr’ j" : - , . 1 at World and “Midnight ,Lnce” at 
J14.n-.uht Lact s.t‘11 ;is solid in | Ahout $400 was taken in paper \ the Gopher shapes <ocko. ‘ ... 

'MOW: and/bOx, and ap m --1. .Orpheum -m'd Pan. now under 

Heilman Burglarized 

‘Hot Wind’ Passable 7G,, 
B.lto; ‘Laee’ Lively 8|G, 

2d; ‘Sunrise’ NG $3,500 

«ir.r.s;-b! Live” -n;.pi'> 
,d v«-*k at -"(..i-Uri; 

* ^ Without- End” is 
Ma'- ftauv 

/rise at Campohi ',!<>'" 
; - ci-:.ppw.r.iing at New 

-«• inui week..- 
Estimates for This Week 

Aurora Happaport :■ 36 7: 
t-iio”* Par) l17lh \>k: 

(>ke $3 000 after $2,500 in previous 

( entury Frut-htman> • 3.200: 
$, :.u- -‘Gill of Night” 1 WB* 
vk*. Drab S3.0Q0 after $5,000; in 
first. 

Charles Fruchtman> 500: .90- 
51 — “Under 10 Flags” -Pari 
s4tn wk). Sad $1,300 after $1,600 
in ^hird.. ' 

Cinema (Schwaber) '460: '90- 
$1.50 —“Executioner'’ iCont*. Lag- 
tard SI.500. Last week, “Quiet 
Finns Don-’ <UA); $2,000. !■ 

Five West 'Schwaber) 460/90- 
51 .->0.—“Entertainer" ‘Cort . Good 
$3.50(1. Last week, “Ostrich Has 
T'-.o Eggs” iJanus). $3,000. 

Hippodrome ‘Rappaporti <2.(100: 
d-SI.25* — “Where Hot Wand 

* 'M-G>. Just passable: at 
7.000. Last week, “Key Witness” 

LM-G . S4.000. I: 
Little - Rappaporti 300; 90-SI! 50 

—“Let No Man Write Mv Epitaph" 
KYI. 2d wk). Okay S2.500 a^te*’ 
$3 500 opener. 

Mayfair (Fruchtman' <750: {90- 
; ;,(i —"Song "Without End” Col). 

-Met nkOke S3.500 after $4.j500 
lr, ^etond. 

New iFruchtmanl 1,600; ; 90- 
S1 5i» — “Sunrise at Campohetio" 
i\VB -2d v.k*. Poor $3.f)(-0 afc.e*- 
$4 5ti(i in first. I: 

Playhouse Schnabel'1 4(/: 190- 
5: ;,<■ —“Flute and Arrow” -Janus* 
siY: ki. Slim $1,500 alter Sl.jOOO 

Stanton Fruchtman>. 2.800: j90- 
'Mirim/it Lace" C 2d 

Faru-v $3 500 i.mr $12.^00 
vc-ex. I- 

• own Ran aooit* .125: $1|49- 
.!.-«» --“Hen-ilur” M-G 33d v*:k 
'i' $7,000 aftci ?7 3nf? m fc2u 

CHICAGO 
Cont.rr.ed from fiac 

“!:;f a Over" <// 
$(■ 7t s' j,- 

•T*U'm*t| f.nfi: 9ri-$i.8vl'—- 
Wuo I).«rt<i" BY lift 
La.'-t v eek. “ton'i* -D uiee Wnh 
vy: ::d v.k . S7.d.«o- 

WeVickers JI.&C l.“.KU: SIA9- 
3 5i>-r-‘S{„..rtacu.s‘’ 1 3f!i v.k1. 
"'•.o S20.5U0. Last week. S’.. ,)00. 
'ioe.roe Jovan' l,()0:i: 63-. 0 — 

“v-:’_;n Sacrifice" Indie jimd 
'_"ter S‘orv" ■ Iiuii* *. C)ke 

S- f-i o. I-a^t week..“Girl :n I.ovjer’s 
I ’ Imi;( a;id "'Wild Rid "• 
«]:.< S4-200. 

Oriental Indie* •3.400: 9t{-$1.80- 
'Mr.-pri.se Package"’ CoI< ! 3d 

Good SI5.i)00. Last wfeek. 
ITi-OO. j 
Palace Indict -2.177: $1 75- 

$;•: 5n - ‘ VTamo" fU.\ 3d yvk’. 
N ^iT.r*"-). L?st week. S17.ft(io. 

Roosevelt B&K 1.40<). 9O-$i.H0. 
- ;-ei.; Wind" <V\ 2d wk1. 
I ’-14.ni<0. I.aM week S17.P5H) 

Yte-I.ake B&K. 2 400: : 90- 
v I : 0 —“Sunrise at Cauipobell 
< vVI! R'-i jiu S27.0i:0. I... •* 
“I.e1 No M;m Write Epitaph” 

i . .'12.000. 
surf Il&E Brdal.ar. 085: . 1/80 

•—' lia’tJe : Sexes" (Lm 3U j. k 
F <> S4.(<00 L;-J ■•,» el;. 55.C-.O0. 

redd Tndd - !.0(>9; SI 75-S3 50' 
Shri-Hu:-’ "M-G 47th ! 

Great $22 500. i.ast.w'm 

Cnited Artists B&K 1.700: 90- 
.-• —“Mid i-ih; Laee L J 3d 

. Hotsv S20.0(JU t»t* near. Last 
’; • k. S23.DC0. 

\Ve“d* -Essanessi l.2o0; 90- 
$. ;.,i —“Su oid and Dragon” -Vali- 

S'.::.sh $25,000. Last vJeek, 
“'ll Fine Young Cannibals” M-G.) 

k. $7,000. ! 
\Y lid Ttitel; *606; P0-S1.50 — 

4*.,: ':;;nia ni0!1 Amour" iZciiith* 
(ireat $6 000, La^t week. 

S Omaha Slow; ‘Epitaph’ 
Fair 64G, ‘Wind’ 4G 

! Omaha. Noy. 15. 
Piz "shapes slusgish at downtown 

first-runs here tins week desp tc 
two new entries. “Let No Alan 
Write Uv Epitaph*’ is rated' fai/at 
Orpb'um while ‘Where Hot-Wind 
Biov fair at St; *. "G;il o{' 
Nie: • is slight in second week at 
the Omaha. Hard-ticket "Hcn-iliu” 
is in 39:.Ii round at the Cdoncr. 

Estimates; for This Week 
Cornier < Cooper < <693: $1.55- 

$2.2(1- — “Ben-Ilur" <M-G» <39*:i. 
•v k ■. Oke S5 000. Last week. $5,200. 

Omaha Tristates' '2.066; 75-$ 1> 
—“Girl cf Night"’ «WB» 2d wk-. 
Mild $4:000 after $6,500 bow. 

Orpheum 'TristatesE '2.877: 75- 
$1<—“I.et No Man Write Epitaph'-1 
Col'. Fair S6.500. Last Week. “Suu- 
r;se Campobello” <WBi, $5,500 at 
S1-S1.25 scale. i 

State (Cooper) <743; $l^‘*\Vhen 1 
Hot. Wind Blows” <M-G». Passable : 
$4,000. Last week. "10 Who Dared" 
;BV) 12d wk>, $3,000. 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 8) 

1WB) <2d wk. Fox Wilshire:. 1st 
wk. Iris, Orpheum) and "Elmer 
Gantry" (UAV (repeat) <2d wk) <Fpx 
Wiljhire), "Apartment" <UA) •re¬ 
peat) (Iris). "Paths of Glory" /UA) 
reissue) (Orpheum). Slow $13,000 

or close. Last week, Fox, Wilshire, 
$3,400. 

El Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$1.56)— 
“Savage Eye” (King) and “Personal 
Property” 1 Indie) (1st general re¬ 
lease). Dull $2,000. 

Los Angeles (FWO) (2.019; 90- 
$1.50)—“South Pacific" (20th) (fer : 
issue) and “Apartment” (UA) <re-; 
peat*. Okay $5,000. 

Chinese. (FWO 11.408; $2-$2.40): 
—“Inherit Wind" (UA) (2d wk»:! 
Mild $12,000. Last week, $12,500. 

Hollywood Paramount (State) 
'1.468; $l-$2> — “Butterfield 8" 
<M-G) (2d wk'. Smash $23,0Q0. Last 
week. $28,100. 

Warner Hollywood (Cinerama! 
Inc. 1.389; Sl.20-S2.65 WThis Is i 
(’inerama” 'Cinerama'.' Started: 
third- week Sunday (13) after big 
$18,500 last week.'- ! 

Carthay (F1VO (1.138: $1.75-" 
$3 50 —“Alamo” <UA) '3d wk> Big. 
$24 (<()0. Last week. $20,000. 

Fine Arts iFWO <631: 90-$1.50\ 
"Man in Cocked Hat” <Breg) <3d 

Fairish $3,200. Last week.: 
,'3 5<i0. -j 

Vogue FWC) (810; S1.50-S2'— I. 
"Can-Can” <20th;. <3d wk*: Hotsv 
57.51.,1 Last week. ST 100. 

Pantages (RKO* 1.513: $1.80^ 
53.50 -^“Spavtacus" 'LV -4111 wk\ 
Boll;. S28.500. Last week. $27,100. 

Beverly -State. ,1.15 S2-$2 40? 
—"Sunrise at Camnobello"- -WB< 
•T^h v.k'. Slim $3,700. Last v’et-k. 
$3,900 '■ ': 

Music Hall ,'Ros' -72 : $1:83- 
$2.25> — “School for Scoondl'cls"’ ; 
Con. <4th wk1. Light S3 500.. Last 

■* e< k. $4,000. 
Warner Beverly SW- <1.316: $2- 

S2 401—“Song. Without End”, JC.ol1. 
7th wk-. Fast S8.000. Last week/ 

S5.60ft. 
Crest State) .'750: SI.25-82) — 

“Carry On. Nurse"’ (Gov< '36th wk). 
Perky $2,800. Last week. $2.'700. 

Egyptian <UATCY '1.392: $1.25-: 
$3 50■—“Ben-Hur” ‘M-G) .51st' wk'. 
Lush S24.Q0O. Last Week. $22,700. - 

'Butterfield* Crackles In 
Mpls., $13,000; Inherif 

Hep 6G, ‘bee’ Sock 12G 

•.SVnn<1 <vs 1 ,T ., at. Vaf4jcttc.-money from ond box, and armr. . Orpheum -"d Pan now umier 

li'"elly 1,1 -'?t" iima,cljr 5400 ih Coins' ,rei ' o'\vr.c!ip 1 o/ng: 
tor This lf«k i ' ' “■ l “le. :by RKO. ' ».vh>.have 

■ Journey’6by $10,000, . 
Cleve.; lace^Faucy 

Nanwd Dosire" . W’B' and/Ruby" .Cle.velahd,. Nov; 15. \\n second rotmdVt’state ^ ° ^ 

^Ccuite^'iABPT)^^0601T7^S First-rurTttM^.irl current session Exhibs’ holiday - advantage' Fri- 
1. enter <ABP1) '2,000. . ./0-$1.25) shapes spotty with new product hot dav was ’ly . efKpt th<i fnl- 

City .is just average at the Allen rteSata-Pm-Hue 10"‘hall enm/ hpre 
' ,fc;p °f SUrtrs- .WB. .3d Wk:. while "Where Hot Wind Blowx" f / '/ *2 , ^ 
*8^°». : is mild o«: opener at .State; "Mid-1 Estimates tor This Week 

Century .UATCOI .2:700: 70-Sl> niglit Laee.” however, looks fancy I’ Academy ,M;.nii' -942: S1.75- 
—“Let No Alan IVrite. AIy Epitaph" in third round at Hipp. “Let No j 2.65)—”Ben-liMi“ -M-G' ',38th \vk\ 
(Coif and “Aim at Stars" <Col> »2d Man write Mv Epitaph" Is good in ' ?lne $10,000 with two;-extra, show-.; 
wk). Dull $7.000.. Last \yeek.;ditto..[second-at Palace; . . j ings. Last week: $9:000: 
-TvMfaytfe ‘B^siP '3-°Q0i 70-$li—"j: Estimates for This Week Century - (Cinerama. Inc. Yl.150; 
cAVian!fohLnLaTe ‘U> , '2d wk-‘ ! Allen (SW) (3.500; $1-$1.50) — $1.75-$2;65)—“This Is Cinerama’* 
S i *'W0^: o’/?0’-5-00*1 .-*0• City” (AI), Aver-, (Cinerama) 'reissue) (i2th wk). 
eif 'uS0,!?h AyP5‘ yri3;S°^; 70T aee $10 000" Last week. Sunrise at Healthy S9.000: Last week, $9,200. 
S^B^aTth Srandal" (Par) and Campobello" (WB), $8,500. Gopher .Berger) '1.000; $1^1.50) 
e?nnn ^ tIS ?e'Vairf Mild j Continental Art. (Art Theatre ‘TVIidnight Lace” «U<. Wham at 
r iQV.,??ey, t0 ‘ ^nd’ -,95Q: 5125) — "Captain's $12,000. Last veek. “Let No Man 
i , >, 'Mte) and Gunfire Table" -indie) (3d- Wk). Pleasing Write Epitaph" 'Col): (2d wk) 

a^rJn<^,an^^ Oap •••Indie,*, $8,800. ;$2.30Q. Last week, $1,800;. $4,300 at $L-$1.25 admish.: * 
u0'^1 (1.200; $i.75-$2.75) -Heights Art (Art; Theatre /Guild)^ Lyric ’’ (-I^ir*'••( liddO- ':-$r-$l’.25-y-^- 

8fiftnnn ,35th wk). Fine '9r>0: $1 25< —• “Carry- on Nurse” "Girl of Nlghtt’ (WB)• Hot $10,000. 
$6,000. .Last- week..same. ,'Gov) <2d wk):. Big $6,000. Last Lest week “Tod of Stairs" <WB) 
. Cinema .Martina) (450;- 70-SD-! week. $5,500, ' mSP ;2l"x . cil. 
“Carry On Nurse” (Gov) '2d wk). 
Hefty $4,000, Last week, $4,200, 

BOSTON 
(Continued froni page 9) 

'll), trim 58.200. Fourth week, 
$9,000. 

Gary (Sack) <1.277; $L50)— 

j 'pdv) .'2d wk).. Big $6,000. Last f Lust week:: “Top of Stairs" ‘WB) 
f450; >0-$1)— week. $5,560, J (4th wk), $5,000 in 5 days at $1- 
Gov) '2d wk). II i p po dr o me; (Eastern Hippl i 50. T ‘ 
veek, $4,20Q, 'i700: :$P$-1,50)—‘“Midnight Lace?’) Orphieum (Marin) <2.800: Sl-$1,25) 
“T-1— P ?ancy $12-000- Last j —“Desire in Dust" .;'20tlii: Dull 

week. SH 000; ^ _ ■ . $5,000. Last week, “Song Without 
• . Ohm ‘L°e'v>/3,700y $l-$2.75)—,|Ehd" <Coln2d wk'/S5;00a; 
ivpage 9) ‘e-?™111}1, /M‘G? wk)* Nl?e/. .Pan pMann) <1.800;. $1-$1.25'— 
Fourth week, $9£°I0* n l f,Wher^ Hot Wind Blows" (ALG). 

,,Pca.la” *?Tllk, H,®lperiJ.'3,!)t0: i Alild $6.000: Last week, “Battle 
“Let No'Man Write My 1 

—— —oiidui— r -♦ i-.» i, - /oj i i- j Outer Space” <Col) arid i*,, i« 

“Sunrise at Campobello" (WB/ < 6th Kfr ae»o S' GootI ;Mqori" (Col), $4,500 at 85-SI scale. 

Stillman <Loew * ‘<2,700; $l-$1.50t 52,500 in 5 days .at $L50-$2 
.‘•‘AfflOfiSr.ront <Jm-Dn" UTA.V im. n I , a^nllS,S19n- - 

wk) Barely okay ,$7,500: Last MLoev- ^2 7M^°S1 28) ! St.. Louis Park 'Field) (1.000; 
weekj.$8,500. ^ Wind” <UAh 

Kenmore <700;. S1.50-$1.75'— Aifi^iQnmw ketr 1 ^usfy S6.000 Or close. Last, week, 
“Song Without; End" <CoI/<7th Scandar° W Bleath of [ “Cari-Can" i20th:' -2d run) :<8th 
jJc., Fat $9,500. Last week, § Bm^an^w'/^OO; 

Memorial RKQ) /3;000:-60-$l.i0i ^^vk"1 SC,?-so sI'oTO Sst vv?c°k State .Par) (2.200: $1-SL25'— 
-‘.Midnight. Lace” ,:U) and "Seven ksfiom ' S '' " ' * "Magnificent Seven” <U A) '2d vk>., 
iVays• Sundown’!..-VUL Smash $25,-; ' - ■ -■_Sturdy S9.00Q. Last week. $-1.3.000/ 
300 hypoed with p.a.’s Roddy ATc- Suburban World <Manri‘ ,-'800; 
DowelL Last, v.eck. “Young . Li0ns" ‘Nfeht’ Bright $7,000 J $L25)r/“Schooi for Scoundrels". 
Indie), 'rent. .and. - "Between. Tn pAyf'.' ^ntfanU’ AC*" ,'^’on^ r8dr; wk;- Heavy weekend 
heaven and TH U" Indie), $8,000. In r^OrL , Eipitapn Olx trade holding' this at big-.$4,500, 

Metropolitan 'fNCT'i .•/4.‘3■5.7;, ’ Portland, Ore,, Nov. 15. , ■ Last week/S4.500.. 
51.10'—“BreaUi of Scandal" ’-Pan i\;.few of the new pix launched!. Uptown (Field) '1.000; $1.25'— 

win 'PiaT""«6'^nn t: / V ocanoai 'var<, »o,uuu. 

$10 500 $9 p0Q‘ LaSt We®k’ Stillman < Loew - < 2,700; $1-S1.50 f 
■ Memorial -RKO) )>nnn- —*'-AI.agriificent Seven" <UA) <m.o.) 
Sltv . i-00' ^10' 2d wk • S("so 55.000. Last week, — .Midnight. Laee ’ L) and “Seven $5,600 

Ways-Sundown”..iU.», Smash: $25,-> ' - 
000 hypoed with p.a.’s Roddy Ale- 
Dowell; Last week: “Young.LiOns" .‘Night’ Bright $7,000 

& mS1%r In Port.; ‘Epitaph’ 6G 
. Metropolitan 'NLTi . .'4;35.7; . _ Portland, Ore,, Nov. 15. , 
$1.10—“BreaUi of Scandal" ’-Par/ A;/few-of the new pix launched 
and “Next io No Time” i-ShoW)'. -d are helping, to bolster i ‘.‘Surprise Package” aCoD '2d \yk). 
2d w-kh. Drab $5,500. . L-ast week trade currently. Some other new ‘ Nice $4,500. La^t .week,..$6,000. 

$7 500. ' i filnis are not doing much. "Girl of • W'orld 'Marini '400; 85-$ 1 50'—^ . 
Orpheum- ;Loew £ 900.- 90- 'N.iSh't-” shapes, fast at the Fox. i‘"Butterfieid 8" /M-G). Soaring tri 

.$7 500. 
Orpheum -Loew ‘•Butterfield 8" /M-G). Soaring to 

Campobtllp" is: just okay at Holly.--j With Ale" <K-\Y| i.-irh wk); $4,500 at' 
wood While “Let No Man Write, Aly . 85^$L25 scale. 

$1.50 —“Butterfield 8” iM-Gf Tor- "^’liei e. Hot Wind Blows" is rated J new record: week: Bpff $13 OiiO mr 
rid $30,000. lV/{‘- week • “No' Mari a- Broadway, “Sunrise . at.-; close. Last . eek. "Cpme Dance 
Write Epit nil” -('oli/in/r -w-iikimr'" Campobe lip” is-just okay at Holly-: [ With Ale" <K-;\Y| i.-lrh wk); $4,500 at 
Tarecr:-’ 'l’>/ <3d wk' $8000* 8 wood While “Let No Man Write, Aly 85^$L25 scale. 

New’ Feinvav -Imlic' .) 350- EPi,‘‘-P1’v ‘ assable at Orpheum. /' ' -r--- 

$i.9r>-?2.50---,ikirQ4 ..-Imlic' Sock ;Sftt;,l-“r'' ?o: ^iatt in rnpu/-ii^nhlTii-u nir-T 

S,SL„( \-jr-p; mj,-- -0 43dsS^^ww«k FRENCH-BR1T1SH PACT 
ON C(M*R0D} SETUP 

Siick-Si^OOi). L/,t veek““Ciri nf and “IUunderers” iAA)r Poor ' '.tbndpn,.-"N-oy; 8, 
Nieltt-"'' '• WB< arid': “Ion <?nnn in 5‘1-0(H.1. . Last \yeek, .“Soyen. Brid.es Hopes ar i Univiri-g high- Here 
Love” L> ^14 000 Seven Brothers” ,(M-t5.i and “A’el- that the -British'" arid Frentli go\v 

.• Pilgrim' ’ -VTC ‘1 9no- 60-$i id* 'M-Gi (reissues), einments now will be able, to go 
--“Where Hot \vn--ri . ahead;: next month, on drawing lip 
and "Vo Place to Uide”Hnfii 1 ! F®x ! i/ergreenV ri.6U0: $n$149> an enabling treatV ciri coprodui (inn. 
Hm $^0hJ^cloi» ^ Un'deri ihe,Cineiriatogiriph .Firms 

Saxon Sack*-' -l- inn-- <u: ^"n--«ai ?I-U'"se f,Jdie '^JV ,I‘as4t . Act, passed'earlier this year, such 
“Ben-Hui’r -At-C •v End - i.Col) an agreeriient. is an essential. pre* 
*515 000 v ith lictri kkir* ;S°ok 2d wk>. S4 300. limiriarv to ariv Anelo-French eri- 
^Ll.UO.O.with last weeks.announce- Hollywood • -Evergreen): <2.000; 
meins "Exodus ’ <UA). opens Dec, SI-S1 :.49<—.“/ :ri<e At Campobel- 

Last week, same.. lo" (WB*. Okav 56:000. Last week. 

! FRENCH-BR1TISH PACT 
i ON CQ-PROD.SETUP 

DENVER ! 
uiiUnued from page 9) ■ 

000. Last week: “Song Without 
End" CoD (2d. wk)/$9.00b. ' 

Denham Tndie) <800;, $1.25-1 
$2 5ii - -"Ben-Hur” /M-G) '3ist. 
wk Stout $10,500. Last week, 
$9 000. j 

Denver F.ox) .‘2.432: $1-$L25)— 
“Desire in Dust" 20th). Fair $10,- 
000, Last w eek, “Thunder in Caro- j 
linn” Indiei and. “Teenage .Thuri-: 
dor" 'Indie., $12,000: 

Esquire Fox) <600: SI'—“Carry 
On Nurse” *Gov) < 26th wk'. Stout 
S3.300. Last week. $3,000) 

Orpheum RKO) 2.690; $l-$i:25) 
— “Where Hot Wind Blows” (M-G) 
and “Key AYi*ness” -M-G). Slow j 
S8.000 or iess: Last week. “Arigel i 
Wore Red" 'AI-G> and “Subter¬ 
raneans" " ‘M-G1. $7,500: j 

Paramount 'Indie) <2.100; 90-1. 
$1.25i — “Inherit Wind" <UA)./ 
Sharp .SI3.000 Last week. “Girl of < 
Night"' < WB) and “Night Fighters" [ 
UA* '2d wk). $11,000. 

Towne ‘Indie; 16OO: $1-$1.45>—, 
“AL')i.dalenn” Indie) <3d wk). Fair ; 
$2,500. Last week, $3,500. j 

;iu0\-, .... v. „„ . liniiriary to any Anglo-French :c6- 
Hollvwood 'Evergreen)... <2.000; shooting Ventures. 

At Cainppbel-: -j-he optimism, springs-from the 
lo <WB). Okay $6;0Q0, Last week, mood of talks held in October be- 
on secprtd-r.uhs. . . tw;eeri .British . .pipducers- anci the 
.Music Box 'HamrickV (640: $1.50- Federation of/ Fill Unions at 

£afp iT.I i -. ,700:" nc «.« oca _ • • . . • * T^r- ■ '-• -- ’ mwu vi. lama jiciu ui: v/l-iuuci uc* 

tmf rvf T m-^°'Vrn• a ^ecPn^'cun*;'.. . tw;eeri British producers and the 
tua! pf Lo\ e . (Indie), and , Alusie Box cHamfickV (640: $1.50- Federation Of Fill Unions at 
e,v.i Is Weak-’ /Indie), .Hep $3“Ben-Huri; (M-G) *43d wk': u-hich the labor roris Dut forward 
?00: Last tveOk. “Good. Girls Sturdy $12,000. Last week, $1.2:300. what thev cor'idered to be e«sen- 

Ileh. 'Indie'. $4,600. ^1.49.--^ No Man Write^ Epi- thejr French, counterparts. 

'*/ T < i\ nCo luanM'mV TAVStari = Further, g'et-togelhcrs between SAN FRANriSrn !;G?1' P.assarile $6.000. Last week British ..and Flench . producer 
OAH rKAlXLloLU I .Magnificent Seven/ (UA> and Srh,m« vm^/iti, inw cnnUoc 

■ Ctmtiuued froiri page .8/ 
groups, and with ihe labor spokes- 

3d wk). Dandy $8,000 or under. ?5^00- 
t-^inning Tar&e^ ’ (UA) '3d ri/k), men, are skedded. before full ac- 

Paraihount /Port-Par) (3.400; $1- 
cord i$ reached. hiit it‘s confidently 
anticipated that there will be hand-. 

Stagedoor :; A-Ri (440;. $2.50-$3)-: 1 „ ° a!lri.: shakes all round by the end of.the 
“Song -Without End" (Col) <5th ;; .N°ng Kong Affa*r wk). .jn e nth. The iecoinniendhtions 
s'). Oka.v Sfi ROn T act- j Lean $4,000. Last W’eek, $4,500. ./ agreed nri cari th( n: he forwarded 

-t—“Song -Without End" (Col) <5th 
^K'- ^Okay ,$6,800. Last., \yeck, 

Vogue 'S. F: Theatres) (364; Studying to Exclude ; *11" * ^ . 
si;r>b)—‘‘Cranes Are.. Flying” <m- Port Arthur, .Tex t Nov, 15. .. na j*. *r 
die Mild S2.000. Last week,. Sav- Rev. Louis Kovar, president of iWO-IVIedia 1 arzan 
age Kye” /Kirig) <9th wk) and the Port’Ministerial Alliance, has . Aiianta, Nov. 15. 
“Roof” 'Indie) <4th/\vk). $i:000; . j been eni . wered by the alliance. Gordon (Tarzkri1 Scott, in town to 

Coronet iUnited--California) (I.-l and other- citizgiis to appoint a appear in AVS.B-TV's Fall Festival 
250: .. $1:807$3.50) -— “Ben - Hur" l. permanent committee for .deter- < at the Alunicipal Auditorium, also 
!M-G) <4th wk*. -.'Fancy' $16,000 or ‘ mining \\ays arid means of stopping/spent two days. last "week''niakirig.- 
close. Last week; S15.000, .. J;thcs- showing of ‘‘questioriable” pic/ !-personal appcaranceslat two lirird- ’ 

Presidio, /Hardy) <774; $1.25^ f tuies here, . : tops and four drive-ins .playing hi 
$1.50)—‘Tdiot” ,<20thV.,Good $4,500: I Kovar said that the decision was | Paramount release, “Tarzan Th 
Last week, “Love Game” I Indie J reached following the shpwirig in Magnificent.” 
'2d wk). $2,000. a downtown local theatre of a film | Accpmpariving Scott his . 

Alexandria /.United California): (unnamed) which the alliance arid ] rounds of .’the- theatres were Par 
(1.61ft: $r:8d-$3.50<—“Alanio" (UA). others attending the meeting felt | exploiteer Leonard Alien and 
•3d wk'.Onl.v rated, fair at $1(),500. “was of a nature that should not i WGST radio disk jockey Piiul 
Last ck, $11,000. " jbe/show in the coriimpnily/* [Drew. 

!agreed on. can flu iv .he forwarded 
’ ot the two govern irients. 

Two-Media Tartan 
Ailanta.’-NoV. 15. 

Gordon (Tarzgri ' Scott, in tow n to 
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Written and directed by 
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Author of "The 400 Blows" 
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Boardwalk Losing 42011-Seat Warren 
Blow to Resort But Dilemma Apparently Insoluble 

—A Gaping! Parking Lot Looms 

Atlantic city, Nov. Legion of Decency Says 
Razing of the 4.200-seater War- -- i n a r*I 

ren Theatre, largest at this resort, MOrftl KC*AriRainCnt rlUll 

located in midcity on the board- < 1 L* > TL 1 
yalk, is being protested by | the AlRUlgUOUS lllCOlOgy 

boardwalk division of the Chamber Legion of Decency has given a 
of Commerce, whose members! are »"separate classification” of the 

urging that the citv pure!.*** the [J*0**! ."*-Atmament feature, "The 
elnirture and me it as a second [Ci^nmg txpenence. ^The Legion, 

U-Bangy Decca 
Earnings of Universal sky¬ 

rocketed Decca Records’ con¬ 
solidated net earnings for the, 
nine months ended Sept. 30, 
1960 to $4,149,772, equal to 
$3.24 per share. Decca owns 
approximately 87% of U’s 
shares;. 

The Decca nine-month earn¬ 
ings were greater than any 
full year in . the company’s ..his¬ 
tory.. In the - corresponding 
period of 1959, Decca reported 
earnings of $911,260, equal to 
60c per share. 

Show Biz Ponders Kennedy Era 
. Continued from, page 1 ; 

Convention llall and spot where: . , „ 
Jpgitimate shows and other altrac-' h'OvcmenU say? the pic * I I ft 
tions might be housed. . 5h°uld bc t,e"'?.d >>¥ Catholics: with 1 Airship* I JirPAr 

_ ,, ! certain reservations because it re- LilfVflUlGa tjfll CC1 
Following plans made- many i lies too heavily upon emotional ar- * 

months ago, George A. llamid and; gun^ent and because the religious V FBI 1 
f.011 have been issued oemolUion s expression which it gives to per- |m Laimt TaIaa 
peimit nv tli-i city and will start , sonai reform is theologically am- Mai ^||rV InlcS 
razing the big structure in Decern-; biguous:” J - 
bcr. ’l hey arc undecided as to ^ hat t Roman Catholic reviewing group Hollywood Nov. 15. 

C[°. lbe ”l'OUlld after tile j gjves separate Classifications tO rhanfnrrf PrnfliinVinnc rrnu, nro 
building nas been tom down,::but certain films which, although they Cbanford Pi eductions, now pre- 
dt is expected that it will become . cannot be deemed“morally0bjec- paring “Snow White andthe Three 
a parking lot. ' jtionable. require some analysis and j Stooges;’ in association w;ith 20th-: 

Harold Finkel, chairman ofthe ' explanation as a protection, to the ' Fox, has laid groundwork for a 
C. of C. unit, in his telegram to i uninformed against wrong inter- ^0^1 that fairvialp PhanfhrH 
City Commissioners argued: *We : pretation and false conclusions.” sequel to tha^t fairytale, Chanford 
believe the city would derive a -_-_ ■/■■ veepee Charles Wick, who is pro- 
substantial revenue from the thea- <rYABITC’ Akin DIICCCT during the 20th release, has regist- 
tre. Certainly, the city stands to LAUIlllul "ABIU BUT 1X1“ ered 10 ‘‘Show White” titles with 

!XSS^;cnTif| T1X REMAIN UNSOLD^ w, _• 
t&im view iVSS revealed this weeki Sto&Sg MSteSl 

TtoTh™' Sre^Sfta th?t ,here *» 50,1 ducate ava& cla,sic Airytalef wicr ewlaiiied. 
veined * conie^ S^nfifinOfi ^n ^enn abIe fpr the benefit showing of noting further that the Stooges will 
, ne; Ja r.nMtS;?inn 2?ii m ^ "Exodus” at the Warner Theatre. play-lovable oafs” who act as thev 

inf kin8 flhnit \ntAd fhn N* Y- next D«c- 18- lt is the initial would have in the period depicted, 
arnncpm^f^^nocc^i^f/iii^itinn i benefit for the opus and is to aid Producer feels if pic clicks. It will 

s?”cn,'Lb“s,‘.ness 111 the WiH R0gersFMeli0riill. ppP„ revitalized free for theatri- 
wnn taxpaveis The $25 tickets, still available .cal pix based on fairytales. 

..u9eorge in considerable numbers* include ] New-titles include“The ;Adven- 
AVe feel very sad about teanng a buffet dinner at the WarwickItures of Snow Whitby “The Ad- 

Hotel before the show- There are I ventures of Snow White & Prihce 
-♦her«r1,'i,n can abopt also $10 and $5 ducats to be had. Charming.” “The Further Adven- 
Vppi'ft ani’ntr I-1"!.!:0 ' Ticke,s can be obtained at the lures of Snow White,” “The Fur- 

wm Rogers ofrice* 15.01- Broadway, ther Adventures of Snow White and 

£ nriva'te oS.?al ( l ” ^ --—-‘ Prince Ch^*ng.”- “The Return, of 
a private operation. n . CnlAmAn Snow White.” ”The Return of Snow 

Annual tax bite on big structure DUll aOlODlOll rfOUlOtBu, White arid Prihce • Charming ” 
is some $40,000, and the Hamids - „ - T . n . ‘.'Snow White and Prince Charm- 
have been unsuccessful in having it U6tS UA ifMOC fOSt ing Return,” “SnoW White Re- 

.can‘‘ B..H h.. h... turps;- "Tslgs of Snow White" and 

referring to MRA. as “a quasi-reli- ■ 

Lovable; Career 

Hollywood,. Nov: 15. 

Chanford Productions, now pre- 

tre. Certainly, the city stands to 
lose a large amount of money if 
the theatre is demolished.” 

It is known that city commis- 

suggestion*!. They have already in¬ 
vested some $3,000,000 in reno¬ 
vating big convention hall, and, are 
not keen about “going into the 

a“private *operalion*“l buUdi^ ^ -- V ' Prince Charming.” “The Return, of- 
a private opei all oil. R.t^I CnlAmAn Snow White.” “The Return of Snow 

Annual tax bite on big structure DUll aOlODlOll rfOUlOtBu, White arid Prihce • Charming ” 
!s some $40,000, and the Hamids - .**■* T j n L: ‘.'Snow White and Prince Charm- 
have been unsuccessful in having it U6tS UA IfMOC lOSt ing Return,” “SnoW White Re- 
reducfcl. City can t give them . • - ' turns,” “Tales of Snow White” and 
“break because of fact other; tax- . R "J lli “Tales of Snow White and Prince 
papers in vicinity uould not ionly IUnHet) Artists tiade press repre- charmine.M 
©rotest but- mfcht infn- t:burt [sontative. He succeeds Harvey ... - . . . ' 
p O out mig go into ou . Matofsky-who resigned to join Joe Wick anticipates no conflict be- 

rnJthn?^4 sTili li a!"t i^ vv-rnpJ i ^vine’s Embassy Pictures on a film Ween any of the Titles and Walt 
cost of $4 5 million a.s the Wainer assignmtnl ab|oad . Disney s “Snow White and the 

flagship of tne Stamcy motion pic- Solomon has been a publicity Seven Dwarfs” since none can be 

'%* ^*'2 ^iter for UA since 1959. Prior ta. trie Di?ey. i-ic. Dis- 
mght it opened a 60-piete orches- L. . t- , member of the ney protested Chanford’s original 
tra seated on hydiauKc platp»m ^ ‘'Sn0'v w5lite an<1 «* 
which gradually rose from its lpartmeht ’ P c re tl0ns de Stooges” title with MPA A. with 
to the view of the capacity house (v ‘ .. Chanford winning rights to the tag. 

UFE FOR 19-YEAR-OLDER I —^ 

i:?ad„ S ^Si^S N.‘ AHuwed ^ -Psych.- FUd, Gel. Pa^O« Biog Qoes|oX 
. . . part of Defense Via Ricketson-Shenqaii 

. v .... . Hollywood, Nov: 15. 
I aauiV DauvAll ! t tv i- :'Nov. T5. Frank H. Ricketsori Jr. and pror 
L06W S rayroll !; Leroy Pinkowski; 19, drew a life dUCer-director George Sherman 

• j sentence in the state pen for killing bought “Blood and Giits> unrbm- 
■6= continued from paBe 7 ==!Dianna Mae Zjbolsky on Aug. 31. lihg biog of late World War II Gen. 
pany for a period of four years at j admitted stabbing the 14-year qeorge E Patton by . Jack Pearl, 
$39,000 annually. Other salaries : ®Id teenager m a thril1 _ slaying. ; for second production of their 
listed: John F. Murphy, exec v.p. ! ^Iun*clpal Juclge^Herbert J. Steffes, Shergari Corp., in which they are 
$57,200; Arthur M. Tolchin,?: v.p. iin /IuniG1Pal Court, m passing : partnered pic is slated for 20th- 
in charge of Station WMG.M, $57,- {fentence. described the deed as j Fox release and will be budgetted 
200. With the completion of the .c°o1’ plated cowardiy.. The !at $2(000,000, . 
sale of the station to CrovvelhCol- co”^tj"g ,®£. "in<volves a cash payment of 
Her last week, Tolchin s fate is un- ! lhre,e- ,uomen’ after dehbeiating : $2o,000 . for book and Pearl’s 
known at the moment. In addi- & VerdlCt .screenplay, which ha’ll start 

lion to his basic salary. Tolchin fjfhrpp mn \UPQn fr01^ ^ ^ 
received a Dereentaep of the an- Juc*ge bteftes denied three mo- two weeks, plus an escalator clause 

promts oft^^Uon® For TVS f ^ ^ 
the fiepai vpar pnHme ahp xi Fles?as and John F.. Foley, repre- hshed Jan; 15 by Frederick Fell. 
1960 his "share of the Drofits 861111116 Pinkowski, to set the Shergari’s initial production, in 
amounted to I S-i MO ^ veidiet ?f ^ ^ aside- °ne of which the late Ted Gamble also 

* ’ * I! the motions by the defense, held vvas a partner, was ‘Tor the Love; 
Tne annual meeting, to be;,held that Judge Steffes erred in.refus- of -Mike,”' vvhich. 20th -w-ill.release 

at Loews State Theatre at 3:p.m. ing to allow the jury to view Para-. Iaiqr in year.. Ricketson formerly 
on Dec. 8. has been called toielect mount’s “Psycho,” that Pinkowski , was v’p. in charge of theatre opera- 
directors and to consider and; take testified had been a factor in “in-, tions of: National Theatres.-, Sher- 
action on a proposal introduced by fluencihg” his criminal action, .man last week completed produc- 
stoekholders Lewis D. Gilbert and Youth testified he had viewed lilni 'lion and direction Chores on “The 
John J. Gilbert calling upon the several times. 'Fiercest Heart” for 20th. 
company to adopt cumulative vot- 
Ing for directors. In the proxy  -— -:—:—■ '  ---^—---re¬ 
statement, the management recam- __ __ _ _ _ 
mends that the stockholders' vote MI V xAimnTl*OtAlf 
against the proposal. Il ■ I ■ vUlIliU U Uvll 

The proxy statement indicates ~ ' from ' 
that Tisch Hotels Inc. is the bene¬ 
ficial owner of 614,000 of the being filmed in France and Germany in association with Gloria Films. 
2.668.389 shares outstanding; This United Artists will release . . . Broadway actor. Gilbert Green, dis- 
gives Laurence A. and Preston R. -.covered by Hollywood when he appeared on the Coast in; the road 
Tisch a 23% control of Loew’s The- company of “Look Homeward Angel ” signed by the Mirisch Co. for 
atres. Directors nominated fpr re- an. ^Po^01 roJe ln„*'Ry Dove Possessed’. * 
election include Friedman, Arnold 4 Warlord of Crete” has been set as the new titleTof the Italo-made 
M Grant T«\vi« Pnih^r Unrhort Theseus and the Miriotaui*. The United Artists release was made in 
A* Hofmann nlin F Mrirnhv Yugoslavia and England. Bob Mathias and Rosenna Schiaffino are 
Thomas L Norton Picker ?imon starred • • • Otto Preminger wants only McCoy, industryites and authen- 
tj R:t _ an>i pLinil tic newsmen at the first “Fxodus” preview tomorrow (Thurs.) matinee 
Ti:,h T,;?v^nf d Pl'eston ,at the Warner Theatre,,N. Y. The '"non-trMsferable" stipulation will 

anu jay wens. fbe strictly enforced to make sure Invitations are, riot turned over to 
The present board vvas named secretaries, office boys arid friends, 

earlier this year at a special stock- Max Westebbe, long manager of the RKO-Rridio Pictures branch In 
holders meeting. At that;time, Albany and now statesrightirig upstate is now in fonrier offices on 
the Tisch brothers assumed control Film Row of Allied Artists. Westebbe is litnusual in. haying been, in 
of the company by obtaining ia ma-ti Netherlands -Wlien. Germans rame^and; incarcerated, by them. Eugene 
jority oiirthe beard* ;Is tebSe. '' 

Loew’s Payroll 
i Continued from paBe 7 ; 

jority un the beard, - 

; Continued from page 4 ; 

nriunced he will push this bill early 
next year. Yet, the nets come out 
of the carripaign with their glos¬ 
siest public., service image, and to 
them, President-Elect Kennedy 
probably owes his margin .61 vic¬ 
tory. The y'ife Of. Lyridon B: John¬ 
son, the Vice President-elqct. owns 
radio and tv properties, and Sen. 
and Mrs. Johnson are close friends 
of. CBS prexy Frank Stanton. It 
has already been indicated that 
Sen: Johnson will be the President- 
Elect’s general-in-command on 
Capitol. Hill, the operating chief 
Over legislation for the White 
House. 

—One of the President-Elect’s 
first actions was to appoint James 
Landis to make a study of federal 
regulatory, commissions, including 
FCC and the Federal Trade Com¬ 
mission, to determine what should, 
be done about them. Landis served 
on two of them himself, the Civil 
Aeronautics Board arid the Securi¬ 
ties and Exchange Commission. 
This is a strong indication that 
Kennedy wants some form of re¬ 
organization of these agencies, but 
it is much too early to tell what he 
has in mind or what will be pos¬ 
sible. This is something the broad¬ 
casting and advertising industries, 
as well, as others, vyill be watching 
most keenly. Recently Landis was 
counsel for Skiatron during that 
pay-tv firm’s troubles with SEC. 
Landi was once a Skiatron di¬ 
rector. 

-—Although ther£ was Some 
shakeup in the Congressional riiem- 
bership after the ballot counting, 
there was no significant change as 
far as the entertainment industry 
is concerned. However, the/.only 
film exhibitor in Congress, Rep. 
Joseph W. Barr. (D-Ind.V. was de¬ 
feated. Committees of the House 
.and Seriate , most important to the i 
entertainment in dustry will have. no ' 
important change which would af- 
fpet future legislation when eoi 
pared to the last Congress. i 

. —rWith Democrats in control of j 
both the White House .and Cpri- j 
giess and a .new Administration ' 
getting started, Congressional" in¬ 
vestigations will be considerably 
fewer. Rep. Harris, for instance, 
is likely to defer any further, 
probes of the regulatory agencies 
until Landis finishes his job; Re¬ 
publicans may well want, to burn 
some fires under the Kennedy 
Administration, but it isn’t likely 
that Democrats, who control the 
investigating committees, will help 
them in 1961. 

—New chairmen could normally 
be expected to take over both 
FCC and FTC soon; after the Jan. 
2Q inaugural. Congress didn’t con¬ 
firm FTC Chairman Earl W. Kint- 
ner for another term, and he will 
go out of offirie as soon as his 
Democratic successor is appointed 
arid confirmed. FCC Commissioner 
H. King, a seat warmer for the un¬ 
expired John C. Doerfei* FCC term 
vvhich runs only to June 30, didn’t 
get confirmed either. His Demob 
cratic successm: will probably also 
be designated FCC chairman, re¬ 
placing Frederick W. Ford, a Re¬ 
publican, in the topi post, although 
Ford will continue as a Ccmmis- 
sidner. It is also possible that either: 
of the two Democrats now on FCC, 
Robert T. Bartley and John S. 
Cross, could be made chairman. 

—No tax reduction is. in sight. 
This applies to legitimate arid mo¬ 
tion picture theatre admissions and 
all excise taxes* as well and in¬ 
come and corporate taxes. It is 
possible that some small tax reducr 
tion might be considered before 
the 1962 Congressional elections, 
but there is no hope for any in 
1961. . 

—The Justice Dept, and its Anti-: 
Trust Division will move into rievv 
hands, not yet known. This affects; 
virtually all the industry, arid espe¬ 
cially broadcasting, where the op¬ 
tion. time dilemma, and others are 
in a nervous state of affairs. Music 
Corp. of America has been under 
scrutiny by the: present Apti-Trust 
Division, although nothing has 
come to a head. 

—President-Elect Kennedy as a 
member of Congress took an espe¬ 
cially close interest In Hoover 
Commission reorganization. plans; 
He had a number of ideas of his 
own. It would be no surprise if he 
proposes extensive changes in. the 
executive branch of Government 
iri the days ahead. 

. —As a Senator, and. as ; a Con¬ 
gressman before that, he supported 

ia number of bills designed to pro¬ 
mote interest in culture. He is be- 
,hind IpglsJriUQn, tq establish ri. 
^$^^6i^€b(ibicilvoii tile Art^: 

and. is; a backer of Washington’s 
proposed $75,000,000 National Cul¬ 
tural Center, among, other things. 
He will no doubt lend his presence 
to the theatre and symphony cori-. 
certs of Wasliington-ra - prestige 
boost which always swells boxbffice 
receipts here, if iiot nationally. For 
years, Kennedy kept a standing 
order at the Natiprial Theatre here 
for four tickets to every. opening 
nijght. His brother, Robert Ken¬ 
nedy, arid their two wives, were 
usually the four., The President- 
Elect and his wife have a very large 
collection of -classical records and 
enjoy attending concerts. The musi¬ 
cal offerings after formal White; 
House diriners can be expected to. 
be largely. Classical in 

FilmCoexisience 
’SSS Continued froni page .5 ssssI' 

ing of any Russian film vvas posi¬ 
tively un American. - 

Even before U-2. varioris patri¬ 
otic groups around the country, 
including local., chapters of the 
American Legion, had protested 
the showing of the films in. their 
communities. Situation; served to; 
embarrass tile distribs. who were 
forced to take ads to point out 
they were handling the pix at re¬ 
quest of the government. 

The unexciting returns from the 
films; however, may not all be the 
result of politics. According to one 
sales manager' the: general quality, 
and appeal, of the films, are such 
that no one of them could have 
turned out to be an artie block- 
buster under, the friendliest of 
conditions.. 

It was also suggested last week 
by a midwest exhibitor, in .New- 
York to buy for his string ..of. art 
theatres, *that the films had been, 
promoted with soi-nething less 
than enfhusiasiri. by the. salesmen 
in. the field. He recounted how he 
had attended, a screening of one 
of; the Soviet pix at a. branch of¬ 
fice^ after . lights cairie ori, the 
branch manager; turned to him and 
shrugged, “What am' I. supposed to • 
do with it?” Exhib -reported that, 
film in .question- aetually was rath¬ 
er good, blit the fieldmart didn’t 
know it arid couldn't have cared 
less. 

It is further suggested, that per¬ 
haps the major distritis are not 
physically or /emotionally geared 
to handle the art-type of product. 
Some light on this situation may 
be shed by/the results from the 
forthcoming joint release by, King¬ 
sley. International and M. J. P. En¬ 
terprises of “The Ballad of A 
Soldier,” the Russian entry which 
was acclaimed at this year’s 
Cannes fest (though, it/ lost out 
On a prize) and took first, honors 
at. the reeerit .San Francisco festi¬ 
val. Film goes out here at the end 
of the year. 

‘Esther’ 
..JSZSS Continued.. from page 7 

cial. footage supplied during film-, 
irig, scoring the spots, separately 
from the actual production. Spots 
take between four to six weeks'to 
make: 

Television campaigns. are play-/ 
ing an increasingly important role 
in 20th’s ad-pub thinking generally, 
especially , in the kind “ of local- 
area “saturation” booking play¬ 
offs iset for the company’s family 
pic releases like “Tess of tfie 
Stoirm Country” and •■The Little 
Shepherd of Kingdom Gome.” 

Last week company sent out s 
memo to all branch arid regional 
ad-pub managers alerting them to 
fact that about a. year ago 20th ac¬ 
quired “an unusually attractive 
package Of tv time at drastic , dis¬ 
count fates.” Cost of the time, 
available in Nov.-Dee. period on 
43 stations in 41 markets in the: 
U. S. and Hawaii, was said to be 
approximately 50%. less than the 
highest / possible frequency dis¬ 
count any advertiser can earn,. 

Managers were urged to take 
adavantage of .the birgain rates 
available to them, arid were also 
reminded that company would not 
okay expenditures for iy cam¬ 
paigns on any other stations in. 
their areas as long as this time was 
available. Just how 20th got this 
time has not : been disclosed, but. , 
it’s understood it was acquired 

jfrom Matty Fox who had acquired 
it earlier via one of his barter 

\wmr 
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Dick Brandts Thesis: Would Be Smart 
For U.S. Showmen to Back Frisco Fest 
With the proper support from 

US. film industry—major distribs 

is well as foreign film importers— 

Irving M. Levin's San Francisco 

film fest could, within five years, 

prow into a major film market 

place, according to Richard Brandt, 

prexy of Trans-Lux Distributing 

Corp. 

Brandt, who attended the fe^t in 
the course of a business trip that 
took him also to Hollywood and 
Denver, said in New York j Fri¬ 
day HI) that major company sup¬ 
port of the fest was necessary to 
attract participation by the better 
foreign producers. He also ; felt 
that the majors would be doing 
themselves a smart bit of public 
relations by participating, partic¬ 
ularly with the growing competi¬ 
tion for the film patrons’ attention 
abroad. 

But principally* Brandt said, he 
would like to see the Frisco event 
Income an important land conyen- 
i< nt» market place where U.Sj: im¬ 
porters might gather to view’[new 
product. Mo4 U.S. indies doi not 
attend the Cannes or Venice or 
Berlin fests and thus, to them,; the 
Frisco fest would certainly not be 
redundant. 

Angles 

Even without coordinated [sup¬ 
port from the U.S. industry, |excc 
srid. Levin has done a remarkable 
j ib thus far. With support. Brandt 
predicted event could attract; na¬ 
tional public interest and become 
an important key to the general ex- 
T Imitation of foreign product in the 
U.S. This will be the line jexec 
t ikes in recommending that the In- 
eenendent Film Importers &! Dis¬ 
tributors of America get behind 
the next Frisco affair. 

Brandt reported that although 
the festival has so far been pretty 
much a one-man affair. Levin has 
no qualms about relinquishing his 
prerogatives in order to broaden 
the scope of the annual get-to¬ 
gether. Brandt would also like to 
v'e the affair supported by the 
State Department1 as part of the 
country's overall goodwill efforts. 

While on the west coast, Brandt 
aho took time out to talk to execs 
of the Academy of Motion Picture 
-Arts & Sciences about IFIDA’s 
longstanding campaign to get the 
rules modified which govern the 
eligibility of foreign language films 
for the annual Oscar. j: 

Brandt said the talks had been 
most cordial and. w*orth a couple of 
years of letter-writing between 
coasts. Though it’s too late to get 
any action on the 1961 Oscars, 
exec said he thought there was a 
very good chance of some changes 
for the following year. He de¬ 
clined to say just what the changes 
might be, but suggested they 
represent a departure from; the 
earlier suggestions made by IFIDA. 

Jay Sommers Inked by 20th to 
term writing pact, first assignment 
to be “Hummingbird Hill”' for 
Sam Engel. 

Segregation, As Is 
High Point, N.C., Nov. 15. 

Negro high school students 
picketed theatre here last, 
w eek. protesting segregated 
seating. There were no. arrests 
and no incidents of violence. 

Nine Negroes from William 
Penn High School paraded up 
and down in front of the Para¬ 
mount Theatre in the down¬ 
town area. They sang an anti- 
segregation parody, to the 
hvmn "We Shall Not Be 
Moved.”. 

Arie Winfrey, assistant man¬ 
ager, said the theatre’s policy 
will remain unchanged — Ne¬ 
groes will purchase tickets at a 
separate entrance provided for 
them and sit in the balcony. 
The downstairs area is re¬ 
served for white patrons, she 
said. 

• / 

Chicago’s Luxuty Hotel | 

-. 
DRIVE-IN PARKINS • RESTAURANT-LOUNGE • 

PRIVATE BANQUET l MEETING ROOMS J 

For reservations, write, wire, phone • 
Executive House; or see your local l 

travel agent, • 
11 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago 1, IN. t 

Financial 6-7100 • 
►# A. U. QUARLES, ferwral Mana««r / 

\ Oponlngaarly 1961. another / 
V EXECUTIVE HOUSE >* 
\ Washington, D. C. .• 

Allied, as Foreseen, In 
Rap Against Morbid-Sex; 
Other Convention Actions 

Chicago, Nov. 15. 

As forecast, a puritanical reac¬ 
tion to current wave of “adult” 
film themes prevailed; at last 
week’s Allied States Assn, conven¬ 
tion here. Parley asked Motion Pic¬ 
ture Assn, to tighten its production 
and advertising codes, otherwise 
fearing pressure group retribution; 
Exhibition’s “little guys” articulate 
a conviction that the “continuing 
success of our industry’ depends on 
pictures of good taste.” 

Despite potent grosses racked up 
by the Hollywood sinners (c.g., 
“Psycho.” “Suddenly Last Sum¬ 
mer,” etc.),, the theatremen believ 
bulk of cinema patronage has in¬ 
dicated “time and time again that 
they have preferred good whole¬ 
some family type entertainment.” 

And they make no bongs that 
were it not for product and . print 
scarcities, they wouldn’t have to f 
put up with the rampant siriTand- 
violeiice celluloids. Other indus- 
tryites tend to hoot at this reason¬ 
ing, though, as they note the hotsy 
aforementioned grossers.- Thus 
they ask, as documented previously 
in these trade columns, does Main 
Street really object—or. are the 
exhibs just using another needle 
on the film companies? 

Also resolved by the Chi con¬ 
clave was a pitch for public, inter¬ 
vention to spur congressional re- * 
lief for theatres. Exhibs '.want 
something in the way of legisla¬ 
tion—though not specified here-— [ 
to insure “orderly release,” and : 
the hope is that a riled congress ! 
can cause distribution 'to-forsake 
“monopolistic and discriminatory” , 
practices. It’s another Allied way 
of trying to upset the roadshow 
applecart, contending that a hand-. 
ful of playdates restricted to large • 
urbans is cheating the bulk of the { 
public. 

On other matters, convention 
asked: 

(1) A patchup of the National 
Screen Service-Columbia Pictures 
quarrel so as to eliminate dual 
trailer charges (per contracts) on 
Columbia product. 

(2) Support for Motion Picture 
Investors Inc., the exhibition- 
backed mutual fund which plans to 
acquire post-’48s for largescreen 
reissue, in what Allied phrases as 
an effort to prove to film com¬ 
panies that more revenue can be 
realized from another round of 
theatrical showings than from sales 
to television. 

‘Exodus’Advance 
— Continued from, page 7 

and $3.50, Two-a-day engagements 
have been set fd.r N.Y., L.A., Chi¬ 
cago, Miami and Boston. The rest 

i of. the cities will pffer.10 perform¬ 
ances a w-eek. 

It was acknowledged that the 
bulk of the initial advance came 
trom groiip . sales and theatre 
parties, .in N.Y,, for example, $500,- 
000 of the over $600,000 total came 
from., group sales. 'The -remaining 
$100,000 in individual sales re¬ 
sulted from mail orders and box- 
oflice sales. However, the .. box- 
office sale did not begin until Oct. 
31. . ' 

William J. Heineman, UA’s dis¬ 
tribution chief, predicted that, the 

T.Y. advance would reach $1,000,- 
000 before the Dec, 15 opening: 
The box-office sale at the Warner 
Theatre, N.Y, is running between 
$i;500. and $1,700. daily. A total of 
181 performances at the Warner 
have been completely sold out. 
Tickets are being sold through Dec. 
31. 1961. 

Krim told a press conference 
yesterday iTiies.) that the, N.Y. 
engagement Could gross $2,200,000 
the first year if there is a complete 
sellout for each performance. The 
national $1 [000,000 advance was 
said to be equal to 'a $2,000,000 
advance in tlie legit theatre. 

It was stressed that nb.discounts 
were allowed for group sales and 
theatre parties. In addition, no 
theatre parties were permitted 
Friday, and Saturday engagements. 

G e or g e Schaefer, Preminger’s 
producer’s, representative, said the 
picture. would , open in San Fran¬ 
cisco, Seattle. Columbus. Philadel¬ 
phia. Cincinnati, Houston, Pitts¬ 
burgh, Washington',' C1 e.y ela n d, 
Oklahoma City* and Indianapolis 
shortly after the new year. He 
added that the. picture would be 
playing every key city in -the U.S. 
and Canada before the end of 1961. 
All engagements will be in TOin. 

The bbxoffice sale in Boston. 
Dallas; Baltimore, Miami, and 
Kansas City starts Monday ‘21k 
According to .Heineman, the. first 
600-line in Boston brought in 
orders for $36:000worth of tickets 
the first seven days. 

Opening dates' other than N.Y. 
are: Chicago, Dec. 16; Baltimore; 
Dec. 19; L A;, Miami, Boston and 
Kansas City. Dec. 21; Dallas, Dec. 
22: Detroit, Feb. 8. 

Also attending the press confer¬ 
ence and Offering various com¬ 
ments on the “Exodus” advance 
sale were U:A. V.p. Max E. Young- 
stein, pub-aid v.p. Roger Lewis, na¬ 
tional. pub-ad director Fred Gold¬ 
berg, and Nat Rudich, Preminger’s 
press chief. 

Jules Verne as His Own Hero- 
[Continued] 

Add two more entries in the Jules Verne boxoffiCe derby cited. 
In the Sept. 28, Variety lead story. Producer .Charles Schneer is 
now at; work in London, putting finishing touches on Columbia’* 
“Mysterious Island” based on the Verne -novel which was written 
as a sequal to “20,000 Leagues Under The Sea.” Out in HoUywood, 
producer-director Irwin : Allem is busy - prepping Verne’s “Five. 
Weeks in a Balloon” for a pro.ductjoh start, next: July: 

Meanwhile, American international is winding up production of 
Verne’s “Master of The. World” and planning “In The Year 2889.” :. 
Point of the earlier Variety piece was that three Verne: properties 
(‘•Around The World in 80 Days,” “20,000 Leagues;” “Journey to 
The Center of The Earth”) have grossed approximately $70,000,000 
worldwide since 1954, and the lesson is not being' lost on film¬ 
makers. 

State-Owned Video Rejects 

‘Exodus’ Advance in Hub; 
Mail and Parties, $50,000 

Boston, Nov. 15. 
United Artists’ “Exodus,” skedd- 

ed to open at the Saxon Theatre 
Dec. 21, has exceeded the record 
as to advance sales for road shows 
playing the house. To date, over 
$50,000 has been taken in at the 
b.o. in mail orders, party groups 
and theatre parties, Sam Richmond, 
general manager, reports. 

Leonard Barrack, in charge of 
sales for “Exodus,” said bookings 
for groups and theatre parties now 
extend into March of 1961. A $100 
% S?at is^beineset ■ufcforj 
Congregation Temple Emanuel. 

Omat to Allied 
Continued from page 3 —^ 

Simone; Signbret-George Marchal 

starrer, arid “Beyond All Limits,” 

Jack Palance-Maria Felix-Pedro 

Armeridaiiz starrer. 

Schwalberg also revealed com-, 
pany has acquired 10 post-1948 
Paramount features arid will reis¬ 
sue them theatrically with, new ad¬ 
vertising .- publicity - exploitation. 
Campaigns. Titles of pix were not 
listed, though Schwalberg said 
some of stars involved are Charl¬ 
ton Heston, James Cagney, John 
Payne and Jane Wyman. All 10 
pix, he added, will be. withheld 
from television; explaining further 
that Omat currently is negotiating 
with other major studios for sim¬ 
ilar re-release rights. “We feel that 
with new campaigns and. in some 
instances, new and better titles, 
these features afford the exhibitors 
as well as odrselyes; added product 
and profit,” Schwalberg pointed 
out. 

Aim of the company, execs noted, 
is to increase supply of feature mo¬ 
tion pictures available to U.S. 
hihs. “To accomplish this,” he went 
on, “wq will produce new pictures, 
purchase, new arid unreleased films- 
and acquire still others for re- 
release.” 

First new pic for Omat will be 
reactivated “Brotherhood of Evil,” 
which is. slated to roll in New York 
after Jan, L Beck will coproduce 
with Omat: prexy Lester Braun- 
stein. Ben Hecht adapted from 
Frederick Sondern Jr.’ book. Pic 
was to have starred Janies Masbn, 
who withdrew’ due to illness early 
this year. Subsequent problems 

I shelved pic, costing Omat re- 
hpoTlcir$m;o66.aY'r ** 

Film Posters* Display 
. Richard Griffith, curator of 
the film division of New 
York’s Museum of Modern Art, 
disclosed plans for an exhibit 
of motion picture poster art 
to take place at the. museum 
next month. Further, the mu¬ 
seum will publish a book re-, 
producing outstanding pic 
posters oyer the years. 

Griffith outlined the plans 
befofe a meeting in N. Y. last 
week of the ad-pub directors 
committee of the Motion Pic- 

. tyre Assn, of America. Promo-. 
I tion execs said they were high 
{ on the idea and promised full 

cooperation. 

Studied Widely, Then 
Set North Star Ozoner; 

Curved Screen fur 70m 
Denver, Nov:r 15. 

Construction has started on the 

largest drive-in theatre in the 
Rocky Mountain area. To be called 
the North Star, it will be number 
seven in the Compass gioiip oper¬ 
ated by Wolf berg. Theatres who 
also operate the 2.100-seat Para¬ 
mount in downtown Denver. 

Tom Smiley. Wolf berg general 
manager, says the theatre, which is 
expected to cost in excess of $400.- 
000 will be constructed in.the new 
amphitheatre style for perfect 
viewing of the 134 by 60 foot 
curved screen and equipped to take 
of 70m projection; 

Before final plans were ap¬ 
proved, Smiley and L. J. Albertini, 
the firm’s drive-in district man¬ 
ager, toured the entire country , to 
obtain latest ideas of construction 
and operation to incorporate, in 
the new prpject, spending most of 
last summer inspecting drive-in 
theatres and operation techniques. 

Toronto, Nov, .3 5, 
Despite, the turndown of a tv 

trailer, by the State-owned. Cana¬ 

dian Broadcasting Cor bri th 

showing of Sunday films in Onta¬ 

rio, representatives of the chains 
arid independent theatre-owners 
bombarded (14) the 13. cities arid 
towns where plebiscite will be vot¬ 
ed on Dec. 12. These include To¬ 
ronto, Windsor, OshaWa; Brantford, 
St: Catherines, North Bay, Kitch¬ 
ener etc.; arid other Ontario, com-, 
muriities .holding th Sunday 
movies referendum. 

These areflooded with an alloiit 
campaign, which ” judes theatre ’ 
trailers, three-sheets, lobby display 
and wicket cards, plus, radio an¬ 
nouncements now. in preparation 
for immediate release to be car^ 

[ ried; by local- comineroial stations. 
{Campaign is. backed by Famous 
! Players (Canadian), the Odeon 
{ Theatres. (Canada) .Ltd:, the Taylor 
■interests, the1 indies—and th 
: projectionists union. 

SMELL IS MISSING; 

i The'sweet smell of success may 
not lie in Aromarama as far as 
Continental Distributing s “Behind 
The Great Wall” is concerned; 
Picture,; an Italian-made travelog 

; on Red China; played three dates 
early this year in the theatrerscerit 

| piocess, to returns, which obviously 
- did riot warrant further, dates. 

! Picture bpened Thursday; (10), 
' sans smells, at the Apex theatre i 
Washington, and broke the. house 

• record. Continental execs already 
have set two more sceritless eiigage- 

i ments, in Philadelphia arid Balti- 
; more, and plan to bring the pic 
• back, to a:.New York art house. 

i 

ABC VENDING ADDS 
TRI-STATE AUTOMATIC 

ABC Vending Corp., one of 
[America’s largest consessionaires 
land operators of automatic vending 
| machines, arid a promirierit part of 
' the theatrical sideline business, 
has acquired full ownership of 
Tri-State Automatic Candy Corp. 
Latter, which had been owned 
509c by ABC; operates principally 
in New York, Penrisylvania and 
West: Virginia. 

ABC last year had sales of 
$66,094,057. Tri-State’s .gross, was 

1 $3,000,000. These figures, are official 
tarid obviously demonstrate the fis¬ 
cal potency of the concession en¬ 
terprise. 

Melvyn Berman, general mana¬ 
ger of Tri-Slate, will continue' in 
this capacity as well as a director 
of ABC, according to ABC board 
chairman Benjamin Shbrman.. 

Jaffa & Marx 
Continued from page 3 

cent MGM vidpix series, “Nortn- 
west Passage” arid “Thin Ma 

Jaffe is now in Italy; setting, up 
studio facilities, for; spring kick¬ 
off of pic. 

Although the “Damon 5i Pythias”, 
tale is iri public domain, bi course, 
Marx, said last flight his firm and 
MGM have a clear shot at subpect, 
as he. quietly registered that title 

.with MPA A last July and ^ed up 
] priority on it * 

Two Classed-Up Nabes 
For Des Moines Roadies 

Des Moines, Nov. 15. 

The motion picture business has 
gone plush here. Tri-States Thea¬ 
tre Corp. is reopening its remod¬ 
eled . arid redecorated. Ingersbil: 
(neighborhood j house with. 20th’9 
“Can-Can” on a two shows a.day. 
basis at $1.50 matinee arid $2 riigirt 
trip. With a new front. Wall-to-wall 
screen, new seats, carpeting, light¬ 
ing^ draperies, etc.,, going to the 
movies will now; be in orbit \yith 
the snazzy shopping centers. ;• 

The Capri is also new.. This is 
the [former Uptown nabe that had 
been shuttered for so long. Rob¬ 
ert L. Fridley as c.oowner arid 
manager (also of the Varsity thea¬ 
tre) declares redecorating of the 
Capri cost approximately $110,- 
000. This is the first, and only 
theatre in the state to be equipped 
for 70m arid Todd-AO productions. 
Opening with Metro’s “Ben-Hur.” 
the Capri will do a riiail-order “all 
seats reserved” business at a $2 
top. In. addition to night perform¬ 
ances there will be riiatine.es on 
Wednesdays, Saturdays arid Sun-, 
days. 
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TV’S ‘SUDDEN DEATH’ LAMENT 
ABC Goes Through the Rating Roof 

In Latest Nielsen 24-City Report 
ABC-TV has gone through the 

roof on the latest Nielsen 24-city 
ratings, covering the week ended 
Nov. 6. Web jumped up to a 20.4 
average audience mark with a 
38.85V share for the periods be¬ 
tween 8:30-1.1 p.m. on Sunday and 
7:30-11 Monday through Saturday.' 

That constitutes a better than 
three-point; rating spread over its 
nearest rival.; CBS-TV, which has a 
.17.3 average - and 32:49' share. 
NBC is. far behind in the sweep- 
stakes, with 14,9 rating and 28.3% 
share. It’s by. far the . best ABC 
showing ever in the competitive-:; 
market results. 
* It may also translate itself into 
ABC’s best National Nielsen ever 
when the Nov. 1 report is released. 
The current 24:city covers the sec¬ 
ond week of the upcomlng national, 
and" this, coupled . with a strong 
ABC victory In the 24-city report 
the week before- (ended Oct. 30) 
means a certain national, upbeat 
for ABC. 

Not only does ABC go through 
the roof on ratings :in the Nov. 6 
24,-citv rehorty it grabs off 22 of the 
top 40 shows and 32 of the 51 half- 
hour wins. Top 40 scorecard reads:' 
22 for ABC. 13 for CBS and five : 
for NBC; Half-hour wins finds ABC ' 
copping more than the combined 
total of the opposition. 32. vs. 11 j 
for CBS and eight for NBC. Ditto : 
nights of th week-^ABC .ins f 
four, ties one /Sunday),, while 
CBS gets one plus the Sunday! 
tie and NBC keeps one: ABC wins 
Monday, Tuesday. Thursday and 
Friday. CBS Saturday and NBC. 
Wednesday.. 

Week earlier; ABC copped a 19,8 
verage .rating* With a 36.5% 

share; CBS had a 17:2 and 31.9% 
share; NBC a 17-1 and 31.5% share. 
This. of. course, added to the 

wer reporj. will reflect the 
period for the next National Niel-, 
sen. While the previous National . 
Nielsen results didn’t , come, up to 1 
the expectancy of the 24:rity re-', 
ports for. the same period, there 1 
was a good reason;—the nationals:' 
didn’t reflect delayed broadcasts, 
far more frequent on ABC than the 
other, webs, -I 

For example, the last National I 
Nielsen report covered the period 1 
ended Sunday, Oct. 16. Where a } 
show preemed, say, on Friday, the ■ 
14th, only those. delayed: broad- ‘ 
casts through Sunday Were counted 
in the rating. Those after. Sunday 
were carried over into the rating, 
iri the next report. Consequently, 
even if the 24-city results were the- 
same, the: next National would 
show increased strength for ABC 
on the basis of the first delays of 
the hew shows. 

Another factor not directly indi- 
■ cited by the National Nielsens is 
the matter of costs ..as they are 
reflected in station lineups. Though 
ABC, is penalized in the new Na¬ 
tional Nielsen, setup by the use of 
a national base in terns of rating 
points, fact remains that it Is de¬ 
livering those ratings on shorter 
lineups. 

CBS-TV Sports Coin 
CBS-TV posted the SBO sign 

on its 13-week “Sunday Sports 
Spectacular’' series’ which kicks 
off Jan. 8. In. the 2:30-4 p.m. slot. 
Web sold out the last quarter-spon¬ 
sorship. to' Carter Products and 
BristolrMyers. which are picking 
up an eighth each, i 

Earlier, CBS had sold one-half 
to Schlitz and one-quarter-to L&M 
Filters. Carter.deal set via SSC&B, 
B-M . via Young. & Rubicam. 

2 
Series for ’61-’62 

NBC-TV is again moving in the 

direction of internal production. 

It’s “fermed the biggest buildup 

“from within” since Pat Weaver’s 
days at the. head of the network. 

Program, veep David Levy's: de¬ 
partment .has :in the.past year or 

hired several new production 
people, principal among them Gene 
Burr .in Ne\v : York and Frank Tel¬ 
ford in : Hollywood. (The depart¬ 
ment has . a. manpower budget re¬ 
putedly in the $500,000 a year 
.category;) At the beginning bf this 
year, it seemed the buildup Was 
to ride closer herd on outside pro¬ 
duction, but as it is evolving the 
department is doing.its own work. 

Web is making its own replace¬ 
ment. for. the. cancelled Screen 
Gems’ hour; ‘TDah Raven.” Taking 
the Friday night 7:30 slot In Janu-. 
arv this season, will be. a . retitled 
version of the Web’s pilot; “The 
Blue & The Gray.’-Telford is pro¬ 
ducing the series of Civil War ac¬ 
tion-adventure yarns under the 
new monicker of “The Americans,”; 

Besides this; Levy has decided to 

(Continued on page 52) 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

When a network decides to can¬ 

cel out shows within a month after 

the premiere of a new season (in: 

fact after only three exposures) as 

NBC has done with “Dan Raven” 

and “Riverboat,” (although latter 

Is a carryover from last season) it 

might wall spark a trend that could 

revolutionize the whole pattern of 
tv. 

Such action in serving notice on 
show's after, three W'eeks is without 
precedent in networking; as, too; 
was. the NRC decision, similarly 
after a three-time exposure, to go 
ahead with a second 13-week go- 
round on the 60-minute . Shirley 
Temple series arid the hour “Thrill¬ 
er” mysteries: The point is that 
NBC might. just as well have gone 

_ the other way, as in the case of 
! “Riverhoat” and ,“Raven,”: and to 
| determine the fate, of : programs 
: within a three-week span, (as op-: 
J posed to .the theory that it takes 
from 13 to 26 weeks for a. show to 
prove its mettle and hit a proper 

! momentum) has already sent a 
[cold shudder, through the Holly5-' 
jwood tv production studiqs, 
|; Such action, it’s conceded; could 
: invite a 52-week selling and pro- 
1 gramming season, with a contjnu- 
• ing turnover in shows—a frighten- 
| ing prospect for the industry, and 
j particularly the studios involved, in 
I. turning out the entries. 
!. ■ The distress it has occasioned 
around Four Star, Screen Gems, 

; Revue (to name but three of the 
major packagersv is understands 
able; ince a “Riverboat” and a 
“Raveri;” both hour' entries, tote 
up cumulatively, to an $8,000,000 

i seasonal budget. And had NBC 
I gone the other way and lopped off 
] Shirley Temple and “Thriller,” it 
.j Would* have meant another ■$8l000,- 
. 000. That’s tall. coin—even at to- 
• day’s going production prices. On 
‘the basis that “it might have hap-, 
j pened to us” (and in the case of 
; Revue, which produces. “River-, 
{..boat,” It did), the alarms have al- 
(ready been translated into emer-r 

(Continued on page 50) 

NBCs Mils Converge on N.Y. For 
Annual Meet; Few Gripes on Tap l 

In Wake of Ratings, ‘News Story* 
Stromberg Striped 

-Hunt Stromberg Jr. has been 
handed his stripes at CBS-TV and 
becomes y.p. in charge of program 
development, Hollywood. He’s been 
director ef program development. .. . . .. . . 
for the past year and with CBS cnt£?1 and rating victory In last 

, - iweefcs plpctinn niffht pnvpra?i» 
since ’57. 

Son of the late filmmaker, 
Stromberg was- earlier program 
director at KABC-TV, Hollywood 
and general manager of ABC’* 
Pacific regional network. 

Hollywood, Nov. 15. 

Despite their past differences, 

legal and otherwise, the possibility 

is strengthened by recent negotia¬ 
tions that Walt Disney may renew' 
with ABC when the current seven- 
vear contract expires next Septem¬ 
ber. After weeks of discussions in 
N.Y. beiween Disney and the top 
echelon of NBC. little progress has 
been made and nothing of a 
definite nature arrived at, accord¬ 
ing io sources close to the negotia¬ 
tors. 

Disney’s affinity for color is said 
to have advantaged NBC in the 
dealings but. it is known that 
Leonard Goldenson, AB-PT prexy, 
has the greenlight from the net¬ 
work board to prepare for color if 
in his judgment, the time is ripe. 
He has not made know'ri his deci- 

. It has been said at the net¬ 
work that the web can convert to 
color within six months and that 

(Continued on page 46) 

A brand new. network tv sponsor 
Is oh. the verge of closing with 
ABC-TV for the network’s Winston 
Churchill telefilm- series. Mead & 
Johnson, makers of Metrecal, the 
reducing formula; are reportedly 
coming in for the entire tab on the 
Sunday (10:30-11 p.m,) program. 

This would mean that Mead & 
Johnson, represented by the Kertr 
yon & Eckhardt agency, is buying 
between 18 and 20 full haif-hoiirs. 

Bell &: Howell originally con¬ 
tracted for eight of the 26 
Churchills, which are being pre¬ 
pared by. the network’s regular 
program department. But; in order 
to supply cash for “Close Up,” a 
more out and out piibaffairs effort. 
Bell & Howell will only continue 
its sponsorship until the - end of 
December. Slack will be more than 
picked up by Mead & Johnson, 

OUT SOON! 

the 

55th Anniversary Number 
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4- NBC-TV couldn't have picked a 
better time than this week to 
spring its annual sell for station 
affiliates. Network today (Wed.) 
starts its two-day ‘ annual meeting 
in Newr York’s Hotel Plaza for sta¬ 
tion officials. 

Event comes hard by NBC News’ 

week>s election night coverage, 
through and for which it W'on 51% 
of the total national audience and 
the acclaim of most of the major 
tv critics. Affil conclave also con¬ 
venes at a time when the new 
Nielsens show that last year’s 
backrunner NBC Is now breathing 
dow-n leader CBS’s tv neck In the 
initial nightly rundowns. 

But the network didn’t plan it 
this way. November is the tradi¬ 
tional month for the NBC tv and 
radio networks to hold the affiliate 
meetings, because NBC started in 
business in 1926 during Novem¬ 
ber. The current situation proves 
perhaps that tradition is not al- 
ways bad. 

Yet. as .background to this year’s 
conclave is the general knowledge 
that NBC-TV is not sold out for 
the first six months of 1961. If the 
gaps in the prime time sales pic¬ 
ture remain, it will naturally hurt 
the earnings of NBC-TV affiliated 
stations, each of which gets rough¬ 
ly a third of the dollar a network 
advertiser is supposed to spend in 
its market. Since the network fig¬ 
ures it’ll pick up billings steam 
for the Jan.-June period within 
the next couple of weeks, the be¬ 
lief — if expressed to affiliates — 
might, in tandem with the upbeat 
ratings and news stories, suppress 
or eliminate any major affiliate 
griping. 

On the radio side (the radio net*: 
work opens the show' this morn¬ 
ing), there appears to be a consist¬ 
ently upbeat story to tell. Web, 
having trimmed its operation 
markedly in the last year, has not 
only turned what it claims is a 
minor profit for itself for the first 
time in nearly a decade, but it had 

(Continued on page 50) 

L&M Cuts Back 
On ABC Islanders* 
Liggett & Myers is withdrawing 

from ABC-TV’s “Islanders” the 
amount of $1,000,000 In net busi¬ 
ness for the remainder of the sea¬ 
son. After the first of 1961, the 
ciggie bankroller has decided to 
cut back its alternate week hour to 
a half-hour alternate w'eek buy. 

“Islanders” is a new stanza and 
holds the 9:30-10:30 p.m. time Sun¬ 
days over ABC-TV. McCann-Erlck- 
son, the L&M agency, has not de¬ 
cided w'here, if anyplace. It’s go¬ 
ing to put the coin for the re¬ 
mainder of the ?60-’61 season. 

With all its discounts, L&M has 
been paying approximately $150.- 
000 a show in time and talent for 
its alternate week hour of "Island¬ 
ers.” Consequently the withdraw¬ 
al of 13 half-hour sponsorships 
translates into the near $1,000,000 
loss to ABC-TV for the Jan.-Sept. 
period of '61. 

Culver Wants Relief 
On ‘Dante,' Stanwyck 

Alberto Culver Is reportedly 
seeking relief from its back-to-back 
Monday buys, “Dante” and “Bar¬ 
bara Stanwyck Theatre,” on NBC- 
TV. Since the sponsor of the two 

(half-hours Is unhappy] about the 
j ratings and since Culver happens 
to have firm contract for another 
several weeks, it apparently would 
like to shift some or all its coin 
into another of the net’s stanzas. 

Culver, handled via Compton 
agency, ourns half of each of tha 
stanzas. “Dante” is at 9:30 p.m.. 
Miss Stanwyck at 10 p m. 
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BPA s ‘Shirtsleeves Convention 
All Meat With No ‘Abstractions’; 

Sarnoff Pitches Pubaffairs Push 
By GEORGE ROSEN - 

New Orleans, Nov. 154 
The Broadcasters’ Promotion 

Assn, annual Powwow, more So 
this year than ever before, hks 
taken on the character of a “Little hot 
NAB convention.” In some re¬ 
spects, it is serving an even more 
useful and meaningful purpose |n ir 
ils "shirtsleeves format.” Unite ; - - - - , A„ u to win fl.lends and 

the Parnnt organizations talking 1 influence the press is ajittle iniag- 
ln the abstract, the delegates here , ination ^ appcaI t0 the intriguing, 
fiom all parts of the country (apa one cf tf,t many bright Editorial , which sums up the sock Jack Ben- 

^ *—* h ,fc* 
da?“a p?ob?ePms0tf 5Slh ^iversary Munber j 

yhtevjyg.th, mydmum n^e, , * „ . 

J 1 1 P P ffilRIETY each with their wives supplied with 
101 aiS’ t . u f $2 worth Of nickels 'with Benny at 

In some respects, too, this is the 1 the changes' counter, handing th,e 
most significant of all BPA con- # f rolled coins to the gents and buss- 

■"ventions, with a classic stroke jot ‘ Amprif an ForUIll Not ing the prettier ladies), testified to 
timing as an industry afterpiece filllCIIUUI TUI 11111 HVl the appeal to the incongruous. And 

to the national elections. Thus Wpyrc PrAffram llnifpr the battery of. wire Service and. 
NBC Board Chairman Robert W. 11CW5 11 Ugi dill UUUCl magazine photogs to the publicity * 
Sarnoff’s keynote remarks were « Qir Vf-p values inherent in the idea, 
of the essence “cueing i ” the fu- 3CC.-- Old, fit lUlieS Addirtg t6 the incongruity was 

tur*L tlTrfn/nwfre" Federal Communications Com- the mixture'"-of. business wear and 
^ and for nlissi<?n has ruled that “American formal black-tie turnout. Invites 

ness of i.s responsibility, a id for Fdrum 0f the Air” does not qualify read black tie, but word was out 
the promotion standard-beare s ^ as a news program exempt from this was a gag and not meant to 
particular. the equ£d time requirement of see- be taken seriously- But most of the 

In effect Sarnoff told the promo- tion 315. guests did just that, figuring a pac¬ 
tion men of the vital role they are FCC backed the demand of ty at the Automat just w;ouldn:t be 
now in a position to play in the Herbert W. Hill, New Hampshire a party unless it were black tie too. 
new era of broadcasting when. Democratic Senatorial contender. Another of the more incongruous 1 
along with the tv debates, mfpr- f0p time over WBZ-TV, Boston, sights was the: presence of Toots ! 
mational and cultural shows are equal to that given his opponent, shor at the Automat. Natch, the j 
projecting the industry into a new- Sen. Styles Bridges, on “American j photogs posed him against the 1 
found status of preeminence and Forum.” WBZ-TV had denied j “crumbum”—the bread & buns—j 
prestige. “I realize,” he sail, “that Hill’s request on grounds the pro-. dispensers. Arid Shor’s crack was} 
you do not have the responsibility gram was a news show exempt the best of the evening—'“Kennedy [ 
of programming your stations. But from Sec. 315 by the 1953 equal | is in only one day and already the ] 
to the extent to which you may be time amendments. In a wire to rich people are eating at the ; 
able to make your voice heard, WBZ-TV the FCC gave no explana- Automat.” 
you have a professional axe to tion of its stand. Celeb roster included Rosalind : 

tripltr 

Louis Lasco 

hot authored a modern-day 

parablo on 

Hansel and G ret el 

PSniM&r 

AWARD CONTRACTS ON 
NEW VOA STATION 

Washington, Nov. 15. 
U.S. Information. Agency has 

awarded Alpha of Texas Iric. and 
1 Continental Electronics Manufac- 
! turing Co.,' = both of Richardson, 
Tex., a $12,173,000 contract for con¬ 
struction of the new Voice of 
America consolidated East. Coast 

. station near Greensville, IsVC. j ;; 
| Nickel-Laden Celebs 
| Flock to Automat As 
] Benny Throws a Party 

Wednesday, ‘November 16, 1960 

one of Hit many bright Editorial 

Foaturon In the upcoming 

55th Anniversary Number 
of 

PSttlETY 

‘American Forum’ Not 
News Program Under 

Sec. 315, FCC Rules 

Election Nite: Hie Scoop & Scope 
For an allriight stand in. the news format, television webs.could, 

hardly have expected the Alfred Hitchcock touch. But they got 
it while Chronicling the 1960 Presidential election results, :the 
closest of the century arid one of the most fascinating news show* 
tv is likely ever to present. 

It wras a now-he’s-got-it followed by a maybe-he.-doesri’t situation 
which held audiences through the bedtime hours to the, apparent 
delight of the sponsors in their open end arrangements: V 

Actual presentation of the. n.e\vs was solidly first; class by. both 
NBC and CBS. Regrettably, ABC did a less polished job which 
seemed to have less effort behind: it.' 

Ed Murrow, who w as, ill and missed, the big night; right hav 
made a difference for CBS Which missed his analysis of the 
meaning of the running developments. As it Was. NBC seemed to 
pace its rivals in both the scoop and scope departments. The NBC 
newsmen who handled different areas of the. nation did com-, 
mendable jobs of explaining the returns in an easily understandable 
mariner- and seemed to be ahead of CBS more than behind with 
the latest figures. 

The electronic brains used by the three; nets again raised 
serious question as. to their value. The fact that tlje. patterns of 
this election (by far the closest since, such electronic wonders, 
were devised) didn’t follow normal courses coniused the machines; 
of Course. This is to give an excuse as to why they ierred so often* 
but is rio excuse for why they should have been used in the first 
place. At best, they confused televiewers,: arid riiade the webs 
look a little silly. They should, in fact, be good, source material 
for comedians. • ... 

All in all, tv journalism distinguished,itself again with a superior 
delivery of new s as it. happened. There probably weren’t many— 
if any—newsrooms ofv daily newspapers that night without a tv 
set on. Ty was doirig too good a job to be ignored by anyone 
interested in election new s. Carp. 

TV’s Election Role Should Earn It 
Fewer D.C. Headaches: McCollough 

grind for these programs. If you .—— Russell, Bennett Cerf. Tony Fran-; tuiion nere Monday tm, 
are doing your job properly, you Nix vt. 315 Reef eiosa, Helen Hayes. Polly Bergen,;. 55th Anniversary X wither Addressing,the first major. con. 
are not only concerned with audi- Burlington Vt Nov 15 t Dina Merrill, Joey Adams. Red ’ < ^nmpersa y 
cnee promotion for your station fuderll Communications Buttons. Audrey Meadows. Arthur : et election,, McCplldugh. acting head 
but with promoting your station a re- Horiiblow; Ed Sullivan, John ' .. : of NAB, declared that the :indus- 
Mith your audience. „ , qJSt by Vermont Democrats for a Crosby, to name a lew. CBS inelud-: PRriETY , try now she0 its apologelie. 

Sarnoff asked them bluntly what formal hearing on complaints that ed prograrh veeps Oscar Kate and.! . i defensive attitudes and take the 
are they doing to develop attention radio. .station. WCAX in this city Mike Dann. bi^ affairs v.p. Spence . offensive.- 
toward their public affairs shows, refused equal services, facilities Harrison', and ex-CBS program v\p- - ■ ■ The “attentiveness of the Ameri- 
*‘In your eagerness to beat the and cooperation for the Democrats Harry Oihmerle <now a veep at ll/Mr A ^Plrofoc’ o Nivnn . can people” to the campaign cow 
drums for high-powered entertain- during the election campaign. SSC&B). Rogers & Cow an and milWV III diva d lllAUU erage and the fair way it was hari- 
ment attractions, are you giving A Democratic spokesman an- CBS-TV press info handled the ari . « j . ri •• n * died, said McCollough. should "im- 
short shrift to information shows? nounced, however, that his parly rangemerits for Benriy arid Irving rCCQ 0D HICCUOIl, llUl plant firmly in the minds of most 

“And when you do promote pub- ^ad filed “additional evidence” Fein, his chief factoturn. ■ . : , reluctant observers that broadcast- 
lie affairs shows, are you applying with the FCC and had renewed the Setup included a dance band. Mail8C[6in6Dl IS SOFfY • ing is a preponderant power in our 
your maximum skill and ingepu- request for a hearing. with floor space cleared for the _ ' . • ® , ^ v, '-hL : society; - that it requires sensitiv# 
iiy-’’ The Democrats charged originally j event, arid high point in the dom- j-- -oht6 I^^^^ration by fair-minded men 

The techniques of audience pro- that WCAX failed to give equal edics dept, was Benny’s posing for f^dm Indies op]Election mgnt’ and. women; and .that tampering 

motion, Sarnoff explained, "have facilities and cooperation for; the:^ the photogs^'''With a .chimp, Kokpmo ! J "a^.rmo^toSjSrr^r ^lth «lts treditional freedom of scr 
been matured into a persuasive Burlington visit of the Democratic I Jr., in a series of gag pix, inelud- 1 v-: 1 v, ti0» ls a. form of social sabotage 
art, but until now have been con- standard bearer. Sen. John F. Ken- ing the chimp wielding a violin. a6e near °f ln stuaio, just to against the people themselves ” 
centrated upon entertainment. : In nedy, that were accorded his Re- CBS brought along its 485 Madison ntake sure tney cion t miss any im- Broadcasters show ed they 
most instances, he added, these, publican opponent. Vice President Ave. doorman, Mike Donovan,: tb port ant news, biu, accor i « be “fair and want to he fair with- 
techniques can’t effectively apply Richard M. Nixon, when he came- give the Horn & Hardart chain ,-ari- the station s management* out being told to do so” untier thi 
toa informational shows, but such here late in September. other, “first.” . (Continued on.page 46) . freedom from equal time restric- 
programs often can benefit from ———^—^—^^m——^^^« tionsi. Congress gave, them for the., 
special, imaginative treatment :by '• ' j. Presidential and Vice Presidential 
promotion personnel. “Our pro- TPV 1 T ■ IT T H * 0 Campaigns this year, McCollough 
motion people at NBC,” he said, I 1111 I V TilP I IllT Pl^PTI PlR I said. He added: 
“have been studying the specialty M-JM. ▼ .’MX1/II1VI- VliVV “If one can be fair at the na- 
of building audiences for these ' A „,nnncT/VvP . .._ -tional level, does it not follow that 
programs, and J have asked them • ■■■ ■ . . AK1 nuuusiu>t he is able to apply the same yard- 
to sit down with you in your shjirt- There’s a growing conviction his earlier decision to .avoid a .pf voters prpne to Nixon.or Kepun- sticks, of impartiality at. the Ideal 
sleeves sessions*.and give you the ‘that without television. Sen. John meeting in network t'mC with licanism, nOr did they weaken the and state levels?” r 
Ideas and techniques they have cle-: p K would 'rrohnbW have Kennedy* '^c'au'se the “debates” resolve the faction predisposed McCollough said there: already 
veloned” :F* Kenned3r 'vould ^obably have e d already to have .offered toward Kennedy or the Democrats. are ciCns broadeastine hiav he eh. 

an# of Hiit. rewarding and . 
Informativo Editorial FaatnrM . 

in tlia apcoml 

Nix Vt. 315 Beef 

i Fein, his; chief factoturn. 

f Setup incluided a dance, band, 
j with floor space cleared for the 

55th Anniversary Xuniber ; 

PSriety 

Feed on Election, But 

- —-——f By J[AY LE^IS 

, Washington, Nov. 15. 
'Afl-9til TV NvtuinrU Broadcasting’s big role in the 
OU-Ol 19 lyeiWOTK Presidential race should armor the 
, _ industry against any efforts this 
Talent tost Charts year to shackle it with .govern¬ 

mental controls. 

This was. the optimistic note 
sounded by Policy Committee 
Chairmari Clair R. McCollough, of. 

an# a# Hie. rewarding and . National Assn, of Broadcasters at 
Infonnativa Editorial Foatoro# . the. sixth of NAB‘s regional Fall, 

la Hi* apeomt Conferences opening at the Statler- 
Hilton here Monday i.l4), 

55th Anniversary Number Addressing the first major con- 
" clave of broadcasters since tha 

pf election,; McCoilbugb. acting , head 
■ of NAB, declared; that the indus- 

J^jVRIETY try . now she^ its apologetic, 
. i defensive attitudes and take the 

offensive.- 

---- : “ The “atteritiveness of the Ameri- 

WMGA Tirates’a Nixon 
ri j n i* D i . died, said McCollough. should "im- 
fCCd On LlCClIOn, IlUl plant firmly in the minds of most 

M * (q : y reluctant observers that broadcast- 
Management IS Sorry • ing is a preponderant power in our 

® t ^ • society; that it requires: sensitiv# 
Like most of N. Y. s. other big j administration by fair-minded nien 

radio Indies on Election night, . and \v6men; and that tampering 

Did TV Spell the Difference? 

' freedom from equal time restric¬ 
tions Congress gave them for tha 

| Presidential and Vice Presidential 
•Campaigns this year, McCollough 
' said. He added: 

| “If One can be fair at the na- 
| tional level, does it not follow that 
• lie is able to apply the same yard- 

veloped.” i; ^enneay ,'voum seemed already to. have offered 
Triggered by the comment tliat ,l°s^ ^ie e^ec^on that he won by. so niore to Kennedy.. 

“there is a new awareness of fractional a margin. It certainly Personality, Not issues 

broadcasting power not onlyto; accounted for more than the four- The use of television by. the two 
amuse, relax and engross us, hut' tenths of a point he won by. randidates offei*s .for the industry 
to enlighten us and help us govern j mM ^ he WQlUd haye and fqr politicians .the basis for 

(Continued on page 48) L t nn ” ample reflection on Ms further use 

GOP Outspent 
Dems on Webs 

‘"H^jLeir^ste'wL'dhave and^oRWtiir^j\[ 
lost were there no “debates ” °n ^ fUlthei USC and Matsu, Cuba, gross national I V IjXCGPQODdl 

Astute political writers still con-^ in campaigns. product, farm policy revision arid * 
sider his televised meetings with Five years ago Nixon told an t^e prestige (up or down) of the *. «| o. n i 
Richard M. Nixon the most impor- audience of Tadio and television United states didn’t singly or.col- In HlAPrlATI* KAm 
tant single instrument the Demo- executives at the Hotel Roosevelt ]eotive]y seem to have altered the Ill XdvvIIUlla 1 U1U 
crat had for projecting his pre-r that “the great number of Voters original biases of two-thirds of the 
viously '.little known personality only names not platforms, electorate. Polls cannot be decisive Washington, Nov. 15. 
and for/‘closing the maturity gap.” acknowledging that person- when there are .so many inipon- Federal. Coriimuriicatioris Cbm- 
Television ailso helped the Repub- ty» not issues, is the deciding Herables, butThe polls suggest that mission Chairman Frederick' W. 
lican, but it is now believed that factor in politicking. this majority appreciably held the Ford said today that FCC’s politi- 
Nixon had less to gain than his Then, as. it is now, the Vice same positions after the tv meet- cal broadcasts questionnaires -will 
rival from the four “debates;” President’s statement was interr ings as before. show that the industry did "quite 

How important television was preted as a warning that television The reriiaining third of the an exceptional” job . during the re¬ 
to be for both of the leading can- had no more strength than the ebuntry, according to the pollsters, cent campaign, 
didates is shown by their postures business of politics itself : It could was undecided before the first tv “I believe that even the industry 
prior to Election Day. In the early not make voters dwell on issues, “debate.” It would be unfair to will be surprised,” Ford told a 
davs of April, when the President- but it could sway, audiences by assume that they got any more luncheon, winding upi the sixth 
elect was preparing his primary Personality, and, obviously, sway profound knowledge out of the regional fall conference of the Na- 

toward Kennedy or the Democrats. are signs broadcasting may be en- 
Televisipn does not yet seom able teririg. a period of “new freedom1* 
to overcome prejudice. (Continued on page 50) 

The. issues on television by the '■ '■ - •; - ■ ■ • 
now new President and the old 

ample reflection on jts further use 
in eairipaigns. I 

Five years ago Nixon told an I 

sometimes vague. Talk of Quemoy 
and Matsu, Cuba, gross national 
product, farm policy revision arid 
the prestige (up or down) of the 

[Richard M. Nixon the most impor- audience, of Tadio and television jj?lited states didn’t singly or.col- 
tant single instrument the Demo- executives at the Hotel Roosevelt ]ectively seem to have altered the 

[crat had for projecting his pre- that /’the great number of Voters original biases of two-thirds of the 
1 viously '.little known personality bnJ>’. names not platforms, electorate. Polls cannot be decisive 
: and foreclosing the maturity gap.” ^us acknowledging that person- when there are .so many inipon- I lamp Att WAIIC ; and foreclosing the maturity gap.” li™s acKnowieagin.g inat person- when there are so many inipon- 

1/vlllw UII ft CUu Television also helped the Repub- ahty. not issues. is the deciding Herables, butThe polls suggest that 
'lican, but it is now believed that factor in politicking. this majority appreciably held the 

The Republicans outspent ;the; Nixon had less to gain than his Then, as. it is now, the Vice same positions after the tv meet- 
Democrats more than three-to-two rival from, the four “debates;” President’s statement was interr ings as before, 
for network television time during How important television was Printed as a warning that, television The reriiaining third of the 
the recent campaign. Gross bill- to be for both of the leading can- had no more strength than the country, according to the pollsters, 
ings to the GOP by the webs didates is shown by their postures business of politics itself: It could was undecided before the first tv 
amounted to about 91,640,000 cpm- prior to Election Day. In the early not make voters dwell on issues, “debate.” It would be unfair to 
pared with $1,050,000 for the Dem- davs of April, when the President- hut it could sivay. audiences by. assume that they got any more 
oc'rats. 1 elect was preparing his primary Personality, and, obviously^ sway profound knowledge out of the 

CBS-TV got the lion’s share of campaigns, he and his father, them inillioris at a time. fragmentized televised meetings tional Assn; of Broadcasters, 
the political coin—$1,201,400, with Joseph Kennedy, told a high- The political writers of I960 of Nixon and Kennedy than the The questionnaires dispatched tb 
the Democrats buying $429,200 bnd ranking NBC official that video ascribe to television the power to. two thirds that had made up its all radio and ty licensees \yill re* 
the Republicans $772,200.' NBC’s was to be the “not-so secret weap- project an imagei But they seem Oiind beforehand. suit in the most, compreherisiye 
total was $937,991 of which $486,- on”; Kennedy, the son, was depend- to have said in. the last few weeks However, many of the undecided survey of' broadcasters’ perfor-m- total was $937,991 of which $486,- on”; Kennedy, the son, was depend- to have said in. the last few weeks However, many of the undecided survey of' broadcasters’ perfor-m- 
460 was Democratic end $451:531 ing on it. that neither television nor per- Voters (the mpin. exception being ance during a political Campaign, 
wa* Republican. ABC-TV billed The value Nixon placed on tele- sonal appearances has the strength the ones misleadingly grouped in if results Are as: forecast .by 
the Democrats for $137,650 rind vision is clear from his decision to dispel long bred political biases, this catchall category, who decided Ford, industry’s^ arguments for: 
the Republicans for $420,650. to perform in a four-hour “Dial The four video meetings of Ken- not to vote at .all) seem to have complete freedom from equal time 

The figures were preliminary Dick Nixon” telethon during the. nedy and Nixon, according to the been influenced by the personality: orius .will even be more strongly 
estimates and may he revised later. 11th hour over ABC-TV and from ) writers, did riot change the minds (Continued on page 48) bulwarked. 
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APPELLATE STATUS’ FOR FCC? 
NeW Orleans, Nor; 13. 

In an age when television has become the major instrument In 
waging a Presidential campaign and. when the whole mechanism- 
of informing has been drastically altered, the political timetable 
In the U. S. is as much a relic as the buggy whip and the time has 
come for a tlioi'Ough streamlining of the calendar of. the quadren- 
Tal campaign, NBC board chairman Robert W. Sarnoff told, the 

annual convention here of the Broadcasters’ Promotion Assn. 
Thus,, said Sarnoff, there is need to shed; the archaic routines 

and the. century-old timetable, toward achieving a . much needed 
modernizing. In the opinion of the NBC board chairman, the 
political conventions. could become far more effective if; keyed, to 
.a.tv-ternpefed' era, they were rescheduled not only to occupy fCwer 
days-and fewer hours each day, but to make more fruitful use of 
the hours when Americans are willing and able, to watch.. Why 
not, lie suggested, hold the national- political' conventions late in. 
August ahd thereby shorten future campaigns by at least six weeks? 
It would, he maintained, reduce enormous costs: cut down extra¬ 
ordinary strain and drain on the candidates, and invite closer 
concentration of public attention pn the esseritial issues. “We hav 
lagged too long.” he added. 

In Sarnoff!s opinion ‘-“the. most; striking single achievement of 
broadcasting in reversing the fortunes of a year ago” (quiz scandals, 
etc,) is the expanded roie of tv and radio in the vital national task 
of choosing a President.“We have almost,overnight gained general 
recognition that broadcasting is the major instrument: in Waging a. 
Presidential campaign.” : . " 
-Cham ioning the perpetuation "of . the debates; Sarnoff revealed 

that he wired the two Candidates on Oct. 11 to get some.assurances 
as to ’64, but neither candidate replied. 

Mil WAHTS CBS-TV Rons Into $13,000,000 
Worth of Sponsor Cancellations 

Time Inc.. exec Robert. Drew hasf j 
been hired to produce three to six 
”Close-Up” public affairs programs 
on ABC-TV for sponsor: Bell & 
Howell.; At present Drew, who has 
already done a one-hour show on 
Cuba for . the net work .. series, is 
still a Time Inc. executive,'which 
appears to niean that ABC will end 
a traditional web policy of never 
hiring outside, help to produce 
pubaffairs programming. 

Time was ‘Introduced- Jto the 
network by sponsor reps. 

Drew’s new assignment, going 
to start Dec. 7 with the Cuba 
showr replacing an ABC-made study 
on African Communism called f 
‘“Red. & Black,” is t^d to .Time j 
ihc.V desire to get. back into the : 
film- production picture, this time} 
Vi public affairs programming, i 
T-urie. owns, four tv stations but has ' 
not been engaged in film prodtic- 1 
tion since the old days of “March 
of Time.” 

December date for Drew’s: Cuba 
show comes from.high sources, but 
ABC.added yesterday: (Tues.V after¬ 
noon that the deal .is not absolutely 
set. Earlier in the day ABC News 
denied all knowledge of “ y man 
named Drew.” Then, late in the 
afternoon, after- Variety had 
checked several times and had re-, .. . t • 
reived several ABC evas'ori^,"^ I - Sacramento. Nov. 15. ^ 
web changed Its mind ana . decided . National Labor Relations Board 
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the story w-ais true; .releasing it for 
general consumption^ 

It’s possible that ! Drew’s unit 
may more. less become an ABC 
contract group, that, is it would 
hold a quasi-staff status. But this 
will not negate Time's active par¬ 
ticipation, it is reported. 

Bell & Howell initially contract¬ 
ed with ABC-TV to sponsor 20 
“Close-Up” specials this season, 
but. it will probably, end up w ith' 
25 before the season is over.. Many 
of the hew ones, including the 
present Cuba study, come under 
Drew’' aegis. Deal was negotiated 
by ABC programming, hot ABC 
News. 

To‘See America’ 
Ed Sullivan is cancelling his pro¬ 

jected one-a-month “See. America” 
tape-remote outings after two 
shows, Sari Francisco and Chicago. 
Reason * that they’re both too 
time-consuming and too. costly 

. Chi show: a week ago Sunday 
(6>, for example, required better 
than two weeks of taping, and Sul¬ 
livan felt that this hurt the quality 
of his Tegular New York-based 
shows in the interval.: As to the 
expense, each remote involved hir¬ 
ing of extra crews arid directors, 
apart from added costs of the re¬ 
mote: facilities setups and the 
heavy, star payments. 

has: issued, complaint against .Cor¬ 
inthian Broadcasting's KXTV, Up¬ 
holding AFTRA charges of unfair 
labor practices and setting a Dec. 
6 hearing, before an NLRB trial 
examiner. 

. Ten AFTRA employees and- .36 
NABET workers .struck the CBS 
affiliate Sept. 26: 

NLRB regional .examiner Rob¬ 
ert Abates, who issued the com¬ 
plaint, supported- AFTRA ’ five 
main charges, including:: 
: (1) KXTV withdrew authority of 

designated bargaining reps; (2> 
KXTV shifted bargaining position; 
(3) KXTV . “bargained directly and 
individually with employees”; (4) 
KXTV; “unilaterally” changed ex¬ 
isting, wage rates and .conditions; 
(5) KXTV used “dilatory and eva¬ 
sive tactics” in refusing to give 
economic data to uniom 

With AFTRA charges headed 
for formal hearing,. NABET with¬ 
drew, its NLRB, charges against 
KXTV pending AFTRA case’s out¬ 
come. 

Washington, Nov. 13. . 
Look for an important effort to 

be made by Senate Commerce 
Committee Chairman Warren Mag- 
n.uson (D-Wash ) early in 1961 to 
enact a reorganization of the Fed¬ 
eral Communications Comriiission 
providing for an administrator to 
handle 'all".,the day-to-day work, 
with Commissioners acting only to 
resolve rulemaking and appeals of 
decisions made by the administra¬ 
tor.-" 

Some of the details involved in 
such shakeup of Commission 
.functions are yet to be worked 
out:, but Magnuson is sold on tlie 
basic idea of relieving Commission¬ 
ers of inuch of the tiriietaking work 
they have had since FCC was 
created.. ... 

The idea,: of the “administrator” 
setup, with;.the "Commission trans- 
formed.. into an appellate board, 
was first advanced to Magnuson by 
Leonard H. Marks, broadcasting 
attorney in Washington, when 
Marks was president of the Federal 
Cohimunicalions Bar Assn, more 
than a year ago. 
Magnuson has announced that his 

committee, which' acts first on all 
broadcasting bills in the Senate, 
will undertake a study of the Fed¬ 
eral reguiaitory agencies early in 
1961. While the . attitude of other 
Coirimittee members remains un¬ 
known, Magnuson . believes more 
efficiency would result from the 
authoriation of an administrator 
with extensive powers to make de¬ 
cisions (a setup like, the Federal 
Aviation Agency, for example! for 
several of the - commissions and 
boards; including FCC. 

. Complicating the legislative out¬ 
come of any reorganization of FCC 
or other regulatory agencies is. 
President-Elect John F. Kennedy’s 
action in naming'James Landis to 
study " those, agencies for him and 
tell him what should be done about 
them, Landis ,is a- former Harvard 
law school dean and chairman* at 

! different times of the Civil ;Aero- 
| naUties Board and" the Securities 
and Exchange Commission. He also 
more recently has been counsel 
for Skiatrpn during the. SEC probe, 
of the pay-tv firm. Landis has 
served on Skiatron’s board of 
directors::. 

Considerahie: guesswork is un¬ 
derway on Landis’ philosophy con¬ 
cerning the. regulatory agencies. It 
is widely assumed he \yill want to 
increase the “judicial” tone, pos¬ 
sibly buying the old idea of making 
commissioners federal . judges. But 
that .is only speculation asto.Landis’ 
idea as things now stand. 

It. is bbvious that Landis has 
some preconceived notions about 
the regulatory agencies, which he 
has sold, in part at least, to Ken¬ 
nedy . in advance. Otherwise, it. is 
odd that. Kennedy would assign 
Landis.such a job as one; of his first 
actions after being elected Presi¬ 
dent, There are many other matters 
of considerable more urgency for 

..the President-Elect — such as 
settling on .his Budget Bureau di¬ 
rector—w'hich would normally pre¬ 
cede the launching of; a study of 
regulatory agencies. 

^Whenever the Landis report 
comes, it may, well go to Congress 
with the endorsement of the White 
House. And this could upset Sen 
Magnuson’s plan, assuming* of 
course, that the Landis andMagnu¬ 
son proposals differ. 
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Atlass Critically 111 
Chicago, Nov. 15. 

Les Atlass, 66.: yet broadcaster 
and ex-CBS viceprez here, was re¬ 
ported critical today (Tues.) in 
Miami. Beach with a heart ailment. 
He has a long history of cardiac 
trouble, having weathered several 
attacks lit recent years. 

Atlass: stepped out as WBBM 
radio-tv topper last Dec, 31. having 
reached the w'eb’s compulsory', re¬ 
tirement iige. 

Chicago; Nov. 15. 

WGN-TV’s rating gains with its 

j‘Tenth Hour News,” a half-hour 

jnightly roundup Incepted, last May. 

may put some competitive vita- 

! ’ back into the 10 p.m. time- 

slot In this market. Once the 

scrappiest local period here, the 

quarter hour beginning at 10 has 

been dominated by WBBM-TV 

news for the past four years. 

WNB0-has been running a fair 

• second with its newscast, and the 

j feature films on the other stations 

| funtil WGN-TV got into the news 

j league) were poor thirds and 

fourths. 

. American Research Bureau re¬ 

ports show WGN-TV’s newscast 

advancing ..gradually in the time- 

j slot over the past six months, and, 

while it's still running third, it 

[has already doubled the audience 

size it used to get at 10 with fea¬ 

tures. Furthermore, the half-hour 

news show has been making slight 

j inroads into the competing quarter 

i hour, newscasts according to ARB, 

and if the trend continues a three- 

way battle fur the news audience 

is sUre to develop next year. 

Apart from the Upward graph of 

Its iatings. “Tenth. Hour News” 

has gratified WGN-TV with the 
SRO sign. 

FLETCHER MARKLE 
IN 20TH TV PACT 

Hollywood, Nov. 15. 
Fletcher Markle, longtiirie asso¬ 

ciated with; Hubbell Robinson at 
CBS-TV arid the. current “Thrill¬ 
er”, series.;, has been signed to a 
producer Contract with 20th-Fox- 
TV by Roy Huggins, veepee .in 
charge of production. 

Hi$ first assignment is to altetr 
bate with Herbert Hirschman on 
the production of “Hong Kong” 
until he draws a permanent post 
as producer of one of the new' 
series in preparation. While with 
CBS-TV he wras producer of “Life 
With Father” and “Studio One.” 

ABC Drops Ruth Hagy’s 
‘College News Conference’; 

Student Unit in Protest 
. Decision to cancel Ruth Hagy’s 
“College. News Conference” after 
eight years on the air has brought 
protests to ABC-TV. Next Sunday 
(201.is the last wreek for the panel 
stanza and a wreek. later ABC-TV 
is niovihg'in a different half-hour 
interview called “First Person.” 

. National Students Assn., for 
winch producer-moderator Hagy Is 
senior advisor, sent a protest to 
ABC, which stated, in effect, that 
it .would ask 375 member colleges 
and their 1.000,000 member stu¬ 
dents to w rite, wire or phone .their 
own individual protests to ABC- 
TV. A further protest is expected 
from the General Federation of 
Women’s Clubs, which also works 
closelywith ‘‘News Conference.” 

Miss Hagy’s stanza went on the 
air. in October, 1952 and has been! 
on continually since, except for a 
break the summer of '54, according' 
to the producer. j 

■ Some hefty chinks are beginning 

to show in CBS-TV’s pre-season 

99% primetime SRO now that the 

season is in high gear. In fact, 
computed on an annual basis, about 
$13,000,000 worth of. time and pro¬ 
gram chinks. 

That’s the tally on 13’-\veek can¬ 
cellations received by Columbia 
on some of the weaker segments of 
its program schedule. Big losers 
are “Witness,” “Aquanauts” and 
“Person to Person.” Earlier, the 
“Father Knows Best” reruns also 
got a key sponsor cancellation. 

“Witness” takes the biggest beat¬ 
ing, losing three-quarters of its 
sponsors by Jan. 1. Defectors are 
Helene Curtis, Esquire Boot Pol¬ 
ish and Schick Razors. The Es¬ 
quire and Schick cancellations had 
been expected, but not Curtis. 
Latter keeps its skip-week on “To 
Tell the Truth” Monday, nights. J5 

“Aquanauts” loses half its week¬ 
ly sponsors, with Kellogg dropping 
its two weekly minutes and Gen¬ 
eral Foods its one. That’s three 
out of a weekly six. “Aquanauts* 
has been making a small dent in 
“Wagon Train.” but apparently— 
at. least from the Kellogg and GF 
standpoint—not enough to justify 
a program charge hike by CBS that 
takes effect the first of the year. 

“P to P” loses its one steady 
sponsor, Polaroid, come mid-De¬ 
cember. Polaroid had bought one- 
third of the show' on a compara¬ 
tively longterm basis, with short 
one-minute buys filling in the rest. 
CBS had hoped to hold Polaroid 
as the basis for year-round reten¬ 
tion of the show, with sliorttermera 
filling in the other two-thirds. But 
now, show’s books are blank after 
the first ©f the year, when the bal¬ 
ance of the shortterm stuff runs 
out and Polaroid checks off. “Father 
Knows Best” lost a third of its 
sponsorship last week w’hen Bris¬ 
tol-Myers gave its cancellation 
notice! 

All the situations reflect .trouble 
spots in the w-eb’s program sked, 
particularly Thursday, where “Wit¬ 
ness” and “P to P” hold forth. 
“Aqua” is primarily a cost-per- 
to husband problem, and “Father” 
has been generally disappointing 
as the leadoff show on Tuesdays. 
These aren’t the only trouble spots 
—“Mr. Gariund” (renamed “The 
Garlund Touch” this week) is in 
plenty of hot water, but Plymouth 
and L&M are tied to a 26-week 
deal and though unhappy haven’t 
yet made an effort, to get out of 
their deals. 

CBS Billings Up 
But Net Is Down 

CBS Inc. net income for the first 

nine months dropped to $15,496,- 

000 from $17,497,000 In the com¬ 

parable 1959 period, despite an in¬ 

crease of $18,000,000 In sales for 

the nine month stanza. Sales w'ere 

up to $336,582,000. compared with 

$318,291,000 for the same 39 w'eeks 

in 1059. 

EarningS~drop was attributed to 

increased administrative expenses. 

On the CBS statement “cost of 

selling” increased more than $11.- 
000,000 over the coinparable period 
last year, while “selling, general 
and administrative expenses like¬ 
wise increased by some $10,500,- 
000. Earnings per share for the 30 
w'eeks equaled $1.85, compared 
with $2.09 last year. 

CBS board last week declared a 
35c per share divvy payable Dec. 
9 to stockholders of record on 
Nov. 25, and a stock dividend of 
3%, payable Dec. 19 to s.ock- 
holders of record Nov. 25. Board 
also elected CIarer.ee Hopper, 
newly appointed proxy of CBS 
Electronics, to the board. 



TV-FILMS 

Syndication a 'Miserable Business, 
So Sterlings TureO Branches Out 

“Syndication is a miserable busi¬ 
ness and I’ll tell you why,” says 
Saul Turell, prexy of Sterling Tel¬ 
evision, which has sprouted sev¬ 
eral subsidiaries since a public 
stock issue a year and a half ago. 

In the first place, says Turiell, 
“anybody can get in syndication 
by having a hat. Put a name like 
Misbegotten Films on the dqor, 
and you're in business.” 

In the second place, he says, 
“Most of the people in it are hun¬ 
gry. Syndication is the only show 
business industry that refuses; to 
take the product off the market 
without milking it to the bone.” 

Companies that are big today are 
gone tomorrow, says Turell, and 
that’s Why in May of '59 he went 
after financing via an over-the- 
counter issue of 200.000 shares; of 
common stock at a $1 a share 
(putting 30% of the company up 
for public ownership*. Stock; is 
now worth 1 lii to Is4 a share, rind 
Sterling has steadily branched into 
new film fields. i. 

They include Wolper-Sterling 
Productions, Waverly Productions, 
Screen News Digest. Farm News 
Digest i in the works nowt and fea¬ 
ture film projects with Paul Kil- 
liam. 

Turell and Killiam are just now 
winding up their first feature proj¬ 
ect, “The Great Chase,” an amal¬ 
gam of all the climactic closes but 
of the vast' library of Sterling 
silents. It has an original score 
by harmonica man Larry Adler, 
who won an Academy award for 
his scoring of the feature “Gene¬ 
vieve." 

The pair also has sold another 
batch of "Silents Please.” to ABC- 
TV for possible web slotting! in 
January. In preparation are; 39 
new stanzas of the half-hour ver¬ 
sions of vintage pix that hit the 
top 10 during the summer. 

First of six proposed projects': for 
Wolper-Turell Productions is a 
two-hour tele special, “Hollywood 
and the Movies,” compiled from 
historic and recent footage from 
most of the majors and other 
sources, much of it never before 
viewed by the public. Three rriore 
specials are already in the works, 
including “Life and Loves of j Ru¬ 
dolf Valentino.” 

Waverly Productions is in asso¬ 
ciation with Jay Julian, Broadway 
prdoucer who scored a few years 
back with “Hat Full of Rain.” 
Turell is not disclosing details un¬ 
til early next year, but says the jsub- 
sid has properties that could con¬ 
ceivably include publishing. Broad¬ 
way and films. The subsidiaries 
formed with outside producers 
Wolpert, Julian and Killiam j' are 
all owned on a 50-50 basis. 

Screen News Digest distributes 
monthly films to some 400 junior 
highs and high schools. Films 
background current issues with 
historic footage from the Hbarst 
newsreel vaults and are sponsored 
(with a title credit only) by news- 

(Continued on page 46) 

Home Builders j 
Embrace Vidpix; 

Coming into prominence as a ' 
significant sponsor category in ;syn- | 
dication is home building firms, j 
according to Ziv-UA research. That j 
Industrial group represents more 
than $500,000 in show purchases 
from Ziv-UA. !! { 

Regional builders among I; the ; 
group sponsoring Ziv-UA episodes j 
In some 30 markets this year in- j 
ciude Bilt-Well Homes with head¬ 
quarters in Macon, Ga.; jWise 
Homes. Roanoke, Raleigh, 1 and 
markets in North Carolina: and 
South Carolina; and P. A. T. 
Homes, Tucson. Ariz. Ziv-UA 
series corralled by home builders 
include “Case of the Dangerous 
Robin.” “Tombstone Territory,'' 
with home building interest being 
cued by “Miami Undercover.’? 

According to Ziv-UA, home 
building clients join the ranks of 
significant sponsor categories such 
as automotives and public utilities. 
Top ranking categories in syndica¬ 
tion now envelopes national to¬ 
bacco accounts, as well as the old 
time leaders such as food [prod¬ 
ucts, brewers and banks. 

ZIV-UA‘NEW FRONTIER’ 
SOLD IN 52 MARKETS 

ZiV-UA’s off-network entries 

“Space” and “Challange,” sold un¬ 

der a “New Frontier” banner, have 

been bought by 52 stations. 

New stations signing for the two 
skeins include KRON, San Fran- 

i cisco; WJW, Cleveland; WHDH, 
I Boston; CKLW, Windsor-Detroit; 
WAGA, Atlanta; WAVY, Norfolk^ 

. Portsmouth; WNDU, South Bend; 
: and WGAN, Portland. 

! On another show, a lecture tour 
by Herbert Philbrick, title char¬ 
acter in “I Led Three Lives,” has 
triggered fresh interest in the anti- 

: Communist series. Skein currently 
is seen on 103 U.S. stations arid in 
foreign countries. 

! Recent sales on “Three Lives” 
include WCBS, N.Y.;. WNBQ, Chi¬ 
cago; WHBQ, Memphis; WISN, 
Milwaukee; KBTV, Deriver; 
WMAL, Washington; KSL, Salt 
Lake City; WOI, Ames Des Moines; 
and WCTV, Talahassee. 

European Market 
Onward, Upward, 

Says SGs Burns 
The European market for vid- 

■ films can only- grow, iri the opinion 

* of Lloyd Burns, foreign topper of 

[Screen Gems, who recently re- 

| turned from a trip to . Britain and 

the Continent. 

[ France and Italy are due for a 
.second charinel, with a third chari- 
i nel set for Germany, a develops 
• ment which can only add up to 
{greater programming needs. Burns 
'stated. Problems of nationalism, 
| sex and violence in American; vid- 
; films persist as stumbling blocks, 
j he added. 

SG has made the following re¬ 
cent deals, as reported by Burns. 
In England, Associated Rediffusion 
has bought the “Flintstones” and 
Granada has renewed “Just Den¬ 
nis,” "(Dennis the Menace) and 
bought , more episodes of “Father 
Knows Best.” 

In France, “Huckleberry Hourid" 
and “Father Knows Best” are how 

. sold; in Germany, deals were con¬ 
summated for “Dennis the Menace” 
j “Donna Reed,” “Seven League 
, Boots^-’ and “Huckleberry Hound.” 
-From four to six series have been 
[sold in Portugal, and deals for 
“Hound,” “Rin Tin Tin” and “Ben¬ 
gal Lancers” were made iri . Spain. 

. Granada’s Whirlybirds 
Manchester, Eng:, Nov. i5. 

Now it’s the helicopter age in 

: British tv. Granada-tv is trying Out 

j helicopters for flying executives. 

{and artists to and from their Man- 

Chester tv ceriter. 

i Previously the company had 

. used Manchester Airport as a land- 

jing ground. But it takes 40 mi - 

j utes to get there frorp the TV. Cen¬ 

ter at peak traffic-jam time. It 

may be possible, in the future, to 
[land artists on the flat roof of a 
j new studio and office block in the. 
: city center. 

f&Ri&rr 

M&A’s Hush’Rush 
Hollywood, Nov. 13. 

First 100. episodes of “Q. T. 
Hush, Private Eye” will be com¬ 
pleted early in January. 

.Distrib M & A Alexander reports 
that more than 50 stations iri ma¬ 
jor U.S. markets now are tele¬ 
casting detective series,. available 
in black and white and in color. 
Recent markets include XETV, San 
Diego; KSWO, Lawton, Okla.; 
KSD, St. Louis; KSTP, St. Paul 
and WIIC, Pittsburgh. 

Each “Hush” episode is three- 
and-a-ahalf minutes, with 10 epis¬ 
odes comprising a complete story. 

'Adults Only Tag 
On NTAs'Iceman 

One of. the few instances in 

which television has posted “For 

Adults Only” signs on a program is 

suplied by the newspaper ad dis¬ 
plays for the current “The Iceman 
Cometh,” the preserit “Play of The 
Week” entry on WNTA-TV, New- 
ark-N.Y. indie. 

The ads which broke at the week¬ 
end 6). carried a “Please Note” 
tagline which said “This play, vivid 
in its realism and direct in its lan¬ 
guage, is for adult, mature audi¬ 
ences only.” The ads also carried 
some of the on-screen introductory 
remarks. of Brooks Atkinson; for¬ 
mer drarina critic of the N.Y. Times 
now writing a column for the pa- 

. per. Atkinson’s closing words in 
the ad were that a “sensitive and 
mature audience deserves to see 
(the play).” 

The ads capped a promo . cam¬ 
paign for the. two-part rendition of , 
Eugpne O'Neil's play, highlights' of 
which were: - ‘ 

1. A Sunday..(13) ight half-hour 
round-table discussion on WNTA- 
TV, conducted by the: Saturday Re¬ 
view magazi 

.2. A contest conducted among j 
college students on the best review 
of the O’Neill play,, with $500 
awarded to the winner.. 

. 3. An O’Neil three-vdlume . li¬ 
brary sent to agency timer-buyers, 
radio-tv newsmen and other in¬ 
terested parties. 

’ Additionally,, the ori-the-air pro¬ 
motion on Channel 13 was: heavy. 
Station for the two weeks of “The 
Iceman Cometh” has riioved the. 
time period of the “Play of The 
Week” up to 10:30 p-m.* instead of 
the usual 8:3Q p m;, with a Sunday 
performance at 10 p.rri. The-sec¬ 
ond part, of the four-hour drama 
begins Monday (21). 
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Its 'Un-AmericanBut Is It Legal? 
Washington, Nov. 15. 

A local documentary producer is doing a lively trade: in a film.. 
consisting largely of news clips furnished by House UmAmerican 
Activities Committee which, subpoenaed them from two San 
Francisco television stations. The firm has already sold about 
500 prints at $500 apiece, a gross of $50,000. 

The Capitol Hill weekly; ‘‘Roll. Call,” reported that no okay was 
obtained from the-stations for the Commercial exploitation "of the 
footage. The stations are KRON-TV! and KPIX (Westinghouse); 

The news clips, "showing,' demonstrations against committee 
sessions in San FYancisco last May, were, turned over to Washington 
Video Productions which pieced together a 40-minute film entitled 
“Operation Abolition.” Contacted by Variety, the firm's president, 
George F.: Johnston, said t hat at . the request of the j committee he 
agreed to make the film at no charge provided he could distribute 
prints on his own. ... 

“Roll Call” quoted committee counsel Frank Tavenner as saying 
the footage was in public domain and could be used by anyone, 

. He reportedly said the news clips were part of the committee's 
public record. 

Johnston, who said he had no way of. telling to wh.ofri the news 
clips belonged, said business firms, police departirients.; arid School 
system have been among; the purchasers of the film. The commit¬ 
tee, he said, wanted it to show to members of Congress. 

‘ According to “Roll Call,” Westinghouse made an informal protest 
to the committee, but plans no further action. 

Feature Films Sales ui Slowdown 

CBS O&O’s BUY 
P0ST-’48 BUNDLE 

CBS o&o’s in Chicago and Los 
Angeles have bought a posf-’48 
bundle of feature pix from Na¬ 
tional Telefilm Associates' marking 
cine of the few station group pix 
buys in a long while. 

WBBM, Chicago, and KNX.T, Los 
Angeles, inked for most of the pix 
in NTA’s “61 for.’61” bundle, each 
o&o, though, .selecting. different 
pix. Two deals put the. market 
count on; the 20th-Fox post-’48 fea¬ 
ture package at 35, with the ma¬ 
jor markets of. N.Y-, Los Angeles, 
arid Chicago accounted for. 

French TV Preps 
2 New Features 

Telefilm Chatter 

/Lloyd Burris* Screen Gems for¬ 
eign topper, off for. a biz tour of 
Latin America , . David L. Wol- 
per has Signed Jack. Haley, Jr., to 
a new one-year contract that 
broadens his activities -with both 
Wblper-Sterlirig Productions and 
Wolper Productions, Inc.- In addi¬ 
tion to his producing chores, Haley 

j will also develop new tv projects 
and serve as exec assistant to Wol- 
per . Everett. Rosenthal, v.p. of 
Programs for Television, Inc., a 
grandfather. His daughter, Joan. 
Grossman is the rriom; baby’s a 
girl ... Gordon Baking Co., via 
W. B. Doner of Detroit, has allo¬ 
cated its entire tv acl budget in 
N.Y. market for the ’60-’61 season 
to WPIX. List of programs bought 
into. • by Gordon Baking include 
“Superinan,” “Search for Adven¬ 
ture/’ “M Squad.” “The Pioneers,” 

land “Robin Hood.” 

All This & Ballpoints Too 
Underwater sea sagas have kicked up some interesting rating , 

data in the N. Y. market. 
Latest svndie entry, NTA's “Assignment Underwater;” , puts 

indie WNEW-TV in second place for the time period. According 
to Arbitron’s report for the week ended Nov; 5, “Assignment 
Underwater” drew an 11.2 for the Wednesday at 7 p m. slot, topped 
only by CBS News with a 12.8. 

“Assignment Underwater,” incidentally, outrates Ziv-UA’s net¬ 
work entry in the N. Y. market on CBS/TV. “Aquanauts,” according 
to Arbitron, has a 7.6 N: Y. rating, for its Wednesday, 7:30 to 8:30 
p.m., slot. Rating King Neptune of the. underwater dramas, though, 
remains the long-running “Sea Hunt,’’ on WCBS-TV. For the same 
November week, “Sea Hunt” drew a 74.1 Arbitron. rating, for its 
10:30 Saturday night slot. The Ziv-UA syndie entty remains one 
of the most consistent, high-rated shows in the market. 

Paris, Nov. 15.... 
Though Jean Renoir’s feature 

length pic, “The Testament of Dr. 
Cordelier” based on the Jekyll 
and Hyde tale, has: yet to get tv 
airing : here. though it was made 
for this purpose, the governmen¬ 
tal Radiodiffusiori-Television Fran- 
caise has made two more pix,- one; 
50. minutes long and one 70 min¬ 
utes, and intends to give them one- 
shot tv showing. They will not be 
made available for theatres here 
but could possibly be sold abroad. 

Renoir’s film ran into trouble 
with French, film people who felt 
it was new competition and , the 
film was boycotted by theatres and 
held up for tv showing. 

. First was Robert Iglesis’ “Thread 
in the Needle” made from' a Rene 
Clair story with Gerard Sety and 
detailing a little, man’s troubles. 
Second was Claude Barma’s niodr 
ern day updating of Balzac’s “The 
Big Tower” with Jeari-Claude 
Brialy, Francoise Christophe and 
Andre Versini. Both were made in. 
16m with magnetic sound. Though 
some observers feel the latter, is 
worthy of theatre showing it will 
definitely not be attempted due 
to the troubles with the Renoir pic. 

Filmites feel they have enough 
problems without Undue extra, tv 
competish via films made with 
funds that come partly from film, 
taxes. : 

Nix Crawford Switch 
Hollywood, Nov. 15. 

Revue Productions is casting 
around for replacement of the late 
Ward Bond as costar of “Wagon 
Trai ,” but hit snag on the first, 
cast. Overture to Broderick Craw¬ 
ford brought fast refusal by Ziv 
which has new series in work for 
him. His four years of “Highway 
Patrol” is now nearing an end arid 
no new episodes will be shot for 
next season. 

Another high-rated Ziv syridie, 
“Sea Hunt,” is also in its fourth 
year, but no decision yet as to next 
season. 

*;■ Feature film sales in general, are 
being racked up. at a slow pace. 
The overall situation pertains to 
post-*48’s, dubbed foreign films, and 
pre-’48 pix. 

Oil the pbst-’48’s coming frorii 
Warner Bros , via Seven Arts As¬ 
sociated, the- 20th-Fox’s via Nation¬ 
al Telefilm Associates, et al., there 
are many things other than .the 
hiked price factori hoiding. up sales. 
The biggest problem, according to 
distrib execs, With new packages 
i the field is that riiariy stations 
are in hock upi to their ears , on 
previous buys of libraries! Sta¬ 
tions are reluctant to corrirriit to 
fresh obligations when the pay¬ 
ments are still ;heavy on previously 

! bought pix. 

Seven Arts Associated, out iri the 
field With a group of 40 fresh post- 
'50’s, has Tacked up sales in eight 
markets, with the big cities such as 
N.Y., Los Angeles, and Chicago not 
accounted for as yet. NT A; out in 
the field much longer with a group 
of post-’48’s frorii 20th-Fox, has 
tallied about 35 markets: In the 
heyday of feature selling, NTA 
readily acknowledges the market 
list would have been doubled by 
this time. 

For its post-?48’s, NTA has been 
securing prices; near. 50% higher 
than the olid vaultees. If' it were 
price alone, according to an NTA 
exec, “we wouldn’t be making thr 
deals in the roster of markets 
sold.” Seven Arts Associated has 
bumped into price resistance. Price 

■tag. for the pix, $30,000 per fea¬ 
ture in N.Y.. for example, is the 
highest sought in: the market. The 
$30,000 per pic, though, is subject 

(Continued on page 46) 

G-T, Warners In 

A race is on between Warner 
Bros, and Goodson-Todmari to de¬ 
velop a vidfilm series with. Las 
Vegas as the backdrop.; 

Goodson-Todman has., project, 
titled “Las Vegas Beat,” now being 
considered by NBC-TV: / Project, 
to be produced by Andy Fenady, 
producer of Goodson-Todman’s 
“The Rebel,” is an hourlorig series. 
Web, under the deal, would finance 
the pilot. Fenady, who wrote 
the initial script, might turn the 
project into a feature if the web 
deal does not materialize. Fen-. 
ady’s feature credits include 
“Stakeout on Dope Street,” a low- 
budgeter which attracted a good 
deal of attentiori. 

Warner Bros, and ABC-TV re^- 
eently announced plans to do a 
“Las Vegas” 90rininute feature 
which would serve as the basis for 
a vidfilm series. It was recalled 
at the time of the announcement 
that WB’s highly successful. “77 
SUnset Strip” was developed from, 
the feature “Girl on the Run.!* 

Unrelated to the Las Vegas race; 
ABC-TV still is sitting on a Good-' 
sonTTodmaii pilot* “The Yank,** 
which didn’t make. It on the net*? 
work this season. Pilot* financed! 
by ABC-TV, reverts back to Good- 
sonrTodnian if by December the 
web fails to exercise its option for 
the'Series. . • 
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CRYSTAL-BALLING 1961-1962 
An interesting experiment in drama went unnoticed when 

WNTA-TV, Newark-N. Y. indie, telecast “Seven Times Monday” 
during the- first week of November on “The Play of The Week.” 
The expert ment—kept quiet from the press^-was to substitute a 
Negro family for a white family in a drama dealing with present- 
day life. - . . 

As initially rendered in summer stock at Westport, Conn., the : 
drama by Ernest Pendrell, titled “Seven Times Monday,” dealt 
with a,Jewish family. It was the idea of National Telefilm Asso¬ 
ciates, prexy Ely Landau to. make the focal characters Negro with¬ 
out changing a line in the script. The transformation, as noted in 
Hqto's Variety review, caused some mystification in terms of 
drama, as well as Tendering some arresting moments. 

Landaudidn’t want to advertise the transformation, feeling that 
the experiment would .be ruined if the public Would be apprised. 
He wanted the play to highlight people’s lives, irrespective of their 
color. 

It’s long been a Contention of Negro performers, in tv> legit, 
and other mediums that their roles need not be confined to playing" 
Negroes, per se, that audiences would accept them in a; multiplicity 
of ways, and that they could essay roles initially penned for white 
characters. __ ' .<• • v. 

Huggins let s Keep It In Tte 

E 60-MI Syndics Toying With States-Rights 
Setups Again; Cut the Overhead? 

ITC Pattern For 

Jo Stafford s 13 

Hollywood, Noy. 15. —'— --— '• ■ 
Twentieths Fox-TV henceforth Florida Boom 

will develop ideas for series sug- kv? 
gested bjr. it* staff and accept no They^hould ail be like this, 
more series ideas: from outside WWIrTV. new stotioii ogn- 
producers, writers, etc., according Ing shortly in Ft. Pierce. Fla., 

in 'harge 

New policy, however, will net bought 21 of thO company's 30 
affect genuine packages which con- 
tain an “absolutely unique” series . 
idea plus the people to execute it. imp H 
And he said, the studio will: con- I I I hfiV 
tinue to hire freelance ■ writers,-: IlV 1 UllCl 11 1 VI 
producers, etc., to develop studio s 
own story ideas. IP 1 Q ... 1 

Submissions of properties with I j) 1)0(1 lyD&C12)IS# 
supposed series potential— fronv a H|*vU v|lvvlCllvt 

: presentation form to completed ^ 

j* Stafford s 13 by 20th-Fox story department with vv UIOI1WIU w ±U 

a brief form letter: . v- . * ;• 
A new concept in the marketing 

JWK (ffidelfare^no?S d«- of big budgeted specials, with wid? 

^Ml&^ba^ uVeitSSr 
f“Seas are frequently developed IndeP<md' 

Miss Stafford nthis slimmer will 
department of an idea which hap- Vidtape in England a series of one- 
pens to resemble one the staff is hour musical-variety shows, budg- 
considering (or would soon con- eted at about $100,000 per show, 
aider) opens the door :fo litigation, The series.: of 13 shows will be 

Besides; said -Huggins} it had bpbked: on Aaociated Television, 
gotteh to a point Where Jihe 29th- the^onimerciai coqtractorS(in Bngk 
Fix story department Was spending If*. ATV, which now is the sole 
Siisto, fts time Simng senesidea, ^ M £ Jmertca. wjU 

- ' There are no ideas,. * networks: in the U. S., ^f a network 
Huggins, which ?, ^ deal doesn’t, materialize, the series 
ither hasn.t'-■■seen.befoie-hr ;• |. vrill be offered to regional sponsors 

see again soon. There are very few ! via the svlidiP route 
. ekeeptions to that, unfortunately.” .. 

: • That the alternative syndie route 
in the U. S. is feasible and profi- 

.«« •_ | |T/1 table recently was proven by the 
Huriiojfa tft ITI one hour Nat King Cole show, 
llvl lluKC IU Il V) titl d ‘‘A Cool Evening with Nat 

‘ King Cole.” Show,' which had been 
jnr- I Pf J 1 11 vidtaped in England, was sold to 
VTAlAlT omfl All:Rheingold, which sponsored it in 
ulvlUl 1 Ullll X&lI iN. Y., and to .Hamihs Brewing, 

{which took 50 odd-markets in the 
Assets of Heritage Productions, midwest. Cole show to date has 

outfit specializing in capsule and grossed about $125,000: with anoth- 
sports programming, have been ac-. er $75,000 seen, before foreign: dis- 
quired by Independent Television fribution is completed;! ATV tele-: 
Corp. i past the show in England. 

As Part of the ..deal, Arthur ; Deal with.. Cole gave the artist 
(Skip) Steloff, Heritage prexy, joins; 50% ownership in the one-shot 
ITC as general manager of the new | special. Deal with Miss Stafford 
division which will produce and has the same 50% partnership ar- 
disitribute the current Heritage pro- (Continued bn page 54) 
grams. Heritage series: include —■, . -- - ■ 
•'Campy’s Comer” (for both radio. >iuh* b P o i 
and tv) “Golf Tip, of The Day,” CNP S MeatUre bal6S 
*nd"Magic Moments in/sporu.” wuh 0„ly lw0: (elture ,iIms l0 

Complicated deal Involves em- sell, in contrast to the big bundle 
ployment contract w i t h. Steloff, seiiing of most tv distributors, Cali- 
take-oVer of .produqtiom commit- fornia National Productions seems 
ments on Golf Tip and the:Leo to be doing fairly well. CNP*s two 
Durocher “Magic Monaents” • shpw. Bbb Hope films, “Road to Rio” and 

..Other distribution rights included, “jfly 'Favorite Brunette” are now 
in the deal involve “Willie VVon- over the 50-station marker, distrib 
derful,” “Pulse of the City,”’“Call reports 
the play.” and 'Animal Wothi.v Bihg'erosbyiapd Dorothy Bam, 

Herman Rush, a sometime Steloff oyr co-star in the iwd features 
partner, also figures indirectly in most lately sold in Portland. Ore., 
the deal. Steloff bought out Rush’s Cleveland, Indianapolis, Kansas 
interest in Heritage a few months City, San Francisco, Seattle and 
back, but Kush has been partnered Phoenix. When CNP, especially 
in individual shows such as “Golf a. half-hour telefilm syndicator. 
Tip” since then. He keeps his own- first picked up the two full-length- 
ership or . participation in the ers, CBS-TV’s five owned & 
ahows, but he’s now partners with operated stations made a combined 
ITC. deal for them. 

(Continued on page 54) 

CNP’s 2-Feature Sales 
With only two: feature films to 

By MURRAY HOROWITZ 

With the list of coproductions 
for the new network ,61-,62 season 
growing, vidfilm execs at this early 
date see some discemable patterns.. 
Few execs at this pre-Christmas 
period will talk in terms of show 
content, but the crystal ball shines 
clearer in regards to trade prac¬ 
tices and forms. 

These are some of the major de¬ 
velopments seen for the new ’61- 
’62 season: 

1. The hourlong "vidfilm form 
seems as popular as ever, with a 
few execs seeing more of the 60- 
minuters next season. Twentieth- 
Fox, at this stage, has no less than 
six bbur-long projects underwrit¬ 
ten by the three networks. The j 

20th-Fox deals, as per usual, call, 
for financing by the respective 
webs, in return for a web owner¬ 
ship stake. 

2. Key to network airing, as .last 
season, appears to be; corailing 
early . network and/or advertising 
interest in a project, and the grant¬ 
ing of proprietary interest, either 
to the network or sponsor. 

. 5. Climate appears more favor¬ 
able for sponsor; underwritten vid- 
film entries to find a network 
berth. Last selling , season, with 
the networks exercising more 
stringent program controls' in the 
wake of the quiz scandals^ many a 
show sought by the advertiser re¬ 
ceived the brush in favor of a net¬ 
work favored entry. Some qf the 

: network choices haven’t been too; 
• popular. in . the rating meter or 
| from a qualitative point, of view. 

| Those.; are some of the crystal 
bail highlights. 

Other indices are offered by 
such major houses as Screen Gems; 
pacing the field for next season 

; with eight projects already copping 
either newtork pr sponsor coin for 

: pilot development SG also will 
j come into the market next season 
with pilots of its own, minus either 

[network , or advertiser commit- 
j ments. The scatter shot approach 
•also appears to hold true for Four 
I Star Films and MCA TV. There’s 
I no: indication at this stage that the 
j working “exclusive marriage" be- 
j tween Warner . Bros, and ABC-TV 
! might, splinter. 

:| The importance of the successful 
j “brand name” in copping, a net- 
j work deal isn’t likely to diminish, 
j Many a fine idea goes begging be- 
| cause the production outfit either 
: isn’t known or has had bad luck 
with previous, entries. Quite a num¬ 
ber of indie producers have joined 
forces with “brand naine” produc- 
tiori outfits to beat this develop¬ 
ment; 

Continued popularity of the 60- 
minuter as week-in, week-out net¬ 
work fare deserves some . explora¬ 
tion. Many of the disadvantages 
are: readily acknowledged. With so 
many hourlong entries, bri the 
webs, the look-alike qualities can’t 
he lightly dismissed. The webs 
have been forced to discount the 
program costs on some 60-minuters. 
Keeping. full sponsorship within 
the 60-minute participation format 
is a year-round selling job for the 
respective webs. 

But overriding these considera¬ 
tions are these factors: Most of the 
60-minuters have evidenced a stay¬ 
ing power, even those that opened, 
on the rating' meter pretty weak. 
On ji cost-per-thousand basis, the 
hour vidfilm entries on the whole 
have proven an efficient buy. Spon¬ 
sor practices on the webs in recent 
years has gone more and more in 
the direction of “run of schedule” 
placements — sponsors spreading 
thifir risks in participations in a 
number of shows rather than buyr 
ing one entry in thesq days of ex¬ 
pensive televisicm. Because hour 
properties represent tall produc¬ 
tion coin, network' risk capital and 
financial Interesf is welcomed by 
the prodttcer, Network, in turn, 
retains program control; 

That Churchill Charm 
Fifteen years after. World. 

War II, Winston Churchill is 
looked upon with favor in Ger¬ 
many and. Japan. That became 
evident in the foreign sales 
push for the upcoming 
“Churchill” series on ABC-TV. 
Screen Gems, which initially 
packaged the series, is han¬ 
dling foreign sales. 

SG has “definitive Interest” 
for the half-hour “Churchill” 
series in Germany and Japan, 
with chances good that the 
series-will, debut In those ex- 
enemy countries not long after 
the American debut. All the 
Commonwealth nations al¬ 
ready have signed for series 
about Britain's wartime Prime 
Minister. Deals have been 
consummated with the Brit¬ 
ish Broadcasting Commission, 
Australian Broadcasting Com¬ 
mission and Canadian Broad¬ 
casting Commission. In Can¬ 
ada, the series will be seen on 
both the English and French 
networks. 

CBS Films Aussie 
DealBoomerai^s 

In‘Bells’Pullout 
Classic case of the one hand not 

knowing what the other’s doing- 

came about last week at CBS. 

While the CBS Television Network 

was deciding to postpone “Oh 

Those Bells” for at least a couple 

of months and more likely till next 
fall. CBS Films was wrapping up 
a sale on the series to the Austral¬ 
ian Broadcasting Commission, for 
networking Down Under., 

Trouble was, the CBS-TV deci¬ 
sion to postpone the show meant 
a cutoff on production, while the 
CBS Films , Aussie commitment 

, was for a fullfledged production 
slate; CBS Films had written a 
contract for 13 shows plus options, 
for a December start. 

The Vidpix subsid is now ore- 
pared to tear up., the Aussie deal, 

/with apologies of course. But ii s 
waiting .until it’s absolutely cer¬ 
tain of the production status, since 
at the network itself there seems 
to be some conflicts about just 
where the cutoff comes. Program 
department had indicated produc¬ 
tion on the series would be con¬ 
tinued until 13 shows u ere com¬ 
pleted; business affairs dept., how¬ 
ever, advised that production was 
being called off on “Bells” immedi¬ 
ately and that only four shows 
were In the can. But best word 
from the web is that CBS Films 
was lisadvised and that produc¬ 
tion v ill continue.. 

If the network goes ahead with 
13. then CBS Films may be able 
to salvage the deal if it can get an 
Aussie agreement on a later start¬ 
ing date. Otherwise, deal is kaput. 

CBS Films got into the act be¬ 
cause it reps all CBS-TV network 
stanzas for foreign sales. An exec 
of the vidpix subsid blamed the en¬ 
tire mixup on the fact that “our 
sales boys are just too good.” 

Hollywood, Nov: 15. 
Bob Cummings and Rod Serling 

are so pleased with each other after 
Cummings starred on “Twilight 
Zone” in “King Nine Will Not Re¬ 
turn” that Serling is “rewarding" 
him with an original hour western 
pilot, “The Loner.” 

Present*plans are to shoot it in 
Mexico or South America. It will 
be offered first to NBC as a spe¬ 
cial. Serling’s deal on “Twilight” 
permits him any outside deals pro¬ 
viding there is no conflict. 

In a tough syndie period, moro 
and more talk is heard of streain- 
lining distribution and thereby 
cutting heavy sales expenses. In 
the midst of this talk, a good deal 
of interest is displayed in growing 
indie distribution outlets, regional 
firms acting as sales agents for 
properties in their territory on a 
commission basis. 

Programs for Television is un¬ 
derstood to be examining possible 
liaisons with indie distribution out¬ 
lets in certain territories. Same 
holds true for the newly-organized 
firm of Hardie. Frieberg’s Major 
Television .soon to be in the mar¬ 
ket with “Ripley's Believe It Or 
Not.” 

Function of regional indie dis¬ 
trib outlets resembles the state 
fighters in the motion picture biz. 
State righters have exclusive dis¬ 
tribution arrangements on pix in 
certain territories, eliminating the 
need for producers or major dis¬ 
tributors to station salesmen in par¬ 
ticular regions. Theatrical bookings 
are handled by the state righters. 

Essentially the- same pattern 
holds true for what might, be a 
growing development in syndica¬ 
tion. The local indie syndie distrib 
(state Tighter) acts as sales agent 
for properties in his territory, 
working on a commission basis re¬ 
portedly ranging from 10 to 15%. 
It’s understood that the local dis¬ 
trib in some cases would not han¬ 
dle competitive product, i.e. more 
than one cartoon show, more than 
one private eye, et al. However, 
he can handle a whole range of 
product, offering stations a basic 
catalog from which to choose. 

Big disadvantage of the regional 
indie distrib setup is the lack of 
concentrated sales effort on the 
properties of a single house. 
Weighed against that, however,^is 
the lower sales distribution costs 
via the regional indie route. In a 
tough syndie period, sales costs in 
the field has put more than one 
syndie house in the red. 

Indie regional distribs are known 
to be functioning in the midwest, 
Florida, California and the Pacific 
Northwest. Two syndie vets, Casper 
Chouinard and Charles M. Ricther, 
have formed Tele-Talent, head¬ 
quartering in Minneapolis, Tele- 
Talent firm will act as sales agents 
for properties in an 11-state mid- 
western area. Merriman Holtz, for¬ 
merly with Guild Films, operates 
as sales agent in the Pacific North¬ 
west. Guy Zwahlen is known to be 
operating in a similar capacity out 

‘of Florida. 
One of the oldest and most suc¬ 

cessful such distribs is Tom Corra- 
dine, who’s headquartered on the 
Coast since the early days of vid¬ 
pix. Another, also on the Coast, is 
John Ettlinger, who operates Me¬ 
dallion TV Enterprises. 

States rights - idea in telepix 
isn’t entirely new. In fact, when 
Ely Landau first organized Nation¬ 
al Telefilm Associates back in 1953 
with Marty Ross as his partner, 
the concept of the company was as 
a national spread of states-righters. 

Melvyn Douglas 
Vidpix Series Set 

Jack Goldstein, exec producer 
for Tri Video Corp., has negotiated 
a deal with Melvyn Douglas, star of 
the current “Best Man” legiter, as 
the lead in a new half-hour tele¬ 
film series "The Hidden Key.” 
which goes into production in N.Y. 
next month. “Hidden Key” is based 
on real-life psychiatric cases and 
several eminent analysts are acting 
as technical advisers for the pro¬ 
gram. 

Coincident with the pacting of 
Douglas, Goldstein also announced 
the inking of Morton Wishengrad 
as writer and script editor. Wishen¬ 
grad, vet tv-radio scripter, is also 
known for his “The Rope Dancers” 
legiter. 

Mitchell Grayson, former pro¬ 
duction exec at NTA, is producer- 
director. Pilot film is “Tha Third 
Son.” 
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The Dial Twister 
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ependab . 
lor, how you’ve changed your viewing preferences over the last 8 years I 

Any computer, no matter how marathon the range of its 
‘‘intellect,” subsists on the facts fed into it by human choice. 
Many computers strut their electronic stuff in what is famil¬ 
iarly known as “Video Land.” But only one computer really 
counts—-that’s the one that starts the count rolling; The one 
who starts the count rolling. 

Who? 

You. 

The Dial Twister. 

You are the only computer that ever really created any¬ 
thing. You created another network (see our signature 
below). You created a network second to none (see the chart 
to the right). You kept twisting and twisting that little, dial 
on your living-room set and you twisted us right tip there... 
where we now have 7 of the 10 most popular shows and are 
first 4 nights and tied for a fifth. 

You (along with millions of other Dial Twisters) have 
made ABC the network most people watch most of the time. 

That pleasing result came from your computing of certain 
facts fed into you. Take such bold new facts as 77te Untouch¬ 
ables, 77 Sunset Strip, The Real McCoys, The Flint stones. 
My 3 Sons, Surf Side 6, The Roaring 2(7 s. You digested them, 
computed them and reported those so highly pleasing (to us) 
Top Ratings. 

When you were in a mood (other computers are incapable 
of being in orout of moods) for even more substantial fare,ABC 
fed you such responsible Public Service documentaries as 
those in the Bell & Howell Close- Up l series and Expedition. 
Etc. We confidently expect many more dials to be twisted 
our way as you start (next week) computing the intense 
significance and inspiring excitement of the forthcoming 26- 
part series, Winston Churchill: The Valiant Years. (Music 
background by Richard Rodgers.) 

When you were in a mood to compute Sports facts, we 
fed (and will continue to feed) you the most Sports hours of 
any network: NCAA Football, American League Football, 
Fight of the Week, All Star Golf. 

And in Specials: Remember how quickly you computed 
such extra-special Specials as The Bing Crosby Show, 
Maurice Chevalier’s Invitation to Paris, Elvis Presley’s return 
to oUr Frank Sinatra shores, Debbie Reynolds’ TV d6but. 

* Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV report week ending November 6, I960, 
. multi-network area reports for simitar periods previous years. 

6:30 11 PM Sim., 7:30rlfPMMon^Sat. 

Sample Special coming Up: David the Outlaw, two-part 
Biblical epic starring Jeff Chandler and Israel. 

Obviously, no human computer can be told what to watch 
and compute in this land of 180 million human computers. 
There i$ no arm-twisting in this land. 

There is, however, dial-twisting a-plenty. 

We owe pur existence as a network to it. We owe our 
phenomenal growth in Client Acceptance to it. Against last 
year, ABC’s billings are up 30% and give every evidence of 
continuing to out-pace the growth of any other element in 
the TV industry. 

So, whether you are an advertiser dialing-in the public... 
or whether you are a Dial Twister dialing in for Television’s 
best .... ABC-TV is now your first choice. 
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Tom McAvity and Top JWT TV Job 
-On Other Madison Ave. Fronts 

By BILL GREELEY 

Thomas A. 

N.J., ! Mahon Go., Englew ood, 

Mf-Avitv itinerate ’jl,st out of. clinical research and McAxm, mn^iate expected to bb in national uistribu- 
vet of 30-years on the broadcast tjGn by ear}y 

programming circuit, is close to 

landing 'and or accepting) the^ top 

1v job at J. "Walter Thompson 

opened recently when Dan Sey¬ 

mour was upped to an exec lee 

FO^t. 

Chicago Agencies 
Chicago, Nov. 15. 

Leo Burnett agency, beefing up 

rs public relations section, trans- 

Not-So-Instanl History 
ForGBS-TVI 

In a Change of Pace 
Some execs , at CBS-TV are ber- 

ginning to wonder what happened 
to that '‘instant history” .concept 
for ‘‘Eyewitness to History .’’which 
as a' weekly series ...was to have 
done the major story! of each Week 
as a Friday night wrapup. 

With the election squeaker as. 
the logical choice, for last , week, 
“Eyewitness” instead did a story 
that broke the week before, the en¬ 
trance: onto French soil for the 
first time of peaceful German army 
Units; In its few weeks on! the air, 
"Eyewitness” has pulled some other 
switches. OivQct. 7, with the elec- 
tio.n campaign. Khrushchev's’. 

Shaken by the loss of two nfcjor ferred Harold W. Gully from Newj stoillping in "the UN. the neutralist 
(counts this year 'Shell pand York, to the Chi home, office as j pressures bn tlie U.S;, ae 

American Home Products', pand 
jv-stiveness among major tv billers 
still with the agency. Thumps ii 
has bee n probing Madison Aye.'s 
Mb ct tv exec ranks lor a new'jpro- 
giamming. chief. 

That the queri is now foc'usejd on 
McCann-Erickson's McA\ity is; in¬ 
dicated by the fact that a gumshoe 

pressures on tlie U.S:, the Congo 
manager of the p.r. unit. Ned R. ; crisis in the UN and several other 
McDavid, previously with McCalls ; major stories,breaking, the. “Eye- 

i, I-witness*’ stanza chose the. two-day-" 
Magazine succeeds Gully as man-j oId ^vorld Series as its subject, 
ager of the section in Gotham; ana i. Reason apparently is.a change in 
Donald \ ogt joined the Chi office the mechanics of tile1 "Eyewitness'’ 
from Needham. Louis &. Brorby as [ operation from the concept of- a 
a p.r. account exec under Gully.; .freewheeling, unit flexible until 

_ . .... Stern. W’alters & Simmons; ! virtually the last.minute to ai more 
fiom the Booz. Allen & Hamilton docking its sixth year as a Chicago.j rigid planned-in-advance setup. No- 
tonviiltant firm is working up a agency, has formed nned a separate pub-.( bddyf of course,! could have pre- 

L vision under Arnold ’ dieted that .the elections \vpuld 
a-cmnit. And herein lies one of Siegel. Kenneth W. Wittleder, a ; have as much drama: as they did; 
tlie ironies of Video Wonderland, \ee.pee of the agency, has acquired i meanwhile "Eyewitness'’ had de- 
because it was the same Booz.j:etc., an.interest in the firm and is named : tided on the German ar ly stcry 
whose checkout of NBC a few yea is to the board of directors. j and decided not to Change., 
ago preceded the ouster of the Xorth Advertising signed on ; Similarly, the World Series show 
I*at Weaver regime in which!.MV- Dennis Altman. ex-McCann-Erick- had^'.been[decided;,wei 1 in advance, 
Avity was a veepee and tv | web son i chi', and Martin Cohen, for- i S'ith a'good deal of "historical" foot- 
Fiogi'ammi'ng chief. He was made nierly w ith Montgomery Ward, as : age G(,mP.ijccl and. edited, and deci- 
iicad of NBC-TV programming in writers in its creative dept -s?ph Was made to stick with that 
1554■Mater became cxec veopVe in H R..nnnpr h" hppn ; as per schedule. Opening show, on 
charge of tv programs and We Cong way prepared stanirig 

M-H 

TV-Radio Production Centres 
HM-M 

merjy a. v.p. F.r ck<on w hen there were reports 
that the agency s tv chief, jerry Co., who will be. active in account ., 
(lync, would be relinquishing. a supervision, planning and creative j 
good part of his overall tv uuties. work as a veepee of O&B. Sheldon 
to concentrate on “his ow ac- j{jskin a]s0 joined the agency as 
count. ’ Chesteriield. The s.nft an accoimt exec in the pharma- 
never developed, and MeAxity. ceutical field. 
while strongly positioned i:i the • • ’ ._:____ 
McCann tv liiarchy, is a long; way 
from the top. Clyne’s No. 2;: man 
i^ Jack Vonvolkenberg, fanner 
CBS-TV chief who came out of 
semi-retirement this year to/ "oin 
the agency; and exec veepee 
Thomas Losee is No. 3. 

McA\ity‘s McCann rank, ^how¬ 
ever secure, is seen by observers' 

of the Don Kimipcr " muc!’ of: “ «*!»<*<*; 

ears Ago This Week! j 
rv 13, 1935) ♦ j 

FCC shelved a plan to change j 

wavelengths into g regional pattern j 

instead of nationwide, after CBS 

boss. William S. Paley visited D C. .. 

to make a personal beef,. j 

. Ted Husings ‘‘10 Years Before 
by Farrar, 

1I-R. repperv which has seen rap¬ 
id growth since the .principals 
broke, off from Ileadly-Reed. has' the Mike” published. 

- -- — _ -named Raymond G. Simins '.senior . Rinehart after serialization.by Cos¬ 
es one of the major reasons \,\ hy a account exec.for the last four years) ! mopolitan arid appraised in Variety 
switch to the top job at JANT is director of sales promotion. as "perhaps the most cdmprelien- 
likelv, if the price and contract Simms will head up a staff of sive; history of popular broadcast- 

five, part of a total of 15 in . the 'in& )"e+-’ 
sales development division under; U: S.. Dept, of Commerce rc- 
vcepce Avery Gibson. Division in-‘ ported 25.551,000 radio sets in the j 
eludes sales promotion, research . U. S., nearly half of the world's | 
and sales development. radio circulation. j 

Before joining H-R, Simms was. AVilliam. Gillette, 80, came out of I 
ith NBC for three years as an retirement, tc appear, as Sherlock 

terms are .satisfactory. Thatis de¬ 
spite the mother lode of problems 
anent tv at the world's biggest 
agency. 

Anyhow, the Booz, Allen report 
should be optimistic this time. For 
the record. McAvity stalled at 
NBC in 1929 as a producer ami 
rose to eastern program manager 
belm-e moving to Lord & Tli mas 
agency as head of tlie former 
agency’s radio department. He later 
pulled a hitch with CBS aitd for 
some tithe was an independent pro¬ 
gram packager. In his long Career, 
he's been responsible for! sir-h 
shows as "Your Hit Parade'/’ t he 
fir«t Bob Hope Show. "Corliss 
Archer." "The Hazdy Family." the 
Joan Davis show, the Achdemy 
Awards broadcasts and ;!marm¬ 
ot hers. 

Adsville: Charlie Chan 3d! *;, tor 
Roland Winters) is back. thi$ time 
solving tiie mystery of the un¬ 
ironed short for Arrow orii a tv 
blurb <via Lennen & Newel)* ^ . . _ 
Kenyon & Eckhardt's 200 [‘‘staff- market study. It’s a 100-marke.t sur¬ 

fer 14 years with Young & Rubi- 
cam. ‘most recently as an a/sociate 
copy director, joins McCanit-Erick- 
son as a veepee and associat e crea¬ 
tive director. 

John. B. Lyman, with the ragency 
since 1956, has been namec) direc- 

account exec for the radio web, and j Holmes, on the Nov. 18 “Luk Radio 
w as one of the sales stciff that; Theatre.” celebrating the 60th.anrii 
helped launch "IHonitor.” He start- - of his first stage: appearance and | 
od on the broadcast big ride in his 36fh essayal of the Holrnes iole. j 
the time buying, department, of | Theatres and niteries were, re-! 
Kenyon & Eckhardi. and then . ported chiseling on the lOCb Fed-.; 
spent six years with Erwin, Wa$ey ; era) amusement.tax, arid a Treasury ' 
& .Co., most of the tihie . as media ' Dept. . 10-week drive recovered 
director. Before coming-to N. Y.. i 5237.000 in delinquent taxes! in 20. 
he spent six years as an announcer, j areas alone. 
program director and assistant Actors’ salaries! for small parts ! 
manager of several eastern radio- were going down again. One ‘‘sec- j 
stations. ohdrsluihg”'-thesp, working; for a: 

In his new post at-H-R, Simms "third-string; agency/' got some 
succeeds Joe Cook, who has , w;ork and expected his customary, 
signed to w rite and produce for tv. ; $25 fee. But after four hours of 
Cook was on the production staff [ rehearsal, a 15-minute broadcast in 
of “Monitor” for several years. ; which he did two parts, and a re- 

Briefs: Adam young Inc. has re- quirement for black-tie attire, he 
leased its second annual radio spot | was paid/$7.50.. 

Broadway and. the road turned 
the corner, with things reflecting 
the better U. .S; economic picture, 
generally., Broathyay gross for the. 
previous week totaled $311,500. 
some . $70,000 over the rrie week 

super-:.in ‘34... 

Crpssley Reports decided to be¬ 
gin sampling of political trends, as 
evidenced in radio broadcasts, Re¬ 
search outfit decided to emphasize 
rankings of inajpr broadcast 
speeches . by President Roosevelt, 
Herbert. Hoover* Father Coughlin, 
and. others, as spine barometer bf^ 
political trends for next yeaCs 
Presidential election.. | 

RCA refused comment on a re¬ 
port it w as selling, its holdings in 
England's Electric & Musical In¬ 
dustries. Ltd,, active in television 
development. 

Candid camera nuts were invad¬ 
ing theatres nd . radio studios. 

level” employees heard a proven- vcy . . Wilmot Losee, general 
lation last week from new - prexy ; manager of AM Radio Sales ad- 
David C. Stewart at a breakfast' dressed the annual meeting of the 
in the Waldorf Astoria . .| Nat Cleveland Sales Executives Club 
Kanieny. prez of Kameny A^oc.. is Mondav il4> .. . Edward P. Harvell 
on a business trip to the Fa/ East, formerly broadcast media super-- 
Agency introed.a number of J;.p- visor for Shell Oil. has joined the! 
;-.ncse optical lines to the U:S. . . tv sales staff of Av^rv-Knodel 1 
New digs for Los Angeles branch Carleton Fredericks’'svpdie strip ‘ 
of the Katz Agency on Wilshire "Living Should be Fun> is now in 
Blvd Mogul, Williams & Say- ,a total of 29 markets with five CBS 
lor has set up a live-year; $3,000 radio affils. among the latest to", 
scholarship at New \ork U. in the buy . . . Radio Advertising Bureau 

c,inn (,v?Iyi-°n A; ?lah,er; ;; added 31 stations to membershio 
Shell Oil account team at pilvy. during October, including three 
Benson & Mather now numbers 40 groups, the Star Stations, the Stan- 
in the New Aom office. ley Hubbard group and the Buck- 

l’p and down: Danny Saigent. ley-Jaeger Corp. Three groups 
boost the Bureau’s annual income 
by $29,000. 

WAGNER ON OWN 
San Francisco, Nov. lo, 

Morton J. Wagner, exec vice- 
president of Bartell Broadcasting, 

Vaude and legit and pix houses 
,%f t*«ij t,,. ; r-:—-- v.vau^^.,,6,, were charging special prices for 

^ qult Bavte11 last week to form his the camera-toters, assigning them 
Ices foi r oote, Cone & Bonding. own .syndicate aimed at entering 1 special blocks of seats, but: radio 

Phenyl-Drane, nasal antibiotic broadcasting ownership. ‘ continued the free admish policy 
decongestant, to Kenyon "& Eck- Wagner will headquarter in and encouraged, the amateurs- for 
hardt. Product, made by Thomas J. Frisco. [the publicity value. 

IN NEW YORK CITY . v 
Mary Lou Forster has finished radio blurbs for Investors* Planning., 

Corp., Sunshine Biscuit arid Foods Plus . . . Theo Bikel’s WBAl-FM 
stanza is now being carried in Boston, fDetroit, ‘Los Angeles, Berkeley 
and San Diego—all by FM . . , Herb Duncan just recorded a series of 
spots for the American! Cancer Society J * . Fred Robbins’ ‘‘Assignment 
Hollywood” guests this week:! Robert Preston, June Allysoib Richard 
Egan, Arlene Dahl and Peter Lawford * . . Arthur Godfrey checked out 
of Harkness Pavilion after successful minor surgery on a non-malignant 
tumor, spent the w eekend at "his [.Virginia home arid returned to N. Y. 
Monday i 14) for his CBS radio arid tv chores. First guester on radi 
was Meredith Willson, who with hi$ wife, Rlnl, played and sang the 
score from “The. Unsinkable Jilolly Browm.” first time1 the sediei has! 
been played on-any netw ork or Station . . Michael Blow;. ex-American 
Heritage.! joined CBS as . editorial director of Kidder Meade’s corporate 
information staff. . / Walter. Cronkite,. despite the faitigue. of. his all- 
riight erectipri,stint on CBS-TV, .nonetheless hppped a plane' last 
Wednesday (9) afternoon to keep a speakipg date.before the American 
Institute of Launderers in New Orleans. He’d made the date without 
any idea he’d be engaged in an. allnight marathon. . ... Historian Arnold 
Toynbee takes part in a National Educational Television program, “The 
U. S. and the. Non-Western World,”which;, will be aired by educational 
stations beginning next iveek . . Newsweek Bldg:; .-^A-.M-adison Ave., 
begi spprisorship of a half-hoiir /Of WNTA’s "Open End” via. the 
radio pickup / Mike. Wallace’s, guest roster this:, week on WNTA-TV 
includes Willianv Bendix, Gael Greene and Maurice Zblotow , . . 
Television-radio , organist Billy Nalle, currently supplying background 
music for NBC-TV's "Young Dr. Malone,” just performed his 3,600th 
sliow: Some of Nalle's- other sh ws have been "f Remember IMama,** 
"Arthur. Godfrey Morning Sh.o.w,” et al . WNTA Radio has moved 
its headquarters to a building Opposite Ne\v:ark City Halt: 

IN HOLLYWOOD: 
Bill Bennington, long, tinier producer , of specials fPr..NBCrTV;, takes 

the ABCrTV. call.letters for production of the ing Crosby golf.touiney 
at Pebble Beach in January. Matiry Orr, sister of Warner-TV’s.produc-..; 
tibn veepee, directs the .event for the second! year.; : MGM-TV’s Bob 
Weitman flew , to N. Y. for mcetines W ith Bob Maxwell ori the revival 
of the "Andy Hardy” scries in .hich theyTl be partnered. It will be 
piloted for the next selling sc.ason . Nitery comics. Rowan & Martin, 
w ill: be teairipd in Cy Howard’s new. creation for [Desilu; “My: Wife’s 
Brother’!’ Vo be piloted , next month ; . Alien Mi Checked .out of 
CaT National tb; set up his own prpduction outfit , John Holbrook 
gave up his KABC newscasting to rejoin his: family in: South Carolina.. 
Hank Weaver adds the .show,* to his other programs: . . Pat Michaels* 
place on K.TLA's “Big Three Final” w hi be. taken by" Tom Franklin, 
tor 22 years a riew^ca^ter up north . Diana Bourbon, longtime 'Coast 
hood of the quondam Ward Wheelock agency, showed up on tv as a 
house mother on “Divorce Court” . . . Hal Dock, former KRGA 
manager,, hospitalized ..in Honolulu and .facing;, surger/.. .. .Bill .Leyden, 
emcee of NBC-TV's "It. Could -Be..-’You;”1",'t’ook;..'fioyeri- .pellets.-from'-'a 
careless .hunter arid spent a work in the hospital.^Wendell Niles,,.who 
was hunting pheasant, with him iii U’tah;!'Took oyer; 'tlie. show1;in his 
absence Ralph Story is back at/his pld sland. daytime KNX. as 
host of a two-hour daily show* '. Collier YOung got: permissibri from 
Alcoa to film 13 issues of “Alcoa. Presents” in Erigland Walter 
Lantz, cartoon producer* made a swine of -studios: in Tokyo and the. 
Far East arid was surprised at their pi ■ogress.Art Linkletter. caught 
up with Young & Rubicarivs . Mort Werner in the floating market of 
Bangkok and talked a deal for eight arbund-the-w.orld specials. “Link’* 
liked the. idea well enough to a^k time to think it over . . . CBS-TV. top 
echeloners Jim Aubrey, Oscar Katz and Guy della-Cioppa bumping 
noggins on what to do. about. Thursday night ! . . NBC-TV’s to-be- 
dropped ‘‘Westerner” .was offered, tn CBS-TV but the .client didn’t go 
along with it so the deal went cold .. David Susskind's brother, 
Murray,.took‘ tip residence here with .his family and niaking his.services 
available. 

m CHICAGO , 
Recent; discussion of religion on David Susskirid’s “Open End” got. 

loo hot for. Kitchens of Sara Lee, and the sporisor (via. Cunningham & 
Walsh); pulled out of the WBKB stanza after, reading its mail. ! . Frank 
Jordan's local NBC news shop gets credit for the scoop ori election 
night that Illinois was not- definitely in the Kennedy [column, as it 
seemed to be early In the evening. CBS. came to.thaf. realization, several 
hours later . WAAF deejay Jerry Leighton, underwent minor surigery 
at Dloimt Sinai . . W'ard L. Quaal, veepee and genera) manager of 
WGN Inc., named chairman of labor relations advisory committee bf 
the National Assn. pf: Broadcasters •; Frank Ailass hosted a party 
last night tTues.) for t.v writer Rod Serling . . WFMT’s new series, 
“Composers on Composers,” plucked ifpr distribution by National Assn, 
of Educational: Broadcasters, U. S. Information Agency,, and Library of 
Congress for its permanent collet tion Fred Niles productions got 
three awards from Art. Directors Club of Chicago . Lee Phillip 
addresed W’omen s. Advertising Club and!Len O’Conhor [the, Chi Broad¬ 
cast Ad Club yesterday 'Tries.) ; . Corinie Kaye upped to, publicity-, 
promotion director.of .\VXIX-TV, Milwaukee . . . "WRIT _ won;* the “out¬ 
standing stati ” award handed out ..yearly by !Milw ukee Record 
Musi Industry, 

IIS LONDON 
C. W’. Lecky-Thompson appointtd program .controller pf Ulster 

Television, with F. A. Brady made technical: controller* S. G. Duffield 
publicity, manager and. J! Bilriey arid F. .Holmes technical; supervisors 

, Pianist Russ Conway records 10 programs for Associated, Tele¬ 
vision before heading out on an -Australia tour . ABC-TV starts a. 
skein with.pianist Jqe Henderson, "Sing Along With Joe/’ Sunday (20) 
/. BBC-TV launches three new comedy series next week,: the $everith 
:;\Vhack-0!” Jimmy Edwards batch on Tuesday f22). “Citizen James” 
with Sidney James Thursday '24*! and a fresh Charlie Drake entry on 
Friday 125) ./ Associated-Rediffusjon serializes A* J* Cronin’s* “The! 
Citadel” starting Nov. 23 . Tyne Tees Television producer Philip 
Jones switches to ABC-TV . Keith Beckeit. late of the Festival 
Ballet* joins Tyne Tees TV as trainee producer-directbr. . . ABC-TV 
reintroduces its "For Love Or Money.” quiz program this Vieekend with 
Des O’Connor as new host , .., Harry Secombe set for,A TV’s Palladium 
Show Dec, 11 on his return.from Aiistrali 

IN BOSTON 
WBZ-TV copped 44 rating and 63share of audicrice n election 

night «8>. 9-11 p.m!, according to local ARB figures, more than‘corn- 
biried rating ,and share of two competing stations . , Ray Dorey and 
Jess Cain, WHDH-TV radio personalities .entertaining ait Pratt Cli i'c, 
N. E. Center Hospital .. . Chris Clark, WPRO-TV sports dir., to broad¬ 
cast all college basketball games for radio ., . V J. Arthur Stober, 
appointed director of special events, WlIC-TV, formerly coowner 
Singer-Stoberi: Assoc.,. tv film, Miarni Beach ^ . James,'. A. ;■Gleason 
joined Capitol! Cities Corp. Broadcasting as business mgr,, WPRO-TV 
and radio , . WBZ-TV added eight more two-hour video tape pro¬ 
ductions to its "Play of tlie Week7’ sked . . ; James Aflen, WBZ-TV 
gen. mgr., spoke to Lincoln PTA Monday U4) on "TV 1960” . . . James 

iConlinued on page 43) 
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Tins INFLUENTIAL AMERICANS 
(General Electric Theatre) 
With Howard K.. Smith, narrator 
Exec Producer: Fred W. Friendly 
Producer:: Arthur D. Morse. 
Writers: Morse, Frlendlj 
Cameraman: Leo Rossi. 
60 Mins., Sun. (13), 9 p.m. 
GENERAL .ELECTRIC 
CBS-TV (film) 

- (BBDOv 
“The Influential Americans’' are. 

those, teachers with the specialized 
.knowledge and. the time and en¬ 
thusiasm to move students to learn. 
This -special edition of “CBS Re- 
ports.” preoared especially for Gen¬ 
eral Electric as a ptrb.affairs special 
preempting Its q\yn'“GE Theatre,” 
was deyoted to'the scattered inf 
stances -where such teachers are. 
being given their heads and where 
educational technology, is being• ad¬ 
vanced and .encouraged. 

As such, it was an encouraging 
report—th emphasis was clear 
that the exoerimentation demon¬ 
strated is extremely limited, but it 
also indicated that at the same-time 
there are forces within education 
at least:: a tte hinting to update the 
movement to the point where'the 
students can get .the best out ,of 
their teachers and schools. 

The CBS crews visited Lexing¬ 
ton, Mass,, where “group teaching’* 
utilizing;specialists in each subject, 
.with an . accompanying flexibility 
of the student body as tp levels of 
learning; is being practiced at the 
Franklin School. It was. a revealing 
and hopeful .experiment., but the 
program- failed., to make; .clear 
whether the students were average 
Or selected cream~oGt lie-crop 
group-i-the.v . looked like brighter 

- than, average.. 
Another segment, dealt with th. . 

midwest’s new Airborne Television 
Instruction program, and showed, 
some audition trices.already, being 
tried in; tlie schools. Ari elementary 
schpql-Tevei program in French in- 
struction. ...played on the class tv. 
set; was - excellent. and the; kids 
seemed to enjoy it. Still another 
experiment, also in the foreign- 
language iield. showed , a Russian 

•language1 course in. a Jefferson 
County, Col;, high school eqtiipped 
with a ‘‘language tab,’’ a series of 
booths equipped- with tape record¬ 
ers where the students could record 
and; play back their tapes for com¬ 
parison with expert linguists on 
tape., 

Still another area was a pickup 
of a highschool lecture on poetry 
by Ned Hoopes, a. voluble and en¬ 
thusiastic , Evanston, Ind., instruc¬ 
tor who made his subject .come 
alive. And a Harvard educational 
group-planning project was fairly 
impressive., Whether all the experi¬ 
ments can be :adapted to general 
Use. or whether they will work out 
well, at- all. .a; matter for the 
future: But the. sleepy character, qf 
American education is beginning 
to get some pinpricks, and as the 
program. • so .ably demonstrated, 
that’s to the good. 

..The Fred Friendly production 
team did. its; usual excellent job: 
Howard K. Smith was a fine re¬ 
porter-narrator. And GE, which is 
very education-minded, may be 
encouraged by the results to de¬ 
vote more time to ptibaffairs pro¬ 
gramming through this : venture. 

Chan. 

PUREX SPECIAL FOR WOMEN 
(The Trapped Housewife); 
'With Pauline. Frederick, .reporter; 

Phyllis Thaxteiy Michael Strong, 
. others 

Exec Producer: Irving Gitlin 
Producer-Writer: George Lefferts 
Director:Karl Genus 
60 Mins., Thurs. (10), 4 p.m. 
PUREX 
NBC TV, frbm N. Y. 

(Edw. H. Weiss) 
It’s a cbinmendahie approach to 

sociological subject matter to 
dramatize it through , a case history; 
blit as with any fictional play* there 
are pitfalls in the way the material 
Is handled. “The Trapped Woman.” 
for instance; emerged as: a public 
affairs soap opera with its weepy, 
travailing heroine, its “can a house¬ 
wife find happiness?” the: , and ; 
its treacly musical backgrounds 
played oii a harp:; It promised to 
give the suffering hausffau an in¬ 
sight into her lot .but came up in¬ 
stead with a cupful of'satistics and 
some shallow philosophy. 

Unless , he intended the second 
Purex special. block .program¬ 
ming with the NBC-TV soaps, 
“Young Dr. Malone”Vand “From 
These Roots,’’ producer - writer 
George Lefferts should have 
strained to play down ; the melo- 

~ dramatics inherent in his situation. 
If, however, he deliberately chose 
the detergent, idiom for the: pre- 

(Continued on page .54) 

1960 PSSstiEff TRUEVISION REVIEWS 

THE NATION S FUTURE 
With John K’ M. McCaffrey. Dr. 

Leo Szillard, Dr. Edward Teller, 
.others' 

Producer; Robert Allison 
Director: Charles N. Hill 
60 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 p.m. 
Sustaining 
NBC-TV from N.Y., Chicago, 

H’wood 
“The Nation’s Future’' which fol¬ 

lows a succession of actioners oii, 
NBC,., can. be an absorbing and 
worthwhile hour. There are lotsa 
bugs in tii debate format to be 
ironed out inasmuch as the prir.: 
ticipants are. the prisoners of the 
formulas set tip for them. .Again;, 
there is the .probability that the. 
program attempts too much by 
projecting itself on a national scale 
with questions coming in from 
studio audiences in. New York, Chi¬ 
cago and Hollywood; The spread 
is too great. The program sets out 
to do more than it .caff possibly 
accomplish and still throw .spine 
light op the issues involved. 

! The distinguishing feature of 
• Saturday’s U2t semester was the 
! discussion between two; top atomic 
|-scientists; Dr; Leo 'Szillard. ;a pan- 
i cer patient at th Memorial Hos- 
pital;'N;Y.- who aided; the. de¬ 
velopment Of, the .atomic bomb, 
arid Dr. Edward Teller, commonly 
known as lather of the .hydrogen: 
bomb. . These men are both eri- 

j-dowed. with tremendous knowledge 
! of the subject arid-‘both . have .in¬ 
tense feelings on the social , and 
j. political aspects of; the. atoi" 
[question.. 

i Thediscussion was moderated 
! by. John k; M. McCaffrey. Who 
! lent m re than a little confusion 
j to the already complicated issues 
• and-..-'formats'. McCaffrey Was dog- 
! matic in his atleriipts'to retain the 
[ strict, confines of the time limits 
i setup; by. the rules and was per- 
j haps overzeaious in his interpreta- 
I. tions and statements. He . assumed. 
! for -example': that Dr. Teller had 
j already stated his attitude in favor 
of res uni tion of atomic testing, 

j when be hadn’t; Ilis immediate 
misstatements caused Dr. Teller to. 
dub him an. “immoderate mod¬ 
erator.” 

The question inypiyed was much 
.too .important to be Confined to 
• format, although it is conceded 
that; , operations... should be under, 
specified . procedures. .However; 
there are times When, it is more 
important to throw light oh the 
subject than, to maintain: the rules. 
Teller and Szillard, Who have been 
antagonists, made common cause 
in their attitude against McCaffrey. 
There Were indications, also, that 
they Weren’t/fair apart on some 
aspects of-the question: However,: 
the haziness of the discussion lead¬ 
ership hid the benefits, of the. show. 

As to audience participation, 
there Were too many complications 
in trying to get question? nation¬ 
ally. Perhaps had the queries been 
lined up in advance; the feature 
might have been more orderly. 

The importance of. the.question 
as well as the stature of the dis- 
eussionists. plus . the . prominent 

■people who participated in the 
show, gaye the necessary aura: of 
importance.- But the bugs in the 
show militated against its informa- 

I tive values. Jose. 

\; ' . —■■■■ 

FRANK GIFFORD SHOW 
With‘’Chris Schenkel. 
Producer: Richard Kirchner 
Director: Anthony Farrar 
15 Mins„ Sun.. 1:30 p.m. 
VAN HEUSEN 
WCBS-TV (tape) 

(Grey > 
WCBS-TV has studiously re¬ 

moved all the cliches Pf sportcast- 
ing .in this pregame warmer for 
New. York Giants, pro. football 
games. 

■ j To begin with, musical theme for 
the show- is &. Cool jazz bit titled 
“Club Cool.” recorded by the 
Greenwich Group in England un¬ 
der the Synchro label. With a cool 
and relaxed mood thus set. Giants.’ 
player Frank [Gifford, and play-by- 
play er Chris Schenkel [casually dis- 
cuss the standings, upcoming game1 
and so On, 

On slioW caught■„ Sunday (6), 
Schenkel and GiffOrd .were joined 
by Gldnt’s defensive lineman Andy; 
Robestelli: . Working with a model 
girdirOn and figurine playeis, the 
trio discussed' a prime pitchout 
play of the Cleveland. Brovins with 
Robestelli explaining h[o\v: de¬ 
fensive players “key” their action 
to anticipate the offensive; It was 
an inside and interesting session, 
and. the easy-going , projection of 
all., hands made for pleasant, 
changeup from the .contrived 
excitement that’s Usual With pre¬ 
game telecasts. Bill. 

THE SPIRIT OF THE ALAMO 
With John Wayne. Richard Wld- 

mark,; Laurence Harvey, Richard 
Boone, Frankie Avalon; Patrick 
Wayne; Linda Cristal, . Joan 
O’Brien, Chill Wills; Ken Curtis, 
Carlos. Arruza, and, special 
guests, John.. Nance Garner, J. 
Frank Dobie; Lon Tinkle 

Writer: L. I. Salaman 
Producer: Perry Cross 
Director - coproducer: S e j m o u r 
‘ Robbie 

j 60 Mins.: Mon., Nov.: 14, 9:30 p.m. 
'ABC-TV (film) 
j ' (MacMamiSj John .& Adams) 

\ Largely because Dimitri-Tiomitin 

wrote very attractive music 

for John Wayne’s Uilli - million 

dollar, theatrical release; “Alamo,” 

this unique 60 minute tv trailer 

'sponsored by Pontiac) for the .film 

wasn't completely . lacking in,.geriu- 

j.ine entertainment values.. High- 

j points of the show Were all musical 

—gritty .old Chill Wills and young 

Frankie Avalon; swinging out with 

the lively “Here's to The. Ladies:” 

Ken Ciirtis crooning the -film’s 

“Lullaby.” and a mixed chorus, 

conducted by Tionikin; sirigirig the 

rousing title song rind the affecting 

“Green Leaves of Surrimer.” 

Otherwise, thl. “Spirit Of The 

i Aiariio.” was: all drumbeat, pub¬ 

licity-style. Touted as “an. expldrai- 

\ti6n into. the., significance of the 

i battle of the Alamo, and its meah- 

jing for the men who fought there 

for Texas independence.” it was 

; rather;: aff exploration of the $13,r 

[ 000.000 investment, in exposed film 

[ and its meaning to anticipated dis- 

[tribution revenues. 

.[■' Wayne emceed With his usual 

nonchalance, the format being 

[tour of the giant BrrickeUville 
jiTCx.) .[film, set and a. gala post- 
;.production party which offered ap- 
• p.roprjate cues for. the . musical 
numbers. Stars of the. film also 
turned up. during the course, of. 
things to give, brief personal plugs 
for the pic, rill of which were 
climaxed by a three-miriute clip 
from the fiim!s climatic battle 
scene. 

An attempt to give the show a 
more general reason for being was 
an interview with fprmer U S. 
veep John Nance Garner, .filmed 
pptside his home at Uvalde: 
Though Garner touched briefly on 
the historical interest in the 1336 
battle, :the most Important ques¬ 
tion put to him seemed to be whaf ! 
he . thought Wayne , had. wrought 
With this film. Said the veep, be- i 
fore being led off screen: Wayne 
is doing “a grand job “ firstly for 
the United States, secondly^ for 
Texas, aind thirdly for southwest 
Texas, In. his own modest Way, and 
from .the dispassionate vantage 
point which only 92 years of living 
can give a man. Garner did a grant} 
job for Wayne . by consenting to 
appear on th . show; Anby. 

FACE THE NATION 
With. Howard K. Smith, moderator; 

Sen. Mike Mansfield; David 
Niven, Roscoe Drummond, Philip 
Potter 

Producer; Michael J. Marlow 
Director: Bill Linden 
30 Mins., Mon., 10:30 p.m. 
ESQUIRE, SCHICK 
CBS-TV, from Washington 
OJogul, Williams & Saylor; B&B) 

I Though “Face the Nation” is a 
■sturdy old workhoiise of the CBS 
public, affairs stable, the network 

[ miglit have been a little mor 
; imaginative in ils: choice of a show 
for'primetime exposure. “Nation,” 
with its inherent limitations as a 
q&a .format and its total depend¬ 
ence for excitement on the guest 

j of the morrtent, is better suited for 
| its old. Sunday afternoon spot than 
-the new Monday 10:30-11 posj, par- 

< ticularly wherixthat tin'ie offered 
; the opportunity to showcase some 
iiewer and more, dynamic type of 
pubaffairs entry; 

For all it rigidities,. though, 
j “Nation” serves its. purpose ris a 
. newsmaker of sorts, though it will 
j undoubtedly, find it harder hitting 
Page Ones across the country in 

' Tuesday editions: than in the tradi¬ 
tionally news-hungry Monday 
papers. Three-out-of-four-week 

j format, with the fourth turned 
| over tp local stations for pub- 
affairs, presumably, will give 

i “Nation” crack at lining up : 
! better guests,, via the greater i’lexi- ; 
.[''bility, " ' ' 

Willi “Nation” going commercial 
' and primetime. CBS News elected | 
to replace Stuart Novins with i 
Howard. K. Sir.ith as moderator! 

iid to make a few minor changes, i 
:'.including a news-story-type.resume :■ 
[ by Smith at the close; His wrapup ; 
xyasn’t a particularly good one, 
either as to emphasis on the im¬ 
portance of the statements made. 

, by guesler Sen. Mike Mansfield 
(D.-Mont;) or completely as to 
accuracy, . 1 

Mansfield provided little, news. , 
. .He. said he hadn’t decided yet to 
publicly announce whether he 
would accept the majority leader¬ 
ship of the Senate if. asked; he said 
lie favors multilateral aid to Afri- .; 
can nations through the UN; he In- ; 

' dicated he believes the debates j 
{[will continue in the next Presi- 
j dential election but didn’t think J 
•Kennedy should take .on an “un-} 
'known.” Otherwise, he covered 
ground he’s already discussed in 

! the press. 
i • Panel of newsmen. CBS’ Paul 
INiven. NY. Herald Tribune’s 
Roscoe Drummond and the Balto 

! Sunpapers1 Philip Potter, gave it 
• the old college, try but couldn't 
nudge much new information out 

j of the Senator. This might have 
been anticipated, and producer 
Michael. J. Marlow should have 
tried for a different guest at this 
'eaiiy date. 

Esquire Boot Polish and Schick 
( are the bankrollers. and CBS might 
|have tried for a better calibre. The 
topenihg Esquire commercial was 
j downright amateurish as well as 
iriane. Chan. 

Tele Follow-Up Comment jj 
Play of the Week 

Television-drama soared, to tri¬ 
umphant. ppetic dimensions in the 
four-hour rendition of Eugene 
O’Neill’s “The Iceman Cometh”' 
Monday (14) ight on WNTA-TV, 
Newark-N.Y. . indie. The horiie 
screen, usually so filled with for¬ 
mula, trivia, seldom has had so. 
many glorious moments. Th 
O’Neill outing on “The: Play of the 
Week” Was a. landmark for the. 
video medium, a reference point 
for greatness in tv drama.. 

. There surely will be squawks 
about some of the forthright lan¬ 
guage, quite: acceptable in legit, 
but never before heard on tv. “The. 
Iceman Cometh” is not a pretty 
parlor piece, but a bleak, relent¬ 
less,.harrowing search iff the dark 
corners pf man’s being. Iff that 
perspective,: the. gutter references 
are understandable. and ... pardon¬ 
able. WNTA-TV, tp its credit, 
posted a “for adults” notice in its 
ads ; heralding the O’Neill drama, 
and slotted, the series for a 10:30 
p.m. start, yihen adults should have 
control oyer the knobs. 

The power of the dark drama 
appeared tp-gain momentum in the 
video version. The camera seemed 
to .edit for the eye. Many .of the 

[elements that seemed diffuse In 
■the Broadway version in 1946 
1 crackled with electricity under the 
• focus of the cameras. Moments 
which seemed rerriole on stage be¬ 
came intimate on the. home screen. 
O’Neill captured an agonized world 

] iri his barroom, and National Tele- 
! vision Associates vidyerldon sang 
' O’Neill’s agony. 

!■•.. The sure, talented, creative 
i hands-of director Sidney Lumet 
' seeiiied everywhere in evidence. 
Jason Robards Jr., as Hickey, de¬ 
livered a compelling performance, 
full of artistry and communicative 
gifts. Myron McCormick, as the 
dour,, philosophical ex-anarchist, 
Larry Slade, was forceful and ter¬ 
ribly alone in his inner paralysis. 

One by one, each of the cast lent 
their talents to this modern-day 
Gi.eek. chorus: There was a large 
cast, each having his or her mo¬ 
ments in the limelight. No one 
struck a false note. On the con¬ 
trary, each member of the cast 
made O’NeiH's poetry sing -with 
heartbreaking warmth, even while 
displaying all the ugliness and vio¬ 
lence within themselves. They 
played out their awful lives, 
tpucheff by an inspired poet’s pity. 

The cast Included Marrell Poi- 
ley as Harry Hope, James Brode¬ 
rick as Wilie Oban, Roland Win¬ 
ters as the Boer general, Ronald 
Radd as the English captain* Harri- 

(Contlnued on page 46) 

OMNIBUS 
(He Shall Have Power) 
With Larry Blyden. Philip Abbott, 

Larry Gates, Michael Tolan, 
Harry Townes, J. D. Cannon, 
Tom Clancy, Roland Winters, 
Richard Shephard, Dana Elcar, 
Edgar Stehli, Leon B. Stevens, 
John Colicos, Chris Gampel, 
Milton Selzer, Edmond Ryan, 
Mercer McLeod, Eric Berry, 
Ludwig Donath, Glwilym Wil¬ 
liams, McGeorge Bundy, Ali¬ 
stair Cooke, others 

Producer; Robert Saudek Associ¬ 
ates 

Director: Fielder Cook 
Writer: James Lee 

60 Mins.; Sun. (13), 5 p.m. 
ALUMINIUM LTD. 
NBC-TV, from N..Y. (tape) 

(J. Walter Thompson) 

“Omnibus” returned to televi¬ 

sion after a year’s absence to do 

an hour on the power of the Presi¬ 

dency that was intelligent instruc¬ 
tion but ineffective. drama. Exec- 
tive producer Robert Saudek hired 
James Lee to write about great 
moments of decision in the lives 
of Washington, Jackson. Lincoln, 
the two Roosevelts and Wilson, and 
rolled out about two. dozen N. Y. 
actors under Fielder Cook’s direc¬ 
tion to present “He Shall Ilava 
Power.” 

Cook made the great error of 
stressing imitation rather than act¬ 
ing. His performers, dressed and 
made up to resemble these ffien of 
the past and their contemporaries, 
always spoke as though they were 
on a public platform, although it 
seemed as if writer Lee meant 

; them to be speaking dialog, even if 
many of the words were from 
speeches. Such “authentic” recre¬ 
ations are of dubious value on tele¬ 
vision, where intimacy invariably 
serves the viewer to better advan¬ 
tage, but Cook was obviously mora 
impressed by the brilliant mechan¬ 
ics of mimicry. 

.Larry Blyden’s Teddy Roosevelt, 
for instance, was so energetic that 
it was impossible to believe anyone 
could take his trust-busting deci¬ 
sion seriously. Larry Gates’ George 
Washington had the earmarks of a 
dollar bill or a statue, and Harry 
Townes’ Woodrow Wilson was ef¬ 
fete. J. D. Cannon’s Andrew Jack- 
son was bombastic and Michael 
Tolin’s Abraham Lincoln was like 
Raymond Massey’s, only more sotto 
voce. ("Omnibus” used clips of 
FDR, instead of recreations.) It’s 
true that these men of history ac¬ 
tually did possess the charactertis- 
tics attributed to them on “Omni¬ 
bus” last weekend, but they were 
human, too, and it ought to look 
that way on television. 

Harvard Dean McGeorge Bund’* 
commentary was generously inter¬ 
spersed with the action. However, 
the educator’s style had more of 
the lecturer’s pedantry than the 
narrator’s ease and ^conviction. 

“Omnibus” tried something dif¬ 
ficult and profound, and. in doing 
so. was informative. With a little 
effort, it could also have been en¬ 
tertaining. Art. 

DIRECTIONS ’61 
With John Alcorn, Theodore Bikel, 

George Hicks, Helen Ha; es, 
John Daly, Father John LaFarge 

Producer: Wiley Hance 
Director: William Ayers 
Writer: Robert Crean 
30 Mins.; Sun.( 1 p.m* 
ABC-TV, from’ N. Y. 

An interesting religioso program 
preemed on ABG-TV Sunday < 13). 
It had an imaginative spark, both 
in concept and execution, which 

j set it apart from outings of similar 
! intentions. 

Opening episode dealt with the 
Catholics, showing in pictures and 
words that faith’s celebration of 
the birth of a child. Tire arresting 
still shots of the birth was done 
by photographer Jacques. Lowe. 
The mother’s inner narration 
could have been more effectivr if 
it had been less wordy and flowery. 
The. inessage would have come off 
just as well. 

Helen Hayes came in for an in- 
| terlude. reading excerpts with wit, 
; style and humor from Phyllis Mc- 
Ginley’s “Reformers. Saints and 
Preachers,” a collection of poems. 

| John Alcorn acted as host-narra- 
;tqr for the Catholic episode. Sub- 
jsequent weeks the Protestant ard 
•Jewish faiths will be featured, 
[with George Hicks acting as Prot- 
[estant host, and Theodore Bikel as 
| the Jewish host. 

Windup found Father John La- 
iFarge commenting briefly on thn 
{election. Web’s news and pm)-af- 
fairs topper John Daly intros l the 

•program. Horo, 
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last week’s Presidential race had been 

any tighter, this coming January 

might have found the Kennedy’s and Nixons shar¬ 

ing White House kitchen privileges. 

There was-no such tightness, of course, about 

the contest among TV networks for supremacy 

in election-night reporting. It was NBC all the 

way — still another demonstration that a work¬ 

ing credo of responsibility-plus-vitality is terribly 

tough to top. 

N &C’s SUPERIORITY in the domain of 

news and public affairs may easily be one of the 

worst-kept secrets of our times, for (as National 

Arbitron figures showed) w e attracted more than 

50 per cent of the election-return viewing on all 

three networks. These people must have known 

something. 

What they must have known was that NBC 

would be furnishing them with the fastest and 

most accurate voting returns; that our analyses 

would be sharp and reasonable; and that we 

would never maltreat a computer to blurt out 

some half-baked projection on the outcome 

simply for the sake of scoring a “beat.” 

We’re sure they weren’t disappointed on any 

of these counts. Our interpretations were sound; 

Our balloting totals were consistently ahead of 

the other networks’ all night long (arid in big, 

clear numbers that were easier to read). We 

even had a phone call from a press-association 

man asking us to keep our figures on the Screen 

a bit longer so he’d have time to copy them. 

We obliged. 

No occult formula accounted for the speed 

With which the returns were funneled into our 

8-11 election headquarters. But the long months 

of planning didn't hurt. It wasn’t generally 

known, for example, that one of our Washington 

news editors traveled some 75,000 miles in 22 

weeks to interview and hire 1,252 correspondents 

w ho’d be phoning up-to-the-minute returns oil the 

big day, Ti was our most ambitious recruiting job 
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since Toscanini put together the NBC Symphony 

Orchestra (for a program that originated in 

the same studio). 

As a result, on the night of November 8 

we had our own reporters in each and every 

county of a dozen key States (in addition to our 

direct coverage from capitals and major cities 

in other States) and each man had been chosen 

with great care. 

Many of the tabulations destined for our stu¬ 

dio 8-H originated m the strangest places. One 

of our correspondents stationed himself in a 

Honolulu bank building (where you’d expect 

to find all sorts of helpful tabulating machines), 

while another worked Out of the Albuquerque 

High School cafeteria, where he was presumably 

handed the results on a tray. 

AS FOR OUR VICTORY in the so-called 

“battle of the computers,” it was never our inten¬ 

tion to use the RCA 501 as anything but one 

more valuable tool m our election-reporting 

equipment, Thus, we announced its “feeling” 

about the Presidential race only when we felt it 

had absorbed enough data to make a meaningful 

forecast. It was, therefore, no accident that we 

were the only network to forecast a Kennedy 

victory with the very first announced projection. 

The respect the average viewer feels for this 

sort of skilled professionalism — the same kind 

of quality we try to impart to the entertainment 

side of our programming as well as the more 

serious shows—was strikingly apparent during 

last summer’s political conventions. 

When the audience figures for those telecasts 

were toted up, NBC’s public was 43 per cent 

larger than that of our closest rival and 183 per 

cent ahead of the Other network. 

More than a few of those percentage points 

could he attributed, of course, to a couple of 

fellows named Chet Huntley and David Brinkley. 

Working together with the closeness of a Damon 

and Runyon, these two knowledgeable, person¬ 

able newsmen brought a bright new dimension 

to convention ('overage. 

But their supporting cast meaning hun¬ 

dreds of newsmen, planners, directors, camera¬ 

men and technicians — wasn’t fooling around, 

either. And the over-all impression created by 

all this splendid teamwork is certainly one of 

the reasons NBC has continued to dominate the 

news field ever since. 

Even in “The Great Debate,” where viewers 

knew they’d be seeing and hearing exactly the 

same thing—no matter which of the three net¬ 

works they watched—NBC attracted by far the 

largest total audience. 

Which means that for many millions of Amer¬ 

icans, depending on NBC for news and public 

affairs programs has become a kind of con¬ 

ditioned reflex; This, we must confess, does not 

make us angry. 

Today, just a bit more than a week after elec¬ 

tion night, the giant tally-boards already seem 

part of a fairly distant past. Studio 8-H shows 

no vestige of its November 8 trappings. 

The only numbers on the premises now are 

of the musical variety; the commentators and 

tabulators, the messengers and typists have given 

way to teen-aged dancing couples; and the urgent 

rhythms of TV journalism have been succeeded 

bv the sounds of music. For “Election Central” is 

now the scene of a cheerful, 

wholesome, teen-ager show 

called “Saturday Prom.” Did 

we mention that versatility is 

one of our strong points, too? 
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Powered to tune in the world! Zenith’s 
famous alI-transistor Trans-Oceanic® portable 
radio receives; both short wave and standard 
broadcasts—even navigation signals and FAA 
weather broadcasts. 9 supersensitive wrave 
bands. Black Permawear covering with chrome 
and Roman G;old color trim. The Royal 1000D, 
$275* f. Zenith’s S-band Royal 1000, $250*f. 

Plays in trains, planes, autos, boats! More power and 
tone for indoor or outdoor listening. Zenith’s all-tran¬ 
sistor Royal 500E has up to 300% more sensitivity to 
distant stations than a pocket radio without RF Stage; 
Has Zenith quality speaker plus built-in Wavemagnet* 
antenna, precision vernier tuning. Smartly styled non- 
breakable case in two-tone brick red and off-white, or 
solid maroon color or ebony color. The Zenith Royal 
500E, $75.00*. Other Zenith quality all-transistor pocket 
radios from $29.95*. 

Quglily-built in America by highly skilled, 

well-paid American icorkmeh 

ZENITH 
I yj zenith radio ccr. 
g PCF.ATIGN, CHICAGO 

L -- ■■■ —J; “ 39,. ILLINOIS. IN CAN¬ 
ADA: ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION OF CANADA 
LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO. The Royalty of 
television, stereophonic high fidelity Instru¬ 
ments, phonographs, radios and hearing aids. 
42 years of leadership in radionics exclusi vely. 

^Manufacturer's,suggested retail price. Prices and specifications subject to change u ithout notice. tPrice includes batteries. 

The quality goes in 

before the name g<^ ^ "n 
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Foreign Television Reviews 
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WALDSTRASSE 20 
With: Friedrich Domin, Helmut 

Lange, Afltje Weissgerber, Hein¬ 
rich Gretler, Robert Frey tag, 
Kurt Waitzmann, Kate Kuehl, 
Richard Muench, Friedrich Jol- 
6ff, Friedl Schuster, others. 

Producer: NRV-IIarburg 
Director: John Olden 
Writers: Maria Matray, Answald 

Krueger 
105 Mins.; Slin. 8:05 p.m. 
W.-German TV, from Hamburg 

(film) 
. “Waldstrasse” rates as one . of 

the more ambitious German. vid7 

pig. It has the length (105 mins.) 
of a normal feature film,;cost 350,- 
000 D-Marks (about $85,000), .quite 
some money for domestic Vidpie 
standards, employed a compara¬ 
tively .cast and a noted British 
cameraman and even moved to. 
Stockholm for. exteriors. 

The plot, partly based on actual 
happenings during WW II, :is in¬ 
teresting. It dates to Berlin 1944; 
Centrepoint of action is the exter¬ 
ritorial Swedish parsonage in the 
Reich capital, . located at Wald- 
atrasse 20/The Swedish priest here 
grants people persecuted by the 
Gestapo illegal shelter and: man¬ 
ages to smuggle them out Via false 
passports to neutral Sweden. 
When he becomes the victim of 
a ’‘plane accident/’ for whieh 
high-rank SS officer is responsible, 
his successor continues his danger¬ 
ous operation, The last bunch of 
political refugees (Jews, deserters, 
foreigners, etc,) is brought out by 
a Swedish Red Cross truck to the 
German coast where a Swedish 
steamer picks up the refugees. 

Due to various improbabilities 
furnished by the Otherwise also 
occasionally confusing script, this 
arid that; .ring untrue in ; this of¬ 
fering. However, cannot, deny, 
that this is a very suspenseful 
show which even has spellbound 
character. This is mainly, due to 
John Olden’s experienced; direc¬ 
tion. He tends, to exaggerate . .the 
thrilling Situations but this isri’t 
exactly a drawback here,. Show, 
is fast, moving along and never 
dull. He even added some inter¬ 
esting documentary flavor via .util¬ 
izing old newsreel footage (Allied 
air raids,: an anti-Jewish. speech by 
Goebbels in Berlin’s Sportpalast.) 

Cast includes’ a considerable- 
number of locally w.k. players.' 
The acting is not too exciting and 
often: cliche as to the principal, 
players; yet there are several im¬ 
pressive supporting performances. 
Very. good, is the lensing by British 
Eric Cross. The. score emphasizes 
the dramatic action. 

In all. a common thriller .but. 
Within its category, a very good 
one. It has foreign possibilities. 

Hans. . 

CIRCUS FROM FRANCE 
With Tarzana, Les Astoriis, Les Al¬ 

legros, Les jBedi , Karrey, Le 
Trio Reynolds^ Le Trip Chabri, 
Sabine Raney 

Producer: Derek Burrell-Davis 
50 Mins., Wed., 7:30 p.m. : 
BBC-TV, from London (film) 

This filmed excursion to the Cir¬ 
que Napoleon Raney, performing 
at Lille, France, was a shreds-and- 
patches affair that never got into 
a swinging gait. The acts just tum¬ 
bled on, did their bits in front of 
a live audience,; and skipped off. 
Producer Derek Burrell -Davis 
didn’t achieve much atmosphere, 
and also deployed his cameras to 
give too many close-ups, some at 
the wrong time, so that the heaft- 
Ih-mouth excitement, essential to 
a circus, was largely lost. 

. HighSppt was provided by: the 
Reynolds Trio, a skillful and grace¬ 
ful flyingrtrapeze group who per¬ 
formed masterly gyrations in the 

Although they had. a net, this 
wasri’t apparent until the end of 
the act; it added. to the tension. 
Another aerial asset came from the 
Astonis, ' performed daring 
capers such as the man holding the; 
twirling; girl by his teeth. 

The rest were competent exariir 
pies of usual circus fare> Tarzana 
moved her lions about fearlessly; 
The Bedinis did gymnastics, ctil-r 
minatlng in two of them, revolving 
at : the end of a pole held by the 
third .manias feet. And Karr.ey arid 
his partner juggled four clubs with 
slightly too much effort. 

The horses were in charge of 
Sabine Raney, and they, trotted 

capably. As a twist, she had a 
camel and dromedary, who 
walked on their knees. The Cha- 
briS clowned. a ballet pas-derdeux, 
arid the Allegros did the one With 
human .puppet that, after being 
thrown around,, revealed itself, as 
a strapping blonde. 

The circus: was billed as the 
world’s “oldest, established:” And 
it fitted the bill by being staunch¬ 
ly traditional, arousing nostalgia 
more tlian anything else. Otto. 

SAUL OF TARSUS I 
With Patrick Troughton, Martin 

Miller, Mark Dignam, Walter 
Fitzgerald, John Southworth, 
Stuart. Hutchinson, Kenneth 
Mackintosh, John Graham; Rob- : 
ert; Gillespie, . Joyce Chancellor, 
Julian. Sherrler, William Trea- 
cher, . Kim Grant, John Flint, 
Judith Gibson, Anthony Jacobs, 

.David Spenser, JohnWoodnutL 
Meadows White, Paul Streather, 
Frank Shelley .. 

Writer, TV Producer:1 Joy Haring- 
ton 

30 Mins., Sup.,; 5:30 p.m. 
BBC-TV, from London 

Joy Harington has previously ex¬ 
hibited a remarkable talent for 
combining drama with reverence 
in adaptations of biblical stories.' 
“Saul of Tarsus,” conceived in 10 
half-hour installments, .promises to 
be her finest chore to. date in this 
vein’-. 

In the episode viewed, Saul was 
seen, as ..the ruthless persecutor of 
the Nazarenes. Ih the service of 
the High Priest, he led the ston¬ 
ing of Stephen, w ho was proclaim¬ 
ing the truths of. the Messiah. 
Then Saul Was dispatched to root 
out the. Christian “heretics” in 
Damascus, arid, the tale took in his; 
blinding, the recovery of his sight 
through the mediation of Ananias, 
and his subsequent conversion to 
the true faith. The skein ended, 
with his escape over the city walls. 
. Joy Haringtph’s script was stur¬ 
dy, simple,, and never jarred with 
a false word; she gave clear out-, 
lines tb her characters, and didn’t 
cloud them/with sentiment. The 
same sharp impact was evident in 
her production, a cunning. mixture 
of film and studio. Richard Henry’s 
Sets, grid costumes .added dignity 
to the proceedi 

But the abiding impression \vas. 
of lively incident, intriguing in its 
own right .and riot , dependent on 
its scriptural associations/ although 
it gained from-- them. . ; Patrick 
Troughton made of-Saul i strong 
central figure, given.•fifst.rate.sup7: 
port by Mark Dignam, Walter Fitz¬ 
gerald, arid Martin. Millerv; whose 
Ananias was. a notable portrait df 
goodness. In fact, a triumph all 
round — and. its Sundayfafternopri 
vieWing-time gave it. a suitable' au¬ 
dience of’youngsters as well as 
adults/ Otta. 

somerset Maugham hour 
With HUgh Williams, Guy Deghy, 

Wensle'y Pithiey, Kevin Brennan, 
Harold Kasket, Julie Allan, 
George Ricarde, Arthur Hewlett, 
James Goei, Chin Yu, Gloria 
Mitchell; Pearl Ho 

Director: Joan Kemp-Welch . 
Writer: W. Somerset Maugham. 
Adaptation: William Woods 
55 Mins., Fri;, 9:35 pm. 
Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon- 
.don 
Associated-Rediffusion, which 

did a very creditable job last sea¬ 
son. in dramatizing som of W. 
Somerset Maugham’s yarns, fell 
both dramatic and climactic, the 
skein with “The Four Dutchmen.’/ 
Lamentably lacking atrnosphere, 
both dramatic and climatic, the 
story of. a. • comradeship between 
four jolly, childish, fat seamen 
that disintegrates following the in¬ 
fatuation of one for a moneygrab¬ 
bing slut.hecame. an episodic bore, 
which didn’t coirm to life, at any 
point. The web will have to make 
up a lot ot, ground quickly if it’s 
to re-establish - the/ series to any 
effect. 

The only piquahey the narrative 
gained came Very late in .; the , pro¬ 
ceeding's when, following the all- 
too-foreseeable murder of one of 
the four by the infatuated one arid 
the latter’s suicide, the two sur¬ 
vivors faced the cringing whore 
alone. For the rest, the proceedings 
trundled along with Guy Deghy 
trying vainly to- whip up some 
sympathy as the gross lover and 
Kevin Brennan, Harold Kasket and 

Wensley Pithey striving to present 
portraits of lovable bonhomie suf¬ 
fering change.’Julie Allan, as the 
girl,, did pretty well, but Hugh 
Williams who is to act as the intro¬ 
ducer of end participator in the 
stories couldn’t overcome the basic 
fact that he. was required to hang 
around looking useless. Joan 
Kemp-Welch’s direction was flat 
and the settings looked, for the 
most part, like settings. Emi. 

THE FRIDAY SHOW 
With Lita Rota, Peter. Gilmore. 

David Kernan, Steve Perry, Jane 
Shore, Peter. Jones, Clive; Dunn, 

. George Mitchell Singers 
Writer: Alec Grahame 
Director:. Yvonne Littlewood 
Producer: Dennis Main Wilson 
35 Mins., Fri„ 7:55 p.m. 
BBC-TV, from London 
, Keyed to a topical event and 
with its top star switching week by 
week, “The Friday ..Show” hasn’t 
any format to speak of. It’s just 
an excuse to put on a sbng-and-pat- 
ter show, and what’s so special 
about Friday anyway? 

This one. kicked off with the Mo¬ 
tor Show as its motif, that event 
having been one of the week’s talk¬ 
ing poirits; Lita Roza wended her 
own classy chassis , among the me¬ 
tal .oneV singing the while. And 
guest comics. Peter Jones and Clive 
Dunn were allotted a so-so sketch 
in which a fake salesman sold Iris 
stooge a Care he didn’t own. Jones' 
specialty of fast-talking crookeryi 
fariilliar from a radio series, raised 
reminiscent yocks.. , . 

But the burden of the enter¬ 
tainment fell on Lita Roza, arid 
she. carried it with poise. High- 
sp.ots ; were, a production number 
combining “I’ve Got .My Eyes on 
Ybu,” “The Other Woman,” and 
“Isn’t It Romantic?” into a moral 
tal about straying husband and 
exciting mistress; arid a finale of 
show tunes, which concentrated on 
the riear-winijers rather tlian the. 
show-stoppers. 

Miss Roza was. joined by sturdy 
males, David -Kernan and Steve 
Perry,., for a couple of numbers. 
And she was;, given a breather by 
Peter, .Gilmore . and. Jane Shore, 
who .tried the easy target of guy¬ 
ing Spanish dancing and blissed it, 

Yvonne. Little Wood’s direction 
had. zing and imagination arid the 
show had polish,..but lacked point 

Otta. 

INSIGHT 
With Dr, J. Bro.nowski . 
Producers: Humphrey Fisher, Bill 

Wright 
Writer: Gerald Leach 
30 Mins, Tiies., 9:15 p.m. 
BBC-TV; from London . 

. Aim of this, skein is to explore 
new scientific knowledge about, 
nature and to xeiate it to under-, 
lying principles about the World. 
This first one begari by unravelling 
the growth of consciousness in 
children, arid later programs will, 
bring in the birth of matter/ new 
concepts: of space, human and ani¬ 
mal, psychology,- new theories about 
chance. In fact, it’s a wide-ranging 
attempt to synthesise a number of 
intellectual discoveries into a pat¬ 
tern; 

As lecturer. Dr. Bronowskl 
proved; a fine choice. wKnown for 
his appearances on egghead dis¬ 
cussions like ‘‘The Brains Trust,” 
he’s also been concerned as propa¬ 
gandist to bridge the gap between 
science and the humanities. His 
manner ;is clear, fatherly,: and un¬ 
hurried. He linked .clips of film 
that traced a baby from its birth,* 
through"; the gradual coordination 
of its limbs and the discovery of 
the meaning of objects, to the 
awareness gained from playing 
games. It made an absorbing: ses¬ 
sion, for the film was charinjng as 
well as instructive. -A’child Caught 
unawares is a natural anyway. 

Mme. Jean-Claire, a child psy¬ 
chologist from Switzerland’ helped 
oiit ably With the interpretations, 
and . Bronowski succeeded , in set¬ 
ting an intriguing pace as a cower • 
oir/for the. follow-ups. Otto.. 

recording of the revue at the Paris 
Moulin Rouge, “has gone into busi¬ 
ness as We know it.” Which may 
be ammunition sometime for those 
who declare show biz is doing a 
dive. A sort of bastard mixture 
of traditional Japanese ditty and 
dance and 1930-style occidental 
jazz,, the hulk of the material hard¬ 
ly rated alongside. Broadway or 
London vaudeville—though a cou¬ 
ple of iterns. that bore direct com¬ 
parison with those to be found in 
a Western. variety bill, from jug¬ 
glers and acros,. were in fact way 
ahead.. 

The novelty. of the whole stage 
presentation, saw the tv program 
through,, even if the so-so telere- 
cording couldn’t do justice to the 
costumes, lighting et al. The mean-, 
ing of some of the items was neces¬ 
sarily wrapped in some mystery, 
as that of the opening “street 
scene .in Japan,” a song (about 
Yogashima with parasols yet,, and 
a kind of local cha-cha to a tune 
that sounded vaguely like “Raw- 
hide” 

Throughout there was no deny¬ 
ing the talerit of the company,-es¬ 
pecially the well-drilled dancers, 
while Harding did his best to be 
informative. and drily comic. Pro¬ 
duction, Considering the circum¬ 
stances, was slick. Even if “Sun¬ 
day Night at the London Palla¬ 
dium” needn’t start. trembling in 
its shoes, the whole shenanigans 
whiled away its 45, minutes divert- 
ingly Emi. 

THE JAPANESE REVUE 
With. Don Yada’s Japanese com- 
' pany Gilbert Harding 
/Director: Henry Caldwell 
45 Mins.; Sat., 7:50.p.in. 
BBC-TV, from London 

“Tokyo,” declared iritcrlinker 
Gilbert Harding in introducing this 

The Third Reich (Part 2) 
Part Two of ‘■The Third Reich,” 

which has been billed and highly 
publicized as West Germany’s most 
ambitious and most serious at¬ 
tempt to school its young people 
on the horrors of Naziisni, has just 
come across the nation’s television 
screens. Arid while Part One was 
criticized for its lack of dramatic 
impact to iriake it sufficiently inter¬ 
esting to the often uninformed 
young people of the former Nazi- 
land. Part Two goes into a fascinat¬ 
ing examination of Hitler’s power¬ 
ful propaganda methods. 

In seeing how Hitler and his 
.henchman Propaganda Minister 
Joseph Goebbels. lined up the 
newspapers, the radio and the 
films, and started to educate , and 
train the youth of the country in 
the National Socialist theories, one 
sees Hitler as probably one of the 
greatest organizers of all time. 

But Hitler the madman, Hitler 
the worst murderer of the 20th 
Century, Hitler of the concentra¬ 
tion camp, mass atrocity, is not yet 
portrayed. One might, examine this 
film in order.to learn, how a dicta¬ 
tor runs his country, efficiently; 
But still one has not encountered 
the horror, of Hitlerdoin. And in 
dealing with the side issues, it 
seeins that the German audience 
might almost be expected to praise 
the master organizer, and still riot 
find out why Hitler is to be hated. 
Maybe the constant watchers who 
remain for the next 12 parts of this 
14-part documentary film on the 
Nazi times will, eventually find out 
what’s wrorig about Hitler. 

Using I newsreels, newspapers, 
diaries. and clips from old movies, 
this. 55-minute show reveals how 
Hitler grabbed up the major news¬ 
papers, radio and movies and got 
them under his control, while 
simply stating that powerful men 
in these fields who opposed him 
were imprisoned. One sees that 
the papers and radio become en¬ 
tirely party-line, as to their “exe¬ 
cutives!’ Were high ranking SS- 
meri. 

In the movie industry. It’s espe¬ 
cially interesting to q.ote that UFA, 
once the greatest film-making, dis¬ 
tribution and exhibiting group of 
the world, is taken over by the 
Nazis and concentrates on films 
that glorify the Nazi youth and the 
brave fighters. (While it is in¬ 
timated that the films were “anti- 
Semitic “the word “Jew" is not 
mentioned in Part Two at all—and 
prie of the most notorious hate 
films of this era, “Jew Suess,” is 
likewise not mentioned, while 
there are clips from other films 
about Stuka fighters). . 

The education, of the young 
people and the propaganda slanted 

at the mothers is well handled. 
One sees the young boys being 
trained as sturdy fighters in the 
prep schools (and there is an in¬ 
terview' with a former teacher at 
one of these institutes); the girls 
at their feipale educational centers 
are urged to obtain “joy througn 
strength,” as Hitler emphasized 
physical culture to develop strong 
bodies, for fighting for the boys 
and bearing children for the’girls. 

Tiie “mothers’ cross” gifted to 
mothers of more, than four-chil¬ 
dren was explored, with newsreels 
showing the elated simple peasant- 
like women. The fact that entire 
villages turned out “to shake Hit¬ 
ler’s hand” showed the tremendous 
appeal of this rabble-rouser. 

While critics of Part One of this 
series deplored that the many 
prominent men showrn in the back¬ 
ground of some of the Hitler 
meetings and parties were not 
named (and many of them are 
again prominent in. industry in 
Germany), the same flaw' is evi¬ 
dent in Part Two. Politicians now 
deceased are named-^-but as one 
views all the crowd scenes, one is 
forced to reflect, where are all 
these former Hitler lovers now, 
and what part arethey taking " 
West Germany’s current econoirii 
boom? 

“The Fuehrer Is always right” 
cropped up several times on Old 
newsreel placards during the show. 
Little of the brutality and ghastly 
crimes of the Nazi era has been 
been hinted at so«far in this costly 
series. And one wonders if the 
young German people, after two 
sessions of the film, are yet aware 
that Hitler was a man to be hated. 
From his propaganda spell-binding 
methods one might so far draw the 
implication “The Fuehrer wras 
right”—and folks still haven’t yet 
come to grips with the terrible 
misdeeds of the Hitler gang. 

Haze. 

Sunday-Night Play 
This skein of plays specially writ¬ 

ten for tv had a prestige occasion 
in “A Subject of Scandal and Con¬ 
cern.” Drafted by John Osborne, 
who was reported to be extra-angry 
when it was turned down by the 
commercial web, it had curiosity 
value, also, BBC-TV secured Rich¬ 
ard Burton to star, and he was an 
additional viewer-teaser. 

Never can expectations have bit¬ 
ten the dust so hard, assuming they 
were roused in the first place. Os¬ 
borne had ransacked Victorian his¬ 
tory and unearthed the story of 
George Holyoake, artisan and early 
Socialist, who was brought to triM 
for making a scandalous reference 
to the deity at a lecture. The hour 
took in the speech, the court.case, 
and his six-month sentence, during 
which Holyoake heard that a fel¬ 
low-atheist had denied his lack-of- 
faith and prayed on his prison 
deathbed and that his child had 
died, too. 

Osborne’s aim was to use Holy¬ 
oake as an argument for freedom 
of conscience and opinion, and to 
praise him as some sort of martyr. 
He failed because .his construction 
was unimaginative, his character¬ 
ization superficial, and his dialog 
flat. 

But, even worse than the lack of 
drama, the presentation can only 
be described as daft, and killed any 
possible involveinent with the 
story. Whenever the actors paused 
for breath, up popped tv journalist 
John Freeman to underline what 
was already obvious. First, he 
warned that viewers should not be 
alarmed with what followed. As 
the proceedings were no more sub¬ 
versive than any child can read in 
any history-book, that was an un¬ 
necessary laugh. Then, looking 
hellish uncomfortable, 'Freeman 
described what was going to hap¬ 
pen—so that no one would h?.ve 
any surprise when it did. Finally, 
he went out pointing a moral— 
something about man not be'mg 
able to live by bread alone; but 
needing jam with blood on it. This 
wasn’t jyst irrelevant; it was mean¬ 
ingless, too. 

Something was saved from the 
wreck by the performance of Rich¬ 
ard Burton. Hampered by Holy- 
oake’s stutter, which might be au¬ 
thentic but certainly turned min¬ 
utes into hours, he dropped it at 
moments of excitement. In fact, 
Brirton carried off Holyoake’s de- 

(Continued on page 54) 
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DRAW 
Ranger Hoby Gilman out-draws ’em all ! 

His syndicated series, TRACKDOWN, is 

first in its time period in Chicago (27.6 

rating),Chattanooga (34.3 rating), Great 

Falls (44.8 rating), Jacksonville (23.9 

rating),Miami(11.5 rating),New Orleans 

(21.6 rating), Seattle-Tacoma (18.5 rat¬ 

ing), El Paso (36.0 rating) and in other 

markets coast to coast. (Nielsen) 

Naturally, Hoby draws advertisers too! 

TRACKDOWN has scored bang-up sales 

results for such big-timers as American 

Tobacco and Mobil Oil (Hoby’s sponsors 

on the CBS Television Network), Schlitz, 

Standard Oil oflndiana,Anheuser-Busch, 

and Guarantee Savings & Loan (Fresno). 

Sponsor Ziegler Sausages (Birmingham) 

sums it up this way: “TRACKDOWN has 

proven to be all we hoped it would be.” 

Produced by Four Star Films, starring 

Robert Culp, TRACKDOWN is the only 

television series ever to win the official 

endorsement of both the Texas Rangers 

and the State of Texas. In your area; for 

audience and advertiser endorsement 

“big as Texas”—sign up Hoby Gilman 
and TRACKDOWN. For information call 

“...THE BEST FILM PROGRAMS FOR ALL STATIONS-’ 

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES. DETROIT. 

BOSTON. ST. LOUIS. SAN FRANCISCO, DALLAS 

AND ATLANTA. CANADA: S.W. CALDWELL LTD. 
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Variety’s weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research 
Bureau, highlights the top ten network. shows on a local level and offers d rdting study- 
in depth of the top\ten syndicated shows in the same, particularmarket* 'This week 
ten different markets are covered. 

In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as thb 
average share of aiidience. coupled with data, as to time and day of telecasting com¬ 
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is. furnished. - Reason for detailing ai} 

evict picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating 
strength of particular series. Various branches of the indiistry, ranging from; media 
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable. 

Over the course Of a year, ARB will tabulate d minimum of 247 markets« The re¬ 
sults of that tabulation will be-f ound weekly in Variety. Coupled ufith the rating per¬ 
formance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Variety-ARB charts are 
designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the U.S. 

CHICAGO STATIONS: WBBM, VVNBQ. WBKB, WGN. SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10-30. i960. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AV. 
BK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. BTG 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30) ...... .WBBM 44 
2. What’s My Line <Sun. 9:30-10:00). .. WBBM 34 
3. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 8:00-9:00)- ;WBKB 30 
3. Father Knows Best (Mon. 7:30-8:00). .WBBM 30 
4. Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 8:00-9:00) _ .WBKB 28 
4. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 8:30-9:00).,. .WBBM 28 
5. Loretta Young (Sun. 9:00-9:30)... .. .WNBQ 27 
6. Ferry Mason (Sat. 6:30-7:30) . .WBBM 26 
7. Comedy Spot (Mon. 8:30-9:00). WBBM 25 
7. 77 Sunset Strip ipri. 8:00-9:00) WBKB 25 

1 TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS AV. AV. , TOP COMPETITION AV. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY-TIME STA. DISTRIB. RTG. SIL PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

1. Trackdown (Sat.. 9:30)i... . ... J... . .WBBM.. . .CBS 32 63 Jubilee, USA.',.. .....WBKB 7 
2. Sea Hunt (Mon. 9:30)......;.. .L ...WGN... . .Ziv-UA 22 37 Project 20 . ..... 13 
3. San Francisco Beat (Wed. 9:00) . .. . ...WGN... ..CBS 15 25 Circle Theatre . . ... ..;.wbbm 17 

This Is Your Life .... .WNBQ 17 
4. Huckleberry Hound (Wed. 7:30>. ...WGN... . Screen Gems 14 24 Price Is Right: ..., . i.. .WNBQ 20 
4. Manhunt (Wed. 9:30)..: ... ...WGN... . Screen Gems 14 26 Circle Theatre .... ....WBBM 15 
5. Death Valley Days (Tues. 9:30). .. . ...WGN... .-, .U.S. Borax 13 24 Diagnosis Unknown .,.. .WBBM 20 
6. Highway Patrol (Tues. 9 :Q0).... . WGN. Ziv-UA 12 21 Diagnosis Unknown . iV. i .WBBM 20 
6. Mike Hammer (Thurs. 9:30)....... ...WGN... .. MCA 12 21 To Tell The Truth . 22 
7. Rescue 8 (Mon. 8:30). .. ....... ...WGN.. . . - Screen Gems 11 .16 Spike Jones - :.. /. .....WBBM 20 

Goodyear Theatre .....WNBQ 20 
8. State Trooper (Mon. 9:00) ,. .. . WGN .. ;, MCA io 15 Project 2Q . ..... .. .. WNBQ 23 
8. Lock-Up (Thurs. 9:30). . ...WNBQ ,. Ziv-UA 10 18 To Tell The Truth . . : . WBBM 22 

BOSTON STATIONS: WBZ, WHDH, WNAC. SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10.30, I960. 

1. Wagon Train 'Wed 7:30-830) .WBZ 33 
1. 77 Sunset Strip <Fri. 9:00-10:00'.WHDH 33 
2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30> ..WNAC 32 
2. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9:00-10.00'_..WHDH 32 
2. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30'  -WNAC 32 
3. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00' . . . WNAC 31. 
4. I’ve Got A Secret Wed. 9:30-1000'.. .WNAC 30 
4. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00>  WHDH 30 
5. Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-1030; .WBZ 29 
5. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00= .WBZ 29 

: 1. U. S. Marshal (Sat 10.30) . 
I 2. Border Patrol. (Wed. 7:00> 

3. Johnny Midnight (Wed. 10:30) 
I 3. Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:00). 

4. Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:00);.. 
4. Rescue 8 tTu.es. 7:30)— . 
5. Honejmooners (Thurs. 7:30) .'. 
5. Phil Silvers (Thurs. 10:30). . ; 
5. Mike Hammer -(Sat. 7:00)- 
5. Not For Hire (.Sat. .10:00) 

WNAC.. ..'NT A 25 57 Man Called X .. ..WHDH 11 
WBZ .. . CBS 19 58 News-D. Edwards . : WHDH 8 

News; Sports; Weather ..WHDH 9 
WBZ .. . MCA 16 36 Circle Theatre ....... ..WNAC 20 

.WBZ . : . .U.S. Borax 16 39 Whirlybirds ...... . WNAC 11 

. WBZ Ziv-UA 14 41 Mike Hami .: .:wnac 13 

.WNAC;. .. Screen Gems 14 37 Laramie ..WBZ 14 

.WNAC.. .CBS 13. 38 Wrestling Workouts .. > . .WHDH 12 
WBZ CBS 13 38 | Hour Of Stars ..... ; WNAC 10 

. WNAC.. . MCA 13 38 'Highway Patrol ....... ..WBZ 14 
WHDH CNP 13 25 • Gunsmoke . . . . .... . .WNAC 32 

BALTIMORE STATIONS: WMAR, WBAL, WJZ. "SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10-30, I960. 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30' WMAR 
2. Perry Mason <Sat. 7:30-8:30' . .WMAR 
3. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat 9 30-10) WMAR 
4. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9.00 ..WMAR 
4. I’ve Got A Secret Wed. 9:30-10:00' . WMAR 
4. Wagon Train -• Wed. 7:30-8:30 WBAL 
4. What’s My Line (Sun. 10:30-11:00-.. . .WMAR 
5. The Price Is Right 'Wed. 8:30-9:00)., . WBAL 
5. Hawaiian Eye 'Wed. 9 00-10:00' ....WJZ 
6. Untouchables 'Thurs. 9:30-10:30> .WJZ 
6. Real McCoys (Thiirs. 8:30-9:Q0>. WJZ 

0 1. Johnny Midnight (Wed: 10:30) •. 
43 =j. i. Popeye <Sat.• 4:30) . ........ 

34 It 2. Decoy- (Thurs. 7:30' .,....... 
30! ■ • 

: 3. Lock-Up (Sun. 10:30). -... 
■fr 4. Shotgun Slade 'Sat 7:00.)-... 
29 j! 5. Panic (Thurs. .7:30) : ___ 
29 f 6. Death Valley Days /Sat, 6:30). ... 
29 li 6. Rescue 8 (Tues. 7:00).. 

7. Whirlybirds (Wed, 6:30). 
28 h 7. Sea Hunt (Mon. 7:00) ... . 
26 i! 
26 |i Phil Silvers (Thurs. 10:30) - 

!> 7. This Man Dawson (Sat. l0:30)., 

.WBAL.. . . MCA 14 29 

.WJZ UAA 14 •74 

.WJZ Official 13 37 

.WBAL . .. Ziv-UA 12 24 

. WMAR:. ..MCA 11 38 

. WBAL.. ... CNP 10 29 

.WMAR., . .U S.. Borax 9 33 

.WBAL.. ..Screen Gems 9 28 

.WMAR.. . CBS 8 47 
. WBAL.. .. Ziv-UA 8 24 

.WBAL.. ..CBS 8 19 

.WBAL . .. Ziv-UA 8 19 

Circle Theatre.  ...WMAR 20 
Gangs All Here .......WBAL >3 
Panic  ....WBAL 10 
Invisible Man .......... WMAR 10 
What’s My Lin . C....... . WMAR 29 
Pinbusters . ,WBAL 10 
Decoy ...........WJZ 13 
Pinbusters.. ,... *... .WBAL 10 
News;Weather .....WMAR .13 
News-D, Edwards . . ,WMAR 14 
Early Show. . ........ WJZ 4. 
News; Weather WMAR 15 
News-D: Edwards ......WMAR 16 
To Tell The Truth ;. . . . .WMAR 24 
Big Movie ....WMAR 26 

CINCINNATI STATIONS: WLWT, WCPO, WKRC. SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10-30, i960. 

1. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30- . ..WLWT 43 
2. 77 Sunset Strip 'Fri. 9:00-10:00'.... ..WCPO 38 
3. Real McCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00). ..WCPO 37 
4. Perry Mason (Sat: 7:30-8:30'.. ..WKRC 34 
4. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30 WKRC 34 
5. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00). . . WLWT 32 
6. Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00-10:00'. ..WCPO 31 
7. Leave It To Beaver (Sat. 8:30-9:06) WCPO 30 
7. Ernie Ford (Thufs. 9:30-10:00' . .WLWT 30 
8. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9:00-10:00'.... ..WCPO 29 

1. This Man Dawson (Sat. 10:30) .... 
2. Sea Hunt. (Thurs. .7:30*... ...... 
3. Rescue .8 (Fri. 7:00) . 
4. Woody Woodpecker (Mon. 6:30)-. 

4. Quick Draw McGraw (Tues. 6:30).. 

4. Adv. Tomorrow (Mon. 7:00) 
4. Tombstone Territory (Wed. 10:00). 
.4. Whirlybirds (Sun. 6:00) . V.. . 
5. Target (Sat. 7:00) ... 
5. Manhunt (Sat. 10:30) ^ 
6. Vikings (Wed. 6:30) ........_ __ 

6. Four Just Men (Thurs. 7:00).... 

.WKRC.. . : Ziv-UA 24 53 Manhunt ....... .WLWT 14 

.WKRC : .. Ziv-UA 19 43 Plainsman . .. . . .;, .WLWT 16 

.WLWT.. .. Screen Gems 16 50 Death Valley Days ; . . , WKRC 19 

.WCPO... , Kellogg 15 43 News-Grant; Weather .WLWT 17 
News-Huntley, Brinkley .WLWT 19 

.WCPO.. .. Screen Gems 15 43 NewsrGrant; Weather .. .WLWT 17 
News-Huntley, Brinkley WLWT 19 

.WLWT.. . .Cr’sby/Br’wn 15 43 Jeff’s Collie .WKRC 11 
WCPO.. .. Ziv-UA 15 28 Circle Theatre .WKRC 23 
WCPO.. .. CBS 15 54 f.y.i; ... ... .. ....... .WKRC 8 

.WKRC . ..Ziv-UA 14 37 Midwest Hayride ..... .WLWT 16 

.WLWT.. . .Screen Gemx 14 31 This Main Dawson ..... vWKRC. 24 

.WCPO.. :. Ziv-UA 13 38 News-Grant; Weather . . WLWT 15 
News-Huritley, Brinkley WLWT 20 

. WLWT: . .. ITC 13 39 Phil Silvers WKRC 12: 

ATLANTA STATIONS: WSB, WAGA, WLWA. SURVEY DATES, SEPTEMBER 10-30, I960; 

1. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30). .....WSB 42 
2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30i ..WAGA 40 
3. 77 Sunset Strip * Fri. 9:00-10:00-= ...WLWA 35 
4. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sal. 9:30-10). .WAGA 32 
5. Laramie (Tues. 7:30-8:30' _WSB 31 
5. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00'.WLWA 31 
6. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00' .WSB 29 
7 . Bat Masferson (Thurs. 8:00-8:30).WSB 27 
8.,Wrangler (Thurs. 9:30-10:00- ....WSB 26 
9. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00).. .WAGA 25 
9. Peter Gunn 'Mon. 9:00-9:30; .WSB 25 
9. Lawman (Sun. 8:30-9:00) WLWA 25 

1. Meet: McGraw (Sat. 10:30)........ . WAGA. ..ABC 26 67 Play Of The Week ..... . WSB 9 
1. Manhunt (Thurs 7:30) .. WSB... . .Screen Gems 26 61 CBS Reports ..WAGA 9 
1. Whirlybirds (Wed: 7:00) _.... .. WSB.., . .CBS 26 59 AqUanauts .. ..WAGA 13 
2. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00). ... . .WSB... . .U.S. Borax 25 61 Divorce Court ........ . .WAGA 12 
3. Sea Hunt (Fri. 7:00) . .. i .. WST -.. . .Zfv-UA 24 57 Home Run Derby:..... . WAGA 11 
4. Coronado 9 (Sat, 8:00)' . . ... • WAGA. ..MCA 23 40 Bonanza ..,:. k ..WSB 26 

4 5. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00) . , ..WSB... . .Screen Gems 21 75 Early Show-Weather .. : WAGA 
6. Woody Woodpecker (Mon, 6:00)'.. ..WSB... . .Kellogg 18 75 Early Show . WAGA 4 
6. Our- Gang (Wed. .6:00,'. WSB..... . MGM 18 75 Early Show i.WAGA 3 

Three Stodges .,...... ..WLWA 3 
7. Quick Draw McGraw (Tues. 6:00). WSB. . . ., Screen Gems 17 74 Three Stobges . ...WLWA 3 

TAMI'A—ST. PETERSBURG < STATIONS: WFLA, WTVT, WSUN. SURVEY DATES: AUGUST 4-10, I960. 

1. Esther Williams (Mon. 10:00-11:00).. .WFLA 
2. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30). . .WFLA 
3. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30)....WTVT 
4. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) ____ WTyT 
5. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:‘o0-9:00' .WFLA 
6. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00)... WTVT 
7. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00) WTVT 
8. What’s My Line (Sun. 10:30-11:00) WTVT 
8. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). . WTVT 

10. Wanted, Dead or Alive (Sat. 8:30-9).. WTVT 

49.3 1. Whirlybirds (Thurs. 7:00)_ WTVT.. . CBS 29.0 72.0 Ten 4 - .•WFLA 8.0 
43.7 2. Trackdowii (Fri. 8:30) ... . CBS 23.7 48.7 U.S: Marshal .WFLA 15:3 
41 3 3. Brave Stallion (Sun. 6:30) .. WTVT.. . ITC 23:3 51:3 Theatre 38 ... .'•.WSUN 12:7 

39.3 4. Rescue 8 (Mon. .& Fri. 9:00'/. WTVT.. Screen Gems 22.7 45.5 Tom bstone: Territory . > 
Vikings- . :.:.....-. 

..WFLA 

. .WFLA 
17.7 
i2.0 

35.4 5. Shotgun Slade (Thurs, 7:30) .. WTVT.. MCA 22.0 56.4 Plainsman .WFLA 13.0 
34.0 5. Grand Jury (Sat. 10:30) :. .., ........ WTVT.. . NTA 22 0 33:7 Inside Argoiine ....... ..WSUN 7.7 
32.8 6. Silent Service (Sat. 6:30).., ......WTVT.. . CNP 21.3 69.4 Public Defender v... . . . .WFLA 7.0 

32.7 7, Sea Hiint .(Tues, 7:00) — WFLA . .. Ziv-UA 20.0 53.6 Charlie Farrell ..WTVT 9.3 
8. Not For Hire (Fri. 7:00):. .. . ........WTVT . . CNP 19.7 61.fr Robin Hood --. . . .. ..WFLA 9.0 

32.4 9. Manhunt <Fri. 9:30) ........WFLA,. . Screen Geras 18.0 33:7^ December. Bride * .WTVT 18.7 
32.0 1 9. Johnny Midnight (Sat: 9:00>,. .MCA • 18.0 27.0 Lawrence Welk .... *. ^ ..WSUN 27.3 
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TV-Radio Production Centres 
; Continued, from page 34 j 

• U. Sweeney Jr., named regional and local sales mgr;, WNHC . . . Harold 

Graham Jr., senior veep, McCann-Erickson, speaks to Mass, broad¬ 

casting Executives Club on “Secrets of Sensible, Adv’t Agency’’ .. , . 

Norm Nathan, WHDH personality, hosting Dan Terry’s Big Band On 

Campus Sunday Jazz ..concerts at -The Meadows, Framingham 

Reporter-cameraman team. Phil Galli , WBZ-TV film director, and 
Arch Macdonald, WBZ-TV newsman. off to England Thanksgiving 
pay to do interviews in “name’s, the same’-’ towns in Boston,. Cambridge, 
London, Worcester, Leicester, Shrewsbury and many; more : . . Herbert 
Cahan, WBZ-TV program mgr., back. from Europe . where he, made a 
detailed study of tv. in England, Italy and Germany . . Donald R. 
Quale, former program director, WOSU;, Columbus, Oi, named ass’t 
mgr. WGBH-FM :. . ! Communications Commission Exarriiner Annie N. 
Hutting has recommended that the United Broadcasting Co. be author¬ 
ized to operate a new daytime radio station in Beverly, Mass; on 1570 
kilocycles, 500 watts . .: WNAC-TV launched its “Harvest Film 
Festival’’ with Clark Gable’s MGM fill . "Dancing Lady.” following 
with three more- Gable pictures. -‘‘Boom:. .Town/* \“Honky Tonk,” “Call 
of the Wild” . . Phyl Doherty, WXAC-Ty pubad chief, promoting Ihe 

• film festival ..w ith gimmicks and; tieups geared to;Thanksgiving. 

/.\ PHILADELPHIA 
Maxie Solomon, sales excc with the WFIL stations, for 32 years, to 

he feted by 32. Carat Club, with a dinner at the; Drake,Hotel, Dec. 8 

John R. Mahoney, vet broadcasting salesman joins the WRCV sales 

staff after nearly, a year. in- real estate in-Che suburbs Ben Gimbel- 

veepee of the .Metropolitan- Broatk asting. attended Jack Benny’s Auto.- 

lat dinner .party. . . WCAUtTVs: “fim Parade, of Premieres” show- 
•casing 17 movie preems in 13 days on their early and late shows '10r 
22', featuring such pix as ‘‘Tin Pan Alley.” ‘.'Mark of. Zorro,” “Jesse 
James,” “The .Detective” The. Irish Breakfast Club, which originated 
frpm Ciro s years ago Over \VDAS. to be on the air again Over WCAM. 
Camden, with Will Regan emcee: George. Lenfest, director, of 
operations fori W.RCV-TV, recently returned from a month’s stay in 
Brazil, where he worked'with NBC’s:internationai Division . .. Gu.est 
.singers w ill he added to the “American Folklore’’ eburs.e conducted .by 
Dr. Tristani p. Coffin on WCAU-TV’s “Television Seminar WRCV- 
T'y..talent in tiie Ginrbcl 'Thanksgiving-Parade■■■to. include newscaster 
.Vince Leonard, weatherman Wally Kimah/dec* ys Jack Rattigan and 
Jack. Pyle, Lee Dexter with “Bertie the Bupyi and “Buckskin Billy.” 

IX CLEVELAND 
Art 5>chreiber lia. left WERE. Radio, where he was 'news director, 

to direct, news at KYW Radio JVere WERE had more than. 30.000.' 

calls election nightlto its Dial-A-News phone answering bulleti 

ice; including one from, a long, distance-operator at. McCall, Idaho, who 

wanted to know h things were going in Ohio Four Cleveland 

ity bond issues passed handily at the polls, after previous defeats, and 

luch credit w-as given a .tv-i adi v romotion committee which put out 

hundreds of free spot announcomen'.s. Sid Andoi-n, WGAR, headed it. 

J.Y MEMPHIS. 

WMPS with Tys Terwey and Don Stevens at the helm lined up orie 

of the top indie election coverages Imre with a 15rotation hookup 

Jncludin.ir four o.&o. WREC, WMC, WHBQ. WHHM and other local 

Am’ers also had a “field night.’’ with front line coverage on the local 
icene ., Dick Hawley, w.k. WMCT performer, will emcee the Car- 

ruthersyillc. Mo., March of Dimes auction for the eighth straight. year 

. . . iloddlng Carter, Pulitzer Prize, w inner, newspaper pub-editor and 
station owner, in town to. address the Memphis Ad Club . . Keith 
Sheriff, Memphis, spieler of the pop ‘‘Party Line.” on WHHM has 
opened his wn ad and public relations; office here. His show draws' a 
hefty audience in the “controversial circuit” •: , . Anita Wood, Memphis 
femme deejay. and longtime friend of. Elvis Presley, now doing a daily 
matinee stint on WHHM Harold Krelstcin, Plough radio prexy, 
hack from New; York where- he had a powwow with his five skippers 
from WCAO, Baltimore; . WCOP, Boston; WPLO,. Atlanta; WJJD; 
Chicago and WMPS,'Memphis. " 

/V DETROIT 
Toby David, CKLW-TV personality, honored by Detroit Police Offi¬ 

cers’. Association for his contributrons,.through;radio work, to Improve 
public understanding of the police profession . Karl Haas, WJR’s 
director of fine arts, named to the riewly7C.rea.ted Michigan Cultural 
Commission formed by G.qv; G. Menrien Williams , . Shirley Eder, 
who’s “Dear Shirley” syndicated lovelorn sh w is no\v heard iri Alaska, 
housegucsted Janet Blair here for a United Foundation Appearance: 

IX PITTSBURGH 
NBC’s 0A0 outlet here reverts its- call, letters tpriibrrow from IVAMP 

to WJAS. The new letters never caught on and were often confused 
with WAMO which .programs chiefly to the Negro market and is now a 
Pittsburgh station after being in Homestead for years. Morgan Beatty 
v ill speak at a luncheon iri celebration of the change. The promotion 
on the change used the line “A radio. station pounds better with 
another name” . . . Marvin Gottlieb is a new- account executive at KQy 
. j He formerly was sales manager at WOKO, Albany . . Caley 
Augustine of WIIC and Dave Lewis of. KDKA-TV in New. (Orleans for 
ty promotion directors’ convention., . . Kay Neuman’s Thursday cooking 
show on WIIC : has been picked up by WJAC, . Johnstown Nick 
Perry of. WTAE has been named chairriiari of-, the county’s March of 
Dimes 'sports committee , . . Local bandleader Bobby Vinton: has been 
set for a rnorith ori NBC’s “Saturday Prom” . . Sam Vidriovic is back 
as general manager of WMCK, McKeesport. . \ The station will do a 
live broadcast from this week's auto show . Jerry. Landay, forrner 
KDKA news director, ‘has: beeri named head of the news department 
at WBC. He moves to Washington to headquarter from his present 
position at WBZ iri Boston Lou Kaib and Jess Whipple are new 
staff additions at WIIC. 

CBS Radio Stripes Perkins 
George M. Perkins has been 

named v.p. In charge, of program¬ 

ming for CBS Radio. 

; Perkins has been acting, radio 

"program boss for the web since 

former striper -Howard- Barnes 

moved to CBS-TV’s Hollywood op¬ 

eration in August. He’d been 

sistant. to Barries for nine months, 

prior to which he was g.m. at 
WROW, Albany. 

Met Bxastuig’s WRUL Envisions 
Snazzy Global Coin 1 Operation 

Election Nite Arbitron 
Reaffirms NBC-TV’s 

Competitive leadership 
NBC-TV walked off with the lead 

in every half-hour tallied by ‘ Ar- 
[bitroivs. Xatiorial Report on. Elec-, 
’.tion night. CBS-TV came in a con- 
isistent second and ABC-TV a con¬ 
sistent third; Total number of 
homes viewing NBC! each minute 

, Was 13,260,000, CBS 10,050;000 and 
ABC 4.040,000. 

} Yet NBC-TV and CBS.-TV were 
virtually neck-and-neck in the. 
seven-city Arbitron’ report made 

■ the sariie night. Reason for this is 
• that the latter’s N. Y. flagship sta¬ 
tion, WCBS-TV, which accounts. 

;fpr 35fo of the total coverage in 
j Arbitron’s seven-city sariiple, was 
way ahead of its local competition. 

WCBS-TV’s viewership .was. 20^c 
higher than that for WNBC-TV, 
XBCrs flag, ,and eight times greater 
than WABC-TV’s, last, being the 
ABC-TV key. 

; On a .national basis, NBC-TV 
clobbered the other -two,, never 
grabbing less than a 3793 share, of 
audience and rising as high as a 
47,1 r3 share (at .8:30 p.m.); CBS 
ran from 28.4% to 40.1%. and ABC 
began at 17.9% and went down 
steadily to 8i8%. 

By BOB CHANDLER 

. -Metropolitan Broadcasting has 
the .world by the tail, and after 
the first of the year will start 

i twisting. 

Company’s takeover of the 29- 
’ year-old WRUL, the U; S.’ only 
;brdy commercial shortwave sta¬ 
tion, wifi niark a drastic clrarige- 
;over from, the semi-dormancy—in 
;the commercial sense—of the op- 
. eralion until now. 

Met has assigned Ralf Brent, 
wh ’ been v,p, of WIP, Philadel¬ 
phia. to the presidency Of its 
Worldwide Broadcasting division, 
which will operate WRUL, and 
Brent's plans include: 

i 1. increasing commercial short- 
;waving from the current four and 
|a half hours daily to, 26 hours a 

■’day over five separate transmit¬ 
ters.. 

’-2i" Formalizing the current tran¬ 
sitory affiliation setups with for¬ 
eign stations into a regularized, 

^contractual relationship with guar¬ 
anteed clearances for international 
advertisers. ‘ 

I 3. Expanding senflee Into Por¬ 
tuguese (for Brazil) and French, 

.apart from expansion of current 
English arid Spanish programming. 

I 4. Exploring west coast transmit- 
i ter sites for. broadcasting to the 
jF-ar East. 
I 5. Setting up two-way program 
! exchanges whereby Latin Ameri¬ 
can stations will provide WRUL 
with special broadcasts, news and 

'cultural, which It can beam back 
to. South America. 

I 6; Getting the WRUL message 
, to as many International adverti¬ 
sers who’ye been looking for such 
a service as quickly as possible. 

7-Affiliating with one . or mor 
UU S. radio webs to extend their 
service for shows sponsored by in¬ 
ternational-type advertisers into 
foreign markets. 

WRUL was founded and owned, 
by Waiter Lemmon, who started 
it out as an international educa¬ 
tional station, and who alter the 
war fought single-handed to have 
it returned to private ownership 
after the Government look over 
the other shortwave operations 
iRCA, GE, Crosley, etc.) for Voice 
of America use. A few years ago, 
Lemmon turned commercial, but 
primarily for special broadcasts. 

Brent's plan envisions an eventu¬ 
al fulltime commercial operation 
along formal lines. He plans to 
line up permanent affiliates and 
set up a rate card and compensa¬ 
tion system, under which he can 
sell regular and special program¬ 
ming on ihe basis of guaranteed 
penetration and circulation. 

Flexible ‘Formats’ 
Station cai? operate in several 

optional ways’. It can broadcast to 
shortwave receivers. It can broad¬ 
cast shortwave, with pickups by 
commercial radio stations which 
change the signal to AM and re¬ 
transmit under their own signals. 
It can rent non-broadcast short¬ 
wave facilities and beam to sta¬ 
tions for immediate or delayed 
broadcast In AM, and It can pre¬ 
pare and mail taped material for 
delayed broadcast. 

Brent anticipates the major ac¬ 
tivity In the commercial AM tie- 
ins, where the AM translations can 
reach a wider audience than short¬ 
wave-only. His permanent affiliate 
relationships would involve station 

(Continued on page 54) 

MORE 
POWER 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 

MEL-O-T0ON9 IN TOLEDO ! 

| SEE PAGE 53 

72-Year Old Estrada 
In 4 Mex TV Specs 
Mexico City, Nov. 15. 

Lupita Estrada, 7-year old thrush 

who made an amazing public de¬ 

but two years ago iri vaudeville, 

arid surprised audiences by the- 
vigor, arid youthfulriess of her voice, 
has been hired for a series of four 
special television musical spectac¬ 
ulars here. 

Singer has been out of sli w busi¬ 
ness. for past half year or so, 

' treating, an intestinal ailment. 

Your Mpnce-m-a-1ifetime” opportunity! Enjoy this 

Christmas and New Year’s 12-day Cruise 
on the first special West Indies voyage of the 51,840-ton 

LIBERTE 
LARGEST LUXURY LINER EVER TO CRUISE THE CARIBBEAN 

Leave NEW YORK Wed., DEC. 21, at Noon 

Return JAN. 2, 1961 

CALLING AT St. Thomas, Martinique, Curasao 
(Caracas Bay), Port au Prince, Nassau. 

See these colorful Caribbean islands with the magnlh 
(cent liberty at your resort hotel. It offer* you the 
French atmosphere of Paris itself... the fabulous French 

cooking ... shipboard 
activities... professional 
entertainment... or s^ 
rene deck-chair relaxa¬ 
tion. Truly a vacation 
with lifetime memories! 

BOOK NOW FOR 
CHOICE CABINS I 

rs YOUR 
K YEL AGENT. 

610 Fifth Awn New York 20, N. Y. PLsza 7-2508 

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE 

French Line 
Dept V, 610 Fifth Ave. 
New York 20, N. Y. 

Please send me your de luxe bro¬ 
chure on the Liberty Cruise. f Address- 

City- 
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Permit us to 

Requests! A quiet Sunday 

momingprogram on KCBS 

has stirred up more than 

16,000 people in and 

around San Francisco. 

Enough to get them to send 

money. The show was “The 

Scotch Gardener” with Jim 

Kerr, sponsored by the 

Liquinox Company. An 

offer was made on the pro¬ 

gram to send listeners a 

small packet of seeds for 

100. Letters and dimes 

poured in for months. The 

sponsor raised the price to 

25 £ and the requests con¬ 

tinued to pour in from 33 

counties. That’s the way 

people respond to KCBS. 

KCBS 
RADIO SAN FRANCISCO 

Eye-opener! "One Deadly 

Drink,” produced by 

WCAU in recognition of 

the 25th anniversary of 

Alcoholics Anonymous, 

produced an eye-opening 

response from listeners 

and critics alike. The N.Y. 

Times called it “power¬ 

ful”; Variety, “intelligent 

and absorbing” and the 
N. Y. Daily News said it 

“proves that New York 

and Hollywood need not 

have a monopoly on im¬ 

portant contributions to 

broadeasting/’Audiences, 

actively responsive to pro¬ 

vocative programming, 

also respond actively to 

advertising on WCAU, 

Sponsors! the response of 
sponsors to a program is 
not unimportant to a radio 
station (or to other adver¬ 
tisers). As “The Jack 
Sterling Show”celebrates 
its twelfth year on the air; 
it's many, many happy 
returns for Eastern Air 
Lines and the Franklin 
Savings Banl; who have 
been sponsors since the 
initial broadcast; And for 
Pali Mall Cigarettes and 
Breyer’s Ice Cream who 
have been members of the 
family for over 5 years. 
This long, happy relation¬ 
ship is typical of the way 
sponsorsrespondtoWCBS. - 

Postcards! Sure, die customers 

always write. , . but what 

radio station gets 171,258 

postcards in one week? And 

from 42 states? In St. Louis, it 

could only be KMOX. Every 

year KMOX holds an annual 

Radio Week during National 

Radio Month; This year lis¬ 

teners were asked to send in 

their names, addresses and oc¬ 

cupations to be eligible for a 

daily drawing of 7 radios. 

They responded at the rate of 

more than 24,000per day! The 

customers always buy, too. 

And with audience reaction 

like this, it’s no wonder that 

advertisers get swift, sizable 

results in response to KMOX, 

WCAU...WCBS...KMOX. 
RADIO PHILADELPHIA RADIO NEW YORK RADIO ST. LOUIS 
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TV Followup Comment 
; Continued from page 35 ; 

son Dowd as Jimmy Tomorrow, 
Tom Pedi as Rocky the bartender, 
Robert Bedford as Don Porritt; and 
Michael Strong as Chuck. Others 
In tiie cast included Charles White, 
Maxwell Glanville, Sorrell Bboke, 
Julie Bovasso Hilda Brawner, Jean 
Copeland, and Walter Klavun. 

The Lewis Freedman production 
was introed by Brooks Atkijnson, 
dean of N.Y. drama critics; now 
doing a column for the N.Y. Times. 
Worthington (Tony.i Miner, (exec 
producer of “The Play of the 
Week." aho came in for a few’ 
Introductory remarks. 

A note following the play ex¬ 
plained the station's position of 
maintaining the integrity of the 
author’s in “The Play of the 
We“k.” Tiie note also pointed out 
that the participating sponsors had 
nothing to do with the play’$ pro¬ 
duction. 

Mature nature of the outing 
finds station scheduling the. play 
at 10:30 p in. instead of the ^regu¬ 
lar 8:30 p.m. starting time for “The 
Play of the Week.” The play, 
edited down from five to four 
hours, is being given in two , parts, 
the first half of the play being 
given this week and the second two 
hours next week. For the preem 
only the station telecast the full 
four hours. The windup time was 

[2:30 a.m., early enough to make 
! any “Late, Late1' viewer of pix 
[ bleary eyed, 

“The Play of the Week” opened 
this season with Shakespeare’s 
“Henry. IV, Part One.” “The Ice¬ 
man Cometh.” weeks later, set the 
high mark for this exciting dra¬ 
matic showcase, Hoto. 

I FEEL 
THIS IS AN ADVANCEMENT 
IN CHILDREN’S TV VIEWING 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL-O-TOONS IN TOLEDO! 

I SEE PAGE 53 

Bell Telephone Hour 

With Veterans Day as a peg. the 
“Bell Telephone Hour” recaptured 
songs from four wars in Us Friday 
illi airing via NBC-TV. The hand- . 
somely mounted production turned 
back the pages of history with the , 
aid of a battery of talent led by 
Alfred Drake. Mindy Carson, Bar¬ 
bara Cook, Genevieve and Gisele 

j MacKe.nzie, 

A slender plot thread neatly 
wove the tapestry of tunes togeth- j 
er. Drake -'portrayed an American • 

. serviceman who fought in the four ■ 
j wars while Miss Carson* et al., i 
I Were his romantic interests. In !. 
j the Revolutionary War bit Miss 
Carson soloed 4 Johnny Has Gone ; 

[for a Soldier” with^ample emotion j 
! and later dueted “Soldier, Soldier ‘ 
‘ Will You Marry Me?” with Drake. 

Excerpts from Civil . War music 
were interesting listening and 
viewing as sung by Miss Cook and 
Drake. But perhaps the best of 
the hour’s salute was the World 
War II sequence. Genevieve, . in ■ 
particular, was a delight with her * 
animated version of “Madelon” j 

backed by some can-can girls. Miss 
MacKenzie brought back some 1 
vivid memories of World War II 
with her vocals of “I’ll Be Seeing 
You” and “I’ll Walk Alone,” 
among other tunes of that era. 

Drake was in fine voice through¬ 
out this Henry Jaffe production. 
Don Voorhee’s orchestra provided 
impeccable backing while Burgess 
Meredith as host handled his 
chores with warmth and dignity. 
Decidedly appropriate was use of 
the West Point Choir for four serv¬ 
ice songs and “America the Beauti¬ 
ful.” Latter number opened and 
closed the hour. Gilb.. 

Poller Suit Vs. CBS 
Tossed Out of Court 

Washington, Nov. 15. 
U.S. Court of Appeals has dis¬ 

missed an anti-trust suit against 
CBS brought by former Milwaukee i 
UHF operator Lou Poller, 

Poller sued the network after it 
severed affiliation with his outlet 
and purchased a competing UHF 
station. Poller’s station. Was a 
financial loser and closed down 
March^ 1959. 

Splitting two-to-one, the three- 
man bench said it saw “no 
monopoly or attempt to.monopolize, 
but; instead, an unsuccessful at¬ 
tempt to compete with other Mil¬ 
waukee stations,’' 

SINCE THE ADULTS ARE 
FORCED TO WATCH, ITS 

NICE 
TO HAVE SOMETHING 
THEY CAN ENJOY,TOO! 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL-O-TOONS IN TOLEDO! 

SEE PAGE 53 

Doc Simon Exits Garry’s 
Show for 6’way Play; 

Barasch & Moore In 
The Garry Moore show will lose ! 

one of its major assets in the ' 
scripting 'department, in lid-De- 
cember when Doc Simon exits: to 
devote fulltime to. his upcoming 
Broadway play and . Paramount 
screen treatment,' “Come Blow 
Your Horn.” Moving in to replace 
Simon-will be the team of Norman 
Barasch. and CarrolL Moore. Bar¬ 
asch & Moore also have a Broad¬ 
way-bound comedy. It’s .called 

.‘•Send Me No Flow and stars 
David Wayne. Show: preemed »in 
Baltimore, Nov. 10. \ 

Simon’s comedy, his first for; 
Broadway, opens ip late December, j 
and he’ll devote fulltime to polish- | 
ing. Michael Ellis production Is j 

already sold to Paramount for film- j 
ing, so in the spring Simon Coasts 
to. prepare the screenplay, which 
leans he’ll be out all season. Bar¬ 

asch & Moore’s latest venture has 
been scripting of . “The American 
Private Eve” as a Max Ltebman 
U.S. Steel special in the spring. 
They did “The American Cowboy” j 
for Liebman last season: 

Feature Sales 
SS2S5 Continued from page 30 ESB 

to negotiations and Seven Arts 
feels it’s close to a deal in the 
market. 

What has triggered many sales 
in markets for Seven Arts and NTA 
is the competitive situatirin. In 
Tampa' and St. Louis, for example, 
one station bought the NTA pack¬ 
age and the other turned to the 
Worrier Bros, group. When the 
ball starts rolling, one distribution 
exec feels, stations will, be less 
reluctant to commit for fresh coin, 
in the face of still to be paid com¬ 
mitments on old pix. 

Screen Gems, in the meantime, 
is sitting on its postr’48’s after mak¬ 
ing initial bids in the N.Y. market. 
Present state of the features-to-tv 
market is dictating a go-slow - - 
titude on the Columbia post-’48 pix. 

The comparative inertia has en¬ 
veloped other pix as well, the 
dubbed foreign pix and pre-’48’s. 
It seems many would-be buyers are 
waiting to see what the competi¬ 
tion does, where fresh pix are com¬ 
ing from, -.what prices are being 
bandied around, etc. All these 
factors account for the comparative 
slow pace of pix sales. 

Eternal Light 
“About Sophie Meier” is appar¬ 

ently becoming part of the “Eter¬ 
nal Light’s” standard repertoire. 
The story, dealing with the prob¬ 
lems of the aged, received its sec¬ 
ond showing on the NBC-TV Sun¬ 
day series (13 >. It was telecast for 
the first time about a year-and-a- 
half ago. 

Although the title role assign¬ 
ment was retained by Mildred 
Dunnock, NBC-TV and co-j>roducer 
Jewish Theological Seminary 
scrapped the original tape in favor 
of “recreating” the. drama. The 
late Sylvia Berger and Virginia 
Mazer prepared a neat little script 
full of heart-tugs a~*.d poignancy. 
It bordered on the soap opera biit 
it was handled with taste and 
restraint. 

Miss Dunnock had the bulk^of 
the thesping assignment and car¬ 
ried it off admirably with a top¬ 
flight assist from Barbara Barry, 
Marian Seldes, Nell Harrison and 
Alan Manson in lesser sales,. Mar¬ 
tin Hoad’s directorial hand held it 
together for maximum Impact. 

Gros. 

^ Continued from page 30, 

papers and industries in the com¬ 
munities involved. Farm News Di¬ 
gest will be a weekly film service 
to tv stations with a national spon¬ 
sor credit. Stations will pay a serv¬ 
ice charge, but the films will be 
open end for local spot. sale. Ne¬ 
gotiations are currently underway, 
with a national farm service com¬ 
pany. 

On the syndle front (Sterling 
Sales), company continues to ch> 
culate “Abbott & Costello,” “AMF 
Bowling,”1 “Crusade in the Pacific” 
and the “Captain Sailor Bird” car¬ 
toons. and is putting a sports five- 
minute, shorty on the market. “The 
Big Moment,” out of the Hearst 
library. 

Finally, the company is getting 
into the pubservice field, with a 
cartoon series on science that Will 
go both to schools and tv via the 
Sterling Educational Films. subsid. 

Turell figures Sterling’s steady, 
growth can . be attributed in part 
to; the.longevity of exec personnel. 
Heading up various subsids, all 
with, the company for 10 years or 
so, brother Norman Turell, 
Screen News Digest; Elliott 
Abrams, Sterling Sales; and Leon¬ 
ard Feldman,: educational division. 

WMCA 
^ Continued .from pagr 28 

WMCA executive got carried away 
with himself and copped a feed 
'network undisclosed) of Nixon’s 
middle-of-the night “concession” 
speech, without the web’s permis¬ 
sion. 

Although WMCA had regular 
wire service copy and a few re¬ 
porters of its own in the field, the 
exec evidently couldn’t come up 
with his own live Nixon transmis¬ 
sion, so he did the next best thing. 
Management says it was “really 
upset” when the pirating was dis¬ 
covered. 

WMCA stuck mainly to reports 
every* quarter of an hour and the 
majority of its radio time was 
taken up by platter spinning. “We 
worked on the theory,” said the 
station, “that if anybody wanted 
regular election coverage, they’d 
turn to television.” 

Other N. Y. Indies picked up tv 
material, but, as far as can be de¬ 
termined, it was used with net¬ 
work, permission. 

SsimSm Continued from pac* t? =535 

many of the ABC affiliates art 
equipped to handle color, trans¬ 
mission. 

It is known that the Disney 
forces have also recently held 
meetings with the ABC. high com¬ 
mand. Said the same source, 
“Whichever network offers him the 
best deal; Disney will take.” 

. (ABC-TV brass In N, Y. deny 
knowledge of any negotiations for 
a new contract with Disney.) 

ABC-TV’s success with programs 
filmed by outside studios may 
Weigh in that' network’s favor, it is 
said. It Is not likfely that any 
definitive action will be taken un¬ 
til early next year after Disney has 
weighed all offers arid concessions. 
Consensus Is that if ABC converts 
to color it has a good chance of 
continuing the Disney association. 

From ABC Show 
A bone infection Of the jaW made 

Walter Winchell ask for his release 
from ABC-TV and his .sponsor. 
Hazel Bishop. The columnist re¬ 
turned to tv after a considerable 
layoff, on Oct. 2 in the network’s 
Sunday 10:30rl l p.m: slot, but only 
did two telecasts before getting: ill, 
first with a heavy cold and an ac¬ 
cessed tooth. 

The next four stanzas were .done 
for him by a group of columnists 
arid newscasters. Last Sunday (13), 
he was supposed to have switched 
His time period by pre-arrange¬ 
ment from 10*0 to an 11-11:15 
p.m. slot on Sunday nights to make 
room for ABC-TV’s new Churchill 
half-hour series: There was said to 
be a good chance that he’d return 
to the 10:30 period next spring, 
still under Hazel Bishop sponsor¬ 
ship. 

Network said Winchell requested 
cancellation to be fair to ABC and 
the sponsor. The. 11-11:15 period 
has been returned to the ABC-TV 
affiliated stations for local pro-, 
gramming. 

; Despite the Winchell. pullout, 
ABC-TV is managing to retain the 
Hazel Bishop; billings, ' with the 
client channeling the coin into; “The 
Islanders” and “Adventure In 
Paradise.” 

THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 

MEL-O-TOONi IN TOLEDO I 

SEE PAGE 53 

LEONARD OREEN 
304 E. 51st *t . New York 

PL 3-17*4 

THIS 
IS THE KIND OF CHILDR¬ 
EN’S PROGRAMMING WE 
HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL*0«T00NS IN TOLEDO! 
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ATTENTION: MR. BERNARD SCHIFF, Webb Associates 
1 NCLE DUMKLE™1*® ® AST0WD H 

WATCH UNCLE DUNKL^MAKE A REPAIR TC^^^FEEP AN OW^fPO MAGIC TRICKS^MAKE ClOCKsi SAILBOATS' 

GO WITH UNCLE DUNKLE^ROUND THE W0RI ON A RIDE THRU DEATH VALLEY 

HAVE FUN WITH! 
UNCLE OUNKLE 

WATCHING CARTOONS] 

UNCLE DUNKL 

* DOLL FACTOR ■* A TRIP THRU SPACE; 

GO 0NAHUNPERSEA ADVENTUREB' 9 THROUGH NATURE’S WONDERS^ • A SAFARI JHRUJUNGLES1 

HAND PUPPETS^j^’TALKING MYNAH BIRDT* ‘MURPHY’ THE PARROT/^ MANY UVE MONKEYS' 

PLAY WITH KIHENSplf 4PUPS^A(-». 

__THE NEW 1/2 HOUR FILM SERIES HAS 
EVERYTHING FOR THAT “APPEAL-PLUS" IN ADVERTISING PRODUCTS' 

tws swciai. ymuam.*' 
HttfmHtNTC fd* MOMMY TOO 

II R B I G -Z O U A R Y PROD UCTION 
333 West 52nd St New York 19, N Y 

JUdson 2-6185 
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The “network atmosphere” of wpix-ll 
extends also to our advertisers, 
98% of which are .na t ional. YouYe 

with the .best company . arid 

compan ies . on WPIX-1 i, New. Ydrk;s 

Prestige Independent. Here is one 

.station, that can 0.7 rantee you 

will never be near “mail order-’ 

pitches, overdoiig com mere i.als an d ■ 
other types of high-pressure selling. 

Add the ■'‘network atmosphere” of 

wpix advertisers to the “network.: 

look” of our inff and the 

Nielsen-proved, quality of ou r 

audience and youdiave at least 

three, reasons why your.selling 

messages corint more on wpix-l1 / 

GENERAL MILES, INC. 
-• ' *■ 

COCA-COLA COMPANY 

GENERAL MOTORS CORP. 

KELLOGG COMPANY 

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY 

national biscuit company 

BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORP. 

MILES LABORATORIES, INC. 

WANDER COMPANY 

GENERAL FOODS CORP. 

DEL MONTE FOODS 

BORDEN COMPANY 

STANDARD BRANDS, INC. 

WARNER-LAMBERT 
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY 

BRISTOL MYERS COMPANY 

F A M SCHAEFER BREWING COMPANY 

GENERAL, ELECTRIC COMPANY 

TEXAS COMPANY 

REVLON, INC. 

P. ballantine A SONS 
westinghouse electric COMPANY 

CONTINENTAL RAKING COMPANY, JN< 

R. «L REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY 

Procter a Gamble company 

AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY 

RALSTON PURINA COMPANY 

FORD DEALERS 

SIMONIZ 

MINNESOTAMINING 

AND MANY MORE 

g pendent with 

network 

advertisers! 

where are 

60~second 
commercials 
tonight? 

££3! 
I: : 

*■»< I 

x 

©1950. WPIX 
WPIX new york 
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BPA’s 'Shirtsleeves’ Convention 
; Continued from pace 28 s 

ourselves,” the BPA convention re¬ 

sponded with enthusiasm. This 

was particularly reflected in the 

subsequent exchange-pf-ideas bull 

sessions and seminars which, for 

the most part, were highly infor¬ 

mative and educational. 

In terms of “trade agendas,” this 

BPA one was meaty, with its “How 

to .” thematic continuity that 

extended through the Monday- 

Tuesday-Wednesday discussions. 

All three networks, which were 
well represented, were active par¬ 
ticipants at the meet and took ad¬ 
vantage of the convergence of sta¬ 
tion men on New Orleans for pe¬ 
ripheral network-affiliate promo- 
motional huddling, with the inev¬ 
itable cocktail parties as bonus at¬ 
tractions. 

That promotion should be de¬ 
signed to outsmart competition 
rather than out-shout itj keyed the 
warning by Joseph Epstein Sr., 
exec v.p. of the Fitzgerald Agency, 
and the “how to. . .” seminars that 
followed took it from there—with 
18 variations of panels spanning 
such diverse subjects as “How to 
promote color television,” “How to 
use exploitation in broadcast pro¬ 
motion,” “How to merchandise in 
broadcasting,’* “How to live with 
Buie 317,” “How to prqmote radio 
audiences.” “How to promote tele¬ 
vision audieuces,” “How to use 

graphic arts in promotion," “How. 

to create public relations and 
build image,” “How to effectively 
handle trade press advertising and 
publicity," “How to use cross¬ 
media promotion,” etc. 

. Gene Godt, of KYW-TV, Cleve¬ 
land, the outgoing president, 
chaired the meets. Scheduled as 
his successor at tomorrow's (Wed.) 
election is John Hurlbut, of WFMB, 
Indianapolis. 

There’s no doubt the choice of 
New Orleans as a convention city 
was a big lure in bringing out the 
banner attendance (next year it’ll 
probably be San Francisco, thus 
continuing the pattern of utilizing 
the most attractive “backdrops” 
as a delegate come-on. But having 
lured ’em, it’s to the credit of 
BPA it got them involved in a 
constructive and meaningful meet¬ 
ing. 

TV the Difference? 
——^ Continued from page 28 

of one candidate or another. Tele¬ 
vision’s mass circulation had 
reached them. 

The strength of tv established 
for many of the undecided voters 
that Kennedy was no kid and 
might just be as alert and forcible 
as Nixon is. When Kennedy won 
the Democratic nomination in; July 

VJvriety 
he ended up with a second legacy 

— the apathy of a powerful bloc 

of Californians, especially from 

the liberal Democrats who had 

unsuccessfully supported Steven¬ 

son’s nomination. Before the first 

“debate,” Nixon was polled ^ well 

ahead in California, After the first 
tv meeting, the polls In the state 
suddenly put both-men at equal 
strength* , a third for Nixon and 
a. third for Kennedy. The rest 
were undecided, but their ranks 
grew smaller during subsequent 
television appearances, as they 
made up their minds and went, 
in similar proportions, to one side 
of the other. This reported trend 
is reflected in the; closeness now 
of the California vote. ; 

The potency of the television 
“debates” was so great in circulat¬ 
ing personality, if not in estab¬ 
lishing the division of issues, that 
the feeling in Washington today 
is there probably won’t be any 
debates in 1964. With four years 
as President, Kennedy will have 
had time to entrench his fame 
(ij-.e., his personality), which could 
give; him the same advantage over 
his next opponent that Nixon had 
over him before the first of the 
immensely important, if not very 
great, “debates” on televsion. 

Albany—“It’s Our Town ” spon¬ 
sored by B’hai B’rith, began its 
fourth season on WTEN-TV Sun¬ 
day (13) with a new format that 
puts on camera area leaders in 
business, labor, politics and re¬ 
ligion for interviews by staffers, 
plus newsmen. 
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AFTRA-Web Negotiations 

Quality runs in the family... Don’t be Vague... ask for Haig & Haig 
BLENDED SCOTS WHISKY, 8M PROOF, RENF1ELD IMPORTERS, LTD., N. Y. 

had a strike against tha networks. 
This year, though, the picture is 
complicated by the presence of 
SAG. at the same negotiating table. 
AFTRA and SAG agreed last sum¬ 
mer to co-negotiate their commer¬ 
cial fees and working conditions; 
so that they could achieve the same 
contract terms for tape and for 
film. 

“A lot of ground remains still 
to be covered,” said an observer 
yesterday afternoon. “It can’t pos¬ 
sibly be done today.” 

Management last Friday;, ith 
the support of the ad agencies, 
offered AFTRA and SAG counter¬ 
proposals, which the unions 
weighed all weekend. On Monday 
they met, working until midnight, 
but they still couldn’t arrive at a 
compromise on rates for tv blurbs. 
The subject was due to come up 
again last (Tues.) night; 

Negotiations reconvened, after 
caucuses on both sides, Tuesday 
morning at 11 .m. Discussion then 
was strictly about radio commercial 
rates (no decision) and sportscast- 
ers fees, where some gains were 
made, according to both sides. 
Rates for radio Sportscasters will 
go up from a minimum of about 
$150 per stanza to over $200, in 
“special categories.” Some .of these 
categories, like bowl games and 
championship baseball play, were 
defined, but there still appeared to 
be a wide difference of opinion on 
the rest. 

Negotiations have been going on 
Intermittently for somewhat under 
two months, but in the past , two 
days, the meetings, with the threat 
of a strike becoming more and 
more imminent, have gotten more 
intense, with only relatively short 
breaks being taken for food, and 
rest. 

After a break for supper on Mon¬ 
day (14) evening, AFTRA and 
SAG went back into meetings with 
network, agency and film producer 
executives to further discuss man- 
. agement’s counterproposals. The 
counterproposals, centering about 
a residual payments system for 
spot tv and radio commercials, 
were handed to the jointly nego¬ 
tiating unions last Friday, the day 
after AFTRA’s N. Y. branch unani¬ 
mously (875 to, 0) authorized its 
negotiators to call a strike any time 
after the Tuesday (15) midnight 
deadline. Shortly after the N. Y. 
vote, authorizations to strike came 
from AFTRA chapters in San Fran¬ 
cisco, Los Angeles, Washington and 
Chicago. 

An agency source said that the 
Mondays-afternoon meetings in N.Y. 
had gone amiably. Another agency 
source felt that AFTRA did not 
have the support of the National 
Assn, of Broadcast Employees & 
Technicians and . the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 
whose own network contracts ex¬ 
pire at the end of January. 

But union insiders were simul¬ 
taneously claiming the support of 
the two technical unions, NABET 
at ABC and NBC, and IBEW at 
CBS, Word had gone out from the 
negotiating actors’ Unions that the 
two technical groups would honor 
AFTRA-SAG picket lines, should 
any have to be set up in the major 
radio and tv markets,, particularly 
at the N. Y. and Los Angeles 
sources of live network program¬ 
ming and. taped and filmed com-, 
mercials. { . 

(Coast regional NABET director 
Syd Rose stated that if AFTRA 
requests strike support NABET 
will give it, As yet there has been 
no definite word from AFTRA re¬ 
questing such assistance. Hose in¬ 
dicated there might be some legal 
problem insofar as NABET official 
sanction is concerned, but that 
would only be a minor point and 
wouldn’t block support, it was be¬ 
lieved.) . 

On Monday afternoon, when 

l both sides were weighing the mat* 

agement counterproposals, pres- 

j sure began seeping through to the 

tv networks from their affiliated 

stations; Fearing that an increase 

in the rates for performers in edm- 

i mercials would lead, as some ad¬ 

vertisers threatened (Procter & 
Gamble for one), to a retrench¬ 
ment in the national spot buck, 
some affiliates sought to have the 
networks hold the line against the 
union’s demands. (Both AFTRA 
and management, at long last on 
Monday, seemed to agree that the 
blurb demands Would mean ap¬ 
proximately a 300% increase in 
the. reimbursement to perf bribers). 

The great majority of the three- 
network programs' this season are 
on film, and film program produc¬ 
tion will Continue even; if there is 
a strike against the makers of live 
and tape programs and all manner 
of blurbs. This led. the networksto 
believe that they coiilcV withstand * 
strike for a long period without 
Suffering unduly, in the program 
area. CBS, NBC and ABC held 
meetings prior to last night’s dead¬ 
line to determine how thej’d 
handle their schedules. In the 
main,. they decided; to dig up old 
tapes of live shows like Ed Sullivan 
(CBS) and Perry Como and Dinah 
Shore (NBC).and use them indefi¬ 
nitely. For the daylight hours, 
when live programming Is prer 
dominant, rerun tapes of the live 
stanzas or half-hour film fill-ins 
were being dug out of . the vaults 
and laid in readiness. 

And in case IBEW and NABET 
do honor the picket, lines of 
AFTRA and SAG,*, the networks 
have been; preparing themselves 
for several weeks to use their own 
executives: in lieu of regular 
camera and soundmen and the 
other technical personnel under 
IBEW or NABET jurisdiction; 

A RELIEF 
AFTER ALL THE 
aUNFIGHTSAND 
VIOLENCE!!!!!! 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL-O.TOONS IN. TOLEDO I 
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EVC-flDCIICDV “One Deadly Drink’,’ produced 
El C-UrCNCn! byWCAU on the 25th anniver¬ 
sary of Alcoholics Anonymous, produced art eye-opening 
response from listeners and critics alike. The N.Y. Times 
called it “powerful”; the N Y. Daily News said it “proves 
that New York and Hollywood heed not have a monopoly 
on important contributions to broadcasting.” Audiences, A All 6 nillMCn represented 
actively responsive to provocative programming, also {JJSfJx SSSSu by cbs radio 

respond actively to advertising on WCAU Philadelphia. RADIU STATION SPOT SALES RADIO STATION srofsuB 
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MORE VIEWERS ARE WATCHING THIS 
PICTURE THAN EVER BEFORE... 

Shown each week on Channel 7, these programs consistently top their competition. (According to Nielsen, these 

10 shows were rated No.1 in their time periods at least twice during the four weeks ending November 6,1960.) 

Channel 7’s average prime nighttime audience has increased 16%in the past year* In the same year, com¬ 

petitor network stations have been losing audiences: Station X shows a 5% decline; Station Y a 4% decline. 

•UMfey-Sthirfc,, 7»1f fc»1t M 

ttAKCMCH WEST, Twtdiy,« HI IHHMI(0Kt«MMidir.7:ttril IKmUMW^MiitAyTdini 

WABC-TV CHANNEL 7 
Flagship Station ABC Television Network 

THE MOST ENJOYABLE SIGHT IN TOWN 
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TV’s 'Sudden Death’ lament 
^Continued from pace 27; 

gency huddles with the networks 

within the past couple of weeks, 

with the packagers screaming: 

“What are you trying to do to us?” 

The crux of the huddling is to 

obtain some assurance that the 

networks will be lhore considerate 

of the production Companies, bur¬ 

dened as they are jwith such heavy 

expenditures, and henceforth com¬ 
mit themselves to minimum of 26 
weeks, thus preventing indiscrimi¬ 
nate lopping off of costly shows. 
Otherwise, they claim, they can 
close shop. 

Reducing program buying to a 
13-week basis would have tremen¬ 
dous ramifications; on the business. 
It’s recalled only too well what 
happened a fe\v years back when 
the industry developed mass ulcers 
after the old network radio pattern 
of 39 weeks (and; even more fre^ 
quently 52 weeks) was cut to 26. 
The networks, performers, writers, 
producers, directors, and even the 
sponsors and the! agencies had to 
reorient their thinking and work- 
inlf habits. That qne, however, was 
hurdled. 

But inviting a 13-week cycle of 
programming, particularly with tv 
production costs, ;is something else 
again. The packagers say flatly 
they cannot live with it; they must 
be geared to a 26-or-more produc¬ 
tion pattern to survive. And, in 
general, the virtual certainty of a 
52-week selling, season and a quick 
booting of shows ■ would" create ad¬ 
ministrative havolc around the net¬ 
works. 

Those who decry the “sudden 
death” formula jpoint to the fact 
that par for the course on most tv 
program clicks have been those 
that survived an | initial nervous 13 
or even 26 weeks of slow starting. 
ABC-TV. for one, points to suc¬ 
cesses last season and this that 
only made it with patience and 
proper nursing. And NBC, which 
1s chiefly responsible for causing 

, the current anxieties, managed; to 
j parlay a. near-casualty last season 
j i‘ -Laramie”) into ah established 
entry this season. 

Thus a vicious cycle is develop¬ 
ing. On the one. hand the studios 

[say they can’t thrive on 13-week 
production deals. Some discon¬ 
tented clients with coin in weaker 

. entries want to pull out after 13 
ias happened at CBS last week), 

. thus leaving the networks in the 
middle of a dilly of a situation.. ! 

McCollough 
- Continued from page 28 — 

from governmental restrictions. 
For one thing, he. said FCC may 
give broadcasters more program¬ 
ming leeway by allowing them to 
plan their foirmats on the basis of 
community needs rather than fixed 
percentages of program types. He 
also cited withdrawal of FCC’s 
Sec. 317. Public Notice and its 
onerous spoiisor identification re¬ 
quirements. 

“All of these developments,” he 
said, “go in the direction of eman¬ 
cipating broadcasters and placing 
more, reliance upon our ability to 
operate in good faith arid in the 
public interest.” 

At variance with McCollough’s 
theme was a speech by . Howard H. 
Bell, NAB v.p. for industry affairs. 
Bell told a session on “Broadcasters 
arid Politics” that the industry may 
have to fight to keep its right to 
editorialize. Bell cited a recent 
statement by Rep.. John E. Moss 
(D-Calif.) voicing concern about 
alleged “abuse of editorializing” 
by licensees. 

Best way to combat “miscon¬ 
ceptions’* held in government cir¬ 
cles about broadcast editorializing, 
said Bell, is to get across “what 
we are dong, how we are doing it 
and why.” He added; “Protection 
of your freedom piakes it possible, 
for you to best serve the public 

PtinOETY 

NAB: A Postscript 
Washington, Nov. 15. 

A postscript on the selection 
of a new. president of the Na¬ 
tional Assn, of Broadcasters, a 

° post, which went to ..Florida 
Gov. LeRoy Colli 

The field had. heen^ narrowed 
to three men. One* of them, 
Henry Cabot Lodge Jr., re¬ 
moved, himself to run for Vice 
President on the Republican 
ticket. He lost, and his future 
employment is unannounced. 

.The other, George V. Allen, 
director of; the U.S. Informa¬ 
tion Agency . arid a career dip¬ 
lomat Who held some of the 
most critical ambassadorships 
abroad at different times, was 
passed up on; the theory that; 
the broadcasting iridustry 

- shouldn’t fake a top man out 
of the State Dept, at a crucial 
period in history.. The Tobacco 
Institute, Inc.* the national 
organization of tobacco manu¬ 
facturers, announced a few 
days ago that Allen will re¬ 
sign from Government on Dec. 
1 to become, the institute’s new 
president. 

ihtercst-^and the public’s Interest 
is the government’s.” 

In the same., vein, Vincent T. 
Wasilewski, NAB v.p. for govern¬ 
ment affairs, said that many of 
the industry’s .headaches an Capi¬ 
tol HU 1 stem from a realization of 
the . medium’s power and a fear it 
will become as partisan as the 
press. The legislators should un¬ 
derstand, Wasilewski added, that 
unlike newspapers, radio and tele¬ 
vision has never “painted with the 
brush of partisanship.” 

Oscar Katz to Coast 
CBS-TV program veep Oscar 

j Katz is on the Coast for a 10-day 
;,visif devoted to firming commit- 
jments; on new pilots for next sea¬ 
son and also meeting on current 

[product. He’s due back early next 
[week. 

Network’s prexy, Jim Aubrey, 
[accompanied Katz last Friday (ill, 
I but is due back: this week. 
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hside StufF—Radio-TV 
. . Three Atlanta television stations; WSB-TV, WAGArTV and WLW-A, 

have pooled their efforts in. getting out a folder titled “Your Finest 
Hours,’’ giving aa advance listing of best tv hai to offer along lines of 
news, entertainmenti information, education and Inspiration. 

A blurb explains to the 4,000 business men, educators, church lead¬ 
ers, teachers,. et al„ who get pamphlet: 

“. Programs listed on tHese pages point up the increasingly im¬ 
portant role television is playing in the field of. communications. They 
bespeak the high standards of quality the medium is setting for itself 

and for tlie enjoyirient arid edification of its viewers. 

“Your three network television stations in Atlanta ace proud to offer 
these programs. They cordially invite you to be selective to use 
this listing in scheduling .‘your finest hours’ with television, 

j Program listings are broker! down into these; categories; drama- 
; music; curferit events and documentaries; childreri’s; education and 
information; travel; community, affairs; special interests (including 
sports); new.; and religion. 

WLW-T, Cincinnati, top independent tinier, contributed to “Color tv 
Weekend” with a three^day record of 34 programs and 22hours; 
Scheduling was about 50-50 station origination and NBC-TV feed. There 
were fiye-hour stretches of uninterrupted hues Friday (11) and Sunday 
f 13»/ and firsts for 6:30 a.rn. and 11 p.m; news and weather shows, with 
Peter Grant, Tony Sands, and Jim- Smith, in color all. three days. The 
six-year old tv’er regularly carries NBC afternoon color programs arid 
tints its own Ruth Lyons “50-50 Club” and Paul Dixon 90-minute shows 
Monday through Friday, the Saturday night “Western Hayride” hour 
and Bob Braun’s Sunday teenage , dance party. 

Claimed as. the No. 1 color market in the country, Cincy area’# 
average is 5% compared to the. national average of. 3% of black and 
white sets in use, according to Robert E. Dunville, Crosley Broad¬ 
casting Corp. president. 

Red Skelton’s seasonal kickoff show, his all-pantomime turn before 
'dignitaries of the United Nations, will be offered to five Iron Curtain 

' countries for airing there. Prints of the program are being sent to the 
IU. S. Embassies in Moscow, Budapest, Warsaw, Sofia and Prague by 
. file U. S. Information Service. 

. Embassies will hold private screenings for Government officials arid 
will then offer- the prints to the television networks in each country 
free of charge for airing. Skelton was recently awarded U.SJ.A.’s 
Award for Distinguished Service for his. assistance to the agency in 
spreading goodwill and understandi 

! Videotape Center is enjoying a biz boom, according to John B. 
, Lanigan, v;p. and general manager of Videotape Productions of New 
jYork. 

Lanigan said .the month of- September set a new sales record for the. 
! company, October was even bigger, “arid our studios: are bboked solid 
for the first-two weeks in: November—including Saturdays arid. Sun- 

. days.” 

During the first two weeks of November,; videotape Center was 
scheduled to produce more than 45 commercials, to half-hour shows 
iri the “Campy’s Corner” series, and a considerable volume of last- 
minute political programs arid ..announcements that were being rushed 
through in evening production sessions. 

From: Major Film Distributor With Hundreds of Feature 
Films (Including Post ’48), Top Westerns* Half- 
Hours and Serials. 

Subject; Opportunity to Represent JUs as an Independent 
Sales Agent, in an Established Territory, With the 
Privilege of Representing Other Allied Products. 

Message: 1. Ordinarily, only lines with limited offerings and earning 
potential* are available to independent agents. Now, for 
the first time, a major line of over 1^000 films, becomes 
available to independent sales agents in ail territories. 

2. If you wish to establish yourself as gn independent sales 
agent, this major line will launch your endeavor immedi¬ 
ately. 

3. If you are now an independent agent, representing a line 
which is not self-supporting, we will consjder your retention 
of that line in addition to representing us. 

4. AH replies confidential. 

5. Write or wire us about your post and current activities. 

Box No. 805, Daily Variety 
6404 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 

Catholic Apostolate Radio-Televisiori-Adverlisirig (CARTAV will, hold 
its annual Communion Breakfast at the Waldorf-Astoria’s grand ball- 

! room next Sunday (.20) following 9 a.m. mass at'St. Patrick’s" Cathedral. 
‘Father Garrett S.J., .who teaches advertising.at Scranton TJ;, will bo 
featured speaker and Florence Henderson will head the entertainment. 

NBG Affils 
, Continued from page: 27 

in the first ine months pf I960 

paid out around $3,700,000 in com¬ 

pensation. to its radio affils. 

At 9:30 today, the. NBC Radio 

affils, of Whom some 125 to 140. 

are expected, will have a closed 

meeting at the Plaza* ostensibly to 

elect officers and also to determine 

whether any mass; protest or mass 

posie should be laid at NBC Ra¬ 

dio’s doorstep. NBC station rela¬ 

tions* senior member, Harry Ban¬ 

nister, the web’s chiefs. Bob 

.Sarnoff and Bob Kiritner, along 

with tw three others, will ap- 

1 pear after the closed session: Save ! 

for Sarnoff, who is scheduled to 

’ address the Thursday luncheon 

meeting, they’ll probably all ad- 

| dress the radio station men. Dur¬ 

ing the same meeting, NBC Radio 

, will offer its sales presentation 

,story. In the afternoon, tv affils 

will have their own closed meet¬ 

ing. 

Thursday morning, it’s time for 
] the tv network, NBC-TV salesmen 
: will offer up a second presents^ 
; tion, followed by the Sarnoff 
; luncheon for both radio and tv 
station-execs. The tv. affils are ex- 

i pected to represent 150 or - so of 
Ithe stations in the NBC iirieup, 
j with many of the video, outlets 
sending more than one exec to 

IN.; Y. for the annuel powwow. 

PLEASE SHOW MANY 
MORE. MY8&9YEAR 
OLDS WERE FASCINATED 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL-O-TOONS IN TOLEDO! 

mmmmmmsiEE page 53 

1*« 1. 43rd Street, New York 

DRAMATIC 
Do you desire. completely different 
and glamorous 3Vj with unique fee- 

- tures .all custom designed? Panoramic 
. view of city/ large S.w, Terr. In new/ 
alr-cond. fully serv. bldg,. *41 ff. 

TK 1-1*79/ Now York 

MY BROTHER WENT 

|jk 
ABOUT IT!! 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL-O-TOONS IN TOLEDO I 

mmmmamsn page 53 

Radio and Television Station Representatives. 

I GILL - PERN A, 
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT o LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA • BOSTON 
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London’s Television 

Monday through Friday 

to over 8,000,000 

viewers 

ASSOCIATED-REDIFFUSION 
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52 TV-FILMS PjRri&ty Wednesday, November 16, I960 

-ABB FEATUBE CHART 
Variety’s weekly feature chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research 

Bureau coi'ers one market. Each week the 10 top rated features for. the .one market 
trHI be listed. 
J Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in 
determining the.i effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been in¬ 
cluded in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding 
features as theiir stars, release year, original production company and: the present 
distributor included wherever possible along with the title; Attention should, be paid 
to such factors ..as the time and day, the high , and low ratings for the' teasured 

feature, period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 
6f the. feature and audience, composition, i.e:, a late show at 11:15 p.fti. would hardly 
have any children viewers, biit its share of audience may reflect dominance in that 
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi 
stripped basis utilizing ;the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the 
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into, account 
the duplicated homes, factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features 
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed shorn are as: accurate as could be 
ascertained.. 

COLUMBUS 
AVERAGE 

STATIONS: WLWC. WTVN. WBNS. SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7. 

AVERAGE station rto 
TOP TEN FEATURE FILMS RUN TIME SLOT RATING HIGH LOW SHARE TOP COMPETITION AV. 

1. “UNSEEN”— 
Joel McCrea, 
Gail Russell; ^ 
Paramount: 1945; MCA 

1st Run Paramount Theatre 
Wed. June 1 

7:30-9:00 p in. 
WBNS-TV 

9-5 11.9 66 25.3 Wagon. Train.........,; 
Pi-ice Is Right......... 

. . ;WLWC . . . 
WLWC ... 

... .20.7 

. ... ,18.9. 

2. “DODGE CITY”— 
Errol Flynn. 
Olivia De Havilland; 
Warner Bros.; 1939; L-AA 

Repeat Lex Mayers Theatre 
Sun. June 5 

10:30-12:15 a.m. 
WTVN-TV 

6.9 7.9 53 26:4 What’s My vLine ._ __ 
Sunday News Special_ 
News—Norman. Dohn.... ... 
Armchair Theatre—“This ' 

Gun for Hire” (1st Run)... 

...WBNS .... 

...WBNS ... 
;.. WBNS .... 

.;, WBNS 

...; 24.9 

.,..17:2 

...13.9 

7.5 

2. “THIS GUN FOR HIRE”— 
Alan Ladd, 
Veronica Lake; 
Paramount; 1942; MCA 

1st Run. Armchair Theatre. 
Sun. June 5 

11:30^1:00 a.m. 
WBNS-TV 

6.9 7.9 6;0 59.0 Lex Mayers Theatre— 
“Dodge City” (Repeat). 

Gold Cur Theatre— 
“Green Years” (Repeat).. 

...wtvn 

.V.WLWC 

5.7 

1.8 

S. “THE SILKEN AFFAIR”— 
David Niven; 
Hal Roach; 1957; Flamingo 

Repeat World’s Best Movie 
Sat. June 4 

10:30-12:15 a.m. 
WTVN-TV 

6.5 8.6 46 22,8 Mike Hammer ....., ... 
Alfred Hitchcock... .V.. i'.. 
Play of the Week..__ _ 

... . WBNS 

...WBNS 

...WBNS .... 

.23.5 
,...15.6 
. ,14.6 

4. “WELCOME STRANGER”^ 
Bing Crosby. 
Joan Caulfield: 
Paramount; 1947; MCA 

1st Ru Armchair Theatre 
Wed. June 1 ■ 

11:15-1:30 a.m: 
WBNS-TV 

6.2 86 2,0 54.9 Jack Paar Show....... i..; . . WLWC; 4.9 

5. “FOR WHOM THE RELI. TOLLS’ — 
Ingrid Bergman, 
Gary Cooper; 
Paramount; 1943; MCA 

1st Run Armchair Theatre 
Fri. June 3 

11:15-2:00 a m. 
WBNS-TV 

5.3 10.6 0.7 46 5 Jack Paar Show.. 
Shock Theatre—“Son of 

Dracula” (Repeat)....... 

WLWC 

.■/.WTVN 

6,6 

12 

8. “PLEASE MURDER ME”— 
Raymond Burr; 
Hal Roach; 1956; Flamingo 

Repeat Sunday Showboat No. 2 
Sun. June 5 

2:00-3:30 p.m, 
WTVN-TV 

5.2 6.0 4.6 21.1 Major League Baseball... . . r..WBNS .... .... .12.1 

T. “THE CRUSADES”— 
Loretta Young; 
Paramount; 1935: MCA 

1st Run Armchair Theatre 
Thurs. June 2 
11:15-1:15 a m. 

WBNS-TV 

4.8 66 2 0 41.0 jack Paar Show WLWC 5.8 

8. “THOROUGHBREDS DON’T CRY”— 
Mickey Rooney, 
Judy Garland; 
MGM; 1938; MGM-TV 

Repeat Gold Cup Matinee 
Mon> June 6 

5:00-6:30 p.m. 
WLWC-TV 

47 7.9 4.0 32.7 Flippo,. . 
Highway Patrol., ■ ' 

..:WBNS 
WTVN 

68 
7.3 

t. “DESIRE ME”— 
Greer Garson, 
Robert Mitchum; 
MGM; 1948; MGM-TV 

Repeat Gold Cup Matinee 
Thurs. June 2 
5:00-6:30 p.m. 

WLWC-TV 

4.3 7.9 2.6 15.5 Flippo 
Comedy Theatre. 

WBNS .... 
...WBNS .... 

.. ..139 

....11.9 

FINE 
WENEED MANY MORE LIKE 
THEM. LESS Of SOME OTHERS! 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL.O.TOONS IN TOLEDO 1 

■■■ SEE PAGE 53 

NBC ‘House’Telepix 
—Conti ued from uage 27 — 

produce two 60-minute film pilots, 

in Hollywood for the ’6I-’62 tv 

season. One is “Three Men & a 
Girl,” an action stanza built 
around the Italian Riviera, and 
“The Big Tent.” which Jkck 
Emanuel, former Warner Bros, tv 
story chief. Is doing for the webl 
“Tent” sliot backgrounds two 
weeks ago through the offices of 
the Crlstiani. Bros, circus. 

The network is also likely to 
move more inside where tv specials 
are concerned. Dick Linkroum, di¬ 
rector of specs for the web, is re¬ 

portedly laying out a modus oper- 
andi" for the increasing internal 
production of these one-shots, if 
only to better regulate the output. 
Increased internal production of 
NBC specials is not a fact, but it is 
a fact that the network brass, in 
line with the seeming upbeat of 
inside stuff, among the regular 
stanzas'^ Is thinking of doing the 
same thing for Linkroum’s boys, 

. Add to .this flurry of product 
bearing the label of “made by 
NBC,” the. point. that the Web al¬ 
ready has “Outlaws” on the air. It’s 
a moderate success, arid may have 
in some measure sprung the plan 
for doing more from within. Also 
add that Don Hyatt, of special proj¬ 
ects, is doing (within the frame¬ 
work of Levy’s department! a con¬ 

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS INC. / 488. Madison Avenue. New York 22. N.Y. 

siderable number of programs that 

try to combine; the elements of both 

entertainment Bind public affairs. 

Hyatt & Co, as. pointed out . in re¬ 

cent weeks, has six or Seven pilots, 
and series- already In the works; 

NBC-TV seemed to be turning 
to inside production a year ago, but 
mainly ended up with product pro- 
dued outside. Yet since then, the 
additions to the staff, according; 
to NBC sources, have made it eas-) 
jer to carry out plans. 

Program boss has an affinity for 
production . work, having worked 
closely bn the preparation of “Out¬ 
laws” and another NBC stanza, 
“The Shirley Temple. Show:.” Now 
that Alan Courtney, his No. 2 man 
and chief administrator departed 
last week for a vicepresidency at 
MCA, all that remains for Levy to 
do at the moment is find a replace¬ 
ment so that he can continue to be 
free for actual production- detail 
himself. To decision has been 
made as to Courtney’s replace¬ 
ment, but, according to the latest 
word. Levy is looking outside. 

Sam Schiff to Video Cat 
. Sam Schiff, formerly an exec 
producer for NBC-TV, has been 
named prexy of Video Cue prompt¬ 
ing service. 

| Richard Packard, firm’s board 
chairman,- Says Schiff gets a finan¬ 
cial interest and a stock participa¬ 
tion deal for 1961 well as be¬ 
coming a member of the plans 
board. . ! 

Since leaving NBC,. Schiff has 
been a Consultant for film and tv 
development-for foreign countries. | 

TAKE THEIR EVER 
OFF THE SET!!!!!! 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL-O-TOONS IN TOLEDO ! 

SEE PAGE 53 

mar day 
OM IVIRY CHANNIl ■ 
BROOKS 
COSTUMES 

■t Wttf Mali. MT.C.*T«L>1.7,SM0 

OUR CHIMIN 9 4 5 ENJOYED 
THE MEL-O-TOONS AHD WE AS 

PARENTS 
APPROVE THEM! 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL-0-T00NS1N TOLEDO! 

■■■■■■SEE PAGE 53 

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WANTED 
a. NEW YORK AND CHICAGO AREA 

For TV Commercial aid Indaitriqt Film Sales by Major Hollywood 
Film Producing Company . 

Tharepreientatives waseek must be eeijipletelyfamiliar .with thair local TV-fllm commerci 
market and advartiaina a|«rey TV-fllm cemmercUr department*. 

Responses should include background and salary or- nereentage requirements. 
(ALL REPLIES WILL BE HELD CONFIDENTIAL) 

. Writ* Box gap. Dally Variety, <404 Sunstl Blvd., Hollywood .28, Calif. 
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in toledof 
The people of Toledo proved what we’ve been saying all 

along...Mel-O-Toons are enthusiastically welcomed by 

parents and teachers... as well as children up to 14 and 

15. We’ll show you the mail to back it up. 

Here’s what happened: Two of these new cartoons were 

shown in a fifteen-minute On-the-air audition over 

WSPD-TV. Viewers were asked to send in their Opinions, 

With no prizes or incentives of any kind. In less than a 

week, over 400 replies arrived. All except five indi¬ 

viduals were wildly enthusiastic. School principals said. 

“Excellent!” Parents said, "The kind of children’s pro¬ 

gram wo’ve been waiting for.” Children said, "All of us 

loved them.” One mother asked us "in the name of the 

next generation” please to keep up the standards set by 

Mel-O-Toons. 

These delightful cartoons, based on the most popular 

children’s records, can win the same response from your 

community. Integrated into one of your children’s shows, 

they'll give your programming longer life, and the 

strong local support that’s so vital today. 

pSpia-o- 
T00I15 

FROM 

Call or write for full details. 

u.a.a. 
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, me. 

NEW YORK 247 Park Avenue. MU 7-7800 

CHICAGO 75 E. Wacker Dr., DE 2-2030 

PALLAS 1511 Bryan St., ftl 7-8553 

LOS ANGELES 400S. Beverly Drive, CR 6-5886 
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-ARB FEATURE CHART 
Variety’s weekly feature chart, based oh ratings furnished by American Research 

Bureau covers one market. Each week the 10 top rated features for the on* market 
wilt be listed. 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in 
determining the effectiveness of a feature show iii a specific market, have been in¬ 
cluded in this Variety chart. Listed, b.eloio is. such pertinent information regarding 
fsutures as their stars, release year, original production company and, the present 
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention,: should be paid 
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured 

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a. late show at 11:15 p.m, would hardly 
have . any children viewers, but. its share of audience may reflect dominance in that. 
time period. In the cities where statidns. sell their feature programming on a multi 
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the 
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features 
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed, show are as accurate as could be 
ascertained.. 

COLUMBUS STATIONS: WLWC, WTVN, WBNS. SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7. 

AVERAGE AVERAGE STATION RTQ 

TOP TEN FEATURE FILMS RUN TIME SLOT RATING HIGH LOW SHARE TOP COMPETITION AVv 

1. “UNSEEN”— 
Joel McCriv 
Gail Russell; 
Paramount; 1945: MCA 

1st Run Paramount Theatr 
Wed. June i 

7:30-9:00 p.m. 
WBNS-TV 

9.5 11.9 66 253 Wagon Train.-- --... 
Price ; Is Right 

...WLWC ... 
.; wlwc , . 

..,..20.7 

. . . : .189 

2. “DODGE CITY”—- 
Erroi Flvnn, 
Olivia De ITavilland; 
VV rner Bm>.; 1939. UAA 

Repeat Lex Mayers Theatre 
Sun. June 5 

10:30-12:15 k.m. 
WTVN-TV 

6-9; 7.9 5.3 26.4 What’s My Line........... 
Sunday News Special:.... 
News—Norman Dohti 
Armchair Theatre—‘;This 

Gun for Hire” (1st Run):. 

...WBNS ... 

...WBNS .... 
,. ; WBNS ... 

. .WBNS 

...: 24.9 

.....172 

.....13 9 

7.5 

Z. “THIS GU: FOR HIRE”— 
Alan Ladd, . 
Veronica Lake: 
Paramount; 1942; MCA 

-1st Run Armchair Theatre 
Sun. Jufie 5 

11:30-1:00 a..’in. 
WBNS-TV 

8.9! 7.9 6.0 59.0 Lex Mayers, Theatre— 
“Dodge City” (Repeat) -.. 

Gold Cup Theatre— 
“Green Yeats” (Repeat1., 

•. .WTVN 

...WLWC 

57 

1,8 

S. “THE SILKEN AFFAIR”— 
David Niven; 
II *1 Roach: 1957: Flamingo 

Repeat World’s Best Movie 
Sat. June 4 

10:30-12:15 a.m. 
WTVN-TV 

6.5' 8.6 4.6 228 Mike Hammer ..... 
Alfred Hitcticpck... /...... 
Play of the Welek., 

. WBNS ... 

. .WBNS ... 

. WBNS ... 
.;.v.i56 
.. . ; .14.6 

4. “WELCOME STRANGER”— 
Bing Crosby, 
Joan Caulfield; 
Paramount; 1947; MCA 

1st Run Armchair Theatre 
Wed. June: l 

11:15-1:30 a.m. 
WBNS-TV 

6.2 8.6 2.0 54.9 Jack Paar Show WLWC • 4:9 

5. “FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS”— 
Ingrid Bergman, 
Gary Cooper; 
Paramount; 1943; MCA 

1st Run Armchair Theatr 
Fri. J une 3 

11:15-2:00 .’a m. 
WBNS-TV 

5,3 10.6 0.7 465 jack Paar Show 
Shock Theatre—’Sqn of 

Dracula” (Repeat)... ... 

WLWC 

. WTVN 

6-6 

1.2 

5. “PLEASE MURDER ME”— 
Raymond Burr; 
Hal Roach; 1956; Flamingo 

Repeat Sunday Showboat No. 2 
Sun: June 5 

2:00-3:30 p.m. 
WTVN-TV 

5 2 6.0 4.6 21.1 Major League Baseball....... ..WBNS ... 2.1 

7. “THE CRUSADES”— 
Loretta Young; 
Paramount; 1935; MCA 

1st Run Armchair Theatre 
Thurs. June 2 
11:15-1:15 a.m. 

WBNS-TV 

•4,8 6.6 2.0 41:0 Jack Paar Shovv wLvye 5 8 

8. “THOROUGHBREDS DON’T CRY”— 
Mickey Rooney, 
Judv Garland; 
MGM; 1938; MGM-TV 

Repeat Gold Cup Matinee 
Mon: June 6 

5:00-6:30, p.m. 
WLWC-TV 

47 7.9 40 32,7 Flippa .. 
Highway Patrol 

... !wbns 
WTVN 

6 8 
7.3 

9. “DESIRE ME”— 
Greer Garson, 
Robert Mitchum; 
MGM; 1948; MGM-TV 

Repeat Gold Cup Matinee 
Thurs. June 2 
5:00^6:30 p m. 

WLWC-TV 

4.3 7.9 2:6 15.5 Flippo - . : 
Comedy Theatre. ......... 

WBNS 
...WBNS ... 

....13 9 

FINE 
WLNEED MANY MORE LIKE 
THEM. LESS OF SOME OTHERS! 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL-O-TOONS IN TOLEDO I 

SEE PAGE 53 

NBC ‘House’Telepix 
SS Conti rom flage 27—-^ 

produce two 60-minute film pilote 

in Hollywood for the ’61-62 tv 

season. One is “Three Men & a 
Girl,” an action stanza built 
around the Italian Riviera, and 
“The Big Tent,” which Jack 
Emanuel, former Warner Bros: tv 
story chief. Is doing for the- web. 
“Tent” shot backgrounds two 
weeks ago through the offices, of 
the Crlstisni Bros, circus. 

The network Is also likely to 
move more inside where tv specials 
are concerned. Dick LinkrounvdL 
rector of specs for the web, is. re-. 

porledly laying out a modus oper¬ 
and! for the increasing internal 
production of these one-shots, if 
only to better regulate the output. 
Increased internal production of i 
NBC specials is not a fact, but it is; 
a fact that the network brass, in 
line with the seeming upbeat of 
inside stuff, among the regular 
stanzas. Is thinking of doing the 
same thing for Linkroum’s boys. 

Add to this flurry of product 
bearing the label of "made by 
NBC,” the point that the web . al¬ 
ready has “Outlaws” on the air. It’s 
a moderate success, and may have 
in some measure sprung the plan 
for doing more from within. Also 
add that Don Hyatt, of special proj¬ 
ects, is doing (within the frame¬ 
work of Levy’s department) a com 

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS INC. / 488. Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 

siderable number of programs that 

try to combine the elements of both 

entertainment fcand. public affairs: 

Hyatt & Co. as pointed out In re¬ 

cent weeks, has six or seven pilots 

and series already in the works. 

NBC-TV seemed to tie turning 
to Inside production a year ago, but 
mainly ended up with product; pro- 
dued outside. Yet since then, the 
additions to the staff, according 
to NBC sources, have madet it eas¬ 
ier to carry out plans. 

Program boss has an affinity for 
production work, having, worked 
closely on the preparation of “Out¬ 
laws” and another NBC stanzas 
“The Shirley Temple Show-.” Now 
that Alan Courtney, his No; 2 man 
and chief administrator departed 
last week for a vicepresidiency at 
MCA, all that remains for. Levy to 
do at the moment is find a replace¬ 
ment so that he can continue to be 
free for actual production detail 
himself. To decisi has been 
made as to Courtney’s replace¬ 
ment, buti according to the latest 
word, Levy is looking outside. 

Sam Schiff to Video Coe 
Sani Schiff, formerly an exec 

producer- for NBC-TV, has been 
named prexy of Video Cue prompt¬ 
ing service. 

Richard Packard, firm’s ' board 
chairman, says Schiff gets a finari- 
clal Interest and a stock participa¬ 
tion deal for 1961 as well as be¬ 
coming a member of the plans 
board. 

Since leaving NBC, Schiff has 
been a consultant: for film and tv 
development -for foreign countries. 

CHILDREN 8.7 & 5 
YEARS OLD DIDN’T 
TAKE THEIR EYES 
OFF THE SET!!!!!! 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL-O-TOONS IN TOLEDO! 

—SEE PAGE 53 

ON IVIRY CHANNEL \ 

BROOKS 
COSTUMES 
OWaM4MOt,N.Y.C.>TN.>L7-SOM 

OUR CHUHU3I 9 ft 5 ENJOYED 
THE MEL-O-TOONS AND WE N$ 

APPROVE THEM! 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL-O-TOONS IN TOLEDO I 

■SEE PAGE 53 

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WANTED 
* , NEW YORK AND CHICAGO AREA 

For. TV Commercial aid Industrial Film Sates by M«|or Hollywood 
Film Producing Company 

Tht rcpraMiiUtivat •• seek must bs completely farailfar with their lotal TV-fllw comm ere i 
market wid advertising aaency TV-fllm eemmereial departments. 

Responses should, ineludo background and salary or nereentage requirements. 
(ALL REPLIES WILL. BE HELD CONFIDENTIAL) 

Writ* Box 820, Daily Variety, *404 Sunset BlvcL, Hollywood IS, Calif. 
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in toledof 
The people of Toledo proved what we’ve been saying all 
along... Mel-O-Toons are enthusiastically welcomed by 
parents,and teachers.. .as Well as children up to 14 and 
15. We’ll show you the mail To back it up. 

Here’s what happened: Two of these new cartoons were 
shown in a fifteen-minute on-the-air audition oyer 
WSPD-TV. Viewers were asked to send in their opinions, 
with no prizes or incentives of any kind. In less than a 
week, over 400 replies arrived. All except five indi¬ 
viduals were wildly enthusiastic. School principals said, 

“Excellent!" Parents said, “The kind rtf children’s pro¬ 
gram we’ve been waiting for." Children said, “All of us 
loved them." One mother asked us “in the name of the 
next generation" please to keep up the standards set by 
Mel-O-Toons. 

These delightful cartoons, based on the most popular 
children’s records, can win the same response from your 
community. Integrated into one ofyour children's shows, 
they’ll give your programming longer life, and the 
strong local support that's so vital today. 

Call or write for full details. 

u.a.a. 
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, me. 

NEW YORK 247 Park Avenue. MU 7-7800 

CHICAGO 75 E. Wacker Dr.. DE 2-2030 

DALLAS 1511 Bryan St., Rl 7-8553 

LOS ANGELES 400 S. Beverly Drive, CR 6-5886 
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Foreign TV Followups 
; Continued from pace 39 ; 

fense speech With a passionate air. 
His wife, played by Rachel Roberts, 
also had a couple of telling mo¬ 
ments. memorably caught. 

Other acting support was as glib 
as the writings and Tony Richard-, 
son's direction gave the actors their 
head. Pity Osborne hadn’t provided 
any horse-power. Otta. 

Armchair Theatre 
ABC’s “Armchair T h e a t r e“ 

turned, as it sometimes does. into. 
Couch Theatre with a psychological 
piece, Peggy and Lou Shaw’s “The 
Cake Baker.” The hour allowed 
Kim Stanley to stretch herself w ith 
a potent, and often moving, bout of 
hysteria, and thus justified itself. 
But any close inspection of motive 
and incident In the script would 
prove mighty barren, 

Ed Norman (William Sylvester), 
and his neighbors, were somewhat 
baffled by the behavior of wife 
Millie (Kim Stanley), who went off 
into a deep-brown study from time 
to time, listening to the tinkle of 
an imaginary jchandelier. In. these 
vacant states, the girl was just not 
with it, and her daughter could 
slio out of the house unnoticed. 

So why and wherefore these 
moods? Apparently, Millie w’as just 
not fulfilling herself, tied indoors 
with domestic .chores and watching 
tv w'ith Ed. So, instead of baking 
cakes for a fund-raising social at 
the local school, she volunteered to 
write the script for the revue. This 
angered Ed, who didn’t care for 
her tapping the typew-riter of an 
evening. He forced her to resign 
from the job, and Millie went bac k 
to baking cakes. Climax came with 
the showr itself, when the girl was 
so Upset that She exited screaming, 
and Ed, feeling sorry, could do 
nothing about!it. 

A pretty phony business, this. 

LET’S 

THEM! 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL-O-TOONS IN TOLEDO! 

■flHBHERH see PAGE 53 

But given interest and some emo¬ 
tional power by Kim Stanley, a dab. 
hand at mental chaos, and by the 
baffled resentment of William Syl¬ 
vester. Support was adequate, and 
Atari Cooke’s direction never really 
recovered from a ponderous start, 
lingering too long over the wof - 
an’s frustration Instead of speeding 
on to the cakes; Oita.. . 

Roving Report 
Usually quite a-sharp reporting 

job, “Roving Report,” put out for 
an early-evening 20 minutes by In¬ 
dependent Television News, forgot 
its cutting edge with. “Women of 
Israel.” They’d sent reporter 
Lynne Reid-Bankfc with a silent 
camera to the Jewish haven, super¬ 
imposed a commentary on the 
filmed results, and the, ensuing 
product was a tired travelog that 
wouldn’t send a soul for an ’ - 
plane ticket. 

Miss Reid-Banks used every 
weary cliche in the book to de¬ 
scribe visits to a kibbutz, tb Tel 
Aviv, to a children’s community, 
to an encounter with Golda Meir, 
Israel’s Foreign Minister, She man¬ 
aged to convey the superficial facts ! 
of the country, but she hadn’t the j 
imagination to illuminate them. 

As there was no topical peg to 
hang the enthusiastic words upon, 
the report lacked urgency and im- i 
pact. The lesson drawn should be 
that there is no vitality in a filmed, 
essay. Nothing can replace the 
immediacy, of the spoken word. In 
fact, this visit to Israel might just 
as well have been a day’s jaunt to 
Bootle—which is a disregarded 
town in Britiam It had just about 
the same flavor. Ott 

Showtime 
This BBC-TV outing, which first 

set out to round up stars and tunes ; 
from stage successes, has now.sub- | 
sided into a routine gathering of 
acts, hosted by genial David Nixon. 
Chief interest of this one. was pro¬ 
vided by a couple of foreign im¬ 
ports. Denmark’s Nina & Frederik, 
who’ve acquired a following 
through previoiis film clips, turned 
up live, and confirmed their suave 
charm. They had time for a calyp¬ 
so, “When Woman Say No,” and, a 
haunting folksy melody, “Listen to 
the Ocean,” and whetted the ap¬ 
petite for more. \ 

From the States, Carmen McRae 
emitted two standards,. “Exactly 
Like YoiC and “Star Eyes,” to 
passable effect. Connoisseurs know 

her m a good and smoky jazz sin¬ 
ger, but sha didn't shins in this 
setting. Better if she were slotted 
into, somi more intimate back¬ 
ground. 

Local warbler Malcolm Mitchell 
gave “For Meand My Gal”without 
offense, and some spirited music- 
hall gagging brought steady yocks 
for veteran Jimmy James and his 
two; idiot feeds. 

In fact; it w’as a tepid session 
which passed painlessly down the 
gullet...Nixon did his conjuring bit 
and:. introduced a misfiring, film 
clip, showing him playing with fire¬ 
works with his. young sqn. But 
he’s an amiable character for a 
family audience; Maybe that’s 
what’s wrong with “Show time”; it’s 
so diffuse in its; aim that, it doesn’t 
hit anyone in the vital spot. 
Graeme Muir’s production was 
competent,. Oita.. 

Television Reviews 
as—^ Continued from page 15 

WRUL 

JEFFS 
COLLIE 

D laui* Program*, In*, '$0 

JEFF S COLLIE, the most watched dog In 

America, offers you the best sales protec* 

tion a sponsor can have. Three wonderful 

years of this award-winning series are now 

available. Why not wire today for informa* 

tion about them in your market? 

Independent Television Corporation * 488 Madison Aw.*N.Y. 22 

velog that | issss Continued from pa.ge 43 

compensation "of 55^ of their net- 
ed every WOl’k rate, with WRUL in its ca- 
ok to de- Pacity as salesman-producer re- 
tz to Tel Gaining 45%. He’s attempting to 
ommunity. w<h'k °ut a. pattern w here such af- 
alda Meir .fixates would carry sponsored pro- 
She man- gra.mming. on the compensation , 

ficial facts basis and would carry sustainers I 
hadn’t the I sans compensation but with the 

jhPm ! right, to sell the shows local!v sub- 
St to recapture. ' , .| 
>rds upon.; Indication of the type of spon- 
:y and Im- isoring, that’s available came in 
should be Met's first major sale, the election: 
n a Aimed [ coverage. Owens-Coming Fibre- 
place thel&Jass and Philco shared the tab 
i word. In 1 from 9:30 p m, till the final count 
might just vvas in, with Owens-Coming bank-. 
5 jaunt to rolling 45 minutes of Spanish, cov- 
isregarded ’ ^rage and Philco 15 minutes of 
just about English durihg every hour. Before 

Ott Met entered the picture; Lemmon 
last summer had sold a similar 
package, a halLhour a day of the 

i . , - Rome Olympics, to IT&T. Out? 
board Marine and Fireston . the 

^dltS!5; latter, getting a mail pull of 50.000 

#*"***■ 
vid Nixon.' But Brent hopes to sell one- 
» was pro- > fourth of his daily schedule as. well 
n-eign im- soon after he begins the expanded 
Frederik[operation. That daily sked will 
following i consist of 12 hours of Spanish, and 

ps turned ;four of English, beamed to Lati 
heir suave] America; three hours, of Portu- 
>r a calyn-! guese, also to Latin America; six 
fo " and a 'h°urs of English and an. hour of 
“Listen to Erench to ; Europe and Africa, 
d the ap- Shows would consist of extensive 
6 -news and stock market reports, 
leri McRae niusical programming, including 

“Exactly name Spanish deejays and person- 
Eves ” to alities- as well as live concerts and 
eurs know opera, and informational feature 

■ .» programs. 
Brent and Met proxy John 

John Kluge are high on the ac- 
. ceptance of WRUL abroad, largely 

because of the fact that the only 
other shortwave programming em¬ 
anating fr6m the U. S.. is the 
Voice of. America, which as a gov¬ 
ernmental instrument tends to be 
regarded as propaganda. More¬ 
over, much of the WRUL prograi - 
rnihg Would be transmitted oyer 
local facilities, bearing the bless¬ 
ing of local broadcasters though 
identified as to source. 

New Studio Setup 

The possibilities and potentials 
are. so multifold, Brent says, that 
his present problem is deciding 
what not to. do. Consequently, 
though envisioning other services, 
he’s restricting the operation to 
straight broadcasting and produc- 
tibn of commercials, though seeing 
other applications later on. What’s 
holding things up right now is con- 

. struetton-^a new, modern studio 
setup is going lip above N. Y.’s 
Paris Theatre and when that’s 
completed; WRUL swings Into Its 
expanded program. Additional 

_ .... construction for the future would 
PL 1-2108 b» the enlargement of WRUL’s 
■■■■ transmitting facilities in Boston. 

TV’S MOST IIHQIl ADDON SERIES! 

“TWO FACES WEST” 

sumed greater appeal, then he 
erred in judgment, because | it 
washed out the documentary pur¬ 
pose of his story. 

His principal character, a house¬ 
wife who. has become immobilized 
by frustration and loss of identity, 
was not the “average” woman she 
was supposed to be, and. for all 
the distortion of her problem she 

: still seemed unduly sorry for her? 
j self. As played (or overplayed > by 
Phyllis Thaxter, she was not very 

[believable in her entrapment nor 
particularly sympathetic. Her hus¬ 
band (Michael Strong) was ideal¬ 
ized in the best . soaper tradition, 
and many a femme viewer ailing 
with the same occupational disease 
must have felt the girl in’the story 
had R made. 

Worst of all, the script offered a 
dangerously romantic pink pill for 
the cure of the “disenchantment 
syndrome.” namely to find thyself 
and be thyself—“givb yourself a 
rose.” It’s easier said, especially 

; by the untypical girl in the story, 
] who had had a good education and- 
| once had written poetry, than 
[done. 
[ In brief; the. story part of the 
j show simply did not adequately 
i bear out the sti‘ ight .documentary 
[part. The latter. With Pauline 
■Frederick reporting; offered the 
[only useful information, from the 
; fact that “housewife’s fatigue” is a 
new national problem, to the sum- 
up that it’s chiefly caused by the 
desire of women to live up to the 
perfect image of the American 

; housewife, as depicted ini national, 
j women’s magazines and in televi- 
si on commercials. A panel of two 

! psychologists threw some light on 
the problem but offered little, To- 
wards a remedy, and . the analysis 
is left to stand as an implicit In¬ 
dictment of the contemporary sys- 

! torn of living. 
i . In view of what was blamed on 
’tv commercials, it was almost ob-. 
scene that Purex: did not change 
its advertising tack for this pro- 

j gram but .continued to show happy, 
j perfect housewives whose pr.o.b- 
i lems go merrily down the drain 

! when they use Trend, Sweetheart 
Soap and Dutch Cleanser. Les. 

ARTISTS’ SHOWCASE 
With Louis Sudler, George Stone, 

Anne Perillo Michuda, Joseph 
Gallichio qrch 

Producer: Don Marcotte 
Director.: David Barnhizer 
30 Mihs.: Suh. (alt.), 2:30 p.m. J j 
WNBQ, Chicago (color) 

It’s noble of a. local station to 
offer exposure to young operatic 
talent and musical virtuosi on Sun? 
day. afternoons, but WNBQ’s 
“Artists’ Showcase” is so full of 
starch that it’s almost uncomforta¬ 
ble to watch- it’s possible, to treat 
the longhair arts with dignity with¬ 
out being frigidly formal. 

The defect seems to go beyond 
commentator Louis Sucller’s first 
program nervousness; rather, it ap¬ 
pears to be conceptual. Everyone 
involved In the premiere show. (6) 
.was Inflicted with the stiffness, 
from the frozen^faced members of 
Joseph Gallicchlo’s light concert 
orchestra to the fellows who 
framed those rigid earners shots. 
A less awesome, attitude, toward 
“the; classics” could perhaps save 
future .shows from rigor mortis. 

Idea of the new alternate week- 
series Is to give young vocal, In¬ 
strumental and ballet artists from 

i the Chicago area; an opportunity 
to perform professionally. It 
shbuld be worth something on 
their resumes, too,-that they were 
selected by a committee of dis¬ 
tinguished longhairs, which in¬ 
cludes Dr. Rudolph Ganz, Dr. Thor 
Johnson and Walter Heiidl. 

Actually, the program is not as 
highbrow as It pretends to be, 
with all the selections In the 
liiitiaier falling into the pop 

classics category, apparently in 
the interests of playing it. safe. 
Lyric , soprano Anne Perillo Mi¬ 
chuda, a [ fine talent worth the 
showcasing, sang only two num¬ 
bers, “Uri Bel Di” from “Madame 
Butterfly” and “Baubles, Bangles 
and Beafis.” For opera ..[buffs it 
must have; seemed th merest 
sample of her abilities. 

WNBQ’s staff orchestra, an ex¬ 
cellent. and always well-rehearsed 
ensemble, performed three light 
works, two of which were on the 
saccharine side. Musically, , the 
smorgasbord was all relish with 
nothing to sink' the choppers into. 

Program will alternate, sustain? 
jog, with half-hpur films of rioted 
classical artists. Les. 

Jo Stafford 
Continued from page 31 

rangement. ITC. isK thinking of 
doing another Cole special, and 
according to ITC board chairman 
Michael Nidorf. other internation- 
ally known artists are interested in 
getting on the world-girdling vid- 
tape bandwagon. Beauty of the ITC 
arrangement is that an English 
berth is assured , and failing a net¬ 
work berth in the U. £>.—that hard 
nut for so many artists—the possi¬ 
bility of world Wide syndication is 
there as an alternative. 

Mobile A TV vidtape. equipment 
in Europe allows ATV to tour tho 
European Continent for either col¬ 
orful backdrops or artists perforni- 
ing iii various locales. 

Boston — Thpmas Y. Gorman 
veep CBS Radio ana general man¬ 
ager WEEl, elected to prexy of tlie 
Massachusetts Broadcasters Asso? 
ciatioh, and named director of th 
Better. Business Bureau. 

SNEAKY 
WAY TO GET OUR CHILDREN 
INTERESTED IN THE FAMOUS 
STORIES AND CLASSICAL MUSIC 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEL-O-TOONS IN TOLEDOT 

wmmmhhisee page 53 

J. FRED 
MUGGS 

20 Mlnat* Act 
AVAIL A B LI 

Season H60-61 
. . . 

Box 84, RFD #lr RAMSEY. N. J. 
LAfayottO 9-2204 

THESE ARE THE 

BEST 
ONES I’VE SEEN!! 
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
MEI^O-TOONS IN TOLEDO I 

SEEPAGE 53 

Starring CHARLES BATEMAN 

For further Details Contact 

Quaf Molt of Brothers Jani/ory 

SCREEN kOGEMS, INC. 
TELCVISIOM SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES C0RP. 

711 Fifth Avmh*, Now York 22 
CHICAGO HOUSTON 

FL 1-4432 
HOLLYWOOD 

RECORDING, RADH) a» T. V. STUDIOS 
FORMERLY A. B. C. STUDIOS 

1539 NORTH VINE STREET 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

AVAILABLE FOR LEASE 

GEO. ALEF 
Shown by Appointment 

MA. 2-1061 
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NARAS HOLDS ‘GRAMMY’ LINE 
k Oct. Dividend; Execs Defend Awards 

Hollywood, Nov: 15:; * 
, Beefs were few at special meet¬ 
ing held last Thursday U0) .of the 
Coast division of American Society 
of Composers, Authors & Publish¬ 
ers; called by prexy Stanley. Adams 
and his exec board to discuss: re¬ 
cent complaints by both song¬ 
writers and publishers over recent 
cuts in ASCAPers’ October divi¬ 
dend. 

Approximately 200 composers 
and lyricists heard Adams and sev¬ 
eral other, execs say that ASCAP 
had no alternative to. recent con¬ 
sent decree it reached With the 
Dept, of Justice. Coast ASCAPers 
were calm from the; overture of 
gathering to the finale. 

Adams explained to his mem¬ 
bership the reasons why the So^ 
ciety had initiated awards, setup. 
The, awards. are an essential move 
On the part of ASCAP insomuch 
that it gave- those writer-members 
an opportunity to:, participate in 
additional coin fpr works that sel¬ 
dom, if at all, are subject to per-' 
forming .fees. He, pf course, was 
pointing to those ASCAPers that, 
write, longhair works and special 
material that is used in. niteries 
and equal; places that do not fall 
under. ASCAP’s watchful perform¬ 
ance eye1. A SC A Ps awards setup 
calls for 5fc of the org’s annual 
income to be taken from the top 
and set aside for: the awards. 
ASsCAP’s. income also fell to about 
5Vp for the October, dividend.. 

Another reason pitched to. the 
gathering as to. why. ASCAPers 
were taking a coin cut in their 
quarterly melon was that, perform¬ 
ance credits? have jumped from 
28,000.000 to 35,000,000. meaning 
fhat the income per credit shrunk 
Accordingly. -The big hassle 
among the ASCAPers. was the ciit 
in distribution; but very little com¬ 
ment was raised on the issue at 
the concluave. 

: On short-lived dramatic m - 
ment was, brought about When 
Leonard Feather, the jaZZ author 
and ASCAP member, took the 
floor and demanded to know what 
was being done to prevent the skip 
and. jump procession that Was un¬ 
derway by ASCAPers to BMI. 

Latter org of late has been swing- 
iiig over a number of ASCAPers 
with the tempting offers of more 
annual eoi arid guaranteed con- 
tiracts. ' 

Looking at the ASCAP problem 
realistically, it’s the (composers W ho 
tune the theatrical and ty films 
who are perturbed at; current set¬ 
up.. They are not interested in 
whether it’s the fault; of the Jus¬ 
tice Dept, that insists on the con¬ 
sent decree or. whether the ad- 
ministrati by-passing them. 

(Continued on page 78) 

Jackie Gleason to Host 
AFM Band Test Finals 

Detroit, Nov. 15. 
Jackie Gleason will act as host 

for thp national playoffs of the 
Best New Dance Band of 1960 con¬ 
test. The competition, sponsored 
by the American Federation of 
Musicians, will bring 10 bands, 
chosen from the 176 bands in 65 
(Cities, to this city's Cobo Hall, for 

“ the finals on Nov. 21, 
Members of the winning brch 

will fly to New York to appear on 
NBC-TV’s ‘‘Saturday Prom” Nov. 
26. The winn ing barid also will 
play a two-week engagement at. the 
Flamingo Hotel in Vegas.: 

Japanese piskeries 
Nix; Violent Themes 

Tokyo, Nov. 15, 
In line with tire soft pedaling 

in the entertainment fields here 
of Works dealirig with Violence, 
Toshiba Records withdrew two 
numbers from its ne>v. sales list. 

These Were “Akuto Yaro” (Bad 
Guy) arid ‘‘Colt Serenade,” both 
sung by Tetsuro Tapba, a hard- 
boiled tv talent: Songs are punc¬ 
tuated with the sound - of pistol 
shots.^ ' 

Musicologist 

Stanley Green 
details Hie 

‘l/nkndivn* Songs Of 
Oscar Hammersteift 2d, 

one of the moey Editorial Feature* 

In. the epcemlng 

55ih. Anniversary Number 
ol 

PftniETY 

London, Noy. 15. 

The Elvis Presley ..disk, of ‘‘it’s 

ko.w" Or Never” .must be the fast¬ 

est selling platter ever here, ac¬ 
cording to British Decca Records 
chairman E. R. Lewis, with. 770,0.00 
copies grabbed, iri its first two-and- 
half Weeks of release. Lewis made 
the claim at the company’s annual 
stockholders rineet last week, when 
speaking in bullish terms of Decca 
Records biz as a. whole. 

After referring to improved re¬ 
sults in the year to March, 1960. 
due to cuts in expenditure and 
greater production efficiency ac¬ 
cruing froth research and money 
spent., on modernization of plant, 
Lewis declared ‘Ve have .never 
felt more confident” about biz, in¬ 
dicated by results : in the . seven 
months of the current year. He 
said there’s been slight drop in 

(Coiitinued on page 62) 

The National Academy of Re¬ 

cording Arts; & Sciences will stick 

substantially to the voting format 

of. last year: in the selection of the 
1961 Grammy awards despite 
squawks from several corners on 
the ’60 nominations. This year, 
however, members nominations 
may be supplemented In various 
categories. 

Because of the vast number of 
releases from. September, 1959, to 

| November, 1960, the eligibility of 
i dates of releases, and because of 
t the possibility of overlooking some 
! notew orthy . achievements, during. 
■ this time, NARAS has called upon 
the noriiinatioris; committee to ’Care¬ 
fully review the releases in. a num¬ 
ber of categories and to supple¬ 
ment the member’s nominations by 
no more than " three additional 
^nominations; 

For example, in the jazz, cate¬ 
gories,. the members Will initially' 
submit their five choices. Each 
record company will similarly sub¬ 
mit five choices. The membership 
is then mailed a. total list of all 
selections thus nominated and 
asked to. vote for five in each cate¬ 
gory in which, they wish to vole. 
The five selections in each cate¬ 
gory receiving the most ..member 
votes will then be placed on the 
nominations list; 

In addition, coirimittee of 
NARAS members with the broad¬ 
est ^possible exposure to jazz re¬ 
leases will be selected by the 
Boards of governors and such com¬ 
mittee Will select no more-than 
three recordings they deem note¬ 
worthy: In the event selections 
are ruplicated between members’ 
nominations and those of the com¬ 
mittee, . the three choices of the 
committee will be reduced by one 
for every duplication. 

In this.-way, riiembers, and mem¬ 
bers alone, will vote on up to eight 
nominations, five of which will be 
their original choices. The NARAS 
board feels that this system Will 
give members a broader voting 
base and also afford them the ben- 

(Continued on page 60) 

Hiked Payoff (or TV Themes Gives 
BMI Competitive Edge Over ASCAP 

Copyright Attomoy 

Stanley Rothenberg 
explore* |**t whet ere 

‘Exclusive* Recording 
Rights 

oieHiir Editorial Featere 

le the apeomieg 

55th Anniversary Number 
of 

P^RIETY 

On Tidal Wave 
Of Film Themes 

United Artists Records is riding 

high on the current pic theme mu¬ 
sic wave in tfie single market. Fol¬ 
lowing on the heels of click single 
theme releases from such films as 
“The Unforgiven,” “The Apart¬ 
ment” and “Never on Sunday,” 
the UA label has come up with its 
fastest seller to date in the Fer- 
rante & Teicher duo-piano slice of 
the “Exodus” theme, which went 
over the 100,000 mark a couple of 
weeks it was issued, 

UA after Records v.p. and general 
manager. Art Talmadge sees the 
pic music as not only sparking the 
sagging single sales market, but 
also bringing back a better class of 
music: Impact of the pic themes 
has been helped by the close pro¬ 
motional tie-iris with the film play- 
daites. That was evidenced in the 
case of A1 Caiola’s “Magnificent 
Seven” disk W'hich started off 

(Continued on page 60) 

OUT SOON! 

The, 

55th Anniversary Number 
Of 

Will have among its features -—a complete trade record of the 
records, songs and music business, along with an expert look into 
the future, domestic and international, will make this issue a 
valued reference giving your sales message, a continuity of 
exposure. 

Forms Usual Advertising Rates Prevail 

Special Exploitation Advantages 

Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office 
NEW YORK 3* 
154 W. 46th Si: 

HOLLYWOOD 29 
4404 Saeset Blvd. 

CHICAGO 11 
400 N. Mfcfcigee Ave. 

LONDON. S.W. 1 
4f St. Jomo*** St. 

Mccadillf 

The recent defection of a couple 

of dozen cleffers from the Ameri¬ 

can Society of Composers, Au¬ 

thors & Publishers to Broadcast 

Music Inc. Is pointing up the 
growing Importance of the per¬ 
formance payoff for background 
music in television. A central fac¬ 
tor In the switch from ASCAP to 
BMI’s is the the latter’s substan¬ 
tially upped payoff for tv theme, 
background and cue music over its 
former rates. At the present time, 
BMI, in fact, is paying writers of 
new theme music far more than 
they can earn under the ASCAP 
system. 

It’s figured that BMI is now pay¬ 
ing publishers and writers a total 
of 30c per half-hour show per 
station fpr a combination of 
theme and other incidental music! 
ASCAP’s system of paying off new 
themes, etc,, at the rate of one- 
tenth of the rate of a full per¬ 
formance makes it impossible for 
an ASCAP writer to get any sig¬ 
nificant coin from this area. 
ASCAP, however, does top BMl’a 
payments for theme where a so- 
called “qualifying” work, or stand¬ 
ard which has obtained 20.000 or 
over featured performances, i* 
used for a theme. But this only 
pertains to a relatively small num¬ 
ber of tunes in ASCAP’s catalog. 
ASCAP cut back the payoff on new 
themes to prevenl this type of ma¬ 
terial from- racking up a dispro¬ 
portionate amount of performance 
credits and minimizing the tempta¬ 
tion of tv producers to go into the 
music business to share ASCAP’s 

melon. 

The Increased BMI payoff 'has 
made it possible for this licensing 
organization to give attractive 
guarantees to the background 
writers under Jongtepm deals. It*s 
figured that they will be able to 
earn these guarantees without too 
much difficulty in view of the 
heavy programming of filmed 
shows on tv. 

BMI has moved into the back¬ 
ground music field in order to offer 
a rounded repertory to users of 
music. Television is now the 
dominant source of revenue for 
the performing rights societies and 
hence the necessity of controlling 
a repertory of music w’hich the tv 
broadcasters need to use. At the 
present time, there are far more 
shows on tv using music only in¬ 
cidentally, than there are stand¬ 
ard music shows which involve fea¬ 
tured song performances. 

Salchmo Suspending 
Tour for UA Pic Role 

Louis Armstrong will take a lay¬ 
off of several weeks from his cur¬ 
rent tour In Africa to participate 
in a United Artists picture* “Paris 

|~Slues” to be shot in Paris. Arm¬ 
strong starts the production Dec. 6. 

One of the unusual features of 
this layoff fordhe band is that it 
will be paid In full during the 
hiatus. 

Mantovani Pulls Big 
$9,780 Memphis Date 

Memphis, Nov. 15. 
Mantovani’s one-niter here last 

week was sodko at the b.of with a 
49,780 gross. House was scaled at 
$4 top with some 3.100 paid on, 
tap in the North Hall of the city 
auditorium. 

Ray Brown, local deejay, pro¬ 
moted for Showcase Promotions, 
local bookers. This is Brown’s sec¬ 
ond top attraction here in two 
months. He booked Pete Fountain 
earlier which played to a record 
$10,000 for a single stint. - 

Payola Addenda 
Washington, Nov. 15. 

Federal Trade Commission to¬ 
day (Tues.) okayed consent order* 
barring two more record compa¬ 
nies from dispensing payola. 

They are Fame Records, New 
York, and Schwartz Bros., ;Wash- 
Ingtotr distribs. “ ' " 
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Jodis, Jukes and Disks 
By MIKE GROSS 

Teresa Brewer (Coral : “HAVE 
YOU EVER r BEEN- LONELY" 
(Shapiro-Bernstein*) is set up for 
a new round pf spins Via this vi- 
l>iant Vocal attack. “WHEN DO 
YOU LOVE ME”-Moss-Rose t) has 
a hailad lilt that’s worked into an. 
attractive spinning item. ■ 

Aretha Franklin (Columbia'':; 
"LOVE IS TijIE ONLY THING"; 
(GnidC-> has[an 1m ressive beat, 
and a persuasive vocal that will-; 
get a spinning buildup from jocks j 
who care aliput their program-1 
n.iug. “TODAY I SING THE j 
BLUES" Consolidated** displays a ; 
blues styling that usually,goes, bet- [ 
ter in the album area but is strong ; 
enough to win attention for thisi 
new thrush, [i i 

Phil Napoleon -'Capitol': “GOOD ; 
CLEAN FUN" i Sunbeam* > gets; a 1 
sock Dixlelanft Instrumental treat-] 

knows how-to handle a big ballad. 
"YOU GOT ALU MY LOVE” 
/e; B, Markst) puts the singer fn 
a free-swinging mood and he han¬ 
dles it well. • 

The Ivy. Three (Shell): “ALONE 
IN THE CHAPEL" (Saxon*) puts 
lov in a reverent, setting that will 
win over some fans because of its 
rousing vocal .sincerity.“HUSH 
LITTLE BABY” (Saxont). works 
along a pleasant lilting line for 
fair results. 

Lester L art in Orch (Epic): 
“BLUE TANGO ROCK" (Mills*) is 
LeRoy Anderson’s lilter hopped up 
for teenage approval with the kind, 
of beat thev can step, in a. big w ay. 
"THIS COULD BE THE START 
OF SOMETHING” (Rosemeadow*) 
is a brightly paced Instrumental 
side:. 

A1 Kasha (Brunswick); “SING 

Best Bets 
JOHNNY MATHIS.HOW TO HANDLE A WOMAN 

(Columbia) ... While You're Young 
Johnny krai fits’ “How to Handle a Worn / Chappell*) is 

handle 'with a vocal finesse that, will take this fine ballad from 
the legitunlrr “Camelot" into payoff circles. “While You’re Young’’ 
(Cahtnfi* <|i has a melodic ballad mood that will win. a good 

of- turntable tint 

BROOK BENTON. . . • FOOLS RUSH IN 
(Mercury) . .Someday You'll Want Me To 'Want You 
Brook b[’hton's “Fools Rush In" (BVC*) gets an effective rendu 

tion ihat's\iswrefire for a big spinning takeoff. “Someday You'll 
Wan: Me to IV nt You" (Duchess' > ets a paten ■ vocal -treatment. 

SAM COOKE. _______ *--- • • • • . S YD MOOD 
(RCA Ytetor) ... Love Me 

Ram Cooke's “Sad Mood’1 (Rags*) is in. his previous. “Cb 
Gan.'" clit'ko groove and will pay off- as well over the spihnin 
cin-ni:. “linre Me" 1 Kags^ > has a mild ballad feel. 

*' 

JOEY VILLA & ROYAL TEENS. ALI^AMERICAN GIRL 
(Capitol) . . MICKEY MOUSE COT A GIRL FRIEND 
Joey Villa & Royal Teens’ “AUAmeric Girl" (World*) is 

a lireUj sTice that gets solid buildup frotn a. rousing choral support 
to brine/ irj into the hot spinning hr ckets. “Mickey Mouse Gift a - 
Girl Frienii" f Sweet een -Wildcat * ,iynsav:a he die .pace that could 
arch jure appreciation. ' ^ 

ADAM VT\DE .... •.CI-ORI VSTHKSlE 
(Coeil) jj . Dreamy 
Adam Wade’s “Gloria’s: Theme" (Robbins^ y isfashiohed in 

bat1 ad groore with a vocal approach that'sure to make -it -a. -w.in tier.- 
Theme is \from the Metro pic - Buttery,>rd 8," “Dreamy” (Octave*) 
ts bnil* along strong ballad lines cmd it, lias- a breah'th.roiigh 
p >ien:l ’ ! ' V 

LAWRENCE WELK 
TTis Newest Dot urn “LAST 

DATE’.' (DLP-3350). 
. Ilcfl.dtlninsr.. tha Smash “SihglB” 
“LAST: DATE" with FRANK 
SCOTT at the piano No. 16.14.*). 

fSongs of Gilded Age’ 
Foreshadows Shape Of 

P.D. Standards to Come 

Album Reviews 
“Belafonte Returns To Carnegie 

Hall” (RCA Victor). This is an¬ 
other powerhouse package produc¬ 
tion due. for big sales impact: Re¬ 
corded at a Carnegie Hall concert 
earlier thisyear, this offering, spot¬ 
lights a varied group of , singers, 
headed by toplirier Harry Bela- 
fonte, in a colorful program of folk 
music with broad, appeal. Bela- 
fonte gets, strong support from 
such two firstrate femme folk- 
singers, Odetta and Miriam Maker 
ba, while the Belafonte Singers 
and Chad Mitchell Trio are. excel¬ 
lent ensembles. 

Mantovanl Orch: “Music From 
‘Exodus’ and Other Great Themes" 
(London). MahtovanEs solid hold on 
the instrumental alburn field Will 
continue with this LP entry of 
themes from pix and legit. The up¬ 
coming big push on the. music from 
“Exodus" will give it an important 
marquee lure but the Mantovanl 
style is still the: big draw for the 
disk buyer. He’s in his , top lush, 
romantic and melodic groove on 
the music from “Alamo," "A Sum¬ 
mer Place." “The Sundowners," 

• * • “The f 

men but they swing around through 
such a variety of instruments, that 
a full-blown and unsual sound Is 
developed. Up for a Lyman treat¬ 
ment here are the scores frorti “My 
Fair Lady," “The King and.;!/’ 
“South- Pacific" .and "Pcirgy and 
Bess." 

Ray. Ventura SingerS: ’‘Sing 
Along In French” (Everest CFriends 
of- the sing along disks can now- 
spread into basic, French, Ray 
Ventura’s orch and singers supply 
a happy and easy-going mood as 
they lead the way over such 
familiar Gallic items, as “C’est Si 

i Bon,", “La Vie Eh. Rpse."“Parlea 
Moi D-Amour" and “Sous Le Ciel 
De Paris,” among others. The 
package has an authentic Paris 
punch but would have' benefitted 
if a: text of the lyrics had been 

DinahAVashington: “I Coit- 
centrate On. You” (Mcrcuryi. Thi 
set puts Dinah Washington in a 
straight ballad mood, IUs a groove 
in which .she’s hard to beat; Singer 
has an understanding of lyri 
values that gets the message acros 
in no uncertain times, Working 

; over Cole) Porter’s \T Concentrate. 

IIOAGY LANDS 
(Jmli) j;. 

Hoagy ji.and.s*’ “Cry Some Tears" 
bJues poc irith a vocal impact ti'U 
“Lighted (Windows" (Russber> 

■bln's s’-ofi1 lug style that's quit 

.... CRY SOME TEARS 
'Lighted Window 

$>?)•*rv- <>vs at a. rocking 
f': grab' top piety all over. : 

.-.er trohg' slicing of d 

THE FL\MINGOS YOl R OTHER LOVE 
(End) .Lovers Gotta C , 
The Fiamzngo’ “Your OO Love" < Brittany*- lias a bright 

rhythmic! appeal that could .tep ut for big spinning returns: 
“le/re's Gotta Cry" *Home Folks- is iveepy racking', -ballad 
gr’i.t'-e that most teeners find impressive. 

in cut. "ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS" 
(Sunbet m- jj' doesn’t grow as veil in 
the "Dixieland setting.. Both tunes 
are oui '[tie legiiuner'‘Tender- 
lnin.” 

Jack Pleis brch <Doccai: “PF.PE" 
(Sliapiro-Bernstein*- is lightheart¬ 
ed instrumental interpretation of 
the title song from the upcoming1 
Columbia ’pic with' a pleasing 
bounce Unit captures dee jay spins. 
“.STRANGE FEELING" <Chap- 
P‘1D bus {nothing unusual to offer 
in its instrumental conception. The 
tiine is '.r|)m UA's "Force of ,1m- 
pul-e." 

The Fleetwoods Dolton : “1 
I.GVE YOU SO" 'Commodores 
is a slow rocking ballad that falls 
in? ) a f; mii. groove. ‘ CONFI- 
DENTIAI/i' Prestige'- - has a pleasr 
art ballad feel but the lyric line 
is h:ud to hold up. 

Ronnie \ Height 'Era “NO 
D \TE" 'Bamboo*' swings with a 
beat anci a lyric* angle that’s built 
for teen npeal ana could hit a 
spinning .takeoff. “MR. BLUES I 
•PRESUME” -Pattern*; could, get 
the kids hopping. 

Bobby Beck t ABC-Paramount': 
“HIE DOOR IS ALWAYS OPEN”. 
(Famous j< could open up spinning 
avenues lor this new singer Who 

'Merrimac' attractive swing¬ 

er fashioned along, an effective 

blues mold. “ONE OF THEM” 

'M(*rnmac: okay waiier 

that's pegged for teeners-.with its 
simple beat and swinging lyric.. 

Christmas Records 

For the hipsters who are dream¬ 
ing of a "cool” Christmas, Atlantic 
Records has the Modern Jazz Quar¬ 
tet bn a two-sided interpretation, 
of “God Rest Ye Merry, Gentle¬ 
men" called “ENGLAND’S CAR-. 
OL’’ (MJQ,Music--- . , . Peggy Lee 
interp lales "Jingle Bells" into a 
lively slicing of “I LIKE A 
SLEIGH RIDE” (Maytinie)). that*s 
backed with a warm "CHRISTMAS. 
CAROUSEL” 'Denslbw'*) for; Capi¬ 
tol .. Sammy Kaye .Orch lias it 
melodic version - of the. classic 
"SILVER BELLS” (Paramount*) 
an iiiternatioriailv . flavored “A 
VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS TO 
'"OU” '.St. Nicholas*) for Dacca 

Lor Crane bounces niftily 
across “JINGLE-BELL ROCK” 
(Cornell*) and gets a pleasant 
sound into “CHRISTMAS IN THE 

'COUNTRY" (Jay-Bee*; on the 
j Boardwalk label. 

"Irma La Douce,” “Carousel,” 
.Sound of Music" and. others to]oh. You" to. the hilt, she heads 

A kingsize. gift book] “Songs of [complement the two themes from ; acroSs the blues and ballad field 
the Gilded Age" (Golden Press; | “Exodus." {with no letup and makes .such 
.-j,-m , Judy Garland: “That’s Entertain-! Other items as “Good Morning 
SS.oOy Is of. interest to the mtuje Thjj. ls. 0ne: of : Heartache/' ''While We’re Young® 
biz along the linos of the shape of jU(jy Garland’s most exciting sets ! and "Daybreak” stand up for ne\ 
things to comei. because any. num-j in some time. She’s in top vocal spinning chancOs. 
her of popular standards aren’t far • form: working ver a standout, rep-1 jan Bart: “More Best; Loved 
distant, from reaching that point I ertoire to Jack MarshalLs slick Jewish Songs” (Request'. This is a 
of diminishing ASCAP returns as orch backing. The, big arrange- natural folloivup, to his ..previous 
public domain material. ].As‘; se-.-j meii'ts _ on. Several numbers are /-“Best;^ Loved. Jewish Songs. '.'.'Bart 
lected and edited by Margaret | credited to Conrad Salinger who’s has developed a strong following 
Bradford. Boni, arranged for the' worked with the singer before and ip the Jewish sbng. cult because Of 
piano, by Norman LlOyd (excellent j knows just what is needed to grab, his spirited interpretations and 
color .illustrations by Lucille Cor-] listener's attention. She mixes the this package will sustain his hold, 
cos . the words and music of - sentimental hailad with the up- Although, it’s a limited market, 
American pops from ‘‘the Elegant tempo with the ease and assurance RequestTs imartmot.to overlook it. 
’80s. ..and Gay ’90s” aren’t as. that few singers today can masters Count Basie Orch: “The Count 
pointed in their p.d. potentials as ; The Chipmunks & David Seville: Basie Story" (Rouiefte); Count 
the: excerpts, from the first decade , “Around the World” (Libei’tyi. Da-; Basie’s 25th anni as a bandleader 
uf tlie 20th; century. | vid.'-Seville, whose square, handle is ' js celebrated in elegant style by 

Fifty-six years lat.erf. when initial RoSs Bagdasarian. has whipped up the Roulette label. Diskery has 
and renewal 28-year'terms expire^ a -flock of riewies pegged on an In— boxed a two-LP; presentation with 
available for anthologies of this ternational level for his Chipmunks a. folio qf. text and .photograph 
nature are standards by" Glen Mac-! to render with their novelty ap- tracing Basie’s biq. The disks show 
Dono.ugh & Victor Herbert. George proach. Soine of the originals like off tiie Basie beat in fine style and' 
M. Cohan].Carrie Jacobs-Bond. Ed- "Stuck in Arabi ” and “The Pidgin recapture the ..musical moods ,of 
ward Madden & Theodore F. English Hula” will attract lots.a his long-las.ling. swinging Style] Tli« 
Morse, Harry B: Smith-& Herbert, ^pinning attention. In all; it should text of "Tlie. Basie Story” in the 
Andrew- B. Sterling & Harry Von be strong seller this-'’Christmas booklet is the work; of Leonard. 
Tiker. Jplm F. Palmer & Charles ?>casbn._ ' n Feather y ho put it together \yith m 
B. AVard, William Jerome & Jean “Abyssinian Baptist G o sp e l fine sense.of the bandleader’s time 
Schwartz, Rgn Shields ' George 'Choir” 1 Columbia^ • This is a sam- aiid ihiportance; 
Eians., R... C.-^NIcTherson .& James.: Pi (tig of gospel-singing in .its roost ** Sunny Gale* “Sunny” (Warwick)- 
T. iTim. Brynim, Sidney Blown,*.- sHi-ring form. The laMrote# groii T1)e brassy beltlns style, wHlch. 
.pcoit.Joplin, John Philip Sousa, not under «he *Wtt«n,,of PrWc^or-j.^ this songstre:Ss her “Wheel 
to mention the pre-19.00s ditties. Alex; Bradford are- caught, in the . Ftrfnnpw hif. _ ■ 

Anthplogir, Boni has several ' act at the Abyssinian; Baptist ^t^a fXwo^imifl L^thiTSlio^ 
kindred .books 'to .-.her credit: and t Church, Newark; N; -J.,-and they Jonhs Shfe^ betler t S-rhJih^ 
she lias- ri-anged these well under ; w’hip up the kind of vqcal, storm •*nfit vw?. 
categories such as PlaV . Love J ihaRs seldom heen captured on a'^JU.nes. .hke. Did -See . A 
Girls. .Memories, Stories and plat ter; The gospel buffs \vilLruri T * ,Bac , 
Pa-triotism: William •sohumsn. to / , - ’ i™lth ■S'?**., l-aup wrsion Of 
composer.; . and president of the i Julie Harris: “Poems and. Let-.- ’ Aou* E>e-rybody LqVes My 
Juiliiard School .of Music, wrote, ters of. Emily Dickinsdn]’ .('Caed-v :^*t-d -,!Dance' !VYith A Dolly,” 
th Mrs: Boni has -preceded ’ m'on).-' The sensitive words penned than on some of the softer balladf. 
e: g w.it'll .a pithy but: inter-- b.v New England poet Emily Dick- - beyond, her emotional, range. ]. 

•.esting anecdote;].' * ‘ i son-have.- found aii iindersi.an.ding ! —“-“— ' " 
Publisher .Herb Mark's gets. voice-box. iri. Julle Harris; The ae-] 

elaborate., credit fr.ohi tlie editor, tress takes some of-Miss, Dickin:- 
for his.assist on this volume which . son’s nmst famous;works and reads 
is aUi actively gotten up with full j them with passion and; illumination, 
pianoforf arrarigehients for ready ! It's a plus for the spoken word 
group - around - th - upright com- j catalog. 
intinity songs. The songs are con-i Arthur. Lyman:* “On Broadway” 
si.-tenily memorable and., keyed to .'IliFi’. ArU.tir Lyman 'brings -his; 
the historic period, are good- j exotic. Island sounds to; Shubert 
hum" red closeups' on the moods i AIley^ for^ lots of audio, kicks. Ly-- . . . ,.. 

land mores of the times. Abel.. I nian’s group consists of only four, i ner-Frederick LoeW '.musical 
"Camelot” has sparked an advanca 

Col Sparking ‘Camelot’ 
LP Drive With Special 

Advance 3-Inch Disk 
The postponement of the Broad¬ 

way opening of the. A-iah Jay Ler- 

l+ASCAP. tBMI, 

sale gimmick by Columbia Records 

..which will have tire, original cast 

' album. 

! To pick up “Cameiot” sales in 

YXovember and early December be- 
RCA' Camden bowing in tlie spoken Word field with its .first comedy [fore the cast albuhi: is released Col 

LP featuring Judy Caiiova. It consists of six extracts from her tadi , has prepared- a speciai three-inch. 

j. shows-. RCA Victor has issued a 28-page catalog of disks and: tapes ' disk that can be bought for tfiai 
: -which, can be utilized bv educational instiluti classical,.: Price, of the album and exchanged 

j folk, jazz, pop; selections in addition to drama and poetry. Victor Is '^elh.*; 

; ' w catalog, with a heavy ad campaign In-vgdutaiipnal-i'jfiskery ..expects.''-to bave-thq- ^ibuin'i 
journals . . Maurice Evans being spotlighted in an “Introduction to '.in rthe stores by Dec. 15. The. show 
Slvakcspea.i-e” album tinder the. Golden Records label,r j opens, on Broadway Dee; 3. 

JMG^I Records is pre-gift, wrapping its nine Christmas aibums. .this]. Col previously used an adyanc* 

| season before, livey. leave Hje -fartory- ‘ Irving. Fields l:a.? coh.e u« ■|^g-?S^6Und •'b.HU 

with instruction album called “E-Z Learn Piano Lessons,] shbw* alburns W’ere midrDt‘cember 
j Volume-One." He’s formed the E*-Z Learn Records Corp, with Jerry j releases. In the cas . of “Flower 
Tobias Connie De Nave has added album .packaging to. her public [ Drum. Song” nd. "Sound of Mu- 
relations activily. -. sic ” however, nlv eifl 

-MargareR"'Whiting '-cuis three albums for Verve during next three' 
months. One of which will be etched during her*: stand at Mr. Kell^ V; 

Chicago, starting Jan. 2 Mel Brooks will, pen riiaterial for Dick 

Shawn’s, initial album for RCA Victor . . . Jack Douglas’ Columbia 

album, out . Nov. 21 will be tagged “Jack Douglas^-With the Original 

Cast” . .Johnny Cash] who costars In-“Five Minutes To Live,” . ill 

c:ut an album of the same title for Columbia . . 4 Kapp Records will 

release seven Roger Wllliains albums this month. 

sic,” however, nly gift certificates 
w ere used. 

Meantime; Bobby . Shad’s Tim# 
Records is readying a release of an 
instrumental “Camelot” before th# 
show’s Broadway opening.. The re¬ 
cording; arranged and conducted 
by .Hugo Montenegro, wilt: be on 
the market to coincide with the 
original N. Y. opening date of Nov. 
19. " 
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? RECORD T.I.P.S. 
(Tune index of Performance & Safes) 

\ This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced ratio of disk sales, nationally as reported by key outlets in major cities, and mush 
programming by the major independent radio stations. 

Thi. Last No. Wkt. rlhjt Last No. Wks. Thfa last No. Wka. 
Wit. Wk. On Chart IA1EL Wk. Wk. TITLE, ARTIST IABEL Wk. Wk. On Chart TITLE, ARTIST LABEL 

i 1 9 1 WANT TO BE WANTED 34 25 i LOVE WALKED IN 67 _ 1 ARE YOU LONESOME TONIGHT 
Brenda Lee ...... ... Decca Dinah Washington Mercury Elvis Presley Victor 

2 4 6 POETRY IN MOTION 35 33 5 HUMDINGER 68 62 7 YOU TALK TOO MUCH 
Johnny Tillotson ........ • Cadence Freddy Cannon ... ...... .. . Swan Frankie Ford. . Imperial 

3 2 10 SAVE THE LASTDANCE FOR ME 36 34 17 THE TWIST 69 54 2 REPORT TO THE NATION 
Drifters Atlantic Chubby Checker .... .parkway Winkley & Nutley. 

4 3 5 LAST DATE 
Victor 

37 42 4 BALLAD OF THE ALAMO 70 71 2 MIDNIGHT LACE 
Floyd Cramer Mnrty Robbins- ... .Columbia David Carroll .......... . Mercury 

5 8 8 NORTH TO ALASKA 
Columbia 

38 37 3 HE WILL BREAK YOUR HEART 71 78 6 MIDNIGHT LACE 
Johnny Horton ..... Jerry Butler ............ Vee Jay Roy Ellis. ... MGM 

6 6 11 YOU TALK TOO MUCH 
.Roulette;' 

39 27 9 MY DEAREST DARLING 72 80 6 HAVE MERCY, BABY 
Joe Jones Etta James ... . . ... . . . » .y. Argo Bobbettes Triple X 

7 15 8 SUMMER'S GONE 40 63 3 RUBY DUBY DU 73 6 TWISTING U.S.A. 
Paul Anka ........ . ABC Par Tobin'Mathews .» ^ Chief Danny & Juniors. ... Swan 

8 12 5 NEW ORLEANS 41 1 PERFIDIA 74 — 1 AND HER NAME IS SCARLET 
U. S. Bonds........r... . Lagrand Ventures ..........,.... .. Dolton Bob Wilson.. .Ere 

4 14 8 TOGETHERNESS 
Chancellor 

42 36 6 1 WISH I'D NEVER BEEN BORN 75 64 7 THEME FROM*RAT RACE 
Frankie Avalon . . ...... Patti Page . Mercury Richard Mqltby ......... . Roulette 

10 7 6 GEORGIA ON MY MIND 
. ABC Par 

43 90 2 LIKE STRANGERS 76 70 9 GIRL WITH STORY IN HER EYES 
Ray Charles ....... .... Everly Bros. ............ Cadence Safaris..... .... Eldo 

it 38 4 A THOUSAND STARS 44 50 2 WONDERLAND BY NIGHT 77 — 1 GEE WHIZ 
Kbthy Young Indigo Bert Kaemfort ...... . ... .. Decca Innocents Indigo 

12 10 6 LET'S GO. LET'S GO. LET'S GO 45 52 2 ONE OF THE LUCKY ONES 7B — 2 ALABAM 
Hank Ballard ...... .. *... King Anita Bryant Carlton Pot Boone ... 

13 18 4 ALONE AT LAST 46 76 2 NATURAL BORN LOVER 79 1 PUSH, PUSH 
Jackie Wilson . .. ...... Brunswick Fats Pomi Imperial Austin Taylor .. .. Lauri 

14 23 6 STAY 47 43 II SO SAD 80 — I TRUE LOVE CAN BE 
Maurice Williams . Herald Everly Bros. .... WB Ron Holden Donna 

15 20 9 BLUE ANGEL 48 45 4 PATSY 81 — 1 ON MY KNEES 
Ray Orbison Monument Jock Scott, iv... . 'i ........ Top Rank. Charlie Rich. .. Phillips 

16 22 8 TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT 49 75 6 EVERGLADES 82 82 2 1 MISSED ME 
ShireHes • • • . ■». ** . . Sceptor Kingston Tri Capitol Jim Reeves.. .. Victor 

17 9 9 DON'T BE CRUEL 5Q 28 9 A FOOL IN LOVE 83 — 1 ROUND ROBIN 
Bill Black w;..*. Ike & Tina Turner ....... Donnie Brooks. 

18 24 5 PETER GUNN 51 26 17 THEME FROM THE APARTMENT 54 53 12 MOVE TWO MOUNTAINS 
Duane Eddy ... Jamie Ferrante/Teicher UA Marv Johnson .......... - UA 

19 17 6 TO EACH HIS OWN 52 48 12 DIAMONDS l PEARLS 85 .—> 1 PSYCHO 
PlatterS . Mercury Paradons .............. Milestone Bobby Hendricks. 

20 16 4 HUCKLEIUCK 53 41 4 GREEN LEAVES OF SUMMER 86 35 II MR. CUSTER 
Chubby Checker .... .. . Parkway Brothers Four Columbia Larry Verne. 

21 2! 14 DEVIL OR ANGEL 54 61 2 CHARMING BILLY 87 — 4 THAT'S HOW MUCH 
Bobby Vee .. Liberty johnny Preston Mercury Brian Hyland.. ... Kapp 

22 5 12 A MILLION TO ONE 55 69 5 BLUE VELVET 88 — 1 SWAY 
Cameo Jiminy Charles.......... Promo Statues . /................. .. Indigo Bobby Rydell 

23 13 10 LET'S THINK ABOUT LIVING 56 40 15 KIDDIO 89 — 1 DEAR JOHN 
Bob Luman WB Brook Benton.. Mercury Pat Boone.. 

24 M |4 MY HEART HAS MIND OF ITS OWN 57 . 'l. KISSIN* & TWISTIN' 90 93 2 SALVATION ROCK 
. . Strand Connie Francis ......... ... MGM Fabi ............... Chancellor Marv Meredith. 

25 30 6 SLEEP 58 49 3 DON'T GO TO STRANGERS 91 44 14 ANY MORE 
Teresa Brewer. ... Coral 

Little Willie John .a King Etta James Prestige 

59 88 WHOLE LOTTA SHAKING 
92 66 8 SOMEBODY TO LOVE \ 

26 89 3 YOU'RE SIXTEEN 2 Bobby Darin. 

BALLAD OF THE ALAMO 
Johnny Burnette ....... ; . . Liberty 

60 

Chubby Checker Parkway 
93 _ 2 

27 39 3 I'LL SAVE LAST DANCE FOR YOU I 79 2 RUBY DUBY DO Bud & Travis.. .. Liberty 
Damita Jo . . . . . Mercury Charles Wolcott .1. .... MGM 94 98 2 LITTLE MISS BLUE 

28 32 3 MY GIRL JOSEPHINE 61 57 2 LONELY TEENAGER Dion Lauri 
Fats Domino. > .......;,. . Imperial Pioa Laurie 95 68 2 AM 1 LOSING YOU 

29 19 13: Chain gang 62 85 4 DARK AT TOP OF STAIRS Jim Reeves.. ... Victor 

Sam Cooke ............ ... Victor Ernie Freeman _____ Imperial 96 59 3 CHARIOT RACE 

30 29 7 ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS 63 72 2 ISN'T IT AMAZING 
97 

Ben Blur. ,.. Mark X 

Bobby Darin ........... ... i Atco 

64 

Crests Coed 91 7 SHOPPIN' FOR CLOTHES 
Coasters.. .... Atco 

31 31 6 SAILOR 
Lolifa .. .... Kapp 

81 7 SUNDOWNERS THEME 
Billy Vaughn.. .... Dot 

98 — J GONZO 
James Booker Peacock 

32 47 4 NIGHT THEME 
Wye 

65 — 1 CHILLS & FEVER 99 84 2 TODAY'S TEARDROPS 
Mark li Ronnie Love .. Dot Roy Orbison Monument 

33 46 3 WAIT FOR ME 66 __i. 3 RELEASE ME 100 i CRY, CRY, CRY 
Playmates Roulette. Jivin' Gene Mercury Bobby Bland Duke 
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How George Shearing puts his personal 
Shure microphone to work for his group.. 

In a superbly original small group such as the incompa¬ 

rable George Shearing quintet . . . where the effect is 

complete intimacy (even in larger rooms).., where tonal 

balance is critical... where extremes in dynamic contrast 

are integrated into every set, a wide-range unidirectional t 

microphone (such as the Shure Unidyne III) is an abso¬ 

lute necessity. 

It will “focus1* on an instrument , (or a voice) without 

picking up audience noise or random background sounds. 

It keeps the instrumentalists in balance over the loud¬ 

speakers .. . and allows soloists to project the most subtle 

nuances and shadings above louder or more percussive 

SHU RE 

/ 

microphone outfit 
You CAN (and should) take it with you. Superb Unidyne. 

Ill microphone complete with holder,,cable and adaptors 

to hook into any club or auditorium P. A. system, or Into 

better quality home or professional tape recorders. All in 

handy case (about the size of a clarinet case). Personalized 

with your name on both microphone and ease. On special 

order only—see your sound consultant or write to Shure. 

Only $75.00, professional net, complete. 

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET ON MIKE TECHNIQUE: 

Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Harney Ave„ Evanston, III. 

instruments. No microphone can improve performance— 

but a poor (or unfamiliar) microphone can distort even 

the best balanced group. 

...the sound is you 
By consistently using his personal Shure Unidynb III 

microphone (rather than taking “pot luck’*), George 

Shearing:knows exactly how it performs—where it should 

be placed for the tonal balance he wants. There’s never 

a question as to what his Unidyne can do—and what 

It can’t. 

.(^unidirectional microphone—picks tip sound mainly from the front♦ , 
suppresses sound freni behind ♦ . . can be ''aimed** at the sound source) 

the professional entertainer who best tells us how a personal Shure micro* 

.phone can improve his act wins a 12* cutting date • lock, stock and barrel! 

If you win, Shure will showcase you on a major label* 

stereo disc. with your own choice of sidemen, arrangers, 

and engineers. We’ll design a full-color album cover and 

guarantee publicity for your record. We’ll even give you 

an original new number by George Shearing to introduce 

as the first band of your record. You get dll the artist’s 

royalties from the disc because Shure pays all the recording 

costs up to (and even including) $5,000,00*.. . payable 

to you for the recording expenses*. 

all professional entertainers eligible.. .for complete details and entry Hank, write: 

•Total limit for costs usually paid by the artist: S5,000.00. / SHURE ENTERTAINERS’ CONTEST 
If you’re under contract to a label, money can be paid y 
directly to contractual recording company. / 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IUInOlS 



Recording Studio and Engineers. Sidemen (or background music). You introduce an original George 
Shure pays for them*, you gel Arrangers. You pick them, Shure Shearing composition. Solo, with 
ALL the artist’s royalties. .pay* for them*. * group, or as * background. 
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George Hamilton Switches to Victor: 
Vaughn Monroe to MGM; Other Deals 
Georse Hamilton IV, formerly | 

with ABC-Paramount Records, has ! 
be-m signed by Chet Atkins. RCA 
Vidor's head of operations in 
Nishvilli* A member of the 
“Grand Ole Opry” cast, Hamilton 
record in Nariiviile. 

Comedian Dick Shawn has 
signed a *htee-year pact with RCA 
Victor, He was tagged by Dick 
Peirce. Victor’s Coast a&r chief. 
Shawn’s initial album will he cut 
on the Const in February prior to 
his Las Vetras engagement at the* 
Flamingo Hotel. Mel Brooks will 
wrve new material for the pack¬ 
age. 

MGM: Vaughn Monroe 

Vaughn Monroe is set to come 
out under the MGM banner. The 
longtime RCA Victor disker will 
debut of: MGM with “The Song of 
the Skier’’: and “Learn To Ski By 
Mail.'* 

Also joining MGM last week 
were Hank. David, a teenage duo 
from Bethlehem. Pa. Team’s -ini¬ 
tial push wilt be on “Lop-Sided. 
Over-Loaded.” 

Roulette: Barry Sisters 

The Barr; Sisters have been re¬ 
signed to a new contract by Rou¬ 
lette Records. The new pact calls 
for the recording of both LPs and 
singles in English and Yiddish. 
The Barry girls, Claire and Merna, 
began a tour of England Mon¬ 
day (14>. 

Royal: Diana Darrin 

Actress Diana Darrin has been 
set to a one-year deal by Magnet 
Recorders’; Royal Records. Miss 
Darrin, who recently completed 
"Little Shepherd of Kingdom 
Come” for 20th-Fox, will cut a 
minimum of eight sides during her 
year with ;the label. 

Strandr Carpenter, Haskell 

Thelma Carpenter* and Jack 
Haskell have been added to the 
Strand label by disker’s general 
manager Sidney Pastner. They'll 

LATEST RELEASE 

RAY CHARLES’ 

record for both the LP arid singles 
field. Their first''releasewill hit 
the market after the first, of the 
year. 

Vassal*: Sammy Li?a no 
Sami . Licano lias joined , the 

Va^sar roster. Licano, who has. 
been featured in clubs in Japan 
and Korea, will, bow on the label, 
in early December. 

UA Records 
__^ Continued front page' 5.3 

slowly biP rapidly .gained ground 
as the picture went: in large scale 
release. Tlie. single hits, not only 
have . helped soundtrack. LP sales, 
hut also other unrelated albums by 
such artists as Ferrante & Teieher. 

Talmadge pointed out that at 
tire present time there, are more 
pic themes'; selling than, there have 
been in years. The. “Theme From 
‘The Sundowners’,” for instance, 
now has six versions available; 
“Green Leaves of Summer.” from 
“The Alamo” score,: has sev en sin¬ 
gles in release; there are nine ver¬ 
sions of “Never oh Sunday;” two 
versions of “Ballad of The Alamo” 
and several other assorted pic sin¬ 
gles in release. 

The greater accent of strong, mu- ! 
sical backgrounds in. films is the 
key factor in the disk, sales up¬ 
surge, Talmadge said. Elvis Pres¬ 
ley's vocals in the film, “G.I. 
Blues.” are expected, to take off 
for RCA Victor while' UA Records 
is banking on a pic title song re¬ 
lease by Steve Lawrence Eydie . 
Gorme on “Facts of Life,” from 
the Bob Hope-Lucille Ball starrer. 
The “Exodus” theme will get its 
major push when the film is re¬ 
leased in December. 

Hub’s Hip Rev. O’Connor 
Boston, Nov. 15. 

Rev. Norman J. O’Connor, 
C.SiP., Catholic chaplain at Boston 
U. and of its Newman Foundation, 
widely known for his work in 
behalf of jazz, is being honored 
by his friends in the jazz world, 
and the. Newman Foundation with 
a testimonial dinner at the Statler. 
Hilton ballroom on Nov. 28. 

Marian -McParHand is bringing 
her trio fioi New York, Teddy 
King will sing, and Herman Chitti- 
son. jazz ianist. currently at the 
Hotel, LenOx in Hub, will play. In 
addition, Duke Ellington and Dave 1 
Biubeck are planning to fit the : 
event into, their schedules, | 

Father O’Connor is donating | 
proceeds from the testimonial j 
dinner to the Newman Foundation.\ 

On The Upbeat 

Great New Smash 

Strand r Carpenter, Haskell NARASi 
Thelma Carpenter* and Jack IWI1IIO 

Haskell have been added to the a—j Continued from page 55 ,,^, 
Strand label by disker’s general ... 
manager Sidnev Pastner. Thev'll efit of+the ^ommitte.e s vast, ex- 
n —posure to releases. 

General categories covered in 
the 39 awards are classical, pop, 
technical (engineering arid art), 
jazz, folk, children, rhythm & 
blues, and country & western. An 
additional jazz category has been 
added to the list of awards. It’s 
that of a jazz composition of more 
htan five minutes duration, The 
Board of Governors is also corir 
sidering giving an annual award 
to someone within the industry 
who has made an overwhelming 
contribution to it. Also, an aw;ard 
for liner notes is being considered. 

Plans are now being made to get 
a tv special early in ’61 on which 

_ to announce the Grammy awards. 

I MARIAN McPARTLANDf 
< TRIO J 
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Rayven Vs. Levine Tests j 
Right of U.S. Pic Distrib ' 

To Alter Foreign Score j 
Question. of whether a U.S. film 

distributor has the right to do , 
what he wants with the score of . 
a foreign film is . coming to head ' 
in a hassle between Rayven Music 
and Joseph E. Levine. N.Y. Su¬ 
preme Court Justice Owen Mc- 
GiVern last week denied Rayven a 
temporary injunction w'hich would 
have blocked Levine's’ Embassy ; 
Pictures arid Levi - McHugh 
Music International from altering i 

l and distributing the score iri a film 
called “Le Loi,” which was re¬ 
named here “Where The Hot Wind 
Blows." Rayven nOw plans to sue ; 
for damages claiming that . the j 
value of its original score has been 
hurt. , 

Rayven’s suit alleges that in 1958 
Mondia Music, an Italian firm; 
assigned Roman Viand’s score to 
producer Jacque Bar, producer of 
the film, and that iri assigning the 
pic rights to Embassy,, the pro- . 
ducer prohibited altering of. the 
score. For the pic’s release here, 
Eevirie had. Jimmy McHugh write 
a new. turid to be placed at the 
opening of the film. The ads and 
promotion are emphasizing the Mc¬ 
Hugh tune, with lyrics bv Buddy 
Kaye, which Hay ven claims is . 
detrimental to the Viand score and 
the soundtrack set issued by 
Everest RecoFds. 

In answering the coiriplaint, Le¬ 
vine claims, that the contract be¬ 
tween; Embassy and Bar gives .. the 
distributor the right to ‘‘dub, re¬ 
dub and make alterations in the 
film.” Rayven; however, claims 
that in film parlance the right to 
dub and redub applies to the 
spoken w-ord only. 

Also In answering the complaint, 
Levine stated that he had made a 
$592,000 investment in the pic for 
its U.S, release, including $17,000 
to the Ames Bros, for singing the 
title song. The Ames Bros, waxing 
was released by RCA Victor. 

Rayven was assigned the pub¬ 
lication rights to Viand’s score in 
the U.S. and Canada by Mondia 
Music arid had been working on a 

j.title song push, with. lyrics by Fred 
j Ebb, when Levine moved in with 
; the McHugh melody. 
j - " ’- — 

Barbirolli Takes Over 
Stoki’s Houston Baton 

Houston, NOv. 15. 
Sir John Barbirolli has been 

named successor to Leopold Sto¬ 
kowski as conductor of the Hous¬ 
ton Symphony Orchestra for the 
1961-62 season, Stokowski gave 
notice, last spring that he will con¬ 
clude his music directorship here 
at the end of this season. 

Barbirolli is chief conductor of 
the Halle Orchestra of Manchester, 
Erigland, and will continue in that 
position while serving the Houston 
orchestra. 

New York 
Enoch Light. of Grand 

Award Records, donated an 18th ] 
century Italian violin and a Nurn- > 
berger bow to NYU ,. Jack Lane 1 

now in his 25th year at the piano • 

at Jack Delaney’ in Greemvich I 

Village Gene Krupa’s trio ; 

opens at the Embers, Fort Wayne,. I 

New. 21 for. one week . Cannon¬ 
ball Adderly leaves On a European 1 
tour today (Wed.V Bix Brent 3 
will be the femme vocalist with ; 
Dan Terry’s band .now. playing at : 
the Meadows, Framingharri,' MasS. j 
. < . Adam .Wade,, currently headlin- 1 
iug at the. Roundtable, is set. for 
one week at Sciolla’s, Philadelphia, 
starting Dec. 12 . , . Bobby Rydell 
has signed with General Artists 
Corp. 

johnny Tillotson set for the : 
Show of Stars at Memorial Audi- ] 
toriura, Utica, Friday (18) ... . Bob ( 
Bowden and Stanley Mount run- , 
ning a “Westward To Music” show 
on WFHA, Red Bank, fjT, J., every ; 
Saturday night. 1 

London 
Johnny Franz, Phillips diskery ■ 

boss, doing one of his occasional ac* 

companist stints for Shani Wallis, 

at. the Colony . . . Tommy Watt i 

(late of the Allegro Room) has 

been named as maestro of the 
BBC’s Northern dance orch. Ap- ; 
pointment dates from Dec. 1 
Noel Johnson, of Ascherberg’s, has 
become pfexy of the Music Priblish- 
ers’ Assn., following Ken Straker, 
who quit the office . . . Trumpeter 
Sid Pollitt, after 13 years with the 
Joe Loss combo, has returned, tp 
his home town, Manchester, .-with 
Phil Moss’ outfit at the Ritz Ball¬ 
room ... . Michael Carr. U.K. tune- 
smith, has dreamed up the “Man 
of Mystery” theme for the. new 
series of Edgar Wallace pix being 
distributed by Anglo-Amalgamated. 

Philadelphia 
Damita Jo inade her first local ap¬ 

pearance at the Media A. A, oyer 

weekend . . ; Charley Barnet orch 

into Sunnybrook Ballroom, Nov. 

19 . . . Dick Lee at the Erie Social 

Club, Nov. 16-20, with Conway 
Twitty coming Into spot, Nov. 25-27 

... Tony Martin booked into the 
Latin Casino, through Noy. 20 . . , 
Anita Bryant opens at Sciolla’s for 
one wreek , . „ The Farmer-Golson 
Jazztet filled In for Gloria Lynne 
at the Red Hill Inn. Chirper asked 
out to tape a tver with HaiiTy Bela- 
fonte, Nov. 20 . . . Bandleader O** 
car Dumont staged opener; of his 
White Way Inn, at Atco, N. J. 

San Francisco 
. Blaekhawk’s booked well Into 
1961, with Cal Tjader Quintet at. 
fixture until Feb. 19, George 
Shearing operiirig Feb. 21, followed, 
by Anita O’Day March 21, Modern 
Jazz Quartet April 4,1 Stan Getz 
April 25, Oscar Peterson May 16 
and Miles Davis June 6 . . . Miriam 
Makeba goes , into 6utside-at-the- 
Inside Dec. 15 arid then comes; to 
Neve^-Wbody Herman’s also due 
for an early 1961 date at. Neve . . . 
Leo McCann Trio opened at the 
Jazz Workshop.. . Frank D’Rone 
follows Mae Barries into the hungry 
i’s Other Ropi . Hangover’s 
closed for three months. 

Kansas City 
Carmen Cavailaro is skedded For 

Angelo’s, Omaha, following his 
present fortnight at Eddys.’ He 
winds here Nov: 23, opens there 
Nov. 25 for two. weeks, a return 
date for him; . Billy Williams ofch 
will, make it 52 straight weeks afc 
Eddys’ w-ith their backing of the 
Cavailaro show. Williams was 
orch leader at Eddys’ several years 
back, came in here this stand after 
long series of stands in the East 
. . . Gas Light Coffee House took 
a flyer in show biz, bringing " 
folk singer Josh White Saturday 
(12) for a concert in the Music Hall 
at $3 top . . . Coleman Hawkins 
crew currently in the Blue Room 
. . Hotel Muehlebach has Tony 
Caracci trio in the Picardy, Peggy 
Clark at the. piano in Le Bistro, 
Rose' Marie at the organ iri the 
Rendezvous. 

New BVC Latel 
A new label, BVC Records, has 

been formed by John Brindle, Ed* 
ward Vallorie rind Neil Crowley-, 

Its first single release will Tie 
“Time and the River” backed with 
“Pitty Pat. Brind” by Alan. Val- 
lone. Diskery plants its first LP 
release for January. (BVC is the 
commonly used initials for the 
publishing firm of Bregman, Vocc® 
&. Conn, which has not relation to 
this disk enterprise.) 

DEBBIE 
REYNOLDS 
"IT LOOKS LIKE RAIN IN 
CHERRY BLOSSOM UNE" 

b/w "SATISFIED" 

#16156 
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JBELAFONTE 
|BJETXm>rS i<' CARNEGIE HAI.T- 

... and RCA Victor records him on the 
spot! All-new program! Electrifying 
in-person performances by Belafonte, 
Odetta, The Belafonte Folk Singers, 
and the Chad Mitchell Trio..'.with 
South Africa’s Miriam Makeba step¬ 
ping up the voltage! This new, two- 
record album will be backed by ads 
in New Yorker, Playboy, Esquire, Cue, 
Ebony, Holiday, N.Y. Times Magazine, 
and Saturday Review.,.. plus 
extrafexcitement generated by the 
BelafonteTV Show on November 20th, 
ten to eleven pm E.S.T. Stock up... 
and watch the sparks fly! Living Stereo 
and Monaural Hi-Fi. (L0C/LSO-6007) 

rcaVtctor 
Mae T AAOOCOUPCfUTtONCfAHimc* 



MUSIC... P^aanEfrr 

Modugno’s ‘Winner-Take-Nothing^ Idea) 
Italy in Uproar Still as Society Seeks to Control 

Rigged Song Festivals 

Rome, Nov. 15. 
A blow to the mounting frenzy 

for -%-on4 festivals was dealt in late 
summer by SIAE.. the Iiajian So- 
c? '* < ot Authors & Publishers, 
whose prerogatives include that of 
collectings all royalties on songs 
for the benefit of composers and 
lyric writers. Taking the stands 
that song festivals, such as the an¬ 
nual giant San Remo and Naples 
affairs which can launch, a" winning 
song and.induce millions to buy it, 
unduly influence the public’s taste 
and are discriminatory toward the 
rank and file of song writers, SIAE 
ruled that royalties on prize-win¬ 
ning songs would henceforth not 
be paid to the authors at all but 
would be: poured into a special 
song-writers community chest. 

The measure has been greeted 
by cat-calls, applause and words 
without end, much harsher words, 
needless to say, than those that get 
into song-lyrics. Promoters of the 
big festivals are incensed for, ob¬ 
viously, enforcement of the pro¬ 
vision will stop most composers 
from submitting their work in fu¬ 
ture festivals. Few song-writers, in 
fact, are expected to be inspired to 
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Ted Lewis 
\ Continued , from pace 55 ^ 
I sales during the summer months, 
; mainly export, but the fall in turn¬ 
over had already been more than, 
recoveredwith the October figures 
showing an exceptional increase 
over those of 1959. Lewis spoke 
also of “quite an upsurge” in the 
demand for longplays and antici¬ 
pated that the upswung would be 
maintained. 

The Decca topper said .that ex¬ 
penditure reductions more , than 
offset an increase in distribution 
costs and “particularly intense 
competition": faced by its U.S. sub- 
sid, London Records. He declared 
that. Decca had been able to in¬ 
crease the efficiency of London 
Records and results this year were 
better than those of the same pe¬ 
riod in 1959, 

In a reference to the Govern¬ 
ment’s sales tax on disks, Lewis 
reckoned that the new Chancellor 
of the Exchequer might .consider 
transferring some part of this to 
“tape recorders that pour into the 
country from abroad” with no lia- 

1 bility for such tax. 

Noted jazz historian, MAR¬ 
SHALL STEARNS, author of 
the Story of Jazz, takes notes 
for his! new book on jazz and 
the dance from an interview 
tape that he plays back on his 
Norelco ‘Continental’ tape re¬ 
corder. | Dr. Stearns is Director 
of the Institute of Jazz 
Studies and Associate Professor 
of English at Hunter College. 
“I make constant use of my 
Norelco ‘Continental* when 
doing field work for niy books 
and articles,” states Dr. 
Stear-w “Here, the most sig¬ 

nificant feature is three speed 
versatility. I find thait the 
extremely economical 1% speed 
is ideal for recording Interviews 
from which I later take material 
needed for my work. The other 
speeds are exceptional for their 
ability to capture the full fidel¬ 
ity of music and voice,” The 
Norelco ‘Continental’ is a 
product of North. American 
Philips Co., Inc., High Fidelity 
Products Division, Dept. ILL11, 
230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksyilie, 
Long Island, New York. 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS 
(A National Survey of Key Outlets) 
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—I'COL, VICTOR RUSHING 
J NEW RICHTER ALBUMS 

This Last No. wks. 
wk. wk. on chart 

I sing about “amore” at the thought 
j ot enriching a community chest. 

SIAE. on the other hand, has the 
backing of hundred of its members 
who have long felt that the festi¬ 
vals. ar’e rigged in favor of songs 
already bought up by record com¬ 
panies and* film firms who will 

i t hen stop at nothing to promote 
: them. ! . 
[ While the furor lasts and the 
■next San Remo festival date ap- 
• prpaches with no sign of a cora- 
j promise, a proposal has been put 
forward by Author Singer Donien- 

! ico (“Volare”) Modugno: let the 
[ festivals be held but let’ them re- 
| train from grading songs and giv- 
• ing prizes be for the space of one 
! year. At each Festival let prizes 
i be given to the compositions sub- 
tmitted in the festival of. the year 
before. At the end of a whole 
year the public can be counted on 
to have made up its mind which 
song it liked best and played more 
often. The judges wilt thus have 
something to go on. 

But as one San Remo organizer 
pointed out: to hold a song festival 
without a closing prize, night would 
be like asking a crowd to a foot¬ 
ball game in which no side was al¬ 
lowed to win. 

BOB NEWHART (WB) 
Button Down Mind (W 1379) 

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Nice to* Easy (W 1417) 

KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
String Along (T 1407) 

SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia) 
Original Cast (KOL 5450) 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Johnny’s Mood (CL 1526) 

BOB NEWHART (WB) 
Button Down Mind Strikes Back (WI 393) 

RAY CONNIFF (Columbia) 
Say It With Music (CL 1490) 

TERRY SNYDER (Command) 
Persuasive Percussion (RS 800-50)_ 

SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve) 
Edge of Shelley Berman (MGV-15013) 

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
G. L Blues (LPM 2256) . 

NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
WUd Is Love (WAK 1392) _ 

BRENDA LEE (Decca) 
Brenda Lee (PL 4039) 

PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
Paul Anka Sings His Big 15 (ABC-323) 

BOBBY DARIN TAtco) 
Bobby Darin at the Copa (LP 122) 

IRMA LA DOUCE (Columbia) 
Original Cast (OL 5560) 

DAVE GARDNER (Victor) 
: Rejoice Dear Hearts (LPM. 2083) 

17 15 14 DAVE GARDNER (Victor) 
Kick Thy Own Self (LPM/LSP 2239) 

18 17 5 60 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (Victor) 
Various Artists, Vol II.. 

19 21 5 RAY CHARLES (ABC-PAR) 
Genius Hits the Road (335) 

20 22 31 SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve) 
Inside Shelley Berman (MGV 15003) 

21 23 17 RAY CHARLES (Atlantic) 
Genius of Ray Charles (1312) 

22 26 5 JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Rhythms & Ballads of Broadway (CL 217) 

2y 18 14 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Look for a Star (DLP 3322) 

24 19 31 CAN-CAN (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (LOC 1032) 

25 20 5 SONG WITHOUT END (Colplx) 
Soundtrack (CP 506) 

26 24 9 CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM) 
Sings Spanish & Latin Favorites (E 3853) 

27“ 28 31 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Theme from a Summer Place (DLP 3276) 

28“ 30 14 RAY CONNIFF (Columbia) 
Young at Heart (CL 1489) 

2ST 31 16 60 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (Victor) 
Assorted Artists, VoL I (LM 6074) 

3<r 29 12 TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol) 
Sing a Spiritual With Me (TAO 1434) 

3L" 27 31 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
Sold Out (T-1352) 

32" 33 2 MITCH MILLER (Columbia) 
Memory Sing With Mitch (CL 1542) 

33“ 32 3 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
Last Month of the Year (T 1446) 

U~ 35 6 BILL BLACK COMBO (Hi) 
Solid & Raunchy (HL 12003) 

35“ 34 29 SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor) 
Soundtrack (LOC 1032) 
BRENDA LEE (Decca) 
This Is Brenda 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
At Town Hall <KXL 5008) 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Elvis Is Back (LPM 2231). 
HENRY MANCINI (Victor) 
Blues and the Beat 
ELLA FITZGERALD (Verve) 
Ella in Berlin (MGV 4041) 

Coluhibia Records has tagged 
Soviet pianist Sviatoslav Richter, 
who is recording on; -exclu¬ 
sive basis in the U.S., for a long- 
hair L.P. .Label will record Rich¬ 
ter with Eugene Ormandy con¬ 
ducting the Philadelphia Ofch lat 

i in. December. The: repertoire has 
not yet been decided. 

\ Meantime, RCA Victor, has al¬ 
ready put its second-U.S.rmade 

. Richter recording into the groove; 
The pianist etched . Beethoven’s 
Piano Concerto No. 1 with the 
Boston Symph under Charles 
Munch’s baton. His previous Vic¬ 
tor release was Brahms Concerto 
No. 2 with Erich Leinsdorf con¬ 
ducting the Chicago Symph. 

Columbia’s previously, released:. 
Richter recording was cut during 

[ a concert in Bulgaria in 1958. 

NEELY FORMS BAND 
Dallas, Nov. 15. 

Don Neely has left the Earl 
Humphrey’s Empire Room band to 
organize' his own group at the. 
imperial Club at the Baker HoteL 

Neely is fi pianist. 

From The 
JERRY LEWIS Production 

CinderFella! 
a PARAMOUNT Release 

SOMEBODY 
Records i Alphabetically Lts'cd) 

TONY BENNETT 
Columbia 

JERRY LEWIS 
Dot 

JANE MORGAN 
Kapp 

JOHNNY NASH 
ABC Paramount 

JOE WILLIAMS 
Roulette 

FAMOUS MUSIC CORPCRATION 

REALLY BIG!! 
THEME FROM 

THE APARTMENT 
fMiwfi aid Taicfctr 
wilh ClNm and OrelL 

United Artists 231 

Leroy AndersonY 
SERENATA 

Sarah Vaughan 
Roaktto #R 4285 

MILLS MUSIC, INC. 

DAV inrrcc M1ICT D AV 1 Danny Kessler, who recently 1 
liUI Aiurrj IflUDi FA I sold outhis interest in Rush Music 

s*\n |ij nrj\ miy nin to' Ed Kassner and Murray Sporn, 
4 Julil rtiU 1AA KAF has opened a new publishing firm, 

Memphis; Nov. *15. * ■ . . . . his own management company. 
Country; & western singer and t-^—■——————— 

I publisher Roy Acuff' and his wife, 
Mildred, must pay back income 

I taxes of $43,400, according to a rul¬ 
ing handed down last week .in. 
Washington by Federal Judge Wil¬ 
liam Drennen. 

Judge Drennen upheld a govern¬ 
ment contention thait oner-third of 
a partnership Income the Acuffs 
put into a trust fund for their son, 
Roy Neill Acuff, 17, was taxable 
to them. The income derived from 
the Acuffs’ operation of Dunbar 
Cave, amusement, park; hotel and 

■ supper club near Clarksville, Term., 
1 and a half-interest in Acuff-Rose 
, music. 

iWfiRfeT GREAT ■ 
r THEME 1 

jWW&l 

oWliilRWlI 

AGENT OR PERS. MOIL 
WANTED 

FOR MUSIC ARRANGER. 
CREDITS? NETWORK T V.. 

COMMERCIALS, NAME BANOS, 
SINGERS, ETCs 

UN 5^0131 (N«w York) Moraingi 

theme from 
“THE 

SUNDOWNERS" 
•WWT HOUIOAT,.. EVEREST 

*^,S -.DECCA I 
HlIX SlATRlN,;,. i. LIBERTY 

theukom ., rca-victor 
BI.UT VAUGHN .., _v 00T 

S3 GRBT.M SKI 
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Show Techniques for His U.S. fains 
By JOE COHEN 

Mexico City; Nov. • 15: 
, Cesar Balsa, the Mexican. boni-; 
face who is seeking to become a 
major force in American hotel op¬ 
eration, is hot a believer in floor- 
shows despite the fact that one of 
the, major foundations of his pres-: 

. ent holdings is a night club. 
Balsa: the 38-year-old hotel 

magnate wiiO started as a bellboy, 
is the hew operator of the St; Regis 
Hotel.N.Y,, arid, is still talking a 
possible .deal Jor the takeover, 
of the Drake Hotel, also in 
New York, and the Ariibassatior 
East and West Hotels, in Chicago, 
all of which are .now held by the 
Zeckeridorf Hotel group/ 

Balsa,, a firm believer in class 
operation, has great faithi iii power 
of music as an attraction, but cares, 
little for the formalized flporshpWs 
..that are current in the U. S. ho¬ 
tels. Presently th ...operator of 
eight hotels 'four each in Mexico 
City arid Acapulco', Balsa has 
some form of musical;, entertain- 
inent; in all. of these inns.. Its a 
graceful accompaniment to grace- 
iul kind of living, and riot'as de¬ 
manding iipon the attentions of a 
•patron as.a .flborsh" \v.' 

li’s Smart to Liiiger 

Hazel Guild 
details why 

Military Clubs Better 
For Talent : 

Slot-Machines 

one of the many Editorial Features 
in the upcoming 

: 55ih Anniversary IS umber ' 

of 

Danny Thomas Raises 
25G in Dallas Benefit 

Dallas, Noy* IS. 
Danny Thomas, appearing in a 

benefit show at the’ Statler-Hilton 
Hotel-here Nov. 5, raised an esti¬ 
mated $25,000 in donations to the 
non-sectaiian St. Jude Hospital 
now under construction In Memr 
phis?. f 

Seats .were sold at $25 top. •; 

VAUBEVHXB 

MCA Exec Sees Its Far East Link 

Paving 2-Way Talent Street Urges 

Easier Japanese Coin Restrictions 

Ohio Fairs 24G 

. Reno, Nov. 15. "j 
ETY : Construction plans for a multi- I 

million dollar lj-floor casinb-hp.tei.j 
___i_;_^_____;_I at the south end of Lake Tahoe on 

■gim \ m . A j /t it'h'e California-NevadS border has 
||L1a La1„7a )M . been set by Harvey Cross; operator 
UniU r dir S Ami ofthe Wagon Wheel' Casino. Gross 
v v V . said the new structure will be ail . 

-. . addition, to his current club, lo-| 
I AAA lawAA • cated at.Stateline, only a few bun-] 
LOSS LUCS jDlinic drcd fcet the Nevada bor- i 

• ' de.rv 
„ . , . A club spokesman said the new 
Cnlunibjs,, Nov.. 15. facility will be a “Las Vegas-type 

The 1960 Ohio State Fair-ended strip casino” with a “top-of-the- 
in the, red .by $24,144, Instead of; Mark” type fo penthouse restau- 

Ile regards music also as an in-j shovvihg a $27,000 proHt announced re?ealfedhbu?c'oristruc- Mort Sabi's personal take out of agency’s New \ 

6lnVbojh I ? earliC" .^ortSi Jndicatil1* that; tion is expected to take 16 months, the recent tour of one-nighters Seven C 
•Mexifco CUV and Acariulco C*ia?g-?s are ln. Project,grhe casino area of the-new club around $120,000 based on 
th fashionable lunch hour stai-ts i ^sPecia^y 'Vth GoV ^ri.thael. 7p0 slot m.a- overall gross of $246,370 in his u.S., with bn 

- ---—-By DAVE JAMPEL 
Outdoor Showman ■ Tokyo, Nov. 15. 

MCA, in opening a Tokyo office, 
Claire & Tony Co: iway I add a Far East link to the 

, v agency’s global operations and 
delve late the thereby boost traffic in live talent 

Will-to-Survive Of £* £ 
U.S* Circuses pansion Into Japan, as well as Aus- 

j r rr> . i tralia was disclosed earlier this 
{ frit/l LtOtm l rallied month in Hong Kong by company 

ir. j_wj • „ \ exec Berle Adams who recently 
Kids OS Heirs J ^ arrived here. 

♦ • e 'Allowing time for cutting red- 
MKAthdr Editorial FMtara tape» AICA expects to put up its gnother Editorlal Featere shingIe here within six months. 

^ , ? upcoming While the Tokyo office will have 
55lh Anniversary number control over MCA’s Japan activ- 

0f ities, frequent visits will be made 
. r * - there by Peter McDonald, the 

]S/XR1ETY agency’s veep in charge of Asia 
4 and Australia. 

Just how deep the muscular 
n. . 119 /I ■ agency wil cut into this market 
\*}t|l C I AilPPVt remains to be seen. Numerous 
is$Wl O VUIIvvI l legal obstacles will have to be hur¬ 

dled If MCA is to function near its 
IT | BT . 1 AA/Y full potential. Accompanying 
Y AI*kC nipt I /IHi Adams here for three weeks of 
1 VvAO livl lfcJVvl spadework on establishing the local 

branch is Herb Stern of the 
Mort Sahl’s personal take out of agency’s New York office. 
he recent tour of one-nighters . Seven Other Offices_ 
.>ii i, tionnnd Adams pointed out that MCA v ill be around $120,000 based on Intl has o^her offices Putside the 

in xaMUUiictuie ium.ii iiuui. -ataria ' ,, .. j oo 
around 3 p m. and dinner at about .! Salle showing, a, critical attitude .ch^? cand 32 gaipes 
9?.m : lingcring ^a highly de- towaid the annual event -lie has foS^the sout^end : 12; 

veloped pastime among the upper [named committee: of Cabinet 0f the mile-high lake. 

£'rBa?sa-s. plans for; ahtortainntent.) "'*™l5cr* ,t0 ,s^uiiy «*«- Iair ,DIS' r/tuki” <0' 
inihe U. S.. are riot,still fully de. pold pubhc hearings, to ,giv the casmo space a"d multi- ^ 
yefoped,:.However; close yassoel-; forested groups and Individuals a a‘lso call foAii eni Bo 
ates believe;■ that;he,may coneetyaj chance .to he heard. .tajea, plush lounge With around-, th. 
bly .pattern his entertai Tfie Fair showed iio profit on . the-olock entertainment. He 

in^ and J2 games '' ^ ? I an dverall gross of $246,370 in his u.S., with branches in London, 
Gross was one of the early pi- 27-city concert which ended Nov. Paris, Munich, Berlin, Rome, Mex- 
leers of gaming at the south end 12.; jeo City and Toronto Hegai-din* 

The nhw*bulfdin| will more than SahI has takcn tlme out of the inferes'ls, hVtoId Vmie^v that if 

ace. Plans also call for an en- Boston, Monday (14) and thence to at^f to peiform in Japan and 
rged, plush lounge with around-, the Lotus, Washington, Nov. 26: Pnt l° P 
e-olock entertainment, ; He’s also set for the Crescendo, fhroughout the world 

l^tes ori;the: JaCaranda niteries in^; grandstand; this year, with all ; The Wagon Wheel entertainment. Hollywood, Dec. 22 and the Fon- ai 
both Mexico City and Acapulco, nr^prie «ninw tn r?i,».icKvkWf _’ o talent is never appreciated until he bqth Mexico^ City arid Acapulco, proceeds going to the Christiarii i is now offered from a small stage tainebleau, Miami, Jan. 3 
The Jacaranda.: was Balsa s secoitd ; Bros. Circus which was booked for I behind; the bar that allows , little _ " 
venture in -Mexico -City- It, fpl^. 111 appearances... .The circus netted , in the way of. movement The cliib - WaI1 
lowed his acquisition of. the. Foca-.-approximately $40.0.00, its guai'an- ; currently books four or five acts Carnegie Hall Sellout 
lare restaurant. . ... ’tee'.. The 1959 profit, came from jfor afternoon to early morning en- Mort Sahl’s repeat date 

talent is never appreciated until he 
appears elsewhere.” Adams noted. 
‘The same is true of American 
stars. So by working them 

Mort Sahl’s repeat date in New through the different countries. 
F.pT the.Jacaranda: he hired Max :the state fair’s share—totaling $22V- }tertainment. During the tourist (York, to be played at Carnegie J^ey gain status in their own coun- 

Borges Jr., the architect-who de-..l61—of grandstand ticket sales of season (June-October) entertain- Hall, Nov. 25, has already been «>- 
igned the. Trqpicana in Havana, $77,278 of Roy Rogers and his merit is billed atound the clock. sold put. House lias been scaled 11 

(Continued on page 65> troiipe. A four-day fireworks dis- \ Major entertainment booker at to $9,600, and will again be played 
•;-n—■ plaw failed to show any profit. j the south end of Tahoe now is Bill under auspices of Felix Gerstman. 

^HAl inAV AW ifF HAT During I960, paid radmissions = Harrah’s, operator of Tahoe Har- Standing room hasn’t been figured m VAnj nrpi rfTrn 
IIUL1UAI UPI IvL nui totaled 198,465, including 62,159 rah’s and two other clubs in Reno; in this compilation. CLlvlIlil RLELlv 1LU 
IM ADCf^AM Dill 1C 9A7A advance half-fare tickets sold Dis. theatre-restaurant, completed Sahl played Town Hall, N. Y„ ADTICTC DCDC9 DDCVV 
Ill UIUjuUII) TUtLij: JUf ll through the Kroger Co. grocery I last December, seats 700. Ilarrah’s Oct. 22, for two shows and scored Alilluli) Kbl J f llCAI 

Portland Orp Nov 15 chain. Fair observers said ap- l bills .the top names in the main 1 a heavy $10,600. The Carnegie F,Fikort w.a_ flM:n 
.. Morris Chalfen’s ’'Holiday On. P1'0^"}31^., 85;r® of fhose whoiro^ dass acts in t date, however, is for one show\ pi.psident 0f the Artists Repre¬ 
ice of 1961” Wound up a lOvtlay bought half-puce tickets .woul.d; ie casmo louiige. . , j Sabi has also been set for the senlatives Assn, at its annual clec- 
date at the New Memorial Coliseum,] hayf visited the fair, normally and Will Osborne, former orch lead- Fontainebleau Hotel, Miami Beach, tion meeting heldiast week in New 
last nite '3.-13) .with a scorching pald-:the ful1 ,5c- admission, price. I (Continued onjiage 64) I starting Jan. 5- York at the Friars Club. Hattie 
$307,000, racked up in 10 evening- i———m AlthofLwas named first vice presi- 

He cited, “In the United States, 
f Continued on page 64) 

performances., and seven ratinees. | 
The 10:100 seater was scaled at !; 
$3.50: leer was the first attraction j 
in the. $8,500,000 glass, palace; ' 

Advance seat sale broke all- 
records for the . icer which has ! 
made five return trips, to this town. ; 
leer heads east to: Grand Rapids, [ 
Mich: from here. I 

Hacienda Hotel Chain 
Buys Jets to Build Biz 

Las Vegas., Nov.. 15. 
The first of two jet airplanes of 

a planned fleet of six was pur¬ 
chased last week by the Hacienda 
Hotel chain, according board 
chairman Warren Bayicy. 

Bayley said , this was the first 
time in history a hotel- has. bought 
jets as part of its .promotion,: - -..The-- 
$35,000,000. transact! ill. set up 
package tours , for guests .of the. 
various. Hacienda hotels,, arid bring; 
them here from New York, Chi¬ 
cago, .Miami, and .Honolulu. 

The 12-day tours will stop off in 
Las-Vegas'Tor 'two- days.. 

. Flanes will be either Convairs or. 
Douglas DC-8s, Bayley said. 

Japanese Unit’s tour 
Tokyo. Nov; 15,., 

In addition to the Japanese show 
which will play the British Isles 
and possibly . the continent for . six 
months beginning Dec. 17 in Glas-; 

,gow, Toho is sending a 12-girl 
troupe, on a six-week tour of Hong 
Kong, Saigon, Rangoon, NeW Del¬ 
hi, Karachi: and Colombo^., showing. 
Dec. . I. ./ ■■ 

■■ The. latter unit. titled“Japanese 
Dancing Troupe,” will tour, as a 
cultural, mission, iritrodu.cing tra¬ 
ditional japanese dances in those 
areas under .sponsorship of - the So¬ 
ciety for : International Cultural 
Exchange (KBS) and the Foreign 
Ministry; 

OUT SOON! 

55th Anniversary Number 

Forms Closing Shortly Usual Advertising Rates Prevail 

Special Exploitation Advantages 

Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office 

NEW YORK 36 

154 W. 46th St, 

HOLLYWOOD 2ft 

6404. Sunset BhirdL 
CHICAGO 11 

400 N. Michigan Ava. 

LONDON. S.W. 1 

49 St. James's St. 

PIceadiHy 

AlthofLwas named first vice presi¬ 
dent, with subsequent veepees be¬ 
ing Jackie Green, of Joe Glaser’s 
Associated Booking Oorp.. Leonard 
Romm of General Artists Corp. 
and Paul Sherman, MCA. Out-of- 
town board members were also 
named veepees. They are James 
Langan. Pittsburgh; Dinty Moore, 
San Francisco; William J. O’Hal- 
loran, Detroit; and Jack Russell, 
Chicago. Renamed as secretarv was 
Ben Kuchuk, and Joe Singer, 
treasurer. 

The officers, per custom are 
named by the newly elected board 
of Governors. They comprise, in 
addition, to the officers, -Harry 
Adler, Joe Flaum, Dick Henry, Vic 
Rocco, Leo Grund, Howard Haus- 
man, Lee Salomon and Norman 

AUen-Rossi Must Pay 
$7,500 to Ex-Manager 

A settlement under the super¬ 
vision of . N.Y. Supreme Court 
Justice Sidney A. Fine was made 
this week in the breach of contract 
suit brought by- personal manager 
Buddy Allen against the comedy 

. team of Marty Allen & Steve Rossi. 
Justice Fein, sitting in the Bronx 
Supreme Court, okayed a $7,500 
settlement. The comedy team has 

; 10 days to get up the coin. Other- 
j wise, Noah L. Braunstein, attorney 
jfor Buddy Allen has permission of 
jlhe court to open suit for $12,500 
i plus costs. 

Original suit demanded $200,000 
. dr mages plus $7,500 in back com- 
• missions, it was alleged'that the 
■ team’s contract was in force after 
j Allen had split with his former 
partner Milch De Wood and 
formed the new twain. The man¬ 
ager claimed that the team 
recognized this by continuing to 
pay commissions for a period fol¬ 
lowing the formation of the new 
pairing. 
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Vaude, Cafe Dates 
, New York 

Mort Sahl signed for Basin 

St. East, istarting May 29 . . . Lea 

Paul & Mary Ford booked for Har- 

rah's Lake Tahoe. Jan. 8 The 

Lati Qtiarler. order to build 

tip a backlog of male atid female 

singets. "darners and showgirls, 

•will lioid weekly auditions at the 
club Eriddjs at 3 p,m. . Vivian 
Della Chiesa parted tor the Bev¬ 
erly Hills'; Citity, Feb. 24 . . . Jayne 
Mansfield goes into tire Dunes, Las 
Vegas. D(jc. 29. 

Mariana Doro and Anny Kapit- 
anny opened jesteiday iTues.' at 
the Chardas . . . Eliza StUarti to 
the Ankara, Pittsbuigh, Dec. 4, 
and Blinstrub’s. Boston Dec. 18 

Bill Hillard, former Variety 
correspondent in Las Vegas who 
Is having! a one-man show at the 
Geminaire! Galleries, will have six 
of his canvases shown at the 
Knickerbocker Ball, Friday (18) at 
the Plaza Hotel . . Johnny Tillot- 
son on the show at the Memorial 
Auditoriu Utica. Friday. 

Henry Tobias has resigned . as 
entertainment director of tlje Fon¬ 
tainebleau, Hotel, Miami Bejach, to 
concentrate on his songwriting and 
music publishing . . . Yvonne Con¬ 
stant of the “La Plume de ma 
Tante” cast to bow* at the Viennese 
Lantern Tuesday (22) . . . Michael 
Sean O’Shea to scout talent for the 
Chelsea Hotel, Atlantic City .. 
Isobel Robins joins Matt Dennis at 
the Camelot tomorrow (Thurs.) — 
Mort Bullinan has opened a talent 
agency with headquarters at Levit- 
towm, L. I. . . . Eagle & Mann Inked 
for the Chaudiere, Hull, Que., Nov. 
tl, and the Steuben’s, Boston, Dec. 

8 . . . Paulette Sisters to the Brown 
Hotel, Louisville, Nov. 28 

Walter Kaner, L. I. columnist, 
tossing, a party for .handicapped 
children at the Boulevard, RegO 
Park, Monday (21; ... Betty Reilly 
opened at the Living Room,; Mom 
day (14) with Boh Vincent. 

Chicago 

^BOSTON I 
SMASH HIT i 

TH« GLAMOROUS NEW i 

HOTEL I 

Show folks are raving about the > 
all new Hotel Avery. All new, ; 
large, beautifully furnished de* ] 
luxe rooms with private bath, tel* j 
evision & radio. Air conditioning. | 

AVERY & WASHINGTON STS. j 

BUSINESS PLACES FOR RENT 

KING EDWARD HOTEL 
120 West 44 Street, Mow York 

PUBLIC HALL—lobby floor 1800 sq. ft. 
Sultabl* dub room, mootings, offices, 

. danco school, parties, catering, ete. 

Call Mr. Teegan, JUdaon 2-3901 

"The Refreshingly 

Different Comedi 

Georgle Tapps set to work the 
Palmer'House Eihpire Room May 
25 for four Weeks . . . ‘‘An Even¬ 
ing with Richard Rodgers” went 
into tfie Edgewater Beach Polynes¬ 
ian Village this week . . . Roberta 
Sherwood to Gallagher’s. Milwau¬ 
kee. Jan: 27 . . . Chirper.Vi Velasco 
booked for a South American swing 
In Dec. 

Charles Manna. opens. Monday 
(21) at the Elmwood ! Casino, 
Windsor . , Four Lads. down, for 
La Fiesta, Juarez, Match 6 ; 
Swan Room in New Orleans set 
Johnny Bacheinin’s “Point-Blank 
60'.’ revue, for Nov. 28 .preern. Tito 
Guizaf plays the spot Dec. 26, with 
Floriait Zabach and the King Sla¬ 
ters ticketed for Jan! 9-21. 

Hollywood 
The Ramsey Lewis Trio holding 

dowrn at the Summit, through Dec. 
1 . . . Billy Eckstine opens a limit¬ 
ed engagement at the Cloister to¬ 
morrow (.17) . . . Earl Grant set for 
two different engagements at the 
Flamingo, Las Vegas; three weeks 
beginning March 2, four, frames 
starting July 20 , . . Dorothy Shay 
opens at the Chi Chi, Palm 
Springs Dec. 16 for two weeks,., 
Nora Evans opens a twb-weeker at 
Ye Little Club, Nov. 22 .... The 
Brothers Four headline the Nov. 
18 show at The Terrace, Salt Lake 
City . . . Betty Johnson will make 
her Coast debut at the Cocoanut 
Grove, beginning Nov. 30 for three 
weeks. 

Citizens Comm. 
Continued from P»so f'sas 

it’s illegal to employ any enter¬ 

tainer without a license. Another 

t charge leveled by Cohen was the 

claim that the. police license divi¬ 

sion maintained a list of enter¬ 

tainers with criminal records, but 

who. were permitted to work be¬ 

cause of “certain considerations.;” 

Kennedy', at one point, -was ac¬ 

cused by Cohen of being “psycho¬ 

pathic” and was asked to resign 
from office. Kennedy declared that 
he u'ould send a full transcript of 
the meeting to the Bar Assn. 
Grievance Committee for possible 
action against Cohen. Kennedy also 
promised that he will go to the 
district attorney and ask him to 
give immunity to any performer 
who has, under any circumstance 
given a gratuity to the Police Dept. 
He also ordered First Deputy 

Police Commissioner Jamet P. 

Kennedy to determine the identity 

of the man who allegedly solicited 

the bribe from Buckley. 

Another aftermath of the hear¬ 
ing. was the order by Kennedy for¬ 
bidding police to solicit any cabaret 

■ entertainers to perform at any 
function, without consent of his 
office: 

Although the Buckley death is 
regarded as the impetus that re¬ 
sulted in present activity, the 
movement to repeal the fingerprint 
and permit rules had been fought, 
recently .by; attorney. Maxwell T. 
Cohen on behalf of several en¬ 
tertainers- and musicians. Cohen 
had asked the aid of both the 
American.Guild of Variety Artists 
and the American Federation, of 
Musicians, but both shied way 
from this issue. 

Lord Buckley’s license had been 
picked up as a result of a giving | 
false information on his applica: 
tion. He said he had never been 

. arrested, but police found that, he- 
had been convicted of .being drunk 
in Reno 19 years ago. nd was 
arrested. for marijuana possession 
17 years ago. There is no record 
of conviction on the'latter charge.; 
Buckley had . claimed that the 
wording of the application had 
confused him. 

D’Lugoff said that he lias been 
the victim ; of shakedow in his ■ 
cafe operation. He stated that he 
is being harassed for dimming his: 
lights during a performance, but 
he said that no other nitery opera¬ 
tor has been charged with that 
violation despite the fact that all 
cabarets,. at onetime: or alnother, 
dim their lights during floorshows. 

The: committee includes, among 
others, D’Lugoff, producer Lewis 
Allen, writer. Donald Ogden Stew-, 
art, novelist Norman Mailler. nov¬ 
elist Harold Humes Jr., composer 
David Amram; Elaine Lorillard, a 
founder of the Newport Jazz 
Festival; Commentary editor Nor¬ 
man Podhoretz; George Plimpton, 
editor of Paris Review; Jason 
Epstein, Random House editor, arid 
others. 

A spokesman for Police Commis¬ 
sioner Kennedy stated that the 
Commissioner w'ould like to trans¬ 
fer the, licensing requirement for 
entertainers to the Dept, of Li¬ 
censes. 

RICA'S Far East Link 
——^ Continued from pago 63. S 

LARRY 
WILDE 

Currently 

BROWN HOTEL 
Louisville, Ky. 

WESTON AND MARTHA 
Comedy Ventriloquism 

Currently 

HOTEL THUNDERBIRb 
Lai Vegas, Nev. 

Pan. Mgt.r GEORGE SOARES 

4208 H Jqrdin, La. Vegas, Nev., . 4-2182 

New Hofei 
Continued from page 63 ^ 

er and now entertainment director 
for the Wagon Wheel, says the cali¬ 
bre of .aets will be up-graded with 
the new operation.; 

Soon after the Gross announce¬ 
ment, two Reno builders revealed 
plans for a $2,000,000 motor, hotel 
casino on Highway 395 (the main 
highway from Reno to Carson City, 
the capital, and on to Lake Tahoe) 
just, a : few minute’s driv from 
downtown Reno. 

The planners said a corporation 
Is now being formed to back the' 
venture. Little was' announced 
about the actual structiire, but, the 
facility, will include, a stage bar 
with live : entertainment, it was 
noted; 

Many: observers th Reno 
scene . believe the construction of 

j.one- plush nitery on the highway 
[ south of Reno could lead to small 
| scale Las Vegas strip operation. 
; All major entertainment the 
j Reno area Is now, confined to the 
j iiniiiediate downtown boundaries. 
■ Leading buyers are the Riverside, 
; the Mapes, the Holiday, Harrah*s,: 
i the Golden and Harolds. 

See Lotsa Talent Sales 
■ At Concert Mgrs.’ Meet 

Bulk of the year’s selling of con¬ 
cert attractions is expected to be 
dune at the annual, convention: of 

/ the National Assn, of Concert Man- 
j agers. which holds its anmial con¬ 
vention at the Hotel Piaz N.Y., 

. starting Dec. 7. 
■j All talent agencies with con¬ 
jee rt departments are Organizing 
1 lists for submission to the partici- 
i pants, at this confab. Those attend- 
] ing. are- expected to comprise the 
' majority of the bookers in many 
major civies! 

Davis* 26G Windup 
Los Angeles, Nov. 16. 

“An Evening with Sammy 
j Davis Jr.” wound Its third and 
I final week:at the Huntington Hart¬ 

ford Theatre here with a slick 
$26.70,0 for six performances, 

i The house was scaled at a $6.50 
j top. 

I there are very few places for: a per¬ 
former to work, especially if he’s 

J in the in-between bracket and not 
: a big name. If we can build bur 
international outlets, we can send 
them to other markets. 

Asked about the Finance Minis¬ 
try’s restrictions; which forbid pay¬ 
ment, in. foreign i-rency to per¬ 
formers other than concert- artists 
and which limits Ven payments to 
comparativeiy. sniall “expense” fig¬ 
ures, Adams acknowledged the 
problem. He said, “we; are; pr ¬ 
eceding very, very sioiyly. :. We 
won’t do anything-'that smells 6f 
the black market.” 

Questions Yen Celling 

In a plea for . easing these re¬ 
strictions, he. added, “but why not 
let the people perform and accept 
the money in .yen? Why place a 
ceiling, on the yen? If that were 
removed, then, we believe we can 
make available quite a number of 
talented people and, even . big 

* names. The public demand exists; 
i" Japan and we have also been 
encouraged by many in the; enter¬ 
tainment business here.” 

Adams said that these restric¬ 
tions have kept many performers, 
including.MCA artists Ricky Nelson 
and Johnny ; Mathis, both of whom 
recently played Manila, from work¬ 
ing in Japan;. 

If the yen payment limitation 
were lifted, he said, acts would be 
willing to perform in Japan, using 
their yen income for-expenses a nd. 
shopping, investing or banking the 
balance until such time as it could 
be converted. 

Studying Nlteries* Potential 

Adams said MCA is still probing 
the potential of the cabarets and 
night clubs here, having. received 
clouded reports on their above- 
table and belowrtable price, levels 
for acts. But he felt a circuit could 
be made with clubs, theatres, tv 
shot§ and U:S. military, bases, in. 

; thesfe ^arts hooked Up to Manila, 
Australia and perhaps later, Hong 
Konk; 

He disagreed with the common 
belief that Japanese clubgoers re- 
quire sight acts to break through 
the language barrier, “it’s not 
true/’ Adams said. “While .they 
may not be able to use a talking 
comic,, a good musical act .would 
be appreciated.” 

Aside from currency restrictions; 
Japan does not have places to per? 
form which seat tens of thousands 
and which also have good acoustics, 
as exist in Manila and Australia. 

; Adams acknowledged this problem, 
too, saying that these will: come 
with arenas built for the 1964 
Olympics and with Matsutaro. 
Shoriki’s planned rooftop baseball; 
stadium. 

On contracting Japanese talent, 
Adams commented, “we don’t 
know; If the law permits it., There 
has never been a recognized agen¬ 
cy here, of our type. We face a 
repeat history of breaking into the 
field just as we did In the United 

States and in other.. countrL» 
Some of the people don’t' under¬ 
stand what we do. Many think 
we’re ani: employment agency. Wt 
definitely would like to sign Jar- 
panese talent, but there are PfQ- 
tec.tive law's here as In other coun¬ 
tries. We will have to make ap¬ 
plications and explain ourselves.” 

Back in TV Market 

MCA, which pulled out of the tv 
market here, in April of last yeat 
because of -the comparatively; low 
price’; ceilings, plunged back into 
the field several Weeks ago with- 
the restoration of; the . “Alfred 
Hitchcock Show” on NTV and w'ith 
sales pf “Wagon Train,” “Bachelor 
Father” and “Leave It to Beaver.” 
The; tiirhabout was made in ex¬ 
pectation of more improved fiscal 
Conditions and as a door:opener 
for the Tokyo office;. 

... Adams stressed that .MCA. will 
proceed; cautipusly-in. Japan. He1 
said; “as. an American organization, 
we have followed the same course 
in every foreign country,. We will . 
not force ourselves upon this mar¬ 
ket. The people will have to see 
the ■advantages of idealirig.; with us. 
There. will be no pressure canv- 
paigtt. We expect to be here a long 
time.” . ’ ' 

. As previously disclosed; Tadashi 
“Bozo” Wakabayashi, w,k. here as 
a; former baseball player and man¬ 
ager, will be managing director of 
the Tokyo office. He’ll be assisted 
by Bobby Hirai, formerly engaged 
ih: proihotional activities for the 
Mainichi Newspapers. Hiraii will 
spend a lengthy period of indoc-:, 
tiinatioh in MCA offices In the 
US. 
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Circus Review 
Moscow Circus I960' 

Paris, Nov. & 
Oleg Popov, Vladimir Dourov 

Animals,. Mikhail Touganov Dji-. 
guites Riders (10),: Mikhail Dow* 
eiko Leapets (7y+Vaieftiind Sour- 
kova, Solokhine (3) * Nicolas Oik- 
hovikov, Mitaev (6), Nina Logat- 
cheva,%evOssinski; Ptilina tcher- 
nega & Stepan Razoumov, Do Re 
Ml Trio; Arkadi Boudiiitski, Boris 
Ossipov Orch (12); At Palais Des 
Sports, Paris; $3 top. 

For the third time the Moscow 
Circus has come to Paris for a five 
week stay. It looks to do sock biz 
in its tenure at the outsize Palais 
Des Sports judgiiig by its rousing 
first night welcome, reviews, gen¬ 
eral good showmanship, movement: 
and high quality acts in this one 
ring setup. 

Only three of its 12 turns were 
here before. The Moscow Circus, 
as revealed in Variety ^Sept. 9, 
1959, is really a grab bag of thou¬ 
sands of acts seht all over Russia 
and shuffled for the; bigger; Mos- 

w needs quite frequently. 

Its main appeal is the solid 
craftsmanship: of each number. 
There may be better individual 
acts of these types in the; West, 
but' rarely a collection. of such 
harmony . floated out in balletic 
tempo with special music back¬ 
grounding it from a good orch; 

.. Oleg. Popov, the clown, is. back 
for Some hilarious interludes be¬ 
tween each number. His Buster 
Brown looks and. deceptive casein 
mimicking each number are in for 
yocks and. mitts. He is helped by 
Arkadi Boudriitski’s fine straight 
man chores. .Do Re Mi Trio are an 
okay clown musical number with 
inventive breakaway props. 

Vladimir Dourov mixes all sorts 
of animals for an excellent num¬ 
ber. Cats, mice, roosters and a fox 
frolic together, dogs, ride on pqn.-, 
ies, an elephant waltzes and sedls 
cavort agilely to;make this a top 
entry ending with a shower of 
pigeons enveloping DoUrbv. 

Mikhail Touganov.DjiguitesRid- 
ers are a group of. stunt horsemen 
done at breakneck speed and in 
for wild mitts. 

Mikhail Doveiko Leapers do a 
series of agile gymnastics height¬ 
ened by teeterboard-helped som¬ 
ersaults ending with one done by 
a man on stilts that gets, huzzahs. 
Valentina Sourkoya goes through 
a fine series Of trapeze swings and 
balances. Polina Tchemega 4 
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Stepan Razoumov do a teries of 
intricate balancing and acrobatics 
on a revolving trapeze ending with 
a gasp provoking fallaway. 

Solokhine trio do suave hand: to 
hand acrobatics, with one being 
somersaulted on a rope held by 
the other, two. Nina Logatcheva: 
does a ballet interlude on: a tight 
wire with grace and aplomb. Mil* 
aev sextet has. a heavyset man 
uridering oh a table and footing 
ah immense ladder on which five 
people . Climb for balancing. He 
holds it With, one foot and even 
revolves for an outstanding act 
A perch bit oil a shoulder with 
one acrpbatting on it above is also 
included. 

Lev Ossinski does some neat bal¬ 
ancing. oh. a revolving pedestal.. 
Nicolas Olkhovikov juggles expert¬ 
ly on the back of a circling horse. 

Mosk. 

P^ssmfr 

ECUADOREAN SINGER 
OFF-KEY IN MEXICO 

Mexico City,. Nov. 15. 
Singer Julio Jaramillo had his 

contract revoked by impresario 
Felix Cervantes because he turned 
up for a performance allegedly 
under alcoholic influence, tongue- 
lashed the. producer, the inspector 
of the Office of Public Entertain¬ 
ments, and made remarks deroga¬ 
tory to Mexico. ' 

His pact had three weeks to run 
with an extension clause. The Na¬ 
tional Ass . of Actors also Warned 
Jaramillo in strict terms. Ariy I 
further “unbecoming conduct*' and 
the Ecuadorean may be “invited” 
to leave Mexico. 

AGVA Auditions 
Resume in Chi 

VAC1EV1LLE 

Ralph C. Whitehead Stormy Fpre 
Of Theatrical Unhmism, Dies at 75 

Hotel Magnate 
.SmS' Continued from page S3 S35;, 

The costs ran $100,000 ahead of 
estimates. However, the Jacaranda 
Was so popular that ih three 
months Balsa retrieved his entire 
investment. . .The spot is still. a 
success in Mexico City, and . his 
Acapulco counterpart in the Hotel 
El Presidente,... is Also one of the. 
focal points of uppercrust night¬ 
life.- '. 

LuxuriantBetting 

The; Jacaranda. is:a dimly lit spot, 
much darker thaii N-Y; State Liquor 
Authority is accustomed j to, hut 
the atmosphere is lush ancl warm; 
On one side, the customer, can be 
relaxed by looking through wi ¬ 
dows at luxuriant tropical foliage 
and a waterfall. On another side is 
a periodic display of a; small edi¬ 
tion Of Dancing Waters. Dance oK 
chestras perform in shifts; The spot 
itself has, a moulded, free form; 
ceiling, 

.The Jacaranda type of n itery 
could. be repeated .architecturally 
in America, lt.?s ^believed, despite 
high building costs. It would also 
be a Comparatively simple matter 
to retain.' a sufficient amount of 
musicians to man a continuous, 
dance policy: Chances of success of 
such a policy are conceded to be 
good. 

The Balsa empire currently con-, 
slsts of. the Hotels El Presidente, 
Allfer, Del Prado in Mexico City; 
In Acapulco he has El Presidente, 
ElcanO, Noa Noa, Tanipa. There are, 
Focolare Restaurants and Jaca¬ 
randa hiteries in both Mexico City 
and Acapulco. In New York, the 
Balsa chain presently has only the 
St. Regis,; although: acquisition of 
the Drake seems imminent. / 

Being built in. Mexico City Is the' 
Hotel Maria Isabel,; which;will be 
next door to the new American 
Embassy; This hotel is being con¬ 
structed by the:. Patiiio (Bolivian 
tin) interests, but has been leased 
to.Balsa for the next 15 years. 

.Who’s Bankrolling Balsa?. 
Because of the Patino ownership 

of the Marie Isabel, there have 
.been reports that Patino money is 
behind Balsa. Other reports Con¬ 
tend that the Balsa bankrollers are 
either former president. Miguel 
Aleman or eX-president. Ruiz Coi> 
tliies, hoth'of whbm have considerr 
able wealth. Still .other sources 
maintain that Balsa is operating on 
his.own. 

Acquisition of the Drake; Am¬ 
bassadors East and West would 
give Balsa a toehold of four hotels 
In the U.S. With this nucleus, he 
would be In position to become a 
strong factor on the entertainment 
scene. What his plans are on the 
night life aspects of hotel opera¬ 
tion are not yet evident.. However, 
those familiar with his brand of 
operation seem to feel that it wilt 
be something entirely different, 
than is currently available. 

Chicago, Nov. 15. - 
.Despite election-eve anxieties 

(or at least anticipated respecting ' 
nightclub biz), American Guild off 
Variety Artists, successfully re- \ 
sumed its auditions and celebrity , 
stanzas here with a tollhouse last 
Mom (7) in the Trade Winds small- , 
ery. . 4 

Union; had reinstated its once- 
weekly once-overs last year ih the 
Chez Paree; but that spot is 1 
shuttered (for what looks to be for 
good), hence the new site for the 
scrutinies. . -a J 

Preemer came off a strong plus 1 
from all Vantages. Club's manage¬ 
ment, of course, enjoyed the hefty : 
patronage <which made it merry, 
too, for regular bill of Marie Mc¬ 
Donald^ and comics Marsh, & 1 

Adams), and at least two pr three 
of the turns, pulled' immediate - 
booker, interest. 

Other pluses were fact the pro- ] 
gram: Actually started at the ad¬ 
vertised hour and got smooth,,; 
steering from columnist Irv Kup- ] 
cinet in ..the, emcee slot for this ( 
first: outing. 

If some of the auditionees failed 
to thrill 'em, there still Was no. 
voice heard to gainsay the essen- i 
tial value of these; AGVA show¬ 
cases, a value that’s especially ‘ 
pointed in this era of shrunken op¬ 
portunity for: vaude talent's “live.” 4 
breakin, or anything like a learn- 
th e-ropes circuit. 

Decorative outfront celebs at 
initialer included thrush Eileen 4 
Barton (who contributed an; ini- 1 
promptu Vocal), columnist Bob •’ 
Considine, and joke writer <and ‘ 
ex-tv. panelist) Hal Block. / 

ANTA 1-RING CIRCUS 
TO TOUR SO. AMERICA 

. The American National Theatre . 
4 Academy is sponsoring a one- 
ring circus to play South America, 
following a Russian circus which 
played Brazil a few: months ago. 1 
The circus booking Was made by 
Eddie Elkort, veepee of General 
Artists Corp; in charge of foreign 
bookings. The package is^ set to 1 

leave Nov. 23 with, stops 'at Sao 
Paulo, Brasilia, Rio de Janeiro, 
BUenos Aires and. several cities ih 
Uruguay.. 

Package comprises the. Bizzarro 
Bros., The Shirleys, Baptiste 
Schrieber, Piero Bros., Chop Chop 
& "Charlene and Excess Baggage. 
Columnist Ed Sullivan, who re¬ 
cently took a one-ring circus to 
Moscow’, heads ANTA’s Variety 
Panel which passes on overseas 
variety shows: 

.SMUBooks Gardner 
Dallas, Nov. 15. 

Dave Gardner will appear here 
under the sponsorship of Southern 
Methodist U. on Dec. 10 in the 
SMU Coliseum. Gardner will be 
costarred , with singer .Tommy Ed¬ 
wards. 
.. SMU has also, booked Roger Wil- 

I liams. Apiril 7, 

Ralph C. Whitehead, who died of 1 

leukemia Thursday (10) in Roscoe, ' 

N, Y., at the age of 75, was one of 

J theatrical unionism s most contro- 

1 versial figures. He was instru¬ 

mental in organizing a movement 

[which ultimately became the 

[American Guild of Variety Artists. 

The colorful Whitehead era may 

have been stormier than the hey- , 

day of the White Rats whose strike 

circa World War I affected only 

Actors Equity and the producers. 
But there was scarcely a segment 
of the performing arts that wasn’t 
involved in the struggles sur- 
sounding the Whitehead regime 
around 1939. 

. Indignation over the failure of 
Eva Tanguay to receive as much of 
thie proceeds of a benefit for her 
as she should have resulted, in for- 
matibn of the Actors Betterment 
Assn: by Whitehead and the late 
comedian, Dave Vine, who was 
aided by attorney Irving Schneider. 

Had Performer Support 

Performers looked to the ABA to 
lead them out of abuses which they 
were subjected to then by poli¬ 
ticos, theatre managers and bene¬ 
volent organizations. The ABA 
petitioned the Associated Actors 
and Artistes of America for an af¬ 
filiation, but was rebuffed on the 
ground that that the group was 
more akin to a social organization 
than a union. 

The ABA then changed its name 
to the American Federation of Ac¬ 
tors, and a charter was granted 
with Whitehead as the new union’s 
first executive secretary. White- 
head was later defeated in his bid 
to absorb the Burlesque. Artists 
lAssn. into bis organization, but 
he managed to bring wide sectors 
of the variety field into his group. 

Torn by Dissension 

Rifts, political jealousies and in¬ 
ternal warfare threatened the AFA 
which prompted reports that the 
4As would take it over. It was at 
this point that Whitehead and 
AFA president Sophie Tucker de¬ 
manded that they be investigated 
by a jury of their peers. 

In the midst of-a probe by the 
4As, Whitehead and Miss Tucker, 
walked out. They asserted the in¬ 
vestigation was merely a fishing 
expeditipn with no basis in fact for 
any charges. A short time later 
the 4As absorbed .the AFA. But 
Whitehead, still anxious to retain 
jurisdiction of the variety field, 
swung the AFA into the Interna¬ 
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage 
Employes. 

Meantime, sweeping changes 
Were taking place in the amuse¬ 
ment industry labor movement in 
the late 1930s. Howls w-ere being 
raised in the press over alleged 
racketeering within the IA. A 
delegation of actors, unhappy 
about about the link with the IA, 
urged, that the performer move¬ 
ment be separated from the I A. 

The delegation placed its com¬ 
plaint before the 1939 AFL exec 
committee meeting in Atlantic 

City. Separation was granted and 
the 4As gave the performer char¬ 
ter to the American Guild of 
Variety Artists. Set adrift, the 
AFA went into oblivion. 

Organised Circus Workers 

Whitehead, however, made an¬ 
other try in show biz unionism. Ho 
was given a federal charter by the 
AFL and organized Ihe Circus, 
Carnival,. Fair and Rodeo Work¬ 
ers Industrial Union. This group 
sought to organize all non-per¬ 
forming employes in circuses, and 
would have organized performers 
in other branches. The union soon 
faded after it pulled an unsuccess¬ 
ful strike on the Ringling Bros, 
and Barnum & Bailey Circus at 
Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y. 

A native of New Rochelle, N. Y.t 
Whitehead was a musical comedy 
performer in his youth and also did 
a song and dance act ih vaudeville. 
At various times he was director 
of the variety sector of the Fed¬ 
eral Theatre Project and was on 
the board of Theatre Authority 
and Actors Fund of America. 

During World War II he served 
as the AFL representative to the 
War Production Board. He later 
was an assistant to the late Wil¬ 
liam Green, president of the AFL. 
About 10 years ago he was strick¬ 
en with Parkinson’s disease and 
went to live with a sister, Mrs. 
Charles Fuhrer, at Livingston 
Manor, N. Y. She survives. 

Slater’s Skouras Tour 
Hypnotist Ralph Slater has been 

booked for a series of dates on 

the Skouras Theatres circuit iA 

northern New Jersey. Slater will 

play the Fox Theatre, Hackensack, 

Saturday ‘19) and will follow with 
the Liberty, Elizabeth, the follow¬ 
ing day. Other theatres in the 
area will also play Stater. 

The North Jersey houses have 
been playing one-day stands fre¬ 
quently. Skouras as well as tb» 
Stanley Warner Circuit there fre¬ 
quently have one-day attractions in 
many houses. 
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MAN ABOUT TOWN by Frank Brookhoussr 
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ond Keely Smith," 
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Copacabana, NT. V. 
Joey Bishop, Four Lads (Jimmy 

Arnold, Bertiie Toorisk, Frank Bus- 
ssri. Connie Codarini; with Billy 
Dennison and Maurice Marks); 
Johnny D‘Arc, Bonnie Marie; 
staged by Douglas Coudy; songs, 
Paul Anka;\cOsrumes. Billy Living¬ 
ston (Mm Berthe); orchestra¬ 
tions, Georg? Bracknan; Paul Shel¬ 
ley and Frank Marti orchs; $6 
Minimum. 

Joey Bishop for laughs and the 
dynamic 'Four Lads for pops — 
the latter [considerably matured 
and renowned since their cradling 
at Toronto’s St. Michael’s Cathe¬ 
dral Choir School, not to mention 
a few “gold records” under their 
belting style—are a surefire box- 
office combo for Jules Pod ell's 
Copacabaserhent. The East 60th 
St. bistro opening Thursday (mid¬ 
night! show looked like a blend 
of the Friars, Lambs, Equity and 
AFTRA alumni association with 
its strong show biz turnout. 

Paradox at this show was a some¬ 
what eclipsing of the headliner by 
the robust young men, fortified by j 
special conductor-pianist Billy Den- ': 
nison and traps virtuoso Maurice Sftvov, London 
Marks. They were overwhelming ‘London, Nov.. 1L 
not only in; numbers but came-on- Nitlg.& .Frederik, Murid & Sheila, 
strong from the barrier with a savoy Dancers (10., Francisco 
surefire medley of popular stand- Qavez 0rch and Savoy Sorreniinos 
ards and. j;ju*t when a normal; Ernesto D’Angelo; $6.75 mini- 
nitery would be considered over,; mwn 
they got their second wind with i: ■ 
a supplementary pot-pourri of their | Nifia arid Frederik, a young Dart- 

of recent .trip*, Cavallaro ha* hi* 
own backing, the guitar of Jimmy 
Norton, basa of Richard. Meloof 
and drums of Tony Pondent. It's 
a moving 45 minute* with a classy 
approach, and all much appreci¬ 
ated as evidenced by the full 
house. 

It’s the full-blown music the 
crowd Comes to hear and Cavallaro 
gets right into it, running through 
some proven steadies from the pop 
fold, some standards, a. couple of 
his own and, of course,, his estab¬ 
lished standbys. There air® light 
veined openers before he. thumps 
out a fanciful “Begin the Beguine”’ 
some Latin tinged arrangements, 
his original “Dolores, My Own,” 
and pop “Just- One of Those 
Things.” 

Backers come in for some special 
licks on their own specialties. But 
bv and large it is the Cayallaro 
fingerings that bring in the cus¬ 
tomers and he :generously . .fills 
their desires. His piano artistry 
is in good form for this session. 

Show holds through Nov; 23. as 
club is closed Thanksgiving Day. 

Quin 

HetelPlaia^Y. 
Lilo; Ted Straeter and Mark 

Monts orchs; $4 cover. 

, Lilo did a: pinch-hit for tha .Per¬ 
sian Room, when Jane Fronian took 
ill. With, hepatitis and, although not 
scheduled until next spring at this 
Hotel Plaza plushery, she delivers 
a tiptop class hotel act. Accent 
is Francais. but it’s Wisely done 
With, decided Anglais overtones, 
ranging, from the surefire French 
hit parade (“Follies. Bergere,” 
‘‘My Man,” “Si Bon,” etc.), to 
specials, like “Irma La Douce” 
ioriginal French), Nick Perito’s 
“La Parisienne” “Mais Oui" and, 
of course, “Magnifiqrie” and “I 
Love Paris,” the original Cole 
Porter standards for “Can-Can” 
which, starred Lilo and first 
brought , her to Yarik prominence 
iri 1953. Perito is her special con¬ 
ductor.;,. 

She also wisely retains the 
newsboy medley (the . French 
standards.) which, permits for a 
change of pace from the Pierre 
Balmain. (Parish and the Ritter 
Bros, (domestic vintage) haut 
couture; 

. Lilo is a canny songstress who 
knows how to merchandise her 

like their satire to have a perti¬ 
nent pungency. At the least, “Sea 
coast” has a happy laugh. quotient, 
and at enough times blossoms With 
inspired statement. 
, Of the faults, there is mainly the 

ordinariness of many of its con¬ 
cepts, such;as the rib of psychologic 
cal oaters. Also flawing, is an un- 
professionalism. though that aspect 
seemsstubbornly part of the com¬ 
pany’s charm for the clientele, A-„ 
strong riard for this troupe, by the. 
.way. Is the traditional improvisa¬ 
tion tucked among the set pieces, 
which clicks more often than not 

A few of the morb droll sketches 
are Hillary’s Himalayan Yeti ex¬ 
pedition, issue of dubbed vs. titled 
foreign pix, and Hollywoodi’s. cure- 
rent wive of historical blockbus¬ 
ters, last one good for a rousing 
finale. 

The: cast is bright andj attractive* 
and generally effective, if not uni¬ 
formly talented, with standout con- 
tribs from Eugene Thoobnick, Sevy 
ern Darden and Paul Sand. Wil¬ 
liam Mathieu’s piano is a; notable 
assist. '' ~ Pit. 

Flanif Room, 5lpls. 
Minneapolis. Nov. 8. 

Betty Johnson, Clair Perreau 
Orch. (7); $1.50-$2.50 cover. 

Cocoannt Grove, L A. 
Los Angeles, Nov. It. 

Myron, Cohen, Jans; Morgan, 
Matty Malneck ore (17); $3.50 
cover. 

Columbia disk outstanders ( No, isjj couple who have already be- 
No Much. •; “Moments to Remem- - ty ahd wh6 ^ k 

*‘S-1 disclfcks .behind, them, are now 

fh/^fverside/'1* ^Getting To' Know ! jveadliningXt^^A Savc^...and jdoing 

You.-. -So^e ot These Days/; 

( chansons and inakes for a highly 
; palatable cafe floor, personality. 
‘ In one number, she has a strong 

assist from . Jimmy Sedlar. with an | Betty Johnson, sings for youiig 
effective ‘■ talking trumpet.” other- ■ lovers, few of whom frequent this 

■wise horn man with Ted spiffy flight spot in the Hotel Ra- 
Straeter’s versatile darisapators. disson.. The opening. night audi- 
Mark Monte again spells Straeter’s ; bnce-, fairly large in view , of its 
larger orchestra. With the Plaza’s j being election eve,, gave her an eric 
new g.ni. and v.p. Neal Lang very j thusiastic reception and brought 
much . in' the scene, along with her back for several encores. But 
the new maitre d’hotel John Fos- the response seemed to begener-. 
sati. the Persian Room is in fine ated more by her attractiveness 
stride.; Abel. ; j arid, faultless chirping and less:-by 

—- | her repertoire which, , for this per- 
ctown solo by Jimmy Arnold, tjien jcal hlpnde Nordic .looker. _ j _ , ' - - , fiormams at least, lacked versatil- 
their “<rnld record’’ threesome i ln for a- three-weeks run.; the- Tropicoro I 1UB, P, H. ; lty. 
followed** bv; “You're Nobodv Till'couple stand together , at the far ; > San Juan, P. R.. Nov: 10. From her opening “Everybody 
Somebody Loves You” and'“The ; erid of the stage and Without frills;; Santa: Montiel production with Loves Me,” Mi;ss Johnson conceri- 
Partv’s Ov«r ” - Or gimmicks, go into a relating 15- Gogo Andreu. Eleta & Marina, En- trateS on amour in such numbers 

The boffo show biz turnout of'minute stint. Highspot of iheir. .rigue ^Broicn:Baljet (g), Charlie as “Music for Lovers,?“ “You Are 

course, was' for Joey Bishop.. He 
was in command almost.all of the 
time. Obviously under the weather, 
for which he stoically did not 
apologize, although well he might., 
he had them; with him for the main, j 
When Bishop resorted to the celeb*; 
introductioris it got ragged. 

Had to Be You,” “Do Lord” (a 
spiritual iri Dixieland tempo), a accompaniment, and she. is a typi- 

i “Let Me Love You.” ..Even iri two 
The Hotel San Juan Interconti- ' novelty tunes, “Never Kiss a Man 

i their current hit disk. They deliv- 
fe'r “Sipping Cider,” the old-Erig- --- --.._Bru - v •, .iiV 
i-lish folk song, with plenty .61- nentaL room is the biggest arid 'Who Talks -, and The Little.Blue 
! charm and close, strongly with hardest to fill in town, especially In Man.” she heys to the hearts and 

■Maladie d’Amour ” the. autumn tourist doldrums, biit flowers theme. 
clJ. Rlurio and Sheila (on the bill tor this show pulled iri about 700 ‘ Tbisbeavy emphasis on roinance 
T, = first fortnight onlv) a>e stand-; Patrons opening . night, mostly.. m)ght be more appropriate in.smaU 

wasri-t necessary, uniess fm- a few | a.l‘d ba*lrocmologisls knd. ^heir. r®“*.! hf course^stablUhedhh?- 

?n?ahrffwynb?eai Jn Setoff! head‘^"“hich the ^ (see° ^ 
as a group; in the first place., his partner with remarkable speed, t For support she brings a Latin Credit for. her success; In a tony 
they re there occupationally, so ,Tnc Savoy Dancers.-ahneof eighty procjuction that lasts aS full hour nitery. however, the steady diet of 
their introductories are extraneous j attractive gals, and two men, '°Penv.|jef<jre she appears and all backed I ballads seems more likely to . pro- 

A1V?rillISn extra fiddles in'-Charlie. FiskV. -d»ce emotional heartburn than the 
(.tied Miss Johnson Phoned Again : bal1d and her 0wn musical director, ‘ intended heart balm. 
Today, and close the show ;ith : Maestro Solano. Good timing and ! Miss Johnson: continues, through 
another routine. Their dances^^ are^j imprest develop solid mitting. and : Nov. 19 with PhylUs Diller next in 
produced by ming Davies; : buildup for Miss Montiel. [ for two weeks. Rees, 

The two resident orchs. combine , Eleta and Marina, from Argon-! - 
nostalgia and rhythm for the dance ; tina like th€; otfier perfoririers, are 

... With Jan* Morgan and Myron 
Cohen co-headlinirig afront Matty 
Malneck’s orch, pitted (in for the 
travellin’ Freddy MartirPs crew 
which usually perches here), this 
entire program comes off strongly 
in entertainment values. 

. First to reach the winner’s circle 
is Miss Morgan—who; is on first. 
And though she, like Cohen, is 
makiig: her. Grove debut, she 
handles herself with the siireness 
of Perle Mesta. hostessing a Wash¬ 
ington party. 

After several, bar* of ^Fascina¬ 
tion” from bchind-the-curtain. Miss 
M. hits the spot in a glove^fitting 
'blue-.'gown that accents her hour¬ 
glass figure. Now, with ail ey 
upon her, the platinum blonde fires, 
away with a medley of: ballads, 
show tunes, and several songs 
couched in French. . 

Whether; she warbled iri Cori- 
tiriental. style . Or straight, the 
chariteuse scored 1 Preemers; copped 
an earful “Strike5 Up The Band,? 
“Stay.. Out Of Paris.’’ “Day the . 

, Rains Came”, and “It Takes Love,** 
] Weakest , iri her repertoire was a 
folksy “Ballad of Lady Jane,” 

Cohen; was in a .laughable strida 
, from the. moment he sprang on. 
i Yiddish Jokes supposedly lose 
1 some ;of their. impact when trarisr 
| lated to English; Not so the way 
j Cohen tells; ’em.; Whether it’s his 
; facial expressions, timing, or the 
; inflection of the Jewish accent he; 
[uses while storytelling,[ he evokes 
• yocks., ■ 
j However; Wednesday’s (9) open- 
•ing crowd was. comprised of i 
lot of showfolk pretty hip to the 

1 ways of Cohen. Whether comic’s 
4 laugh-a-meter will ring loud on 
' other nights will depend solely on 

■f whether out-of-towners dropping in 
are as hip. 

Jack Elliott does a creditable job 
as musical; director for Miss. 
Morgan, as do .Malneck’s tooters 
who Supply good string backing for 

i her, arid ..a lively tempo for the 
dancers ’tween, ahows, Kafa.. 

and, from most of the newspaper 
bunch’s perspective, sometimes 
not even Welcomed despite the 
fact it’s all! well-intentioned. 

Bishop has come a long way 
since that : first New Act notice 
in Variety! in December of 1945 
at the Greenwich Village Inn, 
N.Y. He has shown to exceedingly 
good personal advantage in broad 
mi^dm like films and tv, and has 
registered in the Vegas top spots, 
but somehow' at this Copa stand 
he gave the overall impression of 
lacking a sufficiently Vdl-rounded 
act. 

His stuff is brittle: his . mien 
sophisticated, sharp and offbeat; 
without being far-out. His one- 

sessions, while the Savoy: Sorren- 
tinos back the cabaret layout with 
unobtrusive skill. Myro. 

Slnller-IlilJom Dallas 
Dallas, Nov; il. 

Freddy Martin Orch (17);"$2: 
$2.50 cover 

Veteran rhaestro Freddy Martin 
^ ; isn’t exactly campaigning, but .he’s 

uiuiuui uciiig j.<u-ouL. rus out-, ... ., • , • r- „ i.i,;- 

liners and! abides are attuned to ^S in ?! PihS f J Fmnirf 
the best bistro standards, and even j *>and fra- Int° ?e, pIli? Em?ir5 
w'hen he repeats that “Sayonara*’-' *or three the orphan 
bar mitzvah gag (which registered ; became a saxophone salesman 
in a coriDle1 of his tv exposures) r : an(i Avas iputed into a bandleading, 
is acceptable, because it is in-J^reer by Guy Lombardo easily 
digenous to his stj'le. None the proves that a big, versatile band 
less, there was lacking the zing j.can neatly fill the. floor show stint, 
and the pace expected of a proved j as well as providing lotsa dansapa- 
pro of Bishop's calibre. It was: H°n: 
unfortunate that a seasonal 
handicapped an opening 
although there fs no gainsaying . - 
his. overall effectiveness, not to ! that doubles in fine style. He opens i tur 
nention the obvious b.o. appeal. : his 60-mii 

Otherwise it's the same lastifully j ture from “Gypsy,” featuring three ; jungly, music, 
costumed l and produced Doug flutes, three violins and four trom- ‘ 
Coudy revue, the lookers flashing ihones. From there it*sr rare to heat- 
some attractive transformations;’ such a big band “swell” with the 

'a classy dance teahi. with Stateside 
possibilities. Their act is a three- . 
movement ballet set to recorded ! - . . 
music. It wo'uid be hard to say what j Diane (2 > ; Don Dennis, 
it is all about, after accepting tlve . Domivo. Tony Bruno Orch 

Steuben's, Boston 
Boston,.Nov, i(L 

Jenny Collins, Val Perry & 
- • vie 

____ _ .... 
general subject (sex), buf she is a $2.5Q mimmum. 
loolcer and clearly in throes of ,—r- .. . 
some interesting passion as he; . Jenny Collins, a.fave here, nabs 
leads her through unusual routines, big returns in this 450rseater. in. the 

Gogo Andreu tells a string of heart of Hub’s theatrical district, 
fairly hoary jokes in Spanish, but Miss Collins, opening Avith “Gra| 
crowd devours them and wants ^ nada,” sw ings through “Romany’ 
more; Latin taste in Comedy favors and a medley of Rodgers & Haim 
scatology and verbal pratfalls. His m.ersteiri and hits the high spot 
boffola pantomime is a surgeon with; “tine Bellee Die.” displaying 
extracting Van appendix distaste- her big. notes to slick advantage, 
fully ‘ [ She wraps it up with encore, 

Enrique :3ro\vn. Ballet does mys-1 partnered with Don Dennis, room’s 
tifving . tango to open thei show; • singing emcee. With/ “My Hero.” 
w hich is so stylized as to appear a j. Val Perry & Diane; teirp teahi. 
parody,, biit is well produced-and j which has. added, rqusicomedy- and 
rehearsed and /imaginatively Cos- j bongo bits of nice effect, opens the 

Aith torrid terp num- 
• takes over on an outsize 

to race' through, a streamy j bongo drum, as femme;.looker does 
imiii" in flioL'orina Udrht anil snmp ilTinrOSSionistiC terDilig. DOfl 

Johnny D’Arc and Bonnie Marie 
the number-leaders: Paul Anka 
supplying the tuneful set of special 
songs; and the Paul Shelley band 
backstopping the proceedings and 
alternating! with Frank Marti’s 

leader on tenor sax to. make a five- 
man reed section. 

Hdrm. Dennis gets in a full singing stint.. 
Plus his duet with the headliner; 
lie takes “Cherry Red and Apple 
Pink” for a ride to fine returns, 
then segues to “Everythings \Com- 

TT- *» For clincher he 

Second rifyf f’hl 
Chicago. Nov. 9. 

. , Seacoast of Bohemia,^ satiric -fog up Roses: __ 
Trombonist John Cochran vocal- rente u hri Severn Darden, Eugene [ gets crowd to clap along with 

izes -sound of Music-.. before the ‘ Trbobmclf, Andre* JJsWan, Af.no , -Muskrat Bamble/1 

full orch does a “Time- medley of - P“m‘nSi ~ 
four songs;, then the rv.k. record A1’- #ifh Afoth.eu or pia5;s ,t straight 

chMhas^ tor the dansapatiom ! ^ bs'-“fh* Mlrtin"band7 ‘TntefV! P'!"'0-' ?1'50 c0,,?r- 
Maitre d Bruno will be a busy! n.P77fl.’» “<5vrrmlmnv ” “Tn FSrh 1 t 5 
gent for the Bishop-4 Lads semes-; Sf Boripfe ” 5 Relatively recent burgeoning 
ter. on the; heels of the just-closed : ^nd “SantV ! h£ire of theatre bistros dedicated to 
and equally socko Eydie Gormc-! !tab shows- was led, and 'is still 
Steve Lawrence bistro bonanza ! - - 
at the Podellcabana. Abel. 

Kddvs% K. ( . 
iKansas City. Nov- 11. 

, -- It s a delightful, and, \\el- j paced ^js Spot. which shrewdly. 
; come, sound, for a new generation ; eleete'd to situate, in the Old Town 
of supper clubbers accustomed to a . section with its colony of white 
tno or smaller bend. j collar inteiligentsia. Second City, 

! Diz Mullen.-.does; a brace: of fine ; moreover, has primed its successor 
1 vocals, “Lazy River” and “Bill roje to once popular Compass Lazy River’ 

Carmen Cavallaro (V».Riny vV'if Bailey,” before the dixieland ghoup i pYavers" (vvhTch rncVbatcdVSheirey 
liams Oreh iGt; $1.50-$2 cover. ! takes over-for a rousing session. In i Berman and Nichols & Mavl. and 

| saluting big bands /of the past,.) that too has helped, the image. 
■ Current potpourri, “Seacoast of 
Bohemia” (alluding to lowercase 
adjective), is likely to shore up 
room’s reputation with the regu¬ 
lars, at least with those who , 

There’s a (solid appeal about Car- Martin includes imitations of w-.k. 
men Cavallaro. and he is applying ; tunes by Paul Whiteman^ Henry 
it for the j; sixth time around at ‘ Busse. Clyde McCoy and Wayne 
E-ddys’ to i the satisf-elion of all' King, among others. All to the 
concerned. ,' As on his last couple1 Baric. 

new’comer here, 
for laughs with a 

zariy juggling act using cupSrand 

plates , on wands. He opens with 
standard pins, hats and 'balls; i then 
sets rip an elaborate stand of wvands 
from w-hich he spins plates, runs 
around the room, handing out 
w'ands w'ith spinning plates to audi¬ 
ence; Dorhino races around room 
from stage to wand holders keep¬ 
ing the plates spinning in a per¬ 
petual motion bit. For bowoff he 
brings femme audience member a 
wand with spinning plate in either 
hand and walks off leaving her 
there for laughs. Tony Bruno’s 
crew cuts the show in fine, style 
and executes Miss Collin’s tricky 
arrangements nicely. 

This show exit* Nov. 23. Guy.;. 

| Harpah’s^ Ljike Tahoe 
! Lake Tahoe, Nov.. 7. : 
I Guy ■ Lombardo &, His Royal 
iCanadians (14:.), Petticoats .(3), 
1 Johnny O'Brien, Dorothy Dorben. 
I Singers & Dancers (15); roduced 
i by Rriss[Hall;. 

Current stint is a playback for 
Guy Lombardo at Tahoe Harrah’s, 
but it marks the first/time he’s 
appeared in the New South Shore 
Room, which is a 700-seater as. 
compared to the small intimate 
room in. use on his. last time 
around: 

Although opening lighter* 
failed to fill the room, the response 
to the Lombardo styling was im¬ 
pressive, and the music men gave 
auditors frill measure.. As per 
usual; it’s a smooth offering filled 
with standards and evergreens, all 
executed in faultless manner and 
interspersed with. VOcals and spot¬ 
lighted instruirientaling. 

The Dorhen Pancer.s, neatly 
costumed, take the. opener spot 
wdth song and dance built around 
a “cute piece of. prppeFly” theme 
with .emphasis .on the .shapely 
terpers; Choreog is also “cute,” 
artd is kept in good tastei 

. Johnny . O’Brien, also in a reprise 
at TahoeV is.long on chatter (with 
practically none of it hew:) arid 
short on his harmonica offerings. 
Some advantage could be reached: 
with much editing of the one-liners 
and the shorter stories he essays,, 
and additions, in... the ..harmonica 
titles. He draws a few yocks 
lrom first-time tablers, biit for 
those who are catching hint for th* 
second time . around[ it’s old stuff. 

Lombardo has varied his tur 
with vocals front Kenny Gardner, 
Bill Flanagan and Cliff Grass, and 
gives his1 sidemen good Chance for 
individual recognition,. The mae¬ 
stro skillfully batons in his slow 
motion, tip-toe fashion to full 
commands And as before, makes 
personal introduction of brothel 
Carmerti. Lebeizt and Victor from, 
the band. Titles include such, as 
“Climb Every Mountain,’’ “12th 
Street Bag;” “Third Man/Thei ” , 
and “Beautiful Ohio.” 
• The Petticoats (three femmes) 
take a mid spot in the Lombardo 
46 minutes for a bit [of good, har¬ 
mony to such ; as■, “Every Where 
You Go” and “Bugle Call .Rag:” 
The three win good endorsement 
with; a medley of minstrel titles, 
complete writh talents on the banjo 
from each: They’re cute, and -dp 
an excellent job; Long, 



Wednesday, November 16, 

Jflfotel St* Regis, NT, Y* 
Gloria De Haven (with Peter 

Appleyard Quartet); >Milt Sliaw: 
Orch and Walter Kay Trio; $3 

■'.cover;- 

Gloria De Haven, ;a slick, svelte 
pro with a matured show biz back¬ 
ground despite her young years, 
undoubtedly has more than a “spe¬ 
cial material” approach when she 
gets into that “Two-A-Day” mu mr 
her of hers. This, is a sort of auto¬ 
biographical nostalgia, considering 
her show biz family background 
(the Carter DeHaveris, vaude and 
musicomedy • headliners of a past, 
generation, .were her parents) and 
she probably is one of those ro¬ 
manticized . “born-in-a-trunk” kids. 

All of which points up the 
former, film ingenue s sleek profes¬ 
sionalism as a nitery. headliner., 
She: comes by her heritage in the 
best tradition. 

It also points up—-oh- the cap¬ 
tious side—wonderment (1) oyer 
that titiaii coiff and. (2) her back- 
slopping Peter Appleyard Quartet. 
Both are.relatively minor criticisms 
because not even a fright wig (and 
this flaming red transformation is 
nothing of the sort!) could handi¬ 
cap Miss De Haven's indelible 
talent. 

Nor is it any reflection, on the 
very rhythmic quartet, headed by 
the xwlbphohirig and personable 
Peter Applfeyard of whose British 
background there is made passing 
albeit pleasant reference. 

Howeveiv.in assaying all values, 
the customer must recall the softer 
brownish-blonde coiff which be¬ 
came Miss. DeHayen so well:; and as 
for the special {musikers, for" all 
theit piano-bass-traps-xylo pro-; 
ficiency—and a good group it is 
too!—they merely become appur¬ 
tenances to. gild thblilv. 

Miss DeHavcii probably could be 
backstopped as effectively by . any 
competent show band rand none .is 

..more pro than Milt Shaw’s lam-, 
rasters froni Local 802), therefore 

arise the considerations what, 
this added overhead means to tlie 
performer and <2> whether the out- 
fionters . might . even wonder why 
all the fanfare? They’re not dis¬ 
tracting but, in. light of the star's 
extreme capabilities to carry the 
load! solo, it's, extraneous. A special 

jano-accompanist maybe yes, but 
why miniature musical aggrega- 

Sfill, it’s fielder’s choice 
•with'Miss DeHayen. As for the 
enhancement values, even when 
essaying a special: routine with 
maestro Appleyard (in; “Making 
\V hoopee”j this probably could;; be 

chieved with . the. .average good 
Sleiwayist. , 
. Repertoire-wise Miss DeHayen 
knows her Way around a pop or 
special lyric. With, the pops she 
accents the popular standards and; 
gives them nuance via enhance- j 

.ment of interpretations. Her spe-1 
cials are equally sophisticated and 
topdrawer, both on script and 
performance.. The Lena . Horne 
influence is iheie, but. then who 
can get mad. about .such a standard 
as a pattern although, in actuality,, 
it doesn’t become too intrusiye syice 
Bhe confines, it to two. ' three, 
interludes “ ’Deed I Do:” etc.). 

One: wonders also about Miss 
De . .Haven’s Confined and hypei - 
high style red-colored sheath whieh 
restricts her movement.-.None •• the 
less she varies pace,! with an. open- 
in g-at-tbe-table mike bit and later 
ah on-the-piano. <a la Helen; Morg- ^ 
ao{> interlude. .The ballads ran^e 
from romantic to torch. She. varies 
pace with: offbeat madrigal to a 
“sick” chorus. Withal; a thoroughly 
professional job apart from opinidn 
on the coif and the quartet: 

Abel. 

Town Casino, Buff. 
.. Buffalo, Nov. 11. 

Tony Bennett, Lottie fJruih, 
.Rummy Bishop, Adorables ( 5 v, { 
Aloe Balsoiii Orch (18);,$3 niini--. 

$2 entertainment charge. 

, With this engagement, Tony 
Bennett returns to one of his early 
on-the-way-up spirts. It's pleasing 
to record that; he recognizes the 
lift which.Harry Altman gave him 
in his salad days as a singer and 

..he pays tribute publicly to the fact, 
Bennett is . an extraordinary per¬ 

former. Few work harder than he 
to send a. song across'. There may 
be singers with better voices and 
stars; with handsomer faces arid 
more imposing physiqiii.es, but 
Bennett puts together what he 
has for the utmost effectiveness- 
labors dutifully over every .number 
and emerges on top by reason of 
a unique combination, of hard wpric, 
attention to detail and smartshow- 
manship. 

Greeted by an overflow crowd 
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which appeared insatiable . In its 
demands,, Bennett was in top form 
for his first showing here in inany 
seasons and he gave it just about 
everything he; had. The orchestra,. 
especially: augmented to .18 pieces, 
was Impressive arid an immeasurr 
able assist in the overall; imprint; 
but it was HenhetFs own way with 
a song which upped the scoring. 

He makes a production of each 
number. and lights it up arid lines 

; it out for genuinely • enthusiastic 
returns. His magnetic brand of 
showmanship comes through in. 
details1 of. dress, .demeanor' and 
dialog, ..and his distinctive prian- 
nerisms such as- the tie removal 
and; the dperi-Collar. gambit add 
greatly to the impression. 

His repertoire opens with “Tak¬ 
ing a Chance on Love” arid closes 

j with a generous spate of Bennett 
hits; including; something from 
practically all of his best selling 
disks. A riotous response, brings 
half a dozen enthusiastically ier 
ceived encores., 

■ Supporting . show consists of 
Lottie Bruin in a., fast and. dex¬ 
terous juggling stint in the, best 

• European ..music-./-.'ball metier, 
i Runimi Bishop has a sometimes 
i slow-moving monolog, but soups 
up the crowd with some/antic 
dancingi the augmented orchestra 

f proves especially striking Through- 
I out the run-cfT which includes the 
{•house; Adorables comprising five 

attractive showgirls.. 

! A heavy roster ;, of ' upcoming 
• bookings is. being . aggressively 
! plugged, by the.emcees' before arid 

after the Show and if Bennett’s 
• reception is any criterion, business 

, looks to be on the upgrade,. 
!. Burton.. ;/■ 

■ Tropicana, las 
! Las Viegas, Nov. j9. 

“Folios Bergere'* 2d American, 
edition: - Bernard. Bros i2.). Kathy 
Barry Florence & Frederic Dancers; 
L i ly;N ia gar a, A hdre Moqn Piipjpets, 
Dagenham Girl Pipers. Pat; Files, 
Nicki Martin \ Claudine Longet, 
Johti; & Rene AmaiH, showgirls 
end dancers <36>, Ray. Sinatra 
Orch / i6 •: presented, by Lou Wal¬ 
ters,:-designed by Michel Gydr- 
mathy,- by arrangement with.Paul 
Derpal;. chofeogrphay, Biliy .Peteh; 
additional chared,. Ronnie* Lewis! 
decor; “R/O. Bpdenho.rn; orchcsirdl 
arrangenicuts, -Earl Greenberg; $4 
inhwhum. 

After several previews, Lori 
Walters unveiled the second;Arrier- 

; lean edition of the “Folies Ber- 
; gere” to public and press, reveal¬ 
ing a sparkling package of enter¬ 
tainment which has all the excite- 

■rnent and flavor of Its predecessor. 
The. first ’Tolies” lasted over a 

‘ year here, and was going'strong at 
the finish; this edition probably 

i.will do. as well,qr beUer. 

\- The bradess models wear pasties 
this time, unlike their completely 
bare sisters in the -previous 'romp, 
with only exotic terp star Lily 
Niagara-baring all arid passing up 
the pasties: It. will be interesting, 

f to see if this turri of events will 
{ affect attendance. 

Beautiful redhaired Kathy Barr 
is singing star, socking across a 
fresh, vibrant personality with her 

.exciting; operadrained. voice. ?'Nicki 
;•Martino-: is effective bfl"production.• 
. vocals as he projects each song 
with warmth arid authority. 

| The Bernard Brothers (2) click 
with their very funny pantomime 
coupled Avith ..outlandish costuming 
and :iriugging with riiouthing to 
records. 

The Florence and Frederic 
| Dancers, -with .brilliant choreog¬ 
raphy by. Ronnie Lewis, provide 

I stunning framework to ihg festivi¬ 
ties which gorgeously ' cos- 
l.tuiried:/ 

' . John.and Rene Arnaut priy ypeks 
[with their comedy fiddle and bird 
'Whistling turn, and. the . Andre ' 
Moon Puppets please, with their 
precision terps. 

Claudine. Longet scores as fea¬ 
tured terp in a uniqlie silhouette 
production number, and the at- 
mostphere Is churned when the 
masked dancers splash a . colorful 
Oriental spectacular. The Dagen¬ 
ham Girl Pipers,,(four bigpipes, 
five drums;, one majorette). add 
festive-..volume tp . a noisy, busy: 
finale, heavily populated with 
drummers. 

“Folies” was designed by Micliel 
Gyarmathy, with overall choteo 
expertly .woven by Billy Fetch. 
Special' credit should go to Ray 
Sinatra, who stepped in. at the last 
minute as replacement maestro for. 
the orch (16), cutting .the show 
with the exact .flair needed. j 

This Edition is in for an iridefi- 
nite run, Duke, j 

Birdland, N. Y. 
[ Herbie Mann Sextet (plus jour 
\ trumpets), Gloria Lynn, Earl. May 
Trio, Charles Bell Contemporary 
Jazz Quartet; $1.50 admission, $2,50 
minim. »i. 

Flute arid saXman Herbie Mann* 
wbo;s managed to keep his Afro- 

, Cuban Sextet together for a year 
arid ia half, mainly through, consist¬ 
ent bookings in New York jazz 
spots, is in this Broadway jazz 
mecca for his first two-week sland 
arid lias added four trumpeters 
to get the big-band sound that’s 
almost the. thing again.. 

Aside froni the big sprind, IVIann’s 
longtime, desire has been to weld 
into one. group incomparable 
African .and Cuban rhythms arid 
the American;, jazz man’s equally 
incomparable melodic flare. The 
four trumpeters — Danny Styled 
Ralph Erickson; Ziggy Shatz and 
Leo Ball-Ground put the domestic 
phase of an international blast that 
has a lot of authenlicity and a lot 
of showmanships. Latter should 
bring the band popularity outside 
the jazz coterie. 

Along with Mann’s flute and sax 
solosf. and; the new brass is Johnny 
Rae on vibes: But. for the wild, 
sustained, beat, th { band can go 
to five rhythm with Rae.. on a 
switch to drums; Rudy Collins on 
drums; Knobby Totah, bass;. Ray 
lYIaotfila. conga, and Michaei Gla 
Tunji, African drums. Latter adds 
a sharp, show biz touch, appearing 
during the. course of a set in native 
cpslume. 

Band gets sock.returns from; a 
book that ranges from Sunny Rol- 
li ’ “St. Thomas” (practically a 
theme; with the Sextet), to up- 
heated .standards like “Dearly 
Beloved” (which winds with an 
all-rhythm session) to ethnic offer¬ 
ings like the Nigerian chant, 
‘‘Freedom Words’’ (featuring Ola 
Tunji.ori drums and vocal in native 
tongue). 

Singer Gloria Lynn has come a 
long way from her shoutin' days 
five or so years, ago at Harlem’s 
yaudery, the Apollo. She’s trained 
dpwri the blues and gospel emoting 
to become, a first-class jazz artist. 
Best in her varied book- are the 
old standards . that lend to a “soul 
jazz” rendition — “Birth of the. 
Blues,” “This Little. Boy of Mine,” 
and so on. Earl May trio provides 
solid acconip, 

Charles Bell (piano) Contem¬ 
porary Jazz Quartet tends to the 
pretentious in some of its. caco- 
phorious “compositions,” b u t 
strikes some, exciting melodic in¬ 
novations in; scores featuring Bell 
and guitarist Bill Smith in duo. 

Bill 

Riverside, Reno 

Reno, Nov, 11. 
. Mills. Bros »3), Billy Falbo, Star¬ 
lets <8), with Frank Fanelli and 
Reh De Haven; Lou LeViti Orch. 
(10);$3 niinim m. 

In t.beir many past dates,at the { 
Riverside the Mills Bros, have al¬ 
ways proved a potent lure—arid 
for: this, playback it’s a repeat 
story. Opening-niters indicated 
it'll be strong b.o. for the two- 
week stint, and the threesome 
draws a type of crowd that’s also 
good: for the casino tables. Second- 
billed is comic .{Billy Falbo, a new¬ 
comer to'the area Vtho does an 
okay job in the opener spot. 

The■■frer.es, with no change in 
styling or staging (as it should be), 
have made some changes in title 
selection, but (again wisely) only 
to a slight degree. There are a 
few new things, but tablers came 
to hear the familiar, and they, 
get a good portion. Rapport among 
the three (at least on stage) is 
obvious, and it comes across well; 
with tablers. ' 

/With a minimum of chatter the 
trio get strong endorsement with 
such as their trademarked “Glow 
Worm;” “Til Then,” “Paper Doll,” 
and- “Basin Street Blues,” with 

jinstrurnerital impreshes bn the 
latter. Couple not Immediately 
identifiable with the Mills riioh-: 
icker are “How Blue” arid “Yellow 
Bird,” both clicks.- The boys; as 
always, turn, in comiriand {per¬ 
formance.. Backing Herbert, Don, 
and; Harry * Norma n Brown on 
guitar: 

Falbo, debuting in this section 
of the country, gets a lot of mile- 
.age. out of his traveling rnike, but 
has a .wee to learn of blase Reno, 
auditors!. His is a forceful delivery! 
and he has many good lines. Sofne 
difficuity in immediate acceptance, 
but once he’s in lie does a neat 
job: Editing of some of the older 
lines would dp no'harm to the 

routine, ditto a couple of the 
blue; lines, particularly for the 
booze set in this area who don’t 
seem to be impressed with the 
indigo. He works fast, and can’t 
be. criticized for lack of effort. 

Starlets bracket the show in fine 
fashion in Moro-Landis produc¬ 
tions with Frank Fanelli capably 
handling the vocal-emcee chores, 
and Rene: De Haven working well 
with the girls in the choreog de¬ 
partment. Lou LeVitt batons entire 
show in first-rate manner. 

Hotel manager Bill Miller has 
the Swe-Danes and the Kings IV 
set1 to open on Nov. 24: Long. 

Drake Hotel, f ill 
Chicago, Nov. 11. 

Vicky Auiier (with John Bon- 
ada>, Jinimy Blade Orch (6;; $2 
cover, 

\7icky Autier, the Gallic chirper- 
88er who likCs to. vocally country- 
hop, is secondriiming in the ele¬ 
gant little Caniellia House for what 
bodes .to- be a hot*y stand. 

• Reassuringly, she’s even more 
impressive, than her first visit indi¬ 
cated, and proof that solid voca- 
bility is still a singer’s best route 
to audience affection. Mile. Autier 
offers with moxie, and projects 
convincingly in. all tempi. 

Her book is equally refreshing, 
with (natch), strong Franco-Ilalo 
flaycririg,, and including her ver¬ 
sion of the new hit, “Never on 
Sunday.” She lines some of ’em to 
her own Steiriway accomp and 
serves up an engaging solo or two. 

A Viennese air is one of the 
delights; and her windup Edith 
Piaf-cieffed “Hymn to Love” de¬ 
lineation clinches the session. She 
gets a notable assist from John 
Bonada’s guitar-accordion manipu¬ 
lations arid His cueing of Jimmy 
Blade’s stellar crew: 

Comic Hertny Ycungman is down 
for a Dec. 2 start. Pit. 

Hotel Roosevelt. Y. O. 
New Orleans. Nov. 11. 

Dukes cj Dixieland <7), Paulette 
Sisters <3), Jimniy Palmer Orch 
(11); $2.50 weekni lit minimum; 
$4 Sats. 

The Dukes of Dixieland are play¬ 
ing their first major nitery date in 
their horiie town and judging from 
the enthusiasm their two-beating 
generated opening night in the. 
plush Blue Room, it looks like the 
velvet ropes w-ill be up regularly 
during the next two weeks. 

The Dukes were faves with lo¬ 
calises and tourists during the 
years they were based at Hyp 
Guinle’s Famous Door on Bourbon 
St. before taking to the road, and 
hitting the big time jackpot. They 
also have. built up a following 
through their disclicks for the 
Audio Fidelity label. 

Set up with two trombones, 
trumpet, clarinet, piano, drums, 
tuba and bass, crew dishes Out an 
energetic Dixieland beat. Their 
library is played with wit and 
imagination, and they swing out 
easily with the foot-stompingest 
and palm-poundingcst music ever 
to rock Seymour Weiss’ nocturnal 
rendezvous. 

Frank Assunto’s trumpeting is 
clean and venturesome, and . he 
shines especially in a section of 
“When the Saints Go Marchin’ In.” 
“Dear Old Southland” features the 
slick tromboning of brother Fred¬ 
die. 

Boys play ensemble and solo 
with compelling creativity from 
start'to finish and have customers 
with them all the way. Also spot¬ 
lighted are Mo Mahoney, drums: 
Ricri Mattison, tuba; Clyde Fuller, 
clarinet; Clyde Pound, piano, and 
“Papa Jack” Assunto, ^father of 
Frankie and Freddie, who’s also 
a whiz on trombone as well as 
banjo. 

Teeing off the show are Paulette 
Sisters, playing a return engage¬ 
ment. Three young blonde lookers 
combine a solid musical beat with 
a slick package of tunes. Singing 
is their forte and they get to it 
quickly, rousing the customers to 
generous applause. 

Girls work nicely together, are 
well rehearsed and alert to audi¬ 
ence tastes. Standout was their 
voice blending on “Rockabye 
Baby” and. bits from “Music Man.” 

Jimmy Palmer’s orchestra backs 
show expertly and attracts crowds 
to floor during ankle-bending ses¬ 
sions with tuneful mixture of old, 
new and. Latino tunes. Band's 
warbler, Bill Dyer, also wins nice 
hand for his piping on bandstand. 

Show runs for two weeks. 
Liuz. 

Saids, Lai Vegas 
Las Vegas, Nov. 0. 

Dean Martin, Page & Bray, Garr 
Nelson, Copa Girls (12), Antonio 
Morelli Orch (23); produced by 
Jack. Entratter; choreography Ren- 
ne Stuart; $4 minimum. 

Dean Martin is hotter than ever 
In Jack Entratter’s lineup of block¬ 
busters, and the fact remains that 
he’s one of Vegas’ most potent 
lures for gamblers. Latest turn in 
the Copa Room spotlights the top- 
notch showman-singer more re¬ 
laxed than ever—in fact he ap¬ 
pears to be imitating his imitators. 

Songalog, punctuated with th 
typical Dino-ism comedy dialog, 
plus many topical gags (“I just 
talked to Jack this morning and 
he made me ‘Secretary of Liquor,” 
“Here’s a number dedicated to Mr. 
Nixon: 'They Didn’t Believe Me’ ”) 
pulls hefty yocks and brisk mitt- 
ing. Ken Lane. 88er fronting the 
Antonio Morelli orch (23», gives 
strong assistance to the pleasant 
party. 

One of the best acrobatic terp 
acts in the biz. Page and Bray, are 
also on bill. The agile and attrac¬ 
tive French couple have a knack 
of making extremely difficult 
twists and turns look easy. 

Garr Nelson’s hig voice effec¬ 
tively backbones two Renne Stuart 
production numbers with the 12 
Copa Girls. 

Showr skedded through 
Nov. 27. Duke. 

Downstage Room, flii 
Chicago, Nov. 7. 

Tania Velia, Cy Touff Orch (4); 
no cover or minimum. 

Shapely singer Tania Velia, slud- 
_.it of architecture and champ 
swimmer from Yugoslavia, is the 
felicitous choice for incepting a 
sometime show policy in this inti¬ 
mate cellar daricery, which is the 
b.o. adjunct of the new Happy Me¬ 
dium cabaret-theatre in the Rush 
St. nitery belt. 

As street's only terp spot, book¬ 
ing the two-beat-to-Lalino modes 
per the Cy Touff and Larry Green 
bands. Downstage Room has done 
nicely in first monlhs of exist* T:,,e 
and claims consistent fipeurve biz, 
finding most favor from the man¬ 
agerial-exec classes who remember 
when hoofery was a potent after¬ 
dark attraction. 

Addition of chirpers (when they 
meet specifications here) is logical 
wooing of the male for sake of bar 
commerce, though it helps in the 
justification if the femme can also 
sing. In this, it’s so much to the 
good, the Marienthal freres are 
usually reckoned in this town as 
sincere on effort. So it comes as 
no surprise that the blond, beelriv- 
ish-coiffed Miss Velia displays 
good form in talent, as well. 

She offers her basic, if abridged, 
nitery turn here, playing up a Eu¬ 
ropean piquancy that’s generally 
effective and convincing. Natural¬ 
ly, songalog is multilingual; and 
ranges from witty to torchy. “I’m 
Gonna Learn to Speak Like You” 
kids her halting. Americanese and 
our language peculiarities, and 
makes for an engaging act opener. 

Another, bit. that doesn’t quite 
hit mark, starts by ribbing barflies 
and segues into a cry-in-the-beer 
item, an image Miss Velia doesn't 
project too well. “Caio Caio Bam¬ 
bino” and the “Anna” picture 
theme bridge the specials for. good 
response. She shows considerable 
ken in most departments, being 
particularly savvy in fore-fronting 
the charm-personality values. With 
a bit more nitery exposure, she 
ought to And good pickin’s cn 3he 
chanteuse circuit. 

Room, by the way, is comfort¬ 
able, and, barring biz jamups, 
offers an adequate-sized dahef 
floor. Pit. 

Dog Racing, Baseball 
Loom for Honolulu 

Honolulu, Nov. 15. 
The entertainment dollars of the 

home-towners here may be split 
in additional directions If two 
proposals go through. George F. 
McCarthy, board chairman of a 
Colorado kennel club, hopes to es¬ 
tablish a dog racing track in Hono¬ 
lulu. He also hopes that the 1962 
session of the state legislature will 
legalize pari-mutuel betting on dog 
racing. 

The second part of the one-two 
punch could come from baseball. 
There’s a move under way for the 
city to buy the existing Honolulu 
stadium from Hawaii U. for 
$1,000,000, then spend $500,000 in 
renovations and improvements so 
that Honolulu could qualify for a 
Pacific Coast League baseball 
franchise. 
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on 
The Dramatists Guild, which ap¬ 

pear^ to bti taking its time in pre¬ 
senting proposals - for a new basic 
contract with the League of N,-'Y. 
Theatres, has been making prog¬ 
ress in. another: area. The Guild 
has been exploring toll television 
in relation to . its potential use of 
dramatic and musical legit proper¬ 
ties and lias concluded that at 
present authors should receive: a. 
minipnim of 10% of the. total; gross 
expended bv viewers against a 
guarantee approximate to the 
amount, now being' paid for a free 
commercial tv performance. .. 

As for the League agreement 
covering legit, which expires .next 
Jan. .20,. there's been only one. 
meeting thus. far between repre¬ 
sentatives Of both organizations. It 
took place several, w eeks ago. The 
cu.rrent: contract is an extension; of 
s live-year pact whichwas to have 
expired last May 20. The extension 

•Was. agreed upon by , both organi¬ 
zations because of the pressure of 
the League's .other, contract n egoti¬ 
st! on$; first w ith Act ors Equity a rid 
then.. with Local 802, American 
Federation of Musicians. 

At the solo League-Guild meet-- 
ing held.to date; it Was agreed by 
both sides not to. discuss what took 

iace at the session until, the situ¬ 
ation was more developed, and con¬ 
sequently the memberships of hoth 

rganizations: are iri the dart as to 
what's going on; The meeting, it’s 
understood, involved . a ..discussion 
Of existing managerial problems,. 
With; the League presenting data 
support Of its claims- The Guild 
lias’, presumably been giving the 

..matter further study, and, as yet, 
1 Continued on page. 781. 

Chi Tunetent Outfit 
Plans Similar Venture 

Nat’l Theatre Conf. Has 
Lunch-Confab on Crix 

The National Theatr Confer¬ 
ence Will hold its 1960 meeting in j 
New York beginning next Friday f. 
(25) with, a luncheon in the Oxford : 
Room,of the Hotel Piccadilly. N Y. 
legit critics and drama editors: have 
been invited to attend the luncheon 
and to . spend the afternoon par¬ 
ticipating in various panel dis¬ 
cussions on reviewing^ 
. Raul Baker is president of the 
NTC and John Gassner is chair¬ 
man of this year’s meeting. 

Balcony Oracle 
During the “Politics and 

Poker’* number in the first 
act of the election night (Nov. 
8).performance of “Fiorello” 
at the Broadhurst- Theatre, 
N.Y.* the line, “We’ve got to 
find some qualified Republican 
Who’s willing to dose” was sung 
as usual by Howard da Silva,. 

Taking that as a cue, a 
balcony patron shouted, “How 
aboiit Nixon?” 

‘Golden’ 109^G Loss, Twice Ordinal; 
May Get Revenue From Film, Stock 

MacLiammoir as ’Oscar’ 
Due far London Repeat 

. London, Nov. 15. 
Michael MacLiammoir’s two- 

week engagement In “The Import¬ 
ance of Being Oscar,” which closed 
at the Apollo Theatre last Satur¬ 
day12), is due for a repeat in the 
West End after Christmas. 

The showr; presented by Michael 
Redgrave and Fredi SadofT, is due 
for a prior provincial tour and 
then,, after- the- return London 

! stand,:will go to New York, South 
Africa, Australia and the Conti- 

Roger L. Sfevens, In iii unxisual t2e?S'‘ .»£»1W#»Wy I*®"*" «* 
7 V „ ’ . | Sol Ilurok banner In the U. S., 

move for a Broadway producer,.][although the deal hasn’t been 
plans a new presentation of a play ' closed; 

Which folded during its out-of-.| ---:—:- 

town tryout when done by another 

management'.: The property ‘which 

Stevens has, added to his already 

-f “Golden Fleecing,” which wat 
unsuccessfully reactivated last sea¬ 
son after closing in rehearsal the 
previous semester, represented a 
$109,666 loss at the end of its II- 
week run at the Henry Miller* 
Theatre, N. Y. That’s revealed in 
an audit covering the shows last 
four weeks at the house. 

Subsidiary income from the sale 
of the film rights is reflected in the 
statement, and it’s figured addi¬ 
tional income will be forthcoming 
from the stock and amateur mar¬ 
ket. The property was a frequent 
entry on the strawhat circuit this 
year. There's also a possibility of 
additional revenue from the pic¬ 
ture deal. 

The film rights were sold -to 
Metro for $50,000 down, plus a 
sliding arrangement up to a maxi¬ 
mum of $275,000. The production 
got $18,000 as its 40% share, less 
10% commissions, of the down 
payment and another $8,100 as its 
share of the revenue from the 
sliding setup. 

The deal with Metro also calls 
jfor a 10%' participation in the 
; film. The legit production's share 
,of that will be 40%, less the u.sual 

Cleveland Nov 15 'commission. Therefore, a picture 
An expanded edition* "Holiday; version-of the play may bring the 

in Japan,” originally a Tokyo-pro-i P1'odutllon wllh •"•‘•onal income. 

For Legit Dates 
,T u -f - expansive future produetion sched- 
:Man,” which folded last: Oct: 15 at• »r aiirptfp » 
the Alcazar Theatre,- San Fran-r ^aureue 
cisco,, lost $35,700 On a $40,000 -in-1 The Stan.ey . JVoung adaptation 
vestment. That’s revealed by. Raw- Margaret Courtney’s biography 
.dolph'Hale.- who co-produced the ; 9^ her .actress-mother, the late 
offering with the Playwrights Cq,( aa^tt^Taybr,- Cdlapsed early 
sole sponsor; of the original. Broad-I.astl?l.onP1 in japan, ongmaiiy a ioKyo-pro-i . . . ~ it 
way edition, n6\v in its 33d \veek at'^ lts, .star> duced package revue that toured "beh the Lorenzo Semple Jr. 
the Moroscb Theatre, N: Y, Holiday. Young is revising, niteries for nearly two years, be- ,c,°nl?iioy.cci0sed m rehearsal during 

Hale;':hr torferfirig a freccint re- ' script Tor tbe-projected :ven- gan a new career at the Hanna i the SS-59 season, it was being co- 
port in Variety that the Coast i iure4Ovli5'Kjm, Stanley a prospect Theatre here last night *Mon.) for! ^ Courtney Buir and 
production had ldst around $55,000-T°T ^he. title rple. a one week Stand. This is its first i Elliot Nugent. The latter sub- 

on. an $80,OOQ^ investnient. notes l 'The.Philly casualty was produced booking on the legit basis, 
that the production cost $36,200 to.; by Alan Pakula, whose future pro-; Remodeled by director Paul 
open in Santa Barbara, Where it ductiqn plans involve another'Godkin, the showno\v has30 pro- 
dfopiped $2.800'on a two-day break-i member, of Miss Taylor’s family, duction numbers with about 400 

stand;. The. production then ; Scheduled for Broadw'ay presenta- costumes, funning two hours, 
earned an operating profit of 513 - j tion next season by Pakula is- a . Troup of 75 carries three trucks of 
50C oil a fire-week. Los Angeles -musical comedy to be adapted from ; settings and 55 Japanese entertain- 
run, but its subsequent, five-week “Blood arid Thunder,” a fort.hcom- : ers, headed by Izumi Yukiniura. 
Frisco engagement represented afi ing. hovel by Miss. Taylor’s; son! i In its previous one-hour version, 
operating loss of $10,200. Dwight Taylor. The book will be “Holiday” played a year at the 

Therefore, the show,, .which published by Putnam. .New Frontier, Las Vagas, followed 
played only th Santa Tiarhara ■■ ■■_ •-Ihv month's run at the Latin Quar- 

"’ Y.,'and three weeks at In Suburban Milwaukee L: A:, and Frisco..bookings-, earned 
total operating profit of $500 on 

its run of 10weeks arid t\vo days. 
That amount, deducted from the 
production cost of $36-200, 
counts for the $35,700 loss. 

The financing of. the Coast ven¬ 
ture was shared equally by trie 
Playwrights Go., and Hale, who 
also operates the Aicazar. The 
Coast production costarred Leon 

Milwaukee,. Nov. 15; 
The fir . of Bach, Bidvvill & 

McCarthy, whose. Chicago Melody 
Top .tune tent went into the black 
iii its first Season last summer, has , 
selected a site in suburban Brook¬ 
field here for a similar operati . 
When . the Milwaukee . operation 

.gets under way; probably not be¬ 
fore 1962,. the two musical sum¬ 
mer theatres will be able to s\vap 
productions, thereby reducing re¬ 
hearsal'costs. 

William, Radi, prexy of the Chi¬ 
cago firm; believ.es .it is too late to 
plan for a 1961 opening of the Mil-: 
waukee .Melody Top> since the 
money .has to be’; raised and the 
land has ribt been acquired. The 
project Was held, up this fall by 
Brookfield residents, w-ho protested 
the proposed, use of the laiid for 
a summer, theatre,/although it is 
zoned commercial,, because, they 
feared it would ereate. traffic prob¬ 
lems and bring dow residential 
land v.alues:.-After..considering the 
matter, the Brookfield Common 
Council last week okayed; the legit 
venture;. . 

Brookfield i§ a relatively new 
suburb about 10 miles west of Nlil- 
yaukee; with, good highway access 
from the city. It if about two miles 
.from the.largest suburban shopping 
centre in the,area.. 

Rach is proposing .a 2.100-seat 
tlieatre and hopes to; raise the. bulk 
of the capital: from iViscprysm in¬ 
vestors. although many of the. 
stockholders- in Chicago Melody 
Top. Corp. .will presumably buy 
shares. The Chi time tent, a 2,113- 
seafer situated ih suburban Hill¬ 
side, paid off its .entire $180,000 
tint in. a 12-week; opening season 
liiyt sumiiier; Rach is; contemplat¬ 
ing a 15-week season in 1961... 

Fallen Angel’s Lament 
====By Tom. Weatherly ===== 

: Philadelphia’s new Latin Casino. 
1 Several days of press rehearsals of 
! the king-sized edition were held 
! here by Godkin, Alan Lee and Ted 
; Dale as pit conductor of an 18- 
; piece band; According to company 
; manager Nate Armstrong, the add- 

The : roasted chestnut 
back. 

So does the pumpkin pie; 
But the shows 1 make investments ; ed production costs, and restaging 

in^ ’" - expense run to about $120,000. 
.-... Go to New' Haven and die. | After the Cleveland stand, “Hol- 

Ames, William . Gargan arid' Gene ! Here’s to the good old tryout, tours, iday” goes to the Cass, Detroit, for 
Raymond- In the respective parts | They never change at all; j two weeks; the O’Keefe Center, 
played on Broadway by Melvvn j They always start with love In j Toronto, for a week and then the 
Douglas,' Lee Ti;agy and Frank bloom— j Shubert, Boston, for two weeks, 
LovejoVi V .;i And end with, a riot call. Dec. 12-19. 

‘La Plume’ de Ma Strips 
For Date in Las Vegas 

The long-run .Broadway musical, 
“La PlumOde Ala- Tante,” will be 
spiied up a, bit for its scheduled, 
eiygagenient ill Las”Vegas,; opening: 
Dec: 23. Michael Shurtleff,. cast¬ 
ing director for producer David 
Merrick, is seeking two strippers 
for tire cast for tii gambling re- 
s<>rt. date. 

The French revue, currently in 
iis. iqotli week at the Royale Thea¬ 
tre. N. Y:, will end Us Broadway 
run Dec! J7; Follo\Ving the Las 
Vegas stand, it \vill tour the regu¬ 
lar key cities, but without the 
dancer-strippers in: the show. 

OUT SOON! 
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Nugent. TJie latter sub¬ 
sequently relinguished his man¬ 
agerial spot to Gilbert Miller, who 
was partnered with Burr in the 
actual Broadway presentation of 
the play. In addition to the ven¬ 
ture’s original $100,000 capitaliza¬ 
tion, another $20,000 was advanced 
by Miller. 

The Tom Poston-starrer dropped 

(Continued on page 78) 

Japan’s Nichigeki Troupe 
Set for 6-Month Tour Of 

Great Britain, Continent 
Tokyo, Nov. 15. 

The largest Japanese show ever 
to play the British Isles will leave 
Dee. 7 for six months of perform¬ 
ances in Scotland, England and 
possibly on the Continent. About 
70 performers, 47 of them mem¬ 
bers of the Nichigeki Dance Team, 
plus a staff of 10 will make up the 
Toho package to be presented by 
S. A. Gorlinsky, in association 
with Moss Empires Stoll Corp. 

Slated to headline the troupe 
are 18-year-old singer Mitsuko Sa- 
wamura, baritone Yoshiake Takai 
and vocalist Misao Kami jo. The 
tap-dancing Nakanp Brothers will 
be featured, along with jugglers 
and an acrobat. The show, to be 
titled “Tokyo. 1961,” will open 
Dec. 17 at the King’s Theatre, 
Glasgow, then moves to London 
for an indefinite run, probably at 
the. 2,500-seat Coliseum. 

The two-part program will com¬ 
prise 23 numbers, mainly from the 
Nichigeki’s summer and autumn 
dance revues. Japanese-steeped 
routines will predominate. Expect¬ 
ed to score heavily is the ghost 
sequence against the backdrop of 
a castle which succumbs to the 
ravages of an earthquake and then 
a fire. Borrowed from, other cul¬ 
tures will be a modernized “Swan 

(Continued on page 77) 

Tcvya’ a Hit at Bandbox 
Spot in Pitt Playhouse 

Arnold Perl’s adaptation of 
Shplom Aleichem’s “Tevya and His 
Daughters,” which had an unsuc¬ 
cessful stand at the Carnegie Hall 
Playhouse, N. Y., a couple of rea¬ 
sons ago, is doing okay in Pitts¬ 
burgh. It’s set a run record for the 
Pittsburgh Playhouse's 68-seat Up¬ 
stairs Theatre. 

The Upstairs is one of three ?he- 
atres in the Playhouse. The’o'lhor 
are the 342-seat Hamlet St. Theatre 
and the 550-scat Craft Ave. The¬ 
atre. “Tevya,” which opened at 
the Upstairs last Feb. 13 ran 114 
performances prior to closing for 
the summer. It reopened Oct. 3 
and, following its last performance 
Saturday (29), moved to the larger 
Hamlet St. Theatre. 

A total of 137 performances 
were played at the Upstairs to « 
paid attendance of 9,385. 
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Shows Out of Town 
Critics Choice 

Wilmington, Nov. 9. 
Otto Preminger presentation of comedy 

in three acts. /by Ira Levin. Staged by 
Preminger: setting. George Jenkins: cos¬ 
tumes. Oleg Cassini. Stars Henry Fonda; 
features Mildred Natwick,. Virginia Gil- 
moTe, Georgann Johnson; Opened Nov. 
9. ’60. at the Playhouse. Wilmington; 
X50 top.: 

Angela Ballantine 
John Ballantine 
Parker Ballentm 
Dion Kapakos u .. - 
Essie 
Charlotte Orr . . 
Ivy London ...- 

Georgann Johnson 
Eddie Hodges 
Henry Fonda 

..... Lou Antonio 
Billie Allen 

.. . ildred Natwick 

. -Virginia Gilmore 

is a marvel of imaginative sim¬ 
plicity. 

Standout are Colleen Dewhurst 
.as the pregnant .wife who, is wid¬ 
owed by the car crash, and-moppet 
John Mcgna, who exhibits remark-’ 
able understanding of his tale? as 
a. five-year-olid. Miss Dewhurst 
gives a sturdy preformance in va-. 
rietv of emotional keys.' 

Other excellent acting is. pro¬ 
vided by Arthur Hill as the waver¬ 
ing husband, Aline MacMahon as 
a comforting aunt, Lillian Gish as 
an elderly in-law, and Ciifton 
James in an unpleasant role. 

Bone.. 

Send Me No Flowers. 
Baltimore., Nov. 10. 

Courtney. BUrr Sc Edward Specter Pro¬ 
ductions Inc. presentation of three-act 
(four scene! comedy by Norman Barasch 
and Carroll Moore. Staging. James Dyas; 
setting , and lighting, Frederick Fox; inci-. 
dental music,. Will Lorin' and George 
Weiss. Stars David Wayne; features Nancy 
Olson. Opened Nov. 9. ’60,. at Ford’s Thea¬ 
tre. Baltimore; $4.88 .top. 
Judy Kimball ... Nancy Olson 
George Kimball_....... David Wayne 
Delivery Boy .... Michael Miguel O’Brien 
Dr... Morrissey .— Frank Marlin 
Bert _... ichard McMurtay 
Arnold __. - Peter Turgeon 

rlghton. Joe Ponazecki. 
- .Helen-Jean Arthur 
Heywood Hale Broun 

Carolyn Olsen. 
.. Judy Carrol 

Ira“ Levin, venturing where 
angels fear to tread, has written a 
play about al drama critic, and the 
result is a ! laugh-laden show. It 
should be even funnier by the time 
it reaches i: Broadway, assuming 
that the overlong first act and slow- 
second act are properly doctored. 
The third act is already a dilly. 

Levin can Write witty dialog, and 
the laughs are almost continuous 
when the shpw hits its stride. The 
author, who jgot his plot idea from 
N.Y. Herald Tribune drama critic 
Walter Kerr’s book, “How Not to 
Write a Play.” is dealing with the 
difficulties* [that ensue when the 
wife of a top Broadway reviewer i Passersby. 

decides to write a play. 
With the : show ready for the 

opening there’s a clash as the 
hubby decides he will review . it , «Send Me Ko Flowers/, bv NoH; 

WhKllf-tht1S P t-1 Barasch and Carroll Moore, 
x i is ah unpretentious and slim farce; 

someone nol^ biased ^should judge L one_joke in a three-act snread 
her work G)f course, it alf ends that just „iight make it if the au. 
happUy fori:everyone except the :th6 h Q. th^ lailg.hs in the first 
wife’s ad’ rer and the critics still to the level of the third, 
amorous iirst w lfe. !As it stands, the new play is a 

The cast : is excellent ^ .JJ}® j reaSonably amusing comedy, 
meaty leading fole..Henry Fonda Ei,en :with its. present faults, the 
underplats expertly, culminatin0isbovv compares favorably with 
in a very funny drunk episode. other suburban farces that have 

n Patl comfortable runs on^Broad- 
w ri0 h t, Georgann Johnson is i way The plot concerns a hypo- 
cliarming and effective, especially I cbondriacai Westchesterite. plaved 
m her emotional scenes. As the b David Wayne, who bveHvOars 
moppet son ^Eddie Hodges handles !the end"of a conversation and ef- 
himself witp assurance. Mildred ] rontoUsly assumes he has only a 
Natwick provides welcome comedy ' hrt hile t 

? ■ mother-in-law, Lot. ^ys a burial plot and. ar- 
Antonio is effective as the director r-nwpS f0l- his wife’s romantic and 
who mixes romance and business. fi.nincial future. The. wife, played 
and \igin» Gilmoreis a visual ad- bv Nancy Olson, mistakenlv as- 
dition as the actress ex-wife who 'sumes that lier husband is>dally- 
couldn t tak;e it when the critic ing and there are the requisite 

London Bits 

panned her plays. 
Preminger has provided smooth 

comedy staging. The George Jen¬ 
kins living room-den sotting is out-: 
standing and Oleg Cassini’s clothes 
get plenty of attention. Kiev. 

All tli<* Wav Homo 

complication until the-happy end¬ 
ing, The humor maybe. a little 
hard for some playgoers to . take, 
since much of it is of a corona f>> 
mortuary nature. 

The - targets .of the authors in 
this spoof, of suburbia are not the 
usual mortgage, home repair, cpm- 

i-mutcf woes and kiddies, but such 

London;, Nov. 19. 
‘Billy Hunter’s Swiss Roll” will 

have a preem charity inatinee Dec* 
23 at the. Victoria Palace in aid of 
the British Council for the Rehabi¬ 
litation of /the Disabled. 

Patricia Lambert has taken over 
the lead in “Rose Marie,” replacing 
Stephanie Voss,: who is expectlhg a 
baby. 

“Fairy Tales of New York,” by 
J. P. Donleavy reaches the West 
End in December, staged by Spur 
Productions. 

Norman Wisdom will be the star 
of tlhe. London Palladium panto¬ 
mime, “Turn Again, Whittington.” 

. David.. Pelham is paging Eric 
Portman as lead for his next Lon¬ 
don show, ‘Tread Softly,” slated 
for December. 

Max . Bygraves’. son, Anthony^ 
succeeded Keith Hamshere in the 
title , role in “Oliver” at the New 
Theatre. 

John Gielgud will stage Benja¬ 
min Britten’s, new opera, “A Mid¬ 
summer Night’s. Dream,” at Coyent 
Garden next February. 

Donald McWhinnie has. left 
BBC after 13 years to become a 
freelance legit director. His last 
assignment was “The Caretaker.” 

Christopher Fry has finished si¬ 
new 'play, “Curtmantle,” about 
Henry II. It’s due for production 
next fall. 
/. “The. Ballad of Dr, Crippen,” a 
musical about the notorious British 
murdered, with book by Beverley 
Cross and songs by Monty Norman, 
will be produced by Wolf Mankow- 
iti. 

. “Rose Marie,” with David Whit¬ 
field, continues at the Victoria 
Palace till Dec. 17.. will then tour 
till next June. 

Leon Hepner brings back Anto¬ 
nio and; his Spanish Ballet Com¬ 
pany Nov. 30 for his eighth Lon¬ 
don season. at the Royalty.; 

Keith Banks will play the title 
pari in “Billy Bunter/s Swiss Roll,” 
skedded for Christmas at the Vic¬ 
toria Palace: 

Sheila Hancock will costar with 
Kenneth. Williams in Michael Co- 
dron’s next West End revue; “One 
Over The Eight.” due next year; 
..Yana will, tandem with Norman 

Wisdom in the Palladium paiito- 
1 mime, “Turn: Again. Whittington,” 
j with, Desmond Walter-Ellis and 
.'Eddie Leslie in support. 

David Conyille lias been./elected 
a member of the Theatrical Man- 

pagers’ Assn. 

Its a Free County, Ain’t It? 
Tha.N. Y. Journal-American had another one of thbse whlch- 

slde-of-the-page-do-you-read situations last Friday (11). And, ;as. 
has happened before, the matter involved conflicting opinions of 
drama critic John McClain and syndicated Broadway columnist 
Dorothy Kilgaileti. 

The right hand side of the amusement page Was topped by; Mc¬ 
Clain’s review of Tennessee Williams’ “Period of-Adjustment,** 
Which opened the previous evening at the. Helen Hayes Theatre, 
N,. Y. The aislesitter’s rave notice of the play was headlined “Ten¬ 
nessee at His Best ” Qn the opposite side of the page, Misi Kil- 
gallen led off. her column* headlined “Williams Comedy Isn’t,” 

•ith a lengthy pan of the comedy. 

In a similar instance several years ago, McClain wrote a column 
about it, but the piece was yanked after appearing in several edi¬ 
tions. Miiss Kilgallen replied in print and the management appar¬ 
ently upheld, her stand. 

on 
Period of Adjustment 
Cheryl Crawford presentationof coni' 

edy in three acts; by Tennessee Williams. 
Staged by George Roy. Hill; setting and 
lighting*. Jo. Mielziner; costumes, Patricia 
Zipprodt. SUrs James ’ Daly, Barbara. 
Baxley, Robert Webber; features Rose¬ 
mary Murphy, Nancy R., Pollock. Lester 
Mack. Opened Nov. 10, ’60; at the Helen 
Hayes Theatre. N.Y.; $7.50 top Friday 
and Saturday nights, $6.90 weeknight*. 
Ralph Bates. . -:,... .;... ., James Daly 
Isabel Haverstlck .:.. .Barbara Baxley 
George Haverstick Robert Webber. 
Susie .. - .. .......... Helen Martin 
Mrs. McGilllcuddy. ;: Nancy R. Pollock 
Mr. McGilllcuddy.- .. Lester Mack 
Policeman ---- .* Charles McDaniel 
Dorothea Bates ....... Rosemary Murphy. 

[New Haven, Nov. 11. 
Fred Coe (S'n association with " Arth'ir health faddist items as Qholosterol. 

bvnTad SaSd°onS- AgeTs .ch°st; pains and. sympatomatic jar- 
novel. “A Death in the Family." staged f son. The staging is effective and 
by Arthur Penn; settings and lighting. ‘ *b(K arttnh is cnarked hv linstaff^ 
David Havs: costumes. Raymond Sovev. |^e a?v10“ ^ sparxect upstage 
Features Colleen D-whurst, Arthur Hill, > bits of business Spotted as the 

J»m?,.-'ThS"cha!"5S. Sihi S" [:P.r»?‘P^s aaydream, :ln som«vliat 
Tom Whea.tb-y. Lenka Peterson. Dorrit ^Similar manner as W3S used in 
Kelton. Art Smith. Edwin Wolfe. Georgia . ^‘Sovon S'ear Tteh ” 
Simmons. Opened Nov. 11. ’60. at the TM. u ’ ■ ... . .. 
Shuhert Theatre. New Haven; $4.80 ton. I Wayne, an expert C01TUC, IS -fine 
Sufus „ • ■ • John Megria as the svmptdm-happy husband, and 
Boys. f-'l rv^Ahji^gan.^iiobVv^Ader Miss Olson keeps pace with' him'. 
Jay Follet .I... -- - - 
Mary Follet £. 
Ralph Follet j.. 
Sally Follet 
John Ilenrv Follet ., 
Jessie Follet J 
Jim-Wilson . !. 
Aunt Sadie Follet- .. 
C rea t-Grea t-Gra r.ni:s w 
Catherine Lynch 
Aunt Hannah: Lync- 
Joel Lynch . 
Andrew Lynch 
Father Jackson 

Touring Shows 

Although the tone is different* 
“Period of Adjustment,” which 
opened at the Helen Hayes Thea¬ 
tre last Thursday night (J0>, is 
recognizably Tennessee _’Williams.. 
The: approach: this time is comic; 
but if the new play demonstrates 
the author’s ability to write laugh 
lines,, it’s still preoccupied with 
sexual .maladjustment and has .the 
customary assortment of explicit 
dialog to shock the prudish: or 
embarrass the sensitive. 

The fantasy world of Tennessee 
Williams is obviously a gruesome 
place, but if the author has occa¬ 
sionally created vividly ..poetic 
passages, or revealed emotional 
depth or character.insight, the new 
play seems a juvenile treatment 
of a threadbare subject; The 
laughs are present, although not 
everyone will be amused, but; the 
play is shallow and,; somewhat 
forced. As a boxoffice prospect, 
it should do fairly’, \vell;. and it’s 
a prospect, for films, but by no 
means representative Williams. 

Most comic stories. about- wed¬ 
ding nights are on the school- 
boyish side, and “Period of Ad¬ 
justment’’ is no exception; 
usual, with 'Williams; some of the 

(Nov, 13-27J j ideas are sordid and the conclur 
ii th« way Hom« (trjoun—Coionial, j S]ons palpably batty—or perhaps 

! BOAm^ric«,2Shakespe.r« Festival Theatre a better word would be “special.” 
: Co;—Biackstone. Chi fi4r26i. 1 Also tvpicallv, some of the charac- 
i Ahdersonville Trial—New Downtown J f '_p aontel-v linattr'artive and 

Municipal Aud- Dallas U3>: Municipal ters are acuieiy unauracu\e ana 
t Aud , Austin n4); Memorial Aud.,Wichita ’ the best roles are iemimne. 
Falls. Kan. (1.5>; Pershing Municipal Aud 
Lincoln. . Neb. (17); Music Hall.: 

As a play. “All the Way Home’ 
leaves something to be desired, as ? 
it never resolves much of anything ; 
specific \.s a theatrical produc¬ 
tion, ho. ever, ... exemplifies what 
ican be accomplished through a 
combinati of quality writing, 
talented -L. and outstanding 
direction. , 

1 The Tad 'Mosel dramatization of 
James Agee’s novel, **A Death in 
the Family,” is a sober, austere 
work, but if it can withstand the 
resistance of playgoers whp insist 
on froth rather than substance it 
should do |at the boxoffice. The 
play relies ;on a series of vignettes } 
to convey i(.s somewhat spare story | 
line which, per se, could be de- j 
tailed in ai paragraph. It is the 
tale of a woman who has married 
a “reformed” drinker, and her re¬ 
action to his death in a driving 
accident. Hers is a mixed marriage, 
and there! is some frank in-law 
dialog on the subject. 

Paced in!! keeping with the 1915 
period in Knoxville, the action un¬ 
folds as ^ succession of warm, 
emotion-pabked scenes, suberbly 
staged in [-’the homely tempo of 
their day. i Many of these scenes 
have cameo effect as uninvolved 
characters, remain motionless while 
specific roles are being emphasized 
In other areas of a skeletonized 
setting. The scenery, incidentally. 

- Arthur Hill Both Were tripping' ;over.; lines 
. outone'james opening i'.ight, but this -disap- 

Lenka Peterson. peared'toward close of the brehk- 
’ Georg^simmons1 ii1 .engagement. Others who make 
Christopher Month nice impressions are Frank :Mcr- 

Lviah1 Tiffany lin as a :family doctor.’ Peter 
. Lillian o$sh Turgeon as a rieighboiv Richard 
Thonfas^chaimers McMurray as an oil-rich family 

Tom Wheatley friend, Heywood Hale Broun as a 
_ A^1 Sn«th ; funeral plot salesman . and Judy. 

Carroll as r call girl in one of the 
daydream sequences. . 

The single .set by Frederick Fox 
is properly suburban. Cted.ro. 

(18-i9>: Municipal Aud., Waterloo. Ia. (22): 
, Orpheunt, Madison (24-25);' Appleton (\Vis.) 
i-Hig-H 'School '(261.- 

At th* Drop of a Hat—KRNT* Des 
j Moines <14>: Aud., Denver (17-19);. Hart- 

k c’ j The period of adjustment,: the 

!. ford; I-.A; (21-26). 
. Camelot aryout) — Shubcrt, 
(14-26). 

Conquer; Hero (tryout>- 
:.N.H. 119-26). 
I . Critics ehoice..(ti>:outJ—Shubert, 

(14-26 >. 
!■ Destry R? Again—Curran; 

.. (14-26).' . . .. 
i. Do Re Ml (tryout)—Shubert, 

<14-26). • 

ostbn 

Sim 

Fiorello (2d Co.1)—High School. Topeka 
)i.Miller; Wichita, Kan. (1GU7); Central 

SCHEDULED B'WAY PREEMS 
Under Yom-Yum, Miller’s (11-16-60). 
Advise and Consent, Cort (il-17-60). 
AH Way Home, Belasco (11-30-60).' 
Little Moon,. I.ongacre (12-1-60). 
Camelot, Majestic (12-3-60). 
Send No Flowers, Atkinson (12-5-.60). • 
Love & Libel, Beck (12:7-6.0).. 
Critic's Choice, Barrymore. (12-14-60) 
Wildcat, Alvin (12-15-^0) 
Do Re Mi, St. James (12-26-60). 
Conquering Hero, ANTA (17.5-61), 
Show Qirl, O’Neill (1-12-61). 
Comedie Francafse, Center’ (2-21-61). 

Vet Author-Editor 

Edward Anthony 
recalls 

How George M< Cohan 
and Victor Herbert 

Nurtured a 
W'orld War I Show 

* 

one of tho many Editorial Features 
in the upcoming 

55th Anniversary Number 
of 

l^AHIETY 

I Aud.; Tulsa (24-26). 
Five. Finger Ejtercise^-Nixbh, (14- 

J9); Shubert. Det. (21-26). 
Flower.Drum Song-7-Shubert. Chi (13-26).. 
I'm With You (tryout)—Aud., St. P: 

(16-19); Riviera.. Det. (21-26). 
J.B.—RKO Orphe'um. Davenpprt. Ia. 

'.(14); Morris Civic Aud., Soufh. Bend (15- 
16i; Wisconsin! Union'. Madison (17t18>; 

eCnliler (\Vis.) Womanls. Club & Kohler 
Foundation ' (19); High School. .Wausau, 
Wis. (20); Northrup.. Aud,, Minneapolis 
(21) ; Concordia College, Moorhead.. Minn. 
(22) ; KRNT, Des Moines (24): Music Hall, 
K.C-. (25-26); Memorial Hall, Independence-, 
Mo. (27.) 

Little Moon’ of (tryout)—Na¬ 
tional. Wash. (14-26). 

Lovo and Libel (tryo.ut)-^Cass, Det. 
(14-19); Wilbur, Boston (21-26). 

Lovely Light; Hartford, I.. A. (15-20); - ... 
Mafority of One—Erlanger. Chi (14-26). 
Music Man (2d Co.WAud., . CoIumbUs 

(14-19); Murat, Indpls. (21-26). 
My Fair Lady (2d Co.)-^-b’Keefe, 

ronto (14-19): Ford’s. Balto (21-26). 
Once Upon a MaHress (Hurokv—Biit- 

‘ more. .. L.A, (14-19); Aud., Denver (22-27), 
Once Upon a MaMtess (bus-and-truck)—.. 

Municipal Aud., Charleston (14);.Memorial, 
Greensboro (15); Univ: of North Caroliiia,. 
Chapel-Hill, <16'; Memorial Aud., Spartan¬ 
burg, S.C.:- (IT); Ovens Aud., Charlotte 
(18-19): City Aud., Asheville. N.C. (21); 
Municipal. Savannah (22);. Royal. Colum¬ 
bus, Ga. (23>: Tower,. Atlanta (24-26), . 

Pleasure' of His Company—Memorial 
Aud., Fresno. (14-15); Fox, San Bernardino 
116*17; Municipal Aud., Long Beach, Cal. 
(18); Harvey Aud,, Bakersfield. Cal. (19); 
Fox. San .Diego (20-21); Granada, Santa. 
Barbara (22); Arcadia High School, Phoe¬ 
nix' (25-26); Temple of Music Se Art, 
Tucson (27). - 
, Raisin in .the Sun—Royal Alexandra* 
Toronto (14-26). . ;- 

Send Me NO Flewirt (tryout)—Walnut, 
Philly (14-26). 

. Threepenny Opera (2d Co.)—Music Box* 
L A. (14-26). 

Wildcat — Erli Illy 
(14-26). 

World ef Suzle Wong—American. St. L: 
(14-19); . Ryman Aud., Nashville (21-22); 
Aud., L’vUle 03-20). 

playwright is saying. is perennial 
in any marriage. Thus; when a 
newlywed couple drops in on the 
groom’s old Korean AVar buddy, the 
second evening after the ceremony, 
it turns out that the host's wife 
has left hjrn. a few hours before, 
taking their three-yeaf-old son with-' 
her to her parents’ home. 

r To complicate matters,; the 
' { groom, doesn’t enter lor a -while* 

but drives, away, leaving his bride 
and her luggage oil the. friend’s 
doorstep. Explaining that her hus¬ 
band is. . nervous , ease with a 
record as an institutional inmate, 
she assumes that he's deserted her 
and, in, understandable hysteria, 
reveals that their wedding .night 
was a disillusioning, humiliating 
fiasco. 

It's the; author’s thesis, explicitly 
stated, that the missing bride¬ 
groom is a psychological shambles,, 
being subject to the shakes, and 
having to get boozed up , at the 
prospect of sex. In fact, as the 
bride says in so many words at 
the final curtain, the whole world 

is a; neurological wrard,. in Which 
the men are terrified of sex and 
the women must, be the .nurses 
who look after them!; Which is to; 
say that abnormality is normal. 

Even aside front his emotional 
maladjustment, the bridegroom, is 
plainly an overgrown infant and 
recurrently an .outright boor.His 
wartime, friend Is apparently about 
the same age. but clearly a bit 
more adult,. if still something of 
a -day-dreamer* a, weakling and, at 
times* a . bit of a heel. Still; ho 
does have ai streak of decency and 
humor. 

The two. women are more adult, 
realistic, understanding* , generous* 
ly Joying and./ naturally, mors 
sympathetic than the men. In 
consequence,, of course, the . two 
leading feminine roles are, if not 
actually larger in both cases, at 
least mubh more dimensional and 
rewarding than the male leads. 

As the distraught bride; a high- 
voiced. deep Texas-accert. chatter¬ 
box;: who gradually subsides, into 
a recognizable human being* Bar¬ 
bara Baxley, has the sort of part, 
that an actress is lucky to get ones 
in a iifetii She gives a virtuoso 
performance of impressive range 
of mood; With fire and conviction, 
and fine, shading. 

As the absent Wife; who returns 
for an excellent third-act. scene, 
Rosemary Murphy has a role that 
patently offers embarrassing nio- 
rnents, since the script has dwelled 
on the. Woman”s homeliness, and 
the uninhibited Sexual ardor. With-, 
otit violating .the sense of the lines 
or even offending audience sen¬ 
sibilities. howe.Ver, the actress 

As j makes the ; character an appealing . 
■’ - and . even an attractive person. 

James Daly gives a expertly 
modulated and convincing! per¬ 
formance as the husband Whoso 
long-suffering pride has been, 
further wounded by his wife’s 
desertion, lie. -handles the one-- 
sided scene with his oddball 
friend’s bride With, admirable, firm¬ 
ness and finesse, gets, through tho. 
.inferior , second /act adroitly, and 
is .’quietly; plausible, in : ,th subtle 
third act: 

Robert W'ebber gives a believ- ' 
abie portrayal as the quaking but 
arrogant bridegroom* Lester Mack 
and Nancy R. Pollock are per¬ 
suasive as//the errant W’ife’s ih- 
sufferdble. parents ’ anff^* Helen 
Martin is credible in the bit. role 
of a ni a id. whose, obedient manner 
doesn/t; hide, her feelings. There 
is. aIso .B perferctly trained co.cker - 
spaniel for, several laughs. 

George Roy. Hills staging is 
we/ll .Worked out, making the best 
of a basically uncomfortable script, 
and Jo Mielziner has designed a 

. brilliantly commonplace apartment 
interiorv But all the artistry of 
the assembled. professionals cannot: 
hide the fact that “Period of Ad- 
justment” is a tasteless play with 
an absurd theme. Hobe: 

Paul A.. Gardner 

Witty Reviewers 
r-30 Years Ago 

anoritor Editorial Foatyro 
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London little Darlings’ 
Primed for B’wa; Later 

London, Nov,. 15.. 
“Little Darlings,”, .adapted, by 

| U! S. legit - television writer-direc¬ 
tor Worthington Miner from th 
original Paris comedy by Pierra 
Barillet. and Jean-Pierre. Gredy, 
opens tomorrow night (Wed.) .at 
the Adelphi. Theatre for a. four- 
week engagement. It is being pre¬ 
sented by Jack Hylton and Broad- 
waiy producer. Kenneth Wagg, who 
contemplaite doing it in New York 
later this season. 

Faith Brook. Alan . White and 
Roger: Dann will play the leads in 
the shbw, Which will be follbwed at 
the Adelphi by Harold/ Fielding’s, 
holiday pantomime, “Cinderella,* 
with Jimmy Edwards as star. 
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Vo Re’ $60,291, Ball 

•The road continued .spotty fast 
week. The stanza iriarked the start 
of tryout tours for four shows; '‘All 
the Way Home” in New Haven, 
“Critic’s Choice” in Wilmington, 
‘‘Do He Mi” in Philadelphia and 
“Send Me. No Flowers” in Balti- 
ibre. 
“My Fair Lady” :set . another 

house record it the O’Keefe Cen¬ 
tre, Toronto, as the theatre put in 
an . extra row of 27 seats. 

Estimates for. Last Week, 

Parenthetic designations for out 
cfXowh shows are the same, as for 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates 
tryout and RS indicates road shoy). 
Also, prices on touring shows, in¬ 
clude 10% Federal Tax and local 
tax,, if hy, but as on Broadway 
grosses axe vet', i.e.,. exclusive of 
taxes. Engagements are for single 
week uiiless otherwise noted. 

ATLANTA 
World of Suzie Wong, Tower 

(D-RS). Previous week, $19,634; 
eight-performance split. 

Last week, $23,987. 

BALTIMORE 
Send Me No Flowers, Ford’s- (C- 

T) * i $4.88; 1,819 ($27,000) (David 
Wayne).. 

Opened tryout tour here last 
Wednesday (9) to one rave (Clark, 
NewsrPost) and two mixed notices 
(Gardner, Morning Sun; Pan tell/ 
Evening Sub). 

Last week, about $6,300 for five 
performances. 

BOSTON 
Caihelbt, Shubert ■ (MC-T) 13 d 

wk) <$6.25-$7.50; 1,714; $71,000) 
(Richard Burton, Julie Andrews). 
Previous week, $69,411 with Thea¬ 
tre Guild-American Theatre So¬ 
ciety subscription. 

Last week, another house record, 
$69,563 with. TG-ATS subscription: 

Five Finger Exercise, Colonial 
(D-RS) (3d wk) ($4.95-$5.50; 1.685; 
$47,000) (Jessica Tandy, Boland 
Culver). Previous' week, $40,421. 

ith TG-ATS subscription. 
Last week, $40,384 with TG-ATS 

■ubseription. 

CHICAGO 
Fiorelto. Shubert UVIC-RS), (10th 

\yk) <$5.95-$6.60; 2;i00;; $71,115). 
Previous week, $61,075. 

Last Week, $62,417. ; 

Majority of One, Erlanger (C-ES) 
(7th wk) ($550-$6; 1,380; $45,000) 
(Gertrude Berg, Cedric Hardwickb), 
Previous week; $41,012. 

Last-week; $38,936. 

CINCINNATI 
At the Drop of a Hat, Shubert 

(R-RS) ($5.10; 2,100; $60,000) (Mi¬ 
chael Flanders, Donald Swann). 
Previous week* $15*965 with TG- 
ATS subscription, Nixon, Pitts¬ 
burgh. 

Last Week, $14,434 with TG-ATS 
subscription* 

CLEVELAND 
Raisin in the Sun, Hanna (DrRS) 

(2d wk) ($5; 1,515; $28,000): (Clau¬ 
dia McNeil). Previous week, $20,- 
114 with TG-ATS subscription. 

Last Week, $25,605 with TG-ATS. 
subscription. 

DAYTON 
... Music Man, Auditorium (MC-RS). 
Previous week, $55,885; with TG- 

. ATS subscription, Memorial Audi¬ 
torium, Louisville. 

Last. Week,. $58,682.’: 

DETROIT 
American Shakespeare Festival 

Theatre Co., Shiibert (Rep-RS) (2d 
Wk) ($4.50-$5; 1,700; $40,000) (Bert- 
Lahr). Previous week, $22.234 with 
TG-ATS subscription for eight per¬ 
formances of ‘‘Midsummer Night’s 
Drehm.” 

Last Week, $15,959 with TG-ATS 
•ubscriptibn ; for eight perform¬ 
ances of “Winter’s Tale*” 

Love aihd Libel, Cass (CD-T) (1st 
Wk). ($4.85-$5.40; 1,482;: $40,000) 
(Dennis King), Previous week, $16,- 
520 for five performances, Royal 
Alexandra', Toronto. 

Opened here Nov. 7 to one yes- 
no review- (Mossman, News) and 
one unfavorable (Callaghan, Free 1 
Press);'' 

LOS ANGELES 
Once Upon a Mattress (Hiirok) 

(Biltmore) (MC-RS) (3d wk) ($6- 
$6.50; 1,636; $60,000) (Buster Kea¬ 
ton, ' Dody . Goodman). Previous 
Week, $26,600 with TG-ATS sub¬ 
scription. 

Last week, about $15,200/ 
Threepenny Opera; Music Box 

(MC-RS) (4th wk) ($4.85-$5:50; 
784; $26,400). Previous week, $19,- 
800. 

Last week, around. $18,600; 

• NEW HAVEN ■: 
All the Way Home; Shubert (D- 

T) ($4,80; 1,650; $22,300). 
Opened tryout tpur here last 

Thursday. (10) to, one qualified en¬ 
dorsement (Johnson, Journal- 
Courier) and one unfavorable no¬ 
tice (Leeney, Register). 

. Last . Week, .almost $13,800 for1 
four perfori 

PHILADELPHIA 
. Advise and Consent, Walnut (D- 
T) (2d..wk) <$4.8Q-$5.40; 1,340; $33,- 
000) (Ed Begley; Richard Kiley, 
Chester Morris, Henry Jones). 
Previous Week,. $26,966. 

Last week,;. $36,045. 

Do Re Mi, Shubert (MC-T) (1st 
wk) ($6-$7.50; 1,876; $69,000) (1st 
.wk) (Phil Silvers), 

Opened, tryout here. Nov/ 7: to 
two favorable notices (Murdock, In¬ 
quirer; Schier, Bulletin) :and one 
so-so iGaghan, News). 

Last week,* S.60,291 with TG- 
ATS subscription. 

Little Moon of Alban, Forrest 
<D-T) (3d wk) ($4:50-$5A0; 1,760; 
$43,000v (Julie. Harris). Previous 
week, $26,660. 

.Last .week, $24,701 witl^ TG- 
ATS subscription. 

Wildcat, Erlanger (MC-T) (2d. wk). 
($6-$7.50;. 1,894;. $69,500) (Lucillle 
Ball). Previous Week, $62,900i 

Liast Week, $58,032.. 

SAN FRANCISCO ; ™": 
Destry Rides Again; Curran (MC- 

RS) (1st Wk) ($5.7.5-$6 50; 1,758; 
$60,000) (John Raitt, Anne Jeff¬ 
reys). .PreyipUs week, $66,630 with 
CLOA subscription,. Philharmonic, 
Los Angeles. .. . 

Opened here Nov. 7 to three 
qualified endorsements (Speegle, 
News-Call Bulletin; Knickerbocker, 
Chronicle; Einstein, Examiner): 

Last week about $52,000 with 
CLQA subscription*. 

I’m With Yon, Geary (R-T) (2d 
wk) ($5.40-$5.95; 1,550; $50,000) 
(Nat King Cole). Previous week, 
$22,500. 

Last week, about $19,500. 

ST. LOUIS 
Flower Drum Song, American 

(MC-RS) (2d Wk). Previous week, 
$58,581 with .TG-ATS subscription; 

Last week, $61,310. 

TORONTO 
My Fair Lady, O’Keefe . (MC- 

RS) (2d wk) ($6-$6.50; 3,200; 
$116,511) (Diane Todd; Michael 
Evans). Previous week, $110,844 
With TG-ATS subscription. : 

Last week, another house rec¬ 
ord, $111,529 with TG-ATS sub¬ 
scription. 

WASHINGTON 
Under the Yum-Yum Tree, Na¬ 

tional (C-T) (2d wk) ($4.50-$4.95; 
1,677; $42,336). Previous week, 
$23,552. 

Last week, $31,261. 

WILMINGTON 
Critic’s Choice, Playhouse (C-T) 

($5,50; 1,251; $22,000) (Henry 
Fonda); 

Opened tryout here last Wednes¬ 
day (9) to two favorahle notices j 
(Crosslaiid, J o u r n a 1; Klepfer, j 
News); -' ' ' j 

Last Week, $20*325 for f.ive .per- ‘ 
f o'rmances with TG-ATS - subscrip- ' 
tion. 

Thomas Del Vecchio 
Dtoeoaroos ot 

the Enigma Thgt Was 
Oscar Wilde 
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$.6,516; Memorial, Shreveport, La., 
Thursday: (10), one,. $2,967; New 
Downtown, Municipal; Dallas, Fri- 
day-Saturday (11-12), two, $8,398. 

J. B. (D-RS) (John Carradine, 
SheppCrd Strudwick, Frederic 
Worloek). Previous week, $I5;306 
for six-performance spit. 

: Last week, $21,415 for six per¬ 
formances: Indiana U., Blooming¬ 
ton; Sunday (6), . one, $3,955; Illi¬ 
nois U., Charleston, Moriday (7V 
one, $3,300; Loeb, Lafayette,. Ind*. 
Wednesday-Thursday (9-10), $6- 
910; University; East Lansing, Fri¬ 
day (11)/ one,. .. $4,000; Masonic, 
Muncie, Ind., Saturday (12), $3,250. 

Once Upon a Mattress (bus-and- 
truck) (MC-RS) (Imogene Cpca,: 
Edward Everett Horton, . king 
Donovan); Previous week, $37,659, 
six-performance split. 

.Last week, $27,259 for six BTL 
performances; Keith-Albee, Hunt¬ 
ington, W. Va., . Monday (7), one, 
$4,713; American, Roanoke, Tues- 
day-Wednesday (8-9); two, $9,365; 
Center, Norfolk, Thursday-Satur- 
day (10-12),. three, $13,181. 

Pleasure of His Company (C-RS) 
(Joan Bennett, Donald Cook). 
Previous week, $33,878, Seven- 
performance split; 

Last week, $27,805 for five BTL 
performances: Civic,. San Jose, 
Monday (7), one; $6,320; Strand, 
Modesto, Cal., Wednesday (9), one, 
$5,194; Memorial; Sacramento, 
Thursday-Friday (lOrll), two, $11,- 
024; High School, Stockton; Cal., 
Saturday (12), one, $5,267. 

In 4 Showings, Toronto 
Toronto, Nov. 15. 

The Royal Winnipeg Ballet 
grossed a slim $6,912 in four per¬ 
formances last Thursday-Saturday 
(10-12) at the 1,525-seat Royal 
Alexandra: Theatre here. The 
potential gross capacity: for the. 
stand at a $3.50 top was $13,000. 

It was the troupe’s first visit 
here in seven seasons. 

riod’$28,155 (6), Tioreflo’ $51,507, 
‘Unsuitable $51625, 'Birdie’ $47,430 

John Rosenfield Wins 
Southwest Drama Aware' 

Dallas, Nov. 15. 
John Rosenfield, amusement 

critic and former amusement edi¬ 
tor of the Dallas Morning News, 
has received the annual Southwest 
Theatre Award for distinguished 
drama in the southwest: Rosen- 
field, who won the same honor in 
1955, was presented the award 
Oct. 27 in Baton Rouge, La:, at the 
opening of the annual Southwest 
Theatre Conference. He is the first 
person to get the award twice in 
the 13-year history of the con¬ 
ference; 

Rosenfield, in his acceptance; 
speech, paid tribute to the develop¬ 
ment of community and -campiis 
theatres since 1920. “Colleges are 
building most of the theatres to¬ 
day,” he said. “Along; with com¬ 
munity projects, they dominate the 
theatrical scene away from, New 
York.” 

SPLIT WEEKS 
A n d e r s o n v i l i e Trial (D-RS) : 

(Brian Donlevy, Martin Brooks).! 
Previous week, $15,335, six-per- i 
formance split. 

Last week $23,325 foi* six per¬ 
formances with Broadway Theatre 
League subscription: McAllister, 
San Antonio,. Sunday ;(6), one, $1,- 

' 705; Civic. Harlingen; Tex., Mon- 
Last week; $11,513 with TG-ATS [ day (7), one; $3,739; Municipal, 

subscription. [Lafayette, La., Wednesday (9), one. 

fheatn Colhction Curator 

George Freedley 
rites Interestingly oil the 

history of 

The Walter Hampden 
Memorial Library 
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... Business continued to decline 
for most Broadway shows last 
week, although it picked up for a 
feW entries. The sellout list last 
week was limited to “Irma La 
DoUce” and “Sound of Music.” 

4)Rape of. the Belt” folded last 
Saturday (12) after nine perform¬ 
ances and. “Face of Hero” calls it 
quits next Saturday (19). 

Estimates for Last Week 

Keys: C (Comedy),.D (Drama), 
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ 
cal-Drama). O (Opera), OP (Op¬ 
eretta); Rep (Repertory), DR 
(Dramatic Reading). 

j Other parenthetic designations 
l:refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices -(where 
two prices are given, .the. higher is 
fot Friday-Saturday nights and the 
lower for weeknights), number of 
seats, capacity gross and-stars. 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; 

j i.c., exclusive.■ of taxes. 

' Becket, St. James (D) (6th o\vk; 
;.45 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,615; $59,114) 
^Laurence Olivier, Anthony Quinn). 
! Previous week, $56,256 with par- 
I ties. " 
1 Last week, $54,067 with parties. 
Exits Dec. 17 from the St. James 
to riiove to the Royale where it 
opens Dec, 21. 

Best Man, Morosco (CD) (32d wk; 
248 p) ($6.9047*50; 999; $41,000) 
(Mevyn Douglas, Lee Tracy, Frank 
Lovejoy). Previous week, $35,236. 

Last week, $30,490. 

Bye Bye Birdie, 54th St. (MC) 
(30th wk; 232 p) ($8.6049.40; 1,- 
434; $60,172). Previous week, 
$55,076. 

Last week, $47,430. 

Evening With Mike Nichols and 
Elaine May, Golden (R) (5th wk; 
41 p) ($6.9047.50; 773; $30,439). 
previous week, $30,450. 

Last week, $28,078 with parties. 

Face of a Hero, O’Neill <D) (4th 
Wk; 28 p) ($6.9047-50; 1,076; $45,- 
052) (Jack Lemmon, Albert Dekker, 
jambs Donald, George Grizzard). 
Previous week, $28,735 with par¬ 
ties. 

Last week, $24,751 with parties. 
Closes next Saturday (19). 

Fiorello, Broadhurst (MC) (50th 
wk; 396 p) ($8.3549.40; 1,182; $58,- 
194). Previous week, $56,617. 

Last week, $51,507. 

49th Cousin, Ambassador (C) (3d 
wk; 20 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $32,000) 
(Menasha Skulnik, Martha Scott). 
Previous week, $23,060. 

Last week, $25,328 with parties. 

Gypsy, Imperial (MC) (71st wk; 
559 p) ($8.6049.40; 1,427; $64,500) 
(Ethel Merman). Previous week, 
$48,190. 

Last week, $44,658. 

Hostage, Cort (CD) (8th wk; 63 p) 
($6.9047.50; 1,155; $40,000). Previ¬ 
ous week, $25,828. Moved last Mon¬ 
day (14) to the Barrymore. 

Last week, $22,123. 

Invitation to a. March; Music 
Box (C) (2d wk; 17 p) <$6.90-$7.50; 
1,101; $40,107) (Celeste Holm). Pre¬ 
vious week, $27,564. 

Last week, $30,163 With parties 
and theatre Guild subscription. 

Irma La Donee, Plymouth (MC) 
(7th wk; 52 p) ($8.60; 999; $48,250) 
(Elizabeth Seal, Keith Micheli). 
Previous week, $49,032 with par¬ 
ties. 

Last week, $49,214. 

La Plume <le Ma Tante, Royale 
(R).(100th wk; 795 p) ($8.05; 1,050; 
$44,500) (Robert Dhery). Previous 
week, $32,513. 

Last week, $28,934. 

Miracle Worker, Playhouse 4D) 
(55th wk; 436 p) ($6.99-$7.50; 994; 
$36,500) (Anne Bancroft. Patty 
Duke). Previous week, $32,308. 
.. Last week, $30,256. 

Music Man, Broadway (MC) 
(151st wk; 1,200 p) ($8.05; 1,900; 
$73,850). Previous week, $36,230. 

Last week, $35,628. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(243d wk; 1,935 p) ($8.05; 1,551, 
$69,500) (Michael Allinson, Pamela 
Charles)/ Previous week, $43,888. 

Last week, $44,280. 

(CD) (1st wk; 4 p.) <$6.90-$7.50, 
1,139; $43,530) (James Daly, Bar¬ 
bara Baxely, Robert Webber). 

Opened last Thursday (10) to 
five favorable reviews (Chapman,- 
News; Coleman, Mirror,; Kerr, 
Herald Tribune; McClain, Journal- 
American; Watts, Post) and two 
unfavorable (Aston, World-Tele¬ 
gram; Taubman, Times). 

Last week, $28,155 for four per¬ 
formances and two previews. 

Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanne 
(MD) (49th wk; 388 p) ($9,60; 1,407; 
$75,000) (Mary Martin). Previous 
week, $75,951. Lays oft Dec. 19-24. 

Last week, $75,914. 

Take Me Along, Shubert (MC) 
(52d wk; 408 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1.453; 
$64,000) (William Bendix, Eileen 
Herlie, Sidney Blackmer). Previ¬ 
ous week, $31,986. 

Last week, $35,479. 

Taste of Honey, Lyceum (D) (6th 
wjc: 47 p) ($6.90; 995; $32,000) 
(Joan Plowright, Angela Lans- 
bury). Previous week, $22,799. 

Last week, $24,456 with parties. 

Tenderloin, 46tn St. (MC) (4th 
wk; 32 p) ($8.60-$9.50; 1,342; $65,- 
331) (Maurice Evans). Previous 
week, $62,394 with parties. 

Last week, $55,956 with parties. 

Tenth Man, Booth (D) (53d wk; 
415 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 807; $32,000)* 
Previous week, $16,510. 

Last week, $17,626. 

Thurher Carnival, ANTA (R) 
(10th wk; 80 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,185; 
$49,178) (Paul Ford, Peggy Cass). 
Previous week, $14,046 with two- 
fers. Alice Ghostley has been 
pinchhitting for Miss Cass, who 
returns to the cast tomorrow night 
(Thurs.). 

Last week, $16,939 with twofers. 

Toys In the Attic, Hudson (D) 
(37th wk; 288 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,065; 
$39,600) (Jason Robards, Jr., Mau¬ 
reen Stapleton, Irene Worth). Pre¬ 
vious week, $20,856. 

Last week, $21,517. Robert Log¬ 
gia succeeded Robards last Mon¬ 
day (14). 

Unsinkable Molly Brown. Winter 
Garden (MC) (2d wk; 12 p) ($8.60- 
$9.40; 1,404; $68,000). Previous 
week, $38,380 for first four per¬ 
formances and one preview. 

Last week, $56,625 with parties. 

Wall, Rose (D) (5th wk; 39 p) 
i$6.90-$7.50; 1,162; $46,045). Previ¬ 
ous week, $18,078. 

Last week, $18,609. 

West Side Story, Alvin (MD) 
(28th wk; 217 p) ($8.05: 1,453; $55,- 
194). Previous week, $29,575 with 
twofers. 

Last week, $35,205 with twofers. 

Miscellaneous 

She Stoops to Conquer, Phoenix 
<C) (2d wk; 15 p) ($4.60; 1,150; 
$29,382). Previous week, $15,019 
for first seven performances. 

Last week, $16,638. 

Closed Last Week 

Rape of the Belt. Beck (C) $6.90- 
$7.50; 1,280; $49,500) (Constance 
Cummings, Joyce Redman, Peggy 
Wood). Previous week, $4,815 for 
opening performance. 

Last week, $4,352. Closed 
Saturday (12) at an estimated $135,- 
000-$140,000 loss on a $125,000 i - 
vestment. 

Opening This Week 

Under the Yum-Yum Tree, Mil¬ 
ler’s (C) ($6.90-$7.50; 940; $33,536). 

Frederick Brisson and Roger L. 
Stevens presentation of play by 
Lawrence Roman; opens tonight 
(Wed.). 

Advise and Consent, Cort <D) 
($7.50, 1,155; $40,500) (Ed Begley, 
Richard Kiley, Chester Morris, 
Henry Jones, Kevin McCarthy). 

Robert . Fryer & Lawrence Carr, 
in association with John Herman, 
presentation of Loring Mandel’s 
adaptation of Allen Drury’s Pulit¬ 
zer-Prize novel; opens tomorrow 
night (Thurs.). 

Other Broadway Theatres 
Atkinson, Barrymore, Belasco. 

Longacre, Majestic. 

Period of Adjustment, HayesjN.Y. 

Mother’s Sabbath Days,” a 
comedy-drama adapted and di¬ 
rected by David Licht from a novel 
of the same name by. Chaim Grade,., 
will open next= Friday (18> at tho 
Yiddish Folksbiene Playhouse, 
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Chicago, Nov. 15. f—- --—~r- “ 
The hooking of j.th Metropolitan ^ , T :u CttAWro ’Raath Af 

Opera into the. McCormick Place., Ad-Lib MOWS, BOOZe At 
ciii’s new iakefrnnt exposition ; Greenwich Village Spot new 
centre, indicates that the arena 
may have an important part the 
presentation of Ideal shows. Local 
itnpres'i.asio Harry; Zel/er set the 
Met booking. 

Theodore Flicker, David Carter 
and Alan, Mankoff will introduce | 
“The. Premise,”’ described as an ] 
evening of improvised spends based J 

lip here for four on ideas suggested by the audience, i 
iS in Miv- It U theonto firm at a. Greenwich.Village cafe thea-; 

111 Wa>- 11 ^ tAL 011 ' 11 tre Nov. 22, The presentation has ' 
been financed for $15,009 and ad-; 
mission will be by ticket, although 
refreshments will be available, as 
in the no-admission cabarets. 

The producers have tested their 

day* in May 
theatrical booking' thus far 
ported b\ Edward! Lee. the centre's 
managing director. However, lie 
says that various impresarios have 
discussed “hold” dates with him. 

AUh<mRh sl'a^e ' ent^rtainhiVn't^tKeory: at the .Com- 

Canadian Players Send 
Out 2 Touring Troupes 

Ottawa. NOv. 15. 
The Canadian Players opened its 

American tour Oct.- in Orilia,. 
Ont., but after.a few other Canadi¬ 
an dates!. It hits .. the U. S. 
The troupe's repertory comprises 
“Julius Caesar” and Shaw's' “St. 
Joan." both directed by Douglas 
•Campbell..■'■Brian Jackson has done 
the sets, and costumes. 

Canadian Flayers’ other com¬ 
pany, doing- all Canadian dates, 
peiierf Oct. 24/ in Brockville. Out., 

it's offering. “The Tempest” and 
Bertold Brecht’s “Caucasiari Chalk 
Circle!” 

Herald Trib lively Arts Section 
The N. Y. Herald Tribune will combine its Sunday /amusement 

and book; revie\v sections in a new “Lively Arts” mag! Insert be¬ 
ginning next Sunday. (20(. The section: will include coverage of 
legit, films, television, radio, opera, concert and other art forms; 
in addition to book reviews. The paper will Continue to publish it* 
pocket-sized television dueetdry as! a Separate insert, /-. 

Judith Crist, the Trib’s amusement editor, will supervise tlie new 
section.,! • - 

Itospniarv 
arid 

Tlie Alligalors 

members too much too bitterly to 
be. diverted.;: The .actress,:.whose, 
playing has occasionally seemed 
over-contrived in the past, is tin- 

center itself is to be dedicated 
Nov. 18. with a home and flower 
show opening next day as first 
customer. '! 

Among those understood inter¬ 
ested in renting i the. theatre for 
ballet and such [presentations as 
pageants, forums! and band con¬ 
certs are Zclzer ;and Byron Belt, 
formerly with the; Lyric Opera and 
this season becoming a longhair 
impresario in competition to Zel- 
zer. !'■ '. 

Statistically, the McCormick is 
expected to be a fine house, with a 
hydraulic orchestra pit for 100 
musicians, a five-channel stereo 
sound system, a 90-foot proscenium 
opening (with 60/foot depth and 
175 feet of working stage) and two 
side stages, each with Its own cur¬ 
tains and apron., : 

Its most likely local rival is 
likely to be the; antique though 
acoustically good/ Auditorium, al- 

Palace., St. Louis, where Mankoffi 
was assistant producer and :pre;ssT ! 
agent. The cast of five will include . 
and be directed by Flicker. 

[Tin* Long and llio Shari 
and lh(* Tall 

Toronto. Nov. 4. 
rescent" Theatre Foundation presenta- 

Roser U Stevens presentation of two r •' • • 
one-act dratoas■ bv Molly Kazan. Staucd.que.StlOnablj employing evety 
by iieraid Frevdman: sett;nes, Fred. Voet- = available artifice this, time, but the) 
^tepflX^^Sn\usdnVsu«do^nieffect is -inescapably cbmpeilirig 
Fleet. Piper . Laurie: features William and moving. It’s a full-SCale emo- 
Pi™ m- H.miihE: tional characterization, taut, gri 
54.60 top. j ping .and tri mpharitly. realized. 

ROSEMARYWjiUam Daniels 1 In attractive, interesting changes 
piper Laurie. , qf pace. Richards is: convincing as 

iitei:!‘!' !-*N Madison Ave.. minion- whq. 
the alligators ; proves to be a. neophyte at nego- 

tion of two-act ;conted.v-drama by Willis , 
Hall. Siased bv Murray Davis and Alan i 

.N'.iinn.: setting, Michael Johnston: lighting, 
"Alan; Cowley; musical. directioiL John 

mil rt inver 1 wditJr;*!*rm?.!\ ! .*!.*'.* wiliiai'n“Daniefri an. Italiari-accent - .Waiter,. 'Mi-ss; Pi- 
!!!' ;"BiIL Brydon 

William 'Fredric-. Ptnei ,'“*c:iu j vritiri<* 

James Douglas; 'phe professional finish and bi>'e/]-islavsky-F-r«idian jargon "but has 

•Theatre. Ttirphio;. $3.30 top. 
Sgi. MiKhem. 
Cpl. Johnstone '. 
L Cpl- Ma.clersh 
Pte..Smith '• 
Pie.. B.tmforth ... 
Pie.-Whitaker '■ 
PVe.. Evans- :...' 
Japanese. Soldier 

William Job 
James Boggs 

en Kutsukake 

Rated ‘Blurred’ 
Philadelphia. Nov. 15- / 

More than one-sixth of the seals 
in the Academy of Music are in 
the “obstructed” vision class, ac¬ 
cording to a : check made by the 
Philadelphia Inquirer. The 104-; 
year^old concert., hall, now in the ; 

though the projected restoration of process of a $1,500,000 renovation ! 
the latter remote.; despite intensive was.built in tlie: days when pillars 
agitation. to support the .various balconies- 

Because the new' $35,000,000 j and galleries were par for the/ 
centre is primarily an exhibition ! course. . ! 
halt, it s assumed!that most of the j The Acadei . which has. 2,988 
bookings will be for industrial seats w'hen the orchestra ;pit is j 
shows. Many of the bigger ones in ! riot in use; has a total of 559 seat,]- 
the past have occupied the Kemper locations iri the “partly obstructed” I 
Opera House, Medinah Temple, or j category, the /newspaper check ; 
the -International' Amphitheatre in I disclosed. This means seats behind ! 
the stockyards district. The latter ] the. posts 132 of which are in the • 
may be the chief competition to the ! parquet circle, 109 in the. balcony I 
McCormick for convention busi¬ 
ness. j 

In the McCormtick’s favor is its 
lakefront location and proximity to 
the Loop. Ample/auto parking has 
been provided, and shuttle bus 
service from the jcentral district is 
also planned. ' 

According to Lee. he has had 
inquiries from television networks, 
who see * it as a [ site for touring 
audience shows.. [Web representa¬ 
tives have also loioked it oyer as a 
possible spot for the 1964 presi¬ 
dential conventions. 

“The Best PIbys of 1959-60,” 
edited by Louis Kronenberger 
(Dodd. Mead; $6i,! is 43d volume in 
the series established by the late 
drama critic, Burris Mantle. Selec¬ 
tion of top productions for this is¬ 
sue are “The Tenth.. Man,” by 
Paddy Chayefsky; “Five Finger Ex¬ 
ercise.” by Peter Shaffer; “The 
Andersonville Trial,” by Saul Lev¬ 
itt; “The Deadly Carrie.” by Fried¬ 
rich Duerrenmatt; “Caligula,” by 
Albert Camus; “Toys in the Attic,” 
by Lillian Heilman; “The Best 
Man.” by Gore [Vidal'; “Duel of 
Angels,” by Jean Giraudoux; “A 
Thurber Carnival!,” by James Thur- 
ber. and “Fiorello,” by Jerome 
Weidman and 'George Abbott: 

132 in the family circle and 186 
in the amphitheatre. 

The Inquirer’s investigation 
resulted from complaints made by 
ticket purchasers ^o its . own pro¬ 
grams. The Philadelphia Inquirer 
Charities Inc. sponsors two sepa¬ 
rate series, under the management 
of Emma Feldman—the Philadel¬ 
phia Foruni concerts and the All 
Star Concert Series. 

Henceforth any tickets sold for 
Inquirer programs that lie behind 
the posts will be stamped “Partly. 
Obstructed.” The practice will 
begin with the fourth event in the 
All Star lineup, violinist Isaac 
Stern, Dec. 8, and! the Foruni 

j. sponsored performance of the New; 
York City Opera, in “The Mikado/'.’ 
Feb. 14. 

Effect of newspapers announce¬ 
ment about undesirable locations 
should prove running headache to 
Academy boxpfnce and also the 
lanagemenl engaged in its costly 

refurbishing drive. 

‘ Mr! per is -diverting as a griat-brained 
• Ange ° j actress who prattles Stan- 
___ :y-Freudian jargon but has 

that are all too rarP oft'-Broadw ay j^tent iristiricts, and ..Dorn Angelo 
are stunninglv evident in “Rose-; U passable in a bit role, 
marv” and “The Alligators." a! Fred Voclpels.settings are sn .. 

This Willis Hall play, which had double-bilf of one-act dramas by! P^. properly atmciSpheric and pi'o- 
ix-month run in London last Molly Kazan. Which opened Mon- ! vide ample playing rpoin. and 

season, involves a:.British military .1 dav night (14» at the York Play-jThepni y. Aldredge’s costumes- 
patrol in. the Ma!layan- jungle dur-! house as a presentation of Broad- : aW appropriate- “Rosemary” and 
ing.. World: War II. Trying to fisht way producer. Roger. L. Stevens. | “The Alligators ’ is far above par 
their way back, through the jap^-j.'ThWe's no occasion for the critics for ofF-Broadway rr- and. for that 

lines, the men capture, an to make allowances for this show; 'matter, for/Broadway. It should be 
enemv soldier and have to decide —it's one. of the best m tow ; a substantial .pff-Broadivay fiit. but 
what to do. .with him. includirig tlie Broadway big-tiine- /doesn’t seem suitable for transfer 

After an act and a half to estab- A key factor in the quality oi ^ j.® t 
lish the situation, characters and the. two plays, is undoubtedly their ' fil'n .po^ibihties in either or both 
backgrounds of the British troops, j previous presentation as an ex" 101 Irier pia- ieis* 
the play becomes tensely dramatic ! perimental show last year , at the 
with the controversy over the dis- ; Actors Studiri, NA/ The fact that 
position of the captive and the deci- ' . Gei‘ald Freedman, former assistant 
si on. under the leadership of a to Jerome Robbi staged the 
tough sergeant, for his execution ! test showing and used at least t\VP: 

by bayonet, because a shot would ! 0f the same players has probably 
be overheard by the eriemyl ^ also contributed to the cohesion 

Outstanding iri the. cast are and., drive of the off-Broadway 
Janies Douglas as a boastful en- venture, 
listed/man froiri the London slums j Presumably ilh the advantage 
and Bill Glover as the non-com of haying lived with the Workshop 
who makes the fateful decision. | presentation, , Mrs. Kazan has. 
Also notable are Bill Brydon as a ;, turned out two impressively spare, 
brutish Corporal, William; Fredric sinewy and enthralling playlets, 
as a Scotsman whose brother was. and Freedman’s direction is a 
killed by the Japs, Gf'-Kfrey Alex^ 1 marvel of expressively- varied 
ander as a.man av^o trades moral j tempo and emphasis, in both the 
responsibility bv/ merely taking ] opening “Rosemary” and the more 
orders. James Bagg as a naive ] direct and powerful “The Alliga- 
W'elshman arid W’illiahi Job as a tors” there are moments: when the. 
shrill-voiced radio operator. Ken hush of the utterly rapt audience 
Kutsukake is eloquently inute as is eloquent tribute to the quality 
the terrified prisoner. j of . the script and . performance,. 

As ccH.directprs, Murray Davis j The two brie-acters-are of about 
/arid Alan/Nunn have respectively ! equal Iehgth, and the show as a 
•... "-JWvhole runs, something under tw;p: 

TO START D.C. CENTER 
CONSTRUCTION IN '63 

handled /the..physical staging and 
the dialects, and Michael Johnston 
has designed a suitably spare; set¬ 
ting . representing the interior of 
a deserted! hut.‘ Proceeding from 
laughs to,.horror,/“The. Long and 
the Short and tlie Tall” is gripping 
theatre.. Incidentally, the title is 
from the barracks and smoker 
ditty, “Bless ’em All,” McSuiy.: 

Washington, Nov. 15, 
Trustees of the proposed National 

Cultural Center here'have, decided 
to undertake construction bf the 
$75,000,000 showplace in / sections,” 
startingW-ith the outershell, opera 

Synopses and excerpts from these j house, underground garage and 
shows are in the jbook. ] foundation as soon as $30,000,000 

Other features! include standard ; is in hand or In sight. 
departments such as a statistical 
summary of the season drawn from 
Variety’s tabulation of hits and 
flops, awards lists, data on cele¬ 
brated actors, a list of plays pro¬ 
duced on Broadwlay, with vital in- 

The trustees set 1963 as 'he date 
for starting construction. Financial 
consultants have Indicated that it 
will be possible to find $30,000,000 
by that time, but not the. entire 
$75.000;000. Under the Federal law 

formation concerning the produc- i authorizing the centef and donait- 
tions: " | ing the necessary land (With a spec-’ 

Off-Broadway gets greater atten- ‘ tacular view' of the Potomac Riven, 
tion this year by Inclusion of a list the building must be begun by 1964- 
of its entries, plus excerpts from ! Plans call for one building lirik- 
“The Connection,” by Jack Gelber,: ing an opera house, symphony hall 
chosen for publication by Henry‘and theatre, with a huge common. 
Ilewes. As usual, Claudia Cassidy j.hall extending oyer the edge of 
reports on (he Chicago season, -and \ the river. The hall will be used 
Harold Hobson covers the London ! for high Government functions, 
stage. The book is embellished : such as welcoming, ceremonies for 
with many drawihgs by A1 Hirsch- ] visiting foreign dignitaries, the 
fold, and carries photos of costume : Inaugural. Ball and like events, 
designs, set designs and scenes! Trustees had considered' build- 
ft om various show’s. I ing only the symphony hall or the 

The format is; familiar, but the opera house first, but the architect 
bonk h - the freshness of new con- Edward Durrell Stone, of New' 
veivati.'-u from an. old friend of York, persuaded them to construct 
distinction. i ’ Rodo. (the entire outer shell. 

Tlie Gra$s Eaier 
Hollywood, Nov. 1. 

Paul I.ttder presentation of drama' In 
three acts (13 scenes*,. h.V W'illiaiti Morton; 
Staged by Leder; co-director and scenic 
designer; Joseph .G. Pacelli Jr.; associate 
producer. W'alter Bodlakder. Features 
Paul Ledeir, Blanche Hcifitz, Bea Silvern. 
Leon Schrier* Edith Simmons. .James Tar¬ 
tan. Richard Villard. Opened Oct. 31. *60; 
at the Beverly Hills (CaL) Playhouse; 
•S3.50 top. ■ ' 
Pete. ... . PaulJ.eder 
Lorai ..:./. ....;. 
Mary '...-.. i-.... 
Harvey ..;;, . 
Melba 
Bartender-waiter 
Old Man _... 

.Sh^ Sloops to Conquer 
PhoeniX Theatre revival of comedy ta 

three acts, bv Oliver Goldsmith, Staged, 
by Stuart. Vaughan: settings. and co% 
tumes. Peter .Wingates lighting, Jban 
Larkey: music and signs. Lee Hoiby. Fea¬ 
tures Donald Madden. Gerry Jedd. Albert 
Quinton, Patricia- 'Flakenhain. John Hef-:. 
ferrianv Juliet Randall. Ted van Griethu.v- 
sen- Opened Nov:- 1, '6Q, at the Phoeni 
Theatre. N.Y1; $4.60 top. 
Mrs: Hardcastle .. 
Mr! Hardcastle . 
Tony Lumpkin .. 
Pimple/ ..... ... 
Miss Hardcastie . 
Miss Neville 
Jack. Slang 
Dick Muggi 
Aminadab .../.. 
Tom Twist 
Betty-Bouncer . 

Patricia Falkenhain 
.. Albert Quinton 
. John Heffernan 
.. Bette Henrit7p 

Gerry Jedd 
Juliet Randall 

Robert Blackburn. 
.: Franklin' Cover 

Nicholas Kepros 
. ; Jared Reed 

Patricia O’Morran 
Servants ...Herbert Voss. Konrad Matter 
Landlord ;; > ... Elliott Sullivan- 
Mr. Marlow :..... .. Donald Madden. 
Mr. Hastings.- iTed van. Griethuysen 
Diggory '............. Ray Reinhardt 
Roger Nicholas Kepros 
Thomas Robert. Blackburn 
AVilliam. ....... ........... Jared Reed' 
Marlow’s Servant Franklin Cover 
Sir Charles-Marlow .Frederic Warriner . 

As one of the classic Restoratioii 
coinedies; “Ship Stoops to Conquer” 

and-a-half hours, wfth a single ! should be a standard item Of repetr 
intermission. Both playlets are j tony and seems an excellent clioic 
primarily character studies with f when and if the Phoenix Theatr 
provocative . situations, but “Rose-! actually/gets, its proposed .repier- 
mary” is somewhat lighter, with 
less story but perhaps more sub-’ 
tlety! 

“Rosemary” is about a young 
vaudeville couple during a (fay 
at the New Jersey seashore to take 
publicity pictures. The piece 
fakes its title from their newly- 
born daughter,, and it’s evidence: 
of Mrs/ Kazan/s. skill.. as. a . drama¬ 
tist that this, tiriy offstage character, 
seems a vital element in the shift¬ 
ing psychological pattern. Al¬ 
though “Rosemary’’ captures the 
1910 period admirably, its charac¬ 
ters , and their characters and 
emotions are. timeless. 

r The pp?ce is beautifully preserit- 
: ed. xvjjtiTFreedmari’s direction pto 

On tlie basis of “TJift Gn 
Eater^L^laywright William Norton 
ijipni Tith^i i i milljiiifwLTiiKii ity 
and a possible lAlent for writing 
dialog. But -the play. itself Is like 
an unedited second act of a script 
the author himself might someday 
Write. 

There are awkW’ard, callow and 
rrieaningless : lines, and gratuitous 
obscenity; but occasionally the 
gabby hero expresses himself with 
conviction and insight, and his 
nihilistic view^ have impact. Paul 
Leder, who has also produced arid 
staged thei piece, gives the inter¬ 
minable leading role a good read- 
irig. B.ea Silvern shines briefly, but 
the other actors haven’t a chance. 

The plot, which could be but 
-Isn’t- fiendish, .comedy, involves 
an.agi. , unemployed beatnik who 
wins back his girl after, exposing 
the folly of a: bourgeois couple, by 
sleeping with the wife and making 
the husband ridiculous. The play 
is scheduled for five weekends, 
with^ two performances Saturdays. 

Glen. 

lanche Heifitz 
... Bea Silvern 

Leon Schrier 
Edith Simmons 

RichTrd vuil?d ; vidtfg uncannily effective tinring. 
TTt oply in the scenes in W’hich 
the two young vaudevilliaris, .don¬ 
ning children’s . clothes, instinc¬ 
tively adopt child characteriza¬ 
tions, but also in the superbly 
measured tempo of the quiet final 
scene. Piper Laurie and William 
Daniels, repeating their; original 
Actors Studio roles, are lifelike,' 
amusing arid toiichiiig as the leads, 
.with Jo Van Fleet and Paul E. 
Richards believable as a confused 
“civilian” couple. 

“The Alligators!” Driginally 
titled “Para/dise Hotel” when done 
at the Actors Studio, is a potent 
character sketch /with a surprise- 
twist ending. It involves a tragic, 
proud, indomitably. honest Italiari- 
Anrerican widow of. a brutal gang- 

^.ster, and the plausible but obtuse? 
ly naive and somewhat pompous 
fitm-tv producer Who visits ber 
Florida resort hotel tcii purchase 
the rights to. her late husband’s 
lurid life= story: 

Miss Van Fleet gives a brilliant¬ 
ly . bravura portrayal as the widow 
who knows enough to be fright¬ 
ened of gang vengeance but re- 

tory policy into operation. For the 
purposes of a regular fun, how¬ 
ever, the Oliver: Goldsmith spoof' 
seems questionable, boxoffice 
prospect. 

Restoration plays;, being a spe¬ 
cial kind of fare, need not only 
skillfully mannered presentation1 
but also an audience seeking, or at 
least willing to accept, an artificial 
form of theatre. In addition^ tlie 
performance should have style; / 
preferably With, a. star-bolstered 
cast. 

The present Phoenix Theatre rer 
vival Is a tasteful, competent pro¬ 
duction that should be an asset to 
a. permanent repertory company. 
But Jacking even the semblance of 
a star or brilliant performance. It 
seems a dubious bet for general 
draw. Thie Phoenix subscribers will 
presumably be satisfied, but it’s 
inconceivable that the general pub¬ 
lic will be /greatly. interested, 
.. Stuart Vaughan has staged th* 
show liriagihatively within the en- 
gehioilsly simple settings of .Peter 
Wingate, arid the latter’s costumes 
are appropriate. The. playing is 
aicCeptable arid occasionally divert¬ 
ing without approaching distinc¬ 
tion. 

The roriiantic leads are com¬ 
mendable. Doriald Madden looks 
the part and gives a plausible per¬ 
formance as the. dutiful heir who’s 
tongue-tied by ladies of his class 
but relaxed in. the presence of 
servant girls. And although Gerry 
Jedd hasn’t the pictUre-book dairiti-! 
ness that might niake the heroine’s 
dissembling more amusing, her 
pioyirig has agreeable directness 
and variation. . 
/. Patricia. Falkenhain gets. broad 
fun out of the absurd character of 
the. snobbish Mrs Ilai/dcastle; John 
Heffernan is comic if Occasionally 

t (Continued: dn page 78) 
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Shows Abroad 
Toys In the Attic 

London, Nov. 11. 
Llnnit & Dundee Ltd. presentation of a 

three-act drama by. Lillian Heilman/ Stars 
Wendy Hiller, Diana Wynyard, Ian Ban- 
nen. Coral Browne; features Judith Stott. 
Staled by John Dexter; ..settings, Howard. Say; costumes, .Motley; lighting, John 

fyckham. Opened Nov.. 10, '60, .at the 
Piccadilly Theatre, London; $2.80 top. 
Carrie Bernier* .Wendy Hiller 
Anna Berniers ;........ Diana Wynyard 
Gus -;::...George Webb. 
Albertine Prino ........Coral'. Browne 
Henry. Simpson: William Marshall 
Julian Berniers ........... . Ian Bannen 
Lily Berniers : .. .. Judith Stott 
Taxi Dri\ er Desmond Jordan 
Moving MenRichard Kessell. 

Tommy Eytig, Michael Sharpe 

There Is always a danger that 
something riiay get lost in transi¬ 
tion wheni a play that!is perculiar- 
ly American in style and content, 
transfers from .Broadway to the 

..■West End with an all-British cast. 
Apparently Lillian Heilman’s 
‘ Toys In The Aaitic” is ex¬ 
ample, arid in consequence may not. 
repeat its New York success. Its 
powerful cast; should help to sus¬ 
tain it for a profitable engagement- 
however, despite the generally ad-- 
verse reviews! 

In terms of British theatre it 
would be difficult to "assemble a 
lore polished or more expert team 

of players. Wendy Hiller, Diana 
Wynyard,' Ian Bannen, Coral 
Browne and Judith Stott are in the 
top league as performers, yet their 
combined talents . rarely recreate 
the decaying Southern atmosphere 

ich Miss Heilman has painted. 

One obvious though minor blun¬ 
der is the fact that only: Miss Hiller 
attempts a Southern accent and 
this is rarely (convincing, though 
her performance as the frustrated 
sister who. idolizes her no-good 
brother, almost to the point of in* 
cestuous relationship, is penetrat¬ 
ing and deeply emotional. Diana 
Wynyard’s charcterization of the 
other sister has the stamp, of sin¬ 
cerity. It is;!a far duller role, but 
she fills it with skill and authority^ 

The: outstanding performance is 
given by Ian Bannen as the brash 
brother who returns home as a 
rich man arid hoping; by his lavish 
generosity,, to repay the kindnesses 

. his sisters have bestowed upon him 
since-childhood, it . is a forceful 
and confident interpretation, land 

ihe contrast after he has been 
slashed, beaten up and robbed of 
his, money is done with telling 
effect. 

Judith Stott plays the child 
bride., on a fascinating! babydoll 
level." She is delightful to watch 
arid rarely misses a trick.. As her 
mother, Coral Browne has a . more 
subdued part and plays it with her 
customary- finesse. William Mar¬ 
shall is restrained and dignified as 
her Nego lover. 

Miss Heilman's stature as a 
dramatist is admirably maintained 
in “Toys, in The. Attic” .even 
though its suitability for London 
aiudiences ' lay ,be in question. ; 

Myr'd,. .. 

rhin-Chio 
London, Nov. 4. 

Peter Daubeny On. association with 
..Anthony Quayle) presentation of a com*, 
edy-drama in four-acts (11 scenes).. Staged. 
by Howard Sacklcr; designer, Sean Kenny; 
lighting, Mick Orr, Stars Anthony Quayle, 
Celia Johnson... Opened -Nov. 3, ’60, at 

. Wyndham’s Theatre. London: $2.00 top. 
Cesareo Grimaldi .... . .Anthony .Quayle 
Pamela Puffy-Picq.;..... Celia Johnson 
Bobby Brian Smith 
Waiter .......~...:.....,7.. George Little 

Virtually a • two-character playv 
‘‘Chin-Chin,” a new French piece 
adapted for the English theatre by 
Willis Hall, is an unusual offering 
which will have to depend on the 
marquee strength of the two stars. 
There are long, tedious passages, 
though frequerit changes of scene 
provide a varied background. The 
show seems an unlikely proposi¬ 
tion, though its obviously small 
operating nut may give it a charice. 

Anthony. Quayle presumably Saw 
in “Chin-Chin” a fine stellar role, 
and as he has a presentation credit 
with. Peter Daubeny, it would ap¬ 
pear that he has also backed his 
own choice. He is teamed with 
Celia Johnson, a legit star of con¬ 
siderable stature, and the two. dom¬ 
inate the entire four. acts. The 
other two roles,, one limited to a 
brief appearance in the opening 
scene arid the other a negative 
characterization of a : boy, could 
easily be written out without tiurt- 
irig th e - production. 

7 Apart from the inadequacies of 
Francois Billetdoux’s writing, a 
weakness of the presentation is the 

casual and leisurely staging by 
Howard Sackler. It lacks pace and 
vitality. Not has the director es¬ 
tablished the relationship between 
the two leading characters, though 

| this could equally be a fault in the 
construction. 

Quayle plays a naturalized 
French-Italiari arid Miss Johnson a 
prim English woman who . meet for 
the first time in a shabby cafe, to 
see what they Can . do about their 
livfes. Their respective spouses are 
having an affair, and they hope to 
find a way. to resolve the situation. 
The strange attraction that devel¬ 
ops between these two opposite 
Characters is the continuing theme, 
but apart from the woman’s con^ 
version to liquor, it is all rather 
inconclusive.1 

The performarices of this two 
principals is on a high level, but 
all tlieir skill and sincerity cannot 
conceal the inherent faults-of the 
play. Brian Smith arid George 
Little complete the cast. Easily the 
best feature is Sean Kenny’s decor 
which is often bold, vigorous and 
imaginative. 

j Though a four-acter; “Chin- 
Chin'’ is a short play, with a run- 

;ning time of about two hours in¬ 
cluding one intermissiori. Myro. 

(The basic plot of the couple 
who ineei because their respective 
males are having ati affair, and 
who fall in love themselves, is 
fairly standard, particularly in the 
Continental theatre. A notable ex- 

■ ample in recent pears urns, Noel 
Coward's “Quadrille," in which 
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne 
costarred.—Ed.) 

O’Keefe, Toronto, Gets Met Opera 
Previously Played Maple Leaf Garden—Met Spring 

Tour Only Seven Cities 

She Stoops-to Conquer 
^London, Nov. 9. 

Old Vic revival of a. three-act; comedy 
by Oliver Goldsmith. Staged by - Douglas 
Seale; , decor and costumes, Osbeit Lan¬ 
caster. Opened Nov. 8, '60, at the Old Vic 
Theatre. London;! $2 top. 
Mrs. Hardcastlo .t- . Peggy Mount 
Mr. Haxdcastle NicholasMeredith 
Pimple --Laura Graham 
Tony Lumkin .......— Tommy Steele 
Kate Hardcastle ...... Judi Dench 
Constance Neville _ ... Ann Bell 
Bet Bouncer ... . Barbara Leigh-nurst 
Marlow .....John Humpnrcy 
Hasting* ... ........ - . .Michael Mearham 
Diggory. .—.... Edward Vaughan-Scott' 
Roger - _....... Paul Harris. 
Jeremy i____ Brian Spink 
Bridget ... Sarah Long 
Sir Charles Marlo.w rlaii Hawksley 

Douglas Seale has elected to 
stage “She Stoojps To Conquer”. 

: not as a stylized period comedy! 
1 (Continued on page 77) 

Toronto; Nov. 15. | 

. O’Keefe’s Centre will house next 
spring’s engagement of the Metro¬ 
politan Opera Co. instead of Maple 
Leaf Gardens which has had the 
lyric drama troupe for the past 
eight seasons under a guarantee 
by the Rotary Club of Toronto, the 
latter donating its Met Opera take 
to charity. 

- The O’Keefe Centre will in¬ 
crease its top evening prices to 
$12.50 as compared with Maple 
Leaf Gardens previous $10. 
O’Keefe’s will, have a top of $6.50 
for its Wednesday matinee; $10 top 
for its Saturday mat. Six operas 
will be presented for the Toronto 
date next May 29 to June 3, with 
O’Keefe’s guaranteeing a 20c,o 
minimum profit to the Rotary Club 
of Toronto over last year’s apa¬ 
thetic take at Maple Leaf Gardens. 

((Because of b.o. slump. Rotary 
last spring threatened not to bring 
back the Met on last season’s 69% 
ticket sale at the Gardens. Too- 
little known operas, based Rotary 
with a $25,000 loss, although donat¬ 
ing over $180,000 in the past of its 
profits from' the opera sponsor¬ 
ship). 

No Profit Due 

O’Keefe will not make money on 
the Met deal but will be satisfied, 
on prestige, to break even on a 
sellout: Met itself has restricted 
its 1961 tour to seven cities—of 
which Toronto is the only Cana-, 
dian centre—with the cost on /a 
sliding weekly scale of $170,000 to 
$194,000, forrwhich O’Keefe’s will 
pay the lowest guarantee of 
$170,000. . y 

Meanwhile, Maple Leaf Gardens 
has gone out of the “cultural” field 
until a week before the Met en¬ 
gagement here when the Gardens 
will bring in the Moiseyev Dance 
Co. via Sol Hurok fort three per¬ 
formances, one m matinee. 

O’Keefe management has also 
!given.assurance that there will be 
no use of an amplifying system, 
plus present unsightly battery and 

ten mikes along the footlights and 
four loud speakers flanking the 
stage of the O’Keefe Centre. 

Sung in English, von Flotow’s 
“Martha” will be first Met opera 
here, with Victoria de Los An-? 
geles making her first appearance 
with Richard Tucker, Rosalind 
Elias, Giorgio Tozzi, Lorenzo Al- 
very. Second new-to-Toronto pro¬ 
duction is “Turandot,” Puccini’* 
last opera, which will introduce 
Birgit Nilsson in the title-role, 
with Franco Corelli, Rosalind 
Elias and Frank Guarrera. 

The Met’s Wednesday matinee 
will be Verdi's “La Traviata ” this 
also closing Saturday night's per¬ 
formance. Anna Moffo will sing 
Violetta in a cast that includes 
Eugenio Fernandi and Cornel Mac- 
Neil. Verdi’s “Aida” has Leonie 
Rysanek and will be repeated at 
the Saturday matinee. 

Puccini’s “La Boheme” will have 
Dorothy Kirsten, Richard Tucker, 
William Wildermann; Verdi’s “Rig- 
oletto” Laurel Hurley, Barry Mor- 
ell, Cornell MacNeil and Tozzi. 

N. Y. City Opera to Give 
Spring Season of G&S 

The New York City Opera, 
which ended its fall season at the 
City Center last week, will devote 
its entire three-week spring ses¬ 
sion next Jan. 17-Feb. 5 to a Gil¬ 
bert & Sullivan series. Four G & 
S light operas will be presented by 
the company, which included two 
Savoy standards in its recently- 
ended repertory season. 

Dorothy Raedler, whose Ameri¬ 
can Savoyards Co., presented a 
G & S repertory for 125 perform¬ 
ances at the Jan Hus Auditorium, 
N. Y., last spring and summer, may 
direct one of the spring offerings. 
Her Savoyards troupe, however, 
will not appear at the Center as 
erroneously reported in last week’* 

5th SMASH MONTH OF OUR “8 WEEK” ENGAGEMENT! 
“FRESH jAND SMART! DEFINITELY HEADED FOR RR0ADWAY”i«, *.« ™ r.» 

"A* •luctric ruvuu. Plenty to laugh 

0tr Lei, VARIETY 

"MEDIUM RARE sotirlriug both 
political and social foible* Moves 
quickly with q cast of highly skilled 
performers.'' 

Henry Hewei.Sat. Review 

'Top entertainment! A smart; and 
sophisticated revnel" 

■Chi Tribune. 

"A howl of a hit! Unanimously 
hailed by the first-nighters!" 

Irv Kupcinet, Chi Siin-Ti 

"Apluasout and relaxing show ;.. 
A graceful, and stimulating addition 
to the city's entertainment gamut!" 

Syd Harris, Daily New* 

Produced 

by 
ROBERT WEINER 

"A bright new revue!" 

Herb Lyon, Chi Trib 

"Smooth and suave . . . direction 

sets a snappy pace.” 
Glenns Syse, Chi Sun-Ti 

"Very sprightly and very funny." 

Tony Weiizel, Chi Daily News 

"Blue-ribbon tenderloin! MEDIUM 

RARE Is at the most lavish intimate 

theatre club anywhere in the United 

States, It's talent Is solidly profes¬ 

sional and expensive . . . MEDIUM 

RARE Is well done!" 

Roger Dettmer, Chicago's American 

JEAN ARNOLD 
JUDY BEMENT 
LAURIE BENTLEY 

THE SMASH HIT MUSICAL REVUE 

with 
JAMES INMAN 
BOBO LEWIS 
ANNEMEARA 

GARY OAKES 
JERRY STILLER 
TOM WILLIAMS 

Directed 
by 

BILL PENN 
and Mutic: SHELDON HARNlCK. JERRY BOCK, CHARLES STROUSE, LEE ADAMS, MIKE STEWART. JAY THOMPSON, EUD McCUtn.Y, 

CY COLEMAN, CAROLYN LEIGH. RICHARD MAURY, ARTHUR MacRAE, LLOYD NORLIN, DAVID BAKER. HERB HARTIG, LOIS BALK, STEVEN VINAVER. 

At Chicago's Most Beautiful New Theatre THE Directi : Messrs. George and Oscar Marienthal 

Notional Publicity . 
ARTHUR CANTOR, 234 West 44tli St., NYC 

LO. 3-437.0 

Preu Representative 
DANNY NEWMAN, c/o lyric Opera 
20 * Wacker Chicago S, III. 

Tor'Information Regarding Future Booking, Contact: 

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 

901 N. Rush, Chicago, III. 
DE. 7-1000 
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Following are available parts in upcoming Broadway, bff-Broad- 
way. and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tela 
vision shows. All information has been obtained, directly by the. 
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been re- 
checked as of nbon yesterday dues.). 

The available; roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi¬ 
tions to the list will be made only when information, is secured from, 
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads 
provided by thej managements of the shows involved rather 'than to 
run a wild goose marathon.. This information is published without 
charge. 

In addition to. the ai-ailable parts listed, the tabulation includes pro- 
ductioits announced for later this season, but, for which, the manage-, 
ments, as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa-. 
tions are as follows: (Cr Comedy. (Df Drama, (MC) Musical Comedyy 
(MD‘ Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (.DR) Dramatic 
Reading. li 

BROADWAY 
“All The Best: People” (C>. Pro¬ 

ducers. Joel Spector & Buff Cobb 
(147 W. 57th St., NY.; PL 7-2601). 
Available parts:;: naive femme, 21; 
male, 30-35; rriiddleaged femme; 
executive male. 50-60; callous male, 
30-35. Mai! photos and resumes, 
c o above address, 

“Assignment In Judea” (D). Pro¬ 
ducer, Eddie Dowling (cto Lambs 
Club. 128 W. 44th St., N. Y.; JU 
2-1515>; associate producer, Eric 
W. Gates. Available parts: woman, 
30$: girl. 17-18, attractive; man, 
40-50; man 25-30. All are fea¬ 
tured roles. Apply though agents 
only, c'o above Address. 

“Beautiful Dreamer” (MD'. Pro¬ 
ducers. Wickland Co. (c/o Madison 
Ave. prayhouse, j-120 Madison Ave., 
NY.; PL 5-91341, in association 
with Joseph Moon. Auditions next 
Friday (18) for:Equity tenors, 12- 
1:30 p.m.; baritones and basses. 2- 
3:30 p.m.; femme singers. 3:30-5 
p.m.; open call Nov. 22, same 
schedule as Friday, at above ad¬ 
dress. All applicants must have 
legit voices. 

“Carnival” (formerly “Carrot 
Top”) iMC*. Producer David 
Merrick (246 W. 44^h St., 
N. Y.; LO 3-7520). Available 
parts: title rolev; girl singer-dancer, 
18-22; fox terrier dog act; goat, 
donkey; several] male dancers who 
sing; jugglers, nriust handle Indian 

‘clubs and spi plates; made 
concertina player. Mail photos 

| and resumes, c/.o Michael Shiirt- 
, left*, above address. 

“Come Blow Your Horn’* (Ch 
Producers, .Michael Ellis Ac William 
Hammerstein (c/o Lenny-Debin 
Agency, 140 W. 58th St., N.Y.; JU 
2-0270'. Part available for leading 
lady, under 30,. riot an ingenue, 
must be accomplished actress. Mail 
photos and resumes, above address. 

“Donnybrook” (MC), Producer, 
Fred Hebert (130 W. 57th St.. N.Y.; 
JU 6-1962'. Available parts: lan, 
45, burly, agile, 6 feet tali or oyer; 
several male and femme character 
singers. All roles are Irish. Mail 
photos and resumes, c/o above ad¬ 
dress. 

Drama (untitled, formerly “Gen¬ 
eral Seegar”). Producers Shirley 
Ayers, Charles Bowden Ac HI Ridge- 
ley Bullock Jr. (137 W. 48th St., 
N. Y.; CO 5-2630)." Available parts: 
male lead, 45-55;. woman, 50; . girl, 
30, and 10 reporters. Mail photos 
and resumes, above address! 

“Gypsy” (MG). Producer, David 
Merrick (246 W. 44th St., N.Y.; 

|LO 3-7520'. -Available parts: girl, 
150-54 inches tall, must sing and do 
• toe and tap dance work; man 
; 17-20, good-looking dancer, must 
[also sing; boy singer-dancer, 7-11, 
under 54 inches tall; girl, 25, to 
sing, dance and play'trumpet. Ac¬ 
cepting photos and resumes, /o. 
Michael Shurtleff, above address. 

“Happiest Girl In the World” 
(MC'. Producer, Lee Guber (140. 
W, 58th St.. N.Y.; LT 1-3250). Avail¬ 
able parts: soprano, 30V35, attrac¬ 

tive, Intelligent,, witty; baritone* 
35-45, handsome, physical; femme, 
18-25, spirited, attractive, buoyant, 
must sing and dance; man, 40^60, 
pompous, fatherly;'' woman, 40-50, 
flighty, gossipy matron, should be 
able to sing; two men, character 
comedians, should sing; two Show¬ 
girls, weli-proportibned, able to 
sing; fenvme,- 40’S, maid: Mail 
photos and resumes, c/ Marvin 
Krau-ss, above address. 

“La Plume .de.Ma Tanie” (MC>: 
Producer, David Merrick (246 W. 

; 44th St., N.Y.; LO 3-7520). Part 
‘available for dancer-comedienne, 
must do point work! Send photos 
and resumes, c/o Michael Shurt¬ 
leff, above address. See also tour-^ 
ing notice! 

“Love A La Carte” (MC ). Pro¬ 
ducers. Arthur Klein, in associar 
tion with Conrad Thibault (St. 
James Theatre Bldg., 246 W- 44th 
St , N. Y.; LO 5-6376): Available 
parts: girl. 22; leading man, 30; 
second leading, man, 30;. character 
comedienne, 30. Accepting photos 
and resumes, above address. 

“Nine Millionth Star” (D,). Pro¬ 
ducers; Michael Charnee Ac Geof¬ 
frey F Rudaw (340 E. 66th St., 
N. Y ; RE 4-1478K Available parts: 
two men. 35-40, lariky southerners; 
man. 25*35; husky; two wom¬ 
en; 20-30,... a Pravtive; girl; 14; boy, 
15:! boy, 16. Mail photos and 
resumes; c/p above address; 

“Once There Was A Russian” 
(C*. Producers; Leonard Key, 
Morton Segal & Kenneth Schwartz, 
in association with Mel Howard 
(120 E. 56th St., N. Y.j PL 2-4l90>: 
Accepting photos and resumes of 
character ttien and women, through 
agents. only,' c/o above address. 

“Queen arid the -Rebels” CD). 
Producers, Marilyn Shapiro, Michel 
Bouche, Mark Shoeriberg (65 
C.P.W., N Y.; TR 3-1480). Avail¬ 
able parts: European general, 50- 
60; his swinish aide, man, 20's, op¬ 
portunist. foppish manner: Mail 
photos and resumes, to above ad¬ 
dress. 

. “Raisin’ Hell” (tentative title) 
(MC'. Producer. Edward Boatner 
& Joseph Arigiolilo (1630 Broad¬ 
way. N\Y.; AC 2-0081). Available 
parts: fern m e; . 35,. aggressive; 
feuim 25-27, attractive; woman, 
75, weet; religious; several wofrien, 
20-45; man, 37-40, conservative;, 
man, 30-35, dictatorial; man, . 40, 
shrewd, businesslike;- man, 25-30; 
several other men; all these roles 
are Negro and applicants must' be 
accomplished singers, also must 
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CHRISTMAS JOB 
AT MACY’S 

Full-time and part-time selling jofts./Farn while^ydu. 
learn and take home a good salary, buy'your Christmas, 
gifts, everything else you need, at a" generous discount 
Work in the world’s biggest storeltV fun. 

Apply now to Macy’* Herald Square or-tho Macy branch store 
near your homo. Mocy’s Herald Square, 166 West 35 St., fust off 7th 
Ave., or the Employment Office of your neighborhood Macy store. 

This ad is your introduction to an 
interviewer.' Please bring it with you * 
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dance. Also available are. chorus 
parts for white male and femirie 
dancers: Accepting photos and 
resumes by mail only, c/o Bennett, 
above address. 

“Sound .of Music” (MD). Produc¬ 
ers, Richard Rodgers Ac Oscar 
Hammerstein 2d (488 Madison 
Ave., N.. Y.); casting director, Eddie 
Blum. Auditions' for possible future 
replacements for girls, 7-16, arid 
boys, 11-14 all with, trained voices! 
characters. . Mail p K o t o s and 
resumes to. above address, 

“Take Me Along (MC). Pro¬ 
ducer, David Merrick (246 W. 44th 
St.. N.Y.; LO 3-7520*. Part avail¬ 
able •for ra character actress, 35-45, 
who also sings, as understudy; girl, 
18-20, under 5 feet 4 inches tall, 
'must, sing and dance. Mail photos 
and resumes, c/o Michael Shurt¬ 
leff. above address; 

“The Count of Ten” (MC). Pro¬ 
ducer, Bsuby Berkeley (c/o Bob- 
row,, Haridman Ac Katz; 666 5th 
Avei! N. Y.; JU 6-1144); Available 
parts: man, 25, tall! good-looking; 
woman, 22-28, sophisticated; at¬ 
tractive; intense, man, 30; femme 
blues singer, 26; suave man, 38; 
likable character man 40-55; 
flashy man, 45; gold-digging 
femme, 35; operatic womari, .50; 
Irish: mrin, 48; portly, humorous: 
man, 48; gossipy woman, 38; 
character man, 60; small char¬ 
acter man, absent-minded, intense; 
sports writers; character man, 
drunk; two patrolmen; bartender; 
stage doorman; lessenger boy; 
city policemen; burn; cab driver; 
fight fans; pedestrians; thugs,. Mail 
photos rind resuhies to Busby 
Berkeley, c/o aboye address. 

“Thracian Horses” (D). ! PrbT 
ducers. Chandler.‘Wrirrerii/gc^Wil- 

'liam' S. Boat (125 Riverside Drive, 
N Y:; TR 3-8671): Available part: 
man, 30’s, viril. Mail photos and 
resumes c/o above address. 

“13 Daughters” (MC). Producer, 
Jack H. Silverriian (152 W; 42d St., 
N. Y.; OX 5-3783); Available prirts: 
girls, 17-30; Hawaiian types; men 
of various . ages, mainly 20’s-30,s, 
Hawaiian And English types. No 
casting until leads are set, but now 
accepting photos rind resumes 
through agents only, c/o Carl Saw¬ 
yer, abov addres 

OFF-BROADWAY 
“Captain Jinks! of the Horse 

Marines” (C)., Producer, Scotti 
D’Arcy (66 ,W. 46th St., N. Y.; JU 
2-4860'. Available parts; plump, 
bubbly chai'>ctcr woman; slender, 
sweet, ?:•> v-;tt man, Italian, ac¬ 
cent; matron type; three 
very bau ballerinas; several bits 
and extras. Mail photos add . resu¬ 
mes, c/o above address. .Script 
available at Samuel French Inc. 
(25 W. 45th St,, N. Y.). 

“Christopher Coluuibus”: (MC). 
Producer, Federated Productions 
(157 W. 57th St., N. Y.). Parts 
available for several male arid one 
femme character Actors, with mu¬ 
sical and; dance backgrounds. Mail 
photos and resumes, c/o above ad-, 
dress. 

^Cicero” (D). Producers, Nor¬ 
man Seaman, Winston Sharpies Jr., 
Ben Tarver (119 W. 57th St., 
N. Y ; Cl 5-9250). Available parts; 
worrian, 40, shrewish; man, 20’s, 
handsome, halve; woman, 35, at¬ 
tractive, hard; man, 30’s, military; 
inan, 35-40, strong, aristocratic; 
several young male: and femme 
walk-ons. All should look Roman. 
Mail photos arid resumes, c/o ribove 
address. « 

“Double Entry” (MD)! Producers, 
Albert C. Lasher & Paul Lehman 
(245 Lexington Ave., N.Y.; MU 
5-7484). Available, parts: woman, 
30-50, silly spinster; Negro girl, 
17-22, bored; Negro boy, 17-22, senv 
sitiye. All must sing. Mail photos 
arid resumes, c/o. above address. 

“Epitaph for George Dillon” (D). 
Producers, Edward Hastings, Rich¬ 
ard LIpsett Ac George Morrison (220 
W. 10th St., N. Y.; WA, 9-4978). 
Available parts: several under¬ 
studies. Mail photos arid resumes, 
c/o Morrison, above address. Script 
available at Drama Book Shop (51 
W. 52d St.. N. Y.). 

“Fugitive Air” (D). Producers! 
Norman Willock & Gigi Cascio 
(c/o Sheridan Square Playhouse; 
99 Seventh Ave., N. Y.; CH 2-9609). 
Available parts: man, 40-50, well- 
educated southerner; Negro man, 
30’s, handsome, playboy type; 
woman; 25-35, sensual; Negro char¬ 
acter woman, 30-45, dumpy, dy¬ 
namic; character man, bleached-out 
southerner; Negro character man, 
40-55, good voice; Negrp character 
man, 60-70; boy or girl, 9-12; Negro 
girl, 25-35; several male and femme, 
Negro and white character parts. 
Mail photos and resumes to Cascio, 
above address. 

“Ladie^Night in a Turkish Bath”, 
(C). Producers, Anita & Harold 

Lawrenca (319 Main St., East 
Orange, N.J.; OR 4-8432). AvaU- 
able. prirts; man, 30’s, girl-shy; man, 
30*s, playboy; man, 30’s, fun-loving; 
girl, 20’s, collegiate, formal; girl, 
20’s, attractive; woman, 40’s, at¬ 
tractive matron; , stripper; French 
maid, 20’s, se^;. femme, 30’sr at¬ 
tractive, man-chaser; woman,: 40, 
stout, excitable; several extras. 
Mail , photos and resumes, abov 
address. 

“Leave It To Jane” (MC). Pro¬ 
ducers, Joseph Berhu 8c Peter 
Katz (c/o Sheridan Square Thea¬ 
tre, Seventh Ave. & Fourth St., 
N.Y:; CH . 2-9609). Auditioris\ for 
male and femme singers as replace¬ 
ments, every Thursday at 6 p.m.,v 
above address:. 

“Poor Butterfly” (D'. Producer, 
Elie Horn (c/o Piscator Institute, 
39 W. 54th St., N.Y- JU 0-8210). 
Available parts: irigenue, brown. 
hair; woman, 25-30; Bronxy! wom¬ 
an, 25-30, prostitute; character' 
man. 45-55, bald, heavy-set; rriari, 
25-35, blonde, short, slight; bo'v, 
.19, .trill,.lean. Accepting photos and 
resumes, Ted Maurer,: above 
address. . 

“Squaring The Circle” (C). Pro¬ 
ducers, Cecil Reddick. Dick Men¬ 
delsohn & .Harvey L. Bilker (c/®- 
Reddick, 3435 Giles, PI., N.Y..), 
director, Reddick! Available parts:: 
ingenue, cute, babyish; ingenue, 
warm, feminine; three nieii, 20’s, 
one over six feet tall, Athletic; one 
character man: a ..few., male, and 
femmewalk-ons. Mail photos arid 
resumes, c/o above address, . 

“Tattooed Countess”. (MG) Pro¬ 
ducer Richard Barr (c/o Cricket 
Theatre: 162 Second Ave,, N. Y., 
OR 4-39601. Available parts: so- 
prrino, : 35-40, attractive, leading 
lady; baritone, 18--22,. strong, sen- 
sitive; baritori; 50V debonair. Mail 
photos arid resumes, c f above ad¬ 
dress.;: . 

“To Damascus” ID). Producers, 
Angela Anderson, in association 
with Marta ByCr (c/o Byer, 4550 
193d St,; Flushing! N.Y., FL .7- 
7209). Available parts: character 
man, .45-50; woman, 25-35. attrac- 

(Contiriued on page 75' 

tnEirellrnt Hotel 
inHiiManhattaii 

.NKW YORK CITY 

Requiem e of: the Stars: 

Verv lar^e Rooms 

Walk-in (!l(»cls 
Set.v iiiI’lilitrirs' 

.'Air-mndit I V 

Daily fi.otri: 
$10 fo one. $1 for two 

1‘arlor suites fiotii $20 

Res'ujefu rates quoted 

123 West 57fh Street, 

New York 19, N. Y;. Circle 6-1300 

or, call your local . 

"Ask Mr, Foster Travel 

Service:" Coast to Coos'. 

LEGITIMATE THEATRE 
FOR LEASE 

APPROXIMATELY 850 SEATS 

IN NEW YORK CITY 

THEATRE DISTRICT 

Writ* BOK V-2005, 

154 W! 46 St.r New York 36, N. Y. 

U SHUBERT THEATRE 
r IN CINCINNATI, OHIO 
1 to a purchasor iatondiriq to mm 
L Him prbpcrty a« a Loqhimato 
| ThoatrM. " 

I REPLY TO i 
I Box V-2007, VARIETY i 
1 154 W; 46th St., Now York 36 1 

SUMMER THEATER j 
In rustle Chaarln Falls. O., 20 mliti 
•ast of . Clavaland.. Air-conditioned, 
11-year-old plant . Includes 27feseat 
house, roomy Workshop, social room 
With . kitchdn facllltlos. Established 
strawhat market. Ayallablo for rent 
June, July, Aupust. Write Chagrin ' 
Valley Little. Theatre, 4» River St., 
Ctiyyip Falljs, O, t '• ? , 
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Casting News 
; Continued: from page 74 ; 

tiye, serious; character man, 40-50, 
educated Bowery bum,'cynic; man, 
50-60, looks younger, polite, strong 
featured; .woman, 45-50, thin, 
nervous, tired; man, 75, dignified 
Austrian; woman, ] 50-60, short-, 
d A gnif i e d, intelligent; Various 
extras.. Mail photds/and. resumes, 

..above address. 

; “TreeGrows in Brooklyn” (MD). • 
Producer, Dick York Ic/o H. L. 
Stone; 521 Fifth Ave N.Y.; MU 
2-7836, suite 1918). Available parts: 
soprano, 25, devoted wife; : char¬ 
acter mad, 50; man, 30’s, handsome,, 
Irish. Mail photos and resumes, 
above address. 

‘‘What a Killing” (MC). Produ¬ 
cer, Jack Collins (c/o Lambs Club, 
130 W: 44tli St., N. Y ; JU 2-1515). 
Available parts: man,, 30’s, quiet- 
confident must have comic touch, 
sing and dance; woman, 30, attrac¬ 
tive, Warm but brassy, versi.tile 
iriger;;. man, 35-40,. big, tough, 

must sing , and dance; mail. 3.0’s, 
smooth, glib, must do comedy and 
dance; character comedian;- chub¬ 
by, , dance, some; girl, 25-30,, coni-" 
ledienne,; must sing and dance;- 

well - proportioned; man; 30’s, 
stool-pigeon type, must sing; ian, 
40V wry hurnpr; man, track an- 
mouncer. must sing; character man; 
45-50, . tough, menacing;' two femr: 
hie' dancers,: must work well .to¬ 
gether: [few male and femme night 
club type performers. Mail photos 
viand, resumes,. c yo above address. 

fj. Y.; Cl 5-8221). Parts available 
for several male and femine Negro 
singers and, dancers. Mail photos 
and resumes,: above address. 

”La Plume de Ma Xante” (MC). 
Producer, David Merrick (246 W; 
44th St;, N.Y.; LO 3-7520). Avail¬ 

able parts; soprano, 5 ’ feet, 10 
inches tall/blonde,, attractive; man, 
5. feet, 4 inches to; 5 feet, 7 inches 
•tall, actor who also dances; bari¬ 
tone, 3 febt, 8 inched to 6 feet,. 1 
inch tall ; two femmeVdaricers who 
will strip/ Mail, photos . and 
resumes c/ .Michael Shiurtleff, 
above address; 

“Sound oif Music” (MD).. Pro¬ 
ducers,; Rogers • Hammersfein, 
iieland: Haywafd &' Richard Halli-: 
day. (.488 Madison Ave., 'jN.Y-.). AH 
parts available except famine lead, 

j Mail photos "and resumes, c/0 Ed- 
\ ward Blum, above address; Script, 
i published; by Random -House* avail-: 
I able at book-stories. 

“World of. Suzie Wong” :fp).. Pro¬ 
ducer, David Merrick (246 W.- 44tfi 
St, N. Y.); casting director, Michael 
Shurtleff, - Accepting: photos and 
resumes of oriental actors and 
actresses under: 30. c/o casting di¬ 
rector at above addiess. 

OUT OF TOWN 
“Medium Rare” <R»: Producer. 

Robert Wei '146 CPW, N; Y,:. 
SU 7-1914': Mail, photos and 
resumes1 of character comedians 
and comics., for- future replace¬ 
ments, c o above address. 

TOURING 
. ^Get On ■ Boaird” (R). Producer., 

Manning Gurian. ([157 W. 57th, SL,. 

PHOTO l ON1V 

CHRISTMAS from a negative 
CflTBlei*. ' 

CARDS 

ictuil 

.so.itafC ind lundliBg;. 
Additi.oiui c«(dsSCcach.. 

.500 fbrStt £b 
Add $1. for postage 

andfiandli 

Simply send, yoifrl 
[order With a Jiega-1 
live^Send photo and 
)0£ if negative 

not available). 

FREIBLACK A WHITE’S AMPLE 
Send negative, returned with double, weight\ 

[deluxe sample and. new I960 desi 
One sample per customer 
No. Free. Sample: after November 25th. 

FULL COLOR 
{PHOTO CARDS 

Any type/of color- negatives: or siides. 

Complete with envelopes.and folt'ert 
(Add .35$.ter postage and handling) 

Extra . Color Cards 25C each 

100 for only $20 
Add. 65Q for postage & handling- 

flARP SAMPLE!. Send color, nega*. 
five dr slide and ,20(. full color Sample re¬ 
turned With new 1960 designs. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED ^gBLtGATIOhhS 

jRVINCTON. N.Y. 

SHOWS IN REHEARS At 
BROADWAY 

’•Showgirl” iMC). Producers,: Oli-: 
i ver Smith & Charles F. Lowe ' May¬ 
flower. Hotel, 15 CPW, N. Y.; CO 
5-0060). 

OFF-BROADWAY 

“Borak” iDi. Producers, Rich¬ 
ard. Blofsbn, GordoriT Davidson.,, 

'•Richard' Jackson 'Martinique Tbbl 
atrej 32d St. &. Broadway, N. Y.; 
P.E 6-3058 L , 

“Dreitm Play” <D>. Producer, 
ioiiri Bowman (c o Lambs Club, 
128 W. 44th St., N. Y.; JU 2-1515). 

. “Emmanuel” 'D).. Producer, Gate 
Repertory. Co. (Gate- Theatre. 162 
Second Ave.,/N. Y:; OR 4-8796), 

. “Jungle of Cities” <D). Producer, 
Living Theatre '530 Avenue Of 
Americas,' N.Y.; CH 3*4569). . 

“Marcus In the High Grass” <DV 
Producers Stella Holt. Carl Sal- 
rriaggi. & George White. <c/o 
Greenwich Mews Theatre. 141 W; 
13th St, 'N.. Y - CH 2-3550); 

“On. the Way to Capetown” «p).- 
Producer, Marshall Young < c/ 
LUnt-Fontann .Theatre, 205 W: 
46th: St., N. Y.; JU 6-5555),; 

“Whisper To Me” (Di. Producer, 
Manya' Stair (1 Grade Sq., N. Y.; 
LE. 5-2559). -. ' 

THEATRICAL 

Personablo young moh 21 to 35. - 

dustri 

• for civic, 

clubs,. Yoar-round or seasonal. Very, 

rowar ing for right-typo worker. 

Write Box Y-.2009, VARIETY’; 

154 W. 44th How /York 36. N Y: 

“Bartleby.” Producer, Richard 
Barr .ic/o- Cricket Theatre, 162 
Second Ave., AY/: OR 4-3960). 

j Available ..part s: baritone, 30’s, 
* wa rin, understanding;, character 
i baritone,. 35-40; character . tenor; 

-i All must have trained, voices. Mail 
! photo*; and resui , above address. 

.-!. “Night In Paris” 'tentative til lb). 
! Producer; JovCe Lynn '160 W. 77th 
;.st„ N.V;; Til 3-8935). Available 
j’parts: lyric tenbr; 25-30,/handsom ; 
| two femine dancer-singers, Gan- 
Caii girls. AH must read, music. 
For appointment, phone , above 
number, l-5 p:m. weekdays. 

Soaking Thoatrieal. Investori or off- 

Eroadway Producer to produce suc¬ 

cessful pipy “AN UMGLICK l|VES IN 

BROOKLYN" for off-BrOadwpy — now 

in 9th. wook run at Holly Wood Cantor 

Thoatro. 1447 N. Lps Palmas, Holly¬ 

wood, Calif. Call Hally wood 4^979.3. 

or.Exbroofc 9-5456. . . . 

“Camera Three” (educational- 
dramatic series). Producer, CBS 
1524; W: 57th §t, N-.Y.; JU 6-6000); 

! casting director, Paula Hindlin. 
; Accepting photos and resumes of 
fgeneral male and female dramatic 
t talent, c, o above address. No dupli¬ 
cates. 

King Variety Show's. Producer; 
Georgy King < 117 W: 46th St., N-Y.;. 
Cl. 7-1744, Room 202>; Accepting 
photos and resumes of male and 
femme musical variety perform- 

j ers. and comics, daily except Sun¬ 
day, 2-7 p m:, abpve address. 

Attn.: Industrial Producers 
Young executive (coliege grad.) with 
extensive background ,a$ talent rep. 
(including club date field), fv seeking 
opportunity . with growth potential 
with industrial producer, Excellent 
sales add .creative .ability. 

Box Vt2011. VARIETY . , 
-1J4 44th St-., NOW York *36r . Y. 

“South of Key West”;(featurctte). 
Producer, Donald C. Dorick .< Crea¬ 
tive Mart, 507 Fifth- Ave., N.Y.; 
OX 7-5895). Available parts: girl, 
21, attractive blond; girl, 21. at¬ 
tractive, Latin features; mart, 25-30, 

;tal], handsome,* welLbuilt -Mail 
photo and. resumes^, above address. 

Off-BrvDadway Shows 
(Figures denote operting dates) 
Bilcony> Clrclo in Squaro (3-3-60). 
Connection,. Living Th*tre (Rep) (7-15-88). 
Dane# of Death, Key (9-13-60). 
Deep Atm Roots, St. Mark’s (10-3-60). 
Drums Under, Cherry Lane (10-13^0). . 
Fantasticks, Siillivan St. (5-3-60).. 
Greenwich Village, 1 Sher. Sq. (9-28-60). 
Hedda ©abler, 4th St. (li-B-60). ■ 
Hero Como Clowns, Actor’s (9-19-60). 
Krapp's a- Zoo,.Cricket (1-14-60); closes 

Nov. 20. 
Li Rohde, Marquee (5-8-60). • 
Leave It to Jane, Sheridan Sq. (5-25-59)1 
Man A Superman, gate Qi-6-60); closes 
•-.Nov.. 27. - 
Mary Sunshine, Orpheuni ai-18-59). 
Mousetrap,. Maidman (11-5-60). 
Rosemary, Alligators, York (11-14-60): 
Theatre Chance, Living (Rep) <6-22-60). 
Threepenny .Opera,-de Lys (9-20-55). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Marcus High Grass, Mews (1121-60). 
Whisper to Me, Players (11-21-60).: 
Dream Play, Theatre East (11-22-60). 

.Emn^anuel, Gate. (12-4-60). 
Plough A Stars,1 Phoenix (12-6-60L 
Borak, Martinique (12-l3:60), 
Jungle Cities, Living (Rep) (12-16-60). 
Donogoo,Mews(12-21-60). 
Beautiful Dreamer, Mad. Ave. 7-60). 
Montserrat;: Gate (1-8-61). 
Rlectra,'Gate (2-12-61). 
Merchant, of Venice, Gate (3-19-61). 
She Stoops to Conquer; Gate (4-23-61). 

CLOSED 
Shoemaker,. Peddler, E. 74 (10-14:60); 

closed last Sunday (13) after:. 43 .per¬ 
formances. 

. Nat . Turner, Casa . Galitia . (11-4^60); 
closed last.. Saturday (12) after seven 

.. . performances. 

Legit Bits 

LONDON SHOWS 
(Figures denote opening dates) 
.Amorous Prawn. Saville (12-9-59). 
And .'Another Thing, Fortune (10^6-60). 
Art of Living, Criterion: (S-IB^O).: 
Billy Liar,. Cambridge (9-13-60). 
Caretaker,1 Duchess (4-27-60). 
Eve With Jeanmaire, Royalty (11-2-60). 
Chin-Chin, Wyndham’s (11-3-60). 
Fings Ain't, Garrick (2-ll-6(i). . 
Flower Drum Song, Palace (3-24-60): 
Gazebo, Savoy i3-29-60). 

... Inna La Douco, Lyric (7-17-58). 
Last. Joke, Phoenix (9-28-60). 
Man for All Seasons, Globe (7-1-60). 
Most Happy Fella, Coliseum (4-21-60); 
Mousetrap, Ambassadors. (11-25-52). 
Mr. Burke, Mermaid (10-6-60). . 
Mv Fair Lady. Drury Lane (4-30-58). 
Oliver, New (6:30-60). 
Passage to India, Comedy (4-20-60V . 
Playboy W. World, St: Martin's dO-12- 

. : 60);.Moved Nov. 7 from the Piccadilly. 
Platonov, Royal Court (10-13-60). 
Repertory, Old Vic (9-3-59). .. 
Rose Marie, Victoria Pal-. (8-22-60): 
Ross, Haymarket i5-12-60). 

: settled Out of Court, Strand (10-19-60). 
Simple Spymen, \yhitehaH (3-19-58). 
Sive,'Lyric . Hammersmith (10-24:60). 
Sparrers Sing, Th’tre Royal E: (8-24-60) 
Suxio Wong; Priuce- Wales. (11:17-59). 
Stars in Eyes, Palladium (6-3-60). 
This Year, Next. Year, Vaude (10-20 60). 
Tiger & Horse, Queen’s (8-24-60). 
Toys In Attic, Piccadilly (li-10^60). 
Waiting in Wings, Duke. York's <9-7-60) 
Watch It, Sailor, Aldwych * (2-24-60); 

moved last Mondav (14) to the Apollo: 
Way to the. Tomb,. Arts (11-2-60). ' 
.West Side Story, Majesty's 12-12-58). 

. SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Proqress Park, T'tre Royal E. (11-16-60). 
Little Darlings, Adelphi (ll-lS^O). 
Life of Party, Lyric H’smith (31 2260). 
Bride Comes Back, Vaude (11-25-60)'.: 

. CLOSED 
Importance Oscar, Apollo (10-21-60). 

Shepard Traiibe will direct the 
Broadway production of “A Glean 
Kill.” 

Ruth Bailey, operator of. the 
Cherry County Playhouse, Tra¬ 
verse City, Mich., is back from a 
European .script search. 

At -i N. Y. Shakespeare Festival 
luncheon last Thursday (10), open¬ 
ing a drive for “audience spon¬ 
sors,” Newbold Morris. N. Y. Com¬ 
missioner of Parks, revealed that 
the city would soon consider bids 
for the construction of the 2.500- 
seat Festival amphitheatre in Cen¬ 
tral Park for which the city has 
appropriated $225,000. 

Cyril Rltchard arrived In New 
York last Mobday (14) to confer 
with, producer Lee Guber on “The 
Happiest Girl in the World,” for 
which he Will be both director and 
star. The actor-director recently 
eros.” The Leo Kerz presentation 
Pleasure of His Company,” with 
co-author. Cornelia Otis Skinner as 

! co-star. 

Eugene Ionesco arrived in New 
York yesterday (Tues.) to attend 
rehearsals of his play “Rhinoc¬ 
eros.” The Leo Kerz prseentation 
is scheduled*to open, on Jnn. 5, 
probably at the Billy Rose Thea¬ 
tre, N. Y, 

Patricia Harty has succeeded 
Pat Stanley in “Fiorello” while 
the latter goes to Hollywood to 
appear in the film “Lady’s Man.” 

Edward Kook, president of Cen¬ 
tury Lighting, is due back in New 
York today (Wed.) after two days 
of work on the lighting for the 
new McCormick Place auditorium 
and theatre, Chicago. 

Hugh Walker ,-managing director 
of the O’Keefe Centre, Toronto, 
has been discharged from the 

j hospital after treatment for an 
1 ulcer’ He. is recuperating at home 
j and may be back on the job in 
- about. 10 days., 

“Miracle Worker” opened recent¬ 
ly at the Vasateatern. Stockholm, 

I Sweden, with Maj-Britt Nillson as 
[ Annie Sullivan, the role played on 
[.Broadway by Ann-e Bancroft. 
1 Connie Simon, Ruth Kaner and 
| Rauia .Scott, owners of the off- 
Broadway Actors Playhouse, N.Y., 
are offering a series of admission- 
free, Monday night presentations 
of Luigi Pirandello’s “The Man 
With the Flower in His Mouth” 
arid “The Vise” and Jean Girad- 
oiix’s “Paris Impromptu.” 

George Devine, co-director with 
Tony Richardson of “A Taste of 

Honey” on Broadway, is in Newr 
York from London to direct 4 
workshop production of Congreves 
“The Way of the World” at the In¬ 
stitute of Advanced Studies in tho 
Theatre Arts and to also lecture 
at the Institute. •“ 

Leif Erickson will appear with 
Helen Hayes in the Theatre Guild 
American Repertory company be- 

jing assembled by Lawrence I.ang- 
j ner for an overseas tour this spring 
! under the auspices of the Stale 
Dept, and ANTA.-:— 

Daniel Hineck’s projected Broad¬ 
way production of “A Season in 
Hell” has been' postponed until 
next season. 

Richard York has postponed un¬ 
til early February his off-Broad- 
way presentation of a musical ver¬ 
sion of “A Tree Grows in Brook¬ 
lyn.” Due to the delay, John 
Fearnley has withdrawn as direc¬ 
tor. 

3fartin Rubin, Kip Samuels and 
William S, Taylor, under the ban¬ 
ner TIRA Productions, have taken 
over the rights to Seyril Schochen’s 
musical, “The Tiger Rag,” from 
Drummond Productions. The play 

[has been scheduled for presenta- 
: tion off-Broadway in mid-January. 

Greer Johnson, author of “Whis- 
To Me,” which opens next is hos¬ 
pitalized with peritonitis. Monday 
<2D at the Players Theatre. N. Y. 

Lett Peterson’s “The Great 
Hunger” opened last Thursday (10) 
at the Centre' Stage Theatre, 
Toronto. Leo Orenstein and Rudi 

j Dorn are director and designer re- 
| spectively. 
! “A Trip Around the World,” fea¬ 
turing the Fred Berk Dancers, will 

,be presented Nov. 26 at the Paper 
Mill Playhouse, Millburn, N.J. as 
the third in a scries of children's 

1 shows. 
Frank Corsaro will direct pro¬ 

posed Broadway presentation of 
: William Inge’s “Natural Affection.”' 
| He’s already set to stage A. E. 
[Hotchner’s “Of Love and Death.” 
Henry Denker’s “Far Country” and 
Arthur Kopit’s “Oh Dad, Poor Dad, 
Mama’s Hung You in the Closet 
and I’m Feeling So Sad.” 

Roger L. Stevens has joined John 
Shubert as co-producer of “Back 
of the Slay,” the Howard Teich- 
mann comedy based on Orlana 
(Mrs. Brooks) Atkinson’s novel, 
“Over At Uncle Joe’s.” The play 
was previously titled “Julia, Jake 
and Uncle Joe.” 

Broadcast Music, Inc. 
congratulates 

RICK BESOYAN 

and the producers, the publisher, 

SUNBEAM MUSIC CORE, 

and the entire company of 

on their 

FIRST ANNIVERSARY 
NOVEMBER 18th 



LITERATI 

Literati 
Detroit Tirjtes* Foldo 

The. -Detroit Turn*-*. 3 Hearst. 
no-v -p tp.-r. v. bjqught. and closed 
!»v the I Vi rod last .week. 
T::e p**i.-h -p: v.ai not. di. 
etn<»; v. <** ffjknown v ha! di>- 
pO'Bimi would . m*de of the 
Turns hui-Mm-: !prrt**d in Time- 
S^pcr T'.e T:ni.*s has puV.iriicd 
in D Mo t tor 60 ye it - 

A 1 • • v of the ' 'trite- :-*v> 
}ur .* ;> a:>o>r| -ri by ,,e iv- 
n* i:r»::r 4 Dot o;r jr.ev. »n. per.'. Th.* 

■i’i i! uvuu >h panel*. and the 
rurring Fret* 5* os,. However, th 

gr»* s* in i; >n'“ a* I'itjws s> dim 
w*. -e-'.cura .i »!: ri. other cities-. 

T F.oo Pro-. his added an 
pi? iv erini »n. h eg the streels i(T 
4 ;>m. to ft-i et j •> compete v. it!: the 
I is: edition oi :!;e New s. Some 
nt ti.-e Tin. *<’ >':nd.rated Hearst 
odums.*' ii i* e beqn added t> the 
N\ »■ s t dii/irial content. long with, 
a fe"’ eonuev 

Tire Times died without being 
abie to print its nun obituary 
Sab' eas eosisumailed at 3 am. and 
employees were hotifirl by toie- 
gia n not to up' i'or work 
fat *: trial moi m 

CaFl Winston’s New One 
‘‘Mow to Run t Million In‘o a- 

Sloest: in.:.’’ sati on self-help 
vohi:r. *s Putrian-/ is authored by 
Carl Winston, veteran newsman, 
former N. V. Daily News and Sun¬ 
day Mirror Magazine staffer; also 
former assistant publicity manager 

’of Columbia Pictures in New York. 
Its illustrated by-the New Yoiker 
cartoonist. Richard Taylor. 

Winston was tap writer of the 
Wlnlek lira v be k “Goqmbye 
Piee/e'* letters -which appeared in 
the late Mark Heliingers column 
some 3U years ago; 

Len Levinson’s Book 
‘ Wall Street: A Pictorial His- 

tor\.” by Leonard-’Louis Levinson, 
will be brought out Dec. 2 under 
the Ziff-Davis imprint. 

Selling for $15. [the volume will 
co\er the "Street’'. from Peter 
Stuwesant’s day to the present via 
more than 6U0 pSictures in 9x12- 
ineli format. Text; will be supple-; 
niented with, articles by Keith 
Fun'ton. David Rockefeller .and 
other authorities. 

‘Just For iLaughs*' 
Adman Jack Faulhhber. who has 

vri'L*:: captions for countless, car¬ 
toon'. and Jack jIrvin. who has 
written gags lor tv and saloon 
comedians. ha\e collaborated on a 
sprightiv book Apprising some 
2.>00 gags and punchlines which 
thev title "Jug I'oy Laughs” i’Dou- 
h led ay . S3 95 Ii just th 

Want a category* for 3 situation 
speech, conventjop, banquet, pro¬ 
fessional or .amateur get-together? 
Name it and thejy've got it. all 
ne ;!•• cro's.sindexe.d into virtually 
everv cj’-'gory. ' ihe toppers are 
pungent oneliner?:. which can be 
elaborated’ as time and. cireum- 

, stance dictate. Humor- being flex- 
| ible, there are cross-references 
yder different subdivisions to other; 
I categories. It's also' a good- fu ' 
book to read and. certain to pro¬ 
duce several memorable toppers 
for anybody's personal repertory 
ol' ;Iu; Abel. 

History Can Be Fun 
The excellent “America's TsVe.” 

edited by Marjorie Lougley, Lot 
Siker-tein and Samuel . Towel 
'Simon & Schurter;. $12.50’.. roves 
that news and current history can. 
be' fun. Especially- these N/AY. 
Times staffer.' have. culled arid pre¬ 
sented lilts king.sized rcpii'C ot.-*'' 
century of 'cultural eve ts. report¬ 
ed by ntemporaiy observ.e-i.s_in 
the pages at the Times, from 1 ii31- 
195; . 

It is replete with, offset- repro¬ 
ductions ot original reviews Splays, 
film., books, opera, elc. original 
illustrations, first-hand reports of 
major news events, that, are arrest¬ 
ing no matter which arrests- 
the eye.-.Fiom.a critique of Roster 
& Bial s to Tony Taylor'S, front .a 

j.nev. s report of Valentino’s, funeral 
id” the opening of the-.Roxy, from 

! Mencken & Nathan to .Ernie Pyle 
"'and the Federal Theatre, and, so 

on down through the years a> this 
century grows older the "good 
gray Times” brings hisloryrtn-the- 
iriaking into retrospect and foe' 
It is to the ci'edit-..of;-perhaps Hie 
greaie-t djily newspaper. tint , i;. 
experts, reporters or. .reviewers, 
pundits or critics, were- amazingly 
sagacious in the prophecy and 
nifu-ance of all they;covered. 

"America's Taste” will not .only 
•be a fun book to read for retro¬ 
spection but w ill prove-of value for 
research. It Is fully indexed.. 

j Abel.. 

j Lee Mortimer’s Latest . 
1 N. Y'.. columnist I>e 

Mortimer's newest in the series. 
‘AVoinen Confidential-’ i Mcssrier; 
S3.95. is not dull reading. How' 
could it be with that, title? It’s a 
blend of shrewd- observation with 
Mortimers -o n variation^ on the 
Kinsey and Krafft-Kbing theses. 
Aecen ~ by no means on the 
femmes' rtue or virtues*; in. fact 
it’s vice versa -and you can elimi-.- 

; nat.e the ‘‘.versa” for the.most part-. 
With, the late editor Jack Lait., 

' Mortimer coauthored four "confi¬ 
dential’' books on behaviorism in 
New York. Chi. D. C .and -U. S. A. 
Alone he turned out. “Around The 
World- Confidehtiar’ and “New 
York Behind The Scenes.” 

Author's material is-sordid but 
astute and revealing. If also calls 
for not a little personal, courage in. 
light of the underworld characters 
lie attacks by name. He also; cites 
cage society and other rrames'iri no 
flattering manner. Book is replete 
with such synonyms for the al¬ 
legedly gentle sex as bims, broads, 
gunmolls, prosties: lie-shes. dames, 

lb-girls, madames. call-girls. There 

'A'RIETY 

Book Stocks 
( As of Nov, 15.1960, closing) 

Allyh &. Bacon. (OO. . .24 
American Book (AS). . 47 — . 
Book of Month (NY).. ,18 . 1* 

Ironde. Nast (NY). 
1 Crowell-C’ollier (NY)' 
' Grolier .."(OCT - 
] Harc’t, Brace (OC>.., 
■ Hearst (OC) ;.... 
; Holt. R&W (NY) ... 

.11'2+ 1 
34'-+ Ivh 

.37' »+ 2',; 

.29* s+ l's 

.12 — if 
48' i +- l*f 

L.A; Tinics Mirror;(00.24':.+- 1A 
iAIaefadden (AS) 
! Macmillan (O(') .. 
: McCall (NY) . 
McGraw-IIiiL (NY);, 

Yorker (OC); 
Frenticerliail .(.VS). 
Ranha House (OC) ; 
II. W. Sams OIL .. 

•••Ts Inc. (OC) . 
Western Pub (VI) .; 
World l:Ubv. 

F..iO'-+: 1A 
...53. + 2'A 

.. 32'A+. A 
...97 +10 

.93 + 3 
...35':.*+ 3 
...29:< i + 2' i 
. .:3;H-‘+ .} ■■• 

4 
.. 69' -.*+> 6 
. ., 13'.-2+ '. 4 

IjS^ Announcing the publication 

THE 
LONDON STAGE 

1660-1800 
A comprehensive view of plays, 
casts, box-receipts, contemporary 

comment, compiled from 
newspapers and theatrical 

diaries of the period 
PART 2:1700-1729 

Edited and with an introduction by Emmett L. Avert/, 
Part 2 —* the first section of - tills monumental work to 
be published — offers a lively view of the theatres, in 
early Eighteenth-Century London. The entire Work; 
to be completed within the next five years, will com¬ 
prise tcn-to-twelve volumes, each approximately 700 
pages, illustrated and indexed. All will be bound in 
buckram and stamped in genuine gold. 

Part 2 in two volumes. $50. 

! Order from your boobseder or write 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY PRESS 

Carbondale, HUnotg 

, .OC—Over-t!u‘-C.nmi.e'r ; 
]• -N:Y.-—N.Y. Stax'-!-, Kxtl.ange 
j AS—American-.Stock Fxchange 
| ?,i—Alui've't . 
| Note: Midwest and ..oyer-the- 
iCounu-r quotes1 are be Bid 
pi-Uv' . ___ 

also regional, national and global 
I breakdown^; and observations on 
dne subject, 'interlarded with 

1 aphorisiiis. • nd one’-liners, many f 
theiiv eulieii From -Mortime's pas 
column'. Abel. 

CHATTER 
Harry .'ions, editorial director of 

Holiday., tq London to conjer with 
tlve maga dne's British, authors, 

Mildred .'Milly Benneit, onetime 
featiir*''writer for the Sail Fran¬ 
cisco New * who later covered Rus¬ 
sia and. the Spanish. Civil1 War lor 
the old International News. Sery:- 
ive. du-d at Palo Alto; Cal., Nov. 6.: 
She was- 64. 
. . Vadiia Dibble, head of Cfee’s edir 
torial service department for the 

ast -25 years, appointed restaurant 
!.editor of the . magazine and. wiil 
-.write a weekly, coltim on win 
arid-d.ine spots;.- 

Roby H, Heard, ,38, riigiit editor 
.of the Los Angeles City News 
Service, who ’was w iking' on 

-neo-Nazi yoiith activity iii Shut hern 
CaUi.orn'ia iw liicli came to tv.e lore 
llirbu.gli ;picketing Sammy Davis. 
Jiv at the Huntington Hartford 
Theatre.. Hollywood', was found 
beaten to. death iri his Hollywood 
apartment. Police are questioning 
same, of the .extremists, whom 
Heard lrad been interviewing for 
his story; rib arrests.so far, 

•Preston--.W; A. Balmer. advertis: 
’ ing-manager of the'Regina 'Sask'. 
Leader-Post, rianied assistant to 

.-Michael Siftph, president of the 
■Leader-Post, and ‘the Saskatoon.- 

:Sask. i Star-Phoehix. He, w ill head- 
quarter.in'-Torontb, Grit. 

Boston Press C'liih elected Henry 
R.‘ ' Sanlosuosso, Bosi'on llerald- 
Travelef; advertising dept., presi¬ 
dent .succeeding' Alfred J. Mona-, 
hail, city - .editor, of the Boston 

, Glube. Reelected ’ John H. 
; Thompson, Tray e!er. ,, ..Charles, 
LeVeroni.' ilerald, treasurer, and 

• ' hies Calbgero,' AP, secretary; 
i board of directors: Monahan. Fran¬ 
cis Gallagher- Joe" Harrington and 
Charles Tarbi, 'all of the Globe: 
Jack Broudy, Traveler,, and. Mi¬ 
chael Kelly, Recprd-A.merican. . 

; Funk & Wagnalls has pactori Fa¬ 
ther Frederic. Gehring, the “Padre , 
of Guadalcanal,” to . do hi, life 
story for them. Book will be coJ. 
authored by Martin Abrams 
who did the same, job on the; Bar¬ 
ney Ross 'tome, “No- Mail Stands 
.Alone.”. 

Harold L. p.avis, 64,, who w 
■ the Pulitzer award for fiction 
1936 with the novel.; “Honey*, in tir. 
Horn,” died Oct. 3.1 in San' An- : 
tonio. . 

Hall Editions. Inc... authorized .to, 
conduct a'business in the uhiica- 
tion. and distrihution ' books in : 
New. -Y’ork. Addres. is -c o Hall 
Syndicate inc.:, N.Y, City, 

\yincent: Ci.Ross, vicech irman of 
Prentice-IInll. . named as a neyv 
member of .the board dl’ ssociate 
trustees . of St. Michael’s-College, 
Winooski; Yt., as. ■announced' by. 
Very Rev. Gerald E. Dupont, presi¬ 
dent of "‘the college:. 

. C. , S. i.Larry) Ilanson, *,p. and. 
ad.maitager of Look, elected to the 
board of - Cowles' .Magazines Inc., 
making him the 10'th board 
member.. 

PauL S’ei :’s hew book, “How 
To- Be Offensive To. Practically; 
Everybody,” published by Citadel 
Press, has a special chapter pn 
*vHo\v to insult yourself in "front; 
of strangers.” It also has a chap-; 
ter “The Critics Cornered” quoting! 
acid-tongue comments of play-1 
wrights, . actors, and a chapter on ! 
“Squelches,”: telling how various 
comics handle a heckler. 1 

Vetfnesday, November 16, 1960 

11 SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK J 
>+♦♦♦♦♦+♦♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ By Frank Scully+•» 

Palm Springs, Nov,. 15. 
Last w inter when i had my .face to: the. wall at the Houston Methodist, 

ilospital. looking for . number :that matched ..mine,, a book was; . 
published in; London by Cassell’s entilled. “Frank Harris” by :/Vincent 

...B.roiv.e. 
.1. wa. sent a review* from. the Lphdon. Times- becaus -it had 

mentioned me .and. not .unfavorably/Ilell;. I. gave one of .their. 
■ two."roluinn-.'.-' why should I. tuiuble out of bed oyer .a :gqod. notl 

Be>ides L was too bushed to be interested, ev'en .in:, obits.O 
Then last June He Leri Field Sent me-a Now*' York. Times review'' of 

an .American edition, of th ame. book; brought/out :by. Thotnas 
' Y'osel()ff. (sh:ii;leS Poore gaye it= a mixed noticb,’ figuring: that the. story- 

'.an-.downhill—-good in the- beginiiing,; n s.g. in tlie end. 
Dames and Dollars,, Harris Thome-SOngr. . . 

. But.not un-il the oilu'i'vday when-Norman1 Stuckey dispatched a.copy 
froin Beverly Hills did P see,the bnok. Golly. I’m all oyer .the: thing'! 
I open it and just about close, if:; It s a full-length portrait of the. bad 
hoy bi. inodern literature whose theme song, seemed to be .sex. from the.. 

; Sextet of .Lucre* Though Brooie bearsydow'n pretty-hard Ton. the Old 
'oar:-it's a v'erv- readable .contribution-to the niystcryv of the Tri>h. kid 

who made .dough as an American oowbOy and became the biackmailit'Vg, 
‘ damechasing.literary lion of London froin the end ot the. Viclorian ei' 
thriyueh the Edwardian interlude. 

Unlike Will Rogers,, who''vnOver met. a mah he- didn’t like, modern 
biographers- seem to do better picking ail' sort's; of. flaws in-their heroes. 
I thought Frank Harris was buried and forgotten, but the way Brom 
flays this dead'horse seems to’.bring----him back - to life> ., 

As it is. an old edict never fool with ah it I suppose it. would be n® ‘ 
point to Br me maki g a few coiTections at.-, this late date./; 

On the very first page be eh.-os .a fairly accurate*, -'description' of hiy 
llaboratin.g .With Harris in- Ilarri./ apartment in Nice, except I didn’t 
“day afier-day.” One look at that scUip, and a. second check that; it 

would continue.' and we dv.-erted Harris and took to. the. hills'to write: 
the Sh \v biography without benefit of the lord; and. master, 
' Oii page-211, after doing a pretty thorough job of telescoping Harris* 
life, desultory loves and pa>sioiiate addiction to literature Bronve writes: 

"It w.a.s:-a.tv.t'hisi'ppi-n.t'.that' tbe American joiirnalLst Frank Scully came 
into Harris’ life, Tlie '-precise • ua.ttf.re pf their meeting.: is not: recorded, 
but Harris had become, an■habituce of the Palais d.e.la Mediterranee,'. 
where Scully frequently went, nd it was;.inevitable that two me 

'ssionally; concerned with -writing', should want to knoiv each oilier, 
•they were nieeting freciuentl\;.. Tli.ey. \votild sit . at the table of the 

Palais de la YIediterra.hee.' talking about-■;life and literature, exchanging 
every kind of reriiiiiiscenCe. discussing, tlie books they* Would write ard ' 
the schemes which .would one. day makethem. rich. Wit bin a -few weeki; 
these speculations tpqk* a more.serious turh. It-.vvas a book theY^■■finally’ 
concentrated-upon.” /. 

It isn't tcrrioly; iin.portant; but. if BronV? Wanted t'O know'wliat brought, 
us together.,arid be ap.pareiUiy did. he: s.hould: lia.ve w-fitten: ard. asked, 
as ii. did for permission to. quote freely from my-“Rogues Gallery/ 

r England & Germany Bri g Them Together. 
Wliat brought us foge.iher wi .not a.iiy.schemes which; yyou'd make 

us rich,;It was simply that I tliouglit I. might---help, two,people; I \v.as 
convalescing from a* steenth: operation at Villa. Paulette .in Nice when 
John. Alaxw ell and. E A. Dupont' came to visit me.. Maxwell Was; 
pi’Csidei t of. BritLli International ..Piciures • and Dupont hadf moved;, 
over from. Germany, where, he had . made ‘ Variet.'’ to• direel 'pictur 
for B:I.P. 

They were wondering whether . I had run into anything .that could 
/ike a ,good, picture .for. them. At that tiiri.e B:LP:’s . ictufes Weren’t 

..e\en iriterur.bari-cdinplexiliat Ion mod larger tlian Big/Ben. 
Th.ese men 'adniilte.d.it.' aud wanted, to know what they: coul'd'--'do to: 

remedy-it.. I told them 'they could use Shakes ./shield and 
move/in behind him: ' 

They couldn't .see how.. Certainly' Shakespeare-s playS, at It*art to 
these meit at-"that' time, seemed like; nh picture*, -mate'*’* all. Rut 
they did;, admit that the- rijme had world magic. 

"Okav.” I said,, “do a picturc c-illed tlie ‘Love/ of Shakespeare.’” 
• This baffled, them, a hit-. 

*-Why. in this low ri-.”. I. said;-“there, is. an .old man wh<) has put more 
bone and tissue and heart-ihlt■o■•:’Shake^pea're;:.in■'t!l;re'e.■v.ol■ume•3. than/}oil 
eoulxl-use in. as ma . pietui e'.” - 

... 1 ’.told/them about Harris -“The. Man Rhakcspe'a’re,-" his “The Womeh 
’of SbakV-speare” .nd his play. The: play ywas caHed./’Shake/peafe arid 
His Lov ,” which I told them eoiild certainly be ii^ed as .a starter. They 
w anted tb ' kim.W if they could, get. hold of-..the play. I .told .them, f 
thought tlrev could for a few •thmisand bucks and With; tlii/ riiperty 
they could' huiId. 

Public Chinnp Nujnber One 
. All. my life. I'ye been the ciiuinp. who suggests .things and then 

becomes- a committee of one thousand tri carry- them put. On.my* cuff, 
I/didn’t w'ant to meef/Han:i>.'I knew’: enough of Jus.' rep ot to want 

it to rub off on nie. -But I had proriiised these■'inen. I 'would. So. I 
phoned,Harris. . 

The cly: of Harris, selling,'anytlVing i those days brought him to 
nie on the. run. 

Arid tliatls how/ I'riiet Frank Harm. -1 was not-a habitu'ee. qf the ' 
Palais de. la /Medilei ranee, nor did Harris and I sit at tables discussing 
life arid, literatirye and. di.'CuS'itvg the books w'e -yyquld write., or the 
money we Would make, i was either too damned busy or! too .damned 
sick/.tq-be’-indulging Jn that-Sort .of: 'illetantc hqgWash.. 

The only time w^e. sat- at ,a. sifiew/ilk cafe with Harris .was in,aceeding 
to bis wife Nellie’s, request that ybc.. w;e- could gct /hiiri to w-ork -hy* 

.doing it his way*,.,All I remoniljer it.-cbntribuled. to the Shaw biography* 
was ihat-Harris: carried a. silver flask and .\yhen /the /waiter brought .a 
irlriiik- Harris took hjs flask out; of his .hip. pocket .and spiked the ,drink. 
To .the biography of a teetotaler like Shaw; this would hardly be eye 
a fqritriote. 

‘Variety’ Gets: Into The Act 
On page 2'27 rthis is the Ca'Setl edifib.riy'Br ' . 'tells thy . 'Of a 

VafiiFTY 'MaximC ,-de Beix* correspondent' hiiitirig that iriy ..part in 
t he Shaw biographv had-'been lyitir un/e import ant; tin; . . riyqne knew, 
and lioyy .Nellie Harris rushed to Pa: is and London begging me. to deny 
this. \Ve make our quota, of .errors on AtabietV but we don’t dory ..the 
truth. So Nellie didn’t get. her denial, despite the fact tlri ' she. feared- 
"the publishers would 'suffer va.t losses” and 'Harris’ “reputatiou 

’/would be mined/’ 'Well, the publisher*? jnade .a lot of. money* .on the. 
book and Harris’ reputation;-'-'W-hicli- W/ 'already ruined! .enjoyed., 
-.small, measure of rchal)ilit : ion ' .. ..... 

Page 221 also,contains 'a. fooMiole-.tbat is in the. vein of the current 
vogue to conceal informer.-. - It rc.iriairrs to/add/’' :rit.es .Brome, “that 
at lcast two persons in the United States "w lm knevy Ilnfris* weli. ... . i:d 
Scully’s account as-seriously-' exaggerated, hold .firtrily* to the .’-'belief that 
Harris wrote the .greater part of ih> biography hrmrelf, arid point ..to" 
the style of the book, as in tlioir eyes, concl'u.Vive evidence." 

What, two persons? The only prie I cari t.hirik of :\vho is. iri-.the United 
States, arid who yvas in Nice at. the time and therefore who. knew at ;all 
what/was being done, was Alan Dowling; at 'that- time a poet. hut mor 
recently a Hollywood".'picture 'producer. He had. read ,my draft ' 

^manuscript, arid being an old ad-mirer/.oF-■Harris’ as well as erierous 
coritx'ibutor to the old rogue's maiiiteriance.. I asked, him/'.-to Weed out 
any obvious Scullyisnia in the script: This he did. 

Now* let’s have your witnesses. Mr; Brome, Don’t: let thein .hide 
behind that cloak of anonyiriity; Shaw, had his say, Harris his, I fine, 
and you yours. . 

I Make these others come out, come out; wherever they are. 
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Mr. arid MrS. Harold G., with a 
girl born yesterday (Tries.) in 
Newark, Del,,' made a grahdpop. of 
Harold (Variety)1 Erichs. 

Singer Mary Small bias opened a! 
public relations office.: \ 

Joey Bishop , musing: “What 
would happen if he was 'born in 
the White House and: moved to; a 
log cabin?”., 

Showman-broker. J'. Arthur War¬ 
ner and his wife, Aline, to Europe 

■on a 1 eisurely. trip, abroad the Con¬ 
stitution; . 

■Harry. D. Squires’ personal man¬ 
agement. billing, "The Man Behind 
the Man,” came through as a reg-. 
islered trademark from the U. S. 
patent Office. 

Harry Spiegel, ad-publicity chief 
for N...Y,' and Brooklyn Paramount 
theatres, still in Mt. Sinai hospital 
after four weeks for checkup. How¬ 
ever, he’s due to be1 discharged this 
week. 

Century Club, composed of lady 
theatregoers, having, a make-money 
.party Friday .(18) at the Commo¬ 
dore Hotel for benefit of: the En¬ 
glewood 'N.J.) Actors Fund Home, 

Alfred Lunt, Lynn Foritanne, 
Victor Mature, Hermipne Gin- 
gold, playwright Eugene Ionesco 
and violinist Nathan ;Milstein in 
from Europe yesterday (Tues.) on 
the . Queen Elizabeth: 

First grandson and second, grand¬ 
child to be born within eight days, 
makes. Arch Levy, N. Y. Music Hall 
b;o: treasurer, a grand-pappy for 
fourth time. Latest was born to 
his daughter, Mrs.. Robert Roth, in 
the Bronx;; 

Kitty. Carlisle ‘Mrs. Moss 4fartl. 
says the playwright, “looks fit” but 
Wellesley [Hospital (Toronto) medi¬ 
cos insisted he leave, on ar.stfeetcher 
for the train which brought him 
back to .his; Manhattan home. He 
was stricken- with a coronaily four’ 
weeks ago Th i l e rehearsing 
“Camelqt:” 1 

Pianist Frank, Glazer, protege 
and longtime friend of. irirdustrial- 
ist-showmari Alfred A. Strelsin 
(whose wife Dorothy Strelsin is a 
patron of the annual Shakespeare 
Festival in Central Park) is giving 
one of his concert recitals at Town 
Hall tonight (Wed.). Both .were 
raised in Milwaukee. 

Vet publicist Edward L. Bernays 
appointed to Carnegie Hall .boaid 
of trustees by May Robert F. 
Wagner.. He has figured in the 
establishment of the Lewjsohn Sta¬ 
dium: open air. concerts. . and 
through the Edward. L; Bernays 
Foundation contributed to. the free 

•Shakespearean performances in 
Central. Park. 

Playwright Arthur Kober is 
“beaver”-less once. a.g a i n and 
doesn’t look like of those "want¬ 
ed” beatnik, authors; it’s, the third 
time he trimmed his hirsute. adorn¬ 
ment* on a. dare.' This time the 
Great Shearing took place at Lee 
and Ira Gershwin’s BevHiils inanse 
when the lyricist /-was-' demonstrat¬ 
ing a new electric razor. . 

Louis. R. . Lurie ; >n route from 
his native Frisco to Chi and Palm 
Beach,, latterly for a Fairbanks, 
Morse board meeting; and "will 
probably cut out ShubCrt Alley,” 
says he, "because while I dis¬ 
carded _ Mae West corset pm 
now wearing a steel brace fore aft, 
as result of that bum back, and 
it. just, doesn’t feel good]” 

. John Shubert,. vicepresident of 
Select. Theatres Corp., elected to 
the board of trustees of Graiid Cen¬ 
tral Hospital. .Hospitai president 
Ha.rry E;. Gould is enlarging it's: 
board of trustees with addition of. 
outstanding representatives of 
“commercial arid industrial enter¬ 
prises located in Manhattan, the 
area served by medical 
facilities;” 

The Walldbrfkeller in the Wal¬ 
dorf-Astoria is a new German 
restaurant scheduled for Dec; 6 
premiere in the area that was for¬ 
merly the Men’s Bar. Latter has 
been supplanted by a Bulls & Bears 
eatery >men only for lunch): Click 
of the German rathskeller in the 
Beverley Hilton, in .BevHiils,- pre^ 
sumably keyed this new addition 
to the W-A. 

John Mullins, Denver tv station 
owner with western amusement 
park operations experience, is sit¬ 
ting in as a friendly consultant on 
Webb; & Knapp’s future Freedom- 
land [plans and, if things jell, he 

’ill become top boss of the Bronx 
amusement park, aided by Russ 
Levy, as No. 1 administrative as¬ 
sistant, and George Bennett the 
Zeckendorf -Hotels overall pub-ad 
veePee. 

Novelist Norman Mailer was ar¬ 
rested dyer the weekend bn com-: 

. plaint of Birdland .manager who 
refused to accept a credit card,for 
a $7[50 liquor bill: Manager ex¬ 

plained that he Is not permitted to 
accept credit [ cards for chebks bn 
which there are liquor charges. 
Mailer, . paroled in Magistrate's 
Court for-a hearing on Nov. 27,; 
pleaded ; not guilty, - deny in g th at 
hb used riide language; Mailer is 
involved in the [committee; of writ¬ 
ers arid. editprs in [drafting a plea 
to Gov. Rockefeller to inquire into, 
police operations iri N. Y. City. 

Australia 
■ By. Eric Gorrick .. 
(Film House, Sydney) . 

The hew Chevron-Hiltbn hotel 
at Kings Cross, Sydney, is setting 
big'floor shows as a. tourist gim¬ 
mick. 
' “Psycho” (Par) continues to out- 
gross “10. Commandments” (Par) 
at Prince Edward, Sydney; 

Sir Frank Tait. m.d. of J. [G. Wil¬ 
liamson Ltd., back at his . Mel¬ 
bourne base after world talent 
looksee. 

Greater Union Theatres on deal 
with Columbia will spot “Anatomy 
of , a Murder" in 23 key suburban 
cinemas this month. 

“My Fair Lady” ran Up 700 per¬ 
formances at Her Majesty’s, Mel¬ 
bourne, for J. G. Williamson Ltd. 
Show now goes on the. road. 

Hoyts’ . pic loop;: is . spotting 
several Metro pix presently, Mean¬ 
time, this loop and Dnited Artists 
are still dickering over new con¬ 
tract terms. 

Mo Rothman, Columbia foreign 
exec,. will spend one week here 
late in November looking over lo¬ 
cal setup. Rothman will also visit 
New Zealand before returning 
home. 

Norman B; Rydge, chief, of 
Greater Union Theatres, moves 
into, a plush new Sydney home: 
Rvdge. is reported the wealthiest- 
man. in Aussie show biz, quite 
apart f rofn his many commercial 
interests. 

London 
(HYDe Parle, 4501/2/3/ 

.. Ball of Year1 Is to be held at the 
May Fair Hotel on New Year’s Eve. 

! Sam Jaffe and Terence Rattigan 
in from the U; S. on the Queen 

, Elizabeth. 

Shelley Winters due In to start 
! her role in “Lolita,” wThieh Stanley 
| Kubrick is to direct at Elstree. 

Melinri Mercouri and Jules Das- 
sin due in this Week for the. Lon¬ 
don Pavilion launching of “Never 
On Sunday,” 

! Swedish-American baliadeer and 
folk-singer, William Clauson, makes 
his Royal Festival Hall debut next 
Sunday '20). 

' Jack Carter opened a founveek 
season at the Pigalle last Monday 
(14). Also bn the bill are the 
Barry Sisters plus Tanyai & Biagi. 

Louis Scott and Jack Payne, 
launched their new Persian Room, 
at the Empress Club with a trio of 
parties, starting, last Monday (14). 

1 German star Elke Sommer, cur¬ 
rently filming in "Don’t. Bother To 

(Knock,” Signed , on a long termer 
by Associated British Elstree Stu¬ 
dios. 

1 Max Bygraves playing, his first 
’ strictly straight screen role in: Bry- 
1 anston’s “Spare the Rod” which 
! went into production at Shepper- 
1 ton last Week. 
j Trying Allen tossed a Dorchester 
' reception for Jamie Uys, the. South 
' African producer whose “Rip Van 
i Wyk” was shown at the Comriion- 
! wealth; Film Week last Week, 
j Kathleen McAndrew joined Co- 
iluiribia on a special publicity as¬ 
signment to coordinate campaign 
[plans for European preem of 
!“Pepe.” She Was with Metro for 
11 years. 

fbr rolt In “Katild/* directed by 
Howard Hawki; Jose Quintero In 
to prep "Roman Spring of Mrs. 
Stone’’; Cornel Wilde to N.Y. after 
Winding "Constantine the Great”; 
Arthur Lubin and "Thief of Bagh¬ 
dad” unit due back from Tunis 
soon; Haya Harareet In town to 
star In Frank Borzage’s "Atlantis"; 
and G. M. Scotese to New York to 
start shooting "America at Night ’ 
(Italcaribe). 

Hollywood 

... By Gene Moskowitz 
(66 Arc Breteuil, SUF 5920).... 

Jean Co:cteau Writing ; his 
memoirs which will only : be pub¬ 
lished after his death. 

Jessie Royce Landis In for a fea¬ 
tured role ' "Do You.. Like 
Brahrris?”[ now rolling here! 

Lionel Rogosin’s “Qri The 
Bowery” into the arty La Pagode 
here. 

Jean-Loriis Trintignant to Rome 
Where? he will star opposite Haya 
Harareet in Frank Borzage’s pic, 
“Atlantide.” 

Mel Ferrei; to play opposite 
Sophia Loren in the French-Italian 
“Madairie Sans-Gene.” Christian- 
Jaque directs. , 
. Because of film chores, Yves. 
Montand does not. expect tb do. a 
one-man siiiging show here before 
late 1961 or ’62. 

Alfred Hitchcock’s oldie, "The 
Lady Vanishes,” , being revived .in 
a ..first-run house as his latest, 
"Psycho" (Par) opens at a theatre, 
nearby. 

jean Anouilh’s play "Becket” 
may not: be able to go on in Italy 
Where it has come into, censorship 
troubles though in its last stages of 
rehearsal. 
. John Berry,- long Yank resident 
here, has written a novel, "We’ll 
Meet Some Day,’’ about a Jewish 
concentration: camp prisoner. Who 
gets [vengeance on an SS guard 
years later. Berry hopes to turn it 
into a pic. Will direct a French, pic 
early next year With Curt Jurgens, 
“The Price of Silence.? 

By FoiTest Duke 
(DUdley 4-4141) 

Desert Inn exec director Moe 
Dalitz elected Chief Barker of 
local Variety Tent 39. 

Dave Apollon, who heads his 
group of strolling strings in lounge 
at Wilbur -Clark’s Desert Inn, 
started his fourth year on the 
stint. 

MaTy Kaye Trio, now heading 
i. Sahara ..Casbar Theatre, has only- 
eight weeks of open time between 
now and 1962, and: it’s being held 
for dates in N.Y. and. London. 

George Rock Sextet such a 
smash .in current Sahara Ca^bar 
gig it’s booked for another seven 
framer'there Jan. 10. Meanwhile, 
group does a reprise at Harrah's 
Reno iri. between. 

Annelle Stevens,: sister to Jean. 
Magowan of the . Dunes publicity 
department, signed to emote .op¬ 
posite in the Jimmy Stewart star- 
rer, "Tw Rbde Together,” now 
on location in Texas. 

Mike Henry; son of Silver Slip¬ 
per top banana Hank Henry, at¬ 
tending school in Lubbock, arid 
is somewhat of a celeb in the Texas 
City because of his. role in art 
.film, "Not. Tonight, Henry” with 
Hank. 

By Jerry Gaghan 
(319 N. 18th St., Locust 4-4848) 

Leopold Stokowski guests with 
the[ Philadelphia Oreh here, Jan. 
6-7 and in Carnegie Hall, N.Y., Jan. 
10. 

The Chancellor Room changed 
hands; Bob Peleggi and Marty 
Notic took over the room from Bob 
Mareucci. 

Caskie Stinnett, Holiday stager, 
set. deal to have his satirical novel, 
“Out of the Red,” made into a 
Broadway musical. 

Nat King Cole to make his first 
stage appearance here with his 
book show, “I’m with You” at 
Shubert in January.* 

Arnold Orsatti renovating his 
Upstairs Room and presenting 
name acts coupled with chorus 
line, the only nitery chorines in 
city. 

Reps from press, radio, tv and 
the industry attended a welcome 
back party for Irv Blumberg, who 
recently returned to the WB press 
staff. 
' Artur Rubinstein and Sol Hurok 

will receive honorary degrees in 
January from the city’s oldest 
private music school — the Phila¬ 
delphia Musical Academy. 

Lee Guber and Frank Ford, 
Music Fair operators, formed a 
couple of stage production compa¬ 
nies, called Carol and Sheldon, 
names of .Guhef’s youngsters. 

Mildred Martin, vet film critic 
of. Philadelphia Inquirer, resigning 
effective June 28 to live in England 
and work on musical with husband 
Herbert Dunkerley, British-born 
composer; 

Japs’ Nichigeki 
55S5S Continued, from page 69 

LVke” number’ arid called 
“Funky Jazz.’’ 

Conductor Tadaosa Ono Will lead 
a British orchestra, for ‘‘Tokyo 
1961.” The setsr props arid cos¬ 
tumes Will be shipped from Japan- 
sturdier sets being built expressly 
for the tour! Gorlinsky, here to ket. 
final arrangements, Said that, trans¬ 
portation alone .will set him. back 
$70,000. 

The 25-week' guaranteed contract 
calls for . a week of [rehearsals in 
England and ' six [months-, of per¬ 
formances. The troupe has to re¬ 
turn by June. 10 for the Nichigeki’s 
next Summer .Dance, and Gorlin¬ 
sky. Was . therefore unable to ob¬ 
tain options. 

During the absence of the tour¬ 
ing performers, the Nichigeki 
Theatre Will be closed from Nov. 
27 to [the New Year holiday for a 
month of remodeling. Other mem¬ 
bers of the NpT will provide the 

I talent for Nichigeki: shows during 
•the first half of 1961. 

Rome 
By .Robert F. Hawkins 
(Sta mpa Estera; 6759.06 ) 

Rudolf Firkusny, Yank pianist, 
set lor series of concerts; in Rome, 
Naples and Veronal 

Gene Ruggiero. (Post Produc¬ 
tions) will personally supervise all 
editing of Joseph Levine’s pro?, 
ductions for coming year; 

Anna. Magnarii, Who may return 
to Italian legit “sooner than. you. 
thirik,” is reading Scripts for a 1961 
spring or summer pic to be'made 
in U.S. .. 

Robert Aldricb cast John Mills 
in his upcoming; "Cross of Iron.” 
Aldrich is /here tri direct. Titanus’-. 
Levine opus, ‘‘Last, Days of Sodom 
and Gomorrah.” 

Sophia Loren dubbing, herself 
into Italo version of "Bay of 
Naples'! (Par), having just finished 
shooting "Two Women” under di¬ 
rection of Vittorio DeSica. 

Mario Zampi bias taken his "Five 
Golden ..Hours” unit, including 
George Sanders, Ernie.: Kovacs and 

’ Cyd Chansse, to ■ London for iri- 
teriors on the - Avers Product ion. 

Alberto Sordi, who got raves for 
his work in Dirio DeLaurentiis’ 
just-released "Brick Home.” booked 
by producer for two more , pix, 
"Two Colonels” arid "II Prete 
Bello.’* 

Iri-and-out-of-Rome; Roger Via-, 
dim and Annette Stroyberg in for 
pact talks with Dino DeLaureritiis; 
Annie Girardot to Paris for Marcel. 
Achard’s "Idiot”; Carlo . Pop* i 

j Paris;. Elsa Martinelli to • kenj a; 

Van Heflin in from Paris. 

Frank P. Rosenberg left for 
Rome. 

David Rose returned from Edin¬ 
burgh. 

Robert Taylor underwent minor 
surgery. 

Walter Lantz back from sixweek 
Far East trek. 

Howard Keel off to Munich for 
"Armored Command.” 

Sam Howard and Jerry Colman 
formed new talent agcncy[ 

Russ Jondreau appointed sales- 
promotion manager at KDAY. 

Thomas W. Sarnoffs and Hal 
Sawyers on South Pacific trek. 

Julian Blaustein returned from 
“Four Horsemen” location in Paris. 

D. A. Doran back from special 
assignment for Paramount in Eu¬ 
rope. 

Jack Hawkins in from London 
for “Spinster” assignment at Met¬ 
ro. 

Don Balsamo upped from ac¬ 
count exec to sales manager at 
KHJ-TV. 

Jayne Mansfield home from 
Greece location on “It Happened 
in Athens.” 

Jean Simmons and Richard 
Brooks to Paris on combined hon- 
eymoon-biz trip. 

Barbara Rush named Hollywood 
chairman for Tuberculosis Assn.. 
Christmas Seal Drive. 

Mrs. Ed Sullivan and Mrs. Low 
Landers, respectively, set as vice 
chairmen of fund-raising activities 
on East and West Coast for Little 
Saints’ Ranch Building Fund cam¬ 
paign. 

Tel Aw 
Laslo Vadnay, Hollywood script¬ 

writer, here for a short visit otter 
‘Tt.[ Happened in Athens” <20th) 
shooting in Greece. 

French chansonsier Mick Micheyl 
concert in Habima Hall; first half 
of program comprising Spanish 
.dancers Eduardo & Navarra. 

First Mexican Film Festival in 
Israel at huge Tel Aviv cinema 
Under patronage of Israel Foreign 
Minister Mrs. Golda Meyer and 
Mexican Ambassador Gorge Dae- 
ssle Segura. 

“West Side Story” may be per¬ 
formed here with present Broad¬ 
way cast next January and Feb¬ 
ruary. Israeli impresario . Giora 
Godik has contract signed with 
American, producers of musical. 
According to agreement, after 
Israel the troupe will appear in 
Turkey, Greece and possibly other 
European countries. 

Shows Abroad 
S5S Continued from page 73 

She Stoops to Conquer 
but as outright farce. That may be 
justifiable, ] but farce requires 
severe discipline, and in. this case 
the performance frequently verges 
on caricature, with various styles 
that^ sometimes fail to blend. 

Oliver j Goldsmith’s comedy 
[comes over as a rollicking romp, 
however, to the taste of an audi¬ 
ence that may be at least partly 
drawn by curiosity to see rock ’n’ 
roll singer Tommy Steele making 
his first: stab at legit acting. The 
vocalist star is an engaging Tony 
Lumpkin, but though his exuber¬ 
ance carries him through, he lacks 
the range to make the role more 
than a. cheery city slicker, instead 
of the country lout. 

Peggy Mount, formidable in size 
and attack, also brings pantomime 
technique to the part of Mrs. 
Hardcastle, getting yocks, but oc¬ 
casionally throwing the play out 
of balance. There are excellent 
performances, however, by Judi 
Dench as a pert, attractive Kate, 
John Humphrey and Michael 

(DElaware 7-4984) 

Herb Lyon notching sixth annl 
as the Tribune’s gossiper. 

Lina Hammer, freelancing, tub 
thumped for comedienne Phyllis. 
Diller's now-winding Mr. Kelly’s 
date. 

Harry Belafonte and his revue 
due at the Opera House week of 
Dec. 5, under impresario Harry 
Zelzer’s banner. 

Shelly Kasten, ex-partner In 
Cloister nitery here, tapped to 
operate the Playboy (mag) key 
club, contemplated for L.A. 

Vic Wilmot opened his own pub¬ 
licity shop and continues to handle 
Edgewater Beach Hotel (including 
its Polynesian Village supperclub. 

“An Evening with Burgess Mere¬ 
dith,” actor’s lectern-tourer, re¬ 
turns to city Nov. 22 for a Shaw 
Society one-nighter at the Happy 
Medium. 

Phil Ford & Mimi Hines top anni 
awards bash of Chi Art Directors 
Club Monday (21) at Palmer 
House. Newscaster Alex Dreier 
emsees affair. 

Aian Ribback, Gate of Horn 
operator, hosting soiree tomorrow 
(Thurs.) for club’s longtime pressr 
agent Barbara Siegel, who’s bound 
for residence in London, Eng. 

Carol Channing. Jerry Lewis, 
Vic Dainone, Jeanne Diamond and 
Skitch Henderson lined up for Sat¬ 
urday night’s (19) Sun-Times Har¬ 
vest Moon Fest at the Stadium. 

Palm Springs 
By’A. P. Scully 

(Tel.: FAirview 4-1828) 

Biz picking up finally. 
Crying towels all over town, biz 

so bad. 
Ernie Glaser back in town, man¬ 

aging new Riviera. 
Marguerite Chapman to Ft. 

Worth for "The Women.” 
Teddy Hart busy renovating a 

legit house in Holly^bod. 
Belafonte’s Folk Singers did 

okay without him at Indio. 
Darren McGavin being congratu¬ 

lated on his Riverboat show. 
Hugh O’Brian checking on Whis¬ 

pering Waters, he being part own¬ 
er. 

Harry Joe Brown in the village 
as much as in Hollywood these 
days. 

. Alfred Hitchcock stashed his 
dogs at Desert Hot Springs hound 
ranch. 

Raoul and Gustavo joined Clessa 
Williams and the Wally Harpist 
Trio at Hilltop Room?' 

George Laine after city fathers 
Meacham convincingly In period for turning down use of Playhouse 
as the young mien. . ;to Martin Beck for 45 days of legit. 

1 Nicholas Meredith! is delightful) El Mirador, now billed as Ray 
l as Hardcastle, even though he j Ryan’s, he having bought out part- 
| plays the character with [morejners. Chuck Travis Quartet with 
dignity and less irritation’ than j Janie Saylor booked there, 

j usual. Osbert Lancaster’s decor 1 George Ringwald quit Riverside 
arid costumes are among the satis-(Enterprise to edit Palm Springs 
factory features of an offbeat but |tifex Will Thorne moving over 

j entertaining product ion. Rich. * }iFmlafco4a-iake luapitm. 
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Off-Broadway Reviews 
s Continued from paga 72; 

She Sloops to C onquer thor's record as a plot twister, 

»v»0«pr»tPit as: her loutish son :!®vctl the non-suspect figures as 
Juliet Randall aihd Ted van Griet- tl>e possible murderer. This could. 
Iilivsen are believable as the sec- be 8reat for suspense except that 
ondarv romantic-;couple and Albert ^i5!s Christies effort^ to'-cast.■•sus-. 

g"? pomp°US Mr;,i$S a"dtfte^Wle meet,: _ 

In general. this is an evening , anicul maneuvering of the plot is i ni0re successful packages on the 
for theatre devotees, hut b> no P re annoying than interesting.‘campus has been the Mort.Salil- 
nieans a treat br -average show- . In addition, certain, elements of yLiineliters setup;'-which- has scored 

music to. Individual singers, com¬ 
plete.operas, song groups, jazz Out¬ 
fits and with; daiice bands in the 
minority. The activity also ranges 
from events with the official school 
imprimatur to smaller soirees spon¬ 
sored by fraternities. 

One of the leading grossers on 
the cahipus is of course, the Kings¬ 
ton Trio with individuals, such as 
the new wave comics also at the 

, top: The fees for a package have 
! gone as high as $5,000. One of the 

goers. Ho be. 

ll<»dfla lialiler 
David lF>ss presentation of tiiree:act 

lav. b\ Henrik Ibsen, translated troin 
tlie Norwegian b> Mirhael Mejer. Staged 
b\ Ross: costumes.!1 Theoni V. Aldredee. 
Stars Anne Meacham. features Lois 
Holmes. Al-nk Lenatd, Lori March. .Lester 
Rawlins. Frederick jRoir. Opened No\. 9, 
*tt). at the Fourth [Street Theatre. N.Y.; 

•rla 
Tesmani 

Hie. story are confusing^ In fact,;: heavily with. collegians off the 
!the situation on which the yarn is [campus as well, 
threaded- isn't convincing, Froii^| The appeal to College groups has 
what's divulged at the end Qf the ; become a criterion upon which a 
play, it seems that orte^ murder ! concert impresario will cast a pack- 
tould. have been avoided ,by a P°"..4ge The. collegian will just as lief 
lice representative. The .delayed- ^ g .a-\vpy..Trdm’.-t.he‘iViCd halls to at-, 
attempt of another murder is.; ten da concert' in which lie:, is in- 
rigged plotting. since, therms no ‘ tested. Thus, it hasbecome th 
indication the. murderer has to Pf_:i.preyaiii1ig belief that some of the 

it as ah ANT A production.- The. 
situation will probably be reversed 
on Broadway, with billing listing It 
as an ANTA presentation of a 
Whitehead-Stevehs' production. 

Oscar bl.eseh, general manager 
for the Producers Theatre; will, 
continue in that capacity, When. 
ANTA takes over the production. 
Willard Swire, executive director: 
of ANTA. will work with Olesen on 
the venture when it; hits Broadway. 
ANTA ‘has previously been.; in¬ 
volved in. legit production, notably 

[With its ANTA Play series several 
: tears ago, of .which Whitehead was 
managing director: 

Oeoi «e Teaman 
Hedd.t . 
Mrs. The:» Fix -.1 
Jud^«> Bi.uk 
Elicit I.oex bnt H 

'liMb-cth T^dquboun .tablish the identity of the would- _ digger packages, such as the Sliel- 
i.cstci; iiavyiirts be victinv. i ley..-Berman and Sahl- concerts. 

Coast ASCAP 
isssss Continued fronl :p»;*:S5ssi 

All they want. Is jmpre perform¬ 
ance recognition. BiWl seems to 
offer this to these individuals at 
this time.. 

The meeting.as a whole was In¬ 
formative but redundant since it 
repeated to the membership all 
that, had already been said !via. 
mail. As Adams put it “we did 
not ask for the Consent Decree;” 
But as some of the. members after 

The conclave put it, “neither: drd: 
'we.** . . 

: But even so, the general feeling 
is that much lias still to be ironed 
out before the organization can 
truly work in unison. While the 
ASCAP officials held the dais and 
spoke of “faith in ASCAP,” the. un¬ 
dercurrent was felt by the dissi¬ 
dentsthat, were sti 11 dissatisfied by 

A mi** 
iiawiins be victinv.. _ 

.....'i1 MariTi If that is an erroneous impfes- . have made big indentations in col- 
i rccicmk Hull sion there’s no apparent reason for jiege grosseseven when playing the 

Maik Lenina ^ie delay in the attempted mUrdciyj larger auditoriums within easy 
except to. keep the play running ; reach of collegiates. 

ha, launched (vis projected, cycle Thp a«enHeS >re e5,H'<'blly M|>' 

Produc er-director David Ro.ss 

of Ibsen plays \ith a nearly im- ul.c inv°iv^11^ . py with. the huge increa.se in. this- 
peccable production of "Hedda "ho escapes from the clutches ot kind of revenue, inasmuch as both 
Gabler,” skillfully acted and neatly , tl10 murderer. the. rules-Of the American Fedefa- 
staged. That the! evening eventual-- The overall performance, is un- • tibn of Musicians and- the Ameri-: 
ly winds up as a! cold puzzler must even. Angela Thornton is. good a,s can Guild of Variety Ariisfs recog- 
be the tault of Ibsen, since Michael a. young wife, who Tuns, a guest- nize the .special problems of bpok- 
Meyer’s new translation from the house with -hOr husbaud. John . ing many, one-niters and permit 
Norweigian is al^out as clean and; Wy.n.ne-Evans .is diverting ..as -an ih-i-c.pinniissipirs'-up-.-td: 20re tiistead of. 
uncluttered as anyone could uis-h— secure: flighty, young guest . .and. ffie jiy> ml iVt nt st kinds of 
that is. anyone wlio was ever spoon- Margare.tta Warwick. John ScanlbiT bqok.ihgs. 
fed on William Archer's musty 19th and Barbara. Stanton are pka> as | ■ js Aspect of.' the business Is 
century version. other roomers. Not registeringtooexpected/' to grow further. The 

The problem remains Hedda her- strongly, however, are John Irving | g?pn(.|^. p0jnt out that many of 
self. F;»r just about two acts, she as the husband, Allen Joseph as. 11PU. entertainment trends are 
is a well reali/Vd character, the an unexpected guest arid Barry • itiafed. at the colleges and there- 
kizid of hiiioi'J frustrated andas. a detective setgeantv - tlic .sirouth potential is- still 
bored queen bee jivho may be-found j paul Morrisou’s living room, set huge.- The campus . can support, 
buzzing around Mmost any subur-, is excellent. Adrian Half directed, many forms Of entertainment and 
ban community j today. Suddenly, j Although “Mousetrap” has... its at the same time, give its support 
however. Hedda [goes wildly irra- -flaVvs jt obviously has popular ap- to events held in the larger spots! 
tional. l'he .neurolie becomes a psy- poai as evidenced bv its record 'The trick is. say the percehters, 
chotie and sympathy and compas-; imndon run. The Ambassadors, iff* - find a ibrmula br package that ap- 
sion go trailing ihto the vyings. By. (-identally. is a 450-seater. The peals. the students, and. then, 
the time she retires to the next; Maidman Playhouse, where the book it within, their reach; 
room to put a bijllet to her breast s|l0\v is berthed off-Broadway is a , . : 

merely that ex- in.q-seater. Considering its cast, : 
the play 

the impression 
pedienev has trifimphed, for how 
else could the curtain be brought 
(low n? j: 

The difficulty seems to lie in tlie 
fact that in the opening scenes lb-, 
sen has drawn af vivid but -small; 
woman who is ^ater required to1 

beitave in a grand and tragic man-; 
ner. In the title!.role, Anne Mea-' 

19 9-sea ter. Considering 
aiid set requirements, 
should be a good bet. for tlie stock 
and aniateur market. Jess. ■ 

ANTA 
si t o from pa?e 1 —^ 

roved, by. the ANTA board, .of 

' which Robert W. Dowling is chair- 

Steveris is treasurer of. tlie 

Kelfinil ll»o Wall 
Am*v,n K-l>.i:chnik (in 'association %vith 

nti-.-ir Jordan) piiVscntatioii 'of! a new 
i'jina Iji Kenneth Green. Staged by 
' .-b.iti hiuU. designed by Richard Bianchi: '•bh«*jini/*Hii»n and WhrtMinad Is ll< 

chain is tine, a handsome woman ii-zh-.mg by Robert l. Bensoii. opened .7 
Oil :,i. ’’to. at the Jan Hus Playhouse, viee-proMCU'nt. The tneatre, accordr 

Ronnie Tours > ai^.ANTA representative. 
Charles Saari has considerably greater mortgage 

ciiude"tiei.sViie vaIue than covered by the existing 
e,s1w- Bemiy e 0 itlejs bonded obligation... The first,mort- 

—- ; .age^"on the,.property is held by the 
If it were as easy to dramatize ! Shubens and the second by Dowl¬ 

as it is to sympathize, there would • ing,- 
he a lot of good playwrights, and ; All in me from the Broadway 
Kenneth. Green, might well be one ,Tn of --Tin- Conquering Hero’' will 
of the best. It takes' mor thari t} ,\xTa. Out-of that revenue. 

of blue steel and^ sharp sense of 
irom. In fact, she almost succeeds 
in bridgin' fie neurotic-psychotic 
gap in the ^eriptl; 

Whether -nakiiig caustic com- 
ment>» about her aunt’s new hat 
or taking a pot shot at a potential 
lover, the actress manages to sug¬ 
gest the sort of! inner fury and 
crazy passion which Ibsen’s pro¬ 
saic dialog never suggests. Says . • , , ,, ^ y- —-- .- 
Hedda at a crucial point, “How is good will to .hold the attenupn ol the orgahr/atipn. will pay the op¬ 
al! this going to! end?’’ She 31*0.^ a Paying audience, however. Vafing costs of the show and tin*, 
turns on her husband with, “I only ] “Behind the Wall” tells.top much ... \ .. The show’s deal for the. 
did it for your sake, George.” This and demonstrates, too little: Very house is . on a “four walls” bn.\is, 
is tune-in-tomorrpw talk. little action occurs onstage. The ; All subsid.ary. rights to the proif 

Miss Meacham's performance, five children who make up the cast :fty are owned by the Whitehead- 
fine as it is, represents a genuine mostly talk about their lives-in th Stevens corporation, but ANTA un- 
triumph considering what must; Warsaw ghetto.. A girl is killed by der certain . circumstances, ,will be. 
have seemed insurmountable difff the Nazis, the. final decision is entitled to share, in "subsidiary 
culties. She was called on only two made to allow the four remaining revenues. 
days’ notice, after Swedish-born children to escape before the filial.': Althoir»h a registration ate- 
British star Mai Zeterling had col- i futile, heroic.battle begins, but the n,enl. waJ fited bv Producers Tlica" 
lapsed from exliaastion. and. not- events occur offstage, “ tie several .months ago with the 
only got .up in t.ie part in time to; Amnon Kabatchnik’ 'directior.!.Securities & -Exchange Commi.s>ion 
go on wathout a ho-^ponment. but doesn’t overcome this difficulty, for a .limited partnership olTeriivr 
is giving a fuhy-r^alized portrayal. | Although tlie staging is sensitive of S30i):0()6 (with' provisi for 

;; j enough to the nuances of.the play, 20"r ' overcalh to. finance the pro-; 
F lit doesn’t-allow for the physical 'ductiph of^"The Conquering Hero,” 

Till* MftUSC^Irap ! limitations of the Jan Hus. Much'; it’S: understood the . presentation 
Rfit)o-r» i). ryidstoi:!. m association wit*? of the. action occurs “low;” pn the! has since been independently capi- 

t’ne children: seated.,- talized by "the Wliiteliead-Stiwens 
crouched down in one cor iioh. 

4-aa.-wfiss:' corn<'r ^.‘'If i!if *? -.nrsievi-ns« 
Evans. .J ir.tasot'a Warwick. Barbara me no platforms Or levels, the jiei-pd in Pi-ndiiners Thpifi-a vx itli 
S'anton. John- s-anion. AUen Joseph. | audience tends to haVe difftcultv vl , noquctis iiieatie Wltll 
Open-d Nnv. 5. •«„. ct the Maidman vuy± rr^i■ ^-J® '-ai- cuu>-, Dowling,, president of City Tnvesi- 
house. NY; SUM t-(p F,id.i.v and Satur- i seeing Wliat.S gOlllg. On. - • - 
dav :ns;!sts; S4.YJ vvebknifihts (ST 30 open- ' 
Ingt 
Mollie R.d-d 

Dramafisls-Uague 
ConUnued froln page 69 

second meeting' between- the’.two 

groups has not. been set. 

The toll; tv payment -to authors., the proceedings.. Why they didn.’t 
ahiohg “certain firm policies !speak upV.at the meeting was' an- 

governing the leasing of material” rswered at the post-meeting brunch 

to that field reported bv the Guild- by.4^ral. m^jbers. ... 
. -.1 .; . 4... ' ... “The-ones who we expected to 

mi a v.rccent letter to its member- do the talking didn’t show up!” was. 
ship. The policies .were reached the conimon reply. - As to why the 
follow ing a study of the situation., dissident' members, wei^n’t in full 
by a sub committee, consisting of strength: no one knew... Excepting 
Russel Crouse, cliairmah. and Sid- i thaf possibly the :eaflj’ 3 pjn. 
hey Kingsley and Richard Lewine. j meeting call caught the! 'working 
Ih informing the membership of membership off^balance, 
tlie policies, the Guild emphasized Wayne Shariklin- Of the. 
the dearth of. mformaVon qn cer-. ASCAPefs .who didn’t seem too 
tai: aspects pf the new. medium, happy with the .explanations com-, 
midi as .the system to .be used, ing Tortli , from, th dais stepped 

, frequency of broadcast, and. method - forward - with; “I \vaht to know 
of audience payment. _ wheth the ASCAP Awards were 

Bedde- the payment-setup. t.w setup as a true, intent to recognize 
. other points in the .Guild Tetter' merit :.or whelh.eh.it is just a bone 
were <1' that; “properties should: to keep the menibership quict.” 
be Ticehsed fv;f .specific and.limited Adams immediately !topk tii 

•; >e only and should under no- cir-.:'TOike---'aitd'/-replicd ' ,\vi'(K. “It s1 no 
cumstiinces;. be leased, for more .hone. The wards were set up. as 
th.ui a very restricted period” and . 2 finaheiai recognition ;for those 
'2.>- “At -this' .!exploratory stage inenihers \vho because of their field 
dramatists should; agree to .only a. are. limited to performance fees.” 
regional use of ,their pfoperties,. Longest and .probably tlie most 
and refuse . provisions for re-, dramatic as -well as -effective speech 
uso. sv ndieati6n., 6r .'delayed broad- of the session was handed down 
casts in other geographic, areas. = by - Jack Yellen. board, member 

An aspect of toll tv Which the who delivered .substantially - the. 
. Guild feels requires considerable remarks.lie. iade. at.the. Newr 

. study is that when it’s potohtlal is T°rk meeting- a..couple of weeks: 
fully realized it. can; under oiir , '1 . 

■present tax laws, impose consider-’-; Gilbert, 'oast board 
"able' hardship 611 authors. In sup- member..also.made;his;riem.on the 
port, of this the Guild letter states, tunnout by reiterating some of th 
’•Income from a Broadway roduc- .remarks expressed earlier aiid add- 
tion of a play!.and its subsequent ing that the justice Dept.. in spite 
productions and film sale, may be . previous talk, was not out to 

i derived over a period of a great wreck ASCAP,, • 
: mahv years; Pav.tv income will of Sitting:on:-five-^ dais \\ith Adams, 
; necessity be paid for.a,single, and. wcl'c board, members -Jimmy Me-- 
■ perhaps all-inclusive per!formaoc:e.. : -^“b’ ^.c<*.- TVashington; _..Gilbert, 
iiu-ome tliat:'might vell .be tixed hncl attorney . Paul;,Millman; Bal- 
in one calendar vear;;” ' lots for new- boarddf directors will 

In: relation to'its toll-!£■ d-#? .th* m^bership Now 
the Guild Teller observed;. “Pres- 'V«h the-final pount taking 

- ent pay tv operators haive already' 
1 .announced that as much as one- |:‘Un.lbcu-7. including prexy .Adams., 
third of their programming will h alf; IJ-: .t,1<? raee*1... 
devoted . t(i existing, or lievy, dr! 7 . ,!. ! . 
malic ,and: musical properties. -It: 

■ is vital, therefore, that a basic con- J' NOW A(|fe 
: cept in our dealings vvith pay tele- ! . • /■ ' 

? vision producers be firmlv estab- Conti - {rnm na^. M-- - 
‘ lished,” •" in. the title role' of. ‘:The World of 

i Noting th t certain oifeis. have.. ^11,7;10 'I?115.’" - 
■ already been . received by dra-! I*or .the record, . Miss -Chan s 18 
• matists.. the dispatch warned (It minutes icut from the 25 minutes 
; “That, the licensing of a play at i,lv? • dldu ?? -hpcmiig-. night) com-. 
• this early stage may produce but- a half-a-dozeij ^ongs, amoiig. 
1 fraction of its lilUmate ...rovaitv t Occasional. Man." “I’ll 
potential’’ and (2) “Based, cn the1aI,k; AI}, The Moonlight.” “In; My 
history of commercial network. taf“i0n’ and.. Sonieorte Like You.” 
television, roperties licensed and j 
produced in the . pioneering days 
were then considered “second. 
hand... itli serious impairment to 
tiicir' future marketability.. 

I). I-iUdsteiii. m association witb Oi tile action OC< 
K|»ice Wo 11 Enlorprifscs. presentation of cfirrp:  with tn< 
tw-j-act .-three scencio drama bv Aealha ; -U1 
Chr.stip. Slaved by Adrh.n Hall:'designer, kneeling, or CI'OU 
Raul Mor !i-,un I-Vrdiite.s Anscela Thornton. • comer of the St 

‘Golden1 Deficit 

G'les Kalr.; 
( hristopher 
Mrs Bo. le 
Major .Mel i 

Angela ThortVon 
John Irvinu 

Jolm VVv 

„.Co., the realty firm which owns 
The young actors: are generally ’ theatres in NevV York.,.A report a 

professional, and as -usual; their, few months ago on Citv Invest- 
• attractiveness is In inverse propor- mg!s activities disclosed the cot' ! 
jM.ir*.reua Waiwj.-k tion to their, size.. But despite its panv is also a producer of pirn s 

BaSr," st mlon , s(>vei’al nier' the play is static., and films'-and that, -at . the time, its 
*" •' " and, unwieldy:. Ster: [imerests included' “The Conquer- 

( Cfo.-.-cd Noi\ afit'.r eicjht per-: iiig Hero." it. hasriT been disclosed 
inavees). whether Dovviing’s. parUcipation in 

Producers Theatre is personal or 
as. a representafiye of City Invest¬ 
ing. in which he reportedly holds 
25^ stock ownership. 

“The Conquering Hero” has 
been, adapted by Laurence Gelbart 
i booki and , Moose Charlop and 
Norman Gimbeit (music and lyrics>, 

tlie 1944. Paramount film 

l-l 
, Continued- from page .1 

BritiMi authoriplayw right Aga-. 
tha Christie, an expert whodunit! 
trickster, has stacked the deck in ; 
“Tlie Mousetrap.” The play, which ! 
has been a landmark at the Am- i 
bassadors Theatrg, London, since! 
Nov. 25. 1952^, became the i 
world’s largest ruinner last August. | lectual th his. Immediate fore- 
Despite its West j: End success, it | bear and possibly, more introsp.ee- 
has never been;, duplicated foritive. The summary of the date1 from 
Broadway. That apparently has not diggers is. that he is a listener [“Hail The^Conquering Hero.” Tom 
been an oversight; as indicated by I rather than a doer. The. more [Poslon w ill star in the production, 
the basic weakness of this current I physical aspects are left for other] which is 'expected to cost about 
off-Broadway presentation. 1 forms of campus life. j $225.000-$2p0,()0,0 to open out-of- 

Miss Christie iii this eight-char-: The newer one-niter has an. ex* [touto. The billingrori the pre-Broad- 
acter, one-set murder mystery, has - treniety wide range of . entertain- [ way tour will, lisit the project as a 
Overplayed her hand. Everybody is * ment. Campus committees have i Whitehead arid Stevens presenta- 
ftuspect and because of the au- been sold anything from, chamber [tion; with another line designating 

SARITA MONTIEL 
Songs 
25 Mins, 
Tropicoro Club, San Juau. P.R. 

Sari.ta Mont id is just about the 
biggest.. singi actress ..in-Katin ■ 
fililis. a! rep based-on solid success 
of “El Ultinto Cuple,’’ and London 

Contimied-fro.m -page — ■ [soundtrack LP, but. she announces 

SI4.755 on the final fortnight of Hs !^ia( this i^her ; first>abaret ap- 

the management continued to. get i 
S250 weekly- producers* fee and M 
$309 w eekly office expense!, The j 
total-out lav, after closing expenses; I 

New York rim. During that time ! a 1S, lo'^er, with 
■Ihe* n-iria^menf mrtfiMiDfi if. ^ bronze hair, peaches and .cream 

ski , pearl teeth and the; rounded 
decolletage. so generously dis¬ 
played oil the! LP cover:, iftlie wear 
a w hite. lace mantilla and sparklers 
that look, real,; and walks like 
she’s, balancing-books on her Head. 
She; has a. voice that is a notch 
above ilarlene Dietrich^ arid a.fie- 
livery that’s Several-notches, below':. 
and, -her songs,. ifiostly from, her 
flicks, are w-arm in; the;Latin man¬ 
ner, but often, in the old.style: 
. But penetrating the negative, 
at least equivocal, factors comes a 
kind of demure charm that melts 
down both • male and female cus¬ 
tomers into little happy puddles* 
Pitch is directed at locals, but her 
Spanish is slqw and distinct and she 
tries enough; English: to! get. lier 
patter—mostly about, her pix (“I 
donT die et the end of the new one; 
I get married”)—across: She is 
making a solid .success here, and 
looks like a: winner for class State-} 
side clubs. Harm.. 

was $136,509. However, film in¬ 
come of $26,100 and tlie sale of-the 
physical property, for $743 reduced 
that amount to $109,666, ’ ! 

Thus, of the $i20:000 investment: 
/including Miileris $20,000 ..ad¬ 
vance), $10,334 had been recouped 
for repayment to Miller. The stand¬ 
ard legit practice is that money 
advanced - above the actual invest? 
ment is repaid first, which means 
Miller'still has $9,666 coming' to 
hint before any repaynient. can be! 
made to; the backers! : 

Ail ihtepim audit, following the 
show’s closing in rehearsal arid1 

prior to its reactivation, . listed, a 
$54,451 deficit on the at-that-time 
$100.b00 investment,,so the backer j 
would have recouped $45,549 if 
the venture had been abandoned j 
then.. I 
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WALTER CATLETT 
Walter .Cutlet . 71’ veteran actor 
•coined kin -. -.With 're. than- 50 

\( >.rs jn - sho/v business died >Nf>v. 
1.4 ;n the Malum Picture. Home and 
lKwi>* alv Woodland Hill's Col.! lob 
; iii’ii a Stroke -wo weeks a‘Mollis 
:>:ini-uisiiin^ coined’ , .duf- 

liioM of ihoseyiars. as a pair 
:minis •'•'Mu*;.]-'-mwc.*.- These v ere 

•- becau-c fif. pbor:., ?ye- 
.mich h .di-Thareed 

ii, - !;• ' Work; War L 

s-Ploi.i v,a< hor . ./.on Tra 
t c. •/:<■ son of a .hanker. Kschcwinc; 
•■■■■ family uole-'Mim,,. lie. Varied 
< n it .at lit pl;-!.-: g youthful 
jcU s at lTiM.-o> (Ira tid Opera 
If: use. Later h Went bn tour and 
aupean.d in 104 .varied roles, within 
tv;<> \tars. 

lie, bowed in Xckv York-in.. 1911 
■at th Lyric T.hoajfe.'' “Tlie 
L'.jtice of Pilse. .7.and after several 
yi ary .started bis c:. , Britain. 
On his ryUii.ny he ' ,w<» k:ed for 
Tiorenz Zicgfolcl in •/alls,.” with: 
; arilyii Miller. He also uippeared 
;ih “Hi Rita,” and “Lady Be 

. Good/' 
He 'made his: film bow in 1929. 

the American Guild of Variety, 
Artists..;'- ■ 

Details, in vaude section;. 

.MILLARD M. CORNWELL: 
- Millard' XL" C'qrn$vejj;*;.83, trc'asr 

;.urer of .Br.tfa.lp le^it-tht-atye.. since 
| the -turn of rhe; century, died. Noy. 
II ‘ that c!ty. -He served.'.in' tne 
| 1-i ’' ‘ T . tJ± The- Lybeum. Star. 
jTeck and: Majestic Theatres.:,. At 
it he Stay: - he was team til as ticket 
;se,lier with .Ray ConVstook >•& .Guest.. 
i aiidi.Av.as a .'beneficiary, in his will, 
j” fh-.the. miclTiiOs.. CorhweH joined; 
[Buffalo!?; Marine' i-ru^t Company-. 
!.where he. Served' as teller until bis 
i rettreinent sev oral .years'- a£6. Rt- 
I cently he had-.-bee ' ' charge ■ -of 
; ticket sales' for Butral : wrestling, 
i boxing" and baseball promotions. 
His. death, marks'-the last, of the: 
hard, ticket..sellers: of. the. lqgit;-the- 

! at re..era in Buffalo. 
; , Sufviyi are. .his 7ife and 
daughter. 

went to England before World War 
I-with an act called. Pussy -Foot &. 
Ctithbert. They were a. hit in 
vaudeville as well as. on a radio 
khcw, “Kentucky Minstrels/’ ; 

Whaley was divorced, but later 
reconciled, with his English wife 

for 18 years until ill. health caused 
her to resign in 1953. 

CLIFFORD R. BORCHARDT 
-Clifford R.: Borchardt, 51, 

pioneer radio, soloist, died Nov.. 6 

leader, died Nov. 1 in Philadelphia. 
His wife, daughter and two broth¬ 
ers survive. 

Margarita Diaz, 75, retired ac¬ 
tress, died recently in Valencia, 

in Milwaukee., A baritone, he sang jSpain. Her husband survive.. 
Eniiiy.;""A son, who-survives, chose on WHAD;.Milwaukee, in 1927 and -= 
U. S. citizenship and is now Serving ! also was program led on the Mil-J Clarence J. Avery, 57, orcho.Tra 
With the. Lk S.-.Army. ' j waukee Journal's WTMJ in the leader and soloist' for years, died 

same year. j in Conand, N. H., Nov. 3. 
Suryi.vihg._are his \ sister and 

his mother. 
'.. At’SENpA DE OLIVEIRA 

A'usenda de Oliveira,. 73; retired 
actress who 'performed iialf- 

on.! the! :PorH;g *s" . ,r|’ J.;.EDWARD WHITE 
j died recently, in Lisbt? , A mem.-.-j J. Edward White,. 34. sans serv-' 
Iher! .. 'Va family of circus, k'nd -the- .-ice- representative NBC-TV 
' al/*e performers.; she trouped in top ^Central -Division -salts, liVd Ncv. 
Lisbon. and.. Oporto theatres where/.5;in Lake-Zurich, Hi., alter a pro¬ 
file Was the first “Merry. 'Widow'/longed illness. .He had been 
with her.own company. ;. NBC.employee in Chi tor 13 .ye:,.-.. 

’ Aiiss de Oliveiva became a per- ! Wife, two daughters, ami mo/- 
•mahent member of the; Portuguese er and father survive. 
N'atnmai; Theatre, i i940/ She re- 

Widow, 78. of Kpfi Chamin* ky, 
tbcat.’c owner and operator, c.vd 
rccciTIy in San Antonio. 

Mirther. 57. oi 
..Mike ami liernie 
Nov; b ui London. 

Jv roimiuans 
W| it* rs. dii d 

.tired In .1952,... 

IRENE KESSLER 

W. B. GEISSINGER -. 
WV B. “Doc” GeissingeV. 64, vefe- 

ran ad agency exec, died Nov. 7 of 

Brother, 70, ol .Icijy 
nitm’.-i\\ co.i.i dian, died 
Lyir.. u.d.-Calif.. 

MARRIAGES 
. onia itcese to \ .i'sc»-nt O'Hacan, 

. Wr-t Wickham. Eng.. Nov. 5. Brule 

LORD BUCKLEY 
Dick Buckley, 54v billed as Lord 

Buckley, died: of a. stroke Nov. 12 
in New York. The stroke Was said 

November 3, I960 

—HIS FRIENDS 

i- _• —:: ---------— _ . , ----V . j.t , ivc-i u iCKiiam. r.ng.. .-,ov. o. iirme 
I Irene; Kessler. o2, nitery singer,- a heart ailment m Hollywood. He iv a ,m,5,jf.0,m.<iv siin’cr- lies a 
-died Nov. in Cleveland. The D&was: prexy of. his own agency attvr5 nu mber of the Ken-Tones vocal 
rtroitTborn vocalist moved to Clove-i serving for years with BBD&O and L-j OUp 
-land in- 1933 to become- a club !Foote, Cone & Belding. Carohn Kemkdl to Robin Pal- 
favorite there after appearances in i He leaves his Wife, soii and step- j ,n<.r* London Nov 3 He* mu- 
Aiianii and Las Vegas. Her last, daughter. Uico*m<vac>or 
singing date at: Cleveland's] __- i HaU Dver to Michael Robbins, 
Lake Shore. Country Club m [ DAVE SEED* \ London, Nov. T. Both are Iv play- 

i August. In .private, life- she. .was-}. Dave. Seed, 72, veteran vaude- i ers. 

.' Mrs. Sam. Saks, ,a widow for three ville. performer, died Nov. 3 in S\lvia R*>ss to Hairy Rowson, 
years. . • , . ''Brooklyn, .N. Y. He was a mem- Blackpool, Eng., recently. They 

• Surviving are.her daughter and ber. of. the comedy* vaude team are partners in a vaude comedy 
i h£r father. known as Seed & Austin, which team. 

■ played 'all the major circuits, 
j Wife, daughter and brother s 

Saundra Edwards to Tom Gil¬ 
son. Tijuana, Mexico, Nov. 3. 
Bride's an actress; he's an actor. 

Shiricy Carrington to Gerald 
Nathan. London, Eng.. Nov. 6. 

..and since tlien appeared in .many, 
ju.jcs'in Hollywood, lie. also -was 
Vet n Gov..:Allred E, .Srhrih; in 
“Bcati. lines,'7 the filin ’bidgraphy 
of ./be late .1 antes. J; Walker.. 

One 'pf the. more 'famous aspects 
of ('-atiett: \\!r.s his predilection for 
'.•miblliig, ' Altliougli lie arned 
mge. suins. during .lii? acti g. ea- 

he rarelyTiad a bank.account, 
t-l any si/c/ Tbe.stor. goes that ho. 
(■r.Ce wage red his. false teeth, and 

Tiie caTn p.ppraised; 
h 'cfiop.pejrs a Ilf)\yever. 
'atlctt's 'versionthat, his 

out'- and on':a numb :. 
Ji:< h -caine.' in,. 

tin ived .by wife and son. 

AARON LEBLJDEFF: 
'LebedclTv 87,-. iiti actor of 

YiculiT.i TmaU’c! died Xpy. 8 

York!: A - nativerbi 'Ru^ta/ 
to .tin*' r ' 1929;- ...y 

‘Vicinal- song 
'Jioirs,- v.i;ich :}e .did 

.3 and EhMPh. He also pro¬ 
duced -V iibo appeared in 
thCn.: -lHURs 'at "the 
P ;' Mtii.nal' Theatre.. N.Y 

Wire.“A Xi-’lit- il-1- 
"RiP'im Lo\e'* . anti 

to have been brought on by the. 
picking iip of his police permit to 
work in Ne\v Y'ofk by the. N.: Y:..P6- 
lice Dept, on an! old charge. >see 
separate story). '..He w;as '.vorking 
at' the- vJazz Gallery. N! Y.. ' when: the. 
police lifted his cabaret card sev¬ 
eral weeks agoX 

B.uckiey- . know as the . Hip 
Messiah because of his recounting 
oi'; Bibiical.yarns in jargon identi- 
figd. -with the. beats. He .had' prt- 
vipusly ! worked cafes : fbr .years 
with7 act' where! h<? w id 
mimth the words, for volunteers' 
^elected front;the audience, 
.-Survived by wife and t\; 

JUAN MERCADO 
Juan . Mercado, 48, for 20 years / yive. 

a dee jay on .Spanish-language j _l_ 
shows in California's Central VaW - JOHH F. KENNEDY 
ley and owner, of KGST-AAI.! John F. . Kenried^ former Key- Bride is film critic of “Picture 
Fresno, died Nov. 4 in Fresno. A.;stone Kop, died in Hoilvvvood Nov. ’ Show” mauazinc. 
native, of Mexico^ he came, to Visa- g, day after the death"of pioneer Sally Eagle to Roderick Ross, 
lia with his parents when he was Mack Sennett, his erstwhile boss. Berlin, N.IL. recently. He's a 
a. child, entered the radio field, Wife and sister survive staffer at radio .station WMOU, 
in Visalia and., subsequently ..moved ] * .Berlin. 
to Fresho: William Miner Raymond.' 87. a ■ -'Mrs. Lucille Tlarvv to Ben A. 

Wife,, daughter and two retired actor, died Nov. 6 in New Price. Las Vegas, ov. 11. Bride 
• York. A. former law student, he'/7' widow of film c'■’.edian Oliver 

“‘ 7- . [ gave' up law. lor the stage:. He Hardy. 
JAMES. A. BIONDO . studied singing in. the ILS. and Rosa Linda to TIo :i Lane. Las 

James A. Biondo, 4.4. publicist i .abrpad, and made his debut at the. Vecas Nov. 3. Bri,. a pianist; 
w'itn the 20th Cenfury-Fox Inter-' Gaiety Theatre in London. After lu" s an 
national Corporation, died Nov. 21 bis return to the U.S.. Raymond* C'larissa^ Roberts to .foe Baker, 
in the Brooklyn Veterans Hospital/ appeared in- njusicomedies. and' London. Nov. 9. Bride is a former 
A graduate of the Ykle Drama j plays with Fritzi Scheff, .John - dancer: lie's part ol the Baker & 
School! . ..he directed plays . .and ’ Drew and Eva: Le.Gallienne Douglas comedy team. 
taught dranm at tlie Un^'^TMty of I Others. He also toured with the . Way Britt to Sammy Davis Jr., 
Oklahoma. He also had been assu-! Chailes Cobum Players and the ^ov- *3. Hollvivoori. She’s a film 
crated at one. time with.' WaIter New Theatre Company. actress; he's the• nightclub, enter- 
Reade.. Todd-AG and Columbia/ - ‘ laipm-. 
Pictures. Ida M. Adams, 72. former ac- Lucille -dackton te-Henry I.ec- 

His wife;.daughter, parents, and ..tress, died. Nov. 4 in Norwalk. ,'!f (l- (J X,,V ]2. Both are 
tw .brothers surviy' Conn., after a long illness. Early • lour^n?J eompany of 

in her carpnr. in tm-. . ’T iorei •. 

PAI L M. FOGEL 
!;. PaiiV;M...Fpgel. 79, founder'd?, the 
Pki-Mpi-• . *:v 'atipn-. Center in 
K;.n^;is .Cify. Mied of a heart attack 
Nay' 3 in’K-C: In. its heyday the 
FiarMor was an, amusement rnecca 
with one of the midwest’s largest 
ballropms. '-ating rink, roller 
rink/abd. other atfractioris,. 

..F-ogcV-.wa* \V:k. in the mu-Mo and 
drche"tra: world: as the Pla-Mor at 

time. .another/had played 
eyery name band of distmeiion in 
a period'-pi'.'m.or.e than/20' years.- 

:,in her career, she appeared in sev- 
MIJLDRED C. STanKE ;.eral Ziegl'eld prpduciion<. Duiingj. 

..Mildred C- Stanke, 47. cel! ^(nld War I, sire plaved in such.j' 
soloist With the ^lihyaukeo Sj-m-: dx “The Pink La ' *TIalf f 
phony. Orchestra, died recently ini Eight” -and “Thre 
Madison, Wis; A native of Rock; 

BIRTHS 

New-.i 

ford, liL!' she studied cello /in C! Carlos Becerra,- 46! 
cago .and -later performed . tury-Fox branch mana'-W 
such organizations *as. the !Chicago - dor. died Nov. 7 ix 
Opera Orchestra and. the Nladi' airn-ane c>- i 
Civi Orchestr. ing a number 

.. Surviving •. are-, her. husband, -and Eiirc-pg 
daiight son and, brother.- .cradled - in’ 

-2—g. .!. Ecuador. 

PERCY B. CRAWFORD ! ——- 
Rev/ Dr. Percy',Bi Craw ford.. 57- ; Edwar. Rarke, 74. 

nationally-' known .evangelist and''..Frunt;er E Herpii-a-. 
i'puii'der' of the “Yorir.g People's atre's.the Cin.ema a:.d c 

i'll! Mis. J. ims Llovd. ^nn, 
.le. Eiig. Oci. 31. Mother 

i i ;i - v-c'ancer; ia1Iu>r is a Tyr.es 
i/n Fen- Te<-' T“Icvi,-:(*!i announcer. 
i‘i F.ci'a- Mr. ami Mrw ''mi fLw\ d, lui 

n. i.It of. an dauaiitci s. London. Oct. 25. Falh- 
plane. cv.irv- > j> a jM-oo’-iccr. and mother c.*l't- 
/ii \mc-;tvan iim iiirc«-tpr v. i-ii Granada TV \i t- 

wmk. 
Mr.. ;.i d Mrs. Martin Donova , 

son. If;» lywood. t)ct. 25. Mother 
i'' tv ohri-tor L:\ia. Gra laih- 

Chtu-cii of the Air.-’ died Oct. Jl m trcs at ^'■Tfr Currcnr.. F, 
Trenton; ' N.J/ -Last r. Dr. recently in. Swift Cnmm 
Craw f ord- founded W PC A-TV U HF ' ived by his wife, son 
channel; IT.1 .in/ Philadelphiji's daughter 
Chestnut Hill, where he roiiuced 
“Youth on.":the'.March.”'' 

ill Mea- 

-r of er*-' an -in;. 
w M.*. Mr •. ' !p Wahoii. d.-.ugh- 

Santa ?-Ionica. f’ah. Nov. 7- 
en d CBS jeo'-ica! diicetor. 
Sur- : r. and Mrs. Frank Swann, so , 
two. Hoi is wood. Nov. 4. Mother i.. ac- * 

i tu's> Nan Holliday; father's a fill 
’attorney. 

... .. Mrs. Josephine Schuster. 83. who Mr. and Mr-. Bill Hayes, twin 
'®-\vif.e, "diugbt*e'i/and four-s n-s and-opented the fir t nick- daughtfr- Santa Monica. Cal., 
rvive.' ' . elodeon. in San -FrantLscb aDer the Nov. 5. Mother is actress Nancy 

’Motke From. Sh'mo.cke: Hi:-1932. 
r (lirectc.il ami aclcd!' “Tlie, Big 
'hirpris “ an operet. V Among the 
>;irer show s in u inch t.cbedclf had 
< ading. ,i:<):: were -Mpsetih ;.ahd 
lis. Brethren,'’ '-A Night Tn Okla,- 
umia/’ A Seder in : TivI;. Aviv;/ 
‘Wine.. ' .Ham-e.‘-.;!:Fare- 
yeii AVedding 
.i'own''’.-.-aii(i' "T.ii Tailors. 

He was active mi '::ie stagp Until 
x.\ era! ye;hT ago;" iii 1955'bg apy 

•aVed yV tiie. Elsn-ier Theaii-e ii.i 
he Bronx, .in'! “'My \V/c.k-End 
ii ide'! and ' L953 , lie - pla'viHl! iii 
Miie Yiddish;v oi' Shows" and. 
•A Gift icir Moth •;'/ ln:'052 he 
\as cp-staiTe'd with. Miehal 
e’sko'. in ;-MoiiVy / ' I : “ m 
:.o.medy,\-;;;.i'*:::u Hie nreviou.. \ v 
ie; Marred, in "The Magic Mi lodj:-,'’ 
i Yield is ! 'A;he‘ ic;>il opercl? 

RALPH M HITfeilEAD 
Ralph. Wliiteiicad.; 75. ippe of tiie: 

stormiest figures ’ ..the JiistoryOi'. 
.theatrical uhior.isni. died of leii- 
.keniia N.o\x 10 in Roscoe, N.Y...lie 

organizer, aiid/fi.rst exec.ut.iy. 
secretary 01 Actors : Betterment 
Assn...and / iie. AiVicrican -Fc*dvrat ion 
Of Actcirs which later. ev.olved into 

The' property has since been split 
up. Today the :baiirooni bouses. 
|i row ling alley under other bwner- 
fhip. ' ' ' ' 

. Surviving' are'his-W ife, daughter', ' 
brotiier- and s 

I HARRY SANTI.EY 
H.iri-y. Santley.- b'2. veteran agent, 

died.'.of-’ a heart-attack Nov,; 12 -.in 
Ne w York! He- his been. with, the 
Wilimin Morris...Agency- and Gen-. 
wal’-Artists Coi’p. before going diit 

'<f -. " .indepeRdeut...agent: He 'was; 
...iijt'ive In iii ,i|fairs pf the- Artists- 

Representatives ‘ Assn, the -agency 
’ organization, 

Santley- started Tn show , business 
Chi cay . ’more than 40 years 

He b.uiit. up .a large list from- 
^v.Hjd theatres -and- c'afc-s bef 
* join.;ic the Morris offic Ne\ 
York.. , ' -j 

Siiiyived by... ;-.lh other ami sis-- 

_—. 11906. fire and. earthquake, died in j Gale-; lather's a biz manager.- 
f izvFriijn A-Rfic j San Francisco' Nov. 2; Three ’ ?-jr. ami Mr**. Anthony Eisiev, 

Lexford Richards ‘ 43 plav--’ daughters and two' sons -^N'ive. Ison, nrbank. Cal., Nov. 4. Fathers 

Arthur C-Ky.e. 78. pmddenl of Mr, Jns.,,1, Lpid. 

iuu'e- -vy- and st- I.atvrw:re,Aviv. II- k th- Varusy r«rrt- 

tween U'S4 •»V^{hnSthW:;5^S‘%Cd-;.°IJ»Art.g^ d;«' i ^Z^'.in lM'a"' i,,,d a " k' 
Mrs. .Richard H-,,,r 

way. ih . 1952. :.;1 
His. parents and a- brother. ,su: Joao ./Correia ide Oliveira, 

Portuguese playwright and pub- j a:!: iaihor a 
• Iisher who authored a did* meio- manager. 

son. roci nth- in New York. Mother 
is 'Ii.Am r^ singer-actn-ss L:.nn Stu- 

a Broadway legit 

• i dramas arid religious p!av<. d;ed 
. MRS. tl ALTER J. BROOKS; | Oct. 29 in Lisbon alter a-h»ng ill- 
Mrs. Walter J, Brooks. 55, execu-' ness! 

•five secretary of the Albuquerque j * . -. ■ 
Little Theatre,: died Nov. 4 in. Al-1 Joseph H, Pozrianski. a con 
buquerque. She had served as i.eertina specialist! w!m irrmud his 
executive secretary of the group' 
for. the past 25. years, and; had also 

-isied iii-’direction of the annual 

Eichmann 
; Coiginui’d from pate 2 

EDDIE WHALEY 
j. Eddie Whaley,- 75.. surviving 

nie.iiiiier qf./.Wha-ley &. Scott., an' 
;A nicrica n Negro:vande team which, 
migrated to BVilain .40 -years.! ago, 

. ciicd-.'Nov! 13 at Bi ightoh, -England. , 
"With, his partner, Harry Scott, they j 

June Music Festival in Alb.uqUer- 
(iue... 
• Husband and brother: survive; 

MAt-DE P. KRETSINGER 
Mrs.: Maude P, Kretsinger, 69. 

former, editor and. newscaster, died 
Nov...6 . in Denison, Tex. Formerly 
womens, editor pf the Denison 
Herald, she left the paper in tiie 
early days of radio to conduct a 
chit-chat, program on KRRV *here, 

She remained With the station 

own group, at ciub dates... died, re-! OV(,r 1() charities designated by the 
gently in Milwaukee. His vilc^. .Israeli government, 
two brothers arid a sister survive, j Smith said a m-w tv tape rrcord- 

~! ing techniques v. ill be umuI dui ing 
Mother, of:Gnrd Aikin>on. deejay }l.> F'.hmann trial, a \\stem 

al; radio statiinii CFRA, Ottawa, and j - ^ in eventually re\oIutioni/e F;e 
disk columnist for the O'Hawa J economics of television and 'luot-en 
f':iizen, died Oct. 27 in Cobourg, 'picture industries." Sjstem tcrli- 
Ont., > nically reproduces film and tape 

—“. simultaneously. 
Molly Lumley, actfess, died Oct, \ C'apital Cities is owned by Smith, 

.22 iq London, She w s appearing \ Low ell Thomas and others. Its prin- 
in "Waiting In the Wings'’ a.t the.cipal properties are WPRO-TV & 
Dijke of York’s Theatre. London. ! AM. Protidenee, WTEN-TV ar.d 

jWROW, Albany, and -WTVD, Ra- 
Albert Davidson, 64, orchestra leigiu 
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WHEN GRANADA MAKES A POINT .. GRANADA MAKES A POINT! 

To show what happens when a car crashes at will forget it When television combines re- 
high speeds (and to discourage drunken drivp sponsible public service reporting with good 
ing) Granada dropped a car from a 50-foot- showmanships everybody benefits, 
high crane. Slaughter on the A venue was the 
name of the programme, and few who saw it GRANADA TV NETWORK, ENGLAND 
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HEADACHES 
Bogus Bob Newhart Escapes After 

By LENNY LITMAN 

■ Pittsburgh, Nov. 22. 
Somewhere in this broad land of 

ours there roams a man with no 
heart. He also has no hit album, no 
tv or nitery success but,* living 
the life of a great star because he. 
calls himself “Bob Newhart,** It 
wasn’t the money that lie bHked 

; the Pittsburgh Hilton out of or. the 
money he stole from the Jaye 
Bros., a comedy act, that made his 
acts so callous .but his faith.rdisiurb-, 
ing treatment of, a humble Pitts-1 

burgh priest. :| 

During, the course of his week’s ' 
Swindling here that started Mon¬ 
day (14>; he wept as he. told tli 
priest of his mother’s death.-in 
Philadelphia. The. priest consoled, 
him and, as the Jaye brothers 
looked on “Newh rt" idled but a. 
check for $500 and gave it to tli 
priest. 

The next .morning the priest said 
mass for the man’s mother and 
then sent flowers to the funeral 
parlor in Philadelphia, He received 
a return wire saying, there was no 
Such wake, and; no such funeral. 

"Newhart" had already left the 
Hilton', leaving the hotel .holding 
the bag lor S7o0 and $250 in bad 
checks. On Iris'way-out of town to j 
“his mother’s funeral" he stopped | 
off at the Holiday House and | 
stayed with Phil and. Jerry Jaye | 
who are. headlining, there and in 
the morning said lie. had no money. 
They then! cashed A check fbj* :$ 12.% 

"It was! cheap," Phil Jaye told 
the Variety rep. ’ It was like sleep- 

(Continued on page 62> 

Film Publicity Brings Out 
Japanese Candor on War 

Berlin, Nov. 22. 
Theatrical publicity sometimes 

extracts arresting. political com¬ 
mentary. It did here when a Jap¬ 
anese, officer, Mitsuo Fuchiida. was 
set up for interviews to help the 
French documentary, film, “kami¬ 
kaze," now running at the Studio 
Theatre here. 

Fuchida said he was 58 and only 
survivor of the .70 Japanese fliers 
who hit Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, j. 
1941. Asked .about, the atomic bomb, 
Japanese said it was. fully justified-1 
and . probably saved a million 
American lives which an orthodox 
invasion would have entailed., 
Moreover had the . Japanese, pos- i 
sessed the bomb they would cer¬ 
tainly have dropped it. 

Fiscal Facts About Fabian: 
Earned $137,000 in 1959, 
Paid 38G in Manager Fees 

Philadelphia, Nov.. 22. 

Fabian, film and disk personality, 
racked up a gross; income of $136.- 
826 in 1959. according to an ac¬ 
counting filed in Orphans Court.. 

, here. Net income after taxes for 

the young rock ’n’ roll singer 
amounted to $36,578. 

The accounting was revealed by 
Judge . Harold D. Saylor, who 
awarded the sum: of $1,828 to the 
singer’s guardian, John J. Pal- 
mien; The fee amounted to 1 \i>r'r 
of the star’s earnings during 1959. 
Normal guardian fee is 5*% Pal-, 
mieri, however, agreed to the 
smaller suni; 

Fabian received $62,236 in sal¬ 
ary from films, singing dales, 
personal . appearances and. $74,690 
from recordings; Taxes amounted 
to $33,594; expenses ran to $28, 070, 
and managerial mmissions and 
fees, $38,702, Palmieri is the oper¬ 
ator of dry. cleaning shop and is 
also employed as a physical in¬ 
structor by the Board of Educa¬ 
tion. 

Washington, Nov. .22. | 
Catholic Legion of Decency yes- ■' 

tcrday '.Mon’) assailed this year’s 
.film production .“an alaCming 
departure from '• previously, accept¬ 
ed and respected standards.” ! 

Films rated objectionable bv the 
Legion climbed from 14.59^ of, 
Hollywood’s output * in 1859 to the j 
“ast6unding!’ figure of 24.33 ^ this 1 
year. Legion said.: i 

Bishop James A. McNulty, chair- ! 
man of the Episcopal Committee ' 
of Motion Pictures. Radio &. Tele¬ 
vision. reported on the Legion’s 
1960 film classification work to the 
Catholic bishops of the U. S, at 
their annual meeting here; Mc¬ 
Nulty’s . committee, supervises tile 
work of the. Legion; 

Legion reviewed 275 films this 
year, 222 domestic and 53 foreign. 

(Continued on page 19) 

Pete Martin’s SEP Taped 
Interviews as Decca LP 

Pete Martin’s series of ‘‘as told 
to" _ rns about, top show biz per- 
sonaRties. written-’’for the Satur¬ 
day , Evening Post ’ with an assist 
from Martin's tape-recorded in¬ 
terview technique, is being culled 
for .a double'-LP package for Dec¬ 
ca release. Set, titled “Face. To 
Face,”■•■■includes excerpts from the 
taped Interviews-: bn’ one platter 
and a series, of. historic song per-' 
formahees by the; stars on. the 
other.. Nam in the 
album are. Bob Hope. Bing Crosby,. 

(Continued on page 19) 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

Antagonisms and intramural dis¬ 
sensions vis-a-vis the three televi¬ 
sion networks are at a feverish 
pitch, perhaps unprecedented, in 
broadcast annals. So much so that 

( last, week they spilled, over ohtb 
the front page: of the N. Y. Times. 
What has generally been confined 
to “within the Jrade” bickering has 
become public domain, with the 
headlines and the headaches pre¬ 
cipitating a .wide open industry 
breach. That it may ultimately 
have an effect on vital matters re¬ 
quiring a united industry front is 
a . source of: grievous concern to 
many. 

Apparently no one’s immune 
from existing problems—arid there 
are many—ras the tv networks gear 
themselves for a “period of adjust¬ 
ment/’ As the competitive., three- 
network race for supremacy trig¬ 
gers . wave of charges and 
counter - charges, one network’s 
(ABC) triumphant heralding of a 
24-market Nielsen' superiority is 
matched by another’s (CBS* “hey, 
look at. us” trumpeting of the Na-. 
tional Nielsens, while the third 
(NBC) ' makes hay with its new¬ 
found prestige in news with a 
“plague on all vour ratings.’’ 

NBC board chairman Robert W. 
Sarnoff s blast at ABC /before the 
network affiliates’ leet in New 
York Tast. week) as the “narrow 
gauge network” opposed to “a 
tradition of broad service, creative- 
ness and responsibilitv" which .he ! 
attributed to both NBC and CBS. 
is: probably without. precedent in 
bringing network antagonisms into j 

(Continued on page 4.6) I 

N.Y. Bonifaces Claim Police Squeeze; 
lnt'1 Argues for Injunction Today 

Mary Bickford’s Credo 
About ‘Growing Old’ 

Washington, Nov. 22. 
Mary Pickford was in town to 

increase interest in the White 
House Conference on Aging, due? 
to convene here in January when 
2.800 delegates will weigh the 
problems'of elderly people. 

Miss Pickford gave this advance 
personal opinion; “Growing old is 
a terrible waste of time." 

Needle Taubman 

Gables Last Pic 

Clark Gable. 59,Avho Withstood a. 
long succession pf inferior pix to 
stage a. brilliant comeback which 
skyrocketed him to an $800,000- 
plus salary for his final film, died 
unexpectedly of a second heart 
attack |n Hollywood Nov; 16, 10.; 
days after suffering a coronary I 
thrombosis at .his .Eneino home. 

Actor’s passing, only.. few 
months before he would have be¬ 
come a father for the first time; 
again points. up the age-old Holly¬ 
wood superstition of death among 
the film’s /top figures coming in 
cycles of three. Mack Sen nett and 
Ward Bond preceded him by only 
11 days.. 

Gable completed his last picture. 
“The Misfits,” only two days, be¬ 
fore he was first stricken, for 
which he reportedly Was paid 
S750.000 and a bonus of $48,000 
weekly, for .three weeks for over- 

(Continued on page 19) 

The management of “Advise and j 
Consent,” obviously miffed at N.Y. ) 
Times drama critic Howard Taub- 
man’s pan of the play, isindirectly 
emphasizing his freshman status as 
a legit reviewer in an ad campaign 
in the Times .this week. Favorable 
notices by the critics of five other 
N.Y. dailies are being reproduced 
in Times display ads on a one-a- 
day basis, with special reference to 
the length or time the individual 
reviewers have been: covering legit 
for their respective papers. 

Taubman, former music critic 
for the Times, took over as legit 
reviewer,, succeeding Brooks Atkin¬ 
son, who stepped down, last sum¬ 
mer to write a twice-weekly gen¬ 
eral column for the paper. The 
Robert Fryer-Lawrence Carr pro¬ 
duction of “Advise,” adapted by 
Loring Mandei from Allen Drury’s 
Pulitzer Prize novel, opened last 
Thursday f 17 Cat the Corf Theatre, > 
N.Y. Of the seven daily newspaper ; 
reviewers, only TaUbWtfn and Rich- 1 
ard Watts Jr., of the Post, wrote 
disapproving notice's.' "" ' ; 

The display ads. which make no 
direct reference to Taubman's be¬ 
ing new at the job. are headed. 
"So. that New York Times readers 

(Continued on page 19) 

A “reign of terror” for New 
York bonifaces has started. Thm 
N.Y. Police Dept, is now’ cracking 
down on all types of violations that 
were glossed over previous to tho 
formation- of the Citizen’s Emer¬ 
gency Committee, which is de¬ 
manding a looksee into the Police 
Dept, practice of fingerprinting all 
nitery employees including enter¬ 
tainers and bosses. 

As result of a citywide check 
over the weekend, the Interna¬ 
tional Casino’s cabaret license was 
suspended for four days, including 
the Thanksgiving Day holidays. 

Boniface Jack Silverman through 
his attorney, William S. Miller, 
has sued to enjoin Police Comm. 
Stephen S. Kennedy from acting 
in an ^“arbitrary and capricious 
manner” in suspending activity at 
the nitery. Justice Francis X. 
Conlon issued a temporary stay 
returnable today (Wed.) at 10 a m. 
at which time a hearing will be 
held. -The temporary stay, how¬ 
ever, was. expected as of yes¬ 
terday to enable the International 
to open with its new show tonight 
'Wed.), with Joey Adams & A1 
Kelly and Tina Robin, on schedule. 
Silverman’s attorney argued that 
it was not the duty of the nitery 
owner but of the police to see that 
all those requiring permits obtain 
the necessary documents. 

The charge against the Interna¬ 
tional is that it permitted Sophie 
Tucker to work with an expired 
identification card, and failed to 
notify Bea Kalmus, who conducts 
a dee jay show at the cafe’s lounge, 

'Continued on page 70; 

Beverly Never -Arrested/ 
So N.Y. Police OK’d Her 
One Of the more curious aspects 

of the current investigation of 
police cards for preformers is the 
fact that Beverly Aadiand has been 
issued her cabaret card by the 
N;Y. Police Dept. Her managers 
say tli ere Was no problem involved; 
“we just walked in and got. one.” 

•Miss Aadiand, juvenile Inamo¬ 
rata of the late Errol Flynn, to¬ 
gether : with her mother was held: 
in California Courts on morals' 
charges. However, according to. 
California law; a juvenile is never j 

(Continued on page 19) 

Nothing like Cafes As 
A Proving Ground, Sez 

Comic Shelley Berman 
“I may gripe about playing night 

clubs, but when the time comes, 
like a soldier, I take up my gun 
arid go,” says Shelley Berman, who 
believes that niteries remain a 
comedian's .best.- proving ground 
and any comic that thinks other¬ 
wise is making a grave error. 

Berman has been known to haul 
off and blast nitery patrons for 
talking and heckling during his 
turn. But he feels that it remains 
the major sounding board for get¬ 
ting reactions and developing ma¬ 
terial. While he may prefer the 
comparative peace and quiet of 
hallowed concert halls and the ex¬ 
treme focus of attention on stage, 
Berman believes in the necessity 
of going out in the cafes. He has 
pointed, out that all his material 
lias been perfected while playing 
the niteries. “You just can’t try¬ 
out a new bit of material on the 
concert stage.” 

Berman also believes Bob New¬ 
hart to be wrong in eschewing 
cafes for the reason that it leaves 

{Continued on page 62) 
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Dub ‘Suzie Wong a Bawdy Cinderella; 
Video More Adult With Iceman 

T'.'.o event'- last week pointed up 
!:;e ill-defined position ot the mo- 
tii-n pic Hu e ;dustr\ in Hie course 
of flu* "adult" entertainment evo¬ 
lution: 

i- The iirst week's busi¬ 
ness done at Radio City Music 
Hail bv Paramount's “The World 
of Suzie Wong." 

-2> The telecasting over WNTA 
©f the Play of The Week's uncut, 
uncensored production of Eugene 
O'Neiil's mommmntal four-hour) 
legit play. "The Iceman Cometh.” 

Interest ho-- in fact that "Suzie 
Wong." though a .charming and 
delightful romantic comedy, lias as 
its principal locale a Hong Kong 
hrothel and. as its heroine, a pros¬ 
titute v.ho finds that the wages of 
sin is happiness even alter. 

Despite the "Particular Applica¬ 
tions” section of the Production 
Code Section III, paragraph four*. 
which1- states that "methods and 
techniques” <?i of prostitution 
shall never be presented in detail 
and that brothels “in any clear 
identification as such may not be 
shown,” "Suzie Wong” not only has 
a Code seal, but also is playing the 
"number one family theatre" in 
the nation. Mecca for Aunt Minnie 
from Missoula and haven for the 
kiddies when school’s out. And, 
apparently, nobody is objecting. 

Is this a sign that the film in¬ 
dustry or its audience is,coming 
of age, and that the Production 
Code Administration can now be¬ 
stow a seal upon a picture-in "good 
taste" even though it breaks a 
couple of Code rules? 

According to one industry top¬ 
per this might seem to be the case 
at first but then he suggested that 
"Suzie" really isn’t “adult" enter¬ 
tainment in the true sense of the 
phrase, but rather another Cinder¬ 
ella, albeit a bawdy one. Last ween, 
he said, tv’s "Iceman Cometh" 
stole the rug out from under the 
theatrical industry despite fact 
that film execs like to say that the 
small screen -has been abandoned 

iContinued on page 19» 

Arts & Neighborliness 
John D. Rockefeller 3d. 

president of the Lincoln Cen¬ 
ter of Performing Arts, was a 
principal speaker at a rally of 
business, and. cultural person-, 
ages* in the West Side Young 

■Men's Christian Assn, on W. 
63 Street last Thurs: :]7>. His 
theme: whole west-side-will be 
toned up by the new cluster 
of halls and theatres. 

But the main need is attitude, 
to-wit. neighborliness. 

Mastin Trio Chi 
Mgrs.’ 20% Bite; 

Holly wood’s Ceremonial Night Now in Santa Momca* 
Another Part*Qf the Forest 

SHERREJLL DACEY 
fi*‘.neral TM vector. National Audi-j 

Torin't'n. Mexico I’iry; says': 
"PAUL'-ANKA-i. We salute you hs. 

tin- first act to Ki>ak' all box. 
:'fTi«e r.ecoi<ls at the National " •' 
torium, Mexi City, Four shows, 
four .full- houses and-one - hundred 
.thousand- .people waitin in line to 

PAUL ANKA. 
We would appreciate a' return en- 

pifpninit at y'oiir hr lies con¬ 
venience. 

Los Angeles, Nov, 22. 

Sammy Davis Jr. has been 

named defendant in a suit, which 

! charges that the Will Mastin Trio 

agreed to pay 2Grc of their earn- 

iings for 15 years, to a Chicago syn- 

'dicate. Unpaid balance as of No¬ 
vember last year, complaint, con¬ 

tends, is $91,000. 
The breach of contract action 

was filed Tues. f15* in L. A. Sii- 
' perior Court by Lou Cook, of the 
Jerome B. Rosenthal law: firm, in 
behalf of Jay J. G. Schatz and 

i;Dona!u Medlevine of Chicago. 

;■ It’s asserted that an agreement 
was signed on. Oct. L ii957, nder 
[which Schatz and Medlevine would 
;iloan up to $100,000 toj Davis’ trio. 
:iand the trio would -hire them as 
business managers at. 20rr for 15 

•y ears. Davis is* said to have guar¬ 
anteed the agreement. 

Schatz and Medlevine also ask 
jfor an accounting of earnings of 
'jthe trio since November, 1959. 

Excise Take Upward 
Washington, Nov; 22. 

Uncle Sam’s, admission tax 
yield for,the first fiscal quat ter 
•this year reflects healthy b.o. 
gains over the 1959 pace. 

The excise—levied on admis¬ 
sions to theatres, concerts, and 
other public entertainment— 
brought in S9.248.000 for the 
three months ending Sept. 30 
this year. The yield, for the 
same 1959 period was 
$8,871,000, 

Schary Is Leery 

11/23 
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St. John. N.B.i Nov. 22. 
. Biennial conference of Canadian 

Film Censors here calleduipon the 
Motion Picture Assn, of America 
to implement enforcement of the 
Production Code "to the end that 

, obvious excesses and offenses -will 
disappear," and expressed concern 
over the ndue proportion" of 
films depicting “inimoral and. ab¬ 
normal sex behavior.” 

In another resolution, censors 
noted the increase in crime 
t hroughout Canada and asked-pro¬ 
ducers, to reduce the' volume of 
films depicting the lives of gang¬ 
sters and hoodlums; saying that, a 
medium as pow erful as films, “must 

"shape to an emphatic degree the 
’ behavior patterns; in particular,-.- of 
the immature." 

This year’s conference broke, a 
long-standing tradition bv meeting 

( i Continued on page 19) 

Washington, Nov. 22. 
Dole Schary thinks show biz lia 

muscled in too deeply in Preside 
tial politics, 

I “I don't know who can stave off 
this, rush of professional; show ten 
into •politics,’* Schary ■ complained, 
in a speech to the Women’s Na¬ 
tional Democratic Club here, "but 

i somebody' had better do it right 
| away” 
i Referring to the vast concern 

vef. lighting, makeup, camera po¬ 
sitions. etc., on the . "Great De? 
bates;" Schary stressed that, future 

. politicians might benefit by re- 
• membering that Abraham Lincoln 
' and Franklin D. Roosevelt had 
wafts On their faces , "and it-didn’t- 
hurt either of them." 

"As a Democrat,” said , Schary, 
"I would have preferred it if Sen.. 

(Continued on page 70) 

New Censor Cloud Over 
Parisian Political Ribs* 

Could Bring a Strike 
Paris/' Nov. 22. 

i- The chansonniefs. w;ho recently 
won a tilt against, attempts to Cen¬ 
sor their television and radio proy 
gram, are now again; having pro- 

■ tion on this score. It came about 
when Prime .Minister Michei.Debre 
was ribbed, on a tv program "Salt 
Shaker" • ncl some National -Assem¬ 
bly men took umbrage. Informa¬ 
tion Minister' Louis Terrenoire de¬ 
cided he would henceforth demand 
looks at and .listening :to all tapes 
arid scripts before programs; went 
on. 

Cbansoniiiers. are political. cbi 
edians whose shafts and digs at.all i; 
public figures have- usually been 
saci; and. But Algerian tensions 
and’ rising censorship here are ;. 
slowly taking, awav these suppose 
cdly inalienable rights they got by . 
law and custom under, the Second 
Empire, 

, Chansonniers have, seven. thea> , 
tres and also appear in films, legit,' 
tv*; radio and boites. A recent at¬ 
tempt by .a. governmental radio of- ‘ 

| 'Continued, on page i9) ’ 

.-CULTURE’S CHUMS RALLY 
FOR CAPITAL CENTER 

Washington, Nov. 22, 
Fund drive-for the National, Cul¬ 

tural Center her was launched! 
last week with disclosure of more j 
than $1,000,000 already received ; 
and another $500/000 pledged. [ 

Philip M. Talbott. Chairman of j 
the Washington Area Committee ;. 
for the center, predicted that lead- j 
ing Capital citizens''w ill contribute ; 
$3,000,000 by summer. ' : 

Center's Board Qf Trustees has : 
set a .first stage goaf of $30,000/000 ; 
to be raised in the next three years , 
to finance basic construction. An-.| 
other- $45,000:000 will ;be raised! 
later to complete the Center's in-.! 
terior. I 

THEATRE EXECS HEAD 
OWN ADVERTISING SHOP 

Albany, Nov. 22/ 

Northeast. Advertising Corp; h 

. been formed, with two of NCil 

I Heilman's theatre managers as 

•iicers for the purpose Of han- 

j dling the- advertising for the new 

f Heilman Theatre and the Thruwav 
! .Motel hi Albany, as well as the 
1 two Heilman. Philadelphia drive-' 
ins. 

The company will also special¬ 
ize in serving Ihotels. hotels, con¬ 
ventional theatres and autoihobil- 
ers. and multple-run motion pic- 

| tu-re advertising. 

!. Irwin L’llman, general manager 
for Heilman is president bt the 
corporation: David R. Weinste' 

I manager of the local Heilman, 
vice president. 

Both continue to hold their the¬ 
atre jobs. 

By ABEL GREEN 

.Hollyw ood, which has been, com¬ 
plaining about the flight of pro- 
dutti ., seenis to have goofed— 
at least according to the eastern 
vie\vpoiht-T-in. permitting-'-flie flight 
of .its' No. 1 annual event—the 
Oscars—to .Santa Monica. Holly?- 
wood and .the Academy are as in¬ 
digenous as ham *n’ eggs, and . the. 
shift of its prime yearly professio'n- 
a.l-sbcial.-nat.ional event to a nearby 
community has already stirred pro- 

st$: on both coasts. 

Apart from point that the Acad¬ 
emy’s new; three-year .hookup. With 
ABC-TV -. entails sortie; tv::is.s com- 
mou-ial 'hookups. the rtia.ior .objec¬ 
tion is that.Oscar has been, per¬ 
mitted to escape' from the- natural 
a lira and flora Of Hollywqgd. Os¬ 
car-by-til -sea at Santa Monica 
soinehow isn’t as. secure, in the 
viewpoint of Gotham show Ven, as 
in his former and more native Hol¬ 
lywood, even. though S.M. is, in 
truth; suburb of Los Angeles Of 
.which/ ■ turn, Hollywood is mere¬ 
ly a self-contained community, 
never haying ven.. reached; /the, 
status of an ineorpbi;ajLed : village, 
say, like Beverly Hills. Be that as 
it may, if. Santa Monica Aiiditor- 
ium/s 2.500 capacity is the keynote, 
the RKO Pantages, while stripped 
to 1.550 seals for its current “Spar- 
tacus" two-a-day run. could easily 
have reinstated 200 to .500 addition¬ 
al seats.. The Fin originally was , 
a 2.400-capacity auditorium, , 

RKO Theatres prexy Sol A. 
. vScliw at tz. blinded himself to part of 
the losses in the interests of the 
major event. Originally a Tuesday 
night telecast, if meant the loss' 
of /-1onday-Tuesday which isn’t as 
bad as;.recent >ears, the RKO Pan-. 
lages bad. to eo dark three day/, on: 
the crearri Sat.-Siin. weekend and, 
of course, for . the Monday rtight 
event. As Oscai* achieved sponsor- . 
ship the Pan. got up to:$8,000 for 
the. three dark days, after-.having 
r 'Continued on/page 70) 

Meyer Levin’s EichmanD 
Biopic for German Prod.; 
Prospective Tag—-‘Blood’ 

. Paris; Nov: 22. 
Novelist - screonwriter Meyer 

. Le\ in has- finished the first", draft 
.of his scenario about Adoph Eich- 

i niann and Tieaded back for his 
| home in Israel to coinplete work 
"on the project. Gernva.n producer 
Arthur Brauner is interested.in the. 
jM'oject which; reportedly, he 
wants to Call "Blood.” 

Meanwhile, another Levin script, 
"Seven Scrolis.” the story of Prof. 

. - iikenik who discovered the ideri- 
i tity of the Dead Sea Scrpils, has 
caught the interest of French pro¬ 
ducer James Mage/ and there’s , a 
possibility , af him doing it with 

i Edward G. Robinson starring. 
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Tardiness .on the part of some exhibitors in paying their bills 
Is a continuing problem, 

Twentieth-Fox branch managers are now being urged to do 
everything they can in last two . months of current calendar year to 
step up. collection of outstanding revenue. Situation Is described as. 
of “grave concern" to prexy Spyros. P. Skouras and /other company... 
toppers since the gross debit accounts.receiveable. in October, the 
beginning of the final quarter of the fisc:' year, were highest in 
company's history. 

Although there was said to be a slight improvement in. the 
number of days’ business represented by the. .outstandings at. the; 
beginning of October; the lag was still, “considerable” in excess of 
the average of the last few years. To get the number of days' 
business represented by the outstandings, average weekly .business . 
done by the individual branch is compared to the branch’s total of. 
utstanding collections. At the-beginning of October, only four 

branches—Des Moines, St. John; Winnipeg and Vancouver—were 
„ in "good standing” re collections; in that the totals represented 
'less, than lQ. days’ business; 

boll.ar.vvis . 20th branch collections improved during October by 
24.58% comparedwith September; However,, since average weekly 
billings in October \vere 31 % below the previous month,; outstand¬ 
ing collections as of Oct. 29 represented 31.2 days’ business, com¬ 
pared to 27.4 days as of Sept. 24.. 

<1* 

Argue $he Has No Furtlier Commitment Under 

Involved Hitchcock Iffy Cbhtract 

Hollywood, Nov. 22. 
Vera; Miles . has notified Alfred1 

j. Hitchcock Productions that slie 
no. longer considers herself under 
contract to the indie company arid 
thus is hot committed to the four 
remaining pix covered ’ her. 
seven-year .pac t. 
:. Slve orjginally av-as signcd by the 
Hitdicockvcoiiipahy "to an exclusive 
t\v.o-:pic.ture-a-ye.ar contract in 
1955.. -with -agent. Milt Rosner re-, 
negotiating pact in. 195.8 to a orie- 
picture'-a-veiir deal with. allowance 
for. two ont.side pix annually. .. 

According to Rosner and attor¬ 
ney Richard Kloinrock. -Miss'-Mile's 
fulfilled her 1939 commitment 
when. Hitchcock, through MCA. 
loaned her- for “A Touch of Lar¬ 
ceny-” Coni ract was accelerated 
later in the year -so that actress 
would appear hi Hitchcock’. .“Psy¬ 
cho,” which rolled in November, as 
her 196') film.- At that- time the j 
contract ye:, was-' changed' from ] 
Jaiiuarv-Jaiu:ar\ to Noveinber-.' -1 
veinber with continuing proyis ' 
thi' actrr>s‘ vy.oii 1 d be .given, 3Q-d:. 
advance notice oir nnual exerci' =; 

'options.. 
Acceleration. : rding-’to Ros- 

rer.-meant Option notice bad to be 
given/ iiv Or arid. when , it 
passed, seven weeks ago,.the Hitch¬ 
cock indie- had ;not yet filed- f’:<? 
notice-. Oh Oe!. 25 the firm noti¬ 
fied. ,M:i<s Aides that contract, year , 
w, being cicteuded 13 weeks be- ' 
cuum*-; of he tors’ and ’■writer*.’, 
strikes' eariie i-i the year, Com-; 
pany thcivf-ne Cviiiiendc.1 : option:; 

.((// ui ruled 

SOURED 'SWEET LIFE* 

Film Sold.. Twice—Who Controls 
For U.S.? 

Who has th. U. . $. distribution 
fights to “La Dolce Vita” (“The 
Sweet .Life”), the . highly-touted 
Fredrico Fellini Cannes, prize-win¬ 
ner feature? Alfred -W; Sciivval- 
berg.’s - newly-organized Omat Pro¬ 
ductions arid Joseph . E. Levine’s 
Embassy Pictures.’ each claim-' 
deal with Itaio producer Pippeno 
Amato.'" 

Both assertedly : made the same 
deal—a- $500,000 advance plus., a 
percentage. Schvvalberg revealed 
that a: payment had been made to 
the Itaio filmmaker, .but acknowl¬ 
edged that no papers had .been 
signed: Levine stated that, lie had 
a “verbal agreement,” which, he. 
stressed, binding.- rider Italian 
law since two witnesses were pres¬ 
ent when the handshake arrange^ 
m.cntwas rade. * 

S8 
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By HY HOLLINGER 

A group of young, do-it-yourself 
indie filmmakers,. unaffiliated with 
the major companies, have banded: 
together, in New York to organize 
the “New- American Cinema.” 

In a statement of principles, the 
group Of some 20 ayarite-garde 
filmmakers; Yankee' style, contends, 
that “the official cinema all Over 
the \vorld. running but., of 
breath.” The newcomers hope to 
remedy the situation by scrapping 
accepted techniques and subject 
matter and making pictures, that 
£re Hndivisably a personal expres¬ 
sion.” * ;:’ 

In downgrading the present-day 
general output of- motion pictures, 
the members of. the “New Ameri¬ 
can Cinema”, charge .that the pix 
are “morally- corrupt. estheticaHy 
obsolete* thematically. superficial, 
.temperamentally boring;” More¬ 
over*, they. y that even the “seem¬ 
ingly worthwhile 'films,, those that, 
lay claims to high moral and. esthe¬ 
tic standards arid have been ac^ 
cepted. as such by critics and the 
public alike, reveal the decay,of 
the product film'. The very slick- 
ri'ess of their execution has become 
a perversion covering the., falsity, 
of their themes, the lack of sensiti¬ 
vity, the: lack of style.’’ 

Corrupt Old Ways 
. Acutely ware that their: -.ref 
bellion: against'the old. official, 
corrupt and pretentious” school of 
firmmaking hasn’t a ghost of a 
.charice of being, accepted by the 
[major bankrollers and distributors, 
j the new fi’m experimenters are 
seeking, new method.'? of picture 

..finaricirig.and distribution. In the 
.Cbiti department; they have., their j 
i eye on the legitimate theatre an-^ 
. ’. IS Whom they feel will parlici- 
I pate in their -undertakings -on a 
limited partnership basis as has 

I been customary in the financing of; 
Broadway...plays'..’. 

The nbn-cdriformi.st filmmakers, 
are convinced .they can abolish’the 
“budget myth” and turn- out “in¬ 
ternationally marketable films” at 
a. post ;of $2.5.000 to $200,000. They 
maintaiir that the. realistic', budgets 
give.- tneiri freedom /from stars; 
studios, and. producers since the ac¬ 
tual/f'ilhririafcpr’Viii "serve as his 
own producer.- Lowbr. budget pix. 

;they stres give a higher return 
| margin than big budget films. "The 
,i low,budget is not a purelv com¬ 
mercial considerat; h,“ they state,! 
“J.t goes w ith our ethical and [ 
hetic;.. beliefs, directly connected 

vvit.h liie. things we want to say 
d tire way w.'ejtvani 'to, say them/’-- 

Rap Whole System 

The Yanks who. are seeking a 
‘sti “new vvave” mari'lie are 
., baUie.theprt'seatpoli- 

y'C" iiiution and exhibition 
i hoyr c li.tr,ge that there Isi sbme- 
lliic.g v.rokg. with the whole- sv 
tem and tin ' " ; ' 

Cheapies ’n Blockbusters Rarest 
'WESTERN1 JN SO. AFRICA 

Alien-Broccoli and ttys Film Set 
With Eros/ 

London, Nbv. 22. 
Warwick Film’s Irving Alien and 

A: R. (Cubby) Broccoli have made 
a deal with Jamie Uys Productions 
and Star Film Imports, to .make 
“The Hellions.” a Western, in 
South Africa. It will be lensed in 
Technirarna arid Technicolor for 
release through ErOs. 
• At the same time, negotiations 
li ve been completed between Uys 
and. Warwick for the world-wide 
distribution by Eros of “Rip Van 
Wyck,” which was shown at the 
Commonwealth:: Film Week in Lon¬ 
don last Friday (IIL. 

Coliimbja. as of- th . end. of its 
fiscal .year June 23;- had total in¬ 
vent oii.es qf. $39,838,948.; it vvas re¬ 
vealed in the company’s annual re¬ 
po ;-.t- to stockholders.' Figure covers 
production^ in release less amorti- 
zaUqn:; others completed a nd 
av ailing release', rights,- ’ ' 
film stock;..etc/ 

At the end .of the 1959 fiscal year 
I lie 'inventories amounted to $3.5- 
555.839. 

• ■’.iaiemti.it ell' a substantial 
jum.: dva rices. indi 'pro¬ 
duce: amounting; to $32,071.57-3 lault'ef llK- audien 
;M t!ie e’ose of • the- recent year. the dlstribu and theatre 
•Vomp.-.ifecrwiijy 2.7.373:111 the.year owiu rs -are prev enting the exh? T 

Joseph . E. Lev'ine’s Emt^assy 
.Pictures and Titanus of Italy itave 
set a co-production agreement, 
covering three to four pictures an¬ 
nually. Its an extension of a cur¬ 
rent agreement on “The Thief of 
Bagdad/’ Steve Reeves starrer, 
and ••Sodoni and Gomorrah, ’’which 
rolls , in January with Stewart 
Granger. 

Lombardo and Titanus: v.p. 
Franco De Simone stated .yester¬ 
day (Tues,),. in N.Y. that although 
Titanus was making/“pictures for 
all the people.” it was not neglec.tr 
Ing. fih.ris .for the more sophisti- 

tpd audience. I.Ie pointed to the 
company’s “Roc Co and' His 
Brothers.” which ran into censorr 
ship. dUTiculties in Milan, but 

ss.ed tlie U S. Customs without 
a problem. The film has b?en de¬ 
livered to Lee Steiner, Titanus’ 
V attorney, to make a distribu- 
liun. deal. . 

Lev-ind, too. stated ho was not 
putting all Lis dough on spectacles.. 
He quipped. ”1 hope to regain tiie 
standing with the critics win ;h I 
lic.vcr had.” “Two Women," based 
on the Alberto Moravia novel,. .is 
hi prestige entry: 

* The- so-called medium budget 
picture, confined to oblivion not 
so long ago by many industry 
pundits, is still an active entry iu 
the industry’s thinking. Judging 
from a look at the release sched¬ 
ules and pictures hitting the thea¬ 
tres presently, these pix arc more, 
numerous than the blockbusters 
and the under $100,000 offerings. 

Whe-n the tv impact was at its 
peak and the only pictures that 
could score at the boxoffice were 
the star-studded multi-million pro¬ 
ductions. based on expensive pre¬ 
sold properties, it was fashionable 
to offer the view that the market 
could not absorb the in-between 

ipix. These productions broadly 
if all in the $800,000 to $1,500,000 
' category. The purveyors of the; 
swan song of the medium budget' 
picture were usually the producers 
of the cheapies, who maintained 
that ap inexpensively made gim¬ 
mick film w as the only type t hat 
could make rnOney in today’s un¬ 
certain market, or the makers of 
the' king-sized pictures, who in¬ 
sisted that the public would turn 
out only for something special. 

Although a lot of indust ryites 
agree with this theory, the fact is 
that many films in the neither- 

, fish-nor-fowl category are being 
hnade and released. A large por¬ 
tion are made abroad, the conten¬ 
tion being that the cost and values 
are a great deal more than the ac¬ 
tual budget. However, almost as 
many are coming off Holly wood’s 
considerably slowed down assem¬ 
bly line. 

Payoff Variables 
To be sure, the fate of these 

pictures vary. A few have broken 
into the charmed circle and have 
chalked up better than respect- 

(Continucd on page 191 

Big-Print-rool-Uj»For 
70m Prodaclioas as The 

‘Or Else’ to Technicolor 

In Last Quarter 
Of I960, Domestic 

Take Tops 58% 
Due to boxoffice declines in cer¬ 

tain key foreign markets in the 
last, quarter and better business at 
home, the 50-50 rule of thumb 
ratio between domestic and for- 

- eign rentals may be off a little, 
jvvith tiie domestic earnings ratio 

up and the foreign down a Mo- 
; tion Picture Export As>r-. exec 

Hollywood. Nov. 22. j estimated last week. 
Fikn. processing laboratory s ap- tiic most serious dec-fine in iv- 

pear n the position of ha'-ing. to cent -months has been in Britain, 
cakh up- with the 70m pioduclion (but businos for American produ-t 
trend—at. substantial co-t.>—or el^e also has been offish in other im- 

ainfain if‘s not tiie lose put to Technicolor, Latter. - pbrtant European' countries and 
They assert .•°n the pros.d floor with its Australia. . Business ac\u:<l!v h sS 

' xtrUij-ies tb; pir-cess tlie exjmnsive gone up in some aieux. but i ' 
r.'.ints; which lxulae from $5,000 to >jas usually been in- smaller r 

P. 
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hei’i. 
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It, 
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Cf 
dav. 

t» t»v 
Miry makes 

ion.. Word, 
•rat the I.’.;:- 
aiAt::-."' 

. w h... r 

)e i'nMviWie.. 

vv I' 1 .leaU-to 

oh hi'. . C::rly 

s;ni> l by rietro 

Oils, -‘hi: of r.iauv .v, prthwhile fiim..— s IP.odd’ each, dependn g on Ieir. Uh. ket s lil m Sv itzerla •d 
!.’s- l .Mil ciirrent and working Ju! r. Ca-ssevetc “Shu dims” and As pi cviou-lv repor ed. DeLi xo. Ti e 50-50 ratio. of 
s a ■e A S'ed 'at -So74dd.423, iLiv Rowod “Came Brck.j 'Ob 2.o-:h-Fox. -in pro. e ■' general one will; the 
.st t -Alai current, liabilities of Ah for - cx- "hi pie.;; "It ' 'hn'r and e.-. n-c 1st o be a i>ic cent Hi s vat ying v ith 
83,8 u.. • : ' ■- :vd f.'ct t.ii -t or r films '] ■;e m re’ea -.* -prints by Uji C-PJ open es. Ho w e\ 
e v chh. i'der..- Col' . iden., i-5 . wv iff Land' >n, Paris or o .- ’ Ti..>, pi.i-'-um:/ aic of .fare*. :n rent als 

A that S_8,:10.(T-I)fi:) lit , totes be-( a;-.' they ,;.v i relioh '! ’ r. i'; 1 .:c in lime ta b and!'* “■( h*S -11 1 I h is . been. ', ci;:.i 
ink’ V Cl'i k prepaid -in the .pad fC-mtinued 

• idh-d “Clc-npat ” ot i'.ei 1- tin** v. e Midi A c 
"■e J !i.TH !.s deriving from pr -r> ceri pic; me- Jas t dec a-.le. and' 

Saitlm U.S. 
J.aireR t . p:oxy of Koine’s 

CJ a*.’itea. due . in New" Y'"k 
,thi> Week i-.>r 'confabs bn iiproin- 

■ ing pro.fr> r '.with'''’Yank majors, 
'stop; U.tr.h Algonquin, lie 
then gw? c-n .! ;j the - Coast., aying 
at the Bevcrlv .Hills'Hotel.; 

.[ Galatea'v latest pr-oduction is 
;20tlfls,-G-J ’ .mas relcas ’ “Fither. 

nd iltvi K: 

.•.television ntracis- 

fid, Rsgell ;‘Te^;prarily’ 
;&rs3o23;Prtfdit?itaa " 

A? Wahjsr TieJUp 
d. Rage;, for many years exec 

oroduclion ,nr-ger at, the 29th- 
Fox sthdio in Hollywood, has been 
in -yd terh.borary Eiiropbari.' pra- 
di chief; a> ith .headqiihr.iers : 
in I.-uj; . prcxy Spyros P. Skou-.; 
ras said in New; York Friday, vig.i; ! 

.. T.lte ;sko;uras $tatcment .was made 
bn Ifi . ' 'Of a series ol-^tbp .level 
talks. Over the v.;eekend, at the 
iiomeoffice re upeomirig.iprbduc- 
tipn;plaus (see separate ..story t. The 

(Continued on page 19) 

Hr:rriel Pilpel 

ways. »d' knew wfty n-j hsw. ya’f.-!.'» 

(ighr lew Cincldcrihg 

C;>?)yi ighf h A 

S6 'Bi'iiwn--.Iisitsh) 

ens c? the many Editorial Feataras 
In; the lipcojning 

•>h Anniversary Number 
of 

h outlay of- chw: 
i..v ivod i; c taljk. 
i -r .. eleas. p-iln..- 

vd cla»iie.s me; 
..).»•■ o.eei-‘--tr., 

,er$230.9;}Q 
:..oreahoi:L 

wetvo 1 Ilao.-D*1- 
c..i!.-prpjeit-:. pm;> on tkc 

•:s oi 7()m picf.uv- '(iak-.i by 
. a rent product!!*! "])<sralion. 
niy other lab at preien! .to be 

-ly eqn:i(lM:ing ,70m- install:i- 
This unit, which had virtu- 

: ally ame to a I'.alt last .spring hc- 
f..-urie of the frlmmaki g strikes. 
1.- ;■ re-employed 130. persons and 
is now going ahead at. a good pace. 

.' peeifie> plans: for 70hi processing 
at M-G haven’t jelled-as yet but if 

: a decision in the affirmative is 
reached the indications are.that 4 

1 (Continued on page 15) 

lain raveptauce of t:;:> i V i 
-.oiild couti u:e to ciuei*. 

„ ';if* or'e except ion t-» t! 
ward to:e::.n tiend la lie 
isas he.-n Allied Aik 
o\e;-eas urines^ ha-, cone 
v idle its domestic iei:k!> 
c-lii.ad. At 2.)th-Fo>:. ler- eve*, 
mcstic business in last quiri \ 
oil' only two percent, .while lorer 
business decRued 1'F 

I An exec of another co:-.. ad- 
! milted that such a ecn*'w tr *n.l 
.has been in offer cent 
I months but predicted it- 
(Would only be temporary. ex¬ 
plained that the pictures ;i.h 
iiad been raising tiie domwric 
rental figures lately would soon 
be going into release abroad and 
situation would soon balance 59-/ 

150 again. 
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Production, prints and Ballyhoo 
Costs Already Recovered By BenJl 
In one : ear Metro’s "Ben-IIur”*---■  ---1—^ 

has earned sufficient film rental; ^ O 1 • 

Amusement Stock Quotations 
In one : ear Metro’s "Ben-IIur”*- 

has earned sufsicient film rental] 
revenue to recover $15.(130.000 neg-; 
alive cost of the production a? well j. 
as the advertising and print co'Js.j 
It's limned that to achieve this! 
goal M-Ci tailed film rentals of] 
approximately §20.00l),U00. This] 
v.as achieved with 325 engage-; 
ments throughout the world.. j 

The total theatre,.gross for thej 
ne-year period was S40.0U0.000 i 

with $3lM'MU.000 from the l'- S.| 
and Canada and S10.000.000 iromj 
abroad. The take came from 270] 
theatres m the U. S. and Canaday 
and 35 trom Europe, the Philip-1 
pines. Australia and the Orient. 0 

Met id's (tea is with theatres are jj 

on a 90-10 basis, but house ex-| 
puises are deducted before theg 
rental calculations are made Titcg 
reio\ery of the negative cost as] 
v.ell as* tile advertising and print f 
outlay sets to rest the generally ac-jj 
ceptAl industry theory that doubles 
the negative cost in film rental is ft 
required before costs are recov-jj 
rred. This theory may apply to j! 
pictures in the S‘2.000.000 to j! 
S4 000.000 category, but it does not jj 
hold lor Mic more expensive pi*.*- 
tuns. The -low payoff and the;,; 
need for lo^s prints because ot 
rpecial engagements tends to keep; 
the distribution costs down on tiicj 
more <os*ly entries. ; 

To be sure.! the 78-week amor-j 
fixation s\>ten4 employed bv Metro; 
for its regular pictures is not being; 
mod for “Bcn-Hur.” No special; 
timetable lias been established for; 
“Hur” Although iii actuality M-Gj 
li.is recovered its costs on “Hur. ” it] 
will not he shown as a full recov-j 
ery on the company’s books. Out; 
<»! each dollar in film rental com-1 
ing in from the picture, a portion! 
goes into income, with the balance; 
being applied to amortization. The] 
percentage technique Metro is! 
using is a closely guarded secret, jj 

Pioneers Nite 
For Boston Joe 

Commercial elite of the film; 
Industry paid annual homage to 
an individual at Ne\. York’s Wal-, 
cU-jrf-Astoria Mondav <21 > night:;] 
wreathed as Pioneer of the Y’earj 
was Joseph E. Levine; president'! 
of ^Embassy Pictures, who got the;; 
Motion Picture Pioneers’ nod be-.; 
iau.se lie has infused the business]: 
v.i‘*h a new vitality. ij 

A crowd of nearly 500 joined], 
in the salute—and among them;' 
were many of the film company;.' 
presidents and large circuit heads;] 
who haye been similarly hohorecLj 

In the Pioneers’ 22-year-old history.; 

In a large sense this testimonial 
w as unique, for Levine is of recent 
vintage. ’Zukor. Balaban. Warner.1 
e\ al.. outdistance him by far on; 
the calendar count. And corpo¬ 
rately. he admits himself he’s ob¬ 
viously nc Culver City or Burbank 
operation. 0 ; 

Turnout at the Waldorf hash,' 
however, made it dear that Levine, 
is no commoner. He’s an importer; 
from Boston and bally-high spe-; 
cialist who has used the steam-: 
roller approach for blockbuster 
grosses. Theatremen among the] 
Waldorf mob said they like the way; 
he's sold their tickets, and distribu-i 
tion execs., among them Metro.' 
Warners and Paramount, have re-i 
leaded his pictures:, which is a; 
nice acknowledgement in itself. ; 

The “vitality” reading is part of] 
the citation given newly-turned 
producer Levine. The testimonial 
dearly svinbolized the atta-boy] 
sentiment felt by the oldtimers] 
who. themselves, were brought up 
on Barnuni & Bailey, as also prae-: 
tieed by Mike Todd and perpetuj 
shed bv the honor guest. j 

Levine’s got the stature nov 
ev'en though of newcomer status: 
In saving thanks- for the bouquets 
Monday, he commented that it was! 
only 20 months ago that he tossed' 
h;s first “international'’ meeting- ’ 
of press and industry in behalf] oL 
a picture. He didn’t mention it by] 
name who’s needs a plug at this'; 
time?) but it was “Hercules. 
which grossed like $4,000,000 in] 
the domestic marker. i: 

His main concern, he said, is: 
the future. For a personal touch], 
he said he saw his son Richard as 

(Continued op page 20) I 

1960 
High Low 

Week Ended Tites. (22) 

X. Y. Stock Exchange 
* Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tries, 

in 100s High I^ow Close 

42-? 4 2334 ABC Vending 125 34" h 32 34’s •■fUA 
41 •’■ s 23'!4 Am Br-Par Th 211 4V’ 2 39*' 41 “h ’ "*'4 
42! 4 19*2 Ampex .1493 26*h ' 22 '; .24'*ft 42 

45) 4 36"* x CBS * J 87 39"x 36: 36-'* —2.r?/ 

25: 4 14-r,s Col Pix 128 24* ft; 22?.i-’ 22-T 

38Ts 17:!» Decea 372 38'4 35” 4 37*4 
491 4 20 Disney 54 25 22". 24." 

136’-. 94: Eastman Kdk 42S 113*2 in 
(U-2 5» 4 EMI . 528 6*4. 6 — *4 

11 ’• 2 Glen Alden .444 13", 12 12*-ft • —Uft 

1*9 14 Loew’s Thea. .141 1 6::. 15 16*8, 
40>s 22* 4 MCA Inc. J7 33* 2 36*\ ^ 2»T 
40 24" h Metro GM 452 35 . 38-T 4 3*4 
66" « 127k NAFI Corp. 243 ’* ft " 26*4 —1-4 

13 4-T Nat. Thea. 149 4” i 5 
67-'.' 39* • Paramount 69 •561- 54v2 .55*4 — Tft 

33U 17*4 Philcb 279 19’ 17-h 1778. -T ' . 

26UT 163*4 Polaroid 371 240". 224. 234*4 -f 5*T 
7*8? s 46*2 RCA 608 55-'1'. 53r'8 54 ”s .+■ ’4 
1T-T 7*2 Republic 44 Ifl'a 10’ 1.0- ft ;' 
151- 4 12-'M Rep., pfd. 2 14''-; 14^'iL 14*ft 
42- k 19*2 Stanley War 77 25" 24*2. 25 '-r 

3(1". 26*4 StorCr '7 30 29-'*m •29^: -3*2 
30 20th-tFox 168 42 37*- . 40*4 -*-2*2 

34’4 23's United -Artists 304 34*4 '29**8 33-^s -f3-ft 

51 L 28* 4 Univ. Pix 7 497. 49 " '49':;.i 1 " 

521 4 37-’h Warner Bros. US 51". 49*4 510-4 Jr- 

129-') s 89* ft Zenith 227 1057 100*4 102'- 1* ' 

American Stock Exchange 
Allied Artists 
Buckeye Corp. 

ir S Cap. City Bdc. 88 10*4. 9-^4 1 01 8 

6’2 3” ft Cinerama Inc. 102 5*-2 5* -'5*8 

14” 4 10 Desilu Prods. 19 1,,:>4. TO ■ lb:,4 

4*2 Filmways 25 5:. 5*T .•5*2. 

2:?s 5 16 Guild Films 212 7 .16 7' 16 

8-Ts 7* 2 MPO Vid. 20 8: 7' 7-y' 

8 • H 21 2 Nat’I Telefilm: 98 2*2 

1 f»~ s 6" 8 Teehnicolor 543 10* s 87. 10 

14’2 8*8 Teleprompter 15 1.0" s. ]0:2 107*1 

4* 4 2 Tele Indus. 187 3-r*: 3* s ■3*4 
13-’* 4 8*2 Trans-Lux 2 12*4 12*4 12* i'- 

*■ v.'eek Ended Mon. -21*. 
Ex-dividend. 

f Courtesy of Merrill I.y-ich. Picrc . Fenner & S'nalh^ Inc.) 

Securities 
Bid 

America Corp. 
Gen Aniline & FA 
Gold Medal Studios 
Magna Pictures 
Metropolitan Broadcasting 
Mcvielab 
Scranton Corp. 
Sterling Television 
T\ A. Theatres 
•Wometco Enterprises 

L. A. to N. Y. 
James T. Aubrey 
Barney Balabaii 
Steve Blauner 
Dan Blocker 
James H. Chapi 
Anne Francis 
Enoll Garner 
Lome Greene 
Russell Holman 
Siiirley Jones 
Phil Karisen 
Oscar Katz 
Michael Landon 
Paul N. Lazarus Jr. 
Ernest Lehman 
Frank Liberman 
Kim Novak 
Jerome Pickman 
Pernel Roberts 
Peter Ustinov 
Bill Watters 
George Welfner 
How ard Wonnser 

Europe to U. S. 
Eclie Adams 
Richard Attenborough 
Phyllis Calvert 
Joseph Kaufman 
Ernie Kovacs 
Andrew Marion 
Ronald Neame 
Douglas Seale 
Mike Stern 

U. S. to Europe 
A men co Aboaf 
Julian “Cannonball” Addcriy 
Slielley Berman 
Alexander H. Cohen 
Harry E. Gould 
Lucille Graham 
Duncan Macrae 
Leonard Marks 
Ronnie McCulloch 
Kenneth McKellar 
Jimmy Neil 

l7^ '! •4 n. 
.360, 386. 

I 
2*T 2-r>: 

I6:*s i7-r'. 411! 
l'3*-i 15*ft y-2-- ' 
■2*4 3*4 •4 X4 

1 2 k .2 4 H 
e-\ -- - *<2 

,12 >2 13f>8-.. - + . *-ft 
lies Dei aiers Inc A 

Hildy Parks 
Mil-ton R. Raekmil 
David Tebet 
Dennis %Woolt’ord 

N? Y. to L. A. 
Peter Arncll 
Jack. Benny 
Polly Bergen. 
Jack Brandon. 
Joan Brandon 
Lillian Briggs 
Brenda Cline 
Freddie Fields" 
Philip Gerard 

^Joe Julian 
Alan Kailman 
Roger H. Lewis 
Irving Mansfield 
Toni. Pryor 
Lee Sellers- 

Jules Dassin being romanced to 
direct “Psyche. 59,” indie being 
packaged by Dana Wyhter. for 
20th-Fox releases " 

Walt Christie 
brightly details why 

Vsherhig ZJsed To 
Be Fun 

another bright Editorial. Feature 

In the upcoming 

55th Anniversary ISuinber 
of 

P'SttlETY 

New York Sound Track 

Titanus Films’ Goffredo Lombardo in town, staying at tlie St. Begi 
‘ accompanied by company exec Franco de. Simone Niqriesa, Lombardo 

has marie the: trip solely to]be present ait the Motion Picture Pioneer 
dinner honoring showman Joseph E. Levine. 

Legion of Decency has given the B 'objectiqnabie ].ih part for all) 
‘rating, to- four more major company releases:.i'20th>/■■‘’■■Legions of. The. 
Nile,”. Col’s "Angel Baby,” : Universal's’“Shakedown’.’ and UAV’YiCe 
Raid.” : 

- “Money, Money, Money” by Ralph G. Martin and.Morton D. Stone, .a 
; ■; Ranrf, McNally book about Wall -St. and. finance, includes a closeup of 

j Gerald M. Loeb, senior partner of.E. F.j Ilutlon, shown reading Variety 
i because I. invest , in plays. I buy into plays the way" I buy - into. stocks; 
‘ I buy talent. And it’s paid off.” 

j “If Red SkeLton were in Europe there■ would be a -Skelton cult,” says 
Toronto novelist Morley Callaghan •“But1 I dislike oyer-confident per¬ 
formers like Dean Martin who think they can get away with :any kind 

..of sloppiness.” / 

i The Dalai Lama of Tjbet thinks Marilyn Mohroe! looked ‘.‘pale and 
skiimy” in. “Some Like It Hot.’’ the only U; S. .film he’s ever seeii.Mle 

: urged lecturer Russ Potter to recommend her giiisehg tea to beef, her 
up a bit; so Potter told Toronto pro.... 

j. Fredric March and S. Hurok named “key men of the .... by th 
/fashion, division of the. Federation of Jevvisl.i Philanthropies of Ne\V 
j York. Awardswill also .be-^presented :t.o James A. Michener. arid1 Gen. 
David Sam off Otto Preminger’s “Exodus” will have its .Portland,. 

[Ore. premiere on Jan. 18 . Philip Gerafd, Universal-s.eastern piib-ad 
‘ ehipf! to Chicago to confer vvhh. Balabaii & Katz execs on opening plans 
i l<;r “The Gra«s Is Greener.” From Chi lie heads for the Coast for talks 
{.with pub-ad v,p. David A. Lipton . . ”Sri vv ^lan,” story, of the...horse, 
saved from the Slaughterhouse to become National Hoi’Seshow Open 

ijiinipei-. acquired, by Metro and will bo produced by Paul Gregbry . . 
i.U.nited Artists pub-ad v.p; Roger H. Lewis."to the Coast^’.f.qr.-conferences 
.with indie producers, 

Baehe Market Letter indieaie^ tliat1 United'-Artists shouVcl. eafh $2,75 
per share this year, niore in 19.01, and ’that the Si.60. dividends.affords 
a neat 5.3''r yield. Wall Street.-firm is' also h.ieh on Deicii and ?Ietro,. 
"noting that M-G should now be well,on its- w\ toward another big 
jump.in earnings this year, topping:1 the §3.75 cstimaVed for the;year 
erded Aug. 31. 1960. If that’s the ease, <avs Baclie. ' nother dividend. 

Mlike,. ve the recently-raised 40c quarterly, will’ be. in order.;. 

J “The Lieht in tlie Piazza, purchased, by 3Iefro last July aiid in. 
'preparation as .ah*Arthur Freed production:won for.novelist Elizabeth 

‘ Spencer the first $10,000 McGravv-lIiH fictip avd ... Ernie Kovacs,. 
jwhp completed Columbia’s “Five Gblden Hours7’ in Italy, returned to 
i GoUiam with" his wife, Edie Adahis, .IIe reriiains until. Noy. 27 \vlie:p he 
[.goes to the Coast to begin a new season of his “Take, a Good Look”: 
] series: . Peter. Ustinov in from the :Coast to bally “.Spartacus.’ 

]i “Romanoff and Juliet.” and his new book. “The Lo-er.” ; Conferenc .. 
'of Personal Managers. East, will hold nomination's for officers at itA 
[Dec:.6 meeting . , A quartet of 22-year-olds—Tommy Finnan ,3d. Carl 
[.A. Gottlieb, Jan Perry and Gerald Plano—-have teamed ;vp under the 
! 22 Productions banner aiid have filmed a 25-mindte short, on the 
l.professional theatre entitled “Cuftiiiu Up” .. , Robert Mitchum in 
from his Maryland farm to'plug “The" Gl ass Is Greener.” 

: John Frankenheiniier replaces Charles Chrisohton as director .-on..Burt 
■Lancaster’s. “Bird-man. of Alcatraz’’ ;altor a difference' - of. -pni jdn- AVitJi 

. exec producer Harold Ilecht . Richard Al ien into Jack Webb’s “The 
Last Time.. I -Saw Archie” for United] Artists release, Roger Cprman: 

. purchased -’Piin and the Satyrs,” original sefeenplay bv kyra,Rostovz6ffy.. 
for release' through his Film-group unit, to be made as follow-up to 
producer’s “At! . ” . . UA set “Warlord of Crete” as new tab for . 
“Theseus and the " Minotaur,” Bob Mathias-Rosanna SebiafTino starrer 
. . Gail Russell top femme.in Aiiingtoh Productions’ “Cau^e of Death,” 
George Raft-Mark Stevens starrer. 

As Canadian shipbuilders toiled., .eight "•m.dnihs '''recoristhicthig- the 
Bounty, for Hollyvvood’s remake of “Mutiny ori the Bounty,” CBC-TV 
crews filmed every step from laying the. keel to sea trials.. - 

. N. Y. Journal American columnist Louis .Sobbl’. recent 'column; 
simulating a Variety style; “reviewed” the- President-Elect' John F._ 
Kennedy as a New Act" with “political patter” as follow s: “John F.. 
Kennedy vyill do a turn as a single, preeiniiig. Washington's White;- 
ilouse. a plUsh room,, early January. .Th ’ never worked .room; has 
worked, scene for some years—in D, C. area houses as politico emcee, 
pperis: smoothly with medley of. .‘Let’s. Move Ahead,’ ‘The Svvingin* 

' Sixties,’ ‘Queinoy and Matsu,’ then segues in to. ’Aid to Underdeveloped 
Nations,’ ‘Augmented! Social Security.v etc., which wins him a big mitt. 
Builds with smart patter anent .topical stuff.;i.e.: ‘World Prestige,’ ‘Look; 

1 to the Future.’ emphasized with slick arm-chopping take. Closes on 
smart note, of dedication and ’ spiration vyith s.hbvystopper called 
’Leadership: Why Not?’. . soefco umber, frohi His new album on th 
Capitol label. Has warm, ingratiating appeal with shock: of li lit brovv 
hair. Dress and lighting excellent. Drew -tremendous, salv at per- 

: tormance caught. Rates wa^phing.—Sobbie.” 
Sean Flynn of Palm Beach, son of the late Errol Flynn; has been 

elected president of. the freshman class at Duke U. .in Durham; N. C. 
Presumably inadvetent juxtaposition of .qds on Cliicaeo SiinTTimes 

filmpage last week gave local filmites a chuckle; While “Butterfield 8” 
iM-G) blurb touted the “most popular number ]in tovyh!^ adjacent ad 
invited calls to a Chi exchange, for-.plug of Warner’s “Girl of Night,” 

1 Glancing back^-25 years ago: “Singing Kid” was scheduled to; start 
rolling W’ednesday but star Al Jolson insisted on. starting a day'earlier, 

. Wednesday being the I3th . . . Paramount Struggling to find, a property 
for Bing Crosby, as per contract, because they!!! have . ip... pay him 
anyway. Looks like “Rhythm on the. Range” . Gr.osby .gels S.125.00() 
per picture, eciual to eight weeks’, .work,. Lionel Barrymore sct.for. 
“It Can’t Happen Here” at Metro .. . Mae West ajnd Pararrioiint. will, 
-pare company after she does “Klondike. Lou” . . Metro’s: talking a. 
tworpicture deal with Jack Benny ... Myron Selznick trying ;to sign 

) Mark Heliinger to a 2G-per-\veek contract . . Metro assigned .three-, 
r jiives to “Devil Was a Sissy”—Jackie Cooper, Mickey Rooney' Freddie, 
’ Bartholomew . Greta Garbo niay do “Camillei Nick Schcnck 

talking new 10-year contract for Irving Thalberg at Mctr . . .Saht 
Briskin, at liberty, soon to decide on future plans . ;. . Warner . Bros, in 
New Y’ork for funeral of their father; Benjamin. , - . }. 

Gunnel- Lindblom, one of the prettiest, members of directprilngihar,. 
Bergman’s, “stock company,” in. New York last week , to meet "the press, 
and help launch Bergman’s latest 'Janus Films) release, . “The Virgin 
Spring” at, the Beekman. She's-_._aIs.o-''-visiting' Torontb, Boston .and 
California On her p.a: fbiir ! Show biz personalities seeking happiness^ 
-through-health at the Parc Club.inr-lucle Ina Balin, Julie Newmar, Ben 
Gazarra^ Celeste Holm . . . 20th’s.“Little Shepherd-.of. Kingdom-Corn'e,’* 
which premieres as the Christmas altfjaction.in 55 theatres throughout 
the south, is being promoted bv a 19-city toiir by star Jimmy Rodgers, 
starting Dec. 1, arid a 16-city tour by Chill Wills, .starting Dec. 23: 

Jim Scovotti completed Iris special nirie-vveek a.ssigrimbnt- doilig 
advance magazine work, on Columbia's “Pepe” Friday <18) arid next 
Monday (28). returns to his post as publicity director of Rick CarrieP 
Productions. Scovotti this week is in Chicago where his Sister, edloratura: 
soprano Jeanette Scovotti* .makes her debut tonight (\V,ed.) with the 
Chicago .Lyric-. Opera in “Fedora” . . Carrier Productions’ first film, 
“The!. Strangers,” is now winding up with the shooting of background] 
nraterial in Manhattan. Jean Le Blanc, is doing the. score for tlie pie .’; . 
Louis. DeRochemont Associates has acquired Tights to “The Sand 

] Castle,” new feature film by producer-directoi^;Jjerome Hill vyho won] 

jl iGpnthiptd on page 19) 
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WORLD CHECK OF THEATRES 
- Hollywood, Nov. 22. 

Omat Cjorp.. newly, expanded indie producing-releasing orgariiza- 
tlori, has ^acquired four Mexican films and a German^Italian co¬ 
production for American release, exec'-Howard Beck revealed here: 
Acquisitions are part of Omat's program outlined at. the recent 
Allied States Assn. Convention in Chicago.. 

Three of the Mexican features are still: being readied for U. S. 
release, with one-^-“Hop O’ My Thumb’’—now in final stages. Omat 
is negotiating with a top American femme vocalist for eight minutes 
of narration and song to go with, the live-action, film.story Of Tom 
Thumb. Eastman Color pic, produced by Armahdo Orive A.Iba and 
directed by Bene Cardona, already-is playing in Mexico under the, 
title., “Puigarcitq." and reportedly has returned its negative cost 
In domestic .playdates alone. 

Omat previously disclosed acquisition of /‘Beyond All Limits.’’ 
Jack Palance-Maria Felix-Pedro Armendariz starrer was also filmed, 
in Mexico. All Mexican acquisitions apparently -are part of ;a major 
importation program between U. S. companies arid Mexican pro¬ 
ducers. Omat paid a ;$40.000 advance for ‘/Hop,” and, according to 
reports from Mexico, is Interested in. worldwide rights to another 
film .titled “Macarib.” Booining trend of foreign distribution on 
Mexican pix is finding/ selected national' films being dubbed and 
dflered for worldwide release. 

The German-Italian pict as yet untitled stars Catrina. V.alente 
and'Vittorio DeSica.. IL well: as the Mexican ..films, join Such 
foreign* productions as “La Dolce, Vita;” ‘ Gina” and “Never Take. 
Candy From a Stranger- • on Omat’s release slate: Company, headed 
by Lester Braunstein. Ted Miller. Beck and A. VV. Schwalberg, also 
is readying production start on ttv own “Brotherhood of Evil." 

«l 

. San Francisco, Nov.,22. 
Slier r.ij 1 Corwin’s T,151:se_. 

United Artists will open Uni¬ 

versal’s hard-ticket . “Spartacus”. 

Dec. 22.: thereby leaving UA prod¬ 

uct without a “home” in dow tfn- 

Friscoi. 

One immediate result was. that 
UA sold its previously booked 
Christmas picture, “Facts of Life," 
to a combination of eight Frisco 
iiabes and drive-ins operated by 
the Nasser Brothers, Beri Levin, 
Ray Svufy. Irving M. Levin’s Sari 
Francisco Theatres. Inc. < a divisiori- 
of Naify circuit) arid Irving;.Acker¬ 
man and Herbert Rosener. This 
combination, whose deal was closed 
just last weekend, . has once or 
twice before snagged, first-runs, 
notably “A Crack in the Mirror,” 
biit has never come up previously 

ith such a, potential:; blockbuster 
the Bob Hbpedmciile Ball 

vehicle. 

Flight Christmas Slump: 
Los Angeles, Nov. 22. 

All local dailies joined..with 
Coast exhibs and film studios 
Friday (18 • in a mass revival 
of oldtime showmanship to 
publicize upcoming releases 
between now arid first of the 
year for purpose of attracting 
patrons to the boxoffice. Sheets 
gave full pages to stiint. which 
carried the Overline. “It’s Holi¬ 
day-Time in Theatre-land," 

Tieing . with gimmick, 
local theaties over weekend 
started to decorate their lob¬ 
bies with accessories, etc., to 
whoop up the idea. National 
Theatres is extending idea to 
all ' theatres in 19 states 
with a view to increasing biz. 

Papers carried stills and pro¬ 
duction notes On all upcoming 
releases during the holidiays. 

Skouras’ London Trip 
As WangerGives 250 

Crewmen If’ Notices 
Twentieth-Fox prexy Spyros P: 

Skouras planed from New. .York, 
back" to London Sunday (20) and 
the .. problems besetting “Cleo¬ 
patra." 

Homeoffice execs Monday. (21V 
were., confident that .picture, would 
roll ' now that Elizabeth 
Taylor is on road, to recovery fol¬ 
lowing hen. second bout in a Lon¬ 
don clinic. On Friday (I8» pro¬ 
ducer Walter Wanger in London 
issued “protective notices” to 250 
meinbers of the “Cleo”crew, pend¬ 
ing final assurances that Miss 
Taylor' would be able to work soon. 

. So far the “Cleo" unit has com¬ 
pleted 83 scenes without Miss 
Taylor out of a total of 500. In¬ 
vestment to date Is estimated at 
bej.ond' $i.()00;000 on sets at Pine-, 
wood ;and Shepperton. as well as 
costumes and preparatory work. 
One. of Skouras’ main problems in ! 
Loridon is said to be to assure the ! 
insurance company that the pic 
will, definitely get underway soon. 

In New York prexy presided 
Saturday U9> over a series of 
product talks with homeoffice 
toppers and Bob Goldstein, chief 
studio -exec, who flew in from. 

! Hollywood for one day of confabs. 
Production sked through the 
spring of 1962 was set, with com¬ 
pany planning, to have no less than 
four films simultaneously in pro-, 
daction both here and abroad for 
the next 19 rnonths/ 

20th also plans to release at least; 
four, and ; soirietimes five, films 
each month during the period. In 
addition to this sked will be the 
Todd-AO roadshow “specials” such 
as “Cleo.” “The Greatest Story. 
Ever Told” and “State Fair." 

Cuts Clear ‘Room* 
Regina, Sask., Nov. 22. 

A “revised” version of the 
British import “Room at the 
Top" has been cleared, for 
showing in Saskatchewan the¬ 
atres. 

The film/ rejected a year ago 
by the Saskatchewan; censor 
and turned down a few weeks 
later by a five-member censor¬ 
ship appeal board, has now 
been passed by unanimous de¬ 
cision of tlie same board after 
elimination by the distributor 
of what is referred to. but 
undefined as “objectionable 
parts." 

Technicolor Pair Move 
Hollywood. Nov: 2.2.: 

Courtland C. Morelock is moving 
from sales aiid promotiorial: opera¬ 
tions to post of national sales man¬ 
ager of Technicolor’s consumer 
photographic products division, 
after ?3 years with the company. 

Emmet E. Moody, who has been 
a member of Technicolor’s account¬ 
ing; staff for 25 years, is transfer¬ 
ring, from New York to Hollywood 
as controller of the consumer di¬ 
vision. 

Independent Film Importers & 
Distributors of Aril erica are study¬ 
ing a; proposal to broaden the scope 
of its annual Joseph Burstyn award, 
heretofore given to the best for¬ 
eign language film, to include non- 
American English-speaking films. 

Move Is obviously intended to 
give a chance for the Burstyn 
award to those IFIDA members 
who exclusively import English 
product. Also eligible for the 
award, even under the present 
rules, are those foreign imports 
brought into this country by the 
major, companies. Although the 
latter do not often handle such 
product, there has been a sharp 
increase this year, with Allied 
Artists’ acquisition of the German- 
made “The Bridge” and “Seren- 
geti Shall Not Die," plus those 
Russian films acquired and dis¬ 
tributed by the. majors under the 
U.Sf-U.S.S.R. cultural exchange 
program. 

IFIDA also has under considera¬ 
tion. a plan for the. setting up of 
an arbitration system to settle dis¬ 
putes between* IFIDA members, 
some of whom are exhibs as w$ll 
as . distribs. and between IFIDA 
members and outside exhibs. 

. Meeting last week also named 
FeliX Biigrey. of Times Film* Corp., 

(Continued on page 17) 

Earlier. U. officials confirmed, 
“Facts of Life” had been bumped ; 
from the recently refurbished Cor- i 
win theatre and it was know.h UA [ 
was “reviewing" the situation. No 
UA -official, however, has said 
where UA product henceforth 
Would play, over the long haul, as- 

ing a long “Spartacus” 

UA Theatre has played UA prod¬ 
uct for many years, but in recent 
months a rift between Corwin and 
the distributor has developed. UA, 
for instance, was incensed at Cor- 

’i /last winter for allowing “pop; 
torn break” intermission in “On 
the.Beach." 

“Spartacus" will. be . first- 70m, 
roadshow film to play downtown, 
though Corwin has been leasing; 
his downtown .Orpheum Cine- j 
rama fori more than , eight1 years. 

One speculation was that UA! 
product might wind: up at the:2.643- 
seat. RKO. Golden Gate, now 
“home".of Universal product:. But 
it was, also heard that Corwin was 
trying hard to sell. UA on his 900- 
seat downtown Esquire, now a 

loveovrir and. second-ruri; house, 
tip retain his. UA'link. A third pos¬ 
sibility. relayed to a Frisco exhibi¬ 
tor by top UA .exec in Los 
Angeles. ' w. that UA product 
would move right back into the 
UA Theatre following the “Spar-; 
tacus” run: 

Fact tliat /‘Spartacus’’ will open 
downtown may reverse trend of 
put ling hard ticket films into .neigh¬ 
borhood houses — “Sunrise at 
Campobelto" folded, quickly: at 
Hardy .circuit’ outlying Marina 
and “Alamo" ..having: a . tough- 
time at Naify circuit’s neighbor¬ 
hood Alexandria._• On the other 
hand, “Ben Hur” still doing 
nicely at. Naify circuits riabe 
Coronet. : •[ 

Buddy Bregirian and commercial 
producer Paul Benton formed. Az¬ 
tec Productions to prodm e “The 
Angels ” slated to roll Jain. 3. 
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By JAY LEWIS 

Washington, Nov. 22. 
A Commerce Dept, survey re¬ 

ports a healthy increase in the 
number of motion picture theatres 
throughout the world over the past 
five years. However, this expan¬ 
sion was coupled with a decline in 
the percentage of screen time de¬ 
voted to U.S. films. 

As of Jan. 1, 1960. there were 
154.852 theatres operating in 130 
countries and territories, including 
the U^S. and possessions, repre¬ 
senting an increase of 34,870 or 
29% over Jan. 1 1955. Seating 
capacity rose 13,963,463. or 23%, 
from 1955 to an estimated 73.826,- 
349 this year. 

Commerce estimated that 60% 
of screen time throughout the free 
world went to American films—an 
eight per cent drop from 1955. The 
decrease was attributed to growth 
of competing film industries 
abroad, particularly Italy, West 
Germany, United Kingdom, India, 
Japan and Hong Kong as well as 
tlie spread of television. U.S. film 
industry's earnings from the for¬ 
eign market during 1959' totalled 
$215,000,000, 

Europe—Number of - theatres 
rose 39%' from 4,539 in 1955 to 
103,990 at the beginning of this 
year. Seating capacity increased 
from 31,727,453 to 42,864.551. a 
35% gain. West Germany re¬ 
ported an increase of 1774 theatres, 
Spain 1,080, and Italy 965. United 
Kingdom suffered a decline of 
1,065. Sweden, Ireland, Malta and 
Gibralta experienced smaller de¬ 
creases. Percentage of screen timo 
for U.S. films was pegged at 50% 
for those countries having a free 
choice of films. This represented 
a five per cent drop from 1955. 

Latin America—An increase of 
only 538 theatres was reported for 
the area over the five-year period. 
In South America, the number rose 
from 6.611 in 1955 to 6,973 this 
year with an eghit per cent in¬ 
crease in seating capacity. Cen¬ 
tral America had 98 more thea¬ 
tres than in 1955, while the Carib¬ 
bean area had 78 more. In Latin 
America as a whole, percentage of 
screen time devoted to U.S. films 
was estimated at 65%—the highest 
of any other region. 

Far East—This area reported the 
biggest percentage gain in thea¬ 
tres, 61%. The total rose from 
9,735 in 1955. to 15,697 this year, 
with an increase in seating capac¬ 
ity from 5540,835 to 7,918.969. Ja- 
ity from 5.540,835 to 7,918,969. Ja- 
—from 3.734 to 7.401. Taiwan, 
Burma and Korea also showed sub¬ 
stantial gains. Screen time for 
U.S. films in the area was- esti¬ 
mated at 45%. 

Middle East—The total rose 
from 459 theatres,with a seating 
capacity of 277,64</ to 694 with a 
capacity of 451,000 Israel had the 
largest gain of ai^ nation in the 
area—from 140 to 210. Lebanon, 
Iraq and Iran reported increases. 
Screen time for American films was 
55%. 

Africa-^-Number of theatres rose 
29% to a total of 2.168 in 1960, 
seating capacity. Union of South 
Africa. Algeria, Nigeria and Ghau 
coupled with a 35% increase in 
allhad substantial increases. 
Screen time for U.S. films was 
60%. 

South Pacific—-This was the only 
area outside the U.S. and Canada 
where theatres declined. The to¬ 
tal fell from 2,351 in 1955 to 2,311 
this year Vvith New Zealand ac¬ 
counting for most of the drop. In 
Australia, theatres increased from 
1,730 to 1,761: Screen time for 
U.S. films was 60%. 

United States—The total of hard- 
tops fell 14%—from 14,301 in 1953 
to 12,291 this year. Seating capac¬ 
ity declined from 9,000,000 to 
8,000,000. Drive-in totals rose 
from 4,050 with a capacity of 
2.800,000 to 4.700 with a capacity 
of 3,300,000. 

Canada—Hard-tops declined 
from 1963 to 1,495, with a corres¬ 
ponding drop in seating capacity 
from 1,020,000 to 810,000. Canada 
reported 232 drive-ins an increase 
of only three during the five-year 
period. 
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f'indorFrlla 
(COLOR> 

Variation on the fairy tale, 
with Jerry Lewis as the male 
counterpart of the famous 
heroine. Should rake in 
enough kiddie coin to count. 

Hollywood, Nov. 10. 

The Great Impostor 

Amazing real-life assumed- 
identity feats of F. W. Demara 
Jr. are basis for a funny, 
though superficial, biopic. Fac¬ 
tual aspect will spur word-Of- 
mouth. Despite flaws, favor¬ 
able b.o. prospects. 

Paramount of ..rrr.v I,*is pro- ' Hollywood. NOV. 11. '' JSn*?"" --‘Rain'd !55 1 Hollywood. NOV. 18. 
eviction. Stars Lewis. E<1 Wynn, Judith ; Urm ei sal release of Robeit Arthur pro- .VllSS W OOd, .a pr.Ctty miSS, does Klpa .-Elga Andersen T\reritieth-Fox release of Raoul AV.als 
Anderson. Anna Maria Alberghetti: with i duct ion. Stars Tony Curtis.' Edmond well by the role' of a WAC looie ‘ Suzana :.I Lourdes De .'Oliveira ! production. Star is Joan Collins, Richar 
llenrv S-Iva. Count Basie. Robert Ho* ton. !.0*Br:en. Arthur' O'Connell. Gary. Merrill- ^ J Hermini _____: I.ea Garcia- Egan; with Danielta RoccaFolco. Lulli, 
Directed and screenplav bv Frank Tash- l.loan Blaikman. Raymond Massey. Robert Iwceit LJawlOia, .a Dl 0\\ Fl-e> C.tl. ( Baija-Fi .'. .Almi spit i'u Santo Denis O’Deai, Sergio Fafttoni. Rick Bat- 
jin; camera. Haskjll Boggs: editor. Artie ; Middleton. Karl Malden. Directed by Rob-'vottth. plays the blue-eyed Curt is ■ taglia, Renator Baldiiii. - Gabriele .Tinti, 
Schmidt: art directors. Hal Pereira, Henry ; ert Mulligan. Screenplay.' Liam O’Brien, * »lovc’itith „ ' ' , . . Rosalba Neri.. Robert Buchanan. Directed 
Bumstead: music. Walter SchaiT: sound, ; based on book by Robeit Crichton: cam- ,as a Child.. CraWfoid plays It With Marcel CahlllS has gone back.to by .Walsh. Screenplay. Walsh, Michael. 
Gene Merritt; assistant director. C. C. era. Robert Burks.: editor.' Frederic enthusiasmi but the part and the !:DrM7n for thi<; film after his nrizC- EIkins.; camera. <Technieol6r>,. Mario Bava;. 
-Buddy'' Coleman Hewrwod ;.t Academy . Knudtson: art directors. Alexander Golit- exDosr*orv. itself uppm V•■ nimauer W ^ ••V«»,tor,. Jef-^y.-'.Webb:. are-. Uirkctor, Giulio 
Awaids Theatre. Nov. 1 >f. 'CO. Running ,?zen, Henry Buin.stead; music. Henry Man-.- «AposiiQry.; .passage -llieu seem SU •, winning Black Orpheus, made - Giovannmi; music; Francesco Lavagnino, 
time. 88 MINS. I! cini: sound, Waldon O. Watson, Frank perflUOUS. . ■Afhpr® Thic lnrlci? ilip Ol DtlPUS ■ Rol>frto M;icdlosi:' .sound; Giulio • Taglia-, 

i,....... l ewis Wilkinson; assistant director; Joseph .Pnh*n-t Rtit-kc' namnra wnt-V ic:- - .1115 11 , ' ! cozzo; assistant, director, Ottavia vOppo. 
I*!1* n #»f,.h»r j F,i ivvnB|i Kenn-v- Reviewed at Fine Arts Theatre. ' £,°. , ” ..pUl KS- Camera WOI K IS myth basis which gave: hlS former j Reviewed at the. studid, Nov. 18, ’60. Run- 

J„ ith A ’K SlLl,llt"1- particularly valu- ic somedlamat,c structure as:^ «'«*• .. Joa„ ColUn, 
Princess Charmein . |! rintai,, rinVti- Fdmond O.'B J ahlP' hcp nt Hip ,nnm manonvor ' 1 - ;,_ . Esmer r.- Joan Collins 

VARIETY Wedn 

Ward Ramsey, David White, Philip Os BandclrflnfPH 
Ahri, Herbert Riidley, Jerry Paris, (The; pioneers) 
Harry Carey Jr. and Willard Sage <freNCH-BRAZILIAN-COLOR) 

The three lady-loves Ai’e enacted Paris,' Nov. 15. 
by Joan Blackman, Site Ape Lang- . (-jnedls release of Manzon-Terra-Cinetal1 
doh and Cindi Wood. The striking Cite-(oruvovan-CICC-Titanus .Films pro- 

Mis’s Blackman- is stuck Avith some SSsinT'Kurffs^D^ Oliveira. lK 
extremely syrupy, unrealistic lines. Garcia. Directed by Marcel Camus. 
T'hA p'vnhprant• Mice T anpdnn ere- Screenplay.. Louis .Sapin, Canuis; camera ine exuneiani AUSS Rangoon ere. . tEast^ancojori; -Marcel Grignon; -editor, 
ates a Strong comic, impression Andrce Feix; niusic, Henri. C'roTla. At 

: the warden’s uninhibited daughter; .! ?aris' «“nnill« Lovet 
Miss Wood, a pretty niiss,. doOs kigA _- Eiga_ Andersen 

Wednesday, November 23, 1960 

Esther And The King 
(C’SCOlPE—COLOR) 

Heap of sex. and spectacle In 
a ’ muddled nieller loosely based 
on the. biblical tale. Commer¬ 
cial. approach may redeem the ' 
formula despite the easting’ 
and production flaws. t 

Edmond well by the role, of ai . WAG looie. -Siuana . 
Robert Crawford, a browmeyed, 

Directed by Rob-»youth, plays the blue-eyed Curt is j 
■It Crfchion; lam- ,-as a child.. Crawford plays it uith ]\l£irc( 

ry Man-, expository; passage liseil seem Sll--; winning "Black Orpheus,” made ‘ GiOvannini; 'music, Francesco llavagnino, 
Frank perflUOUS. . AthOrii Thic lnrlcc Hip Ol DhPUS ■ Rol>frto Niedlosh'^sound; Giulio • Taglia* 

Joseph Rrti^rt Rirrk-c' namnm unft .-. :.tnerte- 1U1S laCKS llie Uipntu^ ! C0Z20; jaJrsistant director( Ottavia Oppo. 
rheatre. ■ f?,, ..PUIKS- Camera M01K IS myth basis which gaA-e: his former i Reviewed at the.Studio, Nov. 18, ’60. Run- 

O’Brien “DIe USe 01 tile ZQOm maneu\ er as color and spirit Its ; King Ahasuerus Richard Egan 
Connell iSome adept editing touches byd nr«-7ilinn- fpmnh ind locale Tt : Mordecai .. DenisO’Dea 
Merrill ! Frpdprio fenndienn si,rh i Sfirglo'Fantqnl. 

.. Joan Collins 
rrince>s i.nurme.n Aihcrchetti Captain Glover . Edmond O'Brien ^ulc uac„ “'l"™'cl • , Weil as Color and Spirit lt-S ; King Ahasuerus Richard Egair 
xia.tinui.n An,,, M-n.a Aft,.warden. . '.ih.jr. OTonwn | Some adept edi.Ung tpuches, byj Bl.,2iUan. tempo ind locale:: .--V.A!^gBa 

K?nnt.B-:s‘* Bi1h,nmHuiton caiherin, Lacey Joan BiaVkmim iFredene^ Knudlson.^uch as. .scene emerges mainly, a. romanticized ; Simon «ict Battaglia- 
Rupert Robeit Hutton Abbot Donnti ..Raymond Massey transition Ill the middle of a sen- f.mtnrnpntarv on the little-known Klvdrathei............... Ronato Baldihi 

- Brown Robert Middleton i fence brighten' -the uace Henrv , J y , S -f muie '■*Samuel .. Gabriele Tiriti 
Tho {wt ..rsi,>aflPp<,nv chmild Ma Demara .. Jeanette Nolan s „ Ge*- .. ,gni€P V»C-- nei*.iy. hinterlands of Brazil. With a bafe 'Keresh Rosalba Neri.. 
The F in (. inderceila snouid Kuiaiie .. sue Ane Langdon 'Mancmi s musip is light, romantic,, ct'orvlihe used to make some Doints i 1Ie*ai .. Robert Buchanan 

stand for Fiscal and the "C” for cardinal ... Larry Gates 'melodic \rt directors Alexander ? e 1 Qu~n VashU . Panieiia Rocca 
Comfort, as far as Paramount is £££“■ .VF^o^ i^-.fadu 
concerned. Although it isn.t likc-J wac i.t...— .cindi Wood-'daunted by Deniara’s occupational , .-, . . . tkoi ihn tola pitiim/ic n# 
to to break the Academy barrier 8 H“ShKft . 'versetilitv.^ have k’ent nace'beiufi. , It has a tendency to meander in i■ .-Th** 0>«Esther is one of ton?o'”rcak the °Academy harrier I , If has a tendency to meander In i t T«at the tale of; Esther- is one of 

against comedy, this sexual switch Fm-mer mara T; Doodils0^'^? ;ful]v with’some authentic settings [characterization, ^nct St0^y- 
on the familiar fai-v tale should Exeo- Officer Howard—. Ward i-amsey r Tt.hfi '* iit^"lovingly savors the^-bounty,, .sim.- skillful passages of the Bible is 

StWif^nw wxs- - •- . nbe- pi« ***&****«««*. ‘aSWgi' 
the name Jerrv Lewis on a mar- senior officer .. Herbert Rudicy .. . . natives. Most of the film s com-1 PT°dupUon,. of Esther and the 
quee represents the kind of prod- . ments are made via homilies and j King, The absorbing mcldents 
net parents aren't afraid to send Lt. Thornton .......__ Willard sage (He Cellar Children) well-meaniifg platitudes spoken by : that occur.*n the biblical story have 
i heir kiddies off to see And for 1>a,her •Dex,i Kan Maiden (GERMAN) ! its characters, fiut it. has a rich-1been exaggerated and. expanded. 

quee represents the kind of prod- j! Dr. Jo” ph ii 
net parents aren't afraid to send \\ Er- .Tt]OPnt°'v 
their kiddies off to see. And forji a ei ex 1 
the oldsters, either one goes with;} The incn 

| pie zest and human wisdom of the j never apparent in: the Raoul Walsb 
natives. Most of the film s com-1 Production. of "Esther and . the 
ineiits are made via. homilies and.; Ning.” The absorbirig incidents 
well-meaniifg platitudes spoken by : that occur.in the biblical story have 

[ its characters. But it. has a rich- M^en exaggerated and. expanded. 
tho „Mrt„rr ' .... „ ;iui -- l Stella .release' of. Hans Oppebheimer , in incident and a sincere sell- a crude melodramatic hodge- 
the oldsters, either one goes withi The incredible story of Ferdi- fpioduetioh. Directed by Jochen Wieder-1 lles^ •" A" u.' . , a *1111^1 e ... hpli|ivahiA /.hararthr« 
Lewis all the wav. or has reserva-! n,.j ,,r ,, nomm-b ir ..Th_ i lnann. Screenpiay. tvoifgang Neuss. Cam-: tim^ntahty which keep it beguiling f POdge, Us neiievable characters - 
{ton. ihw. m <M. «mM h. l",nd. Waldo. Demaia Jr.. The, ,, .1 ^ „ui4:?«,r^;ndi,fL and cohesive:: Ifs also helned by ( twisted into stereotyped shapfs to f - - .v’- 1 j ff nand Waldo Demara Jr.. The ■ era. Warner Leni: .music. ,Peter Sandioff. and ( bhecive It’s also helDed bv i twisted into stereotyped . shapes to 
uons^ m this case cou.d b*;j^ «!«. ^ jJhe 

T , j j a acung exploits make waiter Mittj s . ingnd van Bergen. Karin Baal. Achim afid the dahces • matic pattern. And yet-the pres- 
Lewis, who produced, stars as: imagination uninspired by com- j snietzei. Rudi Schmi t. Raul westermeier. • . . . . , erice of that double-barrelled box- 

the male variation on Cinderella in-!;parison, has been turned into^"a 1 f0-MiSscr'Z°°? ^ ?unAia* m*’- bas areexpioitation chances v £fXc standby sex-and-spectacle 
Frank Tashlin’s screenplay. Tash-j:sprightly comedy by Universal I 9° M'NS* ; abrqadLon^^offbeat^looksatBrazih pr^ 

lm aLso directed the picture and,;; Were it not for the foundation of | This film is currently causing a r °r^ The 20th-Fox release, filmed 
along w ith his star-producer, must ; fact, most people would dismiss j real i ow in Gennany in view of Thliw°'nnint j in Italy by Americans and Italians, 
share the rap for failure of the: the plot and the picture as utterly j boy cott by West Germany’s exhibi- 9jTheus 1S also * selll”g Pomt* should have an imijact here similar 
mirthful to materialize into con-; unbelievable. It is this factual | tor. associations. Latter hold to the . -^n adventurous Frenchman, in nature, to that of. the’niany other 
sistent merriment. ;:basis that will make the difference .principle that a filnri-that. has. been mining diamonds, is-shot: down by Kalian- rade historical-and hibli- 

There seems to have been a; in wicket window traffic. The'shown on television must never be i a supposed friend and partner, but cal epics that have heen flooding 
dearth of comic inspiration. . Bits;;Robert Arthur production will given a theatrical run. "Cellar [recovers to seek vengeanee. This the U.S. cinemarketplace with in- 
of funny business that do show in-; stimulate comment and should net Children^ was originally planned 'takes him on a trip into the more creasing regularity 
stant promise are milked toj a tidy profit, as^^ ' theatncal fiim. * Wolfgang primitive v parts of Brazil. Re- joaii rollins stars as Fsther in 
extremes. Lewis, m fact, de-|; yet the film, for all of its - merry Neuss, the author, tried to find a. Ugious processions, fights and th^ walsh-Michael Elkins .screen- 
pends almost exclusnely on the, m0rnents, is a disappointment, .producer but failed because of do^ fies.las abound together with, a p]av. Td tlie biblical tale about her 
art of ^cumulative niuggmg, but; There -are two principal reasons . meslic fihnites’ reluctance^'.towards ’ series of interludes W;ith women. perrsuas|ve influence1 upon King 
often misjudges the breakoff point.;.- for this. One is the fact that, in his story material. Neuss finally ; The Frenchman picks up a^ Gerrtian. i\haSuerus in combatting the Jew- 
The pace engineered by Tashhn « stri'Vjng primarily for brisk, bois- ; interested SFB i Berlin) and NWRV. I cabaret singer who knows his en- baiting tactics of hi< wicked min-: 
uncomfortably deliber te for a , terous comedy, director Robert 'Hamburg) for whom Han Oppen- j emy’s w hereabouts. ?oweyerv ister ^Haman has been added 
comedy. Breaks for song tend to ; Mulligan j,as |,a(j to sacrifice pene- ! heimer produced it as a joint tele- ; later he falls for a native girl gives among other things a side 1o\e 
labor the issue instead of bright-;- tration int0 the fascinating person- cast. ’‘Cellar Children ’ was bn the up his quest, and even, saves the- -^td^'cloud"': 

‘°f, hiS subject' ^ara’s -Germah.tel'e’ last Jun* : killerb.life in a ephtrived ending jup vSu* 
invpnfivp hv Ta^lF 1 rUri0lls drives and motives remain. Film cost about a quart*- of Raymond Loyer is somewhat stiff ! able time that light bettet have 
Hn ind^ensnian^^HaskSf Boe^^^ ' for the most part, hidden and un- ; what a German pic normally does, i but acceptable as the Frenchman: been spent focusing attention on 
t « JurSc ” 1 kC B 8g ° ;[ expJored- Author Neuss. w ho also plays a , Elga Andersen is passable as the I the principals 
inese numoers He emerges in Liam O'Brien’s Principal role i "Children;’is co-j German girl, But it is the vital; j-’ The ccreenolav is written in an 

Lewis puts all he s got into the, screenplay 'from Robert Crichton’s investor in the production. Pic J dynamic and earthy Brazilian Play1 extremely archaic style that rings 
efk^rl. which is considerable. The book) as a kind of jolly one-upman >c°bles off much better :via wide- ) ers who give the film its main tang ‘ mTcal :to the modern ear and 
facial gyiations will keep the mop-, wll0-s not lruly content until he’s screen than tv-^Foreign possibili- - and feeling. His visuals are ex- intciJeCt ^Valsh’s direction is re¬ 
pels amused-but with the excep- . txvo.lip on the next fellow. The lies are ? special guess. : cellent as usual but he lacks a good Snon4ble for some brettv candid 
tion of a couple of clever se- oiher major flaw is the casting of It doesn t exactly belong to the : scripter to weld all into a more sexmanshiD and 'smatterings of 
quences and the star s adept hoof-; Tony Curtis> whb’s simply notjhe ‘easy-to-understand type of film, [satisfying pic. This looks to do mjlitarv spectacle" hut he has 
mg and rubbery footwoik, others man for the part of Demara. It is ^lost is narration. with much i wgll here, but will need the hard breathed no life and hardly any 
a*en t likely to find much to ioar a roie that someone of Guinnessian [Wordplay and political gags and [sell abroad. It is in French and visual sense into - the dersomd 

_ASM,.. .1:1— n.::_#__• - ? inlr«>« nf HpririaTi Cali hr*, f • 1 pcrsuiiAf.- ! I versatility 'like Guinness, for * [jokes, of strictly German calibre, i-Portuguese. 
^dVVynn is whimsical as the fairy ■: stance) could have made a classic. i A fcvv German patrons will find 

godiather. Judilh Anderson plays As delineated bv Curtis, the char- !a toMgh time understanding the 
the wicked stepmother Henry }acter is merely pleasant; handsome meaning or message. "Ghil- 
Silva and Robert Hutton the mer- !and likeable dren” is cleverly written and teems. 

*«*% •* (lepieted herd, 
choppy, yague and incompletej1 
Anna Maria Alberghetti is dazzling 1Ie .,s see.n as a schoolteacher, a ;nfbliectual set 
as the princess. a.>^nast^ Him has 5£ly„to do with Ger- 

TfrraiKn Va^He 
(The Waste-Land) 

(FRENCH) 
Paris, Nov. 22. 

Cineriis.' release: of Gray. Jojiy Fi) career oi assuinea laemiUCS. >■ ■„ N ■: ■■ v K • tK_ cinems. release or Gray- 
is seen as a schoolfeaehor a Pr°bably be enjoyed mostly by the product ion., with Dan.eie Ga 
ts seen as a senooiieacner, a jnleuectual set ric* caffarein. Constantin 
(‘ate in a Irappist monastery, I V Jean-Louls Bras. Dominique 

-luos/c. drama. The Ori in. of the. Jewish 
“ Feast of Purim is little more, than 

I an afterthought in the film, 

and) Miss Collins brings-.. physical 
) beauty to the role, but . is not conr 
:, Nov. 22. vincing: as Esther. Richard Egan 

Gaubert *Mau- i hasn’t hutch life as the King. As 
ttin Andrieux. Haman, Ser ie Fantoni; wears a 

the princess. ,: novifate in a Trappist monastery, | p., v oniv .to do with Ger-*'^°Vis Pieudonne. .;"perpetual smile. Perhaps, fortu- 
Art directors Hal Pereira andi•<: aJJ assistant to a prison warden^ !.nians and spans a period from^ the ! f“IaMarceia^^caVne?n,secrUnXy.D,?jenrir ! nately he has 'na jn11j5tac.he-.tfi'-iii^st 

Henry Bumstead have provided a 
number of lavish, elegant sets.: 

and a surgeon lieutenant in the 
Canadian Navy, all without the ' 

1IH in me t,vo tivocpht timo Tf ! I'13I,C0IS Revi Carrie frortv--novel, ■'Tom- ilhout Hip 30 S-. lip (0 tile- piesent time, ll bov .. by J|al EljiSQn; camera, Claude 
... . satirically shows how' many Gor- ; Renoif; - - edit or. Marguerite Renbir. At a,-w' ih«nnfit nr  „ saiiricauy snows now many tier- Henoir; < 

Coupled with some interesting [ b^nefit of lonnal education, pnor Ilianc changed theirDolitiealviews '®eilit2> r 
lighting effects and enhanced bv.} experience or anything resembling under the different- rulei’s Theres Puckv' v 
Technicolor, the result is a visual j Proper qualifications. In the. course “n0f^n^ Na? ^niSry^ 
feast. Bui editor Artie SchmidtJ°^ va"ed Poults .Kq_ j'ater manages to find, an equally Sr .. 
seems to have had Ins problems;!m^eet a^a^; .influential job in what became 
coping with the fantasy aspects of;[;Sa^® stiJJ at- large ; communist Germany after 1945. *er 

t Francois Reyi ..Carrie from novel, “Tom- as he leers: Daniel!a Rocca makes 
1 noy,”. by Hal Ellison: camera. Claude. 
•- Renoir; Oditor. Marguerite RenOir. At quite R display Of her Chest mea$r 
_ Berlitz, Paris. Running time. 105 mins, urenients as the evil Qticen Vashti; 

s LuUcy* * Mfurlce^ciffaSm Others prominent but no mor 
G: \farcei Constantin Andrieux histrionically successful are Denis 

y Raieur ........... iniqSe'1HielfdJn” O'Pea,.Rick Battaglia;'Rephtq Bkl-- 
e Hans ... .. ....._Roland L.esaffrr dim and Robert Buchanan. 
i Mo,h" H?»'“ V«ri>“ There are some fairly diverting 

" I The --Waste-hand" consists 0, : »f.«M ruins and flashy pal,. 

coping with the fantasy aspects of;r, ", ^ i Communist Germany after 1945. • : C | . mere are some fairly diverting 
the tale. Scenes such as that of a:i aIt,1°ugh haying been apprehend-' •' The»’< former, notofioiis Com-' * 'th. %«utmr> enn,;.j« :.shots of old ruins and flashy pal- 
chauffeur turning back into a fish !several limes, as described .m . - h ~ had it tough' under the i aces .whipped up by art director 
at the stroke of midnight are fuz,!thc hlnn there is no-end" lo th S a "bpfligHt j?3’b“{Si^iuU® G'Ovannidi and Jbnsed com. 
aily handled, failing to come upi ^‘n; »»« tm is whimsically “ EaS" Germany 'ohlv to S’S®, 5 Petemly by Mario Bava. Jerry 
with the intended fun. ; ill ustrated by ( urns’ coy smile *<»»"* workmanlike, 

Walter Scharf’s score does a loti^11®” t1hat deatnless legend. The: tha;^ thfs sort of communism I Tito ^Ut’s choreography attract 
toward making the pace seenkjEn<*; •;*Il0ws «P the screen. Ii.s a fir cry. frpin,wha(fhe.ekpetted. ^ the9' ^9nf a ! !ively naughty, and the Francesco; joward th{pacT 4em ^riiowx upon the serden ^ 

brighter than it is. There are three; Mulligan s otherwise slick dirccr !fhe swastika smearings :in West p!Sal tvDe^ but^ ?raeedv and -^a-yaj(iiin.o-Robei^to..-vNie9losi.;;-Bcdre' 
songs by Harry Wancn ancf Jack: tion, along with some. stickout^ per- Germany find substantial men- We brevehLii: This is f familiar routinely biblical in tone. Tube, 
B ooks. None of them comes off; forming by several gifted veterans ; ti ditto the newly rich and However it is stohdlv told —- 
very well but that seems to be a,; of the screen is responsible for ,tHo'*e who "can’t remember” what i^-io Sake this if local interest Fjius#. 
result of the manner in which they; some memorably humorous pas--happened under Hitler. bStlaek^ (GERMANE-COLOR) 
are delivered rather than a cornt-sages In accomplishing this, hen’ :in the main, this is a Neuss pic-rzation9 SM^i Sloth fo?’ Berlin, Nov. 15. 
mentary on their intrinsic quality^; has had to forsake credulity for'ture His satirical writing talents I r.ioiia release of Divine production. 
Jhe numbers, two of them warbled: the sake of a shock cr a laugh. !as vven as his cabaretist acting ^ances.-abroad Film looks to have ^fiash^“staip£l^n6fon«.. wni Quadme*, 
in uncertain fashion by Lewis (witli j There is. one truly hilarious sc«L iSrtftS SE® Se ^ P°S?1-. 
some help by Wvrtn and Miss Ali;i which Curtis, in the guise of Uapp h^re Cast includes members 1 DJles a lt? uieme- bv Wolfgang von Goetho: o^mera. Guen- 
herghetti) are titled "Somebody”; j naval medic, shoots so inchnovo- iorBcrfins Porcupinesa local lit-! A tomhoyish girl leads a gang , At Zoo‘ pari«u°irti»* iKS’ 
“Princess Waltz” and "Let Me Be!caine into Ine jaw oi ship Skitmer Lprarv cabaiet ensemble with twllich steals lesser things. It meets ningjime* IJ7 mins: . 
A People” The big ball sequence^Edmdnd O’Brien prior to pulling Ltandbut performances ’ by Jo iin a broken-down factory, Ihtq gust^./caiur GroSSSSi 
at the climax is enlivened by the his tooth that O’Brien’s entire body 'tiei-hst and VVolfeane Gruner both i this setup comes a character Gretchen . Eiia Bugojii 
driving jazz music of Count Basie’s is reduced to rigidity. O'Brien | pals'of Neuss; and Acliim Striezcl, escaped from a^reforni school who ,Dir^or 
ba?* . TT , !;■ “teals the picture in this sequence., as a.Comhiie: Fine support is sup- Promises them big money. But one wagner_ E^d^?d 

C redit Edith Head with some! Going down the list of fine-char-!plied by Willi Rose; Hilde Sessak decides against the-move as love . Uwe F*iia“SS- 
s nking costumes, neatly matching; acter performances, there is Karl 'parents of Neuss', Ingrid van grpws between hiin and the now '^h Heinz R^iiicke 
the decor of the sets. Incidentally^Mardon as.Cuilis’ parish priest and Bergen and Karin Baal, among feminine Tomboy, .It leads To z f. 

Tashhn seems to have * confidante. Raymond Massey, as a others. Technically, the film- is knockdowul.fight.-and the death of j.sigbki k. h. wue^r 
«.nng about backs. On several wise .old Abbot, Gary Merrill in a okay. Production dress reyeals. the a young boy. -. . . ;4t_ .- .v- , 

©vvasions, he zeroes in on his per^j small part as Curtis’ father, Jean- modest -.budget','.but this is Of little! .Oldtime director Marcel Came Gloria has in Faust a- true 
formers from the rear and irtain^; jfolaii as his mother, Arthur importance here. Hatis. . has directed .this with a heavy P1?®6 of -:'*e-1',?? ufal pfeS" 
tains the vantage point. It s a O'fTonhell as a hapless prison war- —^•' • hand; He .bias, niade a toniantic tale, tige item. Tt s a top-flight presenr 
unique approach. ^ Tube, ! : den, Mike Kellin as a grateful con- Scroll Film Industries Inc. has of something which needed revela- tation of the most i-enowned work 
-  ! vict, Frank Gorshin as a perennial been authorized to conduct a nio-: tion and compassion. Flight from °f German stage titei'ature. impres- 

Sound Screen Supplies Inc., | time-server. Doodles Weaver as a tion picture films business at Ster- the'neighborhood seems the only sively perrprmea by tne ensempie 
New York Corporation, has been ; jug-guzzling farmer, Robert Mid- Tin Forest in Tuxedo; N. Y. Capital solution and parents, are again of Deii«ches sqnauspieinaus, «am- 
dissolvcd. Pauline Blacher of; dleton as a guard. Others who at- stock is 300 shares, no par value, vaguely guilty figures in the back- burg, .bince this, nimization .is 
Gotham filed the dissolution certt! tract brief, but favorable attention Jasper, Sandler Si Lipnacy were grounds Playing is mainly stiff and departure from the. ordinary, Tts 
ilcate at Albany. Jaie L^rry Gates, Richard Sargent, filing attorneys at Albany. technical credits glossy. Moslii (Continued on page 20): 
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Chicago, Nov. 22. 
Essaness circuit, which operates three drive-ins in this territory, 

decided to help itself lick the head-count probIem,.and has installed 
a staff-designed admission' control ‘system- in each ozbner. Circuit, 
is so pleased With system’s, performance that it’s now marketing 
same Under its own aegis, having displayed, the Unit at. recent 
Allied States exhibs.. meeting -here. 

Systeriv of . electronic analysis of admissioris . is said by Essahess 
to be. foolproof and easily riiaintainecl: It was developed by Joseph 
E. Stancher of the circuit’s, technical operations department. 

But Film Industry May Vet Value Its Ad-Pub Arid 
Promotion‘Talent Wheri It Evaporates, Says Gerard 

Philip Gerard, Universal’s: east-; 

iib-ad director, envisions a 

^critical shortage” of. film public¬ 
ity. advertising and promotion, men. 

in the years ahead unless, the in¬ 
dustry embarks on . a. recruiting 
program. He issued his- warning 
last week at the annual sh wman- 
ship conference of : Waller Reade 
Inc. theatre managers, at the cir¬ 
cuit’s Oakhurst; N.J headquarters.: 

Gefard. tiie. principal speaker, 
said there'1 is siire to be. a .talent 
vacriim in these. fields unless an 
industry-wide"; apprentice training 
prograiiV is launched. Hi? noted that 
the ideal, training ground for new 

..bally-men was at the theatre level 
“where the roduet has to'be .sold 
to the audience.” He stressed that 
over the years the greatest mer¬ 
chandisers of the, industry have, 
come. from; theatre operation.. 

The U exec said , that promotion 
today. takes its. place as an equal 
partner with equal status, - along 
side of production, and distribution.: 
“The niajqr film’ companies .and 
th independent producers have 
seen tlie necessity; for: accelerated 
promotion selling.” he said. “They: 

; have multiplied their efforts and 
their budgets. . but r the. most vital 
contribution for successful mer¬ 
chandising still must: take place, at 
the theatre level and no matter 
how much, the distributor, puts 
forth.in. dollars. manpower and. en¬ 
thusiasm.. unless this is matched 
with an equal1 effort by exhibition, 
the full potential of. the sh can , 
never be realized.” . ! 

Gerard said he would like to 
100 additional theatre press1 

agents: to go back to Work on the 
theatre level before the end. of the 
j:ear and “when this happens. 1 
am confident, we will once; again . 
see broad smiles around theatres1 
and long lines' around boxoffices.” j 

Confidence-in-Biz 
Albany, Nov: 22. 

Nowadays no theatrej is re-. 
, modeled or purchased without, 

the angle of “confidence in 
tlie future of -films” being. 
Underscored. So again this is 
being' said of. Geat-ge /Thorn¬ 
ton of. Saugerties. acquiring his 
fourth smalltown situation, the 
Community at Catskill., It s a 
1,000-sea.ter built 40 years ago 
and long run by late "William 
W. . Farley of Albany,, more 
recentlyby a new. company 
under Farley’s son. 

Thornton, too. is second gen¬ 
eration exhibitor, . the family 
having been in film theatres 

< over half a century. 

Sid Cooper to Cinerama 
After 16 Years at UA; 

Sid Cooper, Central and Souths 
efn division manager for: United, 
Artists, is exiting the company to ! 
become , domestic sales manager of • 
Cinerama Inc: 

.. Cooper, with 17A for 16 years, 
will assume his hew post on Dec: 
12. B. G. Kranze, Cinerama., v,p., 
expressed his appreciation to UA 

. for granting Cooper a release to 
accept the new job. Cooper wilt 
headquarter at Cinerama’s N. Y. 
hottieoffice. , 

His appointment, according to 
Kranze: is in keeping with the. ex¬ 
pansion of Cinerama’s activities in 
the U.S. and overseas. 

Pass in Albany 
Albany, Nov. 22. 

. Ail here- .indicate; that 
there’s a good chance the .1961 
state legislature will pass a film: 
glassification bill of the type which, 
died in commiltee when the 1960 
legislature adjourned earlier this 
year. Dissatisfaction with current 
“adult” .theml* pix among such in¬ 
fluential groups as the legislative 
committee of tlie State Council of 
Protestant Churches. , the/ Catholic, 
War Veterans, etc. has not abated 
in: recent months, and has. in. fact, 
increased.. 

Last • year’s Yoiingidve^Duffy bill, 
which would have endorsed cer¬ 
tain films : for. patronage by Chib 
dren. was approved by. the As¬ 
sembly, but a technical mistake, 
requiring a second printing, held 
up action on the measure in the 
Senate. 

Assemblyman Joseph R: Young- 
Ibve. Johnstown Republican: who 
was recently reelected, has prom¬ 
ised, to introduce a similar measure 
in the next legislature: “early in 
1961.” 

..., .The: labor press is being wooed 
by . the International Alliance of 
Theatrical Stage Employees as 
part of. the current campaign of. the 
Hollywood AFL-CIO CounciL to 
fight runaway film production. 

The first effort is a positive, one 
in that the labor newspapers are 
being, asked to give their all-out 
support to a picture made in Hol¬ 
lywood. Benefactor of the cam¬ 
paign is Universal‘s “SpartacuSi” 
hailed by. the film company as the 
most, expensive picture. ever. made 
in Hollywood. Actually one bat¬ 
tle sequence; said to have cost 
mbre than $250*000; vas filmed in 
Spain. 

The made-iri-America plea was 
made last week by Tom Loy, edi¬ 
tor of the TATSE Bulletin, at the 
Detroit .convention of the Inter¬ 
national .Labor Press Assn. .Ap¬ 
pearing before 200 delegates re-, 
presenting some. 500. union news-, 
papers, Loy ;asked their support in 
the. campaigri by publicizing “Spar- 
Ucusv in theif productions: 

. Loy. told the delegates that they, 
vvill .receive a story from the'I A on 
“Spartactis” as .well as publicity 
material; ; The IA has also pro¬ 
mised to follow lipi vyith additional 

.pleas/-to the labor press;-in cities 
where “SpariacusV currently 
playing. :- 

The IA story notes that “Holly¬ 
wood craftsmeh;; most of whom 
belong to.: the IATSE* feel they 
‘have much at stake in; the ‘Spartar 
cus’ experiment. They believe the 
success of, this film released by 
Universal-Internation al, might well, 
prove the turning point in their 
drive -against: runaway production. 
That is why they want to bring 
tlie picture, and its fair-minded pro¬ 
ducers' and distributors to the; at¬ 
tention of union members through¬ 
out America.” 

SHERRILL, SHABASON 

Woodrow W. Sherrill ha$ been 
named Atlanta branch manager 
and Max Shabason has been upped 
to Pittsburgh branch manager in 
promotions made by Robert Moch- 
rie. Metro’s sales chief, 

Sherrill was a. salesman in Chi¬ 
cago prior to his new appointment 
and has been with the company for 
21. years. Shabason moved up to 
his new post after 10 yeai’S as 
assistant branch manager in Pitts¬ 
burgh. He joined Metro in 1928, 
serving in Pittsburgh continuously* 

PAIR GOING CINERAMA 
Cooper Foundation Theatres, has 

closed a deal with Cinerama Inc. 
to exhibit Cinerama pictures at 
Cooper Theatre; Omaha, and the 
Copper Theatre, Oklahoma City. 

The Omaha house, equipped with 
70m since 1958. is currentUr show¬ 
ing “Ben-Hur,” and will install, the 
Cinerama equipment at the con¬ 
clusion of the engagement; The 
five:; existing Cinerama pix. start¬ 
ing with; “This Is Cinerama,” will 
be shown. * 

The 70m , equipment at the 
Copper will be jiioyed ip the; Foun¬ 
dation’s Dundee. Theatre in Omaha. 
The 70m at the State. Omaha, will 
remain, and both theatres will be 
available for 70m roadshows. 

The Cooper Theatre in Oklahoma 
City is^ also showing “Ben-Hur” 
and will install Cinerama equip¬ 
ment at the end of the riin. The 
70m: equipment at the Cooper will 
be shifted to the Criterion Thea¬ 
tre in Oklahoma City. Cooper 
Foundation . Theatres will also i - 
stall Cinerama in Denver ait a new 
theatre presently being built. 

George Sherman’s Pair 
For 20th; Following Films 

Already on Indie Slate 
Hollywood. Nov. 22. 

... Shergari Cdrp.’s George Shei> 
man has launched two new prop¬ 
erties—“Lady From Colorado” and 
“Desperate Men”—for .filming on 
indie's 20th-Fox schedule., “Lady,” 
based on tlie novel by. Homer Croy, 
currently is being prepared for 
submission to the studio, with 20th 
already okaying “Men.’' 

Projects join “Blood and Guts,” 
Gen. George Patton biog by Jack 
Pearl, on Shergari’s. slate. “Ladyr* 
is a romantic adventure, story of a 
woman from pioneer Colorado who 
goes to, England. “Men” is an ad¬ 
venture treki storv /scripted by 
Louis L’Amour, Jack Nattleford 
and Manny O’Brine from 
L’Amour’s original story. 

Shergari toppers Sherman and 
Frank Hi Ricketson Jr, recently 
filmed “For the Love of Mike” for 
20th; Sherman, in a separate deal 
with . studio, has . directed: “The 
Wizard of Baghdad” and has pro¬ 
duced and directed “The Fiercest 
Heart.” He revealed yesterday 
his'next studio picture likely would 
be; James Michener’s “The Jun¬ 
gle,” a property planned for some 
time bn 20th producer David Weis- 
baft's slate.. On all new properties, 
Sherman will produce rind direct. 

For United Artists’ ‘Facts of Life’ 

Takes Over a Party 
Detroit; Nov: 22. 

Detroit Free Press hosted 
1,667 persons, who are being 
helped bv 20. social agencies, 
at a special showing of Metro’s 
“Ben-Hur” at the United Art¬ 
ists Theatre, lanaged by Dil¬ 
lon Krepps. 

The party first was planned 
by The - Detroit Times, but 

/when that paper was bought 
arid closed by The Detroit 
News, the Free Press stepped 
into the gap and acted as spon¬ 
sor. 

Twentieth-Fox’s establishment 
of a “sales cabinet” to work with 
general sales manager Glenn Nor¬ 
ris. which took four, branch man¬ 
agers out pf the field, plus two re- 
tirernents. has sparked a reshuf¬ 
fling aiid series of promotions in 
the field involving 63 employees in 
11 branches in the U.S, and Can¬ 
ada. 

In addition to the promotions 
announced earlier, the following 
men are going onwards and up¬ 
wards in the 20th organization; 

Victor J. Beattie, former Toronto 
branch, manager, named Canadian 
sales manager with headqurters in 
Toronto; 

Gordpri W. Lightstone, for¬ 
merly St. John branen manager, to 
branch, manager in Montreal, suc¬ 
ceeding Gerald L. Chernoff, re¬ 
tired. 
, Philip Geller, formerly Winni¬ 
peg manager, to .head the Toronto 
branch. Stuart C. McQuay, for- 

j merly special sales rep in Van¬ 
couver; takes oyer in Winnipeg. 

. Robert S. Pacey, 20th rep in 
Newfoundland.: succeeds Light- 
stone in St.: John, with Gerald F. 
Hogan, formerly on the Toronto 
booking staff,, taking over for 
Pacey: 

Lloyd Edwards, former sales 
manager at Dallas, becomes assist- 
aiit branch manager there. Alex 
Strulsbn. formerly a salesman at 
Philadelphia, fills newly created 
post of assistant branch manager 
in Philadelphia. 

United Artists has entered a 

deal with exhibitors of tlie Pitts¬ 

burgh territory for the showing of 

“Facts of Life” within the format 

of the so-called Marcus Plan. In 

effect, this will be a saturation 

booking with the distributor and' 

the theatremen sharing in extra 
promotional costs 

Idea was tried out in the area 
with Walt Disney’s “Jungle Cat” 
and. according to the Council of 
Motion Picture Organizations, with 
success. COMPO has been cham¬ 
pioning the Marcus project. 

UA’s “Life” will open in the 
territory Dec.. 28. 

That the Marcus Plan is thus be¬ 
ing continued would seem incon¬ 
sistent with recent developments, 
Exhibs' in the Pittsburgh area lud 
complained that tlie distribs were 
balking at the idea. Certain dis- 

; trib sources said the marketing iri- 
\ volved nothing more than satura¬ 
tion showcasing of the traditional 
sort—but unrealistically expensive. 

; Film company spokesmen also 
i beefed that a showmanly theatrc- 
! man, such as Ben Marcus, origina- 
j tor of the plan, was needed in ail 
areas but was not to be found. 

So it is that despite all this pro¬ 
fessed opposition the Marcus Plan 
is staying alive. 

Pulitzer Prize Cartoonist 

Riibe L. Goldberg 

waxes sentimental. With 

A Thought About 
Friends 

One. of the many Editorial Features 
in :the apeominq 

55th Anniversary Number 
of 

P^RIETY 

AB-PT STALWARTS 
TO KIAMESHA LAKE 

Field affiliates of American 
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres 
along with the homeoffice brass 
will meet in Kiamesha Lake, N. Y., 
Dec. 15-16 to plot a theatre box- 
office drive for the April-May- 
Juiie period. This quarter usually 
is a slow' one and the exhibition 
end of AB-PT is on the prowl for 
bolstering influences. 

Edw'ard L, Hjonan. v.p., w ill pro¬ 
vide the meeting with a list of re¬ 
leases due from all distributors, 
for the first six months of 1961 and 

| will stress the ad-pub . promotion 
j values, in the campaigns, particu- 
i larly for the April-June pictures, 
j As. is his custom. Hymari will 
| make atvailable to all exhibs in the 
i United States arid Canada copies 
; pf his roundup of scheduled re¬ 
leases. 

Morey Sparks CSS Push 
Community Service Society o, 

Nevv York has. appointed Allied 
: Artists veep Ed Morey chairman 
.of the motion picture division for 
this year’s Fainily. Fund drive. 

Overall: goal of CBS for the city- 
' wide driva is $2,000,006. 

Pittsburgh’s Ernie Stern 
And Tel Aviv Enterpriser 

Plan Israeli Drive-In 
Pittsburgh, Nov. 22. 

A vacation trip to Israel by Ern¬ 
est Stern, head of Associated Thea¬ 
tres here, may result in the build¬ 
ing of a drive-in theatre in that 
country. Stern, w'hose firm con¬ 
trols 13 drive-ins and eight hard- 
tops in this area, has entered into 
an agreement with^ Danny Angel, 
a businessman in Tel Aviv, to 
construct an ozoner near that city. 

Angel is now' acquiring property 
and Stern has supplied with plans 
of a conventional American drive- 
in. Construction wTill begin as soon 
as all plans are completed and land 
is purchased. 

There are no ozoners in the coun¬ 
try although there are many flour¬ 
ishing conventional houses. 

MARTON TO COMMAND 
SPEC SCENES FOR‘CLEO’ 
Director Andrew' Marlon, w'ho 

wrote, devised and directed the 
chariot race sequence for Metro’s 
“Ben-Hur,” will perform in com¬ 
parable capacity for 20th-Fox’s 
“Cleopatra," he said in New York 
yesterday. (Tues.) en route back to 
Hollyw'ood from London and 
Athens w'here he just completed 
shooting “It Happened In Athens” 
for 20th. 

Director says he’ll probably shoot 
“Cleo” naval battle in London and 
then do a climactic army battle on 
Egyptian location. Starting date for 
his part of the “Cleo” project is 
still unset, depending on how rest 
of production progresses under di¬ 
rector Roiiben Mamoulian and 
working out battle script details 
with producer Walter Wanger. In 
meantime, he is returning to Holly¬ 
wood to . cut “Athens” and aw'ait 
call from Wanger in London. 

GOLiTZIN'S RETURN 

Now Exec Production Mgr. 
Under Ed Muhl 

Tom McKean, senior salesman 
for Paramount in Oklahoma City; 

' transferred to the Dallas Para- 
11 mount exchange. 

Hollywood. Nov. 22. 
i George Golitzin, who was pro- 
■duction manager at Universal be- 
] fore leaving last year to swing 
jover to Buena Vista, returns, to 
j new post of executive production 
; manager on production vp Edward 
jMuhl’s staff. 

Foster D. (Tommy! Thompson 
• and Ernest Wehmeyer continue in 
their present duties as production 

! manager and assistant production 
1 manager, respectively. 
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Transport Strike Bops LA. Albeit 
lace’ Sockeroo $21,000, 'Blues Hot 

26G; ‘Spartacus’ Snappy 25G, 5th 
Los Angeles, Nov. 2Z. 4— 

First-runs continue spotty here 
this stanza, with the five-day trans¬ 
portation strike taking a heavy 
toll, particularly in downtown area. 
Two newcomers, however, are 1 Estimated Total Gross 

Key City Grosses 

proving blockbusters. “Midnight 
Lace” is heading for smash $21,000 
In three theatres while “GI Blues” 
looks hotsy $26,000 in four spots. 
Both pix are racking up tremen¬ 
dous grosses on multiple dates in 
this area. 

“Legion of Nile” shapes thin in 
a trio of situations for initial 
stanza. “Please Turn Over.” in con¬ 
trast, looms lusty $8,500 at Music 
Hall. 

Regular holdovers are paced by 
“Butterfield 8,” which is in for a 
rich $18,000 or near in third frame 
at Hollywood Paramount. 

All hard-ticket pix are showing 
weU. “Spartacus” is rated solid 
$25,000 or better in fifth Pantages 
week. “Ben-Hur” looks stout in 
52d round at Egyptian. “The Ala- 

This Week  .$2,527,100 
(Based on 23 cities and 249 

theatres, chiefly first runs, i 
eluding N. Y.) 

Last Year .$2,076,866 
(Based on 23 cities and 242 

theatres.) 

‘Inherit’Mild 7G, 
K.C.; ‘Lace’ 8G, 2d 

! Kansas City, Nov. 22. 
1 Newcomers are mostly disap¬ 
pointing this session, including 

"1,““ 'nnn fm.vth ! ^Inherit the Wind,” mild at the 
£?,rHhatPlrflrtSv$23,00° f th i Pl3za- “I Aim at Stars” at Para- 
rour.d at Ca h y. 'mount shapes slow. “Sword and 

Estimates for This »» eek Dragon” at the Uptown-Granada 
Hillstreet. Iris, Fox Wilshire, > looms fair. Holdovers have vitali- 

Baldwin (Metropolitan-FWC-State^ ity, “Midnight Lace” being torrid 
(2.752; 825; 1,990; 1,800; 90-$1.50) . lin second round at the Brookside 
—"GI Blues” 'Par) and “Adven- (and “Butterfield 8” being sturdy at 
tures Virgin Island” (Crest. Hotsy jRoxy in third. “I’m All Right. 
$26,000. Last week, Hillstreet with ! Jack” at Rockhill is making a nota- 

‘Alaska’ Brisk $10,000^ 
Seattle; ^Nile’ Dim 5G 

Seattle, Nov. 22. 
Cool fall weather is playing into 

the hands of the bbxoffice here 
currently. Three bf the first-runs 
have new fare. "Legion of Nile” at 
Coliseum shapes slow. “North to 
Alaska” at Fifth Avenue looms 
sturdy. “Midnight Lace” at Music 
Hall is rated modest “Butterfield 
8” looks solid in second at Music 
Box. 

Estimates for This Week 
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (739; 

$1.50-$3>—"Ben-Hur” < M-G) (42d 
Wk). Swell $8,500. Last week, 
$9,800, 

Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,870; 
$l-$1.50i—“Legion of Nile” (20th) 
and “Ma Barker’s Killer Birood” 
(Indie). Slow $5,000. Last week, 
“Let No Man Write-Epitaph” (Col) 
(2d wk), .$5,800. 

Fifth Avenue (2,500; $i-$1.50)r- 
j “North to Alaska” (20th) and “39 
Steps” (20th). Fast . $10,000. Last 
week; “10 Who Dared” .<BV) and 
"Five Bold Women” (Indie),.$6,300. 

Music Box. (Hamrick) (850; $L 
$ 1.50)-^*‘Butterfield 8” (M-G) (2d 

i wk). Solid $7*000 or close. Last 
• week, $9,300. 
' Music Hall i Hamrick) (2:200: $1- 
S1.50)—‘Midnight Lace” (U). Mod-, 
est $6,000 dr less. Last week, “Hot 
Wind Blows” (M-G), $4,700. 

P a r a m o u n t (Fox-Evergreen) 
(3,000; $1-$1.50(—“Inherit Wind” 
'UA) and "Walking Target” (UA) 
<2d wk). Poor $4,000. Last week, 
$6,700. 

iz Solid;'Blues’Great 
$20,000; 'Moon Bright 14G, ‘Portrait’ 

Neat 9G, 2d; 'Sunday’ Boff 23G, 3d 

Estimated Total Gross 
This Week.$582,500 

(Based on 27 theatres) 

Last Year __. . .,.$409,166 
(Based on 23 theatres) 

Holly wrood, Loyola, “10 Who 
Dared”. (BVi, "Police Dog Story” 
(UA), $13,500. Iris. Fox Wilshire 
with Orpheum, “Top of Stairs” 

ible mark with a fourth week: 
Estimates for This tVeek 

: Brookside (NT) (800; $1-$1.25)- 
“Midnight Lace” (U) (2d wk). Hefty 

(WB> ‘1st wk. Iris, Orpheum; 2d j <§8.500; hold on. Last week, $10,- 
\vk. Fox Wilshire*, "Apartment” J ?000 as house returned to first-runs. 
(UA) (reissue) (Iris), “Elmer Gan-i; Capri (Durwood)'1,260; 90-$l 50- 
try” <UA> (reissue) (2d wk. Fox j{$2.50-—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (42d wk), 
Wilshire), “Paths of Glory” (UA) JjNice $7,500, or near. Last week, 
(reissue) (Orpheum•, $13,100. Balcl-:^ame 
win with Hawaii. State, Four Star, 17 Fairway (NT) (700; $P—“Cap- 
“Where Hot Wind Blows” <M-G), tain’s.Tabic” »20th>. Fairish $1,500. 
“Desire in Dust” (20th) (m.o.) ; Last we„k> "39 Steps” (20th? and 
(Baldwin), “Girl m Lover’s Lane ’ i^North By Northwest” (M-G) ire- 
(Fav) (Hawaii, State.). “Fine ;jissue) (2d wk». $1*200. 
Young Cannibals’ (M-G) iFour Kimo ;Dickinson) <504; 90-$1.25) 
Star), $15,300. “School for Scoundrels” (Cont) 

«S' "'2d "kl- Okay S1.2P0; may hald. 
f^ cnft'S!l - -1,751\ I 6' •?*??£’' ^ Last week, first full Week, $1,500.' 
$1.50(—‘ Midnight Lace <L and ■ Midland (Loew) (3,300; 75-$1)— 
oSeVe,nco\a^nfr0m SundTow!1 H!' -j”Where Hot Wind Blows” (M-G) 
Smash $21,000 or over. Last week. ;M2d wk)< Drab $4,000. Last week, 
“No Man Write Epitaph” (Co!', 

(Continued on page 21) 

Hob Hot; ‘Journey’ Fast 

14G, ‘Butterfield’ Wow 

i $5,500. 
I; Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-SI )— 
][“Aim at Stars” (Col) and. “Coh- 
; quest of Space” 'Par) (reissue). 
{Dull $3,000 for six days. Last 
jweek, “Sunrise at Campobello” 
ii'WB), $6,000 in 8 days. 

•i; Plaza (NT) (1,900; $1.25)—“In- 
‘IaPP’* Sma^ll IRu herit Wind’* ‘UA>. Under, expeeta- LWy Ldte JDldbU 10U lions at niild $6500> but will hold. 

Boston, Nov. 22. Last week, “Song Without End” 
Sparked by fine weather, which j'Col) <*.J wk), $5,000. 

is bringing out big crowds, aim j Rockhill (Little Art Theatre) 
biz is perking here currently. Big | i‘750; 90-$1.25'—“I’m All Right, 
product holding over is pacing j Jack” Col) <4th wk). Passable 
city, second-weekers being best. ; SI.000. Last week, $1,200. 
“Butterfield 8” at Orpheum isr Roxy <Durwood) <850; $1-$1.50) 
whopping and “Midnight Lace” at .^“Butterfield 8” <M-G) (3d wk*. 
Memorial shapes great. New en- Fancy $8,000; holds: Last week, 
tries are paced by “Journey, to • $11,000. 
Lost City,” slick at Paramount, j Uptown, Granada tNT'» (2.043; 
“Four Desperate Men” is fair at ; i ,217; 85-$P—“Sword and Dragon” 
Pilgrim on opener. “Cinerama Hoi- j -tValiant) and “Terror Is a Man” 
iday” returned to Boston Theatre | (Howcot Fair $7,000. Last week, 
for big score in first week. ! “Jungle Cat” <BV» (2d wk), $5,500. 

“Spartacus” is holding big in---V—— 
fourth at Astor on hard - ticket. - 
“Please Turn Over” looms bright ■■ 1 *ll I. * 
at Beacon Hill in third. “Inherit 
Wind” is rated oke at Capri in j 
third. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (B&Q) (1,270; $1.80-$3> — 

“Spartacus” *U) ‘4th wk). Fine 
$14,000. Last week. $18,500. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) <678; $1.50'— 
“Please Turn Over” iCol) (3d wk). 
Nice $8,400. Last week. $13,000. 

Boston <Cinerama. Inc.) (1,354; 
$1.20-$2.65) — “Cinerama Holiday” 
(Cinerama) irerun) <2d wk). First 
week ended Monday >2l) was sock 
$15,000 in six davs. 

Capri (Sack) (900; $1.50)—“In¬ 
herit Wind” (UA* <3d wk\ Good 
$7,000. Last week. $3,500. 

Exeter (Indie) (1.376; 90~S1.50)— 
“I’m All Right. Jack” (Col) '7th 
wk*. Sixth week was neat $7,300. 
Fifth week. $8,200. 

Gary (Sack) (1,277; $1.50) — 
“Sunrise at Campobello” (WB) <7th 
wk-final). NG $5,000. Last week, 
$6,000. “Esther and -King” (20th) 
opens tomorrow (Wed.>. 

Kenmore (700; $1.50-$1.75> — 
“Song Without End” (Col) (8th 
wk). Stout $8,000. Last week, 
same. 

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; <60- 
(Continued on page 21) 

Baltimore, Nov>. 22. 
Batch of new pix will help the 

situation here currently. Best of 
•these are “Never On Sunday” 
! which opened big at Playhouse,. 
J “Inherit; the . Wind;” good. biz in 
: first at the Aurora, and ‘.‘North to 
| Alaska,” brisk at :the New.:: 
j ‘‘Behind the . Great Wall*. looks 
• only okay in first; at the Cinema. 
: Leading the holdover^ are. “Mid- 
J night Lace,” nice in third week 
.at the Stanton; “Song Without 
j End.” good in fourth at the ^lay- 
fair and “Ben-Hur” steady in 34th 
week at the Town. “The Enter¬ 
tainer” is okay in second at the 
Five West while “Where Hot Wind 
Blows” shapes slow in second at 
the Ilipp. 

Estimates for This.Week 
Aurora (Rappaport) (367; 90- 

:SL50)—“Inherit Wind” (UA). Good: 
!$5,000: Last week “Psycho” (Par) 
jUTth wk). $3,000. 
I Century (Fruchtman) (3.200; 50^ 
$1.25)—‘Fast and Sexy” < Col>. Dull 

.S3.500: Last week, “GirT of Night”. 
•WB) (2d wk), $3,009: .. 

Charles iFrucht.man). (500; 90-1: 
$1.50) — “Royal Ballet” (Lopert), 

• Oke $3,500. Last week, “Under 10 
.Flags” (Par) (4th...wk), $1,300. 

Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 90- 
.$1.50),— “Behind Great Wall” 
(Cont). jijst okby $2,000. Last 

• week. ‘'Executioner” (Cont); $1,500. 
j Five West (Schwaber) (460; 90- 
$L50) — “Entertainer” (Cont) (2d 
wk). Okay $2,500 after $3,500 bpen- 

;er; 
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; 

; 50-$ 1.50> ‘‘Where Hot Wind 
| Blows” (M-G) (2d wkh Drab $5,000: 
• after $7,000 in first. 
I Little (Rappaport) (300; 90-$1.50) 
• (Continued on page 21) 

■f London, Nov. 15, 
“GI Blues” led the field among 

the newcoihers last week and . was 
heading for a great $20,000 ini its 
first Plaza w'eek. Another staunch 
grosser is “Man in MOoii” which 
held at fine $14,000 or better i 
second stanza at, the Odeon, Lei¬ 
cester. Square.. Well, below hopes 
was the Italian spectacular, “Car¬ 
thage in Flames,” which looked to 
finish, its first frame at the Odeon, 
Marble Arch, at a ‘ light $5;500 or 
near. “Portrait in Black” in second; 
Leicester Square round held steady 
at neat $9,000. 

The longrun films are collaring 
most of the business. “Ben-Hur” 

: was over great $27,000 in 47th 
/Empire Week.* “South Pacific’* 

San Francisco, Nov. 22. ’fancy $18,200 or near in 135th week 
First-run trade here this sessionat the Dominion while “South Seas 

is mixed. “Midnight Lace.” for ex- 1 Adventure” was still big $15,000 i 
[ ample, is mighty at golden Gate ! 54th Casino week, 
. while “Inherit the Wind” is stir-[ “Saturday Night and Sunday 
i prisingly mild in opener United j Morning” grossed a whopping $23,- 
j Artists. “Song Without End” still ) 000 in the third Warner week, 
j is strong in sixth round at arty I “The Millionairess” \vas socko $17,- 
Siagedoor. "Legions of Nile” ‘ i 500 at Carlton stanza , in fourth 

j very mild at Fox but "Alamo” is week, “The Alamo” topped stout 
holding a steady, gait with nice re- < $16,500 in third Astoria week, 
turns at the Alexandri fourth j Estimates for Last Week 
week:. j Astoria (CMA) (L474; $1:20- 

Estimates for This Week $1.75) — “Alamo” (UA) <3d wkh 
Golden Gate (RKO) <2,859; • Stout $16,500.; 

T___ _ight Lace” (U) j Carlton (20t 
and “Seven Ways From Sundown” }“Millionairess” (20th) <4th . wk). 
(U). Socko $20,000. Last week. : Great $17,500. Last week, $19,200. 
“Goliath arid Barbarians” (AI) and rTransfers to Rialto Nov. 17, to 
"Sign Of Gladiator” (AI), $6,000. jniake way for "North to Alaska” 

Fox (FWC) (4.651; $ 1.25-$ 1.50)— l ^cJsino /Indie) (1.155; $L2Q-$2.10) 

‘SUNDAY’ SHARP 4|G 

IN BALTO; ^LACE' 7G, •3:j $i:i5r$i^d)^Midnight:^La TJVlJSf 

| "Legions of Nile” (20th) arid (—“South Seas Adventure” (Robin) 

(Continued on page 21) 

D.C. Oke Sans Any Big 

New Films; ‘Butterfield’ 

Huge 26G,‘Alaska’13G 

1 "i2n1 WTiArpri- 0?rvv ^ j(54th 'wk). Still big at $15:000. 
! Tair^tvnthi^ non i Columbia (Col) (740: $1.05r$2.50) 
l; "k)* ^.^'-“Song Without End” (Col), illth 

^ , . wk). Steady $6,700.. “La Dolce Vita” 
Warfield ■.■(Loew) (2.'6d6;.-..S1.25--.:i(Qq]) .preems Dec. 8, 

$1.50)—“Hot Wind Blows” (M-G) . Doriiinion (CMA) (1,712; $1:05-- 
aiid “Lust To Kill" (M-G) (2d wk). 
Bad $4,000: Last week, $11,000. 

Paramount (Par) (2.646; $L25- 
$1:50)—“Elephant Walk” (Par) and 
/‘Naked Jungle” (Par) (reissues). 
Mild $6,500. Last week, ■‘Journey; 
To Lost City” (AI) and “Last.. 
Woman On Earth7’ (AD, $14,000. 

St. Francis (Par) <1,400; $1.00-. 
$1.50)—‘Xet No Man Write Epi- Washington’ Nov. 22, 
taph” 'Col) (3d wk). Nice. $8,000 or No lively entries this round but 
negn Last week, $10,000; mainstem. trade stays good under 

Orpheum (Cinerama. Inc!) ithe impetus of sturdy holdovers., 
(1,456; Sl,75-$2.65) — “Cinerama f “North:to Alaska” Is rated fair at 
Holiday” (Cinerama) (reissue) <4th Capitol in first we'ek. Only other 
wk). Fair $10,000 or near. Last .new entry. “Hell is a City,” shapes 
week, $14,000, ; modest at Playhouse. 

United Artists (No. Coast) (1.151; j “Butterfieid 8” .remains the 
$L25-$1.50)—"inherit Wind” (UA).! ^n-topper, heading for a sock 
NSH $10,000. Last week, “Magnifi-; 

(f^ntifirmpd nn napp 2-i) : .Inherit Wind. looks good in sec* (Continued on page !ond Keith.s lap. -Midnight Lace” 
{is stout in third. “Behind Great 
[ Wall” at Apex is rated smash for 
i second stanza. 

Estimates for: This .Week. 
‘Alaska’ Fast $15,000 

Cleve.; Tlunderers’ 6G I Ambassador-Metropolitan <SW) 
Cleveland, Nov. 22. 1,490; 1,000; 90-$l 49) — “Journey 

Biz is a bit uneven here currently to Lost City” (A-I) (2d wk). Dull 
but some of new films are shaping .$6,000. Last Week; $9,800^ 
up well! “Butterfield 8“ is out-; Apex (K-B) (940; 90-$l,10) — 
standing with excellent take at [“Behind G^-Wall.” .pnt) (2d. 
State. “North To Alaska” another wk)- Sma^h $6,000 after $8,000 
nriwie. is brisk. “Ben-HUi*” iopiris yopener. 
great in 43d stanza at the Ohio. 

Great 9G, ‘Butterfield’ Wow 10 G, 2d 

“The. Plunderers” is rated poor at 
PdldCC * 

Estimates for This Week 
Allen (SW) (3,500; $1-$1.50) — 

Minneapolis Nov. 22. 
Exhibitors here have three sock 

holdovers for which to be thank- 
jjful this holiday week. Heftiest 
blockbuster Is “Eutterfield 8,” 
smash in second chapter after es¬ 
tablishing a record take in opener 
at the tiny World. Another powv 
erful grosser is “Midnight Lace,” 
great in second round at Gopher. 

It’s the strongest showing for 
holdovers in weeks with only two 
newcomers squeezing into; the 
scene. “North to Alaska” shapes 
mighty at State while “Breath, of 
Scandal” is drab in first and .only 
canto at Orpheum. Also Winding up 
after second chilly wreek is “Where 
Hot Wind Blows” at Pan. 

Estimates for This Week ... 
Academy (Mann) (947; $1:75- 

^$2.65)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (39th wk). 
] Little variance from wedk to 
(week. Healthy $9,0.00 this, chap- 
jjtcr, same as last. 
J Century (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,150; 

$1.75-$2.65)—‘This Is Cinerama’': 
(Cinerama) (reissue) (13th ' \yk).. 
Starting fourth month here after 
66-Week run six . years ago, Shorild 
hit strong $10,000 this .stanza on 
basis of two extra holiday show- 

; ings. Last week, $8,500. 
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; $1t$1 :50) 

—^‘‘Midnight Lace” (U) (2d wk), 
Great $9,000. Last week, $12,000. 

Lyric (Par) <1,000; $1-$1.25) ^ 
“Girl of Night” (WB) (2d wk)! 
Newspaper ads point up bdok’s 
title, “Call- Girl.” Lusty $6,000. 
Last week. $10,000. 

Orpheum (Marin) (2,800; $1-$1;25) 
—“Breath of Scandal” (Par). Drab 
$4,500. Last week, “Desire in Dust’’ 
(20th) $5,OOO! 

Pan. (Mann). (1,800; ’ $1-$1.25) — 
“Where: Hof Wind Blows” : (MrG) 
(2d wk). Bows out with cold $3,000. 
Last week. $5;5O0! 

St. Louis Park (Field) (1,000; 
$1.25)—“Inherit Wind”. (UA) (2d 

(Continued on page 21) 

Capitol (Lbew) (3,426; $1-$1.49) 
—“North to Alaska” <2Qth). Fair 
$13,000. Last week, “Hot Wind/ 
Blows” (M-G), $9,500. 

Keith’s (RKO) <1.850; $l-$l,49)— 
oxt ^ * AI U-»» iontu\ RiA I “Irihefit Wind” (UA) (2d wk): Oke 
’North to Alaska (20th). Fine $15,- : $i2,000 after $18,000 opener, 

000: Last week Journey to Lost j MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.10)— 
City” <AI), $9,500, - - - - ’ 

Continental Art (Art Theatre 
Guild) (950; $1.25) -- “Captain’s 
Table” (20th) (4th wk). Okay $1,700, 
Last week, $2,100. 

Heights Art: (Art Theatre Guild) 
(950; $1.25)—"Carry On - Nurse” 
/Gov) (3d/wk). Strong $4,000. Last 
week, $5,400. 

Hippodrome (Eastern Hipp) '<3.-/ 
700; $1-$1.50) —• “Midnight Lace” 
(U) (4th wk). Nice $5,000. Last. 
\veek, $8,000. 

Ohio (Loew) (3,700; $l-$2.75) — 
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (43d wk). Great 
$17,000. Last week, $10,000. 

Palace (Silk & Helpern) (3,750; 
$1 -$ 1.25)—“Plunderers” (AA). Poor 
$6,000. Last week, ‘ No Man Write 
Epitaph” (Col) (2d wk), $8,500. 

State (Loew): (3,700; $1.50) V- 
"Butterfield 8” (M-G). Excellent 
$22,000; holding. Last week, “Hot 
Wind Blows” <M-G), $9,000. 

Stillman (Loew) (2,700; $1-$1.50) 
—“Where Hot Wind Blows” <M-G) 
(m.o;). So-so $4,000. Last week,, 
“Magnificent Seven” (UA) (m.o.) 
(2d wk), $5,000. 

i “School for Scoundrels’’ (Cont) (8th 
wk). .Fair $3,500. Last week, $4,300. 

Ontario (K-B) (1.240; 90-$l.;49)— 
“Midnight Lace” (U) (3d wk). Stur¬ 
dy $6,000, Last week. $8,000. 

Palace (Loew) (2,39Q; 90-$1.25)— 
“Butterfield 8” (M-G) ,(2d wkk Wow 
$26,000 after $33,000 opener. 

Playhouse (T-L) (458:. $1-$1.80) 
--“Hell is City” (Cbl). Mild $4,500. 
Last . .week; “Surprise Package” 
(Cbl) (3d wk), $2,000. 

Plaza (T-L) (276; $l-$i.80)^-“Fast 
Set” (Indie) (3d wk). Trim $4,300. 
Laist week! $4,000: 

Town. (King) (800; $D$1.49) .— 
“Hiroshima, Mon Ahiour” (Zenith). 
(3d wk). Dandy $7,000. Last week,. 
$9,000. 

Trans-Liix (T-L) (600; $l:25-$2) 
—:“Song Without End” (Col) (9th 
wk). Slow $3;3O0. Last Week. $3.i00. 

Uptown (SW) (1,300; $i:49-$2;75) 
—^“Sunrise at Campobello” (WB.) 
(7th Wk). Dull $3,800! Last week, 
$3,700. . 

Warner. (SWV. (1 *440-. $l:49-$2:75)j 
-“Ben-HUi*” (M-G) (36th wk). Fine 
$10,000, Last week, $11,000. 
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$25,000, ‘Lace’ Boffo 23G, Hared’ 7G 

Chicago, Nov, 22. h 
With some notable exceptions, 

Chi firstruns: are still trying to 
round the corner away from the 
doldrums. Adding to the. routine 
competition this round is the debut; 
of McCormick Place, city's new 
lakefront expo arena offering a 
hpme-and-flower show. |t obvious¬ 
ly is hurting the deluxers. 

Some new product is helping: On 
preem ‘ sesh. Oriental's “Esther 
and king'’ looks like a fine $25,000, 
‘‘World of Apu” at sometime arty 
Carnegie looks for an okay $3,000 
initialer; , Third week of “Inherit 
Wind” was okay $10,000 at Roose¬ 
velt. • . 

Still tops .“Butterfield 8“ soar¬ 
ing to big third Chicago stanza. 
Second week of “Sunrise at Cam- 
pdbello” looks dull at the State- 
Lake; “Girl of Night” supplants 
today (Tues.). 

“Midnight Lace” looks boff in 
fourth week at the United Artists. 
Esquire's “Breath of Scandal” 
looms nice in first holdover ses¬ 
sion. . “10 Who Dared” is hep in 
ditto term at Loop. 

“Hiroshima Mon Amour” looks 
solid again in fourth week at the 
World. “Battle of Sexes” is rated 
good in same round at Surf. 

On. : the hard-ticket front, 
“Alamo” is heading for a nice 
fourth Palace stand. “Spartacus” 
is hailing; a bright sixth frame at 
McVickers. while “Ben-Hur” sh apes 
exciting again in 48th ; round at 
Todd Theatre. 

Estimates for. This Week 
Carnegie (Telem’t) (495;. $1.50>— 

“World of Apu” tHarrison). Okay; 
$3,000. Last week. “Please Turn 
Over” (Col) (m.o.), $3:400. 

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80* 
<*—“Butterfield 8” (M-G) (3d wk). 
Boffo $48,000. Last week, $54,000. 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (L350; 
(Continued on page 21) 

Estimates Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the Vari- 
*pus key cities/, are net; le., 
without usual tax. Distrib¬ 
utors share on net take, when 
playing percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are net in¬ 
come. 

: The parenthetic admission 
prices, however,- aS indicated, 
include U. S. amusement tax. 

Epitaph* Smash 317,000, 
Philly; ‘King’ Fair 91G, 

lace' Fancy 10G, 4th 
Philadelphia, Nov. 22. 

A crowded downtown area over 
the weekend is making for happ.v 
boxoffice returns this session. “Let- 
Np Man Write. My Epitaph” looms: 
big opening, week at Stanton but 
^‘Esther and King” is only fair at 
Viking. “Behird Great Wall” looms 
■only ..okay at World. 

“Butterfield ;8” still is boffo in 
second, Randolph round; ‘‘Midnight 
Lace’’ continues fancy in fourth 
round at Arcadia is dries “Magnifir 
cent Seven” in. third at Fbx. “Spar-; 
tacus” is rated smash in third at 
thei Goldman. j 

Estimates for This Week. 
Arcadia (S&S> <536: 99-SI.8Q) —' 

“Midnight Lace” . (U), (4th wk). j 
Farcy $10.000,. Last week. $12,000; 

Boyd (SWi (1.562: $1.40-52.75i— i 
“Ben-Hur” (M-G), <5ist wk). Fast 
$12.500.. Last week, same; Holds for y 
52d week. -l 

Fox (Milgram) (2.200: 99-51.80'— 1 
“Magnificent Seven.” (UA V (3d wk). t 
Tall $11,000. Last week, $12,000. 

Goldman . (Goldman) (1,200;- $2- 
$2,75)—“Spartacus <U.) (3d wkl 
Smash $12,000; Last week, $12,400. 

. Midtown (Goldman) (1.000; $2- 
'-$2;75'i;/—■ “Alamo” (UAV- (4th .wk). 
Dull $9,000. Last week, S9.500. 

Randoloh (Goldman) (2.500; 99- 
$1.80)^-“Butterfieid 8” (M-Gr (2d 
wk(. Boff $19,000; Last week, $30:-! 
000. 

Stanley (SW>. (2.500; 99-$l.80)—; 
“North to Alaska" (20thV. (2d wk',.! 
Tired $9/000. Last week. $13,000. . - 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.80)-^; 
“Let No Man Write. Epitaph” ( Cob. j 
Smash $17,600. Lastweek, “Aim at; 
Stars”;<Coi). $9,000. . : • t 

Studio (Goldberg) (483; 99-$1.80> 
—“Geisha-Playmates” (Indie) arid 
“Love, bnd Jealousy” (Indie) (2d 
wk), Oke $3.500. Last week, $6,000. 

Trans-Lux <T:L) (500;! 99r$1.80 
“Hiroshirria Mori| Amour” (Zenith) 
(4th: v.’k). Okay $4,000. Last week. 
$4806: 

Viking (Sley); (1.000; 99-$i:80)— 
“Esther , arid King” (20th). Fair 
$9,500. Last week, “10 Who barfed" 
(BV). $7,000. 

World (R&B-Pathe) (449: 99- 
$1.80) •— “Behind Great Wall” 
iQbrit). Okay $3,500. or hear. Last 
week, “Khovanshchina” (Indie), 
$2;5p0. 

Wy 1 

Toronto, Nov. 22. 
American film history is not far¬ 

ing so; well here currently. “The 
Alartio”- is. not capacity at. Tivoli, 
but rated -hefty in second week: 
“Inherit the Wind” shapes sad at 
Carlton, also second. . HoweveY, 
“Butterfield. 8,” in third frame at 
Loew’s is smash and “Dark. at Top 
of Stairs” looms big: ‘.‘Please Turn 
Over” in second stanza shapes 
wow at Hyland. “Midnight Lace,” 
in fourth, frame, is rated wow at 
the Uptown: .. 

Estimates for This. Week 
Carlton (Rank) (2,318; $1-$1.50) 

|—"Inherit Wind” (UA) (2d wk). 
Sad $7,000. Last week, $9,000. 

Hollywood (FP) (1.080; $1-$1.25) 
—“Top of Stairs” (WB) (2d wk). 
Big $9,000. Last week, ditto. 

Hyland (Rank) (1,057; $l-$lfi0) 
— “Please Turn Over” (Col) (2d 
wk). Wham $12,000. Last week: 
$15,000. 

Imperial (FP) (3,343; $1-$1.25)— 
‘September Storm” (20th). Okay 

$9,000; Last Week, “Sunrise at 
Campobello” (WB), light $6,000. , 

International: (Taylor) (557; $1- 
$L25i -- "School for Scandal” 
(Cont) (14th wk). Okay $3,500: Last 
week, ditto. 

Loew's (Loew) (2.746; $1-$1.50)— 
Butterfield 8” (M-G) (3d wk). 

SOck $13,000. Last week $18,000. 
Tivoli (FP) (935; $l-50-$2.50)— 

“Alamo? (UA) (2d wk). Hefty $ll,- 
(Continued ori page 21) 

‘Alaska’Whopping 12G, 
Denver; ‘Lace’ Wow 13G, 2 

Denver/Nbv, 22. 
Lively weekend trade combined 

with a. flock of new entries is shap¬ 
ing the whole b o, picture brighter 
here currently. “Let No Man 
Write My Epitaph” at. Denver apd 
Orpheum’s “Butterfield 8” loom 
large at the: wickets, while among 
the holdovers “Midnight Lace”, still 
wows ’em * second frame at 
Centre.,. 

“North To Alaska” is terrific at. 
the small Towne. 

Estimates for This Week 
Aladdin (Fox) (906; $1;45) — 

“Sunrise at Campobello” (WB) (2d 
wk). Oke $5,000. Last week, 
$6,500. 

Centre; (Fox) (1,270; $l-$i:45)— 
(‘Midnight Lace” (U). (2d wk). Big 
$13,000. Last week; $16,000, 

Denham (Indie) (800; $1.25-$2.50) 
— “Beii-rHur” • (M-G) (32d wk). 
Steady $9,000. Last week, $10,500. 

Denver (Fox) (2,432; $1-$1.25)— 
“Let No Man Write Epitaph” (Col) 
and “Barefoot . Mailman" (Col). 
Okay $10,000. Last week, “Desire 
in Dust” (20th) and “Squad Car-’ 
(20th), $10,000. 

Esquire (Fox) (600; $1)—“Carry 
On Nurse” (Gov) (27th wk). Good 
$3,606: Last week, $3,300. 

Orpheum (RKO) (2,690; $1- 
$1.25)—“Butterfield 8” (M-G) and 

Danube” (BV). Smish $18,000. 
Last week, “Hot Wind Blows” 
(M-G) and “Key Witness” (M-G), 
$7,500. 

Paramount (Indie) (2.100; 90- 
$1.25)—“Inherit Wind” (UA), Nice 
$9,000. Last week, $13,000. 

Towne (Indie) ,(600; $1-$1.45)— 
‘North to Alaska” (20th). Wham 

$12,000: Last week, “Magdalena” 
(Indie) (3d/wk), $2,500. 

I’ Ace 

‘Butterfield’ Giant 25G, 
St. L; ‘Lace’ Lofty 18G, 

‘Inherit’Big 313,000,2d 
St: Louis. Nov. 22. 

Major .houses are,loaded for bear 
this stanza with three newcomers. 
"Butterfield; 8” it Loew’s: State 
looks wow. “Midnight Lace" at; 
Ambassador is socko while “Breath .!■ 
of Scandal” at Fox shapes fair. In j 
the holdover division are “Inherit.; 
Wind.” big in second, frame at the / 
Esquire.. “Ben-Hur” in 27th arid 
final week at Loew’s.-Mid-City is 
hefty.- 

Estimates for This Week i 
Ambassador (Arthur) <2.970; 60-J 

90)—“Midnight Lace” (,USock 
$18,000. Last week, “Sunrise at 
Campobello” (WB) (2d wk). $12,000. 
.Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90.-81.25) 

^-“Would-Be Gentleman” (Indie). 
Okay $2,500. Last week, “Marie- 
Octobre” (Indie), $1,500. 

Esquire (Schuehart-Levi ) (1.800: 
90-$i.25»—"Inherit Wind” <UA> (2d 
wk). Big $13,600. Last week. 
$14,500. 

Fox (Arthur) (5.000; 60-90)— 
“Breath of/ Scandal” .(Par) and 
“Fast and Sexy” (Par). Fair $15> 
000; Last week. “Plunders”. (AA) 
arid “Heroes Die Young’’ (Indie•, 
$12;000. 

Loew's Mid-City (Loew) (1.160/ 
$l;50-$2.50) --- “Ben-Hur” (M-G) j 
<27th wk). Hefty $12,000. Last 
week,. $12*560. 

State (Loew’s) (3.600: '60-90)— 
“Butterfield 8 ’ (MrG). Wow $25;- 
000. Lost week, “Hot Wind Blows;” 
(MG) and “Enerny . General” (Col), 
$12,600: 

Pageant (Arthur) (1.000; 60-90)— 
“Captain’s Table”, (20th) (2d wk). 
big. $3,500. Last week. $4,000. 

St. Louis (Arthur) (3,800; 60-90) 
—“Sword and Dragon” (Indie) arid 
“Orders to Kill?: (Indie) (2d wk). 
Mild $8,000: Last week, $9;000. 

Shady Oak (Arthur); (760: 60-90) 
^-“Battle of Sexes’’ (Corit) (2d wk>. 
Fancy $2,500. 

Omaha, Nov. 22. 
Biz; is perking at first-runs here 

this session,, thanks to some strong 
new product. . “Butterfield 8” is 
lofty at the State while- “Midnight 
Lace” looks good at Orpheum.. 
H a rd-ticket “Ben-Hur” is off 
slightly in 40th week at the Cooper. 

Estimates for This Week 
Cooper (Cooper) <693; $1.55^ 

$2.20) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (40th 
wk). Shapes moderate $5,000 after 
$5,300 last week. 

Omaha (Tristates) (2,066* ; $1.25- 
$1.75)—‘Can-Can” (20tli). Disap- 

Fresh Pix Boost N.Y.; ‘BotterfieU’ 

Lively 27G, long’ Big $150,000,2d 
Continued strength by some re¬ 

cently opened pictures and launch¬ 
ing of. a couple of new films will 
keep. Broadway first-run tirade on 
an. even keel this /session. Out¬ 
standing is “Butterfield 8,” which 
is soaring to a wow $90,000 or 
close opening round at the Capitol, 
to give : this house its best initial 
week coin in months. “Esther and 
King,” too,/ is doing well with a 
big $30,000 likely for first week 
at the Palace* 

World of Suzie Wong” with 
stageshow is holding with big 
$150,000 br close in second session 
at the Music Hall, insuring a third 
week. “North To Alaska” is head¬ 
ing for fine $27,000 in first hold¬ 
over round at the Paramount. 

Let No Man Write Epitaph” 
looks like nice $21,000, day-dating 
the Forum and Trans-Lux 52d 
Street, in second rounds. “Girl of 
Nigflit” : shapes good $20,000 or 
close lri second stanza at the Cri¬ 
terion. _ ■ 

“Inherit the Wind” wound its 
sixth session at the Astor with an 
okay $12,000 arid a good $5,800 
at the arty Trans-Lux 85th Street. 
“GIv Blues is heading for a good 
$18,000 in current (3d) stanza at 
the. Victoria. 

“The Alamo” held with socko 
$30,000 in fourth round finished 
last night (Tues.) at the Rivoli. 
Spartacus” looks smash $31,000 in 

present (7th) round at the De- 
Mille. “Ben-Hur” continued its 
great gait with a wow $32,000 or 
near likely in 52d session at the 
SUte. 

Most encourag'mg news • among 
newcomers at arty theatres is the 
great $17,000 racked up by “Vir¬ 
gin Spring’’ on initial week at the 
Beekman. representing the best 
take for any foreign-language pic 
at this house. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)— 

Inherit Wind” (UA) (7th wk), 
Sixth round finished last night 
(Tues.) was okay $12,000 after . $17,-, 
000 for fifth week. Stays. 

Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50> 
—“Butterfield «” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Initial session ended last night 
(Tues.) was wow $90,000 or near. 
In ahead, “Hell To Eternity” (AA) 
(5th wk), $17,200. 

Criterion (Moss) (1,671* 90-$2 40) 
“Girl of Night” (WB) (2d wk). 

First holdover stanza winding to- 
morr >w (Thors.) looks like good pointing $5,500. Last week, “Girl . 

of Night” (WB) (2d wki. $3,000 at j $20,0U(I or close aft^* $27,000 m 
75-$l scale. ; first: Stays. “Pepe” (Col) is due; 

Orpheum (Tristates) <2;877; 75- /Dec. 21 on hard-ticket run. 
$D—--Midnight Lace” (l) >. Good I beMille. (Reade) (1,463; $1.50- 
$7,000. Last week, “Let No Man $3.501—“Spartacus^’ (U) (7th wk). 
Write Epitaph” (Cob, $5,000. I This session finishing today (Wed.) 

State (Cooper) (743; $i>_ 1 is heading for great $31,000 after 
“Butterfield 8” (M-G). Tall $8,000. : $34,800 for sixth week. Stays on, 
Last week. “When Hot 
Blows” (M:G), $4,000. 

round ending tomorrow (Thurs.) 
looks to hit big $30,000 or close. 
In ahead, “Sunrise Campobello” 
(WB) (7th wk). $20,000 for eight 
days on hard-ticket and $2.50 top. 

Forum (Moss) (813; 90-$lB0)— 
“Let No Man Write Epitaph” (Col) 
(2d wk). First holdover session 
winding today (Wed.) is heading 
for sturdy $15,000. Opener was 
$23,000. Stays. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 
$2)—“North To Alaska” (20th) (2d 
wk). This week finishing today 
(Wed.) looks to reach fine $27,000 
after $40,000 for initial stanza. 
Continues. 

Radio City Mule Hall (Rocke¬ 
fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—"World 
of Suzie Wong” (Par) plus stage- 
show (2d wk). This week ending 
today (Wed.) looks like big $150,- 
000 or close. Opener was $175,000. 
Holds a third, with Christmas pic 
and stageshow now likely to open 
on Dec. 8 or Dec. 15. 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$3.50) 
—“Alamo” (UA) (5th wk). Fourth 
round completed last night (Tues.) 
was socko $30,000 after $3^,000 for 
third week. Continues. 

State (Loew) <1,900; $1.50-$3.50) 
-“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (52d wk). 
Rounds cut first year here today 
(Wed.) with $32,000 or near for 
52d week/ Last week, $34,500. Stays 
on indef at current pace. 

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2) 
—“GI Blues” (Par) (3d wk). This 
session winding tomorrow (Thurs.) 
is heading for good $18,600 after 
$22,000 for second. 

First-Run Arties 
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2) 

—“Picnic on Grass” (Kings). 
Opened yesterday (Tues.).- Last 
tfeek, “Dance With Me” (Kings) 

(Continued on page 21) 

‘Butterfield’ Leads In 
Cincy, Big $12,500 For 

2d, ‘Scandal’ Sim 6£G 
Cincinnati, Nov. 22. 

Fair to strong biz variations are 
in prospect for Cincy first-runs this 
frame. “Butterfield 8” bids as 
easy fronter at hotsy pace for 
second week at “Albee. “Time 
Machine” and “Mysterians” looks 
for good opener at small Grand. 
“A Breath of Scandal” shapes slight 
as Palace initialer. Ditto for “Sun¬ 
rise at Campobello” in bow at sub¬ 
urban Valley. 

“Hell Is A City” and “Nights of 
Lucretia Borgia” looms, okay as 
new bill at Twin Drive-In. Long- 
run “Ben-Hur” retains sturdy 
stride in 36th heat at Capitol. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (3,100; $1-$1.50)— 

Wind Palace (RKO) (1,642; 90-$2> —/“Butterfield 8” (M-G) (2d wk). 
i “Esther and King” (20th). Initial 

.S 

‘Butterfield’Big 15G, ‘Seven’ Same 
Detroit, Nov: 22. /“Cage of Evil” (UA) (2d wk). 

Downtowners are standiRg pat j Magnificerit $15,000. Last week, 
this week-with strong holdovers, y $17,500. 
excepting in., two. houses. Lone ! Madison (UD) (1,408; $1.50-$3)— 
newcomers are ‘.‘Captain's Table” j “Spartacus” (U) (3d wk>. Wham 
which is loaded at Traris-Lux Kriin. \ $25;000. Last week, $26,000. . 
and strong reruri Of “South Pacific” { Biroadway-Capitol (UD) (3.500; 
arid “From Here to Eternity” at | $1.25-$1.49) — Theatre closed for 
Mercury. Broadway-Capitol closes /facelift: Last week, “Hot Wind 
for major face-lifting and will re-j Blows” (M-G) and “Girl in Lover’s 
light in January as the Grand ’ Lane” (M^G), $12,000. 
Circus, I Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25- 

‘Midriight Lace” is sock' in $1.50)—“Butterfield. 8” (M-G) (3d $6,000. 
second round at Michigan. “Spar¬ 
tacus” shapes smash in third ses¬ 
sion. at Madison. “Butterfield .8” 

Strong $12,500 after $16,500 preem. 
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,400; 

$1.25-$2.75) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) 
(36th wk). Still sturdy at $13,500. 
Last week, same. 

Esquire Art (Shor) (500; $1.25)— 
“Sons and Lovers” <20thi (3d wk).. 
Okay $1,100. Last week, $1,300. 

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$1.10>— 
“Time Machine” (M-G) and “Mys¬ 
terians” (M-G).' Good $6,000. Last 
week, “Top of Stairs” (WB) (m.o.) 
(2d wkl, $5,000 in 6 days. 

Guild (Vance) (300; $1.25)— 
“Hiroshima Mon Amour” (Zenith) 
i2d wk). Big $1,800 after $2,000 
opener. 

Hyde Park Art (Shor) (500; $1.25) 
—"Carry On, Nurse” (Gov) (m.o.) 
(5th wk). Holding high at $1,500, 
same as last week. 

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)— 
Midnight Lace” (U) (2d wk). Okay 

Last week, $8,500. 
wk): Smash $15,000. Last week, ] palaCe (RKO) <2,600; 90-$1.10) 
$17,500, i {“Breath of Scandal” (Par). Lean 

United Artists (UA> (1.667; $1,23- $6,500. Last week, “Where Hot 
stays sockeroo in third at the; $3)—“BenrHur” (M-G) (40th wk). | Wind Blows” (M-G), ditto. 
Adams. “Magnificent (Seven” is Fine $12,000. Last week, $12,500. j Twin Drive-In (Shor) (1,200 cars 
lofty; in second week at Palms, 
“North to Alaska” shapes good in 
second trip at Fox. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fox (Fox-Midi) (5.000; 75-$1.49) 

—“NOrth to Alaska” (20th) -and 
“Squad Car” (20th) (2d. Wk). Good 
$12,000. Last week, $16,500. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000; 
$1.25-$1.49)—“Midnight Lace” <U) 
(2d wk). Great $18,000. Last week, 
$21,000. 

Music Hall (Cinerama, Inc.) <1- each side; 90c)—West side: “Hell Is 
208; $l>55-$2.65) — “Windjammer” a City” (Col» and “Nights of: Lu- 
(NT) (35th wrk). Strong $14,000. . cretia Borgia” (Col). Good $5,000. 
Last week, $14,500. | Last week, “Psycho” (Par) and 

Traris-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux) (1,- - “Five Branded Women” (Par) (sub- 
000; $1.25-$1.65) — “Captain’s sequents), $4,500. East side: “Fe- 
Table” (20th). Fine $7,000. Last (male on Beach” (U) and "Saskatch- 
week* “Jungle Cat” (BV) (2d wk),1 ewan” (U) (reissues). Swell $4,000. 
$4,060. 

Mercury (UM) (1,465; $1-$1.49)— 
“South Pacific” (20th) and “From 
Here to Eternity” (20th) (reissues). 

Last week, “Lost City” (Indie) and 
“Time and Eternity” (Indie), $3,000. 

Valley (Wiethe) (1,200; $1-$1.50) 
—“Sunrise at Campobello” (WB), 

Good $12,000. Last , week, “Song ’ Fair $5,000. Holds for second. 
Palms (UD) (2,961; $i:25-$l*49)— i Without End” (Col)/$6,000 in fifth Last week. “Song Without End” 

“Magnificent Seven” (UA) and (week. ' ‘(Col) (4th wk). $5,700. (Col) (4th wk), $5,700. 
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German Cartel Office Probes Alleged ! 
Exhib Boycott of ‘Kellerkinder 
Frankfurt. Nov. 15. 

Tiie West German government s \wno 'Rr»fef1 tn flnen 
Fedcial Cartel Office is now under- ASSOC. ttnilSn 10 Upen 

taking an official investigation of S 2d Bowling Centre 
Fedtial Cartel Office is now under¬ 
taking an official investigation of 
w lietiier the German exhibitors, 
through its Central Assn, of Ger¬ 
man Theatres, actually illegally 
box cot ted the Wolfgang Neuss pic. 
“Wir Kellerkinder” i\Ve Cellar 
Children). 

■ London, Nov. 15. 

! Associated British Cinemas is to 
[open the second tenpin bowling; 
centre in which it’s interested. The 
Princess Bowl at Dagenham, Essex, ■ 
on Dec. 3. The first centre over 

Tlie film, which has caused <*on-|;]iere to be built on two floors, it 
biddable argument in film circles, j;vvill also.be the biggest yet, with 
fust played on West German tele- j‘24 lanes in all and accommodations 
\i*lon screens on June 25. And for jfor iq9 spectators, 
the first time in German history, it i The Princess Bowl is being 
subsequently was oflered to film [equipped by American Machine & 
houses lor showing. Foundry, whichlwas responsible for 

The full-length satire 01 how the first British tenpin alley at 
some Germans managed to keep«Stamford Hill.- north London, in 
their morals and politics changing 'the converted ABC Super Cinema, 
liinlcr the vanous regimes is being :Assoiated British took over .man- 
distributtd to the film hn:j<ts by|agement of this operation after a 
Paul M. Butnger's Stella Distribu- few months. 
tors of Frankfurt. The pic onened ---—- 
in October with just five bookings, 
in Hannover. Hildesheim. Kassel, R LI A il 
Bielefeld and Augsburg. Not a j [\A A Til AD ID Dll* 
single key city or major theatre flvllvll U1 VUj 
took the film, even though the tv • 

“ihad mct "uh "onal Mexicans Divide 
Cabaret star and actor Wolfgang iflVAItUHO 1/lYllUr 

Neuss went on a one-man cam- 
paign titled, “Open the Theatres,” |\ M IV I 
when he rented the important The- |||| Ivillftf plf* I JflAf 
atre am Zoo in Berlin and had a VII AIVVf 1 IV AAUff 
speiial showing for high-ranking . 
invited guests, members of the Mexico City, Nov. .22. 
press and the ministry. The 550- As insiders close to official film 

From Buenos Aires 

JNfid Ember 
explores Argentina's stir - of 

Imported homes, i 

Rebirth Of a Xation 

another important Editorial Feature 

in the upcomi 

55lh Anniversary Mumber 

of 

PUkiett 

'VARIETY'S' LONDOf«OFFICE 
49 St. James's Street, Piccadilly 

Cantinflas Pulls 

Mexico City, NoV. .22. 

.Mexico City* Nov. 22. 
Mari “Caritiriflas’’. Moreno is 

abandoning his traditional “gab- 
ardina” attire iri his latest Mexi¬ 
can film!; “The Illiterate OneIn¬ 
stead of the no-belt trousers, 
sweatshirt and kerchief, lie sports 
natty pepper aiid salt formal suits, 

i the uniform of a mailman, work- 
'irig overalls of a carpenter, etc. 

There’s no telling how public 
J will react to seeing their idol arid 
• the symbol of the "average Meki- 
can/’ going fashion plate: His clas- 

• Sical “gabardina” dress was what 
! skyrocketed him to: international 
fame from iowly beginnings in the 

London, Nov, 15> 
Distributors in Britain are riding a new gravy train. They have 

discovered lucre in package reissues' with programs bringing,in 
an average of. $200,000 over and above original earnings. 

One. exception to the current practice, was .the. reissue of “The 
King and I,” which, because of its length, went-out aigain as a solo 
release presentation. Its original release was ended after it: had., 
played all its major dates, includirig second and third r.iiris, but 
not single Sunday engagements. It was put into cold storage and 

. reissued earlier this year. It is now heading for a gross of at least 
$250,000 arid will again be put on iee: at the. end of the year for a 
further reissue. 

From the point of view of the British industry, one intriguing 
package will be “Island in the; Sun”, and “Heaven Knows Mr. 
Allison," both of w:hich, still qualify as quota. Not only will these, 
two pix garner additional rentals, but will be entitled, to a. second 
share of Eady. revenue, .1 

Though 20th-Fox is beirig particularly-active in the packaging 
business, they by no means have the field to themselves. Rank 
Distributors, for example, successfully reissued “The Glenn Miller 
Story” and "A Town Like Alice” as a package earlier in the-year, 
while there are a number of distribs who rely, on oldies acquired 
from the majors for a substantial , part of their'regular revenue.. 

Among current double bill reissues being packaged are “Carou¬ 
sel” and “Carmen Jones”; “Love Is a Many Splendored Thing’’ 
with “Seven Year Itch”; and, “Peyton Place” with “Kiss of. Death.”'- 

Mexico Film Fetes Get the Brush 

._ _ .... _ As insiders close to official film “carpa” or tent neighborhood thea- 
scat theatre was filled. Neuss circles dope it out, the long await- tie. 
claimed that his film was being Jed new Mexican Film Law will; -r .--• -■ " 
slighted by the West German the- *not be ready for ratification by the = IF* 
atres because of its previous tele |jChamber of Deputies and Senate J&CK llUWHiDS llClOiy 

** The" film. which cost about 275,- But few weeks remain before j Qll IDC0II1€ TUX ApOCUl 
000 marks 'under $70,000) was legislative sessions shut down.next ' 1 11 

brought in at about one-quarter month, prior to the holidays. The VieWfid Vital DV Bftt 
the cost of a regular German film, project is still having last minute ! ■■ ■"• * ‘ ■ 
Neuss first planned the project for touching up by the Legislative I London, Nov. 22* . 
Ihe film theatres, but could not Committee of the Chamber of Actor Jack Hawkins’ victory last 
find a producer to put up the Deputies, according to Deputy week over a. Crown appeal against 
money Finally he got the financing Macrina Rabadan, a member of an Income Tax Commissioners^ 
from German art dealer Hans Op- this body. finding is described _ by financial 
penheimer, plus some allegedly Then, measure lias to be dis- experts here as notable and im- 
bul with without any official cred- jj cussed and approved by the Cham- portant.” The Commissioners’ rul- 
3t frohi German producer Kurt Ul- ber of Deputies, passed oij to the , ing was that dividends paid to 
rich The film appeared on the Senate for similar action. Concen- j Hawkins’ three children from. a 
German television net from Ber- *us is that time is short to achieve j company that was paid ^70,000, 
lin. and German cinema owners lthis. :were not his income but the chil- 
feared that showing it subse-1 new law 1S not acted upon by • dren s. and that they were accord- 
ciuentlv in their houses might the Mexican Congress before close ingly entitled- to the usual per- 
start a'trend of “second-runs * from i°f I960, then probabilities^ is that sonal reliefs 
television '-fne film industry wall have at The appeal concerned a $L400 

lVnu-ever Vencc anrt Biieneerleast a 12 month *'• “breathing dividend declared by the company, 
clainv that the showing On televi-'isPe11-” and a hold off in federal Roehampton . Productions, . the 
won has not hurt the cinema at-:| reguiations Some., eye this^ “holi- Crown seeking to“igt Jlawj 
tendance and that all five theatreswith elation; others withi con- kins was a settlor liable to tax 
Whore it has run have done eood: cern- deling that matter shoujd because he had provided the 
business g be gotten over with once and for [money indirectly. Under; certain 

In Aucsburc theatre owner H i;a11 so *ndustry can know for cer-,sections of the 1952 income Tax; 1 hrLnennleCwhnltain where it stands instead Of j ACL if a parent becomes; a “set-; 

On Income Tax Appeal 
Viewed Vital by Brit 

London, Nov. 22* . 
Actor Jack Hawkins’ victory last 

i 2D Mexican Films 
For Israel Market 
Mexico City; Nov. 15. 

Mexico has readied a total of 20 
pictures for the Israel market, with 
Hebrew subtitles, according to Sal¬ 
vador. Amelio, head of the-official 
Cimex distributorship. 

. Part of these ipictures are being 
released during the Mexian Filiri 
Week promotiori no\v current in 
Tel Aviv and Haifa. Balance are 
to be, exhibited afterwards, spaced 
out during the next half year dr so. 
Amelio said that Mexico is opening 
up. “a ne\v and important market 

■ for our films in Israel." 

Whore it has run have done eood: cern- reeling mat matter snouja : Decause ne naa pruviucu me 
burinei g be gotten over with once and for [money indirectly. Under; certain 

In Auc^burc theatre owner H ^;al1 so industry can know for cer-, sections of the 1952 income Tax 
Rek-hel oueried the neonle who!ltain 'vhere k stands instead of ; Act, if a parent becomes a “set- 
bought tickets at his Tivoli About i wild,y speculating about its future, tlor"—makes a capital settlement 

*“ in-iications point to Wa chlW or cMton-thon any 

evDlatnelf °var^luslv>OI1whvUt 1'iev be rife about the provisions of for the childrens benefit during 
♦Vl^ 'new law until the next Congres- their mioprity is treated as part 

that speculation and rumor will-payment out of the Settled income 

sional sessions late in 1961. 

$5,000,000 U.S. Loan To 
Mex Film Bank Looms; 

imtoh c n ihb tVmo 'new law until the next Congres- their mioprity is treated as part 
ai-omid: There are^so nmi?”people .s'ona' ~s late In 1961. ' of the parent's income for tax pnr- 

at home I wanted to see the film;; p Mf: Justicc Danckwert;, giving 

**“!; 1°,*£?ce,:,t 1 llke,d 11 y-KMOMAHt InanTn judgment, found that the'Cro,vh 
much that I d gladly pay to see it;; |0,UUU,UUU U.3. UKU 10 i,ad not proved Hawkins, to be a 

auaT*:i and v1 .real y ,dont carei r:l«, IAAn,e settlor. The deed of settlement in 
what fUm is Playing, so long as my MeX 1*11111 MllK LOOIDS [March, 195S. resulted from the 
gni fnend and I can be there to-; Mexico City Nov ^5 Sift of $280 from Hawkins’ father^ 

^eRuenger has set releases for the The Film Bank is on verge of who was the settlor there, 
Buenger has set leieases for the : «5 000 000 American and the service agreement was enr 

film outside of Germany in Switz- . «<-cePlinE _<3 n>^,uuu,uuu Aiueru.an . with Hawkins during 
erlanri Austria and Holland and loan despite recent denials. It is .teied into watn rnwKins auring 
euana, Ausuia ana Honana, ana , details of the finan- the previous December. Under this 
also has had a request for the film, sa , inaT: a11 aeiails ine «nan vmerit Rnehamriton Produc- 
\\ liich deals with the Nazi era. to arrangement have been : a^^ 
be played in Israel. Stella Films 'v0.rked ?ut* P, i 
took ads in German papers claim-!^^.bringing the Film ^ Bank- together; Jhe fifm 
inv the nie drew 4 d.nine the 'Vltfi an. American institution, par- !tbe “im, lonunc is a woman 
ing ine pic drew 4.5UU dunng tne ticiDatine ,-n ;njHai nreliminaries while the company received $<0,- SS ?is 000 for his services. 

,ccond week oh one hooking. pp^imcoproducon ot four p,c. 2„ ^ cjo4, 

The coproduction firm will not. London, Nov. 15. 
Dav r:iMA Vreceive any of the new dollar > Cinema closures in the U.K. in 

t IflX rlimS rormea Via credits. With these earmarked for i960, from Jan. i to the end of 
I • • a n ... i p ; j fostering of additional Mexican-i October, totalled 275. 
Joining L ISntlSll LOS., [ : American coproductions in 1961. j Figure was reported to last 

t- , A _ . f , Funds will be used strictly for this;week’s meeting of,the Cinepiaio-r 
Tlirnmcr flllf I^VlQn Piy’ P111'?050. and not be availablegraph Exhibitors 'Assn', general 
lUllflllg VUl Liavtdil 11A for purely Mexican pix ! council. 

London. Nov. 22. ,----:—^——-- • -.. ■ ',-— --v—-—- ■/.. .——— 

Pax Films is the name of thei « # ^ mm « * « 

Inside Stuff-International 
and Bryanston Films. Steven Palf ' * MV M 

los. head of the former, and Maxj Spanish and Italian film spokesriien .are still mullirig new clauses for 
Setton. the Bryanston boss, will be (he Spanish-Italfan pic agreement which the Iberians receriUy walked 
joint managing directors of thp pU^ 0n. Principal Spanish beef still is the. little playing time accorded 
new company. . . |.1 Spanish product in ilaly Vs. the 25 or riiore ltalo pix which inop up 
_As exclusively reported ip b.o.-wise on the Spanish market -every year. If.!a new agreement is 

V ariety, tne new company wil^;: reachpcl, as is held probable, the Spaniards may stage some ,sort of 
concentrate on more lavish product special show in Rome to spotlight Spanish product, 
tions than either Britann; ; - _____ 
Bryanston. Though the new oulfit Moiseyev Dance Co;. of Moscow was .recently dated to pliiy Gerieva, 
will maintain the production-riisji Switzerland, following engagements in.-Germany but. \vere refused 
tribulion pattern of B. and B.. thp permission by Swiss. Nothing was published,< iDetaiis are lacking but 
pictures that it will make will havp it is known that the Swiss have been iricreasingly.annoyed with Soviet 
physical diMribut.on in the U.K; espinnarc activity in their country, \vhieh casts a suspicion over those 
through British Lion. J: tnuntbered checking accounts if there; should tome another war. 

that it is being held over for the ; "as th* nevv AHington-Bueno firm 
second week on one hooking. ji »e £or coP>oduct,on of four pic, 
_ ._* i. tures a year. 

The coproduction firm will not. 
D„„ receive any of the new dollar 
fax rums rormetf Via credits, with these earmarked for 

* . . a n r, ■ n j fostering of additional Mexican-j 
JniUing Z BnUSU LOS.. ! American coproductions in 1961. j 

® ' FtlltHc Vfilt Ho lTCori ctrintli, -for thin ‘ 

Inside Stuff-International 

Reorganized UFA 
Symptom of New 

Needs in Reich 
By KARLFRIEDRICU SCHERER 

, Munich, Nov. 22. 
; Reorganization 7 of UFA, which 

is expected to result in its merger 
••with Deutsche Film Hansa. is seen 
! here as heing symptomatic of the 
j general changes taking place in 
the entire German filrii industry. 

’ Stiff competition from television is 
‘[•forcing an overall rationalization, 

. with the- weak companies necessar¬ 
ily falling. by the wayside. 

Deutsche Film Hansa’s Theo 
iOsterwand is expected to become 
i general director of the new .UFA- 
> DFH company, the name of which 
I hasn’t yet been set, but it will 
[ probably be UFA again. Osterwind 
i;arid Heinz Zimmermann, a former 
[imember of the UFA board, were 
pearlier appointed by Deutsche, 

j Bank AG to study UFA’S difficul¬ 
ties and make appropriate recom¬ 
mendations. .. 

Official headiquarters of the ne>v 
company wffi be in Berlin, but 
general operations will be guided 
from Hamburg. It’s expected that 
the company will turn out about 
32 films a year, two-thirds of which 
will be entirely Gernaari produc¬ 
tions, and the balance coproduc¬ 
tions with foreign iriterests. 

One aspect of the ^merger caus¬ 
ing some alarm here is fact that 
the new company will probably 
employ no more than 400 people, 
while the two companies now have 
a total of about 700. " 

British Send 6 Film 
Players to Mex Fest 

London, Nov, 15. 
In support of three British films 

to be screened at the Mexico Film 
Fest later this month, there will be 
a. strong talent delegation which 
will include Ranald Neame, Bryan 
Forbes, Toriy Richardson; John Os- 

; borne, Phyllis Calvert and Susan¬ 
nah Yorke. Andrew Filson will 
rep the Federation of British Film 
Makers,, of which he’s secretary. 

The three films entered are 
“Tunes of Glory” iUA), “The 
League of Gentlemen” tRank) and 
“The Entertainer” (Lion Interna¬ 
tional). 

Hollywood, Nov. 22, 

Despite familiar urgirig front the 
Motion Picture Assn; of America 
that Hollywood must be well . rep¬ 
resented at all foreign filiri festi¬ 
vals, the American filrii industry 

['thus far has turned a cold shpul- 
der toward* the forthcoming film .. 
festival events in Mexico City and 
Acapuico. Some .50. invitations 
went ;out to U.S, film personnel* 
mostly actors, and so far only three 
officially have accepted, 

| MPA A. prexy Eric Johnston; will 
attend, as will Nathan Golden, of 

.the Dept, of Commerce.' George^ 
! Chandler; president of. the Screen 
i Actors Guild, will go there rep- 
ping SAG at the events taking 

[place Nov. 18 through Dec. 6. 
j It was reported. in> the Mexico 
[City press, that Rita Hayworth 
[also would, attend, but similar 
[ stories rioted that certain - other 

lerican actors have accepted, 
arid a check here revealed they, 
would, not attend. 

Armando del Moral, who repre¬ 
sents Mexico’s screen actor's guild 
here, was chqj*ged with the respon¬ 
sibility of inviting Americans, for . 
the all-expenses-paid . trips to the 
festival. He said yesterday, “I 
don’t think artists here understand 
their role, in the world. Whether 
they like it or hot. they: represent 
the United States,” 

Del Moral referred specifically 
j to the wforld struggle between East 
and West. “At last year’s festival, 

[ the Communist ^countries, sept 
[ their biggest stars.. They held 
1 press conferences and big parties, 
[ and succeeded with a good deal of 
| propaganda.” Del Moral empha¬ 
sized that the Coirimunists’ big 
push, even, in the area of film fes- 

! tiyals, should - not go [unchallenged, 
[“especially in view of develops 
[ menls iri Central Airierica.’’ 
I . Name of the fest is Resena Mun¬ 
dial de Festiyales Cine.matogra-, 

i ficos; it brings together the. wi 
[ners from festivals all over the 
world. Though not confirmed, it’s 
understood four American ...filrii 
will be screened. 

One Major Considering 
Bldg. Circuit in Japan 

To Combat Toho’s Grip 
Tokyo, Nov. 15. 

To combat the virtual: ToliO' 
strariglehoid on foreign film cilv 
cuits in Japan; at least one rep 
of a U.S. major is riiulling the pps- 

. sibility of building; a chain ..of 
[houses for his coinpany’s releases 
in the key cities: 

Such a movye w'oiild probably in¬ 
volve partnership with an existing 
Japanese company, perhaps With 
Tokyu; which already has three 
roadshow houses' (although none 
are top ones) in Tokyo and seven 

[general release theatres in the 
same city. 

1 In the evrint of a circuit at least 
partially controlled by an Ameri¬ 
can company, another U.S. major 
would probably be invited to share 

[ dates, thereby easing somewhat the 
present lineup of U:S. importer- 
distributors at Toho's one-sided 
bargaining counter. „ 

One 7 hurdle, in such a project, 
however, would be the disposition 

[of exhib; earnings. 
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Mexico Pix Biz Hears Yank Prods, 
Eye Other Latino Areas for Filming 

Mexico City. Nov. 22. 
Film circles is Mexico hear re¬ 

ports that Hollywood interests are 
seriously eyeing other Latin Amer¬ 
ican countries as possible produc¬ 
tion centers, Just how this will af¬ 
fect Hollywood production in Mex¬ 
ico is factor preoccupying unions 
and official film entities. These, 
are more or less in accord to build 
up coproduction pacts with Ameri¬ 
can producers. Program obviously, 
would be hurt if Hollywood seeks 
diversification in other south-ofr 
the-border areas. 

One of the top reps for an Amer-r 
lean distribution company here, 
fully aware of the U. S, and Latin 
American situation, said it was 
too early to form any opinion , at 
this time. It is .widely known in 
the industry here, this source 
pointed out., that the flight of 
Americas film capital from Cuba, 
Africa and othei' troubled world 
centers, .has these Interests recon- 

idering tlieir position. Tendency 
apparently, is.td. seek suitable spots, 
outside of the U, S. for picture 
making, either for lOOCe Arnefi-. 
can: films or coproductions; 

Peru, appears to be. one of the 
most likely spots, the source said, 
and if is believed that certain pro-, 
ducers and financial interests re 
currently undertaking a first hand 

: assess merit, of. possibilities. Aside 
from the. fact that there are plenty 
of good location sites, .studio and 
lab facilities might be set up; ■ 

This all ties in with alleged Hoi¬ 
ly woodplans to strengthen its com¬ 
petitive effort in the; Latin Ameri¬ 
can ma’rket. ..Low budget, produc¬ 
tions. made in areas below the Rio 
Grande, would not only be planned 
for English-speaking markets but 
the story slants would be especial¬ 
ly ..selected for the Spanish and: 
European markets. 

There is a much unconfirmed 
rumor\ that Hollywood plans to 
compete with ’Argentine and Mexi¬ 
can production,, possibly to pror 
duce in the Spanish idiom. .But no 
confirmation of this could be. ob¬ 
tained from available American; 
distributor sources here. 
., Meanwhile, in Mexico itself, un¬ 
ions are readying commissions to 
visit Hollywood early next year to 
talk up impetus for more Ameri¬ 
can activity in Mexico and build up 
of Mexican-American coproduc¬ 
tions. 

Mex Film Bank Chief 
Denies Foreign Loans 

Mexico City, Nov. 15. 
Reports that the Film. Bank has 

received foreign loans ire. abso¬ 
lutely ; unfounded, according to 
Federico Heuer, head of the in- 

10, j Sll sitution. There have been many 
| diversified “propositions” in past 
j months. Heuer admitted, blit all of 
j these have been turned down. This 
does not necessarily mean that the 
bank will, reject, all offers, he said. 
If a loan is offered with favorable 
conditions it probably will' b;e 

.. snapped up. 
I Touching on credit arrange¬ 
ments of the recently formed 

[ A.rlirigton-Buenq coproduction unit, 
[Heuer said that financing of pic- 
j lure production , details have aot 
' yet. reached a definite stage.. 

Mex Film Biz SbU la 
Doubt onNatioualized 

Pix Industry, New Rules 
Mexico City, Nov. 15. 

The contradictory, statements 
and reports as to federal inter¬ 
vention in the motion picture in¬ 
dustry continue unabated here.. 
Recent reports that the lone' 
privately-owned San Angel Inn 
Studios had been bought by the 
government for a reputed $2,800,- 
000 were categorically denied by 

; National Financier^, semi-official 
credit institution:. - allegedly the 
purchaser,: and Jorge Stahl, studio 
head. 

Stahl vigorously denied the sale, 
saying that “unfortunately there 

no truth in the stories at 
present/’ He admitted that Na¬ 
tional Financiera had dickered 
with him some time ago. But 
these negotiations fell through, 
Stahl said. 

Depiiity and film producer Ro¬ 
berto Gayaldon stated that the 
government, is not interested ini 
acquiring theatre chains, He added 
that there.have never been any. 
talks in this direction. 

While Gayaldon, who is a mem¬ 
ber of the commission formulating 
the Mexican Film Law, is in. a 
position to know- authoritatively 
about any federal /film expansion, 
the fact remains that film circles 
still buzz With the .nationalization 
of the industry talk. 

Gavaldpn also stated that the 
new law would not use any “big 
stick” to force exhibitors to show 
Mexican. product instead of for¬ 
eign. He explained that law .would 
“suggest’- that exhibs give pref¬ 
erence to Mexican pictures, with 
chains also asked to cooperate: in 
this matter, whatever the annual, 
national production is—80 or-iOO 
films. 

Paris, Nov. 22> 
. Show; biz is becoming, an almost 
daily, topic of discussion in the gov- 

iernmental National Assembly in 
[France these days. This is. because 
' the film industry, is partly govern- 
| mentally administered : via Film 
j Aid and rulings, there are two. op- 

• Cra houses and three subsidized 
theatres in. existence (plus nation-1 

i al aid to first legit entries, prestige 
j pix arid plays), and . the . growing 

•• censorship problems; in all forms 
of show biz. Also radio arid tv are 
nationalized. . 

One assemblyman rapped the 
$8,000 handout given for the 
mounting, of Francoise Sagan’s 
first play. “Castle in Sweden," 
when important drama festivals 
get only $4,000, Minister of Cul¬ 
ture Andre Malraux concurred. He 
skid notoriety inf Miss Sagan needs 
no handout but added it was pri¬ 
marily. to bolster the. theatre; and 
director, Andre Barsacq,. who had 
given much to French legit in his 
choice of plays and staging. Mal¬ 
raux added that for. once the loan 
would be paid since: ‘‘Castle" ' a 
Smash hit. 

Malraux pointed, out that $2,000 
has been handed Jacques Hebertot 
for a reprise of. Jules Roriiiain's 
“Knock," mainly to help the house 
and ditto to the Ambigu for its re¬ 
mounting of the oidtime ‘‘Madame 
Sans-Gene." of Victories Sardou, 
to aid ; this theatre, which lost 
money, last year. 

. The heed for film aid to exhibi¬ 
tors and a cracking down on licen¬ 
tious pix that gave a false Idea of 
France were, also brought up. Mal¬ 
raux said aid and detaxation for 
the pic industry were under dis¬ 
cussion. So. show biz has . taken its 
place on the parliamentary, agenda 
along with other affairs of state. 

REALDOBUNG^HIP 
COMES TO HONG KONG 

Hong Kong, Nov. 15. 
In Hong Kong new industries are 

known to spring lip overnight and 
the business of film dubbing is the 
latest to have been started by an 
American-owned controlled com¬ 
pany, Soundtrax International. 
Company originally started as an 
outfit to record English language 
narration on. foreign document 
taries and feature pix before 
branching out into lip-sync dub¬ 
bing! It has turned out Japanese 
pictures with. English: dubbing. 

Shaw. Brothers, one of two giants 
hv the Hong Kong Chinese film in¬ 
dustry, contracted three big pic¬ 
tures for the treatment. The films 
concerned were originally in Jap¬ 
anese, Spanish and Hindustani 

With labor and .equipment 
cheaper than anywhere in the' 
world and ivith the Chinese repu¬ 
tation for meticulous detail, low 
taxes, a vast reservoir of acting 
talent in many languages, Sound¬ 
trax /believes it earn lip-sync films 
at $300 per 10-minute reel. 

Chairman of 
roofer Union Thoatro Fty. ltd. 

Norman B. Rydge 
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Drastic Moves in Italo Censorship 
Hassle Irk Native Film Producers; 

Paris*. Nov. 22. 
.. Because of the hope held out to 
them for possible arid near-future 
detaxation by Culture. Minister 
Andre Malraux in a speech before 
the National Assembly, the Federa¬ 
tion of French Film Exhibitors 
called Off their proposed one-day. 
strike set for Sunday (20) which 
would have - shuttered all of 
France’s cinemas on the biggest 
filmgoing day of the week. This 
would be to protest , against the 
heavy taxes carried by the indus¬ 
try and the still istent aid 
for exhibs. 

However, exhibs stated tiiat the 
strike could be held at a future 
date if their tax burden was riot 
ameliorated. The Malraux state¬ 
ment intimated that this fiscal 
move was imininent and said that 
the Ministry of Finance, had al¬ 
ready drawn, up a plan. 

Cutting' down on the 30^ tax<i 
bite would give exhibitors .a great¬ 
er take and also safeguard distribs. 
arid producers who were menaced 
by exhib threats to up percentages 
to make up for lost aid! V" 

If the government eomes through, 
things again may . be balanced: here 
for the time being. 

./ ..  -——-—————---Rome* Nov. 22. 

rp„.„ ( Drastic, unprecedented develop- 
Blinuel to Direct Two ments characterize the Italian cen- 

PlX for Cuban Group sorship hassle this week, and they 
tjov 99 I have local filmmakers fuming. On 

Mexico Cits. Nov 22 | h heels ( ce,tSOrship cuts 
Uus Bunuel »;iil direct l'™ j imposed on “Rocco and His 

..films, based.on_his own .original jBrothel,s.. and as 

scripts, for the Cuban Institule ol ,vell „ the nix of a permit to 
?^.ArtS ?»dusftry; „Pl.cjure!‘ shoot Columbia’s “The Roman 
are “The Failures of Providence ; s ■ of M slonf.. in the Ua|. 
Street’, and “The Young Hero lan capUal have seWral 
Director expects to start shooting otber moves by boU) the lta|ian 
first of these the middle 01 next. censorship organs and the Milan 
ye*}'- • . al judiciary authorities. All of these, 

. Film making progranv of the it is felt> are seriousiy prejudicial 
, Cuban Institute, according to tjje continued freedom of ex- 
j Bunuel, if to make 12 pix Among : pression Dn the screen, 
these will be films made from : 

Joseph Kaufman Forms 
3 New Film Outfits 

ToTuruOnt 10 Pix 
London. Nov 22. 

Joseph Kaufman has set up 
three new coiripanies. Including 
his own distribution outfit, with a 
plan to make 10 pictures in the 
next three years. W. J; Fulton is.a 
fellow director of the. companies 
and Jack Eairipnt has been named 

. as executive assistant and pro¬ 
ducer, Terence Young will be 
joining him later. 

His distributing company is 
known as City Film Distributors, 
and his two production companies 
are Raydpr Productions; and Dqr- 
kay Productions (UK) Ltd. It is 
anticipated, however, that notwith¬ 
standing his own distribution, his. 
filiris wUl be given physical release 
through a major British company, 
following a pattern already firmly 
established in the United King¬ 
dom, 

Tomorrow. (Wed,) Kaufman 
planes to N.Y. to set a distribution 
deal for “Black Tights," the four- 
part ballet-musical starring Zizi 
Jqanmaire, Roland Petit, Cyd 
Charisse and Moira Shearer which 

■ was s an * out-of-competition pic at 
the recent Venice Film Fest under 
the. title “Un* Deux, Trois, Quatre " 

Th? picture, which was directed , 
by Terence Young in Technicolor 
and Technirama 70, will go out on 
hard-ticket. It was filmed in Paris 
and took more than six months to 
complete.: British Lion,! which par¬ 
ticipated in the production, has 
U K. distribution rights. 

“Tights” has been cut by some 
15. minutes since it was first shown 
at Venice. At tliat time, only an 
answer print, was avaiilabl.e 

II Gobbo” (The Hunchback), 
directed by Carlo Lizzani and star¬ 
ring Gerard Blain and Anna Mari 
Ferrero for Dino DeLaurentiis 
Productions, also has just been 
banned in its entirety before even 
hitting Italo screens. Charges are 
that it “condones crime" in telling 
the semi-true tale of a bandit who 
terrorized Rome in the late Ital¬ 
ian 40’s even though the killer If 
shot by cops at end. ' 

Ironically, DeLaurentiis had 
stayed5 out of the previous uproar 
when.other pix were banned, main¬ 
taining a neutral position vis a vis 
the. situation. Now\ lie’s up in arms, 
and is quoted locally as saying 
he'll move his productions to other 
countries if the situation is not 
cleared. 

Another film, Mauro Bolognini’s 
“Una Giornata Balorda” (A Crazy 
Day), likewise has been banned in 
toto. this time while already in 
release.‘Pic, produced by Paul 
Graetz, already had trouble at the 
start of production, when vital 
Italo nationality was denied 
the Franco - Italian co - production 
(meaning it could not get govern¬ 
ment aid rebates here). 

Nix on ‘Crazy Day* Rescinded . 
This nix was later rescinded, 

presumably after reconsideration 
by the appropriate authorities. 
Now, censorial action, in three dis¬ 
tinct steps, has hit it, despite a 
release permit granted the film by 
the Italian Entertainment office. 
First, objections were raised by 
the Milan judiciary (which sim¬ 
ilarly had hit. “Rocco” and “Av- 
ventura”) over a scene in which 
the pic's hero graphically steals a 
ring from a corpse. Second, the 
pic was banned (after Government 
Entertainment office reportedly 
refused to rescind the permit) by 
Milanese authorities in its entirely 
with a strongly w'orded statement 
which reportedly called it, ? among 
other things “the little story of 
four carnal meetings.” Third, the 
film’s director Mauro Bolognini 
has just been denounced and 
charged with “obscene propa¬ 
ganda" for his direction of this 
vehicle. 

Theoretically, both with “II 
. ~ -- - ■ - - , , . Gobbo” arid “Giornata,” if current 

taking form. Producer. Takashi j official appeals for recorisidera- 
Turu is currently in Mexico to dis- ■ tion are turned down, cases w'ou’d 
c^-ss .Phases of this, with Mexican • be closed and the pix never agaia 
officials. j allowed to be screened in public. 

Japan's ’Submarine U-18” was j The Milan authorities also liave 
screened privately here prior, to ; expressed their official distaste for 

scripts written by Jean Paul $artre 
• and Francoise Sagan, 

Japan Film Cos . 
Making Bid For 

Hong Kong Biz 
Hong Kong,. Nov. 15. 

In less: than two weeks, Japanese 
film producers and business inter¬ 
ests. have forced recognition in 
their determined bid for the Colony 
market for their films and mer¬ 
chandise. The recent five-day Toho 
Filrii Fest confirmed what wfas gen¬ 
erally known; namely that Japanese 
‘film .Companies are anxious to Con¬ 
solidate .. thrimselves in the local 
market. 

To bally the fest, Toho flew in 
three top star^, Yohko Tstikasa. 
Akemi Kita arid Teruko Fujii, for 
special stage: Appearances at the 
Capitol Theatre, one of five houses 
used, for the festieval: showing, oi 
Toho product. 
. Daiei, one of the other Japan film 
producers, now is expected to hold 
a similar; festival here* Japanese 
films are being shown in the Colony 
on a guararitee plus percentage 
deal with second-run theatres. 
Some 70 Japanese pictures will be 
shown gnnually* 

Coinciding with the holding of 
the Toho Fest. was the staging of 
a Japanese fashion show for which 
five top Nipponese mannequins 
wete flown from Tokyo. 

JAPAN AND MEXICO’S 
FILMS MOVING CLOSER 

. Mexico City, Nov. 22; 
There’s growing buildup of 

Mexican-Japanese film industry 
collaboration. A reciprocal film 
pact, with idea for this broached 
earlier this year by Miguel Aleman 
Jr. during a Visit to Tokyo, is now 

coihmercial exhibition. Tsirri is also 
interested in acquiring a series of 
Mexican films for release in Japan 
and other Far Eastern areas. He 

another pic, “Le Passage du Rhin" 
(The Rhine Crossing), in w'hich 
an escaped PW disrobes a girl so 
that she won’t report him to the 

said that.former films “La Cucara- [authorities until he escapes. No 
cha.” “Green Shadow” and :i- 
Horn”, have done wFell in the three 
exhibition chains controlline ap¬ 
proximately 7,000 houses (Nikkat- 
shi, Shochiku and Toho). 

‘Cape : further action on this *pic. how- 

RANK'S 1ST FILLING STATION 
London, Nov, 15. 

The. Rank. Organization’s plans 
to enter the gas filling statiori busi¬ 
ness are. being; thwarted by local 
planning regulations. When the 
idea was first mooted, it \vas hoped 
to have around 25 installations in 
various parts of the countrj', but 
as things ..are wrirking out the total 
will probably ;Jbe .iopped to about 
six.. v . 

Approval for the first filling sta¬ 
tion; lias been received for the 
Gaumont,- Worcester. 

Scandal Hits German 

Frankfurt, Nov, 15, 
Ilans Blank, general irianager of 

the Film Classification Office, has 
been relieved of his post by the 
Hessian Culture Minister following 
a furore about his official activi¬ 
ties, It has been charged that he 
assisted his friend, documentary 
film , producer Herbert Lander, to 

ever,. has been taken to date, re¬ 
portedly because it is the winner 
of the Venice Grand Prize, and 
the official pic screened before 
Italian Prime Minister Amintore 
Fanfani and other authorities dur¬ 
ing a Gala affair recently held here 
honoring the. European Common 
Market (and the pic’s “European” 
spirit). Film’s director, Andre’ 
Cayatra, has in any case cabled a 
protest from Paris, and forbidden 
any cuts to be made. 

Other pix recently Involved in 
censorship considerations here are: 
“II Vigile” (The Cop), a Royal 
Film production which suffered 
some cuts, and the release delayed 

obtain “outstanding” and “eSpe-i ^liI ^ the recent Italian clec- 
cially outstanding” film classifies-; lions fit was felt potentially oflen- 
tions for his shorts. . I51'’? ^ Italian police forces) 

; All nine films which Lander!aTsd is now also involved m 
made about his, lengthy journeys * suit by parents of a policeman 
to Egypt were given the important ’on whose headline-making case it 

! classifications, which meant that 
j exhibitors;, showing the shorts, 
[along, with their fullrlerigth inov- 
jies. would be entitled to certain 
(tax relief. 

is said to be based; “I Dolci In- 
ganni” (Sweet Deceptions), Ti- 
tanus pic originally' banned in 
entirety hut since “freed”; and 

(Continued on page 15) 





^ecTnestfay, Novetnher 23, I960 PICTURES IS 

Two Xmas Dates In New York 
Cinemascope version, of 2Qth-+' 

Fox’s. “Can-Cari,” w hich ended .a 
seven-month, hardticket rim ' - in 
Todd-AO at New York’s' Rivoli in . 
October, opens Dec, 21 at the Pal¬ 
ace on. Broad w-ay and the Albee, 
Brooklyn, on a continuous rii .pop 

. price policy.. These first two . pop 
price engagements on the piC. will 
be for.■'extended .runs, with the 
'film.-.going jnto the company’s gen¬ 
eral release. ske.d in February. y' 

Decision to launch grind release 
- of “.Can-Canat. . the two . RKO 
Theatres, showcases was apparently, 
made quite suddenly: 20th sales- 
execs earlier had said the fihry. 
would'not play any siich dates un~. 

.;til February at the soonest. Fol¬ 
lowing extended pi ay-off of the 

..Todd-AO version. 20tiv announced : 
early last month .that the Cinema-j 
.. cope version . w as being booked i 

it--a", w- policy ’; of “limited, r | 
. gagement/ hardticket runs'’ in!.eAdii and her Colleagues.’’ a 

-mailer,'.■cities'- around the country, i. Venice contender which was slight- 
iyone of w hich,. ho\Vever. w as to ! ly abridged, 
conflict .with any; .Todd-AO dates] Eegit Shows Also Hit 
Which mrght still be playing, or. ^ ; ... . ... 
«uiierluled - 'V • . Censors are also after the legit 

theatre.. A new play by . Giovanni 
Testori. “L’Arialda.’’. has just, been 

I nixed by the censor; despite yol- 

Republic Sues Rooney 
For 46 on Pilot Film 

Hollywood, Nov, 22. 
Republic pictures has filed a 

civil suit against Mickey Rooney, 
asserting that some $4|000 is owed 
Republics subsidiary, Consolidated 
Film Industries, as unpaid: balance, 
on a pilot film made by Rooney, 
abbut eight years ago: 

Red Doff, a partner of Rooney, 
'said Republic has been cpllecting 
from revenue’s Of Rooney’s pix. 
Out-of-court settlement is probable. 

Censors Vs. Showmen 
55555 Continued frorii page. 13 

APMjRED THE DRAPERIES 

Now Frank McCarthy Has. ’Em Ob 
His Chest 

Detroit, Now. 22. 

Anyone . seen Frank J. A. Mc¬ 

Carthy’s lagenta vest with 

big brass buttons? It’s the’'■ latest; 

addition to his flashy yest collec-: 

tioii arid it came from the new 

drapery installed at the. Madison I 

Theatre; | 

McCarthy, ;as director of; sates 

Expensive to Fight Govt.—Trust 
in 

♦ Columbia annual report, issued 
this week, discloses that the Screen 
Gems subsidiary was nicked for 
$233,000 in litigation costs in the 
course of defending itself against 
antitrust charges brought by the 

Albany. Nov. 22: j'Government. Latter had'sought to 
should -“congratulate; restrain SG from releasing Uni- 

Advice to Catholics: 
Praise When Warranted 

. Catholics. _ __ _ 
for UriiversaTs “Spartaciis” in- : theatres'’when.-they'sliowkfilrfisof versal theatrical features to tele- 
sisted .on the-new draperies before i high -moral tone and in all other vision 
booking the pix into, the theatre.; w ays support worthwhile screen1 Suit was dismissed and SG is 
According; to the story told to Free fare, he.cause filmmaking is a com- .free to market the features from U. 
Press Town Crier Mark Bellaire, mercial operation and “artistic | Also, headed for tv via SG is a 
llnited Detroit. Theatie. supervisor : successes which are. boxoffice fail-; group of Col’s owm features, with 
Gil , Green decided that., since he ures will bankrupt a producer.” ; money from this source to.be used, 
liked the material arid color so ! This was the opinion expressed ! for new theatrical production, 
much McCarthy should be given a ] by Rev. John E- Kelly at the third (Point made by Col is that no back¬ 
rest made of the material: Dick‘ annual Institute of Public Relations | log theatrical item will go to Iv 
Graff, Universal’s.branch manager, • held here. Kelly is. director of the unless the theatrical reissue mar- 
made the. presentation. The brass- information bureau of the National ket has been exhausted. 
buttons, incidentally, came from, Catholic Welfare Conference in - 
Greenls . old. Paramount Publix : Washington. 
usher’ uniform, vintage 1929, 

Big Print Tool-Up 
si Continued from .page' 3-ss 

A 20tii sales exec. said. in. New' 
York Monday > - that . approxL 
niatejy SOQ .pf these special Cine¬ 
mascope bookings will have .been; 
played by the time “Can-Can” 
goes into general release.. 

■Company: . sales policy;'; {lie. 

-that is, coy- 

prints and 

untriry cuts which had been. made 
by authors. It was • to have been 
staged: by director . Liicfiino Vis- 
cbnti., with - Paolo -Stoppa. .Rina 
Mbrelil and others.■■'.The -Stoppa 

. pic has. been subject of consider- , M0reili ...company has announced 
able, controversy mong exhibs. J that. as a result, it. will not perform 
.particularly .among members of i at all this season utHtis adding to 
Ne:w> Jersey Allied, Latter have the, already critical Italo legit pic- 
.complained bittcrlv at what tlidy.: v " 

iM-MUTs^-‘shon^stneef-policy i , viscoMi. Testori and Stoppa also 
not raaking .the f.l,T>available .m i calic(1 :OIi .Ital0 president: Giovanni 
C inemascope lo Jersey- Kun. 
While the. Todd-AO. version is Still. 

and ’ 

but 
.riot. :received!. Visconti has 

.playing, in Upper Mori tel 
As bur.' Park. 

A spokesinan for the Jersey !protest"o'f >tri^~::persec*Utiori? 
group tvijorted. Monday - • 2D that' 
the Allied unit alid Wired 20th 

announced: that .he--will riot direct 
j the Scala opener. :“Potiut.o,;’ 

v '■ plot 

Some local sources claim that 
•. r> -ci.aii** t - ir,.«-e 1 'rirre seenis.: to be a certain per-' 5*£ !'s?na,';Pe™cutipii- factor in the. 

Cl iris l mas Week ^ates \o ‘answer ^ct that, certain people are being. 
v ::hit hardest- Visconti, for one, who 

I- Va d /Aii ' rii' thrij’ ! directed “Rocco” and was to direct 
s.pd, dt spite f,ut UiaU M \ nei Ji- a U’AriaJda’’;. Giovanni Testori, who 
borhood. - houses a,e iranjic foi , wr6l(?bQth and “Arialda”; 

will be all embracing1 

.ering .both release 

dailies. 6. W. Murray, president of 

Pathe. said.it would be premature 

to talk about, his outfit’s future. 

Consolidated.-lias no immediate 
plans and other labs Seem To be 
adopting a wait-arid-see attitude. 

Tcchni’s custom has been to ne¬ 
gotiate each 70m project separate¬ 
ly. though typical Todd-AO re¬ 
lease print would cost about $350 
per reeViLOOb feet). Thus a print 
for a 200-minu.te (18.000-footi 
•w ould amount’to about $6,300: 
hundred;, such, for 

Kelly also called for the expan¬ 
sion. of Catholic Film Study Clubs 
,'to: include more adults. Member¬ 
ship of the' clubs today is comprised 
chiefly of high school and college 
students. 

Vera Miles 
l Continued .from page,S ; 

notice could still be given in. the 
future: 

Attorney .Kleinrocki on the other 
hand, Contends, the actress had 
completed her 1960 commitment 
("Psych’. ”) prior to the strikes, 
that no delay had occurred and 
that contract year could not there¬ 
for be extended. 

Free of her contract. Miss Miles 
would be able; to negotiate on the 

one i open '.market for picture proper- 
roadshow;irig, I ties 1 he had always retained tv 

Chris.tnvas'pi'ociucl.” 

■Alp!; 
. . .Nov. 22;, 
‘ihiuiii.g C. 

and Pier Paolo Pasolini, who w rote 
“Gibrnata Baiorda” and acted ' 
“II Gpbbo,” all pix aflected; in 
cent riioves and ..edicts. , 

- Others' claim that, on. the, other 
hand, there ■ has been . -certain 
amount of •speculation by .. -:tain 
artics involved;, in!the hopes tli; 

t'chsoring,would help boxoflice of 
items;- .inyplved: s has inevitahly- 
been -the case with must;-banned, 
and ,them-released lfen;«. ALo 

showing, ties * 
would thus- constitute an invest- 'rights. without having to negotiate 
riient of $630,000: Equal cj'uanl-ity | around. t'h^ -30-day pre-emption no- 
of .average-length, 35m Cinema-j tice in her pact with Hitchcock 
Scope color prints would be apr' Productions. 
proximately S230'000. j Her initial, pic for Hitchcock 

Figures v depending on-who.-..?.; “The. Wrong Man.” Coriipany 
is supplying them. but. number of j loaned her for “Beau James” as 
TOm.-equipped .theatres is probably j well as “Larceny.’.’ and. in .her out- 
iess lban one per cent of the. total ..side films; has starred in “The FBI 
number at present. At the same Story," "Five Branded Women” 
lime! they're l: co.nvertihg ' .,the' and,.CLirrently in "Back 'Street.” 
rate’ of one. 

>;rirna^ :i!-m-(iirii'|i)midiv pointed .out viliat. n!y- Indian pix. 
Pad 
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iiii-ted' t 
k with 22 

■IP* 
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igel.-.. 

•crip- 
exi-ib. 
: ,}v-o- 
liiip-.' 
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ancrif’ems. had been ,Ivl;; • v. pile •fir 
Avorse". . foreign; ’.terns - lind gone 
•through-' unscathed. 

Rome Daily Blasts Co 

A e lew point -is abed 
, rJi’ Vne \ire edit •'• -'-w inch, 
irdlucntlai Rome- iiu . daily 

Mo .In<- dedicated to 
” ni-pagerd 

will? their, 
rpiisiitutional liberties. 

’Ope Infs-their irrat'.onal- 
comI;- tile ' I nk of 

produce and 

lui two • per - ir|orit:h 
.nation-wide :a]id 70m product' 
bot-bmiiig increasingly more 
port ant-" in terms of boxoffice.- 

I ^eil-toBSsioMsSy- fl "B’ Director ! 
.-x .••*;••> .. *• 

J [;Interview With an Unnamed Operator] J 
J 

MMiK.NT ;4:AMIY' 

a'kea;. 

a B picture: 

.■industry. I put 

: col;' on. 
Mein are tide- 

'Snow White Title 
Vs. Disney First 

Hollywood. Nov. 22. 
While Chanford Productions vee- 

pee Charles Wick anticipated no 
title conflict problem caused by 
his registration of 10 “Sno*v 
White” titles for a projected sequel 
to his ”SnowT White and the Three 
Stooges,” the problem has arisen. 
Walt Disney strenuously objects to 
the registrations and has. filed pro¬ 
test with MPAA’s Title Registra¬ 
tion Bureau. 

Disney protested Chanford’s 
original registration of the “Snow 
White and the Three Stooges” tag, 
and, after 20th-Fox signed releas¬ 
ing deal on pic. the protest, went to 
arbitration, Chanford won the title 
via the argument that the “Three 
Stooges” portion of title prevented 
any confusion with the Disney 
film, “Sno'w White and the Seven 
Dwarfs.” It w*as stated at the time 
that the “Three Stooges” portion 
of tag must be advertised in type 
size equal to the “Snow White” 
portion. • 

A Disney exec declared that the. 
10 new titles—such as “The Advent 
tures of Snow White and* Princ e 
Charming.” “The Further Adv.cn- 

mull on-' tu'or: 
mid expense 
The mpr 

tiia't it L 
"tp; i.cmadA - 
ibeutr'ci;!- ac.i 

W luvb 
liebi. 

siuii 

fi 1: fb.-ectnr .pelted 
, iii.s ads ice h.;d been 
hiuv eailici: n tne-uay 

trro liilUv.-mg • 
' di;’’£‘.or .*• t.r 

,. .‘i-.lcr CX!;!;h atu-i'. 
ilt:: re the uiuddlcwa •** 
tiii.il i- beinu sub! jp the^-e 

.; ^I5u,<i<)u :>v.'iduc-tion 
ae’ua.dv com sr..V':hn,g' 

i -hborhef.-.d -of «S'd-'v7!.)!)^;m:.' 
ncUitie*. all-unlen beip. 

! •/-.1 . 7“ , „ S-tures of Snow White.” “The Return 
Jeanne Pierre Aumont into Co-,*of Snow White," etc ^-violate the 

..lumbia. Pic tures’ “The Devil at 4 prinCjple by which Chanford won 
'O’.Cloek.” j its original "Snow White” tag. 

' "This is exactly what we were 
afraid • oF." tIre Disney rep said. 

Spokesman, declared Chanford 
heads are “unmindful of the ba*.ie 
premise bv which we are atile to 
protect tit lev" and declared the 
nm. ‘Snow White’ registrations 
bear on a title made famous and 
valualjb’ by Walt Dime' ” 

He exntaimd "Snow White and 
the Seven Dwarfs” is re-released 
periodi'-aHy and’ha* many year- of 
vital life remaining in it*. "The new 
tilifs." he said, "arc ii-arinPil 
conflict with our title." 

No copyright problem exids will 
tug since "Sr:o\ White” eii.tr- 

teter ;.nd niene originates vj-Sj lb, 
i'air\taI-‘. "Snow White and Rn-e 
Rc’d"' 

Wu ic. j e-'pandtr.g the 
comnlr.ir.t. explained lii* p.o 
j ii opposition to Dn-rmy'- 
h iv- iy M P \ \ contcmpk-P c 

f.»i■ h di-arrec men:. ’ n 
■••. wiij pt-tr'—ed t: rn-um 

Cil 11, rioiigh careful preproduc ‘km 
i eiiea rsal of 1 the ac lois and fact 
i lull camera eums were alwa\* 
set tiie .night befoi e each ii la.\ s 
shooting. Not much overtime w as 

di recti’)c l'cpoiVcd. bee. aus:1 
crew was. young *• i jd eager mu' 
went (’lit of it- * way to co-jpc-K ite. 

Pic :iiic ccr lainlv doesn’t' In; 
\? o a $500 000 prndu ert ion. firr'e ctor 

is Jn'd in me 
wk isn't o\ t i lv 

A.O;i re sh'K/i- 
t tie no? 

.) -et up 
f) the ' 

-luui 

Di-: 

(:> I . suga^Is a hew. Jaw Direevor- •aUi-er mud hi'- 

R-: 
w.. - w-l to' rc;place■■ tko dafe-. .hedge. ac h:v> -cm "ndi t ad- ; 

New •ncrliaiOT in , 1): ir !g sc... .‘.If 
]• I* r. "X': certifii.-a.ie-:;. 
1 a- S'-chiai-.d, J- ’. -a> pom .. ii( viiat 2u.0;.'o •■•a; a 
M ' f; . Re- TiU'a*" v*iu k:i. in Rome's ,hn ir ,c Ii) - lb i : ■.’. e 
t; vs Ti .: I : kn Tlr ic dircvtlv afieeted m .i at. '•-.uiu- nude-. ufc. but.tl ■iaV* c* 1 u f'y- ' 

B. ! jliv. N-. < e’dd he a -.-dfiling l>mw k;.-: v••*.,.i,- ,e .: J..«r t.-A-'iiefic- mar-i 
Lev- i i looked rosiest,-.and a*'- .-tn • ■ Hmhy Le, ] yfin.nk.s: 

drderi -t-i w;‘r;- Jo a Ifinvtci'.of Lntcrtair.nieiVi to i.*sue. i iv- a *' - sjiav that 

\\T; 
( ohm F‘- lerjv Ben ,, elirM.ving M'tt’U- ilt/ |> ige-ossi,' n>aL Yx cUire n 

ii i| i*. Tb-n Wi ilia-;:; •- Eut. r- "Ji MevsagguoV al*-t nr-. an AG -an '.IA 
I'i tyfm, Klbox. MaiUvm The; 
tt c-: .iV-d.v.or-e 1 iuxili'cs-:- 
Ai tlt i.r . ' Lucky ‘.cod &. 
CbuiiUu Ti’i;e 

AI-.o: l..;::y U-.m;v-; Snider 
Tneat r -New Kl; v (:.p. (; - up.hic 
C .h. t uii... . e-icV-ky iitii Nl-tii- 
agement. ii:‘iM),iiigu i.- . Ji. Higgins 
luitci pi is • • Chuck kla-f/n, Stanley 
Vvarnei-- 'Uu\Prc-'. rdivkcv Da\t/, 
Da\ tz. Thcui ie L. W. Loe.v, E. Til, 

important point in noting teat-- ire 
lv ivt hav-l nly ;e]!>>..t:It'd- 

laii lettwinfers and lbe i-ommutiist 
party .It ere.- always re tub to .make 

.■political hay out o! cen-orsiup 
MialiojiP. 
The C.alboli .Church, wliicTV Pins 

so far intervehed little or net at 
all in tjie coittroveitsv,. in a'; siate- 
. .10111 cemtafned the y.obk-h'd 
.Y.aacan- ‘tOssbrvatibre, Roinan 

I.oe.w'.s j. tiealre.s; Bob Zeitz. Zeitz says, that fi»r from being a1 move 
Theatres: Ed Lider, Yarniiis Tliea- : to “'mortify-,lbe■ artistic^Theatrical; 
Ires, ~j. and’ filmic. .activityin.tliis coun- 

...t . “ ■ ."y .• -;——j'try.. the Milan cejisure-t riioy.ev are 
Univ \sal bought 4‘If a Alan An- '' dcsignod: to prevent .“it moral and 

Swcrs.. novel by ' ini ft cd Wblie', | 'CiWor t i hg',: : er.tcrtai n men t ■from; 
as a Rob Hunter production to .-"mbriif.ving’-’ Italys morali 'and 
star Sandra Dee. jsoeially.- 

Mo- or ti- 1. ak); 
!’ >' n iC 
{hi -’inaiky 00 ta l 

..\ t lie -tn.-o.clu 
( ri i n)zi ir.mr tne .ti . .j 

T< .. Peoi-'Ic. d il !. 
u i;een .some lather ex* '• ■ i 
omI. is at ti e -1 or..f lew , 

i*g. -ted mi he r ... 
Oi the SOvU: ! fin1; h.u 

’CM h-rs thai co opera’ ive. 
on: >; c asually i rllU iU;T pi (•){! iric’io.: 

Wick ded. 
conflict 

<• he wi; 
a diflciepl 

“tdibdcif' 
pav to in 

diner n*.r--’cl 
know b.*' 

and pat; 

■empby. -s-klorT<S-'.than S4l. 
Huv 

Adv-anc .uid thc ciii-.. 
l.rr-'.- .. V-‘:- .■•»i lynuiiiy budgeted u ks t»:o breakdown the t amer 
at but.director rewrote tb.e operator ill. ninth- d;.v and. 
sci ipi etui mg iiti-,ui’,PiM>gskary .ron-:;..:0|o tJvc di.rv’Ctor, "lie had- ic-ss to 
i-iective scenes. ian«. ins.- v.d.rwaking.j d0 itpan any bod v cl.-e bn th " 
nuhcm.us use ot iac!.es>. xicl boil- About . half the ’pie ’ in a 
mg .a. 2l-chiy ..shoot; schedule- ' suidio; " ' - exteri 
down, to 10... Theie Avas big sav- j- interest angle .-on financing 

oil these ‘‘connec tives." he said, ; of tho pic: .in, addition to the in- 
’ vestment of a number- of- private 

hidividua; 
jol*. laboratories , put up ,$15;000 in 
caslf. Ih'rf'turn tiie lab gets a guar- 

■ since inany .of tb,eni, would have 
bceri.: ex.V'.rides where you would 
mil inf . wcatli. problems and 
Consequent co,st!\ delays, .Budget 
v-as iirst brought down, lo Su'd.000 
andllieu .downy lu. $40,oop: 

Another large “avirig. \vas effect- 

Small’s 8 m U.4 
Holiyv- N .v 

V ? producer H-i- 
fovn-.i Huwar. Film 
siu-j-idiaty of Lii’ i d Sa.aP 
ductior.*.' and .«*]si an « 
lure do.:,!' v.ilh 1. r.iif-d Art?-, 
ti ’c.* w if I be "Y-»u Can'* 
w hich si ai ls Dec. 7 

Company su-.'evds Zenith 1*1 
,    .. .fines, via which Small la-i 
e.of the nation’sma-.. filmed c-i-.T.t low budget films in 

LA relea-e. Robert E. Kent is pr' 
diiccr. .and Edward L. Calm tii. *c- 

aiitetri order for a minimum of 100 tor ame po-U 'held in Zenhli. 
priv t> and also gets “first money" . L program of eight pix is to 
from . the. returns. (be niade in one year. 
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National Boxoffice Survey 
Pre-Thainksgiving Dulls Biz; ‘Butterfield* Again' 

No. 1, ‘Lace* 2d, ‘Ben-Hur* ‘Alaska/4th 

Tilts is pre-Th anksgiving week 
for many first-run .theatres, over 
the country; and trade generally is 
on the dowhbeat. : However, the 

•.■stamina displayed by some receht- 
. Jy-launohed. newcomers hints that 
brighter times are ,ahead for ex¬ 
hibitors. Fairly mild .weather is 
rated no. great help, with exhibs 
admitting really cold temperatures 
Would helji biz. 

•“Butterfield a". (M-G) again is 
finishing first, the1 same ' as last 
week. ‘•Mktnight Lace” (Uv which 
was second'a week ago, is winding 
Up second again (this session. 

‘‘Ben-IIur” (M*G>, third/ last 
round, is holding .in. sariie third 
groove this week. with, several key 
city. firstTrirhs Closings.in the offing. 

“Nprtli To, .Alaska,v - <20th>, out 
for. first VthiYe to' any : extent this 
Week is grabbing-fourth place, with 
some .uhusildlly. big showings in 
Minneapolis. Pittsburgh rid Den¬ 
ver. It is. runhirig ahead of .tlie,biz 
done by'.other big 20tb-Foxgross- 
ers in both Pitt and Minneapolis: 

•‘Spartaeus”,<X'.) is capturing fifth 
place although Still-playing in only 
six- kev cities covered bv Variety, 
'“Alamo” <UA* 'is'taking sixth spot, 

my. as a .Week ago, . 
“Inherit the Wind” (UAV is 

winding" up -in seventh sit ion. 
•while, “Let No Man Write My. 
Epitaph*’ <Col> will be eighth. 

.“Sunrise at Campobello” (\VB< 

is finishing In ninth place, “Breath; 
of Scandal” (Par) rounds but tire 
Top 10 list, although, quite Uneven. 

“Carry On Nurse” <Goiv>,, “I’m 
All.Right;:-jack” (Col), “Sbng.With- 
out End” (Col) and “Hiroshima. 
Mon ,. Amour” (Zenith!.. are thb 
runner-up films in that oirder. 

“Never.. On Sunday” .(Lopbft), 
one of the newcomers, is big ' in 
Baito and still great ip N. Y. bn, 
longrur*; “Esther, and. King” (20tlr), 
fast - in Chi and fancy, in N. Y.,’ 
shapes fair, in Philly ‘ Plunderers” 
(AA) looks' mild dates this 
week. 
.. “Fast and Sexy” (Col) looms dull 
[in Baito.. “Please Turn Over,'.’ from 
•same company,- is wow fri Toronto, 
nice in . Boston and lusty' in L. A. 

| “Captain’s Table” (20th!, hep in 
j Detroit;, shapes big in St, Louis 
! and okay in' Cleveland...“Journey 
[To Lost City” <AI>, fair in Wash-, 
j ingtori, looks . gobd in Providence 
; and holsy in Boston. “Behind Great 
! Wall’’ .(Conti; okay in Phiily and 
j Baito/is socko in Washington. 
! . “GI Bides” (Par), hrptsy. in L. A., 

", shapes okay in N. Y/in third week 
at. Victoria. “Entertainer” (Conti, 
okay in Baito, lboi . big iri N. 

“10 Who Dared” (BV) shapes 
1 solid in Chi. “SchooKFor. .Sconn- 
; drei.s” (Conti, okay in Washingtony 
shapes fine., in Minneapolis. 

(Complete. Boxoffice: Reports qh 
Pages. 8-9.! 

Made 12 Films in’60, 
i’sT.J. 

Turned 70 Nov. 20 
Helsinki, Nov. ,15. 

T, J.' Saikka. president of the. 
Motion Picture Producers Assn: in 
Finland; will observe his 70th birth¬ 
day Nov. ,20 and there’s no stop¬ 
ping this remarkably; active film- 
maker. His. current'year’s schedule 
consisted .of.; 12 new: ‘ pwidpctiohs 
and h ’ • readying plans for 
196 L 

All in all Sarkka has made oyer 
200 . features., ‘40 of which lie also 
scripted and;directed. This record 
has been achieved, in a country of 
only :4.pdO.OOO population and. w ith 
a language uuunderstandable be: 
yond its own /borders'. * 

Majority of the Veteran’s pic¬ 
tures lias been for the local mar¬ 
ket blit there also have been some. 
International successes, including 
“The Unknown Sbdier.” “Love 
Along a Ri-vei\” /‘The- Milkmaid” 
and “The Dolt;Merchant/’ At home 
Sarkka has been. honored frequent¬ 
ly:'for. his ci ematic work and. in 
1957 he. was: arded an honorary 
diploma by the Berlin Film 
Festival. 

JUSTICE UNPERTURBED, 
I BUT VINNICOFF IS 

The: antitrust; division of the 
/Dept. of Justice is. not opposing 
[the petition .of the National Thea- 
. ties dr Television to build a new 
.'drive-in theatre in the Cypress- 

■ Los Alamitos area of Orange 
■ County. Calif. 

The petition, presented to Judge 
•‘.Edmund -'L., Palmier! hi N. Y. 'Fbd-= 

eral Court, .Friday. (18»; says ; the 
erection, of the drive-in will 

i not. unduly restr .competition in 
/the area: ' J 

Meryin C. . Pollack, representing 
the V'innicpff. Theatre Circuit of 
Los . AngeieS, appeared amicus 
C.uriae ffriend of the court) oppos- 

, ing. the NT.&T application. ;iph- .the 
ground that ,the new ozoner would 

M-estiain, competition. 

Avant-Garde 
Continued from .page 3 —^ 

theatres’” the., A m. New 
Cihema-ites lament. 

In order to bypass the estab¬ 
lished distribution system, the 
down-withrthe-prodiict boys hope 
to establish their^ ow n: cooperative 
distribution Emile, de. An¬ 
tonio, a former college prof \vh 
organised a film .distribution firm 
to handle the recent, beatnik film, 
“Pull Riy Daisy,” has been en¬ 
trusted with the task, of working 
out a method of distribution for 
the. specialized films. Three ..thea- ^ ___ __ _ _o _ 
tres, are ..said to -have pledged, to! him because lie indeed was caus- 
play their pix—The Ne\y.. Yorker | ing b. stir (rind what if it \Vere Bar- 

k+*4rk1ckick+irttA4cki*A+*irk+4rk+it'k;k'k'kiit'kk'k'kick'k'k-irk-k-k-Wt-kick:f 

i ' } 
I Fa ding Pride of the Press Agent^ 
i**************** By GENE ARNEEL ★*★★*★*★★★★★****★ 

The fun, and to some extent, the 
pride, of. pressagent’s job has dis¬ 
appeared,. in ..the view of Irving 
Rubine, v.p/ of Carl Foreman’s 
Highroad . Productions:. He’s a vet 
in the bally field and looks back 
longingly on the salad days. 
; The p a. of a bygone era was a 
“Park Row Pygmalion” who created 
stories and had the press in Collab-. 
oration with him: Reporters and 
editors were cognizant of the 
“stunt”, nature, of the flack’s work, 
but nonetheless, went along with 

Shepard Traube’s Film; 
Set to Shoot; Overseas 

Shepard Traube is resuming as 
filmmaker after several legit.-tilear. 
tre eh*, vprises.with the acquisition 
of “The Widow Makers,” Michael 
Blandfort novel, which he. intends 
to' lens in Hollywood. London; 
Paris;. Rome arid Munich. Filming 
Is scheduled for next summer. 
Story concerns former Nazis who 
have -assumed new identities in 
countries of their adoption. 

Traube in recent years has been 
active on.Broadway where he pre¬ 
sented. “Angel Street,” “A" Thous¬ 
and Summer*”' “Monique” and 
Other plays. Previous, to this he 
was a film producer with RKO, 
Columbia and 20th-Fox; 

18 Reserved Seat-Dates 
For ‘Spartaeus* Over Xmas 

.) Universal will have a.total of. 18 
hardticket engagements of “Spar¬ 
taeus” running during the Christ¬ 
mas holidays. Five “additional 
dates, all1 iii 70iii and 10 .perform¬ 
ances a week; were set .this week 
for Miahii, Montreal; Seattle; St. 
Petersburg; and San Francisco: All 

: opening dates are Dec; 22 with .the 
exception of. Miami which is oh 
Dec. 15.. . 

In addition to. the. six rurrent 
engagements, seven; other book¬ 
ings. all. opening on Dec, 22, were 
previously set, These include. Pitts- 

, burgh, Houston, . Atlanta, Cleve¬ 
land. Cincinnati,. Toronto- and St, 
Louis. The.. picture is currently,: 

. •playihg- in. New -York,: Los Angeles. 
Boston; Philadelphia, Chicago, and 
Detroit; 

Harry Weiss to Des Moines 
Minheapolis, Nov, 22. 

.'Now .that-'Ted Mann has acquired 
the three. Twin Cities RKO thea¬ 
tres; RKO Theatres division man-, 
ager. Harry H: Weiss will move his: 
headquarters to Des Moines. Weiss 
presides oyer theatres at Des 
Moines, Rluscgtine a n d ' Cedar 
Rapids; la.; Denver land New 
Orleans. '. 
; Mann is retaiiiihg Robert T, 
Whelan, George R. Stephens and 
Russell Beach who have been RKO 
Theatres house managers of the 
Rfinneapolis and St- Paul RKO 
Orpheum and lpcal RKO Pan, 
spectively. 

Peter Ustinov and Ronald Lubin 
are teamed-in production of ,“Billy 
B.udd” for Allied: Artists release. 

Art Prize From Wald 
i . Hollywood. Nov. 22. 

I Jerry Wald has. established, a. 
$2,000 graphic arts .competition 
award at-;-UCLA - “to encourage 
fresher and more. ..original ap¬ 
proaches to motion picture adver¬ 
tising and background art-”. 

. Contest involves two-part? award, 
with. $1,000 to be given in jahirary 

, and Other $1,000 in ■ the' spring. 
Wald.-, additionally has presented 
$500 as a fund front which quali¬ 
fied entrants , will buy art materL. 
als. ■' 

Known gs the. Wald Art Award* 
ithe competition;will be judged en¬ 
tirely by a faculty committee from: 
the UCLA; art- department, ’.with 
initial judging slated; for, Jan- 12. 
Scripts will be furnished, and en- 

'trants will be. invited to view 
roughf ootage On ^specific pie they’H 
use as basis for.; entry. Any.‘pur¬ 
chase of student work by Wald or 
other producers will be: negotiated 
for separately. 

Entries must he based on films 
currently in production; bv- Wahl. 
Contestants’ art \york uill be ex¬ 
hibited at 20th-Fox. after judging. 

arid the Bleeckei; St. Cinema in 
New York: and., tlie Art Over brook 
Theatre iii ■Philadelphia. 

The Coii 
Perhaps the jmost, ambitious un¬ 

dertaking of the American “new 
wavers” is the currently-filming 
”The Connection.” which is being 
mjajde by Lewis Allen arid Shirley 
Clarke; The. picture has been cpm- 
pleteiy financed privately, with the 
major portion of the $177,400.’codl¬ 
ing from Broadway, theatre in¬ 
vestors. Allen, one ' of the. prime 
movers ©! the New: American Cine-, 
m ' ’ . is also active in legit as gen¬ 
eral manager for the Producers’ 
Theatre. In addition to “The Com 
nection,” his. company, Allen- 
Hogdcn Iri.c;, has a number of other 
productions planned; Among Uierii 
are: “The Gold Ram,” screenplay 
byQalder ; Willingham adapted 
from Bianca Van Orderi’s novel, 
“309 EaSi:”. “Lie; Down irii Dark¬ 
ness” by;William Styron; an orig¬ 
inal, screenplay with a. N: Y- setting 
by Terry Southern; “The Loved 
One,’’ adapted from the novel, by 
Evelyn Waugh, .to be dorie in asso¬ 
ciation with; Olmec Productions in 
Mexico. In addition Allen will be 
associated with Roger Steveris and [ 
Robert Whitehead who- plan two! 
film: productions employing legit- 
style firi.aricirig. 

The: new .movement .appears to 
be., gaining momentum Judging 
from the number, of - pictures, cur¬ 
rently in production or planned.jn 
the hebr futuTe^Sprae jO films are. 
in various .stages . of productiori. 
Robert. Friank wh ’ riiade “Pull^My 
Daisy”: with Alfred Leslie, has 
completed “The. Sin of. Jesius,”. Les¬ 
lie, meanwhile,, is preparing art un^ 
titled. feature. Jonas Mekas/ film 

nuhy.&. Bailey commotion-r-it still 
made for good, reading>. 

There was the time that A. Toxeri 
Worm i.stel the nomenclature) was 
froiitirig for. :Mrs. Pat Campbell, 
whose resting hours between legit 
shows' yvsre disturbed by the 
horses’ hoof beats on the outside 
pavement. Worm had the streets 
surrounding, the theatre covered 
with tanbark to reduce the decibal 
count. The hip press, fully aware 
of what was going bn, made with 
gleeful coverage; But. gleeful or 
not, Mrs. Campbell got a very large 

[spotlight; .- 
It literaily was a salad day when 

Dolores Del Rio; was given advance 
billing as an actress whose special¬ 
ty. was gardenia, salad. She con¬ 
sumed same for benefit of the 
skeptics. 

.Remember? 
Harry Reicheribach, long ago free 

spacer, hired a man to take quar¬ 
ters at. the McAlpin Hotel, N. Y.. 
and order 15 pounds of. raw beef 
daily from, room service. Investiga¬ 
tion, which the papers were, ap- 
.prised\of..proved that the man was 
registered as T; R, Zan. he had 
smuggled a lion iii a truck into his 
room andv hardly by: coincidence., 
Einio Roper was ^currently playing 
in the first ‘“Tarzan” picture. 

Today, said Rubine, “the world 
is fraught with drama that makes 
its point in the most pungent fash¬ 
ion/’ It’s with tlie real-life head¬ 
lines that the pressagent must com¬ 
pete and ‘‘colossal” and “stupend¬ 
ous” have become dead words. 

The fun is out of the job, too, 
because of the rise of “public re¬ 
lations.” this being a term that 
Came into prominence in World 
War II and the assignment entailed 

dark room and a wire room were 
set up for the fourth estate tour¬ 
ists. Translators savvy to variou* 
tongues were employed by High¬ 
road. Royalty visited the set at the 
right publicity time. 

Arid, so on; Not a matter of creat¬ 
ing the publicity, states Rubine, 
but a matter of getting the most 
out of what happens with, and is 
done for, the production. 

'Ben-Hur’ in Philly Mark; 
Skme Print After Year 

By Single-Reel Method 
Philadelphia. Nov. 22. 

Metro’s “Ben-Hur” wound up its 
52d week at the- Boyd last night 
with an approximate $1,17(5.000 in 
the till for the first year’s stand. 
Tlie gross is far and away the 
largest ever tabulated in Phila¬ 
delphia. The runner-up stands as 
Mike Todd’s “Around the World 
iii 80 Days,” which spun out a 
fancy $780,000 business in its first- 
run visit. 

Ray Mayer, manager of the 
Boyd, said house is selling tickets, 
right through the holidays. Al¬ 
though the pic has. unreeled 595 
times, Mayer said they never had 
to.change a print. “We have been 
operating on single reels,” the man¬ 
ager said, “instead of the custom¬ 
ary double reels — which mean 
twice as much handling for th 
boys in the projection room. 

“It’s a great tribute to the care 
and skill of cur five projectionists 
that they’ve run the same print 
so many limes without a break 
or interruption.” 

critic and editor of Film Culture,! is that b.t maintaining decorum for 
is Ybiibwing the pattern of the the Client 
French “new wavers” by turning ; Ru.birie’s niajor Chore bf late he 
filmmaker, His .“Grins of the.Trees” states, \vas to have kept Foreman's 
is. now1 being edited. Aiso in. the j “Guns of Navorone” in print over 
editing stage Gregory..Marko-la period of two years. This cov- 
poulos’ .“Serenity.” Harold Humes; ers pie-production to. the present 
is] now shooting his first, feature, j completion >. and - awaiting - re- 
—“Don Peyote.” Preparing films.:,lease period and he’s convinced 
are Peter Bogdanovich,; Edouard ! [that now the task involves publi- 
De Laurot . Adolfas Mekas. Guy cit.\>Avise. getting . the most" out of 
Thomajan and Lionel. Rogbsin. j what is 'being done with a produe- 

. Th Yank'; “new wave”... is essen¬ 
tially; a Neiv York' City movement; 
In addition to those, already riien- 
.tiorted, the group includes Bert 
Sterri (“Jazz on a Summer Day”), 
Terry arid Denis Sanders (“Crime 
and Puriishment;.. U.S.A.”), Ben 
Carruthers: and Argus Juilliard, 
and Wall Streeter Walter Gutman, 
who; arranged tli financing for 
“Pull My Daisy” and “Sin of 
Jesus.” 

The New America. Cinema-ites 
point out that they understand the. 
purposes and interests of unions, 
but they find it ■‘unjust” that the 
demands ihade on a $25,000 pro( 
dlictipri.viriost of which: is deferred) 
are. the. same as those made for a 
$1,000,000 picture.. They plan to 
meet . with, the film unions to gain, 
concessions Similar to those that 
exist, for the : off-Broadway legit 
theatre; , ; ■ • 

5SS55 Corti^nued from page 5 

special counsel for; the assoeiation, 
and ro.nairied. Michael' Mayer exec, 
d irect or for another 12 ' months. 
Ed .Kingsley,, prexy of Kingsley 
International, was elected treas¬ 
urer, and" Carl Peppercorn, sales 
head df Continental: Dlstributir':, 
was named secretary- 

In addition; the following Were 
named chaji man of IFIDA cominit- 
tees for the coming, year: Michael 
B. Broiri.head; foreign affairs; Jean 
Goldwurm,. festivals and ,awards;.; 
Sandy WeirYer, ..censorship: .Max 
Goldberg: due/: Munio Podhorter, 
legislation''and;, taxation: Inin Sha¬ 
piro. trade practices; George Roth. 
..exhibitor relations,, and Richard 
Gordon, raernbership. 

. . _ - -- produc¬ 
tion, rather than trying . to get 
acrpjis phqney angles. 

His; credo: “Don't do things for 
publicity, but publlcit5r should get 
the most out of the things that are- 
done for the production. 

It was in January, 1959, that Toni 
Wiseman, of London’s Evening 
Standard, in giving out his acco¬ 
lades for. the previous year’s ac-; 
cbriiplishmehts, gave “Navorone” 
the kidding-pn-the-square nod as 
“most. publicized picture.” 
. This would .have been okay, ex¬ 
cept that. the. film wouldn’t get to 
iriarket. short of two. years hence. 
The campaign had to be sustained 
over that amount of time. 

• Among the items played up, and 
helping: a legitimate search for a 
femme lead in Stockholm, with the 
English, press invited to observe 
tests; search for location, with a 
major angle here being that final 
selection would mean the produc¬ 
tion company, “a floating million 
dollars in terms of prestige for and 
dollars spent in the local area” was 
most desirable to have around; 
Cyprus, finally selected, came to 
use the mere presence of the. “Na^ 
vorone” unit, as an important 
medium of propaganda; we, said 
Rubine, didn’t walk in on a busi¬ 
ness basis only but established our¬ 
selves, as an independent sovereign-, 
ty,. talked to the big people and got 
a big press.’’ 

The Gregory Pecks visited the 
location a week in advance of pro- 
ductibn along with their two chil¬ 
dren. Further it was a “family lo¬ 
cation,” what with. the. wives and 
children of eight company men also 
present.; . Added up to good art 
work for the European press. 

Olympic Airlines, and the Greek 
government cooperated with High¬ 
road in the press Junketing oldie, a 

Boston Anni Events 
Boston, Nov. 22: 

Ben Sack host to an anniversary 
party for “Ben-Hur” tomorrow 
(Wed.) at the Saxon Theatre with 
film critics and other influential! 
being entertained on the mezza¬ 
nine. 

At same time 1.000 under¬ 
privileged and crippled children 
will see “Ben-Hur” at 2 p.m., plug 
free ice cream, cake, etc. 

UNITED ARTISTS SETS 
EDEE AS DIXIE EXEC 

D. J. Edele has been appointed 
Southern division manager for 
United Artists with supervision 
over Metropolitan New York. He 
succeeds Sid Cooper who resigned 
to become domestic sales manager 
of Cinerama Inc. Edele assumes 
his new post on Dec. 12. 

The Southern division consists 
of the Charlotte, Jacksonville, At¬ 
lanta, New Orleans, and Dallas ex¬ 
changes. 

Edele has been UA’s Metropoli¬ 
tan district manager since Jan., 
1959. Prior to that time he served 
as branch manager pf the com¬ 
pany’s St. Louis and Memphis 
offices. 

Rackmil and Aboaf On 
European Sales Jaunt 

Milton R. Rackmil, president of 
Universal, and Americo Aboaf, 
v.p. and foreign general manager,, 
leave for Europe over the weekend 
fo,r a series of sales conferences 
and meetings with European ex¬ 
hibitors. 

During their trip the U execs 
w ill attend the London premiere of 
“Spartaeus” on Dec. 7. The sales 
sessions start in Rome on Nov. 28 
and shift to Frankfurt on Dec. 2 
and. Paris on Dec. 9. Rackmil and 
Aboaf will outline the plans for 
U’s upcoming releases, which in¬ 
clude 15 ready for distribution or 
currently shooting and 26 pix in 
preparation. Emphasis will be 
placed on “Spartaeus,” which has 
a number of December roadshow 
openings in Europe following the 
British premiere. 

Tornado Levels Ozoner 
Friona. Tex.. Nov. 22. 

Elk Drive-In was levelled by a 

late afternoon tornado, suffering 
damage estimated by owner W. E. 
McCibughlan at $65,000 and 
$70,000. McGloughlan said he had 
insurance up to $23,000 on the 
ozoner structure. 

After striking the Elk Drive-In, 
the tornado swept across the road, 
lifting and passing over a second 
ozoner owned by McGloughlan. 
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R. Y« Soundtrack 
continued from pag» 4 ; 

lyeaVr for the Herald Tribune,, and 
' leforC that was film reviewer for j 

samt ;shee£ 
.e serVs of five review-reprint | 

adsR^ coa^ng. '■Advise’’ about j 
$8,60u%Jri expect, therefore, the 
Times ^Ecettirlt that much in¬ 
creased a^revemre from Taub-j 

an Academy Award for his ‘‘Albert Schweitzer’/documeritary. Film is 
scheduled to go out early next , year:. .. . . 

David Kory, six-year-old player, in Allied Artists’ “D6ndi,’f here to 1 — an 8 Pan- 
participate in Macy’s' Thanksgiving Day parade. .'Youngster’s entourage 
includes his mother, sister, tutor and press agent. 

Publicist Martin Goidblatt plants this item, which he. calls a blast: : Cial M 
fact, that a sorfar little-known Columbia Records singer, Remo Capra, : HR 
has turned down an offer of p.rofessi nal; aid,from Kim-Novak,; pre- ==^ continued from p9| 
ferring to make shbw.;biz.grade on;his-own or..to continue as a.dynamiler. 
for a local, construction outfit. .... ... 

Pat Boone wilj record the title, song for 20th’s “All Hands on Deck.’’ 
Cootdinating Council for Negro. Performers, endorsed without; any: 

Qualification Boris Kaplan’s “Let No Mari Write. My Epitaph:” Noted is 
the fact that;, the. film does riot depict Negroes in.;.^stereotyped roles, 
.instead joins colored arid white in a common humanitarian■ cause. / .... 
Carl Foreman had wanted to film “Three Penny .Opera” but ealied the; 

■Whole., thing off: ,Seems that Giori'V/FiTms- of Munich, owner rof the 
rights, though ./Beggars’ Opera” is. in. public domain, bad made .casting 
commitments which Foreman felt..fob restrictive. .Prddtic-er;'incidentally.,- 
is'iri London on the final editing job on “Guns of Navarorie;” 

..Paul Speegle, new film, critic ffir the San Francisco Call. Bulletin: 
Wanted to meet his readers. So he arranged, with Loew’s, Warfield that 
The' sell tickets for two hours at the opening day performance of “Where 
the Hot Wind Blows” . The Rugoff & Becker circuit, operators Of a 
chain of art houses, are.offering for the first time gift certificates, A 
26-week subscription to Cue magazine, is included -with bach $5 gift-or 
more . . Abe Montague, president of the Will Rogers Memorial 
Hospital, reports that all theatres in. the:San Francisco-^exchange area 

Par Promotes Pickman from Ad-Pub 
Post to Top Domestic Sales V.P. 

J ALLENDORF, JOHNSON 
NEW KODAK EXECS 

have' pledged, their support for the O’Donhell Memorial Year campaign 
pow in progress. Audience ■collections, will be made for -whole .week 

proxy, Queried as to a l^Kxble 
reconciliation between 20tnJ^id 
the Motion Picture Assn. of Ariwt 
ca, . replied, tersely that there wf? 
“no change” in that situation. 
Skouras: who had come back to 
New York from Europe the pre¬ 
ceding Saturday (12), returned to 
London Sunday (20 >. 

In taking over the European pro¬ 
duct ion post, Rogell succeeds pro¬ 
ducer Walter Wangler, who was 
given the post temporarily follow¬ 
ing Bob Goldstein’s .appointment as 
production chief in Hollywood, 
succeeding, the late Buddy Adler. 
Wanger now obviously has his 
hands full with the. current "Cleo¬ 
patra” production in London. 

Jerome Pickman. who has been 
Paramount veep and director of ad¬ 
vertising. publicity and exploitation 
since 1951, has been named domes¬ 
tic general sales manager effective 
immcdiaiely. Upping had been pre¬ 
dicted. In new post, Pickirian will 
be. in charge of film distribution in 
U.S. and Canada under George 

r pfogr 
at varying times in November and December, 

Medium Budget Features 
i; Continued. from page 2 ; 

able grosses and profits. The ma¬ 
jority, however fail to . cause any 
excitement and move; through, the 
distribution mill in a rather, dull. 
irianiier. In a number of cases, it’s 
obvious that the distribution coi - 
panies are just going through the 
motion—sending out these pictures 
with routine campaigns, and lack¬ 
luster enthusiast Some of the en¬ 
tries. ‘judging from the critical re¬ 
ception,. were better than average 
pictures and Plight .have fared, 
much better if: , the distributprs- 
showed; more confidence in them; 
Paramount’s British-made “Chance. 
Meeting” is perhaps an exariiple 
of a picture that skipped a Broad- 

Way date arid received a nice, re¬ 
ception from the critics! 

Re: ’Saturation’ 
As the situation now stands, 

lor and more p'ixt—the majority 

‘Suzie Wong’ 
; Continued from page 

to the eight- and lO-year-old-minds. 
Exec reported that producer 

Jerry Wal’d had once expressed an 
interest, in doing a film version of 
“iceman,” but he couldn’tlj get the, 
O’Neill, dialog (fullsonie with such 

■words, as “bastard” and “bitch") 
the Code office, and. the 

Damned.” and “Key Witness ” Fre- 
quently these offerings are1 issued 
as a double feature package or; 
take file second half of, the bill., 
with a picture that had a Broad- i past 
way fun. j O’Neill interests wouldn’t lei the 

' ' property be;“popularized” through 
[ prudish pruning. 

Kiddie Stuff 
It was the exec’s idea that the 

film industry might have the right 
to consider a faithful adaptation of 
“Iceman” “adult” picture, but 
that “Suzie” : is essentially child’s 
play,.significant, not as “adult” en* 

though they are held by police. Miss lertaimnerit but father as another 
Aadland, therefore, says Steimiian/ i example of how the Code can be 
W correct in stipulating that she I made to look silly, if not hypocriti- 
w ' never arrested. However,. Veal. 
mother wouldn’t, be eligible j. . This film pundit emphasized that 
w-ork in N.Y; niteries. [He himself was not a prude, but 

Rochester. Nov. 22. 
Eastrnan^K.pdak Co. board of di- 
^tors . elected two assistant vice- 

prpsridents here last week. They are 
Joseph R. AJlendorf, director of _ _ _^ 

:!^s iT’omotion and A. Dexter j Weltner. veep in charge of 'ivbrld- Hagef. wide sales. Under Weltner. James 
)een a sales exec-! Perkins is in charge of overseas, 
since 1926 and in I distribution. 
ronvotion at East-; According to president Barney 
Ychnson, who has ! Bal.aban, realignment has two fold 

s$r»ce 1934. was purpose. “More intensive coll¬ 
ar in V 957. centration and coordination be¬ 

tween marketing and merchandis¬ 
ing will result from Pickman’s ap¬ 
pointment” he said, adding that 
Weltner, w'hile supervising domes¬ 
tic and foreign sales policies and 
operations, will be able “to effect 

Jerry Blackwell, mana^^of VS Jiais°n,. *'ith . Paramount^ 
Loew’s State Theatre in P|'‘duction activities in Hollywood 
Square for the last years, ha.s^KkiV,1';,,r.?,V.lei-nP-fir of. th^- 'vorl(,‘ ’ 
signed to go with Metro as a thea^^e . vul" . s0 devoting mor 
tre manager in the foreign field. to r»ianagement of company’ 
His first! assignment is as riianager picture activities, 
of! the Metro Theatre in Safi Juan.. 
Puerto Rico; ) 

Robert. Solomon, manager of! 
Loew’s Paradise in. the Bronx; DAI^KTl 
moves in as manager, at the State. rUlL%'' 
the -company’s flagship house.' T ^ 
Murray Sharf/ mariager . of /the ■ .. -s 
State in Newark; goes to the Para- National Theatrl 
dise post. in a further move to 

Jerry Blackweln 
To Metro in! 

ALTY 
ARKING 

Beverly Aadland 
Continued from page 1 

arrested, explained. Hairy Stein: 
mari ot the managenient firin of 
Berger. Ross .& Steirimaii. even 

Clark Gable 
■ Continued from page 

There 
Aadland 

, .another aspect of the 
situation which would 

bypassing Main Steffi runs in New.1 r5;3115 permit: Under the present 
York. The reasons are many. The l9w‘.- an. enleriairier can work a 
cost of a Broadway .opening, run-’: ’maximum- fpf _ _three consecutive 
iiihg. from $2b.0Q0. to : $100,000, is .! 'vrlhout . a police, card. She 
otteii considered;.foolhardy on the.] !r3d a cqiiple .pl. weekend stands 

-■■’basis b.f-.;the-ap'pr.aisal'!6.f the: jfilm’s-.rji1. e^V^ ^.ol:kyr, s^ r .. 
potential. In manv instances. ihe | ~!{ul) ^ uslp!lv and the jmo.st of them are. 
distribs feel that saturation book-J £iluk Sapphn^:.;.Jackson Heights. Exec, however, was not primar- 
ings more appropriate ' for ^b^ js also set lor the- Clover. Club. | ily concerned with the possible 
som pictures. These pix. to be i ARami. Dec. 22. follows w ith the sociological effects of “Suzie!” In¬ 
sure are., backed, with, solid. mer- Racquet Club, .Dayton. Jan. and j stead,, he found significance in 
charidising campaigns and seem to > Tropicana. Southgate, Ky.,fact tbat tlie Music Hall had booked 
do bet’er through the. mass book-^ ■ l* * ' j the1 picture (“maybe th;ey couidnjt 
ings than via the "'normal, release 
pattern. For example; .Metro is re¬ 
leasing Joe Levine.' “Where the 
Hot. Wind Blows” on a mass,basis; 
Levine has. proved on a ririmber/ ^^i Continued from page 
of.^occasions the !va.iue-of this--tech-: 

.suggested, ip passing, that t\ film 
which shows.the lives of harlots in. 
such a golden and glamoroic? way 
with , handsome William Holden as 
payoff, might bt more damaging 
to. impressionable minds than one 
in which such ladies, are shown 
imore realistically) to be venal; 
often : simple-minded rieuptics as 

les/S^ov. 22. 
Te^-vislon, 
gtheh and 

diversify operations, TRj^set Atjo 
I National Realty as a sepa#Kdivi- 
J sion ^and named Irving EpT 
; with circuit for 35 years, as prS 
' Realty will develop NT&T’s e3 

time -paAt a stipulated date. Figure tensive properly holdings in lfl'1 
contrasted wdth the $350 w eeklv;slates- In disclosing new' unit, 
wttch MCtrp fi,s«, paid him on a 
two-year contract whem studio : velopment potentials, and that such 
signed- him _m 1931. Whpn he properties as theatre parking lots 
entered Air Force m 1942 he was are generally in prime real estala 
earning $300;000 annually. . areas suitable for construction of 

Five, times wed. Gable’s first new multi-story office and park- 
wife was Josephine Dillon, a mg buildings. 
dramatic! coach who taught him to - 
act vChen lie w'as first starting as 
a stock actor; Rita Langham; . 
actress Carole Lombard, who died j 
in a plane crash in 1942 w-hile 
returning to Hollywood from a \ 
bond-selling appearance; Ladyi 
Sylvia Ashley, widow of Douglas ! 
Fairbanks; and the divorced wife 

Writer’s Claim Upheld 
Heilman’s Cotta Share 

Los Angeles7"Nov. 22. 
Superior Court Judge Bayard 

of Adolph Spi-eckels TlL whom he ’Rhnne has handed dow n a decision 
njayried .in 1955. 

Paris Censor 
; Continued from page 2 ; 

.favoring writer Les~Crutchfield in 
! his suit against producer Claude 
’Heilman. As a result, Crutchfield 
receives $25,000 against \Qco of 
Heilman’s profits on the Universal 
1959 release, “This Earth Is Mine.” 

Crutchfield, repped by attorney 
! gel anything else”) as its Thanks¬ 
giving attraction, and in the smash -fieial to demand the right to hear vr.Y ^e?,Peact)y alfl(V!ncy 
business which ib’s doing, with the all radio tapes before-transmission V ?, of the fijm °f Nint- 
great majority of its patrons be- was defeated by a .chansonnier mei & Sclvin’ ‘'harenrt ihnt TTo.i- 
ing those inhabitants of Keokuk! threat to strike and make up for 
Boone, etc. whom exhibitors report , R in their other outlets. Now 

mer & Sclvin, charged that Heil¬ 
man in 1956 signed him to prepare 
a screen treatment on “The Cup 

iiique especiallv when it is sup- ’ hiay have a more -eoriiplete know!- are. sick-and-tired of sexv themes, i other showdown is in view and fnc^ ^ie ^Prd* Alice Tisdale Ho- 
!poited witli a ‘solid . promotional-;l^dge^of the enth ,‘ stic reception ( Exec drew .two- conclusions re ; could lead to chansonnier with- ,)a|! n^veI whlc.h producer had 
campaign. United Artists . is 'em-:-gi\en-fQ-■ QUr-..playv.‘Advise, and Con- I “Suzie” and “Iceman”'. (I) the ma- i.draivals from the nationalized ra- opttoned. Accoiding to Nimmer, it 
ploying a similar pattern . with ^nt.’w . the producers. Will repro-! jority of patrons around the. cou : dip and tv airwaves. 'vas on the basis of the treatment 
“The .Magnificent Seven,” Accord- her? ■ their; entirety, the. .try, as well as in New York, re a 1 Program “Salt Shaker,” of Rob- and ‘j10 ?Dvel Ulat a releasing deal 
irig to a UA .spokesman, the.pic-iopimon ’thP theatre critics of j lot more sophisticated than, exhibs ■ ert Rossa, Jacques Grello and \vas, . ,e sought. Terms of the 
tuie, a.western, lends itself to th . .0the!'^ewspapers. ’ That tipped ;off : give them credit for, and (2) the iPierre;. Tcheriria, appears, every dea^ 'vlth Crutchfield involved not 
niass releasing system/ In•_■^ addir! readers who mighfl have missed Production Code, to forestall crit- l month arid last One took potshots ^oss, than the $25,000 against the 
tion; lie noted that .oaters usually j R- that,Taubnian’sj riotlice w^s a rap. i.Cism must either enforce its pres- i at Prime Minister Debre’s rubber Pai'tieipation. Nimmer said, 
make out poorly in Broadw . ! In- thje’’--fiTst"’6f Jthe. •series-vo'f;re.-’" . rules ,mPre strictly, or be re-j stamp aspects under President De 

Another circumstance nijtigat^ | views',last-. Monday (2.1 >. that^/intrb^ [ "Titian in less specific terms so - Gaulle. Though practically the 
ri.’._,-j ! ductiori-was-foltr>w#»H: hv; xh'p.’stntpi.'( that 'Diclures mav. h<» turicrnH Ui same sketch exists in a legit show 

they are iri./’Vivre De : . ..” goveiii- 
The 

Another circumstance niitigat- ’xieus.Jast Monaay <zi). mat intro-j "lll.vvri m less specitic: terms 
irig frequently against the. Broad- | ductioil> 'vas. followed: b.w the state- { that pictures may be judged 
way run is the unavailability of“Today w?e reproduce the j Jei’riis of good taste and intent., 
theatres; The increase in. ’-the-■ nilmppjhion.y-of W alter Kerr, for nine I , . ^ 've ([he film companr 
ber of hardticket entries plus the i.^^^.jhe theatre critic of the N.Y. 

longer runs of ; grind •/pietdres'-' ‘Kerr’s rev. \V of 
makes it difficult to . find a cori-11,1 play followed. 

. companies! 
aren’t careful,” he said, “televi¬ 
sion’s going to inherit the discrim¬ 
inating adult audience, along with. 

venient date for. many of the. in-1 A. reprint yesterday ^Tues.) .©f/the family audiences we handed 
between; offerings. According to J John Chapman’s review’' lor the I ovei tv 10 lyears. ago.” 

' esman;, : it's . not i Nevvs w as preceded by a stateriient Qne compariy spokesman, ___ 
the picture per . but the “cir- j that he has been critic for the 
cumstahces” which determine the : paper for 17. years:. Scheduled for 
release pattern, ' [ today (Wed!i is John McClain’s re¬ 

in recent weeks, there have been view for .the Joufha>Aineric?ri,. 
large number of pictures which . with reterence to his . nine, years as; 
have, skirted Broadw , . and 1 have ; cl’RtP *QV the. sheet. 
or will open in Bropkly 1 After 
a rub of a \ieek or tw a key 
d.owntow'n . Brooklyn house, these 
pix mpve out quickly to the neigh¬ 
borhood , chains. Outside, of New 

Frank Aston w;ill get credit for 
four years/as isie-sittef . for the 
World-Telegrarii & Sun iff the ad 
reprint of iiis review scheduled! for 
tomorrow1' (Thurs.v arid. Robert 

York! these pix depending, bn the j Colei ’s 30-yeaiHeniure with the 
availability of theatres, may fe-| Mirror, will: be '-referred to in the 

lowntow /dates ’ key j reprint .of his /approving1 notice ceiye downtow /dates ’ key 
houses. 

A listing of recent pictures that 
Lave or will pass Broadway, in¬ 
cludes Paramount’s “Charice Meet¬ 
ing;” United Artists’ “The Magnifi¬ 
cent Seven,’’. “Studs! Lonigan,” 
“The, Night Fighters,’’ arid. “Tlie 
Boy arid the Pirate”.;. Metro’^ “The 
AngeLWore Red,’’ “Wliere the Hot 
Wind /Blows/’ “Village of the 

eprint.. of his /approving1 notice 
slated for publication Friday (25).; 

Watts, Who’s not getting the .ad 
.rebuttal .treatment despite, his. rap 
of.. “Advise.”, could hardly be the 
subject of iriferehtial barbs on the 
grounds of, newness as a legit 
critic. Prior, to. joining the Post on 
his; return from Government serv¬ 
ice overseas in World War II, lie 
was the aisle-sitter for several 

Canada Crime 
■sss. Continued from page 2 

iri St, John, Previous conferences 
haye; usually been held in Ontario. 
Delegates decided to hold the next 
conference in 1961 in Regina, Sasic., 
gild possibly to continue oil an an¬ 
nual basis thereafter. 

Tw-o other resolutions passed hy 
the conference called upon parents 
to take seribusly recommendations 
of censor boards regarding film 
classifications, and asked Provin¬ 
cial governments to consider the 
advisability of Identifying film 
regulating bodies as “boards of 
film review.” Latter resolution was 
prompted by desire of some of the 
delegates to get out from under 
the .often unpopular term of 
“censor.? • 

mental tv: reps were shocked. 

Catholic Legion 
5 Continued fronv page 1 s 

10/’> participation, Nimmer said. 
Heilman, with co-producer Casey 

Robirison. subsequently made deal 
with U and filmed book under the 
“This Earth Is Mine” title as a 
Rock Hudson-Jean Simmons star¬ 
red Heilman thereafter contended 
his deal with Crutchfield involved 
payment only if the Crutchfield 
treatment were used; Crutchfield 
claimed deal was valid even though 
treatment was not used. Suit w'as 

.-Ofv the -domestic films, 66, or filed last summer. 
29.73rT, were ,rated. A-I tunobjec- ’ —i——^ 
t.ionable for -general patronage); 
47, or 21,17?f. were A-II (adults 
and adolescents); 51, 22.97°', 
w’ere A-III (adults only); 54, or 
24.33% Were B (objectionable Jn ..Groucho Marx. Danny Kaye. Mary 
part for all); three, or 1.33%, were Martin, Ethel Merman. Danny 
condemned, and one was classified Thomas. Maurice Chevalier, Edie 
in a special category. j Adams, Sammy Davis Jr. and Per- 

Of the foreigri films, 14, or Como- 
.26,41%, were A-I; eight, or: Among the song renditionsto be 
15.09%.* were A-Il; 16. or 30.19‘ 
were A-III; 10, or 18,87%, were B, 

Pete Marlin 
; Continued from page I ; 

and five, or 9.43°' were con¬ 
demned. 

Of the 233 domestic films re- 

[grooved are Marx’s “Show’ Me A 
Rose and 1*11 Show’ You A Girl 
Named Sam,” a Harry Ruby num¬ 
ber; Chevalier’s “Folies Bergere.” 
Como with Ted Weems orch on 
“That Old Gang of Mine,” Hope’s 

viewed last year, 34 were classed ; duet with Shirley Ross on “Just A 
as Objectionable, and none was /Memory.” Crosby’s “Swinging On 
condemned. Nine out of. 47 foreign ( a Star” and a scat song by Danny 
films were objectionable arid seven | Kaye, written by his wife, Sylvia 
condemned. I Fine. 



PICTURES 

Film Reviews 
i C ont timed from page 6 ; 

it mmcreiLl pro'-pucts art1 Mtmc- 
v. hat m doubt. However. helped by 
tile name of Gustaf Gruendgens.; 
tiie top German stage pe. >on,uit\.j 
1: !::ay emerge as a ‘■in prise hit nr 
t'Jiis country. Film even may rr-nltj 
in the making of more such f lm-; 
iyations of classical German .s age;; 
wu;ks. Internaiionaily, it recom-1 
mends itself lor many arty spots.. 

Oustaf Grucndgcns, who al o,: 
acted as arfistital supervisor, .limed, 
at finding exactly the middle be¬ 
tween filmed theatre and cnnv.n-;; 
tional tilmv. It was shot within 21;.' 
days u-'ing 480 camera shots at rii 
tost of about S240.0G0. 

It runs two hours aid seven mi 
utes as contracted with the ori 
nal stage presentation which runs, 
three hours and 10 minutes, the** 
latter including the various interf 
miMons. Minor dialog has becii: 
< nt for the sake of the contents.. 
The filmic possibilities uloseups^ 
mass scenes, etc.) have been ex¬ 
ploited to-^good advantage. 

Of course, such an enterprise 
finds its opponents, especially on 
the part of those who opine that 
film and theatre will always be 
two things that cannot be put to|- 
gethor. But even they would admit 
that this "Faust” filmization is a 
highly commendable document. It 
gives are followers everywhere ah 
opportunity to see on the screen, 
one of the finest German stage en¬ 
sembles 4n one of the mo'd poweri 
ful presentations the domestic 
theatre ever has performed. 

In the main, this is Gructidgen* 
film. Gruendgens. head of the 
Hamburg Schauspielhaus and theair 
tie genius, is *een here as Mephi.f 
tol. his most famous stage role 
which he has portrayed hundreds 
of Times. Cast includes Will Quad- 
fliep. as Faust: Svvi«?s-born Ella 
Buechi. as Gretchen. Elrinbc’h 
Fbekensehildt. as Mart he. all tal¬ 
ented stage players. Camerwork. 
color, costumes and settings con¬ 
tribute to make this an impre^ive 
offering. Han.. 

Z;»zle Dans Ip Metro 
(Zazie In the Subwavf 

f FRENCH-COLOR)' 
Paris. Nov. . 

T^ohe release of XohvfII»»c FTt*:t 
F.i » s pit.nt.vTion. With Catherine Doiim 
Eeot. Philippe Noiret, .lacquer !)it< !lio. 
Hubert Deschamps- Annie Fiaiellui 
<;.ila V;>tlu-i. Direi te(< bv Loui>. 
Siieenplav. .lean Paul appone.itt. M;.t.!c 
fn sn m.M-i b\ H.fMnoml Quern ji; cam 
era : 'i*’inancol«»r >. Henri Hr;ilv 
Kenout Pei: nr Al Metcurv. Pans. Run- 
nine time. INS. 
Ze/ic Catherine Demnnseot 

«ini I-hilippe Nbiiel 
Tmamlot llubert lleschanips 

Annie F:;,tell;,nr 
Criclotix Hube-t rv«ch -ms 
All.rti Carla Earlier 

After his stylized. sensual “The 
Lovers.” which was quite a hit. 
ymuthful director Louis Malle es¬ 
says his first comedv which a 
sort of intellectual slapstick e!n- 
trv. It has some risible bits but 
is. in all. somewhat diffuse. Film 
looms mainly as an arty theatre 
entry abroad. 

Za7ie ‘Catherine DemongeoP ; is 
a 12-year-oid girl whose mother 
leaves her with an uncle when she 
comes into Paris from the country 
for a day with her latest lover. 
Zazie lias never seen the subway 
arid wants to ride in it but it’s Ion 
strike. Next morning she is off jon 
a round of adventures in a weinj. 
colorful Paris. Zazie is snreVld, 
clever, innocent deadly and honest 
as a strange gallery of characters 
whirl past her. 

There is a man who changes 
guise frequently and is either a 
policeman or a satyr. Her uncle is 
a pompous, self-indulgent type 
who dances in a niterv in travesty. 

I New York Theatre 
— RADIO CITT MUSIC HILL—| 

ftocktfvffer C«nt«r • Ci 6-4600 

WILLIAM HOLDEN 
THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG 
ttrtjf rm< NANCY KWAN | 

SYLVIA SYMS • MICHAEL WILDING 
A Paramount A«Imm in TECHNICOLOR* 

OH THE MEAT STACE ‘ TOWN AND COUNTBT 

'hen there, are assorted characters 
keep up this pic th.at has obr 

viously been influenced in style 
l*y the better Yank animated pix 
and Mack Sennett comedies.. 

But instead of springing full 
.blown from the inventiveness of 

: the makers this has been reworked 
ior the screen. Result is an uneven 
texture that runs from inspired 
scenes to repetitive bits and over- 

; straining in the symbolism of the 
story. ■" 

It d< s take potshots at certain 
Frquch penchants for not washing, 
making sex just a meaningless 
group of gestures arid at hard-, 
headed pettiness. It also warns of 
me dangers ot fascism under the 

'continuing French general mis¬ 
trust of each other and foreigners. 
It also fla\sr the sorCallcd "Gav 
Puree” of tourism and ends with 
a free-for-all sauerkraut battle, to 
replace pies. | 

Malle has shown a wealth of -in-j 
vent ion and has used color art- j 
fully. Traffic jams, a visit to the 
Eiffel Tower, and chase sequences 
are expertly manned. 

Catherine Demongeot is a sassv, 
pert character. This vehicle moves 
at whirlwind pace and is a come¬ 
dic offbeater that could be of art I 
interest if Well handled. Its sa¬ 
tire. though national in format, 
universal in meaning. Mosk. 

I , Jazz Boat 
| (C’SCOPE) 

Comedy-crime caper with 
jazz background. Sudden in¬ 
trusions of song-and-dance 

j passages result in chaos. Oc- 
[ casionally amusing. Acceptable 

lower-berther with drive-in 
biz value, 

! Hollywood. Nov. 22:-. 
Columbia Pictures release of Irving 

Aileti-Alberl R. Broccoli . production. 
S'ars Anthony Newley. Anne Aubrov. 
Bornie Winters. • James Booth, Leo Mc¬ 
Kern: introduces Jean Philippe: with 
Lionel Jeftries, Al Mulock. David Lodge. 
Jo\ce Blair- I.iam* (Uiffnev, llenrv Webb. 
Directed by Ken Hughes. Screenplay. 
Hughes and John Antrobus from original 
s!oiy b> Rex Kietuls. camera. Ted Moore: 
editor. Geoffrey Foot: aft director. Rav 
Simm: music, Kenneth V. Jones. Ted 
Heath: sound. Wally Milner: assistant 
director. Ted Sturgis. Reviewed at the 
studio, Nov. 10. ’60. Running time, 96 
MINS. 
Beit . Anthony Newlev 
The Doll Anne Aubiev 
Set Thompson .Lionel'Jeffries 
Holv Mike. David Lodge 
The Jinx Betnie Winters 
Spidei - James Booth 
The Dane .'Al Mulock 
Rene Jovce Blair 
Inspector ..... Leo .McKern. 
Jefin   Jean Philippe 
Spider’s Father I.iam Gaffnev 
Baunan Henry' Webb. 

An odd assoilment of romance, 
jazz, musical comedy and youthful 
ctime is poured into "Jazz Boat.” 
latest effort, of England's Warwick 
Film firm to arrive on these 
shores. What comes out is largely 
chaos. tl'.ough some of it is infec¬ 
tiously amusing. Mostly it s vague, 
disjointed and purposeless. Dire 
tor Ken Hughes may have been 
making some sort of an attempt 
at paredv of American crime pix. 

I Although the Irving AIlen-Al- 
pert R. Broccoli product! serves 
?s an interesting glimpse into the 
lesser attitudes of English youth, 
the Columbia release lacks the co¬ 
hesion. care or substance to. fit 

roperly into the U. S. art house 
scheme. It will double tip accept¬ 
ably in regular runs: and may cause 
a mild stir in the drive-in circuit, 
where it will be appreciated by the 
more rebellious youth. 

The screenplay., by Ken Hughes, 
and John Antrobus from an original- 
story by Rex Rienits that isn’t so : 
very original, deals with a decent 
Tad who is roped into a robbery ea- 
ner by an amateurish band of young 
I todlums when he brags he is a big- 
time crook. Sudden jarring., 
called-ior bursts into song and tipsy 
terpsichore make it a kind of 
“Bloaks and Babes” version of 
"Guys and Dolls,” utterly destroy¬ 
ing the mood and pace. Some of the 
comedy is quite funny, but there 
isn’t enough of it to save the day. 
The story itself is routine, the ex¬ 
ecution careless. 

Anthony Newley is likeable as the 
nice lad. Anne Aubrey, as .an un¬ 

willing moll, is a miracle of cleav-. 
: age. and amply illustrates the fact. 
[ Lionel. Jeffries adds a strong im- 

&RIETY 
j prcssjbn of a semi-sadistic,, mooch-| 
ing cop to the list first-rate 

! characterisations. There is a slick 
j portrayal of a- young hcav! by 
I James Booth, some airiusing efforts. 
!as his henchmen .by Al Mulock 
’and- Davicl Lodge, and good, sup^ 
port *by Bernie W'lnters arid Joyce. 
Blair. ‘ ;., 

Camera \york.: by Tod Mbore: ed- 
‘ilirig by Geoffrgy Foot arid art 
w ork by Ray Simni are adequate. 
Most of the music is of the jivo- 
and jazz-variety by Ted Heath and 
bis swin in.g band. Specialty .mini-? 
bets: ing from r ! ! r to. bal¬ 
lads, re scored .by Joe Herider- 
son. with additional lyrics by. 
Newley arid Hughes.- Tliey’re not 
bad but don't fit snuglv into the 
context here. There’s also :a Gallic. 
^election by Huberg .'Girail'd ..and 
Micba'el Jiilien. siing with Mon¬ 
tand-like charm by a :pipmisirig. 
i.qcallst named Jean' Philippe.- 

! TubeL 

SiispeH 
(BRITISH) 

Modest,, well-made dualer: de¬ 
liberately .shot on a shoestring. 
Writing, acting ard direction 
all add up to a smart, smooth 
peace of film-making which 
should Tie safe- booking in any 
house. 

London. Nov. 
Biitii-n Lion relea.<.<? of a Boulting i.kVhn 

I Boulting) 'Bios..- production'. Stats Fetor. 
; Cushing, Ian Banneh. Virginia Ma.skcll, 
i Tony Britloh:- features Ra>hVon'cl Iluntley, ; 

Donald Pleasenee ThoVley Walters. Ken¬ 
neth Griffith. Spike Milligan. Directed. by- 
Roy Boulting. Screenplay by Nigel Bal- 

; chin, from his-novel,-'"A-Sort pf Traitors.*’ 
■ with additional..-scenes-., and ..dialog- by 
I Jeffrey Dell- Rov., Boulting: editor. John 
i.jympso'n; camera. Max Greene: music by 
. t’hopin and. S« hriabin.. arranged and 
j played bv John Wilkes. At Queen's, Bays- 

w-ater Road! London. Running time. 61 
MINS. 

Wednesday,:; November 23, 1960 

Bob Marriott 
Lucv Byrne .. 
Prolessor Sewell 

• Alan Andi ews 
.sir Ceqike "Gatlin 

Tony . ritton 
. Virginia Maskell' 

Peter .Cushing 
lan Banned- 

.Raymond Huntley 
Tltorlev Walters 

Donald Pleasenee 
Spike Milligan 

Kenneth Griffith 
_ Ronald Bruce 
- Anthony Booth 

Basil Dignani 
Brian' Oulton 

Sam Kydd. 

The old theory, that a second fea¬ 

ture can get away with’ being shod¬ 

dily written, directed and produced 

is not true. The challenging Boult¬ 

ing Brothers set., out to .prove it,, 

with th! deliberately designed 

dualer. "Suspect.” Shot in' 17 days, 
it >kinips on nothing except pos¬ 
sibly running time. ‘This' is adapted 
from Nigel Balcbin’s novel, “A 
Sort of Traitors.” 

The Boultings liave lined up a 
fine cast of fiistcla.ss established 
artists arid, tap technical boys. The 
wriling and direction are taut 'per¬ 
haps a. shade too. taut toVvards the 
end>J Under Roy Boulting’s direo. 
tion: the cast has done excellent 
stints and obviously did . not need 
too much time,for re-takes, ‘’Sus¬ 
pect'’ may well be r model pf the 
pre-planning that saves coin, arid 
within' its riiodest limits is a Ygry 

und job.- Certainly a useful book¬ 
ing for theatre. 

: Story iicerris a small team of 
research medical scientists who- 
have patiently: dug out the virulent 

:m .that can dispose of typhus 
and- bubonic epidemics. The boss 
'Peter Cushing) is :shocked w hen 
h is told .bv the Minister of De¬ 
fense -Raymond Huntley) that 
their findings cannot: be published 
under the Official* Secrets Act. 

Reluctantly, they.buckle down to 
authority—ail except orie member 
of the team iTony Brittonf Not for 
financial gain, but purely in the 
intetest of humanity.- be nearly 
commits treason when he ;anariges 
for the findings of the experiment 
to be published. He's egged on by 
a maimed pilot w h has. a grudge 
against the country .which'.'has left 
him in hjs armless plight., Britton 
is saved from his folly in tlie nick 
of time. ■: 

There’s nothing pretentious about 
this tilm, but it is entertaining and 
literate: In the: hands of less ex¬ 
perienced people, both tec.hriiciaris 
arid thesps, weaknesses might show-.- 
up th rough lack of . development of 
'characters, But here there are a 
number of topnotch performances. 
Tony Britton, as the Weak young 
man: Donald Pleasance,. as an in¬ 
sidious spy;- Virginia Maskell, the 
femme link in the research team, 
Kenneth Griffith, Raymond Hunt- 

| ley, and Peter Cushing could hard¬ 
ly be "bettered; . 

!. Thorl . Walters, .,as , ail appar¬ 
ently vague security officer, adds 

.. to his last growing reputation as a fharacteV actor while- Ian Barinen, 
s the cmbiUci'od ex-pilot who en¬ 

gineers the nearTtreason. enhances 
his rep as one of Britain's most sig- 
niiicarit young actors, 

j: Lerising, artwork and editing are 
all satisl'actor. Tliere’s no sense in 
hailing "Suspect" as any thing more 
than a competent and useful pro-; 

= grani .filler. But if talent can eon- 
tirine to be harnessed to move in 
swiftly, snap up .temporary studio 

. space, and turn out little pix like 
f‘‘SuspectT then there’s some sanity 
in a world of mil.liomdcillar efforts. 

. May it happen more often, for 
here’s a "tv play” which has just 
that extra polish and knowhow that.. 

. 'distiguishes-the. siiiall box from the 
big screen. Rich. 

l*<kligros <le •Viivonliift 
(Dangers of Youth) 

(MEXICAN) 

i Mexico City, Nov, 15 
Peliculas Nai-ionalt-s relt-ase of Cal- 

'tler'on Filnls production, FeatiirPs Elvira 
Quintana. Teresa . Velazquez. Fernando 

, Ltijati. Aida. Araceli. Roberio G. Hi\efa. 
; 'M:inuel (Loco) Valdes. Guillermuia .Tellez i 
i! Girofi. Hector Godov. .Xavier Loya- and. 
.[Guillermo' Mayatidon. Directed by Benito 
[-Alazrtiki. 'Screenplay. Julio Alejandro 
‘.ffom “Las C o^as Simples" by Hector J 

■ Mendoza. 

j Play from, which this film 

I w as made l^au. over .1:000^''perform-:! 

restaurant resentalion, 1 

where paying customers were .also- 

! drawn into action, of drai Film | 
is a faithful reproductiori of the, 
play, with action centering .around I 
a street walker and ai young mari 

^who. wants to-''make her his wife.] 
: Drama uniurls in a Cafe set 
where actois (and there are few 

j.stars in this' one since featuring 
- some of Mexico’s new faces) go: 

through their paces. There is no 
overplaying. With the. general ef¬ 
fect.. being that of everyday occur! 

rrences in the life of cabaret 
.habitues., 

Elvira Quintana makes a good 
looking femme of easy virtue and 
shows that she is capable of. taking 
on more serious acting. For com¬ 
edy relief "Loco” Valdes interprets 
a screwball, character. 

Director Benito Alazraki has 
turned; in one of his best film 
efforts which may be dubbed' in 
English as well as exploited in 

<.■•‘European markets. .Emil. 

come back to him only to end ini 
Jiev . killing hi.i nd trying suicide 
again. 

Miss Bardot is her lnorally blind, 
pleasure-ridden sexy seif in most 
of the production arid is then called 
on to have big.dfa'malic moments. 
Though they ai;e mainly outbursts, 
but slie: seems to have been 
whipped into shape by Clouzot. 

Clouzot has given this a solid, 
mounting,' but the. depiction of 
youth seems .strangely flat. It. does, 
take, sw.ipes. at.'a justice that can. 
be unfeeling!. But this rjrely gives 
more, than the- life: of a- childish 
sexpot .whose sudden determinar 
tion to. love leads to her complete 
destruction. 

If is. sound technically, but could 
me tightening for foreign 

chh Tlie theme and Bai'dot 
nine are the riiain. as>ets for for¬ 

eign use- His study of. the youriger 
geneiation Is ai stereotyped look ait 
(telinqiiency that has been seen 
before. Miss. Bardot looks, as; sex: 
kittenish as ev.eK.boweveri and has 
some sav.viiy done nude and love 
scenes. These, of course, are hypo 
factors. Mbsk. 

Joe Levine 
- continued from page 4 - 

I.a Verife 
(The Truth) 
(FRENCH) 

Paris, Nov. 15: 
Columbia release, of ien.a Films pro- 

duv.tiQn. St a* s. Bu«Vite Bardot; features 
Chat Ies .V tinel. Paul"Meiirisse. Sami Frey." 
Marie Jo*e Nat. Louis Seigner; Jean* 
Louis Re\nols. Andire Ovmansky.; Directed 
bv H. G. .(’fou.zot. Screenplay, ClQUz.otv 
Michele Pefrems. Christiane Rochefort, 
Simone Mare.scat:' camera, Ai manv Thi* 
tar -. editor. Albert .Itirgensoiv At Colisee, 
Paris Running time. 130 Ml 
Domi iq'tie ... Brikitte Bardot 
Annie Marie Jose Nat 
.Gilbert ......... Sami .Frey 
Guerin ■ : . Charles Vanel 
Piost'-culo Paul Meiirisse' 

Using the; background of a mur¬ 
der trial, director H, G.. Clouzot 
has given a series of slice of life, 
sketches. , via flashbacks., detailing 
the modern - French youth today. 
It does riot preach but gives vari¬ 
ous sides in detailing its. downbeat 
tale of a young provincial girl’s 
adventures in Paris and the even¬ 
tual murder of her lover and her 
own.. Suicide. It stars Brigitte Bar- 
dot. forced, into one of her lost 
draniatic roles by director Clouzot. 

Star’s suicide attenipt rriay help 
this here. It ha* the Bardot nariie 
and news interest abroad, too. But 
the pic. is overlong and quite plod¬ 
ding. Hence, it will; need haird-sell. 
It shapes an. arty entry on its. re¬ 
lentless exposure of youthful mor¬ 
als today. This; goes further in 
frankness and pictorial .treatment' 
than is usually the. case in these 
type. pix. 

Miss Bardot is a dissatisfied 
smalltown girl who.- goes to Paris. 

Instead of working, she sinks 
into a Bohemian life and first af¬ 
fairs with intellectual characters. 
Her sister’s boyfriend falls for her 
blit, she is capable of having other 
affairs while theirs is on. But in' 
time she becomes faithful to him. 

They finally fight and part. But 
she realizes it is love arid tries to 

resenting a part of that tomor- 

i whic will see; the film biz 

i in. need as ever bf ‘’dynamism and 

vitality!’ He urged that all .pio- 

, neers of pictures reach out for and 

f leach, able young men to meet the 

[ challenges of the ensiiin 

| Principal, speaker Ainbas- 

i s a dor James J. ..Wadsworth; Uiiited 
States Representative to the United 
Nations,.He said the niotiori picture 
is a particularly potent medium of 
communications in an era of crisis, 
arid change. He said he sees: the 
American film industry playing an 

. important part in aligning the new 
Afro-Asia- nations with the western 
world, He added that the Yank 
industry already has contributed 
Substantially via its film exchange 
prograi with Russia. " Arid ' he 
suggested that the trade’s leaders: 
and pioneers may contribute still 
nibre importantly to th ! world 
community of open ” 

Eric Johnston and Si Fahian 
irted in tossing the posies to 

’’Guts-n-Gamble” Levine. 

George Jessel was in fine, fettle 
as toastmaster despite .a sore 
throat. After Ambassador JanriPS 

:J,. Wadsworth’s . fine speech on 
"communications” and the Rus¬ 
sians. Jessel couldn’t resist, “but 
.what, the heck that’s got to do with 
Joe Levi ” 

Alah King’s. st.aridUp. cbriiedr ac- 
cenled the g. of h/s predilections 
for tii Romari-slyle of celluloid 
entertainment and observed that 
the "E” probably stood for Joseph 
Eiiripcdcs Levine. King's, kiddirig 
was - hutriorously barbed .at one. 
point ' he noted that ..Levine’s 
midas uch got lozi with “Jack 
the Ripper;” 

Making good point with it hat 
omnibus dais—Whbn a doublet-tier 
might have been a better idea—he 
recalled that when.he first started 
doing the comedy bit for the date) 
C: B. DeMilie "Pioneer” salute i 
1949 he worked from- the band¬ 
stand: “now I’ve worked myself up 
to the .dais, but sitting -out! there in 
Poughkeepsie is ridiculous.” It’s 
ridiculous also, to:. overload the dais 
of, as has been a good point with 
som other, fetes.' in years past;- to 
make it a..double—and there have 
even been triple-tier daises so: that, 
the fringe, supposedly honor guests 
aren't 'way out.in left field. ; 

On the other hand, a good tech-, 
ique with: the . still photogfapht 

was the simulated dais set up lit 
the. Palm Court adjacent to the 
Starlight Roof, at which the photog 
did the rnugg shots, in the sariie 
seating. aiTangement as, in the main 
event. 

WANT 
To furchato Old Weitern Talkies. 
Owner must have dll rights. Cod- 
toet: 

Boi V-193. VARIETY 
154 W; 46th St.. Now Yorh 36. N.Y. 
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‘BUTTERFIELD’ $15,000 
STANDOUT IN L’VILLE 

Louisville, Nov, 22. 
Bumper week 13 in; prospect at: 

downtown houses, currently with 
topnotch fare bringing patrons in. 

..fit: a lively!■■pace/;'. Mild tempera¬ 
tures are rated a plus factor. “But¬ 
terfield 8” will garner a rousing 
figure " at the United Artists,: and 
best, in many weeks,'“Sunrise: at 
Campobello,” Mary Anderson’s en¬ 
try. looks, fide ori initialer. “Cad- 
Caii" in fourth at the Brow is 
sturdy. “Midnight Lace’’ in. second 
at the Kentucky is sock, . 

Estimates: for This Week 

Brown ■( Fourth Avenue)...»i,200; 
.$l;25-$2'—“Can-Can” ' (20thb <4th 
wk . Sturdy $8,000 alter, third 
Week’s; $9;000, • . 

.Kentucky. iSwitow) (900; 7o-$l )— 
“Midnight Lace” (U.' '2d wk'. 
Socko $9.00!) after; first week’s 
$10,1)50;. V 

Mary Anderson (People's) (900: 
7.5-SI >—/Sunrise Campobello” 
(VVB Moderate scale helping this ! 

‘Butterfield’ Boffo 21G, 
Prov.; ‘Journey’ Good 8G 

Providence; Nov. 22. 
“Butterfield ;8,.’' with smash take; 

is giving the State its biggest play 
in. months. Majeetic also is good 
with ‘’•“Journey. - to-- Lost City” in 
first. “Midnight Lace” li. hep in 
second at the Albee. Strand-is just 
slow with. “The Plunderers/’ 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (2,200: (65-90). — 

“Midnight Lace” .(U) and “Seven 
Ways; from Sundown” (U) (2d. wk'/. 
ilep. $6,000/First , was $10,000. 

■! Elmwood (Synder). <724;.' ($1,50- 
S2.50'—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) !22d wk/ 
Very nice $8,GOD. Last week, 
$7;soo. 

Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-90)— 
“Journey To Lost. City”-(Al! and 
"Last Woman On .Earth’’ (AI».. 
Good - .S.8,000. Last week, “Can/ 
Can”. (20th)/ fairly good $10,000 at 
upped scale. 

State (Loew'. (3.200; 65-90) — 
. ‘Butterfield .8” (M-G). Catching 
most .of coin cunentiy at sock $21,- 
000; Last week, “Where Hot Wind 

one to fine- $7.0.00•; or near.. Last: Bipws (M-.G.I and “IV alking -Tar- 
Week;'‘••Leave It To. Jane”'.(Uol).-and/ 
‘-.Gid?ol‘': iCof-i, ireissuesi. '$3*,50d. i 

_. .. in 65-90*' .— “Plunderers’ .(Col and 
^,to AvenueL;(3.00(h v.Bj,ieb(^rd.s ; Teil Honeymoons”' 
^0-SL -- ‘i runderers . <A-V and ' !ColV slov/ $3,500. Last week, 

eroes. ...Die Young. (AA). Dull • ..Spjl? xy.uhoUt ‘•Her 
$5,000. Last week;: “Journey . to 

/.Lost r'Cltv” (A1 = and “39 ' Steps” 
(20th. 7,000/ ’ •! 

United Artists (U. (3:000; 7o- 
$1,25: ^ “Butterfield.. 8!’ JM^Gr;,. .. 
Zpomin to big $15,000 or oyer, '*■"!/'■ opener. 

End” (Coii. $3,600, 

BROADWAY 
(Continued from page. 9) 

/2d /wk-3 days-v slim $5,200 after 

Last 
(M-G‘ 

week, "Hot Wind Blows* 
$8,000, 

Fine Arts*(Davis' (468; $P-$i.-80' 
—"Big 'Deal on. Madonna St,” 

.-. iU.Yi.PQ>; Opened yesterday (Tues.); 
: Iii ahead, “Hiroshima Mon Amour” 
! - Zenith '■ «27 th Wk-8! days/ okay 

$5,500 after $6:300 for 2.6th- full 

Pert.; ‘Butterfield’ S&'jiSy !!. * loni!™“ 
Portland. Ore,, Nov. 22/ j Beckman (R&B) . (590; :$1.29; 

Ma.instom is loaded with, strong > 'S.L7?5>-^”Virgin^ Spring” (J.apusV 
roduct and biz is on Upbeat ciir-i (“(i wk*. Initial stanza finished 

rently • tier being in the doldrums lSunday ',20> , great, $17,000, 
for several months: “Butterfield ’ .highest here /for any. foreign-lan^ 
S”./i .Or; liciim is lofty. “N’ortli to ?uage pic. 
Alaska’’ ' i Fox shapes big: “Ben-j- . Embassy/Guild! (500; ;9Q-S1,75> 
Hur” moves into a solid 44th inn- ! —"DfVce With Me” (Kings); ,(3d 
Jng. at . Music. Box. “Sunrise at wk’. j Initial holdover week fin- 
C impobello’’ . tain ' second ; Mu’d Sunday. (20) was nice $7,000. 
round at IIo!lvw.ooA.’ " ,i Fir;>t .round, $10,000. House due' to 

Estimates for This Week . ^lose do"n Shortly for complete 

t ***** *‘-h 
Wind Rhn/<’’ /M-G> and “Plunder- ^hpandu. 

,$1.25-$2) — “Inherit Wind” (UA) 
(7th wk). Sixth rpuhd; ended last 
night.(Tues,).was good $5,800 after 
$7;p00; in fifth Week. ‘‘Breath of 
Scandal’- (Par) is due in here next. 

World (Perfector (390; 90-$ 1:80' 
—‘Nature’s Paradise” (Indie) <17lh 
Wk). This stanza finishing tomor¬ 
row. (Tiiurs.) looks like okay $4,- 
700 after $6,000 for 16th week. 
“Crazy Foi* Love” (Ellis) opens 
next Friday: “Paradise” run here 
was the longest in the last five 
years and topped! coin, grossed by 
“Isle of Levant” (Indie), one of 
champ; longrunriers at house/ 

iAA>:;$2.900-, 
Fox <Kvorgrcen) (1/600; $L$L49i 

Fifth . Ave. Ciiiema (RX:B'' , (250- 
::S1,25-SI .80'.-^“World of:Apu”: (Har* 

.; rison) ; (8th-.wk).' Sever til round 
-j-r“,No!'ih t > /Alaska” (20th' and. . ;ded, vlQhday . (21) was. nice/:$3,t 
/Squad Car” ’2* /Lusty SlO.OOO r 500 .after SLoOO/h sixth week. L 

. ,■ near.*■ .Last week, “Girl- of Xiglit” Normandie ./T-L' (592; • $L 
...,(WB»;;apI; ‘-Why; Must I Die” iA-lU,.-S.l.80l V "Gigi” .(YlrG)- (reissue/ 

$6.70(). ■ /First - session ending' tomorrow- 
.IIoll.vwo.cd - (Evci-greeii: (2':000: ' 'Thurs.i looks- to/hit: okay ‘,$7,500. 

$i.-$l':4;).'^."Sunr ise at Campobei-.-! ltolds-over. 
.16”. iWB> (2d wk/ Slow S4;.0O(): | Little' Carnegie :(L; Carnegie) 
.1/ 4 vvc-ek-::Sr>.100. i '(f-S/f; SI.25-$2^“Carry/On,-Nurse?. 

Music Box-Hamrick' *G40r- $1/50-; ‘<Y . 'iit.h/wk). This week uimf: 
•—‘B'en-i'riii*” (Ai-G!»* (44th wk>^ : tom...rfaw (Thu.rs,) is ..heading 

!Strorg $lLOO.) or close. Last'week..."^'r S7:.0&0 after $7:50.0 in 
$ 11.8UL : •' )-.Hi:lv week: Holds.-. 

Guild .Gnild.J .'.450;.- $1-$1.75». -r- 
‘‘IV AH!. iUglit,- Jack'’ (Col: '31jst 
vThe 301 h frame/completed 

! • s-,n*l-: .’'20* was okay $6,000' after 
-for 29th week. 
•av, '.Hi 11, (113,B», 'o65: , 5- 

M\ . —“Sun! i/e at; ' Campobell: 
AVi/'- 'hi/U;.‘2il/wk'.. First. sUnza 

j riiii-hed -;Moiulay r21)- ' -good 
; ./ i:L()>'/ : . This - ' 

"Oxiiheum/' Evergreen),(1,536: $1- 
:$I 4,4.—:;BuLe.!'fu>Ul 8" (M-rG) Tall 

: S3.; =., La4 week. ‘/No. Yian:Write 
Fp'h/rp't*:ol■:ai-ul ‘/Aim at'.St:' 
(C >/: /..SdO ',. 
' Paramount t Port/Par) '3:400/.$!^ 

r l-3e ■ of Seahd/r,/-' Par); 
an? ,/</*/ t)ijeans After''L>.uk” 

. 'it S4;tVW or."under/ -I./htH 
“ ‘./.'(' Dave:..!:'’ iBV) j1 

;:K^ng Ail', i ” *WB!. ‘2d w k-/ , 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 8* 

“Stranglers- of Bombay (Col/ 
$16,900. 

. Lbs: Angeles; Hollywood, Loyola 
(F.WC.i (2,019; 756: L298: 90-$1.50» 
—.“Lcgi s of Nile” (20th; and 
’’Secret: of . Purple Reef” <20th 
Thin $9:000 or less, . Last week. 
Lbs Angeles, “South Pacific" 
<20.th/ “Apartment” (UA) (reis¬ 
sues)/$4,800. 

Music. Hall (Ros.) (720: $1,85- 
$2.25*—‘.’Please Turn Over” (Col). 
Loud $8,500. : Last week, /“School 
for Scoundrels”: tCohtV' (4th wk/' 
$3,700. .. . 

Crest; State, Four Star (State- 
U’ATC’i. <750; 2,404; 868; 90-$2>— 
"Carry- On, Nurse” (Gov> (37tli wk. 
Crest; Lst wk,. Slate, Four Star) and 
“Ring”. (Govi 'State.); ./Soft $7,500. 
Last .week. Crest. 82.900. 

. Hawaii (G&S> (.1,196; 90-$i:50 -^- 
•Bby's Prison” (Man* and "Killer 

Bait” 'Man* (reissues'. Poor $1,000 
or under. 

Orpheum (Metropolitan' (2,213: 
90-SI 50)—"Top of Stairs” (WB- 
v-2d Wk* 'and "Ask Any; Girl” OI-G) 
/reissue' Slehdef $3,500 oivnear. 

Chinese (FWO, (1.408; $2-S2.40* 
—“Inherit. Wind” (UAi (3d Wk'. 
Dull $7,500. Last week, $10,600. 
/HdUywdod. Paramount (.Slate- 

• 1.468: -S1-S2) -r- “Butterfield 8” 
• M-G* (3d wk*. Rieh S 18.000 or. 
elos - Last week, $22,900. ' 

Warner . Hollywood (Cinerama 
Inc,' 11.389; $1.20-$2;65>—“This Is 
(/incrama” (Cinerama1 (reissue v 
Started ;fourth week Sunday (20■ 
after solid S1-5.600 last week! 

El RCy (FWC. (861; 90:$1.50'— 
"No Main .Write Epitaph”; (CoP 
'.fn/o.) and. “Ocean’s IT’ <WB,ire¬ 
issue'. Modest S2.500/. : Last week. 
"Savage :Eye" iKing'., “Priv.a'e 
Property” (ind) (1st - general, re¬ 
lease', $1,500. '•- 
'/■ C.arthay '/FWC' f 1.133: '$!.73-. 
S3.50—“ALamo” (UAi < 4ti / wk/ 
Slick 823.000., -Last', week, $22:000. 

Fine Arts 'FWC/ »631: 90-S 1.50- 
—‘//ran in Cocked Hat” iBfeg)' (4U>j 
wk-. Perky $2:50*0.. Last week/ 
S3.000. • 
.' Vogue: <.F\VC«, (810: SI.50^2 -- 
"CahrCan” (:20thr. r4lli. wk Good 
$5,200. Last wcck, .S7.10i). 

.. Pantages VrkO' (1.513: ..$1.80- 
$3.oO’^-‘':Spar.t.acus’' it: i.lih wk/ 
Solid $25,000 or ' La-1 week. 
S28.200. ' 
. Beverly (State; (1,150;'82^2 40) 
—“Suhri;-e. at Cam bbello” iV/lV* 
‘.3.Ui wk . Perked .Up S4:5i)( I.ast 
wejek'. S3,900. 

..'M'arher- Beverly ($.W; (1 ;316: 32- 
;S2:40—"Song. Vviih.biU EmT >• 

■3ih. wk . Fine S6.000, I:ast,'-v:e.e *. 
S7.00 j. ' 
..Egyptian (CATC* '13S2: SL25- 

/3,5-')i—v'Beh Ifnr” iMrG/ ••52d wk>; 
'toul $22.50i). L.a-t Aieek. S23-6O0. 

‘Butterfield’ Sharp 18G, 
Buff;‘Barrier’$7,000 

Buffalo, Nov. 22. 
“.Butterfield 8” is the brightest 

thing here this unusually dull s-»s- 
sion. It looks smash at the Buffalo. 
"Beypnd the Time Barrier” shapes 
slim , at. Paramount while “For 
Love of Mike” is bad at Century. 
A coupie of oldies will not hold 
at the Center where rushed in 
after /“Sunrise at Campobello” 
failed to jell opening week. 

Estimates for This Week 

Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-$ 1) — 
“Butterfield. 8” (M-Gr Sock $18,- 
000. Last week “Hot Wind Blows”" 
(M-G) and “Key Witness” (M-G)/' 
$8,800. 

Center (AB-PT) (2.000; 70-$1.25> 
r^’UIl 'This, and Heayen” (U) and 
•.'Black Shield” (U» (reissues'. Fair 
$7,000. Last weekj “Sunrise at 
Campobello” (TWB). thin $7,500. 

Century (UATO (2,700; 70-$D— 
"For. Love of Mike” (20th) and 
“Freckles” (20th'. Dismal $4,000. 
Last week; “No Man Write Epi¬ 
taph” (Col) and. “Aim for Stars” 
(Col), $5,200. 

. Lafayette (Basil) (3,000;*70-$!•— 
“Midnight Lace" (U) (3d \\k>. Light 
$5,000. Last week, $6,500. 

Paramount (AB-P.T» 13,000; 70- 
S1 '—“Beyond Time Barrier” (AI) 
arid “Amazing Transparent Man” 
«AI'.. Slim $7,000 in 5 days. Last 
week, "Breath of Scandal” (Par) 
and “Good Girls Beware” (Indie', 
$7:200! 
- leek (Loew) (1.200; $l/75-$2.75) 

'|—‘•Beh-Hur” <M-G> (36th wk. Fair 
$5:0.00/ Last week, $6,000. 

Cinema. (Martina) (450; 70-SD — 
"Carry On Nurse” (Gov) (3d wk). 
Neat $3 500. Last \veek. $3,800. 

fC 
—‘ i!bi 
tc -1- 

BALTIMORE 

M.m W/l 
Down t) 

second.- 
. ov 
i Pi./ 

BOSTON 
/nti: ,-d fro;) 

— /Mulr.:/ht' I.; aV/.I ' 
e\en V./ ./< .Siuviown” i/ri 
/•■: 'Gft/ ••313,0;.V0. L.i:- veek..1 
!.4.|>U0.. .-.*. :••• 

“'-t for /¥.-•’ ' pol-H ..(NET I ('4:3'57 ' 7'.)- 
' jM-fri—' Mil: Oar I;a,ly: of l':. .* 

. Cihehiia)...'(.n68;/:9£~y 1 vr/./. «Indie/ /I//- SViriO'TU “t; •! 
rr-- feral Delhi'Kovviv".-..., Blues" ipa:v ope... to;: ov,/. 
: -Opened.Monday /Mvj/\\Vd.’.' ■ 
eri: Grass’’: * Kings) Uiih wk-'. I • ■ Orpheum i-Loew'-' . -xr 90- 

,.$5;rv)0 after. $7,0o0. ' ! SI .50—“Bu , rficl.d - 8” ’ M-G ' <2 i 
•Pic. now is on m /* wk . Wl; iprir.g $2 ”'”;>v I/>:- week ~ 

/{"Theatre. '*• ....dS'jti.UO'O; ' 
dpt!•'"('525.SI':50-$2)---^ l /.nv- .Fenv,-/.. 

CHICAGO 
(Continued from page 9) 

Sl/2p-$L80>—“Breath of Scandal” 
•Par* (2d wk/ Nice $9,500. Last 
week, $13,000. 

Loop (Te.lem’t.) (606; 90-$1.80'— 
“10 Who Dared” (BV (2d wk/ 
Busv $7,000. Last week. $11,000. 

Me Vickers (JL&S) (1.580; $1.49- 
$3.50'—“Spartacus” (U- (6th wk'. 
Trim $21,000. -Last week, $20,000. 

Monroe (Joyan* (1.000; 65-90'—- 
“Cage of Evil” (UA.)- and "The 
Pusher” (UA/ Okay $4,300. Last, 
week. “Virgin Sacrifice” (Indie) 
and “Gangster Story” (Indie), 
$4:600. 

Oriental: ( IndiC (3.400; 91-$1.80.) 
—‘■Esther and King" (20lhz Fine 
S25:000. Last week. "Surprise 
iPackage” (Col1 (3d. wk-. $14,500. 

Palace (Indie« <2.177; SL75-S3.50) 
"Alamd/ '.UA< '4th wk/ Nice 

$13,000 or close. Last week. S17.5Q0. 
Roosevelt B&K/i 1.400: 90-$I.80» 

—‘•Inherit "■Win'd’’ (UA1 (3d wk/ 
Okay SIO.OOO after Sl'4.000 in sec- 

ui. 
/tale Lake 'MK' (2.400; 90- 

S.1.30’—“Suui’i:- .. Campobello” 
WB (2d wk'/. Dili SIO.OOO on 

windup. Last week. $14,000. be- 
1)6; "Girl of'Night” (WB1 

. arts tocav (Tiie.s./ 
Surf I1&V. Balaba .<635: $1.80 

^“BaltTe (d Sexes’’ (C'ont1 i4tli 
v k:. G bd $3.60). La>{ week. 
S4.0U0. 

Todd (Todd' Cl.039; $1.7.1-S3.50.= 
—“Ben-Hur” M-G -48ll: wk-. Lofty. 
$19.00(j .better.' Last week. 
S22.O0i 

United Artists fB&K' '1.700;. 90- 
Sl:.T>‘—-.‘/Midhigiit- Lace” (U; (4th 
wk . Bo*I $.7'3.:.)0'.;. Last-' week. 
hyi05:)'/. 
.. V.:. ; (E.-.sa-n . (1,200: 90- 

"/word ;u;d Drason” (Vali¬ 
ant Om; d SIO.OOO. I.aU 
w e(k„ 0/ "CindeiTeil*'" 

tbniuk 

. Vo'rld 9:n$1 50 — 
"Hi/os:.../in ;n.'»iii ” 'Zenrh' 

Pi; HOI/- 84.200. I,. 

‘Butterfield’ Wham 21G, 
Pitt; ‘Alaska’ Lusly 10G, 

‘Lace’Lush $7,000,3d 
Pittsburgh. Nov. 22. 

Bright newcomers which are 
sparking biz this round here aie 
“Butterfield 8” at Penn and “North 
To Alaska” at Harris. The other 
new entry, “Breath of Scandal” .at 
Stanley, looms dull- Hefty hold¬ 
overs include “Midnight Lace/* 
fine in third at Fulton, “I’m All 
Right, Jack” in second at Squirrel 
Hill and mighty “Ben-Hur” in 441 h 
round at Warner. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fulton (Shea) (1,365: $1-$1.50)~ 

“Midnight Lace” <UM3d wk/ Still 
fine at $7,000. Last w?cek, $11,000. 

Harris (Associated) <2,100: $1- 
$1.50)—"North to Alaska" (20th>. 
Big $10,000. Last week, “Song To 
Remember” (Col) (2d wk', $5,000. 

Penn <UATO (3.300; $1-$1.50»— 
“Butterfield 8” (M-G/ Wow $21.- 
000. Last week, “Hot Wind Blows” 
(UA/ $10,800. 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (834; $1.25'— 
“I’m All Right, Jack” (Col) (2d wk>. 
Excellent $4,000. Last week. $5,500. 

Stanley (SW) (3.700: $1-S1.50'— 
“Breath of Scandal" (Par/ Drab 
$7,000. Last week. “Journey to 
Lost City” <AD, $8,000. 

Warner (SW) G.516; $1.50-$2.75> 
—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (44th wk/ 
Mighty $13,500. Last week. $12,500. 

LONDON 
(Continued from page 8' 

$2.20) — “South Pacific" (20th) 
‘135th. wk/ Fancy $18,200. 

Empire (M-G) ‘1.700; $1.05-$2;80) 
— "Ben-Hur” (M-G> (47th wk). 
Great $27,000. 

Leicester Square Theatre (.CMA) 
(1.375: 50-$1.75) — “Portrait in 
Black” <U' (2d wk/ Neat $9,000. 
First was $10,500. “I Aim at Stars” 
<CoD bows Nov.-24. 

ondon Pavilion ‘UA) <1,217; 70- 
$1.75'—“Beat Girl" (Renown) and 

I “Gentle Trap” (M-G) <3d wk/ Stout 
IS9.800. Second was $10,500. “Never 
!on Sunday” (UA) follows Nov. 18. 
j Mctropole <CMA) (1.410: $1.05- 
;$2.20-—“Can-Can" (20th' <33d wk/ 
'Over $8,700. 
I Ddeon. eicester Square <CMA> 
j (2.200; 70-S1.75)—“Man in Moon” 
((Rank) (2d wk/ Fine $14,020 or 
over. First was $18,400. 

Odeon, Marble Arch (CM A) 
(2.200; 70-S1.75) — “Carthage in 
Flames” (Rank'. Well below hopes 

:at slim S5.500 or near, 
i Plaza ‘Par) <1,902; 70-S2.10'—“GI 
Blues” (Par/ Great S20.000 or over. 

Rialto (20t!n (592; 70-SI 20« —. 
"Let’s Make Love” (20th) <7th wk). 
Fair $4,200. Sixth. $5,800. “Mil- 

■lionairess” <2Qth) moves over from 
Cmiton on Nov. 17. 

: RItz (M-Gi <430: 70-$1.75 w“Two- 
‘wav Stretch” (BD. Solid S4.70(/_ 
; Studio One ‘Indie) (556; 50-51 .’20) 
,—"Jungle Cat” (Disney> (3d wk). 
Great $‘>.4Q'). same as previous 

' week. 
Warner GYB' (1.785; 70-SI.75'— 

“Saturdav Night and Sunday Morn¬ 
ing” *B-D <3d vkz Smash $23,000. 
Sb'-oud week, $23,800. “Butterfield 
3” ’M-G; moves In Nov. 17. 

. affair ) r i Ui lit !>>;i»i ii -7:,. , "No\ ./. v’unday’-’ a Lope’*t j •6'h .. •>5-$l. 
■'SI .’>0. -- .: W-tKoei F.ud . <C.'i- i v-, ■stanza, . ended Mondav \v k' Ok. 
(.4: '■-• v -k / urii $8 (Ki S3/'K 1 -2'. ■ a> m o:.t -824.000 ..or near al.iL-r r>e I r 

.in ■ ivitd . • >2- /) in fourth week. ! :• rarasn 
ur/t 11 in' fl;640: 94- j ' 6 ". iti SK.Playhouse (Loo Bre cker' SI, T 

•SI: ."■11 — Th t > Ala "ka” '20Mi>.': •< 3A): F»-t-81 .()3.>-r-;*Lpve Gam ’ ’ -/In- • 1 Worn.;1:- 
B* •i-k. ;;,')• . 'L-4 WV; i'k,. . unri-e 1 >(;-•. '•■ ■M u k . Sec ami week fin ished. i" 844.0^ 
at- (’ ■!lo" i\\T, .1 '// ! Mon :ktv.'21 • was okay $3:600 cure/ : \ A ' 
$3 .rid. i $i/2' !-) iri-i-srst week.. i-b- 'AT 

Play house . ...vabe rl' (460: . -Ion. (PAR) (561; 93-S1.84). • - PWgrii 

’ Jzjie* __ J 

SAN FRANCISCO 
1 -4e 8: 

( “L 
•‘Ircljcv/ 

$1..50'^‘Never ;()n" Simda/”' Ml/j- 
'ert). -'Big $4;o.'.)-.>. . f*as»t \yeek, 
’i iuie .and Anew ” ( Junus1' '2d wk-. 

$i,5«).0.: 
"Staulbi .-'Trii'clitmanV (2!800;'99-. 

$1.50) “Mid ight Lace” TU.' <3d 
wk/ Good $7,000. after. $3,500 in 
second. 

Tow (Rap; a port' (LI 23; $1.49- 
$2 50» —; "Bon-Ilur” (M-G) (34th 
wk' Steady 87,000 after samp in 
preuous w eek. / 1 

:"Eu-:>r • bier” . 'Conti .tBlh';..y.k/ 
-Seventh session finished Sundav 
<:6)7 \vas fine: $6.:10{) after $8,000 
for •'ixlh'Week./-: ' ' . / 

Tra: " -i-ux 5?d St. (T-L) (540: $1- 
$L5i)'-/-/• Let No Mari Write Epi¬ 
taph” it Col' <2d .:Wkz This Stanza, 
winding, today (Wed:) - is heading 
for . oifay S6.000 after $10,000 .for 
openef. . ‘‘Grass Is Greener” (U). 
is due in. Dec, 23: 

Trans-Lux 85tli St. (T-L) (550; 

<,'-UA) :3 i $7.5'; 
* Stagedoor'. • ■ A-it■ 44(); 

i ;'/.h. Dandy ?>').• L.L 

j Vogue' ? S. F. I’'gat:. 
■lUr-'T’/mes Au» Ulyi 

MINNEAPOLIS 
• (Continued from page 8> 
; wk/ Below, expectations but Jill 
j 1 airly good at $3,000. La>t week, 

SO.'iuO. 
i yijje 'Pa” '2 200; Sl-Sl.2.V — 
“No;th to Alaska" <20tliz Miehty 
823 (li::) o- near. Last week. “Mag- 
ni'irxMit /Seven” 'UA' '2d wk/ 
$3 600 

! SurbuJr;j'i World ‘Mann; 
81.23-.—"Seliool for' Scoundrels” 
'Con* • ‘4'ii wk/ Na-be I'ou-e tea t- 
ing on citvwide biz with t!;s 
1’n-e 83.500. Last week, 84 '»!’ 

Uptown •Field' 'L//0. SI 25' — 
Su-: :/e Package” CoIv 51 \ i»/ 

; Ofcrv .: )(’<’•). I.aJ w'eck. $1 <)')•). 
! W rlt .■‘Jann' '430; 83-SI.ok — 
| •■BuLerfield 8" 'M-C» '2 1 v k). 
/! / like i; .ml ..10000 thi/ >e'-- 
; rl ,d a.ter i!y ••aking house rec ». I 

Wi h 't in o;vrer. Pre-./ 
i elm- “King ivl I" ‘2/ 

/•..nee:” ‘CV. 

—::Fbiir,.' ipospe.rat-:' Men”' t'rn'd;. 
and "Tiger. Bay" .(Cont/ Taiv' 
$7:0.00. Last week. “Hof . Wind 
Blows” i M-G) - and “No.. Place' to' 
Hid ” (Indie), Sil.OOO. 

.Saxon 'Sack) .(1.100/ $1.50-$?.’ -r- 
‘-Ben-Hur” <M-Gf (53d wk/ ck: 
$:15.d00. Last'Week sai. 

State (T-L> (730;' 73r$L25) r— 
•‘Ritual;'- of Love” (Indie-)-' and 
“Flesh'Is .Weak” Xlriclie» -2d- wk/ 
Ilep $5,'000.; Lastweek, $C,200. 

;>n4: 
■Tr.- 

Oke SUIUO. L">t /lit/- (2d- wk 
} v/iy S2;()U.'J. . 

Uor .net ‘United" Caiif«)rni' 
J,25(. SI .89-$3:50 "Ben-Hur" 
,/M-C.) (43ili wk/ Strong" $17.0')'). 
Last week, $14,500. 

Presidio (Hardy) (774; . S1.25- 
$1.50)—"Idiot” (20lii) >2tr wk». Oke 
S3.000. Last - week, $4,500.' 

Alexandria /Unit d California) 
■ 1.610; $L80-S2.50<—"Alamo”' iUAi 
<4th Wk/ Steady $11,000. La^t 
week.. §10,500, 

TORONTO 
■'ConL-nued fio.i. 

0O but Ivt v.'oe,‘ 
peci-iy $12 f’f‘r ; 
.. Towr.e i'ayloi". 653. S1-S1.10 — 
“Wild St'-awb'-rri-'...” iIndie- '4*11 

, v.k1. Fine 85.50). Lc-.t week. $5.5>). 
j rniversity <rp) '1360: SI 50- 
!$2.75) — “Ben-Hur” O.I-G) *49111 
• wk/ Lustv $10.3‘>3. Last \ eek, 

•| SI 1.000. 
Uptown *-Lor-/» '2.745: $1-$1.25) 

'^-“Midr.igl.t T.aee” -U; (4>h wk-). 
j Still wham at $3,000. La>l week, 
‘$9,000. 
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American. Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres voted: at. its Novem¬ 
ber board meeting riot to go out .of the radio business. The decisibri, 
a top spokesman said, was unanimous, despite some tempting 
offers. One of the offers would have involved a selloff Of all .the 
ABC P & o properties for somewhere-'between $30,000,000 and. 
$35,000,000 fand.presumably pave the way for .a Mutual moverin/on[ 
the ABC affiliated stations), .but the ABC directorate said “ho dice." 

It .involved a number of separate , deals,, with Westinghouse ..•« 
Broadcasting Co. as the principal would--be-purthaseri WBC, had 
the. deal been okayed. Would have inherited, for spine $22,000,000, 
the ABC Radio" stations in New : York, Los Angeles .and . Sari^ 
Francisco. It’s no secret that Don McGahnon’s; operation has long 
coveted stations in both L. A. and N. Y. In return, it’s understood. 
WBC would have abandoned Its AM stations.'in Portland and Fort 
Wayne.-' ’ ... .. .. 

To Gene Autry Would have. gone , the ABC o & o properties in 
Chicago and Detroit, (Autry has been, involved in previous negotia¬ 
tions for another AM acquisition in, Detroit). And Loew’s (MGMt 
which, recently sold its W.MGM in New York, for nearly $11,000;000 
.to .Crowell-Coilier, Was to acquire the ABC Pittsburgh station. 

.The ABC directors were confronted with still another propositi 
frbm an undesignated source for the sale Of the Whole ABC RadiO 
set lip—o & o’s plus continued affiliation ties for $39;000,000. 

This, too, was rejected, and apparently it’s now all past history. 
. Sez AB-PT prez Leonard . H; Goldenson: “We’re in network radio 
to stay.” _ 

in 

A strike, by the; American Fed¬ 
eration- of Television .Radio 
Artists and the Screen Actors. 
Guild may be averted until, “the. 
brid. Of the Week.*’ according to¬ 
re ports of key observers. .If the. 
situation doesn!t change markedly 
in the next .several hours, it looks 
as if the. networks will function 
normally at least beyond tile big 
holiday due. tomorrow (Thanks¬ 
giving Day ). 

Networks and agencies and SAG 
and AFTRA met yesterday i Tues 
morning in a mediation meeting 
historic for. its, brevity. A quarter- 
hour after both sides in the con-- 
tract stalemate had met at the 
N.Y Federal Mediator’s office, 
having ‘‘responded! to his call in 
courtesy," the session broke up. 
. Management and labor reported¬ 
ly want to continue their talks for. 
the time being - without, intercession 
by tile mediator, arid they implied 
as much during the brief getto- 
gether. However.; no negotiating, 
meetings were immediately sched¬ 
uled, and both sides were being 
muni about the. prospects of same- 

While SAG and AFTRA under¬ 
stood last .week’s offer to constitute 

lanagement’s “final”- proposal;. it 
appears, now that the. offer Was 
only meant;- be final in some 
airbas and ..open for negotiation in 
others. Feeling; yesterday was that 
both sides would try to clarify, 
what was and what wasn’t final 
before AFTRA and. SAG call a 
stri 

Both ions, which are. jointly 
negotiating the contract; terms foil 
video blurbs, now- have, full author] 
lty to call a strike whenever they 
please.; 

Lending, support, to the reports 
that the strike still - is a few days 
off is the' junior that Jack Dales 
arid Bill Berger. SAG’s chief ne¬ 
gotiators. intend returning to N.Y. 
where negotiations have been tak¬ 
ing place. . A declaration of labor 

.(Continued on page 46) 

Montand Nixes TV 
In Algerian Crisis 

Paris; . Nov. 22. 
Yves Montand turned down an 

invitation to appear in a New 
Year’s Eve show for the state coii- 

j trolled video setup. Radiodiffusion- 
Television Eraneaise* stating that 
he would not do so as long as other 
performers (either close or un-: 
known to him) w'ere denied this ] 
right due to their opinions and be- 
lief s'. 

i Monstand was referring to 'the 
: petition .of the 121 condoning in¬ 
subordination among French troops 
. in Algeria. All those W'ho did have 

•i been forbiddien tv. and nationalized 
; legit appearances as well as cutting 
, off heeded film aid for all films 
! they appear in. Over 25 film, thea- 
j fre. tv. arid radio people signed the 
; manifesto, including Montand’s 
wife, Simone Signoret. I 

London,. Nov: 22. 
The Granada Group, comprising 

both mmercial television arid 
moti picture; exhibition, am 
riounced a trading profit for, the 
year ended Oct. 1 of $7,502,180, as 
compared, with $5,903,973 the pre¬ 
vious year. But net. profit-rafter 
taxes and depreciation—came to 
$2,933,697. as against $2,232,412 
during 1.959. 

Granada board has Hiked the 
dividend 25'';, to 110^ ; arid has 
proposed'a stock split of. two “A”.- 
ord iriary shares for each; ordinary 
or “A” ordi. „ share held: Board 
also announced that profits for the 
current year are running more 
than double the rate of the. last 
fiscal year. 

By LES CARPENTER 

Washington, Nov. 22. 
To. be ;in tune with the times 

around. the .Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission, lift your voice 
with “There’ll Be Some Changes 
Made.’’ It’s one of the safest pre¬ 
dictions iri unpredictable Washing¬ 
ton: 

That . President-Elect John F. 
Kennedy wants reorganizatiori of 
the federal regulatory agencies is 
obvious in his handing James M- 
Laiidis, former Harvard L a w. 
School* dean and chairman at dif¬ 
ferent times of the Civil Aeronau¬ 
tics Board and the Securities and 
Exchange Coriimission, the task of 
evaluating what should be done to 
make the. agencies function m 
efficiently in. the public interest. 

Although Landis. is currently 
holding his tongue while he under¬ 
takes his study, some of his view’s 
along this, line were voiced three 
months ago when he was on a 
panel during .the American Bar 
Assn, convention here. In his state¬ 
ment. -a-copy. of which has become 
available,, he detailed a number of 
gripes about the w'ay thi are 
going at all the agencies. 

Also,' President Eiserihower has 
set the stage for shaking up the 
agencies.. Today in Washirigton, a 
high level conference, took place, 
presided over by U. S. Court of 
Appeals Judge E. Barrett Pretty- 
man, which promises to lead to an¬ 
nual or semi-annual meetings ip 
the future to make searching, crit¬ 
ical evaluations of the operations 
of FCC and the other agencies. 

What Judge Prettyman has in 
mind is an egghead organization 
like the. Judicial Conference of 
the U. S , the group meeting an¬ 
nually, presided oyer by. the U. S: 
Supreme Court chief justice. This 
conference surveys the federal ju¬ 
dicial, system and recommends 
procedural changes and legislative 
needs. 

The proposed conference of 
thinkers who would turn the men-, 
tal x-ray on the regulatory agen¬ 
cies would be made up of represen- 

(Continued on page 38) 

Stone, Stabile, Matson Move Up 
Tempus Fugits Dept. 

Back .iri ’52, “Omnibus” be¬ 
gan its tv career with a live 
entry that included Rex Harri¬ 
son and Lilli Palmer in Max¬ 
well Anderson’s “Anne of A 
Thousand Days”; a panorama 
of Leonardi Da Vinci’s mili¬ 
tary drawings; a Saroyan play 
with the author doing the com¬ 
mentary; a D’Oyly Carte Co. 
capsule version of the 
“Mikado. Total production. 

st: $65,000: 
The Other day Saudek fig- 

red out that, if it were done 
todav. the tab would run to 
$250,000. * 

Effective Jail. 1, the Tom O’Neil- 
owned WNAC-TV, Boston, now- a 
CBS-TV affiliate, will switch over 
to ABC—TV, under terms of a two- 
year pact just negotiated with the 
network: That’s because ABC’s 
present Boston affiliate. WHDH- 
TV, moves into the CBS affiliate 
fold the first of the year. 

It’s one of those unique deals in 
. network-affiliate relationship. How 
j long: the WNAC-ABC tie will con¬ 
tinue is strictly conjectural, despite 
the tw'p-year arrangeinent. For tied 
in with the. CBS and ABC switch 
of stations are the still pending 
fnarieuvers Which, long before the 
two years have , elapsed (or then 
again it: might take five years to 
consummate), may find-. NBC ac¬ 
quiring WNAC-TV as its very o&o. 
Iri such an eventuality, ABC and 

j WNAC would have to terminate 
their .relationship.;, which would un¬ 
doubtedly" be? followed by an ABC 
tie rith the Westinghouse-owned 

(Continued, on page 42) 
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' NBC-TV underwent some major 
administrative changes yesterday 
(Tues.l and the most major of them 
appeared to be the elevation of 
Robert L. Stone from vicepresident 
in charge of the relatively farrow 
engineering and operations area to 
vicepresident and general manager 
of the tv network, where lie not 
only keeps his ultimate control of 
old line of duty but who. In his 
new broadened job. will touch on 

[.everything from sales to program¬ 
ming. 

George Matson, former general 
manager, moves Into a newly 
created job as veep and assistant 
to NBC president Robert Kintner. 
James A. Stabile, who some time 
ago gave up control of talent and 
contract negotiations in order to 
become veepee in charge of NBC 
standards & practices, gets a new 
title—staff veepee, NBC-TV—and 
with it the renewed jurisdiction 
over the negotiating area. Stabile’* 
appointment is the other big ad¬ 
ministrative move. 

Moreover, talent and contract 
negotiations, a key area of the 
company’s functioning, will be 
moved from the control of Thomas 
Ervin’s legal department and di¬ 
rectly into the tv web’s jurisdic¬ 
tion, with Stabile in charge. Burton 
Hanft, veepee over talent & con-, 
tracts, will report to NBC-TV’s 
Stabile hereafter. 

Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., director 
in charge of practices, will succeed" 
Stabile iri charge of all NBC stand¬ 
ards & practices, and he’ll prob¬ 
ably succeed to a vicepresidency 
soon, too. 

To take up the slack caused by 
Stone’s promotion. Kintner has 
named William H. Trevarthen wrho 
got a veepee Stripe within the last 
riionth as boss of engineering and 
operations. Reporting to Trevar¬ 
then will be Andrew J. Hammer- 
schmidt, veep over engineering. 

To give some idea of the broad 
responsibilities . of the NBC-TV 
general manager, Jerry Danzig, r.p. 
over participating programs, John 
Heywood, director of NBC-TV bis 
affairs, and Fenton Coe.. director 
of film production^ Hollywood, 
'along with Trevarthen will report 
to Stone. 

When Matson held the post, th® 
general manager of tv seemed to 
register authority In most sales and 
programming areas, at least to the 
degree that high-ranking cohorts 
sought Matson’s support for many 

(Continued on page 42) 

Sun. Nite Arbitron 
Hard On the Bard 

“Hallmark Hall of-Fame’s” ver¬ 
sion of “Macbeth” took the cus¬ 
tomary competitive licking ac¬ 
corded Shakespeare on tv. but the 
Harry "Belefonte special Walked 
away from the field, according to 
the Multi-City Arbitron ratings for 
Sunday night. (20). 

Belafonte’s 10-11 outing on CBS- 
TV racked up Arbitron scores of 
30.2 and 28.5 in its two half-hour 
periods, vs. 14.4 for Loretta Young 
and 14.6 for “This Is Your Life” 
on NBC and 12.3 for the second 
half of “The Islanders” and 4.8 for 
“The Man and the Mandate” on 
ABC. 

The Maurice Evans-Judith An¬ 
derson “Macbeth” on NBC held a 
consistent audience but fell victim 
to the kiddie series at its 'early 
6-3 p.m. post. The half-hour rat¬ 
ings: at 6, against no network com¬ 
petition rated. “Macbeth” had 11.4, 
A: 6:30, “Macbeth topped “The 
Twentieth Century” on CBS by 
11.4 to 11.3, but fell victim to the 
first half of Walt Disney, which 
racked a 17.0 on ABC. At 7, Disney 
again led with 20.2, againtt 14.0 
for “Lassie” and 11.4 for “Mac¬ 
beth.” At 7:30, Hallmark rose to 
13.1, but “M<Tverick” first-halved 
an 18.4 and “Dennis the Menace” 
led the field with 20.7. 
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ABC-TVs ‘Contiguous Twosome’ 
(Treyz & Moore) Riding Herd On 

Sports-Pubaff air s-Entertainment 

Como Sets Guests 
Hollywood. Nov. 22. 

Barrie Chase. Fred Astaire's 
dancing partner in. his three tv 
specials-:. will guest On Perry 
C .inos. NBC-TV .show .Feb. ;15. : 

Ofhef .guests set by Coni in¬ 
clude Gwen V.erdori, Jan. IS; 
Brenda Lee, Dec; 14;. Kay Thomp¬ 
son, Dec. 28. 

s lop 10 m 
( Week Ending Nov. 13) 

By ART WOODSTONE ♦ 
All roads at ABC-TV lead to pro- j 

gram vicepresident Tom Moore j 
and the network prescient Ollie j 
Treyz, who, to some friends add ! 
rivals alike, are known as the "con- ; 
tiguous twosome.” a phrase adapt- j 
od from a universal television tech¬ 
nique of attracting advertiser':. 

Presently under the administra¬ 
tion and care of Moore's program 
department is the regular commer¬ 
cial programming, in which he and 
Tre>z have their primary training, 
and also sports and public ailaiiis. 
Thus, for the first lime in network 
television, the same men who di¬ 
rect and schedule entertainmibt 
vehicles like "Surfside 6” afid 
“Maverick” now exercise simitar 
authority over hoxing, college foot¬ 
ball aiid “Close-Up” and the 
Churchill series. 

To distinguish this pattern jof 
monolithic operation from that jof 
the two other tv webs, it should ii>e 
noted that ’CBS-TV has a large 
staff of producers and writers 
working exclusively under Sig 
Mickelson, whose sole interest is 
the output of news and informa¬ 
tional stanzas* i.e., public affairs 
programming. At NBC-TV, though 
the final authority admittedly rests 
with network president Bob Kiht- 
ner, the planning, legwork and j di¬ 
rect supervision fall to NBC News 
veepee Bill McAndrews and jhis 
journalists. 

CBS-TV and NBC-TV have edm- 
pletely distinct departments jfor 
ti e construction and supervision 
and scheduling Of entertainment 
<Trey2’s term: “bread and butter”) 
programs. 

First clear sign that bread and 
butter had moved, in some meas¬ 
ure, into pubaffairs was given sev¬ 
eral weeks ago as ABC-TV topper 
Treyz assigned the Churchill series 
to one of Moore's staff vicepresi¬ 
dents, who since has ridden care¬ 
ful herd on each element of tithe 
forthcoming Sunday night half- 
hour film series. But the shift in 
emphasis and power was brought 
home dramatically last week when 
it was learned that Moore's staff, 
without the knowledge or compli¬ 
ance of ABC News veepee John 
Daly, had hired a producer named 
Bob Drew, onetime exec of Time 
Inc. television stations who jnow 
works out of the parent publisher’s 
New York offices. 

Moore and Treyz bad made the 
deal with Drew to produce an hour 
documentary on Cuba two or riiore 
months ago. It has since been 
scheduled for an early December 
airdate and is being called “Yanki. 
No!” tDrevv, incidentally, took jtime 
off from his job with the publish¬ 
ing house a few .years ago ih ah 
effort to develop and sell a public 
affairs idea for tv, but evidently 
the networks were then unanimous 
in their disapproval of buying pub- 
affairs from an outside production 
source.) 

Drew is to do three other ; pub- 
affairs programs, all, as jwith 
“Yanki.” for the Beil & JIbwell 
“Close-Up” series. Excellent Madir 
son Ave. sources say that Drew 
and Time, who are working to¬ 
gether on this project, were “in- 

iContinued on page 45) 

ABC Calling Card • 
TV hen mo 4 of the a Lillies 

of NBC-TV picked’ up "'their 
mail at the Hotel Pla/aiThurs¬ 
day 117). the second day of 
their annual convention, they 
found missives from rival 
ABC-TV. 

ABC-TV had placed in their 
pipeon-holes reports b.ii t.li 
latest 24-market Nielsen Study, 
in which that network came 
off ahead of its competitors. 
Attached to each of the rating 
studies was the calling, card 
of an ABC-TV station relations 
executive. 

Said an NBC executive; “It's 
about as subtle as a nosebleed 
and as welcome.” 

Bootsie and Sriudge—GRANADA 
Political Broadcast 
Take Your Pick-rAR 
Arthur Haynes -Show—ATV 
Double Your Money—AR .... 
Emergency-Ward 10 ^Tues.)—ATV 
EmergencyrWard TO iFri..)-r-ATV 
Knight Errant Limited—GRANADA 
Sunday Palladium Show—ATV 
Somerset Maugham Hour—AR 

Homes 
Viewing 

(000’s) 
7123 
7123 
7021 
6716 
6513 
6207 

. 6207 
6106 
6004 

. 5904 

CBS-TV. has lost a partner and 
a foreign sale on its, upcoming In¬ 
grid Bergman special, “24 Hours 
in the Life of a Woman.” Ass’ 
a ted. Television of London w 
have participated in the financing i 
of the special'and. purchased one- j 
.time rights, hut is no longer in- . 
voiced in; the project. 

1 Deal , w ith the coriimercial tele-j 
• caster fell through when it found. 
; it could riqt provide. CBS-TV' with r. 
| its full studio facilities for 

By LES BROWN 

Chicago/ Nov. 22. 
H. Leslie Atlass, radio pioneer. 

Looks Like Disney 
NBC Deal After AD 

Despite reports two week's ago 
that maybe ABC and Walt Disney 
would continue their tv relation¬ 
ship beyond the expiration of their 
seven-year pact this season, it‘-now 
appears almost certain that the 
filmmaker will be with NBC-TV in 
'61-’62. 

NBC sources say that the pro¬ 
ducer and the web, after weeks of 
negotiation, are now oi.iy “a point 
or two away from a contract.” The 
signing, others indicate, looks im¬ 
minent. ! 

Disney will probal :>• "upply NBC 
with only one star*.., ext season, 
one said to be esst^-.ially like his 
currently weekly hour on ABC-TV, 
with several reruns and Disney's 
old theatrical stuff included. 

Hagerty ABC 
News-Pubaffairs 
Deal Is Finalized 

John Daly’s voluntary departure 
from ABC last Wednesday <I6) 
was the last of several internal 
dramas in which the news and pub¬ 
lic affairs veepee has been in¬ 
volved. 

Meantime, his old buddy Jim 
Hagerty, the ELsenhbvyer press 
chief, was hired to replace him. 
Word was leaked by the network 
the day after Dalv left, .Hag¬ 
erty will come over after Ike leaves 
office in January. 

When Daly first learned, through 
sources outside his own network, 
that ABC-TV president Oliver 
Treyz. and overall chief Leonard 
Goidenson had hired Time Inc. to 
produce some programs for the 
public affairs series. “Close-up.” he 
went to Goidenson. by his own ac¬ 
count. and said he’d resign if the. 
outside production deal was con¬ 
summated. He quoted Goidenson. 
who is president of the parent 
American BroadcastingrParamount 
Theatres, as saying then and there 
that he intended “going ahead” 
with Time. 

Daly had threatened to: quit. ABC 
in many previous clashes w;th top 
management, but either, top man¬ 
agement finally withdrew or Dalv 
did: 

Daly held the leadership of ABC 
News for seven years, continuing 
all that time with his chores as an 
on-the-air news and public affairs 
personality’for ABC and as host 
<a job he still holds) of CBS TV's 
“What’s My Line?” In the past 
couple of years, as ABC-TV rose 
to a positron of equality with NBC- 
TV and CBS-TV. lie reportedly felt 
restricted when heavy coin sup¬ 
port for enlarging the pubaffairs 
and news schedule wasn't forth¬ 
coming. 

A few yea’s ago. he got angry 
when the ABC command hired 
interviewer Mike Wallace and his 
production sidekick Ted Yates over 
a Daly objection. Wallace did an. 
interview stanza; which seemed to 
fall into the public affairs area, 
and for most of the time that. Wal¬ 
lace remained with ABC, he and 
Daly weren’t on speaking terms. 

Dalv held strong opinions about 
what constituted public affairs pr 
gramming and the editorial .pre¬ 
rogatives of a broadcaster. This 
occasionally led to differences with 
fellow ABC staffers. For one. SterL 
ing fRed) Quinlan, the ABC vee¬ 
pee in Chicago, had his share of 
differences wit h the newly resigned 
news boss. Quinlan wanted to 
establish some manner of news- 
pubaffairs operation for ABC in 
Chicago, a city where network pro¬ 
ductions had over the years fallen 
off to virtually nothing. But .Daly 
felt that control of puhaffairs and 
news vvere^hts and that he should 
have direct supervision of all such 
programs, and, as a result, nothing, 
emanated from. Chicago on a regu¬ 
lar basis. 

Daly’s own crew was in char, 
of "Close-Up,” a current public 
affairs scries being done for spon¬ 
sor Bell & Howell. When he dis¬ 

continued on page 45) 

Liebman’s ‘Private Eye’ 
Max Liebniah has closed another and for many ..years a living legend 

two- " deal with U.S. Steel to produce *1 as the most, powerful broadcast 
week period required to tape the . special, to W; titled “Private Eye. 'vest 6f New York, ..died of 
90-minutcr. CBS-TV - thereupon j Private Eye.” Telecast date " a heart attack Nov. 18 yi Miami; 

'}. called off the deal and decided to j March 8, '61 ver CBS-TV. - - Fla., w here he had been vacation- 
1 move studio production on the j Special will. star. Erie Koyacs in£- He wQuldhaveturned66 next 

.ago. on his 65th 
retired him as vice 

i turn over:.two of its■'Gotham' stu- j role in the show. Will Glickman, j prbz and general manager of the 
dios to the. Gordon -Duff production Sydney Zelinka and Lucille Kailen Chicago o&q, WBBM-TV. It was 

it for .10 days. 
Web will also start pre-telecast j 

| foreign sales on the special in Eng-.! 
\ Ush-language countries, and hopes ’ 
I tc make up the loss of the ATV 
deal via another sale .in the United 

[ Kingdom,as weir as selling the spe- 
f cial in Canada, and Australia. Re.v- . 
| Ion. of course, sponsors the spe¬ 
cial in the U.S," March 6: 

i CBS-TV had delayed filming 
■ from last June, until this January 
j because the ATV studios in Lon¬ 
don were notready by summer 
and the plan had been, to proceed: 
Ih ere.. But. once-the studios did 

w are at. ,i k on the‘script. involuntary^. 'retirement for Atlass, 
who had; had a lifetime contract 

London, Nov. 22. 

•with the network dating back to 
11933, ' When Columbia purchased 
i the station, he. had founded, 
1WBBM; and it marked the end of 
!an eia during .which Atlass had 
bossed: the. CBS plant as though 
jt.wer his own, repeatedly defy¬ 
ing the .will of th New York, 
muckamucks. 

1 Both the AM and tv outlets, un¬ 
der Atlass; came to be aniong the. 
most profitable stations in the coun- - 
try; and in the: early days, when 
the ; CB&-, radio netw ork was-' 

was, Atlass. who con- 
carne through With the 

open, the British web found on /"'-the ropes, it 
busy xrtth its uwb-shows ,nd didn't’/"ml SiftSSSfL1!*# ‘.sistentl>*: .canie Ui. 
want to tie them up for;nearly two i 2? key sales—usually Wrigley Gunv— 

j weeks; lienee decision to move to j that kept the web solvent. Indeed, 
I thoush Miss BeiRinan and ; . * ^fshs£!d by'jte® t! J. » "*s his ability to make 
[ her husband. Lars Schmidt, would - - • - - -- ^ T 
: have preferred the. London; site; 
! Silvia Narizzaho, the Briiish direc¬ 
tor! will come to Gothai with ' fa *nn nnrf^„1 Pow^r- That power reached its 

months of thd 
t -Records, money -for the network; while at 

05QdicaJnrnVmd w'*,ie same time spending lavishly. 
APtSnp ffor Programming, that he acquired 
According to^ .Media Records. hjs power; that po^r,-reached its 

them to direct the Show. Piak in the ■Thirties, when he eft- 
'i'mtn/rind ^P«?innhnnn^ tihHed the entire midwest tor CBS. 
comparing with $112 000.000 in Had he wanted to, it’s said. 
Ihesame.spel m 1959. tn the.sum-.could,Uo ha Ho ^ the :Wast 
l51er..feason i^nb'-September) ex, c0ast; but instead of taking over 

is sn; 
for the time of year, -being ,J4'«, h. .u,a train.d. :fDr tH. 4. Roy Rogers returns to the net- rtn ,, onmnovoWo 10e0 fi0„r0 

w orks theW of the year w ith ire, "pon *'le «"npai able 1959 figure, 
■runs .of his old NBC-TV Saturday 
night stanaa. Only diffefehce fs the , fy Acad Ofl the PrOWl 

he had trained, for the job. 
. Atlass was one of the .original 
“Think Big” boys, and his freedom 
with the buck was legend. But not 
tlie least of his talents " was hi 
kifiack of; finding and developing 

"future ejdcr statesmen for the net- 

show . will air Saturday mornings, 
under Ncstle’s spohsorshi on 
CBS-TV. 

Being dropped to make way for 
the Rogers reruns " “Mighty 
Mouse,” which ‘ being, retired 
from the web. after, something like . ; . . ■- a l , .. vu.i vuiheiiuuiK. m<im jun ui iue 
a five-year fun. The Terrytoons nhx?'-nw: teIevisiori network., and Kelly 
stanza has been only half-sponsored .^ew ^oik next. ear,, ai e now on , icv 

For an Intern’l Director 
n I 1 TU 1? l* 1 work. Among that number are 
rOf Annual IV r6StlVal Merle Jories. now prexy of the 

Columbia-owned tv stations Jack 
Spansoi s of the inlet national v6ri y0]kenburg, past prez of; the 

stanza has been only half-sponsored . . , ' >■ ■ 
this year; by Colgate, and the" lat, -the lookout for a permanent festi- [ 
ter drops - out at the end- of the v*1 executive director. Its under- j 
year Rogers replaces-the cartoons - stood that tlie festival planning 
show at 11 30-noon. committee.appointed by the Acad- 

' Nestle buy was set.Vi McCann- emy of Television Arts & Sciences , 
Erickson. !l?s sufficient money in pledges.] 
__- [from the tv networks to go ahead j 

land also take office space. J 
First festival, intended to bring 

together tv people, from all over 
i n<mn» TliAmnA C-U,. the w rid to exchange ideas; on 
| uauay inomas cniry technical, financial and prdgram- 
. Pilot for the projected half-hour. niatic aspects of televisi . will 
Joey Bishop t elefilm series will be take place either next ^spying 

paired on CBS- ’ J " 
: thfe Danny 

iContiniied Oh page 45) 

Joey Bishop Pilot As 
<i.> 

Washington, Nov, 22. 
Edgar Gl Shelton Jr., ABC’s 

Washington -p.. today tTuhs.) 
i telefilm series will be . ^kb piace euncr -nexi spymg . , pooh.p0oed published reports that 
3S-TV as an episode in hiore probably, next fall. The fol- Jle m get the Charles King seat 
Thomas show. Thomas j L°'ving t^p fesHvals, according to on j, irederai Commii ications the Federal Commu ications 

hicb is guesswork 

its preeni. Jack Wrather w -appoint**,' ^ 
r e|inn hiint «-.« fn have been chairman of finance for the i«ti-i. 

readied for this. Season, .but .the val committee ^t week,. Sometime • ^5® factQrs h^erve cons,der- 
\vriters’ strike .interfered. It’ll be:eai^.er> HenryWhite,an,ATAS ex- - .... 
completed well ahead of the March ecu.tive, was named its treasurer. —FCC already has a Texan, as. 
deadli • ■ ■■—.. ■ ■ ■ = ;. a Commissioner, Robert <T, Bartley 

w | | of Dallas, nephew of House 
Lirciis DOOkcd speaker ..Sam Rayburn. Shelton, 
yii VU* vvwnvu ; xyh0 is from Ausli took leave in 

Caf ' the campaign to work for Ray- 
^; burhV, protege, vicejpresidehtrelect 

Lyndon B: Johnson.. It ; is way but 
By CBS; 

Blair’s Sun. News Slot J 
Frank Blair is filling the WNBC- ! 

TV, Sunday night news void made j 
;J by the decent departure of Ken j One-houi* taped special with: the. 

j Bangiiart. Starting Nov. 27, the Ringling Bros, Barnum. & Bailey 
111 p.m. “Sunday Night News” will Circus will be aired on CBS-TV 
[have Blair as newscaster, job oiig- j sometime in April, with Top Value 
! inally. offered to commentator ‘ Stamps (trading stamps) sponsor- 
[Frank JVIcGee, who finally had to.: ing. Top Value picked up the tab • placing King w:ill be selected from 
[turn it down because local sponsor Ion the circus last season loo. ! Within, the industry; If- so, th* 
; Shell Oil would have conflicted I Show will probably be taped be-[SenatO might hot confirm him. 
I with a pending, network stanza for fore the circus leaves its Sarasbta j In the same connection^ Shelton’s 
: Gulf Oil. winter quarters for its annual association with the industiY has 
j Blair is a regular on the hews [spring tour, with the showihg while ! been suCh a success that: it Is..un- 
isegs of NBC-TV *; edrly morning > the circus is touring to boost the }likely hbyouid leave it for Govern- 
| “Today” show. j promotional values of the telecast. I merit, probably at. a lower salary. 

of the ordinary for one state to 
have two commissioners. 

—There, is little, if. any, chance., 
that the; Commissioner- re- 
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FREDDIE’S ELYSIAN TV FIELDS 
( Week Ending Nop. 13) 

ABC-T.V walks away with five of the'Top 10 shows in the new 
24-city/ Nielsen report, where , all three webs clash head-on in 
competition. On half-hour nighttime wins (spanning 7:30 to 11 and 
6:30 to 11 on Sunday) ABC is out in front with 21; CBS is second 
with 16 arid-NBC third with 14 (seven of which represented'election 
coverage.) ABC captures Sunday, Monday, Thursday and Friday, 
nights; CBS Saturday night and NBC Tuesday (Election Nite) arid 
Wednesday, For the 51.:nighttime half-hdurs,. the average audience 
ratings read: ABC: 19.4; CBS;* 19,1; NBC: .17.9. ABC was low man 
on th Nielsen poll Tuesday (Election) night, with 12.6 rating as 
opposed, to CBS’ 24.7. and NBC's whopping 31.7, but the remaining 

. six nights of file week gave ABC ehoiagh of .a lead to win but in 
the. sOven-night tally. . 

Here’s the Top 10 lineup:- 
Gurismoke (CBS) 36.4 
Uut.ouchab 1 es (ABC! 32.5 
NBC Elections (NBC), .31.7 
Have Gun .(CBSi 29.3 
Fliutstones !ABC' . /■./. i... ... 28.6 
77 Sunset Strip (ABC> ...... .... 28.3 
Wagon Train. (NBCi . 28.3 
Mv Throe. Sons < ABC) ... 27.9 

:What’s My Lihe. (CBS). . ,v.. . . . . 26.5 
Lawmari. (ABG> .\ . . . ; 26.4 

Chicago,-Nov. 29. . 
If the ABC and CBS.mechanical 

brains proved dead wrong .by ..pick¬ 
ing Nixon, on a. sample of only 
three-tenth .-of one. percent :q.f the 
total vote, how then' can we trust 
the. television ratings which are 
based on a sample of evien less 
thari that? 

. Newscaster Lcn O’Connor tossed 
this -poser at the Chi .Broadcast 
Advertising Club last \veek and 

. proceeded to answer.’it/ He called 
ratings.a '‘mythology? built.around 
one-tenth'..'of orie percent of the 
potential television, audience. “How 
does anybody know;” he asked, 
‘Whether the secret Opinion-maker 
is a studious person who will keep 
his ; diary vith academic care,- or 
some kid with dirty feet: And.' a 
dribbly nose who dreams. About, 
spending his. life bn the front seat 
of a stagecoach?. . . ’ 

“The trouble is. even if you 
Were right, you’d be wrong,’’, he 
told the local advertising trade.: 
“Even, if your diarts and percent¬ 
ages were infallible, the advertis¬ 
ing business has a greater respon¬ 
sibility than, merely providing a 
plethor of mass audience shows! 
I think it. can be said, with a rea^ 
sonatble degree of accuracy, that, 
the only snows on tv dedicated, to 
the precept that, American people 
must be well informed; are created 
by the networks and independent 
Stations and - not by sponsor or 
in advertising agency:'*. 

In the. general dressing dow 
tlie local NBC. perforrrier gave the 

(Continued on page 42) 

s 
• Standard Oil;-of..New. Jersey: the. 
! riginal sponsor of WNTA-TV’s 
“Piny .of the. Week.” Is taking a 
second flyer in cultural -program-' 

j'mi-rig' with a 15-week Shakespeare 
- series, on WNrEW,TV. N; Y, and, 

. WTTG, W'asjiihgtp'n'.' Company will 
! sponsor “An Age of Kings;” BBC- 
ifT'V -dramatizat.ions' of five- of Shake¬ 
speare^ .historical dramas on. the 

..British mpnarchs, starting Jan. 10. 
. Programs run an hour to 7p min- 
: ut.es; with initial exposure Tues¬ 
days and repeats on Sundays. 

Beah set via McCann-Erickson... 

Pet Milk, which has sponsored 
half pf the Red Skelton .show on 
CBS-TV for some five years, has 
asked out of its alternate-w'eek at 

. the. end of the year, and CBS-TV 
* will okay the withdrawal. 

Reason is not dissatisfaction with 
the network ! the show-; on the 
contrary. Pet ..credits them with , a 
major share q.f its sales growth in 
.the past few years. Fact is that 
Pet has completed a major reevalu- 
ation of. its: marketing problems ; 
vis a vis its multiple products arid 
plans a. completely' different apr 
pvoach in its advertising,, via the 
Gardner agency. Probability is that, 
heavy use will be made of Spot tv? 

.CBS-TV has .ho problem in 
placing- Pet in the skip-week, spon- i 
sorslup; if anything the problem is ■ 
With the nurnber of advertisers 
who’d. like to grab! the cpPt. How- J 

first, refusal, as customary, 1 
has been offered to S. C. Johnson . 
& Son, which sponsors the oilier 
half, and indications are that John¬ 
son .will expand its tv budget to 
take everyAveek Sponsorship on the . 
show. 

Chicago, Noy, 22;: 

Wrigley Gum. through Ehvin 
Wasey. Ruthrauff & Ryan.: is get¬ 
ting back into network television 
With a $4,006,006 splurge on AB.C- 
TV. It’s a big coup for the web’s 
central division office, hot only be- 
cause it comes, this late in the 
season but also, because it involves 

..saturation quarter hours jn day-, 
time. arid, minute participations in. 
all nighttime and weekend . avail¬ 
abilities: . _ . 

Sponsor had dabbled dnlytokeri- 
Iy. in netw i k in recent years (arid: 
alw . with . CBS-TV i, with the 
greater part of its broadcast 
budget, via both EWR&R and the 
Arthur Veyerlioff! agency, going 
into spot. On ABC, the scheduling 
of the participations is to be flexi¬ 
ble, with the agency specifying 
only that the; availabilities “fit the 
Wrigley commercial climate.” 

An unusual aspect of the pur¬ 
chase is that the sponsor is; for the 
most part, trusting ABC’s. judg¬ 
ment as to where the spots should 
fall, with, the quarterly renewal of 
the contract hinging pretty much 
on how good th At judgment is. The 
buy figures to give Wrigley a broAd 
range of exposure, catching the 
hausfrau and juyes by daytime, the 
intelligentsia with the unsponsored 
pubaffairs shows, and the males in 
weekend sports programs; includ¬ 
ing. basketball, football, golf and 
bridge^ 

. It’s the Wrigley Co.’s first ride; 
on ABC-TV,:;and. clearly the pur¬ 
chase is inspired by that network’s 

wArd graph in the ..ratings. Ap¬ 
parently tlie gum company has !dl 
come unstuck from CBS radio and 
tv.’which it lias favored for more 
tliari; 30 years. NBC scored a few 
weeks ago when it pulled . the 
Doublemint radio .shows away fiorii 
CBS for “Monitor,-’ starting next 
year. 

i 
By BOB CHANDLER i tS 

, Ah, intriguing and even revolu¬ 
tionary plan to change the. entire 
scheduling concept of television 
lias been proposed as a means of 
getting the medium out of its pro- 
gr mming rut. 

The plan, brainchild of agent 
Freddie Fields; stated in its barest 
essence, w’ould rid the medium: of 
the “straightjacket” of its Moriday- 
thrbugh-Sunday scheduling pro¬ 
cedure, a holdover'from radio, and 
instead expand to, a monthly-calen¬ 
dar schedule, through which the 
same programs would hold forth 
on. a. given day of the month in¬ 
stead of a given day of the week, 

“Wagon. Train,” for example, in¬ 
stead .of being aired each Wednes¬ 
day, would be aired the 12th of 
each month: ..Same for every other 
show on the air, Avitli series re- 
duced td A 12-show$-per-year basis 
but. the riuiriber of series multi¬ 
plied more than four-fold. The ad¬ 
vantages of tlie plan, as expressed 

/ by its originatorv are these: 
j 1.. Far more variety of program¬ 
ming for ty, with room for every¬ 
thing. ‘.‘There’s .no reason why a 
Sid Caesar shouldn’t be on the air 
just because ‘there’s no robin for 
him,”'.’. Under tli ‘ plan; there 

;.would be: , . 
; 2. Better quality in existing se¬ 
ries, aS well as new programming. 
“Nobody would quarrel with the 
fact -that a show can be done more 

^qualitatively.-, .in 12 episodes per 
‘ year than in 39.” 

.3. A better break for creative 
people and talent: They’d have a. 
longer life—a program or personal 

' service deal, would extend Over 
four years < including options) in¬ 
stead of 52.weeks. Taxrwise, tal¬ 
ent's income benefits from the 
spread. Also, the one-a-inonth 
schedule leaves themf ree.for other 
work, a problem that’s prevented 
top talent froin being available, for 
series?work. ; 

4. A?break for the advertiser-^he 
caq spread his money .among- four ; 
different /shows over a monthly ] 

/period, hitting: different types, of i 
audience. The smaller ! advertiser | 

* can. participate more. And evien the ‘ 
. advertiser with one. show a month 
benefits, because audience makeup 1 

I differs each Might of the week, and ‘ 
a particular night’s programming, i 
say/the 15 th of each mbnth, is on! 
Wednesday, night one! month,. Fri- 

! day the next. Sunday the next. etc:, 
'giving the advertiser access to dif- : 
ferent unduplicated audiences. J 

: 5. Better break for public, affairs . 
and specials. These could be given j 
a specific night 6f° the month—the i 
months with 31 days would have; 
pubaffairs the 31st, .arid . a web i 
could also devote other specific \ 
nights to pubaffairs and specials. ; 

Author of the plan was for years 
an MCA Y.eep ..and now heads. his ' 

vvn shop, Freddie Fields As¬ 
sociates. He admits that “if . I had 
another 20 years In this business, 
I’d pitch: the. plan, to the networks, 
but I. don’t have the stature: If a 
Lew Wassermari went in with it, 

’ they’d pAy some, attention.” Never¬ 
theless, he feels it warren ts serious 
consideration as a means of ex- 

;. (Continued on. page 46) 

At Annual Affil Conclave; An 
Up-Tempo Show With Few Gripes 

What’s Another Million? 
“U.S. Steel Hour,*’ which has 

scheduled an adaptation of a 
Nicholas Monsarrat story for 
April production on CBS-TV, 

.had to change the title of the 
play to “The Big Take” from 
“$1,000,000 Ransom.” 

, Reason is that the original 
is too close for comfort to the 
Jackie Gleason special, “The 
Million Dollar Incident,” which 
also : deals with kidnappers 
holding Gleason for $1,000,000 
ransom.. 

NBC-TV’s Daytime 

CBS-TV Workshop To 
Wind Up on Xmas Day 

j “CBS Television. Workshop” vv ill 
; go off the air on Christmas Day, 
, with its fate thereafter uncertain. 
Subject, of its f uture .comes up next 
month- at the^ CBS-TV quarterly 
budget meetings, and if the web 

j approves another 13 weeks of op- 
i eratiori, show would start again in 
‘ the spring. 
j . However, in any case, the Work¬ 

shop w ill be subject to. quarterly 
review and appropriations 'here-' 
vfter. According to a CBS exec, the 
rietvvork had appropriated only a 
13-week budget when the show re¬ 
turned to the air in September, Al- 

: bel t: McCleery, show’s producer, 
has been put to work on .develop- 

■ inent of two other “projects,” but 
| the exeq declined to identify thei . 

Colgate -'.Palmolive is on the 
vrerge of moving the remainder of 
its. business in CBS-TV daytime 
prograiiiming over to NBC-TV day¬ 
time. NB.C-TV now has four Col¬ 
gate quarter-hours a week and 
.with the pending biz will increase 
the tally to seven quarter-hours, 
which, bn the full year, means ap¬ 
proximately. $4,000,000 in. time and 
talent for the web. 

To stimulate the shift. NBC-TV 
is offering1 Colgate a way to sched¬ 
ule 30-second announcements in 
the .pre-dark lineup. This innova¬ 
tion, which CBS reportedly refused 
to make, is in addition to regular 
60-second blurb inserts for Col- 
gale. 

. The CBS-to-NBC maneuver fol¬ 
lows by less than a year a similar 
move wherein Colgate moved some 
of its tiler daytime biz over to 
NBC. 

Part of the setup revolves 
around the probability that Colgate 
will remove from daytime adver¬ 
tising its long line of toiletries. All 
tlie daytime tv biz from Colgate is 
soon expected to consist solely of 
its household goods. 

Even With the- loss of daytime 
Colgate coin, CBS still has a large 
hunk of Colgate money at night— 
in Ed Sullivan, “Perry Mason” and 
“My Sister Eileen,” plus participa¬ 
tions elsewhere. 

Perhaps to compensate for the 
NBC “30-second plan,” CBS is said 
to have offered substantial dis¬ 
counts to Colgate if they bought 
inio the sustaining “Full Circle." 

Grand Central Station 
Originations for WCBS 

To Highlight New Sked 
With the new' CBS Radio sched¬ 

ule going into effect Monday (28) 

and consequently with substantial 

changes in its own local lineup, 

'■WCBS •Radio,, web’s N.Y. flagship, 

is moving into Grand Central Sta¬ 

tion to originate some eight hours; 

of programming a day next week 

to spotlight; the changes. 

Station will ensconce itself in 

a 20x30 foot plastic bubble placed 

near the main information booth 

starting Tuesday ( 29 5 and running 

through Friday (2 ). Jack Sterling 

Will originate his morning show 

there; band and all. with Lariny 

Ross and Allen . Gray dittoing, for 

the .noon hour and Martha Wright 

and Ken Banghart broadcasting 
from the station in tlie afternoon; 

. Pitch will stress the changes 
in the schedui* plus the use of 
“live” programming as oppo ;ed to 
all-disk. Traffic through, the station 
is estimated at 400,000 daily. 

t Four items of the NBC affiliate 
conclave last week in New York 
gave the two-day affair the look 
of bullishness on the whole. 

Tlie upsurge of the NBC new 
and public affairs image, the new¬ 
found equilibrium of NBC Radio, 
the liotsy totsy daytime, television 
picture and* a strong, direct blast 
at rival ABC-TV's way of doing 
business seemed to he the key ele¬ 
ments of the Sarnoff-Kintner-Ban- 
nistcr “show/’ 

It would have seemed that some- 
affils had come to town meaning 
to find fault but they left happily 
enough. Emphasis in most all of 
the public sessions of the conven¬ 
tion at the Hotel Plaza was on 
news, news and more news—with 
public affairs a happy fillip. Tlie 
high standards of NBC Election 
night coverage (i.e.. Huntley & 
Brinkley and the RCA 501 com¬ 
puter. the only one or the three 
used by the webs that was never 
wrong) and the stanza’s high 
ratings plus the fact, which in the 
last analysis may be the most im¬ 
portant feature, that NBC had 
gone into that Tuesday evening 

. SRO—all helped. 

! And since money talks. NBC-TV 
j.was in a position to boast the most 
i productive daytime tv picture in 
j years. All at once, as if NBC chair- 
Iman Bob Sarnoff and prexy Bob 
iKintner had a line to someplace 
! Higher Up." the dollars, combined 
; with revealing new Nielsens and 
j Colgate-Palmolive turned in favor 
|-the NBC pre-dark establishment. 
(First off—and the fact was appar¬ 
ently dropped in the right places, 
(although it’s still not common 
(knowledge—Colgate came back tn 
j| NBC-TV daytime to roost with 
about $4,000,000 in annual bill- 

I ings. “Young Dr. Malone” and 
[“From These Roots.” two daytime 
•NBC stanzas that looked like 
; they’d never get off the ground 
j (“Malone” was ready for surgery 
j two-and-a-half months ago), sud- 
| denly came up Nielsen roses In the 
i Oct. 11 report. These two. plus 
j the new Jan Murray morning 
j stanza, came up ahead in their re- 
Ispective time periods, which, more 
or less elevated. NBC-TV’s whole 

: (Continued on page 42) 

‘Omnibus’ Prowls 
N.Y. at Night 

Robert Saudek and his “Omni¬ 
bus” erew have been prowling tlie 
Gotham scene for nocturnal shoot¬ 
ing in prepping tlie next “Omni¬ 
bus” hour entry on NBC-TV. Titled 
“Night People," it goes on Dec. 10, 
in its Sunday 5 to 6 p.m. slot. 

It’ll be a Cooke’s (Alistaire) tour 
. of such New York after-dark at¬ 
tractions as Greenwich Village, the 
Fulton Fish Market, a Chinese 
theatre, a Police Precinct (126th 
St.), museums, Macy’s, etc., de¬ 
signed to illustrate how a city 
comes alive at night. 

Cooke is also writing the con¬ 
tinuity. Filming will be wrapped 

i up this w'eek. 

Another Sponsor Ride 
For ‘Sing With Bing’ 

Insurance Cos. of North Ameii-. 
ca will sponsor the annual “Sing 
With. Bing” special on CBS Radio 
for the sixth consecutive Christ¬ 
mas on Dec. 24. Joining Crosby 
will be wife, Kathy Grant, Rose¬ 
mary Clooney and Jose Ferrer and 
the Norman Luboff choir. 

The 45-minute show, which this 
year will have an American-only 
format as contrasted to the inter¬ 
national tinge of other years, will 
be written and produced by Bill 
Morrow and Sam Pierce and di¬ 
rected by Murdo McKenzie. N. W. 
Ayer agency repped the insurance 
outfits in the deal. 
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CBS-TV Preps for AFTRA Strike With 
Vintage Vidpix Strips for Daytime 

An AFTRA strike would leave-* 
CBS-TV’s nighttime schedule vir-; 
tually unaffected, hut Qh that day-j 
time* Tape repeats will fill in; 
every live nighttime show on the; 
web, but in daytime, the network 
is dragging up such weary vid-j. 
pixers as* “Brave Eagle,” “Mama,” 
“Life With Father” and “Schlitz 
Playhouse of Stars.” The-Schlitz-. 
ers are skedded for two daytime 
strips and one Sunday half-hour, in 
fact. 

Pretapings and repeats would; 
cover “Candid Camera” and "The- 
Witness.” Taped repeats wouldj 
cover other live shows, Ed -Sullivan.! 
Garry Moore; “To Tell the Truth.’" 
“I’ve Got a Secret,” “What’s 
Line?” and others. Taped and! 
filmed repeats cover Jack Benny 
and Red Ske'ltbn. News and live 
pubaffairs Tike “Face the Nation” 
and “Eyewitness to History” would 
continue live with news execs on 
camera. 

But the daytime situation would 
constitute the biggest boon ever tb 
CBS Films, the vidpix subsid which 
would supply the vidpix strips to 
the network. Only “Captain Kan¬ 
garoo” and “House Party” would 
use tape repeats. Otherwise, it’s 
“Schlfrz” twice during the day, 
one a straight anthology, the other 
a mystery-anthology strip; “Bravo 
Eagle,” the Eve Arden Show. “Hey 
Jeannie.” “Mama,” “The Broth¬ 
ers,” “Life With Father” and 
“Assignment Foreign Legion” fill¬ 
ing in for the game shows and soap 
operas. j 

V*t StriplT 

Alan Lipscotl 
hat wrfttM • humoroos 

dissertation 

Yeh, Let’s Have 
*Culture9 In TV 

one of the Many Editorial Features 
io Hie upcoming f 

55th Anniversary IS&mber 
of 

P’Shiety 

Javelin Prod. Unit 

James Mason Gets 
Setback in Slander 

Tape‘New Faces 
Before Live Aud 

For the first time. “The Play 
of The Week” produced a show 
before an audience. The. vehicle 
was “Highlights of New Faces;” 
featuring what is considered the 
best of Leonard Sillman’s “Neto 
Faces,” which had Broadway pro- 
-ductions in ’52 and ’60. -L 

The vidtaping before an audi¬ 
ence took place Sunday >20) add 

•Monday; (21) nights. Invited ;to 
attend riere time-buyers and other 
members of the industry. It \vas 
thought that the musical rev>.ie 
would play better before a “live” 
audience. “Highlights of N<ew 
Faces,” the first musical of the 
season for “The Play of the 
Week,” will be telecast the week 
of Nov. 28 on WNTA-TV, Xewark- 
N. Y. ' 

Starred in the revue are Roiiny 
Graham. Paul Lynde. Robert Clary 
and Alice Ghostley, Inga Swenson, 
June Carroll and Virginia De Luce, 
ail of whom appeared in the 
Broadway production. 

Independent Television Corp. 
has formed a new division. Javelin 
Productions, which will handle the 
recently acquired assets of Heritage 
Productions. 

New division on the sales end 
will be topped by Mel Schlank. 
formerly general sales manager of 
World-Wide TV. Schlank will re¬ 
port to Arthur (Skip) Steloff, gen¬ 
eral manager of the new division 
and former prexy of Heritage. 

At the same time, two properties 
formerly distributed by World- 
Wide TV have been acquired for 
distribution hy ITC. Two proper¬ 
ties are “National Football League 
Presents” and “Women’s Major 
League Bowling.” Both are; prop¬ 
erties of Peter De Met Productions. 

Additional acquisitions will mean 
an expansion in the division’s sales, 
force. Javelin Productions plans 
to divide, the markets into five 
sales regions, each headed by a 
regional sales exec. 

Heritage properties to be mar¬ 
keted by Javelin include “Campy’s 
Corner.” featuring Roy Campa- 
nella; “Golf Tips of the Day.” fea¬ 
turing Dow Finsterwald: and the 
Leo Durocher starrer, “Magic Mo¬ 
ments in Sports.” 

Los Angeles, Nov. 22. 
James Mason has lost a major 

point, anyway, in his two-year-old 
slander suit against National Tele¬ 
film Associates, when L.A. Su¬ 
perior Court Judge. Gordon Files 
ruled (17) that. the controversial 
letter attributed to Mort Abrahams 
was not defamatory.. 

Letter, printed in the London 
Daily Express, had said (inter alia) 
that Mason had asked a clause in 
his ..contract permitting him to re¬ 
turn from England to U S in case 
of war. He was to have starred ini 
NTA’s “Third Mari,” which even¬ 
tually starred Michael Rennie. Brit¬ 
ish press made mueh of the letter. 

Judge. Files also gave Mason’s 
attorney, Paul Caruso, 20 days in 
which to file, an amended (new) 
complaint on . the other causes of 
action, involving, statements alleg¬ 
edly made by Oliver Unger and 
Bert Kleiner to reporters. 

Technically, the suit is not be¬ 
ing tried at this point but being1 
prepared for trial; i.e., O’Melveny 
& Myers, NTA’s attorney, is rais-/ 
ing questions of law via demurrers—J-| 
Iii granting defendants’ demurrer ; 
denying legal weight of the Abra- I 
hams’ letter (whether he actually I 
wrote it or riot). Judge Files re- j | 
moved a major pillar from the case. 

9 9 

Part One of “The Iceman Cometh” on 'WNTA-TV, Newark-N. Y., • 
was one of the highest rated shows in the N. Y. market, acMeying 
a total Arbitron of 31.3. The total rating was for the seven 
exposures, under multiple telecasting plan!in the N. Y. market of 
“The Play of The Week.” Of interest, too, was that the starting 
time for “Iceman” was moved up to 10.30 p.m. because of the. 
mature nature of the outing. 

On the basis of the 31.3 Arbitron, ft was estimated that the play 
was viewed in 1,430,000 homes and by 2,860,000 people. The 31.3 
for ‘‘Iceman” put the outing among the top ten rated programs 
in the market. Total rating of “Iceman” was ninth in the Arbitron 
scale for N. Y. that week, with top “Gunsmoke” achieving a 39:0 
for that one Saturday night exposure; “Iceman” was the highest 
rated “Play of The Week” Outing this season and the second 
highest for the dramatic showcase. .Tops to date was last season’s 
“Lullaby” with a 36.7 Arbitron. (Station, according to. v:p. Ted 
Cott, has received only about five complaints about the. language, 
or about anything else in the play.) 

Sir Robert Fraser Holds No Truck 

960-61 W Netwqrk 

Talent Cost Charts 

Ban on TV Shows 

on# of Hit. rewarding and 
informative Editorial Features 

in the upcoming 

55th Anniversary Number 

of 

Variety 

Papa-Son Linkletter 
Tearaup on ‘Bible Man’ 

Hollywood, Nov. 22. 
Father-and-son team of Art rind 

Jack Linkletter have been signed 
for “The Bible Mart” in the Zrine 
Grey Theatre series. 

It marks the dramatic debut,for 
Jack, who has emceed his own 
show and pinch hit for his dad! on 
“House Party.” Producer Aaron 
Spelling recently signed another 
family starring team — Danny 
Thomas and his daughter. Mario, 
for “Honor Bright” in the same 
series. 

MARK’S 34-CITY 
CAGNEY PROD. SALES 

Jayark Films reports sale of the 
! five features acquired recently 
l from Cagney Productions * 3.4 
| markets. 
■ Since acquisition two weeks ago, 
the films have been bought by 

| WMAR. Baltimore; WHDH, Boston; 
WKBW, Buffalo: WBBM. Chicago; 

J KNXT, Los Angeles: WTCN, Min- 
; neapolis; WCBS. New York; 
WCAU. Philadelphia; KUTV, Salt 
Lake City; KMQX, St. Louis; and 
others. 

Sales veepee Harvey Victor says 
Jayark also sold the Bozo cartoon 
library in three more markets dur¬ 

ing the last two weeks, boosting 
total sales to 141 stations in the 
U. S. (in addition to sales to ihe 
Canadian network and outlets in 
nine foreign countries). 

Syndicator, also has sold sections 
of its feature package of more 

ithan 50 titles for theatrical re-issue 
! in Ecuador, Chile, Bolivia, Peru, 
Lebanon, Egypt, Syria/Sudan, Iraq 

Mexico City/Nov. 22. 
The -Mexican Union of Film 

Workers has: formally asked, the 
Film Bureau to deny exhibition 
permits , in Mexico, for all short 
subjects and feature lengths re¬ 
leased over televisioh facilities, if 
Spanish dubbing is: done elsewhere 
than in Mexico. . .. 

Carlos Tinoco, ' union Official;, 
specifically asked that all future 

idiibbing should be realized in the 
• republic, arid that union technical 
personnel could “easily” under¬ 
take this work. 

While quite a number of Ameri¬ 
can shows are dubbed in Mexican 
laboratories and studios, there is 
lively competition from Spain, 
Puerto; Rico and other countries 
where dubbing fees are lower than 
prevailing rates here; The popular 
“Perry Mason” show is among 
those dubbed outside of Mexico 

Current union drive hopes to 
build up work hours for tech¬ 
nicians and actors engaged in 
dubbing. There is a slight “open 
door” in -Tinoco’S remarks asking 
for prohibition of exhibition of 
“short subject and feature films 
for tv and commercial motion pic¬ 
tures.” The union leader would 
not expand on this further, blit 
there; is a standing official ban 
against import of dubbed features 
for theatrical exhibition in .Mexi¬ 
co- 

John Manson Resigns 
Screen Gems Mex Post 

John N. Manson lias resigned 
as v.p. and general manager of 
Screen Gems de Mexico. S.A., 
headquarters of SG’s Latin Ameri¬ 
can distribution organization. 

Manson’s resignation, whiclif be¬ 
comes effective Feb. 1. 1961. Coin¬ 
cides with his announcement of the 
formation of an indie distribution 
and production organization in the 
international field, which, he will 
head. Manson, five years ago, 
originally set up SG’s Latino dis¬ 
tribution organization. 

Foreign topper Lloyd Burns ex¬ 
pects to sign a replacement within 
the next few weeks. ! 

WBBM-TV Pix Tinters 
Chicago, Nov. 22. 

CBS o&o WBBM here apparently- 
is going to go on a color kick. Sta¬ 
tion has acquired a group of from 
15 to .20 Lopert pix and plans to 

\ telecast many of them in. color, 
i Among pix included in the deal 
are “La Parisienne,” starring 
Brigitte Bardot, Charle$ Boyer; 
“The Horse’s Mouth,” Alec Guin¬ 
ness; “The Third Key,” Jack Haw¬ 
kins; and “Your Past Is Showing,”. 
Peter Sellers, Terry Thomas. 

Regional pow er and public utility : 
companies during the past year ac¬ 
counted for some $1*800,000 of Ziv- 
UA market-by-market sales. 

. Ziv-UA Study, of its. client list. 
underscored: the growing import- j 

t ance. of regional power and public j 
~ utiiizity companies as sponsors .of 1 
syndie properties in certain areas- 
of the country. 

Among power and public utility ’ 
companies on the Ziv-UA sponsor.;• 
list are Hope Natural Gas, Clarks- ! 
burg, \V, Va.; SV Carolina Electric ! 
Corp., Columbia, S. C.; Dayton ! 
Power and Light. Dayton. ; 0/,i 
Peoples Natural Gas; Johnstow . • 
Pa., and Iowa Elcetric Light- and 
Power Co- 

Joe Stein's New Deal 
Joe Stein, pacted by. MGM-TV 

arid who - recently completed the 
three episodes of “Harry’s Girts,” 
has been signed by Arthur Freed 
to do the screenplay of “The Day 
Before Spring.” 

Producer-director Ralph Levy is 
now completing final assehrb.ly of 
“Harry’s Girl's,” developed by 
Alan Jay terrier and Stein. 

'72th Day's' 31 Cities 
Show Corp. of America has sold 

its Christmas special “On the 12th 
Day” in 31 markets. 

Station roster includes KGNC, 
Amarillo, Tex.; WISC, Madison, 
Wis.; KTSM, El Paso; WSM, Nash¬ 
ville; KPIX, San Francisco; WTIC, 
Hartford; WOR, N. Y.: WTVR, 
Richmond, Va.; and KFAR, An¬ 
chorage, Alaska. 

Good Idea, Anyway 
. That. cross r breeding of 

“Lassi ”. arid “Dennis the 
Menace” idea for a one-hour 
special has. gone kaput. What 
caused the demise of the projr 
ect. was the revelation, upon 
close, investigation, that.61 sta¬ 
tions do not carry the: shows 
back , to back. 

The whole .premise of the 
project was the. back to back 
slotting of the. shows on CBS- 
TV Sundays from 7 to 8 p.m. 
With that premise... having a 
one-hour show rrielding. all llie. 
characters of “Lassie” and 
"Dennis” arid the sariie spring 
sors; would i’t cause any major , 
problems. But when it was 
found that 61 stations don:t 
carry the show.... back-to-back,, 
the idea collapsed. 

Worthington (Tony) Mirier, exec 
producer of “The Play of The 
Week,” due in shortly from Britain 
after a short biz trip to scan new 
properties . . - David Reisman has 
joined Marc Statler in the new 
“live action”, division of Pelican 
Films as production manager ... 
Michael Nidorf, chairman of the 
board at Independent Television 
Corp., in London . . . Three v.p/s 
of subsidiaries of MPO Videotron- 
ics have been riarned. They are 
Mel Dellar, exec producer in 
charge of the firm’s Hollywood 
operation; Tom Thoinas, midwest 
office manager, appointed vrp. of 
MPO Sales and.Training Programs, 
West Dearborn, Mich.; and Fred¬ 
erick 6. Foster has joined the firm 
as v.p. of MPO, Inc., in charge of 
the company’s newly opened Chi-, 
eago offices . . . Louis Marx Toy. 
Co,, via Ted Bates, will sponsor 
WPIX’s. N. Y, hour-long “Thanks¬ 
giving Surprise Party” special at 3 p.m. . . Arthur A. Garbade 
named business manager for NT A 
Telestudios . . “Great Plays in 
.Rehearsel,” filmed hour-long series; 
.of 10 shows, distributed by Nation¬ 
al Educational Television and Ra¬ 
dio Centre, is playing on -WPIX, 
N. Y. during morning ETV hours. 
First episode preemed yesterday 
(TuesJ at noon . . V Last week’s 
(16) Variety story on ITC’s plans 
to vidtape Jo Stafford and possibly 
King Cole specials in England 
cited an earlier Cole special taped 
in England that’s, grossing heavily 
in U- S. syndie markets. Story did; 
riot mentiori that latter is solely 
distributed by ABC Films in U. S. 
and abroad. 

London, Nov. 22. 
.The proposal by the British film 

producer organizations that there 
might--be a quota for vidpix on- tv, 
analogous to the. films quota im¬ 
posed on cinema theatres,, is rated 
as: “unwelcome” by Sir. Robert 
Fraser, director-general of the In¬ 
dependent Television Authority 
which, runs Britain’s, commercial 
tv setup. Sir Robert, who was 
answering Variety questions at a 
press conference called to receive 
ITA’s annual report arid accounts 
for 1959-60, declared that he. didn’t 
like quotas anyway, couldn’t' see 
that there could be any. distinction 
between filmed, taped and live 
material to \varrant this particular 
measure, and indicated that it 
wasn’t any: concern of his that the 
proposed quota was intended to 
ensure employment in. : British 
studios. “On the whole,” lie added, 
“television ;hasn’t been a bad ally - 
of cinema filrii prdduction; there 
have been times when there has 
been as muqh direct prriduction fori 
tv going on in the studios as there, 
has been production, of films for 
the Cinemas.” ' . ,. 

Which commerits.were iri keeping 
with the trenchant tone adopted 
by Sir Robert ’ reviewing the 
year, general teriior being that ITA 
was well satisfied wiiir commercial, 
tv and to blades with critics. He 
picked out for cordial reference 
drama (“1960 has so far. been its 
G o 1 d en Year’’), dpcumenitaries; 
“superb” school programs, and 
others. He asked “Are the enter¬ 
tainment programs seriously at 
fault?”, self-ansvvering with: vis 
there anything wrong with ‘Maver¬ 
ick’. or ‘Cimarron City’, /with ‘No 
Hiding Place’ or the Saturday 
Spectacular or the Palladium 
Show, or ‘Bootsie and Snudge,’ 
‘Double Your Money,’ or ‘Criss 
Cross Quiz/ Or. ‘Cool. For Gats,’ or 
‘Fury.’ or ‘Annie Oakley/ or 
‘Huckleberry Hound/ or ‘Emer- 
gericy-rWard 10/ or. with that sweet 
and gentle ‘Small Time/ the most 
shining little program; in all tele¬ 
vision? It will be hard to.persuade 
viewers so, who put most of them 
in the Top Ten. week'after week.” 

Annual report, for the year 
(Continued on page 47) 

4 Star's Longterm 
Fnedberg Pact 

/Billy FriedbOrg, cornedy seripter 
and fpnrier head wTiter of the 
“Phil Silvers Show.” has signed 
longterm deal with Four Star Films 
as producer-writer. Friedberg deal 
appears to be in line with Four 
Star's policy of corailing comedy 
scripters in relatively longterm 
pacts. 

Agreements extending to the 
spring of !61, for .example, already 
have been set for such comedy 
writers as Mel Tolkin, Mel Dia¬ 
mond, Mike Morris, Max Wilk arid. 
Dave Schwartz. Four Stars policy 
seems to be dictated by the grow¬ 
ing competition. amprig producers 
for comedy, scripters. . . 

Prior to the .Four Star deal, 
negotiated by Frank Cooper As¬ 
sociates* Friedberg’s Bonnaker 
Productions delivered to CBS-TV 
the comedy pilot, “The Driim- 
beaters.” Pilot,- directed by Georga 
Marshall, stars Pat Harrington Jr. 

Friedberg is producing “Peter 
Loves Mariy” and writing the Tom 
Ewell show as his initial Four Star 
assignments. 
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HARDLY A NEW SYNDIE ENTRY 
Washington, Nov. 22. 

Television networks .let the deadline pass without challenging 
the half-hour cutback in'optihii .time ih federal court. But Los 
Angeles’ KTTV-TV, the Times-Mirror independent, station, peti¬ 
tioned the U. S. Court of Appeals here to knock out option time 
altogether: (Issue, of course, is of paramount importance- to 
syndicators, and stations seeking program placements.)' 

Robert Cutler' Washington attorney who also represents the 
San Firanciscq .ChronicTe in.its tv legal battles with NBC, filed the 
KTTV petition for a review of the Federal. Communication* 
Commission’s Sept. 16 order reducing , option tiiriet irom three to 
tw'o-and-one-half hours, effective Jan. 1. His brief declared that 
option time is a violation of U.: S; antitrust laws and,., therefore, 
FCC rules Sanctioning any option time are illegal. 

The webs ho doubt will attempt to intervene; in the KTTV suit, 
which probably Won’t be heard bv the ;three-judge court until next 
summer. Meanwhile, the Sept. 16 order goes Into force Jan. 1. 

Of greatest immediate urgency . for the networks is finding out,, 
the attitude of the new Justice Dept., hierarchy of the Kennedy: 
Administration toward option time. That promises to be a key; 
factor in. the court , case. KTTV sued both the Justice Dept, and 
the FCC! 

The . outgoing Antitrust Division chief at the Dept., Robert A,.," 
Bicks, holds optidn time Yo be a per se. antitrust violation., But 
Bic.ks will yield his . job to a Democrat airouhd Janf- 20, the day 
President-Elect John I\ Kennedy takes control. 

Option time is orte of the network’s most nervous Washington 
situations, arid they could certainly use the support of the new. 
Administration’s Justice: Dept. The FCC situation. remains shaky 
at best. Three out of. 7 Commissioners voted on $ept. 16—date of 
the latest order to kill option time; Of the four who made up the 
majority and ruled; ini favor of obtion time, although cutting it by 
30 minutes, only three will.remain on the Commission. A 3-3 split 
will result. The fourth member of the majority, Charles King, ' 
a Republican who hasn’t been confirmed and will go .off FCC after 
President-Elect Kennedy picks; his Democratic successor and gets 
him confirmed; . ‘ ' 

: The networks decided against fighting the Sept. 16 FCC order 
in court for the simple reason they didn‘t think they could win,. 
To be able to regain the 30 minutes FCC took away from them, 
they Avould have; to prove, legally that FCC had acted-unreasonably. 
That would be difficult, if not impossible,to establish legally, 

KTTV filed its suit on the last day possible to challenge the 
Sept. 26 order. 

Europe Looms as ‘Healthy Market’ 

General Toy & WABC-TV Hassle 
Over ‘Tom Sawyer Holiday Pic 

By HAZEL GUILD 

Frankfurt, Nov. 22. 
.. William Firieshriber, Vice presi¬ 
dent. in charge of television for 
Motion Picture Export Assn.; has. 
just Wound up a three-week fact¬ 
-finding trip - through . .England; 
France, Italy and Germany with 
the feeling that' the European 
countries will provide, a ‘*yery 

; healthy market” for the Ameri¬ 
can film-makers’ products In their 
new television developments. 
(Fineshriber is former CBS, Mu¬ 
tual NBC and Screen Gem 
—Ed.). : 

‘There are of course various 
problems with th local European 
industries ...planning to protect 
their own.products, by taking mea- 

res against foreign imports that 
might flood the ...market. But we 

. don’t want to flood it. We.want to 
establish, a normal-healthy.growth 
pattern for our products on the 
European television screens^arid. 
I .feel it will be possible,’’ Fine: 
shribef. said. 

“MPEAhas been interested in 
television—-at home and abroad— 
for two and a.half years from the. 
angie of looking into the aspects 
that would be. of: interest to the 
member companies,” he pointed 
out: , “ 

'While the company is not aftic- 
(Conlihiied ori page 47 v 

f Look, Ma, No Violence 
In the. kiddie programming field, 

due to the outcry against blood and 
, violence. shows arid cartoons are 
j being pitched on the basis of their 
j “nonwiolent” character. 
! . Latest exariiple is Interstate 
Television’s “Snip arid Snap” car-- 

-■■'toon series; Created for.tv by Haias: 
i and Batchelor; who did. the film 
j adaptation. of George Orwell's 

‘ Ariimal Farm:” Series includes 
;‘Top Dogs” which won’, first prize 
for children’s: films at the I960 

j International Film. Festival at 
: VetiicC.. Series is referred io by 
i Interstate as the ‘•non-vi^lcnt 
'.world‘of.‘‘Snip and Snap.’” |. 

Syndication has hit the bottom 
of -the barrel in terms of the num¬ 
ber of new; first-runners being of¬ 
fered to the market either for a 
winter or spring start: 

Only syndie house set to come up 
with a new winter entry is Ziv-UA. 
Others are either in the; iffy 
category, or riding with off-net¬ 
work properties, of out of the race 
entirely until the new fall season. 

The dearth of new first-runners 
are blamed on a variety of reasons, 
but Whatever the causes, the 
scarcity is the worst in. years. It 
comes, too, at a strange interlude 
in broadcasting annals. 

The Federal Communications 
Commission’s ruling cutting net¬ 
work- option time from threentb 
two-arid-a-half hours daily in each 
broadcast segment is supposed to 
take effect January. The ruling, if 
effectuated, holds the possibility 
of freeing hundreds.of markets for 
syndie entries. 

.Today's strarige interlude is this:: 
It’s felt that, unless syndicators 
themselves sell affII stations to take 
advantage of the FCC ruling, little, 
if any, change is expected in the 
network . program supply service! 
Forecast ‘ that- networks will 
change -their, aff-il agreements- to 
abide with the FCC ruling, but the 
web program feeds will continue 
just about as much as today. An 
affil Can . elect to take more than 

Ziv-UA the Exception 
Ziv-UA, in the midst of the 

current bearish syndie mar¬ 
ket, is continuing its policy of 
at least six first-runners a 
year* Outfit now is out sellT 

Trig ‘‘Miami Undercover’” and 
fourth year production of 
“Sea Hunt?’ 

A ... fresh,.... first-runner . is 
slated for winter .and spring 
selling; There have been rum¬ 
bles of soriie Ziv-UA sales ax- 
ings, but a company exec de¬ 
nied this, contending there has 
been soirie reshuffling of sales 
personnel. Despite the hold¬ 
back attitude of other outfits, 
Ziv-UA remains bullish on its 

..company’s prospects.. 

Studebaker-Lark 
$3,000,000 Outlay 
On ‘Mr. Ed’ Series 
Studebaker-Lark’s syndie spon- 

Cost for Pbst-’SO 

Kiddie strip on WPIX. N.Y.; 
from 4 to 7 p.m. daily, is the ’top 
rated programming .bloc in the 
market, according to Arbitrori rat¬ 
ings, vering the Oct. 30 to- Nov 
12 period. 

Monday through Friday’s 4 to 
7 p.m. Arbitron average gives 
WPIX-a 10.9 rating,, with WCBS- 
TV the closest competetor With a 
7.8. In its Sunday through Satur¬ 
day tabulation, WPIX for the 4 to 
7 p.m. period again leads the field 
with a 10.4 average. WCBS-TV. 
according to Arbitrori,.. ' second 
for the 4 to 7 p.fn.. period with, a 
7.0; ... , 

'• WPIX's kiddie shows for the 4 
(Continued: on page 47): 

WOR-TV. New York RKO Gen¬ 
eral oiitjet.has bought a bundle of 
20D features* mostly post ’50’s, at 
a reported cost of lore than 
$1,000,000. • 

The ‘ which are frqm -the 
vaults of five major studuis! will 
preem early next year, on WOR’s 
.‘'Million . Dollar Movie.” Features 
in .color: Will be colorcast on the 

| nightly feature film , show and also 
on the. station’s numerous- daytime 
film spreads. 

Titles included in the. new pack- 
re ‘‘Barefoot Contessa,” 

(Continued on page 47) 

WWLP-TV’s Tintup ; 
Springfield, Mass,, Nov. 22. 

WWLP-TV, which bought the 
post-’50 group of 40 Warner Bros, 
pix. plans to colorcast those made 
in. color. All of therri will be slot¬ 
ted oh the station’s “Curtain Time” 
Saturday night feature slot. 

Twenty-six of the pix were made 
in Color, including . John Wayne’s 
“Searchers,” “Springfield, Rifle,” 
Gary Cooper starrer; 1 “Tea for 
Two” and “Eddie Cantor Story.” 

the two-and-a-half hour network 
1 option time program service, leav- 
■ ing the syndicator as much out in 
the cold as ever. 

But instead of meeting this situa¬ 
tion with, a quantity of product to 
lure stations to take the syndie 
pfogramriiing rout e, there’s a 

. scarcity. 6f new, first-run product, 
it’s hard to be convincing in such 
a set of circumstances. Bid to affils. 
to collect. 1009o of ad revenues 
flowing from local programming; as 
opposed to about 309' from net¬ 
work programming, is quite . aca¬ 
demic if-the scarcity in the syndie 
market is so pronounbed: 

.: Screen Gems is the only major 
Syndie house in the “iffy” category, 
as. to. introing a new, first-runner: 
in the near future. Those out of 
the new, first-run derby include 
rndependerit Television Corp., CBS 
Films, California National Produc¬ 
tions, etal. (ITC will have the off- 
network “Broken Arro\ entry; 
CBS Films off-network cartoon 
“Heckle & Jeckle.”) . 

It’s not. all bleak, although the 
(Continued on page. 47 V 

MM YIP PACKAGE’ 
INTO 60 MARKETS 

Mi A‘ Alexander’s “VIP Rack- 
age.’’ compromising 35 post-'48’s,. 
has beep .sold in 60 rnarkets; 

Recent ; sales include WRGB, 
Schenectady; KGGM, Albuquer¬ 
que; WDAU, Scranton; KGW. 
Portland; Ore; WMAL, Washing¬ 
ton; KOMB, Honolulu; WTHI, 
Terre Haute, WGAL, Lancaster; 
XET.V, San Diego; and WJXT, 
Jacksonville. 

Package includes “At War With 
the Army,” “Pandora and the 
Flying Dutchman” and “Invasion 
of the Body Snatchers,” 

-^By MURRAY HOROWITZ 

1 •Minilte ‘Specials* Tom Sawyer had his troubles, 
' T „ _ __ ■ but how was he to know ihat he 

. . Hollywood, Nov. 22. would be the fave of picture mak- 
Those telepix capsules are ers and cause havoc in the tv mar- 

getting smaller and smaller. ket place. Mark Twain’s little boy 
Latest is an animated “Jingle was world’s apart from the elec- 
Bells” “special” which can be tronic age, although he did have 
programmed as a Christmas glimpses of grownup business 
greeting by stations at a practices. 

len,B'h What happened in the N. Y. tv 
All - animation, no- \ oice market would have sent poor Tom’s 

S^SirnTUZ 0,togrSvm head sPinninS- Big spender Gen- music from the Oslo Sym- era| Toy vja Webb Associates, 

nTrrhntort v n W3nted 8 ^rieS of pix Specials tor 
the holidays. According to General 

Ettlinger s Medallion TV En- Toy pm Saul Robins, he first ap- 
terprises Rere. Medallion s proached WABC-TV, which had ac- 
sold it in 20 markets so far. quired Selznick’s “Adventures of 

.■■■■■■■■■■ ■■ ■» . i .== Tom Sawyer,” among other de- 
n * mm » ■ sired pix, and tried to make a deal 
Vfilflimolrai" I WIT* ■forJthe Thanksgiving - Christmas 
OIUuvUdHvI "AJuTIi holidays. Robins said negotiations 

for sole sponsorship of pix on 
aa aaa AAA SV 1 WABC-TV broke down when the 
\< (Mill (MUl IlllHoir ABC-TV Nf Y. flagship couldn’t 
yUjvVUjvUU UUUdy clear toe desired Sunday afternoon 

A ,mm m 19 n # So General Toy and Webb Asso- 
f In Mv Ltfl Vaviaa ciates took their idea and bankroll 
Iffl Ifir. LU uCliCS over WCBS-TV, which among via other p-x had paramoUnt.s «Tom 

Studebaker-Lark’a syndie spon- A deal w“h w,CDt?:TX 
^, for single sponsorship of kidult 

sorshlp of the -situation comedy famjiy classics was signed. 
“Mr. Ed,” announced earlier this WABC-TV, though, wasn't left 
year, is now set for 109 stations Put in the cold. According to Rob- 
and Will cast the car company and ins. Ceneral Toy ieft $100,000 in 
, nnn nnn sPot com at WABC-TV and secured 
dealers $3,000,000. an unwritten promise from the 

The $3,000,000 appropriation is station that it wouldn't telecast 
more than the company’s 1961 Selznik’s “Sawyer” before Para- 
national ad budget for newspapers, m°unts "lawyer.” 

j. , Lo and behold. General Toy, 
magazines, radio, billboards and Robjns sai(J Mt tf,e ceiUng wh/n 

other media. * WABC-TV not only put on the 
Co-op bankrolling deal will in- Selznik pic a week before the Para- 

clude about 2.000 dealers and all mount pic, but sold the pie to a 
time purchases, says the company, competitor of General Toy. Parker 
w'ill be made at the* national rate Bros. Games was the single spon- 
via the New York office of D’Arcy Sor for the WABC-TV telecast, a 
ad agency.. week before Saturday’s (19) WCBS- 

. Contracts will cover 26 weeks TV’s “Sawyer” telecast, 
beginning in January ’61. Sched- General Toy didn’t take the mat- 
ules will, wherever possible, cover ter lightl^. It had spent big sums 
the 7 to 8 ,p.m. time period. I in promoting the WCBS-TV “Saw- 

“Mr. Ed” stars Alan Young with yer” telecast, as a “first” in.the 
A1 Simon as exec producer. Shout: market, making fie-ins with schools 
ing began last week in Hollywood. and dealers. The toy company 

^1--r-- threatened to pull back* the spot. 
mmwmm * nwm m money allotted to WABC-TV, but. 

WM. MORRIS ASKS % Sh1pngwo0u.dR^inbud^ AF„C^ 
ON BOB CUMMINGS £S$*Z 

Hollywood, Nov. 22. let things be. “We need the extra 
William. Morris Agency has filed holiday exposure,” he Said, “and 

suit in Superior Court against twp g ^““to slite'mF 
Paul Henning corporations alleg- face.” | 
ing rigency has fight to ,10rr- of Robins said he had to answer'to 
companies’ profits on “Bob Cum- (Continued on page 47) 

WM. MORRIS ASKS % 

ON BOB CUMMINGS 
Hollywood, Nov. 22. 

I Paul Henning corporations alleg-! fac 
ing agency has fight to ,10rr- of 
companies’ profits on “Bob Cum¬ 
mings $ho\v,” estimated, at ap¬ 
proximated $70,000, Named were 
the Henning Corp. and Hen-Ten 
Corp., through w:hich Henning is 
said big joint Venturer with Cum¬ 
mings in show'. 

Morris Figures its supposed cut 
in Hennings, profits at $70,000,- 
but asks for accounting to deter¬ 
mine exact amount Estimate thus 
places Henning’s share in $700,000 
category, arid general, earnings for 
sh w in millions. Now.- in reruns 
on ABC daytime hours, show ran 
five seasons alternately on NBC, 
CBS prime time: ] 

‘Our Town’As 
Telepix Series 

places Henning’s share in $700,000 ■ Hollywood Nov. 22 
category, arid general, earnings for . Fdmaster has acquired television 
sh w in millions. Now in reruns eights to Thornton Wilders ‘Our 
on ABC daytime hours, show ran Town and plans to turn the 
five seasons alternately on NBC, Pulitzer Prize winner into a half- 
CBS prime time. hour senes John Tucker Battle is 

.J_'__ scripting the pilot, with Nat Per- 
<1 , ,• * n i rin, v.p. in charge of production at 
international Zone the company, to produce the initial- 

a xt hit n • ler in Januar>'. 
Ac Npw I 111 NpriP^ Series would be aimed at net- 
- »JWU» work telecast only. It’s the first 

U.S. Broadcasters Committee for major acquisition for Filmaster in 
the United Nations is doing a new7 its new role as a packager-pro¬ 
film series called “International ducer. Heretofore, company has 

*» «t,„ to concentrated on helow-the-hne pro- 
Zone First of the 13 half-hours duction (or olher packagerSt a,ong 
will be offered in toe middle of ■ With commercial and industrial 
December arid then there will be production. 
a. hew one approximately every ] Rights were acquired'from Ban- 
third w'eek. I ner Films, the Sy W'eintraub-owned- 

“Zone” succeeds “Dateline UN,” ' company, which will continue to 
stanza done two years via the • own a small participation in the 
Broadcasters Committee, which i series. Weintraub got “Our Town” 
finances the productions. Alistair rights when he bought out Sol 
Cooke will serve as commentator Lesser Productions, and at one 
and Westinghouse’s national pro- point planned his -own series based 
gram manager Bill,Kaland is chair- on the play, with Jerry Stagg as 
riian of the program committee, producer. Since then, however. 
New show will be‘an examination Weintraub has kept to theatrical 
of “famous and little kno\vn per- production, and assigned “Our 
sonalities” working in the United j, Town” to Banner, his vidpix dis- 
Natiqns. | tribution company. 
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One day, come every four years, the electorate turns 

out to choose its President— and, come that same 

night, sits down to see how \t turned out, | 

In doing so last week, the vote for the most election 

viewing went, convincingly, to Network Z. (It s smart 

politics not to name your opponent.) 

Now, while in the credit-where-it?s-due department, 

let us not forget that/the television audience-votes every 

night. And dial twisting, like lever pulling, can shift 

the vote from minute to minute. 

By Popular Majority 
That the dial twisters have, from recent week to week, 

shifted to ABC is now a flatter of simple^, available 

record. 

So, too, went the voting for the week ending Nov¬ 

ember 13. As the chart shows, this Nielsen TV Report* 

gives ABC a clear lead in audience. Despite, we repeat. 

Network Z*s victory on Tuesday night. 

ftattrtg Entire 

Weak Ending 
Nov. 13 

Rating Entire 

Weok Excluding 
Election Night 

ABC-TV 19.4 20.6 
NET Y 19.1 18.2 
NET Z 17.9 15.7 

^Source: 24 Market Nichen TV Report, week endiag Nov. 13.1960; 

Avenge Audience. Sun. 6:30-11PM., Mon.-&t 7:30-11 PIC 

By nights of the week, if that’s your gauge, ABC led 

four times (Sunday, Monday, Thursday, Friday). Net Z 

took Tuesday (Election Night) and Wednesday. 

The Margin Grows 
What happens when you look at the numbers unclut¬ 

tered by the complication of election preemptions? 

When you base your fating on how the networks fared 

for the five nights following the.Election Extravaganza? 

the margin grows bigger: ABC leads with 20.5.., Net 

Y is second with 18.2; NetZ last with 16.4. (Actually 
this is a bigger rating for ABC than we rolled up for 

the same five nights of the previous pre-election week.) 

Enough figures. Whether your measuring standards 

are broad or narrow in gauge, one truth emerges un¬ 

challenged. Where the 3 networks compete on an equal 

facilities basis,* where the dial twister can dial in all 3 

networks, most of the time fie dials in ABC. 

Heritage Recalling 
This, despite any pious pronouncements to the contrary, 

did npt happen by laurel resting or heritage recalling. 

It was achieved by hard work, not hard words. By a 

belief in pioneering new programming patterns, by 

trend-5^///«g, not trend-spotting. By recognizing that 

the dial twisters; hold the voting and veto-ing power. 

By knowing that you have to be there with the right 

hew twist when they start twisting the dials. 

Significant case in point: We were there first with the 

Westerns.. . and then, with the right new twist in 

Westerns: Maverick. Today* with the noble declarations 

about/w//range programming obligations being tossed 

about, it is enlightening to note that Network Z leads 

in the number of Westerns on the air (just as it trails 

in audience). 

This* of course, is their privilege. We’re off pioneer¬ 

ing again. This time, trend-setting in completely new 

television country with The Flintstones ... TV’s first 

adult cartoon series...and TV’s top-rated show among 

u// new entries this season. 

Coming Events 
In the public service area, similar pioneering strides 

are in evidence. There is television’s most ambitious 

visual project—Winston Churchill: The Valiant Years 

.. .26 chapters of living history. There is also a vital 

departure in documenting current events, co-produced 

with Time Inc., leading off with Yanki—Nol... a non* 

punch-puffing exposition of the coming showdown in 

Latin America. 

If any or all of this comes as news to you, we’ll be 

pleased to £11 in the details. For the moment, suffice 

it to say we are where we are because of what we are 

... a forward-moving network alive to the changing 

moves of the dial twisters. 

How else cananetwork find and keep favor with them? 

ABC TELEVISION 
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Mohawks Lavish Carpet Spread 
In Holiday Return as TV Sponsor 

-On Other Madison Ave. Fronts 
By BILL GREELEY 

It's been about 10 years since the 
jingle lyric ‘Carpets from the 
looms oi Mohawk" boomed into; the 
nation's Ii\■ingrooms. There'll be a 
lew bars of the melody, but no 
sentimental lyricizihg of the com¬ 
mercial museum piece tomorrow 
(24> when ?lohavk Carpets returns 
to tv as sponsor ol NBC-TYV 
Thankyenins’ special. "There’' No 
Plate Like Home." at 5.30 p n 

One of Tiie real vets of web tv 
Mohawk first sponsored a dinner 
J.our show iealuring the songs of 
Roberta Quinlan and Morton 
Downey in 1946. Except for plugs 
via daytime quiz/ers with Mohawk 
e.-rpets as prizes, company: has 
spread its ad budget in wonions 
service .Mid shelter mags and, Lite 
for the last 10 years. Last video 
bankroili g was the "Mohawk 
ShoAc.ve" in the very early pOs. 

The tele production, .plus na¬ 
tionwide merchandising contest 
v.bi 4.000 stores taking pairt. is 
costing the company SoUO.000. 
Strategy behind the plunge, as 
vorked out by Mohawk ad mahager 
Herbert Jay and the company's 
agency. Maxon. is to strike during 
a crest season for carpet sales. 
Best months are Apnl-Mayl and 
Scpteniher-November. Contest will 
have carpets as prizes, natch.. and 
entries are picked lip in store rug 
departments. 

"No Place Like Home'’ features 
Jose Ferrer. Rosemary C’ibonev. 
Dick Van Dyke and comedienne 
Carol Buvrutt in skits and produc¬ 
tion numbers spoofing suburban 
home life, home buying arid* im¬ 
provement and so on. jl? 

So far as continued use of tv is 
concerned, there'll be no. more 
spending this year by Mohawk, and. 
it’s "wait and see" on results this 
time out as regards next season. 

For the People 
Neil McElroy. Procter & (gamble 

chairman and former LT. S.j Secre¬ 
tary of Defense, last night i22i re¬ 
ceived the Advertising Council's 
pubservice award that yearly hon¬ 
ors an “American businessman who 
has contributed notably to the wel* 
fare of his country and his: fellow 
citizens." | 

In accepting the award [at the 
Council's annual dinner in the 
Plaza hotel. McElroy spoke on the 
need to improve the public's atti¬ 
tude and policies toward govern¬ 
ment otlicials. 

Impressively Dull, 
National Audience Board's sur¬ 

vey of Chrysler commercials on 
the Sept. 28 "Astaire Time” NBC- 
TV special showed that 64.&rr. of 
the respondents found the blurbs 
■“increased my interest jin the 
product" while, paradoxically, only 
46.6* <- found them entertai ing, 
and only 40rc felt they were imagi¬ 
native. 

The sample of NAB civic and 
community leaders returned 440 
ballots from 14 states. !1 

The blurbs received majority en¬ 
dorsement on four other, counts: 
96,5rc lound them in good taste; 
87f'c felt they were informative 
and effective: 86.1* £ said they were 
bclietable; and more than 80rc 
said they had "eye appeal.” 

As for a querry concerning ac¬ 
curacy of copy, more than 50* r had 
no opinion. Leo Burnett;, agency, 
Chicago, handles Chrysler. 

Thawed Out Model 
-Studio Associates photpg Con¬ 

stantin Joffe last week; demon¬ 
strated for the press a "Sequence 
Camera" which he says frees the 
cameraman and unfreezes the 
models lor more natural ad-pix 
poking. [ 

With model Rosalie Gronau 
•Ford agon;A > sudsing up With Dial 
soap under the shower. Joffe fired 
away at a rate of up to 20 pictures 
a second v bile wondering free be¬ 
hind the camera. 

Result was a siring of contact 
proofs that not only caught the 
model in natural aci'onj but also 
captured rath drop of water with 
crystal clarity. . 

Studio A.ssoc./s figures file meth¬ 
od is applicable to storyboard cre¬ 
ation as well as sharper, jin re nat¬ 
ural still photo work. 

Cp and down: Three how strip- 
OX at Compton: Marion Forster, 
Rupert Wita'ic and Jameis Sage. 

Julian Field has resigned as 

senior veepee of Lenncn & Newcll.- 
lle also was assistant to the presi¬ 
dent in creative development and 
bad been, with the agency fixe 
yea.s. 

-Payton Fairchild Jr. formerly 
with Doherty. Clifford. Steers & 
Shenfield, and Hayward Thresher, 
lorirtcrly with Sobering Drug, nave 
joined Sullivan. Stauffer. Colt.ell 
& Ba\hs as merchandising account 
execs. 

New Biz: Litton .Industries, .elec¬ 
tronics. to Compton, Los Angeles 
office. ; 

Lmahle Brassiere Co. 'Canada' 
Ltd. to Grant of Canada. 

Shulton. ine.\ Tetniq'ue Color. 
Tone hair coloring to Benton & 
Bow I 

Barbour to ARTS 
■Oliver' Barbour! recently head of 

Benton & Bowles’ tv and radio pro: 
gramining, has jpined Advertising, 
Radio Tv Services as seni vee¬ 
pee and plans board chairman. 
Bar-hour left Benton & Bowles a 
couple of months, ago after media 
chitf Lee Rich was made, head of 
programming as welt as mecli 

With ARTS. Barbour will 'eon-: 
cent fate on programming. Com¬ 
pany has several divisions, includ¬ 
ing General Productions,-.film. p oV 
duction; Gerald Production Assocl’sl 
co-production and co-financing off 
tv shows- and other subsids for dis- 
tril'ution of film and advert' 
matter. 

Max Liebman 

rites brightly..'on 

Laugh ?—I Thought 
I d Die 

oriother Editorial Festiir 
in the upcoming 

.).)/h A u n i vfrstiry Mum her 

of 

Ufi-RIETY 

FLOCK OF SHERMAN 
TV PROJECTS ON TAP 

Han Sherman, . who produced j markets 
“lye Got A Secret/" me of the 
Victor Borge special, and others, 
lias. .-''half doz.eri saucers in, the 
air. 

IN NEW YORK CITY 
Malcolm M, Burleson, chief, engineer at %TTG. Washirigton, has been 

upped to director of engineering for Metropolitan .Broadcasting Co., 
which owns WNEW-TV here as. well as the D/. C; outlet,, plus other tv 
and radio properties Judy. Holliday's Dec. 14. guest shot on,the. 
Perry Como delayed till s ring., with‘Bttty Grable moving up. to 
that date, and Juliet Prowse subbing lor Miss Grable; Dee- 7 Blaine 
Littell, CBS Nows writer-producef-reportei. upped to full cpiTespohdent 
at the \\;tb Ernie Kb vacs. .and. Edie Adams ini town bn toute from 
Italy to their Hollywood home Harold Black rejoins CBS as 
prod ctioi manager of tiie advertising-sales promotion dept., of CBS 
Television Stations division, lie Was With CBS-TV till. a. year ago, 
w hen he left to freelance as a Writer . . Mark-Evans, Metropolitan 
Broadcasting \p. for public affairs, hitting the chicken-and-peas 
circuit; he emcees a; meeting of brokers at :the Astor Hotel, N. Y. 
Dec- L then addresses the Rotary Club of Peoria pec. 9. then over to 
Decatur for another Rotary appearance, Alct owns stations in ail three 

Phil Bernstein, asst, director ‘ press at ABC; into. 

1. On Wed sday. ‘30>. Sherman 
will produce a vidtape. ior NBC of 
his "Matchmakers" sen 

2. He has been signed to write 
the "25 Years with Life" special 
for NBC , by producer' Bob Ben- 
dick and v.p. iSick Linkroum. 

3. Deal set with NBC to develop 
the treatinent of « script for 
hush-hush special designed, for; the 
'62-'63 season. 

.•Others-in tiie >. bennan hopper 
include his new; night time pro-, 
grain, s ries now being, considered 
by. NBC for next season, and a.new 

medy show lie developed. Sher¬ 
man.. who is represented by Frank 
Cooper Associates, new is discuss- 
i ng an * overia 11. lbngrange NBC- 
Sherrhsn Productions" deal. 

London Agencies 
London. Nov. 22. 

Basil Butler Co. Ltd. p.r. division 
becomes consultant in a campaign 
organized by the General. Export 
Assn, of Sweden to boost U.K. 
calcs of Swedish'products. Between 
400 and 500 Swedish firms are tak¬ 
ing part in the drive, which starts 
with a furniture exhibition in Janu¬ 
ary 2nd lasts until the spring of 
02 . Dorland Advertising^ Ltd. is 

to handle advertising for U.S. 
Polaroid-camera, starting its cam¬ 
paign early next year British 

. Poster Advertising. Assn, is dis- 
‘ tributing to. all ad. agents copies of 
its Manual Of Poster Information, 

I a survey of U.K: poster, sites. 

Wolff’s Beep Scoop 
Washington. Nov. 221 

j Soni adroit. beep-a-phond 
, niani illation was said. to have giv- 
j on sporteastei'.: Bob Wolff a neat 
I beat on WWDC here. 

The stovy' was Thursday's < 171 
' American League announcement of 
!-. a new franchise for the capital, re- 
! placing the. vacating Washington 
. Senators. Wolff, in N:Y. covering 
j for WWDC. made a deal .with the 
! accounting department of the Savoy. 
: Hilton Hotel for tile use of its 
I phone: Wolff also; tied, up the sole 
i phone outside the press conference 
/room, Result was a running ac- 
] count of the news, as :it broke Via 
kbeep-a-phond. 

j Tv spot revenues are off for the 
summer and early fall months, will 
probably reflect a new low when 
the July-August totals are fh.. Rea¬ 
son: the political conventions, 
campaigning and the electio 

According to a station cxec, ad 
agencies generally refused to take 
make-goods on the multitude of. 
spots that were cancelled or pre¬ 
empted by the special political 
coverage. They also refused to 
allow stations to fun spots during 
the conventions' coverage for fear 
of associating products with parlies. 
In several cases, when agencies 
were notified of spot-time preemp¬ 
tion, flights of three to six weeks 
were likely to be cancelled: 

The conventions * also caused 
endless cancellations via overtime^ 
Appearance of Mamie and presi¬ 
dent Eisenhower cut ’ through twp 
prime-time chain breaks, and no¬ 
body was about to cut off the presi¬ 
dent for blurbs. 

The station exec said the con¬ 
vention coverage cost his ^outlet 
more than $20,000, and he'd heard 
of losses as high as .$37.000^—and 
in relatively modest markets: 

One of the reasons ior the all- 
out eifort on special pickups 
throughout the campaigning/ and 
acquiescence to party preemptions 
of valuable spot time w as concern 
over the political coverage report 
each station must 1‘il.e in Washing¬ 
ton early next month. There \vere 
stations, for instance, that delayed 
the debates, but only a handful, 
that.didn't carry all four. 

( Advice on the Spot 
I. Leo Burnett's media veepee 
Thomas A. Wright Jr... proposed a 
plan to re-olve tv spot billing dis¬ 
crepancies at last week's annual 

Television. Bureau of Advertising 
meeting in,New. York. 

Four major problems, he said, 
are long-delayed , billings, negotiat¬ 
ing credit refunds or make-goods, 
correcting invoices imporperly pre- 

. pared and .properly identifying 
billing by. brand. 

! Resolving long-delayed /billings^ 
, said Wright, . depends on ‘*com- 
municati.on between the proper 

: parties^—“We want the stations to 
tell us the name of the business 
manager so we: can detail to him 
the nature of .the discrepancy and 
get. an answer fronyhim.” 

Credit refunds, of make-goods, 
he1 said, should be negotiated via 
station advisement Within 24 hours 
of a new time slot. 

On incorrect invoices/ he said his 
agency would like to be assured of 
48-hour service/ ' 

^Properly identifying, billing by 
brand, he: said, “is bound to exist 
under blanket . contract systems 
covering, multiple brands / unless 
the agency js .careful to. clearly in¬ 
dicate the identification of inrfjvid- 
ual brands and to list the specific 
Spots for each .schedule so that 
brand names rather than the par¬ 
ent company titles can be listed on 

rogram logs and routine sheets; 
Briefs: Fourth annual Retry 

seihinar on promotion at the BPAi 
conyehtion ,i New. Orleans ran 
three arid, a lialf hours;arid was at¬ 
tended, by more than 30 Of the rep’s 
stations promotion men . Tele*- 
vision Advertising Representatives 
survey shows Sunday afternoon to 
have all tiie characteristics of 
prime nigliUini ,. with the, added 
advantage of low CPM . Katz 

j agency, has released an updated 
version of its “Spot Ty Advertising 
Cost 'Summary"' . ./Fran Elliott of 
CBS Television. Spot Sales, joins 

i TvAR next month. 

■Tlospilal for Joint Diseases with back, injury; 
E. J. Korvctle has signed/ for a concentrated cariipaign on WNTA-TV, 

;NTevvark-N. Y.. for the holidays. Total of .21. ahnpuric.emcnts each vyeek. 
‘in "Play of The "Week,” "Picture of The. Week" alid "NewMovie,” 
provided in tiie deal . . Coniposor-co.ndu.ctpr-arrahger Eddy Manson,.' 
who recently featured the Wdodvvind Art Quintet in a spring cigaret 
commercial, .will, be using the Slradivarius Siring Quartet for a General 
Elec trie , tv commercial; oil . CBS-TV Walter Engles,. WPIX.’s news 
and live program, manager, back at his desk after a post-election Vest 
iii Bermuda: 

James Blumgarten. Avhose Writing: credits, heretofore have been con¬ 
fined to tv. goes legit with his. first stage piay, "Tbmorrow in Babylori.” 

•Tt'H be done by the Ridgefield /'Conn.). Players Nov. 25 and 26 arid 
“ represents the first, new play ssayed b/v th group, which has Conr. 
ccnlrated on established Broadway properties ; Phil Davis, producer^ 

.director, ot Ciriemagic' International's new cartoon series. "Hp.und for 
I Hire, arrives in N. Y. from Paris following completion of the first 13 
for huddlesWith conipariy prez Arthur Epstein . . ; WNBC traffic man 
Ted Speck engaged to Helen Satteflee of Oxford Press Walt. 
(“Pogo”) Kelly joins WNEW s JM of Broadway critics—others are 
Bennett Cerf, John Crosby and Marc Connelly. 

NBC veepee Dave Tebet off on a svving around, the Continent 
the Polar route! for another o.o. of talent .: Hildegarde appearing 

| today iWed. i on "Dough Re Mi” Also today. Andre Kostalanetz 
j being interviewed on WNBC-TY's "Fanirly" / NBC. Veepee Bill 
1 Davidson elected to the exec comriiittee on board of directors of 
i the National Conference of Christians & Jews Ken Banghart to be 
[toastmaster at the ,49th annual awards luncheon of the; N: Y. Philan- 
l .tliropic League to be held Dec. 4 at t he Astor - S. Robert Rowe will 
/produce “Sgy AVhen,’’ the. rievv Goodson-Todman game show going into 
the NBC-TV 10 a.m. slot on Jan. 2 . . Fred Robbins guests; this week 
on "As.sighmeritj Hollywood" are. Jack Benny, Rosalind. RusseJL Harry 
Belafonte, Polly Bergen, Ross Hunter . . Joe Garagiolawill serve as. 

► play-by-piayer for NBC-TY's ’61 baseballcasts . Mel Allen again 
.;becomes national.chairman of the Fight for Sight mpargn ...... Fred 

Parsons, WINS newsman, back: from two: months in thev Middle East. 
1 JaiTMurray makes his tv dramatic debut ih a "Zane Grey Theater’* 
! episode being shot shortly and, on Nov. 29, he appears-as guest as on 
Garry Moore’s CBS-TV stanza . . Art Pearlroth begins Dec: 3 as the 

! new tv editor and cqlumhist for Cue mag, replacing Phil Minoff who 
moved over to NBC to write special material for the publicity depart-. 

I merit . Phyllis biller appearing on Sunday <2i\ Ed Sullivan stanza 
! , . Alan Sands has sold his child-care radio series, "Your Child & You" 
for a 26-weck run on WlLK. Wilkes-Barre, to Purvin Dairy // . Barbara 
Joyce into cast of. toiiight’s 'Wed.) “Armstrong Circle Theatre/’ 

WNTA-TV receivedthe American Assn. for . the tJnited Nations’ top 
Iv award for outstanding, news coverage of ther 15th General Assembly 
of t he U. N. Other tv awards, were presented to Miss Pauline Frederick, 
for NBC; John McVane for ABC; and Richard. McCutcbeon for.. CBS. 

• Radio station WNYC received the. .oniy radio aWard presented j by the 
AAUN Credits fbr AEC-TV’s new religioso program "Directions 
’61," reviewed in last week’s M6\ Variety issue: should have -included 
behind the camera talent of the National Council of Catholic Men, as 
well as ABC-TV execs. NCCM exec producer was Richard J, Walsh and 
producer Joseph Plummer. • 

Ralph Manii, for the last five years NBC director of .talent and 
programming contract adrininistration/. joins Broadcast Management as 
veepee, effective Dec. 5 John C. Rome has. rejoined. Mutual Broad- 

• casting as an account exec. He resigned MBS in ^58 to join NTA sales. 

m HOLLYWOOD 
i Mel Blanc ,-whose vocal tricks have earned him a comfortable fbrtuiv , 
. and Johnhy Burton, producer of cartoons, at . Warners, are partnered ;ln 
lib’s. Inc: \vbrkwith the Marquis chiriips in "The Hathaways" being 
j ilbted at Screen Gems . ./SG’s Bill Dozier says the difference!between 
making pictures for theatrical and tv is that in .video the jury cpmes 
in quicker . . NbC-TV’s "The Canfields." \vhich was “Blue. arid the 
Grey" and “The Canfield Brothers" is now "The Americans,” Whatever 

:the final title, Frank Telford. Will be the executive producer .. NBC 
! dropped Fred Haney as its baseball broadacster arid signed the former 
St. Louis Cardinals catcher,. Joe Garagiola. Haney has no plans for the 
future; the least of which is a major league managerial job . Budd 
Weeding,, who defeated KNX radio II years ago- to join Yeo Burnett 
agency, is back at the CBS station as direetbr of the’ Condyiis arid 
-Grant daytimer . 1 Ben Hoberman moved, his KABC staff out of 

■ Hollywood but near the outskirts of Beverly Hills... ./Steve Allen, who : 
I is waggishly called “the bomber" because, of fixation on; stopping 
nuclear tests, signed up with Harry Maizlish’s KRHM-TV for ohe hour 
five nights a week/. He'll be given his head to do! what he >yarnts ./. : 
Ziy's Herb Gordon is trying to save "Aquanauts” with love interest for/ 

! the two leads. TWo dolls—Terri Janssen and Annette Driggers, beauty 
contest Winners, will be given the chance , for regular duty by getting 

l one shot apiece.. . Phil Cohan on the L. A/tN. Y; shuttle for. the Ayer 
agency keeping watch oil “The Garlund Touch’’ here and Garry Moore 

. back, east. 

US CHICAGO ... j 
WGN-TV mulling a shift of VPlay of the Week” from Sunday evenings 

to the Monday night, feature filni slot, taking it/but of. the. juve reach 
arid out of competition, with other network shows. Also, sales in the 
Sunday outing are practically hil. while the second showing pn Fridays 
a re.nearly SRO , . ..Frank Blair did an industrial film for Dow Chemical 
at Fred Niles Studios . . . Jim Backus due in/toWn this week to promote 
his syridie show on.WBBM-TV . ./Marty Sheridan, longtime p.r, chief 
for Admiral Corp., got his veep stripes last Week . : Charles; Strotid. 
returned to WGN in client service, capacity and . replaced in WNBQ- 
WMAQ promotion dept, by Joe. Bernotus, formerly of Balaban Ac Katz 
ad-pub staff . Don Kane, ex-WGN-TV. signed on at Fred Niles 
Productions as writer-director Les Urbach, another alumnus of the 

i (Continued on page 44) 
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NBC s Restrictii^ 
Shows to Affils 

TV’s (Bill) Monroe Doctrine 

Washington, Nov. 22. 
Federal. Communications Com¬ 

mission has challenged an NBG 
policy of refusing grants of re- 
broadcast,authority ip communi¬ 
ties where there, is an NBC affile 
late. Such a policy / FCC said, ap¬ 
pears to run counter to the bar 
against territorial exclusivity 
agreements contained in the Chain 
Broadcasting Buies. 

The Commission took the posi¬ 
tion after an inquiry into the with/ 
drawal by KHQ-TV, NBCs Spo¬ 
kane affiliate, of consent for 1 
Lewiston.. Idaho, translator station 
to rebroadcast its programs. The 
translator is operated by Orchards 
Community Television Assn. 

In a letter to NBC. KHQ-TV and 
KLEW-TV. NBC affiliate in Lewis¬ 
ton, FCC said it was advised that 
withdrawal of the rebreadcast con- ! 

. sent was based on NBC’s interpre¬ 
tation of the “first refusal” clause 
In its affiliation agreement with 
KLRW-TV. 

; Moreover, the Commission con¬ 
tinued. its. staffers were told that 
NBC Will, as a m at ter of: policy, • 
hold back, approval of a rebroad-j 
cast grant ' ' any community : 

served by an affiliate regardless ’ 
of whether the. affiliate is. basic or ; 
secondary or whether it’s, carrying : 
all or only part of the network 
prograi 

... Such interpretation of its 
affiliation agreement, FCC said, : 
“appears to place it beyond the ; 
bounds” of the Chain Broadcasting I 
prohibition against affiliation ar- j 
rangements preventing other, sta¬ 
tions in an area frpm carrying net-' 
work programs passed, up by the 
affiliate,. 

Application of the ..NBC policy. 
FCC. said, would prevent a : new tv 
station which might be licensed in 
Lewiston from carrying any NBC 
program, , even though KLEW-TV 
did riot: Also.! if the other net¬ 
works were to follow suit, kLEW- 
TV would be the sole outlet for 
network programs. In the LeWiston 
area. and. the public would be de¬ 
prived of many programs, presently. 
available over, -translator and 
booster facilities.. 

Asking NBC .and: the two affil¬ 
iates for comments, the; Commis- ! 
Sion said: “Since this, interpreta- ! 
tion and policy relates to a provi- i 
Sion which appeal's to be standard ! 
in all NBC affiliation agreements; ] 
Its impact far transcends the local . 
situation (in Lewiston).” j 

Before . proceeding any further 
iii . the . matter, the Commission . 

■said it wanted to consider the.; 
• views of. all parties involved in the '. 
dispute,. 

CANADA SETS UP 
NEW RADIO RULES 

Ottawa, Nov. 22. j 
.. Radio broadcasting in Canada is!1 
due for a shuffle under ne,w reg-! 
tilations proposed by the Board of j: 

;Broadcast Governors.; BBG will I 
huddle iii Ottawa Nov. 2Sf. to get1 
opinions and comments from inter-! 
esteti groups: The board said.; its ;. 
new rules will be designed to limit • 
promotional contests, "change the 
timing of eoi mercials, increase ,t lie 
Canadian (content ot .programs and 
“induce greater program choice for i 
listeners.'' j 

After, specific amendments, 
suggested at the Nov. 29 hearing,: 
a second meeting will be called to 
work over the amended regulations 
Before they become law.; | 

MCA’s Canada Setin 1 
Ottaw , Ndv. 22. 

. New . general manage.; ^.4 
Canada is U. S.-bprn Herbert Stew¬ 
art. a pioneer , private tv and 
former chairman of the. Code of 
Operating Principles/.He also joins :. 
the exec MCA’s international: 
division. , 

.He’ll be responsible for develr J 
opirig, (a> Canadian five talent/ 
(MCA’s. top Canadian names are' 
Wayne- & Shuster); : (b) live tv, Srogramming, packaging and pro- . 

uctloit (c). sale and • distribution 
6f feature and syndicated films/ 

New Orleans,. Nov.. 22. . 
Down here where the school de¬ 

segregation issue; has been making 
Page One national headlines,, 
.there’s another exciting story .go- 

' ing on—one. that has strictly to do 
/with broadeasting, 
j. The WDSU performance as an 
j opinion, maker, with , its seven--. 
; times-a-day editorial expression, 
j (twice on tv, five times on radio i 
is, to put it mildly, quite unique 

; i the whole range of broadcast 
l editorializing. . What’s been hap¬ 
pening in; the past 10 days or so 
is perhaps, without precedent; 
since, in fact, WDSU, on the eve 
of school integration in New Orr 
leans, was so bold as to throw its 
weight in favor of token Integra-, 
tion as the alternative to violence, 
hatred and closing of. schools: 

The resultant overtones andre- 
1 verberations have established be- 
;yprid doubt the station’s new/and ; 
pr linent status, iii the coramu- 

. WDSU’s impact on the com¬ 
munity has been tremendous: per¬ 
haps at this point even transcend¬ 
ing .the only other editorial, voice 
here in a monopolistic newspaper 
town that’s served by the Times- 
Picayune and theTrP-owned Newy 
Orleans States-Item, ’ .... 

It was back in September, 1958, 
..on the very day that New Orleans 
Ito all intents became a one-riews- 
! paper town with the acquisition of 
j the. Item by the. Times-Picayiinei 
/that WDSU decided to raise its 
) own voice daily, let the chips (and 
: local issues) fall where they will—- 
and invariabiylhey have been fall¬ 
ing with controversial thuds at the 
opposite: end of the Times-Pica-; 

;yune stand. (Indeed,'in. the more 
j recent period’ of the desegrega- 
; tion "is^ue., the gradual .moderation 
j in tone of <the Times-Pieayurie edi¬ 
torials from its onetime solid anti¬ 
integration position is attributed 
by many to the growing influence 

CBC Prez Defends 
Regime In Blast 
At ‘Propaganda’ 

Montreal, Nov/22. 
"'Deliberately planted propagan¬ 

da" and “dangerous statements" 
continue to threaten And discredit! 
the . Canadian Broadcasting Corp/ 
iri the eyes of the tax-paying pub-: 
lie is the opinion of J. Alphonse 
Quimet, president of the CBC. 

Speaking at the Rotary Club 
here in Montreal. Quimet listed 
soriie of the. statements which are 
made with endless repetition: The . 
CBC is too expensive; Canada can't 
afford it; it is wasteful and ineffi¬ 
cient; its, expenditures are out of 
control- private enterprise could . 
provide the sairie service free. 

According to Ouinjet the CBC 
spent $90,000,000 last year* $52// 
000,000 from public funds and $38,- 
000,000 for Commercial sources. To 
the. charges of “too expensive” he 
listed 14 services CBC supplies to 
listeners and viewers: including two 
complete but distinct broadcasting 
services* one in English and the, 
other in French and programs/to' 
the Armed Forces overseas. 

As to investigation, Quimet 
pointed out. that in the last 30 
yeais, there -had been a major 
investigation bjr a Royal Commis¬ 
sion or.a Parliamentary committee, 
every 21 months. The, CBC has 
never, had a deficit and last year..! 
the corporation exceeded its com- j 
incrcial sales target of $4,000,000 ! 
and spent $2,000,000 less than its j 
Federal grant. On a per capita basis < 
the CBC costs' less than one-and- 
iialf cents a day to operate. 

WRNW’s Hi-Fi Pattern 
WRNW, new suburban FM’er In 

Mt/Kisco. N.Y., has begun opera¬ 
tions as a lii-fi, concert music op¬ 
eration, with a 6 a.m.-to-midrtight; 
schedule/ Station is owned by In¬ 
corporated Meliphony Inc., arid 
headed by: prexy William/'F. Mc- 
Carren. 

Edward Dembert. is . general 
riianager and beau Corse program 
manager. 

. ' ■ By GEORGE ROSEN _ 

[and audience of, the WDSU on- 
it lie-air espousals). 

There is no pat /yardstick for 
determining this sphere, of influ¬ 
ence. but best estimates are that 
the twice-daily tv editorials (heard 
in such peak news peribds as 5:55 
p.m. and 11:10 p.m.) have five to 
10 times the. circulation as the 
nevvspapership readership. 

Success Of the WDSU editorial 
stance can be laid (D to the .sta¬ 
tion’s willingness to say something 
that’s positive;. (2). the ability to 
give it wide circulation; . (3). the 
fact that it has the guts to go out 
on a limb, once convinced that it's 
in the right. These convictions get 
a. daily going over at a morning ! 
'editorial conference between Ed¬ 
gar/Stem, president qf the com- ' 
pany; Lou Reed, general manager 
(both of Avhorn. along with ex- 
general manager Bob Swrezey. now 
a freewheeling emissary for the 
Secretary of Commerce) incepted 
the. editorial pattern, and Bill Mon¬ 
roe,/sparkplug of the station’s 
news department. 

No Stranger To Opi 
Monroe is no stranger When it 

comes to trespassing in editorial 
pastures. For five . years he was 
chief editorial writer of the Item, 
and it’s his personal conviction to¬ 
day that tv. with proper know-how 
and dedication, can do a far more 
persuasive and telling job in en¬ 
lightening a community. 

As the on-camera spokesman for 
WDSU-TV, Monroe is the guy who 
takes the brickbats .arid the hosan¬ 
nahs, The WDSU audience re¬ 
sponse from the, recent series on 
integration testifies to the over¬ 
whelming wallop they’re packing- 
responses ranging from poisonous 
letters, and telephonic threats of 
bodily harm to encomiums from 
high civic, state and community 
leaders lauding a “voice of sanity 
that helps' revive faith in human 
nature/’ . For Monroe hirriself. it’s 

John Crosby Setting 
WNEW-TV Deal For 

SunNitePaaelShow 
John Crosby and Metropolitan 

Broadcastirig Co. are near agree¬ 
ment for the N.Y, Herald Tribune 
(and syndicated) columnist to host 
a one-hour Sunday night panel 
show on Met’s WNEW. N.Y; indie 
starting, after the first of the year. 
Show would probably be telecast 
also on Met’s other stations, start¬ 
ing, with WTTG, Washington. 

Met and Crosby are .in agree¬ 
ment on format and other, terms, 
but contracts are still to be signed. 
Show would utilize Crosby as host 
and discussion leader, with two or 
three guests on the . panel, and 
would constitute an “extension” of 
his new column, which is no longer 
limited to television. He’d discuss 
anything he likes. Possibility Is 
he’ll use >a studio audience,; with 
questions Jifrom the floor iii addi¬ 
tion to the panel discussion. 

An audition ^ipe will be cut 
either late next rnonth or early in 
January: Station hasn’t yet decided, 
pn a tinieslot; but is considering 
9-10 on Sundays, just ahead of 
David SusskindV ‘‘Open End,” 
which airs 10-lo-closing on WNTA- 
TV, N Y. 

now becorne more than a job; over 
and above the day-to-day excite-^ 
merit engendered by the editorials, 
he sees a new respect; admiration 
and dimension, for a .new industry 
coming to life. 

These are no casual off-the-top- 
of-the-liead editorials; they’re sin¬ 
cere. thoughtful, well-researched 
and documented essays in the best 
editorial page tradition, with Mon¬ 
roe, staffing his news dept, with a 
fulltime editorial assistant and re¬ 
searcher, Thus, when he goes into 
battle; he knows whereof- he 
speaks. To. balance the scorecard, 
he’ll invariably extend an invita¬ 
tion to someone representing “the 
other side” to appear in rebut¬ 
tal. There’s a continuing respect 
for the equal time provision. ISince 
the integration issue has been go¬ 
ing full blast, Monroe has repeat¬ 
edly sought GOv. Jimmie Davis’ 
appearance. Davis has never 
bothered to answer him.) 

The WDSU editorials range, far 
and wide* but the major accent is 
on the New Orleans parish scene. 
It can be critical of Senators and 
Congressmen, of state and local 
adihiriistratioii practices, and only! 
recently went on a tirade against! 
the Tirries-Picayune itself for its! 
dropping of, the Joe Alsop and; 
Walter Lippmann columns. That j 
one got a whopping response. 

Initially there were fears that 
slotting the twice-daily editorials 
imrnediately adjacent to sponsored 
news, shows in the late afternoon 
.and iate night, would create client 
sensitivity. How would an Esso re¬ 
spond to such back-to-back treat¬ 
ment? The fact is that Esso not only 
doesn't, mind, but actually takes 
pride in the fact that some of the 
prestige rubs off oo its own spon¬ 
sored news slot. And as for WDSU, 
its Bill Monroe doctrine of “no 
sacred. cows and no pulling of 
punches” has won the . station a 
deep and enviable respect. 

TV Sked Finalized 
For Frisco Giants; 

Philadelphia, Nov. 22. 
A simulated teenage, rumble, ,a 

mob of youngsters tearing up a 
schoolroom and other symbols' of 
juvenile delinquency are being 
staged on Philadelphia’s. streets, by 
WCAU-TV there for “Demons on 
the Streets,” documentary ort teen 
gangs which the station is pro¬ 
ducing. 

For the rumble, the station. got 
100 volunteers from St. Martha’s 
Settleniient Home for filming next 
Sunday (27 ) on the corner of Sev¬ 
enth & South Sts. Already on film 
is a sequence in which 25 young¬ 
sters literally demolished a real 
school room, along; with a- sand¬ 
wich shop sequence that: drew 
large crowds and a call to the 
police. Documentary is beirig done 
with police cooperatioij, latteF see¬ 
ing that, things doo’t get too real¬ 
istic. 

San Francisco, Nov. 22. 
Frisco. Giants will televise 11 

ball games played against the 
Dodgers in Los Angeles to the 
Frisco area next year. 

Giants’ president Horace Stone- 
ham disclosed reversal of tv poli¬ 
cy—previously Matty Fox’s Toll- 
vision had had Inside track — on 
his return from Japan last week. 
Giants had been under intense 
pressure to televise out-of-town 
games since close of last baseball 
season'.. 

Sponsor, with, whom one-year 
contract's already been signed, 
will be Falstaff Brewing Co., which 
will name Frisco channel to carry 
the telecasts. 

Current speculation is that eith¬ 
er indepeiidenr,KTVU. Channel 2, 
or NBC-affiliated KRON, Channel 
4 will carry the ball games. 
KTVU, .having no network affilia¬ 
tion at present, has the flexibility 
to carry the. games. On the other 
hand. NBCtTV has purchased 
KTVU as ain o-and-o and is wait¬ 
ing for FCC okay on buy; if this 
okay were to come through or if 
NBC decided to drop it KRON af¬ 
filiation when its. current contract 
expires (June 30, 1-961 >. KRON 
might land the Giant telecasts, 

i KRON is vigorously fighting the 
;NBC-KTVU deal and has filed an 
j antitrust suit against both parties, 
j Meantime,. Golden West’s Fris- 
rco radio station, KSFQ. landed the 
Giants and Falstaff Brewing for a 
seven-year contract, with Russ 
Hodges and Lon Simmons han¬ 
dling the radio chores just as they 
have done for the past three years. 

Houston, Nov. 22. 
William T. Wagner, program and 

production chief; for KTRK-TV 
here, will leave his post to. go to 
work as program director, for 
WJZ-TV, Baltimore. Wagner has 
been with KTRK-TV since the out¬ 
look took to the air here in 1954. 

He begins duties at the new post 
late this month. 

Corinthian Sets 
Zingy Pubaffairs 

5-Station Series 
Corinthian Broadcasting Corp. 

has an ambitious five-station proj- 
■ eel coming up for the prime-time 
' half-hour released to affiliates by 
1 i CBS-TV every third w eck-4n the 
■ j “Face the Nation” Monday night 
• i siot. 
J Spurred by sellout of the group’s 
’ special convention coverage this 
’ summer, Corinthian stations will 

use the Monday slot for a full-scale 
; mounting of wide-ranging scries 
! reflecting “totality of community 

life,” all geared for sponsorship. 

KHOU-TV, Houston, has already 
i signed the Southwestern Savings 

& Loan Assn, foif full 22-w'eck 
• bankrolling of the series. Group's 

execs feel that tfie comparative 
ease of signing clients for the con¬ 
vention coverage is an indication 
that there is a big and unexploited 
potential nationwide for station 
pubservice ventures of the right 
kind. 

Southwestern Savings, a conser¬ 
vative firm, is switching from radio 
sponsorship to take on the contro¬ 
versial series. “We prefer it that 
way,” client veep H. W. Howard 
told the Houston station.. “We see 
nothing to be gained in sponsoring 
a program that sits on dead centre.” 

Cost-per-thousand and ratings, 
say station officials, never came up 
in negotiations with Southwest¬ 
ern Savings. Sale took one day. 

Corinthian figures the prime¬ 
time release as one of the most 
significant opportunities yet for 
stations to do a sound community 
service. Group Is therefore eschew¬ 
ing the simple panel formula that 
would fit in with “Face the Na¬ 
tion" pattern with minimum strain 
on station resources. Concept, ac¬ 
cording to a group spokesman, “i» 
that of a community mirror, re¬ 
flecting life and times of the area, 
the problems and issues, the cul¬ 
tural, social, scientific aspects. The 
range will be from hard-hitting 
documentary to folk song enter¬ 
tainment” 

Houston schedule typifies the 
spreads. Shows lined up include 
“The Zoning Enigma.” “Murder- 
town, USA," treating "the obsolesr 
cence of frontier law' in the na- 
tion’s. leading homicide centre; 
“Texas, Flat on Its Back,” exam¬ 
ining state finances and the de¬ 
pressed oil industry; “The TB Hos¬ 
pital, A Houston Disgrace"; ‘‘Sub¬ 
standard Schools” and a folk mur 
sic spectacular. 

Corinthian’s WANE -TV, Ft. 
Wayne, plans to treat tightening 
college accomodations in the area, 
obscenity via the mails, “Cities of 
Tomorrow'.” a look at the city 50 
years hence, after urbaii redevel- 
ment and city planning pays off, 
and other subjects of local Interest. 

KOTV, Tulsaf, will take a strong 
sociological approach with a probe 
of Indian tribes in “Forgotten Na¬ 
tion,” report on development of an 
actual legal case in “Verdict,” and 
studies of juve delinquency and 
old age, all from a local or regional 
standpoint. 

Corinthian station 
WISH-TV is working on a series 
that will cover Community cultural 
operations from music through art 
and drama. Corinthian’s Sacramen¬ 
to station has similar plans in the 
u'orks. 

MINNESOTA MINING 
IN CDS GOLF BUY 

CBS-TV will do the first network 
telecast of the Palm Springs 

i Classic, annual celebrity-pro-ama- 
teur gqlf tourney out of the winter 
resort, with Minnesota Mining & 
Mfg. already signed for half-spon¬ 
sorship of the two-day tourney Feb. 
4 and 5. 

Toiirne3' was incepted la«t vear 
as a $100,000 entry with top Holly¬ 
wood celebs as the organizer. Tele¬ 
cast last year was for Los Angeles 
only, via KTTV. but the event 
attracted so many top pros and 
VIPs that CBS bid for the rights. 
Organizers included Desi Arnaz. 
Danny Kaye, Bob Hope and Bing 
Crosby, 

NetWork will air an hour on 
Saturday (4) and 90 minutes for 
the windup Sunda3' <5). Tab on the 
remaining half of the package fig¬ 
ures at over $150,000. 
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U, n 

That's the question we put to ourselves when 

we'began considering the idea of an hour- 

long drama-documentary on frigidity in the 

American female. 

Could "too cold*’ he too hot to handle? 

The answer came fast. Not lickety-split, ex¬ 

actly, hut fast enough. Even preliminary research 

revealed that sexual frigidity, iii one degree or 

another, is blighting the lives of an estimated 

40 per cent of American women, to say nothing 

of the unhappy families and broken homes it 

often leaves in its wake. 

no problem that widespread, We de¬ 

cided, could any longer be considered too touchy 

for the TV screen. V e were, of course, equally as 

determined that the subject should he handled 

with taste and intelligence; For even the best- 

intentioned of public affairs programs is. no 

excuse for sensationalism. 

So \\e went ahead. And one afternoon last 

month, televiewers across the nation did see the 

Purex-sponsored special, “The Cold Woman.” 

The response from both the public and the pro¬ 

fessional reviewers (sometimes known as “The 

Cold Critics”) w as Overwhelmingly favorable. 

In the cascade of congratulatory letters were 

a great many front terribly troubled women who d 

been suffering silently for too many years with 

this very problem of sexual coldness. The one 

sentiment running through just about all this 

mail w as “gratitude — lirst for being shown that 

the difficulty is one besetting millions, and, sec¬ 

ond, for being advised that frigidity frequently 

can be overcome by professional therapy. 

But weren't there indignant: letters as Well? 

A few—so very few that modesty alone keeps us 

from giving the percentage, Even among these, 

the gripe was almost invariably leveled at our 

decision to deal With the subject in the first place 

rather than at any aspect of its present lit iom 
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One miffed gentleman from Florida (which, 

we presume, has its proportionate share of fri¬ 

gid it v despite the climate) was honest enough to 

preface his full-page critique with, “I didn’t see 

it. I dialed it out in stomach-turning disgust as 

soon as you announced what it was all about. 

We're sincereIv sorry he didn’t choose to stay 

with it. We re certain he would have pome away 

just as pure,as he was before the program began. 

A hit more enlightened, we'd guess, hut otherw ise 

unsullied. 

As forward and hold a step as ‘The Cold 

Woman*’ was, N BC doesn't expect to he shattering 

a precedent- each tune we go to hat with another 

documentary That s the sort of unrealistic goal 

that makes this year's milestone next year s mill¬ 

stone, But we are rather proud of other serious 

programs we have been and will he doing. 

The second in the-series of afternoon specials 

was ‘'The Trapped Housewife,” and upcoming 

(on December 8) is ‘'The Working Mother 'That 

will he followed hv other meaningful drama- 

dor',niienlaries on such subjects as “Intermar- 

riage" and "The Oideal of the Single Girl." 

OVER-ALL BOSS of these and oilier riv¬ 

al i\e projects in NBC's \ew - and Public Vffairs 

di\ Cion is Executive IVodticcr Irvifig (IiIiin. who 

i- -o fervent a believer in TV - mission as a foun¬ 

tain lor enlightenment and an arena for contro¬ 

versy that, hv mi bred. ion. lie sometimes make* 

us Ici;i guilty-for enjoying Perry Como. 

But Wdeager!v forgive him one Ic ,er:-: 

describing some of the exciting things being done 

in his department. On “The- Nation’s Future” 

this Saturday evening, Rev, Martin Luther King, 

jr.-w ill debate “Are Sit-In Strikes Justifiable?” 

with James J. Kilpatrick, editor of the Richmond 

( Ya.) NeWs-Leader. The session isn’t likely to be .. .. . j 

a serene one. 

IN or is there l ikely to he much serenity in 

another Gitim-superyised project, the six “NBC 

White Paper” specials, which kick off the night 

of November 29 with a documentary on “The U-2 

Affair. Viewers are promised facts about this 

incident that have never been revealed. “But just 

as important,” explains Gitlin, “is that this study 

Will give the public a truly detailed picture of 

how a democratic government responds in a time 

of international crisis.” 

Ensuing “NBC White Papers” (all Timex- 

sponsored, by the way) will he covering such areas 

as “Featherbedding,” “Government by Public¬ 

ity” and “The Soviet Union from \\ ithin.” 

Almost any sort of pioneering is really its 

own reward, lmt the kind of response that greeted 

‘’The. Cold Woman.’' together w ith our anlicjpa- 

t ion of thc'C other ambitious specials^- enough 

to make a network want to dance for joy. 

And w e would he more than pleased to do just 

tliali except for our rather sen¬ 

sible resolve never to dance in 

anv TV season that has the fel¬ 

lers/'“Fred Astaire” in it. We 

know when we're overmatched. 
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-ARB SYNDICATION CHART 
Variety’s weekly tabulation, based on ratings furnished by American Research exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated slides is to reflect the true, rating 

Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows'bn d local level and offers a rating study sirengih of particular series.. Various branches of th " 'ustty, tanging ftommedia 
in depth of the top ten ^syndicated shows in the same particular viarkei. This/week buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators rifill find the charts valuable, 
ten different markets art* covered. . ; Over the course of a year, ARB wilt tabulate a mihimnn of 247 markets. The'-ter.: 

In the syndicated program listings of the top ten sitows,.rating data.such.as the-, suits of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating per- 
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting cony forniance of the top ten network.shows, on the local Vevcli the: Va.riety^U?B charts are 
petitzre. programming in it he particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the US. 

PHILADELPHIA STATIONS: WRCV, WFIL. WCAU. SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10-30. I960. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AV. TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY-TIME STA. RTG RK. PROGRAM—rD AY—TIME STA. DISTRlB. RTG; SH PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

I. Mike Hammer.-Sat. 10:30)! .. ._ . WCAU! * ..MCA 31 C6 Olvrnpie Report .... .: WFIL 12 
2. Rescue 8 Wed, 7:00)............. .. WRCV . . . Screen Gems 16 53 News;. Comment AVca... WCAU 7 

News: Weather ...... . .WFIL : 7 
NeW's-D.. Edwards WCAU 7 

• New\s-J. .Dalv: ...WFIL :7' 
1. Gunsmoke 10.00-10 30' WCAU '46 : 2. This >130 Dawson . 10:30)- . WRCV... ..Ziv-UA 16 WhaFs My Li :.. . . WCAU 23 

j 2. Lockup Tutv'. 7 00' WRCV.. ; Ziv-UA 16 News; Weather ; .WFIL 11 
2. Hawaiian Eye Wed 9 00-10:00' WFIL 36 Ne’ws-J:. Dalv ......... . .WFIL 10 

Untouchables Thurs. 9 30-1.0:30) WFIL- 36 
: 3. Death Valley Days Mon. 7:00) WRCV.. . - U.S. Borax 15 42 ews;. Weather . . ..WFIL 14 

2. Nc,ws-J. Daly ... . . .WFIL. 12 

2. Real McCoys Thurs. !8.30-9:00> WFIL 36 
; 3. Sea Hunt 'Thins. 10:00-Sat. 7.00).... . WCAU. . •-UA 15 32 Untouchables 

Jim Bowie . 
AV’FlL 
WRCV 

35 
7 

3. Adv. In Paradise Moil. 9 30-10:30' .. . WFIL 30 j ‘ 4. Johnny Midnight 'Thurs. 10:30)..,;- . WRCV MCA 14 30 .Silence. Please ....... ..WFIL 18 
4. Pope. 1 Mon -Sat.. .6:00) WFIL... UAA 14 50 Earlv Sir \v ........ . WCAU 8 

4. I.orctta Young Su .,10.00-10.30) WRCV 29; 5 O’clock N;e\vs . WRCV 5 

29i 
News-II u n t ley-Brinkley WRCV 12 

4. Lawman Sun. 8 30-9.00) YF1L Circus Boy WRCV 4 

Lawrence Welk Sat-; 9.00-10:00' WFIL 
i I Love Lucy . WCAU 4 

5. 28; : 5. Huckleberry llound Tiit,. " 30' •WCAU.. . Screen Gems 13 27 Laramie. . .WRCV 20 

5. Perry Mason Sat. ;30-8:30* WCAU 2»j : 6. Cannonball.'Tlies. i0:3p-.SUn:.6:00’• WFIL.. . ITC 11 23 Diagnosis .Unkiiow 
i Meet The Press 

.WCAU 
. .WRCV 

20 
11 

5- llie Rebel Sun. 9 0(1-9:30). ..WFIL 28; : 6. Phil Silvers Thu.r.. 7.00)... WRCV CBS, 11 37 1 News: Weather ....... ..WFIL 13 
' Ncws-J. Daly WFIL : 10 

: 6. Shotgun Slade ’Fri.- 7:00) WRCV MCA 11 39 X iw s-Coin merit.. . .WCAU 9 
! [News; Weather WFIL 8 
1 j Neus-.T.. Da.Iy .WFIL 9 

I N'ews-D, Etiwards WCAU 8 

PITTSBURGH STaIoONS: KDKA, KTAE, WIIC. SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10.30, I960. 

1. Sea Hunt 'Sat. 7:00V .. KDKA . . !. Ziv-UA 21- 46 Wrestling WIIC 15 
2. Death Valley Days Thurs.. 7.30)... .. KDKA.. . U.S. Borax 20 46 Rescue 8 .... -WTAE 14 
3. llucklebf rry Hound. Mo .6:30> . .. . KDKA:. Screen Gems 16 38 Xtv.-c.-sSports .. : wuc 18 

X e u s-1 tu n t l ey - B r i n kl Cy WIIC 22 
1. What’s My Line Sun. 10.30-11:00' . KDKA 4. Rescue 8 -mrs; 7.30' .. WTAE Screen Gems 14-; 32 Death Valley Days.,. . KDKA 20 

4. U.s:. Marshal Wed. TOO',.. WHO NTA 14 33 News-Ksso Report- KDKA 21 
2. Alfred Hitchcock :Sun. 930-1 IkOt" KDKA Neus-D. Edwards KDKA 20 

j. 
KDKA 

.5.-Lock-Up Wed. & I0:3Q> AV.IJC Ziv-UA 13 21 C'irde Theatre : K UK A 30 
3. Have G n. Will Travel Sat. 9:30-10' What’s My Line .KDKA 43 

4. Miss America I0:O!M2:C0' KDKA 
5. .Manhunt Thu::.'. 10:30' wtae. Screen Genis 13 22 To Tell The Truth.. KDKA 29 
5. Quick Draw McGraw Tuts: 6:30' KDKA Screen Gei 13 34 News-Sports /. . WUC 14 

5. Perry Mason Sat. i7:30-8 30' KDKA 
MCA 12 

, N ews-ll un 11 e v-Br i n klcy WIIC- 17 
6. Warter Wimhell Thurs.' YIIC 29 Neu s-Esso Report KDKA: 20 

6. G.F. Theatre Su !9:00-9.30> KDKA 33 Ncus-D. Edwards KDKA 19 
7. Four Just-Men ■;Tries...7;30)... KDKA. ITC 10 23 Laramie .......- .. WUC • 18 

C. Father Knows Best Mon. 8 30-9:0;)) KDKA •7. Not For Hire -Tries. WIIC CNP 10 26 New A'Ks-so Report KDKA 22. 

KDKA 
New s-O. Edw ards KDKA 20 

7. Lassie 7 t'0-^.30- Phil Silvers Tin 8.00F KDKA CBS 10 19 Dotina Reed .. .... .... •: . WTAE 21 

7 Ed Sullivan 8U0-9 On) f. KDKA Thi. an,Davison Mon. WIIC Ziv-UA 10 
Bat Mas.tersori 

24 New s-Fsso Report. 
wuc 

. -KDKA 
21 
27 

8. I’ve Got A Secret j!\ KDKA 31 
10- 

\c\vs-D. Edwards KDKA 27 
Tombston Fri. 7 00' WIIC -UA 26 News-Esso Report KDKA 22 

\ews-D Edwards. KDKA 20 
Poptje Mori.-Sat, 6:00' WIIC UAA 1.0 Ivavlv Show KDKA 11 

(’apt Kangaroo KDKA 5 

NEW ORLEANS STATIONS: WWL, WDSU, WVUE. SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10.30, I960. 

1. Wagon Train 
2.. Gnu-moke S; 

T,iu:r.' 

6:30- 

4. Hat Masterson 
4. Peter 'Gunn 
5. Riverboat ?*L>n. 
5. Laramie Tuts. G-.30-7 
i. Loretta Young -Sun. 
€. Priee Is Risht Wed. 
7. AVhaUs My Line i: 

80-7.30* 
F30‘ .. 
I Fat. 8:30-9' 

7:00-7:30' 
0-8:30) 
7:30- 

WDSU 
.WWL 
WWL 
WDSU 
WDSU 
WDSU- 

.WDSU 
WI)SU 

.WDSU 
WWL 

50 
48 

1. Interpol C'aMi . .'at. 9:3.0' WWL. . . ..ITC 35 66 i Meet AIcGraw.. F:\VDSU ... 14 
2. Lock-Up . Fri. 7:30' • WWL . Ziv-UA 25 44 jWhieliita- -Tow -...’ WDSU 20 
3. Death Valley I>a>s -Wed, 9 30' WDSU.. U.F. Borax 23 37 ! Circle Theatre. ...... -U. WWL 21 

37 4. U.S.. Marshal t-Wed. 10:0m WDSU.. .NTA 21 ni l I'cinhstone Tci rito: r . . . . WWL 13 
5* This. Man Dawsoii *Fri. 10:00), wdsu ..Ziv-UA 20,: 49 Grand Jiir WWL • 13 

36 
6. Itendeyvous Fri. 8:00' AV WL .. CBS 18 29 77 Suns Strip ..... ... ., WVUE 29 
7. Panic 'Tur-S: 10:00.' .. ., . ...... WDSU CNF 17 45 Wild Carg WWL 15 

):('(t-9 30' 
:30-8:.00> .... 

80-10.0 

or 7. Mike Hammer 'Mori 10:00'' AVWL MCA 16 , 41 . Manhunt WDSU, 16 

35 8. IMarihnrit Mori. 10:00' .- . . .., WDSU.. .. Screen Geriis 16 41 •! M i k e 1 l a miner , l.. .. : .AVWL: F6 
8. Kamar of the Jungle S.-it. 8:301'.,. wnsii.. .. -ITC’/ 16 : 59..: Ca‘ >tain . Kangaroo: ., . .WWL 11 

’j4 8. Trackdown 'Sat. 0:00' WDSU, CBS 16 47..News WWL 14 

MINNEAPOLIS — ST. PAUL STATIONS: WCCO, KSJP,KMSP,WTCN, SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10*30. 

L Death Valle. Days at. 9 30' AVCCO,. . . U S. Borax. 33 73 Mari Fro in Interpoi .. . v . KSTP ••'■,-5' 

1. CunsKic WCCQ 
2. jluckleberr • Hound Turn (i:30> AVCCO. Screen .Gems 23 48 T:arj hie .' . ; F; .... ... .KSTP 15 

•*3- 3. Lock-Up- Wed 9.30'• KS’J F Ziv-UA 16 27 .C’iide Theatre . . AVC CO 20 
Vv hat’s My L: i > WCCO Border Patrol '.’iTui<-.- KS-l’P CBS 13 23 To Ti li The. Truth.--... AVCCO 28 

Four Just Men Tucs AVCCO; . . ITC 11 24 Laramie' .. . . . KSTP 16 
Z. I’ve Got A Seerr Wed. WC'CO VFhirlybirds F-i i. O.l'C :- AV'I'C ' CBS 10 25 News; WcaUier AVCCO 12 

Ncw-s-D: Edwaids .... AVCCO 14 
4. To Tell The VCCO. AV ild Bill liickok KSTP . even Gen 8 42 Gold' Award. Theatre.!. .... AVCCO 6. 

4. Father Knov. ..30-8 ill" AVC(-U 
Catiforuians Fri . KAISP CNP 7: i;i 77 Sunset Strip ....... . ’.. -AVI’CN 25. 
Code. 3 ..Wed. iS.t'i" K.AISP. , Guild 7 13 Aiiliionaire . .. . r;... , . . : WCCO 19 

ly n 
K S IF 

irny. Ghost I r‘.. K.MSP. CBS 7‘ 14 VTT...Sunset. Strip. WTCN 25 
. . -Flight Wt'd. .7:30! KAISP. CNP ••7 13 Price Is.Right ....;.., KSTP; •' 24 

5. Alfred Hitchcock wcco 8. Phil Sih WI’CN CBS 7 ...19 .News Picture.. r. , . . .KSTP 15 
News-D. Edwards .. ..; . .AVCCO 13 

5. Grcucko Alar. KSTP ■8. Roy. Regers' F.it. J.O.lyU' AVCCO R. Roger. :7 33 ‘Circus Bov ... : ,.:KSTP 12 
SL U.S. Marshal Thurs! 5, AVTCN., ; . NTA ■'7 13 . To Tell The Truth. . . . . . . AVCCO 28 

6. 77 Si ’■N 8. Bishop Sheen ' -.71 KMSP. . . NTA 7 12 Dobi Gill is ....wcco 21 

6. Ktal AIcCeys \- 
8. Silent...Seiwice Thur'::.7:()0' 
8. Nherdf^-of Corhuse Frr! 7:30>,.... 

K.Aj[.SP|. . ..CNP •7- 13,. Donna Reed V..;, !. . .AVTCN 19 
... KAlSPl:. . NTA 7 7 Hotel DePiiree wcco 14 

.6. Loretta Young KSTP 8. Jim Eeuie Saf. COD' . ABC :7 24 Sports; AVeatlier 
t!N>\vs-Dave Moore 

AVC-CO 
AVCCO 

10 
10 

8. State Trooper KSTP MCA 7 29 i All; Star Bow ling WCCO 9 

(Continued on page 40) 
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Almost 17billion dollars in food store sales alone! That’s what was missed in the top 15 markets 
last year by advertisers wno cry about lagging profits, but refuse to recognize the steady shift 
of people and money to suburban and “extra-urban” areas. (During 1959,67% of all food store 
sales in the top 15 markets were accounted for by non-city retailers!) 

Nowadays* advertising must travel farther, sell more. That’s why spot television is.the 
choice of today’s advertiser. No other medium provides freedom of market selection, together 
with the unbeatable, marketwide selling impact of television’s sight, sound and motion. 

No need for you to join the tearful. Our new “Telemarketing” study will give you a clear¬ 
eyed view of today’s sales picture, plus the first authoritative forecast (by Market Statistics, 
Inc.) of what the picture will be like in 1965. For your copy, telephone PLaza 1-2345 or write to 
485 Madison Avenue, New York 22, main office of CBS TELEVISION SP®T SALES 

Representing WCBS-TV New York, KNXT Los Angeles, WBBiM-TV Chicago. KMOX-TV St. Louis, WJXT Jacksonville, WCAU-TV 

Philadelphia, WTOP-TV Washington, KQIN-TVPortland, WBTV Charlotte, WBTWFlorence, and the CBSTelevision Pacific Network. 

“Does lie 
know 

what he’s 
missing?” 
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Foreign TV Reviews 
C.onti ued from paste 

i* Fila-ncK Durbiiclg 
\ e-Tabl idled bis n 

a crazy psychiatrist (Alfred Mark?' 
t(j probe the mental disorders!; of 

pule at tii:s Min iol uerve-^Lretcii- lioi 10-yeai-old son. He was sho\v- 
iiu tail1- Idea fs|! to nolve Tijn \ a ’ei-ti uetive b.eni with.- the 
Frazer in liwve sells of. mx episodes,, farnituiv.-.-bitt lather Dickie- Hen- 
t»o spring should}; be here 'before dersoh was kidded into believing 
he's tinough. Judging by this the mind-doctor y\a's a journalist 
launching segment}. Dm bridge is in e.uue- to. interview him, lor he;Was 
for anothei redout.ding click. And dead against all such. lUickery. 
some ot the s-ripi credit rub- oli This led to- some sharp ancl inven 
on Vli\e Exton, ’> hose brisk and the interludes., culminating in 
unerring d.alog gave the hali'-hoyr Henderson himself getting the. 
a solid lu-o. |! treatment... Fasljun was had with 

Storv opened -with- Frazer going lh piiosi./ and the whole thing had 
o a Cornish hotel1! for a rendezvous rothy gaiety tiiatvsiwuid. ensure, 
*,ith his ex-partr.gr in an engineer- a steady welcome, 

ing business, but jibe fellow hadn’t The only fatiit was a tendency on 
turned up. .Meanwhile, a Russian June Laverick's part to force the 
seam; . victim of; a-.typhoon, wa- brightness. but this should be 
dying pstairs. 'nowing the lingo, cured.' as she settles in. As -the 
Frazer gleaned that lie wanted .to., problem child. John Parsons Was 
see a girl called Anya—but he died wcIT-choseri for charm, and Lionel 
that night. In his};room. there was Murton proved a good butt as Hem 
a receipt for a ear from a London ■ derson's buddy. Guest star Alfred 
garage. ;! . Marks' Clicked' .strongly'-!as the 

Next move wasj;for Frazer to be psychiatrist, and the scripting was 
asked along to soil* an.intelligence ‘ taut throughout. 

London/ There he wa? Production, values, were.okay, and 
asked to help'them track down the director Bill Hitchcock, helped the 
missing partner. | for reasons not fluency. Henderson’s a gifted cpm- 
disdo^ed. As the man liad skipped j edian who up. to now hadn’t found 
off with a slice ofj Fraser’s money, ilie. right tv iche. This. 5"ied 
he fell in with the* scheme. The car to be it. Otta. 
ticket, he was told. belonged to ^- 
the partner. Fraser picked it up. \ jo ZOO 
found an address inside, went Producer: Derek Twist 
there, and the segment left him -05 Mins., Wed-, 5 p.m. 
surveying, a littlejgirl he found at Granada TV, from Manchester 
the house, called jAnya. ^ Aired at . the children’s viewing 

So. as' indicated, there was hour of 5 p.m.. this genial skein 
enough tolling mystification to certainly combines instruction with, 
cany viewers forward. Jack Hed- entertainment butjsn’t thereby 
lev. as Frazer, scored freely; the t0 be. castigated as juvenile. Ex- 
part was conceived without the pertlv made, bv the Granada TV 
usual tiehUippedl.and heavy-slug- imit stationed at the London Zoo, 
ging cliches, and: enabled him to the edition surveyed—“E for 
fill it with a likable charm. Other fugles and Enlistment”—brought 
support was fine, with Donald Mor- excellent camerawork and slick 
ley registering asj a secret-service editing into p-lav tohelp provide a 
type masquerading as a salesman, th roughly captivating program. 
Producer Alan Bromly ensneed an The soction on eagles .adduced 
immaculate .-how.j. O a ..some inleresliug facts about: vari- 

r-’ ous*of the. species, while the “en.- 
THE ANIMAL STORY listment” part comically covered 
M'itli Dr. Desmond Morris the .grooming of a goat called Char- 
M’riter: Philip Oakes lie for stardom as mascot of the;: 
Producer: MUtou Shulman Royal Welch Fusiliers: Harry Watt, 
30 Mins.; Mon., 10:30 p.m. wellknown as a director and c.in- 
Granada TV, from Manchester cma documentary pioneer,, pro- 

THE ANIMAL STORY listment” part comically covered 
With Dr. Desmond Morris the .grooming of a goat called Char- 
M’riter: Philip Oakes lie for stardom as mascot of the;: 
Producer: Milton Shulman Royal Welch Fusiliers; Harry-Watt, 
30 Mins.; Mon., 10:30 p.m. wcllknown as a director and c.in- 
Granada TV, from Manchester cma documentary pioneer,, p 10- 

Swinging along; at a brisk gait, tided an informative commentary 
this initial sortie into the animal in easy, conversational style, 
kingdom promised well for tire Enu. 
whole set of six. j it royed around ■■ ■ ■ - ■ - - - " ■ - • 
ti;e world at the; great apes, and 
after brief peeks!: at gorillas and u I anflflfi 
orang-utans settled into a close i L3llUl5 
examination of Congo the chimn. _ „.. . . . • 
Hu proved a nahS.1 for the 'cam- =5= com,need from 33:=== 

era. like all .his breed, and a lot of: tatives of these agencies, members 
amusing observation ot. his mental-' of Congress, lawyers who practice 
process* who *i: nveyed w ithout before * them, " iversity scholars 

S= Ccniinued from pase! 23.; 

effort. 
For instance. Congo was show 

to have a shrewd: aim :at a cocoa- 

who are exports in Government ad¬ 
ministration* and other federal, of¬ 
ficials in fields related to. the agem 

nut. to have the;! sense to heave cies. such as the Justice Dept. 
himself on to a box to reach for . „ i The conference-^or assembly, 
an inaccesuble hunch of grapes, the wor<1 Pretty man seems, to pfe- 
and to bo a soit of Pica.s>o-of-the-} —would make recommendations 
apes, daub ng away with paint and-both t0 Congress and to the agenV 
papei rO some purpose. A neat and c;es themselves on how their job 
^u-tual commentary, written by can be done. better. 
Philip Oakc. .was, nicely delivered Although. Landis had nothing to 
nv zoological expert. Desmond dn with todnv’s cnrifprehcp hpin? 

imnuai commenrary. written nv can. be done better. 
Philip Oakc. .was, nicely delivered Although. Landis had nothing to 
ny zoological expert. Desmond do with today’s, conference being 
Morns-, and pntipnt, telling pho- scheduled (it was Judge Pretty--, 
tographv was tliejresponsibi.ity of man’s project, which he sold.to the 
Dmiglas Fisher, j . White House;', it apparently has his 

The program j stahlished that. enthusiastic blessing, 
anes are quite bngnt i.i the tipper j Favors ‘Judicial Concept* 
storey, and fortunatMy didn’t make j in‘his August speech, Landis ex- 
ti'p dreaofttl treating' pr-o^sed th^S0 \Ficv\'S; 
them as oed sub-humans with pet, —The agencies need to function 
names. Further segments will treat, in a more judicial concept., 
the hunting habits .of animals..■ ;;We have an assurance . v . with 
their disguises, and their table reference to judicial appointments 
manners. All in all, quite a novel ifederal judgesK . . that they have 
and successlul gaiiihit, for animals been exposed to one discipline, that 
dont often get an airing at adult of the law ... But with admin- 
viewing ‘imes. Which raises an odd istirative appointments (to ihde^ 
PP!!]!v ^:1V ^n; when the pendent regulatory ageiiciesk a sin- 
Kutc.ies snould bej snoring? Otta. gle discipline is; not required. But 

-T-— a discipline that has som ielation- 
THE DICKIE HENDERSON SHOW ship to the . responsibilities to be 
With Dickie Henderson, June Lav- assumed should be; required . . . I-n- 

erick, John Parsons, Lionel Mur-.}sufficient study ' has heretofore 
ton, Alfred Marks, Lindsay Scott-1 characterized thi problem, of ad-r 
Patton, Pat Coombs, Judy Corn-1 ministrative appointment-. .. ... ' 
well _ L I “Many of them 'commissioners 

Wroers: Jimmy Grafton, Jeremy of the. agencies.' come from pro'i'c^- 
LToyd _ _ i: j sions and businesses unattuned-to. 

Director: Bill Hitchcock' I the idea of articulating conclusions. 
30 Mins., Mon.. 8 jp.m. | Some of the past colleagues ion 
As-:odiated-Rediffiision, from Lon-1 regulatory agencies) ... could hot 

dnn ; i conceivably have set forth the 
This domosHc-pomedy s k e i n j ground for their conclusions arid 

nv-U* a sparkling) entry into the yet the soundness of these conclii- 
sdedules with this initial segment, j sions '.coiild not ' be questioned, 
dubbed “Tile Psychiatrist.” Each ! Law, however,, is not.built.this way. 
self-contained episode centers j It is not a forest oi isolated pillars 
around a familv Threesome, with j but ail edifice built stone bv 
the addition of guhst star. But the I stone , 
chief burden of \ o;;ks fell on Dickie | ’’This practice . . has: . re- 
Honderson. and he carried it with : suited in:the' lack of. dove! . 
It wtfh aplomb. j .of adequate standards iu various: 

Sanation of this one was that : adniinistfati tie Ids.. I refer, for 
tlie wife lJune Laverick) called in * example/ to the lack of any true- 

standards , in ,the . choice between 
competing: applicants for a tele¬ 
vision or radio eiiannel . . . These 
choices are. riiade and have to be 
made but . the bases upon- which 
they rest are incapable of being 

‘ accurately briefed.” 

Landis Went on to deplore “opin¬ 
ion writing sections/’ sucli as FCC 

' has. Commissioners decide how-a 
casewill go and direct others to 
compose the .written opi 

‘ The process of decision is not 
a-hviis Capable of delegation 
I know from judges for whom I 
have worked whom I have 
known and from mv own experi¬ 
ence that frequently ail opinion ,in 
accbrd with a .prior conclusion sim¬ 
ply will not write/;’ Landis de¬ 
clared. 

. —He pondered if top jobs in the 
regulatory agencies shouldn’t be 
transformed into career posts, an¬ 
other'hint that Landis may be sym-. 
pathetic with the. concept of mak¬ 
ing .comiriissionerships into U.S. 

■judges. 

. /The rapid turnover at the top 
levels of our administration agen¬ 
cies presents a serious problem. It 
means, fundamentally that service 
in , these posts is riot regarded as 
a. career but as a stepping stoiie 
to. some other position in Govern¬ 
ment, or industry . . . The devotion 
that .arises out of the conception of 
a lifetime of concern, is missing,” 
Landis, said. . (Federal judges, for 
the most part, are appointed for 
life.)" " .;' 

—He considers the powerful in¬ 
fluence: Congress holds over the 
regulatory agencies to be an un¬ 
healthy situation. 

■‘Agencies have to deal with their 
budgetary problems before House 
and. Senate', committeesi and these 
problems are "vital.to the efficient 
exercise of their po\yers . lAt 
such Congressional hearings) ef¬ 
forts have. been made again and 
again Through the. w-ithholding of 
funds to influence both the rule-1 

making and the adjudicatory proc¬ 
esses of. the agency: 

. ‘‘Committees Of Congress have on 
occasion directly intervened with 
the.operation of the agencies. Only 
a short time, ago; we saw the ex- 
tTaordinafy, spectacle of. a com¬ 
mittee qf Congress seeking to tell 
FCC .not..to handle a proposed rule 
change .pending before that -Com-, 
missiorti which the Commission had 
already concluded was vyithi its 
jurisdictioh io consider.” 

(His reference, was to the Senate 
Commerce .Committee’s beefing 
about boosters earlier this year.) | 

—He Wants, something done to 
speed up. handling of cases bv the 
agencies, to ease the financial bur-! 
deri on applicants, as well as tli 
cost to the Government. 

•‘Delays .stem- from several fac- i 
tors, .some • of: which are curable^ j 
There, is too casual an. attitude tow- ; 
ard: the admission of evidence. 
Huge records are made which have 
little chance of. personal examina¬ 
tion: by . commissioners .. . . This can ; 
be enhanced considerably by . the i 
not infrequent attitude of Gov- j 
erhmeht counsel . not merely to I 
prove his/ease but to insist upon : 
proving if four times over.! Gtlier 
counsel, representing interests with, 
large resources, can resort too 
easily to delaying tactics. The au¬ 
thority of the hearing examiner is 
often too meager to deal with situa¬ 
tion such, as these . . .. 

‘.Tca'n recall an effort to bring 
about a rule - change before. FCC; 
substantially unsuccessful, on 
Which some. $200,000 Was. spent . . . 
These, are, proceedings that the 
average, businessman or entrepre¬ 
neur simply cannot afford.” 

—He also expressed an opinion 
which may well be the theme of his 
study of the regulatory agencies: 

“Perhaps one of the largest wor¬ 
ries over the work ;of our adminis¬ 
trative, agencies, has, been their lack 
of creative thinking.” 

Television Reviews 
Conti ued .frt>nv page .35 

CBS-TV Taps Raymond 
A1 Raymond has Iieen named to 

the newly-rcreated. post of manager; 
Of labor relations in the live oper¬ 
ations department of C'BS-TV. He’s 
been manager of studio operations 
ih N.Y. for the past five years. 

In the .heW: spot, he reports to 
Hugh Graham, .director of live op¬ 
erations for the web; 

Dallas:—Mike Shapiro has been! 
named general manager of all 
broadcasting properties of the A- 
H/Bclo Cprp., parent organization 
of the Dallas Morning News. Man¬ 
ager of Wf AA:TV since 1.953, 
Shapiro \\\ elevated -to the top 
exectuive position held by the late 
Alex . Keese.: He \vill continue in 
ins role, as head Of WFAA-TV. 

logics apart, is the continued ieli-. 
aiice on military- audiences, for-the 

. best un-!canned laughter iri the 
business. This time he made his 
stand at the Air Force Academy in 
Colorado Springs, and though 
many of his jokes were faulty, their 
“inside stuff” quality drew explos¬ 
ive reactions from the youthful fly 
boys. Some, of the material sup¬ 
plied him, as uisual, topical: 
The gags about .tli ultra-moderiv 
Academy buildings and about: Air 
Force discipline were new and. ap¬ 
parently pertinent to the scene, 
but ,they were also reminiscent of 

. his commentary before, the GI’s of 
Alaska and Fort 6rd and wher¬ 
ever else he’s been, in the layt two 
decades, to entertain the ..military, 

, Steve McQueen had no sooner 
finished as;, the star of CBS-T.V’s 
filmed “Wanted Dead r. Alive” 
than he showed up as Hope’s No. 1 
guest. on NBC-TV. ; McQueen, a 
good abtor but hot especially 
trained for' the apt: of .conipdicS. 
was .nonetheless able to get consid¬ 
erable mileage out of the. sure-fii 
lines supplied him: in a series oi 
paper-t.hi skits with Hope. All 
of theni Were . built aroiirid . the 
Academy. Kay Starr, who sings a, 
corking ~ brass style, also got in¬ 
volved in some of the skits. 
Throughout the skits, the audience 
broke up. and the neat shots of ther 
boj’s in the pews and of the: Acad- 

. emy itself gave-the-viewer, a false 
sense of participatip.n. 

Neile Adams, McQueen’s rc-il- 
life wife, did the kind of,tv filler 
that soldiers everywhere, ought to 
eat up and, |ii this, case, did. The 
cadets seemed ‘jubilant, over her 
brief appearance in a singing and1 

Wiggle dancing Rendition of “My 
Heart Belongs to Daddy,” kind of 
a natural anywhere but .especially 
w-hen there are GI’s in the. audi¬ 
ence. \ 

In short, the whopping pewstors 
may have exaggerated the uality 
of humor on this latent Hope romp, 
but everybody; including the peo¬ 
ple at home, didn’t have "a..chance' 
in the hands of the rapid-firing 
comedian for anything but fun. . 

' •'■. Art-- " 

American academy of 
DRAMATICS ARTS SHOW 

' With Brendan. . Behan, Frances 
.! Fuller, others . . ^ 
i Director: Ed (Coopersteln 
30 Mins., Sait., II a.m. .! 

| WNTA-TV, N. Y; (tape! 
Brendan Behan, the unpredic¬ 

table Irish playwright., seems to he 
! on his best behavior, ah . :in his 
} best spontaneous form before 
'young audiences. 

His U. S. tv pfeem last-year'.on 
CBS-TV’s “Small World” was a 
fiasco of mutterings and ihserh- 

- table baliadeering that had moder- 
j ator Ed Murrow cutting him. out. of 
!the transcontinental conversation 
• before the show- was. half oyer. 
Behan had most .probably been 
aleing. He was unfunny with .Tack 
Paaf and ovei>clo\vhing on “Open 
End.” 

But he reportedly -a smash, 
in a rambling lecture before, an 
Ivy League girls college .assem-.: 
biage. and he had an 'easy ,charm 
and wit in a Q. and A.-session with 
American . Academy of Hraniatic 
Arts students on ..the school’s 
WNTA-T.y Saturday (19- morning 
show. . - ' 

• With restrained good humor. Be¬ 
han told the kids/ among other 
things, that “We’ve got to have 
some kind of theatre or life doesn’t 
go on. Theatre captures a. bit of 
life, captures a bit of poetry. The. 
rest of the world thinks we’re nec¬ 
essary, obviousl)r, for we’re here. 
Good morninV’ 

Comparing American and British! 
theatre audiences, the author of 
the current Broadway hit, “The 
Hostage,” said American theatre¬ 
goers have a puritanical streak and 
are easily- shocked—‘America is 
peopled by country people . . if 
they’re from England, they’re not. 
from . London; if , they’re from 
France, there: not from Paris/ if. 
they’re front Italy, they’re not 
from Rome;’-, But, he said, Ameri¬ 
cans are extremely, generous and.. 
hospitable-^“very honest country 
folk.” 

America, he said, has a lot of 
funny words and sayings, “like 
‘top o' the morning/ I never-heard 
ft' in Ireland, but It’s a! good say¬ 
ing:”1 

He told an Iowa femme Student 
who' said she wasn’t sure what 
Bohan wanted her to. think after 
seeing “The Hostage” that the play 
was not meant to have any obscure 

.' sj-jnbolism—“I have a re.put.ali 
for. being witty because t say 

• actly what I think. .Do,you dig?”. 
] Behan at the pace set oni this 
| show was nil* :H like, but a substan- 
jtial improveinent the stereo-,, 
i type of the Irishman: Frances Fill-; 
! ler. Academy prexy. moderated 
and seemed more, patronizing to¬ 
ward the students than necessary, 
but that may have been because 

.■she knew them/ 

j Show Has been on the air for the 
■ last few weeks and,, besides, Behan, 
has featured Marc Connelly, How¬ 
ard Lindsay, Worthington (Tony) 
Minor, Thel,m Ritter. AValter. Abel 
and Peter Glcnvillc Bill. 

WONDERLAND ON ICE;. 
W-ith Efrem Zinabalist Jr., host: 

Dorothy Collins, special guest: 
Jinx .Clark/ Alfredo Mendoza, 
The W’illiams Family. Dorothy 
Gods, Paul Andre, Werner Mul¬ 
ler,-Renata Muller, Ray Balmer, 
Tommy Allen : 

Producer-Writer: Bill Nichols 
Exec Producer: Jack Philbi 
Director: Grey Lockwood 
60 Mins.. Thursi; . 7:30 p.m. 
'top value stamps, stop A 

shop markets . 
. NBC-TV, from Ft.Wayne (tape) 
i. .1 CampbeU-Mithyn- lnr. [ 

A large part of .the appeal: of the 

aele” 

aspect itself, an aspect sacrificed to 

a great: degree! when, filtered 

/through te,le;.aiori*s smalier-th 

'.life dlmensidris. .gly.-.NBC. 

failed to compensate for this 16> 

\\ith a colorcast Init- . in the ca>e. of 

“AVpndoriand Ice./ the. nifty 

: skaters and flashy routines 

‘‘Holiday on Ice of 1961” mpany 

were “spectacle” enough, without, 

all the usual'm production't ritn- 

mings. These blades, left .to 

th s. puL on quite a 

show!.' 

Unfortunately, .writer-producer 

. Bill Nicliois: and dr exec.prpdiicer. 

. Jack Pliilbin apparently felt tli 
; need for injecting nai 
i value, into, the proceedings. ScV- 

! -ai embarrassing- exchanges be¬ 
tween ,-gue-st stars Efrem Zimbalist 

: Jr. and Dorothy,. Collins'Avert* thor-. 
ioughly: damaging to the. sh w 
| style and pace. Zimbalist: was 
i forced to go through the “what' 
docs private-c\ e do on a. inusteal 
sljouV” bit. . The obvious answer: 
Ht* makes, kind of a nuisance of 
.hiiKseif; Miss Collins was luckier. 
She got to shig. a. couple of song 
and rendered theni in her infee;-, 
tiously hale-and-hearty .style,,, 

The skating was, oiitstanding. 
Some of those .who displayed, their 
frdsty gifts were .Jinx Clark. Al¬ 
fredo Mendoza, Dorothy Goos; Paul 
Andre, Werner and Renata .Muller, 
Ray, Balmer. Tommy Allen; ;Debbie 
and Bobby Williams. With, several 
•‘Mother Goose”, and ..“Clown” 
routine conspicuous!, the. program 
had ..strong kiddie, appeal, .and was 
Slotted by NBC. at an appropriately’ 

: early hour./Show was directed by 
Grey LockiVood, bankrolled by Top. 
Value Stamps with timely pre- 
Xnlas pitch; Tube 

'Music for Winter Night’ 
As 3-Wk. Churchill Sub 

“Music for. a Summer’s Night” 
comes back for three weeks, be¬ 
ginning Sunday, Dec. 18, as “Music 
for a Winter's Night,” and. return¬ 
ing to ABC-TV for the three-week 
run will be producer Fred Heider.. 
It?ll go into the. 10:30-11 p.m. 
period. 

“Music,” which -will dwell 
hpliday (Xirias and New Year’s! 
themes,, is served as the filler dur-1 
ing the transition period for spon-; 
sors on ABC-TV’s Churchill. Series. 
Bell & Howell is, pulling out of 
the Churchill teldfilm after spon¬ 
soring the first! three stanzas. After 
the first of the year Mead John¬ 
son, manufacturer of Mettecal, will 
assume weekly bankrolling respon¬ 
sibilities for. Churchill! (There will 
be 23 Churchills left after. B&H 
leaves, but it has hot been con¬ 
firmed yet whether Mead Johnson 
will; buy all 23.) 

ABC-TV had .planned to go from: 
Sunday’s : (27>. starting . . date for . 
Churchill and keep, it ; going week¬ 
ly, but B&H’s changes brought 
about ABC-TV’s. decision for 
three-week suspension. 
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(Continued from pace 34) 

STATIONS: KTVJ, KMOX, KSD, KPLR. SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10-30, 1960. 

TOP TEN | NETWORK SHOWS 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY-TIME STA. 

1. Gunsmoke 'Sat. 9:00-9:30*   KMOX 

2. Wliats My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00). KMOX 
3. Wagon Train 'Wed. 6:30-7:30' KSD 

4. To Tell The Trutlt'Thurs. 9:30-10:00' KMOX 
5. Loretta Young 'Sun. 9:00-9.30). ... KSD 

6. 77 Sunset Strip 'Fri. 8:00-9.00' ...... :KTV-I 
7. Perry Mason 'Sat.. 6:30-7:30* ..:. KMOX 
8. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9:30' KMOX 
9. Father Knows Besf 'Mon. 7:30-8:00' ./KMOX 

9. Circle Theatre 'Wed. 9:00-10:00).. . . .KMOX 

9. Black Saddle iIYi. 9-30-10:00' .KTVI 

9. Detectives 'Fri. 9:00-9:30' ..KTVI. 

9. I’ve Got A Secret iWed. 8:30-9:00'. IvMOX 

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS 
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. DISTRD. RTG. SH. 

San Francisco Beat (Sat. 9:30)......, .KMOX.. , .CBS 23 .40 
Sea Hunt (Fri. 10:00)... .ktvi;.. Ziv-UA 21 42 
Lock-Up (Wed: 9:30) ... . .. .KSD.... . .Ziv-UA 21 39 
U S. Marshal (Thurs. 9:30).......... .KTVI... .. NTA- 15 ,27 
Vikings (Sun. 9:30). .KSD: ... ..Ziv-UA 15 25 
Shotgun Slade (Sat. 10:00).......;>. KSD... . .MCA 14 30 

Rescue. 8 (Thurs. 10:00);. -.,..<■.....,. .KTVI... .. Screen Gems 13 28 

This Man Dawson (Mon. & Fri. 10.'.. KSD..,. . .Ziv-UA 13 27 

Highway Patrol. (Tues., & Sat. 9:30-10' KTVI,.. ...Ziv-UA 12 24 

Death Valley Days (Sat. 9:30)....... :KSD:. . .US. Bora*. 1? 21 

TOP COMPETITION 
im ' sta; 

;.'.KPLR 
...KSD 
...KMOX 
...KMOX 
.-. KMOX 
...KMOX 
...KMOX 
...KMOX 
.. . KSD 
...KMOX 
.. :kmox 
.. .KTVI 
...KMOX 
...KMOX 
..KMOX 
.. KMOX 

First. Run Theatre .... 
News; Weather ...... 
Interpol Calling .; 

Eve On St. Louis., i. 
Sea Hunt .;, 

Diagnosis Unknown 
First Run Theatre ... 

SAN FRANCISCO STATIONS: KTVU, KRON4 KPIX, KSO. SURVEY DATES:;SEPTEMBER 10-30, I960, 

1. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00).. ... 

2. Perry Mason <Sat. 7:30-8:30'.. 

3. Wagon Trai '.Wed. 7:30-8:30' 

4. Have Gun. Will Travel '.Sat. 9:30-10*. 

5. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00*.. 

5. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00). 

6. Alfred Hitchcock )Sun. 9:30-10:00'., 

6. Laramie (Tues. 7:30-8:30) -.... 

6. Peter Giinn 'Mon.j 9:00-9:30'... 

7. G.E. Theatre (Suiy 9:00-9:30' 

7. Price Is Right (Wiki. 8:30-9:00' .., ... 

SHREVEPORT 

1. Sea Hunt (Tiles. 7:00),.... , ..... ...KRON.. ..Ziv-UA 17 43. News: Sports- -: ../... V . . KPIX 9 
Ne ws-D; Edwards ..... ..KPIX 8 

1. You Asked For it (Thurs; 7:00).... ...KTVU.. . Crosby News: Sports . ., . ..KPIX 9 
Brow 17 39 NewSrD. Edwards .^.,. .KPIX 10 

2. Border Patrol (Fri. 7:00'.....-,.... ...KRON.. .. CBS 15 35 News;. Sports ...... . KPIX , 12 
News-D. Edwards ..... • KPIX 13 

2. San Francisco Beat (Sat. 7:00)...; ...KPIX.., ..CBS 15 43 Meet Your Giants. :.. ..KRON: 7 
3. Manhunt (Tues. 6:30'. .• ...> . KRON.. ..Screen Gems 14 44 Brave Stallion . :.ktvu 6 

Shell News . .. KGO 6 
Nows-J. Daly .. KGO 6 

3. Science In Action (Mon. 7:00) ■ = ...*. .. .KRON.. .. Coronet 14 32 .Cannonball' ' ....... ./'. ...KTVU 13 
3. Tombstone Territory (Tues. 8.30)., : ..KRON.. Ziv-UA 1.4. * 26. Dobie Gillis v.:, V..* ..KPIX 17 
4. Cannonball '.Mon; 7:00 L.......... .. .KTVU.. .. ITC 13 30 Science Iu/ Action.. ■. . KRON , 14 
4. Rescue 8 ‘Wed. .6:30).. . . . . .KRON.. . . Screen Gems 13 35 Huckleberry Hound ... ..KTVU It 
5. Bold Journey 'Thur.. 7:30'..... KPIX...... . Banner 12 27 State Trooper. .KTVU ii 
5. Divorce Court rSat,. 6:00) ...,...., .. .KRON. . .. Screen Gems . 12 34 j Champ Bowling. ...... ..KTVU 10 

KTTV 1 
5. Quick Draw MeGraw (Thurs. 6:30).. 41 [ Shell News :, 

I News-J: Daly 

STATIONS: KTBS, KSLA. SURVEY DATES: AUGUST 4-IOi i960. 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30' 

1. lather Williams (Mon. 0:00* 

2. Wagon Train ‘ Wca. 6:30-7.30* 

3. Millionaire 'Wed. 8:00-8:30' 
4. Twilight Zone 'Fri! 9:00-9:30' .:. 
5. I’ve Cot A Secret \\ ed. 8 30-9 **0. 

5. Have Gun. Will Travel.-Sa*. 8:30-9 
6. Alcoa Theatre -Mop. 8 30-9 00- 
7. U.S. Steel Hour Wed. -UO-Hi-OOi 

8. Johnny Ringo 'Tluirs. 7.30-8:1)0) 

KSLA 37.3': 
1. Mike Hammer (Sat. 9:30).... . .KSLA.. ."■MCA 36.0 79,5 Man, From Interpol, .1. ...KTBS ' 913 
2., Not For Hire (Mon 8:00)_.T- . KTBS.. ..CXP 34.0 64.5 C-elebritv Talent ,.i.. .; .KSLA ■18.7 

KTBS 37.3 ; 2. Rescue 8 'Tues. 8:00) ... ..KSLA.. ..Screen Gems 349 5617 Richard, Diamond - KTBS 26.0 
KTBS 35.3 3. Tombstone Territory (Wed. 7:30). . V;KSLA.. . .Ziv-UA 29.7 54:0' Price Is Right . 1. i;. .. . KTBS- •247 
KSLA 34.4 4. Sea Hunt H ri. 10:00). v■. :K&LA... . .Ziv-UA 26.7 81.7. News;,-Weather ...KTBS 9.3 

KSLA 33.7 ;>, This Man Dawson .'Sun. 9:3Qc...i ..KTBS.. . .Ziv-UA 24.7 
. Sportsmans Corner V. 

57,3 What’s Aly Line:. /,. 
...KTBS 
.//KSLA. 

■2-7 
18 4 

KSLA 33.0 .. 6. Four Just Men.' I’ri. 9:30* . ;y .. .KSLA. . . , ,ITC 22.7 60.7 Project 20 __. .. .KTBS 14,7 
:ksla 33.01 7. Three Stooges 'Mon.-Fri. 5:00.'•../ .. > ktbs .; ,..Sc reen Gems 22.1 66.0. Cinema. XI.I . . ,.... .. .KSLA 11.4. 
. KTBS 32.7 8. Huckleberry Hound 'Tues. 5.30'.. 7 .. I KSLA.. .. .Sci-een Gems 2i 3 72:7 Rocky X" Friends,...: .. . KTBS. 8 0 

KSLA 
KSLA 

32.3 
31 3 j 

,31 Highway Patrol ' Tliurs;. 10:00':Lv ... . 1:KSLA.. .. .Ziv-UA 20.7 68.6 News; Weather KTBS 12 0 

9. Quick Draw McGraw 'Wed. 5:36'.. . . . .KSLA,. .. .Screen. Gems 20.7 
Pioneers' . 

65.3, My FriencI Fliekt ... i 
...KTBS 
...KTBS 

7-3. 
lib 

PHOENIX STATIONS: .KTVk, KPfiO, KOOL, KVAR. SURVEY DATES: AUGUST 15- SEPTEMBER 11. I960. 

1. monner's 'Sat,- .8:30's.... :.. KOOL. CBS 22 6 4U.0 - .fid vilee ■U../:A. •' J. K’l VK V'. 3' 
1 Mv Lin? ' 8 30-9 K- 3T 5 * lihot gun S!adc-- 'vSut;,9'.(J02' LOO!,,. ... IUC. 2-1-2 ■K C!'.«rk . '..KTVK i-u 
1. G;r*s:r ;!v? S..t. !>. ^-.in Frj-ueisci* Beat -Suii. KOOL CBS 1; Vo KTVK 17 7 

. 4. Rogers Mon.: iviTIO ■ R . . II !',Vv at lie:’: Nev .-'. . . . .KVA R 4 5 
K I \ I; 30 4 ■Prod i8.fi Xe\ -Hun! le\ -Bi inklcv : -KA'AR 1 1'():■ 

77 s* 1^ 1 \K 4. V. > v dy Vbo.djiccker K I'Ii( . . .. Kellogg 13 0 oiiie::; News .... ...KVAR 5.4: 
‘ No’. .:■'. -! 'untiev-l KVAR 1» \ 

IliV . I .:<•? v'cTcrry IIo:nvd '"Wed. .0 20• KP'fO. . . . GON *N. 46 1 i’i’i te K R'.ent ___ ..KVAR 
Un'cuK-i'aiu'- .Kl'VK De.it h.AaLey D-gv. : Ti.e.-.. 9 3iV*. .• . ... KTVk. ,■ . U Bo: ax 3-5.7 St\. i- Is::;: . \OOL 

V ii::i regs • Wed, :;:•)()•• " Li’.: l.\ . 17,0 32.0 ,( t ie >eat re 0015 r -VJ Hum 'i o - J) 39)' ..KOOL , ., 7,v-- -A 15 (>’. 
' 

. .3L8: Di : tin Val'ey' D«/vs-. . KTVK., 
■i si;* • , WcM. 5 'b • K 5r.(‘ 'Vg ':ws- '.■. / KVAR 

KV VR ■ K , '-■■■njo ..,_ ,k: lie. 15 2 . .KTVK 
K ..k/vr' 

KV\R 

AVTONA BEACH STATiQMS: V/ESH-, W.DBO, V/LOF.: SURVEY DATES: AUGUST -4- 1.0, I960., 

----- -1- 
-A’~ I. S .vtgir;> 10.30' Wi BO.. .. MCA 25 3 . 7': ..: ;avloi- ' e.7 

> 2. .'. a liiUJ ■’-')) . v olo.-: ...Zh-UA. ■ 2:' 7-' 2b i I’ v. e!'-»: Fa-tlm .. .: ...'.WISH 2 ' !> 
) .3. V M :- r,->, mL-jI 8.39'. VDBO.. .. M A ' 16.7 28 3 Pri e I - ,Kre!:i XVLSTI 2').0 

\ '* 4. I -s •■,; 7‘ HJ; W1) BO.': ..Z:\-L A 1 77 38 3 C oi-vr to 9 Wi’.SH 14 () 
w 87 o - 5. i%-.iy' •r-s- ...S?t; 7 001 AV -.SH. . . t. Pc 14 7. 36:7 Fi'-rid- Sho'.vc:;':. ..: ,IVOIi() 13 4 
Y-'DBO .’>7,3 6. Cerer.uPj i 9 ■.T'uur-.. 7.30'.;... W:>'-U. . .. MCA 4 0- ;o;2 Lo(k-i;i> ' l.v,7 
WDRO 37.0 fi. Resoj? S iVed T-ii AVL:-!I.. ,,'Sui'cn G?' 's; 14 0 5')'. f, Ow I:- W'jP.Q 
Wi)H>) 29 3 6. Tomo tC. . lenito: •v WPS f t 14 il¬ 24 0 Spike .Ipiies ,. Lx., _WDBO 

it 29.0 7. Bugs B:i: •by.’ .'on;/ (M- . WLOi’ A A ls.7- 45.2 T;ue 1 iie 'atio'n .,.; ....WOBO 
V- * -Os' 2.; 7' 8. Hucklebe riy Hound : 'thurs. 6 30' VDiU) Oeen Ge V: 1:3 l) 42 4 Five O Clock .Movi V. i'vl’ri. 

STATIONS: WCSH,- WGAN, WMT\V. SURVEY DATES: AUGUST 4U0, 1960, 

V.t.’SH 41 5 1. San Frahekseo Beat 'Fri. 9:(lb). : . ..WCSH, . . CBS 21.3 41.5 i AU St; Roden L .’ ...WGAN 18 0 
V, u -V2 .**.• s/K. Mni.iis'i. Uhl*-. ,IO-oO» WGVN.. . NTA 19.3 64.3 M:ui: FibnT ThlerpoT:, '. .. .AVCSII 7 3 
vv 2;-; I 8. v-rave' Si-iiMoii ■.Wed., 7:00). ; .. _ __WCSH: . - iTG 18:7 46 4 Cannonball .. .WGAN. 14.4 

35 4: llnekieberry Hciiind Fri. 6:80' WCSH,. . Screen Gc: is 17.4 66 7 -Early'-' Show- ..... ...-VVAltW. 4:7. 
•:L‘V.UC, 5. Highway Patrol 'Tues; 8:30)... . .. WCSH.. . CBS 17.3 30.8 Dobie GiPis .;. .... ;.. WG AN 22 4 

i.- A M- AVCIAN 6. Mike Haniiner 'Thurs. 10:30)... WC'SIt.., ... MCA ■ 16.7 38 0 j To Tell The Truth.. . .WGAN 19,7 
ic5>e V a ;.V‘- 7. lVhirlj.b:rds 'Sun.'6:30’)-.. wesft.. .. CBS 16.4 64.8 j 20th.Century .... .. . WGAN 5 7 
* ?;•: {:t no u\’sr 8; Cann'onb.'?ll < Wed. 7:00).. .7 .,.. ...... . WG AN.. .. itc •14.4 35.7 Brave StaUibii .Vv’GSII 18 7 

Ta»» \v* si 9. l our Just Men 'Sun.. 6:00)..... :'AVCSH.* .. ITC* 14.0 749 Bozo & Pals... ..... . WMTW 4.0 
wo w . 10. Sea Hunt (Tina's.' 7:00);....... . ..WGAN.. ., Zxv.-t 13,7 47.6 ' tills Man Dawson.. .. . WCSH 10.7 
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72 EPISODES THAT BROKE NETWORK RECORDS 
NIGHT AND DAY NOW AVAILABLE 1st TIME LOCALLY 
Direct from its network success to you-a“natural”for station program¬ 

ing needs BROKEN ARROW changed network history in two 

completely different time periods On both Tuesday nights at 9pm 

and Sunday afternoons at 4:30pm, BROKEN ARROW lifted ABC-TV 

network from third into a challenging second position BROKEN 

ARROW has everything: record ratings.,.67% adult viewers...renewed 

by GE and Miles Labs for adults, and Mars, Inc. and Ralston-Purina 

forall-farnilyaudiences...authentically-set adventures of the U.S. ^ 

Indian Agent who became a “bloodbrother” of the Apache chief, JBF 
Cochise IDEAL FOR TRANSITION TIME PERIODS Jib 

\ starring Michael Ansara and John Lupton 





KPIX 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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\ .: 

WBZ-TV 

BOSTON 

(NBC 

AFFILIATE) 

KDKA-TV 

PITTSBURGH 

(CBS 

AFFILIATE) 

®BS 

AFFILIATE)' 

WHAT HAPPENED TO ALL 5 OF THESE 
STATIONS ON ELECTION NIGHT WAS NOT A 

COINCIDENCE 
Three different network affili¬ 
ations ...yet each of the WBC TV 
stations ran ‘'ahead of its 
ticket" on election night. Each 
drew a greater share of audi¬ 
ence than the average of other 
local stations on that network 
that evening. 

This is not coincidence. No more 
than it can be called a coincidence 
that more local advertisers use 
WBC TV stations than any other 
TV stations in their markets. 

Now, what about ratings? The 
WBC TV stations are leaders in 
their markets. All five are first or 
virtually tied for first place in 
share of audience. Again, despite 
the fact that one station is ABC, 
two are CBS, two NBC.* 

What makes so many people 
tune to the five WBC TV stations? 
We believe the answer lies in the 
important identification that our 
stations have with community 
problems, and in their attempts 
to serve the community and the 
personal needs of viewers. For 

example, over 400 times in the 
last few years, WBC stations have 
editorialized on local issues, alert¬ 
ing their audiences to the need 
for action and infusing them with 
the desire to find solutions. Even 
more significant, these editorials 
have run in time periods when 
there are peak viewing audiences. 

Also, recognizing the obvious 
need and desire for information, 
WBC stations have programmed 
special national and international 
news coverage of world happen¬ 
ings, supplementing the services 
received from the networks. The 
intention: to give WBC audiences 
a locally-oriented point of view, 
and as complete news coverage as 
possible. 

These facts have earned for the 
WBC stations the top awards for 
significant and outstanding pro¬ 
gramming in the public service. 

So it isn’t COINCIDENCE. Audi¬ 
ences, advertisers, ratings, com¬ 
munity services, awards. These, 
are the stimuli that prompt view¬ 
ers and advertisers to turn to 
the WBC television stations. 

Broadcasting Company, Inc. 
WBZ-TV, Boston, WJZ-TV, Baltimore, KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, KYW-TV, Cleveland, 
KPIX, Sail Francisco. , Represented by Television Advertising Representatives, Inc. 

* Current ARB Reports*. And if yoxCye wondering about the stations that are “virtually 
tUdi” one is 1/iQ of 1% below its competitor, while the other is 9/10 of 1%. You might call 
this diff erence an area of s tatis tical tolerance. 
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Tribune station, directing the pilot for “Bridgl with the Masters” at 

Kites Fahey Flynn will narrate WBBM-TV’s medical documentary 

next Monday (28), “The Four Seasons” . Jerry Levin’s pubaffalrs 

opus at WBBM-TV, “Rebuttal,” entering a new cycle of debates, this 

time with local high school students. John. Coughlin will , moderate . 

V/BBM. WDZ (Decatur), and WLBK (DeKalb) were the only three 

Illinois stations to win National Farm Safety Award Dick Jones 

a-.'a in in charge of WGN s annual scries, “Opera Guild Auditions 6f 

the Air.” 

IN LONDON 
Anglia TV’s program controller Stephen McCormack and program 

director Peter Yolland sky to Berlin Dec, 1 to supervise a West German 
Television Network's filming of stuff for "Hello Angli 60-minuter 
skeclded for local airing Christmas Day . . Associated-Rediffusion 
gives director Mark Lain ton three months’ leave of absence to do plays 
on German tv . BBC-TV gh.es repeat showings of the “The Third 
Man" vidpix skein starting Saturday (26> . .. Associated Television' 
skeds “The Tommy Steele Show” for Christmas Day peaktime airing 

. Jeannie Carson guest-stars in BBC-TV’s “Showtime” Sunday (27) 
. . Granada TV doubles the length of its “It’s Wizard” science programs 
ior children, making each 22 minutes . . , Anglia TV play to get network 
exposure Dec. 13 will; be “The Happy Man” by Hugh and Margaret 
Williams . . . American soprano Elaine Malbin skedded in to sing Nedda 

T Pagliacci" on BBC-TV Dec. 1, opera being the first tv production 
in Britain by Wladek Sheybal, actor and producer of the Polish 
National Theatre. Warsaw. 

IX BOSTOX J . . 

Robert B. “Bob” Cheyne. WHDH-TV sales promosh director;. Jack 
Williams, WBZ promosh; and Don Winter, WBZ-T.V sales promosli, back 
from Broadcast Promotion Assn. (BPA) convention in.New Orleans ... 
WBZ cracked a whopping first with a salute to Clark Gable Thursday 
(17> with beep phone tape interviews and comments from show biz 
luminaries including Abel Green, editor of Variety from New York; 
Myrna Loy. in Boston; Tallulah Bankhead and Earl Wilson, in New 
York; Louella Parsons, from Hollywood; with all the phone statements 
done in the afternoon; and the tape on the air that night . . Horace 
McMahon a'nd Keefe Brasselle flying in for the 75fh annual ball of 
Boston Policed Relief : Assn, at Boston Garden Wed. (30>, through 
WNAC-TV, where both are on, McMahon in “Naked City ” and Brasselle; 
host of “Be Our Guest” . Jim Backus and Nita Talbot of “Jim Backus 
Show” in for p. a.’s at press party Tuesday (22) at Hotel Kenmore with 
Joe Ryan, WBZ-TV pi-ess chief, hosting press and advertisers ; . .. Nine 
top ranking officials of Indonesia visited WBZ-TV studios last week. 

IX WASHING TON ... 

Robert M. Booth Jr. has been named prexy of Federal Communica- 
tions Bar Assn. Other; officers for 1961 include first v.p. Harold E. Mott, 
second v.p. Donald C. Beelar, secretary James E. Greeley, assistant 
secretary Warren E. Baker and treasurer Frederick W, Waltoa Jr. . . 
Albert L. Harmon promoted to technical operations supervisor of 
1VTTG-TV - . . Richard L. Eury named promotion and publicity co¬ 
ordinator at WMAL-TV . . . WTOP-TV launches a new pubaffalrs series 
next week dubbed “Portfolio,” dealing with cultural activities here. 
Producer is Lawrence Bcckerman, Public Affairs Director. 

IX SAX FRANCISCO . . . 

Examiner’s Dick Nolan reports Sherwood Gordon’s KQBY accepted 
$12,000 from KABL in settlement of its $1,300,000 “IQ”, promotion suit. 
KQBY claimed "it originated idea of calling itself “IQ” station and 
that KABL copied . KABL finally came to settlement with AFTRA 
after some rough negotiating sessions—the AFTRA pact apparently 
being the reason for Gordon McLendon dropping the idea of automating 
the indie outlet . . . Del Gore, KGO-TV salesman* named general sales 
manager of ABC’s o-and-o KGO-AM . . % Stoddard P. Johnston has 
been elected assistant secretary of San Francisco-Oakland Television; 
Inc., and Frank G. King has been elected vice-president—the company 
is^the formal handle for KTVU, Indie ty outlet . . . KCBS signed 
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Donald H. Webster as editorial writer and producer . . . KRON-TV 
celebrated its 11th anni on the air last week with an on-the-air part 
via its afternoon kid shows ... * Suspected arsonist was caught by poiic 
after flames burned through a fence at the rear of KPIX . KGB) 
signed Scott Beach to write and produce its new “At Your Service,’ 
with Jim Wahl. BeaicK, ex-WCCO, Minneapolis, will also write and 
produce Dave McElbatton’s “Viewpoint.'’ 

IN PITTSBURGH 
Harry and Carole Kodinsky, who produce most of the country’: 

telethons, have separated and will be divorced. He will maintain- his. 
business .in Pittsburgh where he also has a thriving advertising agency 
and also in New York. Carole, who has no plans, will go to New York 
where, she will make her residence . . WTAE has made another big 
talent grab from KDKA-TV in acquiring Call Ide who has been its 
7 p.m. newsman for. many years. Other names acquired by the newest 
Pitt station from Channel 2 are Ray Scott, the city’s top sportscaster; 
Hank Stohl who has both a morning and kiddie show and news director 
George Thomas. Dave Murray also started in Pittsburgh with Channel 
2 when. it was. WDTV but. he came back to town via Columbus and 
now shares news duties with Scott at 1L Scott will be on with Ide at 
7 . . . Patti Gresso is the new head of Romper Room at WJAC-TV, 
Johnstown . John Murphy, formerly of WQED, has opened a motion 
picture production company in Augusta, Ga. . . . Mark Flanagan, 
formerly with WEEP here, has signed on with WERC, Erie. 

IN DETROIT . 

. Two major promotions by WXYZ prexy John Pival: Richard Femmel, 
former news director, now is director of community affairs, and Ralph 
Dawson, former national sales, manager, now is manager of the newly 
formed WXYZ-TV tape commercial department . . . Marshall Wells, 
WJR farm editor, presented Michigan Farm Bureau’s distinguished 
service award for his 20 years of broadcast service to agriculture . v 
Dick Osgood will host WXYZ-TV’s annual civic tree ..lighting ceremony 
with Mayor Louis C. Miriam and Darita Denton, this year’s Snow 
Queen, as guests . ,, New WXYZ-TV entry is “The Three Stooges with 
Johnny Ginger” in the 5 p.m. across-the-board slot. 

IN PHILADELPHIA 
WCAU-TV Farm Director Bill Bennett’s show is the winner of the 

National Safety Council's Public Interest Award for exceptional service 
to farm safety as a result of features on his session . . . Eddie Hodges, 
now here in “Critic’s Choice.” starred in “Wonderful World of Little 
Juli ’’ first of the “Shulton Holiday Playhouse” series on WFIL-TV 
(22V . . . Twenty-three high; schools now have their own tailored jingle, 
exclusively on WIP ... Spots aired cluring teenage listening time 
incorporate school colors,, team names and station’s call letters 
WRCV-TV has contracted to continue “Play of the Week”.Sunday high 
rating feature, for-another 26 weeks after current run ends Dec. 16 

WIP lias enlisted the cooperation of the Bowling Proprietors 
Assn, of Philly, South Jersey and Reading to conduct the largest 
tournament ever held In area in terms of number of entrants-—around 
100,009. Playoff dates and results to be aired by Jim Learning on his 
“Sports Capsules” . .. . Due to unprecented response to the award¬ 
winning “Miracle of Marcelino”—largest in recent years—WRCV-TV 
Axed its usual policy of six month’s hiatus before repeating a feature 
pic . . , Johnny Mahan former WPE$ • Staffer, started (21) at WIBG as 
production manager. 

IN MINNEAPOLIS . . 
Bob DeHaven, top personality at WCCO, observed 30th anniversary 

in radio, including 17 years at WCCO, last month .. -. WLOL highlighted 
its 20th anniversary with week-long program schedule concentrating 
on news and songs of 1940. Promotion was well ballyhooed via news¬ 
papers, advertising on buses and distribution of 40,000 handbills •. . 
WCCO ace newscaster Cedric Adams in hospital for checkup . WTCN 
news writer Art Mlchelson back at work Rafter recovering from surgery 

Her Widman, KEVE sales managed won seat on New Brighton 
council in four-way race. Community is2® suburb of Minneapolis . . . 
WTCN is following its summer series of. beach party broadcasts with 
series of ice skating parties from Minneapolis Ice Center and St. Paul 
Auditorium-. . Minnesota Attorney-General Walter F. Mondale to 
discuss Kenny Institute investigation which .his department conducted 
on ABC-TV’s “Close Up” Friday (25)... Minneapolitan John Blanchard, 
catcher’ with New York. Yankees, has joined WCCO-TV sports staff . ... 
NBC correspondent Ray Scherer here to confer with officials of General 
Mills, sponsor of his national tv newscast. 

ATLANTA 62% 
5 Station «pa> 
SEATTLE 3870 

4 Station 47Q/ 
SAN FRANCISCO 4170 

MARKET AFTER MARKET.. .BIGGEST SHARES GHF AUDIENCE! Tennessee ^casters Elect 
: » . ;r. .. . Memphis, Nov, 22; 

LL Arthur Smith Jr., owner and 
RB H B " * operator of WMTS, Murfreesboro, 

^ » was elected prexy of the Tennessee 
3 Station ma/ 5 Stotlon ma/ 4 Station at a/ Assn, of Broadcasters in the annual 
ATLANTA OZvO SEATTLE 3870 SAN FRANCISCO 4170 shindig held at the Peabody. He 

A succeeded Charles Brakefleld. 

V S..,,.: AM. SEfT. mo 

for Furthor Details Contact If TA^erf 
WDKN. Dickson, veepee; Carter 

RdV IB IVI Parham, and general-manager of 

TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORO. 
711 Fifth Avmm. New Tort 22 PI 1-4432 named were Franklin “Chick” 

NEW YORK « DETROIT CHICAOO HOUSTON HOLLYWOOD ATLAHTA TORONTO Brown McMinnville, F. C. Sowell, 
Nashville and Brakefleld, 

25 Years Ago This Week: 
(From Variety Nov. 20, 1935) 4 

Radio guest feest were reaching 
istrononiical heights, resulting 
rom a bidding battle between 

Lord & Thomas and J. Walter 
Thompson: L&T, on behalf of 
RCA, paid Walter Huston $3,500 
for a Sunday afternoon NBC read¬ 
ing from “Othello,”, three times 
what Lux had paid him just a few 
months earlier for a role on “Lux 
Radio Theatre. 

Bernard Prockter replaced Wil¬ 
liam F. Fagan as manager of sales 
serviee at CBS. Fagan moved back 
into network sales; Prockter’s post 
of supervisor of CBS oAo’s was 
left open, 

NBC veepee Edgar Kobak 
warned sponsors that, politics and 
advertising don’t mix, an adnioni- 
tioni to keep their pet political, 
theories and likes-or-dislikes out 
of . radio commercials and pro¬ 
grams. 

Radio stations started going pub¬ 
licly-owned, with K F. Hutton & 
Go leading the way via a. public 
sale of 20% of the stock of WJR, 
Detroit, and-,45% of the stock of 
WCAO, Baltimore. 

Assn., of National Advertisers 
and the American Assn, of Ad 
Agencies put increasing pressure 
on NBC and CBS to eliminate lo¬ 
cal announcements during network 
breaks, ciaimifig the local blurbs 
constituted chiseling ort I the net¬ 
work advertisers who were paying 
the program freight. . 

Dr, Frank Stanton, new at the 
CBS research dept., released find¬ 
ings of a project he started at 
Ohi State, indicating a 69% dis¬ 
crepancy between automatic de¬ 
vices used in gathering rating 
information and the recall-type of 
vwhat did you listen to last night? 
rating suhrey^ 

Freeihan Keyes elected prexy of 
Palmer ( Advertising, Chicago, fol¬ 
lowing the sudden death of Philip* 

O. Palmer. 
WBT, Charlotte, dropped its last 

laxative advertising accounts* Cra¬ 
zy Water (Crystals arid Carter’s 
Little Liver Pills, in line with a 
CBS edict banning such announce¬ 

ments. 
MCA purchased rights to all 

time on the hew Mutual web be¬ 
tween 10:30 And 11:30 p.m., .Chi¬ 
cago time. Idea was to set up band 
remotes, with MCA using Its own 
bands and paying for line charges 
except where the remote was near 
i Mutual station. . . 

Radio execs were disturbed), by a 
trend of the medium’s, to\vard 
stripping itself of glamor and il¬ 
lusion. Cited was an Atwater KenJ 
program in which he explained 
(and illustrated) how various 
sound effects; are created. >J 

For Further Details Contact 

Wee: ARB. SEPT. 1940 

All ragIor. •« U.S.Ru 4ilfli era 
ariosloa. Salt rap satefc cfcll- 
dram* TV film serlm. 

Wrlto Sox V-SS.1S, VASIITY 
W W. Uta *»., Now York U 

SCREENk9GEMSf INC. 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORF. 

711 HM Avhm. Hh ToA 22 PL 1^422 
NEW YORK. DETROIT CHICAGO HOUSTON HOLLYWOOD ATLANTA TORONTO 

BROOKS 
COSTUMES 
A WmI Mitt SL. N.Y .C. *TdL FL. F-SSOO 

niMEN Cl AM 9 Pe°ple (the world's most interesting).. *in 
IwllfICIl Ol UII i vignettes (brief, entertaining and inform¬ 
ative) .that add newlistener interestto the strongest local programs in 
all radio. That’s Why your selling message is heard-and really heard- 
over these key radio stations across America: KCBS, San Francisco; 
^NX,’,t?A^^gel.es; W?Ay’.EJilade1' APROGRAR SERVICE OF THE 
^KMOXa.LomsjWEEIjfloston; CBS0WNEDMDroSTMIONS 
WCBS, New York; WBBM, Chicago, represented by cbs spot sales 

ALMlRT WE'sTH^Km/ 

4? 

"Big Al put a big dent in the Vegas entertainment 
scene that will never be forgotten.' 

FORREST DUKE, Las Vegas Review Journal 
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Les Atlass Died at 65 
; Continued from pare 24 j 

Smith, Frank Folknor and? Wen* 
dell Campbell. The pattern of their 
apprenticeships were nearly always 
the same.. Atlass would baptize 
them in sales, move, them up; -eyerie 
tually as his assistants, and then 
farm. them out to either the Min¬ 
neapolis or St. Louis stations as 
general managers; New York 
grabbed them from there. 

As for himself; he was. content 
to remain in Chicago, where he 
was an untouchable so far; as the 
network was concerned. He main¬ 
tained a yacht, the largest, in the 
Chi complex, at company expense; 
and he ruled his shop as a king. 
In 1956, he purchased and refurb¬ 
ished the Chicago Arena for the 
local CBS plant at a total cost of 
more than $7,000,000. Tradesters, 
to this day, refer to the edifice as 

■‘Atlass’ monument to himself.” . 

' He shrank from publicity and, 
when ■ he .. vacated CBS last year, 
destroyed all picture and biogra¬ 
phies of.. himself. It's true that 
few loved him in the trade, arid 
he never tried to. correct his spot¬ 
ty reputation, but he was univer^ 
sally admired as a businessman and 
broadcaster. 

A Feudin’ Man 
_ Atlass had numerous feuds and 
rivalries—^one of them with the.late 
Chicago Tribune publisher. Col. 
RobertR.. McCormick^—but it was 
his .friendships that \vere signifi¬ 
cant. One. of course. Was with CBS 
board chairman William. S. Pa ley, 
w ho remained devoted to Atlass up 
to his death, remembering how 
WBBM virtually sustained the net¬ 
work in - the shaky days, of the 
Thirties.. Another was with James 
C. Petrillo, former czar of the 
A ine.ric.an Federation of Musicians, 
a friendship which made Atlass al¬ 
ways a key. figure iri all network 
negotiations with the ion. A 
third was With chewing gum rriag- 
nate Philip K. Wrigley, Who did 
all his network business .exclusive-, 
ly with CBS for over 30 years, out 
of a friendship and business asso¬ 
ciation with Atlass that datei. back 
to their youth. (Significantly, Wrig- 
lay pulled out of CBS for the first 
time this year.) 

Wrigley and the Atlass: brothers, 

A 
BORN 
Publicity 
man 

Yawflg irfee-men, tive*wire, 

W travel, ta jHibfidxe 

■aria*ally knew* faad 

raWwtf. Writ# far biter* 

view, eruleai return#, 

•armel Department, 

*•§•*•. lilh Street, 

PhilaW«lyhia7, 

- on JEWELRY. & FURS 
SILVERWARE *• STAMPS • CAMERAS, Etc. 

v, ; launediaty Caab! No Red Tape! 
Cold Stor*f« on Pr»miw»— ' 

AH ArtklM Iniurad 

# lvASKEL’S 
* SHL New York’* Ltadinf Pawnbroker ' 

W. 87th St (Private Ent thru Bldg.) 

GIRL OF MANY HATS 
(TALENTS.) 

Smith graduate with. 14 year*' lolid 
exec-eis't ..exp as lnter-dept. coordi¬ 
nator In Now York advertising . . ^ 
offers un'^ua self-startsmanship, sense-, 
of-homor, poise, taste, tact, awareness 
of. mgmt's problems, ability:, to stimu¬ 
late creativity in others end- follow- 
through,, yet not ebovo "d ropping mop 
to pick .up 'phone" when necessary 
.. . seeks new challenge. 

Bolt V-ioii, VARIETY 
134 W. 44th St- New York 34, •. 

Les and Ralph, were partnered in 
the acquisition of WIND in 1931/ 
with all of them benefitting huge¬ 
ly when Westinghouse bought the 
station a few years ago (Les Atlass 
had by then assigned his stock to 
his children, H; Leslie Jr., Harriet 
and Frank). The Wrigley relation¬ 
ship had helped pull CBS> out of 
many a squeeze; and. reciprocally 
Atlass bflleted his stations in the 
Wrigle^ Bldg, until the purchase 
of the Arena. 

Atlass was an qutocrat who re¬ 
fused to fit into the contemporary 
organization scheme, and lie aliena¬ 
ted many a CBS topper thereby. 
His defiance of New York head¬ 
quarters began at( least as early as 
.1946, when thie web ordered him 
not to air a controversial show, 
“l^rime for Perjudice.” Atlass liked 
the script arid put it on the air 
anyWa^ 

•A former employee describes 
him as “a man who walked the. 
store,” He was always the first to 
arrive in the morning to carry out 
the ritual of placing a fresh flower 
in the bud vases .on the desks of 
every receptionist and secretary. 
When he instrumented the pur¬ 
chase of \VBKB from Balaban /& 
Katz, in 1953 .‘and subsequently 
changed the call letter to WBBM- 
TV), he reportedly issued only one 
order to his staff: ‘‘Spend all you 
have to, but make it number: one 
in the market.” They did, soon 
afterwards.; 

The Atlass brothei . started 
broadcasting as early as 1911, when 
they built the original transmitter 
for ari amateur spark station, in 
Lincoln, Ill. 4vTine years later they 
bought a 200-watt transmitter and 
in .1923 were licensed to operate 
professionally as WBBM. The At¬ 
lass brothers eventually went sepa¬ 
rate ways, with Ralph taking over 
WIND and WJJD ‘he’s still.gener¬ 
al manager of the former) and Les 
affiliating his station with CBS in 
1928. In 1933, When he sold the 
station to the network,.he became 
v.p. and general manager of the 
now defunct central division. 

He is .credited with introducing 
remote / broadcasts from churches 
on, Sunday mornings and dance 
band, programs direct from. the 
ballrooms tin the evenings. Arriong 
the. performers he helped to des 
velop were Gene Autry; Pat Biit- 
tram; the Andrews Sisters, Patti 
Page, Ben Bernie, Pet Flanagan, 
Fran Allison, Dale Evans and John 
Harrington. 

In. addition to his three children 
and brother, he is survived by his 
wife. 

third in the ratings for the cover¬ 
age of the three tv networks. 

. Daly joined ABC in 1949 and 
beeairie a vice president in 1953. 
It was often said that he prized 
His vicepresidenc^ more than he 
did his reputation is an airwise 
personality. 

When he resigned, he asked to 
be released from, all remaining ori- 
the-air obligations, which include 
his role as host of “Close-Up” and 
his nfghtly job as ABC newscaster. 

The negotiations that went on 
between Goldenson arid Hagerty 
did not affect Daly’s decision to 
quit, it has been said. 
; Tqai Velotta, who was in charge 
of news arid public affairs prior to 
Daly, has been given temporary 
control in the wake of paly’s de¬ 
parture until Hagerty's arrival. 

Keesely Sets Sights 
On Gorme-Lawrence 

Nick Keesely, Lenneri & Newell’s 
(v boss, has his eye on the husband- 
wife team of Eydie Gorme and 
Steve Lawrence for a tv show, once 
he figures out a format for the 
brace of singers. 

. Keesely has been up several 
thries to the N,Y. Copa nitery, 
Where the former vocalists for 
Steve; Allen are appearing; in a 
desire to assess where and how 
they’d best fit into a video format 
for one Of LAN’s: several clients. 
Keesely. believes it’ll take another 

I few weeks before anything comes 
‘ of this early-stage o.o.’ing. 

Lewiston, Me—Walter Dickson 
| of;WABl in Bangor has been elect- 
j ed president of the Maine Broad¬ 
casters’ Assn. Other officers named 
at the organization’s annual meet¬ 
ing here included Paul Huber of 
WRKD, .Rockland, v.p., and Nor¬ 
man Gallant of WFAU, Augusta, 
secretary-treasurer..; 

■■■, ■ Coniiaued : from page 24 Smmmm 

covered the presence of Time at 

a producer, it his own 

w ords, the “last straw.” 

‘‘Nobody in; (my) department 
knew anything about Mr. Drew or 

anything. I Repeat nobody,” he 

said the day he quit. “I take you 
back to the ‘Race for Space,’ Shul- 
ton’s showr. The networks wouldn’t 
schedule that arid I don’t see how 
they make any distinction for Time 
Incorporated;”. ( Daly was referring 
here to rejection by each of the 
tele networks qf an independently 
niode pubaffairs stanza that Siiul- 
ton wanted to sponsor on any one 
of the networks: It finally ended 
up shown on a spot basis through¬ 
out the couqflry. 

. Timing seemed to have a great 
deal to do with Daly’s resignation. 
Had It not been for what happened 
during the ABC Election night, 
coverage,. some observers feel he 
might not have been .quite as 
troubled as he Was about the sur¬ 
prise (to him) inroads of Tim'e Inc. 

He opposed showing; “Bugs 
Bunny” arid “Rifleman” between 
7:30 arid 8:30. p.m. on Election 
night, when both CBS arid NBC 
had already started their regular 
coverage of the KennedyrNixon 
sweepstakes. And • he might , not 
have been especially happy when 
it tiirned out ABC ran a secure 

Treyz & Moore: ‘Contiguous Duo’ 
; Continued from page 24 ; 

troduced” to ABC brass by rep- to this pattern, NBC-TjV, for in- 

resentatives of the sponsor. (.In the 

last few weeks there were reports 

that Bell & Howell was riot entirely 

satisfied with the work of Daly’S 

pubaffairs crew in preparing 

“Close-Up.”) 

A spokesman for Bell & How-ell 

in Chicago said last week that the 

sponsor so liked Drew’s first ef- 

fort, “Y’anki,” that they asked ABC 

to take the other three shows from 

the Time man. 

Daly quit (see separate story) 

when he learned finally that Drew 
had been hired arid that, already 
one of his own “CloserUp” produc¬ 
tions (“Red Black,” on. African 
Communism) had been delayed to 
make room for “Yanki.” Messrs. 
Moore, arid Ti-.eyz and, reportedly, 
Leonard Goldenson, president of 
American Broadcasting-Paramount 
Theatres, the ABC parent com¬ 
pany, discussed the topic of Cuba 
with Drew before he went ahead 
and shbt his film footage. 

After the . date was picked for 
the scheduling of “Y’anki/’ Dick 
Krolick, a public relations man 
contracted to Time Inc. at the mo¬ 
ment,’sent a detailed report on 
Drew’S stanza, already in rough 
cut, to ABC., This is apparently 
in keeping with the network’s 
statement that it will retain “cre- 
atives arid editorial control of pro¬ 
duction of (‘Close-Up’) including 
every element in every show.” 

As for sports, ABC-TV program¬ 
ming brought in Ed Sheriek some 
months ago to produce such, 
stanzas for the network. Moore 
seems to be in constant touch with 
the Sheriek operation. In contrast 

stance, has a fulltime 4ports staff 
under Tom Gallery, wl^ bypasses 
NBC programming and reports di- 
dectly to bossman Kintner. 

While NBC and CBS have re¬ 
sisted the incursions of outside 
pubaffairs producers like Drew and 
have, -by and large, kept sports 
and pubaffairs distinct and separate 
from' regular entertainment shows, 
it has been observed in the past 
week ‘since l’affaire Daly) that 
perhaps ABC has a grasp on the 
mode for the future: Tight control, 
by a central source, for everything 
that is aired on network time. 

James Hagerty, the Eisenhower 
press secretary, confirmed last 
week that he would join ABC as 
vicepresident in charge of news 
and public affairs, replacing Daly. 
Now it’s entirely possible that the 
Moore-Treyz system of direct con¬ 
trol could be dissipated when he 
arrives, but there is also this al¬ 
ternative: Having wet his feet in 
pubaffairs, Treyz, who after all has 
the final authority on what is and 
what isn’t public affairs, can still 
put shows like Churchill into the 
commercial program department’s 
jurisdiction—naturally, with an 
“assist” from Hagerty, since that 
would be both politick and proba¬ 
bly useful. 

If it happens that Moore should 
retain control of some public af¬ 
fairs programs, there is reason to 
expect he may do the job well. As 
many have observed, most every¬ 
body “wondered what he knows 
about programming?” the day he 
shifted to the program department 
from ABC-TV sales. Yet two years 
later, ABC-TV, by all accounts, has 
made extensive programmatic ad¬ 
vances. 

WHISKY DISTILLERS 
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TV's Headlines & Headaches 
Continued from, page 1 

the open. Nor c(id Sarnoff talk 

around his subject; it was a blunt, 

direct attack designed to spell out, 

call letters and all, alleged mis¬ 

demeanors in serving the public. 

Whatever the misgivings or ap¬ 

prehensions of some of the NBC 
affiliates as to NBC’s own status 
in the realm of entertainment pro¬ 
gramming—and misgivings there 
are—Sarnoff scored a decisive hit. 
The station man today likes to be 
told, in the words!; of Sarnoff. that 
he’s “trading the medium up" and 
“enlarging his scope and stature.” 

Aubrey’s Takeover at CBS 

Meanwhile the; smart money, 
around 485 Madison Ave. head¬ 
quarters of CBS is'betting on some 
drastic changes in the offing. Not 
the least of these, goes one report, 
is the possibility of a corporate 
about-face in turning CBS News 
over to the television network un¬ 
der the Jim Aubrey helmship. CBS 
News, out of which flows not only 
news but all public affairs-informa- 
tional shows, now operates as a 
separate and distinct entity under 
the presidency of Sig Mickelson. 

One thing seems, for sure, 
though it’s hardly a startling reve¬ 
lation—the onward & upward 
ascent of tv network prexy Aubrey 
into kingpin status. He went into 
the new season a big hero, selling 
out the netw-ork. With Aubrey it’s 
money and the direct approach 
that counts. And it’s no secret 
where he stands with the top com¬ 
mand. 

On the other hand Mickelson’s 
news division has i,fallen from its 
lofty prestige perch. "More and 
more sponsors are embracing NBC 
news, with its winning Huntley- 
Brinkley team. And for all the 
sporadic sales ini, the pubaffairs 
area, it’s a mighty [costly undertak¬ 
ing.. Further, CBS, after a con¬ 
sistent winning streak of spiraled 
earnings over the years, is $2,000,- 
000 under last year’s net for the 

first nine months of ’60. That’s riot 
the Paley Way. 

In the eventuality of CBS News 
being delivered to Aubrey it w’btild 
invite the immediate speculation 
of a deemphiasis. on news and the 
tough policies, that were set up in 
the Wake of last year’s quiz scan¬ 
dals. Aubrey has frequently been 
represented as championing pro¬ 
gramming that brings maximum 
returns, both riioney and audience- 
wise. 

Meanwhile ABC was having its 
own troubles, with the resignation 
of John Dalv as the administrative, 
r.p. of hews and public affairs, 

purportedly over policy differ¬ 
ences (see separate story!. To 
most, however, this was not too 
surprising. Daly’s days at the net¬ 
work were considered numbered 
by virtue of a standstill status in 
“image” building, regardless of 
w hether he or. management w as at 
fault. 

More to the point, everybody’s 
waiting, to see w'hat correctional 
moves Leonard H. Goldensori iri- 
terids to make, now that Jim Hag- 
erty has been given the job. 

Ho Strike Yet 
Continued from pass 23 Smm 

strategy would probably wait on 
farther conferences, if not with 
management, at least between SAG 
and AFTRA. And it plight be 
another day or two before the SAG 
toppers get east. 

SAG Poised 
Hollyv'ood. Nov. 22. 

Screen Actors Guild, barring 
new last-minute vidblurb offers 
from management, will go on 
strike:—possibly over the weekend 
or early next week—against tele¬ 
vision networks, ad agencies and 
producers of filmed and taped tv 
blurbs. 

SAG’s membership voted, a 

RAPID PROGRESS IN HARTFORD 
Broadcast Meow, me* heme far WTiC TV-AM-FM. Is abaild)*g 
rapidly in Hartford's Constitution Ploxa, ooo of tho most oxciting 
urban rodovolopmsnts In tko nation. Tlw todwiqso of fift slab 
constructing, ompioyod In or acting tko now stoics for sontfcom 
New England’s/ mainstay radio and television station, accounts 
for vast savings In boUdtog tima. 
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strike authorization by an Bf% 
majority, and the guild’s national 
board yesterday (Mon.) rejected 
management’s last counteroffer 
made a week ago and simultane¬ 
ously called a strike. SAG measure 
brought the guild quickly into line 
with AFTRA’s national board, 
which by Friday, after all regions 
had met. rejected the management 
offers and also decided to strike. 

SAG balloting showed 4.369 ac¬ 
tors voted to strike. 549 Voted 
against. SAG’s rank-and-file re¬ 
ceives an estimated $14,000,000 
annually in earnings from tv com¬ 
mercials. Major , issue in the.'cur¬ 
rent negotiations by. AFTRA and 
SAG Center on filmed and taped 
wild spots. The unions seek both 
increased rates and a method of 
calculating use payments on a 
scale involving the number of 
viewers for any given commercial. 

For the first time since the com¬ 
mercial talks got. underway in 
earnest on Nov. 9. specific details 
were revealed. John Dales. SAG 
exec director, explained negotia- 
tic • have two primary aims: (1) 
to achieve some degree of parity 
between rates for prograin com¬ 
mercials and rates for wild spots: 
12) To achieve some degree of 
parity between filmed commercials 
and taped commercials. Existing 
structure finds program commer¬ 
cials bringing significantly higher 
salaries than wild spots; and taped 
blurbs, returning significantly high¬ 
er rates than filmed commercials. 

SAG negotiator declared that co- 
negotiator AFTRA; is willing to 
take cuts in some rates to effect 
the parity between film, and tapes.. 
According to Dales, nine out of ten 
dollars spent in commercials is 
spent on filmed blurbs, only one 
out of every ten dollars on taped. 

“We are within; $2 of manage- 
mentXlatest offer In program com¬ 
mercial^ Dales said. “In return 
for this point,. w e wrant a substan¬ 
tial re^yaluation of services in 
wild spots.” In this wild spot nego¬ 
tiation, SAG and AFTRA seek a 
formula akin to television's rate- 
card .system whereby rates go up 
in relations to the size of market. 
“We realize if this formula is car- 

|.ried to its extreme that it would 
lead to out-of-balance demands,” 
Dales explained, “and in pur first 
meeting we informed management 
that wre understood this defect and 

, were prepared to work out a cut-off, 
[ point or a descending curve once 
: a fair sum. of money was earned.” 
]... SAG exec declared that this 
j formula; worked out in contract 
{talks, was negotiable, but that at 
: 3:15 a.iri. last Wednesday—when 
! last session broke up^-manage- 
j-ment declared the offer was nori- 
j; negotiable and wras acceptable only. 
; with, certain conditions. 
{ They gave us 14 other non-riego- 
! tiable points,” Dales said, explain¬ 
ing that one of them sought the 
right to buy ivild spots in six-week 
cycles (instead of-the minimum 
13-week cycles) at 50^- of the 
cost. “And. they would, do that and 
pay less , than they have to pay 
under the old. contract,” he added. 
Conditions, Dales said, "shocked 
us as negotiators,” 

Allaying various rumors. Dales 
noted that AFTRA is also dissatis- 

i fled with latest offers from em¬ 
ployers. He. said all negotiations 
are being held bn equal levels by 
SAG and . AFTRA; “We; are pre¬ 
pared to continue.to negotiate with 
management if there is any room 
for negotiating,” he said. 

WABC-TV. N. Y. flag for ABC-TV. has. set up .in education service 
department to increase rapport with Hie N. Y. high schools and 
colleges! It’ll fall under the aegis of the station’s press boss Lea 
Dinoff, who has already started feeding study guides, lesson plans 
and other printed matter about WABC-TV’s educational stanzas to 
1,100 high school principals: 

Station, which had its first High School Press Council in October, 
is haying another one in December, with . highschool editors; being 
brought: into the West 67th Street readquarters of the station to o.o. 

I the studio, setup arid the production of stanzas like “Expedition, New 
| York.” “Astronomy for You” and “High School Sports.” 
I “Education Tailor.: Made,” the second “Expedition” stanza produced 
jbv WABC-TV’s pubaffairs boys, in which Sam Levenson was host, has 
: been scheduled for a repeat on Saturday, Dec. 6 at 6 p;m. Meantime, 
i “Expedition” has decided to do a close-up on the United Nations, with 
: Myrna Loy as hostess. 

| Joyce G. Hall, the president of Hallmark Cards and the prime mdyer 
: of the “cultural” NBC-TV “Hallmark Hall of Fame;” has extended his 
ikick to the printed word. Not only. did’ he W’rite the forward to “Poetry 
1 for Pleasure,” a 526-poem anthology that hit the stalls last Friday (18), 
; l)ut he had his illustrators w’ork on the book’s graphics arid he got his 
i Hallmark dealers across the cduntry to submit their “favorite poems,” 
{from which publisher Doubleday picked the ones to be published. 

Another Hallmark riian, editor Webster Schott* wr the- preface. 
Poems range “from Plato to Pasternak." 

Federal Communications Commission has extended from Nov. 28 to 
Dec. 30 the deadline for. filing reply comments In the VTIF drop-i 
rulemaking proceeding! The action was requested by Assn, of Maximum 
Service TelecaSters. among others. 

Ben Duffy, vice-chairman of the board and executive coirimittee of 
BBDO. received the first annual CARTA Award Sunday (20), at the 
Catholic Apostolate Radio-Televisioh-Advertising communion breakfast 
at the Waldorf-Astoria. Award, to Become an annual event, hailed the 
onetime BBDO prexy as “the person, who because of his personal 
integrity and convictions has been responsible for significant achiever 
fhents having a beneficial effect in elevating the standards of good 
taste, moral values arid ethical practices of his industry and thereby 
permitting the industry’ to contribute even more fully to the public 
and common good.” 

qmi 
affiliated stations has draw’ll slightly over 100 entries—highest number 
yet. Station promo men have submitted their special exploitation en¬ 
tries in four categories—press, advertising,, promotion and showi 
ship. 

The five winners,, to be picked by NBC exploitation in con junction 
with ad agency execs, get all-expense junkets to Hollywood, spending 
money and a color tv set. 

Washington—Pansy' E. Wilshire, 
Chief of Employment and Replace¬ 
ment Branch of Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commissioh’s Division, "will 
retire at the end of November 
after 36 years 

sssis Continued from page 23 ;— 

panding tv’s horizons, taking it out 

of its present straight jacket, and 

warding off pay-tv. . 

Fields believes the changeover 

wouldn’t work on anything but an 

all-network basis, and the public 

wouid have to be given some six 
months or so to get used to the pat- 
tern; But the three-network 
unanimity is a must, and if the 
plan served no other purpose, it 
would get the three network, top¬ 
pers together—“tv. is the only ma¬ 
jor industry where the major com¬ 
pany heads never, talk. to. each other 
to see what direction their business 
is taking and to plan ahead.” 

TV also is one of the few indus¬ 
tries that has failed to keep abreast; 
of the times arid its owri potential. 
“Wheri the jet age came along, the 
airports built bigger runways; 
when the. railrbads expanded, they 
build bigger platforms. and bigger, 
tracks. But television has clung to 
the old radi concept of w’eekly 
programming, and for ho logical 
reason. Who says it has to be pro¬ 
grammed on a s^ven-day basis?” 

Fields, has been hoodling with 
the plan for.; some time and feels 
it’s virtually foolproof. He’s anti¬ 
cipated several objections, for ex¬ 
ample, the question of viewing 

■habit on a per-show or per-w;eek 
basis, and he points out that re¬ 
search indicates that even the most 
avid fan of a weekly show, watches 
only 2.3 times, a month; no hard¬ 
ship there. On the matter of the 

shortage of creative talent; he 
feels with the pressure of weekly 
show's off, a far greater number of 
writers, directors, etc., can achieve 
quality work! Ditto for the plaint 
that it’s tough enough to program 
seven days* 30 w'ould be next to 
impossible. Not with the -talent 
that’s not currently being used, 
says Fields. What about the show 
that’s proved to be a dog — how 
does the sponsor get. off the hook? 
Well, at least he’s stuck with the 
dbg once every four weeks, not 
every week; and he’d have cancella- 
ation privileges after 12 show’s or 
sooner. 

It’s a daring plan, but Fields be¬ 
lieves it’s worth some serious 
thought. His basic viewpoint i* 
“why not” and w ho made it a .law 
that the weekly program should 
dominate tv? 

HOWARD L STARK 
Brokers arid Financial 

Consultants 

Television Stations 
Radio Stations 

50 East 58th Street 
New York . 22, N; Yi 
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Finest,uwr USSrS?*** !Ab$$k, New Zealand Banket Buy 
Post-’SOs Boy 

Hollywood, Nov. 22. 

A block of 40 theatrical pix, 26 

of them post-1950 features from 
United. Artists, has been purchased 
by KHJ-TV lor a figure in excess 
of $300,000, according to Mai :C. 
Klein, yeepee-g.m. of the indie sta¬ 
tion. Acquisition iriairks fifth such 
niajor purchase, by KHJ since en¬ 
tering into ' its two-first-run-fea- 
tures-back-to-back-daily program¬ 
ming concept, total expenditure for 
which is now approaching the 
$2,000,000 mark. 

Of the 26 UA post-*50 pictures, 
were produced in color. Star 

tion plans to telecast them that 
way. Channel 9 toppers claim they 
now have, enough first-run film to 
continue current programming pol¬ 
icy for three more years. Additional 
.14 features the newly-acquired 
package are 1940 Wainer Br at¬ 
tractions. 

The 26 UA pictures include 
.‘■Baby Face Nelson” <!57>, Mickey. 
Rooney; “Bandido” (?56),. Robert 

.Mitchum; “Barefoot Coiitessa” (’54). 
Aval Gardner, Humphrey. Bogart; 
‘Big’ Bobdle” .(’57), Errol Filynn; 
“Crime of Passion” (’57). Barbara 
Stanwyck, Sterling Hayden, Ray¬ 
mond Burr; “Dance with Me Hen¬ 
ry” (’56), Abbott 8c Costello; ‘‘King j 
and Four Queens” (-56), Clark Ga¬ 
ble; “Monkey on My' Back” .(’57), 
Cameron Mitchell; “Monte Carlo I 
Story” .(’57),. Marlene Dietrich; 
“Saint. JOan” t’57), Jean Seberg, ! 
Richard Widmark. 

Barren Syndies 
Continued from page 27 

half-hour syndic field in the main 
still is: a soft market. For example, 
CNP feels there.: are a number of 
big regionals around looking for a 
first-runner, but its production 
schedule just; won’t allow it to 
com up with a series for the 
winter-spring period. One of the 
major regionals out looking, inci¬ 
dentally, is Fallstaff Brewing, 
which for veers has been, riding 
MCA. TV. entries. Fallstaff wants a 
series for a fall start. 

Some: syndicators, burned with 
losses of previous seasons, blame 
the scarcity on stations. Prices, 
they say, , have' been driven down 
to such an extent that they’re 
reluctant to take a chance today. 
That, hold-back, attitude is freely 
acknowledged* even though its ad- 
litted that the FCC ruling, ho 

matter what the ultimate con¬ 
sequences, strengthens the pos¬ 
sibility of opening time periods. 

Other reasons rarige from a 
recessive situation in certain mar¬ 
ket areas to the lack of sufficient', 
regionals for a Winter-spring start. 

EMMETT KELLY 
MfK: LEONAJID GREEN 
300 E. SIst St.,:New York 

PL 2-1744 
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ipating ?‘any. new problems” for 

its members in Europe* the mar¬ 

ket is growing so fast that the 

problems are inevitable, arid some 

of the old problems, like the Brit¬ 
ish quota, are of course annoying 
tpi the MPEA members. 

“The commercial television au¬ 
thority 14% quota on foreign 
products is of Course something 
that we don’t like,” Fineshriber 
said. He pointed out that actually. 
While the .14%;. states .“foreign” 
products, it is aimed mostly at the 
American suppliers* who now take 
about 99% of that limited «|Uota- 

“We are planning a strong cam-: 
paign to. increase this, -quota,” 
Fineshriber said. He. had meetings 
with, executives and with “other 
forces like the British film pro¬ 
ducers who Would like to cut down 
on our time* and some of the BBC 
officials who would prefer to keep. 
British television strictly/British.”. 

British unions. . also oppose the 
American products because they: 
feel that. an American film re¬ 
places their opportunity, for. work 
Yh the medium, and: hence favor 
the strict quota, he said. 

In Italy and France Fineshriber 
found “no specific immediate prob¬ 
lems, With Ffhnce . planning its 
second television network, he met. 
with some of the officials who. Will 
be back of the new enterprise arid 
f o u n d no. specific limitations 
planned for the. numberT^pr agC-ri-: 
of American films that, would he 
offered. 

In. Germany/ Fineshriber rriet 
with the officials; of the Deutsch¬ 
land Fernsehen, the .government- 
operated second channel which has 
met with much opposition but 
which riiay be in operation some 
time next year,, arid with execu¬ 
tives of Freies Fernsehen, the pri¬ 
vate enterprise which is now get¬ 
ting ready to offer1 commercial 
television, via the second network, 
in January, 1061. 

Sir Robert Frastr 
Continued frora page .26 

ended March 31, ’60*. records that 
the total number of homes able to 
view commercial programs grew 
by 2.000,000 to 9.750,000, that juit 
under 70% Of viewers’.Jookihg-in: 
time was spent eyeing commercial 
programs, and that in the last 
rrionth of the year surveyed the 
average size of the evening audi¬ 
ence was 12*500,000 compared with 
10,000,000 in March, 1959. 

There's considerable reference 
to advertising, riot least .to its 
growth. . “Month by month from 
October, 1959, to March, I960; 
there was never less; than 1.0% and; 
sometimes as much ,as 30% more 
advertising a month than during 
the Same months in .1958-59,” says E'TA, Which then focuses on the 
esultant decision (announced in 
lay) that the amount of spot ad-, 

vertising in the clock hour, should 
not exceed seven and a half .min¬ 
utes from September, ’60, • arid 
seven minutes from December. 

Ori violence, the report declares 
that the Authority is satisfied that 
its existing system of supervision 
works Well and. implicity upholds 
the viewpoint that violence on the 
screen is okay if the moral context 
is good. 

Imported films occupied 12.15% 
of total transmission time over the 
whole network, compared: with 
*2.3% in the previous year, while 
“the overwhelming.majority of live 
plays produced were written by. 
British writers, as were the scripts 
of all light entertainment pro¬ 
grams.”. 

‘Open End’ Com 
Leonard Davis Associates, group 

I insurance specialists, has signed 
[ for sponsorship of a half-hour seg¬ 

ment of David Susskind's ‘‘Open 
End” over WNTA-TV, NeWark- 

[ N. Y. indie; 

Deal runs for 13 weeks, .starting 
Sunday (27). 

IT’S LIGHT TIME 
With Jim Stewart, Kenny Bowers, 

Bod Stewart, others 
Reducer: Betty Barth 
Director: Tom Rook 
Distributor: National Lutheran 

Council 
Filming: Fred Niles Studios 
15 Mins,, Sun.* 9 ajn. 
WBKB, Chicago (film). 

National Lutheran Council is 
making a truly fine contribution to 
children’s television with -‘it’s 
Light Time*” a 39-iristalIment pub¬ 
lic service series, which it is dis¬ 
tributing on an exclusive market, 
basis. Pitched ori. higher intellectu¬ 
al . ground than most edmercial 
kidshows, it’s no less entertaining 
than the best .of them and, with 
proper slotting, should enlist a fol¬ 
lowing from the 8-12 year old 
group at which it’s aimed. Offered 
free; to stations, it’s one of the big¬ 
gest bargains in television, particu¬ 
larly since the NLC has thought¬ 
fully tailored the segments to 13 
and a half , niinutes, enabling sta¬ 
tions to use the left, oyer time 
commercially: 

Considering what the Lutheran 
Council obviously has to purvey, 
the shows are remarkably re¬ 
strained ori the religious level, 
being neither evangelical nor sec¬ 
tarian. The sell is so soft it barely 
exists. Of the three outings caught 
for review, the series appears to 
have no heavier motive than to. 
convey a sense of God* to. promote 
Christian ethics and somewhat to 
encourage church-going' whatever, 
the denomination-—all this in an 
entertainment context, which is a 
neat trick. 

What is especially Commendable 
about the series is that it addresses 
the youngsters as morally impres¬ 
sionable* intelligent creatures With 
curious: ininds .and distinct prob¬ 
lems. . One episode considered the 
problem of gift-giving, another 
took up the child’s, responsibility in 
the home, and the'-’third concerned 

\ itself with daydreaming. Each .was 
j illusijated in a riimiature drama, 
j with the religious angle falling out 
[in overtones. In all of- them, the 
■ things, implicitly valued were cul¬ 
tural, intellectual arid wholesomely 
athletic:: ..." 

The production is excellent in all 
respects, from the Walt Disney-lsh 
animation in the opening billboard, 
with Sid Siegel’s original music, to 
Tom Rook’s light-handed direction. 
But the show succeeds chiefly in 
its star, Jim Stewart, who is an 
exceptional performer, handsome, 
aydncular, talented at the -key¬ 
board, and genuinely warm. He's 

.abetted , in most outings by comic 
^Kenny Bowers, who serves ,as a 
foil, and in all of them by a cast of 
hand Puppets manipulated by his 
wife. Bud Stewart. Les. 

Port Lavaca, Tex. :— Federal. 
Communications. Commission Ex¬ 
aminer T. H. Donahue has recom¬ 
mended a grant to Lewis O. Sei¬ 
bert fbr a day time radio station 
to be operated here on. 1560 kilo¬ 
cycles with a power, of 500 watts. 

As Brit. ATV Spreads Global Wing 

WPIX 
Continued from pace 27 — 

to 7 p jn. period include “Bozo the 
Clown,” “Three Stooges,” "Pop- 
eye,” “Quick: ’ Draw McGraw,” 
“Huckleberry Hound,” “Sky King,” 
“Sergeant Preston,” among others. 

In the new, programming area, 
indie Daily News station has set a 
new “live” basketball series, to be 
sponsored by Technical Tape Corp. 
Series, to start Dec. 16. and slotted 
8:30 to 10 pm., will feature top 
industrial teams in the National 
Industrial Basketball Assn. Spon¬ 
sor has a! team playing in the 
league.. Series will run for 11 
weeks. With station’s sports direc¬ 
tor Jack Murphy controlling the 
camera shots. " 

In another development, Shul- 
ton has gone for “double exposure” 
on the. station of its holiday half- 
hour pilot series; Five half-hour 
specials kicked off yesterday (21) 
with the Eddie Hodges starrer 
“The Wonderful World of Little 
Julius.” 

GeaeralToy 
Continued from pace 27 

his board of directors because of 
the mixup and he feels WABC-TV 
should answer to the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission for what 
he feels to be. bad business prac¬ 
tices. . 

Another; version of events was 
obtained from Jim Szabo, sales 
manager of WABC-TV. He said 
it w'as bn the strength of an under¬ 
standing with General Toy, repre¬ 
sented by Bernard Schiff of Webb 
Associates, that WABC-TV bought 
five pictures, from National Tele¬ 
film Associates, After station 
locked in the. pix, lo and behold 
General Toy liked the family 
classics of WCBS-TV. better. 
WABC-TV then had the pix and no 
sponsor so it found Parker Bros, 
instead. Parker Bros,, according 
to ..Szabo, really isn’t competitive 
to General T6y. Parker special¬ 
izes in kid games, says Szabo. and 
General Toy only has the Shmoe 
game. 

There was a mix-up in an under¬ 
standing of scheduling the two 
“Sawyers,” Szabo said, he meant 
one thing and Schiff understood 
him to say something else. WABC- 
TV* he added, was even willing to 
reschedule its “Sari'yer” to accom¬ 
modate Schiff, but couldn’t pull 
“TV Guide” ads in time. 

General Toy lawyers are looking 
into the matter. Tom Sawyer, 
when last seen, w’as eseapingr float¬ 
ing down, the Mississippi- on.his 
raft. 

* London, Nov. 22. 

Practically every one of the tv 

series handled by Incorporated 

Television Co. has been bought by 

Australia and New Zealand. Claim 

is made by Yal Parnell, managing 

director of ITC’s parent company 

Associated Television Ltd., in a 

roundup of overseas sales activities 

which records that the latest Aus¬ 

tralian buys take in the live ATV 

originations “Deadline Midnight,” 
“Probation -Officer” and “Emer¬ 
gency-Ward IQ.” 

According to Parnell, 30 coun¬ 
tries have taken filmed skeins, 
with Finland grabbing 14 including 
“Danger Man. " “Interpol Calling” 
and “The Four Just Men/’ Poland 
taking “The Four Just Men” arid 
“Sir Lancelot” and Yugoslavia 
screening “Lassie,” “The Invisible 
Man,” “Interpol Calling” and 
“CannonbalL” Thailand is another 
country mentioned, with 12 show’s 
sold. “Other countries, and the 

! number of our series they are 
showing,” says the ATVemdee,” 
include Austria (4), Belgium. (4), 
Cyprus (15), Denmark (11), Egypt 
(12), France (4), Germany (7). Iran 
(2), Italy (4), Norway (9). Portugal 
<15), Spain (10), Sweden <10), 
Switzerland (?), Bermuda (12), 
Southern Rhodesia (14), Holland 
(2), Hong Kong (15), Nigeria (15), 
Luxembourg (4) and Monaco (4).” 

The breakdown doesn’t include 
North and South America, Canada 
oj; Japan since ITC has its own of¬ 
fices in N.Y. and Toronto handling 
sales there. 

W0R-TV 
a— Continued from page 27 

“Saint Joan,” “King and Four 
Queens” and “Attack” from UA; 
“Show of Shows,” “Outward 
Bound,” “The Crowd Roars” and 
“Svengali” from Warners; “The 
Far Horizons,” “Jamaica Run,” 
“Run for Cover” and “El Paso” 
from Paramount-Pine Thomas* 
“Bread, Love and Dreams,” “Wide 
Blue Road.” “Susan, Slept Here,” 
“Unholy Wife” and “Abbott & Cos- 

! tello Meet Captain Kidd,” from 
RKO. 

From MGM, station bought a 
bundle of “classics,” including 
“Strange Interlude,” with Norma 
Shearer and Clark Gable; “Halle¬ 
lujah,” early sound feature with 
King Vidor directing an all-Negro 
cast; “Susan Lennox,” with Greta 
Garbo and Gable; and the “White 
Sister” with Helen Hayes, Gable 
and Lewis Stone. 

Package also includes some tele 
j reruns and English pictures from 
1 United Artists. 

Captures the 

ADVENTURE EXCITEMENT ROMANCE 
of America’s fabulous playground!. 

Stories of the. man hired to 
“KEEP TROUBLE OUT OF MIAMI” 

ACTION! VRAMAl 
from Oceanfront to the Eyergladcsl 

Produced by 
. SCHENCH-KOCH 
—’• ENTERPRISES INC. 

f starring 

L£E BOWMAN 
■* ^'Thompson 

with 
Rocky grazianq 

•S “Rocky'* W 

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS INC. / WglWison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 

tfESTHEKmf the heights of an erupting volcano.'' 

& IRV KUPCfMEX Chicogc 

his beautiful trumpet moves from dulcet tones to 

bun- i imes 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
.By IIERM SCHOENFELD- 

Frankie Avalon (Chancellor/ ‘ A 
PERFECT LOVE" 'Debmar*'. a 
lilting ballad, ge'is a pleasing vocal, 
aimed at the tee gersl “ THE P'UP- 
PLT SONG” i ebmar* • is a cute 
novelty 'entry, [>; 

Four Lads j; (Kapp : ‘ JUST 
YOUNG" 'PeerI', a pretty ballad, 
get' a cli^sy treatment from tips 
stir* ensemble j; e. bo'll get wide 
spin-, v.ito their/first entry on the 
Kapp label. ^GOODBYE MR.' 
I.OYE” 'Dundee;;1 is an interesting 
b.il'ai idea. j/ 

Jo um* Sommers rner Bros. >: 
‘■Rl'BY - 1HBY/DU” * Robbins"). 
Tune from tiie j“Key Witness pie. 

I “MARY’S LITTLE. LAMB’’, 'Pam- j 
j col is a 'routine'takeoff on the! 
j nui\ser\ rh. ” J ] 

The Paradons (M i l e s t o ne L !■ 
“PLEASE TELL ME” ‘RamakV ) ,is 1 

I a rocking ballad delivered 
strong commercial style bv tliis; 

: combo. “BELLS RING” , iLOde- I 
Mayarick-Lce-Jamakwith four J 
publishers and five writers, is a 

. cl.idled, ballad, bill with teenage , 
impact. ■ i 

TrinV Lopez (KingU “THEN | 
YOU.. KNOW YOU’VE BEJEN INT j 
LOVE” fLois •a good ballad in | 

j the cordempoiary idi pr, ..de-.j 
1 live red.’ with a fine Cal that'll ] 

Album Reviews 

Best Bets 
LAWRENCE WELK 

BRENDA EEEj. ROCKIV AROUND T HE CHRISTMAS TREE 
(Decca) 

Rr-i;;r-j .*e’s 
’irhotmr brigh 

;vss’ hot pace. 
Ur, 'jdr fins tnr 

y-l Tbs Christ 
• r;•?». do-’ to con 

PapaNorl 
h. Tree’- 
inue this . 

'bother g-tod 

TERRY & HIE MEI LOS.BELLS OF ST/ MARY 
( Vmy) Love Express 

T>rr’i.& Tl\s Mello’s "Bells o» Man/' ‘Chappell'.’ gives thl 
nUis i’’-c r;;:>j- el pirc shaU' i irorkover ihai’lj .briny it bad/-b/ 
"l.<>re E.cprcJpr Mia- < is o''ay straight, rocking- enir.y'.-; 

ANITA BRYANT WONDERLAND BY NIGHT 
(Carlton) Pictures 
Auira Brji it's "Wontfcrlaitrt, by Sight'-' (Roosevelt is ctpreij; 

bnifad projected ivarni'u h; this songstress for solid 
“-Pictures"' PI netary '-is another ballad virh chances. 

GENE PITNEY.... 
(Musieor) 

Chute Pitr,eg's “Love 
rocking ballad belte in 
Laughed So I'iard I Cried" 

i': * 

SAM FLETCHER 
(RCA Victor) 

LOVE MY LIFE AWAY 
. I Laughed So Hard 1 Cried 
i\v\u" ‘ Sc(t Lark ' is a- 

■■•■I style by this newcomer: -‘1. 
nitty slow ballad. 

TALL HOPE 
./Far A wav fVoiii Home 

— Saw Flatehjer's “Tall Hope" ‘Morris’- 
is'a nifty rhythm tiuw skill:, nil y. belied. 
(Morns' \ from the same shun is a fin 

the "Wildcat;* score. 
Await From Home"- 

ballad: 

TONY BENNETT FOLLOW ME 
(’Golumhia) .... ; . Ramona 

Tony Bennett's "Follow Me" < Chapped ‘ >. from the. "CdiruTot" 
score. Us o superb ballad project to the hilt. Rates spinsohk ll 
levels. "Ranion ” ‘Feist > gives this standard a good chance 
s comback. 

GLDYE MePHATTER_BEFORE I FALL IN LOVE AGAIN 
(Mercury) One.More Chance 
Clyde McPiiatter’s “Before I Fall Iiv Love Again" (Play*.) is a 

catchy rocking idea belted ii this singer's usual high-pitched. 
rhythmic style. “One More Ch are*’ ‘Brenda - >, no relation to th 
standard, is d good slow rocking ballad 

ART MOONEY ORCH;.. T AIVT DOW N YET 
(MGM) ’Til Tomorrow 

Art Mooney's "l Ain’t Down Yet" ‘Frank' >, from the "Uns?'li¬ 
able Molly Brown" score, is a lively orch nd choral.eu 
good chances to break through. “ ’Til. Tomorrow"-. (Sunbe 
jrom the "Fiarello" score, is w-'Other bright side: 

*. * 

NAT KING COLE.... .. . IF I KNEW 
(Capitol) | ..The World In My Arms 
Nat King Cole’s “If I Knew” (Frank' . from the "Molly Brawn’’ 

score. is a lovely ballad in fine rendition. “The \Varid In My Arms’’ 
(Swecoi) is i nother classy side. 

I' Ills T>!«f Album “LAST 
1 DAT 

.! Ill-: ul I ill bin til'* 1 
i “LAST. 
: SCOTT lit th'V' .Vfplt X". It'ifrr. 

Small Combo Review 
PETE FOUNTAIN QUINTET 
French Quarter Inn. New Orleans 

. Pete Fountain. New. Orleans and 
■Lawrence. ’ \Velk . alumnus/ has 

| opened liis -own-bistro in t he.French 
•-Quarter, and is providing a smooth 
and sophisticated type qf jazz: that 
diners markedly from the sound 

; eininatin'g from some of the other 
!.spots along the Bourbon-Basiti. 
Street circuit-: 

• Backed:i)y four firstrale sidenlcn 
. 'Stan Wrigiitsman; piano: Godfrey 
j HiVseh, vibes: Paul " Ectw:ai*ds, 
.[drums: .and Lou - Miller, bassh 
j I'diintai displays his : wn special 
'talents with tlie c.lari.net while giv¬ 
ing each of tim others ample solo 
opportunities. \yiCh 'full creiUt. Al- 

| Ulough hampered, by malfunctidh- 
: it.ig. soiihd equipment., the group 
'kept the: opening, night crowd-on 
its toes.with swift and sure changes 

. of. pace while never losing their 
s professional aplomb, in the . han¬ 
dling of siieh numbers as “Poor 

i Butterflyv' "Dixie” and other dixie 
'standards usually, sociated with a. 
driving beat and volume to match. 
In fact, Fountain’s. Style is notice¬ 
able for its. restraint and subdued, 
smooth delivery .-winch makes for 
easy listening and toe-tapping 
without the necessity of ear plugs; 

..w liieh, wpuld be a welcome acces-r 
' so.ry at some of the other boites. 

, Fountain acts as emcee and does 
! a good job of introducing the 
} various numbers and medleys. Hi 

. showmanship in the overall pres¬ 
entation is firstrate and while he 
lets the sideirten. carry many solos 

.there 'never any doubt about 
j who. is tlie main attraction. He 
handles his own musical. chores 

■[.with an easy display of yiftuosity 
j that, is informal in appearance, but 
! strictly professional in all respects, 
' While his style may beT subdued 
and smooth there is no doubt that 

; he and his group are a topnotch 
[attraction that can stay on for 
; many nights to come. Syd. 

“The Unsinkable Molly Brown” 
(Capitol**. Meredith Willson is a 
clelter who has a simple way \vilh 
a melodic line and a sincere way 

■with a lyric angle. It’s a combina¬ 
tion. that worked well for him in 
“The Music Man” and which he 

■ repeats serviceably for his latest 
legitimate effort. In this original 
cast album, he’s got the zingy 
marches and the pleasant ballads 

! Working for him for okay results. 
! “Chick-ArPen'V and “Dolce Far 
i Xicn.te’’ are ballad efforts that 
; grow w ith plays and “I Ain’t Down 
i Yet’’ and "Belly Up To The Bar 
; Boys” are brisk items that catch on 
I Tight from the start. In the title 
i role, Tannny Grimes offers an off- 
• beat but persuasive vocal manner. 
She's solid on “I Ain't Down Yet” 

land “Belly Up To The: Bar Boys.” 
■latter with a rousing male chorus, 
. and in duel w ith ilarve PresncH on 

.; “Ciiick-A-Pen.’' Presnell has; a line 
' legit baritone quality and does ex¬ 

tremely well on several of his solo, 
stints. As with its' “Tcndcrlpi '. 
package of this season, Capitol .has 
inserted a souvenir booklet, givi 
the set an added: sales fillip,. 

Terry Snyder: “Mr. Percussion” 
< Ultra Audio i. Terry Siiydcr, wlvq 
was chiefly responsible for the cur¬ 
rent vogue of ••sound” ;albunis .\ i 
his percussion efforts on'the Com¬ 
mand label, n w is doing a. bang-iip. 
jbb for United Artists new Ultra 
Audio iin%; In this set;: Snyder 
heads: a large, ofch in a solid pro--' 
gram of. oldies played for inaxi-- 
muin stereo .effect within swiiig- 
; g format. A is striking .all tlie 
way. .'= 

( . Benny Goodman Orch* ; “The 
! Kingdom of Swing” fRCA Ivictor'; 
j This latest addition to the Benny 
; Goodman story, culled fcpiu the 
Victor vaults from sessions cut in. 

} 19S5. '36. and ’39, doesn’t add too 
■j much to. what has already been 

} heard fr m. the early BG band. 
' However, it does get a y|ung Ella 

Fitzgerald on. release. iof several 
songs and for the collector, that’s 

' enough of a reason, to put the packr 
[ age on the market. " 

Lawrence Welk: “Last Dance’’ 
(Dot*. This is another Consistently 
listenable musical package deliy- 

- ered. in the familiar Weet, and 
simpile Lahrcnce Welk style: Orch 
and choral ''arrangements range 

rover a flock, of current, recent and 
past hits, including numbers like 

Uhi ou . hit “Last Datp.” “The 
'•Green: Leaves ; of S ii-m m e r.’1 
“Chances Are/” “Temptation,” “My 
Heart lias A Mind of Its / Ow;n,” 

/“Misty" and “Meiodie i>'Amoiir” 
among others. 

Joe Relehman Orch: “May I 
[Have This Dance” (Decca*. Deep 
' in the heart of Texas at the Adol- 
’ phus Hotel in Houston. Joe Reich- 
' man purveys a solid brand of so¬ 
ciety dance music which - has been 
attractively packaged in thiy-offer- 

, ing. The set spotlights Reichman’s 
: flowing piano style against straight-. 
| forw ard d a n c e arrangemehts 

Longplay Shorts 

gets a light, catchy slice that’ll nab 
spins. “BOB WHITE” (Remick** 
adds up to a neat slice of a fine 
number. 

Pete Shrayder (Capitol*: “TAKE 
ME BACK BABY” <B. F. Wood*', 
a solid rhythm. oallad, is projected 
in nifty style; by this singer. 
“WHERE'S THE GIRL FOR ME" 
(Darwood** is! a lilting number 
with good chantes. 

Oscar Brown Jr, 'Columbia'. 
“BUT I WAS Ct)OL" i Kicks:, t>ovvs 
this talented performer-writer on 
a clever number in a hip special 
material groove. “DAT DERE” 
(Upanr-1 is a neat, lyric workover 
of a modern jazz standard. 

Andy Stewart (Ton Rank : “A 
SCOTTISH SOLDIER” <Jaro>) is 
a charming Scottish folk number 
which could come out of left field 
because of this fine rendition. 
“T H E MUCKIN’ O GEORDIE 
BYRE” (Jaro '. is a bright novellj’ 
with'-a strong burr. 

The Dreamers 'APT* : "I SING 
THIS SONG" '[Figure*) is a swing¬ 
ing rocker With, strong teenager 
appeal via this, raucous workover. 

! earn spi “DON’T TREAT ME 

THAT WAV” (Lois*) is a rojiiti 

rhythm entry. 

Charles K. L. Davis .(Everest*: 

“WHERE ON EARTH” (Para¬ 

mount*! sends up the tenor?s . pipes 
with good balladeering impact. 
“ADVENTURES IN PARADISE" 
(Robbins*) serves as a neat show¬ 
casing for Davis' romantic vocal 
approach. 

j CHRISTMAS SONG. 
[ Brook Benton, on th Mercury 
[label, delivers a classy seasonal 
ballad in “This Time of. the Year” 

| (Vanessa*' backed with- “Merry 
; Christmas, Happy New Year” (Playi 

’..Or. the same label,. Johnny 
.Preston, turns up with a jumping 
•tune, “I Want A New' Baby. For 
: Christinas" (Starritet), for tlve juve 
| crowd. The'novelty backing. “Rock 
j ’n’ Roil Guitar.” is similarly slanted 
|. . Jim Ameclie has an okay kidisk 
J in his narration of the story of the 
i “The First Christmas Tree” (Kai- 
; tunes") on the Del-Tone, label;, 

. 

i+ASCAP. 1BML 

Eydie Gcrme & Steve Lawrence cut a set in.New York last week for 

United Ai tists’ Ultra Audio label. Tito Rodriguez band also-due'to 

slice a package for the. same label Cisco Houston iding a 

collection of Woodie GuthHe tunes for Vanguard Records Sam. 

(Lightning) Hopkins cutting an album for Cadence’s new Candid jazz 

I series, after appearing on ; the. Robert Herridge “CBS. Workshop show.: 

/last Sunday (20v . British songstress-actress Muriel Angelus Signed 

1 by Strand Records for an album tribute to the late Oscar. Hammeirstein 
2d. ' 

| Cast of ABC radio’s “Breakfast Club” has: waxed an alburn, of the. 

show’s fave hymns which RCA Victor plans for holiday release; Besides 

. emcee Don McNeill, program personalities featured include vocalists 

; Eileen Parker and Dick Noel, backed by Eddie Ballantine’s oi'ch. 

Kapp Records/ has appointed Emanuel Vardi conductor of the,new.ly- 

; formed Kapp: Symphoniclte to record for label’s classical department 

and for the, kapp Medallion label. He already has six sessions in the 

MGi\I is launching.a gold foil packaging technique on its new 

Jour James* album. “One Hundred V , .. . One 'Hundred Strings.” 

. Candid Records. Cadence’s new: jazz-line. Is releasing its first four 

albiiins this week. Artists oil the sets are Charlie Mingus, Max Roach/ 

Otis Spann and Richard Williams A seven volume collection of 

southern folk music will.be released by,Atlantic this week. Called “The 

Southern Folk Heritage Series,”'the LPs were recorded by Alan Lomax 

| :■.-■) Leopold Stokowski offers his “Lifetime Music. Plan” consisting of: 

• 50 classical LPs which lie feels are required .listening in the.Nov; 27 

issue of This Week mag . . Argo Records is releasing six LPs this1 

month,, two of-which will be in a new series aimed, at the pop-market. 
The pop$ters are Etta James and Osborne Smith .. “Sometimc- 

: Anytime,’’ the third in a series of children’s records will be released 
by. Bob Bialek’s Washington label this, month. It was. written by 
Evelyn D. Lohoefer. 

• played by a reeds-on-top orch. The 
Inuisic covers fox trots, wa/iz^s and 
j a. couple of Latino rhy<Urns-for a 
: w ell-rounded dansapaiion back- 
I grpunds. 

Patachou: “Hit Songs Freni Hit 
,Broadway Shows” (Audio Fidelity*. 
This is an attractive songalogwith 
a decided Gallic flavor. French 
chanteuse, backed by Joe Basiie’s 
orch, delivers a flock of tunes from 
the current musical, “Irina La 
Douce,' using the original French 
lyrics for these and a couple of 
other French umbers/ Tier vocal¬ 
izing in. English is equally winning 
on such show-tunes as “April In 
Paris,” “I Could Write A Book,” 
‘ Mack The Knife,” “Just Iii Time,” 
“I Coultl Have Danced All Night” 
and “Hello, Young Lovers.” 

Linus Pauling:. “On Fallout and 
Nuclear Warfare'' (Verve/ This is 
a spoken word disk project with a 
deadly serious message about., the 
effects on nuclear fallout on the 

. human, genetic structure. It’s mes^ 
sage to tlie world is clear: stop all- 
atomic bom!) testing. Widespread 
interest in this point of View may 
give this LP some commercial im¬ 
pact.. But this set has no rc.iatipn- 
ship to Verve’s general run of / 
and comedy monolog offerings. 
; Theodore Bikcl: “Songs of Rus¬ 
sia. Old and New” (Elektfa'. Tlieq-: 
dore Bikel, has built up; a strong 
rep >as-: a multilingual folksirigcr 
and baliadcer thfoliglv disks and 

i c oncert appearances. In this Rus- 
.sian excursion, he again shoVvs his 

- mast er/ of lingo and mood and 
.develops .ah excitement that ca* 
grab even those who don’t under¬ 
stand what’s going on. Ficd Hclier- 
lnan arranged and ct>ndiiclcd; for 
Hikel." 

Odetta: “Christmas Spirituals” 
'.(Vanguard). One of the brilliant 
ncw folkbinging talents to turn: up 
in recent* years. Odetta turns her 
remarkably dc’cp and /sonant 

i voice on A recital of fresh Cbrist- 
.. mas songs! .Working .to her wvh. 
guitar accompahiment plus a string 
bass. «.»* projects powerfully on 

/.such cumbers as “Virgin.Mary -Had 
! One Son." “Ain't That A-Rocking.” 
“Go Tell It On Tlie Alountain" and 
“Rise Up /Shepherd and Follow; 
inongotliers. 

, Wiilie Rodriguez A The Interna¬ 
tional Stars: “A Bunch of Bongos” 
'Grand .Aw:jard'.. The. harid.Qf Enoch 
Light is. the dominant factor: in. 
this. new. package pegged for the 
audiophiles. Light has. the current 
sound gimmickry down pat and 
he’s engineered Willie Roddigiiez’s 

| group through some exerting 
j tempos ift the Latino groove. The 
• merengues[ cha chas*. mambds and; 
’ sambas are audioed. for top results. 

Ilerni: 

Injunction Stands Vs. 
Local 802 Welfare Plan 

Local 802,. N Y- unit of the 
I American Federatiort of Musicians, 

Tost another round in the U;S. 
• Court of Appeals last week in its 

fight to launch its welfare plan for = 
single engagement musicians/ The 

" appellate, court upheld a: decision 
i bv Federal Judge Edward J. Dim- 
[ ock that the welfare plan.” which 
!. required the purchasers of music 

to pay extra coin to the welfare 
j fund, was not; a legal entity under 
• the Federal labor laws! 

Original suit to validate the 
. welfare plan was brought / by the 
[ Orchestra Leaders of N.Yi. repre- 
i senting the top band contractors 
j/in. /the metropolitan -area,. The 

leaders, contended that the union’s 
plan to have Local 802 execs .-ct 
/as trustees of the fund was iliegal. 

i^ara Disbands Orch 
In Mek Union Hassle 

Mexico City, Nov,. 22. 
Agustih Lara has disbanded hi 

.i orchestra as a result of the long- 
! standing union.- feud between the 
j Venue, Rev and Tirso Rivera fac- 
j tiofts.. in the Mexican/ Musicians 
/Union:. The: /composer-singer said 
j his orch had elements from both; 
j camps! Last: week there had been; 
: a ' “difference of/ opinion” when 
each faction attempted to expel 
the other from the band. / 

While Lara was featured as. “di-. 
rector”; of the orch. on hinterland 
tours and in recordings, musicians 
were led. by Jesus Ferrer. The flat- 

; ter is attempting to reorganize ^iie 
j band and launch it under another 
I name/ 





(Tune Index of Performance & Sales) 

. This weekly tabulation 
programming by the major 

is based on a statistically balanced ratio of disk sales, nationallyr as reported by key outlets in major pities, and music 
independent radio stations. 

fhlt 

Wk. 

lost 

Wk. 

No. Wkt. 

On Chort TITLE, ARTIST 

This 

Wk. 

1 4 6 LAST DATE 
... Victor 

34 

2 2 7 POETRY IN MOTION 
Johnny Tillotson ......... Cadence 

35 

3 8 6 NEW ORLEANS 
. Laqrand 

36 

4 67 2 ARE YOU LONESOME TONIGHT 
Elvis Presley Vrctor 

37 

5 1 10 1 WANT TO BE WANTED 

Brenda Lee ... Decca 
38 

6 6 12 YOU TALK TOO MUCH 
Joe Jones Roulette 

39 

7 3 II SAVE THE LAST DANCE FOR ME 
Drifters Atlantic 

40 

8 5 9 NORTH TO ALASKA 
Johnny Horton.•< , Columbia 

41 

9 20 5 HUCKLEBUCK 
Chubby Checker Parkway 

42 

10 11 5 A THOUSAND STARS 
Kathy Yount Indigo 

43 

11 13 5 ALONE AT LAST 
Jackie Wilson Brunswick 

44 

12 26 4 YOU'RE SIXTEEN 
Johnny Burnette Liberty 

4.5 

13 7 9 SUMMER'S GONE 
Paul Anka .... • - . ABC Par 

46 

14 19 7 TO EACH HIS OWN 
Platters Mercury 

47 

15 10 7 GEORGIA OH MY MIND 
Ray Charles . . ABC Par 

48 

16 12 7 LET'S GO, LET'S GO. LET'S GO 
Hank Ballard ...... Kmg 

49 

17 14 7 STAY 
Mburice Williams Herald 

50 

18 27 4 I'LL SAVE LAST DANCE FOR YOU 
Damita Jo ..Mercury 

51 

19 41 2 PERFIPIA 
..« Dolton ’ 

52 

20 — 1 MANY TEARS AGO 
Connie Francis MGM 

53 

21 23 4 MY GIRL JOSEPHINE 
Fats Domino Imperial 

54 

22 31 7 SAILOR 
Lolita Kapp 

55 

23 43 3 LIKE STRANGERS 
Everly Bros. Cadence 

56. 

24 38 4 HE WILL BREAK YOUR HEART 
Jerry Butler Vee Jay 

57 

25 15 !0 BLUE ANGEL 
Roy Orbison Monument 

58 

26 9 9 TOGETHERNESS 
Frankie Avalon Chancellor 

59 

27 44 3 WONDERLAND BY NIGHT 
Bert Kaemfort Decca 

60 

28 25 7 SLEEP 
Little Willie John King. 

61 

29 18 6 PETER GUNN 
Duane Eddy Jamie 

62 

30 83 2 SWAY 
Bobby Rydell Cameo 

63 

31 61 3 LONELY TEENAGER 
Dion Laurie 

64 

32 34 8 LOVE WALKED IN 
Dinah Washington ..... ., Mercury 

65 

33 21 15 DEVIL OR ANGEL 
Bobby Vee .-... ... Liberty 

66 

last No. Wkt. 

Wk. lABEl 

16 9 TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT 
Shirelles . ^.............. Sceptor 

22 13 A MILLION TO ONE 
Jimmy Charles.. v..... . . . . Promo 

37 5 BALLAD OF THE ALAMO 
Marty Robbins .......... Columbi 

33 4 WAIT FOR ME 
Playmates. Roulette 

39 I a MY DEAREST DARLING 
Etta James ............,...... Argo 

40 4 RUBYDUBYDU 
Tobin Mathews Chief 

17 10 DON'T BE CRUEL 
Bill Black .................... Hi 

35 6 HUMDINGER 
Freddy Cannon Swan 

23 II LET'S THINK ABOUT LIVING 
Bob Luman WB 

95 3 AM I LOSING YOU 
Jim Reeves . Victor 

45 3 ONE OF THE LUCKY ONES 
Anita Bryant Carlton 

30 8 ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS 
Bobby Ddri . .y............ Atco 

89 2 DEAR JOHN 
Pat Boone Dot 

32 5 NIGHT THEME 
Mark II Wye 

24 15 MY HEART HAS MIND OF ITS OWN 
Connie Francis .........,... MGM 

— I EXODUS 
Ferrante & Teicher ............ UA 

60 3 RUBY DUBY DU 
Chdrles Wolcott .,......... MGM 

51 18 THEME FROM THE APARTMENT 
Ferrante/Teicher UA 

55 6 BLUE VELVET 
Statues .................; Indigo 

78 3 ALABAM 
Pat Boone Dot 

53 5 GREEN LEAVES OF SUMMER 
Brothers Four Columbia 

29 14 CHAIN GANG 
Sam Cooke Victor 

82 3 I MISSED ME 
Jim Reeves Victor 

42 7 I WISH I'D NEVER BEEN BORN 
Patti Page ...... Mercury . 

52 i 3 DIAMONDS & PEARLS 
Paradons ........,..... Milestone 

77 2, GEE WHIZ 
Innocents Indigo 

48 5 PATSY 
Jack Scott .....-- Top Rank 

75 8 THEME FROM RAT RACE 
Richard Maltby ......... . Roulette 

63 3 ISN'T IT AMAZINgT 
Crests .....f Coed 

44 3 NATURAL BORN LOVES 
Fats Domino imperial 

50 10 A fool IN Lovi^ 
Ike & Tina Turner i............. Sue 

91 15 ANY MORE 
Teresa Brewer ............. Coral 

72 7 HAVE MERCY, BABY 
Bobbettes triple X I 

ThJi Iasi No. Wk i. 
Wk. Wk. On CjiBcf LABEL 

67 

i 

■it WHOLE LOTTA SHAKING 
Conway Twitty .......... ...MGM 

68 36 18 THE TWIST 
Chubby Checker ........ .Parkway 

69 2 EXCUSE ME 
Nick Noble Coral 

70 58 4 DON'T GO TO STRANGERS 
Etta James Prestige 

71 1 FOOLS KUSH IN 
Brook Benton ........ v.. . Mercury 

72 1 SEND ME PILLOW YOU DREAM ON 
Browns Victor 

73 68 •8, YOU TALK TOO MUCH 
Frankie Ford . >... * <... 

t 
. Imperial 

74 — 3 SERENATA 
Sarah Vaughan ..Roulette 

75 54 3 CHARMING BjLLY 
Johriny Preston . .. . .Mercury 

76 >- 1 MAGNIFICENT.SEVEN 
Al Caiola.............. 

77 98 2 GON2;0 
James Booker Peacock 

78 3 DARK; AT TOP OF STAIRS 
Percy Foith .... Cojumbi 

79 49 7 EVERGLADES 
Kingston Tri Capitol 

80 i DOLL HOUSE 
Donnie Brooks v.. i. ...... Era" 

81 _ 1 YOU DON'T WANT MY'LOVE 
Roger Miller Victor 

82 — 1 OLD MAO DONALD 
Frank Sinatra ..... t..... . Capitol 

83 — 1 AM 1 THE MAN 
Jackie Wilson .. i.i.,*.. V Brunswick 

84 85 ■i PSYCHOV 
Blobby Hendricks ... v.... ...; Sue 

85 i COLD COLD HEAR? 
Bobby Stewdrt .. ...... Argo 

86 ..-i— I ZING WENT STRINGS OF HEART 
Kalin Twins; Decca 

87 2 PILTDOWN RIDES AGAIN 
Piltdown Men; . . e . . Capitol 

88 90 3 SALVATION ROCK 
Marv Meredith Strand 

89 70 i MIDNIGHT LACE 
David Oarroll Mercury 

90 90 '% BALLAD OF THE ALAMO 
Bud & Travis ... Liberty 

9* 94 3 LITTLE MISS BLUE 
Di .. Laurl 

?2 81 2 ON MY KNEES 
Charlje Rich Roulette 

93 65 2 CHILLS & FEVER 
Ronnie Love Dot 

94 56 16 KIDDIO 
Brook Benton Mercury 

95 47 12 SO SAD 
Eve.rly Bros. WB 

96 -T. 1 TALK TO ME BABY 
Annette Vista 

97 62 5 DARK AT TOP OF STAIRS 
Ernie Freeman .. Imperial 

98 7"' 1 1 GOTTA KNOW 
Elvis Presley Victor 

99 64 8 SUNDOWNERS THEME 
Billy Vaughn Dot 

100 59 3 WHOLE LOTTA SHAKING 
Chubby Checker Parkway 
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J. Burton, Broadcast Mu%jc Inc. \iceprexy ,In .".charge . of 
operations,, caxiie into the-national nevvs Spotlight last week in his. 
capactiy of acting .city judge, in. New Rochelle; Sitting in the case pf 
eight Negro parents who were fighting to transfer.their children to 
another school. Burton acquitted theiu of the disorderly conduct charges 

'while rejecting the charge-that New: Rochelle schools were -guilty of. 
racial discrinuriatioh. Burton’s decision was in the form of a 50-page 

''decision, unusually lpng for 'an . inferior .court and also unusually 
utspoken in its defense of the defendaiits1 right to protest. “At the 

..present time,”..Burton: said, “living in large urban communities, with 
a: huge volume of daily, news .coming from all .over the' world- arid 
inundalirig newspapers. radio.and television, it is frequently necessary-: 
for citizens to' resort deliberately, to the dramatic; the offbeat, arid’ 
yen. occasionally . to the pporrtaste device • in-order to gain. a. measure 

attention." ••!' 

MGM Records is launching a special promotion Campaign-for Connie . 
Francis’ date, at N. Y.’s Cppacabana beginning Dec. 1. For. the Copar 
tables., diskerv is readying five-inch cutouts, of the singer as souvenirs[ 
for the riitery customers. For dealer windows au.d store interiors, diskerv ‘ 
with the cooperation of its N: Y, distrib: Ideal Record Products,. iV 

■supplying, lull-length',' life-size cutouts of Miss Francis; Circulars and 
direct mail pieces will be sent to the Copa’. , Ming list, dealers, chain ! 

.- stores and .department stores.' .Highlight of her appearance will be. ah '■ 
cn-locatioh recording date for an LP to be called “Connie Francis At 
The Copa. 

PACT GRECO, MONTOYA 
FOR ISRAELI CONCERTS 

Israel promises to be an im¬ 

portant outlet for concert bookings 

next season: Two promoters, reprer. 

sen ting the firm BROA Produc¬ 

tions, ai;e presently in New Yoik 

li ihg up talent for.. tours in that 

country. Thus far they have inked 

Jose Greco for two Weeks starting 

next Sept. 20 for weeks and 

Sept.. 20 for . two weeks and 

flamenco guitari.st Carlo. Montoya. 

Details of the tours have not yet 
been worked out with the 'William 
Morris Agency Which arranged the 
deals. . However, it’s known t hat 
there .will be several variations of 
the: orthodox type of jaunt in¬ 
cluding Friday instead of Saturday 
matinees due to the Sabbath. Ob¬ 
servances. on, Saturdays, 

ABC-ParGets 4 Aces; Baddy Bregman 
To Fox; Kapp Gets Vi-Dels; Other Deals 

CASALS IN ACAPULCO 

Cellist to Conduct His Own New 
Oratorio at: Mexican Resor| 

' l 
A Cellist Pablo Casals, still anjex- 
ule from’. Franco Spain, will head 
’a festival of music Dec. 10-22 at 
I Acapulco. Mexico. This is sup¬ 
plemental to the Puerto Rican fes- 

jTivals appearances, he's been mak- 
] in'g for several years. 

\ Introduced will be Casals’ own 
rnew oratorio,. “The Manger,” with 
{orchestras and six soloists. The 
composer will conduct. 

.... CapitoF Records is blanketing- the: nation’s deejays with the 1960. 
Christinas: Seal song, “Mistletoe arid Holly” with Fraiik Sinatra. About 
3.000 jocks will .received the special, promotion: record, to kick off the 
current drive of the National Tuhercuio^is Assn. Included in the pro¬ 
motional disk js.: a 15-sccond,sphken intro in which Sinatra asks listen- 

.; buy Christmas Seals; “Mistletoe and . Iiqiiy” \vas ' ' inailly' 
■roe rdod in. 1958 for a Sinatra,.album, called .'‘A. Jolly Christinas-From 
Frank Sinatra;” ’’ ' 

“Rudolph The Rcd'-Nosed Reindeer," Johnny Marks’. Christmas classic., 
is . going, into ,it's.■; 12th season with 20 new. diskirigs: This, brings 
“Rudolph’s’’ wax total up to 200.recordings for a, sale close to 30.000.000 
copies, ire hiding,Gene Autry’s 5.000,000 seller for Columbia; Its also 
sold 3:000,000 sheet copies. '• ' 

Among this \ ear’s -diskers of “Rudolph” are Paul, Anka. Ella Fitz¬ 
gerald.;- the. Chipmunks, the.. Lennon. Sister. Lester Lanin, Crazy. Otto,, 

nd second: versions by Samniy ; Kaye and; Guy Loinbardd; 

Some of c omposor-perfor mer Leo. Edwards’ oldies, was. spotlighted-' 
“The Ami-rican;Musical Theatre” stanza oh WCBS-TV lart Saturday 

af.te'riibon.: 19 *. Edwards, brother- of .the late van d eim prewari o-composer 
;(> s Edwards; sang one. :of his earliest tunes, “That’sWhat The Rose, 
-'aid To My’ aiid. “\Ve Take. Our Hats Of! To You, Mr. Wilson,” which 
he ,wrqfe for Nora. Bayes riiore' than 40 years ago. Songstress Adele 
’tivie. arid dancer Harland .DiXori. also performed on the show. 

-In a tie in with Metro's fix-st anrii.celebration of the “Ben-IIur” pic; 
MGM Records has culled a single from .the soundtrack set to be sent 
tq.4.000 (lisk jockeys. The. single, which will also, be used as part of. 
the.-lkbers'Ch-ristmas•.salqs/diivO. couples Miklos Roza's “Christ Thei ” 
w ith’the VLpVe Theme” use.d .in. the fllrii. Diskerv will plaice Special’;4 

iriDhasis on ..new outlets such as stores that sell religious articles as 
\vel 1 as place ads in religious papers. ' 

“Stardust,” one of the alltime most-recorded tunes vy'itli the. estimated 
rum her .of platter versions topping, the- 450 mark, now lurried, up ; 

,14 different versions on the RCA Victor LP titled “The.Stardust Road.” 
Package ,«pans Wayne King orch’.s 1932".slice to' a .special- vocal: made.-. 
by the tune’s- composer, Hoagv.; Carmichael, who.i incidentallyi marks i 

b»rUiday next \v.eek i22i Alills .Mu-Sic, which publishes the.; 
C^niiciiaelr^Iitvhell4'Parish .copyright; has issued ;over .50 individual; 
' n-arij»n*ents- oif. *:S>ijardiList.F ' 

" L- ' ' " ' 'j 

Stjar 

EMI Gross Sales Climb 
To $192,500,000; Profit 

Up 9% to $14,975,000 
London. Nov. 22; 

Elective - & Musical industries 
gross .in the year ended; June'30, 
according to chairman Sir Joseph 
Lockwood; increased by 2fi to 
$192,500,000 over1 the year before 
and profits before tax, were up 
9rr to $14,975.000.. Platter sales 
showed a rise on the previous year. 

. Sir. jdsebh reckons that low price 
longp;ay disks do not represent a 
large portion, of. EMI sales, .with 
normal-price albums still chalkr¬ 
ing up. about of total, turn¬ 
over in disks. The EMI topper feels 
that'some low prices .set by some 
newcomers may “in the short run” 
iiijsettle the riiarket.{ ; ' 

Record sales represent-a major 
longterm problem for the group, 
according to Sir ;Joseph. About the 
future, the EMI .chief is. cautiously 
hopeful, though progress will in- 
evitabiy slow down because the. in¬ 
dications, are that ' the economic 
climate will be more., unsettled. 

Group is declaring a l7co divi¬ 
dend on capital stock., compared 
witJi th previous equivalent of 
i3Lr 

Jazz Festivals to Japan 
.U.S, jazz festivals will-be trans- 

ported - tc Japan, Monte Kay, jazz 
manager-pfomoter, is planning a 
four-city fete early; next year... . 

This Initial festival, part of a 
; series of four which Kay will prev 
' . in Japan during . 1961.. will 
premiere - at' Saniakqi Hall, Tokyo, 
Jan:; 2 and continue through Jan. 

i 15 with ' performances' in Osaka,; 
; Kobe and Nagoya. In the concert j 
unit will be. Aft BJakey & His Jazz 
Messengers and. jazz singer Bill 
Henderson. ;:.! 

Subsequent. festivals Of the ’61 ! 
are planned for Ylareli. 

j May and September. Artists for 
the forthcoming events will be 1 
lined up. later. ‘ ' : ' : 

Kaufman-Anthony Ink 
Morris (Ming Pact 

Paul.Kaufman and Michael An¬ 
thony, writers of. the current pop 
click, “PoetryMotion;” have 
been, signed to exclusive eleffing 
deal by Meridian Music. The firm 
is E. IT.'Morris’’ BMI subsid. 

V•■. The wtiters, both iri their early 
20s, also double as indie disk, pro¬ 
ducers. Sidney KornheisCr, - Mor¬ 
ris' general manager, hasn’t yet de¬ 
termined Whether the firm will ac¬ 
tivate > record label for their plat-, 
ter productions or peddle the mas¬ 
ters to Other labels. Their “Poetry 
In.Motion” click was recorded by 
Johnny Tillotson for Cadence. 

Music Advisory Panel 
Assists USIA Overseas 

Washington, Nov. 22., 
; A Music-Advisory Panel has been.. 
,.riamed to aid U. S. Information 
: A gene in. its. efforts to acquaint 
! people abroad with American mu- 
|sic and composers. . 
j The panel will be headed by Dr. 
j William Schuman. President of the 
Juilliard 'School-of Music in New 
York. Other members: Dr. Harold 
Spivacke, head of the Music Divi¬ 
sion of the Library of Congress. 
David, Ritchie Robertson, director 

j of. fh Qberlin iO.> Conservatory 
[of Music;.and John S. Wilson, jazz: 
' critic for the. N. Y. Times. 

Jazz. Tribute to- Buckley ; 
Leifd Buckley, the jazz comedian 

whose death Nov. 12 kicked, off the. 
current investigation of police han¬ 
dling of cabaret license cards in 

Y-. will be given a tribufo at 
the Jazz Gallery Dec. Buckley 
had been working at the Gallery 
whcri his card was. lifted.. . 

Among the peffofmers set to 
perform at. the memorial bash are 
Thelonious Monk arid Dizzy Gil¬ 
lespie. - 

■ The Four Aces are now record¬ 
ing under the ABC-Paramount bam- 
nor. Group has been on the Dcrca 
label lor many years. First plat¬ 
ter for the Aces is a coupling of 
“Dolce Far Nientc.” for the 
legituner “The Unsinkable Molly 
Brown.” and “Searching.” Group 
is now on a one-nightcr tour and 
night club tour through the coun¬ 
try and will also hit Mexico and 
Canada. 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS 
(A National. Survey of Key Outlets) I] 

Tills Last No; whs. 11 

jvk. wk. on chart |j 

1 2 17 FRANK SINATRA 'Capitol) 
Nice V Easy 'W 1417) .. ; 

• " 2 3 15 KINGSTON TRIO i Ca pi tol) 
String Along (T. 1407) 1 

.03 6 4 BOB NEWHART »WB) 
Button Down Mind Strikes Back (WI 393) 

4 10 6 ELVIS: PRESLEY (Victor) 
G. I. Blues (LPM 2256) 

5 1 32 BOB NEWHART (WB) 
Button Down Mind *W 1379) 

6 %. 32 SOUND OF M^SIC 'Columbia) 
. Original Cast (KOL 5450) 

7 9 19 SHELLEY BERMAN tVerve) 
Edge of Shelley Berman OIGV-15013) 

8 5 14 JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Johnny’s Mood.. 'CL 1526) 

\ 9 14 14 BOBBY DARIN fAtco) . 
Bobby Darin at the Copa (LP 122) 

10 11 6 NAT KING COLE 'Capitol) 
Wild. Is Love (WAlv. 1392) 

11 17 15 DAVE GARDNER iVictor) 
Kick Thy Own Self (LPM/LSP 2239) 

12 : J2 15 BRENDA LEE (Decca) 
Brenda Lee (DL 4Q39) 

: 13 13 23 PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
Paul Anka Sings His Big 15 (ABC-323) 

14 7 7 BAY CONNIFF (Columbia) 
Say It With Music (CL 1490) 

: 15 8 32 TERRY SNYDER (Command) *!.. 
Persuasive Percussion (RS 800-50) 

16 18 6 60 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (Victor) 
Various Artists, Vol II (LM 6088) 

17 -16 27 DAVE GARDNER (Victor) 
Rejoice .Dear Hearts (LPM. 2083) . 

18 34 7 BILL BLACK COMBO (Hi) 
Solid & Raunchy (HL 12003) 

19 20 32 SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve) 
Inside Shelley Berman (MGV 15003) 

20 29^ 17 60 YEARS of MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (Victor) 
Assorted Artists, VoL I (LM 6074) 

21 25 ,-;.6 SONG WITHOUT END (Colpix) 
Soundtrack (CP 506• 

22 19 6 RAY CHARLES 1 ABC-PAR) 
Gehiiis .Hits the Road (335) 

23 28 15 RAY CONNIFF (Columbia) 
Young at Heart (CL 1489) 

24 36 3 BRENDA LEE (Decca) . 
This Is Brenda (DL 4082) 

25 .35 30 SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor) 
Soundtrack (LOC 1032) 

26 22 6 JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) ! 
Rhythms & Ballads of Broadway :(CL 217) 

27 23 15 SILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Look for a Star (DLP 3322) 

28 ■ 26 PLATTERS (Mercury) 
Encores of Golden Hits (MG 20472) 

29 31 32 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
Sold Out (T-1352) 

CO
 

o
 

to
 

32 CAN-CAN (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (LOC 1032) 

31 32 3 MITCH MILLER‘Columbia) 
Memory Sing With Mitch (CL 1542) » 

32 1 M ANTOV AN I (London) 
Operetta Memories 

33 2 CHUBBY CHECKER (Parkway) 
The Twist 

34 — 21 MANTOVANI "(.London) 
Songs to Remember 'LL 3149) 

35 — i: PETE FOUNTAIN .Coral) 
Mr. New Orleans Jazz (CRL 757334) 

36 15 3 IRMA LA DOUCE (Columbia) 
Original Cast. <BL 5560) 

37 27 32 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Theme from a Summer Place (DLP 9276) 

38 — 1 THE ALAMO (UA) 
Soundtrack 

39 26 10 CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM) 
Sings Spanish & Latin Favorites (E 3853) 

40 33 4 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
Last Month of the Year (T 1446) 

20th-Fox: Buddy Bregman 
Bandleader - arranger Buddy 

Bregman inked a longterm contract 
with 20th Fox Records, subsid of 
film company, first assignment 
calling fox; six albums. 

Initial LP etching will be a dou¬ 
ble faced package comprised of 
Broadway show tunes and a Pranged 
with instrumental stress on ■u*-'- 
cussions.. Also on tap is a “Road 
Show;” series to be drawn from 
Broadw’ay show music like “Girl 
Crazy,” “Babes in Arms.” “Any¬ 
thing Goes” and “Gentlemen Pre¬ 
fer Blondes.” 

l-’ 
■Kapp: Vi-Dels, others 

The Vi-Dels, singing group from 
Rhode Island, have been added to 
Kapp Records. Also joining the 
label last week were Danny Jordan, 
Kris Jensen and Johnny Duncan. 

Columbia: Maysa Matarazzo 
Brazilian singer Mavsa Matarazzo 

has signed with Columbia Records. 
She's currently appearing at the 
Blue Angel, N. Y. nitery. 

MGM: Armando 
The mono-tagged Armando has 

joined the MGM roster. His first 
sides for the iabel are “Transistor” 
and “Wonderful Time of the Year.® 
The 19-year-oid singer wrote tire 
latter tune. 

Trey: Sanford Clark 
Sanford Clark, who clicked with 

“Dream Girl” on the Dot label, has 
switched to Trey Records. Trey 
toppers Lester Sill and Lee Hazlc- 
wood signed Clark to a fiveyear 
pact. He’ll start recording his first 
single shortly and plans are un¬ 
der way to bring out an album by 
the first of the year. ! 

WTRY, Troy, Jumps Gun 
On Christmas Tunes to Test 

Christmas spins got off to an 
early start when WTRY, Troy 
iN.Y.) station started airing Yule 
platters last Monday < 14). Accord¬ 
ing to program manager George 
LeZotte, he wanted to test whether 
there would pe any listener objec¬ 
tion for 'beginning the Christmas 
season so e#ly and to help the 
new disks wh|ch now need a longer 
airing time t« break through. * 

Although the majority of sta¬ 
tions around the country wait 
until after Thanksgiving to start 
spinning Xmas records. LeZotte 
felt that this was a self-iinposcd 
restriction that wasn’t necessary. 
The station, which is aired in the 
Troy, Albany and Schenectady 
area, received onlv one phone call 
and one caxd objecting to the 
Christmas programming. LeZotte 
pointed out that the retailers m 
the area are already showing holi¬ 
day window displays and that 
radio stations are already airing 
Christmas buying spots so that it 
was foolish to hold to the disk 
l’esti'iction. 

Station started its first week of 
Christmas spins playing one every 
four hours. LeZotte indicated that 
they’ll come on with more fre¬ 
quency this week. Among the eai’ly 
Yule tunes programmed were 
Bobby Darin’s “Christmas and 
Auld Lang Syne,” Ray c-onniffs 
“Christmas Bells,” Peter King’s 
“Little Shepherd Boy,” Ella Fitz¬ 
gerald’s “Jingle Bells” and Santo 
& Johnny’s “Twisting Bells.” 

Mex Orch to Tour U.S. 
Mexico City, Nov. 22. 

Carlos Campos and his 15-man 
orch has been signed to a contiact 
for a U. S. tour. Playdates will in- 61 
elude Los Angeles, Las Vegas and 
other western American cities. 

According to Campos, tour will 
bring in S20.000 with schedule in¬ 
cluding three davs at the Palladi- 
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New York 
Member-, of the Modern Jazz 

Quartet have made a joint invest¬ 

ment in the Hunter Ski Bawl 
in the Catskills—Drummer Roy 
Haynes has his trio ati the Prelude 
for the next three weeks Dariny 
Shapiro will write . new record¬ 
ing act f.»r Larry (Mr. Custer) 
.Verne Jimmy Palmer orch is set 
for New Year's Eve at Roselarid 
Dune C'it> Quincy. Jones orch 
to record a series of radio spots.for 
the (’rova.- & BlavkwelJ food line 
Cannonball Adderlcy plays the 
inaugurai concert forjthe Jazz Arts 
Sofiet> at Hunter College Dec. 
4 Mai Braveinan now publiciz¬ 
ing Adam Wade and Diahann Car- 
roll Sol Yaged begins a series of 
jazz .concerts in theatres at the 
Mermaid Ave. Theatre. Brooklyn, 
tod iy Wed.*. Gene Krupa's Trio 

The1 J OF THE 
WEEK 

RONNIE 
SAVOY 

Sings 

AND THE 
HEAVENS 

CRIED 

opens at Freddie’s, Minneapolis; 
Dec. 5 for one. , Kji Winding 
lined up for an ejght-day stand at 
the Starlight Club, Charlotte, N. C., 
starting Friday «25>. 

Joy Lane, Philtone Records 
artist, will appear at Chan’s. Win¬ 
nipeg. from Nov. 28 to Dec. IT 
Peter Palmer currently at the 
Queen Elizabeth. Montreal 
Helene De Lys. former MGSI and 
Jubilee disker, held over at 
Bricktops in Rome, for an indefi¬ 
nite stay Yugene Smith Trio now 
sharing the podium at the Embers 
with the Jonah Jdhes Quartet 
Donald Graham set as Warner 
Bros. Records’ western promotion 
manager. Jule9 Rifkind, MGM 
Records national radio contact 
representative, married Eleanor 
Levin last Wednesday <16'... Ivan 
Mogull has acquired the Italian 
song by Renato Rascek “Welcome 
to Roma Mia,” for the U. S. , AI 
Stillman has written the. English 
lyrics and has titled it “I’ll Be Your 
Lover.” Vic Damone has ttie first, 
recording of the tune on the Co¬ 
lumbia label. 

I the Cloister here March 20 for two 
. . Buddy Pelio Trio into the 

j Netherlands, - .Hilton. Cincinnati, 
Dec: 5 . . . Playraakers are at Mr, 
Gee's Club, Chicago Heights . V 
Dukes of Dixieland signed for the 
Shamrock-Hilt on, Houston, April 
27 for two stanzas : . . Carmen Mc¬ 
Rae. set for the Huddle. Embers; 
Indianapolis, Dec. 12 . . Lisa Car- 
roll. to the Embers. Evansville, Dec. 
26 . . .. Jackie Burns plays the 

j Market Square Lounge. Lafayette, 
Ind., Jan. .16, and the Lafayette. 
House:, Indianapolis. Feb. 13. 

London 
Decca topper E. R. Lewis’ cur¬ 

rent world tour is skedded to. last 
two m nths ! . Morrie Paranior 
orch ..will again accompany Judy 
Garland when she plays the Free 
Trade Hall Manchester .Dec. -L- 
date originally set for. Nov. ", but 
she went down.with food poisoning 
. . . Pye -diskery makes a Christ¬ 
mas release of a soundtrack lohg- 
play from the Columbia pie, “.The 
Three Worlds of Gulliver”.. 
BBC has put three Decca disks 
carrying anti-British songs popular 
with the Irish'Republican Army on 
its “restricted” list . . . American, 
conductor Lorin Maazel here for 
three concerts with’ the BBC Sym-. 
phony Orchestra . Flamingo 
Ciifb starts a “jazz nursery” policy 
this5 week to give up-and-co: 
combos a break: 

Sail Francisco 
Mills Bros, open Thursday (24> 

at the Fairmont, following six- 
week. Ella Fitzgerald stand 
saxophonist Dav van Kriedt lias 
bought a club in Vallejo. Cal,,, 
ea 11 e.d The Wildest .Kid Ory 
closing his Or.; the Levee for a va¬ 
cation . . Six - Frisco clubs .com¬ 
bining to toss a benefit for Pacifi¬ 
ca Fbundatioii’s KPFA-.FM. listen- 

! cr-sponsored Berkeley station -. 
| Ben Webster and Jimmy Witlier- 
■ spoon opened at the Jazz Ce.Ilair. 

Philadelphia 
.Gloria Lynne, win broke, in. as 

; an unknown at PCp'. Musical Bar. 
! returns- this-Week for sixth visit to 
spot; . .Fiiture /bookings at jazz 

! showcase.-.... include, M.J.T. plus 
j Three, Sec. 5-10. Slide Hampton 
i Band Dec: 12-17; 'Etta; Jones. Dec, 
.19-24; Big Maybelle;; Pec..2f)-:il 
;Johnny Austin,; local bandsman 
current at Wagner’s .Ballroom, set. 
for two weeks stand at,Ne\- York's 
Rose'Iand, in the spring Ralph 
'Flanagan orch play one-night -hand 
at Stinnybrook Ball.ib.um, Potts- 

Pa.. Nov. 26. 

Ios Chavez 
To 10-Year Writing Pact 

Carl Chavez, top Mexican 
longhair composer*, has been inked 
to a 10-year pact by Mills Music. 
Chavez was guest conductor with ■ 
the New' York Philharmonic this ■ 
past week and led the Symphony i 
Orchestra of Mexico for 22 years. I 

Mills Music already has pub-!'• 
lished numerous works by Chavez ] 
and is preparing to release ofh rs 
shortly. Chavfcz is currently on a.; 
commission to write a symphony : 
for the N.Y. philharmonic; and a 
ch mber w:ork for the Second In-. 
ter-American Festival of Musi to.; 
be held in Washington, D C,, next ; 
April.. j 

Chicago 
Mose Allison, Columbia disker. 

current at Chi’s .Archway supper- 
club . . . Ramsey Lewis down for 

New Outfit to Promote 
Cafe, Concert Folksingers 

i Fplk>n impresario Charles 
•Tbuh.sc.bild and .th.e team of Kelsey 
MacechaL and Mariy I.orin, pro¬ 
prietors of One Sheridan Square in 

j X Y-.’s .Greenwich. Village, have 
“formed a new corporation. Romalo 
^Productions, to' promote t folk- 
j singers in programs -‘at the Village 
spot.; and els w'he.r 'around the 
country. 

The new production lr.pany 
plai-is. sp.cfadlc concerts at . Y.'s 
Town Hall and Carnegie; Ilall in ad¬ 
dition to the nitery presentations. 

Local 802 
Continued from page 49 —[ 

with' which to attack the .admin'' j 
l ration.. « '• 

Meantime, Hy Jaffe, Local. 802 
secretary and a supporter of Ma- .. 
nutk repudiated, the support given 1 
him by the opposition ticket.; Jade 

I indicated that h w ould run ! 
Ion theManuti slate. 

; Underlying and permanent 
; source of discontent in the ranks ; 

of. Local 802 is the high proportion, 
of unemployment .among the. lo¬ 
cal’s. 33.000 members. This has 
been a chronic condition. sinec the 
advent of talking pictures, and The = 
decline .of the use of musicians jn - 
theatres. A large roporti n of 
Local 8.02 members are;. actual-; 
ity; unly parttimb . musicians, gen-; 
orally, working; at other jobs to; 
earn: living but occasionally fill¬ 
ing weekend engagement- as .side- 
men at weddings.; confirm 
etc, 

• .The Members-Business ticket is. 
using the unemployment figures .as . 

j their central, propaganda theme. It 
is pledgi g a more efficie i, busi- -.- 

J ness-like administration .and 
’ mofe flexible policy dn negotiating 

w ith present and .potential useis o.f , 
live miisi.c. 7 ! 

Nano has a. longtime musician 
and contractor in Broadway legit j 
theatres. -.■Magazine,, onetime, band- J 
leader, -lias been .working'.for w i*i- j. 
ous business publications in. recent7 
years while maintaining his inter¬ 
est in Local 802 affairs,. 

FORD COIN FINANCES 
NEW YANKEE OPERA 

Carlisle . Floyd, who composed 

“Susanah” arid “W u t h e r 1 n $ 

Heights,” 'both of which gave a. Jog 

to “American opera,’- gets One of 

two commissions being handed 

along (the money came from the 

Ford Foundation), by Julius Rudel 

of New .York. City Opera. As usual, 

the actual cash consideration i§ 

kept secret. 

A second handout goes to Rob¬ 

ert Ward who. will fit tusic to 

Arthur Miller’s dr ma of Salei 

witchcraft, “The.' Crucible,•’ 

rendered into a; libretto by Bern¬ 

ard St ambler.. Floyd’s libretto will 
be his own, dealing with , the re¬ 
construction period in. the; South. 
Not known w hether this will, bring 
up the Ku Klux Klan again. 

- ^ ' 

t/E'swtKmf 

Gwizatltf, 

t 

L. 

DUNES HOTEL, IAS VEGAS 
(Return Engagement: MAR. 2, 1961) 

■Opening: DECEMBER Ut- 

NOTICE TO 
THE TRADE 
Florynce R1 Kennedy, Esq., 8 East 

48th Street. New York 17, N.Y., 
represents DORIS PARKER; Adminis- 
tratrix and LEON PARKER, legal son 
and heir to the . Estate of the late 
CHARLIE "YARDBIRD” PARKER. 

This Is to Inform all concerned: 
PUBLISHERS AND RECORD COM¬ 
PANIES that all rn onryi due 
CHARLIE PARKER in the forht of 
artist er/dnd writer royalties is 
hereby demanded and payable im¬ 
mediately. Failure to. pay . royalties 
due will result in an immediate 
aiidit of company books and legal 
action. Make ail checks . payable 
to the ESTATE OF CHARLES PAR¬ 
KER in care of the above mentioned 
attorney; 

Make all inquiries to Aubrey 
Mayh.ew, Music Advisor and Con¬ 
sultant to tlie Estate. 8 East 48th 
St., N Y. 17. N Y.. Plaza 9-3224 or 
to Miss, Kennedy. 

One-Slop 
~ Continued from p.vce 4? —■ 

turcis. & Distribu As-n. Wa’t-.'r. 
Ilofer lr. • been retained as the 
New York City counsel for’Low 

Ait T:almadg , ARMADA proxy, 
stated that..the plaintiffs action 
was part of ARMADA’s piograin 
“to stamp out counterfeiting on all 
levels. TIll's suit will serve notice 
on all one--ton and oth.er record 
dealers that it they (Teal in coun- 
terroit .records, the. will be held 
fully-■ responsible, for the: • W' 

Other actions -are nrer pond mg 
in Bergen County. Phil; dctphi<i; 
'ami' La- .Angeles agai st alleged 
disk, counlerfe’t operations; 

Long Term Lease! 

THEME FROM 
THE 

Ferrante and Teicher 
with Chorus and Orch. 

United Artists 231 

Leroy Andersen's 
SERENATA 

Sarah Vaughan 
Roulette ±:R 4235 

MILLS MUSIC, INC. 

New Cap Phono Exec 
Oris Beuiler has b"en app.u'f-.'d 

•mtioi’.al held sales manager 
(’.fund's p'l> one graph. di'-' 
-livufler st.fcfe, Burl Teage;-. \h; 
re.-: are 1. 

Beude-r j )i::ed; Ghipifu July 
th s. y-\;, at bar bee rep 
at. m. I.os Angeles branch. 1 

THE LITTLE DRUMMER^ EOY 
•and SLEIGH RIDE 

THE LITTLE DRUMMER BOY 
and SLEIGH RIDE 

THE LITTLE DRUMMER BOY 
and SLEIGH RIDE 

THE LITTLE DRUMMER BOY 
and SLEIGH RIDE 

BOOKED SOLIDLY thru APRIL 17,1931 

Records: 

d;-;a! 
ED SI 

i SHOttE SHOW (Dec. 11) cuwssit awums cm 

VAN SHOW (Feb. 12) || AUDIO' FIDELITY 

BOOKED EXCiUSiVSlY BY 

ISSmilD BOOKING GORPORflTieN-^ 
JOc GLASER, Pre5ideat 1 

743 FIFTH AVE , NEW YORK 22, N; Y.( PLAZA 9-4600 1 
C-fc'TH > HOLEY WOOD* # LAS VCC.AS « DALLAS % LONDON A - 

F£THlCOMj:4G. 

RCA VICTOR 

rsonpl: Manager 

C-SRAkSf W. PUSCELL 

IQ? Or ^'xto= 
CV-TT. 
FRAHK cH^' ‘' 
pfRCT e 
ROBERT 80LUOAY 

i JACK PHIS • * •'V ; 
CORA’S MLi-00/ 

rca-v.cto?--. 
;U, LONDON- 

COLU’a ^ 1 
:.EVEREST ■ 

.DECCA 

l fry*: 

mm 
803 THgM?S0H ,..P^-VIC‘. 

theme 

ROBERT hoLLI! 

J toMTGVAXr.. 

I JACK ple; 

J fEUX SLaTKf: . 

I BOB THOMPSON 

I BILLY VAUGHH . 

mm spim ciEHl 

> • /S'^He, cd'n'xOniBTrpin'jhe- carressing-itones of a pjoignant 
ballad to the screqiiriing and flaming trumpet solos 

that bre.akiike an atomic bomb." 
%-r --' --V ; g ..HERB LYON, Chicago Daily Tribune- .. 
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MY SINCERE THANKS TO EVERYBODY 
El 

by Jack Brooks and Harry Warren 
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my new motion picture production 

for Paramount release C\ V3 

TONY BENNETT 
recorded "Somebody" 4-41860 for Columbia Records 

recorded "Somebody” K-358X for Kapp Records 

recorded "Somebody” 45*10160 for ABC-Paramount 

JOE WILUAMS 
recorded "Somebody” R-4306 for Roulette 

and incidentally, the entire 
sound track is recorded for 

G mm, •Mm,, 

flla 
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Pathe-Marconi’s Cross Studies D.S. 
Disk Marketing to Boost French Sales 
In an attempt tq clarity 1 lie 

marketin'* procedure's in France, 
G. K. (fio^s, prexy pf Pathe-Mar- 
coisi. has come to ihe'iU.S. to study 
Anivricjin disk merclv; 
te.. kniquvs. 

The disk hi/ in France is now 
alwmt the S30.nnij.OU0;. annual mark. 
Cross sa? .s’while only one-tenth of 
the countr\’s 45.000.000 population 
lives in Paris. 40'of the buying 
lv.a ket. it centeied in that / . 
Cros- savs that.,'for t he most part, 
the record customer outside of 
P is doe-rr't know i'where to go. 
wha! to buy or how to buy. “Il’s a 
confused issue." be (admits, “and 
the fact that there ;are too many 
labels which put too-: much on the 
market doesn't help the situation.” 

■There are now about 150 manu¬ 
facturers in France.r 

-For this reason, says.. Cross. 
Pathe-Mareoni has started the first 
record club .in fTanife. It's an at¬ 
tempt to reach cons mers who are 
not near retail outlets as well as a 
move to support the French disk, 
dealer as well as.augment his take. 
In the regular manufacturer-dealer 

relationship ithere are no distribu¬ 
tor operations in ’Fraii'cethe deal--, 
er gets a 27.6£ discount. On the 
club operation, if a dealer intro¬ 
duces a member to the club, he gels- 
13' r of what that member buys. 

Palhe-Marconi represents. Capi¬ 
tol and' MGM as well as a flock, 
of indie U.S. labels. Cross expects 
that RCA, which is handled by 

ecca. and Columbia, represented, 
by Philips, may sobn enter the 
club operation in France. . In 
France^ now. Pathe-Mar'coni-. has 
about 4ir; of the market, Ph.ili ; 
'33'; and Barclay and Decc.a shar¬ 
ing about 20''-. 

One of the big problems facing; 
Crosv. and one he hopes to find: 
an answer to during his U.S. visit, 
is how’to stimulate single sales in 
France. He says that singles pre¬ 
sent an economic and social prob¬ 
lem. The teenager in France/ he 
points out, does, not have the samle 
liberty as his American counter¬ 
part. The teenager stays home, and 
the adult buys the records. The 
disk market in France is primarily 
an extended play..disk.market. The 

Variety 

45 rpm EP gives the consumer 
four-tp-six tunes for a price rang¬ 
ing between $ I and $1.50, while 
the singles sell, for between 60c 
to a $1. The 10-inch LP offers 12 
songs for $3.98 and the, 12-inch 

, LP has. 16 sohgs for $4.98. 

j The future of stereo in France 
j is still quite .doubtful, says Cross. 
; The- disk manufacturers started 
i making stereo records, biif the 
phonograph player manufacturers, 
after, somewhat of a start, have, 
now'virtually/'halted production on 
new stereo machines. “A wider in¬ 
terest .in stereo hi . come,” he 
says, “.when more material is espe- 

. cially written, for stereo.*’ 
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A LEADER IN THE / / (feSiT®8* 
CHILDREN’S /* 

ALBUM ft 3 

I* 

a tv 

PRESENTS THE 

SENSATIONAL NEW 

starring 

DAWS BUTLER & DON MESSIGK 
Cast of characters 

YMI BEAR IN "IK HAVE BEAR1* 
YOGI BEAR Oawt Suitor 
BOO BOO Oon Mtuick 
RADIO ANNOUNCE* Don Mottkk 
MAC Oowt Suitor 
IACK Don Mill!etc 
RANGtt Don Miutck 

TNI BEAK IN “BRAINY BEAR” 

YOGI BEAR 

BOO BOO 

♦ROE DINGAUNO 

YMI BEAR IN “ROBIN HOOD YMI” 
BOO BOO i Don Ata 
YOGI BEAR Dawi i 
TOURIST Don Mi 
TOURIST DowiB 
DRIVER Dawi I 
RANGER MAC Don M« 
RANGER JOE Dow. B 

Y06I BEAR IN “BUZZIN'BEAR’’ 

YOGI BEAR 

BOO BOO s 

RANGER Bill ' 

RANGER JOE 

! After 5-Year Layoff, 
: Marks Levine Is ‘First’ 
, Concert Biz Consultant 
1 Mark's/Levine, a. founder and long-. 
» time-head of Rational Concert & ! 1 Artists Corn., after the five-year 
*.i loaf dictated; by his doctors and 
• :.the-terms under which he sold.Na-. 
J' tiohal to the former Metropolitan 
J j Opera basso, Luben Vichey, has 
- i become partially active in the area 1 ■ of concert management, though... 
i | illy as an elder statesman. 
^ i He may be the first and only 
i j “consultant”. ' . the concert area, j 
f; though consultancies are common i 
* 1 today in television, ..advertising and 

pictures. He is currently handling 
Thomas Scherman's Little Orches¬ 
tra Society, the Herbert .Barrett 
Concert Office, Entertainment En¬ 
terprises of St. Louis and the Na¬ 
tional Assn,: of Concert Managers, 
which has some- 95 members/ 

Levine, was trained as a civil 
engineer. After, graduation from 
Cooper Union, N. Y.. he worked in 
the coal -mines of Unidntown. Pa. 
—a roundabout, route to longhair j 
music. His, entry to concert econ- j 
omics came via the fluke of having 
a violin virtuoso for an elder 
brother and accompanying him on 
a tour to Australia. 

'That led to a connection with, 
the old Daniel Mayer Impresari 
office in Manhattan, later to tlie ■ 
NBC Artists Bureau, before NCAC 
w'as established as a separate en- ; 
tity at the “suggestion” of the Fed-! 
eral Communications Commission. 

Victor 33 
Continued from page 49. 

scored 1,000.000 Copies of the disk 
and they will be. sold througn the 

• thousands-of. dealers handling Dr. 
West’s.products. 

Marek. said that Victor is produc¬ 
ing. the 33 single “in an effort to 
broaden, the singles market.” He \ 
noted that .the present four-speed j 
instruments “offer a potential for 1 
'playing 33 singles which' did not | 
exist years ago. The introduction j 
of the Compact 33 enables RCA j 
Victor to offer recorded music to ] 
the public . in Whatever, form it 
prefers.” j 

Marek; pointed out. .that", the new.'' 
single "is- also expected to attract 
the interest of tire adult market.” j 
which has been.using the 33 rpm J 
speed for. albums: Marek said that j 

. "a market can. be created for those 
who like pop music but do not wish j 

. or cannot afford a..\vhole LP.” The \ 
Victor topper believes that there 
is-a market for serious music on 
the Compact .33, such as the “Blue 
Danube” waltz of the Chopin 
“Polonaise,”- “Certainly, in the old 
days, w;e used , to do a thriving 
business on such short works. With 
the increased interest in all classi¬ 
cal, rnusic.^he time may have come 
to try to revive this market,” 

Marek accented that Victor will 
“continue to merchandise and pro¬ 
mote actively the 4o rpm singles.” 
This market, he noted, “is a vast 
group and will remain one of the 
mainstays of the industry, 

■Marek urged that the name 
“Compact,” be adopted by the en¬ 
tire industry as the: best way to 
describe, the new- product to the. 
public. Victor’s suggested list price, 
for the Compact 33 single will be 
98c, the same as the 45 rpm single; 
while the Compact 33 double will 
go fpr SI.49. After the start' of the 
new year, all Victor single releases 
will be issued smiultaheously in 
33 arid 45 rpm form. 

Single Speed 
i—i^ Continued from page 49 

and stereo LPs, will be faced with 

additional Inventory problems with 

the intro of the 33 rpm singles, i 

There’s question but that the i 

stores will be happier with - j 

speed, industry; f 

Probably the biggest block to the 

33 m singles will come from the 

radio stations. However, just as the 

radio outlets were filially weaned 

aw ay from the old ,78s, .they w ill . 

swing ■ over to the - 33 rpm, singles, j 

Tlie •:conversion •• wil 1. eyen be faster j 
in this case since the 33 rpm speed i 
is now; uij'iyersa'Uy; ..used for the 
pidgiamtnihg Of. LPs. It’s under-, 
stood that .Victor is now conducting 
a study of radio station needs in 
light of the new 33 rpm single. 

The move of the Indie companies 
into . 33 single’, production-.-will de¬ 
pend purely on the market re¬ 
action. While the majors have the 
resources to make the pioneering 
moves, the indies wiU watch the. 
sales figures and w:il!-get into the 
33 single picture as sjoon as sales 

‘Wildcat’ 
^ Continued from, page 49 

coming “Camelot.” differs with 

kornheiser on^the special material 

problem. There: are several songs 

from “Camelot” being held back, 

but Rosemont says they’ll have, ho 

meaning, to. anyone until the. show 

hits Broadway and they’re re¬ 

corded in the original cast album. 

Kornheiser, however, feels that 

the young diskers today care little 

about,, the. song’s origin .and less, 

about the composer. If they can 

see the valuv of the song itself. : 

they’ll record it. 

Kornheiser is also after live play 
on the ‘/Wildcat." tunes .wherever 
he can get it. On this level, lie’s 
sending around copies of the com¬ 
plete score to every orch, big or 
little, pJaying in and around .N.Y., 

Meantime, the Frank Music £e- 
sti-ictibn on performance of the: 
songs from Meredith . Willson's 
“The. Uiisinkable Molly Brown.’’ 
was broken Sunday night-<20* with 
a key plug on Dinah Shore's NBC-. 
TV shpw. The Frank firm, which 
is publishing the score with Will- 
son's Rinamer. Music., had blocked 
performance, until Monday (2l '. . 

j Miss Shore jumped, the, gun by 
close to three • hours, by doing a 
version of “I Ain’t Down Yet." in¬ 
cidentally. her Capitol single re¬ 
lease of the song was. released to 
dee jays lor plays beginning Mon-, 
day. A Frank Music spokesman, 
says-th'^-fi.rm.-_is “investigating” the 
release break hut it’s understood 
that Miss Shore received clearance , 
to do-the song. j 

An earlier’release break was re¬ 
ported to have occurred in Phila¬ 
delphia last Tuesday ?15: when an 
indie station programmed the Four 
Aces ABC-Paramount disking of 
"Dolce Far Niente.” Frank staffers 
took some steps to prohibit further ; 
play but no action against the- sta- \ 
tion is indicated; J 

. Meantime, with the restriction j 
date lifted this week, the Frank 
Music Staffers hit the deejay cir¬ 
cuit w ith 17 singles and an original | 
cast album out of the Capitol fac-1 
tory. I 

iFED EXCISE TAX SHOW 
SLIGHT DISK BIZ DROP 

Washington, Nov. 22. 
. Slight downbeat in. the record 
industry is reflected by a drop in 

! revenues, from the federal manu- 
i fad-turefs’ excise on disks. Internal 
•.Revenue Service reported a yield 
j of $4,480,000 for the three months 
| ending Sept. 30 of /this yeir—a 
decrease of $42,000 from the sa.m 
1959 period. 

The take froni the tax on musi¬ 
cal. instruments also were behind' 
last- : year’s , pace. 

From The 
JERRY LEWIS Production 

CinderFella] 
A PARAMOUNT Release 

SOMEBODY 
Records (Alphabetically Listed) 

TONY BENNETT 
Columbia 

JERRY LEWIS 
Dot 

JANE MORGAN 
Kapp 

JOHNNY NASH 
ABC Paramount 

JOE WILLIAMS 
Roulette 

FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION 

NOTICE TO 
THE TRADE 
All moiiRyi due and payable In 

the form of writers or fnechdnleal 
royalties on the copyrighted musi¬ 
cal composition ''WHOLE LOTTA 
SHAKIN' GOIN' ON” should be 
paid only and directly to: the sole 
aiithor and composer DAVID CUR- 
LEE WILLIAMS, in core of Flor- 
ynce R. Kennedy, Esq., 8 East-48th/: 
Street, New York, 17, N Y. 

Anyone claiming right to said 
musical cemposiHon ds publisher or 
writer and/or Issues mechanical 
licenses is subleet to kgdl action. 
All inquiries should be made to 
Aubrey May hew, Musie Advisor, 
8 Egst 48th St, N Y. 17. N.Y. 
Plaza 4-3224 or Miss Kennedy. 

PRIMA 
^WONDERLAND 

BY NICHT” 
#16151 

RECORDING, RADIO and T.V. STUDIOSj 
FORMERLY A. B. C. STVBIOS j 

1539 NORTH VINE STREET I 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA j 

AVAILABLE FOR LEASE j 
t 

Shawn by Appointment ; 
GEO. ALEP MA. 2-1061 

I ALHlRT 
’^N/vy "His trumpet weaved a musical pattern against 

/ strumming base and pulsing drums ... a poetic way 
' of saying Al Hirt is the master." 

PAUL HOCHULI, Houston Press 



LM LSP-2314 

f Heatfs up! Mancini’s 
H flying high again 
v with another, hit! 

It's based on 
his original score 

for the new j 
20th Century-Fox motion | 

picture "High Time." | 
Get your orders in now 

...sky's the i 
^—Ttmlf on this one! j 
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Talent ShorfaglHits Provinces, Top 

Chicago. Nov. 22. 

Talent shortage—quantitative in 
this context—reportedly is an in¬ 
creasing iieadaehe for: nightclubs. 
Potent acts' in too many cases, it’s 
charged, are passing up saloons in 
favor of sticking close to home 
(N.W or the Coast) via clubdates 
and teleguestsing. j 

Till recently the anxiety was 
thought' unique to the jurban large- 
seaters, accentuated now and then 
by a policy overhaul Lor outright 
foldo. per the Chi .Chez Paree 
demise for lack of elite^names. But 
now tiie problem is becoming gen¬ 
eral in the provinces, ajs well. 

Situation, as it disturbs many a 
< *uss spot around the c untry. is re¬ 
flected in the growing; number of 
hookings turned down pr cancelled 
by talent. And among other things, 
it's making life plenty hectic and 
aggravating at the agencies. 

Coin Not an Issue 

Only seldom, apparently, is it an 
is-.ue of coin, according) to the per¬ 
centers. Most of the bonifaces are 
quite willing to go for the tall 
dough, but attractions jare still re¬ 
luctant, A variety of ireasons are 
conjectured—point ofj no return 
viz. the income tax structure, fori 
one. For another, some of the 
names, it’s contended., just don’t; 
want to “lower themselves” .play-j 
ing hicksville. ! j 

Thus, frustration on the booking 
front has become a sharpened con¬ 
cern of late for major spots in such 
towns as Milwaukee. Minneapolis 
arid Indianapolis. 

Some embittered operators, as-; 
sailing standoffish talent as selfish j 
and shortsighted, would like to j 
switch to cheaper formats but feat' } 
tlirir patronage has ;. too much 
marquee orientation. Other man-j 
ageinents slap television and the ; 
industrial and concert: circuits for \ 
allegedly having spoiled attrac-j 
tions. even lesser nairies. to the i 
point w'here bistros arb viewed as : 
last-resort, employment. | 

Meanwhile, there’s the resultant i 
cycle of spiraling show biz eco¬ 
nomics which looks to flatten some 
of the clubs and make for some 
drastic revamping at others. 

Belafonte SRO, Toronto 
Toronto, Nov. 22. 

Harry Betafonte’s two-wee.ker at 
the O'Keefe auditorium here , has 
been sold out. It’s expected, to hit 

! about the . Maximum $102,000 for 
1 the first week with a $6 top, 
! Belafonte's show; opened Monday 
. *21) and will run to Dec. 3- 

$72,500 lit Detroit 
Detroit, Npv. 22. 

Harry Belafonte’s show’ scored a 
capacity $72,500 in six perform¬ 
ances at the Riviera Theatre here. 
House seats 2,700. 

Theatre was scaled to $5.50. 

j 

Cover Ban Lifts 

MORTSAHLBOFFOAT 
BUNSTRUB’S IN BOSTON 

Boston!, Nov. 22. 
Mort Sahl, who recently ap¬ 

peared in Boston on a concert oue- 
nighter, has given Blih'strub’s here 
one of its biggest weeks. Booked 
at comparatively the last minute, 
because of the fallout of Patti Page 
w ho was held over . for an addi¬ 
tional week at the Riviera. Las 
Vegas, timing was such that Sahl 
canv- in for the Harvard home¬ 
coming week, and during the 
Harvard-Yale game. 

Result was a vast converging of 
collegiate crowds during the w’eek. 
It was the first time; that Sahl 
played a commercial room in the 
area. Operator Stanley Blinstrub is 
negotiating for another engage¬ 
ment for Sahl, for the current sea¬ 
son. It’s unusual for this spot to 
play the—same headliner twice 
within the same year? 

Mexico City, Npv. 22. 

The city administration edict 
which bans cover charges in local 
night clubs has, surprisingly 
enough, been a boon to club own¬ 
ers. These operators, who a few 
short weeks back were in anguish 
at loss of revenues, are now 
wreathed in prosperous smiles. 

Talk of shutdowns, “discrimina¬ 
tion” and losses has disappeared 
overnight as clientele has in¬ 
creased. Lack of a coyer lures cash 
customers, even though they wind 
up spending much more than for¬ 
mer mihimums. But in some clubs,’ 
it is true, there have been insidi¬ 
ous hikes for drinks and food, 
carefully spread so. that boosts 
aren’t glaringly apparent. 

Instead of empty tables under the 
old minimum regime, smiling head- 
waiters tell queued up customers 
‘sorry, no tables left.” This is 
especially the case in spots offer¬ 
ing international entertainment 
such as the Globos, which had 
planned to convert its site to a. 
parking lot. 

The Terraza Cassino, featuring 
Rolando La Serie and Lorenzo 
Lorry, is also doing boom business. 
And this is true of all spots down, 
to those featuring but so-so na¬ 
tional entertainers. 

When the first shock of the no 
coyer edict hit club owners, there 

(Continued on page 58) 

Ottawa’s Chaudiere Club 
Inks 2 Outside Bookers 

Ottawa, Nov. 22. 

An effort to spark sagging busi¬ 

ness at the Chaudiere Club gets 

under way next Monday (28) AVhen 

Harvey -Glatt, Ottawa impresario 

and operator of The Treble Clef 

diskery, and Vivienne Stenson, 

Toronto impresario,, takes over 

bookings: 
Owner J. P. Maloney, who claims 

the show biz side of the Chaudiere 
is too much for his tirrie, will con¬ 
tinue. to; operaite the bar and food 
side, of the club.; Deal: will have 
Glatt and Miss Stenson handling 
acts arid production on the gate, re¬ 
ceipts; Maloney running the rest 
on bar and banquet receipts. 

The new booking duo told 
Variety they had rio policy set yet 
but. intend; to give more attention 
to the production of the shows 
Glatt. w ho has been bringing names 
for one-nighters in Ottawa for the 
past, two years (Stanley Hollow ay. 

Paris Strip Impresario Bares Points 

Tax Cut Perks Niteries 
Washington, Nov. 22, 

Latest Internal/Revenue figures 
reflect a sharp upsurge in "nitery 
trade under the reduced cabaret 
tax biteL Take for the quarter end-: 
ing Sept. 30 totaled $9,119,000 — 
only $2,658,000 below the same 
1.959 period, when'the tax was levied 
at double the present rate. 

The cabaret tax was cut from 
20% to 10% last May. 

At Garden Dec. 5 
The Jewish Ministers & Cantors 

. .. Assn.’ of the; .U.S;L and Canada 
Josh White. Tom Lehrer, others),; celebrate 60 years in the Vanguard 
will handle the staging while Miss 0f traditional liturgical music, with 
Stenson will be general manager. ja gaia concert at Madison Square 

They will cooperate on bookings j Garden on Dec. 5. The American 
and an attempt will be made to Jewish Literary Foundation, a non- 
create an “atmosphere” attractive profit organization, is the cosponsor 
to customers. ..Since the Gatineau j of this, concert. 
Club was destroyed by lire arid.: Some 250 cantor clergy, scrying 
the Fairmourit Club lost its license congregations of .the Orthodox, 
during the past autumn; the Chau-. Conservative and Reformed tradi- 
diere is the only major nitery in lion throughout the U.S., Canada 
the Ottawa area. j and Mexico, will be on hand under : 

The; Glatt-Stenson pact will run the direction of choral director, 
for at least a year and it is expected ' Oscar Julius. Guest artists, include 
the Chaudiere will operate during Cantor Bela. Kerskovils, whose life 
the y inter;for the first time in its ! story was given a “This Is Your, 
eight years’ existence. Unless cir- Life” tv treatment several seasons; 
cumstarices call for longer pactings;1 ago; Cantor Michal Kusewitsky and. 
acts will continue to be booked for his brother. Cantor David Kuse- 
a week, at a time, \vitzky. 

Show biz names scheduled to ap¬ 
pear, at, the /concert include Ed 
Sullivan, Harry Hershfield. Joey 
Franklin 'as master of ceremonies,. 

RIVIERA IN LAS VEGAS '1st.and °p,lir' 
Las Vegas. Nov. 22. | '•. ~ -- 

Riviera execs are emphatic in MlLW. CAFE OP BANKRUPT 
declaring that Frank Sennes does !r Milwaukee, Nov. 22. .. 
not book the. shows, pointing out ( Calvin A, Becker, .former operas 
that it is one of the chores of tor of the Club Aberdeen in near- 
board chairman Elias Atol, j by Greendale, filed a voluntary 

Sennes is entertainment director bankruptcy petition in Federal 
for Wilbur Clark's Desert Inn and Court last week listing Liabilities 
the Stardust, group which was re- j of $232,300 and assets of $2,059. - 
cently turned down in -a bid to 1 Some $3,312, according to the 
purchase 38% of the Riviera, papers, are due in. Federal, Wis- 
There has been; some talk that he •; consin and Milwaukee taxes, 
may be the current Riviera show j Becker, w’ho was president of the 
chief,.; even. if in an anonymous t cocktail lounge, also ;listed liabiti- 
capacity. Sammy Lewis recently]ties of $111,134 as owed to.secured 
resigned as Riviera show’ producer. | creditors. 

SENNES NOT BOOKING 

■ Paris, Nov. 22. 
Alain Bernardin,.: whose strip-; 

tease policy, at his Crazy Horse 
Saloon parlayed the spot into a 
Ideal arid international tourist 
mecca. stresses that the technique 
and approach of his talent are .not 
to be compared to the, Yarik mode 
of shedding. This, he adds, is usu-: 
'ally quite vulgar and practiced by 
older w/omep before all-male aridi-^ 
ences. 

Bernardin also gave nudity 
more aesthetic, fillip in his new' 
club. The Soho, which recently 
opened here. ,He adds that his 
clubs strip Style usually attract as 
many women' as rneri in the. -audi¬ 
ences. Most males, when queried, 
say their wives.or. femme compan¬ 
ions insisted on seeing the show'. 

Primarily responsible for the 
success, of his layout, Bernardin. 
opines, is the overall atmosphere 
of sound productidri values' and 
lighting plus specially selected 
young women who enact little 
strip rituals which manage to be 
efotic rather than out arid put; por¬ 
nography. Webster defines the 
word erotic as pertaining to ania- 
t. / desires. Pornography, of 
course, is a much basef terriv. 

Started Decade Ago .-. 
Bernardin states, he started the 

strip in his Crazy Horse Saloon 10 
years ago by; Variations on the 
frou-frou types popular at the turn- 
of-the-century, that is girls faking 
a bath, th w’edding night >nd 
others. 

Then he slowly made, them more 
sophisticated like the stripping, 
crying widow, poses done to black¬ 
outs., exotic, aspects. a rope dance, 
etc., plus evocatively; named peel¬ 
ers like Lily La Pudeuir, Dodo De 
Hamburg. Li.li Niagara. . et; ak 

When this caught on Bernardi 
found his club shoehomed people 
in.every rilght.. . But he kept up his 
incessant interview’s and searches 
for the right girls as well as find¬ 
ing new’ strip skits. 

He says that bodily perfection is 
not the top prerequisite for a good. 

-(Continued on page 58) 

Seattle Saloons Pan Biz 
From Gold Rash Decor 

Seattle, Nov. 22. 
An epidemic of offbeat spots 

using jazz combos, Gay Nineties 
ideas and backwoods j decor have 
sprung up in the Yester Way and 
neaF skid-raw- section!:of the city, 
gravitating from Pioneer Square. 
Banja bands predominate. Some of 
the Spots have elaborate bars, used 
in saloons of the Gold Rush Days, 
for atmospheric impact. 

Taverns boas.t suth alluring 
names as “Jazz at Jack’s” and 
“Blue Banjo.” Latter L is billed as 
the west’s “most authentic 1890 
eating spot right in the heart of old 
Seattle.” Bavarian refreshments 
are featured. There’js no cover 
charge and $1 brings the beer or 
wine. “The Bow-ery” is - another 
spot which has come jup with live 
bands and dancing. 

Classier cocktail lounges are 
also using live entertainment. Gene 
Austin just wound up- a month at 
the “Top of the Town” while Joe 
Venuti clicked in a five-week stand 
at Ro'-silin1'- 410. In other loca¬ 
tions, there's a trend toward com¬ 
munity sings. 

OUT SOON! 

The 

55th Anniversary Number 

Forms Closing Shortly Usual Advertising Rates Prevail 

Special Exploitation Advantages 

Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office 
yew vadv uniivu/Aftn m etiieiAn n lAunAU cur i NEW YORK 36 

154 W. 46th St. 

HOLLYWOOD 28 

6404 Sbm*» Blvd, 

CHICAGO 11 

408 N. Michigan Ava. 

LONDON. S.W. 1 

49 St. James'* St. 

Piccadilly 

LOU WALTERS FACES 
ARREST ON N.Y. CLAIM 

Lou Walters, producer at the 
Tropicana Las Vegas,: faces arrest 
if he appears iri New; York on a 
charge of failing to pay $16,164 he 
owes the- City of New York froi 
operation of his defunct Cafe de 
Paris several years ago. 

. Walters, ; free : ' $1,000 •bond 
since February, w;as slated to ap¬ 
pear in Magistrate’s Court last 
Week, but failed to show up. 
Magistrate Edward J. Chapriiaii re¬ 
voked. the, bail and issued, a 
rant, for his arrest, 

Salvatore Alfario; Walters’ at¬ 
torney, said that his 'client' was 
occupied /in/staging cafe shows i 
Las Vegas and Miami Beach 
(Deauville Hotel): He added that 
Walters had already spent more 
than $1,200 in fares to’ N'.Y:, '"in- 
previous.. visits on the. matter and. 
couldn’t afford > further expendi¬ 
tures. 

’ Parade 
on seats 

Phjladeiphi , Nov. 22. 
-Out-of-tow’ners visiting the Phil¬ 

adelphia Ne^ Year’s Parade will 
be/ forced to pay a tariff for seats. 
It ; iS the first time a charge' has 
ever been made for, the annual 
Mummers’ parade, for which the 
city kicks in. a healthy , suiri in 
prizes. The 2.500 reserved seats- 
will be sold at S2 -each. These, w-ill 
accommodate, oat-of-tbw'ners who. 
keep writing for tickets, according 
to recreation commissioner. Robert 
W. /Crawford. 

• The biteWill be put on the visi¬ 
tors only. Tickets for. the regular 
unreserved; scats .around /City Hail 
will be distributed. Iree as in for-: 
mer years. If the plan , proves, suc¬ 
cessful, this year, additional $2 
bleacher scats: will be added in 
future years.; 

Bines* Buffalo Berth . 
Dave Bines has been named pro- 

'duceif-'at'Lthe.'Towli'.'Casino.-'Buffalo. 
His first, show goes in Dec. 12. 

Bines was at one time producer 
at the Palace Theatre, N.Y. 
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THANKSGIVING! 
iGuViently 

BASIN STREET EAST, n» 
Thanks 

Ralph Watkins, moe lewis, lenny green, and 
BARNEY WARD for making my first return engagement a 
real happy occasion. 

Thanks 
QUINCY JONES and the orchestra for your wonderful back¬ 
ing arid to GEORGE SHEARING for the pleasure of appear¬ 
ing with you* 

Thanks 
MIKE HALL fbr your special efforts. 

Thanks 
To the Press for all your kindnesses: 

Walter Winchell, Jim O'Connor, Ddrothy Kilgallen, 
Lee Mortimer, Louis Sobol, Ea4? Wilson, Leonard 
Lyons, Charles Me Harry, BoB Sylvester, Nick Kenriy, 
Hy Gardner, Ed Sullivan, Martin Burdin, Tim Taylor, 
Doris Lillie, Jack Kline, Igor Cassini, Variety, Bob Rolontz* 

Thanks 
To ARCHIE BLEYER of CADENCE-RECORDS 

(my new association). 

Thanks 
To all the Disk Jockeys, my faithful friends, j 

JOHNNIE KAY 
Opening Jan. 26th, DUNES HOTEL, Las Vegas 

Personal Management 

BERN IE LANG 
Direction Oft 
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Vaude, Cafe Dates 
New York 

Pat Windsor has beer/ signed for 

a week at the Persian Room of the 

Plaza Hotel, starti g De 7 before 

Roberto Iglesias and ids dancers 

move in Eartha K.itf slated for 

the Caribe Hilton, ;Juah, Feb. 

3 Myron Cohen inked for the 

Deauville. Miami Beach. Dec. 23 
as well as the Flamingo.!Las Vegas, 
next August . . Paul Wincliell 
goes into Copa City. Miami Beach. 
Dec. 8 . . Tony Mitchell starts 
Tuesday <28, at the Golden Slip¬ 
per. Glen Cove. L. I. . Lloyd 
Kolmar to double in the indorse¬ 
ments dept, at the William Morris 
Agency and tele guest jshots . - 
Dorothy Loudon booked tor the 
Beverly. Cincy. in January 
Joni James has re-pacted with 
General Artists Corp. ' . Stan 
Ionian, emcee at the Elegante. 
Brooklyn, recovering following a 

Chicago 
Pat Harrington Jr. and Peggy 

De Castro open at the Trade Winds 
Dec. 14; with Billy Eckstine booked 
to start Dec. 28 . Irwin Corey 
starts a four-week Playboy club 
play back Dec. 6 Josh White 
reprises at the Gate of Morn Dee. 
20 . . Fabulous Millionaires cur-, 
rent at Riggers supperclub. Chi.... 
Jack Douglas set for the Tidelands. 
Houston. Jan. 30 for two. Jorie 
Remus and warbler John Gary are 
ticketed for same spot starling 
Feb. 27. 

Del Ray, magieo. dovyn for Ed¬ 
dy s’. Kansas C’ly, Feb. 17/ . . Radis- 
son Hotel Mpis.. set Carmel Quinn 
for Feb. 16. and Connie Towers on 
April 27 . . Jackie Kannon goes 
into the Roostertail. Detroit, next 

MoYiday <28> .. . i. Racquet Club; 
Dayton, lined up Gary Morton, 
Dec. 26; Frank D’Rone, .Jan. 12. 
Julius LaRosa. Feb. 9; nd Phyllis 
Diller lor Feb. 23. 

•Mex Cover Ban 

was strong talk of ‘'collective" ac¬ 
tion against the administratio to 
obtain a- repeal, Now; all is quiet 
along the night club belt, except 
for steady tinkling of the cash 
registers. 

Some dubs here In the past, had 
‘ table rights" charges tagged 
the minimum consumption tarllls: 
These, they claimed, were needed 
to meet expenses, of international 
acts. Yet. during his brief-t-liree- 
day visit to Mexico Paul Anka did 
a nightery appearance at the Patio, 
for an undisclosed sum.. And the 
Cuban "Tropicana'' musical show 
has opened at the ScnoriaL 

Club managements refuse to talk 
about bringing' in top foreign tal¬ 
ent at the moment. The lush 
Christmas season is coining ip. 
when night clubbers go on the 
town no matter what entertain¬ 
ment is offered. But after the New 
Year, managers of poshiest spots 
intend to work out soirie meaiis of 
luring bo.xoffice names- to their 
clubs. 

THE 

NEW HEAVYWEIGHT 
CHAMP OF COMEDY 

MISS 

TOTIE FIELDS 
Recently Concluded: 

Golden Slipper Supper Club jL. t.. N-. Y. 
ScreduHd for Return Engagement, 

Dec. 13 

SET FOR 
ERIE SOCIAL CLUB. Philo.. Nov. 25-27 

TOWN HOUSE. Pittsbur Nov..2S 
(One Week) 

SCiOLiA S. Philodelphia- Dec 26 
(Two Weeks) 

AVAILABLE . . . Jan. 9 

CONTACT 

EDDIE SUEZ AGENCY 
500 Shubert BIc’a 

25j Soulh Broad S*. 
Ph:<ode!phia 2, Pa! 

Ki :3=i-3y 5-1665 PEnnypocker 5-7083 

"The Refreshingly 

Different Comed’i 

Paris Strip 
i» Continued from page 56 , 

undraper. A pretty face is of more 

■consequence, for. paradoxically 
1 enough, to. him the physiognomy 

is eve more mportant th the. 
• eha^h iri spue of th nip basis of 

: • the' affair. 

Hands Important, Too 
Hands are the next important 

thing and he feels that the most 
' beautiful girl in the world would1 
boicli a peer with ugly hands. Cer¬ 
tain bodily imperfections can be 

./fixed up by savvy lighting. At his. 
new 'bo.it e»-The Soho, lie has sought 

■ to bring a more arty flair to nudity 
bv starting with nudes and bathing 

1 them with lighting. 

Bernardin. in spite of his many; 
imitators, feels that his original 
boite stiil draws people because he 
pays the girls well, has them ex- 

• tluMvely' and pays attention to the 
fine points of production. Strip 
i.-> part of mo't of the boiles h- re. 

. but -the.'Crazy Horse'still. geU-.tk 
■' biggest 1)1 ay. 

Bciiiardin sr.vs. lie- ha- 
Y^nk/offers ipr the 
name'or a packaged 
made up lu re aiid 
he has not 
:;.o feds th 

PfiniETTd_ 

Friars' Four-Letters For 
I Joey Bishop; Brushoff 
I And Squelch at Peak 

;]• The Friars threw; another 

» those four-letter lunches honoring 

; Jpey Bishop' this, .tiny . and after 

Va4F th" arthy "hiimor’' had, been 

b " used and. reused --.Jack- Benny 

" topped them-with an esoteric sy 

jny Then he topped himself with 

'fefence to George Jessel who 

"makes 12 .trips to Israel a year be--. 

. cause he's got a broad, in Haila.” 
j Ami on iop. of that the- g. of h. 
t topped Benny; et -. not yeiidok-. 
t mg. the gatling-gun type of barbs 
i and humor by-toastmaster Jack E. 

Leonard, with one-sentence brush- 
I offs to all- the dais, speakers. 

It was a good, luncheon], as- those. 
; funlests go, although there have 
[ been better. Despite the shafts 
1 some expressions .of genuine'all'cc- 
. tion for Bishop crept thr. ugh. 

I . The nifties were topical, running 
; the gamut from Sinatra (Bishop 
• has been in’his ‘"Summit-’ act at 
- .The Sands' to the current finger1 

printi p'robe .of :the .New York 
: nil cries.. Incidentally., Sands' boss-r 
; man Jack. Enlrattcf came 
i the shindig. 

Cdrbett -Monica- and Rocky Mar¬ 
i' ciano. the undefeated, . and. self- 
- retired:champy made cracks about 

the "Ey'etralians" ' arid Leonard 
conceded Garibaldi; Dean {Martin, 
Sinatra and the "the others- are 
groat but I'd li|ke to see one of 
tiio^e- guys splitf the."C*d Sea.” 

, Leon r-d brushed, oil the. large 
’1 agency contingent as' -‘'slavctrad- 

, ers'h introduced Harry Hershfield 
! as "the former referee of the 

. Lincbln-Douglas debate—and Jack 
■.Benny gave them..the .pencil/’1 

' Newcomer.comedians, like Moni- 
■ <a. and Jackie '-Wakefield, caused 

ishop to crack. /i told you ' 
.. audition the dais/’-and punched tip 
; the • heckling with, "Fin tired of 

own affair being- a flop.. Phil 
poster dh'-e.rv;ed;-. "I - think I'm 

..{glad’to he here/? Red. Bull ons\va\ 
topical with his new; African as-' 

: ’signment; ditto. Al Kelly •"with, ut 
1- Joey Adairi.s it's- like. 
■ tacie/’-said Ben v-. 

Hersh field said, *Tve been, a 
v: Friar thiejugh : foiir ’ailuier" and- 
' refering to the boys', robust'-humor 
' and his own septugenarian age he 
! ’trcll. like a consultanl/-’ Johnny: 

Cais opening politely as befits' 
; "a • dayliiue emcee who soe* into 
t the homes" bat.soon changed pi 
* .in ke.epi g with the. lem.po. add! 
- thal .'. t. ca-V Ijeihg a'innior 
■ coniccli; Tie. likenecl Bisl; 
i ioad'paii p immality. to 'a'r; 
. lipped v-.iik-i" at;d Ed. Sullivan tri 

" ' back .wall dimirihaE 
Leo' (’o.n- 

Ha; el 
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Marsh & Adams’ Pact 
Chicago, Nov. 22. 

Comedy team of Lou Marsh & 
Tony; clams inked a. three-year 
pact, with the Trade Winds oh 
strength of recent, fortnight there: 

Pair has been booked for. La-- 
. Rue's, Iiidianapolis. over the New 
j Year period, arid into Eddy s'*. Res- 
; taurarit. Kansas City, starting 
March 3. 

Gounnands Joy 
Recordvvise. the National: Hotel 

Exposition which ended a four-day 
run at the N.Y. .Coliseum Thurs- 

' day <17'. had no peers in its 45- 
year history/ There mete 57.000 
registratiohf; and 850 exhibitors. 

/Another record was chalked.- up 
in that there were more gratis 
comestibles- than were available in 
probably any. Other kind of Show; 
around. 

If Were so inclined, and; 
: Vanv were, several complete irieals 
could be had by traversing the 
four floors, of the exhibition: hall,. 

-One could start with juices and 
even partake of cocktails , before¬ 
hand. then run tht ugh to som 
icfty desserts. 

The huge nuinber of exhibitors, 
were more than anxious for the 

. boniface industry to taste their 
w are.. Equipment manufacturers 

. were also eager tosh w how "excel-: 
! lent foods could be when: turned 
out on their product. 

It was a gourmand's holiday hd 
for free as well. However, if:, ne 
missed the wine, with the meal, 
the major dish could have been 

• tidbits of London broil, or frank¬ 
furters or hamburgers.. And there 
were snacks such as pizza. Coke 
nd Pepsi galore, plus cofTee, ' 

crearir and wakes;. It Wasn’t1 Strange, 
i hat the refreshment stands didn't 
are too .well during this display. 

Outside • the adventures ;In 
eating, the. exhibit" was .distinr 
guished by a display, .of the ciiji-.. 
nary arls in which chefs of all 

'.types vied foi* the most, .elegant, 
ice sculptors, occasion cakes and 
abledisplay.. There were also-a. 

.model: hotel room and model 
dining setups, all of, which Were 
stitlieLerit ho give bonifaces new 
ideas, in decoration and service. 
WhatV more, the latest -in kitchen 
cquiph; nt a;- well as room turni- 
ture we're shown. 

: Tliiv di-play vvas pr aba lily; ope of 
.tiie..he-t sbic .the .show -moved to 
’the C'tHhemn.. Thomas C. Dove; 
ot .the- Park' Sheraton, was chair¬ 
man of this, years committee and 
I hurl Gro.d tiger, of :Gros<riiger'> 
Hole:, 1'ejT.dvle, X..Y;. v a-. Ve.epce. 

* v ith \'inct;iit J. Cdylc; tiie 
Ihiu-e. treasurer. This ye^.r' 

;*i •motion w/- -under Nee.I 1/ 
x.na.,r IT; Wiiliam 

of rhe C’-iinarv Art-, FY 
ih-’. and U aHace W. I re. 
Vaidoe -A.--tona. was' b ‘/d oi 

I‘LORD’BUCKLEY WAS ON 
AGVA’S‘UNFAIR LIST’ 

A performer whb was Ori the 

.‘‘unfair” list of the Ainerican. Guild 

of Variety Artists, according to 

its just-published house organ 

and who working in a spot 

.'which has. no .niiriitrium basic 
agreement with that union, is the 
immediate, cause of the rovv. be¬ 
tween the N.Y. Police Dept.; and Lhe 
recently formed Citizens’ Emer¬ 
gency Comiriiilee, He ’ ‘Lord’ 

< Richard i Buckley. 

The current issue of AGVA 
News, on its front page, .takes hup. 

-the, cudgels for Buckley, whose 
recent death. after; his. 4card /was, 
lit ted by the N.Y. police vvhile 

Working at the Jazz Gallery. N:Y.,. 
sparked the Citizen0* CoriimiUee; 
probe,. On page 3 of. that issu 
the name ‘‘Buckley. Lord Richard" 

■is on the Union’s unfair list. Agents 
are adiponiphed. not to book anyone 
that list., and. acts are admonished 
on not to accept work fiom 
vvh re listed as iinfaii-., 

Charlotte Cooking 
With New Night Spots 

Charlotte, N.C.. Nov. 

Chario’tle is getting some supper 
' clubs. 

Tiie Pecan; Grove, . which has; 
been operating in a building de¬ 
signed only as an eating place, i 

: erecting ..a theatre restaurant to 
i. show off its live entertainment. 
•/The Starlite popped up in a- re- 
[ modeled building'to give the city 
' an impressive neve night spot: The 
1 Lodge'.moved-out. of/its small loca- 
: lion to a more .c6mm.6di.ous place. 

| Some of the clubs may have hard, 
j sledding, but there increasing 
/evidence Charlottean.s waht/ that 
i.ty entertainment. Last sumirier' 
i promoter T. D. Kemp had an iu- 
; genious idea.. He had s me enter¬ 
tainers that vyere betweeri jobs .and 
would play/, tlie. Grove for .a-., rea- 

..sOrtable fee; The resp sc .was such 
that the..Ink Spots. Charlie Spivak, 
Dean Hudson, a i.esfer Lani 
"combo, and Gene Austin arid group 
came., along. 

: “THE COMEDIAN” 
The Only Real Monthly 

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE 
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —, 

THE MOST-UPTO-DATEST, 
Now in Its .123rd Issue contai irig : 
stories, one-liners, poemettes, . song 
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono " 

f logs, parodies,., double' gags;,- bits; 
• ideas, intros,. Impressions arid irii- 

, personations,.' political,, . interruptions . . 
ThougKts of the Diy, Humorous Views 
of the News, Vignettes, etc. 

$25 YR—SINGLE ISSUES S3 
Foreiqri 

SINGLE ISSUES $4 
■ NO C.O.D.' 

BILLY GLASON 
. 200 W.. 54lh St. New York City 19". 

CO. 5-1316 

X M A S G I FT 

MTHE COMEDIAN11 
-S.25. p.r Yr. 

plus S2 40,pr. yr. if you. desire 
1st Class Mailing 

BROWN HOTEL 
Lou! , Ky- 

'OrlANTS’iSSfS NIT^RY BOW 

. iqtme.d/ill: niUh... /tHe ii-yt, 
.thqo;, viiien he. ■appeared at The’ 
ILihabasha .for four .riig-Ivi-':; b;-fore- 
•weiii-ming. her.-fi;.£ -vu.-ck.s- of re- 

; Ci-talS.'- 

j Assisted by her: piatii.^Mni-bandj 
‘ Marc Herrand,. and a iliythm sec- 
i tion. Miss Gifaud now has a dozen 
J Japanese songs in her repertoire. 

HI-OErHI-DE-HQ 
ciiv-ratiat>. 

, 1ft9 Broadway, New York; 

DICK At? NT 

martha 
*?5m 

Currently 

HOTEL THUNDER33RD 
La$ Yegas, Nev. 

Pers, Mgt.r GEORGE SOARES 

iii, Las Vegas, Nev., Du. 4-2182. 

: 

'The greatest Trumpet of'em ail; bar none." 

MAXINE MESINGER, Houston Press 
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With Diversification: Herb Shriner 
Offbeat channels of promotion 

devised by performers have done 
much to expand the horizons of 
show business according to Herb 
Shriner. A performer, especially 
one who has bad exposure in sev¬ 
eral media, eligible for the 
hypoed activity, but; the problem 
remains of tailoring the newly dis- 

, coviered showcases to his own par¬ 
ticular talerits. 

Shriner is now busy most. Of the 
year on such offbeat stints as a 
harmonica soloist and. commenta¬ 
tor with symphonies throughout 
the country.. He has also served 
as a parade marshal, has . opened 
stores and has hit the concert route 
with a: company of his ow 

Shriner feels that Americans, 
generally, are more than ready to 
go out and will do so; for the. right 
kind of attraction or one that is 
promoted correctly. He also feels 
that video is doing very little these 
days to keep viewers glued to. the 
set. However, the fact that many, 
towns are devoid of live entertain¬ 
ment media keeps many at tv. dr 
at an occasional picture. 

Shriner’s, concerts, done with 
maestro Gustave Haenschen and 
folksinger George Alexander, have 
been, consistently successful. Haem 
scheri usually gets a crew Trom lo¬ 
cal symphony orchestras to back: 
the concerts: 

His Hoosier identification has 
served him well in promoting a 
homespun type of American hu¬ 
mor, This identity has opened sev¬ 
eral avenues for him. One of the 
major items was his narration of 
a Colpix album concerning the 
Nautilus. Although not a big seller 
w ith the public, it served as an ji - 
portant wedge lor hii 

Shriner pointed, out that there 
■were about 4,000. firms, identified 
with construction, of the. atomic 
jubiharinc. Each, of" these firing 
bought iotsa albums. But more* 
importantly , for him, it served to' 
introduce him to executives bf 
these companies many of ..whom 

. later called: upon his, services in 
ne capacity or another. 

Shriner feels-that opening these 
avenue, of new employment is 
more .important-\than having your 
cfcvji video showy “After- it goes-off 
the air wher^/are you?*’ But di- 
yersification^of activity into areas 
of. his own competence has given 
him a permanent lease, on. many 
avenues of work, lie feels that 
many performers can mlate tills 
activity. 

There ai'e some that have, made 
a specialty of appearing on behalf 
of certain types of charities, other 
than telethons. Others, are. skilled 

•at emceeing beauty pageants: 
Shriner prefers his own activities, 

which irieliides nrganization of. har¬ 
monica clubs and is even toying 
with the formation of a harmonica 
symphony orchestra' He has made 
a deal With llohner of Germany 
which lakes Hodsier Boy Har¬ 
monicas for him. 

Harassment’ 

glason's rvii'itinGitin 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 

for oil Theatrical* 
"We Service; the Stars" 

Big Temporary Special an All 
35 Gag Files for $15, Plus $1.00 Posfag* 

Foreign: $1-50 ca.V 35 for $40 

• 3 Parody Books, Per Bk; ... $10 • 
• 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. $25 • 
• Minstrel Budget . . $25 • 

Mow. to Master the Ceremonies 
$3 per Copy 

No C.O.D's ... "Always Open" 
BILLY GLASON v 

200 W. 54th St.r- N.Y.C., 19 CO 5-1316 
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY) 
(Let a Real Professional Train You) 

Chicago. Nov. 22.f j 
Exotics working this territory ] 

are in a fresh stew over recent • 
police ‘'harassment” that has; 
landed a number of them in court! 
as “inmates of a disorderly house,” I 
the perennial rap. No convictions ! 
so far, as the. judiciary tosses one 
case out after another. 

.But til strippers are incensed 
and demanding counteraction by j 
the American Gulid of Variety.!. 
Artists. First step likely will be ; 
to huddle with the mayor or an ; 
aide in art effort to learn whyfors ! 
of the. alleged intimidation. ' 

AGVA claims the cops have [ 
acted brazenly, invading dressing- ; 
rooms arid even pinching . several ! 
peelers Sipping coffee in a restau¬ 
rant across from one of the clubs: 
raided.. 

Situation bgcariie so acute that 
the femmes (some 700 are working 
(Chi area currently) staged a jam- j 
packed rally last Wednesday <16.) : 
in a near-Loop hotel to protest ' 
arid plan counterattack. Previous, 
week, also, union’s midwest execu- : 
tive board met to mirll action, de¬ 
ciding initially on. confrontation , 
with the, mayor.. 1 

Complaints by the ( garment- i 
doffers stress, that the cops have i 
promiscuously pinched 'em, perj 
the ; aforementidned coffee break ! 
roundup,, and often have, failed j 
even to slap charges rin many of i 
the. gals. That> iiarasshVent plain . 
and simple, they claim, 

Prominent surmise of motive is 
that the raiders are after payoffs! 
Many former such sources report¬ 
edly have been choked off since 

j Coast criminologist O. W. Wilson ; 
[ assumed . superiritendehey.,: of the ' 
[force less than a year ago:in wake 
[of -the burglars-in-blue scandal 
[ that rocked the town; : 
| Apparently* the biuecoats aren’t. 
finding the stripperies especially 
“Cooperative,” hence the ' ! 
tensified heat Over alleged illegal 
doings. 

Sammy Davis Grosses t 
22fG in Frisco Week. 
San; Francisco, Nov. 22. j 

Sanimy Davis. Jr. opened at the { 
Geary last Tuesday (15) night w;ilh- t 
out incident, despite threats! 
phoned to the theatre, Crank calls ; 
had threatened bomb and also Nazi- : 
type picket line. Neither material- > 
izecl and dozen plainclothes and • 
uniformed cops around lobby Wroti* , 
calls off as the work., of. harmless ! 
nuts. : 

Show grossed $22,500 in seven-: 
performance week, with the 1,550-1 
seat house scaled to $5.40-$5.95. 

rARIETY 

Calgary Exhibition Nets 
Record $331,918; Regina 

Exbib Racks Up $61,238 
Calgary, Alta,, Nov. 22.. , 

The Calgary Exhibition arid. 

Stampede Ltd., showed a net sur- j 

plus- of $331,918 oh the year's 

operations, as compared with 

$254,586 in 1959C General manager 

Maurice E: Hartnett termed it the 

best year in the organization’s his-' 
tory. ’ '■ ." j 

Revenue for, the six-day' midsum¬ 
mer Stampede totalled $1,241,735, 

/as against $1,19.9;493 last year. 
Gate arid grandstand revenue hit j 

; a. new high, totalling $590,313, up 
$42,000 over 1959, although the; 
.gate attendance was off. because j 
of a 25c boost in the admission 
price. 

Midway, exhibits and Concession! 
revenue totalled $222,661, an in¬ 
crease of more than $7,500. Horse , 
race revenue was up about.. IlieJ 
same amount, totalling $68,632 i..it. ! 
Betting topped last year, but ex-j 
pehses were higher; 

Profit operation of the 
Stampede Corral, Big Four build¬ 
ing, the Arena and the Agriculture 
building Was $79,732. compared 
with . $101,087 last year. Decline 
w as due largely to a drop iri profit 

Ion operation of the Stampeder 
j hockey club. 

j 7 Mervyn .A. (Red). Dutton was re¬ 
elected president. 

, • ■ 

Indpls. Agency Opens Fla. 
Office, Eyes Coast Branch 

Indianapolis, Nov. 22. 

On a biz-building spree, Ross W. 
Christena percentery here recently 
opened Fort Lauderdale, office 

’ headed by John Winn, and hopes to 
staff a Coast office before the first 

: of the veah Agency recently add¬ 
ed. Charles Worpell; formerly with 

, MCA in Chi, to head up its cock-. 
1 tail division here, 

i Christena is dickeri»g for the 
i Ringling Bros. Barnurh & Bailey j 
[ circus io appear next May. 28-29 in I 
! conrieritlon with the 5QQ-mile auto- j 
; race festivities. 

v^vramus 

Barto, Marshall Fired by AGVA 
Exec Bd. for Advising Ex-Dissident 

Bachemin’s Revue Gets 
Hotel, Nilery Dates 

Dallas, Nov. 22. 
johnny Bachemin’s “Point 

Blank” revue, featuring many of 
the young talent who appeared at 
the Century Room last summer, has 
been signed for the Monteleone 
Hotel in New Orleans and the Va¬ 
pors in Hot Springs. 

The show recently closed at the 
Plantation Clpb in Greensboro, 
N; C, 

Row Over Police 
Payoffs May Kill 
N.Y. Work Permits 

The current New York cabaret 
probe over the personnel licensing, 
which has projected names like 
Frank Sinatra, Sophie Tucker, 
Jules Podell, Ted Shapiro, Jack 
Silverman and Bea Kalmus as be¬ 
ing among those who never got the 
necessary permits and/or had been 
working with lapsed permits, may 
achieve vicariously, for the Gotham 
musicians and performers what 
they couldn’t do for themselves. ; 
Or such is the hope. \ 

Police Commissioner Stephen j 
Kennedy persists that, because of j 
the alleged shady backgrounds of ] 
some nitery operations, this is still j 
the. only way the New York au-! 
thorities can keep tabs of person-! 
nel—froiri busboys to stars and 
possibly hidden owners, presume- i 
bly of underworld character:—in j 
the niteries. Hence the finger-1 
printing and the $2 fee. 

Fact, that hotels are exempt and ( 
that bigtime stars playing legiti- j 

/Continued on page 62) j 

Dewey Barto, head of the out¬ 

door department of the American. 

Guild of Variety Artists, and Bob 

Marshall, an organizer for the 

union, were fired Monday after¬ 

noon (21) by the union's executive 

board for collaborating with op¬ 

position elements. The dismissals 

were the result of an affidavit by 

a former organizer, Joe Walt, who 

charged Barto and Marshall, hav¬ 

ing advised Walt to get in touch 
with the opposition. 

The Walt affidavit was pre¬ 
sented to the executive board meet¬ 
ing which was hearing charges 
brought by former president Penny 
Singleton about alleged election 
irregularities. 

Miss Singleton, represented by 
attorney Henry M. Katz, requested 
a hearing by the union as a pie- 
requisite to an audition of the 
charges by the Dept, of Labor un¬ 
der the Landrum-Griffin Act. 

The hearing was stormy in sec¬ 
tions especially when Katz de¬ 
manded the answer to Miss Sing¬ 
leton’s charges in writing as per 
Article 20 of the union’s constitu¬ 
tion. Katz also demanded that the 
executive board bar themselves 
from making an adjudication of 
the charges inasmuch as they 
would be in a position of passing 
judgment on themselves. Katz 
stated that to preceed under these 
conditions would be in violation of 
the AGVA constitution. The bear¬ 
ing broke up following the pas¬ 
sage of motion to proceed despite 
Katz’s charges. 

Barto. a former national exec¬ 
utive secretary of the union, has 
long been active in the union He 
was partially responsible in ousting 
former executive secretary Matt 
Shelvey following charges of cor¬ 
ruption within AGVA, and was 
the first head of the outdoor divi¬ 
sion. 

Miss Singleton, having filled the 
legal requirement of a hearing 
within the union, is now able to 
file withjhe Dept, of Labor, 

'SCORES A 

BIG HIT!" 
in SOUTH AFRICA 

DON TANNEN 
"International Entertainer" 

BILLY ECKSTINE 
Currently 

THE CLOISTER 
HOLLYWOOD 

Will,,,, .. X.. 

"This man Tannen Is a real tom ... • • 
whose 70-minute act is guaranteed to 
give you a stitch in your side from 
laughing. Don Tannen hasn't a single 
dirty joke in his repertoire. He just 
doesn't need them. . . . An entertainer 
of world doss." ] * 

P. W. ’S’., Sunday Tribune 

"He Is a brilliant entertainer .-*• • His 

chatter is Explosive . . . What is he— 

ventriloquist, baritone, pianist, or im- 

pressi ist? Don is a bit of everything, 

and it is oil beautifully blended.1* 

D. J. H., Natal Mercury. 

"Don Tcnnen ..... scores a big hit at swank Beachcomber Hotel.. 
audience laughed uproariously and applauded with enthusiasm.' 

R., Natal Daily News. 

V 
JUST RETURNED FROM 6 WEEK ENGAGEMENT 1 

Thanks to HANS LEDERER Direction: GAC 

I is solo trumpeting is a stunning exposition of a 
trumpet technique that must be classed as virtuos¬ 

ity." SAM LESNER, Chicago Daily News 



NIGHT aUB RENEWS 

Waldorf-Astor3a, -V. V# 
Kim Sisters (3i; Emil Golem an 

ami Thro Fa»idi orchs; $4 carer. 

Min-Ja. 19; Ai-Ja. 20. anti Sook- 
Ja. 21. are the Korean-born Kim 
Sisters who have made impact on 
L . S', tv. in Las Ye.gas and other 
nileries. and who. on their first 
mission to Manhattan. give evi¬ 
dence that these three ki<;ls have 
nothin® but latent, versatility and 
beauty. 

The: sin?, they swing, they 
dance, they jive and they're a 
three-gal A:*\I wrapped in 1 s putty 
a bundle of song-dance-niusician- 
ship as one would want to please 
the. eye and ear. They’re ; a solid 
cate ad. zinging and swinging 
from the gong, erring perhaps only 
on gener sity of their undeniable 
talents. 

Opening in native garb at thos 
kingsize Korean harps (a 12- 
stringed instrument called;,the ka¬ 
li n-gum>. they soon segu into a 
repertoire of standards which, with 
progression of repertoire, jjtips off 
that they got their schooling off the 
disks. i 

"rsult -hat “Jambalaya. 
‘Tennessee Waltz.” “Chicago/* 
‘Shanty Town.” “Danny Boy.” 
“Every Street’s a Boulevard.” 
"Lazy River.” “Sing Sing Sing.” 
“Sincerely.” the Jolson medley; an 
oldtime medley. “Y’AII : Come.” 
“Charlie Brown." “Bill Bailey” and 
“Saints Come Marching In.” is a 
surefire, albeit somewhat yesteryear 
ASCAP-BMI hit parade. 

Quite patently the kids; learned 
their stuff, as happens to;be case- 
history. off the jukeboxes in Gl 
installations during the Korean un¬ 
pleasantness— histor.v has never 
quite given it full status as a full- 
fledged ” Beiwe*n the: matters 
and off the Armed Forces [Network 
programing they7 mastered tempo 
and stvle and learned lyrics of 
which they didn’t know the mean¬ 
ing. I; 

Having a Korean show biz family 
background, they started; also to 
learn playing the instruments— 
guitar, saxes, traps. clarinet, banjo, 
trumpet, trombone, harps-frand the 
end-result is a slick professional 
th-eesome. 

They are shiny-eyed, bright-faced 
lookers who must learn il» some 
neu-er ditties; t2>. editing; (3' how 
to control their profuse perspiring. 
If the latter i> physiologically n- 
controllable. they should devise 
some business with a kingsize ker¬ 
chief for judicious patting of the 
generous beads that are/born of 
their energetic antics. c 

The Kii s are ah attractive biend 
of the Oriental with their; “occent” 
on rihe Occidental7 in tempo and 
repertoire. They could ' perhaps 
hark back a little more to their 
native idiom if only for change of 
pace. It might be refreshing al¬ 
though- the ‘'•urn total of ithe Kim 
cuttes is more than sufficient unto 
the entertainment purpose thereof. 

A captious ioo|nojte. [however, 
may apply to^-tr t it- u i a r book¬ 
ing. Ttie Walaorf’s Empire Room is 
of a calibre geared to certain per¬ 
sonalities fPiaf. Chevalier. Bela- 
fonte) and the Kims, even if per¬ 
haps curbed- in the generosity of 
their wares were they slotted into 
the Copa of the Latin/Quarter, 
would appear to be betteir adapted 
to a straight nitery rather than a 
hotel room. J, 

Per usual Emil Coleman back¬ 
stops the gats expertly, and later 
gets ’em out on the dance floor, 
soelleci bv the Then F'<uijf!i ensem¬ 
ble. Maitre d’ Louis Siceardi savs 
biz has been holding up well; pred¬ 
ecessor attraction Frankie Laine 
handled his b.o. end oif it very 
creditably too Abel. 

Shureham. B. 
Washington. Nov. 17. 

Marty Allen & .Steve Rossi. Bob 
Cross Orch. 114 >; $2 carer. 

Zany frolicking by Marty Allen 
& Steve Rossi has collected such 
enthusiastic acceptance from cus¬ 
tomers of the elegant Shoreham 
Hotel Blue Rcpm in the past that 
boniface Allan Bralove skeds them 
once a year for a two-week stint, 
the longest time he gives any act. 

They are back again with a lot of 
material thev used last year, which 
is just as good as it everwas, plus 
some topical new lines on the elec¬ 
tion which has punch f and wit. 
Bralove has shown reserve about 
signing comedians for,; his big 
room, particularly since he objects 
to offcolor gags. But Allen Sc Rossi 
are funny and clean. | 

The team is necessarily com¬ 
pared to Dean Martini & Jerry 
Lewis because similarity exists. 
Allen in a comnletelyi original 
Clown, who can make his face and 

body provoke as. much laughter 
fas the spok,en word. Rossi, the 
i straight man. is tall,, dark, hand- 
' some and Italian, with a .fine sing- 
1 ing voice He also does imitations 
j of Harry Belafonte, Tony Bennett. 
Tony Martin and others, 

i Basic construction of the act’s 
format remains unchanged from 
last year, with new gags sprinkled 
in and a fresh choice, of music. 
There is a fine pace with all the 

; foolishness. The reception at th 
Blue Room was.big. 

Bob Gross’ orchestra does a fine, 
job at showtime arid dancetime. 

Carp. 

Riviera, V*as Vegas 
Las Vegas. Nov. 14. 

Marlene Dietrich. Jay Lawrence, 
Don Chest in. Riv-ieta Dancers 
(12*. Jack Cathcart Orch (IV; 
produced by Frank Sennes, $4 

Marlene Dietrich comes up with 
a carbon of an act she’s done in 
Vegas before, but in this outing 
her rich, mvstical charm is more 
evident, adding up to memorable 
impact. Her husky pipes, in their- 

.distinctively interesting way. 
| breathe; fascinating sounds into 
j 13 songS. each of which got sincere 
: applause from first-nighters. 

I She does a delightfully animated 
j “Whoopee.” a dramatic French 
i “Marie.” and a stirring “Lili Mar- 
| lerie.” in addition to such Dietrieh 
j standards as “Boy7* In The Back- 
j room.” “Laziest Girl.” ‘ Johnny.” 
; and “I May Never Come ’Home.” 
! Miss Dietrich gets top level as- 
i sistance from the. light mdn. and 
| bows off in a brisk Sonia Shaw 
' choreographed finale while doing 
j some * fancy7 footwork with 12 
j chorines. .The Jack Cathcart orch 
i (17) provides .flawless backing. A 
| full-length white mink supplements 
: the glamorous Dietrich legend; 

early7 in the turn. 

Jay Lawrence, too long absent 
from the Strip, returns with some 
of the best stpndiip comedy rou¬ 
tines seen here in years. Lawrence, 
who says he just did a telethon 

• for athlete’s foot < “. ^ . all the 
real good diseases w7ere takr. 

en . is a handsome young 
man who gets booming yocks with 
his spoofing of tv commercials, 

; boxing announcers, and celeb, im- 
! preshes. along, with a very funny 
i assortment of situation stories. 

Holdover production number 
features the singing of matinee- 
idol type Don Chastain: show7, 
produced by Frank Sennes. is set 
for two weeks. Did: 

llolel Monieleene, O. 
New Orleans; Nov. Ip, 

Nelson Eddy with Gale Sherwood 
(and Theodore Paxton). Nick 
Stuart Orch (7); $2.50 ivecknzght 

t vnniinuin; $4 Sats. 

! Marqueeing the. names of Nelson 
t Eddy and Gale Sherwood meads 

big biz at Billy Monteleone’s plush 
Swan Room. Eddy's, format is un- 

. changed in this playback, his third 
in the spot in as many years: 

, Eddy and partner, the well-pro¬ 
portioned Miss Sherwood, and 

j Theodore Paxton, his. longtime 
! pianist-arranger-conductor. opened, 

to a full and enthusiastic house and 
_ mid-week reservation desk was 
1 swamped. 

Baritone, who seems timeless in 
plying his brand, of romantic illu- 

; sion. warbles all. the tunes asso- 
; dated with his long career, includ- 
i ing “Neath A Southern Moon.” 
\ ‘ Sweet Mystery Of Life.” “Wun- 
; derbar.” “Balalaika,” “Falling Iri 
! Love With Someone.” “Rose 

Marie” and others —- sometimes 
blending voices with his blond 
partner. 

Eddv's pipes are as robust as 
ever, and after a few bars .from 
each of the songs remembered in. 
iris films, the palhvpoundihg 
gathers strength. By show’s end 

: the romanticists are cbmpletely. 
! under his spell.. 
j His . satire and horseplay , with 
, Theodore Paxton prove an added 

treat via impreslies of such singers 
. as Nat “King’.’ Cole. Frankie. 
! Laine.. Billy Eckstine and others 
I miming Eddy's “Road To Man- 
j tialay.” ; ‘ 
I Miss Sherwood comes on midway 
\ in show clad in a scant oriental 
: costume that brings w7oif calls and 
j whistles from male contingent; She 
| sings straight in a splendid . voice 
I that’s tailored for musicomedy and 
j light opera. 

Crowded house, with many urn 
escorted middleage . and older 
femmes at ringside tables, begged; 
for more.. They came to hear Eddy 
sing the old melodies that he: made 

| famous and he didn’t dir int 
i them. • Liuz. 

Variety IPi^alle, V^ndoa | 
London. Nov. 15. 

Jack Carter; The^Barry Sisters! 
; (2) ; Tanya & Biaoii Pigalle Love-1 
' lies10); Woolf :. Phillips arid Tony 
j Scott orchs. $6:75 miriiniutn. 

j AI Burnett has .a. click talent 
lineup in his new Pigalle show and 

j the: ropes .should be out for the. 
[fourrweeks season..With Jack Caf- 
/ter providing the comedy :and the 
Barry , Sisters' ihe: vocals, it is a; 
boff show from tile Start, and 
though somewhat overlong, adds 
up id the best ;type of cabaret. en¬ 
tertainment; It is a twice nightly 
attraction, per the normal Pigalle 
policy; 

Apart from a tv date which he. 
played about a year or so.ago,.Car¬ 
ter was largely an unknown quan¬ 
tity to British audiences, but that 
is a state he’ll be correcting in the 
next month, with his fast; and very 
funny routine. He is oh stage for 
40 minutes and in. that time there; 
is; no letup in the pace, the gags, 
the humor—or the audience reac- 
tion. 

He casts his net widely in his 
' search for subject matter—and it 
aii gels the same - punchy, lively 
treatment. There is his interpret a-. ; 
tion of a UN debate, for instance, J 
which he reduce:8 to an uproarious 1 
cross. talk between Khriishchev 1 
and a French delegate. Then he 
switches to teleyisiori with pertin¬ 
ent and hilarious comments about 
a variety of programs, among 
them, of course. “This is Yoiir 
Life.” It is the same treatment, 
too, for. the rock ’n’ roll entertain¬ 
ers. the old time stars . and tbeif. 
brand of showmanship and a host 

: of other subjects. 

The. Barry Sisters are no new*- 
cpmers to London: but once again 
impress strongly ith. their good 
looks, stunning appearance, and 
fine sense of harmony. Their 33 
minutes on opening night may 
have been ~a shade too long., blit 
that' is the only valid criticism 
that can be levelled against them. 

Their numbers .are carefully' se¬ 
lected. and there is a sense of bal¬ 
ance in the routine. Their opening 
interpretation ;of “Wild About Har- 
rj7.” sets the modd. Among their | 
better entfies are VWhose Sorry 
Now”, (sung in Oriental folk stylel. 
“Dark Eyes” (introed as the niim- 
;ber they sang * the Ed Sullivan 
Show7 in Moscow7 last year)J “Come 
Prima” aiid finally. “Won’t You 
Come Home Bill. Bailey/’ . ; 

A comedy dance specialty by 
Tanya Sc Biagi is a mild arid con¬ 
ventional Opener to follow* the res-: 
ideiit dancing line of 10 girls who 
are on for one very; brief .appear¬ 
ance. As always, the entire pres¬ 
entation is handsomely showcased 
by the longtime resident Woolf: 
Phillips ofch w7hichi. with the Tony j 
Scoot orch, shares the dais for the j 
intervening - dance ..sessions. . j 

Myro. . 

Trade Winds. Chi. 
Chicago. Nov. 17. 

.. t’ic. Dhmone„ Allan Drake. Dick 
Stabile Orch (9>, Joe Parnello 
Trip; $2.50 cover. \ 

In his third stand here within 

six months, Vic. Damorie appears 

headed for another boxoffice romp; 
as orie of this spot’s powerhouse 

: attractions.. Arid once the.rounders 
have been shoe-horned in, singer 
gives ’em a well-worth-the-effort, 
sho.w,■. wrapped some sock belting. 
With crafty stagemanship. 

. Triumph that it is, there has to 
be. credited again to cue savvy of 
Dick . Stabile presiding 'precision-. 
like over seven sidemen aug¬ 
mented by t\vo housebancl hands.; 
The total is a choice complement 
in.: this .intimate room, furnishing 
Damone. the . right instrumental 
dosage. Star himself, however, was 
almost sobotaged.at show caught 
by some mike distorti 

Be.it evergreen, uptempo sh w- 
tune oi7 ballad. Damone is ever im¬ 
pressive as one of the smoothest 
technicians around, capable, of 
pocketing, as lie does here, audi-. 
ence‘ affection-with the ease , of a 
babyrkissing politico. .Yet, mindful 
of his stellar attributes.' he some:- 
tirries loses the value of a tune— 
“.September SongV for one, which 
he does with style but beside the 
point. It seems small, if any. con¬ 
cern, out front; though. 

Allan. Drake, is another in the 
category of jokesters without a 
coricept, registering lukewarm with 
a diffusion of familiar onedinefs. 
A fairlV .sympathetic quality is a 
saver of sorts abetting some tail-, 
end characterizatiori. and even 
helping: for. scattered yocks from 
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the squares. ^6me fresher slants 
and gags are indicated. 

Joe. Parnello’s threesome is Well 
up to the show segments./and es¬ 
says .listenable entr’ acte sets. 

Pat Harrington Jr. arid Peggy 
DeCastro open Dee. 14. Pit. 

( aiuHob \. V. 
Matt Dennis, Isobel Robbins,- 

Derek Synth Trio; $5 minimum. 

Although Matt Dennis doesn’t.: 
bother to change^ his repertoire 
milch from one date to another,, 
he’s still a refreshing entry on 
Gotham’s nitery belt. In a 40- 
minute set he concentrates mainly 
on his own compositions and. that 
of Rodgers & Hart and it adds up 
to pleasing musical nostalgia. . | 

Dennis has a good voice for.this/ 
kind of intime setup. He doesn’t/ 
dazzle;with any piping pytotech-: 
njes but he wins ’em over with a i 
straightforward, vocal approach/! 
that’s .easy and rhythmic. For a 1 
break in the vocal pace. Dennis J 
who self-aceomps on piano With a ! 
rhjihm assist from a bass arid ] 
drums, goes into, flashy version of j 
“Tea; For Tw o/’ w7ith ai Wild assort-1 
ment of interpolated melodies, it’s/ 
a lot of fun. 

On the vocal end. Rodgers Sc 
Hart a re . represented by “Mountain 
Greenery/’ -“Dancing On the Ceil¬ 
ing.” “Little Girl Blue” and “Man¬ 
hattan/’ R&H buffs can’t quibble/ 
With that assortment. In the Dennis 
sirigihg Derinls categoryi there, are 
“Let’s Get Away From It All/’; 
“We’re Saving Our' Pennies For: 
.Tii ior and Julie/’ “Everything 
Happens To. Me." “Angel Eyes” 
and “Will You Still Be Mine” to 
bring back happy memories. 

Midway- in her 25 minute: set; 
Isobel Robbins relates that, on 
opening night (this show was 
caught on second night) the man¬ 
ager asked her w7hy she doesri’t 
sing some \ popular sprigs that 
people know. She doesri’t have to. 
With a- songbag: of material from 
flop show's and special material 
writers. Miss Robbins is.completely j 
wirining; She can-let someone else ; 
sing “Over The Rainbow7/’ , j 

Miss Robbins has a warm balUd j 
style but she doesn’t let if go to 
her head. She approaches her work; 
with an easygoing humor that’s 
inserted in just the right places. It 
brightens the overall, mood .arid 
keeps the and smiling and listen¬ 
ing. 
,. Iri her variegated songbag are { 
“The : Ballad of th Sad <Yr6ung ■ 
Men.” a melapdioly piece out of 
the flop legituner.; “The Nervous 
Set,” but destined, for big play iri 
the intime nitery field; a lilting 
seasonal remembrance called 
“Summer Is.” a bright “The Next 
Time You Fall In Love.” i humor- 

us ballad to a hq-goodnik; called 
“He’s Got A Strarige Fascination 
For Me.” and a zesty “I Gpt A Lot 
of Livin’ To Do.” out of the cur¬ 
rent legituner/.‘Bye Bye Birdie”: 
Her garment center .secretary’s 
love lament serves as a fine laugh/ 
windup. 

Kliss Rqbbins/is ably assisted by 
the Derek Smith. Trio (piano, bass, 
drums/. Group also opens the show;i 
with/swinging renditions of “NO ; 
Moon At All” and “Love For Sale/’ 

Gros. 

Tiling** Vangnard, X. V. 
Miles Davis; Quintet, Bill Evans 

Trio: $4: minimum. 

Vanguard’s, top name jazz policy 
continues ith trumpeter Miles 
Davis. He’s making his first U. S. 
‘stand after .return from a conti¬ 
nental tour that got a lot of criti¬ 
cism for his alleged more than 
cool projection arid less than cool 
playing. 

In this U S. return opener, group 
is swinging fine; but Davis’ in¬ 
dividual approach to his audience 
could be. improved. He blows, his 
choruses and ensemb bits. then, 
vanishes from' the stand like an 
apparition. 

No ueslion. however.: about 
•Davis* jazz artistry. His work is 
sincere, and skillful, and the back¬ 
ingsglitters, w hether tlie others are 
making it alone or With iheir 
leader. Catalog includes standards 
like “All of Me,” “Stardust” arid 
a variety of jumpers, all iri the 
fonky modern groove:: “Walkin’.” 
a virtual anthem with the fonkies. 
gets a warm, exciting upbeat treat¬ 
ment here.. 

Working With and without Davis 
ate Wynton Kelly, piano; Jimmy 
Cobb, drums; Paul Chambers, bass; 
and Sonny Stitt, sax. 

Alternating with /Davis is bril¬ 
liant jazz pianist Bill Evans; backed 
by Raul Montiun’s drums and 
^cott La Faro’s spastically exciting 
Kiss. Bill* 

Desert Inn, las Vegas 
j Las Vegas, Nov. 15. 

■’ McGuire Sisters, Jack. DiiranU 
j Kane Sisters, Art Johnson* Matlxjii 

•! Mason. Donn Arden Dancers (16), . 
Carlton Hayes. Orch (12); produced 
by Frank Sennes: choreography, 
Donn Arden; $4 iinimum. 

Chris, Phyllis, and Dotti Mc¬ 

Guire have breezed back into the 

Painted Desert . Room, with' a 
pleasant musical package , which is 
a delight to eye and ear. The girls, 
especially the animated sparkplug, 
of the trio, Phyll^. also have deve- 
lriped just the right, comedy touch 
Which. blerids. ideally 'with their 
stylized harmonizing, 

i Wellrpaced. act; written ; and 
; staged by Murray. rKahe. ...clicks 
j frorri. fresh opener. “Thai’s / a 
j Plenty,” arid t glides throughy such 
! numbers as “Daririy Boy,” “Daiddy.” 
} and songs with which the McGuire# 
| are identified. 
j The Karie-Sisters, trio of 12- 
i year-oid “shadow's” of the head-, 
j liners, score in both chirp arid 
j t e f p departments, . shqwcasing 
[ charm and hurhijity seldom Seen 
[ among theatrical youngsters. The 

Kanes are ai fine balance for. the 
McGuires; and wqrk smoothly with 
their “elders,” Burt iFarber at the 
88 gives strbng assistant^, fronting 
the. Carlton Hayes orch' (12 ) . 

Jack Durant is Cn bill, reviving 
his familiar routine which ,'aiway 
pulls hefty yocks/ Comic, recently 
hospitalized/With an eye aiimerit, 

- no.longer uses his frightening fall#;, 
to the floor .to supplement his 
dialog, but he still >emerges as 
one of the best laugh-pullerS ever 
to play this room; 

, Holdover Donn/ Arderi produe- 
I tion number is curtain-raiser for 

thisshow, set for forir weeks, 
.Duk 

Uilx Tarllon, Men treat 
Montreal. Nov. 16. 

’ Fern, nda MOntet, Johnny Gal- 
j lant, Paul Notar Trio; $l;50-$2 

Perhaps the most elegant of all 
performers who pay a regular visit 
to Jean Cpntant’s handsome Rit* 
Cafe, Ferriarida Monte! riiaintains 
the same top sophistication both 
visually and vocally ori her annual 
swing through this Gallic center, 

. Miss Montel clicks with her 
w'cil-established fav.es arid . intros 
several , new7 items which ,hav 
iriore relaxing quality than on pre¬ 
vious stanzas in this room. The., 
rather haughty /approach to the 
ringsiders,. Which might to a cer¬ 
tain extent have , been caused by 
nervousness, is gone and; the blond 
thrush evidences . the, polish and 
tiiqing expected bf one Who works 
the top ihtimeries. 

iBecked by. the okay 88’lng of 
i Johnny Gallant, Who is respbrisiblie 
/for many of MisS Montel’s arrange- 
ments, and the Paul Notar ebrnbo. 
feihme runs the language gambit 
to score heavily on a .bilingual in- 
terp. of Ellington’s “Mood . Indigo” 
arid, of course, “My Man.” A spe¬ 
cialty, teamed With a fast .version 
of / Running, Wild;” seemed some-. 
what out of place with such ' i 
performer but Was well received. 

Between show's/ Gallant and; No¬ 
tar split music sessions for cus¬ 
tomer dancing. Miss Montel: is i 
until . Nov. 29. Newt. 

t arnival. I»h6«*niv 
Phoenix, Nov. 17. 

Stylefs (3 >.. Rhonda Lane, 
Wilma West cot, Hal Sunday, tri ; 
$3 minimum. 

This is the third time around for 
the Stylets at the Carnival and/ 
from the strong personal following 
resulting from the [two previous 
dates Edie Biale can safely predict 
a prosperous three Week-.run. .- 

Hairy Borros,/frer Lou arid 
Tony Columbo. three elegantly 
tailored /young gents., have devel- 
qped an exciting, rigindl . blend 
stamping them v as coiners show- 
casing a surprisingly mature ap¬ 
proach to the art of W'arbling. 

With Lou Columbo dn guitar,, 
the trio markets a flexible songalog 
highlighted by “Up A Lazy River.” 
“Dream Lover,” “Come Let’s Get. 
Together” and. “Clementine/* 
was solid at tlie opener, 

Rhonda Lane/ a svelte stemmed 
terper, gyrates her bountifully 
endowed chassis to earn , potent 
palming from the ringside baldies.. 
Femcee ^iiriia Westcot; moves the 
bill along at a brisk paciT’Sfnd 
scores riicely. with. her light [come¬ 
dies. Hal Sundays trip, supplies 
excellent backing. O’Hftf. 
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Flamingo, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Nov. 17... 

Milton,... Berle, Betty George, 
Leonard Sites- -Jack ParkerFla-, 
piingoettes (12), Nat Brandwynhe 
Orch (1.2); presented fry Morris 
Lan^burgh;. choreography., Barry 
Ashton; $4 minunui? 

Milton Berle ' has . streamlined 
his ...act; brihging .back - only Betty 
Ge'orge this trip. Trumpeter Leo/ 
hard Sues has been added; he 
trades some comedy lines with 
Berle and does an outstanding job 
on. instrumental solos, iriipreshes 
of. famed .hprnmen.-s.tieh as Henry 
-Biisse. Clyde !VieCoy , aiid Louis 
Armstrong., and fronting- the Nait 
Brahd\vyhne.:di:ch; il2). 

Miss George, ithe t.urvy canary, 
looks better, thin ever; sings well,; 
and as ever is. the. perfect target, 
for Berles lechery. 

Berle ties the turn .together from 
all sides.' and keeps the pace zoom¬ 
ing: He - has many; familiar, gags, 
but. adds. a. very funny opening 
parody. . and bows off with a ses¬ 
sion of reminiscing about his 
career in show bi . •< “I. was in a 
musical show once that was so bad 
the audience came out. Ayhistling 
th intermission.” ‘‘1 did. ii act 
so bad that ii it were around, today 
I wouldn't steal it:”) 

Tli casino bosses should be J 
happy during Belle's visit, as, he 
' a good lure for gambler 

Curtain raiser is a: pleasing Bar- 
iy Ashton production featuring 
terpen Jack Parker, and the dozen 
lovely FlamingoetteShow runs 
tm;ough Nov. .30. Duke. 

Kdgnvater Reach, t hh 
Chicago. /Nov. 14. 

''Ah Evening WithRichard Rod- 
gers ” Betty 'Bente, Larry 

-Douglas .& Feliv Knight, Kenny: 
Black Qrcit 5 >; $2 cove>\. $2.50 
FriySai; 

. In a note worthy .booking. switch, 
Polynesian Village of this fancy, 
resort-style hospice has tabled the: 
ethnic : format, pro tern, for more 
traditional supperclub recipes, in¬ 
cepting. with the “Everting with 
Bichard: Rodgers’’ layout 

it/s the packagers, local; preem; 
and while,a happy occasion for its 
ihspired: showtunery and' impres¬ 
sive vocalistics, it’s notably flawed 
on .other counts in this outing: 

The unfuljfiliing Stanley >lelba- 
staged affair seems shorn here of 
vhatever.production ^values it pre¬ 

viously had, leaving Betty Beriee, 
Larry. Douglas and Felix, Knight 
tp their own. albeit considerable, 
devices. Even where some inspired 
lighting might, have compensated 

.. some, there too the technical ver¬ 
dict is iouti . 

. But this aside, the: songfest; turns/ 
put a patchwork of Rodgeirs-&: 
cleffery, lacking continuity and: a 
chronological build to a grabber 
.finale. Predictably, it’s all capped 
by “Oklahottia!” an intrinsic audi¬ 
ence rouser of course, but the: im¬ 
pact could be more so by having 
it peak a steady upeurye on the 
graph; In short, the dramatic mus¬ 
cle—call it libretto—4s rnissing 
her 

Nor is. the presentation helped, 
any bv Kenhy.: Black’s five-piece' 
crew. They labor adroitly,: but the. 
isound, minus string augmentation, 
is just too skimpy to do the solo¬ 
ists and the son gbook . justice. May ; 
be a matter of budget, but if so a 
decision that was penny wise and 
pound foolish: 

Show stays through Dec. 10. with j 
w revue, in on. the 11th. Pit. j 

Living Ro«m, >. Y. 
. Betty Reitiy, Bob bin lit, Bob¬ 

by Cole Trio; $4:50 jhiriimum::. 

Danny Siegel’s Living Room is 
ne of the hot eastside. spots that 

is being booked in a. manner , to:, 
bid for all. classes of trade. It’s a 
room of hipsters, oldsters and 
anyone: lie’s setting, well-rounded" 
bills that, provide a something for 
.everybody type of entertainment. 

The new bill has-Betty Reilly, 
Bob Vincent (New Acts) and the 
holdover Bobby Coie Trio. The 
latter is a smart outfit , with Cole 
at the piano and song with drums 
and bass to help hint along.. Cole, 
has. an unusual rhusical viewpoint 
that seems to take -the better ele¬ 
ments .of orthodoxy and provide 
hep tw’ists/ He is a modernist with 
a respect for tradition and an ear 
for the offbeat that, puts him in 
favor with the patronage. 

... Miss Reilly is: a repeater here. 
She is a skilled singer with a flair 
for . hipness and humor. . .Miss. 
.Reilly used . to. be known as.; the 
Irish Senorita but no longer seems 
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to need that; ;a ppellafi’d’ii. although 
she- continues to strum, a guitar, 
arid; still calls.: uport a few of the 
enchilada specials.’. 

However, there is. a. constant 
change in. her act. This time, she’s 
doing sonic impressions , as well 
as a. refurbished catalog that hits 
ils: mark stro.ngiw Jose. 

Beverly Hills9 Ciney 
Cincinnati, Nov. 18. 

George Gobel, Dolores Perry, 
MoTO-Landis Dancers < 8) with 
Charlie Hines, Gardner Benedict 
Orch (10); Jimmy Wilber. Trio, 
Larry Vincent; $3-$4 'nimiim, 
$1-$1.5.0 Cover. 

Tid^IaniK llousion 
Houston. Nov / 14. 

■ .Somethikr Smith Sc the ■Red.- 
hedds, Don Cannon. Orch (6); no 
cover dr 

JSdriictbin? Smith the. Redheads; 
(Major Short and . Bill Fontaine); 
play to excellent returns, here, in¬ 
dicating. that nitiriiate house such 
as this is perfect background for 
their banjo-beat, rhythm, and panto¬ 
mime coinedy. '. 

When they pound out. such num¬ 
bers as Opening “Alabamy Bound,-’ 
‘ SoniebOdy Stole My Gal,” “It’s 
rt,;Sin To Tell a Lie” and begoff 
“Bill Bailey,” they rock the joint. 
Wheii Smith essays bit of vocal; 
comedy, h \\ ever, the joint nearly 
rocks thei ’ 

Plus factors are then*/recorded 
tune.. “Ace in the Hole,'- done, 
barbershop style, and- panjtpmime. 
of bus driver, a playboy 'getting'' 
progressively drunker: "Leonard. 
Bernstein and a pair of Striptea- 
sers: On. t he other hand,. “Casey 
;Jones,’’ ending in. a vpara.de .in j 

darkened rooriv and., with Smith I 
Wearing -red. tail; light, seems to 
embarrass boy... and they .appear 
happy when it’s over. 

The three men -still have their 
trademark;, red musical instru¬ 
ments, .with : Major Short very 
capable ort: -bass, Spilth good, on 
banjo, and. guitar and Fontaine 
likewise ch 88s, especially/ when, 
riuriibers . have a beat. 

This also seems made fbj 
Don. Cannon’s boys. who, are- sonic 
of best jazz musicians ; around, 
and .fit Smltji’s turn, so well it 
could; hardly be called backing. 
Smith & Redheads, joined for one 
night by John Gary. play for 
Thursday (17) birt bday party, it 
being second anniversary, of club 
that already has developed flavor 
of its ow Skip. 

Current two-Weeker. at this Ken¬ 
tucky plushery is Gebrge Gobel's 
first: and larsijriitial Greater Ciricy 
exposure .sin.ee his tv career. His 
previous date; hereabouts was . in- 
1947 at the old Lookout House. The 
furinyrrians partner, for musical 
embellishment and femme charm 
over a-, delightful 60-miriufe route., 
is. carrot-lopped Dolores.. Perry, 
click, soprano: 
/Headliner , makes known at the 

outset that lie strives for moderate 
hah halis at even flow rather than 
occasional ribrockers. In boyish 
manner, his slow and easy telling 
of personal problems and experi¬ 
ences. lias listeners reliving them 
with Gobel: 

No slouch as a singer. Gobel 
scores .with a high ending of “Old 

r. Irish Mother of Mine.” and solp- 
{ing of: “Sorin Fll Wed My’Love’” 
while strumming a guitar. Miss 
Perry has the spotlight alone while 
selling “Granada”, in Italian. “Over 
the Rainbow” and the. “One Fine 
Day” aria. She joins Gobel i “You/ 
Are My Sunshine^’ for a smash 
finish and bOVvoff. 

Proceedings open and close with 
“Fan Blues”- and “Oriental” pro¬ 
duction numbers, 'bv the classy. 
Moro-Laridis line.. Slick backing 
per usual by Gardner! Benedict’s 
combo. Jimmy Wilber T[rio inspires 
infermiscipn ankling. Larry Vin¬ 
cent sirigs at ,the lounge .88: . 

Roberta. Sherwood returns Dec.. 
; 2, ' Koll 

BOB VINCENT 
Songs 
15 Mins. 
Living Room; N. Y; 

Bob. Vincent is -k British import 
who: sings -Well but is primarily ln- 
lerestcii. in a. new electrical devhe 
of his ow design which ; reafes 
some unusual, vocal effects on the 
fle Vincent’s riiike setup por- 
niits- sound chamber effects that 
are hig’-ly unusual in a cafe. Per¬ 
fection of this-device may change 
the face of the cafe singing.'It. will 
be possible to achieve on a cafe 
floor the sound that made a hit rec¬ 
ord, At the same time, its implica¬ 
tions. are frightening. 

Vincent s device wasn’t working 
perfectly when caught at the Liv¬ 
ing Room and there is also the 
possibility .-that he doesn’t yet fully 
comprehend the. full effects cf 

|Avhich his invention is capable. 
These matters tend to effect- his 
own offering, which becomes sec¬ 
ondary. to the device: During the 
moments when he was on his own, 
he showed a smooth voice-and a 
knowledgeable delivery; Jose. 

Copacaliana. X. Y. 
(LOUNGE) 

Kathy Keegan with R.udy Montey 
Trio., Glen .Covington Duo; 
cover ' m.- 

Itoulevaril. Rego Parli, 
/ L. I. 

Damiia.jd, George Kaye, Audrey 
Sisters t.2).: Jrhnnu Morris Si 
Chiqiiito Orths; $5 minim m. 

The usual instructions for, a- 
Ibunge act are “Keep it loud, keep 
it fast and keep it coming.” Work¬ 
ing under these orders, 21-vear pld 
Kathy Keegan fits the bill. 

With the Lounge show starting 
at iO p.m. and running continuous¬ 
ly to a near 3 a.m. closing, Miss 
Keegan has a tall order to fill: 
5hes oft 45 minutes and off 45 
(Glen Covington takes over, during 
her break) and she does about 10 
numbersi each set. That’s a lot of 
singing,: 

However,. Miss Keegan has the 
enthusiasm and/the vitality to beat 
the rap. Sometimes the mike is. 
off. kilter, sometimes the Rudy 
Montey Trio seems to be challeng¬ 
ing her to a decibel dUei, but she 
manages to come across despite.the 
obstacles. 

In a. Lounge, setup, the big ones 
and the-loUd. Ones; come through 
best. Th she’s able to capture 
the^ late-hour, tipplers with “Got 
The Whole World in Hfs Hands,” 
which had sonie of the crowd. Fri¬ 
day ight < 18) relinquishing their 
glasses and doing a clap-along, arid 
such other rhythmic items, as “Bill 
Bailey” and ‘‘S’Woriderful.” 

There’s" a ballad insertion every 
now and then, which, conies off 
nicely, - but it’s her. rhythm that 
lights up: the lushes: Incidentally, 
she’s set for a straight nitery. book¬ 
ing with a date at the Interna¬ 
tional. coiiple of... blocks vvest, 
when :the Ritz.Brbs, go in March' 8. 

. Glen Covington is a./holdover, 
and, he should be. Negro .singer,’ 
now recording for. I^iwick, is. a 
versatile vocalist vvho’s got enough 
of a/repertoire to keep his long 
set interesting. Ballads, pops and 
calypso fair easily into . his vocal 
range and he makes ’em all bright 
arid attractive.: He sclf-accomps dri 
piano:with a bass assist. . Gros. 

TERPERY ECUADOR DATE 
Ottavv’a, NovV 22; 

Winnie Hoveler Dancers . leave 
by air. from Miami Nov. 28 fdr 
booking al the: new Quito Hotel in 
Ecuador. ; /; 

Delays iri cdristruction of the ho¬ 
tel; postponed the booking. since 
spring, terpers working Chaudiere 
Ciub,.in Ottawa arid New Lotus in 
Washington inearttime. 

Arturo Cano & Abe Goldstein, 
although . having converted nearly 
cortiplptely to the banquet trade, 
still seek personalities not only as 
an inducement tb.the partying pub¬ 
lic but’ fb nab a larger segment of 
the transients: 
/ bn this, outing the toppeis are 
Dariiita Jo and George Kaye with 
the Audrey Sisters «New Acts) as 
a; starter. 

; Dariiita Jo is enjoying a vogue at 
this point through her chirping on 
Mercury’s "I’ll Save the Last 
Dance "for- You” which serves, as 
the focal point at her act here. 
She’s a potent singer who moves 
nicety on/the floor and riiakes a 
;strong indent. 

Long vyith the Red Caps. Darnita 
Jo is. now a strong single turn who 
has also done well in the Vegas 
lounges. On this date at the Boule¬ 
vard, she brings in her own rhythm 
section and trumpet to augjnent 
the. Johnny Morris band, With this 
powerhouse and her own strong, 
performing .instincts, she’s a tre¬ 
mendous hit herel 

Kaye is a Atrong comedian with 
a clever assortment, of lines.. He 
can either go into character, with 
his: high point, being the daffy psy¬ 
chiatrist, or show an essentially 
good taste with his. one-liners. 
Night caught was one of those ses¬ 
sions 'which some of the hep. 
lines weren’t as readily under-; 
stood. However, once he went into 
his screwy , medico, he wound up 
strongly. . 

Audrey: Sisters, are under New 
Acts, Jose. 

Sahara* La* V(*j*as 
(FOLLOWUP) 
. Las Vegas, Nov: 15, 

Ray Bolger, in for a special two- 
week stint to .. replace Donald’ 
O’Connor who arikled early for :a 
p<'.-dated overseas film commit¬ 
ment, has an act that is basically 
the same as that he had recently 
here at the Flamingo, However, the 
turn is socko stuff, and flawlessly 
fits the program that surrounded 
O’Cbrinor. Bolger adds his famous 
“Sad. Sack” routine to this outing,- 
and reprises his applause-pulling 
impreshes of other great dancers 
and types of dancers/ 

Gretchen Wyler undersiandably. 
omjts her “Amy” impresh of Bolg¬ 
er, which is, as always/, his big 
bqwpff numbeiv. 

In addition to Miss iVyler, hold- 
over acts /are The Ashtons and. 
Shirley^ and MoroLandis produc¬ 
tion salute to George M, Cohan. 
Show, admirably backed by the 
Louis Basil ■-orch (17), was pro¬ 
duced. by Stari lrwirt. runs until the 
Nov.: -29. Nelson. Eddy opener: 

Duke, 

STAN WORTH & HIS GROOP 
Vocal,. Instrumental 
45 Mins. 
Saddle & Sirloin, Tucson 

Former King;s IV member Stan 
Worth and his nev/ Groop «as he 
chooses to bill it. show some indi¬ 
cation the outfit may develop into 
one. of . the better acts. The young 
musician-singer gets his best mit- 
tingnviih his skillful instrumentals, 
namely “Hora Staccato” on valve 
and slide, trombone and “Dark 
Eyes” or, piano; 

Although the act is hilled as 
“Stan Worth & His Groop, the show 
is more Worth than “Groop.” 
With the exception of some stand¬ 
ards by an ample femme singer, 
Allie Flannery, . the program is 
dominated by Worth, While the 
“groop” does little more than side- 
man chores. 

Worth’s obvioys talents should 
be doled out more sparingly,, since 
this early in his caleer. he lacks 
the stature of a single act. There’s 
nothing, wrong With this “groop” 
a little comedy writing and a 
“gang’s1 all here” attitude wouldn’t 
cure, - Ale 

GARY MILLER 
Soiigs 
14 Mins. 
Empire, Glasgow: 

Here’s a typical English warbler 
in romantic mood, with an act at¬ 
tuned to intimate atmosphere of 
niteries and also for tv. Slanting 
is strong in favor of distaffer ap¬ 
preciation, too. 

Blond, youngish and good-look¬ 
ing, Miller has an easy style, gives 
out pleasantly in romantic ballads, 
and wins strong audience reaction 
for his “Gigi/? Act has no gim¬ 
micks via its simplicity. 

Opens with ‘‘Fat^^tbiejjlusic and 
Dance.” segues with "Somebody 
into: “Gigi” and other romantic 
numbers. .. Dons a strawbat for a 
paunty "Pretty Baby,” gathers in 
more. heavy palming (despite 
smallness of house at show caught) 
for “Street Where You Live” and 
winds in similar romantic style 
with “Good-Night,” Sweetheart.” 

"With intimate lighting and caba¬ 
ret atmosphere/singer would click 
even further in. contrast to his 
nevertheless good reception in 
Thinks ^You’re Wonderful,” then 
coldness t>f a vast vaudery. Seems 
useful bet for restaurant and 
nitery trade, arid is okay for most 
markets. Gord. 

AUDREY SISTERS (2) 
Songs, Dancb 
12 Mins.. ? 
Boulevard, Rego Park, L.I., N.Y. 

Aiidrey Sisters, apparent new¬ 

comers, have ivhat appears to be 

homegrown act, which seems to 

| have worked, out in getting them 

{started. -They are shapely and 

• lively lookers, :but their material 
j is lacking. 

( They open in song, do some daric- 
i ing. thence a bit of Tustic comedy, 
j Prime promising bit is in the field 
of tapstering. They have a good 
conception of a tapdance while 

[ seated in emulation of a typewriter. 
I It’s the one bit of their act that 
should bfl^retained as they rewrite 

l and reedBlbeir stuff. Jose, 

JEAN SHANNON 
Comedy, Songs, Dancing 
30 Mins. 
Frontier Room, Vancouver 

Jean Shannon, formerly of Jean 
Shannon & Brooks Bros. «2), has 
come up with a top drawer single 
(hat should carry her further than 
when the looker was in the trio. 
She blossoms forth now with 
comedy, songs and terping for sol¬ 
id results. Her standup delivery 
style and material is fresh. Situa-. 
tion and oneliners get bellylaughs. 

Blonde works hard and has good 
pipes. Enters spotlight from tne 
audience with special opener and 
gets the customers off their mitts 
early. “Like A Mink” is best. 
"Roaring 20s” bit would be better 
if she did not take time to change 
costumes. Stint okay for any 
““J:‘ Fere. media. 

THE AVONS 
Song Harmony 
10 Mins. 
Empire, Glasgow 

Already known \ia radio and 
waxings, this coming trio need 
some more pep to instill act with 
necessary appeal but are. as of 
now. an attractive threesome, and 
a worthwhile booking /or vavue 
and tv. 

Consisting of two distaffers, W*i 
lookers, and one male, threes. ..e 
have youth on their side, and at¬ 
tend will to both garbing and light¬ 
ing effects. A setting of disks as 
background to act is hackneyed 
and n.s.g. 

Repertoire is varied, including 
the frisky tune “sitting in the Back 
Seat” and the ballad “Put Your 
Head-On My Shoulder.” Trio also 
score with “Four Little Heels.” .a 
number they've recorded. Wind 
with a lively version of “My Old 
Man’s A Dustman.” 

Once sharpened, act has poten¬ 
tial for most media. Gord. 

VERONICA MARTELL 
Juggling 
8 Mins. 
Empire, Glasgow 

Petite and shapely juggler show-s 
considerable skill in manipulation 
of balls, but a novelty twist is 
needed to act to lift it further from 
the routined pattern. 

As is, she shows agility and sense 
of timing, and presents a well-bal¬ 
anced act, billed as “a juggling 
cocktail.” From balls she switches* 
nimbly to top-hats, tossing latter 
around with same aplomb. 

Okay for general run of vauder- 
ies. Gord. 

LA CHUNGA & CO. (9) 
Dance — 
30 Mins. 
Berlitz,-Paris 

La Chuflga is a Spanish flamen¬ 
co dancer with the* ability to trans¬ 
fer the fire, earthiness and frenzy 
of this dance to house boards. 
Whether .barefoot or shod, she dis¬ 
plays a solid temperament and a 
flair for translating her inner 
flame to terp terms. 

Wtih flying hair, akimbo arms 
and supple control over her well 
constructed chassis, she is an in¬ 
fectious performer who gets solid 
mitts. She is helped by a group of 
dancers, including a girl of nine, 
who are as active and dynamic as 
she is. [ 

A zingy’. guitarist and throaty 
singer fill out this adept group who 
would be a. fine bet for U. S. boi- 
tes, tv, or specialized concertiz- 
ing. La Chunga, who appears to 
be still in her teens^ did a one- 
shot appearance here with a new 
French pic. “Terrain Vague” (The 
Waste-Land), of Marcel Came at 
the first-run Le Berlitz. Mosk. 

CHRISTOPHER DOBSON St 
ALLAN SCOTT 

Comedy 
55 Mins. 

I Little Theatre, Ottawa 
I This English-born pair—Dobson- 
1 a recent. McGill U. grad. Scott 
’ graduating next year—have al¬ 
ready ha'd some pro experience and 
have, a potentially good nightclub 
act.' At least 20 minutes of the 
midnight show they did at Ottawa 
Little Theatre Saturday (J2), to 
125 invitees, is smooth and hilari¬ 
ous and could go in many in- 
timerics. Some of the rest could 
be shaped up. Audience reaction 
was very strong. Performance was 

(Continued on page 62) 
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House Reviews 
ilpollo,' X. Y. | 

Jackie Wilson, King Coleman, 
Charles. Jackson. Dolores Coleman, 
Johnny & Joe. Etta James, Harvey 
F'uqua, The Spaniels (6', Reuben 
Phillips Orch, “Crime & Punish¬ 
ment” >,AAt. 

The Apollo has quite a retinue of 
singers this bill. Alany varieties of 
songs and styles are evident, but 
it's one of those situations in which 
Jr's difficult to tell the players 
without some additional form of 
identification. 

An exception is Jackie Wilson, 
who is a fave at this house. Wilson 
is an energetic youngster with a 
flair before audiences, lie is an 
intense chap, works hard, goes 
through a multitude of contortions, 
b.it the audience digs him and digs 
him hard. In the closing spot, he 
provides a rousing finish to this all- 
Negro bill. 

There is also a hard drive by 
Etta James, a big blondined girl, 
who shouts out a number for good 
audience effect. She's joined by 
Harvey Fuqua in one tune, “Spoon¬ 
ful.” and they make out quite well 
with this house. 

There is also one group on this 
display. The Spaniels, five | voices 
and a guitar. They seem ' to do 
very little that’s different; than 
most similarly constituted organi¬ 
zations. With their two mike’ setup, 
they show a good brand of har¬ 
monics. but not too much jexcite- 
ment. A duet is by Johnny ;& Joe, 
a boy-and-girl twain who make a 
nice impression with a pair. 

The rest of the singers are 
singles. Charles Jackson is a pleas¬ 
ant singer, and also Sugar Pie De 
Santo, who comes on in a silver 
lame pair of overalls and;works 
hard for a good hand. Dolores Cole¬ 
man goes out into the audience 
with ‘ I’ll Never Walk Alone” and 
gets a lad to accompany heir down 
the aisle. The audience liked the 
bit. 

The emceeing is by King Cole¬ 
man. an energetic dancer who 
shows a good brand of eccentic 
terping. He also has the virtue of 
making the show move a Jittle 
more rapidly than it might have 
otherwise. 

Reuben Phillips provides the 
howbacking. Jose. 

Alhambra, Paris 
Paris. No?. 10. 

Henri Salvador, Lucette \Raillat, 
Michel Magne Orch (261, [Gvmma 
Boys (5’, Rudy Horn, rRosita, 
Limbo Dancers (3>, Gill !Crocco; 
$1. 

With singer-comedian Henri 
Salvador-hi fine form, and backed 
by a selected group of acts; this is 
the best yaude buy In town at a 
$1 top. . It" should be In for sock 
biz in its month’s stay at the large 
Alhaisbra-Maurice Chevalier. 

Salvador is an exuberant, infec¬ 
tious performer who can sing a soft 
love lyric and then go Into a zany 
slapstick sketch or belt out jazz or 
rock and roll takeoffs with* enough 
power and rhythm to make them 
pleasing musically as well las cari¬ 
catures. 

His sketches delve into insomnia, 
wish fulfillment, takeoffs: on His- 

"pano singers and bullfighters and 
other things. Whether using re¬ 
corder sounds or simply jiniming, 
Salavador shows a timing, percep- 
tion and understanding of ^material 
that make him one of the top all- 
around show figures here.' 

Lucette Raillat does special 
gongs on little dreamers land her 
milieu is mainly the Paris lowlife. 
A piping voice, knowing thespic 
underlining and good material, 
make^ier one of the better special¬ 
ized chantoosies here. She looks 
ready for selected spots abroad 
where there are audiences for her 
wry, shoulder shrugging 'comedies 
and pathos. I 

Cimma Boys are a dynamic, 
bounding aero group wha do hand 
to hand bits and pyramids with 
aplomb and dash leavened with a 
good dose of comedies. Rudy Horn 
is * brilliant juggler who mounts 
a unicyele to foot six leups and 
saucers, and then sugar and a 
spoon, atop his head. It I is a sock 
filler. 

Rosita is a Ilispano teenager who 
gives oout flamenco-like songs 
adapted to more pop nheds. This 
waters do\vn her style hut. she has 
an insight into the songs and a 

good voice. Sometimes overdoing 
arch mannerisms, she nevertheless 
shows possibilities when she 
settles down to a definite outlook 
and does the more settled songa- 
logs. She has poise and can play a 
guitar effectively. 

Gill Crocco is an eccentric 
dancer who also can. do uncanny 
contortions ill a dexterous, eyecatch¬ 
ing manner. He is a solid filler and 
well mitted. Michel Magne Orch 
does good backing and also some 
interludes of slick medleys plus 
some tricky clowning that pay off 
and give an okay production dress 
to this fine show. 

Limbo Dancers are a Trinidad 
trio who manage to flow under 
continuously lowered horizontal 
bars while terping. It is a colorful 
asset. Mosk. 

New Ads 
_Continued from page SI 

taped for an album on Laurentian, 
a Montreal label run by Colin 
Kerr, who recorded McGill-sprung 
“My Fur Lady” score three years 
ago for good s^les in Canada. 

Their specialty is ribbing Amer¬ 
icans and Englishmen — eqiially 
sharply—as in their two best num¬ 
bers: a war movie a la U.S.—“This 
Is about a bunch of ordinary guys 
named Joe”—and a la U.K.—“I 
wish I could shake the hand of 
each of you fine chaps, but as you 
know' I lost both of mine In the 
little affair last night”; and two. 
boys—one American, on English— 
making dates on the phone. An¬ 
other nifty Is “Frankie and 
Johnny” with explanations (“She 
pulled out a little 44”—“That is 
not an anatomical statistic but a 
firearm”!, historical data on Nellie 
Bly and grammatical corrections. 

Jowly Dobson is a frequently 
razor-keen comic, skinny Scott— 
who looks like a young Yves Mon¬ 
tand—a firstrate foil with a good 
song style, self-accompanied on 
guitar. Both have, poise and very 
good timing, Pag. 

letters addressed to Gene Palmer, 
Charlotte, N. C. 

The luckiest people in the whole 
caper, were the Platters and 
Vivienne della Chiesa who never 
made. the .party. The Platters had a 
flat tire on thej way to the affair 
and -Miss della Chiesa didn’t feel 
like making it although she was in 
oh the big. scene when “Newhart” 
sobbed out the’ story, of His mother 
before, the .priest. 

Ed: Marshall, the hotel’s assistant 
manager,, was the first to. become 
suspicious and ultimately led to 
“Ncwhart’s” exposure. 

However, none of the Pittsburgh 
papers went for. the story that 
Marshall released as of Sunday,, be¬ 
cause Marshall said that the bill 
had been paid. Variety learned 
that the bill had not been paid and 

| the thief - Was on his way for 
! further misuse of the star’s ; name. 
j_ To top the whole thing, the 
grieving “Newhart" told the priest 
and the Jaye Brothers to call him 
in Philadelphia at his home as soon 
as they could. They did when the 
checks bounced, and the operator 
said, “Good .Morning, .this is the 
Evening Bulletin.’’ 

Police officials and the Ameri¬ 
can Hotel Association has been 
notified. 

Bogus Newhart 
5 Complied from pace 1 ; 

* 

ihg in the same room with a mur¬ 
derer but hp should get what I wish, 
him for what he did to the priest.” 

The Jay & brothers said that they 
were invited, to a party at the Hil¬ 
ton on Monday night where they 
met a man who was introduced as 
“Bob Newhart,” He was tall, bald¬ 
ing, around 35 but with brown hair. 

“Say, man,” said Phil, “ain’t you 
supposed to be blonde?” 

. The con man dismissed this with 
a remark about photographers and 
then moved into action using the 
boys for a three day play against 
the hotel. He entertained lavishly 
both at the Hilton and the Holiday 
House and even took a bow at the 
nitery when the boys Introduced 
him as the star. 

Aroused Suspicion 
The hotel was suspicious and on 

Wednesday (16), its officials called 
Arnold Zeitlin. tv editor of the 
Post-Gazette, who in turn referred 
them to the Pitt Variety man who 
had interviewed the real Newhart 
two weeks before in L.A. 

They were told that Newhart 
was at the Crescendo, L.A,; and 
that Variety had him in its 
columns as being; at the club and 
he certainly would not be spending 
five days in a hotel when every 
concert promoter in the country 
was trying to get a date on him. 

On this same day, Normaii 
Weiss, MCA exec, was in town to 
set details for the forthcoming 
Marlene I Dietrich engagement at 
the Syria Mosque. No one informed 
him about the spurious “Newhart” 
but agent George Claire, with 
whom he was with most of the day, 
told many localites that Newhart 
was in town for some college dates. 

| The Variety rep gave the hotel 
, the phone numbers for Frank 
Hogan, Newhart’s manager; the 

!' Crescendo and MCA. AI Kennedy, 
j assistant credit manager of the 
! hotel, couldn't get through to any 
’ of them before “Newhart” walked 
j out of the hotel. He didn’t get back 
: lo his room that night since he was 
staying with the Jaye Brothers, 

j His suite was then checked and 
■hoicl Officials found one -suitcase: 
filled with dirty laundry and a few 

Row Over Police 
Continued from page 59 —» 

mate establisments like., the Cppa-r 
cabana, Latin Quarter, the . Inter¬ 
national Casino, etc., must be sub¬ 
jected to the fingerprinting, has 
always irked both-the American 
Federation of Musicians,. Local 
802, and the. American Guild of 
Variety Artists: 

AGVA president Joey Adams 
states he has been. in powwows 
with Mayor Robert F. Wagner, who 
is an honorary AGVAite. 

Adam reiterates the credo- that if 
all branches of industry were; fin-, 
gerprinted there Would be no .ques¬ 
tion. He states he knows dozens 
of haunts where known gamblers; 
bookmakers, junkies and other un¬ 
desirables congregate but the. ac¬ 
cent is only on the cabarets. Why 
not poolrooms? Or fight clubs? 
Or why not Macy’s and Gimbel’s 
employees—why only .vaudeville 
actors and. musicians, he argues. 
Adams, reiterates the inequity of 
the regulation, especially, .“where 
a musician has paid his debt to 
society” (marijuana, etc:). 

He mentions the many juveniles 
whom AGVA and AFM personnel 
have attempted to rehabilitate and. 
In fact,: “there are 30 kids .from 
tough neighborhoods who have be¬ 
come AGVA members; they’re 
pretty good too—you know, har¬ 
monica . groups, acrobats, a vocal 
quartet, and now after this , pro¬ 
gram of rehabilitation^ in which 
the City Of New York collaborates 
on the cost with Local 802 and 
AGVA we insist that these kids be 
fingerprinted like criminals.’ 

The phoney agent who allegedly'! 
served as go-between on an alleged 
$100 payoff bribe caused the Citi¬ 
zens’ Committee probe into the 
Police Dept. Meantime Commis¬ 
sioner Kennedy Is adamant on en¬ 
forcing the regulation requiring 
police permits for cabaret em¬ 
ployees. 

BRIGHTON 
Hfppodrbma 

Norman Evans . 
Arthur Worsley 
Charlie Brown 
B A J Young 
Flack.& Lamar 
Wallis & Beryl 
Elizabeth Ac Collins 
Ed Rose & Marion 

CARDIE 
New 

Hylda Baker 
Vic Oliver 
Vanda Vale 
Burt Twins 
Roslnas 
Edorles 

GLASGOW 
Empire 

Robert Earl 
Don Lang 4 Co. 
Tommv Fields 
Joe Church 
Two Angelos 
Benson Dulay As Co, 
-tVerll 
J & A Verno 
Ray Alan _ 

HENLEY 
Royal 

... Ic- B Winters 
Jones Boys. 
A & L Ward- 
Alien * Albee Sis 

Barman 
. Continued from page l”ss 

him no breaking in spot and with¬ 
out the background that provides 
more force at the concert box- 
office. 

On the other hand, Berman feels 
a responsibility to .cafe operators- 
For example, following a concert 
in Minneapolis, he went to Fred¬ 
die’s, where he formerly worked: 
Peter; Karelis, Freddie's operator, 
pointed out that , his concert 
drained off his entire patronage, 
Berman therefore promised him a 
10-day date to compensate. 

Berman wound up his concert 
tour last Thursday (17) with a one- 
night at the Bushriell Memorial 
Auditorium, Hartford, which 
scored over $7,700 for the benefit 
of the , Mark Twain Foundation. 
Berman donated his services With 
expenses taken, out for the •pay¬ 
ment of the Cumberland Three 
which worked with him. 

George Murray, Toronto tenor 
and ex-husband-manager of thrush 
Shirley. : Harmer, is building a 

■ nightclub act . with Denyse Anger, 
: Fronch-Canadian chirp from Mont- 
;reaL 

VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 23 

NEW YORK CITY 
MUSIC HALL , Martellis 

David Evans I Rockettes 
Helen Wood {Corps de Ballet 
Margie Lee • I R. Paige Syin. i 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE 

Tivoli 
Leo Davis. 
Barney Grant 
Edith Dahl 
Coquettes. 
LeS bandinis 
Rita Moi eua & Ann. 
Evelyn' Rose 
Ulk &. Maor 
Marie Claiier 
I’cter Crago 
Patricia . Smith. 
Eileen O’Connor 
Jimmy Vaughan 

SYDNEY 
Tivoli 

June Bronhill 
John Larsen 
Deidree Thurlow 
Howell Glynne 
Raymond Nilssen 
Kevi Mills 

Robert Eddie 
Bruce Williams 
John Godfrey. 
Klelmka De 

• Tarczinska 
Thea. Phillips 
Eliza betb. West. 
lienee Osbourne 
Douglas Stuchberry 
Uunald. Auslrom 

SYDNEY 
Royal 

Johnny Lockwood 
Bamberger A .Pam 
Trio Hoganas .. 
Montego & Partner 
Wasta Ac Rena 

Dahl 
Flat Tops 
Hi Fi’s - V 
Williams A Shahd ■ 
Dancing Fountains 
Paula - Langlanda 

BRITAIN 
Copper Nobs . . 
Marie DeVeie Trio 
Barry Anthony . 

LEEDS 
lempira 

Reggie Dennis 
Henri Vaddett 
JiU Summers 
Jack Beckitt 
Emerson Ac Jayne 
Shek Ben Ali 

LIVERPOOL 
Empire 

Ken! Dodd _ 
Peters Sisters 
Eddie Calvert 
Laurie Lupino 
Lane Ac Triizzl 
Joe (Mr. Piano) 

Henderson 
Freddie Sales 

.Dior Dancers 
[Three Merkys . 

MANCHESTER 
Palace 

Anne Shelton 
King Bros: 
Jimmy Wheeler 
Earle . At . Vaughan 
Audrey Jeans 
Peter Cavanagh 
Francois Ac Zandra 
Baranton Sisters 
Veronica MarteU 

NEW YORK CITY 
. Blrdland ! 

Herby Mann 
Gloria Lynne 

Basin St: East 
Johnnie Ray , 
Geo. Shearing Ors 

•lue Angel 
Irwin Corey 
Dorothy Loudon 
Maysa. Matarozze 
Jimmy Lyon 3 

. Ben Solr 
Tony Ac Eddie 
Gina Wilson. 
3 Flame s 
Jimmie Daniels 

camel et 

Miriana Dorn 
Anny Kapltanny 
Tiber Rakosay 
Dick Mart* 
BUI YetUa 
Bleaaer Horvath 

Chateavl 

EstreUit 
H«mry t 
Angel lr CanneUlla 
Ralph Font Ore 
Panchlte Ore 

Joey Bishop 
Four Lads 
Johnny FAN 
Bonnie Marie _ 
Paul SheUey Ore 
Frank MarU Ore 

Jonah Jones 4 
Harold Quinn 3 

Hotel Aster 
Eddie Lane Ore 
Hotel New Yorker 
Ada Cavallo 
Bob Kasha 3 
MUt Saunders Ore 

Hotel Pierre 
Naughty Marietta 
Jimmy Carrcdl 
Beverly Luria 
Ronnie Cunningham 
Jack Russell 
Wilbur Evans 
Didl Van Eyck 
Lee Carroll 
Stanley Melbe Ore 
Joe Ricardel Ore 

Hotel Plan 
Lilo 
Ted Straeter Ore 
M. Monte's Con¬ 

tinentals 
Hetsl Taft 

Vincent Lopez Ors 
Hetsl Roosevelt 

W. Covington Ore 
Hotel St, Resit 

Gloria DeHaven 
Peter Appleyard 
MUt Shaw Ore 
Walter Kay Ore 

Intsmsttensl 
AI Kelly 
Joey. Adams 
Tina Robin 
McKenna! Line 

M;ke Durso Ore.-. 
Avila Ore 

Latin Quarter 
Rudaa Dancers 
Gloria. ;LeRdy . 
Harrison A Kossl 
Ford A Reynolds 
Metropolitan 6 
Dorothea McFarland 
Rob Anthony. 
Lowell Harria 
Ronald Field . 
Jo Lombardi Ora 
• Harlowe Ore 

Left Bank 
Alice Darr 
Danny Apdlnair 
Mickey Manners 

Llvlns Room 
Betty ReUly 
Bob Vincent 
Bobby Cole 3 

No. 1 Fifth Ave. 
Harry Noble 
Clara Cedrone 

Damian MitcheU 
Joan Bishop 

Roundtable 
Adam Wade 

Sahbra 
Rinat Yaroh 
Sara Avanl. 
Baduck A Ovadla 
Koveih A Mlxrachie 
-Zadok Zavlr 
Farsbke Ore 
Leo Fuld : 

. Saver Hllfeit . 
Gunner Hansen Ore 
Chas. Holden Ore 
Ray Hartley 

. Town A Country 
vowel. Box Revue 
Ned Harvey Ore 
Marttnes. Ore 
Upetairs/Downstairs 
CaU Cabot 
Gordon Connell « 
Gerry Matthewa 
BUI Hennant . 
Mary L. Wilson 
PSt Buhl 
Carl Norman 
Willhuu Roy 
M A C AUen 

Viennese Lantern 
Yvonne Cnnstant- 
Pawel Prokopeine 
Harold Sandler Ore 
Paul Maiin 
Joe Troppi 

Village Barn 
JackWaUace 
Johnny King 
Carol Rita 
Piute Pete 
B1U Cimler 
Lou Harold Ore 

Village Gate 
Art Farmer 
Benny Golsoh 
Ernestine Andersoh 
Mai Waldron 
Vlllase Vanguard 

Modern Jazz Quart. 
Ornette Coleman 

: Waldorf-Astoria 
Kim Sisters 
Emile Coleman Ore 
Theo Fanidi Ore 

CHICAGO 
lue Ansel 

Mighty Panther 
‘‘Calypso Voodoo" 
Marliza A Lationgo 
-Tina Montez .- 
Camille Yarbrough 
Jamaica Slim 
King George . 
Tino.Perez Oro; 

ConradHitton 

Tersian Paradise** 
Shirley Winter 
Bill. Christopher 
Firederick A Gina 

Max PatUn 
Ron Urban ; 
Byrd A Janlne 
Gay Claridge Ore 
Boulevar-Dears (5) 
Boulevar-Dons lb) 

Drake 
Vicky -Autier 
Jimmy . Blade Ore 

. Edgewater- Beach 
"Evening with R, 

Rodgers’* 
Betty Benee 
Larry Douglas ' 
Felix Knight 

Gat# of Hern 
Shai K..0phir 

-London House 
Barney Kcssel 4 - 
Audrey Morris 3 
Eddie Higgins ' .. 

. Mister Kelly's 
Herb Shriner 
Ceo. Alexander 
Marty Kubinstei 
Marx & Frigo 

Palmar House 
Keni Murray. 
Marie Wilson 
Leo Diamond 
Rod.Lauren - 
Ben Arden Ore 

Trade Winds 
Vic Damdne ■■■ 
Alan Drake: 
Joe ParneUo 3 

LOS ANGELES 
Band Box 

Billy Gray Rev 
Jackie Hilliard 
Kitty Rover 

Ben Blus's 
Ben Blue 
Cii'ly Richar 
Jules Savoy 
ilona Adams 
Joan Kayne 
Joan Elliot 
Richard Cannon 
Ivan! Lane Ore (5) 

iro's 
‘‘Gilded Cage Rev" 
Brian Farnosi Ore 

. Cloister. 
Billy Eckstine 
Geri Galian 

Cocoanut rove 
Jane Morgan 
Myi on Cohen . 
Matty Maiueck Ore 

Crescendo. 
Bob Newhart: 
EiioU Garner 
Rene Touzet 

Dlno* 
Cat hi Hayes! 
.Jack Elton . 
Steve La Fever ' 

Slate Brea. 
Will Jordan 
Reiko : . . 
Tommy Oliver Trio: 

Statlec Hofei 
‘'•Playmates of '«T 
Skinnay Ennis Ore 

Ye Little ! Club 
Jack Jones 

LAS VEGAS 
Desert - Inn 

McGuire. Sisters 
Jack Durant 
Donn Arden Diicrs 
Carlton llayes Ore 
Michael Kent 
Dave Apollon 
Milt. Herth 
lienri Rose 3- 

Dunes 
‘‘Minsky’s Follies 

. of 1981** 
Lili St. Cyr 
Al lfirt ..- 
Gil Bernal 
Starr Sisters 
BiU. Reddie Ore 

Ei edrte* 
Joe Sante 4 
Don Corey 
Ike' Carpenter 
Don Friend 
Johnny Hayden' 
Topnotcbers . . i, 

(Fiammgo 
Milton Berle. 
Betty George 
Leonard Siies 
Della Reese 
Belasco 4 plus one 
N. Brandwvnne Ore 
Barry Ashton Dncra 

.Fremont Hotel. 
So and Sb's 
Make Believes' 
Jolly Jacks 
The. Holidays 

Golden . Nugget 
Lee A Faye May¬ 

nard 
Sons of Gold’n Wat 

Hacienda 
Four Tunes \ 
Johnny Glenn 
Keynotes 

Mint 
Arthur Ellen 
Skeets Minton . 
Cooper Sisters 
Hoyt Henry Ore 

Nevada.Club 
Vldo Musso 
Llttla Red ' 
Sally Korby 
Johnny Paul 
Mark Hall 

New. Frontier 
'Oriental Holiday? 

Larry Alpert 

Harry Ranch 
Sawyer Sisters 
Allison McKay 
Nighthawks • ■ 
Ann Weldon : 
Dick Rice Ora 

Rlvlara 
Marlene Dietrich 
Jay Lawrence 
Billy.; Williams Rev 
Jack Cathcart Ore. 
Bob Braman - 
Dave Leonard 

Sahara 
Ray .Bolger. 
Don Rickies 
Gretcben Wyler 
Mary. Kaye Trio! 
Louis: Basil Ore: v 

Sands 
Sammy Davis Jr. 
Morr.ey King . 
Bobby. Cole Tiki 
Gart Nelson 
Cops Girls 
Antonio MorelU Of* 

.Shownoat 
Larry Collins: 
-Johnny Cash 
Mer’e Travis. .. 

Silver alippev 
Hank Henry . 
Sparky Kaye. 
Red Marshall . 
Danny Jacob* 
Charlie Teagarden 
Lori Phillips 
Don Santora 
Geo. Redman. Ore' 

Stardust 
Lido De Parts 
Billy Daniels 
Sam Butero 
Helen O'Connell 
Hawaiian Revue 

“Follies on lee* 
Dorothy Shay 
Dick Weston 
AI Jahhx Ore 
Fred A Matey 

Tropicane. 
Folles Bergare. 
Kathy Barr 
Bernard Bros.. 
LUy Niagara 
Sheeky Greene 

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH 

Pupl Campo Ore 
Bar ef Musis 

BUI Jordan 
Gina Wilson 
Sue Lawton 
Steve Hunter 

Csrlllea. 
“FoUes Fnhcalaa* 
Harry Mimmo 
Ellaa: Jayne 
Darryl Stewart 
Jacquea Donnet Ore 

Cepe Theatre 
Alan Gale :. 
Arihur Treacher 
Fran Warren 
Arnold Dover 
Boots MeKenna Lina 
Dave Tyler Ore. 

Deauville 
Henry Levine Ore 
Gwen Bari A Co. 
•Saeasas Ore ...: 

■daw Bee 
Mai Malkin Ore 
The Blazers 
Rascha RodeD 

Lula. Varoha Ore 
Betty ReUly 

■t Patio 

Underwater Ballet 
'Stairs of Tomorrow* 
Den McGrane Ore. 

YaradeTo Sextet 
Lon Dawson Ore 
Murray Franklin's 

Murray Franklin 
Paul Cray 
Jackie Heller 
Kay Carol# 
FruiUo Myora 
Duck Ducky 
Patti Inrim 
Eddto Bernard 

WISK?* 
srySbf*” 
Jack Mayo 
HalRaderOre 

RENO-TAHOE 

Harry Ranch 
Apollos 
Four Coin* - 

Harold'* Club 
Sportsmen 
Characters 
Phyllis Ine* 

Harrah's (Taheel 
Gordon MacRae 
SheUa MacRao 
Petticoats 
Johnny. O'Brien- 
Mary Beth Hughe* 
Leighton. Noble Ore: 
. HarraVr (Rene) 
Vagabond*. 
Lancer* 
Ross Lane. 4 
Denis A Roger* 
Tunetimers. 
Andy O'Hara 

Esquire* 
Eddie Lawrence 

Joe Karne* 
Riverside 

MUla Bros. 
Billy Falbo 
LaiT3$Nlxon 
Surfers 
Lou. Levitt Ore - 

Wagon Wheel 
(Tahoe 

Roy Aubrey 
Barons . 
WUder Bros. 
Bobby Page 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Slackliawk 

Cal Tjader. 5 
Beule Noire. 

Stagg McManu 
Joel Jeffrey 
Benhy Barth 3 

Earthquake 
McGoon's 

Turk Murphy Ore 
Fairmont Hotel 

Ella Fitzgerald 
E. Heckscher. Ore 

Gay 90's 
Ray K: Goman 
Bee A .Ray Gomani. 
Sandra Dorne 
Gates. Dancers 

Hungry I 
BUI. Dana 
Holt & Jonah 
OlgaSbragia 
Has: Barnes 

VlrgU. Gonealvea • 
Jazz Workshop 

James Moody 7 
On the Love* 

Kid Ory Orc 

Neve.. 
Ray - Anthony Ore 
George ' Lemont ' 
Bookends. 2 . 

Purple Onion 
Smothers Bros,.3 
June Ericson : 
Mel Young 

M5 Club 
KIkt Paige 
Floyd A Marianna 
Walter Shyretto 
Jay Nemeth . 
Marya LinCrO 
Barry Ashton Docf 
Roy Palmer’ Ore 
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Click of Birdie Ignites Project 

The Broadway click of “Bye Bye 4- 
Birdie" has had a chain reaction, 
from numerous subsidiary .editions 
of the musical to the formation of, 
a . hew corporation designed to nur-r 
ture talent for the development of 
new legit properties. The corpora¬ 
tion, Padula-Brow , Inc., has been 
formed by “Birdie" producer Ed¬ 
ward jP.adula and L. Slade Blown, 
who gets “in association” man¬ 
agerial billing on the tuner.. 

According to Brown, the firm, a 
private Delaware corporation with 
400 shares of ho par stock, has ex; 
tensive financial. resources;- Brown, 
a Texas businessman (tugs, barges,: 
oil and gas, ranching, farming, 
etc ), is responsible for a large in¬ 
vestment in. “Birdie." He’s the 
bankroller and business director 
of the corporation, with Padula ( -... «•_. _ . . , 
iiondjinti• tho ovtictin r\f fhp Brofldvisy csst^ is. ctlso set 
handling the aitistic end of tne f iHp WpC .Fhrt nrnHnriinn ohrf 

rber to 
Id XarnivaT in 

James Thurber will repeal 
current role .iir;t*.4A;;..Thurber•i€S^, 
nival” when the revpe is presented 

Krellberg Drops $202,000 
Sait as Gregory Settles 

Sherman iS. Krellberg . has with- 
! drawn his $202,000 fraud action 
[against Paul Gregory. The suit re¬ 
flated, to. Krellberg’s association 
with Gregory in the prediction of 
“Pink . Jungle/* which folded dur¬ 
ing a prerBroadway tryout tour 
last, season. Ginger, Rogers starred 

'Brin the production. 
The withdrawal of the suit calls 

for Gregory to settle on behalf of 
his partnership with Krellberg all 

London next February. The c!iai"lsJ aiainst ‘^Vn' 
presentation, a collection of Thur-! S1.8* 'which started off as a play, 
per pieces, will end its return f ,nlusl? an£ at the time it 
Broadway engagement *atthe ; Abided. was a full-scale musical. 
ANXA Theatre next Saturday (26). 
The West End production, which 
Donald Albery will present in part¬ 
nership with Michael Davis, Helen 
Bonfils and Haila; Stoddard,; co- 
prbducers of the Main Stem ven¬ 
ture,is. to go into rehearsal in mid-i 
January. 

Joan Anderson, another member 

ope rat ion. 
The. firm will; start with an op¬ 

erating capital in excess of $250,- 
000, but Brown says .that substan¬ 
tially more coin, if ; needed, is 
available through commitments to 
the enterprise. Brown doesn’t feel 
tiiat large sums should be tied up 
in the corporation if there’s no im-r 
mediate need for the; revenue. As 
he puts it. if the corporation de¬ 
cides to purchase a theatre, which 
is within its scope;, financing for 
the -transaction, would be. available; 

The primary purpose of the -firm 
is to create arid/or develop proper- 
lies in all fields of. the performing 
arts, notably legit, but also televi¬ 
sion films, 'concert, etc. Under Its 
financial setup, th Corporal ion] 
will not.-be .under economic pies-/ 
sures and consequently will be able, 
to work on a property until Padula 
feels it’s ready for productioii.- 

When a venture is considered 
ready, it’ll be offered to investors, 
principally those, who backed 

. '’Birdie," under . a regular; limited 
partnership arrangement. The pro¬ 
duction aus ices, as in the,case of 

< Cor.tihu<*d on page 66) 

/for the West End production, and 
' British comedy star Wilfred Hyde- 
White is being sought for one of 
the principal roles. 

Washington, :Noy. 22. 

“Becket," currently in its eighth 
smash week at the St. James Thea¬ 
tre, N.-Y., was capitalized at $162,- 
OOO and cost $185,814 to open on 
Broadway. The David,Merrick pro¬ 
duction, costarring Laurence 
Olivier and .Anthony Quinn, re¬ 
couped around $70,000 thus far, 
leaving about $115:814 deficit. 

At the St., James,--which usually 
hpuses musicals, the potential 
capacity of the Lucienne Hill /trans¬ 

lation of Je*»n Anouilh's drama is 
[$59,114. Weekly receipts have been 
generally close to that mark. The 

Theatre League Not To 
Engage Regular Lawyer, 

Pick New Exec Director 
The League pf N. Y. Theatres 

probably, won’t, appoint a regular 
. counsel, to succeed. Milton Weir, 
who retires as. the organization’s 
attorney the end of this year. It’s 
understood the producer-theatre 
owner group will, hereafter retain 
counsel for specific eases or as¬ 
signments, as it did when Burton 
A. Zorn was brought in as chief 
negotiator for .the: organization’s 
contract negotiations with Actors 
Equity last spring... 

A successor has. been appointed 
for James F, Reilly; who also re¬ 
tires at the end; of the year, as the 
League’s longtime executive di¬ 
rector. Set to; take over Jan. 2 is 
Irirtng W. Cheski , executive di¬ 
rector of Film Producers Assn, of 
N. Y., aii organization involved in' 
non-theatrical films. 

; Both Reilly, who’s been with the 
League, since J938, and Weir; who’s 
been in ill health for some months, 
will receive pensions.; 

London mousetrap’to Be 

t. London. Nov. 22. 
That^ fantastic ‘‘sleeper" show, 

.'The Mousetrap;” is in the news 
again. Agatha Christie's detective 
yarn enters its ninth year Friday 
(25 ) at the Ambassadors Theatre. 
Beginning next Monday (28) for 
the 3.319th performance, the play 
will get seven cast changes, with 
Gordon Whiling taking over from. 
Ahtliony Oliver as leading man. 

Peter Saundets, the producer, 
v long ago inserted a “get-put” clause 

in all cast contracts. But two old- 
stagers -will. still be around. David 
Raven continues in'the iole that 
he bias played for. threeand:a-half 
year; The. company manager, An¬ 
thony Gordon, also remains.. He’s 

■been'-with the/show since the start 
of rehearsals in 1952. 

Meanwhile., plans to film “The 
Mousetrap” lag. Shooting cagriot 
be started till the play ends its 
West End. i*un. Richard Atten¬ 
borough, the original lead, was 
set to play the rple on the screen, 
but-withdrew' the ground that 
he’ll, probably be too old when 
filming finally starts. 

Legit ..producers and investors i Productibn. which was booked into 
! the St; James on an. interim basis, 
exits there Dec. 17 and reopens 
Dec. 21 at the Royale Theatre, 
which will be; vacated Dec. 17 by 
another. Merrick entry, . the long- 
run French revue, “La Plume de 
Ma Xante.” 

can stop holding their breath, un¬ 
der a ruling issued last week by 
the Internal Revenue Service. The 
edict rescinds a proposed Federal 

on certain limited partner¬ 
ships. Most Broadway shows are 
produced under such financing set¬ 
ups. ' . " , 

The previous ruling changed the 
language relating to limited part¬ 
nerships, so that many such ven¬ 
tures would have been classed as 
corporations and thereby been 
subject to higher tax rates. Joel 
Fisher, Washington attorney rep¬ 
resenting the League of N Y. Thea¬ 
tres, called, the new ruling “great 
news," 

Under the proposed change, a 
producer, would have been re¬ 
quired to have ‘‘substantial assets" 
before a limited partnership would 
have qualified as such for tax pur¬ 
poses.. Siripe the tax on corpora¬ 
tions Is heavier than on iimifttd 
partnerships, it was feared.that the 
earlier ruling would havi a dire 
effect.. bn the financing of Broad¬ 
way. shows,! especially those of prp- 

( Coiitinued on page 66) 

Percentage deals with the co- 
stars, authors and .director Peter 
Glenville, \vho received a $5,000 
fee, cannot be figured on the basis 
of the. initial auditor’s statement, 
covering the period: ended Nov/ 5. 
The theatre’s share of the gross is 
apparently 30% of the first $20,000 
and then 25% up to a $52,000 cut¬ 
off, at which point the house’s take 
is $14,000. 

A breakdown of the production 
costs also reflects payments of 
$5,000 to ucehic. designer Oliver 
Smith; $2,500 to costume designer 
Elizabeth Montgomery (the U S. 
partner in the costume-scenic firm. 
Motley), $1,250 to lighting de¬ 
signer Jean Rosenthal and $2,000 
to music arranger Laurence Rosen¬ 
thal. Among other; itemized pro¬ 
duction costs is $4,143 living ex¬ 
pense for Olivier/ 

Small-Change 'Angels Form Clubs, 
Pool Stales to Back B way Shows 

Toys,’ ‘Best Man’ Back To 

Broadway producers Hermit 
Bloomgarden and Roger L. Stevens 
aren’t giving up on the 7:30 Wed¬ 
nesday night curtain. Each is put¬ 
ting one of his current Main Stem-j minimum contribution required by 
shows back on the early midweek 
ringup schedule starting next Wed¬ 
nesday (30). The move follows the 
recent collapse, of ah experimental 
7:30. Wednesday night curtain for 
all Broadway shows. 

Bloomgarden’s early Wednesday 
night entry Will be “Toys in the 
Attic,” at the Hudson Theatre, and 
Stevens will be represented by 
“Best . Man" at the Morosco. 

Gross Mark For 
LA’s CLO Season 

• The backing of Broadway shows 
by groups of pocket-money “an¬ 
gels" appears to be gaining new 
momentum through the establish¬ 
ment of theShqeal investment clubs 
in New YorkNand surrounding 
areas. The clubsf with art average 
membership of about 20, comprise 
individuals interested in investing 
in legit, but not the extent of the 

The 

most Broadway producers. 
The members of‘the club pool 

their funds for a single investment 
in a show. The organizations are 
thus able to offer producers an in¬ 
vestment which ean be handled 
without the involved bookkeeping 
that would be required if the pro¬ 
ducer were to accept individually 
small contributions of say $25 or 
$50. By pooling the antes, mem¬ 
bers are also able to spread their 
investments among a number of 
shows. 

The establishment of the invest¬ 
ment clubs is being spurred by 
Theatrical Investor, a four-page 
publication, issued twice monthly 
as a guide for legit backers. Sey- 

; mour Vail is publisher and presi- 
ln« AneplM Nov 22 . dent of the operation, which was a Los Angeles i\ov. 11. , year old Iast ueek Ed Parlikan ls 

local Civic Light Opera j a vice-president and associate pub- 
Assn. established a record for its 
23 years of. Operation with a $1,- 
982,855 gross fbr the recently- 
ended 1960 season at the 2,670- 
seat Philharmonic Auditorium. The 
take represents the combined re¬ 
ceipts for four musicals presented 
over a 26-week period. . 

The prior CLOA high here was 
registered in 1957, when the gross 
for a 25-week season hit $1,875,100.. 
Three of the four entries' presented 
this year were post-Broadway tour¬ 
ing productions, also booked for 
the CLOA season in San Francis¬ 
co; The other entry, produced 
specifically for CLOA presentation 
here and in Frisco, was “Show 
Boat," which closed Nov. 5 in Fris¬ 
co. ' f 

The three ex-Broadway presen¬ 
tations were /“Redhead,” “Flower 
Drum Song" ) and “Destry Rides 
Again.’’ “Flower,” currently in Chi¬ 
cago. was the] top coin-getter with 
a $638,831 gross for an eight-week 
run. The other, three shows ran six 
weeks each, with “Snow Boat" nab¬ 
bing $468,414, “Redhead" $449,210 
and “Destry" $426,400. 

“Redhead" closed July 16 in 
Frisco and “Destry" is current 
there, but concludes the CLOA 
season at the Curran, Theatre next 
month, with Anno Jeffreys as 
femme star. I 

OUT SOON! 

th* 

55th Anniversary Number 
Of 

Forms Usual Advertising Rates Prevail 

Special Exploitation Advantages 

Copy; a ridsftjace reservations may be sent to any Variety office 

NEW YORK 36 

154 W. 46th St. 

HOLLYWOOD 28 

6404 SuBfet Blvd. 

CHICAGO IT 

400 Hi Michigan Ave. 

LONDON, S.W. 1 

47 St. James's St. 

Piccadilly 

lisher. Paul Libin, another v.p., is 
consultant, and Boyd Clopton is di¬ 
rector. 

Vail and Partikan have been ac¬ 
tive in setting up the clubs, which 
in turn schedule subscribe to their 
publication at the regular $50 
yearly fee. Around 25 clubs have 
been formed since last May and all 
have slakes in Broadway shows this 
season. 

The financial resources of the in- 

| Continued on page 68) 

Old Vic Has lOik Ansi, 
At Its London Theatre; 

Planning Anssie Tour 
London, Nov. 22. 

The Old Vic marked its 10th an¬ 
niversary last Tuesday ‘15) with 
a performance of “Romeo and 
Juliet." The former Old Vic was 
put out of commission by enemy 
action in May, 1941, and tot a tinrfe 
the company occupied the Victoria 
Theatre, Burnley, in Lancashire, 
and from 1944 to 1950 operated 
from the New Theatre, London. 

'From the time of its reopening 
until the 10th anniversary, the Old 
Vic company played 3.182 perform¬ 
ances in London to audiences 
totalling more than 2,750,900. A 
total of 84 productions have been 
presented by the Old Vic, an aver¬ 
age of one every six weeks. 

Five major overseas tours havo 
been mounted, among them three 
to the U. S.' and Canada and one 
each to Australia and South Africa. 
Performances have also Seen given 
in 10 foreign countries, including 
Yugoslavia and Lebanon. 

Apart from its activity at its Lon¬ 
don headquarters, the Old Vic com¬ 
pany has also given more than 500 
performances in various parts of 
the United Kingdom. A company is 
currently on the road with a reper¬ 
tory comprising “Macbeth," “Saint 
Joan" and “The Importance of Be¬ 
ing Earnest.” 

Plans are being completed for 
another extensive overseas tour by 
a company to be headed by Vivien 
Leigh. It is expected to begin in 
Australia next summer with a pro¬ 
gram that will include “Twelfth 
Night,” and also a new adaptation 
of “La Dame aux Camelias" to be 
commissioned. 

Michael Bryant to Exit 
‘five finger’ Next Week 

Pittsburgh, Nov. 22. 
Michael Bryant, who plays the 

German tutor in "Five Finger Ex¬ 
ercise,” will leave the show Dec. 3, 
at the end of its Detroit engage¬ 
ment. He will return to London Id 
replace Alec Guinness in the title 
role of the long-running “Ross," 
Terrence Ratigan’s play about 
Lawrence of Arabia. 

Guinness is due to leave the show 
after the first of the year to co- 

: star with Rosalind Russell in the 
film version of “Majority of One." 

| (Bryant’s successor has bgen 
j selected but pending approval by 
| producer Frederick Brisson, his 

identity hasn't been disclosed.— 
1 Ed.) > 
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Shows Abroad 

v. 

Lilile Darling! 
London, Kov. 17. 

Jack Ilvlton A: Kenneth \V;i>g presenta- 
■: i»f *» eomedy in throi* arts duiir 
».n*y. t>v W.>i .'hington Minrir. from the 
er.ch ordinal by I’n-rre Bit diet «:iul 
inl’tTf Greriv. Stats Faith Brook. 
• n White. Roger Uann: features SW1> 
tiilt S'lgett l»- it hard Bird: decor. 
,*h •el \\ eight. - Opened Nov. 16. ’60. at 
• A-telpln I hea'te. I.nndoii:. S2.R0 top. 
s«* Kart).net .Marianne OeeunnK 

%ks Pitting . | t'.i i' h Brook 
•5; (| (i Scott ! Alan White 
::!.<:e Pa*sn <ii .‘enhal'th 
■ u r.,! ogei limn 
'-ii;m P ’ j >Salis Sm'ih 

«-,ne j- John C.ra> 

I comedy on the lines of a racy bcd- 
! room farce. Michael Weight’s at¬ 
tic set is bright and decorative. 

Myro. 

"Little Dailin^!" is 
; -t given a four-week'. West End 
Lrig-pr.or to Bioadway presenta¬ 
tion. bid it is questionable w hether 
It v,i'i stay the course at the Adel- 
]>'■;« tar the month., let alone travel 
a::o-s t-ie Atlantic. In its present 
farm n's a trite and ineffectual 
c iinea-. pattb redeemed by a 
gr ;••.!-,! K*rtv»rmatice by. Faith 

"L tt.o Darlings:" |:ha> been 
a !» >t. J ini.) Engbsii by Worthing¬ 
ton M r:e'. wrio adapted it from the 
oririui! French play. “Los Chou- 
t by piene Barrillet and Jean- 
Pi' re Grebe. It a pseudo- 
so;-iti':if.ited comedy with wint's 
apparently supposed to be frank 
t »!k about ex. but tEie sliou is 
redlv little more than sniggering 
sckooiiirl lark. 

M.s> Brook plays tilt eldest f 

tlnee sisttvs who hi a flat in 
P-?"is. .lust as siie is [successful*, 
riat.ng a colleague from her news- 
piper office, one of her sisters ar¬ 
rive-. and takes him td the ballet. 
Then in comes the youngest, most- 
precot lous sister, an/1 !•'there is a 
considerable amount of romantic 
maneuvering by the sisters, but the 
out ome is as dull s it is predict¬ 
able. • 

M:->s Brook adds distinction to 
the proceedings, but neither Dawn 
Greenh^lgh or Sally Smith gives 
her mum* help. Alan White. Roger 
Datm a{.d John Gray are defeated 
bv tiie Material and have little or 
no eh iftee to make an impression. 

Richard Bird has staged the 

Progress to I lie Park 
London. Nov. 17; 

Theatre Woikshop preceiiLUion of a 
tluce-act comedy-drama, by Alan Ov.en. 
Features Billie ' WhitelaW. Se^n. ■ Lvruh*. 
Torn Bell. Staged by Harry 11. Corbett: 
decor. John Bury. Opened \o\. 111. MO. 
the Theatre Royal*. Stratford.* London. 
Fist: SI.05 top. 
M. I.aughlin Brian Murphy 

[ Mrs. I.aughhn Claire IsbiSter 
i Bobbv I.aughlin Sean Lynch 

Mr Keegan James Mcl.oughlin 
Mrs. Keegan Colette O'NVil 
T:m Keegan Frank Coda 
Mae Keegan il'ie White!:«v 
Jameson- .. Michael Coles- 
1 harlie- Modrvb -'Roy Kiimear 
Meme Modrvb Barbar. Petri 
Hannah- Griffith Tin vies 
Kelly Glenn Williams 
Neville John .Junkin 
Leslie Laurie Taylor 
Tuition Davie. Tom Bell 
Mrs. Jones Fdiinv Carby 
Carson McDerbv James Garrett 
Capt. Singer John -Junkin' 
Ten v O'Malley Ivor. l)v kes 
Billv MeQuade Derek Marlowe 
News Woman Jovte Marshall 
Saltation Ar:m* Rand .. Fjnnv Carb.v. 

Jovce Marshall- D-vek Towoe. 
John Willban 

pool; fnost cosmopolitan of British 
ports, the clash of the two religions 
is fiercely debated and Protestant 
prejudice and Catholic bigotry are 
both treated. The play is per- 

; farmed lostly for laughs, despite^ 
i th essential seriousness' of the * 
‘theme,.'arid although some of the ! 
fun is Viitide stuff, a good cast 
serves the author well. | 

Billity Wfiitelaw; .though at times • 
difficult to- hear, gives d ^noying | 
performance as the girl, and Sean ; 
Lynch.; as th puzzled young lover, j 

. also impresses in a difficult role.r 
But of tiie three leads, it is. Tom:: 
Bell who keeps trie stage alight, 
with his expressive voice* and re¬ 
laxed yet vital playing as an ami¬ 
able. cynical young Welsh writer 
returned from L ndoii to watch 
with concern, yet detachment; the] 
.religipus-politrcal , conflict of his 
.neighbors,, 

Harry H. Corbett, an actor mak-. 
ing his first, stab at direction, j 
might have been Well, dyised to,; 
choose, a better list riteted play. ! 
John Bur vs two exterior settings j 
are simple "and adequate. RichI 

The current anniversary issue of America- illustrated, the Govern¬ 
ment magazine sold in Russia under joint U. S.rUSSR agreement, con-, 
tains a long feature article on legit-director-producer’ Jose. Quintero; 
as well as the story about Variety which appeared several months ago 
in a similar magazine the U. S. sells in Poland. The new issue marks 
the beginning of the fifth year of publication of America Illustrated. 
Russia, under the terms of the agreement, Sells a magazine called: 
USSR. here. . . *■ 

The Quintero piece, titled,: “Hero of the GfT-Broadway Stage,” was 
written by. Joseph R. Judge. Leon Wellstorie. a U. S... Information 
Agency staff writer, prepared the story which traces Variety’s history. 
It is titled. “The‘Bible’ of. Show Business.” 

‘“Progress to the Park” is fur¬ 
ther evidence that Alun Owei^ is 
one of the most perceptive,/tal¬ 
ented and agile young British, 
writers, but it reveals, that he 
hasn’t mastered the technique .of 
writing for. the stage. .Il.is waiting 
is" often lyrical, invariably apt and. 
amusing, his observation shrewd. 

With its ragged direction, this; 
slice . of Liverpool life meanders 
untidily and aimkvsly. It is, clut¬ 
tered up's by * extraneous comic 
business, and there^is heavy pad¬ 
ding. Desifte all-these faults; how¬ 
ever, Oweri has the merit of elaiin- 
ing audience attention and of hold¬ 
ing it. In its present form "Park” 
seems unlikely to make the West 
End. but it is still* a more stimula 
ing -and provocative evening than 
many seen there: 

Owen has provided a tenuous 
story line, the ill-starred, roiriance 

• of a young Liverpool fait, a Cath¬ 
olic. and a young mercliant sea^ 

I man. a Protestant., Set in Liver- 

Off-Broadway Shows 
<Fiqiires denote, opening dates), j 
Balcony, Circle in Square (5-3-601. I 
Connection, Livjns Tb*tre fRep) (7 15 59) ; 
Dance of Death, Kc> 1 (9-13-60). 
De«p Are Roots> St.. Maik's ilO-a-SO-). 
Dream Play, Theatre EJst (11-22-00). 
Drums Under, (.'hcriy Lane (10-13-60L. 
Fantasticks, Sullivan St. (5-:i-.60V. 
Greenwich Village,. 1 Sher. Sq t 
Hedda Gabter, 4th St. (11 D-»;p\. 

■Krapp's Zoo, .Cricket <1-14-00).. 
La Rohde; Marquee (5-9-60). 
Leave It to Jane,'Sheridan S«i* 
Man Superman, cate .(11-6 60); 

-. nevt Sunday (27V. 
Marcus High Grass, Mews (li-21-60*. 
Mary. Sunshine, Orplieum. *< 11-18-59L 
Mousetrap, Maidman U1-5-60*. 
Rosemary; Alligators, York (11-14-60*). 
Theatre Chance^ Living (Rep) (6 22-60) 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys <9-20-55). 
Whisper to Me, Players (Ll-21-C0>. 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Emmanuel, Gate (12-4-60). - 
Plough • &. Stars,* Phoehiv (12-6-60). 
When a Child, 41st St.,. (12-3*60*. 
Borak,'.Martinique ■ (12-.13-60:.. •' 
Jungle. Cities, Living (Rep*. (12-16-60\ 
Rules of Gahie. Gramercv Arts 02-18*10' 
Donogoo, Mows (12-2l4)0i. 
Beautiful, reamer, Mad. .- i 
Montserrat, Gate 0-3:61': I 
Elecfra, Gate (2-12-61> I 
Merchant of Venice, Gat i* 
She Stoops to Conauer, 

CLOSED *" I 
Here. Come Clowns. Actor’s 

closed last Saturdav (19i. 

^I;mandSiiperiiinn 
Gate. Itf.*p(*i*lbiy C6. (in association with 

Vincent Spar) revival of Georqe. Bernard 
Sli \v comedy. Staged by Cooley; scenery. 
Herbert Sei'n and Helen Pond; costumes, 
Robert Mackey: lighting, Richard Nelson. 
Opened Not. ’60, at the Gate Thea¬ 
tre. N.Y. 
Roebuck Ramsden Maurice Edwards 
Parlor .Maid . ■ m * *,oyce. West 
Octavius Robi .vharles Caron 
John Taivner .  Frahk Echols 
Anne White lie!. Norma Justin 
Mrs. Whitelield .Estelle Ritchie 
Miss Rahtsden Jane Groves 
Violet ,Robinson .race Chapman 
Henry St raker Jim. Ovster 
Hector Slalone -Fred Young 
Mr. Malone Wolf Landsman 

For anyone who. has never , seen 
r read' "Alan and Superman.” a. 

visit to the revival at the Gate 
Theatre plight possibly, be worthy 
while. For anyone familiar with' 
the comedy; however, the evening 
is lik !y to be dull and disapppint- 
ing. 

Botli the direction and the per¬ 
formers seeni intelligent but: plod¬ 
ding, with. ...little comic spirit or 
subtlety, and. almost no. variation or 
contrast. Each time, a new ch.arac- 
lOr is introduced, tiie action bright¬ 
ens t mu poraniy. but then lapses 
into tire prevailing 51011:1008$. 

Ster. 

Broadcast Music, 
congratulates 

JERRY BOCK and SHELDON HARNICK 

and the producers, the authors, 

the publisher, 

SUNBEAM MUSIC CORE, 
and the entire company of 

FIRST ANNIVERSARY 
NOVEMBER 23rd 

My; lloartV in tim 
Highlands 

Equity Library Theatre presentation of 
one-act- drama bv. William . Saroyan. 
Staged by M. David Samples: setting. 
Jack Blackman: lighting. Andi Wilson: 
choreography, Socrates Birsky. Opened 
Nov. 8.',’6rt. at the Lenox Hill Playhouse, 
i Y.* admission by contribution.. 
Johnny' l . .. . . . ;. Calvin Waters 
Ben Alexander. ... Scott Edmonds 
Johnny’s1 C.randmot : - Elia Braca 
Jasper. MacGreger .....Joseph Macauley 
Mr. Kosafc .. • *:. Sherman Lloyd 
Eslliier . --... Linda Ross 
Rule . Aplev Peter. DeMaio 
Phillip Car Robert Corpora: 
Henry' Ralph ;Lee 
Mr. W.ilev Van Dexter 
'Mr. Cunningham .Joseph Hammer 
Husband ....... .'-William* Harden 
Young Wire Lois Unger 
Wallace   John Smith 

Others: Leanore: Friedland, Nancv'Nut¬ 
ter. Nathalie Phillips. ROna Satterfield. 
Mark Stone. Kaien Waters, Helen West, 
Nan Wilson. 

Willian ; royan’s -lyrical;■ drarha*. 
“My Heart’s in the Highlands,’’ 
struck a sour note last week as the 
second Equity Library Theatr 
presentation of the season; With 
little of the Saroyanesque el - 
quence, this showcase offering is 
riot likely to be much help to its 
participants. 

A difficult play to stage. “High¬ 
lands” requires the services of 
acutely perceptive talent in all 
areas of production. It is a mine¬ 
field of traps which must be care¬ 
fully circumvented if the result is 
to be anything but dull. 

One of the biggest such dangers 
is pace. If Saroyan’s highly poetic 
imagery is not presented with co¬ 
hesive and flowing unity,, the 
drama becomes a collection of 
platitudes and insignijfieant.' irrele¬ 
vant incidents. Such, is the uncom¬ 
fortable case in this ELT produc¬ 
tion. M. David Samples’ direction 
is neither; cohesive nor flowing, 
with the result that, the relatively 
short play seems almost intermin¬ 
able. 

Another, of Saroyan’s traps is 
casting. The role of Johnny, a 
seven-year-old boy *-. who often 
speaks and behayesMq a manner 
more befitting a 47-year-old, is; a 
particularly tough problem. ELT 
has failed to come up with an ade¬ 
quate moppet; but has chosen Cal¬ 
vin Waters, an attractive irie-. 
year-old who seems confused and: 
snowed under by the role. 

Johnny’B father is a complex, 
part and Scott Edmonds fails to 
get beneath the surface of it. As 
the poet who craves respect and 
uriderstanding for not only him¬ 
self and his poetry but for poets 
arid things poetic the world over. 

' Edirionds seldom. reaches ;-the stat¬ 
ure or fully conveys the torment 
of .-the, character,- 

i. Perhaps Joseph Macauley mes 
the closest to Saroyan’s image of 

| the oppressed pbel. As the bugle- 
: playing one-time Shakespearean 
actor, lie is a curious coiribination 
of the universally comic arid t}i 
pathetic. 

* Sherman Lyo.ld gives a forced 
performance as. a local-grocer arid 
Ralph Lee,;. Van Dexter and Joseph 
Hammer adequate, in ; le:> 
roles. •' ' ’ Kali;; 

‘Birdie’Click 
; sss; Continued- from page 63 

"Birdie.'” will be. ^Edward Padula. 
{Presents,5” then tiie name of tli 

property and tb association 
with L. Slade Brown.” The .cbr- 

, poratio: -will participate in th 
producers’ share of the presenta¬ 
tion and. if necessary, will also par- 

t ticipate, in the limited parthership. . 
'.as art investor.. 

Padula . is president, of tiie cor¬ 
poration. Brown is vice-president, 
Thelma A. Prescott (Padula’s wife 
arid also a dpeumeritary producer) 
is secretary and assiiianl treasurer, 
and Joe M. Powcli, Brown’s per¬ 
sonal business manager; is treas¬ 
urer arid: assistant, secretary. The 
tour, officers are also the director 
of the firm. , 

The corporation now. has one' 
project in the works; a musical, 

-version of -Bobferf"*Lewis" Taylor’s 
J book, “Professor F o d o r s k i.” 
. Charles Strouse and Lee AdamS, 
i composer and lyricist, respectively, 
j for “Birdie,” are . involved in 
| similar .capacity ri "Fodorski;” 
The adaptor .will probably be Mel 
Brooks, 

.j As* for “Birdie.” the subsidiary 
action, besides the Columbia ori- 

I ginai cast album and the Sale of 
j the film rights to . Columbia Pic-r 
| tures for $850,000 against 10'7* of 
; the worldwide, distribuipr’s: gross, 
! includes an upcoming national 
j company, plus Australian and. Lon- 
j don editions; The original Broad- 
way production of. the musical i 

w in its 32d week of. operation. 

Kill Tax Change 
im— Continued from page 63 

d ucers withbiit “substantial - 
sets.’;. 

Fisli , librettist-lyricist Ala,n 
Jay Lerner and N.Y. attorney Bert¬ 
ram A. Mayers argued at. hearings 
here, last March that the proposed 
IRS ruling would be discrimina¬ 
tory against sinail investors, who: 
are .essential to the; theatre. Tha 
effect, they said, would be to force 
control of the stage into the hands 
exclusively of the rich. 

The tax change was actually not 
aimed at the theatre; but was 
drafted after a group of doctors 
who could not incorporate and' 
sought,to form a limited partners 
ship as a means of easing, their 
taxes. Their move led the IBS to 
make a. study of ail forms of limit¬ 
ed partnerships, and to change th® 
rules* governing them. Last week’s 
decision cancels the proposed 
change. 

PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED 
Thutrkil ind TV Mak* Up • All 
Leading Cosmetic Linas • imparted 
A Domestic Perfumes • Distinctive 
Fountain Service. 
FREE DELIVERY OPEN SUNDAYS 

"The Drug Store of the Stars" 
HADLEY REXALL DRUGS 

1111 tth Ave., Cor. 46 St., NEW YORK 
Telephone PLaza 7-0022 

r "The singing screaming flaming trumpet of Al Hirt 

t/ESTHEv^^i° blows his horn with imagination and lovely 
"" tone." ' BENTLEY STEGNER, Chicago Sun-T/mes 
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-First Night Report^ 

‘Period of Adjustment 

, - K’lSgss.SjiSs1 2; 
ls®SsESSS§*Srs| »aihin«»- *d**?-c,ie* » tht .'lh* B»xlry reports] 

ijpble character- 

IfSi'S.*"*!'' 

ca,n.v-i’;» ^|s-&*>s»ss:-ssk 
^■’^^-ster^Ssssq, 

■ "W-^- fgtagll 

li*o “^I^gMen >»clt oth«W«r probably *vf" *1 

ier£X£3&~*'!Str 

' on the 

By RICHARD 
WATTS Jr. 

can 

husband to .U 
,b*toie that t*”' 
■ can ia«- 

|d,re.siim»> inl *»*' '«7th> W . 

diSo«r«d ^ 3*&3z | 

->»i«W- ■ ' ■ ;b*'«lns -I*»“*“fsr,T sexually, 
■pi -ns it oft ■ .mideWernor to.n“\,? ^ the «r»<*u‘ll 

Nt*n’ aV«nchlriaa» Pr. ’WU-|induee<I.‘» «\e ^ - nteT in-1 
funny »nd touchtni^ ,1 ovfne, of tnt * quiet..* 

\U*n» •*ctn?»^ it/ Ul theltnent—,n^ ■»“ ?? of. jufle.. | 
T^mrn^Uthmn that artlspeetacular^w]” \^d tic* jLjr::—« 
r01^ he P orehooie* tojtwlU^- ™dh£?rmsm» *n«f | fjpSjjl 
done best-7”* P wwnee.lThat»'>*««%.•»«* each wc- IaG!tU| 
'concern ■»****• J ^ T*tot*dlniouslj h**“ f. bU renou* Pfeija 

mioter.ble^«tn'»- beup.,d4rfurd|n* that ..« , . 1 

baby aloni. ®« ^ itSal aa »he »*“** ^£iTor xhlld-| 
*?“!!»?«. Rob-1 row *^.tSroom. and 

Mr, DalJ* oldwar w» uh »sle* In the we {uclnaUnf 
trt Webber- rio*‘« “,lte. But she U f ""“Ther peWneae 
with hl* fer*nitnd wif«i when .»h* lx\. ; CAt^rw»alM'*r 

i he ^ least; snarl the 
l aren't *** **'"?! reasonably:- vocal '*^'‘m^rs”ln qu*‘*l 
\ »r«nt W**^d : honeymoon "«'•“$?«. one thini that 
I that. waa.. a nifhl,t the tion. tit «*** » Williams 
f naht they had last nan . ntllher she. nor » ^ ^ 

SASfsS S^iSsfe ssU 

. «»'nU> ;Tr-JTT»>. i-c i" u'*ll l Daly nearly wh£«0^ w the] entotlon^attery. £ - 1 

Tiiasassssi 
‘^ssfeSsss? 

Charm and Tjtiuiessee Williams 
In ' Period of Adjustment,’! \vhjch opened last night at 1 

[ the Helen Hayes.Theater,. Tennessee Williams lias written.fl 
a tvami-hearted and charming romantic comedy. It would J 
be the cruelest irony if people who have been complaining I 
that he dealt only with violence, .perversion and-sadism]' 
were Simtisfied with the quieC.jiy |.l 
almoat. eeritimenial niellowneia, 
of hia .new play, but.i refuse to 
believe, there la any inch peril 
What he" has given'.us is .ip 
brightly, winning, and it la bo 
'splendidly acted, particularly by 
Barbara ' Baxley, that.'Its avm-- 
pathetic niood is most.becoining 

I to.-him. 

.■ f* -**Vfts<FrfT»-r V-TJ 

io'tell., js . in-.ple ar uncompli¬ 
cated, Two nien who have been 
pals- since their; war days 'in 
Korea are planning to spend 
.Christmas together, but both of 
them''are.having wife problems. 

■Or.e, has a bride uho had fled 
from him ©n their wedding 

goWOEiSS®®- 

fennessee a 
“,T oeli9h,e‘5'. t* - t 

His Best 

V^:i 

-Period of Adjustment” - has ' night, and the. other wants 
Its amusing" speeches a n d : -get away.from his wife because 
Scenes, but its-Status as a com-f cannot, stand her parents, 
edy arises frbm its philosophical 
point of view. In a spirit of-wry. 

z*. 

.'asssSrsraSt“* 

, idva'10'-* aie tt.ouin *• * 

tree. T»*tutaliy* 

itea^i »'-l 
(. wt ‘^-itaaybej^ 
Vud r- - .■SffSU. 

Pleasant Oiaraetera 
Nothing esfieeially- iamatic- 

'.ppens. bui 
iste.-i.tiy inter-;] 

or hilarious * 

detachment,' Mr. Williams looks 
at the world with, surprisingly 
tolerant--humor, It may be a' 
kind of Vast hospital formehtal: 
c«es.;rocking on a vplcam, but, ^ because MrJ lV.illi 
qfikrreUome men can be just - obf>rBvin hj5:tno f0l les w:;il. 

spoiled ch’ld!.enL-‘^,'I1?* **£. such humorous sympathy andi 
•f Jove, which causes them to undersUndj ,tlch^ tyrant i 
do outrageous dlungs ean be „|ei weakn„s 
touching 4s wed as foolish^ And ,their strenfrth. Tllrv 

R *.n*er^'ns. ' :also fundamentally nice people, 
that l^^^^^/^.filthoufh this doesn't m»ke 

them.-as dull. They 

'SSrfcSfS - ”* 

SiSJo'rf 
I - f-££S»!£< 

iriszu.•***>?: ”-rs^\j£^2ari».l 

wisest advice 
foolish about themselves. 

I'm of a Symbol 
For all the mellowness of his 

[. current mood. Mr. "Williams has 
not deserted his dark vision .of 
existence completely. It comes 
out chiefly in his use of one 
dramatic symbol. Hii; characters 
are. residing In a house In a 
Southern suburban ' town, but 
the house is perched above a 

vernous hill that is slowly 
- sinking and may one day pitch] 
1 > the pit beneath. Meanwhile. 

are. drawn .with ah. insight and 
appreciation.which makes..them 
alive and likable, and'the por¬ 
trait of the frightened young 
bride must represent the most 
engaging characterization he 
has ever let down. 

.Witli her combination of fool¬ 
ishness, sensitivity, loquacious-] 
hess and. wistfulness, she is a 
charming girl, and Miss; Bax¬ 
ley plays her with enchanting 
humor and sympathy. ' James 
Daly is . excellent as the experi- 

though, they go on Stubbornly enced h us hand filled. w::th 
existing; and (he. two men. and ] doin'.for others.-Robert Webber 

| two women , who are his central •: is-equally expert as the .pal'who 
I figures reach a solution--of their jis actually aif frightened hy sex 

troubles, but there is no reason [as his innocent bride. Rosemary 
to. believe If la more than a 
temporary one. 

But even the touch of symbol-- 
Ism . If used with a suggestion 
of humor, as the householders 

, keep pointing with pride to the] 
! growing creaks lri their roof. 

And th* story the author, has] 

Murphy is admirably moving 
as the other wife,.and Nancy R. 
Pollock arid lister Mack . are 
line In their one! scene as her] 
angry parents. George. Roy 
Hilfs staging and Jo Mielziner’s 
set are. most helpful. •■'Period'of 
'Adjustment” Is delightful 

^^o8C«pt*wv 

Cl-jutma* troio 

US bt^- S»«on D'^ - £i 
Thi, tsd *« *,!“» phan*.]ihnro°*w'J, ... 

^ Her Rcossures^^^^^^, 

^ tevs^**4 

Idllg^MIrror 

'Period' Is Touching Comedy 
U> lave seen few men >njo> ! nevarit* _ _    * 

i BOatRT COUMAWS THf ATW 
n>njoj! 

■OMiedy in Ihe llwatre aa m 
Icunessee WTiBisms. j-*t il 
■im a lat pf yeata to |vt around IJ’1*1-•* '>** p*w|*+ iw, sv <x,U ,n u + r.e of 4 • ;iv 

> penning one. That would he »" adjn.lmrr^ t« We.;Mrs bfltrr and vet 
-Periud or adjUMmem.-- ulii. il I!, *9 awke Hie ke»t of uhsl ale. 
J|h»ryl Crawford brought to Uw r*** out fa Ifeem. ^ . . 

1 Helen Hayes last evenaig. It- fcr- 1* i* a human nlav about veal J__,CTE ■AXIJtV n quite uein 
' W«*ed with laugh., and I hey sir peaple. I„ hMmg SSram,, ^“L” >«'*"* *»>t 
.1 have strengths ai^ mrikmer ' hJ* r°®'*d mariuge h-vs fel)--ii»Hjs J 

They 
3 ... V'l fl-ev .re!^J?'.?.J;0-%^* '* 

ung. frighTer 

At tlie rurlain'a 
ChriMmir >>e. A _„... 0 
u-jr vvlci.in alls .In loneliness be-;, * j her high si 

poses. The. , dull job. His Wife has Ten .))! . 
im Tah-.ng their small son along 1 
•Iih her.-In.bursts a hii:hlv ner ' ",rr”'l<,n- 
ous service buddy, feuding with :. " illiamr uses 
is unhajipy bride of a <a>. J ,or emphaso. i< 

'TimMhem I fe,,,>'- Ml"* MnT,!y ,^*t ,JT-,n i moment* as The rHu-. ieIUT.bl.rg .jiow, n,r 
ui-erk her mairiage 

*- r«J'“ k »»<* teeter I 
* ^, ‘7 *•“- Mark are q bit iteky as a med- f 

‘ *,mm""W elutry father and | 

CHltU 

e—*. ■ 
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TT... ."•iw-r**r 
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I tf—Hewes, 
Sat. Rev- IRRESISTIBLY COMIC" —Newsweek 

Magazine 

fl RARE PACKAGE OF WIT, BRIGHTNESS AND TENDERNESS.”-^!* “A COMEDY THAT 
IS TENDER, WARM AND TOUCHING.” S; sf l, "LAUGHS LOUD AND FREQUENT, GOOD 

“A SENSITIVE AND STIMULATING COMEDY. TENNESSEE WILLIAMS’ COMEDY.”-?,Sc™™,, 
WARMEST, MOST AMUSING AND ONE OF HIS MORE TOUCHING PIECES.”~T^n 

“BRAVO. A TENDER, FUNNY AND PERCEPTIVE MARITAL COMEDY.”-^ “A WINNER ”»Bc 
“THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE EVENING/U.* “AMUSING, ELOQUENT AND SKILLFUL”^,, 
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CASTING NEWS 
Following are available parts in'upcoming Broadw , off-Broad¬ 

way. and touring shows, as "well as ballet, filn(s, industrial arid-tele 
vision shows. All information has been obtained, diret.ly. by the 
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been 
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.Y. 

The available roles will bg repeated weekly until filled, and addi- 
tiws to ti e list u'ill be made only when information is secured from, 
responsible parties. Tke intention is to service performers with leads 
prove! *</ by the managements of tl'-e shows involved rather than to 
rie a wVa goose mar than.' This information is published Without 
charge. 

In addition to the availably parts listed, the tabulation includes pro¬ 
ductions announced for later, this season, but. for which, them nage- 
menn, us yet. aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical design 
tinns are as fnlloivs: (Cl Comedy. ID) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, 
(MiD' Mus'cal Drama, (R) Rente, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic 
Rmdivy. 

BROADWAY 
‘■Carnival” i turmeric ‘‘Carrot 

T-jo"- iMU Producer David 
Merrick <246 W. 44th St., 
N. Y.: LO 3-7520 ■. Available 
inrls: title role, girl singer-dancer. 
18-22: fox terrier dog act; goat, 
donkey; several in !e dancers who 
sing; jugglers, must handle Indian 
chibs and spin plates; made 
concertina player. Mail photos 
an 1 resumes, e o Michael iSlntrt- 
l.gV. above address. 

‘ Cook for Mr. General” 'C>. Pro¬ 
ducer.-,. William Darrid. Eleanore 
Saidenherg & Leonard Ruskin (14 
V.\ 55 th Si.. X.Y.; Cl 5-0839'.iAvail- 
able purls; man. 50’s, tough ex¬ 
terior, warm underneath; man, late 
2'»’s. crLp. humorus; man; 40’s, 
warm, bright; man, 50’s, career 
Ani‘\ officer; man. 20*s. genial, 
intelligent; man. 30-35. small, of¬ 
ficious; man. SO-'So, genial, iout-of- 
plac-e in Army; man,’30’s. t>y-ihe- 
hook officer; man. 30's. Brooklyn 
finagler; man. 25-35, lean, gaunt; 
man, 20’s, clean-cut, tough; man, 
30-35, top sergeant type; mail. 20’$, 
small, timid; man. 30’s, should 
speak Greek; various men, all ages, 
motley assortment of soldiers. Mai! 
photos and lesumes, c o Betty 
King, above address. 

“Donnybrook” <MC>. Producer, 
Fred Hebert '130 W. 57th St., N.Y.; 
JL 6-1962'. Available parts: man. 
45. burly, agile. 6 feet tall or over; 
several male and femme character 
singers.- All poles are Irish. Mail 
photos and resumes, c'o above ad¬ 
dress 

“Gypsy” (MC>. Producer,, David 
Blerrick '246 W. 44th St.; N.Y.; 
LO 3-7520'. •’Available parts: girl. 
50-54 inches 1*311, must sing : and do 
toe and tap dance work; man 
17-20. good-looking dancer, must 

; also sing; boy singer-dancer, 7-11, 
: under 54 inches tall; girl, 25, to 
sing, dance and play trumpet. Ac- 

i cepting photos and resumes, c o 
i Michael Shurtl.elT, above address. 

“Happiest Girl in the World” 
iMC'. Producer. Lee Guber <140 
W 58th 5t„ N.Y.; LT 1-3250). Avail¬ 
able parts: soprano, 30-33, attrac¬ 
tive. intelligent, witty; baritone, 
35-45. handsome, physical: femme, 
18-25, spirited* attractive, buoyant, 
must sing and dance; man. 40-60, 
pompous, fatherly; woman, 40-50, 
flighty, gossipy matron., should be 
able to sing; two rneri, character 
comedians, should sing: two show¬ 
girls. well-proportioned, able to 
sing; femme. 40’s, maid: Mail, 
photos and resumes, c o Marvin 

• Krauss, above address.. 
! ‘‘Julia, Jake and Lucie Joe” 
Producers. Roger L. Stevens & 
John Shubert <234 W., 44th St.. 
N.\\; Cl 6-9500 >. Available parts: 

' man, 40-50. American; girl, 20-30. 
Russian office girl; several young 

! Russian men; two men* 40’s.. Gesta¬ 
po agents: man, 40’s, Russiah-Eng- 

1 lish interpreter; man. 30-40. Amer¬ 
ican diplomat: man, 40’s. Anterican 

j newspaper man; Russian soldier; 
'American Marine; character.Yuan 
■ 50>. Russian; a Russian and an 
| American radio announcer.. Mail 
photos and resumes, above address. 

| “La Plume de Ma Tante” (MCy 
j Produce?-, Davftt'TVierrick (246 W. 
* 44th St.. N.Y.; LO 3-7520;. Part 
available for dancer-comedienne, 
must do point work. Send photos 
and resumes, c/o Michael Shiirt- 
leff. above address. See also tour¬ 
ing notice. 

“Angel Feathers” (MC1. Pro¬ 
ducer. Edward Boatner & Joseph 
Angiolilo1 (,1630 Broadway, X:. Y.; 
AC 2-0081 >. Available paijs:. 
femme, 35, aggressive; femme, 
25-27, attractive, Woman, 75, 
sweet, religious, several women, 
20-45; man, 37-40, conservative; 

man, 30-35, dictatorial; man, 40, 
shrewd, -businesslike; man. 25-30; 
several other, men: all these roles 
aie .Negro and applicants must, be 
ace iTiplished. Singers, also m st 
dance. Also available are chorus 

i.parts, for 'white male and femme 
' dancers.' Accepting photos nd 
resumes by mail only, e o. Bennett; 
above address’ 

> “Take. Me .Along <MC ,. Pr 
! ducer, David .Merrick <246 W. 44th 
J SC. N:y.;, LO 3-7520Part. .avail¬ 

able for a character actress. 35-45. 
w ho aK’a, sings, as understudy. 
Mail photos' and- 'resumes, e o 
.Michael SiuirtleiV. above address. 

' “13 Daughters” iMC'; Producer, 
JackMI: Silverman U52 W. 2d St., 

i " Y.; OX 5-3783'. Auditions for 
I Equity dancers, Nov.: 30; open call 
i dancers. Dee. . I; .Equity singer's. 
Dee. 2;. open call singers, 5; 
gir.is at-10 a.m.-1 pirn, and boss al 
2-5 p.m., at the AXTA Theatre '245 
W! 52d St.'--N. 'Y.»., 

MANAGER WANTED 

QUEEN ELIZABETH THEATRE 

Vancouver; b. c. 
To manage the facilities of the new civic-owned 2j?00 

•eat Queen Elizabeth theatre and adjacent 650 teat Theatre 
(under construction), junder direction of the Board of Man¬ 
agement. Administrative ability and Business knowledge 
required; to promote the maximum /profitable public use of 
the two Theatres. 

Ability to organize and instruct staff and to deal effec¬ 
tively with the Theatres' Licensees and patrons. Some 
knowledge of accounting’" and of building maintenance 
necessary. Previ experience in "show business" de- 
irable. 

Salary Range: $729 - $763 - $797 - $837 - $847 per 
month, plus benefits such an Superannuation, M.S.A., Group 
Insurance, Vacation and Sick Leave. Starting rate de¬ 
pendent upon qualifications. 

Application forms obtainable from and returned to the 
Personnel Director, City Hall, Vancouver 10, B. C., within 
fourteen days of this ^publication. 

I 

| OFF-BROADWAY 
j “Cicero” tD'. Producers. Nor- 

m mSeaman. Winston Sharpies Jr.» 
■ Ben Tarver <119 W> . 57tli St., 
N. Y.; Cl 5-92o0'; Available parts: 
woman; 40. brew ish; man. 20‘s, 
hands .me, naive; woman, 35. at¬ 
tractive, hard;1 man. 30‘s, .military; 
man. ’ 35-40; strong; aristocr ' ;; 
several young, male and femme 
walk-ions. All should look Roman. 

{■Mail photos and resumes, c. o above 
'address. 

“Front Page” <DL Producer, 
Equitv Library. Theatre '226 W. 
47th St.. N.Y.; PL. 7.M71U .. .11. parts 
available except Mollie Malloy. 
Auditions Sunday '27' at ":30- 

j 10:30 p.ijn. Nov;. 28-29. at 10 a.iri.- 
4 p.m.. at ELT Rehearsal Hall '133 

; Second'Ave.Ji’N.-Y..', Script availab! 
at Drama Book Shop. X.Y. 

j “Poor Butterfly” 'D.'l Producer, 
Elie Horn o Piseator Institute, 
39 AW. 54th St., X.Y,: JL 6-3210'. 

i Available parts;, ingenue, brown 
. h •-woman. 25:30, Bronxy; in- 
j an. 25-30. proMi^fte; ch ter 
j man.. 43=55,' bald, ifoavy-set;. man, 
| 25-35. .blonde, short,: slight;, boy. 
'T9, tali, lean; man, 45r50, mic. 
earthy. Accepting photos and 

\ resumes, c o Ted Maurer, above 
address; 

J “What a Killing” LMCh Produ- 
'cer. Jack Collins <c ^o Lambs Club,, 
j 13.0 W. 44th St.. N- Y;; JU 2-T515'.- 
Ayailable parts: man, 3.0’s, quiet. 

..confident., must .have comic touch, 
{sing and.dance:.Woman; .30. altrac- 

.. warm , but- brassy, versitile 
j.singer; mail. 35-40, big, tough, 
must sing, and dance;, man. 3'0’s, 
smoot h, glib, must . do comedy and 
dance;;, character comedian, chub¬ 
by, dance some; girl. 25-30; com- 
me'dienne. mfist sing and* dance,. 
Well : proportioned; . man. ‘ 30’s, 
stool-pigeon type, lust sing: man, 
40’s; wry humor; man, track an-, 
nouncer, must sing; character irian, 

■45-50. tough, menacing; two fem- 
: me dancers, must w ork Well tor 
get.her; few male and ferrime night 
club, type perfornters. Mail phptos 

' and resumes, c. o above address. 
“White Cargo” <D>. Producer. 

Rio Kern Productions (545 Fifth 
' Ave., N. Y:; Room 1208>; Available 
parts: . van, 20-25, dark, well-built; 
long black, hair; : tw;o men, 20’s. 
Madison Ave. types: mian. 20-25, 
eager, wholespi blonde; man, 

15.0-60, rldly; in . 40-50,: tall, 
thin, ascetic; man.,50’s, corpulent, 
uncouth.; man.. 20-40, sriiall, wiry;.: 
five male; Brazilian Indians, 15-50.J 
dark, \yeil-bullt. straight black 

; hair. Mail photos and resumes, 
, o above address. 

St., N. Y.;: LO 3-7520), Auditions 
for dancers . Dec. 2: Equity /men, 
11 a.m., open call men, 12 noon; 
Equity women, 3 p m.; open call 
women, 4 p,h>,; singers. Dec. 5: 
sam schedulej as. dancers, at Im¬ 
perial Theatrel <249 W, 45th St., 
X, . Y.i. 

“La Plume de Ma: Tante” (MC'1. 
Producer, David. Merrick <246 \W 
44th St., T;Y:; LO 3-7520' Avail¬ 
able parts: soprano, 5 fc , 10 

: inches tall, blohde. attractive; man, 
5 feet. -4 inches to 5 feet. 7. inches 
fall, actor who also dances; bari-. 
tone. 5 feet; 8 inches to 6 feet. 1 
inch tail; .two femm -dancers?. Who 
will trip. Mail photos;^ and 
resumes c o Michael Shi^tlelf, 
above address, ’ / 

“Miracle Worker” <b). Producer; 
: Theatre Guild—State Dept. Reper¬ 
tory Co. <27 W. 53d. SL, N. YV; 
CO 5-6L7Q). Part .available for mid- 
dleage Negro couple with two chiUj 
dren. 8-12. Mail photos and resu- 

c o Ruth Kt amer, above ad-: 
i dress. J ' . , 

“My Fair LadyA (MC). Producer, 
j Herman' Levin <424 Madison Aye;, I 
| N.Y.; PL 8-2845'. Pa?:t available for j 
girl dancer 5 feet, 5-7 inches tall, \ 
Auditions next Monday <23i, at 3 
p.m.. at the Mark Hellinger Tliea-;■ 
tie iBroadway at 51st St. N.Yr.; 1 

j CO 5-9064',. P ’’ 
i “Sound of Music” (MDi, Pror ( 
; ducers. Rogers & Hammerstein, ' 
Leland Hayward & Richard HaUi- j 
day <488 Madison Ave., N.Y.); All1 
parts available excejpt, femme lead. 
Mail photos;’and resumes, c, o Ed¬ 
ward Blum, above address. Script, 
published by Random House; avail¬ 
able at bookstores. Auditions Dec. 
6 for femme singers With legit 
voices: Equity call, 11 a.m.. open 
call,. 2:30 p in., at the Lunt-Fon- 
tanne Theatre (205 W. 46th 
N. Y-'- 

Continued from page 63's^jj 

dividual clubs, vary, according to 

Vail. He figures the club’s coi 

bined i nv.es. tm ent in Broad way pr 
duet ions thus, far this season 
between $20,000 and $30,000; 

Theatrical Investor gets, no pay¬ 
off from the clubs it establishes, 
other than subscription to the pub¬ 
lication. However; in cases wlier 
two pr^■■''more'.club's combine an 
vestment so that it’s acceptable 
a producer, the transaction is con-i 
tractually handled by Theatrical 
Investor for a flat fee based on 1 11 

-amount of. th " vestment. Under 
such an arrangement. Theatrical 
.Investor handles, the bookkeeping 
for the clubs. 

Vail., who anticipates an .exten¬ 
sion of the clubs throughout the 
country, points out that a nation-., 
wide string of invesTr ..clubs 
could provide a substantial chunk of 
the total coin invested in legit pro¬ 
ductions. The clubs also have a soci¬ 
al function in that the members usu¬ 
ally get together to discuss their,in-, 
vestments, and the theatre in gen- 
evah A number of producers have 
heady .agreed to 'reserve invest¬ 

ment units in. their producti ins for 
club contributions. 

The pooling of fuiids for legit 
i vestment ft not new .. There are a 
number of backer syndicates and 
o c c a S i o n a 11 y corporations: a.r .. 
formed for just that; purpose, A*: 
for the. Theatrical . Investor, the 
publication classifies shows in four 
categories indicating the probabiL. 
ity of, profit to investors based on 
an . analysis , of Broadw; . produc¬ 
tions of tiie.* pi'eceding five years.. 
The analysis, takes, in: the type of 
producti. (comedy; drama, musi¬ 
cal, revue* etc.) and the track:recr 
oid of those connected with th 
venture. 

“Ballet Ballads.” Producer, Ethel 
Watt <74th Street Theatre. 340 E. 
74lh St.,;N. .Y*; LE .5-5557). Audi¬ 
tions for. >ale -and femme dangers 
today (Wed.i, at 9:30 a.i and Fri¬ 
day (25.) at 11 a.m. at Sokol 
Hall <71st St. betw First arid 
York Aves.. N. Y. 

Shirley Broughton Modern-Bal¬ 
let Co. Director. Shirley Broughton 
vl 12 W. 21st St., N, Y.; CH 3-4301); 
Parts available for male and femme 
dancers. Call alboye number for ap¬ 
pointment. 

Industrial Cine Prods. (509 Madi¬ 
son Ave.,: N: Y.; PL 9-7320). Part 
vailable for young., attractive, 

sexy femme. Mail photos and resu¬ 
mes. / Barry ,Green, above ad¬ 
dress.:, > 

“Clearing In the Woods”. (D). 
Producer, Play of the Week (NTA. 
10 Columbus Circle, r, Y.; JU 2- 
7300). Several male and femme 
parts available. Mail photos arid, 
resumes c 'o Marc Merson. above 

| STOCK 
1 PUERTO RICO 
\ San Juin Drama Festival, Man 
; aging director,. Barry B: Yellen 
'■Tapia Theatre. San Juan, P.Ra 
i.P*rt available for several niale arid 
femme apprentices. Mail photos 
and resumes, c o Leonard! Stein. 
28 W. 47th St.. X. Y;; CO 5-1076. 
Season'. Will ruri from Dec. 26 
through March .5.- 

SARASOTA, FLA. 
j Palm. Tree Playhouse. Producer- 
' director.: /Stewairt Lancaster 'c/o 
Hotel Wellington, 7th Ave.-& 55th 
St,. N. Y:; Cl 7-3900). Parts avail¬ 
able foi‘ 10 Equity and TO rion- 
Equity males arid femmes. For ap- 
ppiritmenk phone .Liaihcaster, C'-o 
above umber. 

[ address. Script available at Dra- 
iatists.. Play Service (14 E. 38th 

St:. N. YrT. ' jv " 'j 

NBC-TV. (30./Rockefeller Plaza. ' 
X. Y.,. Cl 7-830u:. Casting director 
Edith .Hamlin ijS accepting photos . 

[ and resumes of male arid femme 
. dramatic performers for several , 
shows. Mail . information to her, , 
c/p above addriess. 1 

London Shows 
(Figures, dcndie openihg dates) 
Amorous Prawn,. Saviile (12 9-S9). 
And Another Thing, Fortune (10-0-60). 
Art of Living,, Criteiion (8-18^0); 
•illy Liar, Cambridge (9-13-60). 
Caretaker, Duchess (4-27-60). 
Evg With Joanmaire, Royalty (11-2-60?. 
Chin-Chin, Wyndham’s rll-3^0). ;! 
FJngs Ain't, Garrick (2-11-60). . 
Flower Drum Song,: Palace • (3-24-60). 
Oaiebo, Sa\ oy (3-29-60): 
Irma La Douc*, Lyric:(7-17-58) . 

'Little Darlings, Adelphi (11-16 60?; 
Man -for All Seasons, Globe (7-1-60). 
Most Happy Falla, Coliseum (4 21-60). 
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52). 
Mr. Burke, Mermaid (10-6-60). 
My: Fair Lady, Drury Lane. (4-30-58). 
Oliver, New (6-30-60). 
Passage to India, Comedy (4-20-60). 
Playboy W. World, Stl Mart (10-12-60): 
Progress Park, T’tre Royal E. (H-16-60). 

. Repertory, Old Vic (9-3-59). 
Rose Mario, Victoria Pal. (8-22-60). 
Ross, Haymarket <5-12-60?. 
Settlid Out of Court, Strand (10-19.60). 
Simple . Spymen, Whitehall (3-T9-58); 
Sive, Lyric Hammersmith (10-24:60). 
Sutie Wong, Prriice Wales (11-17.-59), 
Stars In' Sysis, palladium (6-3-60). 
Tiger A Horse, Queen’s (8-24-60). 
Toys In Attic, Piccadilly. (11-10-60). ■ 
Waiting in Wings, Duke York’s. (9-f-60). 
Watch . It, Sailor, Aldwych (2-24-60)1 

moved last Monday (14). to the Apollo. 
Way to this Tomb, Arts (11-2-60): 
West Side Story, Majesty’s 12-12 58). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Life of Party, Lyric H’smith (11-22-60). 
Trials, by Logue,-Royal- Ct. (11-23-60). 
Out of This World, Phoeiiix (11-24-GO). 
Bride Comes Back, Vaude (11-25-60?. 
Antonio, Royalty (11-30-60?. 
Duchess of Malfl, Aldwych (12-15 60).. 

CLOSED 
Last Joke, Phoenix (9^28-60). 
Platonov, Royal Coiirt (10-13-60). • 
Sparrert Sing, Th’tre Royal E. (8-24-60L 
This Year, Next Year, Vaude (10 20-60). 

TEMPORARY, 
"EXTRA money;' 

id* yourielf aver k«tw*en astiinment. 
day-wtek-manth:' 

Typiits. Clerk*. S«itehb*ar 
. AIT Offic* -Machines' 

"NY FINEST FIRMS". 
NO FEE TO YOU 

ALLIED TEMPORARY SERVICE. 
15 E; 40 St., Lobby Floor 

MU 0:0909 

TOURING 
“Destry Rides Again” (MC'. Pro-, 

ducer; David Merrick (246 W. 44th 

ROBERT FAIRFAX 
(Formerly Fairfax Burgher) 

“Lord Frobisher” 

i a ki rtf 

ALLEY THEATRE. HOUSTON, TEXAS 
Avattabl* 0k. 15th JU 2-8*03 

ALHlRT Heswskmg, / 
"Al Hirt ranges the whole field of jazz and every piece 
stands on its own like a gem in the window of 

Tiffany's." TONY ZOPPI, Dallas Morning News 
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. H. Allen SmlthV. Projects 

“Hoav f Write . Without Know¬ 
ing Nothinjg,” dealing with seman¬ 
tic and the . Atrieriean slanguage, 
is the first, of H. Allen; Smith’s next 
six book commitments which; in¬ 
clude' first-time attempt at a 
juvenile and also.. “To Hell In A 
Handbasket” which he calls ’’a 

. jpaichw rk autobiography.’’ 
•‘Knowing Nothing'’ is for Little, 

Brown - and precedes the Double- 
day auipbi.bg/ Accent on the iiiitial 

wilt be. •’use. and• misuse, of 
language w ith; nrany. -hiiariqus’ ex- 

niples.'’* A', chapter'will, be devoted 
to. Sime Silverman, founder-editor 
of Variety, and the- paper i'self. 

The memoir' will cull autobi- 
Craphic-ai chapters and bits, out 
' all . rnith’s'earlier. . -offprint 
ok's.. rewritten, and in some cases 

■:nbeli.ishe<i;“Jemiiiy;” is the juve¬ 
nile; The other three, projects 
a travel book ‘Little; Brown*; “The 
C heese Box’’ 1 tentative.title!, book 
Of, unrelated essays and 'articles'., 
.including'.those Smith lias written 
for the Variety Anniversary Num¬ 
ber.;, and •• A Journal,of a Tour of 
the Republic; This book was-sug¬ 
gested to him long -ago. by the late 
IT. L. Mencken,. accent on the 
Pacific. Northwest' and Alaska/ 

... Smith has written about the length 
and breadth of the U. S.- excepting, 
this -- to him new*, territory. 

Pepe Romero's 2d Rook 

Pcpe. Roinero; columnist on the 
Mexico City News and former 

..Variety stringer there.; ''in.;.' New. 
Yink last ,w eek to close' a deal .w ith 
Doubled ay. publication of a 
book, tentatively, entitled' “Mcxico- 
C’ilv at.'Midnight.’;' It'll be'-his 
second me, , first having been 
‘•Jumping Bean” published in. 1953 
by .Putnain.. 

Romero just closed a successful 
one-man show' of his paintings at 

.1 lie Misrachi Galleries;Mexico 
City, which .featured 'a, seil.es. of 
abstract- paintings with Mexican 
themes. 

50th wCddirig anniversary^ ...Wein¬ 
berg, is .business manager of the 
Jewish Advocate,. Boston. . 

Known as “The. Abraham and 
■Sarah'''‘Weisberg; Fellowship En¬ 
dowment' Fund,’? the fund will sub¬ 
sidize a ^graduate student or. facul¬ 
ty member. He will serve as techr 
nical . aciy.iscr t.o. the student-spOn- 
sored publications .on the campus, 
The Weisbei g family., stressed, the 
fimd will not be used to alter or 
in any way influence the editorial 
content; of Bfandei.s student publi¬ 
cations? It will, they id, hei em¬ 
ployed only to assist-iii the techni¬ 
cal aspects oi t|ie publications con¬ 
cerned; 

Trjb’s ‘Lively Arts’ Bow 

. :N, Y. Herald Tribune integrated 
its Sunday entertainment, section 
and. Book Review brio a . single 
Sunday section titled “The. Lively 
Arts’’ -and unveiled the ’.riew de¬ 
partment Sunday *20) . the ac¬ 
companiment of heavg aciyertising 
tile preceding week in Competing 
newspapers. ^ • 
... New secti -tab-sized,,, covers 
theatre 1 VValler Kerr)., films . ‘ Paul 
Beckiey). m u si c\ -'Paul Henry 
Langr, clanc dAValter 'Terryi;. art: 
iEmily Genaucr), records (Herbert.: 
Kupferberg. Also features by John 
Crosby, Job. Hyains*. Art Buclnyald, 
Kenneth. Tynan , fr m London and. 
Others. Television is treated light¬ 
ly* since Trib is continuing: its 
pocket-sized Sunday tv supple-, 
ment.. John K. .Hutchins c.6nt%ues 
as chief book reviewer. 
. . Judith Crist,., vet Trib reporter, 
heads up the overall section with 
title. Editor of the Arts; 

Book Stocks 
..(As o/.JVot?rl5, I960, closing) 

Allyii & Bacon (OC):, ,27 + 3 
American Book <ASL 
Book of Month (NY),. .19 Li if V » 
Conde Nast (NY) I 
Crdwell-ColHcr (NY) 
Grolier (OC) 
ilarc’tj Brace (OC) 

called “Four Against the Mob” to 
be published by Popular Library. 
Fraley, with. Mrs. Stella Crater, lias 
authored a book, “The. Empty 
Robe;*’ the story of Judge Crater 
to be on the Doubleday list; i* 

Belmont Books will publish 
“Meet; the Mob” by Frank Mul- 
lad.v, ex-New Y'ork detective, and 

11 — <2 
;36:‘srf i-'k 
.39 -f 1»4 
.33 .j. 33s | William H. Kofped; consists of a 

llearst (6cV jmiseries of profiles in depth .on some 
Holt; R&W (NY) .51 3*4 : oT America’s biggest mobsters. 
L.X. Times Mirror (QC) 24»: 2 ■ Dick Groat,.captain of tlie Pitts- 

•Macfadden (AS).. 10 — .•> burgh Pirates, 'and Bill. Surface 
; Macmillan (OC) . 58 + 5 ! have, sold a book on the Pirates to 
McCall (NY) _: 341«+ I? 4 i Coward-McCann. 
McGraw-Hill (NY).. .. 98 + 1 The. “Ninth Life*” a, hush-hush 
New Yorker (OC) 94 -f 1 /project by Milt Machlin and Billy 
Prentice-Hall (AS). 383s+. 2"s Woodfield, is on the Putnam list. 
Ran’m House (OC) 33 + 3Tn; Popular Publications, entering 
H. W. Sams (M) 34 if- 1 -z the' pocketbook field, has a book on 
Western Pub. (M>701 v-f 1 
World Pub (M)_.". 12'vs-^ 

Stop A New. Wave? 

Tlie. object pies jiiablv of a dust 
yket is to lure a book-buyer'into 

buying a book, but this one is a 
repellent. The title in giant type 
•.;;:“Ho\v To Write 10 Different Best 
Sellers. Now In . Your Spare Time 
.And Become The First Author On 
Your Block Unless * title, continued 

n back) There’s An Author Al¬ 
ready Living Qri Your Block In 
Which- Case You’ll Become The 
Second Author Ori Youi .Block And 

hat’s Okay Too . And Other 
Stories,” It’s by George Kirgo, a tv 
playwright who has looked at too 
lriny stills of Ernie-Kpvacs. 
This Windy and dull gag is re¬ 

peated four limes befote the book 
gets under Avay and.all but ruins a 
fairly lively and funny bobk. Obvi¬ 
ously nobody gets . fired around 
.Simon & Schuster the. Eisen¬ 
hower administration but .some¬ 
body, oiight to get a severe letter 
of fepriniahd before this diist 
jacket riOpsen'se sweeps the eou - 
fry and becomes as repulsive as 
3960 campaign “literature.’’ 

' Scul. 

Tom Weatherly's Poems 

.Bi'odwaypublicist-producer-poet 
To; Weatherly, '-whose show . hiz 
verse lias appeared regularly in 
Variety, is putlin , m between 
coyefs;; Bobk will .be titled 
“Broadway Ballails;.; . 
.. New-YArker cartoonist R-: Taylor 

• is' doing the illustfations. Literary 
agent; Jan Foley arranged the; col¬ 
laboration. 

famous show’ biz. personality 
scheduled and written by Bill Sur- 

. f’gc.e. At the moment, the name of 
OGT—Ovcr-the-Counter ■ the personality is being kept under 

- ;N..Y,—rN.Y; Stock Exchange. wwaps. "Putting on the Dog,” a 
. ..AS—American Stock. Exchange -cb.neetion of dog photos by Mary 
. IVij-iYlidwest i Eleanor Brow ning, with captions 

Note: .Midwest arid bver-the-! by;Paul Keyes, head writer for Jack 
Counter quotes the Bid! Paar will be a Citadel book. The 
prices: : dog pictures are used regularly on 

tlie Parr show. 
•' ' ' Leo Guild has a book in work on 

Reinhold, has-been the daily’s chie::; gambling called “How to Win a 
le.nsnian since his return fiom - Million Dollars in Gambling." 

.World War'll-service. j A1 Ostrow, of .the Cleveland 
. ^— j Press, doing a book, with Doc 

Montpelier's 2d Foldo iGeiber, coroner of Cleveland. 
Tlie .Montpbfier *Vt.) Post has called “Medical Detective.” Agenlcd 

ceased publication for the second . by II. W, Kelliek. 
iini since it was founded, last. A.newU.B. Information Agency 
July. Tlius Montpelier once...more; monthly, called Span, is now be- 
becomes -the only state capital in ling published in Indi in English, 
.tlie United States without its own Initial press run this month was 
daily newspaper; A previous, daily,; 47,000 copies, most of which are 
the Montpelier Argtis. was merged ! being distributed free to civic 
with the Barre Times before the.'leaders* government officials, edi- 
Post started its .short an$ rocky tors etc. 
career; ; Press self-regulation will be es- 

Henry F. Evans, publisher, was i tablished soon in. Austria, Editors 

. Mftsmanno’s Eichmann. Book 

Maf rae-Si ith will publish “The 
Nuremberg . Trial of Eichmann’s 
Murder Baftalions'’ ..-written by 
.Pennsylvania. S.upreriie Court Jus- 

Michaol AIMusmanno. , ^ 
justice Musmahno presided over 

the trial, of 23 leaders of the 
] “Eirisatzgruppen;”, the ; Eichmann 
rhandpicked organization charged, 
.with killing 1.000 000. men,^wonieri. 
a|id children by firing ysqiiads. 
fourteen, of. tli Nazis were put to 
death and: the. remainder'lo long 
jail terms. ' 

not immediately available for coin- 
merit, but Sanford F. Harrington 
of South . Barre, co-owner of. the 
Post, indicated the riew suspension 
of publicatibn w: “final,” 

and journalists have agreed to set 
up a “Control Office” consisting 
of one. member each plus4one ap¬ 
pointed by the Ministry of Interior 
as “the . reader’s representative.” 
Office will have only moral rights 
to comdefliri misuse of idlnfrFStic 
principles. 

Overseas Press Chib moves up 

] 

Texas’ ‘Obscenity* indictments 

A federal'Grand'-j-ufy. seeking 
to kebp pornography out . of north 
Texas, indicted; t w o otit state 
paperback ; distributors a ri d a 
phonograph record supplier. It 
charges Newport News iVa.V and 
Chicago, concerns with transporting 
obscene paperback books to news¬ 
stands in Ft,Worth, Tex. 

The phonograph man, Irving W. 
'Kregal,. Hollywood, who does biz 
as “Hollywood J o k e r s.”was 
charged with mailing advertise¬ 
ments foi: his goods to Dallas last 
•May; . 

Tlie book distiibutors are Max 
A. Goldstein and . Dominion News 
Co., Iric-, of Newport News; arid fh 
W. ;F. Hall Printing Co. and Joseph, 
Bur ten of Chicago.. 

The Virginia concern. was cited 
for sending at least 4.60 copies of 
“filthy”' books to this area, Hali 
Printing and Biirteri, whose- ho.nie 
is in Oxford, N;J.. are charged w'iih 
sending similar books.. 

U.S.:Attorney ;W. B. Best 3d, said 
the, publishers of . Fabian . .Books 
Lid., Saber Books arid Vega Books, 
all of . Fresno. Calif., had already 
been indicted. 

Books’ Byproduct Values 

An example of the bypjroduct 
values of book: publishing (seriaii- 
zaiion, paperbacks' 'etc.) is pointed 
Ap by tvyo show biz memoifs, the 
4-sa Zsa Gabor (by Gprold Frank) 
and ° Marilyn Monroe (by Maurice 
ZolQtpw-); books; Both: have been 
just fair..sellersi“.Zsa Zsa” perhaps 

• a shade nibre, claiming three print- 
j ing§ (World Pub.), while ‘‘Marilyn. 
• Moi|roe” (Harcpurt, Brace) is Only 
j around the. 10,000 mark although, 
wifh t he. recent iriarital split of, the 

‘ Arthur Millers, .there has been evi¬ 
dence' of jsome sales upbeat. Y 

j ' However, both were serialized in 
advance in McCall’s and both have 

Iliad strong byproduct . Incomes 
! from other rights. Fawcett .paid 
! S67.500. for the paperback fights to 
]-the Gabor book and Bantam Books 
’ gave an advance of $30,000 for 
• “M.M;’*. Latter, fetched $3,500 from 
’the German serialization rights 

: alone and has been sold to book 
| houses in ..Germany, England, 
: France and Italy, with-the Scan- 
j dinavian countries probably to fol- 
llow,. McCaH’s mag’ paid $100,000 

••" for the“Z.sa Zsa” digest, (fepqrted- 
Jy only aboiit half that for . the 

• Mpriioe rights) and the Gabor biog 
[.will also get wide foreign distfibjuV 
tion. 

Student Papers’ Fellowship;. 

Brandeis U;, Waltham, Mass., 
has announced establishment of. a 
unique $25,000 ieliowship to fur¬ 
ther techniques q£ printing produc¬ 
tion in student sponsored publica¬ 
tions. The Fellowship was created 
by the iariiily of Mr. and Mrs. 
Abraharii Weisberg. of Brookline, 
Mass.,' ;>iir “liofior of the couple’^: 

Gehman's Homecoming 

. Richard Gehman, prolific slick 
iriag ebutrib; returns borne to Lan¬ 
caster, Pa., this week (25). t o launch 
his latest book, “Let; Not tlie Heart 
Be Troubled” . (McGraw-Hill) with 
autograph party at downtown L. B, 
Herr & Co. booksellers. .. 

Latest vbluriie is result'of joint 
effort by Gehman; and. Richard K. 
Reinhold, chief photog ; for Lan¬ 
caster Intelligencer journal, [ Who 
flew around die world last year, 
taking an . objective; look at re- 
ligipiis missionary efforts . and. 
effects, particularly in the Far 
East. / ,j 

Gehnian arid Reinhold are old 
school buddies.. The former went] 
to freelancing, after, a brief repor- 
foilai Career eh ^ Jntell-Journal. J 

Bobbs-Merrill Expands 

. Bobbs-YIerrili Co., Indianapblis, 
hks acquired, the elementary schop't; . .- . .. , - , - 
rpublishifig properties of 'Chafle^.<''^Tc'm East 39th St., New. York, to 

::Scribner's, Sons. Ronald P; Hobbk : !£e IT-story stnicttn-e -occupied by 
formerly executive vicepresidenl Republican Club at 

,of Rinehart, became exec veep. *.!°4. W. 40th St., facing Bryant Park, 
5 Other new; members of the.execu-, as,v S new headquarters. GOPers 
i live, staff include. Dr. Led Cans, , uiy; f?et other hq. 
forhierly vieepresident arid editor;. Ground was broken last week 

jin chief; of. American Book: CO.; : a new- eight-story Time & Life 
- Lucius, Lamar., formerly riianager ® £?■'Mf^Snon. Pans. 
:of the educational division of : ,T^e !|.ie s ^ditm’-in- 
Seribners: William, H; Y. Hackett' £)?Ief ofT World Pub; and shea rs 
Jr., formerly executive editor of Kask, p.n. director of dit- 
the Rinehart college- department; i will Xmas an Paris, flying over 
and Claude Baldwin McCaleb, for-:Pec‘ t18- -Targ’s-lw0 daughters are 
mer chief editor of John Wiley & ;?n sc^00^ Aix-les-Bains, which 
Sons [ is among other reasons for the hol- 

_____ j iday visit. 

Plugging H-T’s New Mag ^GrQsseL& .punlap has^released 
-da -a Yi- , 7. , I Don McNeill s Family Album of 

advertisingjFavorite .Hymns” ($3.95), eompila- 
ll?e Herald Tri5Une.: tiop 0f hymns sung over the years 

to projec its npw Lively Arts Sun- |bn ABC’s “Breakfast Club.” Pub- 
day suppleinent, under amusement lisher> incidentally, is one of Mc- 
editor Judith Crist s direction, the j Neiirs sp0nsors.. 
paper’s Broadway columnist . and | Happily-timed: in. view of, but 
editor of: _• the TV Magazine, Hy l obviously coincident with, the mar- 
Gardner, jidr a whmlwmd 10-shots j ital bustup headlines is Playboy 
tour around; the radio and tv .cir-1 ' - - 
cult- in Gotham. As a seasoned, 
hand in the medium, with his own 
Saturday, night video program (he 
also subbed for the ailing Walter 
Winchell in recent weeks, doing 
part of that program), the man¬ 
agement asked Gardner to do the 
mike shilling; 

Meantime. Robert ,M.. White 2d, 
who is returning to the Mexico 
(Mo.) Ledger as eo-editor and co¬ 
publisher. of his father's paper, 
resigned as president arid editor 
of the N. Y. Herald Tribune in 
anticipation of Ainbassador to 
Great Britain John Hay Whitney 
returning to- assume that post ac¬ 
tively. Jock Whitney is dominant 
owner of the paper., 

‘Americanize Canada Reading?’ 

. The circumstances arid status of 
the magazine publishing business 
in Canada is being . probed • by a 
Corn mission on Publications, set 
up in Ottaw by the federal gov- 
ernnierit. Chairman is M; Grattan 
O’Leary, editor of the Ottawa 
Journal; 

■ Chief beef of .Canadian briefs 
seem to be that United States pub¬ 
lications, via Canadian editions, 
Canadian inserts: or just plain big- 
riess on Canadian newsstands, are 
“to Americanize Canadian reading 
habits,” Hearings of the commis¬ 
sion are continuing; 

CHATTER 
, Milt Machlin promoted from 

article, editor to managing editor 
of Argosy riiagazine, 

Oscar Fraley; UPI columnist arid 
author' of “The Untouchables^,” will 
hav« ji£w .book on Eliot Hess 

mag’s four-page spread on Marilyn 
Monroe" in its December issue. 
That famed calender pose is in¬ 
cluded. Star, by the way, was the 
publication’s first “playmate.” 

John Freeman, a leading British 
tv interviewer who is moderator 

] of BBC-TV’s “Face lo Face" has 
j been named editor of tlie New 
! Statesman and Nation, a leading 
! political and literary weekly, lie 
[ is expected to give up most, if not 
• all, his tv assignments when he 
takes up his new appointment in 
the New Year. 

| John Watson, associated with 
Scot indie tv since its start three 
years ago, is quitting his desk as 

[script editor to reenter'the pub- 
j fishing Held. He will be an editor 
j with World Distributors Ltd., a 
I subsidiary of the British News of 
, the World group. 

j University Pre.ss Book Club Inc. 
j authorized to conduct a publishers 
, and printers business in New York. 

Jane Geisman, ex-Funk & Wag- 
nails and ex-Crowell, i§ now pub- 
promolion manager for World Pub. 
Co., while Eleanor Kask *Mrs. Bill 
Targ), wife of the firm's <*ditor-in- 
chief, continues as director ol that 
department. Jean Sonkin.*ex-F&VV 
and 4?x-S&S, is Miss Geisman .i as- 

, sistant. 

j Flora May Holly, 92, author's 
j rep, died at her home in Stamiprd, 
; Nov. 19. She organized the firsf^ 
j book-and-author luncheon svfies 
; there in 1921 and was organizer 
[and charter member of the Con¬ 
necticut Pioneer Branch of the .\’a- 

[tional League of American Pen 
j Woinen. At the turn of the century 
| slie opened her own literary agency 
j on Nev/ York’s 5th Ave. aftei hav¬ 
ing -been assistant editor of the old 
Bookman Magazine where, among 
other upcoming authors at the 
time, she aided Theodore Dreiser 
and Edna' Ferhbr. 

Seymour Berkson M e m o i 1 a 1 
Scholarship at Columbia Univ.* 
named in honor of the late pub¬ 
lisher of £he N. Y. Journal Ameri¬ 
can, was ^presented this week to 
Gerald Re? Craven. U. of Cal.* and 
resident pf Lakew’ood, Cal. 

ArnoldHShaw’s unauthorized biog 
: of “Belafonte” just released in 
j paperback by Pyramid. 

Ralph McGill, editor and pub- 
(lisher of the Atlanta Constitution, 
i awarded an honorary doctor of laws 
j degree at Colby College, Waler- 
i vil’f, Me,, in conjunction with his 
‘ winning the 1960 Lovejoy Fellow 
[ Award. The award was given 
McGill, a 1959 Pulitzer Prizewin¬ 
ner, for his contributions to tft 
American press. Robert E. L. Stri- 
der, president of the college, cited 
him as “a true philosopher . . . 
with the ability to see both sides 
of controversial questions.” 

Channel Press is promoting the 
Margaret Ernst-James Thurber 
book, “In a Word,” via free tickets 
to Thurber’s legiter, “The Thurber 
Carnival,” for book dealers who 
set up Thurber displays between 
now and the end of the year. Deal¬ 
ers are receiving blowups of the¬ 
atrical-page ads for the show and 
other display materials. 

"Serious and probing,"* 

. a life story that separates fact from fiction and 

finds the real Marilyn Monroe even more fasci¬ 

nating than the myth. *. and, at the same time, 

a remarkable picture of the career-building and 

moVie^making processes of Hollywood. 

Illustrated with 50 photographs 

$5.75 at all bookstores 

ffl HARCOURT, BRACE 

•Associated Press 
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Anna Sosenlfti "pourcd”-an(d- 
buffet-partyed fpr. author Irving 
Stone Monday q'ight. ii 

Kl'.a Maxwell is the Circus Saints 
& Sinner-'.’ • fall gal" on Dec. ! 29. 
It will he “ladies’ day." JM: 

OH Time Life Bldg, in Rocjke- 
felhn Center is now hilled as the 
General Dummies Corp. Bldg. !■ 

I'elrx The (’at Productions leased 
t! e lower 5!n Ave. floor formerly 
oivumed h\ RCA as a sourtdflhn 
stud: » j; 

Doomed for de-druetion to mf 
wac f »r another office structure k 
the Princeton Club at Park Ave. 
ami 39 

Vienna St .doper, apparently par¬ 
tial t » C S. singers, has another 
ha Mm* I n d up tor 19(1!. Clny.U* 
Ilo»h*t He’s a Californian. j 

A .-den • Howell, dancer, waj? a 
re i leip of that has* 34th S{. build¬ 
ing -*b-Ii collapsed Roth she find 
lie:* roommate, Jean Ackerman; 
v.v"*» away at the time of the-crash. 

Pant Gro>singer. manager-dfvec- 
t'»- of his mother Jennie Grpss- 
i:*‘e:’> f.nneJ Catskill Mt. lojkjri 
hotel elected prez of the Nl. V. 
Cr »te Hotel Asm.. the large-(I 
t.i«’ cm lit r\ 

Sn-.'.mn McDonald. winner Pf a 
hasp conic-' in Israel; ha> f. hit 
the midwest on a concert tbur 
v.ii!:-!' v.i’l include a dale wit: i;tiie 
F»i; \V -(v ne Philharmonic under 
iga Bukt-ioir. !•: 

(V.!“ Baha. new o.user t>: I t 1m' 
St. Re-gB. appreciates tin* “persjtinal 
tou'-i: cedinuing. as witne-s; the 
a»\ent anew, on Pierre- BultinjckV 
billing i\ all ad\ erti-ing as The 
gene: a! manager. 

Phillip-'. Ni/er. Benjamin. Krim 
A- Bali • : have established a Wash- 
ing?-*r. t iv. office with Lawrence 
S. L**-"..*;. member of the N;: V. 
an! D. (’ h i:\ who has hecoijpe a 
member the Firm, as resident 
pa-tree in ike capital. | 

: Dean Martin u ill he Lor. r £*uos{ 
a? the annual hall of Boys’ Towns 
oj Italy at the Waldorf-Astoria 
ns*\:* March 23. Princess MarJt not 
lira?* Rom ornpagni lu>sU\sse(f the 
k*ckoi: tea of the women’s conjunit- 
te - at tiie Col on v Club. ; 

Nelie and H. Allen Smith flirting 
v. s* i the idea of leo-mg their 
M un‘ Ki'-. o manse foi* a year and 
taking i*:> ie-der:ee in Haw- ii for 
a s;' e ■jeriM.i 1 ■ a-, a mead-' t i 
du.k th** ic*-» and the snow while 
<2 he is c* amidol: ,g a couple of 

•r Mor .met* Baunf 
< peeeh List Wed.i 
:? • Balanchine's 

: :o.-ontod in tin , 
if.' of nee- .bail.!* - 

”!;t' is |i 
«/. iiecon.iug -1 

i ly tihuuiit. 
V.:i. H C-mhm. 
Pe.Ur. ami m. w in . 

' V.. d; l iLy! 

I lfy F. Kimball,. James A. Linen,; 
Philip H; Milner. Frank Pace Jr., 

! Robert W. Sarnoff,’ John D. Upton. 
' Charles R. Weber. Restaurant A$- 
j sociates (operators of The Forum, 
'the Four Seasons and the just-i 
opened La Fonda del Sol, in the 
new TimedMfe Bldg. ) Will operate 
the international cuisine. At night: 
it will be Open to the public and 
called the Tower Suite. j 

By Gene Moskowitz 
.(63 Are litytcuil, Sl’F 5920.) 

‘The- Lovers" still .playing With 
English subtitles though tourists 
are scarcer. 

Empire'closing down till next 
spring for renovation. This means 
no Cinerama here till then. 

Author Michel Dei Castillo’s last 
book. "The Death of Tristan,” will 
he brought to 'the screen by 
Maurice Cloche. 

Jerry Gicsler articles on his law 
experiences ainong the Hollywood. 
.-:u-s are being run in the diiiiy 

paper Paris-pFes.se. 
in. and out these days are Max 

Youngs) ei'n. Mo Rothman^ V In¬ 
come Minnelli. Glen:i Ford. 
C.l-artes Boyer and Louis Jourd: . 

H. (I. Clouzot’s "The. Truth” 
•Col . with Brigitte Bardot, will be 
the French entry for the U.S, 
Oscar race lor the best foreign film 
of \yar. 

Yaiik legit producer Alexandre 
Incd’ has snared the Ge-orges. 
Beyianos play. •‘Dialogues lies 
C’ai mefites.” It lias, already served 
as the basis of a film and an opera. 

Painter Berpard Buffet doing 
the ad-; lor Marcel Carne s.ne\v pic. 
"The Wasteland." .The posters will 
quickly become collector’s items 
because Buflet is a bestseller in 
modern art circles; 

Halo legit and film director 
Luchino Visconti will stage the 
Elizabethan play. "Tis a Pity Site 
D *a Whore" at Theatre Do Paris 
hero next February ’61. Jt w ill sum 
s»-i ‘cn actor Alain DelonL 

In ard but also are KiVk..Douglas' 
on. his European barnstorming ior 
"Sparlaeus” '1'),. »/ohn Wayhe ami 
Dimitri Tiomkin in from the Lon¬ 
don opening of "The Alamo" iUAh 
and Simone Signoret. back from 
locations on her French pic, "The 
Hard Knocks.” 

T nriAnn film production unit, to London 
LUUUUIl Tuesday (22), and on to Madrid. 

(UYDe Park .4561/2 '31 ■ apd Israel for start Of production 

James Mason' her to start his Spies.” _t0rt?e shot in 
role in- "X olita ” ; Israeh .Turkey and London. 

Clifford Sianlon rurrchilv top ! Roddy .McDouall, appearing; in 

ping cabaret layout at: the Dor, 
Chester- Gamelot at the Shubert Theatre, 

’ fhV..Andrews sUcrv tir ,^ a!?° ;°a . “Midnight 
sca'.dn at the Talk, of the Ton Kenlh Memor.al and; AJ 
staitinrt Dec 5 Palladmo. Universal' exploitation, 

V I.drd; Arch'ihald. chairman of ^ '? inV?,‘t0B1/,Phs in 
Federation of British Film Makcra, ' ,e fiIm )heatre lobl)-v bc,ueen 

ciui) hold its Election; night di ' i t corpus .braising back- atmosphere 

<He‘'Se^f £ 

Comjnahdmei'ds“ M-Par!; had been'' r al*5bl1 'Vs ope'.a,ed 

-'5* 
”';r«- . ■- r,.-.uri.c tj.. . -uLiirw •*>alutes to colleges in the area and 

Holljrwood 

Ossarcasl 
--('•''Uimied. fiom pj-;s ? ■- 

;ti: donated the hou-e. and 
i:.f-*r u«»teri as low as $2,0Up f<>r the 
e\or.). pi e-'ponsor.sliip. 

St-1;-.-, a,opinion ah\:. been 
thah a Thealreman. any 
mdii'- o'.end, and certn.nly tiie 
(i i .t* s me among the most lh.ajo:, 

heins liypo the bovVliice 
iiiFest cooperation. In 

-. <‘n hofine -the Ac-ideiuy de- 
n the Santa Mona-: .-V«;*t-.- 

. i!d Universal tlmt T 
wuuid l:a\c to Lire-oh in.er- 

it.pam! (>i its "Spartaeus" engage-; 
nurnt but that lie. c a th.-atre- 

w. mUi hot v. .mt 'to he the cm-.: 
) tH! the Academy an\thing — i: 

'• -mid i:: - e to In? L"s move. '1-; 

.M Suhc Iir-hd; 

s Commandments” i-Par) . had been u.^ "cu 

< JamcV Caii^ras tossed a stiidio tn,tlie. ^ and 
party at Sheppertpn far the; east of ja/z contt 1U on Sundax s* 

L ! “Weekend With L.uhi". .which Ham-, "i1 ■ . ■ - 
T nier Filins is making for. Columbia. [ . 

v U. S. songw riter Kennit Goeir'in j PAlirA SnilOP70 
town to "negotiate' a British produc-1 TWIIW 

V fidii: of.-. His; new* musical based oil —— continued from page l - - 
_1 the story of Antony aiid Cleopat'v: / 
^ ; Sr ts .pipers' gre coming tb town --to get a police card. Ted Sliapir * 

1: for the'Odeon. Leicesiei* MiSs Tucker’s accompanist, did not 
, -Square. : proem of "Tiin . of. have a card eiiher w hen .police in- 
_ Glory:" the Alec.. Guinhess-Joh "■ eded tiie .spot. 

[ -Mills .stari’er for t'nitod .Artists. The Inlcrnational is.only one of 
* Current visitors to London, im Several cafes involved: Jules Podelt, 
•' elude He my Wilcoxon. ILoward. Copacabana boniface. Who has been 

R. Keel.; Nicholas ReisinL Josepii y\.) charged w ith permitting; Frank 
.Brand el!,. Hedda^.Hopper' and 1L ,♦ hindlra 16 work on two occasions 

^ Lemicux.’. I.alter is jifoduyer'^ for-: without an ID card, went for '.' 
the Ghana Filni- Uhii; .; '! interview, 'with ItlcCabe .yesterday 

L, Ruby Murr:. had '“to cancel .'Tiicsj. afternoon. He conferred 
$ -aude tour aiul' an American, ett- .wit.i Invesi.gatiohs Commissioner 
Y gagement because' of :,a severe. Loti s, I. Kaplan on . Monday; Mc- 
j[ tliroat infection., but hopes to be Caiie ^so queried Pbdeii .'on alleged 

aide to .fill. a. (.’inistmas jrint ) en- violations of thf state liquor nd 
* - gagement for. Bern ard ''Del font. ' heaftliflaw-s \vh:.cli;/.\vere._ said to 
’ j. ■ - .- have* been found during the city- 
1 wide Inspection oyer Hie weekend: 
yl n^macriK when .more than 1.000 policemen 
1 ..Wd,liadV“? . an^l detectives covered all licensed 

I By Roger oucr cabarets in the •' However. 
r { . * TVy' ,2.>.>3(j'V action was postponed :imtil Fiir 
> ! Haifa'Arabi Kathi. fashion slylUt -day--i25- 
> and .ciydume designer fur. tv., info ^TcCabe’ charges were -also 
> Sarlat HospitM. f.u- minor.surgei\. iovoied agai' d the islbrk Club,, 
i*1 Mohammed Raw as. chief- Of j Embers, El Morocco. 82 Club., and' 

.; photography.. and- Said ..'Nabtflsi;.' tj,-c -Xa^’k Head -livn. 
^ ‘chief of decor....oir to Cairo in ,1.0 j the Stork it 'was charged that 
r da\ > for week of .conferences. . | qMner Sherman Billingsley did hot 
j y^a Bateli. pulclirutndinous have a police card for himself. 
. . announcer, overwhelmingly voted i Dat0 for Billingsley^ que>lioning 

: the Cover Girl of the Month, at -th ; -hasn't been set. Police contend flint- 
, (’over Girl Ball held at the Oi-iem. t -ince Biliingslev. acts his. own 

>’ Her.picture appears on this week’s j lj0sti iitv nbeds a card. 
co\-cr or the Arab W eek. . jy investLgatiiinsKCoinmissioner Kap- 

.: Fakhri Keilany, vet newsman, of,. laa Monday «20*. also queried 
' i lb yens. ^ ssigried to cover [.opei-ators of the Birdiand, mainiy 

tl:e Japanese Mission here to study | on ' methods of maintaining busi- 
t!:e felevishm s tup in the:northernf ne-s .records and about, police rela;- 
legwn. Their -tour will / ri.-.. tions with the jazz-club. Kanban. 

s 'D--mo-sens nnd-cover Alep Homs, - ^v 0 that Podeit told -him" 
j Hypri and Latakia._ , i-that h.e l,.'>-: r.o infonnation regard- 

T’m figures of the eptbmhcy |'iirg'.'siiiatrh’s failure Vo get a card 
c->*n. .i's have ju<t-;-. been- released ;v.iiou .lic. worked the spot/in 1955 

I Ralph Gamble joined Harold 
Chiles Agency; \ , 

Sid . Clute leturned from twb 
years iti Europe, 

Roger H: Lewis In for talks with 
UA producers. 

Christopher Knight recupirig 
from emergency appendectomy. r 

j Walter Hannemann to Munich as 
j-. film editor “Armored Conl- 
I niand.” 
i Dale Robertson, appears at San 
j Antonio Stock Show and Rode 
j Feb- 10t19: 
| Paul H.. ..Lazarus'Jr.. ..arrived ..for 
sessions with. Columbia’s veepee 

' Sam Briskin. 
j Victor Carter . named general , 
chairman . of .1961 United Jew ish 
Welfare Fund. 

Jo Stafford . planes to London 
. pext June to. tape 13 Vid-spex foi* 
^global distribution. 

Ray Stark iii town for. two. weeks 
; before deparfiiig for London preern 
1 of "World of. Suzie Wong.” 

Ida Mayer . Cummings installed. 
, fqr her 22d year as prexy of L.A., 
Jewish. Home far the Aged. 

Harry Wallace resigned, as ad 
managed . £:nd district supervisor -. 

■•for Fred Stein Enterprises^ 
j Bob Goodfried in Tokyo .to 
| coordinate ad-pub campaign for. 
' Asian preem of *‘PepeYTiCplv.;. 

Rahion Novarro’s bid. legjt thea-: 
' lie renimed Rpb;in&on Jeffers The: 

alre for- legit engagement.. .of. 
: “!\lara,” dramatized from narrative, 
I poem :of. same tab by poet Jeffer. 

and-c:.ll for a revised c-tin? lie pf-! i9*r7. 
.rue p-.gcnti.ii t.v set ebuift in Da:n:L-.l■ '*.w 

Tfmy l-'o throw sbmv;light im •,;t- 
sorth.ern -l egign’s.-tv potyutKil.. A , 

1’ue :->w >,:iniate. for I>a:n.,s,us 
;:in*:i' Dama'Viis GOvci-nate -.i.co'untv!. ,.r :^ 
i' bn- an eventual ^et. c«uni ' : ao- xt .vY-.oi 

: i3;.),iiai» soh v.iu-.n SH'k 
Al,t.,.. 

l’A-i-l: d- 

r> >.). Th.** Gm-c 
and - lion a * a t; h i 

;:.»;>r >.xuna.tcly 
Cioverjiatvs v iii hv 

■i'!c:. (■' )! ■•'‘"nuti-'-r- 
’re Hum.' and 1,1 .*: 

’vi t ) begin ii,. • 

’M* On Because of the crackdown, the. 
P'diec departir.eidY .mugging dhi- 

j'*1; Ni-ih |-rid extremely Ikhv (lay 
mi.-'.g.s \viYoiv-nian>: ‘ale employees applied 

v 1 lor -ard>. inmv .Mond; . on 
be-' ' -Maxwell- T. . Cuhen.. at-t-bme. 

vv'Y. ° working, w h tHiv Cit'/.eh’s Eincr- 
.. -'•ei'V CYvinm 'lias i gcd gill 

pe -u.ers and oper ,tors to coop- 
7V. • mate wt*.!i.the Inyesliga/ions;Coih- 

ni'issioner unless lie is- supefstrdp'd 
•‘’‘L" °,*.. h\ Slate or Ke.cici-.-d age:u--e<, Cohen 
' called1' tiie inten- u led -iny'e'>tigati :) 

. ••obvious reprisal w hich yai!ried; 
\ 17. w ith it .uiimiTakeable-iMiplicat.ichz' 

• •uy.ioubtedly a -i-arewarning of. what- 
: ’ ar if there weie. an> fur.-.' 

( DElairare 7-4984 * . 

: Cliarlie 'Worpell, ex-MCA here; 
now. witli Ros', ;\y. Cm-istena Ass 
ciades in .Indianapolis. 7 

.Martha Rave in "Solid Gold. 
Cadillac” extended for, a fifth 
fratrfe at Drurv Lane, through Dec. 

■•■li: 
/Company of Four. , t|u'-.semi-pro 

theatrical outfit, slated "Flowering 
Peach” for I'.s .nbxt offeririg. -.start- 
ing Dec! 1. 

. Kathans ,Alliod;.-A-vJ.ists 
branch, topper; head ' Y'anety 
Club. Tent 26. succeedihg pub-- 
lici t or. Bill Margolis. 

. .. Slieraton:Towers shuttered its 
India Room; and moved. chirp-.38cr 
Freddie Weber, to tiie hot el’s new. 

j cocktail tiie. Black Pad!' 
Wes; South., whose Chicago; Anicr- 

j ican pillar cbyered Xcgrb acJivi-. 
j ties, parted with paper and;is now 
jircas rep for several1 performers, 
including:.Sarah Vaughan:. 

Ra\ Inia Festival re-iigned Walter 
(Chi SyinplM. Ileridl: s artistic di- 

| rector; Ujrough • the"' i962 .;season, 
rand also '.stajecT. with '' stment 
j hanker Julibn' Collins fest- 
! chairman.. 
: Famous old■'Plaza-.. Hotel oil the 

northsicie. a.-favp of y vster- 
,. ,.y.:i'ud.eite.s\ ticketed' for. fazing 

—lnit. not for throe r four years. 
A high-rise: apai«nr,ei.it. building .-is 
bl.ucpfi ted; foi '■ilC;.' 

Annual , " '.Sr. /liiefflianf- 
; sp *. '-’hristmas ..parade for 

•tupibs. come-' / iindav ,*27V 
•i vvi.ih Edd... Koukie *. BynrJs leading., 
j And right .behind. Xancv. Kv.an, 
I 'Vui Dainmvo.- Bert hi;. Ken Aiar^ 
." -ay-end 'Maih 

•* l.d):), ii iv e 
.• 2,46*) origin .1 

t'.h th' 

Aibuqaerquc 
• By Chuck Alittifstadt 
..-. *.O' ...o 4,1 op-. 

To.ii" Du: L-,. Lev d 
.m K(-)E Y 

Greg. Jordan vel- uey s'.- 
h;;; KDEE. 

r.i-.-I’ a. ion. ’ -g 
it on Ida/a.: 
Sheldon Ba 

ii-sou. Films, 

.iiow.s and ci-.'.mt 
op. ooen .nux:n^ 1: 
mers ilutsi e«-v * 

;-!e. was generallv ■ 
h d Jo M i) e 
ou:a not litre 

a 4 i & p i., v 
.\ibu;Ur'i*r 

on :Xov..at 

i-.;- ::i;-n.t*ap ooen vnuxmg bv Liter.: | j I:m-;-ri ' JU . 
• 1 : "er-ierraiuers «!ms; O'-' vnn- toe j atnucu; at- Kcw Mg\iv)..C a-rd-‘‘f-:e*- 

. hf Ills ma'e tra.se. was g-mopahv -hei.’ev.ed vi-ixr.inemij-cr cl- Red.Skelton'* 
i,on. I)yy. 21. a ii;i\ had local pree- okav. I mg sialt on the Cm • . new copy-^ 

’ G1; L-tM-’-, • else ou.a not hav to ter- : v,.r t*>r-:<at. .K.OB-T\ here, replacm? 
opo,):.au today at eel. KSu - ie Morris. 

Van Lt'er. The opposilioh iogti*. ID cards, John .Robb, fet.ired. de in. of fine 
1 Vn.chit*/. lu*-e- imlably'lrbni aniurig-AGYA . ources. arls school at:. U .of New Mexigd 

::nvoeon .^.t "stressed the unrealixtic .insistence* and member of AlkM. local G18. iii- 
":ih.il. veteran troupers., like ybpkie yiteci' Jo speak oh S.panisli-Ameri- 

. pre.xv of Tucker “besubjected to ;'finger- Can music .at .Foiklp'r . .., ciety ses- 
Ilub based printing,”.gtc. si *ii iri London, next Mouth. . 
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CLARK GABLE 
Clark Gable. 59, Metro staiw.irt. 

and-one ' tlie/ top stars .of the.- 
i-frerii lor a quarter of av-cehliiry,-; 
.died Nov. 17 of ' seeojid .presumed 
heart; attack in bis’ h" spital bed. 

il.e. had suffered a first coronary 
thrombosis on Now .6 at his home, 
but swift action in' rushing hi m/to. 
the Hollywood Pies' yterian Hos¬ 
pital for emergency treatment is 
credited with baying saved his life 
at that . time. His wife, -f orifter 
actress. Kay*. Williams/moved into 
his..robin.- while doctors and;, day. 
and .'night nurses at tended him; 

Gable's tenure as 'a star bad ex¬ 
tended .nearly 30 years, dating 
ii mil the time he appealed opposite. 
Nonna Shearer in “A Free Soal'’ 
in 1931; until the present;. His most 
recent picture u as with Marilyn 
Monroe -.in “The Misfits," which he 
completed. Nov, 4; onfy two days 
beiorc lie was: stricken: He stated 
when he loft the set oil.final.day's: 
shooting; that he would make n 
more appearances until after the 
birth Of the child Ills wife is. ex-, 
pcctingin March. : 

Born Williajn Clark Gable 
■ Cadiz, O., actor became ,a call boy 
at an Akron: theatre, lie drifted to. 

Hie oil fields near'BighOart, Okla.„ 
working - as. a tool dresser, but 
abandoned this to join the; touring 
Jewell Players ' Kansas City. 

sciiecitile. Second, cardiac Seizure 
proved /fatal. ’ ' 

Harrison. was widely acquainted, 
as . iilin tradepaper'reporter/' 

Harrison had the opportunity, to 
| hiove to Hollywood but he had an 
i.affection for the Gbtham. scene; 
:. that couldn't be shaken. He stayed, 
least through tlie'years. 
I Survivors are l\Vo sisters and a 
brother, Edward Harrison, wlip is 
a film importer; 

Approximately 350 persons, • rep¬ 
resenting show .business and; the 

-fire//. attended the Harrison, serv¬ 
ices at Manhattan's Universal 
Chapel on Moiiday-121 Eulogy 
was . delivered by Ephraim . Lon-; 
dpn;: attorney prominent in the 
field of film, censorship; 

JOHN ZANFT 
.. John Zaiift, 77, former v.p.-gen- 
ei:al manager of the Fox; Theatres 
Corp.. died in New York of!a heart. 

. attack; Nov. 19. Major,. Zaiift as he 
was know in he trade-(the title 
was an -honorary one) used to write 
a theatrical column for the/Morn- 

: irig Telegraph and it was through 
this that he became, acquainted 
with the. late William. , film 
producer and e x h i b i t o r,v who 

/brought .him. into the exhibition 
business. . 

I In 192.8 Zanfi had become,Super¬ 
visor of the Fox theatres iUi ^w; 

business. Before that, he had pro¬ 
duced and done publicity for..sev¬ 
eral....Broadway plays,, including 
"Accent on Youth/’. ‘.‘Hat, Coat and 
Glove" arid “feri-Minule Alibi," . 

His-wife, son -and1-daughter sur¬ 
vive. 

ELLABELLE DAVIS 
EllabeUe Davis, 53. soprano...died 

‘ New Rochelle, New 
j'Ydfk...... 

In 1941, she sang; in a series .of 
!. Coffee Concepts in. the. Museum of 
Modern Art; It led to her appear- 

. ance in an 18th-Century . opera, 
] "The Chaplet/’. A recital debut in 
Town Hall followed in 1942, 

One of’ the most' important 
’ events in her career came when the 
League of Composers commissioned 
a work for her from Lukas Foss. It 
was a solo | cantata called “The 
Song -of ..Songs/’ and. she sang .the 

, first performance with the Boston 
! Symphony * 1947: She gave her 
1 first Carnegid Hall recital in 1948 
and made her first, European-tour 
that same spiring, giving;. 27 con¬ 
certs. in 13 countries. Last spring; 
beforeTier illness she made a South. 
American tour: 

. Her sister survives. 

fJk 

JACK CARNEY 
NOV. 27, 1956 

Later, he hit tlie. road, with Jane 
Cowl's "Romeo and Juliet/’ played 
Sergeant Quirt in / ‘‘What Price 
Glory; ' arid attracted .film pro/ 
ducers* attention w Uli. Iiis perform¬ 
ance in;"Th Last Mile" in Los 
Angeles. » 

During the middle '20s. he had 
made several extra appearances in 
Hollywood lilins. but’ left after fail-, 
ing to make an imprint;; 

After . making his. film boy , in 
Pat lies “Painted. Desert'- . a 

.heavy in ’1931, Metro sighed him.; 
1 dr "The ..Easiest Way.” with. Con¬ 
stance Bennett, and lie remained at 
this, studio until;/early 1955, when 
he left to/, freelance.. During the 
vast five years be ina.de such films 

"Soldiers of Fortune." ••‘Band of 
.Angels:.”"Teach -/s .Pet.” “But 
Not 1 or ,Aie/'"It Started in Naples/’ 

'XTa time., w lien, his first peak of. 
popularity was . waning, in 1934,. 

-Frank C-apr, called, him to costa* 
'Uiili Cla ud.et e Colbert - in "ItHap¬ 
pened Onh Night/’ at : Columbia,, 
which subsequently won .him an 
-C/car for Best Actor, and 
launched the po ularity that 
niaincd-thereafter.. 

. During/World. War II hb enlisted 
in the. Air Force as private/ wasi 

York and a director of the $oli 
circuit in New England; . 

Zanft was married to the late 
Hattie. Carnegie, fashion designer, 
\vhq died in 1956. .At the time,of 
his: death. Zaiift was head ■ of. Hat¬ 
tie Carnegie. Colognes-Perfumes 

: Inc.;- a post he had taken overdur- 
’• ing World War. II. 

... Surviving are. two sisters; Mrs. 
• Susan Zanft. and Mrs. Yetta. Win¬ 
ters. 

CECILIA EVANS 
Mrs, Cecilia Graham, 58/ silent 

film and Broadwayactress known 
'professionally Cecilia Ei'ans. 
died Nov; 11 in San Rafael, Cal. 

She was a 15-year-old schoolgirl 
from a Sari Joaquin Valley fariri- 
ing community when she visited 
Hollywood in 1917 with her. uricle 
and, on a dare, entered a bathing 
beauty contest. She Her 

: prize was $100 arid a ;tworWeek con- 
tract/with the late Mack Serinett. 

j The contract led to a iO-year 
’ film career, mostly in Serinett com¬ 
edies, and much ballyhoo as “The 
Girl with the $100,000 ;LegS”-^ 
Senriett; of course, insured her 

In Loving Memory 

LORENZ HART 
November ,22. 1943 

Teddy Hart,. Dorothy Harr, Lorenz Hart II 

EMIL COOLER 
Emil Cooper, 82,f ftperatic con¬ 

ductor rind director,“died : Nov. 16 
in New .York, after a- brief illness. 

A career which spanned, more 
than 60 years* he began conducting 
when he was ,20 years old at the 
Municipal Opera Theatre ini Kiev, 
iri. hiis native. Russia. From there 
be went to Zimin’s Opera at Mos¬ 
cow, where he conducted the world 
premiere of Rim sky-Korsrikoff’s 
“Coq d’Or;” 

Following a long and successful 
career '..throughout Europe, South 
America and Canada, he came to 
the U.S, He conducted in N;Y.; 
Chicago and other major Cities. 
From 1940-50, he conducted at the 
Metropolitan Opera House.. 

His two sisters survive. 

ISADOREFREED 
Isadore Freed, .60, composer 

iriusic teacher and. lecturer, diet 
Noy. 10 in Rockville Centre, Loni 
Island/ N.Y. 

Bprri in Russia, he came to tb< 
U.S. when he was three years old 
He was a founding faculty membei 
of the School of. Sacred Music o: 
Hebrew Union College-JewishIn¬ 
stitute of ReligioUs Record in Man 
hattan. . 

A student of some of the leadini 
musicians both here and abroad 
including pianist Josef Hof mam 
and composers Ernest Bloch an< 
Vincent k’lridy, he coriibined a .ca 
reer, of teaching music, conductinj 
choruses arid orchestras, and com 
posing* 

His wife, daughter, two brother 
and three sisters survive. 

'•nigcd. as a major a.flef wiii- 
w iiigs as a gurincivHc also 
with /the; First Motion P.ic- 

i*..';’' .iiit on the..lask ' .. editing 
rcclagc. taken- during ,-itirays over 
Europe.'lor’Aise as an Army fram¬ 
ing film.’. Married, fnc tinvcs. his 

ijirriage to Carole Lorivbard ended, 
villi hoi- death .in/a plane. Crash 

while Tiriurhing lroni a. bond-soiling 
appearaiiceVduring World Wag il- 
lie aitd Lady Aslilcy, \\idb\v of 
Douglas Fairbanks; were divorced: 

C;- S'. :Air Force ■•participated iri 
the Gable funeral in/Hollywood, 
lie having joined as .a private and 
left . service as .: a; major .during 
World War II. \Vitli the apjiioval 
of Gable's widow, the former KaV 
Wi 11 iaips .Sprcekels. the.' act or . 
biiricd in a. Crypt next to. the bpdv 
of Carole: .Lombard..... 

legs for that amburit . witli ,Lloyd 's 
f of'London.. 
! Alter- working, for Serinett, she 
worked iri several Ceeii B. DeMille 

/films and then. Went to New. York, 
' where she: appeared ori . Broadway 
in “Poppy” and “The Shanghai 
Gesture/’. 

Her husband, William . Graham. 
vdicd .throe years ago/and she had 
“been living in Corte Madera. CaL, 
. since then.. Brother/ surv’ 

.JAMES A. JACKSON 
Janies. A..;Jackson, -known 

t.Billboard Jackson, 83; a retin 
public relations man, died Nov. 
•in . New York. He was Active. 
Negro affairs and had been « 
horiorary . member of 37 su« 
groups. He ha<f been with. Es: 

| for 21 years during which time I 
traveled more than 250,000 mil 
and made thousands of speech 
on behalf, of the eoinpariy’s pro 
ucts. He remained with Esso f< 
13 years following the refiremej 
age of 65; 

t Jackson acquired his nicknari 
i from the publication of that nan 
for w'hom he was a writer for se 

jCral years.' He then went to tl 
Dept, of Commerce. 

;; Survived by his: wife, ai 
! two sisters. / 

JACK HARRISON 
. * itek Harrison, .53/ longtime New 
York; editor of the.iloHywopd Re¬ 
porter. died in Ne\v York Nov. 20, 
He .suffered a /heart attack: several 
'months ago from which be ap¬ 
t-ear od t;o' b - rceoverin How ing 
.hospitalization, arid ,cp ieseence 
at home.. 
... 'Ue^■•returned l.o iiis job a. couple. 
Of weeks ago .but a “iiniled 

EDWARD FORD STEVENSON 
Edward. Fcyd Stevenson. 66.: a 

cbnimerciaT arid, oiililary .filnr pro¬ 
ducer.. public relations .man and 

' advertising .executive, died ’ 6 
in. Cbaprinv Conn: ' 

Despite physical iin < 'ment-s re¬ 
sulting froin. :beiri.. •-wounded and 
ga-sed in. the first World War; lie 
not only .conducted several busi- 
iiie'f-- veil In res- after the war but 

j served ..w.iTh live Army in World.- 
/War., it.: / producer. of: trajriing 
' films and o.ther pix,.including tIiose 
; of/the- iriteiaiafipnal-.cpi-iifcren'ee.s at 
‘ Tehran and Yalta. 

This .work grew but of liis peaee- 
(iperation -ofy.tlie V rim graph 

I Co., Mich made training films .ior 

CHARLES COOLEY 
Charles Cooley, 57; former vt tide 

headliner who got Bob ..Hope, his 
first big- break:.in vaudeyillCi died 
of a rai-.e blciod. di.scase. in Holiy- 

jwood Npy.. 15. He was. taken, to. 

I llollyw ood by Hope; in 1938 wiiejn-. 
I la iter signed with Paramount arul 

! feriiaiiiedwith ihe comic as his sec- 
reiary and traveiling coi yanjoii 5 

, all his junkets/until four Years' 

w-heri. illness forced his i 
nicnt. lie also appeared in riiany- 

. of Hope/ ,pix aiul tv. show s., 
j. Born Charles Cali in Cleveland, 
lie and Hope became, friends in 
gra? schools there. 

. CHARLES G. TAYLOR 
. Charles ,G-.. Taylor;. 70. president 
oft lie St. Moritz Hotel, Y died 
No\/ 16:ih Ne\ York after a long, 
.iilness;.. He became ••president of 
the hotel in 1948 foliowi.ig tlie 
death <if bis brotherC Gregor./, 
;w.iili wliorn he operated three:N:Y. 
inns, the Buckingham, Dixie, arid. 

the Montclair, (now the Belmont 
Piaza). The. St. Moritz was built 
by the Taylor Bros, in 193L 
/Taylor was born in a part of 

Greece that is how Turkey and 
came to the U. S. 45 years ago. lie 
was a; director, of the N. Y. Hotel 
Assn.-./ 

Survived by his wife, tWq dauglir 
Iters:; and a. sister,; 

JOYCE LEAR 
. Joyce Lear, legit-tv actress, died 

Nov. 14 in.New York, after a long 
illness... 

Her last Broadway appearance 
was in /‘Auntie Marne,” She played 
the /role of .Gloria Upson through¬ 
out ]the Broadway run. Prior to 
tliatj she was seen in “Tonight iri 
Sariiarkand/’ opposite Louis Jour- 
dan and in ‘The Small Hours.” Her 
tv/appearances/were numerous, be¬ 
ing on. many of the top.- shows in¬ 
cluding •‘Studio One” and “Kraft 
Theatre.” She also appeared oh 
“Today is Ours.” a daily soap opera. 

Her. husband, mother and sister 

UPTON CLOSE 
Upton Close, 66, author and for¬ 

mer radio commentator, was killed 
Now 13 when his auto collided 
with a train in Guadalajara, Mex¬ 
ico. Uptbn Close was the pen name 
of Josef Washington Hall. 

He began his career as a radio 
commentator in the 1920's. In 
1942, Close began to broadcast reg¬ 
ularly for NBC. He later joined 
Mutual Broadcasting. He ' wrote 
several books, including “In the 
Land of Laughing Buddhii” and 
“Revolt of Asia.” He collaborated 
on* “An Outline History of China.” 

, His. five sons survive. 

TONI RODGERS 
Lolita Rodgers, 37. onetime Chi¬ 

cago radio and tv personality 
known professionally as Toni Rodg- 
ers. died Nov. 14 in Chicago. A 

j radio actress in her childhood, she 
created the show. “Talking With 
Toni,” on WCFL in 1947 and 
turned it into a tv show on WGN- 
TV in 1950. She retired iri 1951. 

Survivors include her husband, 
president of Sherwin Robert Rodg¬ 
ers & Associates ad agency iri Chi, 
a son and daughter. 

BERNARD SZOLD 
Bernard Szold, 66, former Hol¬ 

lywood dramatic coach,, died of a 
heart attack Nov. .15 after a minor 
auto accident in Victoria, Tex. At 
the time of his death, he. was di¬ 
rector of the Victoria Civic Thea¬ 
tre. He also -had been a screen 
actor. 
; Duririg his years in Hollywood 
he coached such players as Rita 
Hayworth, Gregory Peck.. Glenn 
Ford, ^ Henry Fonda, Dorothy 
McGuire and others. 

His wife and daughter survive. 

WALLACE MIDDLETON 
I -Wallace Middleton, 58, founder 
and head of the film agency bear¬ 
ing his name, died of a heart at¬ 
tack.. Nov, 7 in Hollywood. He en¬ 
tered show , biz as an actor and 
dancer, and launched his talent 
agency 30 years ago. 

Brother and two sisters survive. 

PAUL P. WILLIS 
Paul Peter Willis, retired execu¬ 

tive of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauf^ & 
Ryan ad agency in Chicago, died 
Nov. 13 in Vincennes, Ind. 

Wife, daughter and two sons Sur¬ 
vive. 

H* LESLIE ATLASS 
H. Leslie Atlass; 66, pioiicor 

broadcaster and retired v.p. and 
general ;manager of the CBS sta¬ 
tions in Chicago, died of a heart 

i attack . 18 in Miami, Fla. 
Details in tv section. 

HAL HUFF 
Hal Huff; 08. projectionist for 40 

years, died in. Hollywood Nov. 13 
(alter a lengthy illness. At the time 
1 of. his death be was. chief projec¬ 
tionist at Assn, of Motion Picture 
j Producers. ' 
j Wife and sister survive. 

FRED C. MASON 
Fi cd C. Mason,; 79. member of 

projectionists Local 110 arid stage¬ 
hands Local 2. both Chicago, died 
Nov. 16 ’ in Reseda. Cal., after a 
Ion il.lri ss: 

Wife survives. 

CORINNE FRANCIS 
Mrs: Corimie F. M. Hunting. 65. 

onetime vaiide performer kno\ n 
proft^sioriallv as Corinne Francis, 
died ' 11 iii Red Bank. N J.. 
following a..heart attack.. A native 
of Buifalb, she Uouped on the 

Keith-Albee circuit with her hus¬ 
band, Tony, in an act lulled as 
Hunting & Francis. The Huntings 
also entertained U.S. troops during 
World War I. 

Surviving, besides her husband, 
is a sister. 

GUY GRENVILLE 
Guy GrenviirP/ 63. vaude actor, 

gag and script writer, died Nov. 8 
ing Bexhill. Eng. 

He wrote material lor many 
comedians, including Tommy 
Handley. Jewel & Harris, Max Ba¬ 
con and Briane Reece. 

Mrs. Marguerite Lillian Miller, 
.97, former newspaper editor who 
sold the Rochester <Ind > Republi¬ 
can in 1927 to start lecturing and 
radio broadcasting, died there Nov. 
14. A son survives. 

Joshua . Hellinger, 53. legal ad¬ 
viser to the Puerto Rican govern¬ 
ment who died in San Juan, P.H., 
Nov. 17 of a heart attack, was a 
cousin of the late columnist-pro¬ 
ducer-writer Mark Hellinger. 

Bernard V. Parent, 58. Coast 
manager of Christian Herald for 
20 years, died of a heart attack 
Nov. 12 in Burbank. CaL Wife 
and three children survive. 

MARRIAGES 
| Joy Elizabeth Nathan to Carl L. 
Stern, Nov. 27, New York. He Is 
with KYW. Cleveland. 

Marilyn Buferd to Milton J. Ste¬ 
vens, Beverly Hills, Nov. 18. Bride 
Is a former Miss California and 

! Miss America winner. 
Christina Marsh to Derek Fuke, 

Blackwell, Eilg., Nov. 6. Bride is a 
former actress; lie’s an actor. 

Lorie Downes to Don Knapp, 
Hollywood. Nov. 13. Bride's a tv 
model; he’s a percussionist with 
“Once Upon a Mattress” road com¬ 
pany. 

Mary Jenkins to Carl Sims. Dal¬ 
las, Nov. H). Bride is with the 
United Artists exchange; he is 
booker with Warner Bros, ex¬ 
change in that city. 

Anne Neyland to Steve.Ede, 
Dallas, Nov. 8. Bride is a* film 
actress. 

Linda Tarlton to Gene Reynqjds, 
1 Nov. 6, Far Rockaway, N.Y; He’s 
half of inc comedy team of Rey¬ 
nolds & Ford. 

BIRTHS L_ 
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Lewis.' son, 

Milwaukee. Oct. 11. Father is news 
annouiicer at station WRIT, Mil¬ 
waukee. 

Mr. and Mrs.-Marc de Maurcgne-, 
son, Hollywood. Nov. 6. Mother it 
actress Ann Barrett. 

,Mr. and Mrs. Joe Garcio, daugh¬ 
ter, Hollywood. Nov. 11. Father’s 
an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hut’chin* , 
son, Nov. 13, London. Father is 
film reviewer, eelumnbt.and screen 
writer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Mai Bellans. son, 
Chicago. Nov 14 Father is radio 
personality on WBBM there. 

Mr. and Mrs. Renn Reynolds, 
son, Glendale. Cal.. Nov. 16. 
Mother is singer Marlyn Reynolds; 
father’s a film editor at Revue. 

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Denoff, 
{daughter. New York. Nov. 13. Fa¬ 
rther is continuity director of 
iWNEW, N. V. 
| Mr. and Mrs Pele Fulton, son, 
/New York. Oct. 30. Father is with 
[the tv sales staff of the Katz 
Agency. 

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Goodm , 
son, Pittsburgh. Nov. 14. Father is 

•a disk jockey with WWSW there; 
! mother is a writer and tv per¬ 
sonality. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Denver, son, 
Hollywood, Nov. 11. Father's, an 

I actor. 
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Bellinger, 

daughter, Hollywood, Nov. 18. 
■Mother is actress Betty Lou Keim; 
■father’s an actor. 
1 Mr. and Mrs. Peter Mark os, 
• daughter, Hollywood. Nov. 14. Fa¬ 
rther is prexy of Ompga Artists 
! Agency. 

Mr. arid Mrs. Michael Bentine, 
dauelner. Richmond- Eng., Nov. 17. 
Father is a tv and stage actor. 

1 Mr. and Mrs. John Tidmarsh, 
'daughter, London, Nov. 18. Father 
is a BBC announcer; mother is ac- 

■ tress Pat Pleasance 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Hilton, 

daughter, Leeds. Eng., Nov. 16. 
t Father is. a pop singer. 

Mr. and Mi>. George Hoov . 
>on. New York, Nov. 17. Father is 
trade press editor for ARC. 

Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Field, son, 
Hollywood. Nov. 13. Father is a 
KFWB dee jay. 

Mr. - nd' Mrs. Mitch Leigh, son, 
Nov. 3 6/New York. Father is pres¬ 
ident of Music Maker’s Inc. 
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MIAMI BEACH BETS ON SHOW BIZ 
N.Y(. s the Place to Live, Says Behan, 

Bat He Wouldn’t Want to Work Here 
By JESSE GROSS 

Being a character is paying off 
for Brendan Behan. The Irish 
playwright, whose scorn of con¬ 
vention is evident in both his writ¬ 
ing and personal behavior, figures 
he’s earned around $100,000 in the 
last couple of years from his play, 
“The Hostage.’' and his autobiog¬ 
raphy, “Borstal Boy.” 

Behan, whose living quarters 
have included digs in Dublin and 
London, as well as reform school 
and jail, has been residing in re¬ 
cent months with his wife, Bea¬ 
trice, at the Algonquin Hotel, 
N. Y. He’s probably the liveliest 
personality to hit the hotel since 
the old “round table” had its cele¬ 
brated lunches there when the late 
Frank Case was the owner. 

There’s one aspect of Behan’s 
character that could be a problem 
for the Algonquin’s present owner, 
Ben Bodne, who took over follow¬ 
ing Case’s death. That’s the An¬ 
glo-Saxon profanity which the lo¬ 
quacious writer uses freely, gen¬ 
erally In an audible voice during 
interviews in the hotel lobby- 
lounge. 

Behan has been in Manhattan 
about three months in conneection 
with the Broadway production of 
“Hostage,” w'hich opened Sept. 20 

(Continued on page 20) 

Anti-Theme Song 
Paris, Nov. 29. 

Marcel Aymont, pop French 
singer-composer, has roused 
the ire of the Castro govern¬ 
ment with his newest song, 
“Don’t Go To Havana.” 

Cuba has beefed to the 
French government, but no ac¬ 
tion. Song has no political im¬ 
plications. 

Chicago Spreading, 
Theatres Included 

BOOSTS TALENT 

Direct Call to Mr. R 
Paves Way for Oatune 

Combo's Tour of USSR 
Hollywood, Noy. 29. 

Personal manager Jim Moloney 
thought a Soviet tour by folk 
balladeer Stan Jones and the Sons 
of the Pioneers would be a good 
idea, but the U, S. State Dept held 
out little hope the Russians would 
ever agree. So Moloney took mat¬ 
ters into his own hands—with State 
Dept. permission—and put through 
a call to Nikita Khrushchev. He 
admits it was a fluke and a bad 
connection at that, but he got 
through. 

Moloney said he talked to 
Khrushchev at midnight Lps. An* 
geles time, doing most of the talk¬ 
ing with K’s interpreter. Said 
Moloney: “Mr. Khrushchev was 
most cordial, w*as receptive to the 

(Continued on page 17) 

Mails Clark Gable Brandy 
Tieup Despite Demise 

Jack Poust & Co,, sales agent 
for Stock’s Italian brandy and ver¬ 
mouth,, sent to dealers last week a 
mailing piece that hit the nadir 
in bad timing. Promotion featured 
Clark Gable in a scene from “It 
Started in Naples.” with the brandy 
set out in front of him. 

Mailed ad was postmarked Nov.- 
23, Gable died Nov^ 17.' 

Chicago, Nov. 29. 

Reversing the trend, Chicago is 
starting to come by some new thea¬ 
tres. A new hardtop opened re¬ 
cently in suburban Skokie. A 5.000- 
seat theatre is part and parcel of 
McCormick Place, the new lake- 

i front exposition centre just un- 
! veiled, to w'hich the Metropolitan 
| Opera will go. 

j A third showcase, seating 1.250, 
is planned as part of Marina City, 
the $36,000,000 housing-commer¬ 
cial project just north of the Loop, 
for which ground was broken last 
week. 

Downtown legit earlier lost the 
Sehvyn and Harris theatres, since 

j converted to films as (a) Cinestage 
j and (b) Michael Todd, respectively. 
The Erlanger, another legit dome, 
is slated for demolition next year 
to make way for a newr Federal 
office complex. 

The Marina City development is 
sponsored by the CIO-AFL Build¬ 
ing Service Employes Union, and 
projects twrin 60-story circular tow¬ 
ers, lower stories for commercial 
tenancy, uppers for residential. 
Also blueprinted are a marina for 
700 boats, year-round swimming: 
and skating facilities, a 54-lane 
bowlery, and restaura \ts. 

Kennedy's Press Confabs 
May Be at Night & on TV 

Washington, Nov. 29. 
Possibility exists that President¬ 

elect John F. Kennedy may hold! 

some of , his pre^s conferences at s 
night after taking office and make j 

;them available for live television: 
j coverage. 

Kennedy's press secretary, 
! Pierre Salinger, today fTuesJ con- 
j firmed that such a change in White 
j House procedure is “under discus- 
;sion” but stressed that it is “a 
j long way from, a decision.” He said 
rhe ha? had no conver-ation vet 
■with the tv networks on such a, 
I possibility. j 

By LARY SOLLOWAY 

Miami Beach, Nov. 29. . 
This resort’s hotel-cafe entre¬ 

preneurs have increased ’ talent 
budgets for this winter despite un¬ 
certainty of the effects the current 
“national recession” may have on 
their “big season.” 

To insure a steady flow of vaca¬ 
tioners during upcoming w-eeks the 
bonifaces have added more “free 
extras” to all-inclusive rates al¬ 
ready loaded with giveaways, and 
the prime item, per every^ annum 
at this time, is the nightlife pro¬ 
gramming around a hotel, not only 
for the guests, but in ord^r to at¬ 
tract patronage from rival inns. 
Thus, the take-home bag of dough 
for performers and musicians wrill 
tote up to an estimated $3,000,000 
for the 16-to-20 weeks of an ex¬ 
tended season. 

The hoteliers are placing their 
faith in the potentials of promo¬ 
tional literature and national ad¬ 
vertising that sings a song of 
showT biz, with buildups of the 
nighttime divertissments they have 
planned for guests stopping at 
their inns. The majority offer not 
only the shows set for their cafes, 
but one-night performances on a 

(Continued on page 70) 

Looks Like AFTRA-SAG Strike 
Will Be Averted in Upbeat Talks 

Off-Type Casting 
Hollywood, Nov. 29. 

It’s a nice switch, and meb- 
be Samuel Bronston’s the one 
to do it. 

Jeffrey Hunter, who enacted 
the role of Jesus Christ in 
producer's “King of Kings,” 
w'hich Metro will release, is 
being romanced by Bronston 
to essay title role in “Captain 
Kidd.” 

N.Yi Cabaret Rule 

The first break in the battle 
to relax Police Dept, fingerprint 
requirements came Monday (28) 
w'hen New' York City Mayor Robert 
F. Wagner agreed to permanent 
fingerprinting in a central mid- 
Manhattan location to replace 
fingerprint renewal every tw'o 
years. He also said that he had 
written Goy. Nelson Rockefeller 
that he w*as in favor of easing the 
ID card requirements. This con¬ 
cession came following a confab 
between the Mayor and representa¬ 
tives of culinary and bartenders 
unions plus those of the American 
Guild df Variety Artists and Local 
802 of the American Federation of 
Musicians. The Mayor also, said 
that if Police Commissioner 
Stephen P. Kennedy did not agree ; 
to the changes, he would drive the j 
reforms through the'City Council. { 

Tliis concession came after the ‘ 
Mayor declared that charges of *. 
corruption in the Police Dept. ■ 
levelled by the Citizens Emergency . 
Committee were groundless, ae-. 
cording to the findijigs of Invest!- ■ 
gallons Commissioner. Louis Kap- : 
lan. He also defended the diversion : 

(Continued on page 60) [ 

Lipton’s Early Bid 

On ’64 Conventions 
So satisfied was Lipton Tea with 

its share of sponsorship in NBC- 
TV’s convention and election cov¬ 
erage this year that the bank- 
roller—four years early—has asked 
for wrhat amounts to the right of 
first refusal on the 1964 treatments 
by the network. 

Through its agency, Sullivan. 
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, Lipton 
wrote sales a “formal request (that 
Lipton) be given the opportunity to 
participate in the 1964 convention 
and election coverage on NBC-TV.” 
Request is by no means binding to 
either the sponsor or the netwrork; 
cycles a^Spenthusiasms change in 
tv in less^t^ym a season, so certain¬ 
ly they can change within four 
years. 

But the Lipton note elicited a 
guarantee from NBC-TV, accord¬ 
ing to a wTeb spokesmen, that the 
sponsor, who is undoubtedly the 
first to assert “strong interests,” 
shall be entitled to the first crack 
at purchase. Selling should start 
in 1963. 

4* Atmosphere of the jnegotiation* 
by the American Jj^&ratioii of 
Television & Radio artists and 
Screen Actors Guild with adver¬ 
tising agencies and network* 
changed this week from poor to 
hopeful. Management and union 
sources agree that the contract 
dickers look “optimistic,” and the 
feeling is that all the major ob¬ 
stacles to a new two-year agree¬ 
ment might well be cleared up be¬ 
fore the week is over. 

The key obstacle to easy settle¬ 
ment throughout the extended 
negotiations has been the wide gap 
between offer and demand on tv 
blurb fees. However, on Monday 
(28) as the negotiators closeted 
themselves for informal meeting* 
in a N.Y. sidestreet hotel, the rep¬ 
resentative of the agencies from 
the Assn, of National Advertisers 
and the unions’ leaders, according 
to observers, each “bent $ little.** 

While they are too general tsrfes t 
meaningful in terms of actual 
gains for labor, the following per¬ 
centages are offered to show hoiv 
close in principle, if not principal, 
the negotiator? are: The agencies 
were offering, increases in spot 
commercials of 23 to 25°o and 
AFTRA and SAG demands were 

(Continued on page 44) 

Meyer Dans Has Steady 
Date at D.C, Inaugurals 

Washington, Nov. 29. 
Presidents come and they go. 

but Meyer Davis keeps right on 
waving his baton. For the seventh 
successive time, covering a period 
of 24 years and four different 
Presidents, the maestro has been 
commissioned to deliver the music 
for President-elect John F. Ken¬ 
nedy’s inaugural ball on Jan. 20 
at the 15,000-capacity Armory here. 
He’ll be conducting a 50-piece orch 
for the occasion. 

While the Armory has been the 
site of the last three inaugural 
balls, the 1956 affair launching 
Pres. Eisenhower’s second term 
also had auxiliary balls at the Stab¬ 
ler, Sheraton Plaza and Mayflower 
Hotels. That proved too confusing 
for ticket-holders last time and 
cued the decision to confine the 

(Continued on page 56) 

Pittsburgh Pirates' Win 
Of '60 World Series Gets 

Immortalization on 2 I Ps 
Pittsburgh, Nov. 29. 

The World Series victory of th# 
Pittsburgh Pirates has been re¬ 
corded in story and song on tw® 
albums and will be placed on saB* 
throughout the country for th* 
Christmas trade. 

The first entitled “The Incred¬ 
ible Pirates,” is strictly for Pirate 
fans and baseball buffs and deals 
with the team through its 60 years 
of existence. Using the Ed Mur- 
rowr “See It Now” technique, the 
record was produced by Peter 
Thornton, public relations direc¬ 
tor at KDKA-TV, and Ed Beach- 
Ier, who writes most of the special 
events materia! at the station and 
is a former sports writer on the 

(Continued on page 22 i 

Merchants’ Giveaway Tix 
j Gets Burg’s Films Back 
] Port Neches, Tex., Nov. 29 
j Merchants of this city have 
j agreed to purchase film show 
; tickets to be given away to their 
; patrons free of cost in order that 
the Neches Theatre might, be re- 

: opened. 
• Jefferson Amusement, which 
i had shuttered the house due to a 
;lack of attendance, agioed to the 
• reopening on a trial basis after a 
: group of local businessmen estsb- 
l lished the free ticket plan. 
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Mexico’s 3d World Fest Preems On 
Sked Sans Prelim Bally, Many Stars 

Mexico City, Nov. 29. 
Minus any preliminary fanfare 

or publicity ballyhoo, sans bikini- 
dad foreign or Rational starlets for 
glamour, and kith. only a token 
turnout of foreign star and film 
delegations; Mexico’s Third World 
Review of Film Festivals at least 
preemed here on schedule and in 
Acapulco. Inaugural deadline of 
Nov. 18 at the San Diego Fortress 
was a race with time, with comple¬ 
tion of the open air theatre, hous¬ 
ing 2,000. just under the wire. 

Bayonets of federal troops, stra¬ 
tegically dispersed in unobtrusive 
locations iji Acapulco kept factions 
wishingJto depose Guerrero’s Gov¬ 
ernor Raul Caballero Aburto at 
hay. Politicos also called back de¬ 
posed reform Mayor David Joseph 
Piedra for a month so that public 
peace can be maintained during 
the fest and the following Pablo 
Cassals festival. 

There wasn't much of a public 
turnout either for the Acapulco 
inaugural or the festival proem 
here two days later, on Nov. 20. 
Despite the fact of weekend open- 

i Continued on page 22) 

Cutback of U.S. Military 
Dependents Abroad Gets 

Mixed Show Biz Reaction 
Tokyo, Nov. 29. 

Interested show* biz officials are 
registering mixed feelings on the 
Impact that will be felt here from 
President Eisenhower’s edict to cut 
back U.S. military dependents over¬ 
seas. beginning early next year. 

The big nightclubs in downtown 
Tokyo w ould hapdly be affected 
Is is believed, since bulk of their 
patronage comes from resident 
Japanese and foreign expense ac- 
ccunters, other businessmen and 
tourists. These cabarets are beyond 
the spending po\ver of , most GI’s. 

Rubb’ing their hands in anticipa¬ 
tion. however, are operators of the 
smaller bistros and the community 

^Continued on page 70) 

Phantom Rocitml . 
Paris, Nov. 29. 

These things keep, happen¬ 
ing. Paris-Presse, one of the 
largest Paris dailies, printed 
a fine review of a concert the 
other day. Pollini, the Italian 
pianist, said the criticism was 
excellent, in top form et 
cetera. Unfortunately, however., 
the pianist had become ill the 
day before the concert and did 
not play. 

P.S.: don’t bother phoning 
this particular music critic at 
his newspaper any more; he's 

j "on vacation." * - ; _- 

CASTRO REGIME POISON 
i FOR HAVANA NIGHTLIFE 
I Visitors returning from Havana 
! report that nightlife under the 
Fidel Castro regime is virtually 

.non-existent The casinos. Still at¬ 
tempting to operate, are almost 

| empty. Most Habaneros have 
neither the money nor ^ the In¬ 
clination to spend in niteries. They 
are also forbidden to be seen 
gambling unless they can prove 
a certain level of income. Casino 

j operators would like to close, but 
: are forbidden by law to take any 
step that eliminates jobs. 

The tourist business is virtually 
nil and there are only a few 

; Americans now" left in Cuba. An¬ 
other factor that many Americans 
contend with is the possibility 
that their mail may be checked. 

Thurber Rests fur London 
James Thurber has been ordered 

: to cancel speaking engagements 
and ease off generally because of a 

: throat virus until he and his wife 
i sail in January to open “A Thurber 
; Carnival" in London in March. 
I He will be in the West End cast 
along with Joan Anderson, the 
English girl who plays his secretary 
at the ANTA. on Broadway. 

Monks’ Disappohtment m 1926 Proves 
Boon (or ‘Francis of Assisi’ Film 
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PHIL GREENWALD 
Exceedingly capable DIRECTOR 

; OF ENTERTAINMENT at the 
fabulous CONCORD HOTEL, New 
York, says: 

"SibO guests, continuously, re- 
■ questing; RAUL ANKA wore right, 
i Overwhelmingly popular, PAUL 

ANKA’S talent and personality 
, established a new all time record 
' on Nov. 25. He’ll be back again 

and again.'” _ 

Xmas Lull For 
Stars’ ‘Benefits’ 

Hollywood, Nov. 29. 
r Talent Authority Inc., which 

sifts requests for star appearances 
. at benefits, has handled between 
i 200 and 225 applications this year 

and now starts a Christmas- lull. 
The Authority, of .w-hich the 

AMPP and all talent. unions and 
guilds are members, customarily 
approves better than half the ap¬ 
plications, permitting top talent 

1 only to work for nothing, if they 
i elect to do so. Non-stellar talent 

is required by union rules to charge 
! for services. 

Reason for the Christmas lull, 
it’s explained, is that stars try to 

• schedule their benefit appearances 
: at times other than the holiday sea¬ 

son since—aside from family and 
other personal considerations— 
there’s a greater demand at this 
time for appearances at parades, 
hospitals, etc. 

Frim Break Sod For 
New Coast Monastery; 

Robed Jesse! Officiates 
Beverly Hills, Nov. 29. 

Grounding-breaking ceremonies 
W'ere held Thanksgiving Day tor 
the new $750,000 Friars Club of 
California near the center of this 
star-populated hamlet. Janet 
Leigh turned the first shovel of 
earth, with Abbot Frank Sinatra 
heading turnout of celebs for the 
event. 

George Jessel, donned in a friar’s 
robe, declared club was making 
way "for the building of a house— 
a good house—wherein men will 
laugh and drink and dine and tell 
a story and cut a card—-all in good¬ 
will.” 

Plans include a wing for a Friars- 
Town Hall of Fame to honor the 
creative achievements of actors, 
producers, directors and writers of 
the motion picture industry. Gary 
Cooper will be the first honoree, 
at fund-raising ceremonies Jan. 8. 

SHOOTING LUCIANO—ON HIM 

Giassroan-Gosch Plan Gangster 
Btog For Naples. 

Barnet Glassman, in association ! 
with former rodeo official Martin j 
Gosch, has set plans to produce a j 
film dealing with the life of Lucky j 
Luciano. According to Gosch, 
Glassman acquired the rights to 
the former ganglord’s story. Lu¬ 
ciano, who has been living in 
Naples since his deportation from 
the U.S., is said to have received 
an advance payment and is also 
down for a piece of the picture. 

The picture, Gosch Stated, will 
be "100f/o based on fact” and will 
"tell what has happened to Lu¬ 
ciano since be left the United 
States." Plans are to shoot the 
film in Naples, with May as the 
tentative starting time. 

According to Gosch, major com¬ 
pany financing and a distribution 
arrangement will be sought after 
the screenplay is completed. 

Cover Up Belly*Dinceft 
# Cairo, Nov. 22. 

Belly dancers performing 
their traditional ageless art in 
Cairo niteries are now being 
jeered and hooted at by en¬ 
raged Egyptian oglers. 

The reason is a new edict by 
Nasser's Ministry of Culture 
that bars bare midriffs* Un¬ 
happy dancers now must sport 
their traditional bows, span¬ 
gles and veils atop oid-fash- 

_ ioned all - concealing high- 
necked evening dresses. The 
effect is bizarre and. distress¬ 
ing, and ringside patrons 
aren’t sparing their derisive 
comments. ; 

JODY GARLAND TOPS 
ROYAL CHARITY BILL 

London, Nov. 29. 

Judy Garland headlines a royal 
charity gala bill at the' Palladium 
on Thursday <1) to be attended by 
the Queen Mother. The show is 
organized by the Variety Artists 
Benevolent Fund as a show busi¬ 
ness tribute to the St. John Am¬ 
bulance Brigade. Tickets range 
from $30 top down to $3. 

Apart from Bruce Forsyth, form¬ 
er emcee of tv’s Sunday Night at 
the London Palladium, the rest of 
the lineup will mainly come from 
the current Palladium revue. 
Among artists set for the royal 
show are Edmund Hockridge, 
David Kossoff, Joan Regan and 
Cliff Richard. 

Smithsonian Repository 
For ‘Great Debate’ Props 
The Smithsonian Institute has 

formally requested all television 
cameras, sets and props used by 
CBS-TV in the first of the four 
Kennedy - Nixon "Great .Debates” 
in September for recreation as a 
permanent exhibit in the museum 
in Washington. 

Request went to Dr. Frank Stan¬ 
ton, president of CBS. He hasn’t 
made a decision in the matter yet, 
since the cameras are expensive, 
working equipment. 

All three networks took turns In 
televising the debates, but CBS 
produced the first one, on Sept. 
26, from Chicago 

Rooneys’ Pop-Son Act 
Hollywood, Nov. 29. 

Mickey Rooney and his 13-year- 
old son, Timmy, will both be in 
Allied Artists’ “The Big Bankroll,” 
Samuel Bisehoff and David Dia¬ 
mond's biopic of N.Y. gambler 
Arnold Rcthstein. Juve will, play 
role of Johnny Burke, lifelong pal 
of Rothstein, as a boy, with the 
senior Rooney to take over the 
adult Burke. 

■* Assisi, Italy, Nov. 29. 
The Lateran Palace Imno 1209, 

complete with Pope Innocent III 
aha his colorful entourage, came 
to life again here this week in a 
huge- Papal apartment In the mona¬ 
stery of the Basilica of San Fran¬ 
cesco. The occasion was the film¬ 
ing of a key scene for "Francis of 
Assisi” w-hich is currently location- 
ing at Assisi. 

Sequence involved the day in 
April of 1209 when Francis and 
his group of 12 followers faced In- 
nocemt III and obtained his ap¬ 
proval Of' their role of absolute 
poverty. The moment marked the 
start of the Franciscan order which 
from then on spread rapidly 
through Italy and the rest of the 
world. 

Since it wasn’t possible to film 
inside the Vatican, producer Plato 
Skouras and director Michael Cur¬ 
tiz were hard put to find a suit¬ 
able substitute. Then one of the 
Franciscan monks mentioned the 
Papal apartment at the Basilica, 

(Continued on page fefc) 

Pad Robeson Top’ With 
Aussie Public in His 1st 

DowaUider PA. Tov 
Melbourne, Nov. 29. 

Paul Robeson, previously only 
known here through recordings and 
films, is tops and his voice "as good 
as ever” according to Aussie 
opinion. 

Robeson, touring Down Under 
and New Zealand, has already giv¬ 
en one concert in Brisbane and 
four in Sydney. He is giving three 
here, then does two in Adelaide 
and two in Perth. He’s playing to 
capacity or near-capacity houses, 

f At his Melbourne debut last 
iweek he got the cheer treatment 
i —even before beginning his re- 
jcitaL. These demonstrations are 
l usually reserved here for teenage 
’ warblers. A large percentage^ the 
i capacity audience in the huge Mel- 
| bourne Town Hall was made up' of 
I older age groups, 
j Robeson, with great ease, goes 
■ through Beethoven, Schubert, Ne¬ 
gro spirituals, quotes poetry •md 
gives an excerpt from “Othello.” 
Interspersed are references to 
"peace,” "injustices,” "brothers 
under the skin” etc., which gain 
njuch applause—for it is applause 
for a great and superb artist. 

At one point in last week’s per¬ 
formance Robeson said he had 
been made "an honorary member 
of the "Wharfies’ Association.” This 
was in reference to a current strike 
here of wharf workers and public’s 
sympathy is definitely not with 
them. Yet this statement too, said 
half jocularly, half seriously, re¬ 
ceived wild applause. 

Robeson says he hopes to be back 
Down Under next year and appear 
with an Aussie cast in a production 
of "Othello.” 
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FILMS CHURN IN DULL TRADING 
Amusement Stock Quotations 

Week Ended Tues, (29) 

1960 2V. Y. Stock Exchange Net 

High Low ♦Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues. Change 
in 100s High Low Close forwk. 

4234 23% ABC Vending 141 35% 33 3434 + 94 
41% 2534 Am Br-Par Th 193 43% 407% 43% +2% 

4214 19% Ampex .2397 245ft 215ft 22% —2% 

4514 365ft CBS .277 36% 35% 35% —1% 
25% 145ft Col Pix.557 267ft 24 26% +2 
38% 17% Decca .204 38 3534 36 —1% 
4914 20 Disney .222 2734 24% 25% + % 

136*4 94 Eastman Kdktl78 114 109 109% —1% 
8% 5% EMI . 160 6% 534 534 — % 

23% 11% Glen Alden . 332 123ft 1134 11% — % 
19 14 Loew’s Thea. 351 17 157ft 167ft + 34 
40% 22*4 MCA Inc.-... 57 37% 3534 3534 — % 
40 247 ft Metro GM .. 765 413ft 38% 3934 +1% 
6674 127 ft NAFI Corp... 271 3254 26% 2934 +3% 
13 434 Nat. Thea. .. 132 5 454 5 
6754 39% Paramount .. t42 55% 53% 537ft —1% 

38*4 17% Philco .. 339 18% 17% 173ft — % 
26134 163*4 Polaroid .... 231 239% 232 232% — % 

78% 46% RCA ...... 605 57% 5434 57% +2% 
11% 7% Republic -135 11% 1034 11% + 1 
15*4 125ft Rep., pfd. .; 17 14% 14% 1434 + % 
425ft 19% Stanley War. 91 26% 23% 23% . —1% . 
43% 30 20th-Fox . 365 42% 40% 4154 + 1% 
34*4 235ft United Artists 421 345ft 327 ft 33% 4- *4 
51% 28*4 Unlv. Pix .. 4 49* ft 49% 49% — 94 
83*4 70* ft Untv., pfd. .. +90 82 82 82 

52*4 373ft Warner Bros. 85 53% 513ft 5154 
129?ft 89* ft Zenith .196 106% 10Q 103% +234 

American Slock Exchange 

634 4% Allied Artists 54 55ft^ 53ft 5% 
7*4 3 Buckeye Corp. 146 3% 3% 3% + % 

11% 8 Cap. City Bdc. 39 103 ft 10% 10% 
6% 3% Cinerama Inc. 124 5% 5% 5% + % 

1434 10 Desilu Prods. 236 13% 105ft 117ft + 1% 
7% 4% Filmways ... 19 534-^ • 5% 5% 
23ft 5 16 Guild Films .. 115 7/16 3ft 7/16 
85ft 7% MPO Vid. . 22 /8 . 75ft 77ft + % 
87 ft 2% Nat’l Telefilm 70 / 2‘% 25ft 2% — % 

107ft 67 8 Technicolor . 353 'l0% 934 97ft — % 
14% 8% Teleprompter 22 105ft 10% 105ft — % 

4*4 2 Tele Indus. .. 62 3% 3% 3% — % 
1334 8% Trans-Lux 30 13 II34 13% +1 

♦Week Ended Mon. (28). 
t Actual Volume, 
t Ex-dividend. 

(Courtesy of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.) 

- Over-the^Counler Securities 
Bid 

America Corp. .... 17ft 
Ask 

2% 
+40 Gen Aniline & FA.. —... ........400 433 

Gold Medal Studios. .. 5ft 1 ,, 
Magna Pictures . 2% 
Metropolitan Broadcasting ...... .. 17% 185ft + % 
Movielab .. 15% .. 
Scranton Corp. . 3% 
Sterling* Television .. . 1% 

.. 534 
2 

U. A. Theatres ... 6% — % 
Wometco Enterprises . .. 13% 14% + 94 

(Source: National Assn. of Securities Dealers Inc.) 

Til Never Rival Tony Curtis But Films 
Now Give Me Fat Parts-Nisei Actor 

By" DAVE JAMPEL 

Tokyo. Nov. 29. 
Patience and well-calculated 

crossings of the Pacific have paid 
off for Jimmy Shtgeta, who re¬ 
turned to these shores last week to 
star as the late Japanese diplomat 
Hidenari Teresaki with Carroll 
Baker in MGM’s “Bridge to the 
Sun.” 

Since leaving Japan almost two 
years ago for Nipponese edition of 
the “Chevy Show” with Shirley 
MacLaine and Louis Jourdan, Shi- 
geta has become a hot property. 
He headlined the “Holiday in 
Japan” show in Las Vegas for more 

Are Stuffed Skirts 
Over-Protected ? 

That's the Thesis of 

Sir Francis Scully 

Oar Own Papal Knight 

writing another Editorial Feature 

In the apeoming 

55th Anniversary Number 

of 

than six months and has had lead¬ 
ing roles in "The Crimson Kimo¬ 
no,” “Walk Like a Dragon” and 
“Cry for Happy.” 

His first LP (Silver Slipper) re¬ 
cently hit the market and the kick¬ 
off number, “I've Got Somebody 
to Love,” is acting like a hit. 

After “Bridge to the Sun,” the 
actor-singer rushes into . the film 
version of “Flower Drum Song.” 
And a leading role in the adapta¬ 
tion of “Diamond Head,” set in his 
native Hawaii, is among the heavy 
count of future possibilities for 
Shigeta. 

Hailed in Hollywood today as 
the first romantic Oriental leading 
man, the Nisei had a standoff with 
films when he first banged on stu¬ 
dio doors years ago. He declined 
to accept the houseboy and sinister 
soldier types of parts that were 
then the lot of the. Oriental actor. 

Although he had worked a num¬ 
ber of the plushier clubs in the 
States as a singer, he decided, after 
his discharge from the Marines, to 
spend his waiting period in Japan. 
For five years he performed here, 
mainly as a singer, in night clubs, 
theatres and on tv until the States 
beckoned. Then he crossed the 
Pacific once more, his journey 
again timed to find a greater re¬ 
ception in the land of the depar¬ 
ture. 

Passing through Tokyo en route 
to six weeks of location work in 

I (Continued, on page 15) 

Britain-France-Italy Could Lure 
Stars Under New Close Contacts, 
Further Crimping Hollywood Studios By GENE ARNEEL 

. What with the Thanksgiving 

holiday and the usual year’s-end 

doldrums, the New York Stock Ex¬ 

change was hardly- a robust trading 

post last week—except for the pic¬ 

ture business issues. After a brief 

period of neglect investors came 

back with renewed affection, send¬ 

ing five film business stocks to 

new highs for 196ft and for the 

most part supporting others with 

just a little less enthusiasm. 

Thus again has come about a 

situation that has marked down- 

Ouch! 
Alan King, gagging it up at 

last week’s testimonial for Joe 
Levine, had a rib for the com¬ 
pany where he once made pic¬ 
tures: 

“There’s a studio,” he said, 
“that can take stars and make 
unknowns out of them.” 

Theatre Owners 

By HY HOLLINGER 

Hollywood’s already - depleted 
feature film production program 
could conceivably take a further 
dive if negotiations in Europe, in¬ 
volving subsidy payments from 
three countries, are completed. At 
the same time, the tripartite sub¬ 
sidy arrangement is seen as seri¬ 
ously affecting the bankrolling ac¬ 
tivities of at least two major dis¬ 
tributing companies which are 
prominently involved in arranging 
financing for independent pro¬ 
ducers. 

town bear and bull runs frequently 

during the course of 1960. It’s 

been a case of offishness for all 

listings except a fdW groups, with 

nnbtion pictures among the favored 

fe^v?* 

Analysts probed below the 

corporate surfaces of pic outfits 

again and. found attractive assets. 

They and the man-in-the-street 
portfolio holder also seemed im¬ 
pressed with the blockbuster pic¬ 
tures presently on exhibition and 
upcoming. (The inside-pix opinion 
is not so optimistic, there being 

Disney Out of Slump? 
Is Walt Disney making a 

comeback on the New York 
Stock Exchange? Producing 
company’s common stock 
jumped $3.12% per share last 
week, for its best showing in 
many months. 

Disney used to be a highly 
favored attraction downtown, 
with a high of $59.50 last year, 
$49.50 this year, and then also 
this year a spectacular fall to 
$20. Last week’s activity got 
the price up to $26.87%. 

some doubt about the fiscal out¬ 
come of at least a couple of the | 
new b.b.’s and trade reports that 
“Ben-Hur” is tapering off.) 

But if “Ben-Hur” indeed is going I 
at a slower pace in the lesser, runs 
than in the showcases, there’s no 
mistaking the obvious; this epic 
has proved a major klondike for 
Metro. Going hand in hand with 
this Is the fact that the M-G com¬ 
mon issue jumped $4.12% last 
week, hit a high of $41.37% and 
registered volume of 71,400, or 
beaucoup spirited trading in an 
otherwise dull wreek. 

M-G also was given a helping 
hand by Hayden, Stone & Co., 
which put out a recommendation 
for the film company and forecast 
1961 earnings at a big $54per share. 

Also endorsed by the Hayden 
brokerage: United Artists, Decca 
and Columbia for capital apprecia¬ 
tion, and Warners and Paramount 
on a long-range basis., 

UA last week, with 57,100 shares 
exchanging hands, w*ent to a high 
of $34.62%. Year's low was 
$23.62%. Columbia, which had a 
low of $14.62%, went to a high of 
$25.50 on a 42,000-share volume, 
Col preferred climbed to a new 
peak of $71, from a low of $60, and 
American Broadcasting-Paramount 
Theatres hit a high of $42,50 from 
a low of $25.75. 

Active, too, was 20th-Fox with a 
volume of 47,700 shares and a gain 
for the week of $3.75 per share. 
Closed at $42.50, or within inches 
of the year’s high. WB and Decca 
also were very close to high marks. 

Own Toll Data 
Vs.Paramoimts 

Only one family in seven 
watched a Telemeter home toll 
program in the West Toronto area 
covered by this Paramount sys¬ 
tem during the average wreekdajr 
evening. The average expenditure 
was $1.22 per installation per week, 
which contrasts with the Telemeter 
claim of $2 weekly! 

These are among the findings of 
a survey conducted by Elliott- 
Haynes, Inc., Toronto rating firm, 
according to Theatre Owners of 
America. 

TOA, which is violently opposed 
to fee-tv. relates that the survey 
further showed: 

44.1% of Telemeter families 
viewed only one show in the pre¬ 
vious week; 19.1% saw two pro¬ 
grams; 2.5% caught three shows; 
34.3% did not see a single Tele¬ 
meter offering; the average family 
is spending 80c of the $1.22 total 
on features; 726 sets, of a total of 
5,500, were tuned in for Disney’s 
“Sleeping Beauty”-“Grand Can¬ 
yon” combination, meaning the 
biggest audience* so far; “Ice 
Palace” had 87 family tuned in, 
the smallest. 

Concludes TOA: “All the figures 
I point up the fact that without 
1 firstrun movies, pay-tv hasn’t much 
attraction after the novelty wears 
off.” 

It’s to be noted that sources 
aligned with Telemeter have said 
right along that new films ulti¬ 
mately will be only a part of the 
programming and not the entire 
bill. 

TOA says Elliott-Haynes called 
286 housewives over a three-day 
span last month and from this 
drew the conclusions 

Bob Ryan, Sid Harmon Set 
‘Octopus/ Railroad Melo 

Hollywood, Nov. 29. 
“The Octopus,” which Robert 

Rossen was going to produce for 
20th-Fox two years ago, has been 
acquired by Robert Ryan and Sia- 
ney Harmon who’ll partner with 
Rossen in producing the film next 
summer—Harmon being producer, 
Ryan starring, Rossen writing and 
directing. 

Property, a novel by Frank Nor¬ 
ris dealing with turn-of-the-cen- 
tury railroad conflict in California, 
was first of three-picture deal Ros¬ 
sen and 20th dissolved two years 
ago. Ryan and Harmon have formed 
Carolwood Inc. as canopy for their 
part of the venture. Plan is to seek 
releasing deal after casting is com¬ 
pleted and to make film, in color, 
on a $2,000,000 budget. 

Hayden, Stone’s Crystal Ball 
Hayden, Stone & Co., brokers and underwriters, in a recent 

analysis made like Nostradamus so far as per-share earnings are 
concerned for the following four companies: 

. 1959 I960 1961 
(Estimated) (Estimated) 

Metro .....$2.91 $3.75 $5 
United Artists ... 2 47 2 80 3.25 
Decca (Universal) .. 1.81 4.25 5-6 
Columbia .. (Deficit! 1.47 2. 

A film treaty between Britain 
and France or Britain and Italy, 
both in the negotiation stage, is 
the key to the new arrangement 
which could, have a revolutionary 
effect on American film produc¬ 
tion. Since a treaty between 
France and Italy already exists, a 
Franco-Italo co-production can 
qualify for subsidies from both 
countries. If Britain makes a deal 
with either France or Italy or 
both, the possibility arises of a 
three-way co-production involving 
British Eady Plan funds, and 
French and Italian subsidies. 

As outlined by a N. Y. film at¬ 
torney well versed in the foreign 
subsidy technique, a picture cost¬ 
ing $750,000 or less could be com¬ 
pletely financed with subsidy coin 
from the three countries if the 
main producer, who* could be a 

(Continued on page 17) 

James Woolfs Innings 
Dae on British Boycott; 

Writs Reach Defendants 
London, Nov. 29. 

Writs are being issued on behalf 
of James Woolf against the top 
brass of the Cinematograph Ex¬ 
hibitors Assn., arising out of a 
letter sent by the CEA to Jack L. 
Warner earlier in the year. Also 
being named in the action is John 
Davis, deputy chairman and manag¬ 
ing director of the Rank Organiza¬ 
tion. 

Among the recipients of writs 
are the CEA’s immediate past 
prexy, J. D. Richards, the reigning 
prez, Alfred Davis, vice-jfresident 
Sydney K. Lewis, general treasurer 
Lord Westwood, and general sec¬ 
retary Ellis F. Pinckney. 

It wras last May when the exhib 
body wrote to Warner in regard to 
reports which wTere then current 
that James Woolf wras negotiating 
to make a picture at Burbank. The 
letter recalled the CEA's “recom¬ 
mendation” that members should 
not book films in which John Woolf 
or his companies wrere concerned, 
following the sale of a package of 
features to television. 

The letter explained that while 
the recommendation did not ex¬ 
tend to brother James, he was a 
director and shareholder in Rom¬ 
ulus Films and the CEx\ General 
Council might wish to extend the 
scope of the resolution to give “full 
effect to the original intention 
wrhich was undoubtedly in their 
minds.” 

India Producer 

Alex Gordon 
recall! when 

Shooting Cotvboys 
Began Singing 

* * * 
another Interesting Editorial 

Featare In the upconrng 

55th Anniversary Number 

of 

PftMETY 
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UFA Quitting Pic Distribution; 
Now 5(1% Owner of DFH; Joint 

Slate of 18 Features Yearly 
By HANS HOEHN 

Berlin, Nov. 29. 
Germany’s UFA and DFH 

iDeutsche Film-Hansai, top pic 
producing and distributing compa¬ 
nies here, have been amalgamated. 
UFA gets 50% of DFII’s shares. 
Its new board of directors has yet 
to be composed. It's believed that 
Theo Gsterwi'fid, the head of DFII, 
will become chairman of the new 
committee. UFA’S Helmut Meyer 
probably will also belong. 

UFA quarters at Munich and 
Duesseldorf may be dissolved. 
UFA’S administrative home will 
remain in Berlin, while Hamburg 
will be its provisional seat. 

DFH will take over distribution. 
The 1961-’62 lineup will run 
around 18 German-language fea¬ 
tures of which six each are UFA 
and DFH productions and six in¬ 
dependent productions. Films are 
to be shot in Berlin’s UFA studios 
and at Goettingen, W-Germany, 
where much DFII product haj been 
produced within late years. Goet¬ 
tingen and DFH will be more 
closely associated in the future. 

UFA, divorced from distribution, 
will concentrate on production, in¬ 
cluding newsreels and its theatre 
chain. \ 

Our Man in Berlin 

Hans Hoelm 

Probes the Cwioss Distaste for 

Divided Germany 

Themes 

mother Editorial Feature 
In ffce apcemfttg 
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'/Sriety 

and DFH productions and six in- mm Tl I 
dependent productions. Films are I HflnfyflP It Anil AH 
to be shot in Berlin’s UFA studios £ ffCflll Cu llCilllvC 
and at Goettingen, W-Germany, 
where much DFII product haj been « « | | 9 
produced within late years. Goet- nntll/l»knrftlftvn 
tingen and DFH will be more iCuLlIvI UCilUvl U 
closely associated in the future. 

UFA, divorced from distribution, Minneapolis, Nov 29 
wiil c*ncentrate on producUo^ in- Three.moJth.ola stagehand strike 
eluding newsreels and its theatre, . 7 * 

rpg^ins the? State Theatre,- which 

Agfa will remain, within its 15%3 spre&d-tp/the Orpheum when Ted 
participation, an associate of VFAJ Mann purchased that showhouse 

/ -and the Pan) from RKO Theatres 

ft | £ FI .1 two weeks ago, has been settled 
VAQfPfl Al KAjfiC with the main issue decided m 
UUUCU UI l\CUO, favor of Minnesota Amusement 

#| { Ti ’I ‘United Paramount! and the Mann 

Kail Ihiei rorced f“'exhibitorsinvo,vedinthe 
m w i m I Under terms of the agreement, 
Ta If of stage employes will be 

10 nfiiu iieillDfirireduced from five to tw°at the 
1U 11V1r iiVIIipUl 2,200-seat State, from four to two 

TWiin \Tnv 9Q »at the 2-800-seat Orpheum and 
„ - j- , in\x* ?iV'rrry' (from two to one at the l,800-sea\ 
German pic director W ill Trem- pan Single, stagehand .at the 1.000- 

per needed for his currently pro-' seat Lyric, : MAC'S second theatre 
diieinp hscape to Berlin a rail-,;n d0wn,0^;n Minneapolis? will be 
way-tram and applied to Federal ; rptained ' 
German railway authorities. I.at- j ’ a , , 
ter, however, didn’t like the idea ! Lengthy disagreement had been 

after hearing that “Escape” is an|te*™ed a../°ckout ,by tbe umon 
anti-Commie pic. “Thev to7d me.” | ^l^l® exhibitors referred to the 
Tremner <aid. “that they couldn’t! P°mt"at‘?dd;>.as bemg a matter of 
do' it because such assistance 1 featherbedding. Exhibitors re- 
would annoy the Communist rail- I ”*s*d *° retreat Ujorn the position 
wav authorities in East Germany." : tbat tbe 'vork involved at the three 

“Tho^e coward'!” shouted Trem- ; showpieces didn t warrant the nuiri- 
per. “The East German DEFA is! bfr. °f workers previously em- 
getting every help it wants from ! Ployed-___ 
its authorities. But we West Ger- j 
mans encounter difficulties because • 
our authorities are afraidv.” § 1 g T^Il ^ 

Tremner ultimately applied to IfJLlfl/X.> \_jLLl LI/& 
the Federal P e's Chief in Bonn . 
who intervened with Ilans-Chris- n# y ~T ' 
toph Seebohm, the Federal Minis- flHTl / J 
ter for Traffic Affairs, and finally. K-JVxX'M O 
got the train needed. 

ISfistlETf 

KUDOS & DATES TO 
CASSAVETES'SHADOWS’ 

Paris, Nov. 29. 
Though still not released here, 

John Cassavetes’ freelance Yank 
[ pic “Shadows” received one of the 
top film critic awards, the Prix 
Jean-Georges Auriol. Film got the 
nod for its script, direction, acting 
and its ant^racist the^e. Pic was 
improvised and made in 16m and 
then blown up to 35m to go on to 
win an award at the last Venice 
Fest and released in London for 
sock results and. outright sale to 
British Lion for the English speak¬ 
ing marts for $200,900. 

Nico Papatakis is handling the 
pic in France and it is due for a 
firstrun release soon. Private show¬ 
ings have garnered the pic good 
work of mouth and even fine criti¬ 
cal appraisals.. It concerns a white- 
looking' brother and sister with a 
Negro brother and their lives and 
tribulations. (Pic was reviewed in 
Variety Aug. 31, ’60.) 

L. A. to N. Y. 
Ray Bolger 
Yul Brynner 
Jack Diamond 
Arthur Freed 
Erroll Garner 
Philip Gerard 
Mary Healy 
Roger H. Lewis 
Gisele MacKenzie - 
Janis Paige 
Juliette Prowse 
Carl Ramsay 
Hope Summers 
Dimitri Tiomkin 
Ralph Wheelwright 
John Williams 
Loretta Young 
Richard D. Zanuek 

Europe to U. S. 
Noel Coward 
Hermione Gingold 
Jin Haworth 
Juliette Greco 
John Osborne 
Nicholas Ray 
Darryl F. Zanuek 

K. Y.to L. A. 
Frank Liberman 
Jan Murray 
Sig Shore 

U. S. to Europe 
Monty Berman 
Mrs. James Bridie 
Jerry .Cargill 
Jacob Goldstein 
Walter Jacobs 
Peter Katz 
Alan Ladd 
Dick Pack 
Maurice Silverstein 

yfJim Snyder 
Mike Stern 
Arthur Tolchin . - 
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‘Ik Canadians’ Under Eady Plan 
Hollywood, Nov. 29. 

“The Canadians,” Robert Ryan starrer filmed through Robert 
Lippert’s Associated Producers Inc. for 20th-Fox, has become an 
Eady Plan picture, one of the few Yank pix to be filmed in Canada 
under the British program. Additionally, it’s the first 20th film to 
be lensed in Canada since “River of No Return” in 1953. 

‘Burt Kennedy wrote and directed the film, involving Royal 
Northwest Mounted Police, and Herman E. Webber produced it 
in CinemaScope and color. Webber has planed to London where 
the film is being edited and scored for a Feb. 15 world preem in 
three Canadian cities. 

Crews which worked on the film were either Canadian or 
British. 

Republic’s Bright New Outlook; 
Carter Quips About Old Nepotism 

-- ■■■—- -n* Hollywood, Nov. 29. ‘ 
Republic Corp.’s net earnings for 

Yev Con Trust GrooJn Bearing fiscal year just ended are approxi- 
Gift of Cooperation Says mately $1,600,000, more than three 

times the net profit for fiscal 1959, 
Rena Velissariou prexy Victor Carter told L. A. Se¬ 

curity Analysts last week. It’s the 
In her Special Article on company’s largest net in at least 

14 j'ears. 

Filming in Greece The susoo.ooo is equivalent to r ummg m Greece ^ per common. share compared 

* * * to $484,882 or 24c per share last 
year. Both figures are computed 

another Special Story after provision for taxes and divi- 
in the upcoming dend payments ta a large block of 

preferred stock and in both cases 
55th Anniversary Number there were 2,004,190 shares of com¬ 

mon outstanding.. 
Carter attributed the rosy finan- 

—■ j— cial position of the company 25% 
AvtRZETT to its plastics operation, 25% to 

its tv distribution of Republic Pic¬ 
tures’ feature backlog, 15% to 

T>1 If (if J rental of the studio facilities and 
PlAQfl I AT fllamA 35% to operations of lab subsidi- 
1 Ivull I Ul lUCtlltU ary, Consolidated Film Industries. 

Since revelation earlv this year 
r*i_ of a plan to finance production. Re¬ 

in If I AVIpA I IfV public has bankrolled two telese-. 
liivAIvU VllJ ries amj four features, Carter said. 

Mexico City Nov 29 These productions have outside 
Now its the United Artists local money guarantors and use^olh 

distributorship which will attempt ?eP“¥lc studio space and CFI lab 
to convince an inflexibly opposed facilities, but they give up no own- 
Film Bureau head to change his erslup to Republic, 
mind about granting an exhibition Republic, Carter said, has $2,- 
permit for “The Alamo” in Mexico. 000.000 worth of contracts with 

anothor Special Story 
In the upcomlog 

55th Anniversary Number 

PSstiEfr 

Plead for‘Alamo’ 
In Mexico City 

Mexico City, Nov. 29. 

A copy of the film is being im-i_, . ... . ,, ^ 
ported by United Artists, with this out °/ tke ^^rfeatlirtuoifCci?S 

various tv stations for televising of 

allegedly including cuts of morelr.nnnnrt . . , ..._. 
blatant scenes pinching nat,onaI 000 00,0r,'"licnoi"'7c's ^ next 
pride. The UA office here wants 'Continued on page 15) 
Jorge Ferretis to look over and . - 
give a final formal decision in the ft ft m • 

“,s is the film official fvho U.b. (jOVt I IT Ulg 
strenuously opposed filming of pic- * * , 
ture in Mexico on grounds that . *•* P " 
script was “defamatory” to Mexico. K nHrFAlinrir HAV1 
He won his point and producer llflllll l/TT lUt 1 Ul 

“Wayne switched to a Texas location - 
site. ¥>• r n* 

and expects to write another $15,- 

Tremner ultimately applied to Mike Curtiz In Italy? iHollywood Hanford, nov. 29. 
the Federal P e's Chief in Bonn . */ */ The trial of Clarence B- Kan- 
who intervened with Ilans-Chris- Or ITT * 7 -rn 0 trowitz of West Hartford—charged 
toph Seebohm, the Federal Minis- lN//7T,C TUI ft i Tl 1 Till ^ t TlllQUri J f Tl S111 if? A /*0 J with copyright infringement of mo- 
ter for Traffic Affairs, and finally, O KJ 1V t/\J 1 V.eJ JLY.Li/fl'xJLIAJtJL tion pictures—cointinued- in U.S. 
got the train needed. •/ Circuit Court today (TuesJ after 

-Assisi, Italy, Nov. 29. !he commented. “We put ourselves jin films where large numbers of a weekend recess. Kantrowitz, also 
_ •% ne Unions in Hollywood crying the inl° a position where we thought extras are required.” known as Mr. K. and Mr. Kay, 

Rank Wms Distnb Of blues because of “runaway” pro- r°b°dy could compete with us. Curtiz, who is directing “Francis operates a film distribution outlet 
uiAio vioi u +. . iWell, they can compete here, of Assisi” for producer Plato here, Arrow Films. 

*I»1 filP Rf Britain'wi Vl- °nly ^bemsehes t0 What’s more they’ve been smart Skouras, emphasized that the pic- The government is trying him 
Dl U.u Ui. Viliam blame, says director Michael Curtiz enough to equip their studios with ture actually had to be made on under and charges that he violated 

London, Ncv. 29. who’s currently piloting the film the latest and the newest machin- location. “We couldn’t have gone Federal copyright. The ; charges 
Rank Film Distributors >e.>ter- “Francis of Assisi” on location ery- And tbe p°o1 of. American anywhere else,” he said.. are the culmination of the arrest 

day Mon. 1 signed a contract vvith : here actors in Europe today is astound- "Francis” presents Bradford of a Chicago tavern owner and film 
Samuel Brcnston for United K’ng- . ’ .. . . ing. What is so tragic is that all Dillman, Dolores Hart and Stuart service operator for screening 
dom distribution of “El Cid,” which ; The combination of unions and this didn’t have to happen. In fact Whitman. It’s a Triton-20th Cen- bootleg prints of Hollywood fea- 
1s currently in production in Spain, stars, with thein^ky-high demands, it shoiildn t have happened. But tury-Fox production in color and ture films. Named specifically are 
with Charlton Heston and Sophia are drivijjg production abroad,” n°hody can run a business properly CinemaScope. After completing its "Pete Kelly’s Blues.” “Beau Brum- 
Loren in the leads. Curtiz maintained “It's a shame to -under .th® conditions that prevail Assisi location, the film moves mel,” “Broken Lance,” “The 

•Cid " is being released in the “h“r" “in* . ,tofcn HoUywood. Tour stars are down 275 miles to the Cinecitta (Continued on page 17) 
■Western Hemisphere through Al- "hat. JS happenmg. There is ( a^Tng these fantastic salaries Studios in Rome where 18 interior _P g 
Red Artist* Dear Films have n? reason.for it. except that some union demands bear no rela- sets have been prepared. The big .- 
rights in Italv and Firmayer in of us are 3ust too greedy. If people tidn whatever to final revenue.” Crusade battle scenes will be shot ALLER DISCOVERS GOLD 
Spain ■ w er5 more reasonable, and recog-' lurt,z. who dates back t0 the near Rome and probably also in -- 

_nized that they are destroying the,earW days on the Coast, obviously Spain. Cites Outflow As Reason To Drop 
ciDCT r^Mct icrir iv;cnderful machine that was—and jyen^for some aspects of “the good “This is an extraordinarily dif- O’Seas Shooting 
FIRST COMES LEGIT : still is Hollywood the Europeans j old days.” But, says he, “I think ficult film to make,” Curtiz opined. - 

_ * tndav would not rpanincr '.. ^ _ *_'.-.a.i.. m,_..xit___. tt-ii..J nt_ nn 

U.S. Govt. Trying 
Kantrowitz For 

Piracy of Pix 

Rank Wins Disirib Of 

“Cid** is being rglgHscd in th6 . . , . tooay in HQliywoocl* Your 

Wesiei'n Hemisphere through Al- noJeasonfor i^excen^tha?^1 ^ ^ 
lied Artists. Dear Fiims have ' ^ ™ 'fT un,lon demands bear lied Artists. Dear Films have 
rights in Italy and Firmayer in 
Spain. 

FIRST COMES LEGIT 

(Continued on page 17) 

ALLER DISCOVERS GOLD 

Cites Outflow As Reason To Drop 
O’Seas Shooting 

Hollywood, Nov. 29. 
Tie-in of “runaway” productions 

Sncider:s novel, “The King from, cient and skilled as their Yank; because it gives opportunities to extraordinarily romantic and hero- 
Ashtabula.” and will first product colleagues, and possibly more so. more people. I am just heartsick ic figure. Fortunately, we have an 
it on .Broadway. Sneider will also [“This Italian crew we have on j that our unions and stars are man- excellent script which emphasizes 

- * 'today would not be reaping the;we made a terrible mistake. There “We are creating a picture about Hollywood, Nov. 29. 
Columbia Stase & Screen Deal -rich harvest of American produc- were a lot of good things about the a Saint. He was easily the most Tie-in of “runaway” productions 

With Vern Sneider jtion investment. ‘old’ system. Only it didn’t grow, fascinating figurec of his era and with the current gold crisis is made 
^-„ j Curtiz, vet of some 100 films. It didn’t develop. I think the sys- he completely dominated the 13th by Herb Aller, business rep of 

Hollywood, Nov. 29. /says European technicians and;tern today is better because it century. Yet, we can not permit the Cameramen’s Local 659, IATSE, 
Columbia Pictures purchased/crews have by now caught up to'gives opportunities to more people, spiritual values to completely ob- in a telegram to the heads of all 

stage and screen rights to Vernrjthe point where they are as effi- I think the system today is better scure the fact that Francis was an major film companies. 
Sncider:s novel, “The King from, cient and skilled as their Yank ;because it gives opportunities to extraordinarily romantic and hero- Said the telegram: “In view tif 
Ashtabula." and w»ll first product colleagues, and possibly more so. more people. I am just heartsick ic figure. Fortunately, we have an crisis caused by the reduction of 
!t on .Broadway. Sneider will also [“This Italian crew we have on j that our unions and stars are man- excellent script which emphasizes the gold supply in the United 
write legit version. ‘Francis of Assisi’ works fast, they J aging to kill off Hollywood as the great personal story of the States, we call upon you to contain 

Morton Da Costa will direct and don’t argue about who does what j we’ve known it. They didnT^have founder of the Franciscan order. American manufacturing and pro- 
co-produce ^tare version in a-soc!- or when and they seem genuinely to drive out production.” He was a man of great vision and] ducing within the boundaries of 
ation with Robert Fryer and Law- interested in the job,” he said.1 Director opined that many pic- great courage who also had a won- the United States. We assure you 
renc.? 9arr- “They no longer run a poor second tures had to be shot overseas in derful and subtle sense of humor.” of cooperating in every way pos- 

Vv ilhami Morris Agency multiple to our Hollywood people.” ; this wide-screen dra, but that many With a view to balancing the sible through the auspices of 
pr :cipation under which Morton Parenthetically, Curtiz noted others could just as well be made values in “Francis,” Skouras is organized and unorganized workers 
Da Costa will direct and co-produce that the Italians are willing, and'on the Coast. “That’s where the assembling a whole army of extras of America.” 
the-comedy for logit in association used to. working on Saturdays, (American film industry belongs,” ;in Rome to reenact Francis’ extra- Wire was sent to: Arthur Krim, 
with Pobert Fryer and Lawrence which gives the production an he* said, “but you can’t expect pro- ^ordinary excursion to Egypt in the Walt Disney. Milton R. Raekmil, 
Uarr. 'xtra day each weel . T’iat pays off duction to stay home if costs early 1200s when he sought to Spyros P. Skouras, Joseph Vogel, 

Da Costa will then produce and heavily on a short ski\’. abroad are actually half of what.j bring an .end to the Fifth Crusade , Barney Ba’a.ban, S’e.ve . Broidy, 

Carr. 
Da Costa will 

diiect the film. 
■* »•«! a .-1MW1L . O'JHiliU (tit Hi lilt II; Ul VHIctl i l?i, illfc _CIJU LU me rjllll UrUSi 

I “We ttftey^are in ‘Hollywood; 3 coitverting ~ the " •Abe Schneider and Jack Warner. “ 
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REVOLT OF THE ‘ERRAND BOYS 
'Show Our People and Customs, 

Not Our Jungles’: Brazil Plea 
Hollywood, Nov. 29. 

A new frontier for the American 

filmmaker is about to open in 

Brazil, according to Buy Pereira 
da Silva, director and superintend¬ 
ent of ProCine Productions in Rio 
de Janeiro. “We’re prepared to' 
make it attractive for Hollywood 
producers to make pictures in Bra¬ 
zil,” da Silva explained here, “pro¬ 
viding the films say something 
about Brazil and its people instead 
of its jungles.” 

Da Silva noted the new Brazilian 
government, under President Janio 
Quadros, has indicated its desire 
to promote two specific aspects of 
the Brazilian economy^-tourism 
and cinema. Plans inc^u^e bank 
credit for producers, relief in cus¬ 
toms regulations to Jure outside 
filmmakers and complete coopera¬ 
tion im the making of motion pic¬ 
tures. 

While in Hollywood da Silva set 
up ties* with Persson/Serrano En¬ 
terprises, production-personal man¬ 
agement firm which ^QlLjepresent 
him here. Brazilian^, producer 
initially is seeking ca-productidh 
deals with American producers. 
He’s prepared to put up studio fa¬ 
cilities. actors and as much as 
$300,000 in financing, with U. S. 
partner to provide the above-the- 
line costs of script, stars and di¬ 
rector. 

Da Silva noted that some Yank 
filmmakers have produced pix in 
Brazil but that the results were 
far from admirable. “Now we want 
to make first class films, something 
the Brazilian industry itself has 
not done,” he explained. Producer 
declared a film which would cost 
$3,000,000 to produce in Hollywood 
can be done in Brazil for $800,000. 
As representative of the Compan- 
hia Cinematografica Vera Cruz 
Studios in Sao Paulo (he says they 
are the largest in Latin America), 
da Silva said the facilities can be 
rented for $200 per day. 

“Inflation, which Is hurting Bra¬ 
zil, is a help to foreign producers,” 
da Silva stated. “Some years/ago 
the rate of exchange was l# cru¬ 
zeiros to the dollar. Today^t is 190 
to the dollar.” 

As part of Brazil's new concen¬ 
tration on film, the state of Guana- 
bara (which encompasses. Rio) 
will organize an international film 
festival in 1962. Program will in¬ 
volve construction of a 2,000-seat 
festival hall. 

Da Silva is in the United States 
with Victor Boucas, Guanabara’s 
secretary for tourism. Pair are 
working together, for it’s the gov¬ 
ernment’s feeling that good films 
depicting the real Brazil—pictures 
that are good enough for the world 
market—are the best stimulus for 
tourism. 

Brazil has come a long way, da 
Silva explained. Former President 
Kubitschek built a new capital— 
Brazilia—and more roads in four 
years than were built in all of 
Brazil’s preceding years, da Silva 
said. “He developed the automo¬ 
bile industry and power, and now 
the time is ripe for the motion 
picture industry. French produc¬ 
ers are making films there (‘Black 
Orpheus' was a French-Brazilian 
co-production t and German pro¬ 
ducers are there. We’re interested 
in Hollywood.” 

FORDHAM’S FILM STUDY 
CLUB STRESS; MORALS 

Fordham U.’s Communications 
Arts Department is underway with 
a film study club designed to throw 
attention on prominent American 
and foreign features in terms of 
Catholic teachings. 

Program will comprise an ap¬ 
preciation of a given picture by a 
professional critic in terms of so¬ 
ciological and moral aspects, 
screening of the film and then an 
open forum discussion Cultural 
and artistic values also will be con¬ 
sidered. 

These film classes will be avail¬ 
able to the general public. 

independent Film Exec 

George Morris 
discourses on 'sensitive' 

themes in 

Race and Romance 
* * * 

one of the many Editorial Features 

in the upcoming 

55th Anniversary Number 

of 

f'SniETT 

‘Butterfield 8’To 

Posts First; TOA 
Eyes Precedent 

Theatre Owners of America is 

keeping a watchful eye on the film 

companies which release pictures 

to Army and Air Force theatres 
ahead of commercial houses. Lat¬ 
est “A” to play the service theatres 
before it reached regular houses 
was Metro’s “Butterfield 8.” 

According to TOA, it had been 
advised by M-G that since “But¬ 
terfield 8” represented its Thanks¬ 
giving release, for which wide play¬ 
ing time was anticipated during 
the holiday period, it gave the 
film to the military earlier to avoid 
the expense of making additional 
prints to permit concurrent serv¬ 
ice-commercial theatre play. 

Metro, _TOA nays, indicated that 
this is thfe first “A” film it has 
given the military ahead of com¬ 
mercial theatres since the exhibitor 
organization made an agreement 
with the Army Motion Picture 

(Continued on page 20) 

PABEOFFiGE 
LK BUT 

By GENE MOSKOWITZ 

Paris, Nov. 29. 
Indie producers, go home. 
This is a possible, if unused, ral¬ 

lying slogan of two Columbia Pic¬ 
tures executives who have quit that 
organization to set up here for 
themselves. Norbert Auerbach and 
George Pfizer, who will hereafter 
be A&P Films International, grum¬ 
ble that life has become very try¬ 
ing for Paris representatives of 
American companies now mostly 
composed of, and catering to, “in¬ 
dependent” producers. 

These indie producers love to 
travel and to “opinionate.” They 
always know better than the peo¬ 
ple on the spot how best to han¬ 
dle and exploit their one picture. 
Pleasing these multiplying opera¬ 
tors is very difficult indeed. 

Other motives figured in the 
Auerbach-Pilzer decision to do it 
themselves. Overseas branches 
may, in the aggregate, account for 
50% of the American distributors’ 
annual gross rentals but compen¬ 
sation and Incentive continues, as 
traditionally, to favor the home of¬ 
fice gentry, whose end of the sales 
totals may be on the slump, but 
they control the salary and bonus 
arrangements. 

Pair do not object to the in¬ 
dependent producers seeking to 
force attention on their individual 
releases. That’s to be expected. 
But as they travel more and build 
up pressure more against the over¬ 
seas branches of their distribution 
company they become a nuisance. 

“A man working in Paris for 
an American major today is con¬ 
verted into an office boy. Time 
and energy is diverted from 
main issues to shopping chores, 
hotel reservations, cafe crawling. 
Today’s conditions flood us with 
visitors, who demand we drop 
our regular work and service 
and service them. Much of the 
service is private, though In 
the name of business.” 
Decamping pair aver that there 

is still too much front office hier¬ 
archy pressure at a time when 
foreign income means the differ- 

(Continued on page 20) 

Technamation, New Process, Aims 

To Minimize Physical Movement 

Sam Goldwyn 

barks back to the ptoieer days 

of sound In « kamoroKS 

memoir titled 

From the Files 

another Special Story 

hi the upcoming 

55th Anniversary Number 

of 

P'SriETt 
_^_ 

Clagett Warning: 

‘Adult’ Features 

Facing Attacks 
Presidents and other key officers 

of the major film companies were 
told • point blank at a New York 
meeting of the Motion Picture 
Assn, of America that more and 
more picture censorship is threat¬ 
ened and' their support Is needed 
to stave it off. 

Manning (Tim) Clagett, MPAA’s 
governmental rep In Washington, 
told the meeting, held the past 
week, that numerous state legisla¬ 
tures have in their respective hop¬ 
pers bills for either straight blue- 
penciling of theatrical production 
or classification In terms of adult 
or family fitness. 

There were no “announcements” 
as to decisions taken at this ses¬ 
sion. In fact the meeting itself 
wasn’t even heralded. 

But apparently it was almost 
unanimously recognized by the film 
industry leaders, according to ad- 

(Continued on page 17) 

- Technamation Films Inc., a firm 
which has developed a new anima¬ 
tion process, has been organized 
by Martin H. -Poll, president of 
N.Y.’s Gold Medal Studios, and 
Stanley Schwartef head of Techni¬ 
cal Animations Inc*. The new cor¬ 
poration is jointly owned by Gold 
Medal Enterprises, a subsidiary of 
Gold Medal Studios, and Technical 
Animations. 

Technamation, which Is de¬ 
scribed as applicable for entertain¬ 
ment films, tv commercials, and 
industrial and training films, is 
“a new technology directed to the 
creation of visual motion through 
a minimum of physical movement.” 
The process is further stated to 
stem from an extension of the 
principles of rotary polorization 
combined with new optical re¬ 
search first investigated: by Naval 
Research. 

The company points out that be¬ 
cause of the boom in animation 
and the lack of sufficiently trained 
technical personnel, the^nimating 
companies have been faced with 
serious production and delivery 
problems. The new technique is 
said to solve the personnel scar¬ 
city. 

The ‘entertainment division of 
Technimation has completed a 10- 
minute theatrical short, “The'Won- 
derful World of Willie Doolittle,” 
which will be ready for release on 
Dec. 15. It’s said to be the first of 
a series of such shorts.. 

Officers of the npw company are 
Poll, president; Schwartz, exea 
v.p.; Robert Jacobs, v.p.-secretary- 
general manager; Howard Wein¬ 
berger, treasurer, and Martin 
Leichter, assistant secretary. 
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MILD PROTESTS VS. . 
‘STARS’ IN LONDON 

London, Nov. 29. 
“I Aim At Stars,” Columbia’s 

biopic of rocket scientist Wehrner 
von Braun, brought out demonstra¬ 
tions on its London first night, 
similar to those at earlier screen¬ 
ings on the Continent, .They were 
relatively mild here. 

As the invited preem audience 
of diplomats, scientists and film 
execs and players sat in the circle 
of the Leicester Square Theatre, 
leaflets showered from the balcony. 
Wording was: “The showing of the 
film makes a mockery of tributes 
to our fallen dead.” Two men then 
appeared on . stage with a 12-foot 
.banner inscribed; “Nazi Braun’s 
V2 rockets killed and maimed 
9,000 Londoners.” The men were 
escorted from the: cinema by^itew- 
ards. & 

SEATTLE'S 2D HARD-TICKET 

Music Box with ‘Spartacus' Hailed 
As a Trend 

Seattle, Nov. 29. 
Will Conner, general manager of 

Hamrick ^Theatres, reveals that 
Music Box will be converted to 
hard ducat policy, similar tcT its 
companion, across the street, the 
Blue Mouse. After two weeks 
closure the house will reopen Dec. 
23 with Universal’s “Spartacus” on. 
reserved seats, similar to Metro’s 
“Ben-Hur,” now in 42nd week at 
the Mouse. 

Connor characterizes the “legiti¬ 
mate theatre” pattern as a trend 
and the answ'er to the future of the 
metropolitan exhibitor. The Blue 
Mouse seats 739 with its Todd-A-O 
conversion. Music Box will be 
about the same. An intimate house 
with beauty in style emphasized is 
basic, he declared. 

About $70,000 will be spent for 
the conversion. 

‘Cimarron’ Opens Dec. 25 
Los Angeles, Nov. 29. 

“Cimarron” will have its local 
opening Christmas Night at the 
Hollywood/Paramount, on the same 
exclusive, roadshow policy Metro 
is folio wing.for other starts around 
the country. 

World preem of Edmund Grain¬ 
ger production wiil be Thursday 
U) in Oklahoma City. 
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Where The Boys Are 
(C’SCOPE—COLOR—PANA- 

YISION) 

Potential boxoffice whopper 
•n basis of unusually strong 
appeal for young people. 
Showcase for several of Hol¬ 
lywood’s more promising 
younger players. Pictures up¬ 
dated college snakes. 

Hollywood, Nov, 16. 
Metro release of Joe Pasternak pro¬ 

duction. Stars Dolores Hart, George Ham¬ 
ilton, Yvette Mimieux. Jim Hutton. Bar¬ 
bara Nichols. Paula Prentiss: introduces 
Connie Francis; with Frank Gorshin. 
Chill . Wills, Rory Harrity, Ted Berger, 
John Brennan, Vito Scott. Directed by 
Henry Levin. Screenplay, George Wells, 
fcased on novel by Glendon Swarthout; 
camera j (Metrocolor). Robert Bronner; 
editor, Fredric Steinkamp; art directors, 
George/W. Davis, Preston Ames; music. 
George/ Stoll; assistant director. A) Jen- 
nSglT Reviewed at Westwood Village 
The-tre, Nov. 16, '60. Running time, 99 
MINS. 
Merritt Andrews . Dolores Hart 
Ryder Smith .. George Hamilton 
Melanie ... Yvette Mimieux 
TV Thompson . Jim Hntton 
Lola . Barbara Nichols 
Tuggle Carpenter . Paula Prentiss 
Anm   Connie Francis 
Police Captain. Chill Wills 
Basil . Frank Gorshin 
Franklin . Rory Harrity 
Stout Man. Ted Berger 
Dill.  John Brennan 
Mailre D* . Vito Scotti 

A number of Hollywood’s fresh, 
young up-and-coming players are 
given a chance to cut loose and 
show their thespic wares in Metro’s 
•‘Where the Boys Are.” The more 
studious tt^'egian may cringe in 
horror at this adult eye-view of 
modern undergrads at play, but 
the Joe Pasternak -production Is 
going to pay off big at the box- 
office. 

It’s a long way from Andy Hardy 
to “Where the Boys Are” today. 
?*The Boys” of today, according lo 
George Wells’ screenplay out of 
Glendon Swarthout’s ^ovel, are 
generally in irresponsible sexual 
orbit and it is up to the girls of 
today to bring them down to earth. 
The Andy Hardy peck-on-the- 
cheek and woo-woo are utterly 
passe—they have been replaced by 
the illicit bedtime story. These 
young people are far more mature 
than their forerunners, but fhey 
are also far less savory. The illu¬ 
sion of wholesome youth becomes 
the latest illusion to be stripped 
away as filmdom’s mushrooming 
preoccupation with illicit sex con¬ 
tinues. 

Wells* scenario is set in Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida, site of an an¬ 
nual spring invasion by Easter- 
vacationing collegians from all 
over the East and Midwest, most 
of the males apparently from the 
Halls of Ivy (or Yalies,” as they are 
precociously referred to once too 
often here). Most of the girls man¬ 
age to avoid the primitive passion, 
but there is an occasional casualty, 
in this case Yvette Mimieux who 
winds up walking the white line on 
a Florida highway after getting in 
too deep with a pair of these un¬ 
scrupulous “Yalies” «who weren’t 
“Yalies” after all, she comments 
from her hospital bed). Following 
this slice of melodrama, the other 
girls limp back to dear old noth¬ 
ing - ever - happens- on - campus U. 
and Miss Mimieux is on her way 
home to recuperate. 

Among the “pairs” on view are 
Dolores Hart and George Hamil¬ 
ton. They make beautiful mu¬ 
sic together. Miss Hart’s fresh all- 
American-girl beauty and bud¬ 
ding dramatic talent herald a 
bright future for her in films. 
Hamilton is a little wooden. It 
appears to be an attempt at suave, 
mature masculinity, which is de¬ 
sirable but requires a shade more 
warmth and animation. 

Miss Mimieux, in a demanding 
role, gets by dramatically. Vis¬ 
ually she is a knockout, and has a 
misty, quality that will spring her 
parts as soon as the casting de¬ 
partment draws a bead on her ap¬ 
peal. Paula Prentiss, making her 
screen debut, will be a big hit 
with audiences ir this vehicle. 
Her approach is of the Rosalind 
Russell-Eve Arden mold, and 
stamps her as a valuable commodi¬ 
ty for Hollywood. Recording star 
Connie Francis also makes her 
screen debut. Because of a less 
appealing role, it is less auspicious, 
but she does get to sing two selec¬ 
tions, and renders them with zip 
and style. The tunes, by Howard 
Greenfield and Neil Sedaka, are 
pleasant but unexciting. 

In other key roles Jim Hutton 
is affable, Barbara Nichols flashy 
(as a dumb blonde in an exag¬ 
gerated swimming-tank sequence), 
Frank Gorshin animated and amus¬ 
ing, and Chill Wills effective. 
Others favorably on display are 
Rory Harrity, Ted Berger, John 
-Brennan and Vito Scotti. 

Director Henry Levin has 

whipped up some merry mob 
scenes, but is responsible for sev¬ 
eral extremely artificial touches. 
Among these are a phonily-staged 
back-to-back love scene between 
Hamilton and Miss Hart and un¬ 
realistic passages in the tank and 
on the highway. Robert Bronner’s 
camera work, embellished by 
Metrocolor, is attractive, Fredric 
Steinkamp’s editing generally 
smooth. Art directors George W. 
Davis and Preston Ames have 
made the most of the Fort Lauder¬ 
dale locale on exteriors and 
matched the tropical holiday mood 
with some smart interiors of 
motels, bars and boats. Pete 
Rugolo’s “dialectic” jazz adds a 
prominent youthful note. George 
Stoll’s score fills in the musical 
balance adequately. Producer Joe 
Pasternak deserves a thank-you for 
giving all this young talent an 
opportunity to show Off. He’ll be 
all the better for it when the re¬ 
turns are in. This one has smash 
potential. 

Studio and picture’s producer 
both say “it’s in Cinemascope with 
Panavision lenses.” Panavision 
veep Meredith Nicholson says pri¬ 
vately that Metro hasn’t used 
C’Scope for a long time but is con¬ 
tractually required to use the 
name. Joe Pasternak says “Boys” 
just used Panavision lenses but 
picture’s in C’Scope, as the credits 
say. 

Without getting too technical, 
C'Seepe is same as Panavision 35 
except for lenses usedf. Now, it 
would seem, if Pan lenses are used, 
it’s Panavision. But studio credits 
say C’Scope. Tube. 

Fortnnat 
(FRENCH) 

Paris, Nov. 29. 
Cinedis release of Silver Film-Cinetel- 

PCM production. Stars Bourvil, Michele 
Morgan; features Rosy Varte, Teddy Bilis, 
Frederic Robert, Patrick Millow, Gaby 
Morlay. Written and directed hy Alex 
Joffe. Dialog and screenplay by Joffe, 
Pierre Corti from novel by Michel Breit- 
man; camera. Pierre Petit; editor. Erick 
Puet. At Ambassade-Gaumont, Paris. Run¬ 
ning time, 13# MINS. 
Fortunat .’. Bourvil 
Juliette . Michele Morgan 
Mrs. Falk . Rosy Varte 
Mr. Falk. Teddy Bills 
Maurice . Frederic Robert 
Pierre . Patrick Millow 
Miss Massillon.Gaby Morlay 

Overlong pic serves as a vehicle 
for stars Bourvil and Michele Mor¬ 
gan as a strangely assorted couple 
brought together by the trials of 
the occupation during the last 
World War. It is well carpentered 
but conventional with tearjerker 
aspects. This appears mainly a 
local item since a surface comedy- 
drama sans the characterization or 
feeling for the time to make it 
much of an arty possibility. 

Miss Morgan has to be spirited 
into the French free zone when her 
husband, an important resistance 
man, is arrested. Bourvil gets her 
across with her two children pos¬ 
ing as her husband. He then be¬ 
comes indispensable and love 
grows causing problems with the 
older son. There are side compli¬ 
cations of a deported neighbor 
Jewish family and life under the 
occupation. 

Miss Morgan is svelte but plays 
in her usual too well made up and 
studied manner to make her posi¬ 
tion in this situation acceptable. 
Bourvil does the peasant character 
in love with a fragile upper class 
woman for laughs. Alex Joffe has 
given this standard treatment with¬ 
out trying to make the relations 
more revealing. Mosk. 

JLos Fanfarrones 
(The Braggarts) 

(MEXICAN) 
Mexico City. Nov. 22. 

Columbia release of Alfa Films produc¬ 
tion. Stars Miguel Aceves Mejia, Flor 
Silvestre, Julio Aldama: features Mru- 
ricio Garces. Irma Dorantcs, Veronica 
Loyo. Joaquin Garcia. Directed by 
Rogelio A. Gonzalez. Screenplay, Alfredo 
Varela Jr. from original story by Jose 
Maria Fernandez Unsain; camera, Ezequiel 
Carrasco: music, Jesus Zarzosa. At Cine 
Orfeon. Mexico City. Running time, 90 
MINS. 

The tale of three wild and wooly 
characters who ride into the usual 
Mexican replica of a dusty cow¬ 
poke town, is nicely done here. 
They fall in love and set things 
aright in town, to the accompani¬ 
ment of fisticuffs, gunplay and 
much singing. Still this simple sort 
of musical western goes good with 
the nabe house audiences. 

Miguel Aceves Mejia, who covets 
the throne of the late Jorge Ne¬ 
grete, is in good ranchero voice 
(strong and loud), aided and abet¬ 
ted by Julio Aldama, who wishes 
to become a singing cowboy in 
films. Lesser aid is supplied by 
Mauricio Garces who is better in 
straight acting roles. Emil. 

The Grass Is Greener 
(TECHNIRAMA-COLOR) 

Verbose, only occasionally gra¬ 
tifying- comedy about some An¬ 
glo-American. scuffling in and 
around England’s “stately 
homes.” Powerful cast will 
make the desirable difference 
at the b.o. 

Hollywood, Nov. 18. 
Universal release of Stanley Donen 

production. Stars Cary Grant, Deborah 
Kerr, Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmohs; 
with Moray Watson. Directed by Donen. 
Screenplay, Hugh and Margaret Williams, 
from their play; camera (Technicolor), 
Christopher Challis; editor. James Clark: 
art director, Paul Sheriff: music, Noel 
Coward; sound, John Cox; assistant di¬ 
rector, Roy Stevens. Reviewed at Screen 
Directors Guild Theatre, Nov. 18, '60. 
Running time, 1#5 MINS. 
Victor Rhyall .... Cary Grant 
Hilary RhyaU. Deborah Kerr 
Charles Delacro ........ Robert Mitchum 
Hattie . Jean Simmons 
Sellers.Moray Watson 

Merry old England is the cite- 
of this not-always-sormerry com- 

i edy about a romantic clash between 
a British Earl-ionaire and an Amer¬ 
ican oil-ionaire. It will take all 
the cumulative magnetism of Its 
appealing cast to bail it out at 
the boxoffice. But bail it out the 
cast probably will for Universtal 
and Grandon Productions, latter 
the company in which the picture’s 
star, Cary Grant, and its producer- 
director, Stanley Donen, are part¬ 
nered. 

The Hugh and Margaret Wil¬ 
liams screenplay, adapted from 
their London stage hit, fakes an 
outrageous premise, has some so¬ 
phisticated fun with it for awhile, 
then slowly evolves into a talky 
and generally tedious romantic ex¬ 
ercise, dropping the semi-satirical 
stance that brightens up the. early 
going. 

[ At the start, it appears the film 
will have something novel and in¬ 
teresting to say about the tourist 
Americans and enterprising Brit¬ 
ish who make up opposite halves 
of the “stately homes” business 
in which England’s titled gentry 
rather Unwillingly fling open the 

; doors of their historically-signifi- 
cant houses to curious Yanks for a 
stipend (“Nowadays an English 
home is not his castle, it’s his 
profit”). Observations on this issue 
soon peter out, whereupon the 
story swerves toward some sharp 
and outspoken comments on the 
difference between being Anglo 
and being American. 

While this is going on, a roman¬ 
tic triangle is developing among 
the Earl (Grant) his wife (Deborah 
Kerr), and a “rip-roaring Grade A 
romantic” American millionaire 
(Robert Mitchum) who wanders 
off-limits into milady’s drawing 
room during the tour and promptly 
and preposterously falls in love 
with her, she with him. Balance of 
the picture is concerned with 
Grant’s efforts to woo his wife 
back to his side and, except for his 
own polished performance and 
Miss Kerr’s, has little to off$r in 
the way of light comedy, which ap¬ 
pears to be the objective of ati 
concerned. 

Grant, as noted, is in good form. 
It is a tribute to his once-a-gen- 
eration flair for light comedy that 
every time- he wanders out of eye- 
and-ear range, the comedy sputters, 
stammers and stalls. The unin¬ 
spired screenplay has its staunchest 
ally in Grant, whose stiffest com¬ 
edy competition comes not from 
his three costars but from Moray 
Watson, who so agreeably plays 
the butler, a fellow who admits 
he’s too normal, happy and well- 
adjusted to succeed in his ambi¬ 
tion to be a novelist. Exchanges 
between Grant and Watson are the 
highlights of the film. 

Miss Kerr gives a sturdy per¬ 
formance as the object of this 
abundance of affectioin. Jean Sim¬ 
mons, decked out in purposely ex¬ 
aggerated makeup and several 
liigh-styled gowns by Christian 
Dior, manages reasonably well in 
the role of a madcap ex-girl friend 
of Grant’s, a kind of British Zsa- 
Zsa. Weakest link in the romantic 
and comedic give-and-take is Mit¬ 
chum. He’s pretty sluggish on the 
comedy end and thoroughly uncon¬ 
vincing in his relationship with 
Miss Kerr, never really projecting 
the implied passion, or even inter¬ 
est. 

There are some thoughtful, in¬ 
ventive directorial touches by Do¬ 
nen (significant empty chairs and 
bedroom doors softly closing), but 
for the most part he has failed 
to translate static stage techniques 
into cinema, terms. The picture 
fairly talks itself to death, and 
the dialog isn’t consistently amus¬ 
ing enough to bring it back to life 
for more than fleeting moments. 
There are some compelling views 

of the English countryside (“The 
j Grass” does seem a lot “Greener” 
over there), and some striking in¬ 
teriors of the oluT house, for which 
art director Paul' Sheriff rates a 
bow. As does director of photogra¬ 
phy Christopher Challis for the 
charming way in which his camera 
regards these scenic attractions. 
James Clark’s editing cannot be 
faulted, and the incorporation of 
some of Noel Coward’s-memorable 
tunes gives matters a lift, particu¬ 
larly his “Stately Homes of Eng¬ 
land,” lyrics and all. 

An outstanding achievement is 
that of Maurice Binder, whose 
use of babies at play to match the 
main title credits is a stroke of 
originality. In fact, audiences may 
enjoy the titles as much as the 
picture proper. Tube. 

Faces Ir The Dark 
(BRITISH) 

Implausible, *but smooth mel- 
ler, with a chilling climax. 
Worthwhile booking in any 
house. 

London, Nov. 22. 
Rank release of a Welbeek (Joa Fen- 

ington-Eady) production. Stars John Gref- 
son. Mai Zetterliftf, John Ireland, Michael 
Denison, Tony Wright. Directed by David 
Eady. Screenplay by Ephraim Kogan. 
John Tully; camera. Ken Hodges; editor. 
Oswald Hafenrichter; music, Edwin Ast- 
ley. At Leicester Square Theatre. London. 
Running time, #5 MINS. 
Richard Hammond  .John Gregson 
Christlane Hammond.Mai Zetterling 
David Merton .Michael Denison 
Max .John Ireland 
Clem ..... Tony Wright 
Janet . Nanette Newman 
French Doctor.. Rowland Sartrop 
1st Nun Nurse.Colette Bartrop 
French Surgeon . John Serret 
Miss Hopkins  .. Valerie Taylor 

There are holes in this meller, 
but it’s a smooth, compelling piece 
of work that sustains Interest and 
leads up to fairly obvious but 
chilling climax. Despite modest 
marquee value, this is a useful 
booking for any house. Right from 
the outset director David Eady sets 
out to create atmosphere, with 
stylized cloud sequences and off¬ 
beat music by Edwin Astley. Cast 
helps to build up suspense through 
intelligent readings of the occa¬ 
sionally loose screenplay. 

John Gregson plays a brusque, 
i ambitious electric light bulb fac¬ 
tory owner, who is experimenting 
on a bigger and better bulb. On the 
day his wife goes to the factory to 
tell him that she is leaving him, 
Gregson is involved in a laboratory 
accident and is blinded. She sticks 
with him, but between bouts of 
self pity and the belief that he 
may be going mad, Gregson has a 
rough time. 

With :a blind man’s extra per¬ 
ception *he senses that something 

, screwy is going on, but what? He 
eventually discovers that his Wife 
and his partner, her lover, are plan¬ 
ning to kill him, but when and how 
is an unpleasant dilemma for a 
blind man. Eventually they show 
their hand, but in a sock climax it 
is they, not he, who get their come¬ 
uppance. 

There are one or two glaring 
holes in the plot. For instance the 
wife flies him to France instead of 
Cornwall and has had his country 
house almost identically recon¬ 
structed. But tiny differences make 
him suspicious of his fading mem¬ 
ory. Could such a plot fool even a 
blind man? The convenient death 
of his brother helps the murder 
plot alone, but it is straining 
credulity to believe that the blind 
man would have discovered that 
a tempore ry cross bearing his 
name, instead of the brother’s, 
had been stuck in the prepared 
grave. 

However, these are minor points, 
as are other red herrings, which 
don’t rob the film of its interest. 
Gregson plays an unlikeable boor, 
which makes it somewhat difficult 
to be very sympathetic with his 
dilemma. However, he gives a very 
effective performance as a blind 
man; always a difficult task. Mai 
Zetterling is cool and attractive as 
the conniving wife while Michael 
Denison is an equally cool, suave 
villain. John Ireland’s role as 
Gregson’s brother put little strain 
on the thesp’s capabilities. Tony 
Wright, as a chaufieur with a past 
and Nanette Newman as a pert 
maid, round out the important 
roles in the cast. 

Ken Hodges’ lensing is okay 
while the sets are lush and appro¬ 
priate. “Faces In Dark” is certainly 
good for 85 minutes of drama, 
which might have been helped by 
a little light and share humor in 
a rather dogged screenplay. 

Of (Love And L«st 
(SWEDISH) 
Hollywood, Nov. 22. 

Films Around the World Lae. release 
of Eurqpa production. With Mai Zetter. 
line, Anita Bjork, Anders -Henrikson, 
Gunnel Brostrom, Georfe Fant, Elsa 
Carlson, Edvin Adolphson, Gerda Lund*, 
quist, Hjordis Petterzon. Torsten Lillie, 
crona. Directed by Henrikson. Screen¬ 
play, Katherine and Tage Aurell. adapted 
from August Strindberg’s stories of 
Married Life; camera* Karl Eric Alberts] 
music, Herbert Sandberg. Reviewed at 
Beverly Canon Theatre, Nov. 22, *60. 
Runninr time, 119 /AINS. 

In spitfe of. one basic error of 
theatrical judgment, “Of Love and 
Lust” is an exceptional attraction 
for the more literate U. S. filmgoer 
and ought to enjoy a fair measure 
of success in the art theatre cir¬ 
cuit. The subtitled Swedish pic¬ 
ture consists of two stories by 
August Strindberg, effectively 
transplanted into cine-dramatic 
terms by scenarists Katherine and 
Tage Aurell and director Anders 
Henrikson. The error is in the 
order of arrangement. 

Both halves of the bill are con¬ 
cerned with the same basic issue 
—internal marital conflict arising 
from sexual attitudes of the mates 
—one treating it lightly and satiri¬ 
cally ,the other seriously and di¬ 
mensionally. As arranged .(oppo¬ 
site to the order stated in the title), 
the comedy follows the tragedy 
and comes as an anticlimax. Had 
the lighter half preceded the 
weighty tale, each would have 
benefitted, the first from absence 
of audience anticipation, the sec¬ 
ond from natural progression of 
frivolity to deep involvement, 
whereby an audience is prepared 
and ready to digest meatier matter 
after a light appetizer. 

The stories, adapted from Strind¬ 
berg’s tales of Married Life, are 
“On Payment,” which delves into 
the tragic affair of an anti-sexual 
wife and her sexually-uncertain 
spouse, and “A Doll’s House,” not 
Ibsen's, but Strindberg’s spoof of 
it. There are three outstanding 
principal performances and a ffock 
of worthy character portrayals. 
The three that linger in the mem¬ 
ory are those of Anita Bjork and 
Anders Henrikson (who directed 
the film) in “Payment” and lovely 
Mai Zetterling as the doll in 
“Doll’s House.” 

Cinematically, there are flashes 
of photographic and directorial, in¬ 
spiration but the picture is not al¬ 
ways sharp and clear and the sub¬ 
titles are a source of considerable 
aggravation. There is, however, 
no arguirtg with the film’s literary 
worth. This is an easy, diverting 
way to tackle Strindberg. Tube. 

Mein Kampf 
(SWEDISH—DOCUMENTARY) 

Paris, Nov. 28. 
Rene Thevenet release of Minerva Film* 

production. Old newsreel and war foot¬ 
age compiled and edited by Edwin Leisel] 
commentary written and spoken by Leon 
Zitrone. At Avdnue, Faria. Runninr time, 
100 MINS. 

Tautly edited footage traces the 
background to the rise of Adolph 
Hitler and then the horrors brought 
to the v’orld by his rule and even¬ 
tual defeat. It is objective and in¬ 
cisive, and has a wealth of rarely 
seen material firmly salvaged from 
archives and newsreels by Erwin 
Leiser. The story is known but 
here it is given more depth and 
interest in its visual form. This 
looms of theatrical interest abroad 
as well as for school, tv and special 
showings. 

It is even more meaningful as 
swastikas again break out in hate 
programs from time to time. Pho¬ 
tos, newspaper clips and footage 
are all tied together to tell this 
infamous story. The commentary 
is clear and a good counterpoint, 
in its sombreness and taste, to the 
harrowing events it unfolds. It 
also has weight in giving a rounded 
picture of the times that helped 
lead to the rise of Hitler and his 
nefarious aides as well as their 
eventual snuffing out. 

Editing is expert while the qual¬ 
ity of the images is very good. It- 
again shows the power of the film 
as a document and witness of its 
time when put together with in¬ 
telligence, insight, and feeling. 
Some recently found footage of the 
horrible Warsaw Ghetto gives the 
film tragic weight. 

This is being shown in German 
theatres and to German youth to 
make them cognizant of their past 
and responsibilities. 

This direct, harsh picture of 
Hitller and his cronies shows them 
in all their eerie tricks ond tirades. 
It would be almost comic if it did 
not mean the terrible carnage and 
lowering of mankind’s dignity in 
that these men could lead a nation 
and a world into chaos. Guilts are 
there in this thought-provoking pic. 

Mask. 
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GOT LOT OF HOT TOT PLOTS 
Yul Brynner’s Private Roles 

By ROBERT J. LANDRY 

Yul Brynner Is the author and the co-photographer of a plctorlal- 
Ized report on the refugee problem just published by McGraw-Hill 
at $4.95 under the title “Bring Forth The Children." A careful 
reading of the text and study of the stills is enough to stab the 
heart since it lays bare the predicament of those misfortunatea 
who are not eligible for immigration or for assimilation in the 
economy where they exist in charity shacks on handouts. 

Brynner went to a number of camps in Austria and Germany 
and in the Middle East. He provides a poignant close-Up of enough 
case histories, children and adults alike, to establish the scope of 
the challenge and the shame of the world's inertia. Tens of 
thousands of people are left stranded in life because of the tide* 
of politics which washed them out of home and job long ago. 

Whether McGraw-Hill was tardy, or the authors, or the auspices 
the book Is • published after World Refugee Year, which it was 
intended to help. But the problem has not disappeared and this 
volume still serves a useful purpose. Brynner’s point is that each 
camp should be vacated one .by one and then demolished so that 
it will never serve again as a shabby haven in which human dignity 
shrivels and dies. 

While his simple, moving commentary will reflect greatest credit 
on the actor, his own stills are pretty good, though the work of 
Inge Morath is more dramatic in composition, idea-projection and 
documentarianism. It is sufficiently remarkable to have a player of 
Brynner’s stature exhibit this kind of humanitarism, whatever the 
ego-Arive of his personal yen as a sideline pro in photography. 

This volume should yield Brynner a special kind of prestige since 
he apparently went to considerable pains. He realistically renders 
the bitterness of the dispossessed Arabs, driven from Israel by 
war,'without getting into politics. Indeed he emphasizes his basic 
instructions were when undertaking the mission: remain neutral.' 
The anguish of the Arabs is no less acute than of the Latvians, 
Lithuanians and other “stateless" people of Europe who get just 
enough rations to live on, and no more. It is hope that must be 
fed, too, wherever the hapless derelicts of war remain. 

Coordinating on Film Ads 
First Meeting H^ld in N.Y. — Goal Is for Each 

Branch of Industry to Assist 

Longrange program of coordina¬ 
tion and cooperation among film 
producers, exhibitors and the dis¬ 
tributors in matters relating to film 
advertising is expected to result 
from the first meeting on the sub¬ 
ject by representatives of the 
Screen Producers Guild, Theatre 
Owners of America and the ad-pub 
committee of the Motion Picture 
Assn, of America. 

This initial meeting, held in New 
York last week, was attended by 
Arthur Hornblow Jr., for the SPG; 
Albert Pickus. TO A, Martin Davis, 
chairman of the MPAA group, and 
others. The get-together had its 
genesis in statements by both the 
producers and the exhib outfit that 
picture ads were antiquated. 
Davis, following this, asked that the 
three-way conference be held. 

Decision was made to appoint 
a committee, probably with three 
reps from each of the three indus¬ 
try segments, whose job will be to 
study all facets of film ads. Prom¬ 
inent on this unit’s agenda will be 
an appraisal of credit requirements 
in ad copy and the means of ob¬ 
taining exhibitor acceptance of 
film company departures from the 
routine in their ads. 

The matter of credit require¬ 
ments has been a thorny one for 
years. Top promotion men at the 
distribution outfits say flatly that 
ad layouts too frequently are just 
about dominated by the names of 
producer, stars, director, writers, 
etc., and as a result effective art¬ 
work must be reduced to a mini¬ 
mum. The credit requirements are 
specified in production contracts. 

Formation of the Advertising 
Coordinating Committee, as it’s be¬ 
ing called, if nothing else figures 
to take the film company ad-pub 
chiefs off the spot as pertaining 
to intra-trade criticism of ads. New 
committee means that producers 
and exhibs are in the act, too, and 
consequently all the blame can’t 
rightly be placed on the distrib 
execs. 

Sardou From Renault 
UAY O’Seas Image Man 

Roger V. Sardou has been ap¬ 
pointed as United Artists’ director 
of advertising, publicity and ex¬ 
ploitation for Continental Europe 
and the Middle East by foreign 
topper Arnold M. Picker, 

Sardou, since . 1958 sales promo¬ 
tion and ad director of the Renault 
Automobile Works in France, had 
previously been associated with the 
film industry since 1945. He held 
pub-ad posts in France for Metro, 
Selznic.k, and Columbia. 

RETIRE PAULA GOULD 

Exits Capitol, N. Y. After 20-Year 
Tenure 

As part of the reorganization and 
tightening of operations of Loew’s 
Theatres, Paula Gould, publicist 
for the Capitol Theatre for the 
past 20 years, has been retired. 
Her duties will be assumed by Ted 
Arnow who Randles the State and 
in-town theatres. At the same time, 
another veteran staffer with 26 
years of service was given his 
notice, but this was subsequently 
rescinded. 

In another aspect of the belt¬ 
tightening, three former division 
managers have been assigned to 
theatre manager posts. Jim Grady 
will manage the New Rochelle 
Theatre. Bernard Zelenko the 
Loew’s 175th St., and Jack Harris 
the Loew’s Orpheum. Salli Levi, 
another division manager, was re¬ 
tired. 

The changes resulted from an 
efficiency study made by board 
chairman and chief executive offi¬ 
cer Laurence A. Tisch and chair¬ 
man of the executive committee 
Preston R, (Bob) Tisch. The Tisch 
brothers control 23% of the out¬ 
standing s uck of the company. 

Trade Chastened 
By Death at 45 
Of Alex Harrison 

Death of Alex Harrison, former 
20th-Fox general sales manager, 
following a heart attack at his 
ranch in Fallbrook, fcal., last 
Wednesday (23>, came as a shock 
to his industry friends and former 
co-workers at 20th where he was 
a 25-year man. Harrison, 45, had 
been “taking it easy and enjoying 
life" ever since his dramatic resig¬ 
nation from the company late last 
April. 

Today (Wed.) 20th prexy Spyros 
P.. Skouras will deliver the eulogy 
at memorial services for Harrison 
at the Church of Jesus Christ of 
the Latter Day Saints (Mormon) in 
New York. Former exec was buried 
Saturday (26) at Salt Lake City 
where he was born. 

Even before becoming 20th’s 
sales manager in 1956, Harrison 
had played an important part in 

(Continued on page 17) 

Although -the industry has been 
under severe attack recently over 
the so-called adult films, it ap¬ 
pears that-seldom in recent years 
has it brought so many children's 
classics to the screen: At least 
that’s the opinion of Theatre Own¬ 
ers of America, which recently 
made^a survey of the pix available 
foi^tRs^moppet trade. 

In the first half of 1960, such 
outstanding children’s classics as 
“The Adventures of Huckleberry 
Finn," “Dog of Flanders,” and 
“The Snow Queen” were shown In 
theatres, TOA notes. In the last six 
months of this year such favorites 
as “Pollyanna,” “Swiss Family 
Robinson," “The Three Worlds of 
Gulliver," “Tess of the Storm 
Country," “The Little Shepherd of 
Kingdom Come" and “Freckles" 
will be offered, the exhibitor or¬ 
ganization points out. On the 1961 
release slate are such films as “All 
Baba," “The Rin Tin Tin Story” 
and “Grayfriars Bobby.” 

In giving credit for the lineup, 
TOA calls attention to the fact that 
20th-Fox and Disney have provided 
three pictures each. 

The exhib org says that many 
other “family-type” pix may be 
added to the list, including “Toby 
Tyler," “Sign of Zorro," “Because 
They’re Young.” “Please Don’t Eat 
the Daisies,” “Visit to a Small 
Planet,” “Conspiracy of Hearts,’’ 
“The Rookie,” “When Comedy Was 
King,” “Masters of the Congo 
Jungle,” “Bobbikins,” “Dog’s Best 
Friend,” “Boy and the Pirate,” 
“Jungle Cat,” “Ten Who Dared,” 
“Stop, Look and Laugh,” “My Dog 
Buddy,” “Sword of Sherwood 
Forest,” “The Bellboy.” “Cinder¬ 
ella,” “Double Trouble” and “The 
Sundowners.” 

“Admittedly," concludes TOA, 
“many current films are controver¬ 
sial, but by the same token, our 
industry has done a job on family 
and child fare.” 

Michel Bemheim 
Par s Paris Rep 

Michel Bernheim, who has an 
extensive background in theatrical 
and television production, has been 
appointed Paris production rep for 
Paramount. He was signed to the 
post by Jack Karp, studio head. 

Bernheim this year produced the 
Gene Kelly tv specialrauthored the 
book. “Escape from Konigstein,” 
and has held production posts with 
Enterprise, 20th-Fox, Charles K. 
Feldman and Universal. He once 
before was linked with Par as 
Paris rep for the Perlberg-Seaton 
unit’s “Little Boy Lost.” 

New Job at Par will have him 
acquiring story and play properties 
and handling production details, 
including the hiring of talent. 
Similar post had been held by 
Edouard de Segonzac. who re¬ 
signed from Par to take a similar 
job with Metro at what’s reputedly 
to be twice the Par salary. 

Not Length, of Part—And Thats 
Good; Views of Glass and Seltzer 

Pretty Good at Six 
At Allied Artists lunch for 

the trade press last week to 
promote “Dondi” (see separate 
story), most of the talk had to 
do with matters commercial. 
Towards the end, however, 
veep Maurice Goldstein turned 
to star, six-year-old David 
Kory, and asked him if he had 
anything to say. 

Kory thought a minute and 
replied: “Thank you for the 
lunch.” Goldstein asked the 
3’9” youngster, suggesting that 
he might have some funny sto¬ 
ries to tell. The kid asked 
Goldstein if he knew the story 
about the three -eggs. Gold¬ 
stein said no. . Kid replied: 
“Too bad." Veep also bit 
wrhen kid wanted to know if 
he knew the story about the 
three holes. Answer: “Well. 
Well. Weil.” 

Goldstein turned to the 
guests with this loud aside: 
“Well, I can see that the kid’s 
forte is not comedy!” 

By HAROLD MYERS 

London, Nov. 29. 
Motion pictures need to study 

the successful sales techniques of 
the big department stores—particu¬ 
larly in terms of attractive window- 
dressing, according to executive 
producers George Glass and Walter 
Seltzer. Currently involved in a 
pair of Pennebaker productions in 
Europe for United Artists release, 
“The Naked Edge” here and “Paris 
Blues” in Paris, Glass and Seltzer 
have, by virtue of publicity and ex¬ 
ploitation backgrounds, always 
been noted for their hard-hitting 
merchandising campaigns. 

“In today’s market, however,” 
they contend, “the planning has to 
be totally different. To use the de¬ 
partment store analogy, it’s no 
longer enough to provide a hard¬ 
sell once they are in the store— 
you’ve got to provide the elements 
necessary to get them to stop at 
the window and be intrigued 
enough to come in for a more de¬ 
tailed look at w'iiat you have to 
offer.” 

The more detailed look, the pro¬ 
ducers insist, should begin with a 
new concept on the part of the 
producer in putting together his 
entertainment package. “We used 
to depend on star power to get peo¬ 
ple into theatres. A few years ago 
Everyone picked up the old cliche 
about ‘the play’s the thing.’ What’s 
needed is a combination of the two 
factors, since this is what you have 
to sell.” 

The combination, the producers 
■ believe, lies in a switch from usual 
j Hollywood casting techniques — a 

MCAW oo switch that requires the coopera- 
Washmgton, Nov. 29. I tion 0£ performers, what’s involved. 

The Motion Picture Assn, of | basically, is a realization that the 
America today (Tues.) took excep- I standard British actor’s practice of 
tion to last week’s statement from ! accepting a part based, on the quali- 
the Catholic Bishops’ Committee \ of ™e ro*e rather than the num- 
to the effect that the increase in j ^er of lines, can be a key factor in 
“objectionable films” has created j Producing a well-rounded enter- 
“a national crisis” and that the j tay^cnt package. 
Production Code is “presently in- *Jw!e ^eir current pro- 
effective." The Bishops’ statement “C“™V,S>1h S„eIt^r ar.e f°!* 
was based on figures in the annual | n va„ y.. £e “tmost. 

report o£ the Legion of Decency. ^A^Michflf AndSn.'sta^ 
MPAA said it was obviously con- Gary Cooper and Deborah Kerr, 

cerned over the Legion’s report, Co-starring [ assignment have been 
because ratings “of such organiza- : accepted bylEric Portman and Her- 
tions” are useful to both the public mione Gingbld, although neither 
and the industry. “And we are i has more than six days work in a 

j most gratified," said MPAA, “that ? 45-day shooting schedule. Similar- 
even the stringent standards of the ; ly, some of Britain’s top actors. 
Legion, which include religious i like Michael Wilding, Ronald How- 
precepts as well as moral consider- I ard, Wilfrid Lawson, Diane Cilen- 
ations, find that three of every four to and the Abbey Theatre’s Ray 
Hollywood films in last year were |McAnally, are in for important, but 
rated acceptable, that two-thirds of j small roles. In Paris, where Martin 

, the acceptable films were consid- \ Ritt is directing “Paris Blues,” 
| ered suitable for young people and ; Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward 
i that not one American film w’as j and Sidney Poitier star and the 
! condemned.” | featured lineup is headed by Louis 
| Admitting that Hollywood has j Armstrong. Diahann Carroll, Gene- 
i been in the process of evolution, vieve Page and Serge Reggiani, 
i MPAA said that the evolution has j one of France’s top actors. 
: brought about “a broadening in l “This is the Window-dressing, 

MPAA Denies 
Loss of Morals 
As Bishops Claim 

. Philip Barry Jr.’s indie outfit 
will produce “The W’idower,” novel 
by Van Siller, for Columbia Pic¬ 
tures release. 

Theodore Pratt 
makes a pitch for new 

writers la 

6Glamour Authors9 
Have No Copyright 
On the Neiv Writing 

For America , 
* * * 

one of the Important Editorial 
Features in the upcoming 

55th Anniversary Number 

of 

„ f'SsUETT 

j the subject matter of films, 
change which was dictated by the 

j American audience.” MPAA de- 
; nied, however, that there has been 
a change in the moral standards 
under which the subject matter is 
treated and “we have to disagree 
with the Legion’s analysis of a 
number of film’s specifically men¬ 
tioned in the annual report.” 

The “spirit” of the Code con¬ 
tinues to be maintained, MPAA 
concluded, and Code Administra¬ 
tion has met effectively “the in¬ 
creased problems resulting from 
the change in subject matter.” 

Douglas Goes Economical 
Hollywood, Nov. 29. 

Kirk Douglas’ Bryna Produc¬ 
tions, which spent a reported 
$12,000,000 on “Spartacus,” will 
budget “The Last Hero,” to roll 
in mid-1961, at less than $1,000,- 
000. Douglas will star again. 

Edward Lewis, who produced 
“Spartacus,” in current release, 
will take over same assignment on 
“Hero,” based on Edward Abbey 
novel, “The Brave Cowboy.” Al¬ 
though no distribution deal yet has 
been set, U will get first crack. 

Glass and Seltzer explain. “It’s not 
enough any more to have just a 
good story, just as a fe\y years ago 
star power wasn’t enough. Televi¬ 
sion is gradually catching up in 
the story field and we have to be . 
able to offer more than just story 
to get people out of their houses. 
Obviously, the way to do it is by 
adding elements to the story that 
television couldn’t protide—name¬ 
ly* top performers ” 

Few Stars Count 
In general, producers believe, 

there are now less than a handful 
of performers who can be counted 
on for box-office success. There 
are, however, many 'whose presence 
in the cast is an added plus factor 
—and loading a cast with three or 
four actors of this calibre to sup¬ 
port one or two stars of fairly 
solid drawing power provides an 
extra box-office impetus. “Salaries 
frequently have, to be adjusted,” 
Glass and Seltzer comment, “but 
that is no longer the problem that 
it used to be. Featured or ‘co- 
starred’ actors have come to real¬ 
ize the Importance of having vehi- 
clies in which to work and they 
are more willing to work for a 
reasonable salary on those occa¬ 
sions when they take a smaller 

j part.” 
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H.0.SHelp Del; ‘Blues Great $20' 
‘King’ Fancy 15G; ‘Lace Rugged 15G, 
‘Alaska 14G, 3; ‘Spartacus’ Wow 25G 

Detroit, Nov. 29. 4- 
Only two newcomers, both 

strong, coupled with solid hold¬ 
overs and good holiday biz will give 
Detroit exhibs cause to cheer'this 
week. “GI Blues” is anything but; Estimated Total Gross 

Key City Grosses 

at Palms while “Esther and the 
King” shapes solid5 at Mercury. 

Amdng the holdovers, "Mid¬ 
night Lace” stays torrid in third 
session at. Michigan. North To 
Alaska” looks great in third trip 
at the Fox. N 

“Spartacus” stays mighty in 
fourth stanza at Madison. "Ben- 
Hur” gets a new lease via a very 
strong 41st week at United Artists 
via holiday biz. 

Estimates for This_Week 

Fox (Fox-Michl (5.000: 75-S1.49- 
—“North To Alaska” (20th) and 
“Squad Car” <20th> «3d vk>. Nice 
$14X00. Last week, 19,500. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000; 
$1.25-$1.49)—“Midnight Lace” 'U) 
(3d wk). Torrid $15,000. Last 
week, $17,000. 

Palms <UD) (2.961; $1.25-$1.49)— 
"GI Blues” i Par) aad "Under Ten 
Flags” ‘Par). Wow $20,000., Last 
week, “Magnificent Seven’? 'UA) 
and ‘Cage of Evil” (UA) 'wk), 
$13,000. T\ , 

Madison iUD)/<1.408; $1.50-$#— 
“Spartacus” iU)/ <4th wk). Wham 
$25,000. Last tfeek, 522,500. 1 

-Adams iBalaban) 11,700; ‘ $1.25r- 

$1.50)—“Butterfield 8” <M-G) f^h 
wk). Oke $10,000. Last week;- 
$15,000. 

United Artists 'UA) <1,667. $1.25- 
$3)—“Ben-Hur” <M*G) <41st wk). 
Great $19,000. Last week, $12,700. 

Musie Hall (Cinerama Inc.) 
(1,208; $1.55-$2.65) — “Windjaim 
mer” (NT) (36th wk). Strong $17,- 
500. Last week, $13,000. 

Trans-Lux Krim i Trans-Lux) 
(1,000; $1.25-$ 1.65)—“Captain’s Ta¬ 
ble” (20th) (2d wk). Modest $4,000. 
Last week, $4,500. 

Mercury (UM) (1.465; &l--$b49)=-j 
“Esther and King” (20th>. Fancy 
$15,000. Last week, “South Paci¬ 
fic” (20thl and “Here to Eternity” 
(20th) (reissues), $10,100. 

This Week . $3,034,700 
(Based on 23 cities and 249 

• theatres, chiejly first runs, in¬ 
cluding N. Y.) 

Last Year . $2,076,866 
(Based on 23 cities and 242 

theatres.) . 

Turkey Day Boosts K.C.; 
‘Alaska’Very Big $13,000, 
‘Bines’Big 12G,‘Lace’7G 

Kansas City, Nbv; 29. 
Holiday week has spurred b.o. 

traffic pleasantly, with the'num¬ 
ber of good films around\sharing 
credit for total biz “North t<K41as- 
ka” at Uptown-Granada jcombcu 
shapes smash. “GI Blues” at J 
mount looks great. “Let No Man 
Write My Epitaph” at Midland is 
fair. 

Top holdovers including “Mid¬ 
night Lace” at the Brookside were 
hangup and “Butterfield 8” at Roxy 
Is grand. “Inherit Wind” looms 
brisk at Plaza in second. 

Estimates for This Week 
Brookside (NT) (800; $1-$1.25)— 

“Midnight Lace” <U) (3d wk). Nifty 
$7,000 or near. Last week, $6,500. 

Capri (Durwood) (1,260; $1.50- 
$2.50>—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (43d wk). 
Holding steady around $7,000. Last 
week, same. 

Fairway (NT) (700; $D—“Cap- 
(Continued on page 18) 

‘Blues’ Boff 24G, 
D.C.; ‘Epitaph’ 7G 

Washington, Nov; 29. 
“GI Blues” at two Stanley War¬ 

ner houses, is. transfusing some pep 
in first round into otherwise un¬ 
spirited mainstem. “Left, Right 
and Center” at the MacArthur is 
tall. “Let No Man Write My 
Epitaph” at Trans-Lux is socko. 
“Behind Great Wall” is nifty in 
third Apex w eek. 

Estimates for This Week 

Ambassador-Metropolitan (SW) 
,0,490; 1,000; 90-$1.49)—“GI Biues” 
(Par). Sock $24,000 or close. Last 
week, “Journey to Lost City” (A-I) 

wk), $6,000. 

Apex (K-B) (940; 75-$1.10)— 
“Great ’Wall” (Cont) (3d wk). Nifty 
$5,300. Last week, ditto. 

Capitol (Loew) (3,426; 90-$1.49>— 
“North to Alaska” (20th) (2d wk). 
Oke $12,000 after $14,000 opener. 

Keith's (RKO) (1,850; $1-$1.49)— 
“Inherit Wind” (UA) (3d wk). 
Good‘.$11,000. Last week $12,000. 

MacArthur (K-B) <900; $1.25)— 
“Left/Right, Center” (Indie). Tall 
$7,500. Last week, “School for 
Scoundrels” (Cont) '8th wk), 
$3,500. 

Ontario (K-B) d,240; 90-$1.49)— 
“Midnight Lace” (U) (4th wk), 
Neat $6,000. Last week, $6,100. 

Palace (Loew) (2.390; $1-$1.65)— 
“Butterfield 8” (M-G) (3d wk). 
Boff $21,000. Last week, $24,000. 

! Playhouse (T-L) (458; $1-$1.80)— 
“Night Heaven Fell” (Kings) and 
“God Created Woman” (Kings) 
(reissues). So-so $3,000. Last 
week, “Hell is City” (Col), $2,000. 

PJi&a (T-L) (276; $1-$1.80)— 
—“Fast Set” (Indie) (4th wk). Oke 
$3;000. Last week, $3,200. 

Town (King) (800; $1-$1.49)— 
ilrokha^na, Mon Amour” (Zenith) 

‘Bines’ Whopping 15G, 
Omaha; ‘Butterfield’ 7G 

‘Blues’ Brilliant 12G, 
Port.; ‘Alaska’ $10,000 

Portland, Ore., Nov. 29. 
Biz continues to perk along the 

mainstem. “Inherit Wind” shapes 
solid in first at nabe Irvington. 
Both “North to Alaska” at Fox and 
“GI Blues” at Paramount are 
smash. 

Estimates for This Week 

Broadway (Parker) (1,890; $1- 
$1.50)—“Midnight Lace” (U) (2d 
wk). Okay $5,500. Last week, 
$4,200. 

Fox (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-$1.49) 
.—“North to Alaska” (20th) and 
“Squad Car” (20th) (2d wk). Loud 
$10,000 or near. Last week, $9,600. 

Hollywood (Evergreen) (2,000; 
$1-$1.49)—On second runs. Last 
week, “Sunrise at Campobello” 
(WB) (2d wk), slim $3,900. 

Irvington (Smith) (650; $1)—“In¬ 
herit Wind” (UA) and “Song With¬ 
out End” (Col). Solid $6,000 or 
close. Last week, second-run 
policy. 

Music Box (Hamrick) (640; $1.50- 
$3)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (45th wk). 
Stout $11,000. Last week, $11,600. 

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,536; $1- 
$1.49)—“Butterfield 8” (M-G) (2d 
wk). Lofty $9,000 or close. Last 
week, $7,900. 

Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1- 
$1.50)—“GI, Blues” .(Par) and “Le¬ 
gion of Doomed” (AA). Smash $12,- 
000. Last week, “Breath of Scan¬ 
dal” (Par) and “New Orleans Af¬ 
ter Dark” (Par), $3,800. 

(4th wk)> Hefty $7,000, same as 
last. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.24- 
$1.80)—“Let No Man Write Epi¬ 
taph” (Col). Big $7,000. Last 
week, “Song Without End” (Col) 
9th wk), $2,900. 
- Uptown (SW) (1,300; $1.49-$2.75) 
—“Sunrise at Campobello” <WB) 
(8th wk). Fairish $6,000. Last 
\irppir *nn 

Warner (SW) (1,440; $1.49-$2.75) 
-“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (36th wk). 
Fancy $14,000. Last week, $10,000. 

‘Blues’ Big $16j 
Pitt; ‘Alaska 13G 

Pittsburgh, Nov. 29. 
Wickets are whirling merrily at 

Pitt deluxers, this being the best 
session in months caused by dou¬ 
ble weekend and strength, of cur¬ 
rent films. Only new entry, “GI 
Blues,” looms big at Stanley. 
“Butterfield 8” shapes wow again 
in second at Penn. With ‘closing 
notice posted, “Ben-Hur” is mov¬ 
ing something like its first few 
weeks. 

“Midnight Lace” in fourth at 
Fulton is great. “North To Alaska” 
in second at Harris shapes sock 
All holdovers are heavier this week 
than last. ’■ 

Estimates for This Week 

Fulton (Shea) (1,635; $1-$1.50)— 
“Midnight Lace” (U) (4th wk).' Big 
$8,000 after $5,000 last week. 

Harris (Associated) (2,100; $1- 
$1.50)—“North To Alaska” (20th) 
(2d wk). Up to sock $13,000 for 
biggest week in some time. Last 
week, $10,000. 

Penn <UATC) (3.300; $1-$1.50)— 
“Butterfield 8” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Boffo $22,000. Last week, $21,000. 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (834; $1.25)— 
“I’m All Right, Jack” (Col) (3d wk). 
Wow $4,600 with $4,000 for last 
round. 

Stanley (SW) <3,700; $1-$1.50)— 
“GI Blues” (Par). Big $16,000. 
Last week, “Breath of Scandal". 
(Par), $6,500. 

Warner (SW) (1,513; $1.50-$2.75) 
-“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (45th wk). 
Tremendous $17,500. Last week, 
$12,500. Will stay four more 
weeks with “Alamo” (UA) to fol¬ 
low on continuous rim policy Dec. 
25. “Exodus” (UA) follows on 
hard-ticket. 

H.0.s Best in Toronto; ‘Butterfield’ 
Loud $11,509, ‘Lace 9G, ‘Stairs’ 8G 

Omaha, Nov. 29. 
Only one new entry at downtown 

first-runs this stanza, but biz shapes 
great. The newcomer, “GI Blues” 
is wow at the Omaha, and certain 
to hold. Second session of “But¬ 
terfield 8” is great at State while 
“Midnight Lace,” in second at Or¬ 
pheum, is okay. Hard-ticket “Ben- 
Hur” looks smash in 41st week at 
the Cooper. 

Estimates for This Week 
Cooper (Cooper) '693; $1.55- 

$2.20)“Ben-Hur”. (M-G) '41st wk). 
Boffo $7,000. Last week, same. 

Omaha 'Tristates) (2,066; 75-$l) 
—“GI Blues” (Par). Giant $15,000. 
Last week, “Can-Can” i20th>, 
$5,500 at $1.25-$1.75 scale. 

Orpheum (Tristates) >2,877; 75- 
$1)—“Midnight Lace” (U) (2d wk). 
Okay $7,000 after $12,500 bow. 

State (.Cooper) (743; $1>—“But¬ 
terfield 8” (M-G) '2ri ’• k». Great 
$7,000. Last week, $8,000. 

Toronto, Nov. 29. 
Only newcomers this week are 

“GI Blues,” which is just satisfac¬ 
tory at Imperial, and “Surprise 
Package,” which is sad at Carlton. 
Leading city with fourth frame is, 
“Butterfield 8” at Loews. A strong 
pickup in fifth stanza makes “Mid¬ 
night Lace” great at Uptown, 
“Alamo” and “Dark at Top of 
Stairs,” both in third frames, are 
still lusty. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carlton (Rank) (2,318; $1-$1.50) 

—“Surprise Package” (Col). Sad 
$8,000. Last week, “Inherit Wind” 
(UA) (2d wk), $7,000. 

Hollywood, (FP) (1.080; $1-$1.25) 
—“Top of Stairs” (WB) (3d wk). 
Big $8,000. Last week, ditto. 

Hyland (Rank) (1,057) ($1-$1.50) 
—“Please Turn Over” (Col) (3d 
wk). Wham $10,000. Last week, 
$12,000. 

I Imperial (FP) (3,343; $1-$1.25)— 

“GI Blues” (Par). Satisfactory $12,- 
000. Last week, “September 
Storm” (20th). $7,500. 

International (Taylor) (557; $1- 
$1.25)—“School for Scoundrels” 
(Cont) (15th wk). Okay $3,000. Last 
week, $3,500. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,748; $1-$1.50)— 
“Butterfield 8” (M-G) (4th wk). Big 
$11,500. Last week, $13,000. 

Tivoli (FP) (935; $1.50-$2.50)— 
“Alamo” (UA) <3d wk). Lusty $11,- 
000. Last week, same. 

Towne (Taylor) <693; $1-$1.50)— 
“Wild Strawberries” (Indie) (5th 
wk). Fine $3,500. Last week, 
$4,500. 

University (FP) (1,360; $1.50- 
$2.75) —"Ben-Hur” (M-G) <50th 
wk). Steady $9,500. Last week, 
$10,500. 

Uptown (Loew) (2,745; $1-$1.25) 
—"Midnight Lace” (U) (5th wk). 
Still stronger at $9,000, on word- 

| of-moutb. Last week, $58,000, 

HubHotsy; ‘Bines’ Rousing $26,500, 
‘Alaska’ Sock 17G, King’ Oke $10,000 
—-;-;—♦ 

Broadway Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 

This Week ... .....$640,300 
(Based on 27 theatres) 

Last Year .$409,166 
(Based on 23 theatres) 

‘Alaska’Wham 22G 
St. Loo; ‘Blues’ 18G 

St. Louis, Nov. 29. 
A pair of big holdovers and two 

stalwart newcomers will help the 
overall money take this session. 
“North To Alaska” is rated big at 
the huge Fox while “GI Blues” 
looks socko at the St. Louis. “Mid¬ 
night Lace” is pacing the regular 
holdovers with a smash take in sec¬ 
ond at the Ambassador. 

“Inherit the Wind” is rated big 
in third at Esquire while “Butter¬ 
field 8” looks great in second at 
State. 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador (Arthur) (2,970; 60- 

90)—“Midnight Lace” (U) (2d wk). 
Socko $14,000. Last week, $18,000. 

Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90-$1.25) 
7T-“Royal Ballet” (Indie). Okay 
$2,500. Last week, “Would-Be 
Gentleman” (Indie), $2,500. 

Esquire (Schuchart-Levin) 1,800; 
90-$1.25)—“Inherit Wind” (UA) 
(3d wk). Big $10,000. Last week, 
$13,000. 

Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 60-90)— 
“North To Alaska” (20th). Big $22,- 
000. Last week, “Breath of Scandal” 
(Par) and “Fast and Sexy” (Par), 
$15,000. 

Loew’s Mid-City (Loew) (1,160; 
$1.50-$2.50) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) 
(28th wk). Good $10,500. Last week, 
$12,000. 

State (Loew) (3.600; 60-90)— 
“Butterfield 8” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Smash $21,000. Last week, $25,000. 

Parqaht (Arthur) (1,000; 60-90)— 
“Captain's Table” (20th) (3d wk). 
Good $3,000. Last week, $3,500. 

St. Louis (Arthur) (3,800; 60-90) 
—“GI Blues” (Pari and “Girl in 
Lovers’ Lane” (Indie). Socko $18,- 
000. Last week, “Sword and 
Dragon” (Indie) and “Orders to 
Kill” (Indie) (2d wk), $8,000. 

Shady Oak (Arthur) (760; 60-90) 
—“Battle of Sexes” (Cont) (3d wk). 
Tall $2,400. Last week, $2,500. 

‘Butterfield’ Wow 19G, - 
Balto;‘Blues’Boff 12G, 

‘Sunday’ Smash 6G, 2d 
Baltimore, Nov. 29. 

Big news currently are “Butter¬ 
field 8,” socko at Hippodrome, and 
“Never on Sunday” which is shap¬ 
ing up as biggest draw Playhouse 
has had in months. Also doing 
sock biz in first week at Century, 
“GI Blues”. “Esther and King” is 
fair in opener at Mayfair. 

“Midnight Lace’ looks’ oke in 
fourth week at Stanton; “North to 
Alaska” is mild In second at the 
New. “Inherit Wind” is pleasing ^in 
second round at Aurora. 

Estimates for This Week 

Aurora (Rappaport) 367; SO^IXO) 
— “Inherit Wind” (UA) (2d wk). 
Nice $4,500 after $5,000 in first. 

Century (Fruchtman) (3,200; 50- 
$1.50)—“GI Blues” (Par). Sock $12.- 
000. Last week, “Fast and Sexy” 
(Col), $3,500. 

Charles (Fruchtman) 500; 90- 
$1.50) — “Royal Ballet” (Lopert) 
(2d wk). Oke $2:500 after $3,500 
opener. 

Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 90- 
$1.50) — “3 Penny Opera” (Bran¬ 
don). Slow $2,300. Last week, “Be¬ 
hind Great Wall” (Cont), $2,000. 

Five West (Schwaber) (460; 90- 
$1.50) — “Entertainer” (Cont) (3d 
wk). Good $2,400 after $2,500 in 
second. 

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; 
50-$1.50) — “Butterfield 8” (M-G). 
Smash $19,000. Last week, “Hot 
Wind Blows” (M-G) (2d wk), $5,000. 

Little (Rappaport) (2,300; 90- 
$1.50) — “Let No Man Write My 
Epitaph” (Col) (5th wk). Good $2,- 
500 after $3,000 in fourth. 

Mayfair (Fruchtman) (750; 90- 
$1.50)—“Esther and King” (2th). 
Fair $4,500. Last week. “Song 

(Continued on page 18) 

Boston, Nov. 29. 
Picture business is being bright¬ 

ened by holiday and fair weather 
plus big rush of early Xmas shop¬ 
pers. Big spectacles continue to 
get the heavy brunt of the trade* 
but “GI Blues,” smash at Metro¬ 
politan; testifies to Presley’s draw, 
with lines at most performances. 
“North to- Alaska” shapes socko at 
Paramount and “Magnificent 
Seven” is loud at Pilgrim. “Esther 
and King” looks oke at the Gary. 

Two big holdovers, “Butterfield 
8” at Orpheum, and “Midnight 
Lace” at Memorial, both in third 
weeks and sockeroo. “Sparcalus” 
continues smash at Astor in fifth. 

Bangup is “Ben-Hur” at the 
Saxon in 54th round, benefitting 
from last weeks’ publicity and 
birthday party held at the theatre 
on completion of spectacular’s first 
year. “Sqng "Without End” is buoy, 
ant at the Kenmore in ninth stanza. 
“Night of Love” is hot at State. 

Estimates for This Week 

Astor (B&Q) (1.270; $1.80-$3)— 
“Spartacus” (U) (5th wk). Boff $17, 
000. Last week, $15,000. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1.50)— 
“Please Turn Over” (Col) (4th wk). 
Fine $8,500. Last week, same. 

Boston (Cinerama, Inc.)' (1,354; 
$1.20-$2.65) — “Cinerama Holiday” 
(Cinerama) (rerun) (3d wk). Second 

| week ended Monday (28) was sock 
| $15,000. Last week, $15,000 in 6 
days. 

Capri (Saak) (900; $1.50)—“In¬ 
herit Wind” (UA) (4th wk). Slick 
$6,500. Last week, $7,000. 

Exeter (Indie 01,376; 90-$1.50)— 
“I’ All Right, Jack” (Col) (8th wk). 
Seventh week was big $8,500. Sixth 
week, $7,399. . 

Gary (Sack) - (1,277; $1.50)— 
“Esther and King” (20th). Good 
$10,000. Last week, “Sunrise at 
Campobello” (WB) (7th wk), $5,000. 

Kenmore (700; $1.50-$1.75) — 
“Song Without End” (Col) (9th wk). 
Potent $7,200. Last week,' $8,000. 

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$1.10) 
—“Midnight Lace” (U) and “Seven 
Ways Sundown” (U) (3d wk). Hotsy 
$17,000 or near. Last week, $18,000. 

Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 70- 
$1.10)—“GI Blues” (Par) and “Tar- 
zan, Magnificent” (Par). Drawing 
lines for big $26,500 or close. Last 
week, “Miracle Our Lady Fatima” 
(Indie), $10,000. 

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.50) 
—“Butterfield 8” (M-G) (3d wk). 
Smash $10,000. Last week, $24,000. 

New Fenway (Indie) (1,350; 90- 
$1.50)—“Ikiro” (Indie) (3d y?k). 
Mild $3,000. Last week, $4,000. 

Paramount (NET) (2,357; 70- 
$1.10)-^“North to Alaska” (20th) 
and “Secret of Purple Reef” (20th). 
Socko $17,000. Last week, “Lost 
City” (AI) and “Last Woman on 
Earth” (Indie). $14,000. 

Pilgrim (ATC) (1,900; 60-$1.10) 
—“Magnificent Seven” (UA) and 
“Boy and Pirates” (UA). Lusty 
$12,000. Last week, “Four Des¬ 
perate Men” (Indie) and “Tiger 
Bay” (Cont), $7,000. 

. Saxon (Sack) <1,100; $1.50-$3)— 
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (54th wk). Strong 
$18,000. Last week, $15,000. 

State (T-L) (730; 75-$1.25)— 
“Night of Love” (Indie) and “Sin 
and Desire” (Indie). Hot $5,800. 
Last’week, “Ritual of Love” (Indie) 
and “Flesh Is Weak” (Indie) (2d 
wk), $5,000. 

‘Blues’ Bright 17G In 
Mpls; ‘Journey’ Fast 8G; 

‘Alaska’Torrid 16G,2d 
Minneapolis, Nov. 29. 

Usual pre-Christmas slump Is 
looming on the horizon, hut biz is 
more than holding its own this 
stanza, thanks to three boffo hold¬ 
overs and a great newcomer. Top 
newie is “GI Blues,” great at Or¬ 
pheum, “North to Alaska” contin¬ 
ues socko at State in second. “But¬ 
terfield 8” at World and “Midnight 
Lace” at Gopher, both in third 
chapters, also remain very strong. 
■ Only other newcomer is “Jour¬ 
ney to Lost City,” nice at Pan. 
Third week of “Girl of Night” is 
fair at Lyric. Continuing strong 
showings at nabes are “Inherit 
Wind” in third canto and “School 
for. Scoundrels” m fifth. 

Estimates for This Week 
Academy (Mann) <947; $1.75- 

$2.65)—“Ben-H”r” (M-G) (40th 

(Continued on page 18) 
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HOLIDAY WEEK HYPOS CHI BIZ 
LA. Biz Brighter; ‘Alaska’ Whopping 

30G, ‘Seven’ Socko 23G, ‘Sunday Wow 
12G; ‘Blues’ Big 27G, ‘Lace’ Hot 20G 

Cos Angeles, Nov. 29. - 
L. A. first-runs are taking on, a 

brilliant hue this week. Thanksgiv¬ 
ing holiday weekend giving a big 
boost to a number of potent new 
pictures as well as holdovers de¬ 
spite some damp weather. “North 
To Alaska’' looks to hit a whopping 
$30,000, playing in four theatres. 
‘‘Magnificent Seven” is In much the 
same class with a great $23,000 or 
near in two houses. 

“Never On Sunday’' also is 
Standout with a boffo $12,000 or 
over likely at the small 631-seat 
Fine Arts. Lone weakling among 
newcomers is “Esther and King,” 
which looms dull $10,000 at the 
Chinese. 

Among regular holdovers, “GI 
Blues” still is big in second round 
in four situations with $27,000. 
“Butterfield 8” is heading for rich 
$21,000 in fourth Hollywood Para¬ 
mount stanza.' 

“Midnight Lace” looms fancy 
$20,000 or over in three 6pots for 
second round. Hardticket pix are 
all doing smartly. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50) 

—“Never On Sunday’' (Lopert). 
Boff $12,000 or over. Last week, 
"Man in Cocked Hat” (Breg) (4th 
wk-6 days), $2,200. 
. Chinese (.FWC) (1,408; $2-$2.40) 
—“Esther and King” (20th). Dull 
$10,000. Last week, “Inherit Wind’ 
(UA) (3d wk), $7,300. 

Los Angeles, Hollywood, Loyola, 
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,019; 756; 
1,298; 1,390; 90-$ 1.50)—“North to 
Alaska” (20th) and “Murder, Inc.” 
(20th). Whopping $30,000. Last 
week, Los Angeles, Hollywood, Lo¬ 
yola, “Legions of Nile” (20th), “Se¬ 
cret Purple Reef” (20th), $8,600. 
Fox Wilshire with Hillstreet, Iris, 
Baldwin, “GI Blues” (Par), “Ad¬ 
ventures Virgin Island” (Crest), 
$25,000. 

Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan- 
G&S> (2,213; 1.106; 90-$1.50) — 
"Magnificent Seven” (UA) and 

(Continued on page 18) 

‘Alaska’ Fast $15,000, 
Indpls.; ‘Can-Can’ 10G 

Indianapolis, Nov. 29. 
Long Thanksgiving holiday 

weekencT gave biz a hefty boost at 
.first-runs here.. “North To Alaska” j 
shapes great at Circle. “Midnight 
Lace” looks good in^ second at 
Keith’s. “Can-Can” is having Its 
best stanza to date at Lyric in third 
week. 

Estimates for This Week 
Circle -(Cockrill-Dolle) (2,500; 90- 

$1.25)—“North To Alaska” (20th). 
Sock $15,006. Last week, ‘‘Plun¬ 
derers” (AA) and “Heroes Die 
Young” (IndieT. $4,500, 

Indiana (C-D) (1,000; $1.25-$2.50) 
“This Is Cinerama” (Cinerama) 

(8th wk). Big $15,000. Last week, 
$12,000. 

Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 9<L$1.25)— 
Midnight Lace” (U) (2d wk). Good 

$6,000. Last week, $9,000. 
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-$l)— 

“Esther and King” (20th) and 
“Secrets Purple Reef” (20th). Fair 
$7,000. Last week, “Inherit Wind” 
(UA), $5,000. 

Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.50)- 
“Can-Can” (20th) (3d wk). Strong 
$10,000. Last week, $7,000. 

‘Alaska’ Solid 9G, 
Cincy;lace’6G,3d 

Cincinnati. Nov. 29. 
Thanksgiving and added school 

holiday heaped extra helpings for. 
film biz here in a rousing canto. 
Robust newcomers include “North 
to Alaska” at Palace and “Inherit 
Wind” at Grand. “Butterfield 8” 
holds first-run lead for third week 
in swell stride at Albee. Hard¬ 
ticket “Ben-Hur” is surging swiftly 
from plodding of three extra mati¬ 
nees. Holdover “Midnight Lace” 
In third week at Keith’s rates 
strongly. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee <RKO< (3.100: $1-$1.50)— 

"Butterfield 8” (M-G> (3d wk). 
Swell $11,000. Last week, $1,2500. 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,400; 
$1.25-$2.75) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) 
(37th wk). Boff $17,500. Last Week, 
$13,500. Exits Dec. 26 for “Cimar¬ 
ron” (M-G>. 

Esquire Art (Shor) (500; $1.25) 
."Lesson In Love” (Indie'. Sweet 
$1,600. Last week, “Sons and Lov 
ers” (20th) (3d wk), $900. 

Grand (RKO) (1.400; 90-$1.25)— 
“Inherit Wind” (UA). Strong $8,- 
500. Last week, “Time Machine” 
(M-G) and “M3rsterians” (M-G), 
$6,000. 

Guild (Vance) (300; $1.25) — 
“Hiroshima Mon Amour” (Zenith) 
(3d wk). Okay $1,600. Last week. 
$2,000. 

Hyde . Park Art (Shor) (500: 
$1.25'—“Cam- On, Nurse” (Gov) 
(m.o.) (6th wk). Fine $1,700. Last 
week, $1,600. 

Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)— 
“Midnight Lace” (3d wk*. Niftv 
$6,000. Last week. $6,500. 

Palace (RK.O> (2,600; 90-$1.25*— 
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‘Butterfield’ Smash 22G, 
Frisco; ‘Alaska’ Hot 18G, 

‘Blues’ Mighty $23,000] 
San Francisco, Nov. 29. 

First-run biz here on the holi¬ 
day weekend was very good, mak¬ 
ing for a much' better showing 
thaw recently. “GI Blues” looms 
great at Paramount while “But¬ 
terfield 8” is equally big at War- 
field. “Esther and King” is just 
good in first at St. Francis. 

•‘North To Alaska” shapes fast 
at the huge Fox. “Midnight Lace” 
is rated fine in second round at 
Golden Gate. 

Estimates for This Week 
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859: 

$1.25-$1.50>—“Midnight Lace” (U) 
and “Seven Ways Sundown” (U) 
(2d wk). Fine $10,000. Last week. 
$20,000. 

Fox (FWC) (4,65i; $1.25-$1.50)— 
North To Alaska” (20th) and “For 

Love Of Mike” (20th). Fast $18,000 
or near. Last week. “Legions Of 
Nile” (20th) and “39 Steps” (20th) 
$8,000. 

Warfield (Loew) (2,656; ($1.25- 
$1.50i — “Butterfield 8” (M-G), 
Wow $22,000 or near. Last week, 
“Hot Wind Blows” (M-G) and 
“Lust To Kill” (M-G) (2d wk), 
$4,000. 

Paramount (Par) (2.646; $1.25- 
$1.50) — “GI Blues” (Par) and 
“W’ild Ride” (Par); Mighty $23,000. 
Last week, “Elephant Walk” (Par) 
and “Naked Jungle” (Par) (reis¬ 
sues), $6,000. 

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.50) 
—“Esther and King” (20th). Good 
$10,000. Last week, “Epitaph” 
(Col) T3d wk), $7,000. 

Orpheum (Cinerama. Inc.) (1.456; 
$1.75-$2.65> — “Cinerama Holiday” 
(Cinerama) (reissue) (5th wk) 
Good $14,000. Last week, $10,500. 

United Artists (No. Coast) (1.151: 
$1.25-$1.50)—“Inherit Wind” (UA) 
(2d wk). So-so $6,500. Last week, 
$10,000. * ' 

Stagedoor (A-R) (440: $2.50 
$3.00)—“Song Without End” (Col) 
(7th wk). Okay $5,700. Last week, 
$6,200. 

Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (364; 
$1.50) — “Ostrich Has Two Eggs” 
(Janus). Dull $1,800. Last week. 
“Cranes Are Flying” (Indie) (2d 
wk). $1,800. 

Coronet (United California) 
(1.250; $1.80-$3.50) — “Ben-Hur' 
(M-G) (49th wk). Good $16,000, 
Last week, $17,000. 

Presidio (Hardy) (774; $1.25 
$1.50)—“Idiot” (20th) (3d wk). Fine 
$2,000. Last week. $3,000. 

Alexandria (United California) 
(1,610; $1.80-$3.50)—“Alamo” (UA) 
(5th wk). Fast $10,000. Last week, 
$11,000. 

Chicago, Nov. 29. 
Thanksgiving holiday momentum 

looks to give first-runs here some¬ 
thing like the rosy tone they’ve 
been looking for in the last few 
weeks. Batch p£ new product is 
helping, though unseasonably mod¬ 
erate clime is a hindrance. 

CinderFeHa,” starring Jerry 
Lewis, is world pteeraing to smash 
$41,000, at the Woods while “North 
To Alaska” is headed for a socko 
$30,000 for John Wayne starrer at 
the Roosevelt. State-Lake’s “Girl 
of Night” is luring lively $19,000. 
on opener. 

Surfs “School for Scoundri 
looms stout $7,000. “College Ci 
denlial” plus “7 Ways Fr-im/Sun- 
down” shapes good at'Monroe. 

Still setting the pace is Chicago’s 
Butterfield 8,” garnering great 

fourth week coin: “Esther and 
King” shapes nice In second at 
Oriental. “Midnight Lace” Is stid 
torrid in fifth round at United Art¬ 
ists. “10 Who Dared” eyes a nice 
third at the Loop. “Hiroshima Mon 
Amour” is taking a hep. fifth week 
coin at World. 

On hard-ticket, “Alamo,” is perk¬ 
ing some, for nice fifth week at 
Palace; -“Spartacus” is hitting, a 
sock seventh sess on at McVickers; 
and “Ben-Hur” is racing to torrid 
takings in 49th at the Todd Thea¬ 
tre, 

Estimates for This Week 

Carnegie (Telem’t) (495; $1.50)— 
“Mouse That Roared” (Col) (reis¬ 
sue) and “Carry On Nurse” (Gov) 
(rerun). Trim $3,100. Last week, 
“World of Apu” (Harrison) $3,000. 

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80) 
—“Butterfield 8” (M-G) (4th wk). 
Great $40,000 or over. Last week, 
$48,000. 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350; 
$I.25-$1.80) — “Breath of Scandal” 
(Par) (3d wk). Good $8,000. Last 
week, $9,500. I 

Loop (Telem’t) <606; 90-$1.80)—| 
“10 Who Dared” ((BV) (3d wk). 
Mild $5,000, after $7,000 in sec¬ 
ond. ' 

McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.49- 
$3.50)—“Spartacus" (U) (7th wk). 
Soaring to wow $27,000. Last week, 
$20,000. 

Monroe (Jovah) (1,000; 65-90)— 
‘College Confidential” (U) and “7 

Ways From Sundown” (U). Nice 
$6,000. Last week, “Cage of Evil” 
(UA) and "The Pusher” (UA), 
$4,300. 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.80) 
—“Esther and King” (20th) (2dnvk). 
Fine $21,000. Last week, $25,000. 

Palace (Indie) (2,177; $1.75-$3.50) 
— “Alamo” (UA) (5th wk). Nice 
$19,000 or close. Last week, $18,000. 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 90-$180) 
—“North to Alaska” (20th). Socko 
$30,000 or near. Last week, “In¬ 
herit Wind” (UA) (3d wk), $10,000. 

State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- 
$1.80)—“Girl of Night” (WB). Live¬ 
ly $19,000. Last week, “Sunrise at 
Campobello” (WB) (2d wk), $10,000. 

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.80) 
-“School for Scoundrels” (Cont). 

Potent $7,000. Last week, “Battle 
of Sexes” (Cont) (4th wk), $3/" 

Todd (Todd) (1,089; $1.75-$3.50) 
-“Ben-Hur” (M-G> (49th wk). Solid 
$24,000 or over. Last week, $19,000. 

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- 
$1.80)—“Midnight Lace” (U) (5th 
wk>. Sockeroo $16,000. Last week, 
$23,000. 

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90- 
$1.80—“CinderFella” (Par). World 
preem teeoff hitting giant $41,000. 
Last week, “Sword and Dragon” 
(Valiant) (2d wk), $15,500. 

World (TeitelF (606; 90-$1.50)— 
“Hiroshima Mon Amour” (Zenith) 
(5th wk». Robust $4,900. Last week. 
$4,200- 

Holiday Tilts B way; ‘Wong’-Stage 
Great 170G, 3d; ‘Butterfield’ Wham 

$71000,2d, ‘Alaska’ Lively 30G, 2d 
The Thanksgiving week holiday 

crowds and upped scales are 
brightening the overall Broadway 
first-run picture this session. Up¬ 
beat Is being done without a lift 
from any new product excepting a 
couple p(ix at arty theatres which 
are surprisingly strong. Thanks- 
gjyingl5ay itself was one of the 
^mggest in years at several theatres 
including the Music Hall. 

Still champ at the wickets is 
“World of Suzie Wong” with stage- 
show which looks to hit great 
$170,000 in current (3d) stanza at 
the Hall, with a fourth week set. 
“Butterfield 8” pushed to sock 
$72,000 or close in second round 
at the Capitol, and'starts its third 
week today (Wed.). 

“Esther and King” is heading 
for a solid $26,000 or close in sec¬ 
ond session at the Palace, and stays 
a third. “Girl of Night” looks to 
reach $22,000, okay for third frame 
-of 10 days at the Criterion. House 
closes Dec. 5 to prep for hard¬ 
ticket engagement of “Pepe” on 
Dec. 21. 

“North to Alaska” looks to push 
up to dandy $30,000 in third ses¬ 
sion at Paramount or ahead of sec¬ 
ond week. “Let No Man Write My 
Epitaph” looks sock $18,000 or 
close in third round at the Forum. 
“Inherit the Wind” Is heading for 
okay $15,000 or near In seventh 
week at Astor. “GI Blues” looms 
sturdy $14,000 In fourth Victoria 
stanza. 

All hard-ticket pix were helped 
by extra matinees and upped prices 
for the holiday. “SpartaciTs” is 
climbing to a great $36,000 or close 
in eighth round at the DeMille. 
“Ben-Hur” should hit a socko $35,- 
000 in current (53d) week at the 
State. “Alamo” Is climbing, too, to 

fancy $38,000 or thereabouts in 
fifth session, at- the Rivoli. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)— 

“Inherit Wind" (UA) (8th wk). 
Seventh week ended last night 
(Tues.) pushed to okay $15,000 or 
near after $11,000 for sixth round. 

Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50) 
—“Butterfield 8” (M-G) (3d wk). 
Second round finished last night 
(Tues.) was socko $72,000 or near 
after $68,000, way below estimate 
on opener, but best initial week 
here in many months. 

Criterion (Moss) (1.671; 90-$2.40) 
—“Girl of Night” (WB) (3d-final 
wk). This session finishing Sunday 
(27) Is heading for okay $22,000 in 
10 days after $20,000 for second. 
House shutters Dec. 5 to prepare 
for-launching of “Pepe” (Col) Dec. 
21 on hard-ticket engagement. 

DeMille (Reade) (1,463; $1.50- 
$3.50)—“Spartacus” (U) (8th wk). 
This week ending today (Wed) 
looks like smash $36,000, aided by 
holiday weekend and extra shows, 
after $31,000 for seventh. Stays 
indef. i 

Palace (RKO) -4T632; 90-$2)— 
"Esther and King” (20th> (2d wk). 
This round winding, tomorrow 
(Thurs.) is heading for solid $26,- 
000 or near after $29,000 for open¬ 
er. Stays. 

Forum (Moss) (813; 90-31.80)— 
“Let No Man Write Epitaph” (Col) j 
(3d wk). This session ending to¬ 
day (Wed.) looks like smash $18,- 
000 or close after $14,500 for sec¬ 
ond. Continues until about Dec. 16. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 
$2*—“North to Alaska” (20th) (3d 
wk). This stanza winding today! 

after $30,000 'or fourth week. 
Stays on. 

State (Loew) (1,900; $1.50-$3.50) 
-“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (53d wk). Ses¬ 
sion winding today (Wedl.4 looks to 
push up to wow $35,009 or near, 
being helped by extra matinees. 
The 52d week was $29,500, below 
hopes. Continues indefinitely. 

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2) 
—“GI Blues” (Par) (4th wk). This 
round finishing tomorrow (Thurs.) 
looks like sturdy $14,000 after 
$12,000 in third week. 

First-Run Arties 
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2) 

—"Picnic on Grass” (Kings) (m.o.) 
(2d wk). Initial round ended Mon¬ 
day (28) hit fine $7,500. 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$ 1.80) 
—“Big Deal” (UMPO) (2d wk>. 
First stanza finished Monday (28) 
was smash $16,000, one of bigger 
first-weeks here. Pic originally was 
titled “Big Deal on Madonna 
Street.” 

Embassy (Guild Enterprises) 
(500; 90-$1.75)—"Come Dance "With 
Me” (Kings) <4th wk). Third round 
finished Sunday (27) was smooth 
$8,000 after $7,000 in second week. 
House closes Dec. 19 for big face¬ 
lift outlay ahead of opening of 
“Swiss Family Robinson” (BV) 
Dec. 23. 

Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20-$i.75) 
—“Virgin Spring” (Janus) (3d wk)/ 
First holdover week completed 
Sunday (27) was big $16,500 after 
$17,000, new record for a foreign 
pic here. 

Fifth Ave» Cinema (R&B) (250; 
$1.25-$1.80)—“World of Apu” (Har¬ 
rison) (9th wk). Eighth week ended 
Monday (28) was big $4,100 after 
$3,500 for seventh week 

Normandie (T-L) (592; $1.25- 
$1.80)—“Gigi” (M-G) (reissue) (2d 
wk). This round winding up to¬ 
morrow (Thurs.) is pushing up to 
sock $8,000 after $7,500 for initial 
week. 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
(Continued on page 181 

Estimates Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari- 
oilf^key cities^are net; i.e., 
withouft^usujn tax. Distrib¬ 
utors shararon net take, when 
playing percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are net in¬ 
come. 

The parenthetic admission 
prices, however, as indicated, 
include U. S. amusement tax. 

‘Inherit’Fat 18G, 
Philly; ‘Sun’ 14G 

Philadelphia, Nov. 29. \ 
Holiday weekend and out-of/ 

town visitors £ere for Army-Navy 
annual grid classic and pro-Giants- 
Eagles football clash all are help¬ 
ing to make for a sharp -biz uptake. 
Bulk of strength is coming from 
big holdovers. “Inherit the Wind" 
looks nice at the Fox albeit not as 
strong as had been hoped for. 
“Never on Sunday,” playing 500- 
seat Trans-Lux, is garnering a 
mighty take. Many hard-ticketers 
climbed above last week’s totals, 
“Spartacus” spurting to a wow to¬ 
tal at Goldman in fourth round. 

Estimates for This Week 
Arcadia <S&S> (536; 99-$1.80>— 

“Midnight Lace” (U) «5th wk). Fat 
$10,500. Last week, $10,000. 

Boyd (SW) d.562; $1.40-$2.75'— 
“Ben-Hur" (M-G) (52d \vk». Strong 
$14,500. Last week. $12,000. 

Fox (Milgram) <2,200; 99-$1.80) 
—“Inherit Wind” (UA*. Nice $18,- 
000 or near. Last week, “Mag¬ 
nificent Seven” (UA; <3d wk), 
311,000. 

Goldman (Goldman* (1.200; $2- 
$2.75)—“Spartacus” »U» <4th wk>. 
Wow $19,000. Last week, $15,000. 

.____o _ Midtown (Goldman) <1.000; $2- 
(Wed.) is heading for big°$3d,000J 32.75)—“Alamo” <UAi <5th wk). 
after $26,000 for second. Stays. ; Pushed to hotsy $14,000. Last 

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-; week, $9,000. 
fellers) (6.200; 90-$2.75)—“World; Randolph (Goldman- <2.500; 99- 
of Suzie Wong” (Par) with stage- 
show (3d wk). Session ending to¬ 
day day (Wed) looks like great 
$170,000 after $148,000 for second 
week. Holds a fourth week with 
Christmas stageshow and “Sun¬ 
downers” (WB) ooening row likely 
to be Dec. 8 or Dec. 15. 

Rivoli (UAT) (j.545; $1.50-$3.50) 
—“Alamo” (UA) (6th wk). Fifth 
frame finished last night (Tues.) 
was great $38,000 or near after 

$1.80.)—“Butterfield 8” <M-G> *3d 
Vrk». Wow $20,500. Last week, 
$18,000. 

Stanley (SW» (2.500; 99-31.80)— 
“North to Alaska” (20th) <3d wk). 
Slow $7,500. Last week. $9,000. 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.80t— 
“Let No Man Write Epitaph” (Col) 
(2d wk». Fast $13,000. Last week, 
$17,000. 

Studio (Goldberg) (483; 99-$1.80) 
(Continued on page 18) 
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THE FACTS FOR THE FIRST YEAR OF THE CONTINUING 

SUCCESS OF THE WORLD’S MOST HONORED PICTURE .. * 

SEEN BY * # • # 

THEATRES 
PLAYED IN. • . 

SHOWINGS 
x 

* IN ADDITION TO CONTINUING ITS LONG RUN ENGAGEMENTS IN NEW YORK, 

PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO, BOSTON, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, TORONTO, 

AND IN MANY OTHER KEY CITIES THROUGHOUT AMERICA, “BEN-HUR” IS ALSO 

CURRENTLY AN INTERNATIONAL TRIUMPH IN SUCH CITIES AS LONDON, ROME, 

PARIS, BRUSSELS, AMSTERDAM, BOGOTA, HIROSHIMA, ANTWERP, TOKYO, BERLIN, 

CARACAS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, BOMBAY, BUENOS ARES, SANTIAGO, LIMA 

MANILA, LISBON, JOHANNESBURG, GENEVA and many othets. 
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‘Cleopatra’ Placed in ‘Suspense’ 

By 20th Until Liz Taylor Recovers 
London, Nov. 29. 4 

As Elizabeth Taylor left London 
last Friday (25) for Paris enroute 
to Los Angeles and Palm Springs, 
20th-Fox put the multi-million dol¬ 
lar production of “Cleopatra” into 
suspense yesterday (Mon.). Pro¬ 
tective notices to some 250 tech¬ 
nicians had been issued a week 
before, some of which became 
operative last Friday *25) and the 
balance coming Friday «2U 

It is understood that Miss Tay¬ 
lor’s departure was with the full 
concurrence of the insurance com¬ 
panies, even though the details of 
claim between the underwriters 
and 20th-Fox were not resolved 
when Spyros P. Skouras checked 
out of London last Wednesday <23>. 
The general view is that “Cleo¬ 
patra” will resume production 
when Miss Taylor returns to Lon¬ 
don^ but she won’t be back until 
themedicos give, the greenlight. 

Meantime, 20th-Fox has invoked 
the force majeur clause against 
the principal players who, apart 
from Miss Taylor, include Peter 
Finch and Stephen Boyd in addi- 
lion to producer and director Wal¬ 
ter Wanger and Rouben Mamou- 
Lan. 

There is hope that filming may 
resume within the next three to 
four weeks, but for the time being, 
a large slice of London’s studio 
space has been cornered by 20th- 
Fox for the production. Very 
nearly the whole of Pinewood and 
a big piece of Shepperton and the 
Metro British studios is filled with 
•‘Cleopatra” sets which, at a mod¬ 
est estimate, have cost more than 
12,500,000 to build. 

According to unconfirmed re¬ 
ports, the insurance premiums 
have cost around $400,000, but the 
underwriters stand to lose some¬ 
thing like $5,000,000. It has been 
suggested, though not confirmed, 
that the insurance companies may 
be offered a piece of the pic by 
20th-Fcx to give them a reasonable 
chance to recoup. Similar 'action 
was taken when Tyrone Power 
died during the filming of “Solo¬ 
mon and Sheba” in Madrid. 

Germany’* ‘Nabucco* 
Hamburg, Nov. 22. 

“Nabucco” opened this sea¬ 
son at the Metropolitan Opera 
in Manhattan. So obscure was 
this 100-year old Verdi work 
that N.Y. critics 1 had to do 
plenty of research to appear 
knowing. 

Now comes the contrast with 
Germany, where state and lo¬ 
cal subsidy puts opera houses 
in the smallest burgs: at least 
10 houses here this season in¬ 
clude “Nabucco” in repertory. 

• In one town, Krefeld, pop 200,- 
t)00, two American singers, 
mezzo Helen Raab and soprano 
Emelina de Vito were in the 
cast. 

Naples Finally 

Honors Caruso 
Naples, Nov. 22. 

After a gap of 40 years since his 
death, the greatest singer of all 
times has finally been honored by 
his native town in which following 
some stinging criticism of a youth¬ 
ful performance, he swore he 
would never sing again «he never 
did). 

A tablet to Enrico Caruso has 
currently been walled on the Ne¬ 
apolitan house in which the singer 
was born in 1873, and one of the 
streets in new Naples has been 
named after him. The cold war 
between Caruso and his city has 
ended. 

Whatever he might have felt 
abdut Naples, Caruso returned 
there when at 48, he knew he was 
dying. On the eve of his death he 
even auditioned a young aspiring 
tenor. After listening a while, he 
burst out “No, this way,” and start¬ 
ed singing the piece. As he did so, 
his gaze wandered out over the 
bay toward Capri floating on the 
horizon, and the feeble notes died 
,away. Only the auditioning student 
and a few neighbors on the high 
balconies near his room had heard 
Caruso singing in Naples once 
again—and for the last time . . . 

Jewish Culture 

Show Gets Raves 
Recklinghausen, Nov, 22. 

The exhibition of Manifestations 
of Jewish Art and Culture, which 
got underway here afterjNov. 3, has 
been getting rave reviews and big 
breaks in West German news¬ 
papers. As part of West Germany’s 
efforts to fight the alleged neo- 
Nazism, and to prevent any recur¬ 
rence of the Nazi smear campaign 
that swept across the land just 
about a year ago, the West Ger¬ 
mans have concentrated on a study 
of the Nazi era in school and on 
the West German television net. 
They have set up exchange pro¬ 
grams to send young German stu¬ 
dents to Israel while bringing Is¬ 
raeli students to Germany. 

And an important part of the 
project is this excellent show titled, 
“Synagoga,” defined as a show of 
Jewish culture and art. Opened 
by Federal president Dr. Heinrich 
Luebke, the show is scheduled to 
last until Jan. 15. It is produced 
by the city of Recklinghausen and 
the Judaicum Delitzschinum of 
Muenster University, with the as¬ 
sistance of the state of IsraeL 

Covering the period from the 
time of the Patriarchs down to the 
present, it offers over 100 contribu¬ 
tions from Israel and the U.S. Eu¬ 
ropean lands have added about 700 
valuable objects. 

Signoret Pic to 20th-Fox 
20th-Fox has taken the French 

pic, “Les Mauvais Coups” ‘The 
Hard Knocksi, for distribution in 
France, North Africa, the Near 
East. South America and several 
European countries, plus a first 
call fpr the US. This has insured 
proper backing for this pic which 
could lese needed Film Aid, some¬ 
times as much as one third of the 
budget, due to the presence in the 
film of star S'mone^ Signoret who 
signed the petition condoning in¬ 
subordination in French troops in 
Algeria. 

Technically, all signers appear¬ 
ing in pix lose A’d Ic-r these films 
but it h: s net 'seen made com¬ 
pletely cfiieial jet. 

Wife of Polish Premier 
Primarily an Actress* 

Her ‘Carlos’ a Sellout 
Warsaw, Nov. 29. 

Three times a week the baroque- 
style Polski-Theatre of Warsaw 
registers SRO for its biggest hit of 
the year: “Don Carlos” by Schiller 
and among the actors, the bril¬ 
liantly shining star is; Nina An- 
drycz, wife of the premier of 
Poland, Cyrankiewicz, whoias Elis¬ 
abeth of Valois gives one of the 
best interpretations in ;her fairly 
long theatrical carder. Nina 
Andrycz is probably ohe of the 
most interesting female figures in 
the Communist world. 

Notwithstanding her duties as 
“first lady” she does not hesitate 
to sacrifice protocol when they in¬ 
terfere with her job as an actress. 
She is rarely seen at embassy, gov¬ 
ernment or party receptions. Called 
“The Premierowa” by the Polish 
people she lives in an apartment 
of three rooms with bath and serv¬ 
ant quarters. In her sitting room, 
whose windows open on the court¬ 
yard of the British Embassy, she 
receives her friends—mostly thea¬ 
tre people, writers and artists. 

Kirk Douglas Moves 
‘Mercy’ Pic to Vienna 

Vienna, Nov. 22. 
Kirk Douglas moved into the 

Wien Film Studios here to do the 
courthouse scenes of his latest film 
“City Without Mercy,” described 
as a story about rape. 

Kirk had shot outdoor scenes ii 
Munich, but suddently decided tt 
come to Vienna.. One of the reason.1 
given was that the German studio: 
are overloaded with the companies. 
With him came his stars Ingrid var 
Rri;cn. Barbara Ruetting ant 
Chfviine Kaufmann. Gottfried 

iRcinhault is directing. 

State Legits Add More 
Classics, Tragedies To 

’61 Lineup in France 
Paris, Nov. 22. 

In accordance with Minister of 
Culture Andt-e Malraux’s edict of 
last year, the state subsidized leg- 
iters are beginning tq add more 
classics and tragedies to their 
repertoires. The Odeon-Theatre De 
France, run by Jean-Louis Bar¬ 
rault, and the Comedie-Fraiicaise 
this week unveiled Shakespeare’s 
“Julius Caesar,” adapted by Yves 
Bonnefoy, and Victor Hugo’s “Ruy 
Bias,” respectively. Both look in 
for successful runs as new addi¬ 
tions to these house programs, but 
both got split review's. 

It is* the spectacle in each of 
these plays that should make them 
okay draws. “Caesar” is unevenly 
acted. Though its first part is sus¬ 
tained by the fine narrative, the 
second portion loses the thread and 
impact of this tragedy. Acting was 
also felt wanting except for Pierre 
Vaneck’s Marc fAnthony. 

“Ruy Bias,” Hugo’s 19th Century 
romantic' meller about a lackey of 
17th Century Spain who falls in 
love with the queen and manages 
to reach and love ber, is given 
elegant paging and flamboyant act¬ 
ing. Makes this a visually stimulat¬ 
ing shoW which should get solid biz 
and have this a hit addition to the 
ComedierFrancaise lineup. Ray¬ 
mond Rouleau directed. 

Marie Bell brings her successgui 
mountings of Racine's ancient trag¬ 
edies “Phedre” and “Berenice” 
back to the Theatre Gymnase. 
These did well last year and re¬ 
ceive a governmental handout. 
“Phedre” has also been done at the 
Vieux-Colombier with Silvia Mont- 
fort in a more offbeat manner. 

Crix were not in accord and this 
version of a woman W’ho fell in love 
with her stepson is in for a short 
stay. It also gets a subsidy. This is 
in line with the conservation of 
classics. The municipal Chatelet 
brought back the perennial “White 
Horse Inn” operetta. As usual, it 
will do well. 

ff. Berlin Exhibs 

Urge Tax Slash 
Berlin, Nov. 22. 

The amtisement tax (20%) has 
been a special thorn in the eye of 
local exhibitors for many years. 
Now, the Verband Berliner Film- 
theatre,-an association, of West Ber¬ 
lin’s cinema owners, is now mak¬ 
ing another attempt to win a re¬ 
duction of this tax. New carefully 
worked out suggestions as to tax 
relief have been submitted to the 
West Berlin Senate for approval. 
Exhibs have been told these will 
be studied. 

Osw'ald Camman, chairman of 
the association, left no doubt that 
tax relief is of vital importance for 
the entire film trade. He called 
the present tax law antiquated and 
unjust in view of the fact that the 
(state-owned) television in Ger¬ 
many, the cinema’s biggest competi¬ 
tor, hasn’t to worry about any tax. 

A West Berlin cinema is nor¬ 
mally in okay shape if about 50% 
to 60% of its seating capacity is 
used. But now, this percentage 
only comes up to about 35% on 
the average, Camman reported. 
The cinemas in this city’s suburbs 
are especially hard hit. In partic¬ 
ular, they feel the inroads of tele. 
People in these areas stay at home 
more and tune in on tv often. 
Downtown houses fare best. 

The unhealthy local cinema situ¬ 
ation is also evidenced by the fact 
that 40 houses are currently up for 
sale, with few buyers. Three cine¬ 
mas recently closed their doors. 

Attendance figures are constant¬ 
ly on the decline. However, the dip 
is not as severe as in some West 
German cities. This is explained 
by West Berlin’s position as an 
isolated city. West Germans have 
the opportunity to spend lengthy 
weekends outside their hometowns, 
but West Berliners are forced to 
~tay within their homegrounds. 

Camman said that also the pro¬ 
duction would greatly benefit from 
i reduction of the amusement tax. 
Right now, the producers must 
keep in mind to make films fast, 
Dut heavy and complicated tax cal- 
ulations are responsible for the 
onsiderable delay in ;getting their 

money back. t 

Warsaw Symph Cancels 
Warsaw, Nov. 22. 

An apparent commitment 
between the American impre¬ 
sario, Sol Hurok, and the gov¬ 
ernment cultural ministry to 
send the Warsaw Symphony on* 
a tour of the United States 
seems cancelled. Hurok previ¬ 
ously acted as manager of a 
company of folk dances from 
here. 

Story heard here is that a 
quarrel ^developed over the 
choice of . soloist, Artur 
Rubinstein. 

Pallos Signs For 
3Anglo-U.S.Pix 

London, Nov. 22. 
Steven Pallos is back in London 

from a New York quickie, having 
completed arrangements for three 
Anglo-U.S. coproductions. Two will 
be in association with Max Rosen¬ 
berg and his associate, Milton 
Sibotsky, and the third with Con¬ 
tinental. . 

First to get underway will be 
“Men Who Laugh,” based on a Vic¬ 
tor Hugo story, which will be made 
in Technicolor. Preparatory work 
has Already started and casting ar¬ 
rangements will be made immedi¬ 
ately. That will be for Rosenberg 
and Sibotsky. 

The second pic with them will be 
based on J. B. Priestley’s “City 
Beneath the Earth,” which will go 
into production next year. 

Also slated for filming in 1961 
is “Mata Hari,” which Pallos ’will 
make in partnersrip with Conti¬ 
nental. That will be in Techicolor 
and Edmund Greville has been 
signed to direct. 

Herbert Graf at Milan 
As Maria Callas’ Choice 

Of ‘Polliuto’ Prevails 
Milan, Nov. 29. 

Herbert Graf, long with New 
York’s Metropolitan Opera and now 
just starting a five-year contract 
with the Zurich Opera as artistic 
director, will stage “Polliuto,’? a 
completely unknown work of Doni¬ 
zetti at La Scala for its opening 
night, Dec. 7. 

Behind this fact lies the iron* 
.hand of Maria Callas, she having 
chosen the totally obscure opera 
for her return to La Scala.- 

Grafs connection relates to the 
difficulties of Luchino Visconti 
whose staging of “Arialda” by Gio¬ 
vanni Testori was blocked by cen¬ 
sorship. In a rage against his coun¬ 
trymen, Visconti made a radical 
gesture of protest: refusing to stage 
“Polliuto.” 

The town of Modeno, which has 
become something' of an Italian 
New Haven for breaking in new 
works had both “Anna of the 
Miracles” and “Arialda” first pre¬ 
sented there. “Anna” has since 
been widely acclaimed throughout 
the peninsula, w'ith Anna Proclemer 
and Ottavio Picola in the Anne 
Bancroft-Patty Duke roles of the 
American original. 

Pathe Pictorial Goes 
To Par in Aussie Mkt 

Sydney, Nov. 22. 
Paramount will distribute the 

Pathe Pictorial reel here coast to 
coast following a deal recently set 
in London. 

The Pictorial, a top-ranker in 
patron popularity here, w'as for¬ 
merly distributed by Metro. No 
reason was given by Metro officials 
for dropping distribution some 
little time ago. 

Yank Talent in Vienna 
Vienna, Nov. 22. 

U. S. tenor James MacCracken’s 
debut at the Vienna Statoper was 
well received by audience and 
critics. There are two other Ameri¬ 
cans here. Ronald Dutro of Oak¬ 
land sang in the Volksopera in “La 
Traviata” and will rate more parts 
shortly, while Donald "Woods of 
Detroit has been inked for one 
year by the Volksopera. 

Other Americans around at pres¬ 
ent are violinist Charles Joseph, 
who is also concertmastcr of the 
Hamburg Bach Society and Ania 
Dorfman < Russian-born but U. S. 
citizen) giving piano concerts in 
Musikverein and on radio. 

Ireland Exhibs 

Seeking Tax Cut 
Dublin, Nov. 22. 

The opening of an Irish ielevi- 
; sion service next year means a 
hard fight for cinema owners, 
James Walls, prexy of the Theatre 
and Cinema Assn, of Ireland, told 
exhibitors and trade union officials 
here recently. He added it was 
hoped that the government would 
appreciate the problems and make 
it possible for cinemas to meet 
and fight tele on equal terms by 
abolishing the Entertainment Tax 
duty. 

The tax on admissions was cut 
by an average of about 20% a few 
months ago, and Walls was opening 
campaign for further revision in 
next Budget, due in May, 1961, six 
months ahead of inauguration of 
Radio Eireans TV. sendee. 

Walls also commented that the 
training course for cinema projec¬ 
tionists, who are released for part- 
time classes at the College of Tech¬ 
nology, is to be extended from 
three to four years, with a higher 
educational standard' for entry. 
This has been done at the request 
of the Theatre and Cinema Work¬ 
ers’ Union to provide basic knowl¬ 
edge to enable new entrants to 
shift into tv in the event of cinema 
closures. 

AMERICAN BALLET’S 47 
Oi. TOURING DATES 

Lucia Chase’s American Ballet 
Theatre has returned from its five- 
month tour of Western Europe and 
Soviet. Russia. The troupe will do 
a 15-minute stint.Dec. 23 for Bell. 
Telephone’s Christmas telecast 
over NBC. 

The company takes to the Amer¬ 
ican provinces Jan. 15 at Newark. 
Some 47 cities are dated. A spe¬ 
cial publicity campaign via Swof* 
ford .& Ware, of N.Y., will exploit 
the Soviet invasion, European re¬ 
views, etc. Hopefully forgotten is 
the oops-sorry opening of the 
troupe last spring at the Metro¬ 
politan Opera House, a misstep 
which friends of the troupe con¬ 
sidered notably ovjer-reviewed and 
over-editorialized. 

Moscow Says—‘Okay’ 
Moscow, Nov. 22. 

On the overall balance, the 
American Ballet Theatre did quite 
well here in Russia. While not all 
the ballet items were to the local 
taste, the technique and skills of 
the leading dancers had favorable 
comment. 

The political side of the tour 
should be separately considered. 
The Russians have carefully kept 
talent protected from the rise 
and fall of the propaganda baro¬ 
meter and it’s no doubt signifi¬ 
cant that Nikita Khrushchev at¬ 
tended and presided at a final 
supper honoring the American 
dancers. 

Among Russians taking a peep 
were Frol Kozlov, member of the 
presidium of the Communist party 
and Ekaterina Furtzeva, Culture 
Minister of the USSR. Their pres¬ 
ence in the capacity Sports Palace 
at Moscow’s Luzhniki emphasized 
that the Americans had scored, 
Pravda described the troupe’s per-, 
formances as “quite a success.” 

Michael Gabovich, people’s artist, 
expressed a very high opinion. He 
was particularly impressed with 
Erik Bruhn’s -masculine stature, 
“brilliant mastery,” and last but 
not least “his noble, courageous 
and elegant airs.” Royes Fernan¬ 
dez is referred to as “charming,1* 
and their “friends” as “talented.” 
The only wish of Moscow’s ballet 
buffs is that those dancers “could 
diversify the arsenal of their move¬ 
ments somewhat.” 

Audiences were very keen on 
'^faria Tallchief and Lupe Serrano 

whose “Southern temperament is 
fiery and captivating.” The critics 
here suggest that those American 
ballerinas, as well as the others 
seen here, should rely more on 
their arms,” which is bound to per¬ 
fect their work on the whole.” 

Judy Gottlieb to U.S. 
Tel Aviv, Nov. 22. 

Judy Gottlieb, local head of the 
Israel-America Culture Founda¬ 
tion, has left here for a three- 
month visit to the U.S. She will 
combine a vacation with confabs 
with the New York home office. 

Her functions in Israel is to ar¬ 
range foreign tours for Israeli art¬ 
ists, actors, etc. 
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Inside Stuff—hteruatbnal Mex Govt Grab of Theatre Operating 
Hariette Stewart Co\yan, wife of a U. S. Army medico performed 

recently at the Salle Gaveau In Paris. Lyric soprano from Portland 
End San Francisco had some pro experience in States but boned up 
with French coaches for participation in an international contest last 
May limited to French songs, w’hich resulted in the Paris contest. Her 
husband has been on overseas assignment for five years. 

Statistics compiled by Filmblaetter, W. Berlin trade paper, cover¬ 
ing playdate results in 16 W. Berlin key cities within 11 months (Sept. 
1959, fo. July 31f 1960) of the 1959-’60 season reveal that the Austrian 
film, “And Always Sin&^tfi^ Forests," a DFH release, was the most 
screened pic of. that period/ The first part of German film, “Budden- 
brooksV (Eurdpa), reached/the second spot, while Universal’s “Pillow 
"Talk” became.third most screened feature. 

Runnersup W'ere- Germany’s remake of “Grand Hotel" (Gloria), the 
French Jean Gabin starred, “Le Clochard” (Bavaria), United Artists,. 
“Some Like It Hot," the second part of “Buddenbrooks" (Gloria), and 
three other German vehicles, “Judge of the Young" (UFA), “Mrs, War¬ 
ren’s Trade” (Europe) and “Freddy Under Foreign Stars” (Constantin). 

Mexico Clamps 
on Flood 

Of Cuban Talent 
Mexico City, Nov. 29. 

The Mexican Department of 
State has placed a ceiling on the 
number of visas granted Cuban en¬ 
tertainers. In recent months there 
has been a tremendous exodus of 
Cuban performers from their na¬ 
tive country and Mexico has been 
absorbing far too great a share. 

The National Assn, of Actors 
reportedly told the State Dept, that 
Cubans are displacing Mexicans in 
vaude, night clubs, radio and tele¬ 
vision work and in similar fields. 

A check by Mexico’s Embassy in 
Cuba showed that a new flood of 
entertainers seeks work visas to 
enter Mexico. The limit order was 
then instituted>nd those playing 
here w'ill hot Ibe ah;-* to renew 
visas for indefinite periods. 

A State Dept, spokesman said 
the official ruling is not an “arbi¬ 
trary” attempt to limit entry of 
foreign performers. But it has been 
deemed necessary to contain the 
movement in the interests of na¬ 
tional entertainers. 

Set Israel Editions Of. 
Kate,' ‘Irma,’ ‘Boy Friend’; 
Eye ‘West Side’ B’way Co. 

Tel Aviv, Nov. 22. 
Three musicals of different na¬ 

tional origin, one American, an¬ 
other French and the third British, 
are planned for production here 
this season. The U. S. entry is 
\Kiss Me, Kate,” in a Hebrew 
adaptation by Aharon Ashman, 
poet and author of Biblical dramas. 
It’s scheduled for production by 
the Israel National Opera as its 
first venture in the modern musical 
field. 

The French import is “Irma La 
Douce,” which w'as adapted for 
London and is now being present¬ 
ed in New York. The Israeli 
rights have been acquired by the 
Habimah Theatre. The British en¬ 
try is “The Boy Friend,” scheduled 
for presentation by the Z.O.A. 
House, an amateur group foreign 
diplomatic service personnel. 

Scots Feel the Pinch 
Inverness, Nov. ‘29. 

Cuts are being made on the 
rural cinema circuit at ten' 

: centers in the Scot Highlands, 
and will be effective from 
Jan. 1. 

One island, Mull, will be 
without film entertainment 
completely, while glen and 
mountain villages will have 
less frequent shows. 

Service is operated by the 
Highlands and Islands Film 
Guild in 182 locations in Scot¬ 
land. 

television is not entirely to 
blame, according to Hugh 
Ross, Guild secretary, although 
it does have a big bearing on 
the position. 

“But even without the ad¬ 
vent of television,” he told 
Variety, “there would have 
been some minor re-organiza¬ 
tion. The Guild is all the time 
facing rising costs, with audi¬ 
ences which just cannot in¬ 
crease in numbers.” 

U.S. Shortage Vs. 
More 'Open Japan 

Tokyo, Nov, 29. 
While the Finance Ministry mulls 

liberalization of foreign film . im¬ 
ports quotas, perhaps removing the 
lids altogether, major distributors 
of American product here are view¬ 
ing developments with mixed 
feelings. 

While some seek an easing of the 
quota system, others, mindful of 
Hollywood’s reduced production, 
fear indie importers would flood 
the market with pickup product 
while they are restricted to han¬ 
dling only films to which their com¬ 
panies contributed a major financ¬ 
ing share. 

Europe’s Pix Production 
Council in Paris Meet 

Paris, Novi 22. 
The Council of European Film 

Production, composed of reps from 
film producer outfits from all the 
Common Mart countries (France, 
Italy, West Germany, Benelux), 
met here this week. All agreed 
that the first measure was to create 

There’s also talk of importing1 an equitable working set-up for 
he American “West Side Story’’ <facilitating coproductions between the American “West Side Story’’ }'facilitating coproductions between 

company, now appearing on Broad- , these countries. Dusmess. 

By NID EMBER 

Buenos Ahes, Nov. 22. 
This year’s surging television In¬ 

dustry* partly fostered by Gore 
Mestre. a refugee from another 
kind of dictator, Fidel Castro of 
Cuba, is but one notable aspect of 
Vhat has been happening in Ar¬ 
gentina. The world has perhaps 
too little remarked what the re¬ 
moval of dictatorship has done to 
Argentina. The country's long 
“cringe” under the mailed fist oi 
Juan Peron and the cupped fingers 
of his shakedown cronies is over. 
While many problems remain, the 
inrush of fresh ideas, new money, 
ambitious plans is everywhere 
evident. Show business is well up 
on the list of those benefited. 

Extension of television into the 
Argentiafe hinterlands is part of 
the new government’s desire to 
make life easier for the people and 
to bring them within' the cultural 
family more intimately. Video 
goes alongside plans to upgrade 
farming, mining and oil. 

In 1961 the Government hopes 
to make Argentina a show place 
of what Free Enterprise can 
achieve, from which other Latin- 
Amerlcan countries can take en¬ 
couragement' and example. Pro¬ 
vided politicos, armed services and 
labor leaders sit back and let 
Economy Minister Alvaro Also- 
garay and his Economic Team 
pusn tnrough this objective, tms 
Re-Birth of a Nation should go 
from stabilization to Development, 
with all fields of Entertainment 
striding forward with everything 
else. 

Popular it is not, but the present 
Government is th,e first go-ahead, 
get-things-done Government the 
country has had since 1920. The 
gap between left a tremendous 
void (plus holes in the Treasury), 
and 40 years’ work must now be 
done in a couple of years, but at 
last the effort is being made and 
by April-May, when the 1961 show 
business season opens, the fruit 
should be harvested. If, despite 
much general economic depres¬ 
sion, show business has flourished 
as it did in 1960, the following 12 
months should go even better. 

Already impresarios' are making 
big plans. Probable bookings in¬ 
clude Frank-Sinatra, Maria Callas, 
the Helen Hayes legit tour. Tamara 
Toumaneva, Rudolf Firkusny, Al¬ 
berto Lissy, Byron Janis and Frank' 
Ratzer will concertise. Jean Coc¬ 
teau’s /‘La Voix Humaine” will 
probably have its world preem at 
the Colon, with Poulenc music, and 
with an imported cast. The Third 
International Film Festival at Mar 
del Plata is due in January, the 
General San Martin and Coliseo 
Theatres will really open, and the 
network of stations will gradually 
spread over the country. 

Meanwhile newspapers and 
magazines have never “before en- 
or had such volumes of -advertis- 
joyed such freedom of expression, 
ing. Many magazines were added 
to their number. Even the formal, 
dignified old dailies, “La Nacion” 
and “La Prenza” have brightened 
their formats and added many col¬ 
umns and features connected with 

way for an Israeli tour. 

ACT Films to Produce 
tit 1 y 'fjj <tr*. 1 J 1 Iree miercnange ot mm materials. 
VYeSKer S nay, lYllCI16Il j players, technicians and creators 

t j ■ ,, ; and a means of balancing, copro- 

This was handed to a committee 
charged with working out all 
these problems for a future con¬ 
fab. Main aspects of this were 
free interchange of film materials. 

London, Nov. 22. 
ACT Films, the production com¬ 

pany formed some years ago by 
the technicians’ union, is to film 
Arnold Wesker’s play, “The Kit¬ 
chen,” starting at Shepperton next 
year. The pic has been scripted by 
Sidney Cole, who also, will produce. 
James Hill has been named direc¬ 
tor. 

Wesker came into national prom¬ 
inence earlier in the year when 
his trilogy of plays, “Chicken Soup 
With Barley,” “Roots” and “I’m 
Talking About Jerusalem.” was 
staged at the Royal Court Theatre. 
No distribution deal has yet been 
made by ACT Films for “Kitchen.” , 

ductions as well as freer exchanges 
of films and fiscal matters, 

BRITAIN'S LEIPZIG WIN 
London, Nov. 29. 

British collared the main prize 
for the best national program at 
the third Leipzig shorts and docu¬ 
mentary festival with “Bow Bells” 
(directed by Anthony Simmons), 
“We Are the Lambeth Boys” (Karel 
Reisz) and “Miners Gala Day” (Der¬ 
rick Knight). 

Main prize for the best film was 
shared by “Musicians” (Poland) and 
“The Peaceful Atom” (France). 

Argentines is reading voracious¬ 
ly and eclectically. Best-selling 
foreign authors: John Steinbeck, 
Vicki Baum, Salvador de Mada¬ 
riaga and A. J. Cronin, also Re¬ 
marque, Becquer. Popular are 
Lawrence Durrell’s “Justine.” 

balancing, copro- ! Giuseppe Toniasi di Lampeduza‘’s 
5 freer exchanges ! -Black Cat,” “Leon Uris “Exodus.” 

Tennessee Williams, “Orpheus De¬ 
scending" and Morris West’s 
“Devil’s Advocate,” also Aldous 
Huxley’s “New World Revisited.” 

Eating habits are undergoing 
radical transformation, as old, for¬ 
mal restaurants and cafes were 
wiped out by changing customs 
(and demands of Waiters’ Unions). 

Film theatres have, of course, 
been crimped by the rise of tele¬ 
vision in Greater Buenos Aires, 
Cordoba City and sea-bound Mar 
del Plata. But the big ones do 
big business, per “Ben Hur,” “La 

(Continued on page 15) 

Chain Via $16,000,000 Deal Seen As 
Loose Sort of Film Biz Nationalizing 

Italo ‘Oakie’ Drama 
• Venice, Nov. 22. 

Italy shares with the United 
States a number of social prob¬ 
lems, one of them the migra¬ 
tion of poor, illiterate workers 
from South to North. This 
theme, the Italian version of 
American Oakies has now 
been treated on the stage in a 
new play by a young dramatist, 
Carlo Marcello Reitman. His 
“The Great Hope” (La Grande 
Speranza) deals with the re¬ 
sentment of the estaolished 
elements in the well-to-do 
Lombardy region around Milan 
against laborers from Calabria 
and Sicily. 

The plot is somewhat vio¬ 
lent but realistically pictures 
the dreadful loneliness of 
these people, unwanted by 
their prosperous fellow-Ital- 
ians. 

Avant Garde Fest 
For Paris in Dec. 

Paris, Nov. v22. 
That artsy-craftsy aspect of show 

bi7 and the arts, which in many 
cases has become accepted regular, 
offbeat and even commercial fare, 
will finally get its due via the avant 
garde fest running here till Dee. 
15.. This will display the innova-^ 
tions in* legit, films, art, culture 
and music. Called “Sets For an 
Imaginary Play,” it is unfolding at 
the Palais De Glace and will branch 
out into the performing arts also. 
It is nationally underwritten. 

Programs will consist of a mount¬ 
ing of Rabindranath Tagore’s In¬ 
dian play “Chifra,” a deeply phil¬ 
osophical poetic opus, at UNESCO, 
films of animated forms of Werner, 
Graff, Hans Richter and others will 
unfold at the Museum of Decora¬ 
tive Arts. On Dec. 23* experiments* 
films by Arcady; Yank Ian Hugo 
and Lapoujade will be shown at the 
Renelagh film theatre, with a series 
of poetry readings of E2ra Pound, 
Arp, Bali, Isou and Heideck around 
town. 

The ‘ Experimental Theatre will 
get its due as well as music. This 
paying homage to the offbeat fol¬ 
lowers of the arts and show biz 
will wind with a panto show by 
Maximilien Decroux at the Thea¬ 
tre Alliance Francaise plus an out¬ 
door playhouse on the Esplanade 
Des Invalides where several plays 
will be done using mobile scenery 
that will move for each entry. 

B. BRECHT PLAYS DUE 
FOR FRENCH RATINGS 

Paris, Nov. 22. 

The theatrical works of the late 
East German Communist writer 
Bertolt Brecht, who, because of 
Nazism, spent his years of exile in 
the U.S., will be an integral part of 
the repertoires of the various' na¬ 
tionalized legit theatres here this 
season and next. Theatre National 
Populaire, under Jean Vilar, mount¬ 
ed Brecht’s “The Resistible Rise of 

j Arturo Ui” this week. 

TNF, in its adjunct theatre, the 
Recamier, soo« will do Brecht’s 
“The Good Woman of Sechouan” 
while the staid Comedie-Francaise 
will do “Galileo,” about the 17lh 
Century scientist. The Odeon-The- 
atre De France has his “The Vi¬ 
sions of Simone Machard.” 

Brecht’s newfound popularity 
here probably stems from the suc¬ 
cess of the East German Berliner 
Ensemble (he founded and man¬ 
aged), which did four of his plays 
at the Theatre of Nations this year 
to big boxofflce and intense local 
interest. , < 

Mexico City, Nov. 29. 
News confirming the sale of 

Manuel Espinosa Iglesias’ Theatre 
Operating Co. chain to the govern¬ 
ment came .as a. rude’ shock to 
Mexican film circles, despite the 
reports which have been around 
for months about just such an ac¬ 
tion. While the transaction has gone 
through, official sources are reluc¬ 
tant to talk about the federal move 
in on the exhibition front. Reason 
for this may he that government 
is also quietly readying to absorb 
Gabriel Alarcon’s Gold Chain. 

But even with buying of the 
Theatre Operating Company, the 
government has achieved a loose 
sort of pationalization of the film 
industry. It now has distribution 
sewn up via the three major dis- 
tributorshps (Cimex. Peliculas Na- 
cionales and Peliculas Mexicanas)* 
the Churubusco Studios (with s 
possible buying up of the lone in¬ 
dependent San Angel Inn Studios 
also reported), a production unit 
via Churubusco Films and now an 
exhibition chain. 

The government is reported to 
have paid between $134200,000 to 
$16,000,000 for a 20-year lease of 
the 133 houses making up the The¬ 
atre Operating Co. chain. Industry 
circles have long labeled Iglesias 
as front man for exhibitor magnate 
William Jenkins, who ostentatious¬ 
ly retired from Mexican exhibition 
activity many years back. 

Incidentally, government paid 
for the chain lease In bonds with 
Nacional Financiera, semi-official 
credit institution an intermediary. 
Titles of the chain were turned 
over to the National Urban Mort¬ 
gage and Public Works Bank, an¬ 
other official institution. 

Film Bureau May Run Chain 

Actually the Film Bureau may 
run the chain now. w'ith the names 
of Cesar Santos Galindo, current 
head of the Churubusco Studios, 
and Eduardo Garduno mentioned 
as heads of the new setup. Gar¬ 
duno, who developed the so-called 
“Garduno Plan” for survival ot 

' the Mexican film industry some 
years back when he headed the 
Film Bank, has denied he knows 
anything about this. He is head 
of the recently nationalized Mexi¬ 
can Light & Power Co. Galindo 
remains mum. 

While deal involved only 133 
! theatres, the circuit is larger 
through loose arrangements with 
independents allied with it for the 
purpose of obtaining national and 
foreign films. Actual number con¬ 
trolled is a secret, but is said to 
include about 500 houses. JThe 
Alarcon chain has almost an equal 
number of houses sewn up, with 
this totaling more than half of the 
approximate 1,500 full-time cine¬ 
mas in the republic (official de¬ 
pendencies peg number at about 
2,40flTT5ut the balance are houses 
not on regular showing schedules, 
roadshow’ spots, church. school and 
social organization halls, etc.). 

Nowr the big $d4 question is 
whether the government purchase 
is a move to break up vhe monopoly 
that has traditionally existed in 
Mexican exhibition or -vhether a 
new% official form of monopoly will 
be Instituted. 

Hollywood Worried* 
That Hollywood Is worried about 

this latest turn of events is evi¬ 
denced by the fact that Eric John¬ 
ston, flying down ostensibly to letd 

| his presence to the Third World 
Review of Film Festivals, has a 
heavy schedule of meetings with 
such top dignitaries as Gabriel 
Alarcon, head of the Gold Chain; 
Raul Salinas Lozano, Secretary of 
Industry and Commerce; Jorge 
FerretiS, of the Film Bureau, Fedr 
erico Heuer, ‘of the Film Bank, and 
other industry functionaries. 

Speculation centers around 
whether the federal chain will in¬ 
augurate a policy of Mexican films 
only, or book foreign product, too. 
Nobody knows the answers to this 
except high officials involved, and 

| they are not talking. 
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Variety Tentsmen 

Toronto, rtov. 29. 
Phil Stone, veepee of CHUM, 

Toronto, was unanimously elected 
Chief Barker for next year of 
Variety Tent 28, which maintains 
Variety Village, vocational train¬ 
ing school for handicapped boys 
here. Stone’s assistants are Frank 
H. Strean and Lionel Lester. 
Chester Friedman is Property 
Master and J. C. Egan, Dough Guy. 
Members of executive are Hye Bos- 
sin, Frank Fisher, Ernest Rawley, 
George Heiber, Sam ShopsoWitz 
and Don Summerville. 

Special appreciation was voiced 
to the outgoing Chief Barker, John 
J. Fitzgibbons Jr. for his admin¬ 
istration of the annual convention 
of Variety Clubs International 
(first time held in Canada), at the 
Royal York Hotel here last June. 

Talbert to Head D. C. Tent 
Washington, Nov. 29. 

Variety Club Tent No. 11 here 
has elected Edward D. Talbert Sr. 
as Chief Barker. 

Others elected were Felix 
Grant, first assistant chief barker; 
Joseph M. Samoiski, second as¬ 
sistant barker; Ross Wheeler, Prop¬ 
erty Master; and Sam Galanty, i 
Dough Guy. 

Minneapolis’ Tent’s Slate 
Minneapolis. Nov. 29. 

Tom Burke was reelected to a 
second term as chief barker of the 
Variety Club of the Northwest. 
He’s general manager of Theatre 
Associates, the territory’s largest 
buying and booking group. New 
slate includes first assistant Gil 
Nathanson, second assistant Eddie 
Schwartz, treasurer Bob Karatz 
and secretary Byron Shapiro. 

At the group’s annual meeting 
held previously,* 11 members were 
elected to the board. Named, in 
addition to the above officers, were 
Jack Greenberg. Don Palniquist, 
Don Swartz. Sheldon Grengs, Don 
O'Brien and Ralph Green. Clem 
Jaunich and Dan Peterson were 
appointed alternates. 

Burke. Joe Podoloff, LeRoy Mil¬ 
ler and Sim Heller were named in¬ 
ternational delegates. 

Beachler in Dayton 
Dayton, O., Nov. 29. 

Walter Beachler, president of 
United Fireworks Manufacturing 
Co., was reelected to a fifth con¬ 
secutive term as Chief Barker of 
the Dayton Variety Club. 

Other officers named are Harry 
Good, rfirst assistant barker; Dr. 
A. J. Denlinger, second assistant 
barker; Roy Wells, property 
master, and Sylvan Fred, dough 
guy. 

It’s Chas. Aiicoate In N.Y. 
Charles A. Aiicoate, publisher of 

Eilm Daily and Radio-TV Daily, 
has been elected chief barker of 
the Variety Club of New York, 
Tent 35, for 1961. He succeeds 
Harry Brandt. 

Other officers named at the an¬ 
nual election last week were 
Robert K. Shapiro., first assistant; 
Irving Dollinger, second assistant; 
Jack H. Levin, property master; 
and Jack H. Hoff berg, reelected 
dough guy. 

Named canvassmen were Bud 
Edele, Walt Framer, Joseph E. 
Levine, Morris Sanders, Charles 
Smakwitz, and George Waldman. 

Ted Levy as Barker 
Cleveland, Nov. 29. 

Ted Levy, district manager of 
Buena Vista exchange here, has 
been elected new chief barker of 
the Cleveland Tent No. 6 of the 
Variety Club. Milt Grant became 
first assistant barker; Leonard 
Nishkind, second assistant; Samuel 
Schults, dough-guy; Jay Schults, 
props master; Jules Livingston, 
press guy. 

Appointed to board of directors 
for 1960 were Nat Barach, Milton 
Grant, Tony Graydon, Levy, 
Jerome Lipow, Jules Livingston, 
Leonard Mishkind, Ray Schmertz, 
Jay and Sam Schult, Sam Watkins, 
Marshall Fine, Jack Silverthorne, 
David Rosenthal, James Levitt and 
Irwin Shenker. Delegates named 
to attend Variety Clubs’ interna¬ 
tional convention next spring in 
Miami are Silverthorne, Levy and 
Irwin Shenker. 

Garner Leads Cincinnati 
Cincinnati, Nov. 22. 

Bill Garner, Cincy exchange 
manager of Walt Disney.. Produc¬ 
tions, is the new* chief barker of 

1960 P'SssiBfi 

Nothing But Criticism Within Exhibitor Croup% 
Personalities Play Big Part in Swamping; 
Top Job Cheapened by Ad-Percentage Tie 

Allied States Assn, continues to be torn by fac¬ 
tional dissension and unless a way can be found to 
halt the petty politics and the bitter recriminations, 
the 31-year-old exhibitor organization faces disso¬ 
lution or perhaps a split into two separate new 
organizations. Despite the heated differences be¬ 
tween the two squabbling groups, which for pur¬ 
poses of identification can be broadly characterized 
as east versus west, last-ditch efforts are being made 
to heal the serious breach. 

However, a drastic reorganization of the associa¬ 
tion, and a “giving in’r by some of the leaders of 
each faction are required before peace can be re¬ 
stored. The latter concession appears at the moment 
to be the most necessary element, for the Alliedites, 
generally known for their belligerency toward the 
film companies, are displaying surprising jugular 
vein tactics toward each other. 

Allied has been dissension-racked for more than 
a year. The over-Election-Day convention in Chi¬ 
cago gave no indication of an end . to internecine 
warfare. Indeed some observers characterized the 
convention as "the funeral of Allied.” The turnout 
of 125 was regarded as extremely sparse and com¬ 
panies paying fat fees to display their wares at the 
National Assn, of Concessionaries show complained 
about the poor attendance. 

Turnout was attributed to three things—-the dis¬ 
sension in the organization, the economic plight of 
many Allied .members who could not afford the 
transportation and hotel costs, and the fact that 
someone goofed in scheduling the convention to 
coincide with the national election. . ’ 

The convention itself could not solve the factional 
back-biting. The board spent the first seven hour* 
in a wrangle to determine whether or not the meet¬ 
ing constituted a legal session. The election of Jack 
Kirsch, long a. bulwark of Allied, as the new presi¬ 
dent did not ease the tempers, although Kirsch is 
rated a strong leader. 

Still Hand of Myers? 
The retirement of Abr^m F. Myers, the longtime 

board chairman and general counsel, apparently 
did not assuage the dissenters to his policies and 
personality. Myers had been a particular target of 
the easterners, but some of them felt that Myers, 
who attended the convention in his capacity qf ad¬ 
visor, was still pulling the strings behind the scenes. 

The bitterness in Allied, which 'bills itself as the 
spokesman for the small exhibitor, stems from dif¬ 
ferences in the approach to industry problems. Bas¬ 
ically. the westeners, or firebrands, favor tough 
tactics against the film companies and continued 
appeals to the Government to investigate their trade 
practices. The easterners, or moderates, prefer a 
concilatory approach to the distributor* and oppose 
Government intervention. The easterners strongly 
supported the American Congress of Exhibitors 
which, they believed, could present an all-exhibitor 
viewpoint in tackling the film companies. 

Allied was almost split asunder a year, ago In 

Miami Beach when A1 Myrick, of Iowa, representing 
the western philosphy, defeated Ed Lider, of New 
England Allied, for the presidency. Charges of 
“sellout” were hurled after the election since Lider 
had beea regarded as a shoo-in for the post. 

Lider’s defeat and the tactics allegedly employed 
to bring it about resulted in the resignation from 
Allied of the New England and Western Pennsyl¬ 
vania units. The Western Pa. unit asked for rein¬ 
statement just before the Chicago convention but, 

. according to reports, was sorry later. New England 
Alliedites attended the Chi sessions as observers, 
but the unit has so far shown no sign that it intends 
to rejoin the national organization. 

Crucial Meeting Due 
A board meeting scheduled for January may be 

the most crucial session in Allied’s history. At this 
time, it’s expected that Allied will either bury the 
hatchet or decide to throw in the towel, with each 
faction deciding its own future course. The chances 
of either group allying itself.with Theatre Owners 
of America are regarded as slim, since many of* the 
TO A members, particularly the’ large circuits, are 
regarded as bitter enemies, as the film compa¬ 
nies. A good many of the complaints of Allied mem¬ 
bers involve disputes in which they contend that 
the larger theatres are receiving more favorable 
treatment from the distrfbs. The biggest fight now 
revolves around the hardticket pictures which, in¬ 
most instances, are booked in theatres operated by 
TOA members. The Allied members feel that these 
pictures should be placed into general release so 

■that their theatres can obtain the entries when they 
are fresh and new. 

Therefore, a strong likelihood exists that if the 
two Allied units cannot live together, they may di¬ 
vorce and organize new exhibitor associations. Or 
perhaps the separate units might function as state 
or regional groups as have New England and West¬ 
ern Pa. 

Cheapened 
The brother-against-brother battle is not the only 

thing troubling Allied. The organization’s financial 
condition is in dire straits. Dues payments have 
been slow and lax. The financial problem is believed 
to be an important factor in delaying the hiring of 
an executive director- who would take on some of the 
functions formerly performed by Myers. To. get the 
type of individual Allied has In mind would require 
a salary of at least $25,000 to $30,000 annually.’ In 
addition, office and travelling expenses would be 
required. 

Allied may have bqtched its effort to find a high 
class executive director by tying his basic salary 
with a fiercentage. of the dues collections and also 
advertising in the convention journal. The executive 
director, in order to increase his take, would have 
to be active in the collection of dues and in the 
solicitation of the advertising. This cheapened the 
job and the organization’s minds of possible candi¬ 
dates. 

Variety Club, Tent 3. Elected with 
him were Bill Shane and Phil Fox, 
assistant chief barkers; Saul Green¬ 
berg, property master, and Jim 
McDonald, dough guy. 

Retiring chief barker Nate Wise,' 
two termer,- becomes five-year 
member board of trustees with Bill 
Onie, Joe Alexander, Jack Haynes, 
Pete Palazzolo, Ray Russo, Irv 
Sochin, Ralph Kinsler, Art van 
Gelder and Welden Waters. 

Installation dinner set for Jan. 
; 9 in clubrooms at Hotel Metropole. 

Goucho Libre 
Continued fr.im page 13 

Dolce Vita.” “Hiroshima Mon 
Amour,” “Pillow Talk,”. “Can-Can,” 
“Porgy and Bess,” “Seven Won¬ 
ders of the World,” “Anatomy of 
a Murder,” “Suddenly Last Sum¬ 
mer,” “Les Cousins,” “Les Dra- 
geurs,” “Les Quatre Cents Coups,” 
“Orfeo Negro,” “Les Amants,” “The 
Diary of Anne Frank,” “Tiger Bay," 
“La Grande Guerra,” “It Started 
with a Kiss,” “The Gazebo,” “Bach¬ 
elor of Hearts,” “The Captain’s 
Table,” “Carry on Nurse,” “Up¬ 
stairs and Downstairs,” ‘‘Solomon 
and Sheba,” “On the Beach,” “The 
FBI Story, “The Nuns Story/’ 
and “Operation Petticoat” roused 
infinite comment and poured 
money into the till. 

Legit took on a new lease of life, 
under the impetus of tv, as players 
found the new medium sharpens 
interest in legit personalities seen 
on the home screen. Players 
found their bread well-buttered by 
the new source of employment and 
advertisement, while composers, 
musicians, lyric writers, etc., 

! found that against the* $1,000,000 
collected by SADAIC (ASCAP) in 
royalties last year, in 1961 the 
royalties will exceed $1,500,000, 
due to television performance 
rights. 

Intelligent, well planned Gov¬ 

ernment assistance, in the form of 
year-round tent theatres, erected 
bn Municipal land, and loaned to 
legit companies, promoted hither¬ 
to untapped audiences and pro¬ 
vided new patrons for the profes- [ 
sional theatre. Levelling of film, 
and theatre prices contributed to; 
the increase in theatre audience. 
Visits by the Theatre Nationalej 
Populaire, the CItta di Torino,- and ] 
Dolores del Rio, added brilliance to 
the legit year. * I 

Though a recession hit the disk 
trade hard and some major disk— 
eries were financially shaken, a 
New Wave of Young disk talent 
stirred , even this field, and 
achieved Continental (South Amer¬ 
ican) rather than mere Domestic 
importance. Employment for 
Argentine talent was obtained even 
in hitherto hard-to-conquer Mexico. 

Republic 
Continued from • page 4 

five years, almost all of which is 
gravy. 

The- Republic prexy was particu¬ 
larly pleased with the operations of 
Consolidated Molded Products, 
plastics subsid, and claimed that it 
is the first 4o make major use of 

“Delrin,” new plastic which Du¬ 
Pont reportedly, spent about $40,- 
000,000 to develop. CMP, he said, 
has a contract with Chrysler to 
use the stuff making dashboards 
for the Valiant compact car abd 
makes gadgets for Ford as well. ~ 

Coast Plastic Plant 
He’s looking, he said/for a Coast 

plastics facility and ilso for profi¬ 
table ventures in the space-age” 
industries. 

Of the 70-acre San Fernando 
Valley property,.some 30 are now 
undeveloped. Carter said company 
will soon start use surveys on the 
[latter portion and^he indicated it’s 
likely the 30-acre plot will be used 

for office buildings, industrial park 
or. apartments. 
• Company has no bank debt and 
does have (as. of Oct. 29, 1960, end 
of fiscal year) $2,700,000 in cash. 
Some $5,002,000 in 4% debentures, 
due in 2965 are being steadily paid 
off, he said. Approximately $200,- 
000 of the debentures were bought 
back during the last fiscal year. 

Gross receipts during fiscal I960 
were about $30,000,000, compared 
to $28,250,273 in fiscal 1959, during 
which year the company wrote off 
l->ss€s- remaining from the com¬ 
pany’s film production days. Cur- 
i ent assets. Carter said, total about 
$10,900,000 (including aforemen¬ 
tioned cash) compared to $4,500,- 
000 in current liabilities. 

Carter revealed he personally 
owns: 30,000 of the 400,000 shares 
of cumulative convertible pre¬ 
ferred stock ($10 par, callable at 
$15); 317,000 of thr common shares 
(which closed at 10t& yesterday); 
and $1,264,008 of the 1965 deben¬ 
tures. 

Carter permitted himself 
some wry remarks about the 

• company’s former administra¬ 
tion, observing that company 
now pays 15c per share quar¬ 
terly and it £ad “become fairly 
lax in this respect. Soon after 
I assumed active management 
(16 months ago) it became ap¬ 
parent that highly paid rela¬ 
tives with little or nothing to 
do were not simply figments 
of a bad script writer’s imagi¬ 
nation.” He cut, be said, the 
management expense from 
$700,000 to $400,000 per year, 
“largely by relieving relatives 
of former management of im¬ 
agined responsibilities.” 
Cutback, he said, involved prun¬ 

ing of some 150 people from pay¬ 
rolls but there are still about 2,000 
employes. 

Sanguine about future prospects. 
Carter said “we feel fairly certain” 
that profits for 1961 should be 
approximately $1.25 per share. 

PICTURES IS 

New With Legion: 
Choice of Vows 

Catholics at mass on Dec. 11 
will be given either one of two 
(the selection is to be decided 
by diocesan prelates) National 
Legion of Decency pledges against 
immorality in motion pictures. 

First is simply a repeat of the 
one traditionally offered to church¬ 
goers and focuses squarely on un¬ 
acceptable films and the vow that 
they shall be condemned by the 
individual who shall also seek to" 
strengthen public opinion against 
them. 

Emphasis in the new pledge is 
on the positive side. Its text, as 
previously reported, gives promi¬ 
nent position to a promise to 
promote “what is morally and 
artistically good in motion pic¬ 
tures,” Includes a commitment to 
consult Legion ratings and in¬ 
cludes, of course, enlistment in 
The fight against immorality. 

Nisei Aeior 
SSmmmmm Continued from pace 3 

Kyoto on “Bridge to the Sun,” he 
considered his good, fortune and 
told Variety, “I don’t\$vant this to 

.sound wrong, but it wasas though 
they were waiting for such a type. 
There was a total acceptance, of 
me this time?. Suddenly there are 
stories with leading parts that* I 
can do. 

“The trend in Hollywood has 
changed completely,” he continued. 
“When I first wanted to get into 
pictures, I could never find a lead- 

Blow to Bi&i 
Tokyo, Nov. 29. 

•Whife here Carroll Baker 
was asked about the fact that 
several leading actresses had 
turned down the role of Mrs. 
Gwen Teresaki in MGM’s up¬ 
coming “Bridge to the Sun.” 
They rejected the part because 
they feared adverse public re¬ 
action to their appearing in a 
romantic situation opposite an 
Oriental. 

“I was told about that, but 
I didn’t even want to hear who 
they were,”, added Miss Baker. 

The film will be based on 
Mrs. Teresaki’s autobiography, 
telling of a Tennessee woman’* 
marriage to a Japaneses diplo¬ 
mat and of ttheir difficult lif* 
in Japan during World War 
II. Miss Baker will play Mrs. 
Teresaki with Jimmy Shiget* 
co-starring as the late Hide- 
nari Teresaki. 

ing part. They weren't ready for 
an Oriental leading man. 

“But now the trend is definitely 
toward the Orient,” he offered. 
“The thinking in Hollywood has 
broadened, especially with interna¬ 
tional production tie-ups and ex¬ 
changes of stars.” 

Regrading* his own rapid rise, 
Shigeta submitted realistically, “Of 
course I owe a great deal to the 
fact that I am one of the few 
Oriental actors around that meets 
a certain physical demand.” 

.Shigeta does not begrudge his 
lengthy stay in Japan while wait¬ 
ing for Hollywood to crook its fin¬ 
ger. “I had to leave my own coun- 

[ try for the opportunities I really 
I wanted,” he said. “I certainly don’t 
knock the things I did here. It all 
worked out for the good. I couldn’t 
have a better training ground.” 

Having played a Nisei policeman, 
a Chinese immigrant, a Nisei sailor 
and slated to portray a Chinese- 
American, Shigeta said, “The fact 
that I’m not typed in Japanese 
parts is good. 

“I can also play an East Indian 
or a Mexican,” he offered, “but let’s 
face it. I’ll never play the typical 
clean-cut American kid. I won’t 
find as many parts as someone like 
Tony Curtis.” 

W’hile he hopes to straddle act¬ 
ing and singing, Shigeta said, “I 
may not do what they call the night 
club route, but I’d certainly like 
to do singing guest spots on TV 
and continue to make reco**ds.” 

Evidence of Hollywood’s revised 
treatment of the Oriental actor is 
reflected in Shigeta having won the 
girl in each of his pictures. “I don’t 
object to it,” he smiled. 

Sy Bartlett’s original, “Fiona,” 
which brings to three the number 
Bartlett is propping for Universal, 
others being “A Man’s Castle,” 

l “The Executioners.” 
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farce winds 
up in 

pandemonium! 
A steady 

flow of 
c comedy! 

—Dorothy 
Masters, 

Daily Nows 

^ Wayne 
„ Stewart 
Granger 

"BANG-UP JOB! 
CLASSICALLY 
HILARIOUS! HAS A 
WHALE OFAWALLOPI 
WAYNE IS AT HIS 
BIGGEST, BLUFFEST 
BEST I CAPUCINE 
COMES OFF WITH 
FLYING COLORSI" 

-Justin Gilbert, Mirror 

"THE MEN OF THIS 
MOVIE ARE OF 
HUGE DIMENSION! 
CAPUCINE, THE 
FRENCH CHARMER, 
IS A GIRL TO MAKE 
EYES ATI" 
-Alton Cook, Wld.-Tele.*$un 

"CAPUCINE IS THE 
MOST PROMISING 
ACTRESS OF 19601” 

-louella 0. Parsons 

"LIVELY, SLAPSTICK 
COMEDYI A SUCCES¬ 
SION OF SUM-BANG 
FIGHTS, BOUTS 
AND CHASES!" 
-Rose Pelswick. Jour.-Am. 

"BOISTEROUS! BI6I 
BRAWLING) JOHN 
WAYNE. STEWART 
GRANGER AND 
FABIAN PERFORM 
1IKE FUGITIVES 
FROM A MACK 
SENNETT COMEDY, 

H BREAKING UP THE 
SCENERY WITH 
6LEEI KEEPS 
MOVING AT 
LIVELY PACE!” 

Eugene Archer, Time* 

Produced and Directed by 

HENRY HATHAWAY 
Screenplay by 

JOHN LEE MAHIN 
MARTIN RACKIN 
CLAUDE BINYON 

Based on the Play "Birthday Gift” by 
Laszlo Fodor from an idea by John Kafka 

NORTH TO 
ALASKA 

Cl INI E N/IA S CZ O P> E 
COLOR by DE LUXE 



New York Sound Track 
. : Hasty readers thought last week’s line re Sam Briskin. being at 
liberty was a current situation. This, and other items in the same 
/paragraph were from the files 25 years ago and, were so labelled. 
' i Joe Levine, the ‘'Pioneer of the Year,** tendered an all-industry 
dinner at the Waldorf’s Starlight Roof, by the Motion Picture Pioneers: 
"Last time we met at this hotel it was some 2Q months ago and I gave 
a little party on the fourth floor, and "now we’re here at the Waldorf 
Roof on the 20th floor, which means that in these 20 months I’ve 
gone up 16 floors." 

A cab driver, perennial barometer of public sentiment (well, mebbe 
Sometimes), was telling a reporter he’s gotten “stung” with too many 
Inferior pictures because of their big campaigns, now will pay to see 
only films modestly promoted. Heaven help the Bamum & Bailey 
specialists if this develops Into a trend. 

Quentin Reynolds will head and organize a special program for the 
I960 “Health for Peace” dinner. The dinner will bo held on Dee. 14 
at the Waldorf-Astoria on behalf of the Children’s Asthma Institute ( 
fpr Research and will honor attorney Louis Nizer. Max E. Youagstoiu : 
is honorary chairman of the dinner . . . Ronald Neame, director of 
“Tunes of Glory,” arrived in New York over last weekend. He took 
part in promotions on behalf of the picture before leaving Friday 
(25 > to attend the Third World Review of Film Festivals in Mexico City 
and Acapulco . . . “Goodbye Again” is the new title of Antole Litvak’s 

.film version of Francois* Sagan’s “Aimez Vous Brahms?” now being 
•.filmed in Paris for United Artists release. 
; Hurd Hatfield remained over in Spain after completing his Pontius 
Pilate role for “King of Kings” (Metro) in order to play a courtier- 
conspirator in Sam Sronstoto’s next feature, “El Cid” (Allied Artists). 
Hence Hatfield will not now exit Spain until next April . . . Mean¬ 
while El Cid-impersonator Charlton Heston copped the Spanish film 
industry’s Triunfo award-as “year’s best actor” coincidental with Con-* 
ohita Montes and Adolfo Marsillacfc being tagged “best actress and 
ttctor of Spain.” (Roberto Rossellini's Italian “II General della Rovere” 
and Spain’s “El Lazarilio de Tomes” were respective foreign and na- 

:.tive “best pictures” of yeac.l 
*' Hennibne Gingold has returned from London after completing her 

-first film assignment in three years—“The Naked Edge,” the Penne- 
'haker-Baroda production for United Artists release. Diane CUento, also 
in “The Naked Edge” cast, has been signed by tv producer David 
Sussklnd to play Becky Sharp in a two-part televersion of'"Vanity Fair.” 
Slie’s due in N. Y. on Dec. 15 to start rehearsals for the tv spec . ... 
United Artists pub-ad v.p. Roger H. Lewis, hack from Coast conferences, 
was guest lecturer at the New School on Monday (28). He discussed 

..“The Individual in Show Business” ... Ruth Furst, head of group sales 
.for Loew’s State engagement of “Ben-Hur.” says indications are that 

■: (he special group theatre parties and student matinees for the picture 
. will equal, if .not surpass, the first year’s record. Bookings are being 
set as far ahead as March and April, 1961 . . . Installation luncheon of 
the Varie.tv Club of New York will be held Dec. 9 at the Hotel Astor 

. to honor Charles A. Alienate, incoming chief harker.^nd Harry Brandt, 
Retiring chief barker . . . Maria van Slyke has joined Valiant Films 
(£arp. as special representative on forthcoming Joseph Harris-Sig Shore 
presentations . . . Brigld Baden, the 16-year-old given a term contract 
JSy Metro on the strength of her performance in Samuel Bnmston’s 

;•vKing of Kirgs.” is now at the M-G studio getting ready for future 
rfries. She’s the daughter of Chicago fashion commentator Maggie Daly 

. Pandro Berman to London to prepare his next Metro film, “The 
burning Wheels.” based on Stuart Cioete’s novel about South Africa 

. . Clark Ramsey, Metro’s studio ad chief, and Raipur Wheelwright, 
Coordinator of the “King of Kings” campaign, in for fiomeoffice talks 

- Joe Woihandler’s firm retained by Atlantis Films as national 
.publicity reps. 

Ten Hollywood performers have taped special radio blurbs whieh 
will be used to promote the 1961 White House Conference on Aging. 
They are: Janet BUir. Walter Brennan, Billie Burke 3Ciegfe!d, Charles 
jfjohurn, Nanette Fahray, Mary Fickford, Vincent Price, Jane Wyatt, 
Hd Wynn and the late Ward Bond, who died a few days after taping. 
The spots are being sent to all radio outlets in advance of the Con- 

;£grence, which will be held Jan. 9-12, in Washington. 
Jerry Wald huddling with John Huston anent working on screenplay 

;jtnd directing “Ulysses.” James Joyce novel, for 20th-Fox release . . , 
2Qth talks on with Greek actress Melina Mercouri,; of “Never on 
Sunday,” assignment in “Justine.” Walter Wanger production which 

- Jeseph Manklewlcz is scripting and will direct . . . Chestyn Everett will 
• Script “The Bessie Smith Story,” Odetta starrer which. Dandetta Pro¬ 
ductions will film . . . Mirisch inked Barbara Bel GeAdes for “By Love 
"Possessed,” with Lana Turner and Efrem Zimbaltsi Jr. , . . Patricia 
•Medina set for the Queen in 20th-Fox release, “Snow White and the 
Three Stooges.” 

:-^Anti-Nazi demonstration marked the premiere of “I Aim at the 
Stars” in London as attacks upon the Columbia biopic on Wemher yon 
Braun continue . . . Mike Selsman, 20th-Eox tradepress contact, engaged 
to actress Carole Lynley ... Juliet Frowse in to tape a Perry Como 
show. 

' James A. Mulvey back in Gotham after two weeks in France and 
Italy auditioning product for his newly-formed Beaver-Champion 

.-Attract iors. 
Blake Edwards* Homewood Productions inked two-pix deal with 

"United Artists, first to be ‘The Grand Duke and Mr. Pimm,” based on 
Lindsay Hardy tome ... Paramount set Debbie Reynolds for “My Six 
Loves,” adapted from PeteA V. K. Funk Redbook novelette . . . Betty 
Iiasky and Peter Abenheim sold their original screenplay, “The Eye 
pf the Needle,” to Fred Gadette Productions . . . Charles K. Feldman, j 
who previously talked with UA about release of “Walk on the Wild 
Side," Nelson Algren novel which he’s packaged for Edward Dmytryk 
td produce and direct, has opened negotiations with Paramount . . . 
Betty Ulins will script her original story, “Hate Town,” for Buddy 
Bregman’s indie program. 

While Spyros Skouras was still Involved In negotiations to decide 
the future of 2Qth’s multi-million dollar production of “Cleopatra” at 
Pinewopd. a British company was quietly at work at the same studio 
filming “Carry on Cleo.” It’& latest in the “Carry On” , series, being 
produced by Peter Rogers, with Hattie Jacques, Britain’s outsize star, 
in the role of Queen Cleopatra. It’s for release through Anglo-Amalga¬ 
mated. 

Metro has arranged an exclusive roadshow7 engagement of “Cim¬ 
arron” for the Paramount Theatre in Hollywood beginning Christmas 
night . . . Sig Shore planed to the Coast to set final details for a limit¬ 
ed, Oscar-qualifying engagement for ‘“The Angry Silence.” the Brit¬ 
ish, film he is presenting with Joseph Harris. The pic won two prizes 
at this year’s Berlin Film Festival . . . Following slate for nominations 
has been made for 1961 by the Motion Picture Bookers Club of New 
York; Myron J. Starr, president; Martin Perlberg and Frank Patterson, 
vice presidents; Lillian Seidman, treasurer; Lester Shoenfeld, financial 
secretary’; Kitty Flynn, secretary, and Ben Levine, sergeant at arms. 
Election will be held on Dec; 5 as part of the regular meeting at the 
Hotel Manhattan. 

After a run of 12 weeks at the Rivoli Theatre In Houston, “This Is 
Cinerama” has made way for the second in the series, “Cinerama 
Holiday.” 

From VARIETY, 25 Years Ago 
Ben Goetz set to supervise 12 Metro features in England and France 

. . . New k fii'". reviewers organizing ?s o ”» to se’eet.the year’s 
best pictures . . . Hal Horne bought 50?o of the Blackstone ad agency 

CoimaJiUitlMnii 
Paris, Nqv, 29. 

The coming meeting tu Brus¬ 
sels (Feb. 15-18) of film in¬ 
dustry and governmental rep¬ 
resentatives of the Common 
Mart should be one of the most 
decisive as far as displaying —■ ■ ■ ■ ■ —«*—.+ As part of its program ^ combat 
exactly what measures will hs n - • I rising tide of public opinion re 
taken ta-insure easier CM co- Sfil ScIlWfirtZ SlCC66dS “adult” fi'rav Theatre Corners of 
operation- in film and tele- vVUlM* U. ^ (Ameriea is now servicing its ap_ 
vision, plus the means. Besides Fnkiaw *e P ft rktaf proximatelv 2,000 members with 
the six signatories, observers vi Idmau 35 U Oi L vDCBt aj the monthly Gr^es Sheet, 
from other nations will be Sol A. Schwartz, president of Latter is film rating service ore- 
present. RKO Theatres, yesterday (Tues.) pared by tl>e Film Estimate Board 

A goal is to force vacillating was unanimously elected chairman of National Organizations and dia- 
nations to definite decisions. of the American Congress of Ex- tribute^ under Motion Picture As- 
There are dissensions as to hibitors. He succeeds S. H. (Si) sdmtion of America auspices, 
cinema between the big pro- Fabian, Stanley Warner topper. Henceforth TOA members will 
ducing countries-France, Italy, who has held the post since the receive Green * Sheet udder same 
West Germany’ in which the formation of C. of E. in December, cover' thev get their copies of the 
Benelux. countries are mainly 1958. semi-monthly TOA bulletin wtr-'h 
spectators. In accepting the post, Schwartz £« °ut on the 15th of each month. 

—————— in > in said he would continue the policies Move is considered significant 
' . of the umbrella exhihitor organixa- because one of the most frequent 

4.IUU.. tion as outlined id its original criticisms leveled at the. Green 
tfWiWu I «l Mi agenda. Fabian wiS continue to ^ tbat’ Respite °®: 

jiq » momW of the C of E cial MPAA figures, it does not 
* = executive commit and «‘chair^ enough people to effective’y 

star, “gives a^ay” the distribution man qf the committee on ways and ***£fwvi 
rights in England, France and means to increase film production. 
Italy. As his share, the star would This effort is said to he well on 
retain the distribution rights’ for its way toward fruition with the m«phbKi«£p' 
the rest «*>*«*. S 

A Condition production company. _ in ^hlic places (church^, schools. 
To be sure, the star, if an Amer- • — >—usb etc.), as well as puhiishefi in vari- 

icon,'must be associated with pro- --f . . eus periodicals. 
ducers in each of the three conn- • yafl U Iff |f .Jn its current bulletin,'TOA calls 
tries. - Tor their contributionsM the ¥mu lw B ** ^ the Green Sheet “a wonderful 
native producers are . given the —continued from pas* * . , tool.” and'adds: 
picture for each of their local mar- 1' , “Buttressed by these ratings, you 
kets. The star, however^ keeps {idea of a folk music package tour- can gp after family or child audi- 
the rights for the rest of the world, ing Russia and told me airman ence.^i And, if criticized about 

According to the attorhey, this him all information. He said he showing a film, you have a ready- 
schemeha?maoifald ramifications. wouId handle the matter himself madc defense hy showing that if 
A prominent American star, for ex- aQd an&wer me mal1’ parents consulted this sendee, the 
ample, could work for no salary. Manager subsequently called the parents would have a Valuable 
but would receive distribution State Dept, again, and initial plans guide in deciding whether or not 
rights for all countries excepting are underway. The governmental the film ^should be seen, by their 
England, France, and Italy. The department had told Moloney that children. 

Pro^d\pAAfor eopfe»:to ser£ 

S as though tbatvx«nvfni^» 

Sipply ‘Green Sheef ta TOA As 
Asuniiiulion Re AduItRhs 

[Sat Sebwartr Sicceeds 

54(tH«n Threat* 
5S- GMitlnwea fr»» pare S ss 

' A CmditittB 
To be sure, the star, if an Amer¬ 

ican,'must be associated with pro¬ 
ducers in each of the three coun¬ 
tries. ■■ Tor their contributions, the 
native producers are . given the 
picture for each of their local mar- 

Call fa Mr. K 
• Continued from page 1 i 

of the world-wide (with the excep- underway, too. 
tion of thi^o countries) returns. Or ■ ~ ; 
conceivably the star could retain 
the .rights .to the film for six AfftY 1 
months and then arrange a com- MICA l 
plete sellout for a favorable capi-    continue* 
tal gains'deal. . 1 

Atax Harrison 
Continued from p»se T ; 

“as a tool for TOA members when 
the majority of state legislatures 
reconvene this winter aha- censor¬ 
ship and classification -.bills will 
crop up befSTe many of th^m- With 
it. w-e felt, our industry cc^d show 

tal gains deal. . , „ -aa, T_! another example of its seU-regula- 
The attorney acknowledges that. the company s sales policies. In - 

the three-way co-production, if it 1933-54, while home office rep for just how the TOA members 
gains favor, "Would result in^. more thp sales department, he played an should use the Green Sheets ratings 
runaway production, for it presents important part in the company’s was not suggested in the-Rulletin. 
an opportunity to obtain financing C„!TLci to cftii the na- In Memphis for last nirio months, 
without resorting to banks or diT- successful effort to sell the na local exhihs have be?n payishiug 
tributors. Absolutely no coin out- tion*s exhibitors on the conversion ratings in their film ads in an 
lay is required- from individuals to Cinemascope. When the late A1 apparently successful effort'to fate- 
or corporations, since the money Lichtman stepped down from the stall a citj’ government-ciassifica- 

lte7hat«u5atH«S°Ver-meatS °f P°St 1,1 I95f f°H“1 -r.ttS TOi^virn^esuT; 
’ - Angles films, Skouras promoted Harrison, members^ follow- the Memphis 

. , . then western division manager, to example; 
On pictures costing more than general sales manager. It was un-i Though TOA has only about 

$750,000, there would be an op- der Harrison that the company do- 2.000 members, it’s expected that 
portunity for U. S.. distributors to mestic distribution setup was re- Green Sheet circulation will be in- 
particteate. On .a $1,000,000 pic-1 vamped IS months ago to the “au- creased a good deal more than that 
ture. for example, a Yank distribu- tonomous” branch system, which number since many TOA Members 
tor could obtain U. S. release eliminated regional division super- ave circuits with considerable thea- 
rights by providing only $250,000 vision and-gave branch heads au- tre holdings, 
of the financing. For pictures with thority “to. make their own deals,” According to o$e MPAA. spoken- 
larger budgets, other markets Harrison, who had spent his en- man, similar service will bp offered 
would be offered for additional tire professional career with 20tn, to Allied States members if they 
financing. joined the company in 1935 as a wish. 

Produeer groups in England, poster clerk in the San Francisco ■ .. ' »■ t1!-j-n 
France, and Italy have already ex- branch* advancing to the post of ■ —i * ■ ' 
pressed their approval of the new booker before entering military TPfSI: ' 
film treaty. However, a stumbling service In World War IL 1 if wj ■ 
block has been the British-film un- In 1946 Harrison rejoined 20th continued from p*s*,* 
ions .which are strongly opposing as executive assistant to Herman Charge at Feather River,” and 
the deal because they feel they Webber, then head of the San “War Drums." 
would be faced with runaway pro- Francisco branch, taking over as Trial is already on its third day. 
duction. The arrangement, if ever manager in 1948 and then head of in those two stances, three of the 
completed,. is seen as being par- the Los Angeles office in 1951 
ticularly favorable to the big in- Because Harrison had been 
ternational Stars. carded as one of 20th’s most 

films were show and then intro- 
Because Harrison had been re- duced as evidence against Kan- 

garded as one of 20th’s most dy- trowitz. First two—as a short cut 
namie execs and a personal protege device—were shown in a sideroom 

““ of prexy Skouras, his resignation and reels introduced into evidence 
A| _ II from the company in April stunned after identification. They were 
iHaCfuI friends and co-workers. However, “Pete Kelley’s Blues” and “Beau 

_ _ .. ^ ■ his disagreement with Skouras, Brummel.” 
5555S Continued from pag« s . ■■■■■■ which led to the b^w-out, had After defense objections of this 
vices from the inside, that the nothing to do with policy but was type, of procedure, the third film, 
“mature” features of late have simply a case of an overworked “ThSQh»rge at Feather River” was 
made them fair game for the exec who wanted a rest from what screened in front /Of the entire 
critics Harrison himself used to call a courK before the film was intro- 

While Clagett rammed home the “25-hour-a-day” job. ducedUs evidence, 
point that more vigorous support Since his resignation, Harrison Listed as legal distributors of 
against censorship is needed from had received a number of job offers the films—in the charges—are 
the film companies, and the com- from other companies but had ap- Warner Bros., United Artists. 2Qth 
pany reps are expressing caution parently preferred to take it easy Century-Fox, and Metro. Experts 
anent mature production for imma- a little longer and tend his two from these companies are testify- 
ture audiences, it is to be noted citrus ranches in California. In- ing at the trial. Pictures were 
that MPAA president Eric A. John- dicative of the esteem »in which he originally made in 35mm. Boot- 
ston is on record as being against continued to be held by 20th top- leg prints seized in Chicago were 
any kind of official classification, pers is Skouras’ desire to give the i6 rom. 
He’s against it for the simple rea- eulogy at today’s memorial serv- Kantrowitz is charged with be- 
son it’s a form of censorship. ices in New York. ing the supplier of the bootleg 
--—--—-‘ prints to Alexander T. Miller who 
. . . Agents hot so welcome on the Paramount lot any more, all con- wak arrested by FBI in August of 
tacts to be made via appointment only .. . Arthur Hornblow Jr. making Under Federal law. the 
“Life of Houdini” for Par . . . Warners moving into the legit financing charge of infringement of copy- 
field in a big way .. . Lionel Barrymore set for the lead in “Silas Mar- right is a misdeamenor. Maximum 
ner”. . . George J. Schaefer leaving general manager’s post at Par . . . penalty, after conviction. Calls tor 
Senate unit probing Fox-West Coast bankruptcy . . . Columbia's “Crime fine of from $10Q to $1,000 or a 
and Punishment” in $60,000 first week at New* York’s Radio City . . . prison term that cannot exceea 
RCA sold control in RKO to Atlas Carp, and Lehman Bros. . . . Sunday S one year. In a statement to rai, 

ipictn■ ? shovs e’ •'••cd for Peunsylvan;a . . . Warner ad heralds a “new • said he paid $10 a nigut 
I star” in “Captain Blood,” name of Errol Flynn. rental for each film. 
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Picture Grosses 

USmUff 

‘Alaska’ PowerfnI16G, - 
Buff.;‘Blues’Boffo20€ 

Wednesday November 30, 1960 

‘Alaska’ Sturdy ICG 
Iu Me; ‘Butterfield’ 

Grand 13G, ‘Lace’ Hot 6G 

Buffalo, Nov. 29. 
miin?C’ DAtTAT I OiP First-run takings are on upbeat 
nl.llrJN DUiTULA Z4Uj , here this stanza, with some new 

«/i pictures obviously helping to a 
DENVER; KING BIG 7G Sreat. extent. "GI Blues” shapes 

* smash at Paramount opening week ' " 7 smash at Paramount opening week 
fViml aro’ Hnt fifl Denver, Nov. 29. while “North To Alaska” also is 
VKOllU lvUj hdlC I1UIUU New product is helping to make gocko on opener at Century. 

Louisville, Nov. 29. real activity at boxoffice this week Estimates for This Week 
Ideal springlike weather brought ‘Esther and King shapes big at Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 75-$1.49) 

shoppers into downtown area Fri- Aladdin opening session while GI —-Butterfield 8” (M-G) (2d wk). 
day <25). This brought hefty biz to Blues looks boffo on^inmal week Fancy $20,000. Last week, $19,000. 
stores and film houses. “North To at the Denver, Butterfield 8 still Center (AB-PT) (3,000; 70-$l)— 
Alaska” will be nice at Rialto while rs great m second Orpheum round «‘ESther And King” (20th). Fine 
second week of “Butterfield 8” at while Midnight Lace shapes $9^00. Last week, “All Heaven 
United Artists will be smash. Hold- smash in third at Centre. Goliath Allows.. (U) and “Black Shield” 
©vers are continuing brisk. “Can- and Dragon loomf 2°od m first ^ (rejssues) (5 days), $7,000. 
Can” in fifth at Brown, and “Mid- round at Paramount. Century (UATC) (2,700; 70-$D— 
night Lace” in third at the Ken- Estimates for This Week “North To Alaska” <20th). Potent 
tucky, are getting a nice share of Aladdin (Fox) (900; $1.45)— $16,000. I^ast week, “For Love of 
trade. “Esther and King” (20th). Big $7,- Mike” (20th) and “Freckles” (20th), 

Estimates for This Week 000 Last week, “Sunrise at Sampo- $4,000. Estimates for This Week j 000 Last week, “Sunrise at S 
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; i hello” (WB) (2d wk). $5,000. Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-$l)— 

$1.25-$2) — “Can-Can” (20th) <5th Blue Bird (Fox) (700; $1:45)— “Midnight Lace” (U) (4th wk). 
wk). Fine $8,000 after fourth “Sunrise at Campobello” (WB) Okay $6,500. Last week, $8,500. 
week’s $9,000. (m.o.). Nice $3,300. Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- 

K.?^C^iSrt0Centre (Fox) (1,270; $1-$1.45)- $1>-“GI Blues” (Par) “Secret 
—- Midnight Lace (U) <3d wk). ..Midnight Lace” <u) (3d wk). Purple Reef” (Par). Smash $20,000. 
Sturdy $6,000 after last week s j Smash $12 000. Last week, $13,000. Last week, “Beyond Time Barrier” 
*7£G0- . _ ... tnnn j —“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (33d wk). (AI) and “Amazing Transparen 

Mary Anderson (People's) (900; 
75-$l)—“Breath of Scandal” (Pari. 
Moderate $5,000 after last week’s 

“Amazing Transparent 
| Sturdy $12,000. Last week, $9,000. Man” (AI) (5 days). $6,506. 

Denver (Fox) (2,432; $1-$1.25)— 
“GI Blues” (Par) and “Jazz Boat” 

Teck (Loew) (1,200; 70-$1.25) —■ 
“Inherit Wind” (UA). Slow $4,000. 

$4,500 for “Sunrise at Campobello” j fCoj) Boff $24,000. Last week, “No Last week, “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (36th 
(WB). 

Sialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.000; 
75-$l)—“North To Alaska” (20th). 

Man Write Epitath” (Col) - and wk), $7,500 at $2.75 top. 
“Barefoot Mailman” (Col), $10,000. Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-$l)— 

Esquire (Fox) <600; $1)—“Carry “Carry On Nurse” (Gov) (4th wk). 
Swell ,$10’0G0 °ver* Dast week,. q (Gov) (28th wk). Dandy Fine $4,000. Last week, ditto.- 
“DlnnHororc” f A A ^ anri “Hprow ^_ _ , I 9 “Plunderers” (AA) and 
Die Young” (AA), $5,000. 

; $2,500. Last week, S3.000. 
me roung^ <aa>, ; Orpheum (RKO> (2,690; $1-$1.25) BROADWAY 

Umted Artists <LA) (3.000; 7o- _“Butterfield 8” (M-G) and DAU/UiTVAI 
$1.25)—“Butterfield 8” <M-G> (2d : «*Danube” (BV) (2d wk). Tall $19,- (Continued from page 9) 

$13>000 a*ter last week’s j 000 Last week, $18,000. (520; $1.25-$2)—“Carry On Nurse” 
$16,000. j paramount (Indie) _ (2,100; 96 (Gov) (12th wk). -This stanza end- 

~ ~ ! $1.25)—“Goliath and Dragon” (In- ing tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit 
KANSAS CITY j die) and ‘ “Crazy Legs” (Indie), great $7,500 after $7,000 for 11th 

(Continued from page 8) Good $13,000. Last week. “Inherit week. Continues at least another (Continued from page 8) 
tain’s Table” (20th) <2d wk). Light j 
$800. Last week, $1,000. 

{Wind” (UA> (2d wk). $9,000. 
Towne (Indie) (600: S1-S1.45)- 

month. 
| Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)- 

‘North To Alaska” (20th) (2d wk). “I’m All Right, Jack” (Col) (32d 
wk). The 31st session ended Sun¬ 
day (27) climbed to stout $7,500 
after $6,000 for 30th week. 

Murray Hill (R&B) (565; 95- 
$1.80)—“Sunrise at Campobello” 

iumo <JJicKinson> ;r $7,000. Last week, $12,006. wk). The 31st session ended Sun- 
T - day (27). climbed to stout $7,500 

5Jaif ?i’80c I ANfFl after $6,000 for 30th week. 
School ior Scoundrels (Cont) <2d LOS ANOLLLS Murray Hill (R&B) (565; ■ 95- 

*it (Continued from page 9) $1.80)—“Sunrise at Campobello” 
«t wrL vniLKnl) “Walking Target” (UA). Great $23,- (WB) (m.o.) (3d wk). Second round 
and^^amM^Taicet” liUV) Fa^r '°°° or near* Last week- 0rPheum- ended Monday (28) was very good 

2 ‘hv I “Top of Stairs” (WB) (2d wk), “Ask $12,000 after $11,000 for first. 
5J’.880 ' ! Any Girl” (M-G) (reissue), $3,100. Paris <Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
Look Laueh” (Col)?2d Sk> «4nnn’ Hawaii, “Boy’s Prison” (Man), $1.80)—“General Della Rovere” 

mS orf S“KiHer Bait” <Man) (reissues) $900. (Cont) (2d wk>. Initial session ended 
“GI BSe^ (Sf) Socko *12 OOcT Siate ,UATC) <2’404; 9°-S1-50V- Sunday <27) hit smash $18,500, one 
hnidc T«t “North by Northwest” <M-G) and of big weeks here, and especially 
holds. Last week. Aim at Stars ..T 0 iw-m irpissues). n„tctfnH,*n«r lanpth n* 
“GI Blue^” (Par) Sorkn S12nhiT State ,UATC) <2‘404’ 9°-81-50)- Sunday <27) hit smash $18,500, one 
hnidc T «t at$1Qt?S?”i‘INorth by Northwest” <M-G) and of big weeks here, and especially 

Pnrt1 “rSnnprt nf1 i “Last Voyage” (M-G) (reissues), outstanding because length of pic 
(Par) in iDim $2,200. Last week, with Four forces house to lose one show 

'Star. Crest, “Carry On, Nurse” daily. pi™ iXrt’l n qnn- ci ..T_ olar, <_rcsi, wliji cu, uonj. 

.ritwimi",TT4> Vert :,Gov' !Is‘ wk'. State. Four Star; Plaza <Lop«rt) (525; $150-$2)— 
S7dnnnk)* Bright 37th wk. Crest). “Ring” (Gov) (1st “Never On Sunday” (Lopert) (7th 

? Pniavilsif1 o-* i wk’ State). $7,100. Wk). Sixth frame finished Monday 
o A-S 7 tdt •! ^ Music Hall cRos) (720: $1.85- (28) was amazing $25,500 after 

!fW) nw,v“«9 mm. ^2.251—“Please Turn Over” (Col) $24,000 for fifth week. 
T u.. 7>a i < 2d wk). Sock $9,000. Last week, 68th St. Playhouse (Leo Brecker) 

S,,1!; A1n Rlght’ Jack (Co1^ i$8.000. (370; 90-$1.65)-“Love Game” (In- 
' <M [ Hillstreet, Iris. Baldwin, El Key die) (4th wk). Third round ended 

$ °t" 5 (Metropolitan - FWC - State - FWC) Monday (28) hit okay $4,400, al- 
rSwnnn.>,ni21'nn t 1 wk’-j <2.752; 825; 1.800: 861; 90-SI.50)— most as good as first week. Second 
Grand $8,000, holds on. Last week. „GI Blues» (Par) (2d wk, Hillstreet, week, $5,600. “Upstairs, Down- 

/o ■ His, Baldwin; 1st wk, El Rey) and stairs’* (20th) opens Dec. 5. 
i '^a ‘“Adventures of Virgin Island” Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.80)— 
TAnlZ’c 8o?10+ T° A1.aska ! <Crcst) <2d wk. Hillstreet, Iris, “Entertainer” (Cont) (9th wk). 
(20th). Great $13,000; continues. Baldwjnl ..Righ Time» ,20th) (Re. Eighth round ended Sunday (27) 
rvfiia«teie^^S“Tid 2n? Dra^°n» [peat) ‘1st wk, El Rey). Lusty $27,-iWas big $7,000 after $6,100 for 
(TWnnV t?RnnTerr°r ls a Man i000 or close- Last week, El Rey, seventh week. “Angry Silence” 

wco , $7,500. ;"Let No Man Write Enitaph” (Col) (Indie) preems on Dec. 12. 
I <m.o.). “Ocean’s 11” (WB) (reissue),] Trans-Lux 5?d St. (T-L) (540; $1- 

MINNEAPOLIS l$2.600. $1.50)—“Let No Man Write Epi- 
(Continued from page 8) i Warren’s, Pix, Wiltern (B&B- taph” <Col) <3d w*). This session 

wk). Bangup $10,000. Last week. '* Prin-SW) (1,757; 756; 2,344; 90- ending today (Wed.) looks to hit 
$10,000 with one extra showing ’-| S1.50)—“Midnight Lace” (U) and '.good $5,000 after $6,000 for second 

Century <Cinerama Inc) (1150- “Seven Wavs Sundown” (U) <2d;week. “Grass Ts Greener” (U) is 
$1.75-$2.65)-—“This Is Cinerama” wk)- Fanpy «c20,000 or better. Last' due in next, likely on Dec. 23. 
(Cinerama) (reissue) (14th uki week, $21,200. f Trans-Lux 85th St. (T-L) (550; 
Snappy $9 000. Last week $9 500 Crest, Four Star (State-UATC) $i.25-$2) — “Inherit Wind” (UA) 

Gopher’(Berger) <1 GOO* St-s’t sov 868: 9°-:52' — “Carry On ! (8th wk). Seventh stanza complet- 

Last week, “Sword and Dragon’ 
(Valiant) and “Terror Is a Man' 
(Howco), $7,500. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
(Continued from page 8) 

$1.75-$2.65)_“This Is Cinerama”! wk)- Fanpy ®r Better. t^asi: due m next, likely on Dec. 23. 
(Cinerama) (reissue) (14th win week, $21,200. f Trans-Lux 85th St. (T-L) (550; 
Snappy $9 000. Last week $9 500 Crest, Four Star (State-UATC) $1.25-82) — “Inherit Wind” (UA) 

Gopher (Berger) < 1.G00* Sl-$i 50> f750; 868: 90_:;:21 — “Carry Oni, (8th wk). Seventh stanza complet- 
_“Midnight Lace” <U) ’'3d wk) ^urse” (Gov) (38th wk, Crest; 2d . ed last night 'Tues.) did big $6,800 
Big $9 0M Last 4ek, 58.500. «*' F°ur Star!. Bully $7,000 or|atter ?5.800 for sixth »eek. 

Lvrie (Par) d non- *>s)_ thereabouts. “Breath o^ Scandal” (Par) opens 
"Gii of Night” iWB) ’i3d wk' ^Fair Hollywood Paramount (State); next but date not set so far. 
$4 OGOin 5 davs La^t weekSS 000 Q'468’ ^l-$2) - “Butterfield 8” World .Perfecto) <390; 90-$1.80) 

O^Jeum ^Ia^T) .2$1-; ^ g*'™- Riqh ?21’000- Last -“Crazy For Love” (Ellis). Initial 2sv_“GT Tilne-s-' (Pari V nnkc week. $16,200. stanza ending tomorrow (Thurs.) 
great $17,000 or near Last week! I. W«ner Holl^ood 'Cinerama looks to hit great $10 000 Holding. 
“Breath of Sranr»a-” tPan ca non > Inc*J G,389; Sl.20-S2.65)— This Is jn ahead. “Nature’s Paradise” (In- 

Panh(Marnf II Rnn*P ! Cinerama” (Cinerama) (reissue). die) (17th wk), $3,800 but for a 
“Joumev toLost CPv’’ < f T) and ^tar^ed week on Sunday (27) highlv profitable longrun which 
“Mvsterie. nf Deen” viee ! aftPr big $19,006 last week. j w£> longest in five years. 
iKaa, ?ee? Carthay (FWC) G.138: $1.75- t-- 

; 55.501 - -Alamo” OJA) <5th rvk). _ . . 
Bl0WS” (M"Gi ’2d wk,*;Hotsy $25,700. Last week, $22,300. 

$3'e*°°’T - i f Vogue (FWC) '810; $1.50-52)— (Continued from page 8) 
Rark i “Can-Can” <20th) '5th wk). Slick Without End” (Col) (4th wk), 

,?5\r Inhmia-^int t ’LA '3d $7,100. Last week. 6 davS, $4,800. $3,000. 
^LBfeeZy $4.oG0. Last week, pantages (RKO) G.513: $1.80- New 'Fruchtman) (1,600; 90- 
?4£°°/ T, no $3.50)—“Spartaciis” (U) <6th wk). $1.50)—“North to Alaska” (20th) 

fPar> <2.^00: $L$1.25)— Brilliant . $28,800. Last -week, (2d wk). Down to mild $4,000 after 
North to Alaska” -20t;y7^ wk). ; $25,000. $6,000 in first. 

Huge $16,000 this rohnd after | Beverly (State) <1.150: S2-S2.40) Playhous- iSchwaber) (460; 90- 
opening with giant $?? 060. !s_<“Sunrise at Camnobello” 'WB) $1.50) — “Never On Sunday” (Lo- 

Suburban World 'Mann) *800:; (pth wk). Trim $4,500. Last week, pert) <2d uk>. Smash $6,000 after 
$1.25’—“School for Scoundrels” $3,000. $6,500 opening week. 
(Cont) (5th wk). Sturdy $3,000,' Warner Beverly <SW) <1.316: $2- Stanton 'Fruchtman) (2,800; 90- 
same as last week. $2.40)—“Son? Without End” (Col) $1.50)—“Midnight Lace” (U) (4th 

Uptown ‘Fieicli 1 000; S1.25*—: <9th wk). Fine $7,000. Last week, wk). Okay $6,000 after $7,000 in 
“Surprise Package” (Coi> '4th wk).'$5,000. ' third. 
Okay $2,500. Last week. S3.000. : Egyptian <UATC) d.392: $1.25- Town 'Rappaport) (1.125; $1.49- 

World (Manni (400T; g.'-'T.SO)—'$3.50)—“Per-^n ” <”-G) wk). $2.50) — “ Vn-ixiir” O-I-G) <35th 

BALTIMORE 

Uptown ‘Field! 1 000; S1.25*— i <9th wl 
“Surprise Package” (Coi> '4th wk).'$5,000. 
Okay $2,500. Last week. S3.000. : Egypi 

World (Manm '400T; P"-'‘1.50)— $3.50)— 
“Butterfield 8” 
$9,000. Last week, $10,000. 

'?(! v.k). Boff: Whopp'n" '‘°7,000 or over. Last wk>. C 
1 week, $21,500. [previous week. 

' .000 after $7,000 in 

‘BLUES’ LOFTY $10,500, 
PROVOKING’HAPPY8G 

Providence, Nov. 29. 
“Butterfield 8" is still a hot num¬ 

ber in its second round, at Loew’s 
Strand with “GI Blues” is hotsy. 
Also strong is “Esther and King” 
at Majestic. RKO Albee is also 
nice with “North to Alaska.” 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-90)— 

“North To Alaska” (20th) and 
“Squad Car” (20th). Nice $7,500. 
Last week, “Midnight Lace” (U) 
and “Seven Ways Sundown’* (U) 
(2d wk), $4,000. 

Elmwood (Snyder) (724; $1.50- 
$2.50)—“Ben-Hur” <M-G) <23d wk). 
Fine $7,000. Last week. $7,500. 

Majestic <SW) (2,200; 65-90)— 
“Esther and King” (20th) and 
“Secret of the Purple Reef” (20thL 
Happy $8,000. Last week, “Journey 
Lost City” (AI) and “Last Woman 
On Earth” (AI), $7,000. 

State (Loew) (3,200; 65-$l)— 
“Butterfield 8” (M-G) (2d wk). Sock 
$13,500 after hitting $19,000 in first. 

r Strand (National Realty) (2,200; 
65-90)—“GI Blues” (Par) and 
“Tarzan. Magnificent” (Par). Hot 
$10,500. Last week, “Plunderers” 
(Col) and “Bluebeard’s 10 Honey¬ 
moons" (Col), $3,500. 

‘Bines’ Bright $20,000, 
Cleve.; ‘Inherit’ 16G 

Cleveland, Nov. 29. 
Biz at deluxers here this round 

is perking. “Inherit the Wind” 
looms big at Stillman while “GI 
Blues” is great on wener at Pal¬ 
ace. “Butterfield 8" still is smash 
in second atjState“While “North To 
Alaska” shapes fancy in second at 
the Allen. “Esther and King” is 
rated fair at Hipp for first stanza. 

Estimates for This Week 
Allen (SW) (3,500: $1-$L50) — 

“North To Alaska” (20th) (2d wk). 
Fancy $15,500. Last week, $15,000. 

Continental Art (Art Theatre 
Guild) (950; $1.25)—“School for 
Scoundrels” (Cont). Fast $4,000. 
Last week, “Captain’s Table” (20th), 
$1,700. 

Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild) 
(950; $1.25)—“Carry On, Nurse” 
(Gov) (4th wk). Great $6,000. Last 
week, $4,500. 

Hippodrome (Eastern Hipp) (3,- 
700; $1-$1.50)—‘.‘Esther and King” 
(20th). Fair $13,000 or near. Last 
week, “Midnight Lace” (U) (4th 
wk), $5,000. 

Ohio (Loew) (3,700; $l-$2.75) — 
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) <44th wk). Sock 
$18,000. Last week. $13,000. 

Palace (Silk & Helpern) (2,739; 
$1-$1.50)—“GI“Blues” (Par). Great 
$20,000 or near. Last week, “Plun¬ 
derers” (AA), $4,300. 

State (Loew) (3.700; $1-$1.50)— 
“Butterfield 8” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Smash $23,000. Last week, $22,000. 

Stillman (Loew) (2.700; $1-$1.50) 
—“Inherit Wind” (UA>. Big $16,000. 
Last week, “Hot Wind Blows” 
(M-G) (m.o.), $3,000. 

PHILADELPHIA 
(Continued from page 9) 

—“Sun Lover’s Holiday” (Indie) 
and “Devil’s Commandment” (In¬ 
die). Big $6,000. Last week, 
“Geisha Playmates” (Indie) and 
“Love and Jealousy” (Indie) (2d 
wk), $3,500. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) <500; 99-$1.80)— 
“Never on Sunday” iLo'. Mighty 
$14,000. Last week. “Hiroshima 
Mon Amour” (Zenith) (4th wk), 
$2,800. 

Viking (Slev) (1,000; 99-$1.80)— 
“Esther and King” (20th) (2d wk). 
Pale $5,500. Last week, $9,500. 

World (R&B-Pathe) (449; 99- 
$1.80) — “Behind Great Wall” 
(Cont) (2d wk). Lean $2,200. Last 
week, $3,400. 

CINCINNATI 
(Continued from page 9) 

“North To Alaska” (20(h). Solid 
$19,000 or near. Last week, 
“Breath of Scandal” (Par), $6,000. 

Twin Drive-In (Shor) <1.200 cars 
;eaeh side; 90c)—“West side: “Tess 
of Storm Country” (20th) and 

(“Desert Attack” (20th) (reissues). 
So-so $3,000. Same last week for 

.“Hell Is City” (Col> and “Nights 
Lucretia Borgia” 'Col). East side: 
“Studs Loniyan” 'UA) and “Alias 
Jesse James” (UA) 'subsequent). 
Okay $4,500. Last week. “Female 
on Beach” <U) and “Saskatchewan” 
(U) (reissues), $3,000. 

Valley (Wiethe) (1.200: $1-$1.50) 
—“Sunrise at C:«m '.he lo” iWB) 
(2d wk*. Fairish $5,000 topping 
$4,000 preem. 

Bill Thomas-Sam ffhjte 
Merit Co. Into Theatrical 
Production, Along With TV 

Hollywood, Nov. 29. 
Bill Thomas and Sam White, 

who recently formed Merit Produc¬ 
tions to produce and package tele¬ 
series, have decided to expand 
their operations and embrace fea¬ 
ture production as well. 

First theatrical film will be “The 
Treasurer’s Report,” Lewis 1L 
Foster original, which will be sub¬ 
mitted to Sir Alec Guinness as a 
possible starrer. Negotiations also 
are on for Foster, who previously 
scripted for the old Pine-Thomas 
Productions, to write the screen¬ 
play and direct his property. 

Plans call for project to be set 
up as. a complete package before 
any release is sought. 

ALL THAT NOISE IS 
JOE LEONE’S MEDALS 

Boston, Nov. 29. 
Gov. Foster Furcolo of Massa¬ 

chusetts presented Joseph E. Le¬ 
vine, of Embassy Pictures Corp., 
with an inscribed Paul Revere Bowl 
in recognition'of the “aggressive 
and successful advertising methods 
he has contributed to the progress 
of the motion picture industry.” 

Levine has been man-of-yeared 
aplenty of late, lacks only an Oscar 
and a Pulitzer. 

Among Bostonians making the 
trek to New York for the recent 
22d anniversary. dinner of Motion. 
Picture Pioneers honoring Levine 
as “Pioneer of* the Year” were: 
George Kraska, Joe Wolf, Harvey 
Appell, Harold Levin, all of Em¬ 
bassy Pictures, Boston; Arthur 
Stein of Round Hill Drive-In, 
Springfield; Julian Rifkin and 
George Roberts of Rifkin Thea¬ 
tres; Ted Fleisher and Malcolm 
Green of Interstate; Herbert Hig¬ 
gins of Higgins Booking Office; 
Ernie Warren, owner of Paramount, 
Needham; Arthur Howard, Affili¬ 
ated Theatres; Mickey and AI Daytz 
of Daytz Enterprises; Edward 
Lider of Yamins Theatres. 

100 Screen Players Made 
Personals During 1960 

London, Nov. 29. 
As part of its promotional drive, 

Associated British Cinemas has 
concentrated on personals. In the 
first 10 months of 1960, more than 
100 players have done p.a.’s in vari¬ 
ous parts of the country. 

A special effort has been made 
in the sphere of children’s mati¬ 
nees, and the circuit toppers are 
convinced of the long-term ad¬ 
vantages of young filmgoers seeinJ 
screen personalities face-to-face^ 
Among the artists who have fol¬ 
lowed the p.a. route during the 
year are Richard Todd, Anthony 
Newley, Shirley Ann Field, Dennis 
Price, Janette Scott and Marie 
Devereux. 

Jonathan Sheppard Preps 
Texas Yarn for Allied 

El Paso, Tex., Nov. 29. 
Jonathan Sheppard, writer and 

producer, has completed plans te 
film “Satan’s Sanctuary,” a sus¬ 
pense feature on location here and 
in Houston. Expected cast: Karl 
Malden, Sterling Hayden and 
Ralph Meeker. 

Sheppard is here scouting loca¬ 
tions and doing research prior to 
production slated ter star in Jan¬ 
uary. 

The story, to be released by Al¬ 
lied Artists, is based on factual 
incidents involving the Border 
Patrol, Texas Rangers and the 
F.B.I. This will be Sheppard’s sec¬ 
ond Texas locale picture, the first 
was “The Big Country,” with 
which he was associated. 

MurphyV Widened Beat 
; L. _nOV. 29. 

Frank Murphy, district manager 
of Loew’s theatres in Ohio for 10 
years, has been made central divi¬ 
sion supervisor of Loew’s houses 
in wider area. 

Increased by addition of several 
other cities in a national realign¬ 
ment of the circuit, his territory 
now includes stands in Cleveland, 
Akron, Canton, Columbus, Toledo 
and Dayton, O.; Buffalo, Chicago, 
Indianapolis, a Falls, Roeh- 
" <er, Syracuse and South Bend, 
Ind. 
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National Boxoffice Survey 
Holiday Booms Biz; ‘Butterfield’ First for Third 

Week in Row; ‘Blues* 2d, ‘Alaska,’ ‘Hur’ Next 

The fact that this is Thanks¬ 

giving holiday week is being re¬ 

flected at the boxoffice all over 

the country currently, with upbeat 

the sharpest in many months. New 

product, which has shown great 

drawing potential, is giving the 

greatest assist. 
“Butterfield 8” which has 

been No. 1 for two weeks in a row, 

again is finishing on top by a wide 

margin. “GI Blues" <Par), compara¬ 
tive newcomer, is copping second 
money with a smash showing in 
most of some 18 key cities covered 
by Variety. 

“North To Alaska" <20th), fourth 
la<t round, is winding up third.. 
"Ben-Hur" (M-G) is taking fourth 
money by dint of improved show¬ 
ings in many keys via the holiday 
weekend. t 

“Midnight Lace” tU), which was 
second a week ago, is capturing 
fifth place, playing in some 19 key 
cities. Showing is being made 
despite few new openings. “Spar- 
tacus” »U>, enjoying its best week 
since teeoff session in most spots. 
Is winding in sixth position. 

“The Alamo" <UA) is finishing ; 
seventh as against sixth place last 
round. "Esther and King" (20th>, 
just out to any extent this stanza, 
is capturing eighth spot. 

“Inherit the Wind" (UA) is tak¬ 
ing ninth place while "Let No Man 
Write My Epitaph” (Col) rounds 
out the Top 10 pix. "Sunrise at 
Campobello” tWB), ‘ "Carry On, 
Nurse” (Gov) and "School For 
Scoundrels” (Cont) are the runner- 
up films in that order. 

"Never On Sunday” iLopert), 
showing in great style in additional 
key cities this session, promises to 
be one of strongest foreign-lan¬ 
guage films boxoffice-wise to come 
along in many months. "Cinder- 
fella” (Par) is rated wow on open¬ 
ing stanza in Chi. "Please Turn 
Over" t'Col) also shows strong 

potential, being fine in Boston, 
wcw in Toronto and sock in L.A. 

“Windjammer” (NT) looms big 
in Detroit. "Left, Right, Center” 
* Indie) is lofty in Washington. , 

“Can-Can” (20th), fine in Louis¬ 
ville and LA.., shapes strong in { 
Indianapolis. "The Entertainer” 
<Cont), good in K.C. and Balto, * 
looks big in N.Y. 

• “Hiroshima Mon Amour” 
(Zenith), hep in Washington, is 
robust in Chi and okay to Cincy. 
"Captain’s Table” (20th), not so 
hot in Detroit, shapes good in St 
Louis. 

“Girl of Night” (WB), lively in 
Chi, shapes okay in N.Y. "Song To 
Remember” (Col), good in Boston, 
looms fine in L.A. 

"Gigi” (M-G) (reissue) is socko 
in N.Y. on second round. “Breath 
of Scandal” (Par), good in Chi, 
looks mild in Louisville. 

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on 
Pages 8-9.) 

‘Bitierfieii 8’ 
- ■—=-.■ Continued from S 

Service and the film companies last 
January. The arrangement, not 
legally binding, called for the re¬ 
lease of top pictures to the com¬ 
mercial theatres before they are 
booked at military camps. Thea¬ 
tres in localities where there are 
Army and Air Force installations 
had complained that they were los¬ 
ing business because of the prior¬ 
ity of the sendee theatres. As a 
result of the TOA beefs, it was 
agreed that most “A” pix would go 
to the commercial theatres first. 
In addition, a tighter control on 
the admission of civilians to the 
service theatres was instituted. 

TOA is not too angry at Metro 
for giving "Butterfield 8” to the 
military first, since it points out 
that M-G has a better record than 
most companies in adhering to the 
agreement. 

C. S. Chaplin’s Statu 
Charles S. Chaplin will continue 

to function as United Artists’ Cana¬ 
dian district manager following a 
realignment of the company’s sales 
divisions in the United States and 
Canada. 

Chaplin will retain responsibility 
for the Calgary, Montreal, St. John, 
Toronto, Vancouver and Winnepeg 
exchanges. 

‘Errand Boys’ 
—^,8 Continued from pace 5 

ence between black and red on the 

fiscal books. Both maintain that 

too often decisions made in Man¬ 

hattan, by showmen not completely 

up on differing conditions abroad 

gravely hampered work. Latterday 

practice of sending over new peo¬ 

ple to handle certain pix without 

the necessary foreign and lingual 

background for the jobs, is also de¬ 

plored. 
N.Y. Knows Best 

Another vexation is that not all 
U.S. films have International ap¬ 
peal and yet films for the more 
difficult "quota” countries are 
sometimes picked over the heads of 
men on the ground who knows the 
marts best Both feel that ’the 
Yank film is still a potent inter¬ 
national commodity. But they 
think they can . use their talents 
best on an indie basis. 

Both are Yanks with years of for¬ 
eign experience and their new com¬ 
pany will try to service indies, both 
US and continental, wanting in¬ 
dividual attention in selling, pub¬ 
licity and placement abroad. They 
also offer production supervision 
services and intend acquiring off¬ 
shore pix for US distribution. 
Auberbach will channel the latter 
thru his father’s, Joe Auberbach’s; 
foreign film setup in the US. They 
are also partnered with Gilbert De 
^Goldschmidt, a French producer, 
for coproduction possibilities or 
for US investments for American 
rights. 

Pilzer was in charge, of special 
sales and will continue in a sales 
capacity. A&P now represents 
Warwick of Britain. 

9R 

N.Y.'s Place To Live, Says Behan 
—Continued from pag# 1 

at the Corf Theatre, N. Y., thence 
moving to its current berth at the 
Barrymore Theatre, and next slat¬ 
ed to shift Dec. 10 to the. O’NelE 
Theatre on a four-week interim 
booking. 

The British production ot "Hos¬ 
tage” had an eight-month London 
run, and Behan estimates that his 
income thus far from the Broad¬ 
way, London and other product 
tions of the play is at about $70,- 
000. He figures the revenue from i 
his autobiography at around $30,-! 
000 to date. 

The author was previously rep¬ 
resented in New York by the Circle 
to the Square off-Broadway pro¬ 
duction of his play, “The Quare 
Fellow." He says his income from 
that presentation wasn’t much.; 
The Dublin production of the play, 
he figures, paid him about $2,000.; 
"Fellow,” incidentally, is ached-1 
uled for television presentation in 
December by the Canadian Broad¬ 
casting Co. 

Another of his plays is “The Big 
House,” which is put op sporadical-1 
ly by dramatic companies. The 
work, originally a radio script, won 
an award given by the Dramatic 
Society of British Railways in Col- 
wyn Bay, West Wales. Behan is 
also the subject of a 20-minute 
short, which has been shown in 
Dublin film houses. The pic is 
titled, “Meet the Quare Fellow." 

The playwright intends return¬ 
ing to Dublin with his wife for 
Christmas. He then plana heading 
back to the U. S. to attend the Jan. 
20 inauguration of President-elect 
John F.. Kennedy In Washington. 
Following that, he contemplates 
staying in N. Y. until next sum¬ 
mer when he’ll return to Dublin. 

His latest play, "Richard Cork’s | 
Leg," which he- intends completing 
during his Christmas stay in Dub- ] 
lln, Is slated to be unveiled next 
February at the Theatre Royal, j 
Stratford, East London. The script \ 
has been the subject of numerous j 
trans-Atlantic conversations he’s 
had with Joan Littlewood, opera- 

I tor of the Theatre Royal and di- 
1 rector of “Hostage.” It*s possible 

Behan will pass'up the opening in 
favor of remaining in New York. 
In comparing London and Man¬ 
hattan, he claims the former is a 
place to work and the latter a place 
to live. 

"While in New York, the author 
has caught a few Broadway shows 
and has spent some time in Green¬ 
wich Village with some of the bet¬ 
ter known beatnicks. Beban, as 
have others, thinks that the tear¬ 
ing down, of Broadway legit houses 
for parking lots is ironic, since 

j legit shows are one of the Main 
; Stem’s principal lures and that 
; fewer houses would consequently 
permit fewer attractions. 

The playwright has also been ac¬ 
tive on television, having appeared 
on several Jack Paar shows and in 
an “Open End” discussion session. 
He had to shell out $217 to join 
the American Federation of Tele¬ 
vision Sc Radio Artists to appear 
on the Pair stanzas. His earnings 
from tv, he asserts, total'$1,001 
thus far. The $1 represents pay¬ 
ments for the “Open End” stint. 
When questioned as to whether 
he’s been watching television, he 
replied he’s caught little other 
than the shows on which he ap¬ 
peared. 

He's also been lecturing col¬ 
leges and universities to the extent 
that he figures he’s almost earned 

; a degree. 

BERGMAN ON OSCARCAST 
TEAM, EAST COAST 

Maurice Bergman, has been 
! named eastern public relations co¬ 
ordinator for the next Academy 
Awards television program April 
17, and in this role will rep the 
Academy. x 
» Bergman will work under an in¬ 
dustry public relations coordinat¬ 
ing committee comprising Harshe* 
Rotman Inc., which is the Acad- 

; emy’s p.r. counsel; rep of the Assn, 
of Motion Picture Producers and 
press members of the ABC net- 

twork, which will carry the Oscar 
l tv’er. 

P&RltTY: — 

Leaving for home. Please send my 

subscription to Los Angeles again. You 

have my address. 

Watte* PidtjeoH 
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BLACK TIGHTS 
Stars Cvd Charisse 
Moira Shearer 
Zizi ieanmaire and 
Roland Petit introduced 
by Maurice Chevalier 
directed by Terence' 

Technirama 70 and 
Technicolor now 
ready for release 

BLACK TIGHTS 
The pace-setting box-, 
office fashion for ’61 

by ROLAND PETIT' 
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Non-Theatrical Market Also Tunes 
Up In The Treble (Damages) Cantata 

Two major distributors of non-4- 
theatrical 16m films—Films Inc. < * .1 * , r*i • 1 > U • n 1 
and Encyclopedia Brittanica Films Atlas to t llmgroiip SCMCmer S Major f 1*0(1$. 
Inc.—have been named defendants Hollywood, Nov. 29. mi A Ti 1 r*i 7 
In an antitrust suit involving treble Roger Carman, after listen- lAKCS UVCf 11210 rllDlS 
damages of more than $2,000,000. ing to pleas of key exhibs __ . ' p _ - 
Also named in the complaint were around the country, has re- Mopicta fnr F.H0li<?h 
individuals associated with the skedded release of “Atlas.” to HttlWolG iul I4U5 icu 

Two major distributors of non-4 
theatrical 16m films—Films Inc. 
and Encyclopedia Brittanica Films 
Inc.—have been named defendants 
in an antitrust suit involving treble 
damages of more than $2,000,000. 

. Also named in the complaint were 
’ individuals associated with the 
’ firms,- including William Benton, 
! Morris B. Mitchell, Paul G. Hoff¬ 

man,. Harry E. Houghton, and 
Adlai E. Stevenson. 

The suit, filed in N.Y. Federal 
Court, by Ideal Pictures, two other 
corporations, and 10 individuals, 
all connected with the distribution 
•f 16m non-theatrical films, alleges 
violation of the antitrust laws in 
the distribution, exhibition, and 
the licensing of the 16m non-the- ! 
atrical pix. It’s also charged that : 
the defendants have been obtain- : 
ing most of the major film com¬ 
pany product for 16m non-theatri- 
eal distribution and. as a result, 
the plaintiffs have been damaged 
to the extent *of various sums for 
the past five years. It’s alleged 
that the defendants unlawfully en¬ 
gaged in a combination and con¬ 
spiracy by monopolizing the 16m 
Hen-theatrical field. 

Cinerama’s $2^50.000 
Equipment drier Awed 
For 78 Mew Installations j 

As an indication of Cinerama 
Inc.’s resurgence, Nicolas Reisini, j 
president of the company, revealed 
that the company had placed an: 
order for $2,250,000 worth of new! 
theatre equipment. 

The order, .Reisini told a press 
conference yesterday «Tues.), will; 
provide 70 complete Cinerama: 
theatre installations. He described • 
the equipment deal as “the largest' 
single order ever given for motion; 
picture theatre equipment.” He; 
added hat the company plans to 
open 70 new Cinerama theatres= 
throughout the world in the next 
eight months. 

The equipment, he revealed, in¬ 
cludes 280 film prcjecors from 
Century Projector Corp., 50 com¬ 
plete sets of Cinerama speakers, 
2,260 individual speaker units from 
Altec-Lansing, complete sound; 
units from the Grass Valley Group 
©f California, Lamp houses and j 
rectifiers from the C.S. Ashcraft! 
Co., and 70 film sound transports • 
from Westrex. 

As the same time, Reisini re-; 
Vealed the development of a com- j 
pletely transistorized sound system * 
for Cinerama. Devised by the j 
Grass Valley Group, the sound sys¬ 
tem is said to eliminate vacuum | 
tubes and transformers. i 

Reisini outlined three advan¬ 
tages of the transistored system—• 
(1) it provides great savings in 
terms of space and weight and will 
mean lower transportation costs 
to Cinerama installations both here 

‘Atlas5 to Filmgroup 
Hollywood, Nov. 29. 

Roger Corman, after listen¬ 
ing to pleas of key exhibs 
around the country, has re- 
skedded release of “Atlas,” to 
go out under his Filmgroup 
banner, for general distribu¬ 
tion instead of as a roadshow 
attraction, as originally in¬ 
tended. 

Film now' will have a 500- 
print saturation release in 11 
exchange areas. Corman made 
switch following exhibs’ argu¬ 
ments against f e a s t-famine 
booking techniques. 

Dondi’ (or Easter; 
Plan 500 Prints 

Allied Artists is prepared to 
order as many as 500 prints of 
“Dondi” to launch picture in key 
runs during the 1961 Easter week, 
Maurice Goldstein, veep and gen¬ 
eral sales manager, told a trade 
press lunch in New York Friday 
(25>. Lunch at Sardi’s was tossed 
for visiting kidactor, six-year-old 
David Kory, who plays title role 
in the film. 

Because of "family .audience” na¬ 
ture of pic, Goldstein said it would 
be “a crime” to release .film at 
any time other than when kids are 
out of school. “Dondi” had origi¬ 
nally been skedded to go out for 
Xmas, but was pushed back to 
Easter to allow company to do a 
full-seale promotion job on it, 
Goldstein said. 

Company is aiming to get “first 
class showcase” bookings for pic¬ 
ture’s first dates. Goldstein said, 
but if these can’t be arranged, he 
will set local territory saturation 
hookings. 

Kory, with his mother, sister, 
tutor and press agent in tow, is 
expected to make a personal ap¬ 
pearance tour, taking in at least 34 
cities before Easter. Kid, who ap¬ 
peared‘in the Macy’s Thanksgiving 
Day parade here Thursday *24), is 
getting coop buildup via New York 
Daily News-Chicago Tribune s}/ndi- 
cate which handle the comic strip. 

Samuel Schneider, the former 
Warfter Bros, executive who now 
heads his own Major Productions, 
has acquired distribution rights to 
“Maciste the Giant” for the U. S. 
and English - speaking countries. 
The deal was made with Jolly 
Films of Italy. 

Arrigo Columbo and George 
Papi, of the Italian firm, are cur¬ 
rently in N. Y. to complete details 
for Schnieder’s releasing plans of 
the* spectacle entry. 

At the same time, Columbo re¬ 
vealed that Jolly’s next film would 
be “Joseph and His Brethren,” a 
Biblical spectacle no\y shooting in 
Rome under the direction of Irving 
Rapper. British thesps Geoffrey 
Horn, Belinda Lee and Finlay Cur¬ 
rie have already been signed. 

Columbia has long contemplated 
a film version of “Joseph and His 
Brethren” utilizing the Thomas 
Mann hovel. However, because of 
casting and other difficulties the 
project has been in mothballs for 
a number of years. 

Alsa on Jolly’s schedule is “The 
Great Captain,” a story dealing 
with a 15th Century Italian Robin 
Hood. 

Tines Square Embassy 
For ‘Family Robinson’ 

The Embassy Theatre on Broad¬ 
way is shuttering temporarily on 
Dec. 19 to prep for launching of 

; “Swiss Family Robinson” on Dec. 
23. Besides a facelift, the house, 
which only occasionally has gone 
first-run in recent years, will get 
new seats, a streamlined screen 
and new projection booth layout. 

The renovations at the Embassy 
will represent an outlay of $75,000, 
according to Norman Elson, presi¬ 
dent of Guild Enterprises,- which 
runs the theatre. It is now first-run 
with “Come Dance With Me,” an 
import. 

Fajkiax joins Tommy Sands in 
Paramount’s “The Beach Pad.” 

Wednesday, November 3% 1960 

'Alamo’ Motif Pervades Town 
San Antonio, Nwf. 29. - 

Now that “The Alamo” has settled down at the Woodlawn - 
Theatre, the neighboring merchants in the vicinity of the John 
Wayne western, distributed through United Artists, are taking 
advantage of the heavy promotional program. Several of the biz 
firms are aiming their advertising at identification with the picture. 

Gordon Lee Harrison has added a false front replica of the 
Alamo ta Mammy’s Cafeteria at a cost of nearly $23(50 and the 
front will slay up as long as the picture continues to show at the 
Woodlawn. 

The main window at Sommers Drug Store, next store to the 
cafeteria, is filled with an Alamo display and inside the store are 
featured three pocket book versions of “The Alamo,” three long 
play records based on “The Alamo” music, a copy of the James 
Bowie knife selling at $19.95 and Texas sized postcards of The 
Alamo. 

Near the Woodlawn an enterprising operator has named his 
gasoline station, “Taylor’s Livery Stabler” He has bales of hay 
stacked around as props for the scheme and has his gasbRne pumps 
encased in wooden boxes labeled “Pure water” and “Hard Cider.” 

Two nearby taverns have remodeled in deference to the “Alamo” 
crowd with biz in each one popping. All in all business in the 
shopping area of the Woodlawn Theatre has picked up since the 
world premiere of the film. 

Mexico's 3d World Festival 
Continue# from )>t* 3 

Highway Swallows Downtown Whole 
Hartford’s Film Houses* Save One, Doomed—Weird 

Eradication in Name of ‘Progress’ 

mean lower transportation costs Hartford* Nov. 29. threatened by the extinction sledge 
to Cinerama installations both here Current and future facr . langing hammer. In business now, besides 
and abroad; '2) it reduces to a of the downtown sector .. * .his city the Strand, are the Poli, The Pal- 
minimum the amount of power loss; has eradicated all of the downtown ace, E. M* Loew’s and Allyn 
as compared to that dissipated in! filmeries—except one—from the Theatres. 
heat by vacuum tubes; 13) the audio the blueprint of this city. At one Recently gone from the scene 
quality is vastly improved since time there were 10 downtown first are Regal and Princess Theatres, 
the new equipment uses no trans* run flkkeries in operation. Now New Parsons in the way of the 
formers and is capable of handling (there are five. And only through East-West highway goes down 
high peak levels without the usual the fickle finger of fate is the one sometime this winter. House made 
overload characteristics. scheduled to remain in the years the transition from church to bur- 

Reisini noted that development, ahead. lesque to film to legit before its 
exclusive for Cinerama’s use, will East-West highway—now under demise was ordered, 
mean that theatre installation cost£ construction — will bypass the State Theatre-^in a north end 
for the process will be reduced Strand Theatre by some 40 feet, tract bordering the downtown sec- 
materially._ _All other remaining cinemas are tor—this month became the prop- 

l_ . . 1 ■■ —!. 1" ~ erty of the Redevelopment Agency 
\ | that is developing the North end. 
/Al Uni/ flfftDI IVO Vaudefilmer was sold for an un- 
Jl.l Jllf M llilnl r A. disclosed price and includes sev- 

A/■-*1*1** wflaWkk eral parcels of real estate, both 
commercial and residential. It’s to 

rvr AMUrril be pulled' apart late this winter. , 
lilVnflll P IT lattlfPPil Early part of November voters 
VW1V1I kft. 1 ft- VmiLkll approved of the Bushnell Park Re- 
A rf.Si.iti.* articl. by Carlos Claran. with 24 Hlutra. development Project This will re- 

Haas, and an ind« containing ft, important fact, cbo.t PfonkVatllf' I '? 
cocb of Cabin's 47 Sims. . and ““ Heubiin Hotel with apart- 

. m ment buildings. Hotel was once a. 
In tne December Issue of FILMS IN REYIEW hangout for top showpeople and re- 

Films In Review is the only monthly in English seriously knowned for its food. Their demise 
devoted to every aspect of the movies. The December is skedded for near future, 
issue ©Iso contains a full report on the recent film festival In line f°r redevelopment are 

% In Son Francisco: knowing reviews of newly released the theatres on Asylum St.— 
movies, of films on tv, and •# filmusici a ietten section Allyn and E. M. Loew s. Both 
containing invaluable historical;jnaferfai; and a movie wm come down to make w»y 
quiz far eggheads. ' ’ - ., new commercial properties in that 

This Issue Will Be Sent FREE To New Subscriber! b^^Hou^,a°parking loL 
S5 a Year in the US; $5.25 In Canada; $5.50 Elsewhere Gone also is the Savoy Hotel. Both 

KT1I ejltr in oruiriu knocked -down m the past two 
rlLlnd in KLViCiiV} 31 Uni®* Square. New York City } ^ months.^ Both were stopping off 

ITspofs"ToV sflow "Debbie! ~ 

ers,.and statements from organiz¬ 
ers that boxoffice receipts at the 
San Diego Fortress had hit $X,3€0 
for the opener, more than double 
the $480 inaugural figure of the 
second festival! last year, there 
were many empty seats. Indicator 
of poor business is the 96c and 
$1.60 admissioa In with, 
a smalt reserved section. With 
2,000 seats, a sellout should have 
grossed around $3,0(10. 

At the National Auditorium, 
where opener was attended by 
Mrs. Eva Samaao de Lopez Mateos, 
the president’s wife, boxoffice ad- 
mish was, frozen it 32o. The huge 
hall Was scarcely half full its 10,- 
000 capacity. 

First Three Night* Tame 
Acapulco event was inaugurated 

by Secretary of National Patrimony 
Eduardo Bustamante and Governor 
Aburto. The first three night 
stanzas were tame affairs, short on 
stars and starlets, with only 
Spain’s Conchita Velasco and An¬ 
geles Hortelaoo and France’s Gene¬ 
vieve Clunv and Bany Saval dis¬ 
playing their eharms. 

At the National Auditorium, too, 
there was a lack of pageantry usu¬ 
ally connected with a fest of this 
type although the Mexican Charro 
Assn, manfully gave a display of 
precision horsemanship. First two 
pictures screened included France’s 
“L* Passage, du Rhia” on opening 
night and Italy’s “EL Bello An¬ 
tonio.” * 

In a “kiss and make up” deal 
with disgruntled Mexican film ele¬ 
ments, organizers grudgingly ad¬ 
mitted national film, “SimPrio/” 
on the fest program. Original ob¬ 
jection ta “Simitrte.” which bad 
won award at the San Sebastieu 
Fest, was that it had been commer¬ 
cially exploited in Mexico just 
prior to the opening of the festival, 

Mexican Players Stay Away 
Whether from pique at high 

handedness of certain fest officials 
or because of cool disinterest in 
the event, Mexican players and 
personnel remained away in droves. 
Officialdom was represented by 
Salvador Amelio of the Cimex dis- 
tributionship. In the First Lady'S 
box, the group included Jorge Fer- 
retis, Film Bureau head and direc1- 
tor of the fest; Federico Heuer, 
Film Bank president; Miguel Ale¬ 
man Jr.; and Luis Echevexria, of 
the State Department, represent¬ 
ing. Secretary of State Gustavo 
Diaz Ordaz. 

A check at the National Assn, of 
Actors to find out easons behmd 
the seeming; snub of event brought 
a reply from Ramon Bugarini, pub¬ 
licity chief, that invitations had ar¬ 
rived so late that artists had made 
other commitments. But there is 
an apparent thaw-out and some 
major names such as Dolores del 
Rio, Pina Pellicer and others may 
soon be in .evidence. 

Some Call It Successful 
Organizing headquarters call the 

Fest a success* pointing out that 
foreign delegations always turn up 
late. For example, the Czech dele¬ 
gation missed connections in South 
America and were delayed turning 
up in Mexico for two days. Giu- 
lieta Massina and husband-director 
Federico Fellini are planing in as 
well as a Hollywood contingent 
headed by Eric Johnston, Jack 
Lemmon and John Saxon. 

However, the tremendous Holly¬ 
wood turnout forecast earlier has 
petered out. Robert J. Corkerv, 
Motion. Picture Exoprt A<sil vee- 
'fy£e lb charge of Amercia^ 

presented apologies ta organizers 
for the shrinking contingent due to 
prior comraitraeols. of stars. Such 
names as Gary Cooper, Frank Sin¬ 
atra, Robert Taylor, Curt Jurgens; 
James Mason and Burt Lancaster, 
touted as sure festival visitors, will 
not show. 

Pittsburgh Pirates 
—; ContiWH# from 1 

Pittsburgh Press: The label will 
be “Thorn-Beach” and distribution 
will start with Ben Herman, who 
owns Standard Distributors here. 

Highlight of the album is Bob 
Prince’s description of Harvey 
Haddix’ perfect game in Milwaukee 
in 1950 which he lost in the 13th 
inning. Chet Smith, sports editor t 
of the Press, handles the narration 
for the early years. Records of the 
Rosy Roswell with Bing Crosby 
and Joe E. Brawn brihg^the LP 
into the modem era where it is 
carried mostly by Prince with the 
big finish coming with NBC’s 
Chueh Thompson’s description of 
the exerting seventh game when 
the Pirates won the series with 
Bill Mazereski’s home run. 

The other album has more of a 
general appeal and features Prince 
narrating and introducing two 
other Pirate heroes, Elroy Face and 
Hal Smith, who now are pretty 
good singers. There are a few lines 
on this album but its strongest fea¬ 
tures are the hillbilly songs of 
Face and Smith. Lenny Martin, 
owner of Robbee records, produced 
this and named the album, “Beat 
’em, Bues,” which is the title of the 
single his company issued. The 
single was done by Bemqr Benack’s 
Iron City Six. 

Horn Salisbury 
in fcteiktl Mei 
inNti-ilihUiR 

; NEW Y(?RK CITY 

: Residence'1 of the Stars. 

Very large Rooms 
Walk-in Closets 
Serving Pantries 

Air-conditioning • TV 

Daily rates from 
$10 for one,$lS for two 
Parlor suites from $20 
Residence- rates quoted 

123 West 57th Street, 

Hew Y«tk It, N. Y.» Circle 6-1300 

or. cgH your loco! 1 

“Ask Mr. Foster Travel 

Service." Coast to Coast. 

New York Theatre 
— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—. 

KockeMter Center • Ci M600 
WILLIAM HOLDEN 

TOEMKULD OF SUZIE WONG 
ee-stxTtof NANCY KWAN I 

SYLVIA SYMS • MICHAEL WILDING 
A Paramount Rateaie in TECHNICOLOR® 

e* THE GREAT STJWE "TOON AND COUNTRY* 
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ABC DEPOSES CBS ON NIELSENS 
Nielsen s New Top 15 
(ABCS; CBS—6; NBCS) 

Gunsmoke CCBS) ...... 30.3 
Wagon Train (NBC) .   33.9 
Pave Gun Will Travel (CBS) ... 32.3 
Debbie Reynolds (ABG) .....29.7 
Real McCoys (ABC) ..;....27.6 
Rawhide (CBS) .   27,2 
Untouchables (ABC) ..  27.0 
Bonanza (NBC) .     26.9 
Danny Kaye (CBS) ..... 26.9 
77 Sunset Strip (ABC) ..... 26.8 
Perry Mason (CBS) ......26.1 
Price Is Right (NBC) .... 25.7 
Danny Thomas (CBS) ...... 25.2 
My Three Sons (ABC) .... 25.2 
Lawman (ABC) .......24.1 

CBS Radio Cross-the-Board Revamp 
Spurred by Some Fresh Billings 

CBS Radio launched its new 4--!-- 

Magnus Organ’s Buy 

Two Divergent Schools of Thought i j 
On Networks Permitting Outsiders 

To Produce Public Affairs Shows 
-+ 

toaperless expanded schedule of 
news and news features Monday 
(28’> to the tune of some new bill¬ 
ings. The on-the-half-hour five- 
minute features—43 of ’em per 
week, will kick off about 50% sold 
during the week and 70% SRO on 
weekends, while the expansion of 
on-the-hour news to 10 minutes 
(seven and half sold nationally) 
will likewise find 50% of that sold 
and nearer 80% on weekends. 

The features range from light re¬ 
ports from CBS correspondents 
around the globe to casual infor¬ 
mation and service shows like re¬ 
ports on new products; Spread 
finds 30. of them scheduled week¬ 
days, 13 on weekends. On the 
news end, the 10 minutes are 
broken down into seven and a half 
national and two and a half local, 
latter for station sale. Features 
carry a minute and half of commer¬ 
cials, while the/“expanded news 
carries two minutes. 

Business for the new shows 
represents carryover sponsors from 
the soapers, who’ve nfoved into the 
new availabilities, but substantial 
new accounts as well.) Much of the 
business is longterm-4-Kellogg is in 
for a 45-weeker on the news and 
the features, Bristol-Myers for 52 
on news. Standard Brands for 52 
on the. features, all in 13-week 
cycles of course. Other new clients 
Include Philip Morris, Grove Labs, 
Fritos and Sterling Drug. 

Web is selling each of the cap¬ 
sules to two sponsors, with a one- 
minute and a 30 second commercial 
in each of the features, and two 
one-minute spots in the news. Lat¬ 
ter presently includes some in¬ 
stances where there are three com¬ 
mercials, two 30-seconds and one 
minute, but this is a problem area 
caused by holdover of some 30- 
second sponsors from the old five- 
minute news and will be changed 
as clients can be accommodated to 
new berths. The minutes are 
priced at a onetiihe rate of $1,450 
for both the news and features, 

(Continued on page 46) 

Westinghouse’s 
CKEY Dickers 

Negotiations are under way for 
Westinghouse Electric Co. of Can¬ 
ada to move into broadcasting, just 
as the parent Westinghouse in,this 
country has its WBC operation with 
its flock of lucrative o & o radio 
and tv stations. The Canadian 
Westinghouse is dickering to ac¬ 
quire a minority interest (20%) in 
CKEY In Toronto, the Jack Kent 
Cooke station. 

Since it’s forbidden for U.S. in¬ 
terests to own Canadian broad¬ 
casting properties, Westinghouse 
puts particular stress on the fact 
that this Is a completely separate 
and Canadian-rooted subsidiary. 
But nonetheless it’s seen as point¬ 
ing up the corporate thinking in 
expanding its global broadcast hor¬ 
izons. since WBC has already been 
having some exploratory talks on 
acquisitions in Argentina, Peru 
and Mexico. 

Magnus Organ Co. has made its 
first network radio buy with pur¬ 
chase of three weekly 10-minute 
segments of "Arthur Godfrey 
Time” on CBS Radio running from 
this week through Christmas. 

Deal was set via the Wexton 
agency. 

Inge s‘Bus Stop/ 
‘Tanganyika On 

ABC-TV’s Sked 
Having forged Into the No. 1 net¬ 

work spot this week with the re¬ 
lease of the new National Nielsens, 
ABC-TV has set its sights on a 
number of new hour entries for 
next season with the utilization of 
the same basic program concepts 
that have projected the web into 
its current hit status. 

In addition to the hourlong 
"Stage '61” filmed drama series on 

(Continued on page 46) 

CLINCHES i.1 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

Arrival of the new National Niel¬ 
sens over the past weekend cued 
in something Of a milestone in tv i 
annals—the emergence of ABC as 
the No. 1 network in rating su¬ 
premacy coast-to-coast and CBS re¬ 
linquishing the leadoff position for J 
the first time in more than five 
years. Since it covers the pre¬ 
election two weeks ending Nov 6, 
it encompasses a period when 
both NBC and CBS were heavily 
preempted for political gab. None¬ 
theless, on the basis of all figures, 
hour for hour, it reflects an un¬ 
mistakable pattern of the upward 
thrust of ABC in the three-network 
competitive race. 

If there were evidence of un¬ 
restrained jubilation in the Leon¬ 
ard Goldenson-Ollie Treyz camp 
this week, it’s for a variety of rea¬ 
sons, stemming from the Nielsen! 
average audience nose-counting - 
breakdown, all of which adds up! 
to a solid triumph for ABC. On j 
top of that ABC did it the hard 
way, managing to turn the trick 
despite a clearance situation prob¬ 
lem which shuts the network out 
of important one and two-station 
markets. 

Here’s the ABC chest-thumping 
evidence: 

(1) . In the 47 half-hours in which 
all three networks are slugging it* 
out in direct competition, ABC is 
is out in front with 23 average-audi- 
ence-per-minute wins; CBS. is sec¬ 
ond with 17 half-hour wins and 
NBC third with nine. 

(2) . Perhaps more Importantly 
| and a key factor in the onward-&- 
upward ascent of ABC is the fact 
that, in contrast to one year ago, 
ABC has picked up 1,045.000 homes 
(for a total of 8,407,000), while 
CBS lost approximately the same 
number of homes (1,131,000) for a 
second place position of 8,091,000. 
What makes it all the more intri¬ 
guing-giving it an aura of the 
Nixon-Kennedy popularity vote 
stalemate-is the fact that NBC, 
having lost only 28,000 homes. Is 

(Continued on page 46) 

Brit. TV's Oct. Peak 
London, Nov. 29. 

The highest monthly total of 
tv advertising in the five years 
that commercial video has 
been operating in the U. K. 
was chalked up in October.- 
The 'figure of over $23,520,000 
compares with the previous 
high registered in November 
last year, over $18,480,000. 

Media Records Ltd., which 
keeps tabs on these ad sta¬ 
tistics, reckons that the over¬ 
all total for 1960 could hit 
around $218,500,000. . 

CBS-TV’s ‘Witness’ 
Getting the Heave; 
New Western Set 
CBS-TV has brought the axe 

down on "The Witness’* and will 
replace It either Jan. 26 or Feb. 2 
with' a new cfne-hour western 
created by Charles Marquis War¬ 
ren and to be titled either "The 
Gunslinger” or "The Outrider.” 

Still unresolved is where the 
new western would go in the 
Thursday night structure. Either 4t 
would move in as a straight 7:30- 
8:30 replacement for "Witness,” 
or, CBS hopes, would go into the 
9-10 period with a half-hour jump 
on "Untouchables.” In that case, 
with sponsor blessings, "Angel” 
and Ann Sothern would move down 
to 730-8:30 in the “Witness” spot. 

Also unresolved is 10-11, or actu¬ 
ally the first half of that, with 
web not yet having made a deci¬ 
sion as to whether "Person to Per¬ 
son” will stay put, moV'e or be 

(Continued on page 47) 

When ABC-TV two weeks ago 
hired Time Inc. to produce four 
public affairs programs, the act 
shook news and publio affairs 
specialists elsewhere in the indus¬ 
try and has since led rivals to re¬ 
emphasize the reasoci why they 
have resisited outside Incursions 
on the “precious” news and pub¬ 
lic affairs of networking. Out¬ 
side production of pubaffairs may 
become the mode of the future, 
and AB-PT prez Leonard H. Gold- 
enson for one Is a staunch advo¬ 
cate of the practice, but for the 
time being, its opponents. Vocal in 
their opposition, see five principal 
faults in the scheme. 

The most Important objection, 
perhaps, is that the free .acquisi¬ 
tion of properties made * outside 
the network’s immediate control 
can lead to the disintegration of 
the broadcaster’s realm of primacy^ 
"In news and public affairs, which 
has so limited a part of the spec¬ 
trum,” a partisan observer said 
last week, “the hiring of an out¬ 
side producer is like giving away 
your birthright. All right, so en¬ 
tertainment is important, but tele¬ 
vision is for information first and 
foremost." 

Second criticism is that an out¬ 
side pubaffairs producer is likely 
to accede more easily than a net¬ 
work to "the terrific amount of 
pressure on him.” Like any in¬ 
dependent producer of action-ad¬ 
venture films, the maker of a pub¬ 
lic affairs program, who is not on 
a network, staff, is likely to com¬ 
pound the excesses of timidity that 
already afflict broadcasters. “If 
you hire an outside producer whose 
prime function is to sell news and 
public affairs, he’ll feel the pres¬ 
sures more than anyone else,” said 
one member of the anti element. 

"He’ll avoid certain topics and 
try to foresee those that will be 
most acceptable to networks,” it 
was said. "In short, he’ll make the 
news fit the occasion, not the other 
way around as it's supposed to be.” 

A more concrete objection is 
that, as journalistic outlets, the 
networks who hire outside produc¬ 
tion teams cannot, in the same 
authoritative way, protect these in¬ 
dependent "reporters” as they do 
their own staff journalists. This is 
because it’s virtually impossible to 
understand and appreciate the 
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Last Season For 
‘Show of Month’? 
Du Pont’s tv program plans for 

the ’61-62 season are already un¬ 
derway with the status quo due for 
quite a shake. 

Both of the company’s current 
entries on CBS-TV, the half-hour 
June Allyson situation comedy and 
90-minute "Show of the Month” are 
slated for demise. Revamp calls for 
an hour a week with format still 
in the early stages of discussion. 

Neither the Allyson show, which 
was iffy going into this season, nor 
the specials off thg Talent Asso¬ 
ciates production line have proved 
out in the ratings thus far. BBDO 
is the du Pont agency. 

Moss Hart Bows Out Of. 
TV's ‘Gershwin Years’ 

, Moss Hart has withdrawn as host 
i of “The Gershwin Years,” the Le- 
land Hayward 90-minute CBS-TV 
special slated for Jan. 15. H-irt is 
convalescing from a heart attack 
suffered in Toronto while directing 

; the road tryout of “Camelot,” and 
j while his condition is good, physi- 
j cians advised him not to take on 
the extra duties of the tv assign¬ 
ment. 

Replacement for Hart hasn’t 
been selected. 
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Oren Harris Wants To Abolish 
Legislative Oversight Committee 

By LES CARPENTER +- 

Washington, Nov. 29. OTP IIDC Pit 1EC 
Rep. Oren Harris <D., Ark), d^- lu>l/ Ui O U1LLLJ 

closed today (Tues.) that he wants in UEVWAniY AITITC 
to abolish the House Legislative ^ Ad flli.I TlUUlA yUllu 
Oversight Subcommittee — his Qilles has become director 
group which probed payola, tv of business affairs at NBC-TV, re¬ 
quiz shows, Sherman Adams, and i piacjng Heywood, who de- 
cther headline-making hank>- cided weefc to quit the net- 
panky—at the end of this year. work. 

Enough investigating has been Gilles, who has been director of 
done of Washington regulatory business affairs in the NBC opera- 
agencies, including the FCC, to tional area, will report in his new 
justify a number of new laws, some j0b directly to the tv web’s gen- 
of which have already been passed erai manager. Bob Stone. New 
by Congress and more of which appointee’s function will be the 
he’d like to have made into law in administration of business affairs 
1961. (for programming and he’ll handle 

That’s Harris’ opinion, expressed the overall budgeting for NBC-TV. 
in an exclusive interview, and it Meantime, Charles Corcoran has 
means he wants emphasis on been upped to director of NBC-TV 
legislative work to the deemphasis operations, filling the void made 
of digging up more dirt. when Bill Trevarthen became vice 

Bl.t Harris; has no intention of president in charge of operations 
turning his back on the regulatory and engineering, Stone’s old posi- 
agencies. He is also chairman of uon* 
the investigating subcommittee’s 
parent, the House Commerce Com- mrry |\ * 
mrftee, which has permanent life |U|/| I If a K/vml 
and a large staff. llDVT ITS DUfYl 

“While I see no need right now 
for further public investigations,” tv 1 /\ 
Harris commented, “I think mem- KlllHlPlll Iff7p|* 
hers of the staff should continue to JAUIlIlvlll VfW 
watch the agencies and keep 
abreast of what is going on.” A f1 * 1 Q 1 

Not all the members of the I H| I |»|ff Vj QQ 
Legislative Oversight Subcommit- VII VI1U UUIlrw 
tee want to sen it head for the 
graveyard as Harris does. But NBC-TV has made sales touch- 

parent, the House Commerce Com- mfT) f 
mrftee, which has permanent life |U|/| I If a K/vml 
and a large staff. llDVT ITS DUlYl 

“While I see no need right now 
for further public investigations,” tv 1 A_ 
Harfis commented, “I think mem- KlllHlPlll Iff7p|* 
hers of the staff should continue to llUIUIvIIl VfW 
watch the agencies and keep 
abreast of what is going on.” A f1 * 1 Q 1 

Not all the members of the I H| VOlpQ 
Legislative Oversight Subcommit- VII VIIU UUIlrw 
tee want to sen it head for the 
graveyard as Harris does. But NBC-TV has made sales touch- 
Harris usually has his way, and it downs with the National Football 
Is a safe prediction he will in this League Championship, the Blue- 
instance. Gray, East-West Shrine, the Rose 

The parent Commerce Commit- Bowl and the' 11th-Annual Pro 
tee and its Communications Sub- Football games. Of the eight bowl 
committee both have the authority games on the web’s schedule be¬ 
ta investigate at will. tween mid-December and January, 

Harris has no prime timetable 1961, these five are SRO, and NBC- 
yet for consideration of legislation TV is nearly at the goal line on 
to' regulate and/or license radio-tv th^Sugar and Senior Bowl games, 
networks He has a bill calling for the first being seven-eighths of 
licensing, and the senior Repub- SRO and the latter 75% sold. 
Jican ol his committee, Rep. John . To canry the anology further 
Bennett (Mich.l, has one authorii- only NBC-TV s Liberty Bowl (set 
inc regulation by FCC without for Dec. 17) is wide of the goalline. 
liSmring With five-eights sold, this game 

“I hope to have hearings on this from Philly has about 40 sales 
legislation in the New Year but ya^d^ stl11 to 
can’t say when right now,” Harris Gillette and General Motors are 
*aid. splitting the full charges on the 

The Legislative Oversight Sub- Blue-Gray and Rose Bowl* en- 
enmmittee met vesterday (Mon.) counters. Liggett & Myers and Car- 

3. The subcommittee will meet the j 

week of Dec. 12 and members hope 
to complete the report then. 

gate i eighths iri1 Liberty, East-West, 
Sugar and Senior Bowls), Goodrich 
j quarters in Liberty, Sugar and . . r __~ . i iu luiueriy, ougar ana 

,SJh° P“1!F: I Senior Bowls), Shlck .(eighths in gether observations and recom¬ 
mendations of legislation growing 
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WNTA Deal For 

Liberty, East-West, Sugar and Se¬ 
nior Bowls) and Whitehall eighths 
in Liberty, Sugar and Senior Bowls) 
the big buyers. Philip Morris has 
half of the National Football 
League Championship, which is 

[otherwise cut up in quarters (part 
: regional, part Hygrade). Other 
1 sponsors are Wynn Oil, R. J. Rey- 
, nolds and Ebonite. Eichmann Trial “"pf— 

TA TV, Newark-N.Y. ir.die, XlliaS ExpOSUtC 

nVSSSy.the Eichmann For Wayne & Shuster 
WNTA-TV. Newark-N.Y. ir.die, ^w,,UiV 

^toVSSSy.the Eichmann For Wayne & Shuster 
v.p. Ted Cott has held preliminary (On Three Continents) 
talks with Capital Cities Broadcast- Toronto Nov 29 
ing eorp to effectuate the plan. with sale of w ‘ ^ Shuster 
Capital Cities Broadcasting has kinescopes of “Mother Goose," 90- 
heen granted exclusive world tv mins spectacle to Britain and Aus- 
and film recording rights to the traiia, team will appear on three 
* FfchF'n„221 continents three successive days 
Adolph Eichmann. Capital Cities thjs Xmas. Panto will be seen over 

man, 0°"" 

tTset unaIcoveraeeUrned *° dian SroadcSing Corp web ^ 
'“coItTaiSTe^s informed that ^Vd^BrXi^nd -hfr 
there will be simultaneous transla- ^ f 3 n and lhe Con~ 
lions in numerous languages of . , ck- 
the court proceedings, similar to ^ 
the simultaneous language transla- J13! F w' 
lions at the U'nitcd Nations. He ?♦*’P®? f»dcB°^ 9oulet’ 
also said it was likely that each 9a^elot. Spectacle was 
court session would last about ’ Pr°duced by . Don Hudson, with 
three hours. i words and music by W & S; sold 

WNTA-TV, whose coverage area i ovefsea-5 by Bil1 Weston, CBC ex- 
encompasses the largest concentra- i P0^ salfs- Marks debut of W & S 
tion of Jews in the world, also bef°re Australian tv audience, 
offered its vidtape facilities to rrrrrv, « ~ 
help expedite the distribution of KWr rJiPPC Fe f Fan 
the Eichmann trial vidtape foot- Ik TTli 1 ctLCb ILL Hd*l 
age. Milwaukee, Nov. 29. 

Capital Cities will use a new A wholly owned subsidiary of 
tv tape recording system forlhe the Milwaukee Broadcasting Co., 
trial, a system which icproduces radio station KWK, St. Louis, is 
film and tape simultaneously. On subject to license revocation, 
a non-profit basis. Capital will feed According to FCC, a hearing will 
film or vidtape footage to any out- be set relative to charges that 
let requesting coverage, from tv KWK perpetrated a fraud on lis- 
stations and networks to newsreel teners in “Treasure Hunt” and 
companies and private groups. '“Bonus Club,” radio contests. 

W€BS’ Grand Central 
‘Bubble’ Studio May 

Take To the Road 
WCBS Radio, the CBS N. Y. 

flagship, may go a’tenting if its 
current promotion at Grand Cen¬ 
tral Station works out. The promo¬ 
tion utilizes a 30x20 foot plastic- 
bubble type of portable studio, set 
out in the middle of the floor of 

i Grand Central. 
If the promotion proves out, the 

station may buy the bubble for use 
in remote broadcasts and other 
promotions, such as supermarket 
appearances by its stars, etc. Bub¬ 
ble, supported simply by air pres¬ 
sure, is manufactured by Airshel- 
ters Inc. and runs about $2,300. 
It’s a bright blue-white plastic 
jwith. transparent windows and the 
iWCBS call letters emblazoned on 
the plastic. 

WCBS set it up Monday (28) on 
the terminal floor, getting lots of 
crowds to watch the process, along 
with some hefty newspaper cover-* 
age. Bubble took over twa hours 
to set up and inflate, and then 
Jack Sterling’s morning show crew 
and band moved in for rehearsals 
that afternoon. Broadcasting start¬ 
ed yesterday morning (Tues.). with 
Sterling stepping out of his New 
Canaan (Conn.) commuter train 
and into the bubble-studio. 

Promotion, which runs till Fri¬ 
day, involved a $2,500 expenditure 
for the 20x30 floorspace by' the 
station. Airshelters provided the 
bubble free (but if WCBS wants it 
permanently, it will pay for it). 
Others expenses Involved costs of 
getting the . Broadcast equipment 
into Grand Central and setting up 
the studio inside the plastic. 

Tairaly Classics 
Double Pay Rap 
In AFTRA Ruling 
CBS-TV has under consideration 

a proposal by producer David Suss- 
kind that the “Family Classics” be 
converted from a series of two 
one-hour specials on consecutive 
nights to a group of single two- 1 
hour shows. Reason is a ruling by 
American Federation of Television 
& Radio Artists that despite the 
fact that the two hourlong episodes 
are taped as a single unit and then 
edited for two showings, talent 
shall be paid twice at 'the one- 
hour rate. 

As a consequence, Susskind must 
pay all scale players and below at 
twice the going one-hour rate, 

: these payments extending all the 
way down to rehearsal time, etc. 
He’s told CBS-TV he _ figures he 
could save upwards of $40,000 on 
a single two-hour ‘property by 
doing it as such instead of in two 
one-hour episodes. 

Network’s high command hasn’t 
taken up the matter yet, since it’s 
been spending virtually fulltime 
on budget meetings and on the 
web’s Thursday night problem, as 

| well as girding for the threatened 
AFTRA strike. But while it may 
be sympathetic to Susskind’s plight 
—as packager, he has to absorb 
most of the added costs, since the 
ruling came after he had begun 
production on the show—it’s not 
likely CBS can go along with the 
change. 

Reason is the difficulty of 
preempting two-hour periods for 
four additional shows. It’s made 
arrangements for four more two- 
night 7:30-8:30 preemptions for 
each of the remaining “Classics,” 
but a changeover wopld involve 
preempting four 8:30-9:30 periods 
to give the shows a 7:30-9:30 
spread, and these preemptive 
rights have already been exercised 
for “CBS Reports” and the like. 

Consequently, he’ll probably 
have to retain status quo. Mean¬ 
while, he won a race against the 
AFTRA strike when he completed 
taping “The Three Musketeers” 
over the weekend, having begun 
last Tuesday (22) in the face 
of the strike threat. Show runs to¬ 
night (Wed.) and tomorrow. 

Wednesday, November 

The Pattern of Continuing Shows 
The following reflects (based on the new National Nielsen*) 

what’s been happening, audience-wise, to the NBC-CBS-ABC showf 
held over from last year and previous semesters. There are, of 
course, hidden factors in audience gains and dropoffs, as for 
instance the shifting of programs to new time slots (as with the 
Alfred Hitchcock series falloff in the moveover from Sunday 9:30 
on CBS to Tuesday 8:30 on NBC), improved clearances for ABC, 
plus stronger entries on competitive networks. The figures below 
represent homes per average minute for the two weeks ending 
Nov. 6 both this year and last year. 

Adventures in Paradise .. 
1959 

6,230,000 
1969 

9,130,000 
% Chanf* 

+47 
Alcoa Presents .... 6,052,000 6,418,000 + 6 
Cheyenne .. 10,725,000 9,402,000 —12 
Donna Reed Show . 8,233,000 8,724,000 + « 
Fights .. 5,785,000 4,746,000 —It 
Hawaiian Eye . 7,343,000 9,628,000 +31 
Lawman ... 11,081,000 10,893,000 — 2 
Lawrence Welk .. 9.523.000 8,633,000 — 9 
Leave It To Beaver . 6,764,000 7,820,000 +16 
Maverick . 11,437,000 10,622,000 — 7 
Ozzie & Harriet . 8,722,000 7,277,000 —17 
Peter Gunn . 9,879,000 7,548,000 —24 
Real McCoys .. 11,793,000 12,475,000 + 6 
Rebel ... 8,856,000 10,396.000 +17 
Rifleman . 11,214,000 10,712,000 — 5 
Detectives .... 9,167,000 8,859.000 — 3 
77 Sunset Strip ..... 12,149,000 12,159,000 
Take A Good Look . 3,382,000 . 2.757,000 —it 
Untouchables ..... 7.432,000 12,204,000 +64 

‘Walt Disney .. 7,076,000 9.673,000 +37 
Wyatt Earp . 10,725,000 9,176,000 —14 

Ann Sothem Show . 
CBS 

10,013,000 3,978,000 ' —60 
Danny Thomas .. 12,905,000 11,390,000 —12 
Dennis The Menace .... 10,413,000 10,848,000 + 4 
Dobie Gillis . 8,411,000 9.176,000 + 9 
Ed Sullivan Show . 11,437,000 10,215,000 —11 
Father Knows Best 9. 12,994,000 8,633,000 —34 
G. E. Theater ... 10,636,000 10,441,000 — 2 
Garry Moore Show . 7,120,000 8,814,000 +24 
Gunsmoke . 16,866,000 16,408,000 — 3 
Have Gun . 14,062:000 14.600,000 + 4 
Hennesey .’. 8.900.000 8,543,000 — 4 
I’ve Got A Secret . 10,502,000 8543,000 —19 
Jack Benny Show .-. 10.680,000 10,125,000 — 5 
June Ally son Show . 6.942,000 6,057,000 * —13 
Lassie .. 9.568,000 8,904,000 — 7 
Perry Mason . 13.039,000 11.797,000 —10 
Person To Person ... 6.853,000 3500,000 —51 
Rawhide . . 12,015,000 12.294,000 + 2 
Red Skelton . 11.659.000 9.582,000 —It 
To Tell The Truth . 6,052,000 7,503,000 +24 
Twilight Zone ... 8.099,000 6,870.000 —15 
U. S.‘ Steel Hour . 7.921,000 5,514,000 —30 
Wanted, Dead or Alive .. 12.861,000 8.407,000 —35 
What’s My Line? . 10,769,000 10,351,000 r- 4 
Zane Grey Theater. . 10,102.000 7,187,000 —29 

Alfred Hitchcock . 
NBC 

11,170,000 8,543,000 —24 
Bachelor Father . 9,701,000 9,085,000 — 6 
Bat Masterson .. 9,123,000 7.684,000 —16 
Bell Telephone Hour .... 6,141,000 7,096,000 +16 
Bonanza .. 7,476.000 12.159,000 +63 
Deputy . 7,343,000 8.588,000 + 1? 
Dinah Shore .. 9,390,000 8.995,000 

9,718,000 
— 4 

Ford Show .. 12,149,000 —20 
Laramie.. 8.322,000 9,628,000 +10 
Loretta Young . 8.722,000 6,464,000 —26 
Perry Como . 11,214,000 9,221,000 ^ —27 
People Are Funny . 6,141.000 5,243,000 —15 
Price Is Right . 12,327,000 -11,616,000 — 5 
Riverboat ..... 7,013,000 6.373,000 — 9 
This Is Your Life . 9,612,000 5,288,000 —45 
Wagon Train .. 16,949,000 15.323,000 -r-10 
Wells Fargo . 9,657,000 9,628,000 
You Bet Your Life . 10,191,000 7,865,000 —23 

TAP TRAVERSE FOR 
SPECIAL PROJECTS 

Claude Traverse, a network unit 
manager, was made associate pro¬ 
ducer under Dick Linkroum in 
special programs, and his first two 
assignments. will be “The Juliano 
Story,” being produced by Robert 
Alan Aurthiir, and “25 Years of 
Life,” which Robert Bendick is 
making. 

“Juliano” and “Life” are in¬ 
ternal productions, and Traverse 
will be associate producer on both. 
Besides working on individual 
NBC one-shots, new executive 
Traverse will carry general admin¬ 
istrative duties in developing spe¬ 
cial programs. 

Linkroum, who has always been 
in on development and sales of 
specials, wants to expand his de¬ 
partment’s operation into more ac¬ 
tual production work and this ac¬ 
counts for the Traverse appoint¬ 
ment. 

Cbaseman’s WBC Slot 
Westinghouse Broadcasting has 

shipped Joel Chaseman to New 
York headquarters from the chain’s 
WJZ-TV, in Baltimore, where.he’d 
been program manager. He be¬ 
comes WBC’s new radio program 
manager. 

William T. Wagner, currently 
program director of KTRK-TV, 
Houston, replaces Chaseman in the 
Baltimore tv post 

Tootsie Roll 75QG 
Splurge on NB( 

Tootsie Roll, reentering the net 
work tv lists late in the season, ha 
made a six-month deal with NBC 
TV which the web says will bi 
worth just about $750,000. Tootsie 
out of the Sweets Co. of America 
has bought the equivalent of a half 
hour a week in the web’s daytim< 
schedule and the buy begins at tb 
end of this month. 

Bankroller is buying four alter 
nate week quarter hours, one ij 
each of four programs. Stanza 
are the Saturday morning “Kin; 
Leonardo” and “Fury” and th 
weekday “Do Re Mi” and “Fron 
These Roots.” 

New CBS Radio Affils 
CBS Radio has picked up a pal 

of new affiliates, including on 
former affil which tried the indi 
route, in KTHS, Little Rock, an 
WMAS, Springfield, Mass. KTHS 
a 50,000-watter, was a CBS aff; 
until two years ago, when th 
web’s Program Consolidation Pla 
was inaugurated; it returned wit 
the establishment of the new nel 
work schedule this week. 

WMAS affiliation was also crec 
ited to the new network scheduh 
stressing news and pubaffairs. 
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Still 16 Hours of Westerns 
Westerns, for all their falloff In popularity over the past season 

or two, nevertheless continue to fill a substantial proportion of 
the three-network nighttime schedules. As. of the moment, that 
proportion runs to better than 21% of all primetime programming. 
Total number of hours devoted to westerns runs 16 a week. 

Breakdown shows NBC still with the highest proportion—web 
carries eight hours a week. ABC is next with five weekly hours, 
while CBS has trimmed down to three, its lowest in some time. 
On NBC, shows are “Wagon Train," “Laramie," “Bonanza," “Riv- 
erboat” (though latter is being dumped) and “Outlaws,” all hours, 
and the half-hour “Tall Man," “Deputy,” “Wells Fargo,” “West¬ 
erner," “Klondike" and “Bat Masterson." At ABC, the hours are 
“Maverifx," “Stagecoach West" and “Cheyenne”, and the half- 
hours “Rebel," “Lawman," “Rifleman" and “Wyatt Earp.” CBS 
has one hour, “Rawhide,” and four half-hours, “Gunsmoke," “Have 
Gun," “Wanted—Dead or Alive” and “Zane Grey Theatre." 

ABC’s TV Heaven’ Late Nite 
Rerun Pattern; 7G Per Minute 

ABC-TV prexy Ollie Treyz, re 
sponding in kind to the affiliates 
who have been urging the network 
to keep its transmitters warmed up 
into the late-late hours so that 
they can compete with NBC-TV'* 
Jack Paar, will notify the affils this 
week as to the pattern he’s evolved 
for his projected cross-the-board 
“TV Heaven" series. (This is the 
formula for reruns of the net¬ 
work’s major hour entries, as 
tipped in Variety, a couple weeks 
back.) 

“TV Heaven” will get a kickoff 
in October of ’61. It will start at 
11:15 p.m. (with the. network 
servicing the affils writh news and 
sports at 11 to bridge the gap). In¬ 
to the Monday periods will go re¬ 
runs of “Bourbon St. Beat”; On 
Tuesdays “Sugarfodt" reruns; 
Wednesday “Bronco”; Thursday 
“Cheyenne" and Friday “The 
Alaskans." Held in reserve, de¬ 
pending on their longevity as cur¬ 
rent prime time entries, will be 
such items as “Maverick," “Hawai¬ 
ian Eye," “77 Sunset Strip" and 
“The Untouchables." 

Network is currently involved In 
negotiating with the producers 
(Warner Bros., etc.) for 26-week re¬ 
run rights. , 

ABC will apply a daytime rate 
structure to the late-late show- 
casings in order to allow for per- 
minute sponsor participations at an 
approximate $7,000 rate, Although 
they’re all hour shows, ABC will 
Utilize them as 75-minute entries, 
allowing for 12 minutes of par¬ 
ticipating commercials and permit¬ 
ting the stations to integrate four 
minutes of local commercials. 

Gitiia’s ‘White Papers’ 
Giving Public Relations 

& Press a Going-Over 
Three of NBC-TV’s “White 

Papers" this season will concern 
public relations, the press and 
“government by publicity." Execu¬ 
tive producer Irving ; Gitlin 'sees 
them as interrelated topics and, 
like the other “WP" will be treated 
In 60-minute form. 

The stanza on press will dissect 
reportage and the dissemination of 
news and it might ruffle some print 
feathers by naming names and ana¬ 
lyzing key papers in the U. S. 
“Government by publicity" topic 
Will o.o. news “sources," and the 
Other stanza, on public relations, 
will be an. attempt to show how 
influence peddlers “have an af¬ 
fect on the news.” 

First “White Paper” was pre- 
lented last night (Tues.) as “The 
U-2 Affair." A second of these 
Timex-sponsored pubaffairs stan¬ 
zas is slated for Dec. 20, topic un¬ 
disclosed. The trilogy should be 
aired sometime late this winter 
and in the spring. Research is al¬ 
ready underway with producer A1 
Wasserman supervising. 

BBC's New Scot Head 
Edinburgh, Nov. 29. 

Sir David Milne, a leading figure 
in Scot national government, has 
been named national governor for 
Scotland of the British Broadcast¬ 
ing Corp. in succession to the Earl 
of Balfour, who' recently resigned 
that office. 

Appointment will run until June 
SO, 1962. 

‘DICK POWELL SHOW’ 
AS NBC HR. ENTRY 

Dick Powell will star in pilot 
of a 60-minute anthology series for 
NBC-TV. “The Dick Powell Show,” 
described as a “contemporary ad¬ 
venture anthology" which the pro¬ 
ducer-actor will host weekly and 
also star in one out of every three 
productions, is the hottest ’61-’62 
property on the NBC production 
agenda. 

Four Star, Pow'ell’s company, 
NBC-TV will co-finance the pilot 

Johnson Wax In 
$17,000,000 Status 
As Bigtime Client 
Almost unobtrusively, Johnson’s 

Wax has become a kingsized net¬ 
work advertiser, with its acquisi¬ 
tion this week of full sponsorship 
of the Red Skelton show bringing 
its total nighttime spending rate 
to an annual $17,000,000 in time 
and programs. All the Johnson 
money is now7 in nighttime and all 
its regular sponsorship on CBS-TV. 

Wax outfit, which has shared 
alternate-week sponsorship of Skel¬ 
ton with Pet Milk since Skelton 
started on CBS, some six years 
ago, is now taking on the entire 
ball of wax starting in mid-Feb¬ 
ruary, when Pet Is released by the 
network from its commitment. 
Besides the full Skelton commit¬ 
ment, Johnson has alternate weeks 
on four other show's, Garry Moore, 
“Angel," Ann Southern and Garry 
Moore. 

Company has spread its billings 
among three agencies, retaining its 
longstanding relationship with 
Needham,. Louis & Brorby but also 
adding Foote, Cone & Belding and 
Benton & Bowles. FC&B bandied 
the deal on Skelton. 

Major factor in its tv expansion 
this season has been its entry into 
the shoe polish field with a line 
of liquid and paste polishes in 
which the container also series 
as the dispenser. Movein has not 
only occasioned more, spending by 
Johnson itself, but has spurred 
competitive spending, as witness 
Esquire’s splurge on CBS via “The 
Witness” and “Face the Nation." 

BRIT. ATV SEEDS 
YEAR-END WRAP0P 

London, Nov. 29. 
Associated Television Ltd, the 

commercial web which serves the 
London area weekends and the 
Midlands on weekdays, is once 
again rounding up foreign corre¬ 
spondents for a roundttable talk 
this turn-of-the-year. Program, to 
be nationally networked and pro¬ 
visionally called “As Others See 
Us," is skedded for 11 p.m. on Sat- 
turday, Dec. 31. 

The looking-baci-and-forw'ard 
survey has become something of 
an institution here. This year’s ef¬ 
fort, to run 45 minutes, will be 
produced by Michael Redington. 

TelePrompter to Close-Circuit ,,j 
New Hawaiian<City for Kaiser * 

Embracing Com!, Pay, Educl TV 

PALEY BEPORTED 
QN THE WARPATH 
To hear it told, CBS board chair¬ 

man Bill Paley hardly had his bags 
unpacked upon his return from 
England last week when the big 
popoff came—emergency huddles 
over a two-day period, with three 
things uppermost on everybody’s 
mind: (1) ratings are off; (2) profits 
are off; (3) tempers are up. This 
was even before the ABC coup de 
grace came along—the deposing of 
many-year champion CBS from its 
lofty Nielsen perch at the hands ; 
(and programs) of Leonard-Gold- 
enson-Qllie Treyz & Co. 

What’s going to be done about 
it is cause for continuing, anxiety 
and tensions around the 485 Madi¬ 
son Ave. precincts, with specula¬ 
tion running rife. When word cir¬ 
culated last week of a 150,000 
share sale of Columbia stock it ip- 
vited immediate conjecture about 
a 20th floor (sanctum sanctonuh) 
checkout. It turned out to/be the 
late Jacob Paley’s stock, but it was 
fresh evidence of prevailing!jumpi¬ 
ness. (He was an uncle iof Bill 
Paley who died recently bh the j 

Coast with his stock redistributed | 
by the bank on behalf of his es¬ 
tate.) ' £_ - 

Major concern is whether the 
current situation will cue a switch 
in program balance—more action 
(as championed by tv prexy Jim 
Aubrey) and less “CBS Reports” 
and sundry public affairs-informa- 
tion shows coming out of the news 
division which represents lost coin 
to the network. The word per- 
sists:~watch the switch in the news 
organization. 

Meanwhile frantic budget hear¬ 
ings have been going on designed 
to cut-cut-cut. No one’s ques¬ 
tioning that profits will ultimately 
climb again, but with Paley on 
the warpath there’s equal certaiii- 
ty that there will be plenty of in¬ 
terim action for fast fast fast re¬ 
lief, perhaps even at the top of the 
stairs. ' § 

MAUGHAM, MARQUANDI. 
SEGS ON NBC-TV SKED 

NBC-TV program chief Dawd 
Levy has picked the first two eh- 
tries for his much-discussed series 
of specials, “The Story of Lovq.” 
With Leonard Blair producing and 
Fielder Cooke directing both, the 
network has scheduled adaptations 
of Somerset Maugham’s “String of 
Beads” and J. P. Marquand’s “Im¬ 
mortality Becomes Allard” for' 
January, 1961, exposures. 

Each will be an hourlong. In a 
Tuesday, 10-11 p.m. slot. Stephen j 
Gethers is adapting the Maugham 
work for Jan. 3 showing and Irv¬ 
ing Gaynor Nieman is revising the 
Marquand piece for Jan. 24- and 
renaming it “Honor In Love.” 

There are no sponsors set for the 
two stanzas. 

By ART WOODSTONE 

“Peter Pan” is the first television 
production in history that is being 
made specifically ior reuse, and, 
because of this, may serve as the 
keystone of a new era in which a 
number of ancient and modern 
classics are preserved in their 
original literary forms for poster¬ 
ity. This is entirely due to the tech¬ 
nological perfection of. television 
taping techniques. 

Film has long been able to cap¬ 
ture and preserve stories, but be¬ 
cause of the motion picture indus¬ 
try’s habit of tampering with the 
original wording and plotting of 
great tales. Hollywood has not sup¬ 
plied any faithful record of the 
classics. 

But now. In a great sense, tele¬ 
vision is becoming what film has 
never been—a permanent source 
for the history of dramatic litera¬ 
ture. 

Besides “Peter Pan," made on 

Carl Sandburg Re TV 
Des Moines, Nov. 29. 

Carl Sandburg, lecturing at 
the State U. of Iowa, got in 
some sneak punches at radio, 
television and films as edu¬ 
cation. Commenting on com¬ 
mercials, he said the public is 
implored to “love beer" and 
Implored cars to “love” a cer¬ 
tain brand of gasoline. He 
said, “I would not be surprised 
In the future to hear of car* 
adoring;and worshiping gaso¬ 
line." 

Sandburg called the movies, 
radio- and television rivals of 
modern education that are 
“aimed at the blood not the 
brain” He said one western 
on television a month is 
enough—“one a month is 12 a 
year and any bright boy after 
that can write his owrn.” 

Among the readings Sand¬ 
burg presented was the speech 
he gave to the joint session of 
the house of Congress last 
year on the occasion of the 
150th anniversary of Lincoln’s 
birth. He neglected to mention 
that it was televised. 

Hub Robinson’s 
‘Stage’61’as An 

ABC-TV Entry 
Hubbell Robinson Jr., the ex- 

CBS-TV program chieftain who is 
| now packaging his s owrn shows. as 
I an MCA-TV subsidiary, will try to 
do for ABC what j he . did In the 
past for Columbia with “Playhouse 
90," perhaps the outstanding drama 
prestige entry in tv annals. 

Robinson and ABC have gotten 
together on the projection of a new 
60-minute prestige series, to be 
done on film, for a premiere in the 
fall of ’61. Series Is called “Stage 
’61" (following year, depending on 
its success, it’ll be retagged “Stage 
’62,” etc.), and will be an anthology 
series which will enlist the top 
writers from stage, screen and tv. 

Only difference in the concept 
vis a vis “Playhouse 90" is that it 
will be done in hour length, as 
opposed to the 90-minute form of 
“playhouse" and converted to film 
instead of live. Otherwise Robin¬ 
son plans to inject the same basic 
ingredients in shooting for one of 
the major entries of next season. 

magnetic tape and in color by NBC- 
TV for use first on Dec. 8 and then 
for use again and again, there is 
another example of a classic whose 
tape might someday find its way 
into a time capsule. It’s the Na¬ 
tional Telefilm Associates’ four- 
hour production of “The Iceman 
Cometh." There is also NBC-TV’s 
new virtually untouched version of 
“Macbeth.” 

Like “Medea" (also by NT A) and 
others made before it, “Iceman" 
was not recreated on tape for 
definite reuse, although now that it 
has been viewed so enthusiastically 
by critics and public alike, this ex¬ 
act tv reproduction of Eugepe 
O’Neill’s stage play will probably 
find further outlets that in the 
future could range from the 
Modern Museum to the little red 
school house and the ladies’ club. 

Once, for certain, motion pic¬ 
tures reproduced with diligent 
faith a classic. Sean. O’Casey’s 

.(Continued on page 48) 

Hollywood, Nov. 29. 
Kaiser Industries has closed a 

deal with TelePrompter Inc. to 
Install a closed circuit television 
network throughout the entire city 
of Hawaii-Kai, brand new town 
under construction 11 miles east of. 
Honolulu. System evenutally will 
incorporate advantages of all cur¬ 
rent tv media—^commercial, pay, 
educational—and is being blue¬ 
printed to go beyond them by delv¬ 
ing substantially In -the area of 
pushbutton marketing. 

Henry Kaiser has assigned Eddie 
Albert, veepee in charge of special 
projects for Kaiser Industries, to- 
oversee Hawaii-Kai’s future as well 
as most other aspects of the city 
whlclirwhen completed, will accom¬ 
modate up to 15*000 persons. 

Albert said that, with Tele¬ 
Prompter deal signed Nov. 17, en¬ 
gineers probably are already at 
work surveying Hawaii-Kai prior lo 
laying of the lines. Sometime in 
the future, the system also will ti® 
in Kaiser’s Hawaiian Village Hotel 
and his 1,800-seat aluminum dom® 
theatre. 

TelePrompter system initially 
will serve as a booster antenna set¬ 
up, providing “finest reception, par¬ 
ticularly color, in the world,” Al¬ 
bert explained. The three Honolulu 
stations will be brought into every 
Hawaii-Kai home minus ghost im¬ 
ages which could result from sur¬ 
rounding ( mountains. Live enter- 
ment from the islands, TelePromp¬ 
ter specials and feature films even¬ 
tually will be sent over the wires 
via tollvision, with one or two 
channels to be reserved for educa¬ 
tional tv directed both at students 
and adults. 

Of the six to eight channels—all 
of which ultimately will be used- 
one .channel will provide horn® 
services, Albert explained, draw¬ 
ing pictures that are straight from 
Buck Rogers and “1984." Said the 
KI veepee: “A tv camera, for in¬ 
stance, will scan the shelves at a 
grocery market, and a housewif® 
can push a button in her- home 
when she sees something she 
wants. We’ll have a central kitchen 
providing food for Hawaii-Kai’s 11 
schools, and eventually housewives 
will be able to order prepared 
meals In the same way.” 

Advantage of the new' tv system 
in Hawaii-Kai is that it is being 
incorporated while the city is in 
its first stages of construction. The 
6,000 acre tract already is seeing 
houses going up, and the main por¬ 
tion of billion-dollar development 
should be completed within three 
years. Albert estimated initial costs 
of laying the TelePrompter sys¬ 
tem at $500,000. 

Albert explained that Kaiser is 
“eager to develop the educational 
aspects of closed-circuit tv. What 
the Hawaii-Kai project is going to 
do is broaden the wonderful mean3 
of communication—film and tape 

(Continued on page 47) 

‘Harvest’ Reaps an Okay 
Rating But Sun. Hardly 

Churchill’s Finest Hour 
“Harvest of Shame," the Frfed 

Friendly-Ed Murrow “CBS Re¬ 
ports" expose on migratory farm 
workers, grabbed off one of the 
best audiences yet for a “Reports" 
outing, placing second in its Friday 
night *25) 9:30-10.30 timeslot. 

Special averaged a 16.5 Arbitron 
multi-city rating for the hour. In 
the first half, it had a 15.9 with a 
25.5% share, against 21.0 for “77 
Sunset Strip” and 15.6 for “Bell 
Telephone Hour.” Second half 
rose to 17.1 and a 29.0% share, vs. 
18.3 for “The Detectives” and 16.5 
for “Michael Shayne.” 

Premiere of ABC's “Winston 
Churchill" series Sunday (27) 
didn’t fare nearly so wrell,Avith the 
documentary getting a 93 rating 
vs. 21.9 for “What’s My Line?” and 
17.7 for “This Is Your Life." 

The Definitive iPeter Pan 

Even GoodforTime Capsules 
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New Developments Help Cement 
Anglo-American TV Relations 

Anglo-American tv programming 
relations, long a sore spot on both 
sides of the Atlantic, shows signs 
of improving. The change isn’t 
dramatic, but there are develop¬ 
ments afoot which should ameli¬ 
orate a situation deplored by many 
in the industry, both in the. U.S. 
and Britain. 

Boost for Animation 
In Technamation Setup 

, Gold Medal Studios and Techni¬ 
cal Animations, Inc., have com¬ 
bined forces to form a new corn- 

item: Metropolitan Broadcasting 
bought BBC’s series of Shake¬ 
spearean dramas, titled “An Age 
of Kings,” and copped Standard 
Oil (N.J.) to pick up the tab in 
N.Y. and Washington for the 15 
week series. Cost to Standard Oil 
in time and talent was in the neigh¬ 
borhood of $300,000. Both deals 
can only help the marketing of the 
property in other areas. 

Item: Sir Robert Fraser, director 
general of Independent Television 
Authority, in London recently re¬ 
jected a bid by British producers to 
put an even stiffer quota on Ameri¬ 
can, telepix. British quota for com- 
merical programmers now runs 
13% and 10% on BBC. 

Item: John McCarthy, prexy of 
Television Programs Export Assn., 
recently made a trip to Britain in 
an effort to ease the British quota 
restrictions. Whatever the concrete 
results in the face of pressures 
from British producers, • at least 
the quota restrictions aren’t like¬ 
ly to be tightened. Of consequence 
too, to American exporters is the 
fpture growth of another network 
of stations in Britain. Whether the 
new network is government or com¬ 
mercially operated, it. will need 
programming, including shows ol 
American origin. 

In addition, there are other de¬ 
velopments which should help An¬ 
glo-American relations. Indepen¬ 
dent Television Corp., the Ameri¬ 
can based ^company now owned 
completely by Associated Televi¬ 
sion, of Britain, is embarked on an 
ambitious series of Jo Stafford vid- 
taped specials. ITC has consider¬ 
able success with a Nat King Cole 
special, distributed by ABC Films. 

California National Productions, 
NBC’s syndie sthbsid, has pickea 
up the “Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police” series, coproduced by BBC. 
True, there isn’t nightime network 
skein currently which had been 
made in Britain. But the other ave¬ 
nues shouldn’t be overlooked either. 
A relatiysly large source of rev¬ 
enues for British product on tv is 
the features-on-tv market. J. Ar¬ 
thur Rank, for example, recently 
received a guarantee of $1,000,000 
from Television Programs, Inc. for 
distribution of Rank pix on the 
American home screen. 

Also there is some location shoot¬ 
ing abroad, with British vidtape 
facilities in active use. 

CNP Dropping 
Rerun Division 

California National Productions 
is dropping its three-year old renin 
division. Victory Program Sales, 
and will reassimilate its staff into 
the regular syndicated sales org. 

One of the key reasons for the 
end of VPS is that Calnat no 
longer has a great stock of rerun 
films and the ones the syndicated 
organization has, have pretty much 
run their course. Jack Anbib, who 
has unofficially headed VPS since 
Jacques Liebenguth went back into 
CNP proper, will rejoin the main 
syndicated arm too. In the transi¬ 
tion, it’s possible that a few low- 
ranking staffers will be laid off. 

Tightening up in this instance 
was ordered by A1 Stern, who 
recently assumed the top command 
of CNP, which is an NBC subsi¬ 
diary. 

Japan’s Pre-’48 Bundle 
Tokyo, Nov. 29. 

The Japan Broadcasting Corp. 
(NHK) has bought 100 pre-1948 
RKO films for telecasting through¬ 
out its network. 

pany to utilize a new animation 
process, called Technamation. 

Technamation Films, the name 
of the new company, will utilize 
the .new process in all film fields, 
including tv commercials, enter¬ 
tainment films and in the industrial 
and sales training fields. Top of¬ 
ficers of the*"compay are Martin H. 
Poll, prexy, and Stanley L. 
Schwartz, exec v.p. 

New process is claimed to offer 
a saving of one-third the amount 
of cells used in cell animation, as 
well as other advantages. 

Peak 2d Quarter 
Net (or Desilu 

Hollywood, Nov. 29. 
Desilu Productions Inc. ran up a 

record net income of $322,314. for 
second quarter ended Oct. 29, an 
increase of 33.15% over the second- 
quarter net of $242,058 last year, 
it was disclosed in semi-annual re¬ 
port to stockholders over the week¬ 
end. Nets were equivalent to 28 
cents on J,155,940 shares of com¬ 
mon stock outstanding , and 21 cents 
per share, respectively. Compar¬ 
able gross for . two periods 
amounted respectively to $5,903,717 
and $6,917,979. 

Record for second quarter was 
achieved, according to prexy Desi 
Arnaz, despite fact that the Screen 
Writers Guild’strike tied up the tv 
industry from January to June, re¬ 
sulting in a late start in production 
and a net loss of $201,397 for first 
three months of the fiscal year. 

Arnaz reported that gross in¬ 
come for the six months ended Oct. 
29 was $8,462,495. Profitable opera¬ 
tions during second quarter more 
than offset the loss in the first 
period, he said, resulting in a six- 
month. gross income of $120,917, 
equivalent to 10 cents per share 
on same number of shares out¬ 
standing. Gross income of $10,717,- 
953 and net of $507,108, equal to 
44 cents per share on 1.155,940 
shares, were reported for first six 
months of 1959. 

In his shareholder letter. Arnaz 
stated that he and Lucille Ball 
Arnaz, who own all of the firm’s 
Class B common, stock, had person¬ 
ally purchased the 35,000 shares of 
Desilu common held by Martin N. 
Leeds, former director and exec 
veepee, who bowed out of company 
during the second quarter. 

“The financial stability and the 
future of your company,” Arnaz 
declared in his letter, “are not af¬ 
fected by the success of one tv 
show. In fact, Desilu has had no 
financial interest in the T Ljve 
Lucy’ series since 1956; yet our 
volume and gross revenues con¬ 
tinue to increase because of three 
important factors: 

“We have a compatible balance 
of business in producing our own 
shows; and in renting studio facili¬ 
ties to independent producers.” 

McGregor’s‘Tarzans’ 
Now in 100 Markets 

“Tarzan” is swinging in exactly 
100 television markets. The 21 ape 
man feature films, distributed by 
Charles McGregor’s Banner Films, 
have been on sale for video for the 
past two years, but they weren’t 
usable outside the theatrical area 
until this year. 

"Tarzan” films (some RKO, 
others Metro) include all but one 
of the series made prior to 1949. 
There are also six post-*48 films in 
the 21-pic package. 

The Government web will spread 
showing of the package out over 
Jour years. Titles Include “Berlin 
Express,” “Gunga Din,” “Holiday 
Affair,” **Hunchback of Notre 
Dr “Top Hat” and “King 
Kong* 

One of the first buyers some 
time ago were all the CBS-TV 
owned & operated stations. Most 
recent - buyers of “Tarzan” from 
McGregor wsre stations in Hou¬ 
ston, Portland, Salinas and Rock¬ 
ford. 
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Code Chairman 
Cautions on Film 
Trailers, Post-48s 
Three major areas of concern to 

the National Assn, of Broadcasters 
Code Review Board are personal 
products commercial^, motion pic¬ 
ture trailers and post ’48 feature 
films. 

The concern was cited- by E. K. 
Hartenbower, chairman of the 
Code Board and veepee and gen¬ 
eral manager of KOMO-TV, Kan¬ 
sas City, at the windup fall sessions 
of NAB’s Fall Conference in New 
York this week. 

He said there’s been some im¬ 
provement in commercials, and 
“our reception at the agency and 
advertiser levels has improved 
greatly. In its early days, the Code 
had difficulty in getting Its points 
over to the agencies, or even get¬ 
ting to see top executives.” 

Regarding pix trailers/. Harten¬ 
bower said, “Some of this stuff in 
the past has been exceptionally 
violent or overly sexy, or at best, 
quite suggestive.” 

He said that while broadcasters 
seek no control over what theatres 
show in their own areas, they must 
still be careful in accepting film- 
clip blurbs for use on the air. 

“Look these offerings over with 
care,” he told the broadcasters “If 
you can’t do it yourself, be sure 
some responsible staff member 
does. If you are in doubt, ask your 
closest Code office for an opinion. 
You will get it fast, and at no 
charge,” 

He also advised screening of the 
post ’48’s—‘This is not to discredit 
this material, for certainly the 
great percentage of it is acceptable 
television fare, but, remember 
some of it raised a few eyebrows 
when exhibited in the theatre.” 

Churchill Series 
In Canada TV Sale 

Toronto, Nov. 29. 
Screen Gems (Canada) Ltd. has 

just sold the English and French 
tv webs of the Canadian Broad¬ 
casting Corp. its new series of 
“Winston Churchill: The Valiant 
Years,” according to Steve Krantz, 
vec-pee and g.m of the Canadian 
company here. 

Because of program importance, 
sale to the CBC will allow repeat 
telecasts in both the English and 
French languages over a period of 
several years, said Krantz.' 

Series consists of 26 half-hour 
programs, with narration of Rich¬ 
ard Burton, co-star of “Camelot,” 
and music by Dick Rogers. Via 
newsclips, the CBC is cooperating 
with the American Broadcasting 
Co. and the British Broadcasting 
Corp. 

Ed Small Reriring 
‘T Men’ as TV Series 

Hollywood, Nov. 29. 
jEriward Small’s theatrical fea¬ 

ture; “T Men,” made 13 years ago 
and credited as forerunner of the 
current cycle of tv melodramatics, 
is being readied by Small as an 
houir television series for next sea¬ 
son! Pilot will be shot after first 
of jthe year at Goldwyn studio. 

Show js still to be cast with the 
likelihood that Dennis O’Keefe, 
star of the picture, may also top 
the televersion. Bruce Eells’ 

Merle Jones Bullish on Japan 
TV Potential on Vidpix Import 

Ziy-UA 38-14 Formula 
On ‘Miami Undercover’ 

Ziv-UA’s “Miami Undercover” Is 
being sold on a basis of 38 episodes 
and 14 repeats. Departure from the 
39 and 13 formula is said to allow 
Ziv-UA to hold the price level in 
the face of rising costs. Some sta¬ 
tion execs, though, still prefer the 
traditional 39 and 13 pattern, feel¬ 
ing one less episode in a series 
devalues the overall iirstrun 
strength. 

For the past year, according to a 
Ziv-UA exec, about 6 series have 
been sold on the 38 and 14 pattern. 
New formula grew, he added, to ac¬ 
commodate alternate sponsors in 
splitting the series evenly. He de¬ 
nied any station resistance to the 
new pattern. 

Ziv-UA, in the meantime, has 
tabulated sales in 44 markets on 
the series; In Cincinnati and In¬ 
dianapolis “Miami Undercover” 
has been purchased by the Wiede¬ 
mann Brewing Co. and Miami 
Stone Co. The -Food Town Co. has 
signed to sponsor the skein in Ba¬ 
ton Rouge. WDSU-TV in New Or¬ 
leans is among the station buyers. 

Four Stars Gross, 
Net Dp for 1960 

Hollywood, Nov. 29. 
j For the 13. weeks ended Sept. 24, 
’60. Four Star Television had a 
gross income of $4,215,592; The 
period, which covers an interval 
just prior to the public issuance of; 
stock, showed an increase in. net 
earnings that is equal to 45% of 
the entire previous year. 

Company stated that the gross of 
$4,215,592 resulted in net income 
after provision ior Federal income 
tax, amortization of film costs and 
profit participation of other ven¬ 
tures of $147,266. Net profit, 
therefore, earned 30 cents per 
share based on the then 480,000 
outstanding shares before the re¬ 
cent public issue. This compares 
favorably to the 66 cents each 
share earned during the year ended 
June 30, 1960, or 45% of last 
year’s total earnings. Based on the 
present outstanding 600,000 shares 
after public sale the net equals 
25 cents per share. • 

Four Star Is now producing 13 
network series. They include on 
ABC: “Rifleman,” “Stagecoach 
West,” "Robert Taylor’s Detec¬ 
tives,” and “The Law and Mr. 
Jones”; on CBS-TV. “The Tom 
Ewell Show,” “Wanted—Dead or 
Alive,” “June Allyson Show,” 
“Zane Grey Theatre”; and on NBC 
“Dante,” “Peter Loves Mary,” “The 
Westerner” and “Michael Sane.” 

OPTION TIME RULING 
HAS LimE MEANING 

To many of the syndicators, the 
Federal Communications Commis¬ 
sion ruling cultng network option 
time to two-and-a-half hours in 
each broadcast period is purely 
academic at this *point. There’s no 
sign of any marked change on 
Jan. 1, the date the new ruling is 
supposed to go into effect. 

As one syndie exec put it: 
“What’s the use of having a ruling 
if there are no teeth to it which 
would affect the network-affil pro¬ 
gram structure?” All the ruling 
will mean, he went on, is that an 
affil can elect to chop off any net¬ 
work programming beyond the 
two-and-a-half-hour period. For 
most situations that isn’t a very 
strong likelihood, he added. 

McElrath to TeleP 
George McElrath, formerly di¬ 

rector of radio and television tech¬ 
nical operations for NBC, has 
joined TelePrompTer Corp. in the 
newly-created post of manager, 
engineering planning and product 
control. 

McElrath was head of technical 
operations for the NBC radio net¬ 
work since 1928 and, after the 
advent of television, was respon¬ 
sible for both tv and radio tech¬ 
nical operations for seven years. 

f Tokyo, Nov. 22. 
There should be a significant in¬ 

crease in the number of foreign 
programs on Japanese screens by 
1962, according to Merle JoneS,' 
prez of CBS owned-Sc-operated tv 
stations, who also heads the web’f 
global sales. 

Wrapping up a week’s visit,. 
Jones told Variety, “I feel very 
optimistic about this market de¬ 
spite the present limitations. We 
haye reason to believe that these 
limitations will be gradually re¬ 
duced. An open market with com¬ 
plete liberalization of trade is not 
unlikely by 1962.” 

CBS now has more programs in 
Japan than aDy other foreign dis¬ 
tributor. Among its 11 shows her# 
are high-rated ’“Rawhide” (NTV) 
and “Perry Mason” (FujirTV). Pop¬ 
ular too are the CBS news and pub¬ 
lic affairs programs and film clip* 
which are subscribed to by three 
Nipponese networks. “I Love Lucy,” 
a f*ve here for years, expired only 
recently. 

Here with Ralph Baruch, director 
of Inti. Sales for CBS Films Inc., 
Jones paid courtesy calls on the of¬ 
ficials of Japanese stations. 

He indicated that the time may 
come when foreign sales of U. S. 
tv product will remit an income 
approaching the 50% mark, as has 
happened -with theatrical pictures. 

. “There is that likelihood, depend¬ 
ent on many, things,” Jones said. 
“If the larger foreign markets for 
one reason or another continue on 
a quota system, or if they decide 
to install quota systems where none 
exists, then of course the offshore 
market potential will be limited ac¬ 
cordingly.” 

His qualification also holds if the 
cost of programs- in the U. S. in¬ 
creases to appoint where it is not 
profitable to sell abroad. 

In elaboration, Jones offered. “If 
it costs $50,000 to produce.a half- 
hour film in the States and if labor 
patterns dictate prohibitive off¬ 
shore residual payments, then no 
effort will be made to sell programs 
overseas. 

“We would not withdraw those 
now in distribution, but we would 
not continue our vigorous offshore 
efforts just to be handling money.” 

In the event that overseas sales 
reach near the 50% mark, Jones 
didn’t think an adjustment in pro¬ 
gram content would be required. 
He said, “The international appeal 
now of American programs is just 
overwhelming.” 

On the durable argument of dub¬ 
bing vs. subtitling, Jones said, “Wo 
prefer that the program be dubbed, 
but we do not lay that down as a 
condition. 

| “We have found that in most in- 
i stances throughout the world 
where subtitling has been at¬ 
tempted, the size of the tv screen 
causes subtitles to obtrude wher¬ 
ever you place them. And particu¬ 
larly in Japan, where very excel¬ 
lent dubbing techniques.lave been 
developed, there doesn’t seem to 
be any need for subtitling.” 

Settling back into random obser¬ 
vations of his visit, Jones said, 
“I’ye had some feeling of the prog¬ 
ress made out here from the re¬ 
mote position of New York, but 
it’s interesting to come on tho 

(Continued on page 49) 

MGMV’s¥ace 
Of NBC Pilots 

MG5f will make two one-hour 
pilots for NBC-TV for the fall of 
’61. Shooting on "Cain’s Hundred” 
and “Woman in the Case” begins 
next month. 

Paul Monash, who worked on the 
early “Untouchables,” will servo 
as executive producer on both ac¬ 
tion telefilm stanzas. 

“Cain’s 100,” which Monash con¬ 
ceived, “centers around a govern¬ 
ment law enforcement agent bat¬ 
tling syndicate crime,” a Metro de¬ 
scription which also sums up the*- 
format for Desilu’s “Untouch¬ 
ables.” “Woman” is a suspense 
anthology with various name 
femmes as the one-week leads. 

Metro, with “National Velvet” 
(NBC) and “The Islanders” (ABC) 
on the air, is still working on a 
pilot of “Father of the Bride” for 
General Mills. 
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IT HAD TO HAPPEN: 
NETWORK 24 MARKET RATING 

ABC 19.4 

NET Y 
• 
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ABC-TV first in 24 markets*... 

As the current season took shape, so did an obvious trend—a trend toward 

ABC, in markets where all three networks compete equally. It being in the 

nature of trends to keep trending, note (on the adjoining page) what’s 

happening . . . 

^Source: Nielsen 24-Market Reports from week ending Oct. 16 through week ending Nov. 20. 

Average audience all network time periods, 6t30-l'l PM, Sun., 7:30-ll PM, Mon. through Sat. 
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IT HAS HAPPENED: 
/ 

NETWORK MTMNMtJWDM 

ABC 18.5 

17.8 ; 
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ABC-TV now first nationally ! 

Nielsen’s 24 markets have forecast the national preference for ABC. Nielsen 

National Report for. the two weeks ending Nov. 6 show more homes (as; 

above) watching ABC-TV, all over the country, than any other network. 

^Source: Nielsen National TV Report, average audience, 2 weeks ending Nov. 6,1960. (Sun., 

6:30-11 PM, Mon. through Sat., 7:30*11 PM.) 
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Foreign Television Reviews 
THE CITADEL 
With Eric Lander, Zena Walker, 

Jack May, Dorothea Phillips, 
Frederick Piper, Michael Beint, 
Gwyneth Owen, Edna Dore, 
Clyde Pollitt, Betty Lloyd 
Davies, Martin Boddey, Geoffrey 
Salisbury, Rosemary Dorken, 
Edward Palmer, Bay White, 
David Lyn, Olwen Brookes, 
Mercia Mansfield, Janet Davies 

Writer: Kenneth Hyde 
Director: John Frankan 
30 Mins., Wed., 8 pan. 
Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon¬ 

don 
A. J. Cronin’s bestseller, “The 

Citadel’* successfully filmed in the 
*30’s, makes an apt-quarry for a tv 
skein. It’s crammed with incident 
and full of popular medical 
shenanigans. Kenneth Hyde has 
carved it up into nine segments for 
Associated-Rediffusion, thus allow¬ 
ing it to hold more than twice the 
quantity of plot as the film ver¬ 
sion. and this opener indicated he 
wouldn’t have any trouble filling 
the time.- 

This one installed Scottish doc¬ 
tor, Andrew Manson (Eric Lander), 
as junior partner in a Welsh 
village, and ably set the suspicious 
fears of his new patients. In the 
course of the half-hour, he aided 
and abetted a drunken specialist 
iJack May) to blow up an offensive 
sewer, had a brush with the comely 
schoolteacher (Zena Walker) over 
a case of measles, and then con¬ 
tended with a perilous birth. 

Eric Lander brought out the 
earnest dedication of the tyro, and 
summoned up sure sympathy. May¬ 
be he confused seriousness with 
gloom, but it was a fault on the 
right side. Zena Walker was 
spirited as the local teacher, and 
Jack May registered as the sodden 
surgeon. Support.from a teeming 
cast was fine, and director John 
Frankau ensured a steady, if 
somewhat stolid, pace. 

It looked as if the propaganda 
Implicit in Cronin’s book would be 
largely ignored, and that was a 
wise Tnove, for a lot of his strictures 
have no point in this day and age. 
“The Citadel,” however, still 
lacked a fullness of character, for 
his people aren't much more than 
skin-deep. But the future clinical 
crises should fill it out. Otta. 

the art of derriere wagging around, 
Huda Shams-a-din. This one was 
beautifully staged with about 30 
canes gathered in an authentic 
desert scene. As Mohamed sang, 
Huda made with a topnotch seduc¬ 
tive dance and as always, her mes¬ 
sage came through clear and 
strong. 

Unfortunately this scene, as well 
as the rest of the program, got 
some nightmarish camera work, the 
director was camera. happy. He 
rarely held a shot more than 30 
seconds, used copious close-ups 
resulting in a confusion of heads 
and tails on the home screen. 

Lub Luba introduced each seg-. 
ment in song and dance. She had 
style and class. If they save her 
and the format, write this one off 
to experience and start from 
scratch they might have something. 

Botor. 

ground carefully. The curious tra¬ 
ditions, such as having to eat. a set 
number of dinners in the Inns .of 
Court to qualify as. a barrister, 
were described. The separate func¬ 
tions of solicitor and barrister were 
astutely illustrated. And it came 
out that, in these parts, a success¬ 
ful solicitor might make up to 
around $14,000, a star Queen’s 
Counsel might .soar to more than 
$56,000 per year. 

Criticisms /were made, especially 
of the difficulties of getting estab-: 
lished in the profession. It’s usual 
for a tyro to earn little more than 
cigaret money for the first few 
years. One young man admitted 
he had to send his wife out to work 
before he’d acquired a practice. 

In fact, it was a thorough and 
intriguing survey. If it lacked high 
jinks, that was !part of the plan. 

Otta. 

in-cheek quality that only added 
to the program’s enjoyment. 

Entertainers included Hanne 
Wieder, who did a delightful paro¬ 
dy on Viennese waltz music; Edith j 

Hancke from Berlin, who did an 
oldie, “If I’m Dead” in fine fashion, 
Lukas Ammanoff provided an 
amusing Item called, “Filet a la 
Stroganoc,” and Monika Dahlberg 
& Harry Friedauer did a number 
from Hollaender’s last operetta, 
Tatjana Sais performed an old 
anti-war ditty for good results. 

Hans. 

PEEP SHOW 
With Lub Luba, Mahmoud Sho- 

vkuku, Mohamed Kehlorwi, Huda 
Shams-a-din 

Producer - Director: Mahmoud 
Sherif 

€0 Mins.; Friday, 11 p.m. 
Television Cairo 

Lack of variety and poor camera 
work turned this one into a turkey 
when the clock struck 12. The 
basic revue format is a departure 
from the usual Arabic presenta¬ 
tion and is a good one. It made for 
novel introductions and no stage 
waits as is customary with many 
revues* in these parts. What the 
opus sorely needed was a couple 
of good comedy spots. And one of 
the many novelty acts around 
would have helped bolster the pro¬ 
ceedings. 

As it was the show had one ambi¬ 
tious production number after an¬ 
other. The bill opened with what 
looked to be a good Nipponese 
dance group, followed by a pro¬ 
duction piece on Arab Unity. This 
was heavy going after the Japanese 
dancers because it was loaded with 
everything but camels; went in for 
quantity rather than quality. What 
could have been a rouser came out 
as a disorganized mob scene. On 
the heels of this came a long, tedi¬ 
ous piece tagged “Life of an 
Artist.” This was a swipe at “west¬ 
ern” ballet and the choreographer 
was in deep wat^r. He wasn't fa¬ 
miliar with the dance forms and 
the dancers were more used to 
stomping out the Duoki or execut¬ 
ing the pretty patterns of the 
Egyptian dances. It was an attempt 
at "modern” ballet of rhythms 
around the world and as a conse¬ 
quence was as long as Casey Sten¬ 
gel's face when he eot word from 
the Yankee f ent office. 

Mahmoud Shokuku. a magician, 
aided by four dancing girls, was tilt 
evening’s only variety act. He prac¬ 
ticed his legerdemain to music and 
dancing. A rr'fty act. 

The show closed with a “Meeting 
of A’-abs” starring Mohamed Keh- 
loiwi, a great linger, and one of 
the most delightful delineators of 

THE MADONNA WITH THE 
ROSES 

With Jeanine Schevernels, Fritz 
Willems, Richard Vercauteren, 
Jaak van Luyth, Berthe van 
Hyfte, Jean Joris, Tony van der 
Heyden, Jan Schoimans 

Producer: Dries Waterschoot 
Director: Fran cine Bruylants 
Music: Robert Stolz 
55 mins.. Sun. 9:05 p-m. 
Flemish Television, from Brussels 

Described as an operatic legend, 
based on a story by Bruno Hardt- 
Warden and Dr. Otta Tumlirz, this 
short opera with music by Robert 
Stolz unravelled -bn the home 
screen in a way rather reminiscent 
of the era when Gerhard Haupt¬ 
mann dominated the German stage 
with heavy tales of ^ thrift and 
thwarted love culminating in blood¬ 
shed and eternal remorse. This va¬ 
riation on the Romeo and Juliet 
tragedy, should have been marked 
by poetical insight and the true 
emotion of the "never the twain; 
shall meet” saga. Instead, it gave 

f the impression of watching an old 
; silent film, the handling of dra- 
• matics—more especially in the cli- 
| mactic situation of father and lover 
slugging each other with murder¬ 

ous expressions as well as clumsy 
| lyrics—was totally devoid of the 
’ subtle quality of emotion which 
j would have redeemed this sad 
i story. 
j Two redeeming features were the 
; beauty of the Robert Stolz score 
! and the excellent quality of the 
; singing voices. Latter, traditionally 1 
j divorced from the players’ (the 
; dubbing was well done), proved an 
I asset and conductor, Steven Can- 
dael, used them to good avail. It 

j was, nevertheless, the extremely 
i tuneful score by Stolz which pro- 
j vided the much-needed lifebuoy i 

J that saved this productioij^from 
\ sinking to the lower depths. There 
! was tenderness in the long lament 
| of the lover seeking refuge in a 
.convent after the tragic death in-, 
j flictcd on his beloved and about 
jto die himself; the beautiful duet 
j was extremely pleasing to the ear, 
j and it "tvas a shame that in spite 
. of these assets the whole produc- 
; tion was handled with a heaviness 
that proved most unrewarding, 

j Flor. 

CITIZEN JAMES 
[With Sidney James, Liz Fraser, 

Bill Kerr, Sydney Tafler, Ken 
Roberts, John Bluthal, Xanrie 
Webb, Ivor Baymohde, Alec B.re- 
gonzl, Johnny Vyvyan 

Writers: Alan Simpson, Ray . Gallon 
Director: Philip Barker 
30 Mins., Thurs., 7:30 pan. 
BBC-TV, from London 

Sidney James, a long resident as 
the Cockney smart' aleck in - the 
Tony Hancock comedy skein, has 
now branched out vfith a series of 
his own. His tv character’s the 
same—that of the fast-talking lay¬ 
about, looking for the quick buck1 
without working for it—and the 
same scripters, Simpson and Gal- 
tori, are there to keep it’ in the 
groove. 

Point of issue is whether there’s 
sufficient resource in the James 
type to carry the sequence of half-1 
hours. The opener didn’t settle it 
either way. James his a couple of 
resident sidekicks, Liz Fraser as 
his fiancee of-seven years’ standing 
and Bill Kerr as a buddy-in-efime; 
neither, on this showing, gives the 
sturdy support that James gave to 
Hancock. 

Idea of this tme centers around 
the Waiters’ Race, an annual event 
in London’s Soho. James found a 
drunk- who claimed to have rim 
second to champion miler Gordon 
Pirie. So he tried to sober him up, 
entered him in the race, and hoped 
to win a fortune by backing him 
up to the hilt at long odds. By 
selling everything he called his 
own, he raised the stake. But the 
fast-runner was diverted by a bot¬ 
tle of champagne and didn’t finish 
the race. 

It was all good,- clean fun, and 
it kept moving, but there were 
hints that James’ , projection of 
wily meanness might pall after a 
while. Liz Fraser was somewhat 
wasted as the long-suffering chick, 
and there seemed to be scope for 
building her up. Equally, Bill 
Kerr’s role was undernourished. 

Philip Barker’s direction was 
sprightly, and the result, was an 
average comedy half-hour, which 
showed promise and doubts.' & 

Otta. 

DAMASCUS NIGHTS 
With Douraid Laham, Taj Batouk, 

Fabr Ballan, Abdul Rahman 
Alarchi, Yahali al Bedayeya, 
Fadi Helwani, Rafiq Spei, Ahmed 
Tajadin Sheick and the Damas¬ 
cus singers and dancers. 

Writer-Producer: Douraid Laham 
Director: Khaldoun Maler 
4® Miits.; Thurs., 8:3® pjn. 
Television Damascus 

This was an intimate revue with 
the sprightliness and freshness 
reminiscent of the “Garrick Gai- 
ties” or “Meet the People.” It had 
pace, humor and took an impish 
poke at the Damascus scene.* 

The producer wisely kept the 
show unpretentious and made the 
most of simple ideas. Taj Batouk 
scored with a heart song aided by 
a trio. Fahr Ballan was only fairj 
but provided a good springboard 
for a production number in which 
Ahmed Tajadin Sheick did an 
Afabic Astaire routine giving the | 
traditional dance crispness and ] 
lightness. Fadia Helwani was okay 
with an Italian song though the 
staging of her scene was not up to j 

the rest of the show. Two more 
production numbers rounded out 
the bill, one a street-cafe scene 
and the other a country home 
scene, both with the girl-boy motif, 
both light and amusing. 

The big surprise of the evening 
was Douraid Laham. He wrote and 
staged most of the show. He was 
also top banana and tied the show 
together with a running gag pat¬ 
terned on a familiar sight in Da¬ 
mascus—a street vendor of-boiled 
chicken. He got good assists from 
Nihad Kalii. Abdul Rahman Alar- 
chi and Rafig Spei. Laham’s com- i 
edy style had the appeal of the 
late Willie Howard, his material, 
of Buttenvorth or Benchley. 
Whether he can hold this pace re¬ 
mains to be seen, but he’s the 
toast of the town as of now. 

Staging was imaginative and the 
camera work got the proceedings | 
across effectively. Botor, j 

mental institution where her story 
went unheeded. 

Although the play was well- 
meant, it lacked conviction. The 
improbability of an entire town’s 
crime being kept a secret was an 
obvious incongruity. On the posi¬ 
tive side, however, were the per¬ 
formances by the two principals, 
Werner Hinz (Creon) and Luitgard 
Im (Antigone). Hinz, a fine legit 
actor, was right at home with the 
role of the evil ,mayor, and Miss Im 
was an interesting personality with 
an unconventional style and looks. 
Other acting support was routine. 
Director Schroeder^Jahn did the* 
best he could with the play. Tech¬ 
nical credits were just fair. 

HOns. 

British TV Followups 
Showtime 

Grade Fields fitted admirably 
into the homely pattern of BBO 
TV’s Sunday night vaude show 
bringing her expert timing and un¬ 
impaired showmanship to a well- 
varied array of ditties. Strictly, of __ 
course, her voice isn’t what it was,' 
but with Bert Waller accompany¬ 
ing on the piano she made a hit 
with “Till,” a number abouf the 
artfulness, sinfulness and wicked¬ 
ness of men, a new Christmas song, 
"Twelfth of Never” and more, 
grabbing also a plug for her re¬ 
cently-published autobiography. 

David* Nixon emceed the pro¬ 
gram, per usual, and was especially 
successful in an opening “Les 
Girls”, number and some incidental 
conjuring. Peter Jones contributed 
a droll comedy item, Elizabeth 
Laurie came in with “Song to the 
Moon” in § strikingly pure voice, 
Dorothy Wayne rendered “Scarlet 
Ribbons” to her own guitar ac¬ 
companiment in intense but sweet 
manner, and Alcetty offered as¬ 
sured, expert juggling. Which was 
about the smoothly entertaining 
lot, aided by one or two good pre¬ 
sentation gimmicks and the skilled 
backing of The Showtime Dancers, 
The George Mitchell Singers and 
the orch directed by Eric Robin¬ 
son. Erni. 

, THE LAWYERS 
i Writer-Prod”'! :: Richard Cawston 
i 85 Mins., Thurs., 8:20 p.m. 
i BBC-TV, from London 
| This lengthy probe cf Britain^ 
: legal profession was able to enlist 
| the aid of such institutions as. the 
| Law Society and the Inns of Court, 
so that solicitors and barristers ap- 

Jpeared in person to discuss their 
; jobs, their fees, and their prob- 
| lems. None was named—the pro- 
; fession bans personal advertise- 
i ment—but each spoke frankly, 
: perhaps because of this anonymity. 

Richard Cawston, who scripted 
and directed, made an absorbing 
document out of it. Film was cun- 

| ningly assembled to counterpoint 
: opinions, and to give the flavor of 
: all aspects of legal work. There 
.was a running story of a man 
; whose house was damaged by tree- 
■ roots from a neighboring property, 
■ and his experience was followed 
from his first dealings with a solici¬ 
tor to his final appearance in the 
High Court, with a barrister 

. briefed to argue the case. In fact, 
the emphasis was on the civil, as 
against the • criminal, activities of 
the law. As this takes up 9Qtc of 
their time, the slant added to the 
truth. 

i The program turned over the 

FRIEDRICH HOLLAENDER 
i ERZAEHLT 
i (Friedrich Hollaender Relates) 
With Friedrich Hollaender, Monika 

Dahlber? Edith Hancke, Tatjana 
Sais, Hanne Wieder, Harry 
Friedauer 

5® Mins.; Fri.; 9:15 p.m. 
West Germany TV, from Cologne 

Friedrich Hollaender, 64 year 
old songwriter and lyricist, has 
been closely associated with Ber¬ 
lin’s golden show biz era, the *20’s. 
These were years when Berlin was 
a leading theatre and cabaret cen¬ 
ter, and although Hollaender was 
well-known locally at that time, 
his first international success came 
when he penned the score for “The 
Blue Angel.” His “Falling in Love 
Again” has since become a world- 

iwide classic and is also his most 

went to the U. S. in the ’3G’s where 
he wrote the scores for no less than 
156 pictures before returning to 

j Germany a few years after the end 
of World War II. 

j This 50 minute offering present- 
ed a number of cabaret singers 

■ who naturally featured Hollaender 
songs both old and new. It was 

| charming, humorous. and, of 
course, a bit sentimental as Hol- 

;laender recalled the old days, but 
ithe maestro also added a tongue- 

DIE STUNDE ANTIGONE 
(The Hour of Antigone) 
With Luitgard Im, Maria Emo, 

Werner Hinz, Guenther Docke- 
rill, Willy Trenck-Trebitsch, Hel¬ 
mut Peine 

Director: Fritz Schroeder-Jahn 
Writer: Claus Hubalek 
80 Mins.; Sun.; 8:45 p.m. 
West German TV, from Hamburg 

Rumor has it that German stage 
companies weren’t interested in 
this new play by Claus Hubalek, 
so he sold it to television. It would 
seem that the legit companies were 
right as this play left no special 
impression, although it did contain 
two rewarding roles and a certain 
amount of suspense, but that’s 
about all that could be said posi¬ 
tively about it. 

Hubalek transferred the Greek 
legend of Antigone and King 
Creon into a modern tale. The 
locality became a postwar small 
town in Germany which was bene- 
fitting from the economic boom. 
Creon was the town’s mayor and 
Antigone, his niece, was engaged 
to Hemon. Croon’s son. The dark 
spot in the picture was that the 
town was hiding the fact that at 
the end of the war they had killed 
all the foreign laborers fearing re¬ 
venge by the workers when they 
were freed. Polyneikes, Antigone’s 
brother, had tried to prevent the 
mass murder, but Creon, the un¬ 
scrupulous mayor, had killed him 
along with the rest and buried all 
the corpses in the town park. The 
mayhem had remained a town se¬ 
cret ever since. 

Years later when Antigone final¬ 
ly discovered her brother’s fate 
she was determined to exhume the 
bodies and expose the scandal, but 
the townfolk, unwilling to face 
economic ruin and perhaos jail, 
let Creon send Antigone off to a 

The Variety Show 
The Kirby Stone Four lifted 

clean out of the rut this stanza of 
the Granada TV vaude show, not 
solely because of talent (there were 
other talented performers) but be¬ 
cause of their showmanship. In 
general, that’s a quality that doesn’t 
often burst through whatever line¬ 
up is on parade, due partly to a 
lack of atmosphere in the presenta¬ 
tion. 

But the Four projected their 
personalities in sparkling style, 
giving slick versions of “Baubles, . 
Bangles and Beads,” “ ‘S’ wonder¬ 
ful” and "Zing Went the Strings of 
My Heart” interspersed with lively 
gagging and excellent impressions. 
Runnerup for honors was James 
Renaux with an astonishing range 
of fastpaced magic. 

Al Redding, from Australia, 
came up with an amusing vent act 
but wasn’t strictly able to stand the 
camera’s close scrutiny. Bud & 
Cece Robinson put across a couple 
of good terping moments, Janet 
Richmond was on the ball thrush- 
ing “Old Devil Moon,” and 
Dorothy Donegan provided hot 
virtuoso ivory-tickling. Bob Mc- 
Fadden, from the U.S., was far 
from unamusing, especially with 
his impressions of cartoon char¬ 
acters, but his style and material 
weren’t good for the universal 
yock. Gary Marshal acted as a 
somewhat wooden interlinker to 
the competently produced job, with 
Peter Knight and orch doing a 
valiant stint in the unseen back¬ 
ground. Erni. 

Face to Face 
There are two counts on which 

this interview series scores. John 
Freeman, its clinical and effacing, 
host, reveals the underlet side of a 
personality, and also draws out 
opinions that often make news¬ 
paper headlines. But in this half- 
hour with Simone Signoret, Free¬ 
man only achieved the first object, 
the talk was too cagey to be mem¬ 
orable. 

As a woman. Miss Signoret came 
over good, strong and warm. Pro¬ 
ducer Hugh Burnett’s closeups 

I (Continued on page 44) 
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LEONARD BERNSTEIN Sc NEW 
YORK PHILHARMONIC IN 
BERLIN 

Producer: Robert Saudek 
Director: William A. Graham 
Writer: Bernstein 
69 Mins., Thurs. (24), 5 p.m. 
ford Motor co. 
CBS-TV (tape) 

(Kenyon & Eckhardt) 
It would be only just if Leonard 

Bernstein, who has such a grip on 
the world of music, should go down 
in the library files of the Academy 
of Television Arts & Sciences as 
the greatest electronic teacher in 
the first dozen years of television. 
Floyd Zulli and Dr. Frank Baxter 
are excellent and the reasons, are 
important: they are possessed of 
a high level of intelligence and 
articulateness but Bernstein, with 
both of those qualities (and some 
bad ones too) also possesses a 100- 
piece orchestra and a surging per¬ 
sonal magnetism. . 

And all these things came out 
' again as the conductor, who has 
discovered for himself that there is 
both money and fun to be had as a 
tv lecturer, roosted in West Berlin 
last September to make a (JO-mitt- 
ute program for CBS-TV and Ford, 
which was exposed on* Thanksgiv¬ 
ing Day. Bernstein’s sophisticated 
theme (he can make a; candy 
mountain :oiit of a porous bag of 
chocolate ants) ivas that German 
musicians had the marvelous abil¬ 
ity to universalize their musie, 
whereas composers of other nation¬ 
alities were too parochial to 
achieve the truly international ap¬ 
peal of a Wagner or a Beethoven. 
For 25 minutes, with the usual 
clever support of his orchestra, 
Bernstein offered a dazzling dis¬ 
section of this belief. 

Even — especially—if he was 
wrong, the conductor’s theme was 
tantalizing. And afterwards, the 
master of authoritarianism and the 
orch gave a sounding rendition of 
the entire First Piano Concerto (C 
Major) by Beethoven. Attending 
highschool students of East and 
West Bei'lin were' enraptured, to 
judge fay -the shots of them, but 
they were no more enraptured than 
some American tv viewers, who had 
a chance to see the technically ex¬ 
cellent tape made two months ago 
in Germany. An exciting and in- 
trsting occasion it was. Art. 

INSIDE JEAN SHEPHERD 
With Jean Shepherd 
Producer: Tom Reynolds 
Director: Bob Eberle 
Writer: Shepherd 
30 Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m. 
PARTICIPATING 
WOR-TV, N. Y. (tape) 

Jean Shepherd, WOR radio’s 
venerable one-man talk show, has 
made his WOR-TV preem after 
several delays and cancellations 
during past weeks. The holdoffs 
may have been caused by produc¬ 
tion. The half hour vidtape had the 
look of cautious preparation. 

For this reason, the sight and 
sound version lacked some of the 
spontaneity of the radio outings, 
but there was still enough to in¬ 
dicate some good times When 
things get rolling. It’s, by all 
means, something else by video 
standards. 

Shepherd, who hates to be 
called a dee jay, is not easily de¬ 
scribed. His rambling oral es¬ 
says are not from the new school 
of comedy iSahl. Bruce, Newhart 
et. aD, but they have the same 
progressive satirical slant and 
overcast of social comment. They 
also reflect an incredible recall in 
the bits of reminiscent narrative, 
and a keen, mocking eye for the 
trivia of life. 

For his tv opening shot, Shep¬ 
herd took the security of one of 
his more familiar and better radio 
turns—the saga of th& Southside 
Chicago kid (himself) and Little 
Orphan Annie’s Secret Decoder 
Pin (a mostly forgotten premium 
from tlje ancient radio serial days). 

Another subject was Peter Pain, 
who used to stab victims with 
a pitchfork in the Ben Gay 
comic strip ads—“Our first beat 
poet.” In Shepherd’s version, mo¬ 
tivation research kills off Pete 
when it’s discovered he’s not sell¬ 
ing BCn Gay, but pitchforks. 

Presentation was simple. Set 
for "Orphan Annie” was Shepherd 
in bow-tie and sweater next to an 
old fashioned radio with speaker 
on top. Only production effect was 
ghoulish lighting for the “Peter 
Pain” impressions. Frequent ul¬ 
tra-close shots of Shepherd’s face 
were more distracting than effec¬ 
tive. 

Shepherd will continue witft his 
Saturday and Sunday radio shows 
as well as the new tv series. 

Bill. 

THOSE RAGTIME YEARS 
With Hoagy Carmichael, Dorothy 

London, Mae Barnes, Billy B. 
Quartet, Eubie Blake, ‘ Minns Sc 
James, Wilbur de Paris Band, 
Robin Roberts, Ralph Su.tton, 
Clara Ward Singers, Dick Well- 
stood 

Exec Producer: Donald B. Hyatt 
Producer-Writer: William Nichols 
Director: William A. Graham 
60 Mins.; Tttes. (22), 10 p.m. 
PUREX 
NBC-TV (tape) 

(Edward H. Weiss Co.) 
. "Project 20” and NBC came up 

With an interesting stanza in this 
affectionate flashback to the mu¬ 
sic and mores of the early. 1900’s. 
The stanza was loaded with nostal¬ 
gic nuggets of early film clips and 
some oldtime ; musical numbers 
pm-formed by a solid troupe of vo¬ 
calists and instrumentalists, Hoagy 
Carmichael, himself a product of 
the blues tradition, handled the 
narration persuasively,' although 
on occasion his script was marred 
by those "and then jazz came up 
the river” chestnuts of jazz history, 
. The show made nifty use of nu¬ 
merous old newsreel shots of Amer¬ 
ica in the throes of the ragtime 
beat. The clips ranged from Teddy 
Roosevelt chopping down a tree 
to Little Eva doing the cooch at a 
county fair. Spotted throughout 
the. hour, they were .the unmistak¬ 
able highlights Of the show. Not 
so. effective was the use of the 
still photos that were flashed on a 
screen behind the song perfor¬ 
mances. 

The sampling of ragtime and 
early jazz numbers was excellently 
handled by a,large troupe of per¬ 
formers. Dorothy Loudon dished 
up some standout vocals with 
"Rufus Rastus Johnson Brown,” 
"Society Bear” and “Under the 
Bamboo Tree.” Mae Barnes de¬ 
livered one knockdown turn on 
"Bill Bailey Won’t You Please 
Come Home” and 77-year-old Eu¬ 
bie Blake dished up some colorful 
ragtime pianistics. A, if not com¬ 
pletely relevant folktune interlude, 

'featured songstress Robih Roberts 
on “Careless Love,” while the Wil¬ 
bur de Paris combo and the Clara 
Ward Singers gave some standout 
two-beat and gospel demonstra¬ 
tions; But a ragtime hoofing dis¬ 
play by Minns & James was done in 
strictly routine style. 

The windup, featured four pianos 
joined on a swinging ragtime num¬ 
ber. It was one of those old- 
fashioned Busby Berkeley-type 
flagwaving finales. Musical ar¬ 
rangements by Robert Russell Ben¬ 
nett had an authentic oldtime fla¬ 
vor. Hetm. 

NO PLACE LIKE HOME 
With Rosemary Clooney, Jose 

Ferrer, Carol Burnett, Dick Van 
Dyke, Peter Matz Orch 

Prod-Dir.:. James Elson 
Writers: Sidney Zelinka, Will 

Glickman 
Original Music Sc Lyrics: Mary 

Rodgers Sc Marshall Barer 
60 Mins., Thurs., 5:30 pjn. 
MOHAWK 
NBC-TV from N.Y. 

(Maxon) 
This tele projection of an 

intimate revue comprised surefire 
material for the most part de¬ 
lineated by a cast which knew the 
score and came off. as grade A 
entertainment. Although not meant 
to overwhelm the viewer, "No 
Place Like Home” was a gentle rib 
of the glories of the hearth coming 
on Thanksgiving when many 
families congregate In the living 
•room. Many of the woes of a house¬ 
holder were recognizable. 

Cast included; Jose Ferrer, Rose¬ 
mary Clooney, Carol Burnett and 
Dick Van Dyke, all of whom know 
how to project a line and carry off 
a tune. The writing and musical 
ideas presented were ingenious and 
ingratiating. Probably, the top 
comedy effort was the "House for 
Sale” skit in which Ferrer and 
Miss Clooney palmed off a de- 
lapidated structure to Carol Bur¬ 
nett and Van Dyke, Another good 
bit was the skit reminiscent of a 
bit from "Life with Father” in 
which a new maid was hired. Miss 
Burnett as the maid and Ferrer as 
the head of the household brought 
out the maximum humor from this 
bit. 

The expert In song was natural¬ 
ly, Miss Clooney. Howrever, the 
others in the cast showed up quite 
well in this sector. There were 
some clever original tunes by Mary 
Rodgers and Marshall Barer that 
had a bearing on the home theme, 
and some excellently staged dance 
numbers engineered by Rod Alex¬ 
ander. Sidney Zelincka and Will 
Glickman contributed nicely on the 
writing chores. Jose. 

NBC’s 'Best Ever’ Pickup 
Of Turkey Day Parade; 

A Zingy Video Fest 
Those Thanksgiving Day parades 

seem *4:9 be improving every year, 
or maybe it’s the television covers 
age. At any rate, the NBC-TV one- 
hour pickup. ((11-noon) of the 
Macy’s, Parade in N.Y. on Turkey 
Day (24) was a humdinger, the 
best ever. And for the few 
fortunate enough to watch in color, 
that RCA tint never looked better. 

This year,' only CBS and NBC 
used parade coverage, ABC drop¬ 
ping out. The CBS coverage was a 
90-minute spread from three 
origination points, with the web’s 
Captain Kangaroo (Bob Keeshan) 
tying it all together. The three-way 
Split at 10-11:30 was devoted to the 
J. L. Hudson Parade in Detroit, the 
Gimbel’s strut in Philly and the 
Macy’s turn in N.Y. 

Of the two, the NBC outing was 
far more satisfying: The Macy’s 
event has become, ipore than a 
parade—it’s now half-parade, half- 
shpw, with such attractions as the 
Radio City Music* Hall Rockettes 
and the New York Center Light 
Opera Co. doing fullsc'ale turns 
right out on Herald Square. With 
NBC concentrating^ its 'full hour on* 
the Macy show, 'with excellent 
camera positions right at the 
Square, the hour was a spectacular 
showcase. 

On the other hand, despite the 
kidappeal inherent in. the Kangaroo 
setup, the CBS coverage tended to 
be awkward. For one thing, setup 
called for two-way conversation be¬ 
tween Keeshan and the CBS News 
correspondents covering each 
parade, making for a lot of un¬ 
necessary chatter and distractions. 
For another, each of the pickups 
was from the line-of-raarch rather 
than a focal point—Bob Trout in 
the Macy.’s coverage was farther 
uptown, and couldn’t get the per¬ 
formances as did NBC. Finally, 
Campbell’s Beans, which sponsored 
.the CBS spread, laid in the com¬ 
mercials. so. heavily, live and film 
with leadins by K«?shan, that the 
entire parade spread seemed frag¬ 
mented. 

On the other .hand, NBC’s Bob 
Smith and Paul Tripp remained 
unobtrusive except for the neces¬ 
sary identifying commentary and 
the commercial leadins for Lionel 
and Ideal Toy, and let the show' 
speak for itself. And quite a show 
too, what. with the Rockettes in a 
fine precision hornpipe, the Light 
Opera group with Joe E. Brown on 
a "Showboat” float, music and all, 
Shirley Jones on a "Pepe” float as 
warm with goodlooking costumed 
kids and Miss Jones doing a charm¬ 
ing number from the pic, plus some 
marvelous precision bands from 
high schools and civic groups 

Credit NBC’s Bill Healion and 
€ra!g Allen with excellent camera 
placement and direction and pro¬ 
ducer Ed Pierce with an overall 
fine job. On the CBS side, the di¬ 
rectors were less fortunate, pos¬ 
sibly because of the difficulties of 
maintaining a Iine-of-march posi¬ 
tion. Bob Quinn and Jim Hirsch- 
field in N.Y. and Philiy did okay, 
but Dick Myers in Detroit had 
camera troubles. CBS newsmen on 
the parades were Trout (N.Y.), 
Harry Reasoner (Detroit) and Jim 
McKay (Philly). Chan. 

HARVEST OF SHAME , 
(CBS Reports) 
With Edward R. Murrow, David 

Lowe, Secretary of Libor James 
P. Mitchell, others 

Exec Producer: Fred Wi Friendly 
Producer: David Lowe 
60 Mins.; Fri. (25), 9:30 p.m. 
PHILIP MORRIS 
CBS-TV (film) . 

(Leo Burnett) 
That "CBS Reports” is translat¬ 

ing itself into one of television’s 
i most effective editorial platforms 
[for social and economic advance- 
| ment is an added virtue and dimen- 
! sion—one that reflects immeasur¬ 
ably on the constructiveness and 
impact of so vital a medium. • 

Last Friday night’s (25) hour 
presentation of ‘‘Harvest of Shame,” 

(a hard-hitting condemnation of the \ 
evils of labor camp life and the 
plight of .the nation’s 2,000,000 to 
3,000,000 migratory workers, was 
one of the most notable in the 
series, attribute to exec producer 
Fred W. Friendly, producer David 
Lowe and commentator Edward R. 
Murrow for their searing, search¬ 
ing pictorial study of the "great 
mass of excluded Americans.” A 
1960 counterpart of "Grapes of 
Wrath,” it was . a documentary- 
written and photographed in deep 
anger and sorrow, as dramatically 
powerful as it was rewarding in. its 
demand for a solution. 

. The fact that CBS chose to 
present it on Thanksgiving week¬ 
end was an editorial in itself. Yet 
the whole thematic approach was 
skillfully executed; all-encom¬ 
passing In its treatment, as the 
cameras followed the downtrodden 
harvest pickers and their illfated 
children from state to state, farm 
to farm, suoplemented by Lowe 
and Murrow’s telling commentary 
and interviewing. 

What it told so graphically was 
the story of a primitiveness more 
analogous to life in the Congo than 
In the U.S.; of migrants, even 
within the suburban precincts of 
Times Sauare. barely subsisting on 
depressed wage scales {working in 
the fields from 6 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
for a dollar a day); families of six 
sleeping in one-room shacks, in 
most instances in one bed; many 
living under trees or beside streams 
without sanitation facilities; often 
subject to accident and death as 
“packaged occupants” of trucks 
and buses where, as in No. Caro¬ 
lina, there are no standards for 
safety; travelling 2-,000 miles for six 
weeks of work, returning to their' 
Florida “base” as hungry and broke 
as whe* they started out. 

It covered the story—and cov¬ 
ered it forcefully—from all angles, 
from the standpoiflt of the crew 
leader many of whom fleece the 
migrants; the farmer who insists 
that the migratory worker "Is the 
happiest, most carefree of all peo¬ 
ple”; a despairing Secretary of 
Labor James P. Mitchell hamstrung 
by an indifferent Congress, or the 
futile attempts to organize a peo¬ 
ple "who have no lobby and are 
excluded from legislative halls.” 

And finally Murrow's desperate 
plea that an aroused citizenry force 
Federal legislation to protect the 
migratory worker from further ex¬ 
ploitation and make his lot and 
life a bit easier. 

The "Harvest of Shame” was one 
of the most Important programs of 
the season, a needed indictment of 
a blight on the American scene. 

Rose. 

»»»♦♦»♦♦ t 

Tele Follow-Up Comment 

The Play of The Week *■ * 
After two weeks in the tragic 

groove with Eugene O’Neill’s "The 
Iceman Cometh,” this series has 
switched to a comic grimace with 
"Highlights of New Faces,” a cull¬ 
ing from Leonard Siilman’s 1952 
and 1956 Broadway revues. "High¬ 
lights” is unmistakeably . "enter¬ 
tainment” in the more recognizable 
video pattern and audiences will 
no doubt be struck by the similar¬ 
ity between this revue and the 
conventional tv variety offering. 

There are, however, differences. 
Designed for the Broadway stage, 
“New Faces” assumes a mere dar¬ 
ing posture in its writing than a 
regular commercial show would 
risk. The skits are determinedly 
outrageous and give a sophisticated 
edge to this show. 

A couple of the skits still stand 
up solidly. Mel Brooks’ “Death of 
a Salesman” spoof with Paul 
Lynde as the neurotic pickpocket, 
Alice Ghostley as the mother and 
Ronny Graham as the son, sparkled 
brilliantly. Graham’s takeoff on a 

southern novelist was also sharp, 
while Lynde’s acting out of a 
Charles Addams* cartoon idea was 
funny in a grisly way. In fact, 
about a half-dozen of the sketches 
were funny in the same way.’ 

The musical numbers had a ran¬ 
dom quality. Miss Gfiiostley’s "Bos¬ 
ton Beguine” and June Carroll’s 
"Guess Who I Saw Today” scored 
strongly; Robert Clary delivered 
"Lucky Pierre” Infectiously while 
Inga Swenson impressed nicely on 
"Love Is A Simple Thing.” There 
were, however, too many routine 
numbers not distinguished either 
for point of vi£w or performance. 
This was particularly true • of the 
ensemble choral and hoofing num¬ 
bers which were strictly old hat. 

Hemu 

Chevy Show 
Dinah Shore’s relief project 

headed by Janet Blair put on a 
bright and witty original musical 
on Sunday’s (27) segment of the 
Chevy Show. It was a workman- 

(Continued on page 44) 

WINSTON CHURCHILL — THE 
VALIANT YEARS 

With Gary Merrill, narrator: Rich¬ 
ard' Burton; Robert Emmett 
Dolan, musical director 

Executive Producer; Robert D. 
Graff 

Producer: Ben Feiner Jr. 
Director: Anthony Bushell 
Writer: Victor Walfson 
Composer: Richard Rodgers 
30 Mins.; Sun„ 10:30 p.m. 
BELL & HOWELL 
ABC-TV (film) , 

( McCann-Erickson ) 
Designed as ABC-TV’s biggest 

(and certainly most widely pub¬ 
licized) thrust into the area of 
public affairs programming, the 
first in the 26-episode series of 
"Winston Churchill-—The Valiant 
Years” "premiered Sunday night 
(27) in the 10:30-11 p.m. period. 
There is no quarreling with the 
network’s intent. But one can quar¬ 
rel with the initial0 impact of the 
Churchillian cavalcade. 

The 26-week series is based on 
Churchill’s six-volume memoirs 
"The Second World War.” The pro¬ 
duction credits are impressive, 
Richard Burton speaking the au¬ 
thor’s prose (and there’s an unu¬ 
sual ring of authenticity about it); 
Gary Merrill doing the narration; 
Robert D. Graff as executive pro¬ 
ducer; Ben Feiner Jr. as producer; 
Victor Wolfson as the. premiere 
stanza’s writer and as the topper 
an original score composed by 
Richard Rodgers and conducted by 
Robert Emmett Lolan, the musical 
Robert Emmett Dolan, the musical 

These, then, were the strictly 
pro components as Chapter One 
unfolded "The Gathering Years” 
spanning the pre-World War II 
period of the ’20’s as a brooding 
Churchill inveighed against British 
apathy while the Hitler aggressions 
mounted. A broad, ominous, shat¬ 
tering canvass, but unfortunately 
so broad and so shattering in all its 
meaningful' ramifications, that to 
telescope it into a half-hour (minus 
time out for commercials) of 
quickie vignettes diffused its con¬ 
tent and lessened its impact. 

Add to this the fact that, for all 
the quality of the film clips, stills 
and new footage (and there's no 
denying the exemplary care with 
which they were assembled), it was 
a twice-told, twice-pictorialized 
recap of history. One kept hoping 
and searching for that little added 
dimension, either in treatment, 
probing or visual documentation, 
that would stand it apart from 
previous Churchillian sorties (as 
on "Twentieth Century” or the 
more- ambitious “Project 20” full 
hour documentation), but they 
were elusive items. 

The viewer followed the “gather¬ 
ing storm” as Germany became a 
veritable arsenal; Hitler and Mus¬ 
solini joined in the . Rome-Berlirt 
Axis; Chamberlain ‘ humbugged 
with his way through “peace with 
honor” and the succession of blood¬ 
less conquests of Austria, Prague, 
Poland to the ultimate British 
declaration of war and the fadfcout 
"Winston Is Back.” Slick capsule 
history-while-you-wait, a pano¬ 
rama in a hurry, but all conveying 
"we have seen this before.” 

There are 25 installments to go 
and a lot Churchill history to be 
told. A little less frantic pace, al¬ 
lowing for a more probing, analyti¬ 
cal documentation and “Valiant 
Years” could yet fulfill Its Inten¬ 
tions. 

Rodgers’ score was unobtrusive 
almost- to the point of the viewer 
(and listener) hardly being con¬ 
scious of this singular musical 
dimension. Rose. 

FACE NEW YORK 
With Ron Cochran, moderator; 

Sen. Thomas J. Dodd, guest; 
Murray Davis, Bill Leonard, 
Carey Cronan 

Producer: Carl Gadd 
Director Robert Goodman 
30 Mins.; Mon., 10:30 p.m. 
WCBS-TV, N. Y. 

As its every-third-week partici¬ 
pation in CBS-TV’s “Face the. Na¬ 
tion” pattern, WCBS-TV, the web’s 
Gotham flagship, is airing "Face 
New York” as a spotlight on local 
issues and personalities. The pre¬ 
miere edition was highly disap¬ 
pointing. 

There ought to be some sort of 
point of view developed by pro¬ 
ducer Carl Gadd, moderator Ron 
Cochran and the news panel to¬ 
ward the goals of the program, this 
to be reflected in both the choice 
of a guest and the type and man¬ 
ner of questioning. The develop¬ 
ment of a news story and the en¬ 
lightenment of the local public 
on. issues vital to the area should 

(Continued on page 44) 
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One Network’s ‘Family 

This is the season traditionally given over to 
family reunions. Before the year is out, 

rumor Bath it, even Bill Bailey may he coming 
home, and you know how long they’ve Been trying 
to get him to do that. 

But one get-together that wasn't rumor—we 
have the press clippings to prove it—was Ate an¬ 
nual gathering in Manhattan earlier this month 
of representatives from NBC’s independent affili¬ 
ates all over the country. 

Meetings between affiliates and a network 
are not always bursting with sweetness and light. 
As in so many family conclaves, there’s fre¬ 
quently a complaint here and a squabble there— 
sometimes to advance a valid argument and some¬ 
times just to keep things lively. 

However, when there’s lots of good news to 
spread about (as there certainly has been for the 
NBC family this year) the atmosphere can be one 
of undiluted cheerfulness and reciprocal admira¬ 
tion. Right? Right. 

We were delighted to talk to the affiliates 
about NBC’s emergence'as the acknowledged 
leader in the news and public affairs spheres. 

Nor did it take much coaxing for us to report 
that we now have more sponsored hours in our 
TV schedule than either member of the competi¬ 
tion, or that we can now lay claim to almost half of 
all the commercial time booked on network radio. 

IF THE AFFILIATES felt a sense of per¬ 
sonal pride as they listened to this record of 
achievement, they had every right to, for none of 
it would have been possible without their support.R 

NBC affiliates share more than our program¬ 
ming and our revenue. They share a broadcasting 
philosophy and tradition of prestige. They know 
that network radio started with NBC. They know 
that in most communities throughout the land, it 
was NBC that introduced television to the public. 
Above all, they know we are devoted to the 
highest standards of program balance—to a broad- 
gauge service rather than a narrow rut of offerings. 
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This credo won the blessing of the affiliates 
in a resolution adopted at the meeting* They also 
had timely praise, incidentally, for our leadership 
in news and public affairs, calling it just “one of 
the outstanding reasons for the genuine pride 
each of us feels in our affiliation with NBC.” 

Affiliates, of course, h've a broadcasting 
responsibility of their own, an obligation no less 
important than that of a network. 

“Indeed,” as they were reminded by NBC 
board-chairman Robert Samoff at the meeting, 
“it is the stations of this country that will deter¬ 
mine whether television goes up or down; for 
only through them can the public get its pro¬ 
gramming, regardless of the source.” 

A station, we might add, shows the stuff of 
which it’s made, not merely by its choice of net¬ 
work affiliation, but by its initiative in creating 
and producing programs of its own. 

One of our southern affiliates, for example, 
literally brings hay balers, tractors, cotton pickers 
and other farming equipment into the studio just 
before and during planting and harvesting time 
to teach its farmer-viewers the best ways to use 
modem agricultural machinery. 

At a station in a southwestern state dial’s 
subject to violent fits of weather—the state, not 
the station—two professional meteorologists axe 
on hand to interrupt any program whenever tor¬ 
nado or thunderstorm warnings are called for. 

Another NBC affiliate spent two years pre¬ 
paring a lovely, color-documentary on life in a 
local convent. Outside footage for this remark¬ 
able telecast was handled by a station camera¬ 
man, while , interior scenes were shot by a nun 
who’d never before worked a movie camera. 

At still another of our affiliates the news¬ 
covering facilities have become so speedy that the 
city’s fire department (their suspenders under¬ 
standably red with embarrassment) have re¬ 
quested the station’s on-the-ball cameramen to 
refrain from showing the fire trucks arriving at 
the scene of a fire. 

We like to think that these examples reflect 
the character of the network with whom these 
foresighted managements have chosen to align 
themselves. 

WHEN NEXT YEAR'S MEETING with 
the affiliates rolls around, there should be even 
further glad tidings to Exchange. 

By that time, for instance, we expect current 
programming plans—which already include an 
inventory of 17 new entertainment shows—to be 
adding impact and audience to television’s most 
diversified schedule. In addition, there’ll most 
certainly be an expansion of NBC color produc¬ 
tions, which were extended to more, than 1,000 
hours for the year of 1960. 

And our news department, undoubtedly 
spurred to even greater heights by the excitement 
always generated by a new Washington adminis¬ 

tration, will most probably have walked off with 
any award that isn’t nailed down (and maybe 
even a few of those). 

As for what our affiliates may bring off on 
a local programming level during the next 12 
months, who knows? Perhaps, at this very mo¬ 
ment, one of them may be em¬ 
barrassing the area’s policemen 
by televising their arrival at the 
scene of a hold-up. A city could 
lose more police chiefs that way.1* 
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mnm-m syndication chart 
Variety’s weekly tabulation, based on ratings furnished by American Research 

Bureau, highlights the top ten netioork shows on a local level and offers a rating study 
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. This week 
ten different markets are covered. 

In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows,, rating data such as. the 
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and' day of telecasting com¬ 
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an 

exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating 
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media 
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable- 

Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimun of 247 markets. The re¬ 
sults of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating per¬ 
formance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Vawety-ARB charts are 
designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the UJS. 

LOS ANGELES STATIONS: KNXT, KRCA, KTLA, KABC, KHJ, KTTV, KCOP. SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10-30, I960. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. 

1. 77 Sunset Strip iFri. 9:00-10:00).KABC 

t. Perry Mason 'Sat. 7:30-8:30).KNXT 

S. Wagon Train iWed. 7:30-8:30).KRCA 

4. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).....KNXT 

5. Maverick ‘Sun. 7:30-8:30).KABC 

6. Have Gun, Will Travel fSat. 9:30-10). .KNXT 

7. Hawaiian Eye iWed. 9:00-10:00).KABC 

7. Rawhide »Fri. 7:30-8:30).KNXT 

8. Lawman <Sun. 8:30-9:00).KABC 

f. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).KABC 

AV. I TOP SYNDICATED' PROGRAMS AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
RTG SK. PRO GRAM—DA Y—TIME STA. DISTJUB. RTG. SH. PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

1. Huckleberry Hound (Tues. 7:00)... ..KTTV., .. Screen Gems 13 291 Expedition ..!. ..KABC 9 
33 2. Manhunt (Mon. 7:00).. ..KRCA.. .. Screen Gems 12 26 Quick Draw McGraw.. ..KTTV JO 

3. Lock-Up (Sat. 7:00).. ..KABC.. ..Ziv-UA, 11 29 Early Show . ..KNXT 12 
32 4. Burns & Allen (Tues. 8:00). . .KNXT.. ..CBS 10 20 Laramie . .KRCA 15 

4. Mike Hammer (Wed. 10:30). ..KRCA.. ..MCA 10 31 Circle Theatre. .KNXT 14 
4. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 7:00).. . .KTTV.. ..Screen Gems 10 21 Manhunt ... ..KRCA 12 

30 5. Vikings (Sun. 6:30).. ..KABC.. .. UA A 9 23 People Are Funny.... ..KRCA 11 
6. Divorce Court (Thurs^ 8:00)...... . KTTV.. .. KTTV Donna Reed. ..KABC 18 

29 Program Sales 8 14 Real McCoys . • KABC 22 
6. Hiram Holiday (Thurs. 7^30). ..KABC.. .. CNP 8 17 Plainsman .. ..KRCA 14 

28 6. Mr. Adams & Eve (Tues. 7:30).... . .KNXT.. . .CBS 8 * 17 T,aram?P ._ T.. . - KRCA 16 
6. Play Of The Week (Thurs. 8:00)... . .KCOP.. ..NTA 8 14 Donna Reed.. .KABC 18 

25 Real McCoys . .KABC 22 

25 Bachelor Father ..... • KRCA 18 
Ernie Ford. ..KRCA 19 

23 6. Rescue 8 (Tues. 7:00).. ,. .KRCA.., .. Screen Gems 8 18 Huckleberry Hound ... ..KTTV 13 
6. Sea Hunt 'Fri. 7:00). ..KTTV... .. Ziv-UA 8 21 7 O’clock Report. ..KNXT 8 

22 News-D. Edwards_ ..KNXT 8 
6. U.S. Marshal (Fri. 8:30)... . KTTV... ..NTA 8 16 Hotel DeParee . ..KNXT 13 

WASHINGTON, D.C. STATIONS: WRC, WTTG, WMAL, WTOP. SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10-30, I960. 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).WTOP 39 
2. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00).WMAL 35 
3. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).WRC 31 
4. Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00-10:00).WMAL 30 
5. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). .WTOP 29 
5. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30).WTOP 29l 
6. G.E. Theatre (Sun 9:00-9:30) .WTOP 28 
7. What’s My Line (Sun. 10:30-11:00)... .WTOP 27 
8. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00) .WTOP 25 
8. Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00).. .WTOP 25 
». Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30) .WMAL 24 
». Alfred Hitchcock tSun, 9:30-10:00)... .WTOP 24 

1. Silent Service (Sun. 7:00-7:30).WMAL....CNP 
2. Hucklebeiry Hound (Thurs. 7:00-7:30). WTTG-Screen Gems 

3. Science Fiction Thea. (Sun. 6:00-6:30).WMAL... .Ziv-UA ' 
4. Grand Jury (Wed. 10:30-11:00).......WRC.NTA 
5. Tombstone Territory (Wed. 7:00-7:30>. WRC.Ziv-UA 

6. San Francisco Beat (Mon. 7:00-7:30). .WTOP... 1 CBS 
6. Trackdown (Sun. 6:30-7:00).WMAL....CBS 
7. Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:00-7:30).WTTG.... Ziv-UA 
7. Johnny Midnight (Thurs. 10:30-11:00).WRC.MCA 
7. Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:00-7:30).WMAL. . ..Ziv-UA 

17 33 Shirley Temple. ...WRC 18 
16 43 U.S. Marshal . ...WRC ' 8 

N.Y. Confidential .... ...WTOP 8 
15 37 Meet The Press...... ...WRC 10 
14 34 Circle Theatre . ...WTOP 19 
12 38 Rescue 8. ...WTOP 8 

7 O’clock Final...... ...WMAL 8 
11 31 7 O’Clock Final...... ...WMAL 11 
11 24 People Are Funny.... ...WRC 16 
10 30 Sea Hunt . .. .WMAL 10 
10 24 To Tell The Truth .... ...WTOP 17 
10 ' 39 Highway Patrol .. . ..WTTG 10 

SEATTLE-TACOMA STATIONS: KOMO, KING, KIRO, KTNT, KTVW. SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10-30, I960, 

2. Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 8:00-9:00)... 
2. Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00).. 
3. Detectives (Fri. 9:00-9:30). 
3. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:00-9:00)... 
3. Untouchables (Thurs. 8:30-9:30).. 
4. Rebel (Sun. 8:00-8:30).. 
fi. Bourbon St. Beat (Mon. 7:30-8:30) 
5. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30). 
5. Rifleman (Tues. 8:00-8:30). 
5. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30)_ 

...KOMO 36 

...KOMO 35 

...KOMO 33 

...KOMO 33 

...KOMO 33 

.. .KOMO 32 

...KOMO 31 

.. .KIRO 31 

. ..KOMO 31 

.. KING 31: 

1. Bold Journey (Wed. 9:00-9:30). .KOMO.. .. Banner 32 51 inis Is Your Life. . KING 17 
2. Seven League Boots (Wed. 9:30-10). .KOMO.. .. Screen Gems 30 54 Hiram Holiday ....... ..KING 11 

Circle Theatre.. ..KIRO 11 
3. Coronado 9 (Sat. 9:30-10:00)_ .KIRO... ..MCA 23 40 Champ. Bowling. . KOMO 15 
4. This Man Dawson (Sat. 10:00-10:30). . KIRO'... .. Ziv-UA 21 41 Champ. Bowling. , KOMO 13 
5. Trackdown (Thurs. 6:30-7:00). .KOMO.. ..CBS 19 43 Quick Draw McGraw.. ..KING 17 
6. Death Valley Days (Sun. 9:30-10:00). .KING... ..U.S. Borax 18 33 What’s My Line.. ..KIRO 24 
7. Huckleberry Hound (Fri. 7:00-7:30). .KING... .. Screen Gems 17 32 Disney Presents . ..KOMO 22 
7. Colonel Flack (Sun. 10:00-10:30)... .KING... ..CBS 17 42 Lock-Up .. ..KOMO 11 
7. Manhunt (Tues 9:30-10:00). .KING... .. Screen Gems 17 34 Diagnosis Unknown ... . .KIRO 14 
7. Quick Draw McGraw'(Thurs. 6:30-7) .KING.. i .. Screen Gems 17 39 Trackdown .. . .KOMO 19 

DENVER STATIONS: KTVR, KOA, KLZ, KBTV. SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10-30, I960. 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 8:00-8:30).KLZ 50 
2. What’s My Line (Sun. 8:30-9:00).KLZ 32 
3. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 7:00-8:00).KBTV 29 
S. Diagnosis Unknown (Tues. 8:00-9:00). .KLZ 29 
4. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 7:30-8).. .KLZ 28 
5. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:00-9:00).KBTV 27 
6. Wagon Train (Wed. 9:00-10:00).KOA 26 
7. Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00).KBTV 25 
7. Untouchables <Thurs. 8:30-9:30).KBTV 25 
7. Detectives (Fri. 9:00-9:30).KBTV 25 
7. Spike Jones ‘Mon. 7:30-8:00).KLZ 25 
7. Groucho Marx (Thurs. 8:00-8:30)_.KOA 25 

ST 

1. Sea Hunt (Sat. 8:30-9:00).. .KLZ.... .. Ziv-UA 40 66 Jubilee, U.S.A. ... .KBTV 10 
2. Lock-Up (Sat. 9:00-9:30). .KLZ.... ,.. ZiV-UA 32 57 U.S. Marshal . ...KOA 14 

2. This Man Dawson (Sat. 9:30-10:00). .KLZ.... ,.. Ziv-UA 32 68 Mike Hammer. ...KOA 12 

3. Death Valley Days (Mon. 8:30-9:00) . .KLZ.... , ..U.S. Borax 25 46 Adv. In Paradise .... ...KBTV 13 

4. State Trooper (Mon. 9:30-10:00).... .KOA... ...MCA 20 56 Pres. Countdown ... .. .KLZ 7 

5. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00-6:30) KBTV.. ...Screen Gems 19 49 Bat Masterson. .. KOA 14 

6. Whirlybirds (Mon. 9:00-9:30). . .KLZ. ... ...CBS 16 36 Adv. In Paradise.... ...KBTV 13 

7. Flight (Wed. 8:30-9:00). ..KOA... ...CNP 14 25 Circle Theatre. .. .KLZ 21 

7. U.S. Marshal (Sat. 9:00-9:30). ..koa:.. .. .MCA 14 25 Lock-Up . ...KLZ 32 

8. Mike Hammer (Sat. 9:30-10:00). -KOA*.. .. .MCA 12 26 This Man Dawson... .. KLZ 32 

DETROIT STATIONS: WJBK, WWJ, WXYZ, CKLW. SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10-30, I960. 

1. Gunsmoke <Sat. 10:00-10:30j . .VTJBK 45 

2. 77 Sunset Strip iFri. 9:00-10:00)_ .WXYZ 38 

3. Loretta Young (Suit.' 10:00-10:30)... .WWJ 34 

3. Have Gun, Will Travel <Sat. 9:30-10) .WJBK 34 

4. Wagon Train «Wed. 7:30-8:30). .WWJ 32 

5. Untouchables 'Thurs. 9:30-10:30)... • WXYZ 31 

6. Real McCoys iThurs. 8:30-9:00). • WXYZ 30 

7. Perry Mason 'Sat. 7:30-8:30). .WJBK 28 

7. I’ve Got A Secret -Wed. 9:30-10:00). .WJBK 28 

8. What’s My Line -:Sun. 10:30-11:00).. ."WJBK 27 

8. Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 10:00-11:00)... .WXYZ 27 

1. Sea Hunt (Sat. 10:30).. ...WJBK.., ...Ziv-UA 39 70 
2. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 7:00).., .. .CKLW.. .. Screen Gems 20 44 
3. Divorce Court (Tues. 7:00). ...WJBK.., .. .KTTV 

Prog. Sales 28 37 
4. Tombstone Territory iMon. 7:30).. . ..WXYZ.. .. Ziv-UA 15 37 

5. Not For .Hire (Sun. 10:30).. ...WWJ ... . CNP 14 27 
6. This Man Dawson (Fri. 8:00).. .. .WJBK. . , .. Ziv-UA 12 26 

6. Follow That Man (Tues 8:00)... 
7. Quick Draw McGraw (Tues. 6:30) 

7. Rescue 8 (Sun. 6:30). 
(Fri. 11:00).... 

7. San Francisco Beat (Mon. 7:00) 
7. Sweet Success (Mon. 7:00)_ 

WJBK... . .MCA 12 24 
CKLW.., .. Screen Gems 11 31 

WXYZ.. .. Screen Gems 11 31 

WJBK.. . ..CBS 11 27 
WWJ-... . .ITC 11 27 

Jubilee, U.S.A. .. ..WXYZ 7 
Mich. Outdoors .. . .WWJ 15 
Shotfeun Slade. ..WWJ 11 
Laramie . . .WWJ 21 
San Francisco Beat.... . .WJBK 11 
Sweet Success. . .WWJ 11 
What’s My Line. . .WJBK 27 
Dan Raven . . .WWJ 15 
Disney Presents . . .WXYZ 15 
Laramie .. . .WWJ 19 
News; Sports . ..WWJ 12 
News-Huntley-Brinkley . .WWJ 15 
11 O’Clock News. . WWJ 15 
Weather; Sports . . .WJBK 12 
20th Century . . .WXYZ 12 
Tombstone Territory .. .. WXYZ 15 
Tombstone Territory .. ..WXYZ 15 
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ARB SYNDICATION CHART 
Vawtty’* weekly' tabulation, bated on ratings furnished by American Research 

Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a: local level and offers a retmg study 
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. This week 
tt* different markets are covered, . • 

In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the 
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day. of telecasting com- 
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc,, is furnished. Reason for detailing, an 

exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating 
strength of particular series. Various branches of the .industry, ranging from media 
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable. 

Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The re¬ 
sults of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating per 
formance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Variety-ABB chart* are 
designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the U.S, 

CHICAGO STATIONS: WBBM, WNBQ, WBKB, WGN. SURVEY DATES: OCTOBER 9-29, I960. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AV. 1 TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
RK. PROGRAM-DAY—TIME STA. RTG RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. DISTRIB. RTG. SH. PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

1. Untouchables (Thurs. 8:30-9:30)... .. .WBKB WBBM .. CBS 22 55 Fight of the Week.. .. .WBKB 8 
3 Make That Spare ... ...WBKB 

1. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30)... ...WBBM 38 2. Huckleberry Hound (Wed. 7:30)..:. ..WGN... .. Screen Gems 20 32 Price Is Right.. ...WNBQ 21 

2. What's My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:005.. ...WBBM 33 
3. Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:00).... ..WGN... .Kellogg 14 44 6 O’clock Report.... 

News-D. Edwards .,. 
...WBBM 
...WBBM 

11 
10 

ft. Red-Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00) .. ... ...WBBM 
ni 4. Sea Hunt (Mon. 9:30).. 

5. Lock-Up (Thurs. 9:30).. 
.. WGN... ...Ziv-UA 13 22 Peter Gunn . ...WBKB 17 
..WNBQ. .. Ziv-UA 11 20 June Allvson ...WBBM 25 

ft. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00),... ...WBBM 31 6. Bugs Bunny (Mon.-Fri. 6:30). ..WGN... .. .UAA 9 23 To Tell The Truth... ...WBBM 16 
Dick Powell . ...WBBM 15 

4. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9:00)_ ...WBBM 29 Wagon Train . ...WNBQ 22 

5. Dattny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30)... 
.. .WNBQ 13 

. * .WBBM 28 Rawhide . ...WBBM 12 

5. Gunsmoke (Sat. 8:00-9:30).. ...WBBM 28 Fundav Funnies .... 
Cantain Kangaroo .. 

...WBKB 

...WBBM 
12 6 

ft. Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00).... ...WBKB 27 6.* Manhunt (Wed. 9:30).. ..WGN.. .. .Screen Gems 9 17 U.S. Steel Hour .... ...WBBM 21 
6. Quick Draw McGraw (Thurs. 6:00). ..WGN.. .. .Screen Gems 9 30 6 O’clock Renort.... ...WBBM 9 

ft. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:00-9:00):.. . ...WBKB 27 HuntleV-Bripkley ... ...WNBQ 8 

7. Jack Benny (Sun. 8:30-9:00)...... ...WBBM 26 
7. Death Valley Days (Wed. 9:00).... ..WGN.. .. .U.S. Borax 8 13 U.S. Steel’Hour. ...WBBM 21 
7. Medic (Sat. 9:00). . ..WGN . ..CNP 8 17 Gunsmoke . ...WBBM 28 

7. My Three Sons (Thurs. 8:00-8:30).. ...WBKB 26 
7. N.Y. Confidential'(Tues. 9:30).... 
7. Science Fiction Theatre (Sat. 8:00) 

. .WBKB. 

..WGN.. 
;.. iTC 
...Ziv-UA 

8 
8 

14 
30 

Garry Moore 
News Soec. 

... YTt>BM 

...WBBM 
31 
12 

8. Ed Sallivan (Sun. 7:00-8:00).. ...WBBM 25 7. State Trooper (Mon. 9:00)... ..WGN.. ...MCA 8 14 Henne^ev . ...WBBM 21 
7. Superman (Sat. 5:30). ..WGN.. .. .Flamingo .3 40 Earlv Show. .. .WBBM 9 

8. June Allyson (Thurs. 9:30-10:00).. . . .WBBM 25 7. This Man Dawson (Fri. 9:30)... ..WGN.. .. Ziv-UA 8 15 Nixon-Kennedv . .. WNBQ 17 

PHILADELPHIA STATIONS: WFIL, WCAU, WRCV. SURVEY DATES: OCTOBER 9-29, I960. 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).... .WCAU 43 

1. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30)_ .WFIL . 43 

2. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00). .WFIL 41 

3. 77 Sunset Strip .'(Fri. 9:00-10:00).... .WFIL 39 

4. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30)... • WCAU 36' 

5. Have Gun, Will Trayel (Sat. 9:30-10). .WCAU 31 

5. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)....... .WRCV 31 

5* My Three Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30).... .WFIL 31 

ft. Surfside 6 (Mom 8:30-9:30).. .WFIL 30 

6. Adv. In Paradise (Mon. 9:30-10:30).. .WFIL . 30 

1. Mike Hammer (Sat 10:30).WCAU.... MCA 
2. Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:Q0i.. WCAU.... Ziv-UA 
3. Rescue 8 (Wed. 7:00)...WRCV-Screen Gems 

4. Play Of The Week (Sun. 3:00) .WRCV.... NTA 
5. Huckleberry Hound (Tues. 7:30).WCAU.... Screen Gems 
6. Lock-Up (Tues. 7:00) ...WRCV..v Ziv-UA 

7. Popeye (Mon.-Sat. 6:00).WFIL.UAA 

8. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00).WRCV.... U.S. Borax 

9. Bugs Bunny (Tues. 7:30)...WFIL.UAA 

9. Shotgun Slade (Fri. 7:00).WRCV.... MCA 

30 651 Dangerous Robin .... ... WRCV 
27 66 Expedition . ...WFIL 3 
20 48 News; Weather . ...WFIL 17 V 

News-J. Daly . .. .WFIL 12 V 
19 51 Pic for Sun. ...WCAU 11 
18 36 Laramie . ...WRCV . 18 ' 
17 44 News; Weather . ...WFIL 15 

News-J. Da!'£ . ...WFIL 13 
16 49 5 O’Clock Show. ...WRCV • 6 

Early Show . ...WCAU 8 
News; Weather . ...WRCV . 11 
Huntley-Brink’ey ...WRCV 13 
Earlv = S^ow . ...WCAU 17 

15 38 News; "Weather . ...WFIL 16 
News-J. Daly . ...WFJL 14 

14 28 Laramie ...WRCV 18 
Huckleberry Hound .. ...WCAU 13 

14 42 News; Weather ...WFIL 12 
News-J. Dalv . .. .WFIL 12 

DALLAS-FT. WORTH STATIONS: KRLD/WBAP, WFAA, KTVT SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 10-30, I960, 

(As of September I, I960, KFJZ changed to KTVT) 

L Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30). .KRLD 45 ■1* Death Valley Days (Sat. 9:30). .KRLD.. . .U.S. Borax 39 68 Four Just Men ... WBAP 10 
2. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9). . KRLD 33 2. Frontier (Thurs. 9:30) . . WBAP.. . CNP 12 27 To Tell The Truth... ...KRLD 20 

ft. What’s My. Line (Sun. 9:30-10).... . KRLD 32 * 2. Rough Riders (Thurs. 6:30)..... .WFAA.. . Ziv-UA 12 36 Plainsman . ...WBAP 13 
3. Air Power (Sat. 10:30). .WFAA.. .. CBS 11 33 People; World. ...KRLD 18 

4. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:00-9:00). . WFAA 29 Movietime * . ...KRLD 16 

5. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30). . WRAP 28 
3. MacKenzie’s Raiders (Sun. 9:30)... 
4. Four Just Men (Sat. 9:30). 

.WBAP.. 

.WFAA.. 
. Ziv-UA 

..ITC 
11 
10 

20 
18 

What’s Mv Line. 
Death Valiev Days.... 

...KRLD 

...KRLD 
32 
39 

5. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00).. . . KRLD 28 4. Manhunt (Thurs. 9:30). ..WFAA.. .. Screen Gems 10 23 To Tell The Truth ...KRLD • 20 

6. Rebel (Sun. 8:00-8:30). . ..WFAA 27 
5. Sea Hunt (Fri. 10:30).. 
6. Danger Is My Business (Fri. 8:00)... 

..WFAA.. 

..wbap:. 
.. Ziv-UA 
.. CNP 

9 
8 

50 
17 

Movietime . 
77 Sunset Strip . 

...KRLD 

...WFAA 
4 

28 
7. Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00)..... .. WFAA 26 6. Hopalong Cassidy (Sat. 11:00). ..WFAA . .. CNP 8 42 Sky King . ...KRLD 7 

7. Lawrrjan (Sun. 7:30-8:00)... .. WFAA 26 
6. Stories Of The Century (Mon. 7:30). ..KTVT... . .HTS 8 15 Father Knows Best... ...KRLD 20 
6. Woody Woodpecker (Mon. 6:0Q).... KTVT... .. .Kellogg 8 22 Newsreel; News ... WFAA 10 

7. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 8:30-9:00).. ..KRLD 26 Weather; Sports . ... WFAA 11 

BOSTON STATIONS: WBZ, WHDH, WNAC. SURVEY DATES: OCTOBER 9-29, I960. 

1. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30) ...... WBZ 44 

2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) .,..WNAC 43 

3. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30) ....WHDH 37 

4. Candid Camera (Sufl. 10:00-10:30) ... WNAC 33 

5. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00) ....WNAC 32 

6. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9:00-10:00) ..... WHDH 32 

5. Thriller (Tues. 9:00-10:00) ..WBZ 32 

6. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00:10:00) . .. ..WHDH 31 

6. Alfred Hitchcock (Tues. 8:30-9:00) ... WBZ 31 

7. Surfside 6 (Mon. 8:30-9:30) .WHDH 30 

7. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00) ...... WBZ 30 

7. My 3 Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30) ........ WHDH 30 

ft. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30)___ WNAC 29 

ft. Hawaiian Eye (Wed: 9:00-10:00) ..WHDH 29 

1. U.S. Marshal (Sat. 10:30) ....WNAC.... NTA 
2. Bngs Bunny (Tues. 7:30) ..WHDH-UAA 
2. Honeymooners (Thurs. 7:30) .WNAC-CBS 
3. Victory At Sea (Mon. 7:30) -..... WNAC..., CNF 
4. Shotgun Slade (Tues. 7:00).WBZ.MCA 

5. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30)-WNAC-Screen Gems 

5. State Trooper (Thurs. 7:00) .WNAC-MCA 

6. Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:00).WBZ..U.S. Borax 

6. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6:30)-- WNAC. .: Screen Gems 

6. Sea Hunt (Tues. 10:00) ....WHDH-Ziv-UA 
6. Whirlyblrds (Fri. 7:00) ..WNAC.... CBS 

6. Woody Woodpecker (Fri. 6:30).WNAC-Kellogg 

26 50 Highway Patrol.. ..WBZ 11 
,19 37 Laramie .. ..WBZ 19 
19 30 Outlaws. ..WBZ 27 
18 31 Cheyenne . ..WHDH 28 
17 39 News; Sports; Weather . .WHDH 14 

News-D. Edwards -- . WHDH 14 
15 29 News; Weather . .WBZ 22 

Huntley-Brinkley . ..WBZ 29 
15 31 News; Sports; Weather.. . .WHDH 15 

News-D. Edwards ..WHDH 18 
14 31 News; Sports. Weather.. ..WHDH 16 

News-D. Edwards.. ..WHDH 15 
14 28 News; Weather . . .WBZ 21 

Huntley-Brinkley . ..WBZ 28 
14 25 Garry Moore - .. WNAC 22 
14 31 News; Sports; Weather. ..WHDH 16 

News-D. Edwards.. .. WHDH 15 
14 31 News; Weather . .. WBZ 19 

Huntley-Brinkley . .. WBZ 25 

WASHINGTON, D.C STATIONS: WRC, WTTG, WMAL, WTOP. SURVEY DATES: OCTOBER 9-29. 1960. 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) . 
2. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00). 
3. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8.00-9KK)) . ...... 
4. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30) -- 
4. Perry Como (Wed. 9:00-10:00) ...... 
5. Andy Griffith (Mon. 9:30-10:00) .:. . 
6. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) •. 
7. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30) ... I... 
7. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30) . 
8. Re 1 Skeiirn. (Tues. 9:30-10:00) 
8. u?ck B^ny (Sun. 9:30-10:00> .. .. j.... 
8. Chevy Sho?v i'Sun. 9:00-10:00) L... 
8. What’s My Line (Sun. 10:30-11:00)* ... 

WTOP <35 
WMAL 31 
WTOP 30 
WMAL 29 
WMAL 29 
WTOP 28 
WTOP 27 
WRC 25 
WMAL 25 
WTOP 24 
WYOP 24 
WRC 24 
WTOP 24 

1. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 7:00).. .WTTG.. .. Screen Gems 19 42 U.S. Marshal. ...WRC 14 

2. Bugs Bunny (Tues. 7:30). .WMAL.. ..UAA 17 39 Laramie . ... WRC 13 

3. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00)- .WRC.... .. .U.S. Borax 14 44 7 O’Clock Final_ ... WMAL 9 

3. Tombstone Territory (Wed. 7:00)- .WRC.... ...Ziv-UA 14 39 Rescue 8 ... ...WTOP 8 

3. U.S. Marshal (Thurs. 7:00) . . .WRC ... ...NTA 14 31 Huckleberry Hound . .. .WTTG 10 

4. Quick Drat? McGraw (Mon. 6:30).. .WTTG . .. Screen Gems 12 35 News; Sports-Sam ... ... WRC 10 
Huntley-Brinkley ... ... WRC 13 

4. Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:00). . WTTG.. .. Ziv-UA 12 32 Expedition . ...WMAL 10 

4. Phil Silvers (Fri. 7:00 > .. . WRC .. ...CBS 12 36 Copter Patrol. ...W 'OP 8 

*5. Cannonball (Tuf1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8". 7:00 • . .WTOP.. .. ITC 11 34 Lock-Up ... VT 'C 7 

Sheriff of Cochise... i "'C 7 

5. Johnny Midnight (Thurs. 10:30). .WRC. .. .. .MCA 11 26 June Allysoh. ”!wtqp 17 
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TV-FILMS msnm Wednesday, NeyemBer SOj I960 

-ABB FEATURE CHART 
Variety’s weekly feature chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 

Bureau covers, one market. Each week the 10 top rated features for the one market of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 1U15 pjw. would hardly 
trill be listed. . have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that 

Factors which would assist distributors* agencies, stations and advertisers in' time period, fn the cities where stations sell their feature programming cm a multi 
determining the effectiveness of d feature show in a specific market have been i«- stripped basis utilising the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the 
eluded in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding total number of showings for the week is gieen, the total rating not talcing into account 
leaturcs as their stars, release gear* original production company and the present the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features 
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid for the particularly rated theatrical ffbrted show are as accurate as could be 
to such iaetors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured ascertained. 

NEW YORK STATIONS: WC6S, WNBC. WNEW. WQR, WABC, WPIX, WNTA.SURVEY DATES: JULY iS-A«SUST 3. 1940. 

TOP TEN FEATURE FILMS TIME SLOT 
AVERAGE 

RATING HIGH LOW 
AVERAGE 

SHARE TOP COMPETITION 
STATION ; RTG 

AY. 

1. “THE VIRGINIAN**— 
Joel McCrea, 
Brian Donlevy: 
Paramount; 1948; MCA 

1st Run Late Show 
Sat. July 30 

11:15-1:00 a.m. 
W CBS-TV 

17.6 24.3 128 51.9 Movie 4—“San 
Francisco Story** (Repeat).. .WNBC ...j... .. 4.9 

2. “UNDERCOVER MAN"— 
Glenn Ford. 
Nina Foeh; 
Columbia; 1947; Screen Gems 

Repeat Late Show 
Sun. July 31 

11:15-1:15 a.ra. 
WCBS-TV 

12.0 15.7 4.9 50.2 Movie 4— 
“Son of Fury" (Repeat): 

Midnite Movie— 
“Flaming Fury” ... 

WNBC .J... 

.WNBC . 

.. 9.4 

.. 2.5 

3. “SON OF FURY"— 
Tyrone Power. Gene 
Tierney, George Sanders; 
20th Century Fax; 1942; NTA 

Repeat Movie 4 
Sun. July 31 

10:30-12:30 a.ra. 
WNRC-TV 

9.9 10.9 7.6 26.5 What’s My Line ....'.. 
Sunday News Special.. 
Late Show-“Undercover 

Man” (Repeat)... 

. WCBS . 

. WCBS . 

.WCBS ...... 

..23.8 

.24.1 

..14.1 

4. “CABIN IN THE SKY**— 
Ethel Waters, 
Lena Horne; 
MGM; 1943; MGM-TV 

1st Run 

t 

Late Show 
Mon. Aug- 1 

11;15-1:GQ a.m. 
WCBS-TV 

9.5 11.7 ai 35.7 Jack Paar Show. WNBC . ..las 

5. “JOHN LOVES MARY"— 
Ronald Reagan, 
Patric'a Neal; 
"Warner Bros.; 1949; UAA 

Repeat Early Show 
Wed. Aug- 3 

5:30-7:00 p.m. 
WCBS-TV 

R8 10.2 7.1 34.8 Three Stooges. 
Papeye . 
Abbott 8: Costello.. 
Huniley-Brlnkley.* 

-WPIX . 
.WP1X . 
.WPIX . 
.WNBC . 

.. 9.7 
6.9 

.. 5.3 

.. 5 9 

«. “LUXURY GIRLS’*— 
Rosanna Podesta, 
Susan Stephen; 
United Artists; 1956; I.ouert 

1st Run Nite Show 
Fri. July 29 

11:15-1:00 a.ra. 
-WABC-TV 

8.2 9.1 7.4 32.4 Late Show— 
“Stolen Heaven’* (1st Run), • WCBS . .. 6.2 

7. “CAUGHT IN THE DRAFT**— 
Bob Hope, 
Dorothy Lamour; 
Paramount; 1941; MCA 

Repeat Early Show 
Mon. Aug. 1 

5:30-7:00 p.ra. 
WCBS-TV 

8.1 no 3.3 . 36.7 Three Stooges,......*.. 
Little Rascals . 
News; Weather ... 
Huntley-Brinkley .. 

WPIX . 
.WABC ...... 
.WNBC . 
.WNBC. 

.'. 4.6 
.. 4.4 
.. 5.3 
.. 66 

8. “SLAVE SHIP*’— 
Mickey Rooney, 
Wallace Beery; 
20th Century Fax; 1937; NTA, 

Repeat Saturday Playhouse 
Part I 

Sat. July 30 
1:00-2:30 p.m, 

WABC-TV 

7.2 8.7 5.6 32.6 Mr. Wizard . 
Zacherley . 
Saturday Matinee... 

WNBC . 
.WGR . 
.WNBC ...... 

.. 3.6 

.. 5.5 

.. 6.1 

9. “VICE SQUAD”— 
Edward G. Robinson, 
Paulette Godda'd; 
United Artists; 1953; UAA 

Repeat • Early Show 
Thurs. July 28 
5:30-7:00 p.ra. 

WCBS-TV 

7.1 10.2 4.0 202 Three Stooges. 
Rocky & His Friends. 
Movie 4i—“I Cover 

The World” (Repeat). 
Little Rascals . 
News of N.Y.; Weather.. 
Huckleberry Hound.. 

.WPIX . 

.WABC .. 

WNBC 
.WABC ...... 
.WNBC ...... 
WPIX . 

.. 4.4 

.. 4.4 

.. 4.9 

.. 5.3 

.. 5.7 

.. 8.7 

10. “PHANTOM SUBMARINE'*— Repeat Early" Show 
Sat. Julv 30 

6.3 8.3 4.9 24.7 Laurel & Hardy. 
Charlie Chan .............. 

.WPIX ...... 

.WNEW. 
.. 6.6 
.. 4.0 

Bruce Bennett; 
Columbia; 1910: Screen Gems 

5:30-8:45 p.ra. 
WCBS-TV 

News; Weather...,. .WNBC . .. 4.0 

DAYTON STATIONS: WLWD, WHIG. SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, im 

L “BURGEON’S KNIFE’*— 
Donald Houston, 
Adrienne Coni; 
Fbnvngo; 1957 

1st Run Your Evening Theatr*. 
Fri. June 3 

11:13-12:45 a.m. 
WHIO-TV 

7.6 * 139 4.6 5R5 Jack Paar Show............. . WLWD . .. 4.0 

2. “BLACK NARCISSUS’*— 
^ Deborah Kerr, David 

Farrar, Jean Simmons; 
Universal; ABC Films 

1st Run Your Evening Theatre 
Sat. June 4 

11:30-12:30 a.ra. 
WHIO-TY 

ao 6.6 5.3 41.4 Gold Cup Theatre— 
“The Good Earth” (1st Run). . WLWD . .. 4.3 

3. “HUMAN CARGO**— , 
Bela Lugosi; 
20vh Century Fax; 1938; NTA 

Repeat Ycur Evening Theatre 
Mon. June 6 

11:15-12:30 a.m. 
, WHIO-TY 

5.4 11.9 3.3 63.5 Jack Paar Shaw.. .WLWD . .. 3.0 

4. “TOO LATE FOR TEARS”— 
Lizabeth Scott. Dan 
Duryea, Don Defoi'e; 
United Artists; 1949; Atlantic 

Repeat Your Evening Theatre 
Thurs. June 2 

11:15-12:15 a.m. 
■--WHIO-TV 

5.3 T.9 4.0 42.7 Jack Paar Show..... .WHIG . .. 5.3 

5. “DOWN MEXICO WAY**— 
Gene Autry; 
Republic; 1941'; MCA 

Repeat ? Gene Autry Theatre 
Sat. June 4 

5:09-6:00 -P-m. 
WHIO-TV 

5.1 6.0 4.6 19.0 Wrestling . .WLWD ..... ..17.4 

6. “WORDS & MUSIC”— 
June AUysm, Perry 
Como, Judv Garland; 
MCM; 19*8; MGM-TV 

1st Run Gold Cup Theatre 
- Sun. June 5 

11:15-1:00 a.ra. 
WLWD-TV 

4.6 11.3 3.3 54.1 Sunday Night Theatre— 
‘The Guilt of Janet 
Ames” (Repeat) . .WHIO . ... 2.8 

7. Tar; C ODD EARTH”— 
Paul Mid i. 
Luise Rainer; 
MCM; 19SS; MGM-TV 

1st Run Gold Cup Theatre 
Sat. June 4 

11:15-1:00 a.m. 
WLWD-TV 

4.5 73 3.3 31.9 News; Weather; Blackburn ... 
Your Evening Theatre— 

“Black Narcissus” (1st Run). 

.WHIO . 

. WHIO _ 

...16.6 

... 6.0 

8. “",«E LADY IS WILLING”— 
Marlene D-.etrich, 
Fred MacMunay; 
Columhix: 1942; Screen Gems 

Repeat Your Even ng Theatre 
Wed. June 1 

11:15-12:15 a.m. 
WHIO-TY 

4.0 8.6 2.0 31.5 Jack Paar Show. WLWD _ ... 7.4 

9. “GOI.DLX BOY”— 
WilPam Huiden. Barbara 
S.anwye!-:, Adolph Menjau;. 
Columbia; 1939; Screen Gems 

Repeat Your Evening Theatre 
Tues. June 7 

11:15-1:0-' a.m. 
WHIO-TV * 

3.2 8.6 1.3 42.1 Jack Paar Show... WLWD .... ... 3.9 

18. “THE GUILT OF JANET AMES’ 
RosaPnct Russe’l, 
Meiv; o Do 
Columbia; 1947; Screen Gems 

r— Repeat Sunday Nie Theatre 
Sun. June 5 

11:15-12:45 a.m. 
WHIO-TV 

28 4.0 1.3 30.1 Gold Cup Theatre— 
“Words & Music” (1st Run). ..WLWD .... . . . 4.9 
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So 
In one afternoon, KVAR, Phoenix, 
buys Warner's Films of the 50'$; 
signs sponsor at double the rate 

November 17 

1P.M. -New York — Dick lewis, Pres., KVAR, Phoesix, 
and Bob Rich, V.P., General Sales Manager, Seven Arts Associated, 
conclude negotiations for purchase of first release of Warner’s Fiims 
of the 50’s. 

November 17 ^ 
4 P.M.-Phoenix —Tom Mitchel, KVAR sales representa¬ 
tive, signs Cart PetraBa, V.P., General Manager, Fletcher Jones Chevro¬ 
let, to fall sponsership of 25 of the Seven Arts featmre films for two 
runs on the company’s 3-year old Thnrsday-Friday 11 P.M. "Showcase’' 
... at twice the previous rate. 

Says Bob Vache, Program Director, KVAR, “This fast sale 
was wonderful but maybe the most profitable angle for us 
is in the fifteen top-notch features we'll use as spot carriers. 
The twenty-five Fletcher Jones selected were tops for their 
particular “Showcase” requirements. But with a quality 
package like this, they could have picked any twenty-five 
and still left usa gold mine of spot carriers. 

“In the past, we'd be lucky to find 30% of the features in a 
film package that were really good TV attractions. A lot of 
the rest we’d never show. But with the Seven Arts package' 
100% are features with real audience pulling power," 

Warner films of the 50's...money makers of the 60’s! 

SEVEN ARTS 
ASSOCIATED 

CORP. 

jr
V

si
y 
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Its Perspiration, All Right, But 
Is It What Greeks Had in Mind? 

-On Other Madison Ave. Fronts 
By BILL GREELEY 

There’s honest sweat on Madison 
Ave. after all. In fact there are 
three varieties of it, and Ogilvy, 
Benson & Mather has “affidavits 
up to the arm pits” as proof. 

The real perspiration is courtesy 
of Bristol-Myers’ Ban deoderant, 
and in no small measure due to 
the Federal Trade Commission’s 
heat this year on tv commercial 
production techniques. 

This year’s Ban tv pitch features 
three greatly magnified droplets 
of perspiration dripping, from 
hypodermic needles. It’s real 
sweat, extracted from the glands of 
real people (“Models?” “No, 
Sweaters.”* 

Each droplet represents a dis¬ 
tinct variety of perspiration (Ban 
checks them all, natch*. The trio 
was delivered to the agency in 
micro-pipets, sealed at both ends, 
by a pathologist—“the nation’s 
number one authority on sweat,” 
as OB&M production man Chet 
Maxwell puts it. 

“Technically, it was a real 
sweat,” says Maxwell. The drop¬ 
lets measured l/16th of an inch 
in diameter, and were commenser- 
ably difficult to shoot. . 

There was another problem. 
Of the three varieties, emanating 
from heat, exercise and nervous¬ 
ness, the latter had to be extracted 
from glands inside hair follicles. 
There’s an ugly rumor along Madi¬ 
son Ave. that the agency gave up 
and went to water for old “ner¬ 
vous.” 

Not a chance, says Maxwell.-“It 
is hard to get pure—you can al¬ 
ways get it mixed, like a highball— 
but we got it.” 

Was it worth it? “Oh, yes. 
There are very vivid, visual dif¬ 
ferences,. from cloudy to crystal¬ 
line.” 

Anyhow, the agency doesn’t have 
to sweat out FTC action. Ban will 
be remembered as the product 
whose spot tv blurbs a year ago 
enriched the national treasury .of 
commercial culture with views of 
the armpits of Greek statuary—“in 
each mature male and female.” 
etc. FTC laid off because the 
federal agency doesn’t have juris¬ 
diction over taste. But the Na¬ 
tional Assn, of Broadcasters’ code 
folk suggested that perhaps body 
odor was not what the Greek sculp¬ 
tors had in mind in their ageless 
works. Copy was changed, but the 
statues remained; and sales. In¬ 
cidentally, boomed. 

Sound Success 
There’s more jingle in jingles 

than a lot of people think. Willis 
Schaefer, who early this year 
established Madison Ave. Sounds 
jingle firm, will gross $100,000 by 
year’s end. 

Schaefer, who stepped out on his 
own from Music Makers, has 
knocked off ditties and arrange¬ 
ments for 29 advertisers. The 
scoring ranges from mild hip to 
mock langhair and erzats country- 
western. Whatever it is, he says, 
“I stay away from the jingle-jangle 
stuff like you heat with Mr. Clean, 
for instance.” 

Schaefer also goes in for unique 
instrumental groupings that give 
the product—not the arranger— 
an identity. He handpicks the 
vocalists and musicians and directs 
recording sessions himself. 

Although he has the scorer’s 
electric piano at his elbow, Schae¬ 
fer can create and arrange off 
the top of his head. He got one 
jingle score while riding the sub¬ 
way. Basic beat was the rhythm 
of the train. He has a music mas¬ 
ters from Northwestern U. and has 
done scores for tv shows and per¬ 
sonalities, including Roger Wil¬ 
liams, Roy Hamilton, Julie Wilson, 
Skitch Henderson and Sid Caesar, 
Phil Silvers and Max Liebman 
specials. He could no doubt make 
it in the pop music field, but that’s 
the hard way, “There’s too much 
money in jingles.” He gets $1,000 
a minute—of music, that is. 

Clients have included U. S. 
Steel, Sterling Salt, Los Angeles 
Times, Pepsi-Cola, Vicks, Pan Am 
Coffee. Lucky Strike, B. F. Good¬ 
rich, Dove Soap, Post Cereals, 
Ivory, TWA, Peps'lent, Duncan 
Hines, Reynolds Wrap, Listerine, 
Pontiac, Westinghouse and others 
for both radio and television. 

Up and down: John Murphy, 

former veepee of tv-radio produc¬ 
tion at Kenyon & Eckhardt, Is now 
exec producer of the commercial 
and industrial divisions ol 
Filmaster. 

Charles Kinsolving Jr., formerly 
with the National Broadcasting Co., 
has joined the Bureau of Advertis¬ 
ing, American Newspaper Pub¬ 
lishers Assn., as a marketing con¬ 
sultant. 

William Chalmers, formerly with 
Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Hol¬ 
den, New York, as exec and a direc¬ 
tor, joins the Los Angeles office of 
Compton as a veepee and account 
supervisor. Also to the Coast 
Company office: Tom Lowey, for¬ 
merly director of advertising and 
sales promotion for-Hoffman Elec¬ 
tronics, as an account exec; and 
Burnell Grossman, formerly with 
Filmite Assoc.’s, as a radio-tv 
supervisor. 

Veepee chevrons for Paul Wason 
and Wayne Stuart-Bullock, Benton 
& Bowles creative supervisors. 

Jeanne Rains, formerly with the 
May Co. department stores, joins 
Keyon & Eckhardt, Los Angeles, as 
art director.' 

New Biz; Mead Johnson of Can¬ 
ada, Ltd. ,to Kenyon & Eckhardt’s 
Toronto office. 

Magne-Tronics, “motivational” 
background music, to Peter Zan- 
phir agency for a trade campaign 
on the company’s entry into auto¬ 
matic radio programming. 

Chi Agencies 
Chicago, Nov. 29. 

The growth of ad agencies in the 
midwest is credited by James 
Beach, ABC-TV viceprez in charge 
of central division sales, to the 
effectiveness of “Grass Roots” 
thinking that manifests itself in 
advertising as a no-nonsense, “di¬ 
rect, clean approach” as opposed 
to avercuteness. To a gathering of 
Adverising Federation of America 
in Madison, Wis.. last week, he 
cited the successful tv campaigns' 
of Kelloggs, Dial Soap, Elgin Watch 
Co., and Kleenex as illustrations. 

He noted, however, that the geo¬ 
graphical Grass Roots no longer 
exists, since “through television, 
an inevitable sophistication has 
taken place which has effected a 
revolution in our concepts of mar¬ 
keting. The Missouri farmer’s wife 
and the Boston apartment dweller 
are sensitive to the same stimuli 
and interested in the same im¬ 
provements . . . The emphasis is 
now on reaching people, not areas.” 

The physical Grass Roots may be 
a thing of the past. Beach said, but 
Grass Roots vision, that articu¬ 
lates itself , as “earthy common 
sense,” has been responsible for 
the burgeoning of the advertising 

Importance of network affilia¬ 
tion in the numbers game is get¬ 
ting close attention In Salt Lake 
City. 

| In September, KUTV and KCPX 
switched affiliation with ABC mov¬ 
ing over to the latter and NBC to 
jthe former. 
I KUTV had slightly dominated 
the rating picture with its ABC 

; affiliation. Both stations were 
naturally interested in seeing what 
developed with the web switch, 
and a special ARB study in ad¬ 
vance of the regular November re¬ 
port was ordered, covering the 

■period from two weeks after the 
switch through October. 

In this first report, “at least, any 
audience switch is barely percepti¬ 
ble, but KUTV picked up a frac¬ 
tion oi a point and held its slight 
edge m the overall average. 

For the seven-day week from 
9 a.m. to midnight, KUTV had a 
34.8 average against 34.4 for May; 
KCPX dropped from 33.7 to 33.4; 
and KSL-TV, the CBS affiliate, 
dropped from 32.6 to 39.f>. 

What the story will be in later 
reports with ABC’s emergence' as 
a real force in the nighttime on 

industry in the midwest In Chi¬ 
cago alone, he pointed out, local 
agencies had billed $200,000,000 in 
1945. Today they account for $900,- 
000,000. On a smaller scale, but on 
a parallel, cities like Detroit 
Cleveland, Minneapolis-St. Paul, 
St. Louis, Milwaukee,. Cincinnati, 
New Orleans and Omaha have ex? 
perienced similar growth. Beach 
said. 

♦♦♦»♦♦♦» 

: 25 Years Ago This Week:: 
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Ozzie Nelson was sending out 
hundreds of his recordings to radio 
stations cuffo, despite the oppo¬ 
sition of the National Assn, of Re¬ 
cording Artists, which insisted that 
stations compensate performers 
when they played their disks. Nel¬ 
son took an opposite tack, main¬ 
taining the free spins constituted 
invaluable publicity and plugs for 
him and his band, particularly help¬ 
ing one-nighter business. 

NBC embarked on an “uplift” 
campaign, stressing educational 
and cultural programming. Mar¬ 
garet Cuthbert was upped to head 
a Women’s Activities Dept, for spe¬ 
cial femme shows; educator Stan¬ 
ley High was hired to push cul¬ 
tural shows, and several promo¬ 
tional adjuncts were set up, includ¬ 
ing a listing, magazine to highlight 
the cultural stress. 

The three Atlanta dailies put a 
virtual freeze on the activities of 
radio publicists, cutting all public¬ 
ity stories and eliminating all com¬ 
mercial references in program list¬ 
ings. One exception was the 
Journal, which owns WSB. It 
printed full billing for each spon¬ 
sor on the station, down to the 

I Bulova time signals, besides ex¬ 
panding its radio column. 

| FCC held hearings on a petition 
by AT&T and RCA to install an 
experimental coaxial television 
cable between N. Y. and Philadel¬ 
phia. But the hearings expanded 
to investigate allegations of secret 
agreements between AT&T and 
RCA to gain control over the entire 
television industry. 

T.A.M. Craven was named chief 
engineer of the FCC. 

National iAssn. of Broadcasters 
warned mehibers against replying 
to questionnaires sent them by a 
mysterious Oriental Radio Service, 
located in Manchuria. Warning 
went out after Naval Intelligence 

! got interested in the queries. 
First practical demonstration of 

tv-telephones got underway on the 
Coast as a promotional feature at 
the United Artists Theatre in L.A. 
House set up booths equipped with 
tv screens for patrons to try the 
talk-see gimmick. 

Vaude-on-a-shoestring was the 
latest gambit to keep the live acts 
alive, with smalltown units tour¬ 
ing the sticks with a total nut of 
$150-a-day. Salaries ranged from 
a high of $75 a week for the comics 
down to $20 a week for the 
chorines. 

the Nielsen national rundown, re¬ 
mains to be seen. 

At any rate, isolated as it Is, the 
Salt Lake market presents a par¬ 
ticularly interesting study In the 
three-station setup. Via boosters, 
the stations cover all of Montana 
and poke into areas of five other 
states — Nevada, Colorado, Wyo¬ 
ming, Idaho and Montana. Trans¬ 
ferred'to New York, the signal 
area would reach out west nearly 
to Pittsburgh, east to the other 
side of Boston, south to the per¬ 
iphery of Albany and south to 
the outer coverage area of Green¬ 
ville. S. C. 

Spotlight; Wrigley gum, which 
pulled out of newspapers for 
broadcast this year, reviewing ’61 
ad plans and being pitched hard 
by both newspapers and radio-tv. 
Looks as though broadcast will be 
strong again . . . RAB has been 
pitching Vitalis (Doherty, Clifford, 
Steers & Shenfield) with a specific 
air plan, and may wind up with 
tests in a couple of major markets 
. . . Radio, says RAB, is the prime 
medium for Coca-Cola’s new (to 
the U. S.) line of. Fanta spft drinks. 
Media placements .are* being made 
by bottlers lit'various areas . . . 
Parker Bros. Is launching * 43-’ 
market pre-Xtoai push via 5$ radio 
stations. - ■ . 

With the Station Reps 
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IN NEW YORK CITY . . . 
Dick Pack, Westinghouse program chief, and head of Washington 

bureau Jim Snyder to London for a look-see at WBC operation there 
. , . Prentiss Childs of CBS News tapped to produce the next four 
“Lamp Unto My Feet” religiosos at the network .. Story last week 
on acquisition by Filmaster of rights to “Our Town” stated incorrectly 
that they were owned by Banner Films, N. Y.-based distribution outfit, 
Shoulda been Banner Productions of Hollywood, successor company 
to Sol Lesser Productions . . . Annie Farge and Marshall Thompson of 
the “Angel” series on CBS-TV in town for brief visit, while Harry 
Morgan and Cara Williams of same web’s “Pete & Gladys” back to the 
Coast after a Gotham stay . . . Lars Schmidt and Silvio Nariman*, 
exec producer and director- of Ingrid Bergman's (Mrs. Schmidt) up¬ 
coming CBS-TV special, "24 Hours in the Life of a Woman,” in town 
in advance of the January taping to set production arrangements . . . 
Oscar Katz, CBS1 program veep, back from the Coast . . . Mel Allen 
toastmastered the pre-Tlianksgivfng Eve Silver Anniversary Football 
Banquet of the U. of Wisconsin in Madison . . .’WCBS-TV’s “American. 
Musical Theatre” celebrated its first anni over the weekend, with John 
Bubbles, Bibi Osterwald, Jack Russell and Jacquelynne Moody among 
guests. Also, Mayor Wagner proclaimed last week as “American Musi¬ 
cal Theatre” week . . . Gerald P. MaUlsby upped from manager of 
network broadcasts to director of network programs at CBS Radio 
under newly-striped v.p. George Perkins . . v WNEW news director 
Martin Weldon addressed a Long Island U. class in newswriting last 
night (Tues). on fundamentals of radio news coverage . . . Rex Mar¬ 
shall making with the civic commitments in Greenwich and West¬ 
chester—spoke Sunday (27) at the Men’s Communion Breakfast at the 
Greenwich Episcopal Church, Is slated Friday (2) to moderate a book- 
author luncheon of the Larchmont Ladies Club ... Gene Lieberman 
named manager of sales service of WNTArTV. He formerly had been 
sales service liaison between NTA in N. Y. and the"station. At same 
time, Marvin Schlaffer was named station’s manager of program op¬ 
erations. 

CBS program exec Dick Lewine has delivered his “Almanac of Thea¬ 
tre Music” to Random House; publication date set for next August 
... Hal Holbrook telling his experiences during a two-month European 

I tour for the State Department in his one-man “Mark Twain -Tonight” 
in radio interviews with WOR’s Martha Deane, CBS’ Martha Wright 
and “Dimension” and NBC’s “Monitor”. . . Don Knotts' production 

I schedule for CBS-TV’s “Andy Griffith Show” has been switched to 
allow him time to appear in UA’s feature, “The Last Time I Saw 
Archie”. . . Leora Dana set for NBC-TV’s “The Working Mother,” a 
Purex daytime special on Dec. 8 .. . Ed Herlihy is the Voice behind the 
Salvation Army tv spot now making the station rounds ... Fred Rob- 
bins to Oklahoma City for taping at the world preem of “Cimmaron, 
and his weekly guests on his “Assignment Hollywood” are Yves Mon¬ 
tand, Lucille Ball, Charlton Heston, Shirley Jones and the Everly Bros. 

. . Paul Engle, who authored the libretto for the opera “Golden 
Child” to be done Dec. 16 on NBC-TV’s “Hallmark Hall of Fame,” 
wrote the tome called “Prairie Christmas” which Longmans, Green 
published last week . . . Paul A. Minor, formerly a tv producer with 
Grey advertising, has joined the tv commercial division of Transfilm- 
Caravel as an account exec. 

Father of Priscilla Campbell, radio-tv director of Protestant Welfare 
Agencies, died of heart attack last week in New Hampshire . .. Ven¬ 
triloquist Jimmy Nelson, who does a daily.kidvid stanza for WNTA, 
will do a dramatic piece Dec. 10 on NBC’s “True Story,” playing the 
role of a neurotic ventriloquist; the man writing the “Story” for Nel¬ 
son is Lee Polk, who also pens the WNTA-TV stanza. 

IN HOLLYWOOD . . * 
Three webs will have their toppers attending Advertising Council's 

annual luncheon meeting Dec. 7. Chairman Ed Ebel of General Foods 
will share the speakers rotsnun with CBS-TV’s Jim Aubrey, ABCs 
Oliver Treyx, and NBC-TV’s Walter Scott. Presiding with Ebel will ba 
Young & Rubicam’s Walter Bunker, chairman of the Council’s Holly¬ 
wood radiortv committee ... KABC’s Ben Hoberman calls L. A. radio 
“a jungle of news and music” and his station “an oasis in the desert. 
He wants to make the ABC-owned station “a companion for lonely 
people” and that people will “tune us in not to listen but to hear us.^ 
Radio’s horizon, he says, is brighter than at any time in its histoiy. 
Moved here in May from N. Y., he may yet give coast radio the jolt 
that the late Klaus Landsberg gave tv . . . Wags around NBC ar# 
calling Steve Allen “the bomber” because of his obsession with tho 
stoppage of nuclear tests . . . Irving Cummings Jr., following hi the 
footsteps of an illustrious dad. has five tv comedies in the works for 
his production setup. Must’ve been reading the latest Nielsens. - .Bui 
Harbach will produce-direct Bing Crosby’s special for ABC-TV ia 
March. In the guest corner will be Rex Harrison and Maurice Chevalier. 
Taping is slated for Dec. 19 . . . Bob Haldeman, with the J. Walter 
Thompson agency for 11 years, named manager of the L. A. office. 

IN CHICAGO . . . 
TV got “legitimate” treatment In the press a week agp, with Sun- 

Times drama critic Glenna Syse doing the honors on Maurice Evans’ 
“Macbeth" on page facing Paul Molloy’s regular tv column . . . Bob 
McAuliffe, sales manager of WMAQ, hospitalized for an ear operation 
. . . Alan Ash now heading the Chidpidwest office of NTA, a stepup 
. . . Norman Lindquist, ex-Ziv-UA herd, signed on with Fred Nile* 
Productions as veepee in charge of the industrial sales division • • • 
WGN plucked as Chi nutlet for Texaco’s Metropolitan Opera “network, 
Saturday afternoons . . . WBBM Radio installed a new live show at 
lunch hour, with Ollie Raymand hosting, singers Carole March and 
Bob Vegas, and the Joe Vito band . . . Ted Weber and Don Tillman 
have sold their radio syndicationer, “Chicago On the Line,” to WIZZ, 
Streater, WPGU, Champaign, WCMY, Ottawa, Ill. and WMRI*.Manon, 
Ind. . . . NBC veep Lloyd Yoder elected to board of directors of Chi 
Better Business Bureau ... Partial transcript of Irv Kupcinet’a -At 
Random” on WBBM-TV has found its way into the book, “Issues In 
Evolution,” published by U. of Chicago Press. Program quoted Ytes 
the one with Sir Charles Darwin, Sir Julian Huxley, et al . . . Vicoa, 
the mobile tape outfit formed by ex-ABC-TV engineers, shot the recent 
Red Skelton segment at Racine, Wis. and the remote portion of This 
Is Your Life” honoring Archbishop Sheil. 

IN LONDON ... 
Hermione Baddelcy, Kenneth Home, Richard Murdoch, Beryl Beld 

and Tommy Trinder will be customers in a special Associated-Redif¬ 
fusion ad mag, “Christmas Pie,” lined up for Dec. 14. Cyril Butcher 
directs . . . The Concert Artistes’ Dinner will be screened by the BBC 
bn Sdnday (4). Jack Warner, Jimmy Edwards and Alan Melville aro 
among-the orators . . » Armand and Michaela Denis come back to the 
BBC on Wednesday (7) with the first of a new “Safari To Asia’ skein 

ABC-TV have lined up a terrif cast for “Alice Through The Look¬ 
ing Glass” skedded for Christmas Day. 31 star names, with Jeannlo 
Carson, Spike Milligan, Harry Secombe, Donald Pleasenee, the Bra- 
dens, Adele Leigh and Dora Bryan among the “expense no oMec*r 
array • •. BBC-TY has opened up the late winter^eason - with three 

(Continued on page 42) 
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YOtf’RE SORE to emerge with big 

audiences, and big safes...with NTA’s 

exciting; adventure series, ASSIGNMENT 

UNDERWATER. For example: 

m NEW YORK, with anTU ratingand 

19.0% share of audience, it out-performed 

Awmms (with a‘ U and 13.4% share)-* 

Arbitron, 10/30-11/5, I960. What’s 

more, it’s scaring the highest Monday-to- 

Frtday rating of the week in the same period 

(7-7:38 PM) for its independent station, 

lifting the outlet from an average 

r- sixth position .to photo-finish leadership 

in the tmtesirip. 

IN DETROIT, the series is NUMBER ONE in 

b Its time period, according to the latest 

w- four-week rating report (October), with a 

& rating and a 32.5% share of audience. 

h- ■ RIGHT NOW,J9 pulse-tingling half-hours 

have been completed*.. And there's a built-in 

s; • audience of 8,808,500 underwater 

m-. enthusiasts waiting to spear profits for you 

... the minute they surface with their 

. . snorkels. Thar they blow...so what are 

YOB waiting for? 

^PARTIAL US? OF SPONSORS 

1 STATIONS: Kroger Food Stores, 

: rOect-Oola Bottling (Louisville), Fiat 

Meters, Pilsener (P.8.G.) Beer, Armstrong 

KNXT, Los Angeles, - 

WON, Chicago, WNEW, New York, WTTG, 

Washington, B.C., WJBK, Detroit, WLW-C, 

;Oolianh»s, WISH, Milwaukee and 55 other 

: : vfaadifig ffiKkets. For availabilities, phone, 

•: : call*? write: 

NTA 
' NEW YORK: 

fOOtlumbss Circle * JUdson 2-7300 

„ LOS ANGELES: 
0536 WMirt Boulevard, Beverly Kills • 
Olympic 5*7701 

' StflCttfe 
$&N* Michigan Avenue * Michigan 2-5561 
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top comedy series, starring, respectively,/ Jimmy EdwatfJs, Charlie 
Drake and Sidney James . . . Philip Doric, ATV’s Midland Regional 
Controller, moves to the Midlands to live, after 220 weekend Birming- 
ham-London honte jaunts . . . Jerry Bean, ex-floor manager of Sdtrth- 
ern TV, is going to Canada to work on commercial tv. 

IN BOSTON ... 
WNAC-TV inked for two more first run half-hour series, “The 

Brothers Brannagan,” and “The Blue Angel,” starting in January . . . 
Channel 7 doing four 15-min. “Holiday Film Festival” programs fea¬ 
turing lighting of Xmas tree on Boston. Common, visit to Mayor Collins 
by WN A e-TV’s own Santa Claus and holiday shoppers Wed. (30), 8:15 
p.m.; Saturday (3). 4:15 pjn.; Sunday (4V 11 a.m.; with Phyllis Doherty, 
pubad chief, working out promos . . . Louise Morgan, WNAC-TV per¬ 
sonality, gifting small fry viewers with Huckleberry Hound, Yogi Bear, 
Quick Draw McGraw and Baba Looey Knickerbocker dolls , . ..A1‘ 
Heacock, former national program director, Bartell Group, named 
program manager WBZ Radio replacing Melvin M. Bailey, who resigned 
to return to the West Coast, effective Monday (5) . Dropping of soap 
operas on CBS means sweeping program changes on WEEI with filling 
early p.m. time, and lineup includes Morgan Baker’s Housewives Pro¬ 
tective League from 12:35-1 p.m. and again from 7:35 to 8 p.m.; Fred 
Cusick in 10-imn. sports show at 7:20 p.m., “Over the F'«ate”; Priscilla 
Fortcscue appearing throughout the day on various shows. 

/IV SAN FRANCISCO . , . 
William B. Decker, station manager of NBC’s Chicago o-and-o, 

WMAQ, has been transferred to Frisco to become general manager/of 
network’s o-and-o KNBC.. Decker takes over^ from KNBC station 
manager George Fuerst, who’s been ill. He’s taking a leave of absence 
and checking into Mayo Clinic for possible surgery. Switch of Decker 
to Frisco has prompted local speculation. that NBC may tag him to 
run KTVU, Channel 2, if and when FCC okays sale of independent to 
the network. Decker, 44, came up through NBC-TV spot sales, was 
sales manager almost two years at NBC’s WBUF-TV, Buffalo, until 
that UHF was sold, and then was director of tv sales for more than a 
year at NBC’s WNBQ-TV, Chicago, until he moved over to WMAQ . .-. 
Max Weiss and associates took over management of Franklin Mieuli's 
KHIP-FM, which therefore spreadeagles the Weiss Bros, into three 
aspects of Frisco show biz—they own and operate Fantasy Records 

.and the Blackhawk, pioneer Coast jazz spot, too. Only change thus far 
planned for KHIP is to increase power from 40,000 to 80,000 watts, 
pending FCC okay . . . Deejay Don Sherwood’s nightly KTVU show 
folds mid-December and he’ll return to tv—still on KTVU—in January 
with a once-a-week format. 

IN PHILADELPHIA . . .- 
Former WCAU, WCAU-TV chirper Ginny Stephens has formed a new 

act with Frank Parker, ex-Godfrey star, aiid breaking it in at the 
Vapors Restaurant. Hot Springs, Ark. . . . WIBG conducting the 2nd 
Annual March of Music, in connection with the National Foundation’s 
1961 March of Dimes Campaign . . . John Trent, WCAU personality, to 
moderate a key panel discussion (Dec. 10) at the National Food Brokers 
convention, at the Palmer House, in Chicago ... Aline Livingstone 
(Williams), wue of Evening Bulletin tv columnist Bob Williams, has 
en exhibit of portraits and sketches at the Lord Jim (former Chester 
announcer) Art Galleries, Booths Comer, Pa. . . . Harry Langerman, 
operator of suburban Polynesian spot, planning a broadcast “Luau 
Productions,” which will feature South Seas music and be'put out for 
syndication. Session will debut on WFIL (Dec. 6) with Phil Sheridan 
as “beachcomber” host . . . Hour-long documentary “Demons in the 
Streets," to examine teenage gangs. In a special program on WCAU-TV 
(Dec. 20). Glenn Bernard is the producer ... Vi Velasco, Philippine 
chanteuse at the Celebrity Room, goes West after the run here, for 
part in “Hong Kong” tv series . . . Former freelance tv and radio 
scripter Samuel A. Rulon having his new play produced by the Society 
Hill Playhouse, new off-Broadway type house. 

IN MILWAUKEE . . . 
Helen Day joined WMIL-FM and does a disk music turn, plus 

women’s news features on “Day by Day,” a new show ’cross-the-board 
. . . On WMVS-TV, the U. of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Extension Division 
is sponsoring a new series of 10 music programs, with 8 p.m. Wed. (30) 
the “kickoff,” for series. Succeeding programs are set for Wednesdays 
in December and monthly thereafter through May 24 . . . WMIL-FM 
has another new show “Blues in the Night,” 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. cross-the- 
board, with Tom Peterson at the controls. Peterson is showcasing disks 
of big bands of the ’30’s . . . WRIT has added a $60,000 studio-office 
facility to the station’s physical setup . . . Beraie Sirachota, general 
manager of WRIT, was elected chief barker by the Variety Club of 
Wisconsin. In a newly-elected board of directors all facets of show 
business on the Milwaukee front are represented. Board members 
elected are Beraie Strachoia, Harold Pierson, Gerry Fraxoen, Jo 
Strothers, Glen Kalkoff, Edward Johnson, Lee Rothman, Herbert 
Copeland, Moe Duddleson, Harry Zaidens and Milton Harmon . . . Don 
Weller, chief engineer for WISN radio division of Hearst Corp., retired 
after 26 years with the local station. 

IN ST. LOUIS . 
“Battle Against Pornography.” four-part series on smut peddlers, 

launched on Parker Wheatley’s “Eye on St. Louis” program on KMOX- 
TV . . . WIL’s special high school jingles getting potent response from 
students and parents . . . Robert F. Hyland, vice president of CBS and 
general manager of KMOXe Radio, received the Bruce A. Campbell 
Memorial trophy for “meritoriuous service toward sports” at the annual 
Elks’ Celebrity Dinner . . . Evelyn Elman, KPLR-TV’s director of 
women’s affairs, back from Washington after attending the semi-annual 
meeting of Defense Advisory Committee on Women in Services . . . 
KTVI sponsor of contest to pick girl to represent St. Louis as “Miss 
Champagne Music” for Lawrence Welk’s recent show at Kiel Audi¬ 
torium . . . Gene Wilkey, veep and general manager of KMOX-TV, 
honored by the Women’s Ad Club with the “purple garter” award . . , 
Don Cunningham. KPLR-TV sports announcer, named director of 
sports . . . TV Guide has launched new season of “St. Louis Television 
Tours.” 

IN PITTSBURGH . . . 
AI McDowell has been assigned the Saturday and Sunday news spots 

vacated by Carl Ide at KDKA TV. Phil Cochran will be Ide’s replace¬ 
ment on the Staton’s news-in-depth show Sunday evening. No replace¬ 
ment for his nightly show has been set yet although many have 
auditioned both from the station and out of town . . . WOLA is now 
picking up the audio on “Open End” on Thursdays. The delayed tape 
is shown on WQED the following Monday . . . Pete Gregg has moved 
from WCAE to WOLA . . . Martha Olah resigned from WMCK . . . 
Local tv actor Roland Kindheart just finished “Roaring Twenties” 
episode . . . Dick Brown, the former all-night roan on KDKA has moved 
to WONE, Dayton, where Guy Harris is now program director. Harris 
formerly held same post at KDKA . . . WJAS is planning to move to 
24-hour operation . . . Caley Augustine elected to board of directors of 
Broadcast Promotion Organization in convention at New Orleans , . . 
Pom Quinn, KDKA program manager, set for European vacation ... 

Radio Reviews 

A LOOK AT THE SOVIET 
1 ECONOMY 
With Bill Downs, Dr. Herbert Stein, 

Dr. Leon M. Herman, Prof. 
Gregory Grossman 

Producer: Normin Gorin 
25 Mins., Fri., Nov. 18, 9:05 p.m. 
CBS, from Washington 

CBS News grabbed an exclusive 
on a timely subject with this 
roundtable discussion on the Rus¬ 
sian economy featuring three of 
the six American experts just re¬ 
turned -from study of the Soviet 
(Russian experts conducted a 
similar study of the U.S. economy, 
on an exchange agreement). i 

The broadcast (I8)’was aired a 
day after the U.S. economists filed 
their reports at the semi-annual 
meeting of trustees of the Commit¬ 
tee for Economic Development in 
Washington. 

With CBS news correspondent 
Bill Downs were Dr. Herbert Stein, 
director, research division, Com¬ 
mittee for Economic Development; 
Dr. Leon M. Herman, Soviet Af¬ 
fairs division, Library..of Congress; 
and Prof. Gregory Grossman, de¬ 
partment of economics, U. of 
California. 

While the discussion would have 
been more interesting with a larger 
number of specifics on the Russian 
economic scene,, it did manage to 
dear the air via a general picture 
of Soviet progress and what the 
challenge means to the U.S.,The 
experts were in agreement on all 
points raised, including: although 
Soviet industrial production is cur¬ 
rently only 40% of U.S. output, it’s 
significant that they are even in 
military power, and giving the U.S. 
a lot of trouble in aid to under¬ 
developed countries; there’s a new 
managerial class in Russia similar 
to the American upper-middle 
class, right down to conservative 
attitude; while Soviet education 
does emphasize engineering and 

! science, the tendency is to narrow 
specialization; and, in the overall, 
"we should realize we are in a 
very, very tough game with the 
Russians, very, very tough race, 
extremely tough,” as Prof. Gross- 
man put it. Bill. 

YOUNG BOOK REVIEWERS 
With Marian E. Shelby, moderator; 

others 
Producer-director: Vera Eikel 
25 Mins.; Sun., 9:05 a.m. 
WMCA, N. Y. * 

Carson McCullers’ play. “The 
Member of The Wedding,” was the 
subject of a lively, stimulating dis¬ 
cussion Sunday (27) morning on 
WMCA’s, N. Y., “Young Book Re¬ 
viewers” program. 

The high school students showed 
some keen insights, talked freely 
of their feelings about the charac¬ 
ters and the many hued themes 
of the play. Perhaps one reason 
they were so resplendent in their 
analysis was that the play con¬ 
cerned the pains of growing up, a 
subject w'hich they could easily 
identify with. Many of the re¬ 
marks showed a maturity way be¬ 
yond the high school level, a ripe 
richness, in fact, possessed by too 
few adults. 

Mrs. Marian E. Shelby served 
excellently as the moderator. An¬ 
other guest was George Freedley, 
curator of* the N. Y. Public Libra¬ 
ry’s theatrical Collection. Freedley 
lent some personal recollections of 
the authoress to the proceedings. 

Horo. 

Friendly & Murrow; Ad Writers 
If Ed Murrow and Fred Friendly confine themselves to igrey 

flannel in the next few weeks, don’t be surprised. They’ve taken 
to calling themselves “the lowest-paid copywriters in the busi¬ 
ness,” though their remuneration from their more orthodox ac¬ 
tivities puts them in the upper strata. 

Fact of the matter is that they've begun writing commercial 
lead-ins for “CBS Reports.” Friendly started it in the “Money 
and the Next President’.’ outing a few weeks ago, when he pointed 
out to sponsor Philip Morris that its commercials, produced for 
spot and other network telecasts, seemed too abrupt a change of 
pace on “CBS Reports” and that the Institutional and prestige 
values of the show weren’t being pressed to their full advantage. 
He proposed to the sponsor that he and Murrow sit down and 
write a couple of lead-ins which would frame.- the cigaret “sell” 
properly within the mood and context of the program itself. 

Friendly and Murrow proceeded to write two such lead-ins, both 
of which were accepted by Philip Morris. In essence, they pointed 
up the sponsor’s belief in the importance of the subject of the 
show, stating (paraphrased) that “it’s America’s business. But 
now, if you’ll pardon us for a moment-, we’d like to tell you about 
our particular business, the manufacture of fine cigarets.” Com¬ 
mercials followed. 

Pair then wrote another lead-in for one of the blurbs in Fri¬ 
day’s (25) “Harvest of Shame” special on migratory farm workers. 
They’re doing 'em gratis, hence the “lowest-paid” tag. But they 
figure, the lead-ins are important to the program and pay off in 
goodwill for the sponsor as well. _ 

CBS ‘Eyewitness’ In 
Two-Ply Coferage 

For More Flexibility 
CBS News is beginning to dou¬ 

ble-team its news coverage for the 
Friday night “Eyewitness to His¬ 
tory” series. Idea is to cover two 
major stories during the week, 
then select the hottest of the two 
for the Friday night half-hour, 
even if the other has to be 
scrapped entirely. 

On Monday (28), the network 
dispatched two news teams for this 
Friday’s (2) show, one under narra¬ 
tor Charles Kurault to New Or¬ 
leans to cover the integration 
story there, the other under co¬ 
producer Ernest Leiser to Caracas 
to cover the Venezuelan rioting. 

Footage from both sources will 
be worked and edited right up to 
Friday afternoon. At that point, 
exec-producer Leslie Midgley will 
choose between them. The loser 
may not find its way to the air 
thereafter, although it’s conceiva¬ 
ble some of. the footage could be 
salvaged in the event of a subse¬ 
quent flareup in either of the two 
areas. 

New policy of flexibility was 
made evident a couple of weeks 
ago, when the show scrapped a 
half-hour on the Japanese elec¬ 
tions in order to do a two-subject 
show on the initial New Orleans 
flareups and on the closeness of 
the election. Last week's stayed on 
schedule with the story of the 
U. S.'s gold problem. 

Zenith’s Extra Dirrys 
Zenith Radio Corp. directors 

voted two extra dividends of 50c 
each Monday (28), in addition to 
the regular quarterly dividend of 
40c, bringing total divvies for the 
year up to $2.60 a share. Year’s 
total is the same as in 1959, when 
company declared two specials of 
65c each. » 

One of the specials, plus the 
quarterly divvy, is payable Dec. 20 
to holders of record of Dec. 9. 
Second special is payable Jan. 27 
to holders of record Jan. 8. 

WHOM Primer Ob 
Spanish Market 

“New York is the largest Puerto 
Rican city in the world,” declares 
a research promotion study being 
distributed this week to ad agen¬ 
cies by Gotham’s fulltime Spanish 
language radio station, WHOM. 

The report covers the distribu¬ 
tion of New York’s Spanish popula¬ 
tion and analyzes the group’s 
customs and living habits, buying 
power and the importance of the 
Spanish language. Radio and tr 
listening and viewing also are 
covered. 

According to the report; there 
are 725.000 Puerto Ricans and an¬ 
other 200,000 persons from other 
Spanish-speaking counrties in New 
YoFk. Median age of the Puerto 
Ricans is 23, and, the study points 
out, the needs-of young immigrant 
families exceed the needs of the 
established families. 

On WHOM specifically, the study 
backgrounds Charles Baltin, vee- 
pee and sales manager, and pro¬ 
gram directoriRalph Costantino, “a 
key figure in foreign language ra¬ 
dio for more than 20 years.” 

Pictured are eight air talents, 
several of , whom were familiar. 
voices to New York’s Spanish pop¬ 
ulation before settling in America. 

The 5,000 watter is “the voice of 
La Prensa, the first Spanish lan¬ 
guage newspaper in New York.” 
The link with the newspaper, says 
the study, is important in pubserv- 
ice projects and program promo- 

[ tion. 
! All New York’s Spanish families 
j listen to radio, says the study. Lis¬ 
tening to English-speaking stations 
is a burden* because most of “the 
immigrants understand the written 
word easier than the spoken. A 
third indicated in a study that they 
listen to English-speaking stations, 
but the prime, motivation is to 
learn the language. Spanish music 
is probably the most important 
pull in Spanish radio. 

While two-thirds of the Spanish 
families own tv sets, 75% indicate 
restricted viewing.because of lan¬ 
guage difficulties. Sports is the big 
draw for tv, but the viewers must, 
turn to Spanish radio for the sports 
picture at home. 

Dan Mallinger has finished new tv film series with Eleanor Schano 
called “Gateway to Glamour.” Ken Israel is handling distribution . . . 
Director Joe Samul Is now co-producer on “KD has a Baby” which 
KDKA TV is putting into syndication. 

IN MINNEAPOLIS ... 
Ben Leighton Jr., head time buyer for Campbell-Mithun advertising 

agency, told members of the Midway Civic club here that the American 
people received a $20,000,000 gift, equivalent to lost revenue, from the 
nation’s broadcasting industry during the recent political campaign. 
Ad exec reported that the webs lost $9,000,000 covering the GOP and 
Democratic conventions, $2,000,000 on the Kennedy-Nixon debates and 
$9,000,000 on campaign coverage. Election night results, though spbn- 
sored, cost the industry another million, Leighton said . . . WCCO, 
local CBS affiliate, substantially stepping up its news service this week. 
Station is doubling number of network news shows it carries and 
increasing local newscasts by a third 

IN CINCINNATI ... 
Pulling stakes as general manager of WKRC-TV for past year, J. W. 

MeGough said his parting was because of disagreement over the Taft 
Broadcasting operating policies ‘^nd completely amicable.” At same 
time TBC put a vice president’s hat on Bob Schlinkert, g.m. of WBRC- 
TV, Birmingham . . . Sam B. Schneider upped by Crosley Broadcasting 
to central division sales manager for WLW Radio after six months as 
an account exec in Chicago area . . . Twentieth annual Christmas drive 
by Ruth Lyons on her “50-50 Club” weekday show to provide radios, 
tv sets, libraries and toys for children in over 20 hospitals in Ohio, 
Indiana and Kentucky throughput the year passed the $100,000 mark 
early. Appeal is. on Crosley s four-station tv network and WLW Radio 

‘International Zone,’ 
UN Series, To Bow 

“International Zone,” produced 
and emceed by Alistair Cooke, will 
debut Dec. .12 on NBC’s Manhattan 
television outlet. It is being offered 
around the U.S. as part Of the plot 
to help the United Nations, engen¬ 
dered by the U.S. Broadcasters 
Committee some time ago. Chair¬ 
man of latter is. Tom Shull, of the 
Storer group of. stations and vice- 
chairman P. A. .Sugg of NBC. 

Under the letterhead of the com¬ 
mittee U.S. stations are being 
urged to schedule the filmed pro¬ 
grams. Stations retain the prints 
for repeats, if desired. 

Objective of the series is to pre¬ 
sent the manifold activities of the 
UN for general consumption; in 
short, image-making for the body 
whose responsibility is to prevent 
World War III. 

As UN station relations officer, 
Jeff Sparks is pushing the series 
for broad representation acriiss the 
continent 
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VICTOR BORGE SHOW 

Pr^Kwt: LAWRENCE WHITE, 
JOSEPH CATES 

Directors Joseph Cates 

Writers: Larry Marie**, Eddie Low- 
r*ace, Robert Hilliard, *#« Jolsau, 
Art Ba*r 4 

Musical director: Glenn Omit 

*0 Mins.: Thurs. (4). 9:30 p.m. 

PONTIAC 

ARC-TY. from NX (tape) 
(McManus, John A Adana) 

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS. Oet. 7. 1M0 

Victor Borge's 'Special' 
Brings Fun to Viewers 

■y BEN GROSS 

Vidor Barge, the comic Dan* who ha* a way with the 
piano, brought his long-waited special to ABC-TV (9:30. to 
10:30) last night. Highlighting a premiere-filled evening, 
he offered a blithesome hoar of brittle foolery aad Hiring 

As usual, Borge's funning gravitated between the clever 
and the corny; but, at least, his comments and sight gags 
had tom* touch of novelty. And, as ‘always,^ there was the 
star's piano playing. He is a true artist of the keyboard, as 
he demonstrated in his performance of Rachmaninoff's 
'‘'Variations on ■ Theme of Corelfi," his version of Gneg's 
Piano Concerto and in a comedy duet with another fine pian¬ 
ist, Leonid Hambro. 

Other enjoyable items of the show were the Japanese and 
American songs of the famous Nipponese singer Izumi Ywki- 
mura. She has a great deal of artistry. Another feature 
was Mike Wallace's "interview" with the composer-pianist 
Franz Liszt (Serge), a skit based on a darned good idea but 
which wasn't funny enough. 

Octob«r 1 OH* 
The entertainment peak of the week was Thursday 

wight’s Victor large special. It was a delightful me 

of comedy and music, with an occasional so-so spot; but, on 
tho whole. a sparkling hour. Especially when Victor displayed 
his artistry at the piana (ABC-TV). 

NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE 

THE VICTOR BORGE SHOW 
The highly stylized impishness of Victor Borge, comple¬ 

mented by his fine piano artistry, was an display last evening 
for this unique performer's only appearance of tho season. 
It was a variety hour that hit iom* hilarious high spots and 

few dead ones, bwt waver suffered from lack of Imagine- 

HOW. (ABC-TV, 9:30-10:30.) 

For instance, Borge's "Person To Person" satire as Franz 
Liszt being interviewed by Mike Wallace was^na^^ef^thejtriiljf 

fuwwy aad more creative comedy sketches of the season. 

It was climaxed by an equally zany four-handed rendition of 
tho Second Hungarian Rhapsody which also brought in tho 
talents of Philharmonic pianist Leonid Hambro. 

Nor has Borge ever been funnier than last evening with 
his far-fetched whimsical pleasantries such as the one of 
the cat which died and left all his money to a little old lady. 

NEW YORK JOURNAL-AMERICAN 

JACK O'BRIAN SAYS: 
VICTOR BORGE convened his first lunatic spectacular 

last wight Iw ARC-TV and It was a dandy. Its content* 

hilarity—the bullfighter-pianist sketch was too. long, 
and unsatisfactory not simply because of its length, but be¬ 
cause it got clumsy, gimmicky and tiresome . . . On the ether, 
funnier hand, a wild, mad sketch about Franz Liszt in the 
latter part *f the show was too short—not in time, only be¬ 
cause it was a howl aH of its length, which may even have 
been, longer than the musical bullfighter gambit. 

Tho show boasted Borge's deceptively offhand comic 
touches, whimsical passing comments, wonderfully silly twists 
on literal phrases and notions, and if the physical production 
seemed a bit raffish, hurried and ill-conceived at times, the 
comedy content wqs good, the writing funny, the Borg* per¬ 
sonality dependably gifted. 

Victor's main guest was Izumi Yukimura, on loan from the 
exhibition of Japan**# art at tho Latin Quarter, ah excep¬ 
tionally talented and imaginative change of pace from Borge's 
characterizations. She offered a traditional Japanese molody, 
then sang the verse of "My Funny Vclentine" in Japanese and 
the chorus In precisely Impeccable American, In • big, unusual, 
stage-type voice of fine tone, shading^and style. 

Variety. Oct. 24, 1940 

A WHITE-CATES Prod. 
• ' 

2D TIMEX ALL-STAR 
CIRCUS 

with Pawl Winchell. others 
Producer: Git Cates 
Exec producer: Lawrence 

White 
Director: Joe Cates 
40 Mies..' Friday (21), 
' 9 p.m. 
TIMEX 
NBC-TY (tape) 

(W. B. Doner) 

An NBC crew went to Copenhagen, 

Denmark, to tape the Cirkws Schumann 

in action and brought back virtually 

everything that's memorable about a • 

circus except the sawdust smell. 

By using Pawl Winchell £ Jerry Ma¬ 

honey as hosts, the visit to tho circits 

was given an informal and pleasing 

atmosphere and served to tie thing* 

together nicely during the performing 

breaks. 5how's main value* of course, 

comes from the circus performers 

themselves. The Schumanns arc an : 

amazing family group with plenty of 

circus savvy. There's Kat{a Schumann, 

an 11-year old bareback rider, and 

15-year eld. Benny who does an ox¬ 

citing low-wire act with his 11-year 

eld brother Jacques and there are the 

elder Schumanns who hava an act 

called the Schumann Liberty Horses, 

one of the slickest trained hotse acts 

around. In addition to tho Schumanns, 

there were tho Nellos Football Dogs, 

■tho Flying Marilees, a high trapoze 

act, Larry Griswold, a trampoline per¬ 

former, tho Six Bartinis, a bicycle act, - 

Douglas Kossmayer, a horso & chariot- 

act, and clowns Leo Gaston and An¬ 

tonio t Kiki to help round out the 

magical/hour. 

The show was paced la a way 

that mode the hoar seem to skip 

by aad the camera work was sock. 

Spotting the program between 9 and 

10 p.m. gave the adult viewer* a 

break but it should bo dono again at 

an oartior hour so that tho kiddies 

can share the delights of the pro-, 

gram. _ Grot. 

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS 

by BEN GROSS 

Danish Circus: 

Everyone who loves a circus 

must hove fouud joy In the special 

show enceed by Paul- Winchell and 

his dummy, Jerry Mahoney, on NBC- 

TV (9 to 10 P.M.). 

Tho program was . filmed at the 

Schumann Circus in Copenhagen, 

Denmark, founded by the ancestors 

of present owner* 112 years ego. 

With its downs, trained horses, aeriat- 

ists and football-playing dogs the 

hour brought pleasure to old and 

young, alike. 

NEW YORK 
HERALD TRIBUNE 

by HARRIET VAN HORNE 

The weefceud also brought us a 

wonderful, rolllckluo circus, filmed 

in Copenhagen for NBC. It induded 

the greatest unicycle act sine* tho In¬ 

vention of tho wheel end a gam* of 

soccer played with great speed end 

skill by little sweatered dogs. 

NEW YORK POST, SUNDAY. NOYEMSER 13. 1940 

REVIEWING 

STAND %INSTEHR 

‘GIRL OF THE NIGHT1 

At the Criterion 
In. the topsy-turvy world of current make-believe 

' prostitutes are glorified ("Never on Sunday," "The 

World of Susie Wong," "Irma La Douce"), while their 

smoother, wealthier sisters, the call girls, hoe a hard 

row in "Girl of tho Night," at tho "V " - ■' 

£nfcnon. 'Girl of tbe Night' 
This is' tho viewxeen fromr Dr. .... _ , 

A Werner Bros, release. A 
Harold Greenwcld's psyeboanalyti- V„gu<rj pro<Jucf;on. produced 

.cal study, "The Call Girl,"^reefed ‘by Max J. Rosenberg. Directed 

by e newcomer. Joseph Cate*, by Joseph Cafes. Screenplay by 

and spearheaded by a couple-^f T«d •»«* R*Ph«el B,au* 
i _ . « - Frtom “The Call Girl" by Dr. 

good performances by Anne Fran- .. . , _ .. 
Harold Greenwald. The cast: 

ds, who suffer*,; and her. pimp. Ann<| Fr,nc;St Uoy<| No,,n< K-y 

John Kerr, who drshes it out. Medford, John Kerr, Arthur 

The picture's structure is a se- Storch* Jam** Broderick, Lauren 
, . Gilbert, Eileen Fulton and Julius 

nes of ups and downs on the road 
Monk, 93 minutes. 

to redemption, net tho familiar 

religious one but the perhaps ■ ■**’ ■* ''•* •' ’ -v • ' 

p,,cho.nri,rtc.l ^ h(>w 

one. Anne Francis lost her father sh« mod€ h„ fiv;n8 wirtt ^ 

when she was young, wos rejected pressed mood, 

by her mother who married again, John Kerr, the fellow who takes 

and wasn't treated well by rele- h‘r m<n^' **•»•"* to ber' 
. , • and - runs her business engage- 

tives. She thought of herself as , . . 
menfs, demonstrates what a good- 

unloved and unworthy. And so ccter „„ do ^ mcke hinim 

forth, as Dr. Uayd Nolan patiently j*|f repulsive without placing 

listens, prompts'once or twice lest Dracula tusks in bis mouth or 

ho b* accused of getting his good oth*rwi‘* ^fig-ring himself. Ho 
. , ,_ ... really convinces you with a kind 

salary for nothing, and fades out 
of inner rottenness that wnl startle 

o* the picture Hashes back and ^ wfjo hav( thcug(lt ttrtnMeIvci 

forward to complete Its story. fevt w;tf, tf,e handsome young 

These ore not startling innovations actor. This may not be good for 

as therapy. b»* career as an idol,; but it's an 

, ,, v , eye-opener for those willing to see 
The picture view of New York ' ; * 

him as an actor. | . 
City is ordinary, which is some¬ 

thing of o relief. Usually a movie producer seems possessed of 

. . , ,, v . . -tbe ***** to knew the subject is 
maker In New York becomes en- • * 

sufficiently sensational not to need 

of ** “,biert- W|- a nwJl,. Th. p.rf.™,.™ ploy H 

big victim to sorethurob photog- down, the director holds every- 

raphy. Everything sticks out. thing in control, and the photog- 

These streets and houses, that East r°Phy « modest. 

River end Queensboro bridge ere Kay Medford, q wise and weary 

thoroughly recognizable, nothing madam, puts out another of her 

more. good, unaccented jobs. 

Frauds and Johus The results speak dearly, for- 

The men in the professional life cibty for themselves. The rehabiti- 

ef Anne Francis are ordinary tation -of such a girl in such « 

"Johns." They hove the money, situation Is a story so surrounded 

but they ere not outstanding in with melodramatic and sentimental 

any way, not evefi in a descrip- cliches that it would havs been 

Hve or character way. This Is very easy to fail into one of tbs 

good, in Its negative way. many pitfalls. Instead Hiey*v< 

Ann# Francis stands out enough, holds your I*- 

because she's still that blue-eyed, l****L-**ijj*j*gffT«- .touch#* the 

toed looking blond she was ten heart aad gradually persuodes 

years ago. $h# can act. She's no 

Duse, but she can make you think 

she's a working coll girl, though ever^thlujj^frujjcjj**^ 

LAWRENCE WHITE and JOSEPH CATES 
Productions, Inc. 

119 West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y. PLozo 7- 9240 



BADIO-TEUE VISION 

TV Fottowup Comment 
Continue* from page 31 ——^ 

^impeccably* backed" thm entir* s«r^ 
sion. Bell’s unobtrusive plugs! 
[stressed* the value of the'company?* 
■new Princess phone^ among other 

. things. Gilb. 

Wenbnvda^ 'Sovegdier 31M 

like and entertaining, effort in 
which the elements of fine- crafts¬ 
manship were fused in a pleasant 
60-minute session. 

The book and score were not de¬ 
signed to live forever, but in its 
way, it was’one of the top variety 
show efforts of the season. It was 
good entertainment for an hour. 

The book was fairly simple. 
Janet Blair, mistaken by a genie 
for Scheherazade, was whisked 
back a few centuries and a few 
thousand miles to rejoin the me¬ 
nage of Ali Baba, but Sinbad the 
Sailor had other plans for her. 
There were original music and lyr¬ 
ics with a couple of standards 
thrown in to keep the franchise. 
The music and its projection were 
good, advancing the action and 
providing a few lilting sessions. 

The cast was right for the occa¬ 
sion. Miss Blair charmed her way 
around, and assistance by Louis 
Nye as. the genie, John Vivyan, 
who moved over from “Mr. Lucky” 
as Sinbad and John Hoyt as All 
Baba made for a compact and ef¬ 
ficient cast .The credit for the 
music went to Jack Brooks, and 
the book was by Ed Simmons. 

The sets were similiary 'well- 
done and the commercials were 
brought In cleverly. Jose. 

Perry Como Show 
Perry Gomo threw a Thanks¬ 

giving Eve bash for a group of lik¬ 
able young people on his “Kraft 
Music Hall” show on NBC-TV last 
Wednesday (23). Discounting some 
tired inaterial concerning Bing 
Crosby. Frank Sinatra and Lawr¬ 
ence Welk, show had a snappy 
holiday flavor that made an enjoy¬ 
able hour of song and dance. 

Assisting Como in the song de¬ 
partment were the Crosby Bros., 
thus the jokes about pere Crosby, 
the Lennon Sisters, lammisters 
from Welk’s “one-a-two-and-a- 
three” beat, and Tommy Sands, 
FS’s son-in-law. The youngsters fit 
easily into the holiday mood and 
scored individually. The Crosbys 
hit with “I Can’t Give You Any¬ 
thing But Love,” the Lennons 
came over with “I Don’t Know 
Why I Love You Like I Do” and 
Sands was in top form on “You 
Stepped Out Of A Dream.” Their 
group work, with Como leading the 
way, was bright and colorful on 
“Dream” and “Keep-A-Hoppin’.” 

A solid comedy touch was offered 
by Frank Gorshin whose offbeat 
impressions of Richard Widmark, 
Kirk Douglas, Jeff Chandler, Al¬ 
fred Hitchcock, Steve McQueen 
and Bobby parin hit a high note 
for carbon capers. 

Choreographer Peter Ginnaro 
joined the show this session and 
his bright touch was evident 
throughout. The show wound 
with Como doing his perennial 
“Bless This House,” which pro¬ 
vided the proper touch for the hol¬ 
iday. Gros. 

"Close-Up” 
Not much energy or intelligence 

is going to be required of Time 
Inc., the publisher-turned-tv-pro- 
ducer, to do a better job on “Close- 

Up” than ABC News has done until 
now. “The Money Raisers” was-tbe 
subject of the Bell &-Howell public 
affairs series last Friday (25), and, 
for the third time, this program on 
ABC-TV was listless and, worse, 
unimportant. Like, for instance* a 
videonic discourse on the apathy of 
American voters; the half-hour 
(scheduled at 8 p.m.) took a poten¬ 
tially grand theme and slugged it 
to death with unimaginative writ¬ 
ing, ineffectual camerawork and 
stultifying editing. 

The lack of organization and 
spirit, the lack of incisiveness even 
more than the lack of courage that 
has prevailed so far on ‘"Close-Up” 
(billed—before the season started 
—as a controversial series) are" in¬ 
centive to turn some adult viewers 
away. ABC-TV could find no better 
way to reveal the mechanics of dis¬ 
honest fund collectors than to re¬ 
course to a short, puerile “drama¬ 
tization” of the leering woman and 
the tough, bearded mastermind 
criminal, who mulct a bank direc¬ 
tor for the “milk fund.” 

The network’s news department 
(Don Goddard did the interviews 
this time) demonstrated the same 
inspiration in its choice of inter¬ 
viewees, windy and stagey to the 
last. Perhaps this relentless dull¬ 
ness would have been relieved if 
director Marshall Diskin had-sug¬ 
gested some elemental cutting and 

•splicing, which, obviously, he did 
* not. 

Under the circumstances, the 
(entrance of Time Inc. as the “in¬ 
truding novice” of tv public affairs 
could he welcome. Art. 

Bell Telephone Hour 
With an array of talent headed 

by Helen Hayes, NBC-TV’s “Bell 
Telephone Hour” tackled Tchai¬ 
kovsky Friday (25) in a tuneful 
program that ranged from the com¬ 
poser’s pop adaptations to his more 
serious works. The opulently pro¬ 
duced colorcast was aptly tagged 
“The Music of Romance” for the 
script recalled the mutual affec¬ 
tion of the composer and Madam 
Van Meek via their famed corre¬ 
spondence. 

Arch Oboler’s dialog, based on 
the letters, would have emerged 
dated and affected had it been en¬ 
trusted to less capable hands than 
Miss Hayes as the Madam Van 
Meek and Farley Granger as Tchai¬ 
kovsky. Even so, the dramatic por¬ 
tion of the hour added up to little 
more than a convenient peg on 
which to hang some of the com¬ 
poser’s more familiar selections. 

Jane Powell and Johnny Des¬ 
mond contributed some lilting 
vocals of a number of pops based 
upon Tfchaikovsky’s music. Pianist, 
Grant Johannessen. was very much 
the virtuoso in playing the final 
movement of the “Concerto No. 1 
in B-Flat Minor”1 while violinist, 
Michael Rabin, did a stirring -solo 
of the finale of the “Concerto 
in D.” 

But the hour’s high spot, at least 
visually, was the sequence in which. 
Lupe Serrano and Jacques D’Am- 
boise danced the “Black Swan Pas 
de Deux” from the “Swan Lake”, 
ballet. Donald Voorhees’ orchestra 

AFTMUSMT 
Continued from page- 1 

an aggregate of 32% above the 
last contract. 

The actors’ guilds as the week 
began were holding to the concept 
of weighting city populations to 
arrive at blurb fees, which man¬ 
agement had long and vigorously 
opposed. It was also reported that 
another icfea, opposed by the agen¬ 
cies who are fearful of too great a 
rise in the cost of wild spot tv 
bluris, had crept back into the 
talks. It was that blurb performers 
be paid in cycles shorter than the 
existing 13-week period. 

Saturday (26) morning, both 
sides met for an hour-and-a-half 
and in that time rejected each 
offer’s latest proposals. After tak¬ 
ing the rest of the weekend off to 
Study the situation, the negoti¬ 
ators reconvened at the Informal 
Monday sessions, where the ice 
seemed finally to be broken. 

- Besides discussing blurb fees, 
the dickerers also got into net¬ 
work wages and working condi¬ 
tions, and a great deal of ground 
was covered there, too. With con¬ 
siderable detail work facing them, 
the negotiators found it difficult 
predicting when they’d actually be 
ready to say they have a contract 
that both sides find agreeable, but 
the new-found tone of amenability 
has made them all “moderately 
optimistic.” 

In its 24-year history of bargain¬ 
ing against them AFTRA has never 
struck the webs. SAG is co-nego¬ 
tiating with AFTRA for the first 
time. The two unions, onetime 
rivals, decided that they need fee 
parity in the production of com¬ 
mercials, whether on tape or film, 
to prevent management from using 
one union against the .other. 

STREIBERT TO HELM 
TIME’S MPLS. STATION 

Theodore C. (Ted) Streibert is 
returning to broadcasting as v.p.- 
general manager of Time Inc.’s 
WTCN-TV & AM.xMinneapolis. He 
replaces Phil C. Hoffman, who 
resigned a couple of months ago. 

Since exiting his post as direc¬ 
tor of the U. S. Information Agen¬ 
cy in 1957, Streibert has been with 
the International Basic Economy 

,Corp., the Rockefeller-owned hold¬ 
ing and financing company. He was 
appointed to the U.S.I.A. as its 
first director by President Eisen- 

Jiower in 1953. 
Streibert was board chairman 

of Mutual Broadcasting and prexy 
of WOR and WOR-TV, N. Y., 
through 1951. At WTCN, he reports 
to Wes Pullen, Vv.p. of Time’s 
broadcast division. , • 

Ottawa—Jean Anouilh’s j “Point 
of Departure,” skedded by CBC- 
TV then cancelled for fear of of¬ 
fending viewers, is on again at 
11:30 p.m. Dec. 2. 

"ACTION THAT FANS TALK ABOUT... WRITE ABOUT! 

“TIGHTROPE*9 
Starring MIKE CONNORS as Police Undercover Agent 

For Further Details Contact 

* Details on Request 

SCREEN fcSGEMS, INC. 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORF. 

711 Fifth Avene. New York 22 PL 1-4432 

NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO HOUSTON HOLLYWOOD ATLANTA TORONTO 

Foreign TV Mowvp 
SSSSiim Continued frontpage 30 ssi 
gave telling glimpse*, of the ex¬ 
perienced smile at the comer of 
the mouth, of the honesty of her 
attitudes, of the reserve -that made' 
her allergic to personal publicity. 
Freeman tried to draw her out on 
her politics and Mis* Signoret de¬ 
nied ever being a Gommie, but 
explained that she was 19 years- 
old at the time of the1 Nazi occu¬ 
pation of France' and any patriot 
had to take sides. Naturally, Com¬ 
munists were active- on the anti- 
Nazi front, and their cause was 
shared by many who were not; 

Actress who’d recently signed 
the French manifesto protesting, 
the Algerian war, showed that she* 
would let no considerationsof pop¬ 
ularity or livelihood bend her 
opinions. But, being outside her 
own country, she declined to elab¬ 
orate on the matter. 

On the career front, she mod¬ 
estly brought in director Jack 
Clayton and costar Laurence Har¬ 
vey as contributors to her triumph 
in "Room at the Top.” The most 
moving moments were when she 
described her life with husband 
Yves Montand, saying how she 
liked to be with him during his! 
one-man concert tours. Three times 
she affirmed that she was a very 
happy woman-and this came 
through. 

Freeman Ignored the current! 
gossip about Montand and Marilyn 
Monroe, and Miss Signoret implied 
that such subjects were pretty im¬ 
pertinent anyway. Her daughter, 
she said, had never been photo¬ 
graphed for publicity purposes, 
and she Intended to cling to that 
sort of privacy. 

But, on the whole, Freeman 
didn’t get to the nerve of his sub¬ 
ject. It was a nice exhibition of 
thin-ice skating, and the actress 
kept her balance throughout. Credit 
titles were embellished, as usual, 
by Feliks Topolski drawings; the 
mystery of Miss Signoret eluded 
them, too. - Otta. 

Saturday Spectacular 
This was a highly unspectacular 

sample of ATV's “Saturday Spec¬ 
tacular.” Deliberately so, for Rich¬ 
ard Greenough had devised a 
drawing-room, which cunningly 
opened out for some of the acts, 
and actor Maurice Denham hosted 
with cheery informality. If the bill 
packed few surprises, It had an 
agreeable frame. 

■ Centerpiece of t;he shaw was a 
15-minute sketch, dashed off by 
writer Richard Waring, in which 
Denham was joined by Peggy pum- 
mins and William Franklyn. Idea 
of this segment, called “Father 
Knows Best,” was that a daughter 
brought her latest beau for Inter¬ 
view by father. His cross-examina¬ 
tion had previously frightened off 
earlier suitors, so he was per¬ 
suaded to be less forbidding this 
time. But, on the way down, the 
daughter -had decided the young 
man was not for her, and wanted 
pa to scare him off. This produced 
some tinny yocks, but was a pretty 
flat brew for this talented team. 
Miss Cummins fluttered, Denham 
blustered, and Franklyn double- 
took—and that was about it. 

Rest of the items were largely 
vocal. Adele Leigh, a well-dis-. 
tributed nightingale, pleased with 
“Tonight” and “So Far,” which 
didn’t tax her fluent voice though 
she was a hit heavy with the sim¬ 
pers. Emile Ford treacled through 
“Counting Teardrops” and “White 
Christmas,” his familiar mixture 
of bounce and sentimentality. 
While the Beverly Sisters, appear¬ 
ing at short notice because of Russ 
Conway’s illness, trotted round the 
set with "Strawberry Fair” and 
draped themselves over the furni¬ 
ture for “Lights, of Home.” 

The show was sparked off by 
the Wallabies, who had some good 
twists on the trampoline. And 
Denham’s emceeing was affable 
enough to suggest that he might be 
tried again, if provided with a cou¬ 
ple of new gags. Producer Francis 
Essex was enterprising with his 
cameras. Otta. 

For CanifiMt Border 
Sb&^EbatsiiLoan 

Wometco- Enterprises, based in 
Miami and. operator*-: of WTVJ, 
Miami, have1 purchased KVOS on 
the Cauadian-A^m erd c am border 
(covering Vancouver* in- Canada 
and' northwestern. W as H i n g t o n 
state) for $3,OdO;O0O. Purchase is- 
subject to approval of FCC and. an 
Internal Revenue Service Ruling. 

In a report ta stockholders, 
Wometco sets KVOS ’59* earnings 
at $400,000, and says ’60 earnings 
are running: at a comparable rate. 
Company has negotiated a $2,000,- 
000 loan- to fiance the deal. 

Besides the Miami outlet, 
Wometco operates WLOS-TV, 
Greenville - Ashville - Spartan- 
burg in the Carolinas, and owns 
473£% of WLQS-AM-FM, Ashville, 
N.C. Other holdings include thea¬ 
tres in Miami, Tampa and West 
Palm Beach; Florida and Bahamas 
vending operations; and the Ba¬ 
hamas Pepsi-Cola franchise. 

TV Reviews 
. Continued from page 31 

be among these goals. 
First show accomplished neither. 

Choice for the leadoff guest was 
Sen. Thomas J. Dodd of Connecti¬ 
cut, and the questioning tended to 
wander all over the international- 
national map, without purpose and 
without consequence. Only two 
questions concerned local issues, 
one on the New Haven fare in¬ 
crease and the other on the matter 
of N. Y. state income taxation of 
non-residents who work in the 
state. Sen. Dodd thought the far* 
increase too high and the tax un¬ 
fair, but that’s as far as the issues 
were pursued. 

Otherwise, the questions ranged 
from the unanswerable (whomTlo 
you favor for cabinet posts) to 
those which Sen. Dodd has already 
expressed himself on (opposition 
to U. S. participation on the World 
Court bench). Trouble is, Cochran 
and panelists Murray Davis (N. Y. 
World-Telegram & Sun), Bill Leon¬ 
ard (CBS News) and Carey Cronan 
(D. C. Correspondent for several 
Connecticut newspapers) are all 
pros. There’s no doubt that had 
they Interviewed the Senator sep¬ 
arately, they would have gotten a 
story out of him, and probably a 
good one. But in concert, they 
dealt in irrelevancies, and lacked 
the kind of direction and determi¬ 
nation that’s needed to develop a 
story. Chan. 
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Sample ^-Second Soaper 
CBS Radio’s soaper block w|nt off the air for good Friday (25), 

marking the end of an era. But WNEW, N. Y. indie, preserved 
some sort of continuity and possibly Inaugurated some kind of 
new era Monday (28) with a gijpup of what it calls “Sixty Second 
Soaps,” brief satires of the soaps which it Intends to run on a 
Monday-through-Friday basis. 

With Frank Gallup as narrator, the one-minuters are constructed 
SO' as to complete a single “story” in a week, then turning to a 
new" yarn. Each one-minute “episode” is repeated several times a 
day: The comic (soap; operas were created and written by Bill 
Persky, station’s assistant program director, and Sam Denoff, 
continuity director. Leadoff story is called “Bradley at the Bar,” 
and first-day’s script read like this: 

ANNCR: WNEW presents “Bradley at the Bar”. . . the story of 
Bradley Arlington, Attorney at Law . . . Episode 1 . . . 
As you recall, Bradley Arlington has been attending 
law school for the past four years ... Upon the advice 
of his roommate. Rip Newcomb, Bradley decided to post¬ 
pone his law career, in order to play pro football for one 
year . . . Kitty and Bradley were somewhat abashed to 
learn that Rip Newcomb had then taken Bradley’s job 
at the law office. 
After the wedding, on the way to the stadium, they re¬ 
ceived an urgent wire from ruthless Judge Morris Bind¬ 
er, requesting that Bradley come to work for him. After 
leaving Kitty and the children at their Scarsdale estate, 
Bradley went to see Judge Binder, and was faced with 
the. most difficult problem, in his five years as a lawyer. 
We join them as we hear Bradley say: 

BRADLEY: This is the most difficult problem I have had to face 
in my five years as a lawyer ... 

ANNQR: Tune in tomorrow to find out Judge Binder’s answer, 
and whether Wellington Thoon will keep his promise 
to Margaret. “Bradley at the Bar” has been a special 
presentation of WNEW and will be heard again tomor- 
ro'w at almost this very same time. 

Four subsequent scripts take the hero through 30 years, six 
wives and three Judge Binders. — 

"Witness’ Axed; New Western Set 
Continued from pate 23. ————— 

milkman’s Matinees’ 25th Amu 
Granddaddy of All Late-Niter* Still Pulls In 

$150,000 a Year 

dropped altogether. 

CBS has conceeded that 7:30- 

8:30 wasn’t the right timeslot for 

"Witness/* yet it was also unable 
to secure the necessary clearances 
to shift it to 9-10. Consequently, it 
decided to scrap the Talent Asso¬ 
ciates package altogether and bring 
on the western. That accomplished, 
ft then succeeded in getting the 
two comedy shows moved. 

Warren, who produced “Gun- 
smoke” and currently produces 
"Rawhide” for the network, origi¬ 
nally planned the new western as 

GIANT 
BEATER 
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in prime Evening time—and in 

a “network at¬ 

mosphere” of fine 

programming. A 

“giant beating”' 

opportunity. 

©mo. wpix_ 

a pilot “spinoff” on “Rawhide,” 
that is, as a pilot which would be 
integrated as a “Rawhide” episode. 
Now, however, he’s been given the 
greenligbt to get the series into 
actual production as quickly as 
possible, and the first two scripts 
are already being written. 

Series is set in' the post-Civil 
War west, and title character (still 
uncast) is a civilian troubleshooter 
for the Army in its policing duties 
in the less settled areas. Warren 
will produce the new series, at 
least to start with. “Rawhide” is 
nearly finished with its current 
cycle of 30 shows, and consequently 
he’ll have no conflict in production. 
If the new show succeeds, he’ll 
Stay with that and probably turn 
“Rawhide” over to his associate 
producer, Andre Boehm. 

So far, only holdover sponsor on 
“Witness” is R. J. Reynolds, which 
has * fourth of the show. CBS is 
hoping to persuade the ciggie- 
maker to stay with the western 
replacement 

TetoPrompter 
Continued from page 25 

—so they’re used not only for en¬ 
tertainment but for information, 
education and marketing. It goes 
beyond show business and pay tele¬ 
vision. Adult education, for in¬ 
stance, will put the medium on a 
new level of values and income. 

“There are new areas of effort 
which Hollywood has not touched 
in films or television. We hope this 
plan will be an opportunity to ex¬ 
plore these areas. Our schools will 
be enormous and circular, having a 
central broadcasting area in the 
middle. We’ll have a ‘Think Fac¬ 
tory/ a 100-acre scientific park 
where scientists will be sent from 
major American companies.” 

Albert declared that the new 
city, if undertaken haphazardly, 
could have been populated by re¬ 
tired ladies and skin divers. “Or it 
can be the most exciting cultural 
city, a city that will make its ef¬ 
fect on humanity felt for the next 
500 years.” 

Philco’s Woods Retiring 
After 35 Yrs. Service 

. Philadelphia, Nov. 29. 
Leslie J. Woods, veep for re¬ 

search and engineering and a di¬ 
rector of Philco Corp., will retire at 
the end of the year after 35 years 
with the company. 

The Philco exec joined the firm 
in 1925 when modern communica¬ 
tions was in its infancy. Woods 
played important roles in the de¬ 
velopment of the battery system* 
used in early models of . portable 
radios, which led to today’s transis¬ 
tor radios. When he was trans¬ 
ferred to Philadelphia in-1928, he 
became Philco's first television 
engineer. 

Hosiery Firm’s 110G For 
Inauguration Pickup 

CBS-TV has sold a 45-minute- 

live special on the Inauguration 

Ball on Jan. 20 to Hanes Hosiery. 

It’s now beginning to search for a 

sponsor for the pickup that day of 

the Inauguration ceremony itself. J 
The ball telecast will run from 

11:15 p.m. to midnight, as in pre¬ 

vious pickups. For' Hanes, it’s be¬ 

lieved to be the hosiery outfit’s 

first network buy. H. R. Flanagan 

agency set the deal. In years past, 

Maybelline bankrolled the event on 

CBS. Under the Hanes deal, web 
retains the right to sell off partial- 
sponsorship- of the ball if it so 
desires. Entire package comes to 
around $110,000 for the telecast. 

Global Cable Aid 
To BBC’s Radio 

London, Nov. 29. 

Although BBC-TV has made fre¬ 

quent impressive use of the exist¬ 

ing transatlantic cable system to 

flash brief filmed %ews items from 

U. S. to U. K. and vice versa, it 

sees “no tv implications” in cur¬ 

rent plans for the laying of a 
round-the-world system of large 

capacity cables at a cost of $224,- 

000,000. But the new links will 

provide more reliable communica¬ 

tion with Commonwealth countries 

In the relaying of radio programs. 

The cable-laying schedule pro¬ 

vides first for a transatlantic link 

between Canada and Britain, to be 

constructed next year. Next stage 

will be a large-capacity cable sys¬ 

tem across the. Pacific which it’s 
hoped to complete by 1964. Latter 
will bring Australia and New Zea¬ 
land into contact’with Canada and 
then by way of a microwave sys¬ 
tem across Canada and the • trans¬ 
atlantic cable, with the U. K. 

Granddaddy of all-night radio 
shows, “The Milkman’s Matinee,” 
-will celebrate its 25th anni next 
week oh WNEW, N.Y. It was near 
the end of 1935, just a year after 

! the trailblazing indie went on the 
j air, that Bernice Judis incepted 
“Matinee” as an all-nighter, -and 
the midnight-to-6 segment (now 
it’s till 5:30) proceeded to blaze 
some trails of its own. 

For one thing, it spurred recog¬ 
nition among advertisers of the 
existence of an all-night audience 
r—a permanent one, not just stay- 
up-laters, and it drew business 
into that field. For another, it 
spelled out to stations across the 
country the programming and pro¬ 
motional virtues of a 24-hour- 
around-the-clock operation. 

Twenty-five years later, “Mati¬ 
nee” is still going strong, account¬ 
ing for its best sales marks since 
Its inception* with animal billings 
running to $150,000, not bad con¬ 
sidering that a package buy ean 
run as low as $28 a spo^ It still 
has failed to generate much for¬ 
midable opposition in the N.Y. 
market, and it still captures a 
lion’s share of late-night ad ex¬ 
penditures aimed at that perma¬ 
nent all-night audience of some 
500,000 night workers. 

“Matinee” has had three prin¬ 
cipal majordomos, Stan Shaw, who 
started with the all-nighter and 
held down the post till 1942; Art 
Ford,. who took it over near the 
end; of the war and held it until 
1954, when he moved into WNEW 
daytime and subsequently to NBC; 
and ; Jack Lazare, who’s been in 
charge since ’55 and is still going 
strong. 

It} all started when Miss Judis, 
then bosslady of the then Bulova- 
owned station, figured it wouldn’t 
cost very much more to stay on the 
air 24 hours than the 22 (6 a.m. to 
4 ajn.) that it was running then. 
(Changeover effected a savings on 
equipment maintenance too, since 
it’s more economical to keep equip¬ 

ment on continuously than to shut 
it on and off.) At the time, station 
was programming midnight-to-4 
with live dance remotes—in fact, 
all the station then was live; it 
didn’t own a turntable. 

“Matinee” was then incepted to 
cover the midnight to 6 a.m. pe¬ 
riod, with most of the dance band 
remotes integrated into the over" 
all format, and with records, chat¬ 
ter and live guests added. As the 
dance remotes started to diminish, 
whafr with increased, costs, labor 
hassles, and the increasing im¬ 
portance of the disk industry, 
“Matinee” moved closer to its 
present format. 

War years and the earlier pre¬ 
paredness era were a big boon, 
multiplying the stay-up-laters. 
After the war, things settled back 
to the permanent night-working 
audience plus the stray' stay-up¬ 
pers. Commercial business on the 
show then tended toward the male 
products, gasolines, beers, shaving 
products and late-night items like 
all-night restaurants, etc., because 
of a 2-1 predominance of men in 
the audience. Most of the business 
was primarily local at the begin¬ 
ning—in fact the station itself 
didn’t get its first national account 
(20-Grand Cigarets) until 19381 
Gradually, though, a mix of local 
and national business came 
through. 

Today, majority of business is 
national, but there’s an artificial 
reason for this which also explains 
the $150,000 a year billing rate, an 
alitime high. Three years ago, 
WNEW inaugurated a package plan 
sales operation, with all sponsors 
required to include “Matinee” in 
their overall purchases. Discount 
structure'was such that “Matinee” 
amounted to a virtual bonus, but 
the 150G rate is its proportion of 
the overall take. 

Nevertheless, over its 25 years, 
“Matinee” has billed an estimated 
$2,500,000, in the opinion of v.p.- 
general manager Jack Sullivan. 
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The Definitive ‘Peter Pan*_ 
Continued from page £5 

“Juno & the Paycock” was lifted 
.by the Abbey Players from stage 
to film, where it was presented 
with absolutely no changes whatso¬ 
ever. Yet today the film is scratchy, 
the sound is poor and this letter 
perfect rendition, already faded 
into technical obsolescence, would 
not survive a time capsule or the 
rigors or even demands of con¬ 
temporary exposure. 

“You don’t have Katherine Cor¬ 
nell in the “Barretts of Wimpole 
Street.” said director Vincent 
Donehue the other day. There is no 
record of Helen Hayes’ ‘Victoria 
Regina.’ You don’t have Alfred 
Lime and Lynn Fontanne in any¬ 
thing, because, until now, every¬ 
thing, except for western reruns, 
has been made for one use. 

“So not only are we missing the 
great plays but we’re also missing 
the great performances of this 
period.” he added. Donehue is di¬ 
recting the new “Peter Pan” tape. 
KBC-TV presented “Peter Pan” 
twice before, but technical weak¬ 
nesses four and five years ago dis¬ 
allowed permanence. 

This new Mary Martin perform¬ 
ance (she did it on the stage 
initially) is going to be the defini¬ 
tive “Peter Pan,” Donehue said. 
(The network definitely plans to 
nse it again and again, and it’s 
already made provisions for addi¬ 
tional payments for the fifth and 
sixth showings.) 

The economics of television allow 
sometimes for the faithful repro¬ 
duction of classics, while all of mo¬ 
tion pictures adapt such classics, 
adaptations meaning changes are 
made to satisfy boxoffice re¬ 
quisites. Even Shakespeare has 
never been done without cuts to fit 
a tv time availability or changes to 
fit a chief actor’s personal desires. 

Donehue confided that the only 
reason Mary Martin, who did the 
two previous tv performances of 
“Pan” as well as the- legitimate 
theatre production, decided" to 
make it once more is because “she 
wants to see a permanent record of 
It.” 

According to the director, NBC 

; technicians have been laboring long 
to make sure that the “definitive 
‘Peter Pan’” lasts forever. “The 
technicians,” he noted, “have been 
warming up the cameras to the 
same temperature every day. We’re 
going to shoot it over 25 days and 
we want to make sure that the 
quality is perfectly uniform.” 

As an afterthought the director, 
who came into television in 1950 
after running his own legit theatre, 
said, “We don’t know whether it’ll 
work,” but the artist’s tone made 
him seem positive that technicians 
could do just about anything. 

WCAU’S RATE CARD: 
‘GOT YOU IN MIND’ 

Philadelphia, Nov. 29. 
WCAU Radio has issued a new, 

vastly-simplified rate card, which 
is a radical departure from the 
familiar old-style cards that fea¬ 
tured row upon row of numbers. 

Tom Swafford, WCAU veepee 
and g.m. of the CBS Radio web, 
said card was designed with the 
buyer in mind. General sales man¬ 
ager Jack Kline also points out 
“Card No. 34 offers the following 
innovations—an opportunity for ad¬ 
vertisers using announcements and 
programs to combine the two types 
of buys for total discount pur¬ 
poses.” In other wrords, an adver- 
t;ser using “large space” arid 
“small space” may combine to earn 
total discounts. 

Discounts range from 5% for 
300 units to a maximum of 30% 
for 3,000 units or more. 

A.C. GETS FM 
Atlantic City, Nov. 29. 

. Ritz Carlton hotel on downtown 
beachfront will house new resort 
FM station, WRNJ, an affiliate of 
Philadelphia FM station WI-FI 
within the next 60 days. 

Station will start official pro¬ 
gramming with completion of 

! equipment tests. WI-FI in Phila¬ 
delphia is key station for races at 
the Atlantic City Race Course, 

I Garden State Race Track 

Chi-to-Fnsico Shift 
For NBC’sBill Decker 

Chicago, Nov. 29. 

On the basis of his click per¬ 

formance as manager of WMAQ 

here the past year, NBC is trans¬ 

ferring William Decker to San 
Francisco #Dec. 16, where he’ll re¬ 
place George Fuerst as general 
manager of the radio o&o, KNBC- 
Fuerst is understood to be retiring 
after some 30 years in the NBC 
employ.. 

Decker, with chiefly a sales back¬ 
ground and practically no experi¬ 
ence in radio, had been named 
manager of the Chi station about a 
year ago by Lloyd Yoder, veep arid 
general manager of the NBC sta¬ 
tions here.. It proved an inspired 
choice, with Decker jockeying the 
station up in the ratings via some 
radical changes in the program 
concept, many 'of them borrowed 
from FM. The o&o is also having a 
banner sales year under Decker. 

At the San Francisco outlet .he’ll 
report to Thomas C. McCray, NBC 
veep and general manager of 
KRCA in Hollywood. Decker’s re¬ 
placement in Chi hasn’t been se¬ 
lected yet. 

Coast Staff Expansions 
Hollywood, Nov. 29. 

Stepped-up tv production in Hol¬ 
lywood has necessitated staff ex¬ 
pansions at three companies. Comp¬ 
ton ad agency added three, CBS 
Films and Procter & Gamble one 
each. 

William Chalmers as veepee and 
account supervisor was formerly 
with Fletcher Richards, Calkins & 
Holden; Tom Lowey, account exec¬ 
utive, was ad chief at Hoffman 
Electronics, and Burnell Grossman, 
radio-tv supervisor, erstwhile pro¬ 
duction manager for Filmrite As¬ 
sociates. . 

George Giroux, program man¬ 
ager in Hollywood for P & G, has 
hired Dave Lawrence as program 
supervisor. • Howard Alston, former 
production operations manager for 
CBS in Hollywood, joined CBS 
Films as production manager re¬ 
porting to Jack Ballard, manager 
of programs. 

Philly’s United Fund 
Takes Rap in Lo wering 

Boom on Sun. Grid 
Philadelphia, Nov .29, 

Rigid National Football League 

rules cancelled an announced video 

tape telecast of the New York 
Giants - Philadelphia Eagles pro 
football game Sunday night (27). 
League forbids telecast same day 
in city where game is played. 

The grid match at Franklin Field 
here had been sold out a week in 
advance, the entire 60,000 seats at 
the U. of Pennsylvania’s Franklin 
Field. Alert officers of the United 
Fund, which fell $324,000 short of 
its $13,500,000 goal, made a deal 
with WCAU-TV and the Eagles to 
play a vidtape of game Sunday 
night (27) and then ask viewers to 
send in $1 to make up the Fund 
deficit. 

Stunt was widely heralded and 
publicized as final major effort of 
the Fund drive. With tickets being 
scalped at fancy prices, there is 
little doubt that plenty viewers 
would have kicked in bucks to aid 
drive for bringing them the big 
game. 

Project was no more than set- 
I tied upon, however, when the sta¬ 
tion made repeated announcements 

I postponing the vidtape show and 
stating the League had lowered the 
boom. The game program was set 
back qntil 11:15 Monday night (28), 
which lost all of the immediacy 
and made it a dubious fund-raising 
device. 

Jersey entrepreneurs reaped a 
harvest by pulling in the telecast 
of the Sunday afternoon pro game 
from a N. Y. channel and showing 
it on large screen. 

Dallas—“Great Music From Chi¬ 
cago” will be presented on WFAA- 
TV in a 26-week series premiering 
Christmas Day at 2 p.m. Featuring 
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 
the series also will include grand 
and light opera productions, con¬ 
temporary jazz, and popular mu¬ 
sic, recorded by WGN-TV, Chicago, 
in the Sheratori Towers Grand 
Ballroom. 

Mex Stand: No 
Nationalization 

Of TV or Radio 
Mexico City, Nov. 29, 

Mexico is completely against any 

moves for nationalization of th« 

radio and television Industry 

throughout Latin America as det¬ 

rimental to freedom of speech. 

Cuba has made preliminary 

feelers in this direction, outlining 

the nationalization idea at the 
recent economic meeting of the 
Inter-American Announcers As¬ 
sociation in Tegucigalpa, Hon¬ 
duras. 

There is no documented Infor¬ 
mation as to Cuba’s next move, 
but rumors allegedly infer that 
delegates of republic may bring 
up matter within or outside agenda 
of the forthcoming Inter-American 
Announcers Congress, which will 
convene in Bogota in February of 
1961. 

Cuban delegates have sounded 
out the Mexican National An¬ 
nouncers Association for its views 
and received a categoric “not in¬ 
terested” reply. Mexican delegates, 
if matter is brought up in Bogota, 
will fight proposal on basis that 
it would curtail liberty of ex¬ 
pression and pose other serious 
problems, not least being that radio 
and television would, in effect, be¬ 
come the voice of the State and 
“abused” for political ends. 

Freedom of speech is a “pre¬ 
cious” thing, according to Pedro 
Ferriz, president of the Mexican 
Association, and the industry here 
has no patience with any nationali¬ 
zation projects. Ferriz pointed out 
that his organization as well as the 
Inter-American Press Association, 
and other bodies, have precisely 
come into being to “safeguard the 
inhabitants of this continent via 
the free dissemination of thought.” 

Mexican delegates to the Con¬ 
gress have completed its agenda 
of suggestions, including some 
major cooperative proposals. 

ATN CHANNEL 7, SYDNEY 

Leading in U.S. Programme Line-up 
ATN's weekly programme line-up resembles ffiat of any lli. flagship station with fhe cream of U.S. programming 

gracing its schedules. Recognising that in Australia ATN is outstanding in facilities, in service and most times 

In ratings, U5. Networks and syndicators give preference with their best. 

When Como, Hope, Benny, Astaire as well as series — among others — from NBC, Ziv, MCA, Screen Gems and 

ABC are seen In Sydney, It's always on ATN — "Australia's leading TV Station". 

ATN Television Centre, Epplng, Sydney, Australia. Offices in: • Melbourne • London 
Associate Services: Arfransa Park TV — Atnews. New York • Hollywood 
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
WBKB, the ABC-TV anchor in Chi, has published in mimeo a leaflet 

entitled “Advice to Aspiring TV Writers’* as chiefly a public relations 

gesture to answer the numerous requests for such info. Believed to be 
the only booklet of its kind, it’s being offered gratis on request. It was 
prepared by continuinity acceptance editor Marcella Braun, with an 
assist from Sterling (Red) Quinlan, yeep in charge of the station, whose 
literary credits include two novels. 

Basically it recommends (1) that aspiring writers study certain 
current series carefully and try to create storylines tailor-made for 
them; (2) that they make previous inquiry of the producers before 
submitting their scripts; and (3) that, best of all, they try to get 
representation by a reputable literary agent in Hollywood or New 

"York. A fourth suggestion, especially for the young writer, is that he 
try to get any sort of job with a telestation, even sweeping floors, to 
acquire background. ' 

Text comes with four attachments, the first a list of New York 
literary agents classified by whether they’re open'for new. clients and 
whether or not they charge a reading fee. Code rates the fees as 
moderate, high or very high. Other attachments are a list of booking 
agencies that handle scriots, a list of current tv productions that might 
buy freelance scripts (with names of producers or story editors), and 
a rundown on pilots in progress this season. 

National Assn, of Broadcasters has asked Federal Communications 
-commission to extend until Feb. 1 the deadline for commenting on the 
• proposed revamping of the financial data reports required of broad¬ 
casters. Present deadline is Dec. 9. 

In a petition filed at FCC, NAB said the revised form differs so 
much with the present version that4' many licensees might desire to 
submit individual comments or consult with NAB on developing a 
general industry statement. 

The additional time for comments, NAB argued, would benefit FCC 
in its considerations and lead to a more “affirmative result.” John F. 
Meagher and Charles H. Tower, NAB vice presidents for radio and 
television respectively, urged operators to study the new form carefully 
and consult their legal and accounting departments. 

National Labor Relations Board has ordered representation elections 
for announcers and announcer-technicians of four Portland, Ore., radio 
stations to choose between American Federation of Television and 
Radio Artists and the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. 

NLRB ruled that the representation unit should be comprised of all 
employes who appear regularly or frequently before microphones, as 
sought by AFTRA. The stations wanted technicians to be included also. 
Covered by the NLRB directive are stations KPOJ, KGW, KOIN, and 
KXL. 

The American Baptist Convention is calling for nominations for the 
1961 Radio-TV Awards, which will be made next June at the group's 
54th annual meeting. Deadline for the nominations from broadcasters 

,and others is March 1. 
- Two of the awards are for a “unique contribution (via tv or radio) 
to the advancement of world peace” and the “non-professional who 
has done the most to further an American Baptist outreach in radio 
and tv.” 

Bernard Posner, director of radid and television for Veterans 
Administration since 1950, has been appointed Asst. Executive Secretary 
and Assistant to the Chairman of the President’s Committee on Em¬ 
ployment of the Physically Handicapped. 

Posner has helped the President’s Committee In the past In devel¬ 
oping broadcasting promotional efforts. 

RIVER DALE 
Spectacular River View!. 
New Exclusive Listing! 

•riclou* Rcstdtncc In fintst location 
w panoramic vl*w of Hudson and Pall* 
sadcs. Howly modornliod w many 
specialized appointments. 12 spacious 
rms.. Include large living rm. w firepl. 
study w/bullt In bar, hi-fi, firepl. For¬ 
mal dining rm. ultra mod. kitchen 
w indoor barbecue, breakfast area 
and pantry. Master bedrm. w firepl. 
terracn, dressing rm. and marble bath. 
5 additional bedrms. w 3 baths, pow* 
tier rmrf servants' quarters. Came 
rm. w-kltchenette opens to beautiful 
flagstone terrace and large swimming 
pool. Sound proof motion picture 
theatre, 2 large porches and most 
rooms overlook the View. Alt the re¬ 
quirements of the discriminate home 
seeker! 

ROBERT E. HILL, INC. 
371 Wert 181st St.. New Ywk 33. WA 7-77W 

ON |Yf«r CHANNil V 

BROOKS 
COSTUMES 
3 W«d *W Si, H.Y.C.*Trt. n. 7-5100 1 

TV FILM SALESMEN 
WANTED 

All regions of U.S.A. High com¬ 
mission. Sell top notch chil¬ 
drens* TV film series. 

Merle Jones 
—— Continued from page 20 

scene and witness the progress 
first-hand. It’s remarkable, the de¬ 
velopment of commercial tv here 
in just a few short years. 

“I have visited and talked with 
officials of all the companies. TV 
in Japan is in very good hands. 
These are intelligent men, far¬ 
sighted men, dedicated men. 

“I found no place in my conver¬ 
sations with tv operators and even 
with Government officials which 
would indicate that there will be 
any arbitrary restrictions against 
the import of American films. 

“I was particularly interested in 
color tv here,” Jones continued. 
“There seems to be two areas of 
thought, one is optimistic, the 
other is not. I’m not an expert, but 
I found the color to be exception¬ 
ally good and would assume that 
the progress of color in Japan will 
have the same pattern as in the 
United States. It will to a large 
extent depend on the price of sets 
on the retail level.” 

Before returning to New York 
early next month, Jones will swing 
through Southeast Asia and the 
Middle. East and visit Moscow. 

Charlotte, N.C.—Charlotte’s edu¬ 
cational television station, UHF 
Channel 36, is under construction 
and is expected to be in operation 
by Feb. 1. 

N.Y. Hcr«M Trikvn* CofynoU 

• Hy Gardner 
1ms m dtsscrfatfofi'M 

The Case of The 
TV Critic 

* * * 
•nether rewarding story 

In the upcoming 

55th Anniversary Number 

•f 

. ySftlE’TY 

Hoar Series 
Continued from page 27 a 

moveover to standard time through¬ 

out the country. 
Traditionally, it takes longer for 

a new '60-minuter to build a fol¬ 
lowing. Despite that, many newies 
fell safely higher than the 17 rat¬ 
ing neede to give the participating, 
advertiser a good shake in the cost- 
per-thousand milieu. The count¬ 
down includes: “Stagecoach West,” 
with a 20:6 rating and a 32.7 share 
of audience; “Thriller,” 19.9 rating, 
31.6 sharer“Route 66;” 18.9 rating, 
'31.6 share; “Naked City,” 18.5 rat¬ 
ing, 41.3 share. 

There also were some surprises 
in the pre-election National Niel¬ 
sens. “Walt Disney Presents” was 
shifted by'ABC-TV from Friday 
night last season, when it was up 
against some westerns, to Sunday 
night from 6:30 to 7:$0 p.m. The 
shift helped “Disney,” which also 
contains oater stories, putting it in 
the top 10 bourlong vidfilm derby 
with a 21.4 rating. 

The success of “Sea Hunt” in 
syndication didn’t brush off on 
“Aquanauts” on CBS-TV. Both are 
being produced by Ivan Tors in as¬ 
sociation with Ziv-UA. But "Aqua¬ 
nauts” placed 21st in the National 
Nielsens, in a field of 26. 

Cleveland—Art Schreiber, news 
director of radio station WERE 
here, moves over to Westinghouse 
outlet KYW in the similar post. He 
succeeds Gary Franklin, resigned. 
At WERE, Schreiber’s news'staff 
won the Cleveland AFTRA Award 
for best local news coverage of 
1960. “Fabulous Fifties,” a news 
documentary written, produced and 
directed by Schreiber, also won an 
AFTRA award for best radio pub- 
service show of the year. 

♦ tH 

Spdfcatkm Review 
INTERNATIONAL CAFE 
With Rudy Orisek, Trio Los 

Panchos, Nandor Feher Ensem¬ 
ble, Balkan Strings, others 

Producer: Hal Stein j 
Director: Anton Kalman 
Distributor: Rudio Production# 
6f Mins., Sat, 7:3* p.m. 
WGN-TV, Chicago (tape) 

Hal Stein and Rudy Orisek, who 

brainstormed “International Cafe” j 
as a Chicago localer several years I 

ago, have revived the format forj 

syndication, via tape, and could 
well have a sleeper in it,. “Cafe” is 
a capital television idea, still 
unique because it’s never been 
imitated. Moreover, it bad never 
been produced so well at the WGN 
studios as it is today at. the inde¬ 
pendent Graphic Pictures facility, 
where the set is large and the 
decor quite believably that of an 
intime, candle-lit cabaret. 

A modest show in terms of the 
production budget, the very unpre¬ 
tentiousness is its charm. Some¬ 
how it manages to project that 
checkered tablecloth atmosphere 
beyond the picture tube, giving the 
performances a feeling of immedia¬ 
cy that is vitiated only occasionally 
by un judicious tape editing. As title 
suggests^ it’s a variety show with 
an ethnic slant, the talent being 
professionals culled from the vari¬ 
ous nationality circuits of the 
American melting pot rather than 
those who work the popular front¬ 
line niteries. 

' Outing caught for review (20) J 
spotlighted the. Trio Los Panchos, 
a terrific Mexican group of guitar- 
strumming tenors, and the Nandor 
Feher Ensemble, a juicy violin- 
vocal group from Budapest, both 
making their first appearance on 
U. S. tv. The two folk Idioms 
were surprisingly congruent, per¬ 
haps because both the Spanish and 
gypsy musical expression tend to 
be effusive. Balance was effected 
by the show’s regular group, the 
Balkan Strings, which gave but 
in the authentic Serbian-Croatian 
genre and detonated most of the 
dances—kolo, waltz and hora. 

Dancing, Incidentally, is done 
for the most part by non-pros in 
the “Safe” audience, who really 
know their onions when It comes 
to ethnic terpology, whether it he 
group dancing or every-couple-for- 
itself. It’s all to the good that 
they’re dressed in conventional 
American clothing instead of cos¬ 
tumes and that they seem spon¬ 

taneously motivated to the dance 
floor. 

Program was brisk, diverting 
and always eye-filling, thank* 
largely to Anton Kalman’s peri¬ 
patetic cameras and his keen eye 
for interesting facial studies in 
the audience. Orisek plays host 
with commendable restraint, ap¬ 
pearing on screen only at the open¬ 
ing and close but otherwise doing 
the intros voice-over. 

An audience predisposed to 
ethnic entertainment will receive 
this as satisfying fare, while the 
uninitiated should find it refresh¬ 
ing television, if not downright ex¬ 
citing. ' Lea. 

Lopert Packages 
$1,500,000 Gross 

The Lopert package of' 62 pix, 
now sold in from 40 to 59 markets, 
has grossed about $1,500,000. 

With the Chicago sale to WBBM 
of about 20 pix in the group, .the 
Lopert pix have been sold in many 
of the key markets. Buyers for the 
American dubbed imports include 
WABC, N.Y.; KRCA, Los Angles: 
WFIL, Philadelphia; WGR, Buf¬ 
falo; WCKT. Miami; WWL, New 
Orleans; and KROD,'El Paso. 

Group includes such titles as 
“La Parisienne,” “The Horse’s 
Mouth,” and “The Third Key.” 

TV Film Chatter 

Robert Weitman, Metro TV’s v.p. 
in charge of tv production, re¬ 
turned to Coast after biz confabs in 
N.Y.... Worthington (Tony) Miner, 
exec producer of “The Play of The 
Week,” has returned to N.Y. from 
London . . . Trans-Lux Television 
has distributed Westinghouse’s 
“American Civil War” series in 63 
markets . . . Peter M. Piech, prexy 
of Producers Assn, of Television, 
has left for-Mexico City to meet 
with production personnel at PAT’s 
Mexican animation studios. PAT 
produces “Rocky and His Friends” 
. . . WPIX, N.Y., recently acquired 
eight new first-run features, in¬ 
cluding “Time Without Pity,” 
“Four Ways Out” and “Tomorrow 
Is Too Late,” as well as “Missile to 
the Moon,” and “Frankenstein’# 
Daughter.” 

FABULOUS FIRST RATING! 

DES MOINES 
KRNT-TV 

26.8 
45% Share of Audience . 

BEATS: Wagon Train, 77 Sunset 
Strip, Ernie Ford, Bonanza,'Untouch* 
ables, Perry Como and many others. 

—Nielsen, Oct ’60 

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS, INC. / nMS nAy! 

That’s what Mel Baldwin 
says-Only far more explic- 

itly-for Super-M Vitamins over KNX RADIO. And 
here is what W. C. Beals Advertising, Inc. writes about 
the outcome: “Splendid personal cooperation! Mel 
has gone through our lab twice. He even answers 
inquiries personally. And most important—he has 
increased our sales.” This indicates that agencies 
as well as listeners respond to KNX Los Angeles. 

A CBS OWNED 
RADIO STATION SPOT SALES 
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A&R MEN 
Film, Pop Writers Beefs Playing 

Role in ASCAP Board Election 
Beefs of the younger pop song¬ 

writers and the Hollywood film 
score writers are now playing a 
role in the elctions for new writer 
board members for the American 
Society of Composers, Authors & 
Publishers- The Screen Composers 
Assn., headed by Miklos Rosza, has 
already actively intervened in the 
election fight with a blast against 
incumbent board member L. Wolfe 
Gilbert for allegedly being against 
liberalized, payments to background 
composers. 

Gilbert, who has a committee 
campaigning for. his reelection, 
stated that Rosza has been “mali¬ 
ciously informed by someone.” Gil¬ 
bert pointed out that he had voted 
to approve every measure proposed 
by ASCAP Stanley Adams in the 
background' writers’ favor. How¬ 
ever, Gilbert has stated that 
ASCAP cannot compete with 
Broadcast Music Inc. which he 
charged with giving "extravagant 
guarantee and longterm contract” 
to the background writers. “If any¬ 
one else on the ASCAP board or in 
any official capacity tells them 
something to the contrary, then he 
is misleading them and currying 
favor.” 

Meantime, the group of pop 
eleffers, organized in the Current 
Writers Committee, are backing 
Hal David and Sid Tepper as can¬ 
didates for the ASCAP board. 
Charles Tobias, another nominee, 
is also getting support from this 
group in recognition of his long 
services as prexy of the American 
Guild of Authors & Composers. 
Sammy Pain is beading the com¬ 
mittee backing Tobias. 

DA Stepping Dp 
O’seas Operation 

United Artists Records, whiclr 

recently launched a new LP line 

under the Ultra Audio label, is 

now stepping up its activity in the 
foreign market with the appoint¬ 
ment of Sidney Shemel as foreign 
operations director. Shemel has 
been legal counsel for the UA disk, 
operation. He’ll work under David 
Picker, UA. Records’ exec v.p., and 
Art Talmadge, the diskery’s v.p. 
and general manager. 

With the completion of distribu¬ 
tion agreements inked recently to 
cover Venezuela, Argentina and 
Chile, UA now has globe-^rdlin" 
network with 28 reps located in all 
the major countries of the non- 
Communist world. According to 
present plans, a series of overseas 
meetings are being scheduled be¬ 
tween UA execs and foreign dis- 
trabs for early next year. It will 
be the first such meetings to be 
held by the UA diskery and Picker 
returned from a European trip last 
week to prepare the ground for the 
meetings. 

Steve Morris, meantime, has 
been named liaison between the 
New York homeotfice and the 
foreign reps, working under 
Shemel. 

Platinum for Silvester 
London, Nov. 29. 

Britain’s first platinum disk 
has been awarded to Victor 
Silvester by EMI (Electric & 
Musical Industries) Records. 
Though the maestro has never 
been on the hit parade, lie has, 
in more than 25 years with the 
label, sold over 30,000,000 
singles. He will also be collect¬ 
ing EMI’s first silver LP to 
mark the sale of 250,000 LPa 
by the Silvester orchestras. 

He has had about two flisks 
released almost every month 
since he started recording for 
EMI. 

ASCAP Retains 

Special Counsel 
Former Federal Judge Simon H. 

Rifkind, of^he law firm of Weiss, 

Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison, has 
been retained as' special counsel 
for the American Society of Com¬ 
posers, Authors & Publishers. The 
use of outside legal eagles, to sup¬ 
plement the activities of ASCAP’s 
general counsel Herman Finkel- 
stein, has been a longtime practice 
by the Society. As under retainer 
by ASCAP as- special counsellors 
Pec ora, of Schwartz & Frohlich. 
and Arthur Dean, of the Sullivan 
& Cromwell firm, 

are former Judge Ferdinand 
Pecora, of Schwartz & Frolich, and 
Arthur Dean, of the Sullivan & 
Cromwell firm. 

Rifkind, who served in N. Y. 
Federal Court fro$i 1941 to 1950, 
had been counsel for one of 
ASCAP’s most difficult customers, 
a group of Indie radio stations 
organized into the All-Industry 

(Continued on page 56) 

ME THE HITS 
By HERM SCHOENFELD 

The artists & repertoire chief 

has come to the end of his era. 

Once the almighty oligarch of the 
pop disk industry, the a&r men 
have gone into a slow but relent¬ 
less eclipse over the past couple of 
years coincidental with the rise 
of a new music biz phenomenon— 
the independent record producer. 

While a&r execs like Steve 
Sholes at RCA Victor, Frank De 
Vol at Columbia, Milt Gabler at 
Decca still play key roles at their 
respective labels, it’s no longer 
primarily the job of mating the 
right artist with the right tune. If 
anything, their jobs as a&r chief 
could more accurately be as super¬ 
visors of producers. 

At the present time, the indie 
producer is now in the pop saddle. 
He’s the one who selects the tune, 
very often publishing it, gets the 
talent, packages the session and 
then offers the master to one of 
the major companies or one of the 
hotter smaller labels. In' many 
cases, the producers control the 
artist and master by means of 
leasing deals in which they can 
earn from 5 to 10% of the retail 
price, depending on the money 
offered in front. 

Indie producing has turned the 
pop disk biz into a wide-open 
enterprise for publishers, writers, 
talent managers or anyone else 
with a platter idea. The indie pro¬ 
duced master is a direct out¬ 
growth of the demonstration disk 
which the a&r chiefs used to insist 
upon for auditioning new material. 
Since it cost about $150 to turn out 
an acceptable demo, publishers and 
writers decided to spend a few 
more dollars to make a full-fledged 
master which they could sell di¬ 
rectly. 

Probably the most successful 
indie producing team in the busi¬ 
ness is Jerry Lieber & Mike Stol- 
ler, the young rock ’n’ roll writing 
team who also turn out disks by 
other writers for Atlantic Records. 
Another hot team is Hugo & Luigi 

(Continued on page 52) 

5 jLieberson Sees Disker Competition For 
Bway Cast Sets ‘Verging on Hysteria’ 

Gene Krupa HI 
Chicago, Nov. 29. 

Gene Krupa will be out of action 
at least several weeks recovering 
from a blood clot condition that 
forced him out of the final week of 
his London House engagement. 

.Drummer is convalescing at Mi¬ 
chael Reese hospital here? Doctors 
at first thought he suffered a heart 
spasm, but later determined it 
was clotting. 

Col Advance On 
‘Camelot’LP Nears 

$1,250,000 Mark 
Columbia Records has already 

racked up close to $1,250,000 in 

advance billings on the original 

Broadway cast album of “Came- 

lot.” The Alan Jay Lerner-Fred- 

erick Loewe musical, which opens 

on Broadway Saturday (3), has an 

advance ticket sale of nearly 

$3,000,000. 

According to Col’s sales depart¬ 

ment, the advance orders coming 

from special three-inch gift disks, 

which were put on sale to take care 

of sales that may have been lost 
due to the delay in the album’s 
release date, have passed the .200,- 
QOQ mark. The musical was origi¬ 
nally scheduled to open on Broad¬ 
way Nov. 19 but was pushed back 
until Dec. 3 and now Col has sched¬ 
uled a Dec. 11 recording session 
with hopes of getting it into the 
stores by Dec. 15 or 16. 

Meantime, Col has released 
Percy Faith’s instrumental album 
version of the score and is pushing 
singles by Johnny Mathis, Tony 
Bennett and Vic Damone with 
special four-color sleeves. 

-f By MIKE GROSS 

The current disk company com¬ 

petition for original Broadway cast 

albums ba& created a situation that 

borders on hysteria and that will 

eventually collapse if it is allowed 

to continue along the same lines. 

That's the sumup of Goddard Lieb- 

erson, Columbia Records president, 

who feels that dealings between 

disk companies and legit mhsical 

producers have been thrown out of 

perspectve because of the disker- 

ies’ desire to latch on to an original 
cast album at any cost. 

Lieberson believes that a num¬ 
ber of musical shows will now be 
coming in because of a disk com¬ 
pany's misplaced enthusiasm 
which will result in financial sup¬ 
port that the production otherwise 
would have not received. Lieber¬ 
son analyzes it this way: “For a' 
producer to ask a record company 
for money is immoral, and for a 
record company to give it is igno¬ 
rant.” 

"At some point or either,” he 
adds, “some standards have to be 
established.” By that he means 
that all planned musicals aren't 
equal and that the disk company 
“hysteria” -has caused many pro¬ 
ducers to think that they are. 
Lieberson admits that musicals by 
Rodgers & Hammerstein 'and now 
Rodgers alone), Lerner & Loewe, 
Harold Arlen, Cole Porter and 
about a half-dozen other top writ¬ 
ers deserve special consideration, 
but after that the shows take lis¬ 
tening and investigation and not a 
haphazard investment just to get 
the original cast album rights be- 

(Continued on page 52) 

CAP IN XMAS DRIVE 
FOR B’WAY, PIC PKGES. 
Capitol Records will push Broad¬ 

way and Hollywood for the Christ¬ 
mas buying season. Label has set 
up a special program for its origi¬ 
nal cast albums and soundtrack 
sets which offers dealers a month¬ 
long one-for-10 deal on 11 pack¬ 
ages. 

Albums being offered in the 
program include the original Cast 
£Ps of “The Unsinkahle Molly 
Brown,” “Tenderloin,” “Fiorello,” 
and “The Music Man.” Sound- 
tracker are “Oklahoma,” “Carou¬ 
sel.” “The King and I,” “High So¬ 
ciety,” “Pal Joey,” “Can-Can” and 
“Bells Are Ringing.” 

To qualify for the special offer, 
de l must order a minimum of 30 
LPs in any combination. 

OUT SOON! 

The 

55th Anniversary Number 
Of 

Will have among its features — a complete track record of the 

records, songs and musie business, along with an expert look into 
ike future, domestic and international, will make this issue a 
valued reference giving your sales message a continuity of ' 
exposure. 

Forms Closing Shortly Usual Advertising Rate$ Prevail 

Special Exploitation Advantages 

Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office 
NEW YORK 36 
154 W. 46tfc Sr. 

HOLLYWOOD 2S 
6464 Saitsat Bird. 

CHICAGO 11 
460 N. Michigan Avc. 

LONDON, S.W. 1 
49 Sf. James's St. 

Piccadilly 

Nix Philips Ltd. 
Dicker for Dot 

Hollywood, Nov. 29. 
Paramount Pictures has turned 

down a reported multimillon-dollar 
offer made by Philips Ltd. of Hol¬ 
land for Par’s recording subsidiary. 
Dot Records. Philips, one of 
Europe’s largest • manufacturers 
and distributors of electrical equip¬ 
ment, pitched the offer with the 
understanding that Randy Wood 
founder of Dot Records, would 
remain as prexy of the label, con¬ 
centrating on U:S. and western 
hemisphere biz. Wood sold Dot to 
Paramount three years ago in a 
$2,000,000 deal, negotiated by Jules 
C. Stein, head of MCA. Dot has 
since doubled its annual take and 
is heading for an $11,000,090 gross 
this year. 

Understood Philips’ move to 
purchase Dot is step in direction 
of creating a stronger foothold in 
the U.S.. markets. Philips has a 
reciprocal distribution agreement 
with Columbia Records in the U.S. 
but that pact expires in two years. 
Deal under which British London 
Records distributes Dot outside the 
U.S. is also due to expire in 1962. 
London is a subsid of Edward R. 
(Ted) Lewis’ Birtish Decca com¬ 
pany. 

RAY ELIS EXITS AS 
MOTS A&R DIRECTOR 

Ray Ellis has exited MGM Rec¬ 
ords. For th§ past several years 
he had been diskery’s artists & 
repertoire chief and musical di¬ 
rector. No replacement has been 
set yet. 
. Ellis moved out of the MGM fold, 
to concentrate on independent pro¬ 
duction, writing, conducting and 
arranging. He plans a move-in on 
tv and is presently scheduled to 
arrange and conduct two iv spe¬ 
cials in 1961 and is negotiating for 
a special tv series. 

Ellis, who also did several al¬ 
bums and singles under the MGM 
banner, will remain on. the Uisk- 
ery’s roster as a recording artist. 
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FTC Stepping Into Song Shark 
Racket; Pins Label on LA Firm 
Washington, Nov. 29. - 

Federal Trade Commission has 
charged Stephen F, Singer, owner 
of Star-Crest Recording Co., Holly¬ 
wood. with using deception in lur¬ 
ing fees from songwriters for re- 
co d:ng t'iieir works. 

FTC's complaint accused Singer 
of making fal-e royalty claims in 
advertisements. Instead of paying 
royalties to those whose songs are 
recorded. FTC said. Sipger charges 
h\s customers the cost of producing 
tlw* records plus a profit to him¬ 
self. 

The complaint also challenged 
Singer’s advertising claims that he 
employs outstanding Hollywood 
vocal’sts to record accepted songs; 
that his “Music of America Series” 
albums. In which the songs are 
recorded, contains successful cur¬ 
rent hits; and that there is a short¬ 
age of songs which can’t be alle¬ 
viated bv professional comDOsers. 

Singer was a*so accused of send¬ 
ing telegrams to prospective cus¬ 
tomers giving the false impression 
that vo^aH^t Jimmie Rodgers would 
record their songs. FTC said that 
lesser-known Tonv Rogers actually 
does the recordings. 

BM1 Parlays Hanwton, 
Cm! War Routine For 

D.C. Press Club Party 
Washington, Nov. 29. 

Broadcast Music Inc.’s recent 
emphasis on making frievds in 
Washington continues to pay off. 
Latest development in the effort, 
now about four years old, was pro¬ 
viding the show for the President’s 
Ball of the National Press Club 
Saturday (26), only black tie affair 
of the year at the famous saloon. 
(BMI moved in with something 
fancier after ASCAP had estab¬ 
lished a solid success of the annual 
luncheon it stages for the club. 
Club members write the news 
about music’s troubles in Washing¬ 
ton. as well as everybody else’s.) 

For the occasion. BMI, with 
board chairman Sidney Kaye 
among those in the audience^ pro¬ 
grammed the world preem of 
‘'Names From the War” by Bruce 
Crdton. distinguished historian, 
with music by Alec Wilder. Catton 
d:d the narration. It is on a new 
LP on the Gold Crest label with 
D^ve Garroway narrating. 

It's questionable whether Cat- 
ton’s work has literary dimensions 
worthy of elaborate treatment bj 
ochestra ard chorus. The theme is 
the Civil War, the tragedy forevet 
affixed to the peculiar names of its 
battles and the enigma of it as a 
whole. But the composition lacks 
dramatic tone and rhythm of lan¬ 
guage. It is infixes'ing without 
be *i" memorable. 

Lionel Hampton and his band 
cie sled mo e excitement for Wash¬ 
ington newsmen than they’ve had 
since election night. In the end, 
Hampton gave out a jam session 
and got back one of the loudest 
ovations ever from club members. 

In the femme vocalist billet, 
Peggy King was a happy selection. 
She’s fine in the looks ard music 
categories, but there was irony for 
BMI in the fact hat tmr best num¬ 
ber. “Frankie and Johnny,” is P.D. 

The Jordannaires sent it all off 
to a lively start with four interpre¬ 
tations of “You Are My Sunshine,” 
as barbershop, country, popular 
and rock and roll. There’s exces¬ 
sive yak between their offerings 
taking away from what otherwise 
is a good act. BMI v,p. Robert J. 
Burton did the emcee chore. 

Carp. 

Carlton Mores Into 
Instruction LP Field 

Carlton Records is moving into 
the instruction album field. Disk- 
er\ *as rrenped a “Hear How” 
secies that is being produced by 
Dick K!einer, tv and record 
columnist Tor Newspaper Enter¬ 
prise Assoc. 

Tin- “ ear How” series will be 
kicked off with six LP’s. Covered 
in the initial release are albums 
on golf, bridge, typing, bowling, 
planning a dinner party and physi¬ 
cal culture. The albums, which will 
retail for SI.98 each, will be pri¬ 
marily char.'cl'ed for supermar¬ 
ket.-.. drug !•' es and other mass 
market outlets. 

British Disk Bestsellers 
London, Nov. 29. 

Now Or Never.Presley 
(RCA> 

Save Last Dance.Drifters 
(London) 

Rocking Goose.Johnny & 
Hurricanes 

(London' 
A Mind Of Its Own .. .Francis 

(MGM i 
Man Of Mystery ... Shadows 

(Columbia) 
He Needs Me .Bassey 

(Columbia) 
Goodness Gracious Me . 

Sellers and Loren 
(Parlophone) 

Dreaming .  .Burnette 
(London) 

Only the Lonely.Orbison 
'London) 

OP Macdonald. /[.Sinatra 
(Capitol) ; 

BRIT. DISK BIZ HIT BY 
SHARP DROP IN EXPORTS 

London, Nov. 22. 
Manufacturers' sales of disks in 

September, according to the of¬ 
ficial figures released by the Board 
of Trade, dropped by 2% com¬ 
pared with September, ’59, with 
$3,584,000 being garnered from 
a total 6,713,000 platters produced 
Part of the minor decline due to 
a 5% cutback in the output of 
33 rpms. 

But in the quarter July-Septem- 
ber, total manufacturers’ sales 
were 9% up on those for the cor¬ 
responding 1959 quarter, with pro¬ 
duction at 3,276.000 copies being 
5 % more than the 3,003,000 
registered in July-September last 
year. 

The September statistics once 
again confirms the decline of the 
78 rpm. disk—263,000 against 704.- 
000 in September, '59, a fall of 
63%. Production of 45s showed a 
14% upswing, totalling 4,897,000 
as against 4,290.000. * 

Though the diskeries don’t re¬ 
gard that 2% September decline 
in cash reaped as anything really 
significant, they nevertheless have 
some cause for. concern over ex¬ 
port sales. In September last year 
these were $1,072,400, but this year 
dropped to $658,000. In the third 
quarter of 1960, the comparative 
decline was 12%. 

Lieberson 
-Continued from page 51 

fore anyone else. (Lieberson says 
Col put money into “Bye Bye 
Birdie” by newcomers Charles 
Strouse & Lee Adams because he 
“believed in it.”) 

With recording costs of an orig¬ 
inal cast album now coming close 
to the $25,000 mark (cast gets a 
week’s salary) and promotion, ad¬ 
vertising, merchandising, etc. costs 
reaching over $100,000, Lieberson 
figures that the record companies 
can no longer afford to grab a mu¬ 
sical just because it’s a Broadway 
entry. “It takes a lot of album 
sales to make up that investment,” 
he says. J 

The publishers of the scores, too, 
says Lieberson, are taking advan¬ 
tage of the disk companies’ orig¬ 
inal cast album “hysteria.” “Their 
demands for singles and which art¬ 
ist should record what song com¬ 
pletely discounts the intelligence 
of the record man whose business 
it is to know what song fits a cer¬ 
tain artist’s capabilities.” 

The publishers as well as the 
writers have moved into the artists 
& repertoire act, too, by insisting 
that a particular artist is the only 
one who can do justice to their 
song. ; “If they feel they are so 
expert about a&r,” says Lieber¬ 
son, “they should psee me about a 
job with the company.” 

On the original cast album 
level, Lieberson insists that it is an 
area in which the recording man 
and not the theatre man should 
have his way. “It’s noc enough to 
just record a stage version,” he 
says, “you have to do something 
different for a record just as you 
have to do something different in 
a film version of a stage musical.” 

The Lieberson “difference” has 
resulted in such original cast al¬ 
bum cllckos as “My Fair Ladv” and 
“Sound of Music” among others. 

From Frankfort 

Hazel Guild 
surveys the 

Slumping Disks Face 
Germany 

another rewarding Editorial Feature 
in the upcoming 

55th Anniversary Number 

of 

DEEJAY LARRY FINLEY 
NAMED TOPS VICE-PREZ 

Hollywood, Nov. 29. 
Larry Finley is giving up all his 

radio and tv projects, .aside from 
his KABC-TV show, “Music Is My 
Beat,” in order to accept post of 
veepee in charge of operations at 
Tops Records. Label, heaaed. by 
prexy Robert Blythe and board 
chairman A1 Bloomingdale, is at¬ 
tempting to branch into a larger 
market other than the lowpriced 
field it currently is engaged in. 
Plans call fo rthe signing of big 
names. 

Dave Pell will continue function¬ 
ing as artists & repertoire head 
under new setup but will work 
under Finley’s direction. 

Mathis Unit Grosses 
Big 32G in Cleveland 

Cleveland, Nov. 29. 
Johnny Mathis* concert grossed 

a hearty $32,000 in eight per¬ 
formances at Cleveland’s legit 
stand, the Hanna Theatre, last 
week (21-26). Scaled at $5.50 in 
the •1,515-seater, the package had 
a potential of about $48,500 but 
best orchestra seats did not move 
as rapidly as lower-priced tickets 
for young Mathis fans. They rang 
up sellouts in Friday and Satur¬ 
day matinees. 

Nat Cole’s new musical, “I’m 
With You,” had been scheduled by 
the Hanna for current w'eek but 
it was cancelled with only one 
week’s notice by house manager 
Milton Krantz. 

Inside Stuff-Music 
Broadcast Music Inc., which made its Broadway breakthrough with 

Sheldon Harnick and Jerry Bock on the scores for “Fiorelio” and 

“Tenderloin,” has a new writing team on tap for the legituner sweep¬ 

stakes. The writers are Marvin Schofer and Michael McWhinney (lyrics) 

and Don Wolf (music), who are doing an adaptation of Virginia Rowan’* 

“The Loving Couple.” It’ll be their first Broadway effort. McWhinney 

is currently represented by songs and sketches in Julius Monk’* 

“Dressed To The Nines”; Schofer was an assistant director at the 

St. Louis Municipal Opera; and Wolf has been writing for the pop 

song fiel’d for the past several years. No production auspices has yet 

been set for the tuner. 

The Voices of Christmas, Coast carol group headed by Sonny Burk© 

and Les Brown, have set Dec. 15 as date for their annual dinner at $50 

per couple in the Crystal Room of the BevHills Hotel in Los Angeles. 

The voices, comprised of both show biz personalities and non-pros, 

get together every year to make the rounds caroling, They donate 

their time for the purpose of raising coin for the Michael Burke Foun¬ 

dation, in memory of Burke’s three-year-old son who passed away in 

1953. All funds raised by the voices during their Yuletide caroling is 

turned over to various hospitals for explicit purpose of cardiac re¬ 

search and purchasing of medical equipment. Voices include Bob 

Breckner, John Vrba, Axel Stordahl, June Hutton, Joane Greer, Bud 

Dant, Jean Detterman and Stumpy Brown. 

Abeles’ Aide, Ex-Fed’I D.A. 
Clarke’s Pubservice Kudo 
Former Assistant U.S. Attorney 

John S. Clark, who resigned from 

office in July to join the staff of 

Julian T. Abeles, was honored in 

reeo’-.nition of his public service, 
by U.S-. Attorney S. Hazard Gil¬ 
lespie Jr. and his staff at a party 
in the prosecutor’s Newr -York 
office last week Members of the 
Federal bench, ex-assistants, and 
the prosecutors entire staff at¬ 
tended. 

Gillespie presented Clark with 
a plaque bearing a replica of the 
seal of the Department of Justice 
and an engraved citation. He con- 
gii.tulatea him on his record as an- 
assistant prosecutor, noting that he 
had successfully represented the 
Government in many major civil 
and criminal cases while in office. 
The Federal Prosecutor recalled 
that, among other things, Clark had 
smashed the so-called Sham Mar¬ 
riage Racket and had defended the 
multimillion dollar suit against the 
Government involving the patent 
on the bombsight employed in the 
Air Force’s post war bombers. He 
noted that his former assistant had 
likewise conducted several special 
grand jury investigations of great 
importance to the Government in 
recent years. In making the 
presentation, Gillespie declared 
that Clark’s service had been 
“truly outstanding”. 

Attorney Abeles’ practice is 
largely music and motion pic¬ 
ture copyright and infringement, 
wherein ex-U.S. d.a. Clark is now 
specializing. 

New issue of the “Calendar of Music Activities In the United States* 

lists 10,200 music events in 927 cities for the 1960-61 season. The 

directory, the only comprehensive listing of music dates, is prepared 
by the President’s Music Committee of the People-to-People Program. 
It covers symphony, opera, band, jazz, dance and chamber music per¬ 
formances, folk festivals, music workshops, congresses and clinics. 

Meredith Willson’s score for the legit musical, “The Unsinkable Molly 
Brown,” now at the Winter Garden on Broadway, will get a symphonic 
showcasing in Carnegie Hall, N. Y., Nov. 26 with Andre Kostelanetx 
conducting the New York Philharmonic. Willson was formerly asso¬ 
ciated with the Philharmonic as a regular sjdeman under Arturo 
Toscanini. 

Three entertainment unions have been given U, S. Information 
Agency’s Distinguished Service Award for their cooperation in making 
talent and music available to Voice of America programs. The award* 
went to American Federation of Musicians, American Federation of 
Television & Radio Artists and American Guild of Musical. Artists. 
Presentation to union execs was made in New’ York last week by USIA 
Director George V. Allen. Allen said the help of the unions “not only 
have inestimably smoothed and simplified the functioning of VOA. 
but have contributed immeasurably to portraying our culture abroad. 

As MGM’s “Ben-Hur” moves into its second year, the Big 3 (Rob¬ 
bins, Feist & MUler), publishers of the Miklos Rosza score, is continu¬ 
ing to expand their publications of the pic’s music. Firm began with 
a piano edition of themes from the score. Working with' Rosza, the 
Big 3 recently followed up with choral compositions; “The Christ 
Theme,” “Adoration of the Magi” and “Star of Bethlehem.” Firm has 
also recently released “Parade of the Charioteers,” a concert band 
arrangement. Firm is also preparing “Ben-Hur” publication for bras* 
choir, string orchestra and concert orchestra. 

News dispatch from Copenhagen reports that redfaced Danish cop* 
had to cancel their annual charity concert after the star of the event, 
American blues singer Nat Russel, wfas arrested for allegedly being 
kingpin of the largest narcotics ring in northern Europe. Russel and 
scores of nitery hostesses were picked up on information from Interpol 
that the ring peddled marijuana in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Bel¬ 
gium and Holland. 

Intratrade report persists that Bonnie Bourne, who successfully bid 
for Bourne Music, may wind up selling the catalog to Columbia 
Pictures. ^ _ ■ 

3 Ink Payola Orders 
Washington, Nov. 29. 

Federal Trade Commision has ap¬ 
proved anti-payola consent orders 
affecting three record companies. 

Barred from disbursing payola 
to disk jockeys and other broad¬ 
cast personnel were General Dis¬ 
tributing, Baltimore; Triumph 
Records, N . Yor ; and Jay Kay 
Distributing, Detroit. 

A&R Eclipse 
Continued from page 51 ■■ 

who operate under the RCA ban¬ 

ner as an independent entity. 

Doc Pomus and Mort Shuman, 

writers of “Save The Last Dance 

For Me.” have also gone into indie 

producing as have Paul Vance and 

! Lee Pockriss, who wrote the 

! novelty hit, “Itsy Bitsy Teenie 

I Weenie Yellow Polka-Dot Bikini.” 

[ They are coming up with their 

own artists and making various 

deals in which the diskers offer 

them in advance coin or give them 

higher percentage deals. 
Goldie Goldmark, of Sheldon 

Music, has been clicking as an 
indie producer recently via his 
Jimmy Jones and Five Sattins* 
etchings for MGM. Other indie pro¬ 
ducers now active include A1 
Nevins & Don Kirschner, Aaron 
Schroeder, Eddie White, Mack 
Wolfson, and Charlie Grean. 

Alt of the major disk companies 
have the “masters wanted” shingle 
up. thus sparking even more indie 
producers to enter the field. In 
fact, a lot of established names, 
like Pat Boone, Louis Prima & 
Keely Smith and Bing Crosby, are 
now operating as indie producers, 
owning the masters released under 
major labels. 

The man most responsible for 
creating the Image of the powerful 
a&r chief and glamorizing it for 
public consumption was Mitch 
Miller during his heyday at 
Columbia Records around 10 years 
ago. Symbolic of the new era is the 
fact that Miller stepped out of the 
top a&r slot to become a disk pro- 

I ducer tor Columbia. 

COAST NARAS BRANCH 
TO AID YOUNG TALENT 

Hollywood, Nov. 29. 
The western branch of the Na¬ 

tional Academy of Recording Art* 
& Sciences has set up a scholar¬ 
ship committee for the express pur¬ 
pose of dishing out financial aid to 
young musical talent in need to 
further their education. 

Project is the primary purpose 
of NARAS since its formation two 
years ago. It’s understood that the 
-eastern division of the org will 
soon follow a similar path to that 
of the west. Walter S. Heebner has 
been named by NARAS (west) 
prexy Sonny Burke to head the 
special committee that will Issue 
the coin grants. 

Burke will shortly disclose date 
for the next Coast membership 
meeting, at which time plans for 
third annual NARAS awards, and 
date of said event, will be set. up. 

William Colsey Heads 
Burkan Prize Roster 

First prize of $1,000 in the 1960 
Nathan Burkan Memorial Compe¬ 
tition for copyright studies spon¬ 
sored fcy ASCAP, went to William 
B. Colsey 3d, Villanova law grad 
for a paper called “The Protection 
of Advertising and the Law of 
Copyright.” John Rittenhouse Jr., 
University of Denver Collegee of 
Law, copped the $500 second prize 
for a treatise on renewal rights. 
• The winners were chosen by. a 
panel made up of Chief Justice Paul 
Reardon of the Superior Court of 
Massachusetts, Judge Elbert P. 
Tuttle of the U.S. Court of Appeals, 
Atlanta, and Supreme Court Jus¬ 
tice Tom Clark, who served a* 
chairman. 



NEWEST SMASH MUSICAL! 

ROSEMARY SAM JOHNNY 
CLOONEY FLETCHER RESTIVO 

WHAT TAKES MY FANCY TALL HOPE c/w GIVE A LITTLE WHISTLE 
c/wHEY, LOOK ME OVER FAR AWAY FROM HOME 47/61-7818 

47/61-7819 47/61-7817 § 
Coming soon: Tim Original Cast Recording on rcaVIctor @ 

W T RAWO CORPORA! ION OP AMERICA V-/ 
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(Tune Index of Performance & Sales) 
This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced ratio of disk sales, nationally, as reported by *y outlets in major cities, and music 

programming by the major independent radio stations. 

TWi Lotf No. Wks. 

Wk. Wk. On Chart TITLE, ARTIST LABEL 

1 2 8 POETRY IN MOTION 
Johnny THIotson. . Cadence 

2 4 3 ARE YOU LONESOME TONIGHT 
«u:. SmcI.u.Victor 

3 r 7 LAST DATE 
,.,. Victor 

4 3 7 NEW ORLEANS 
U. S. Bonds. . Lagrand 

5 8 10 NORTH TO ALASKA 
Johnny Horton.• •• , Columbia 

6 12 5 YOU’RE SIXTEEN 
Johnny Burnette. .. Liberty 

7 II 6 ALONE AT LAST 
Jackie Wilson. Brunswick 

8 6 13 YOU TALK TOO MUCH 
Joe Jones. . Roulette 

f 5 11 1 WANT TO BE WANTED 
Brenda Lee... ... Decca 

10 10 6 A THOUSAND STARS 
Kathy Young. ... Indigo 

11 20 2 MANY TEARS AGO 
Connie Francis. ... MGM 

12 7 12 SAVE THE LAST DANCE FOIT ME 
... . Atlantic 

13 15 8 GEORGIA ON MY MIND 
Roy Charles... . ABC Par 

14 22 8 SAILOR 
Lolita ... • .... Kapp 

15 17 8 STAY 
Maurice Williams. .. Herald 

16 21 5 MY GIRL JOSEPHINE 
Fats Domino... . Imperial 

17 25 II BLUE ANGEL 
Roy Orbison .. Monument 

18 18 5 I’LL SAYE LAST DANCE FOR YOU 
Damita Jo..Mercury 

19 24 5 HE WILL BREAK YOUR HEART 
Jerry Butler.Vee Jay 

20 9 6 HUCKLE8UCK 
Chubby Checker. . Parkway 

21 31 4 LONELY TEENAGER' 
Dion . ... Laurie 

22 23 4 LIKE STRANGERS 
► Cadence 

23 19 3 PERF3DIA 
Ventures. ... Dolton 

24 26 10 TOGETHERNESS 
Frankie Avalon.. Chancellor 

25 30 3 SWAY 
Bobby RydeH . .. Cameo 

26 27 4 WONDERLAND BY NIGHT 
Bert Kaemfort.. Decca 

27 28 8 SLEEP 
Little Willie John. .... King 

28 13 10 SUMMER'S GONE 
Paul Anka. . ABC Par 

29 38 II MY DEAREST DARLING 
Etta James’. .... Argo 

30 36 6 BALLAD OF THE ALAMO 
Marty Robbins. Columbia 

31 14 8 TO EACH HIS OWN 
Platters . . Mercury 

32 16 8 LET'S GO, LET'S GO. LET'S GO 
Hank Ballard.King 

33 37 .5 WAIT FOR ME 
Playmates. . Roulette 

This 
Wk. 

last 
Wk. 

No. Wks. 
On Chart HUE, ARTIST LABEL 

34 39 5 RUBY DUBY DU 
Tobin Mathews ........ .... Chief 

35 43 4 AM I LOSING YOU 
Jim Reeves.. 

36 47 6 NIGHT THEME 
Mark II. _ Wye 

37 80 2 DOLL HOUSE 
Donnie Brooks ... 

38 50 4 RUBY DUBY DU 
Charles Wolcott.. .... MGM 

39 34 - 10 TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT 
Shirelles. •• Sceptor 

40 35 14 A MILLION TO ONE 
Jimmy Charles..... ... Promo 

41 32 9 LOVE WALKED IN 
Dinah Washington. . Mercury 

42 41 7 HUMDINGER 
Freddy Cannon. ... • Swan 

43 99 9 SUNDOWNERS THEME 
Billy Vaughn. 

44 44 4 .ONE OF THE LUCKY ONES 
Anita Bryant... Carlton 

45 33 16 DEVIL OR ANGEL 
Bobby Vee .. ,.. Liberty 

46 76 2 MAGNIFICENT SEVEN 
A! Caiofa. 

47 91 4 LITTLE MISS BLUE 
Dion .... ... Laurie 

48 93 3 CHILLS -& FEVER 
Ronnie Love ..... ^. 

49 84 3 PSYCHO 
Bobby Hendricks.. 

50 96 2 TALK TO ME BABY 
Annette .... .... Vista 

51 77 3 GONZO 
James Booker Peacock 

52 55 15 CHAIN GANG 
Sam Cooke. ... Victor 

53 — 1 YOU DON'T WANT MY LOVE 
Andy Williams.Cadence 

54 49 2 EXODUS 
._tl A 

55 70 5 DON'T GO TO STRANGERS 
Etta James.Prestige 

56 59 3 GEE WHIZ 
Innocents.. ... Indigo 

57 54 6 GREEN LEAVES OF SUMMER 
Brothers Four.Columbia 

58 45 .9 ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS 
Bobby Darin.... .... Atco 

59 46 3 DEAR JOHN 
Pat Boone. 

60 53 4 ALABAM 
Pat Boone .. 

61 — 1 LAST DATE 
Lawrence Welk .. 

62 — 3 ALABAM 
Cowboy Copas. .. Starday 

63 66 8 HAVE MERCY. BABY 
Bobbettes. . Triple X 

64 57 8 1 WISH I'D NEVER BEEN BORN 
Patti Page.Mercury 

65 42 12 LET'S THINK ABOUT LIVING 
* Bob Luman.. WB 

66 92 3 ON MY KNEES 
Charlie Rich..... . Roulette 

Thl» Last No. Wks. 
Wk. Wk. On Chart TITLE, ARTIST LABS. 

67 98 2 I GOTTA KNOW 
Elvis Presley. .. Victor 

68 67 4 WHOLE LOTTA SHAKING 
Conway Twitty. ... MGM 

69 82 2 OLD MAC DONALD 
Frank Sinatra... • Capitol 

70 69 3 EXCUSE ME 
Nick Noble.. • •. Coral 

71 __ 1 BUMBLE BEE 
Laverne Baker .... . Atlantic 

72 72 2 SEND ME PILLOW YOU DREAM ON 
Browns .. .. Victor 

73 29 7 PETER GUNN 
Duane Eddy... •.. •. Jamie 

74 51 19 THEME FROM THE APARTMENT 
Ferranfe/Teicher .. .... UA 

75 71 2 FOOLS RUSH IN 
Brook Benton.. . Mercury 

76 _ 1 GOOD NEWS 
Eugene Church ....... Rendezvous 

77 75 4 CHARMING BILLY 
Johnny Preston ......... . Mercury 

78 _ 3 „ CHARIOT RACE 
Ben Blur. . Mark X 

79 _ I WINGS OF A DOVE 
Ferlin Husky .... • Capitol 

80 _ 2 ROUND ROBIN 
Donnie Brooks .......... 

81 58 14 DIAMONDS & PEARLS 
Paradons... Milestone 

82 48 16 MY HEART HAS MIND OF ITS OWN 
Connie Francis .......... ... MGM_ 

83 60 6 PATSY 
Jack Scott.. Top Rank 

84 1 KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING 
Lloyd Price ....... ABC Par 

85 3 KISSIN' Sc TWISTIN' 
Fabian .... Chancellor 1 

86 89 4 MIDNIGHT LACE 
David Carroll.. Mercury 

87 88 4 SALVATION ROCK 
Marv Meredith... • • Strand j 

88 79 8 EVERGLADES 
Kingston Trio ........... • Capitol 

89 __ 1 GROOVY TONIGHT 
Bobby RydeH . . Cameo ; 

90 _ 1 HU5HABYE LITTLE GUITAR 
Paul Evans.. Guaranteed ■ 

91 90 4 BALLAD OF THE ALAMO 
Bud & Travis...., . Liberty 

92 — 1 YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE 
Johnny & Hurricanes. . Big Top 

93 1 STONE HEART 
Donnie Bowser.... .... Era 

94 52 7 BLUE VELVET 
Statues. .. Indigo 

95 95 13 SO SAD 
Everly .Bros.. .... WB. 

96 _ 1 SHADOWS i 

Safaris. .... Eldo | 
97 64 11 A FOOL IN LOVE 

Ike & Tina Turner.... 
j 

98 65 16 ANY MORE i| 
Teresa Brewer. ... Coral | 

99 78 4 DARK AT TOP OF STAIRS i, 
Percy Faith. Columbia';; 

100 40 II DON'T BE CRUEL • l 
Bill Black.., 
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::: wO score with each— 
“More Italian Favorites’1 

“Jewish Favorite*”— 
Widespread appeal 

CONNIE SIGNS 
FOR “WHERE 

HE BOYS ARE” 
Variety reports 

singer featured in 
new MGM fUck 

CONNIE FRANCIS 
TO OPEN 

ATEY.« 
Debuts .December- 1 . * 

in new show 

MGM RECORDS THE STARPOWER LABEL 



MUSIC frUstiETr 

On The Upbeat 
New York 

Irv Trencher, formerly eastern 
sale> and promotion manager for. 
Rank Records, has opened an indie 
disk promotion office . Brook Ben¬ 
ton, the Mercury disker, guests on 
Perry Como’s NBC-TV show Dec. 
14 . Jack Scott, who recently 
signed with General Artists Corp., 
is now on a tour of the midwest 
with his ov.n musical revue... 
Fabian has signed a seven-year pic 
deal with 20th Century-Fox . Con¬ 
way Twitty begins an 11-City night 
club lour early next year.. Jimmie 
Rodgers makes his film debut in 
20lh’s “The Little Shepherd of \ 
Kingdom Con.e.” j 

Roy Haynes Trio opens at the; 
Prelude Dec. 8 Charlie Mingus 
goes .nto the Copa City Jazz Club, 
Jamaica. D.c. 6 and the John Col- 
trane r uartet follows Dec. 13 .. 
Jeanie Bennett is back writing her j 
newsletter for Buck Ram’s firms; 

London 
The Andrews Sisters bow at 

“Talk Of The Town” Dec. 5 . . . 
A1 Burnett hoping to sign' Frank 
Sinatra for the Pigalle early next 
year . . . Jack Hylton and Jack 
Fallon huddling ove- a deal for 
I’ffa Fox, Prince Philip’s yachting 
buddy, to sing sea chanties at a 
West End hotel . . . Singer Johnny 
B’ekle makes his first West End 
cabaret appearance at the Baga¬ 
telle. 

Norman Granz’s fourth "Jazz at 
the Philharmonic" British tour 
winds up at the Gaumont State, 
Kiiburn, Friday (2> EMI re¬ 
leases a long play on the Parlo- 
phone label. "Peter and Sophia.” 
featuring Peter Seilers and Sophia 
Loren whose single, “Goodness 
Gracious Me” is in the current top 
10 Pop singer David Macbeth 
lined up for a midnight charity 

show at the Gaumont, Horsham, 
Dec. 9. 

Hollywood 
Duane Eddy has severed record¬ 

ing ties with Lester Sill and Lee 
Hazelwood . . . Don Blocker, upped 
from national promotion director, 
to exec veepee to Liberty prexy 
Al Bennett . . . Ella Fitzgerald 
duets a blues medley with Dinah 
Shore on latter’s Dec. 11 tv show 
and which may be disk released 
either by Capitol or Verve . . . 
Phillips Records of England talk¬ 
ing to 20th-Fox anent rights to 

> four tunes Britisher Frankie 
j Vaughan sings in "The Right Ap- 
I proach.” Upon wind of pic singer 
returns to London for an -eight- 
week concert trek and a J. Arthur 
Rank film . . . Diane Maxwell 
switched from the Challenge label 
to Capitol . . . Rusty Draper in 

i town plugging his latest Mercury 
single, “Jealous Heart.” 

Chicago 
Van Dorn Sisters, Canadian vocal j 

trio, added to roster of Universal 
Artist Management . . . Modern 
Jazz Quartet at the Cloister here 
. . . Blossom Dearie current at 

| Happy Medium’s Downstage Room 
j. . . Eddie Higgins’ Dixie unit plays 
: the Vogue Ballroom New Year’s 
Eve . . . Gay Claridge orch signed 

; for the Milford Ballroom here 
i starting Jan. 3 . . . Bobby Short to 
; the Huddle Embers, Indianapolis, 
Feb. 20 for three . . . Jack Tea- 
garden opens at La Rue’s, same 
town, Jan. 19 . . . Larry Ward 
combo goes into the Columbia 
Club, Indianapolis, May 1 . . . Hal 
Munro orch down for the Anderson 
<Ind.) Country. Club New Year’s 
Eve . . . Organist Don Johnson 
into the House of O’Sullivan, Flint, 
Dec. 3 . . . Jackie Burns at the 
Moose Club. Champaign, Ill., start¬ 
ing Feb. 13 

THE MiLLS TREE OF 

HITS 
THE BLOSSOMS . . . 

Theme from 

THE APARTMENT 
FERRANTE and TEICHER 

on United Artists 

LEROY ANDERSON'S 

SERENATA 
SARAH VAUGHAN 

on Roulette 

THE BUDS . . . 
LEROY ANDERSON'S 

BLUE TANGO 
A Billboard and Cash Sox Pick 

LESTER LANIN 
on Epic 

BILL BLACK and COMBO 
on HI 

CORRiNA CORRiNA 
A Brand New Version 

RAY PETERSON 
on Dunes 

THE ROOTS . . . 
LITTLE DRUMMER BOY 

and 

LEROY ANDERSON'S 

SLEIGH RIDE 
Both Widely Recorded 

MILLS MUSIC, INC. 
1619 Broadway 

New York If, N. Y. 

Meyer Davis 
' 1 Continued from page' 1 

1961 ball to one loeale. However, 
: two heated tents (known to society 
partygoers as marquees) are being 
set up on the Armory grounds for 

; supplementary bar, but not danc- 
I ing. facilities. 

Tabs for the party faithful at 
the Inaugural ball will.probably be 

; kept at the old $15 price, but may 
: be hiked to $20. Davis’ supply'of 
j dansapation will be segmented into 
| various rhythms, ranging from the 
i Viennese to the Latin. 
J Davis played for Jacqueline Bou- 
: vier’s debutante party hnd for her 
j wedding to Jack Kennedy in New- 
j port, R. I. 

ASCAP 
1 ~ ~ Continued from page 51 

Radio Committee. As such, he has- 
become familiar with the intrica-! 
cies of ASCAP’s structure and 
problems. 

Although ASCAP inked a new 
consent order with the Department 
of Justice early this year, the 
internal stresses cued by the new 
distribution system indicate that 

j more changes can be expected. 
; Since the Society is operating, 
i under a consent order, each change 
: must be approved by the Justice 
j Department and Federal Judge 
i Sylvester Ryan, of the N. Y. circuit 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS 
(A National Survey of Key Outlets) 

This Last No. wta. 

wk. wk. on chart 

Wednesday, November Stt, 1960 

Chi Jazz Joints 1 
Jump for Juves 

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Nice *n* Easy (W 1417)_ 

BOB NEWHART <WB) 
Button Down Mind Strikes Bade (WI 393) 

KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
String Along (T 1407)_ 

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
G. L Blues (LPM 2256)_. 

BOB NEWHART (WB) 
Button Down Mind (W 1379) _ 

SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve) 
Edge of Shelley Berman (MGV-15013) 

SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia) 
Original Cast (KOL 5450)_ 

DAVE GARDNER (Victor) 
Kick Thy Own Self (LPM/LSP 2230) 

BRENDA LEE (Decca) 
Brenda Lee (DL 4039)_ 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Colombia) 
Johnny’s Mood (CL 1526)_ 

NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
Wild Is Love (WAK 1392)_ 

BOBBY DARIN (Atco) 
Bobby Darin at the Copa CLP 122)_ 

RAY CONNIFF (Columbia) 
Say It With Mnsic (CL 1490) _ 

TERRY SNYDER (Command) 
Persuasive Percussion (RS 800-50)_ 

PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
Paul Anka Sings His Big 15 (ABC-323) 

SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve) 
Inside Shelley Berman (MGV 15003) 

17 20 18 60 YEARS of MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (Victor) 
Assorted Artists, Vol. I <LM 6074) 

18 Iff 7 66 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (Victor) 
Various Artists, VoMI (LM 6088) 

19 17 28 DAVE GARDNER (Victor) 
Rejoice Dear Hearts (LPM 2083) 

20 21 7 SONG WITHOUT END (Colpix) 
Soundtrack (CP 506) 

21 18 8 BILL BLACK COMBO (Hi) 
Solid & Raunchy (HL 12003) 

22 24 4 BRENDA LEE (Decca) 
This Is Brenda (DL 4082) 

23 22 7 RAY CHARLES (ABC-Par) 
Genius Hits the Road <335) 

24 23 16 RAY CONNIFF (Columbia) 
Young at Heart (CL 1489) 

25 27 16 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Look for a Star (DLP 3322) 

26 . 28 27 PLATTERS (Mereury) 
Encores of Golden Hits (MG 20472) 

27 26 7 JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Rhythms & Ballads of Broadway (CL 217) 

28 29 33 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
Sold Out (T-1352) 

29 . 25 31 SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor) 
Soundtrack < LOC 1032) 

31 »> 32 2 MANTOVANI (London) 
Operetta Memories 

32 30 33 CAN-CAN (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (LOC 1032) 

33 34 22 MANTOVANI (London) 
Songs to Remember (LL 3149) 

34 35 2 PETE FOUNTAIN (Coral.) 
Mr. New Orleans Jan (CRL 757334) 

35 36 4 IRMA LA DOUCE (Columbia) 
Original Cast (BL 5560) 

36 37 33 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Theme from a Summer Place (DLP 3276) 

37 33 3 CHUBBY CHECKER (Parkway) 
The Twist 

38 39 11 CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM) 
Sings Spanish & Latin Favorites (E 3853) 

39 40 5 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
Last Month of the Year (T 1446) 

40 38 2 THE ALAMO (Columbia) 
Soundtrack 

Chipago, Nov. 29. 
The jazz bonifaces here aro~ 

starting to tug again for the un¬ 
derage trade. 

Birdhouse, newest spot in the 
atonal idiom, was first to revive 
the pitch for juve and family 
patronage on the basis of soft 
drinks and vended snacks under¬ 
pinned by an admission charge. 

Moving to meet the "challenge’* 
now, the southside Sutherland Ho¬ 
tel lounge Is converting in part to 
add a "jazz gallery” pink-cheeked 
clientele, also with a cover and 
cola drinks prevailing. 

It’s recalled that wooing of mi¬ 
nors got lots of attention from the 
defunct Blue Note, once the town’s 
jazz flagship, which was one of 
the first spots to cordon off a sec¬ 
tion for non-alcoholic trade. 

Guy Lombardo revue signed for 
the Music Hall,.Dallas, Nov. 30, to 
be followed by the Glenn Miller 
band under Ray McKinley on 
Dec. fl. 

From The 
JERRY LEWIS Production 

CinderFella 
A PARAMOUNT Release 

SOMEBODY 
Records (Alphabetically Listed) 

TONY BENNETT 
Columbia 

JERRY LEWIS 
Dot 

JANE MORGAN 
Kapp 

JOHNNY NASH 
ABC Paramount 

JOE WILLIAMS 
Roulette 

FA MO;' MUSIC CORPORATION 

Wot\ 
PAT 

BOONE 
“DEAR JOHN” 

b/w 

“ALABAM” 
#16152 

LOUIS 
ARMSTRONG 

Now 

AFRICA 
Current MGM RECORDING 

“BING AND SATCHMO” 
BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

-ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION— 
JOE GLASER, President 

745 FIFTH AYE., NEW YORK 22, N. Y., PLAZA 9-4600 
• KUMI BEACH • HOLLYWOOD « LAS VEGAS » DALLAS • LONDON 

Frank Subsid Gets 
‘Girl of Night’ Score 

Saunders Publications, an affili- 

j ate of Frank Music, has acquired 

| the score to the recently relased 
i film, "Girl of The Night.” The 
| score for the pic, which was pro- 
: duced by Vanguard Productions 
; and released through Warner 
Bros., was written by Sol Kaplan. 

Saunders is currently negotiat- 
j ing for the original soundtrack 
i album and is preparing "Bobby’s 
■ Theme,” from the score, for single 
1 recordings. 

DAHLSTRAND REELECTED 
Milwaukee, Nov. 29. 

At a recent fall conference of 
the Wisconsin State Musicians 
Assn.. Yolmer D^hlstran I wns re- 

ielected' president of the group. 

Dahlstrand is also president of 
Milwaukee Musicians' Assn., Local 
8, American Federation of Musi 
cians. This is the 24th year which 
Dahlstrand will head the Wiscon 
sin group. 

LATEST RELEASE 

PAUL ANKA 
SI*?* 

IT'S CHRISTMAS 
EVERYWHERE 

b/w 

RUDOLPH, THE 
RED-NOSED REINDEER 

#10169 

1 S&«!PW I 
7op%MH®s" 1 

1 tBEt ‘SsHtXtfS I 
1 nm CcHAu COLUMBIA | 1 FERCYTFiiIu0M'.. EVEREST 
t ROBERT HOlUOM . oECC* 

1 CORA'S MELODY 

fiREAT GREAT GREAT I 

■ GREAT GREAT GREAT 

I THEME from 7 I 
I “THE I 
I SUNDOWNERS" I 
I M,EW *oiUM»... evEREsr 

lWmw««.LONDON 

.DECCA 

I Kutsunm.liberty 

.. 

m GREAT GREST1M1 
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N. Y. NITERIES IN SQUEEZE 
If the New York Police Dept, feels that ID cards are a,"must” 

for personnel identification, whether or not the cabaret per¬ 
formers and musicians resent it, every step should be taken 
not to penalize arbitrarily businesses which (1) create employ¬ 
ment and, more than incidentally, revenues both to the Fed¬ 
eral and municipal government and (2) are part-and-parcel 
of what makes for New York tourism and is part of the attrac¬ 
tion of the Big City. 

Only a few months back, because'of another element—the 
Equity strike—the New York theatre, which is a prime lure to 
tourists and native alike, caused much peripheral economic 
damage to hotels, restaurants, parking lots (indoor and out¬ 
door), the niteries and shopping. For the cops to choose to 
punish going businesses for relatively minor lapses, just because 
an ID card had been permitted to expire by some busboy or 
cabstarter or cameragirl is truly capricious. And to have done 
so on . the eve of the Thangsgiving business, one of the few 
“good” periods that the cabarets need to flourish, was doubly 
poor judgment. 

The N. Y. Police Dept, may have valid reasons for wanting 
to continue the ID system. Its virtues are obvious. Not too long 
ago too many public niteries were underworld fronts. There 
are still plenty of shady characters connected with the busi¬ 
ness, whether or not they are cabarets (whose personnel must 
be so controlled) or some of the lesser bars and pubs. 

Commissioner Kennedy is a dedicated police official. There 
Is no question about that, regardless of the degree of his atti¬ 
tudes in enforcing one or another departmental operation. 
Whether the variety talent or the musicians think they are 
being discriminated against or should be grouped with bus- 
boys and waiters and carriage starters is for the authorities. 
So long as the regulation exists, Commissioner Kennedy is 
duty-bound to enforce it on all fronts. 

Civic pride, however, dictates more conservative attitudes in 
the exercize of enforcement. Civic pride and normal realities 
should also give the Police Dept, a1 new perspective on how to 
make the ID system 100% efficient. The ideal method is to util¬ 
ize some central point, in mid-Manhattan, as the registration 
base, rather than expect “night people,” which most cabaret 
performers are, to make a trek downtown to that remote li¬ 
cense bureau on Worth St. in lower Manhattan, Most practical 
—and perhaps it’s so easy that it would be too simple—is to 
make the cabaret proprietor or management submit his roster 
of employers and their identities, on cards supplied by the au¬ 
thorities, and make this a mandatory submission, by mail, 
much as one pays his bills or files his taxes. 

As many cops and many more actors know, nobody has done 
more benefits for the police and fire departments than do the 
variety performers. 

High Price of Acts Forcing Smaller 
Cafes Into Role of Talent Columbus 
-:---♦ 

See Acapulco 
Tourist Boom 

New developments in Acapulco 
Indicate that the Mexican resort is 
reaching for a heavier slice of the 
U.S. tourist trade. The new boom 
is expected to start with Aeronavcs 
Mexico’s inauguration of regular 
jet service to Mexico City Dec. 4, 
along with a projected increase of 
its service from there to Acapulco. 

Another indication of growth is 
the phenomenal building of luxury 
hotels in Acapulco, and a step-up 
in promotional activity which is fig¬ 
ured to entice not only U.S. vaca¬ 
tioners, but also those from the 
Latin and South American coun¬ 
tries. 

The major event this year will 
be a Pablo Casals Festival in which 
the famed Spanish cellist, how liv¬ 
ing in Puerto Rico, will give a se¬ 
ries of recitals. Moreover, a heavily 
promoted film festival opened Sun¬ 
day i20h The Casals soiree is ex¬ 
pected to lure heavily from many 
parts of the world. His festivals in 
Puerto Rico have been major tour¬ 
ism builders. The film festival, it’s 
hoped, .will bring in major Holly¬ 
wood and Continental names as a 
hypo for the pop trade. 

Acapulco has been growing 
steadily for the past few years as j 
is indicated by the rise of many 
inns in the city. Cesar Balsa has 
asquired four within the past few 
years. Emilio Azcarraga, the Mexi¬ 
can theatre and television station 
operator, has recently built two, the 
Ritz Hotel, which opened last week, 
and the Ritz Motor Hotel. 

In addition, the Maris Hotel, 
built by a Mexican City cafe opera¬ 
tor, was recently opened. Other 
major hotels are projected. The big 
question in the inn industry of the 
area is the outcome of the huge 
skeleton of a new Hilton hotel. Hil¬ 
ton was reported building this with 
backing from Miguel Aleman in¬ 
terests. However, when the former 
Mexican president pulled out, Hil¬ 
ton abandoned the project. 

Since then, the Hilton property 

has become more valuable inas¬ 
much as new legislation forbids a 
structure of more'than two stories 
on the beach side of the road. It’s 
unlikely that this project will re¬ 
main without a sponsor for long be¬ 
cause of its beachfront site. 

Desert Inn Execs Bow 
To Nix of Riviera Bay 

Las Vegas, Nov. 29, 
• Wilbur Clark and the other 
Desert Inn execs, who were denied 
permission recently by the Nevada 
Gaming -Commission tp buy 38% 
of the Riviera, will not fight the 
board’s fuling last week that DI- 
Stardust key personnel cannot be 
employed by the Riviera casino. 

Commissioner Bert Goldwater 
said the DI was “doing indirectly 
just what the commission had re¬ 
fused to let the group do directly.” 
Last week Riviera execs denied 
that Di-Stardust show producer 
Frank Sennes was booking the 
Riviera shows. 

Berman Concerts 
Net Boffo 155G 

One-man shows continue to be 

one of the more profitable aspects 

of show business as is borne out by 

Shelley Berman’s recent tour in 

concert halls and legit houses 
which grossed $294,606, of which 
Berman share .was $155,304. Un¬ 
dertaking was so profitable that a 
new tour is being set up for Ber¬ 
man by MCA which will start at 
Symphony Hall, Boston, Feb. 3, 
and will include Carnegie Hall, 
N. Y., March 12, and various col¬ 
lege dates. 

One of the most profitable 
stands was at the Purdue U. Field 
House in October in which he got 
as high as 60% of the gate. Col¬ 
lege stands and auditorium dates 
alternated with legit houses. 

One of the factors helping Ber¬ 
man’s personal take is the lack of 
a profit motive in several situa¬ 
tions. In one case, he is booked at 
the Florida U„ Tallahassee, for 
Feb. 9, in which he is guranteed 
$3,500 and 60% over $4,000. With 
student tickets selling at $2, and 
outsiders buying at a top of $4, the 
likelihood is that the date will be 
sold out at a . loss if only students 
buy. The student organization 
will make up the deficit. In another 
college situation, Marshall College, 
Huntington, W. Va., their artists 
service will underwrite the loss for 
a soiree that will be for subscrib¬ 
ers only with wth only 125 tickets 
sold to the general public. 

Berman will , come back 0 from 
Europe in time for dates at the 
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria in January, 
and following some teleguesters, 
will resume the concert soirees. 

Con Man Strikes Ag?in 
In Pitt as ‘Look’ Reporter 

Pittsburgh, Nov. 29. 
The confidence man, masquerad¬ 

ing as Bob Newhart, has changed 
his identity and is now a “Look 
correspondent” He struck again 
here last Wednesday at the Phoe¬ 
nix Motel and clipped the owner 
for $200. The Phoenix is just down 
the road from the Holiday House 
where he had been introduced 
from the floor as “Newhart” and 
where he had bilked the Jaye Bros, 
for $125 after taking the Pitt Hil¬ 
ton for $1,000. He moved down the 
road on Thursday to the Jacktown 

[Motel where he got $20 on a bad 
check and left with a bill of $36. 

I Police were tipped off, but when 
they got to the Jacktown he was 
gone. There are no pictures of him 
around but descriptions of him 
have been sent all over the country. 
Basic identification is that he is 
35, brown hair and about six feet 
tall. 

Centlivre Control 
Brings GAC Shifts 
General Artists Corp. is under¬ 

going several corporate changes 

following assumption of its control 

by Centlivre Brewing Corp., the 

holding company headed by Philly 
financier Herbert Siegel. One of 
the more important shifts is the 
switch of Cy Donner from the post 
of comptroller to treasurer. His 
old spot will be assumed by Wil¬ 
liam Healy. 

Donner had long requested that 
routine fiscal chores be taken off 
his hands to provide him with 
more time for policy making. The 
other major change is the com¬ 
pany’s adoption of an employee 
profit sharing fund tied directly to 
the firm’s earnings instead of a 
pension fund. 

I Centlivre’s takeover of GAC is 
not yet complete. There are still 
some details on transfer of stock to 
be ironed out. However, the prin¬ 
ciple of the absorption of GAC 

i was settled as* far back as Oct. 10 
Iwhen the closing was made. - - 

The smaller cafes are reluctant¬ 
ly being forced into assuming the 
role of talent discoverers. The con¬ 
tinuing high price of acts including 
the ones that they develop them¬ 
selves compelling the smallies to 
be the new Columbuses of the per¬ 
former orbits. 

The turns that work out to the 
point where they draw on their 
own are promptly hired away by 
the wealthier spots. Any act not yet 
ready for a trek to the better 
heeled niteries, frequently out- 
prices himself via the option route 
when each period carries a higher 
price tag. 

The bonifaces in the smaller 
cafes feel that they will either 
have to continue to take chances 
on unknowns or pay higher prices. 
It’s a situation that defies any solu¬ 
tion for them. Sometimes, the 
small spot changes policy in an at¬ 
tempt to get away from the merry- 
go-round, but the same situation 
prevails no matter what format is 
entered into. 

At present, the small cafes, 
around New York at least, have 
been alternating from acts to jazz. 
Others are forced to continually 
hold auditions, while still more 
shop around for intimate revues 
in an effort to get away from any 
kind of turn which goes on an up¬ 
ward salary spiral. 

Jazz Gallery’s Experiment 

Within recent months, a nitery 
such as the Jazz Gallery in Green¬ 
wich Village has attempted to go 
from the instrumental combos to 
acts, but is not apparently resigned 
to the fact that it’s gonna pay heavy 
coin to outfits such as Dave Bra- 
beck which it has booked for Dec. 
8, and Dizzy Gillespie which goes 
in Dec. 20. The Village Vanguard 
went through that phase a long 
time ago and is apparently sticking 
to a jazz policy with instrumental 
and performer names predominat¬ 
ing. 

The danger is that there ulti¬ 
mately comes a time in the careers 
of many of the small bonifaces 
when very little in the way of 
promising new performers presents 
itself. They find that either they 
must take the choice of upping 
budgets considerably, or trying to 
make the run with cheaper avail¬ 
abilities. 

In this respect spots such as the 
Blue Angel, N. Y., the hungry i, 
San Francisco, and others similar¬ 
ly situated, frequently find them¬ 
selves in the position of having to 
pay a performer they recently de¬ 
veloped at not much more than 
starting salaries, a sum ranging in¬ 
to four figures. They find them¬ 
selves with the alternative of pay¬ 
ing or doing more developing. 
They have been known to do both. 

Costs have become the major 
cafe problem with talent contribut¬ 
ing no minor share of that head¬ 
ache. The operators, at this point, 
see no easy solution. It’s a prob¬ 
lem affecting the intime or the 
avant garde niteries. The larger 
operations have the problem of 
getting names at the right price. 

New Mexico State Fair 
Grosses Record $1-Mil. 

Albuquerque, Nov. 29. 
The New Mexico State Fair, for 

the first time in its 23-year history, 
grossed over $1,000,000 during the 
1960 exposition, and fair officials 
have made plans to extend next 
year’s show two extra days. 

Tex Barron said gross revenue 
was $1,007,635, up over the $854,- 
531 grossed during the 1959 show. 
Income was up in practically every 
department, he added. Gate admis¬ 
sions totaled $86,531, an increase 
of more than $12,000 over 1959. 
Racing revenue, from the pari-mu¬ 
tuel handle at a daily card of 12 
races, was listed at $564,723—an 
increase of more than $112,000 
over last season. 

Income from the evening ro¬ 
deo shows in Tingley Coliseum 
tallied $113,751, a slight in¬ 
crease of $186 over 1959. Carni¬ 
val gross was up nearly $14,000 
over 1959, and grandstand admish 
went up nearly $2,300. The Coli¬ 
seum shows featured Peter Brown 
and Peggie Castle, from ABC-TV’s 
Lawman show. Red Foley and his 

; video gang, Rex Allen and a west¬ 
ern show, and Robert Horton of 

; NBC’s Wagon Train. The talent 
' nut was $26,080 for the 1960 show. 

OUT SOON! 

The 

55th Anniversary Number 
Of 

Forms Closing Shortly Usual Advertising Rates Prevail 

Special Exploitation Advantages 

Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office 
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Hits Flow of Chorines to Cafes: Risman 
The problem of getting chorus 

lines, singers, showgirls and pro¬ 
duction elements is becoming in¬ 
creasingly grave, especially in the 
east, says Eddie Risman, managing 
director of the Latin Quarter, N.Y. 
Last week he started weekly audi¬ 
tions in hopes of building up a 
backlog of performers to replace 
those who resign or are picked up 
for work in other fields. 

According to Risman, it’s a dis¬ 
couraging task. The material just 
isn’t Coming out, and after hearing 
about 30 candidates on Friday (18) 
he found only a few that might 
even be considered. 

Risman intends to make a junket 
around the country shortly, then 
go to Europe to pick up material 
for the cafe. He pointed out that 
it took about eight months to as¬ 
semble the present; Latin Quarter, 
production corps. This included a 
session of talent scouting in. Eu¬ 
rope which resulted in finding four 
candidates, as Wll as holding in¬ 
numerable auditions. 

It’s pointed out that the Copa- 
cabana, N.Y., also had a hard time 
filling out its requirements for the 
present show. 

The reasons for the decline In 
suitable material of this type are 
numerous, says Risman. The pretty 
girls get assignments iii the model¬ 
ing field. Many prefer Broadway 
shows, which incidentally provide 
a source of performers, but after 
the show closes. Work in television 
is also a major source of compe¬ 
tition, scale being considerably 
more than in a cafe floor. 

Time wras, says Risman, when 
there was a greater interest in 
cafes. All a dance director had to 
do was stand in a bus terminal and 
watch the girls get off and he 
would have enough material to sup¬ 
ply a lot of lines. Today, the situa¬ 
tion is different. A secretary can 
get $75 with little difficulty while 
the fiitery scale is $100. 

However, life as a sec is easier, 
no rehearsals and nightlife are in¬ 
volved. In the. past there was more 
work in films. Talent scouts used 
to case the cafe lines regularly and 
come up with likely candidates for 
film work. But many girls today 
prefer to start either in Hollywood 
or Las Vegas. 

Risman feels that he has to ac¬ 
cumulate a backlog .of singers, 
dancers and chorus people in order 
to keep the present production up 
to its current standards. For this 
reason, he believes that a trip to 
various cities around the country 
will stir up interest in cafe work. 
By holding auditions in various 
towns, he can award some con¬ 

tracts for immediate work, and can 
also provide some future pacts. 

The auditions, says Risman, are 
generally discouraging. It's not that 
many candidates are not good, but 
they do not suit his purpose. Ris¬ 
man declared that he generally gets 
his best results from recommenda¬ 
tions of people currently working 
in his show, or a few agents who 
are aware of the LQ setup. 

BOSTON 
SMASH HIT 

THE GLAMOROUS NEW 
HOTEL 

Show folks are raving about the I 
all new Hotel Avery. All new, || 
large, beautifully furnished de- | 
luxe rooms with private bath, tel- || 
evision & radio. Air conditioning. Jj 

| AVERY & WASHINGTON STS. | 

M.C.’s - PIANO COMICS - GROUPS 

NEW COMEDY SONGS 
Modern material . . . top drawer, 
sophisticated words and music, avail¬ 
able In limited quantities at reason¬ 
able prices. Naver offered before. 
Write for list—no obligation. 

l^pnologues, special musical 
material, arratigements written 

to order. Inquire. 
ENTERTAINER’S STUDIO 

Box 7331 
Crichton Station, Mobile, Alabama 

"NIKITA. THE RUSSIAN 
DISC JOCKEY" 

A Riotously Funny Routine—$1 

A. GUY YISK 
Writlrut Enterprise* 

124 Old Hemestead Reed 
Warwick, R. I. 

Swiss Rolls & Souffles 
Top Bill at Palladium’s 

Sponsored Yaude Show 
London, Nov. 29. » 

It used to be that the animals 
and kiddiwinks were the show 
stealers. Now it’s Swiss rolls and 
souffles. They’re the items that got 
a hand enthusiastic at the London 
Palladium last Wednesday and 
Thursday (23-24) when Sponsored 
Demonstrations Ltd. gave a king¬ 
pin show fn its current season of 
sponsored vaude. 

Admittedly the band conducted 
by Eric Delaney gained its duly 
earned applause, the ivory-tickling 
of Bill McGuffie was warmly re¬ 
ceived, the harmonizing of Teddy 
Johnson and Mrs. Johnson (Pearl 
Carr on the billing) was received 
raptly, the patter of emcee Cyril 
Fletcher was colored the right deli¬ 
cate blue and* The Dancing Debu¬ 
tantes didn’t shake a leg in vain. 

But the papered house, wherein 
70 women’s clubs and organizations 
were represented, really went for 
the culinary conjuring of tv per¬ 
sonality Marguerite Patten, who 
handled the commercial side of the 
venture^ 

Format was simple enough, the 
presentation slick and the overall 
success undeniable. Straight acts 
alternated with Miss Patten’s dex¬ 
terous demonstrating of products 
supplied by the sponsoring outfits 
—a flour company, food-mixer out¬ 
fit, electric cooker concern, et al. 
On the two Palladium afternoons, 
eight sponsors in all backed the 
two-hour bill. 

Sponsored Demonstrations Ltd., 
formed early in 1960, tried out its 
gimmick in the sticks before 
launching into a fullscale tour this 
fall. In addition to the “Melody 
Fare” presentation,' as seen at the 
Palladium, it has been and is giv¬ 
ing “Fashion Fare” and other shows 
on similar lines in the provinces 
and at other London locations. 

Besides the extensive Marguerite 
Patten plugs, the sponsoring prod¬ 
uct companies get boosts via dis¬ 
plays over the proscenium and. in 
a giveaway program. Emi. 

Bertolotti’s Reverts 
To Nitery Operation 

Bill Bertolotti’s, long a land¬ 

mark in Greenwich Village, N.Y. 

Is switching to a cafe format start¬ 

ing Dec. 8. It’ll be an Intime sup¬ 

per club operation with initial 

show having Charlie Manna, folk 

singer Casey Anderson and Los 

Romeros & Estelita. Latter team 

was until recently fronted by fla¬ 

menco dancer Trinl Rayes who 

has gone into business for herself. 

Bertolotti’s had a cafe format 

some years ago and then became 
straight eatery. 

Latin Vaude Now Boffo B.O. in Gotham: 

Spanish Moppet. Joselito Pulls $70j 
The Latin population of New 

York has grown to the point where 

it can support in style'approxiraate- 

<ly a dozen name shows annually. 

The grosses that are hit on the 

Castilian circuits are quite sizeable, 

and the number of houses is also 
increasing. 

The high takes in the Spanish 
speaking vauders is evidenced by 
the fact that Joselito, & moppet 
star from Spain, nabbed $53,000 in 

a week at the Puerto Rico Theatre 
in the Bronx, and will bring up his 
take to a total of $70,000 in four 
days at the Jefferson Theatre in 
Manhattan ending Saturday (26). 

The Jefferson gross is somewhat 
amazing inasmuch as the current 
film, “Saeta de Ruisenor” (“Song 
'of the Nightingale”) played a week 
prior to the stageshow. Inasmuch 
as It starred the moppet, it was 
charm and apparently the material 

(Continued .on page 60) 

CINCY’S CONEY ISLAND 
MAPS ’61 EXPANSION! 

Cincinnati, Nov. 29. ji 
Coney Island, leading amusement 

park in this area, will expand its 
facilities next year. The past sea¬ 
son was successful, although at¬ 
tendance fell below 1959, stated 
Edward L. Schott, general man¬ 
ager, who was reelected president 
for the 26th year. 

Building program includes re¬ 
freshments and games ;additions, 
further parking lot bla.cktopping 
and a big new ride may enlarge 
the midway. 

Directors re-elected Ralph G. 
Wachs, park manager, as secretary- 
treasurer. No successor has been 
named for Fred E. Wesselmann, 
Who retired as v.p. and board 
chairman but continues as a direc¬ 
tor. 

Canadian leer Leaves 
Skaters Out in Cold i 

Ottawa, Nov. 29. 
A Canadian-produced show, “Ice- 

Arama,” containing several U. S. 
pro skaters, folded in St. John’s, 
Nfid., last week after the cast, not 
paid for a month, went on strike. 
They refused to play a matinee and 
refunds were made by St. John’s 
Arena management. Each of sev¬ 
eral Newfoundland arenas put up 
advances of .$300-$400 to bring in 
the troupe whose members had no 
AGVA bond to protect them. 

Show’s manager. Bill Cunning¬ 
ham, was reported unable to pay 
off. Performers were mostly 
stranded and evicted from hotels, 
were given shelter in railway cars. 

INTERNATIONAL 
TALENT 
ASSOCIATES, Inc. 

527 Madison Av«. 
New York 22. N. Y. 

n 1-3344 

916 Kearny it. 
Son Frafldico, Col. 

EX 2-3637 

Representing 

America's Outstanding Concert/Atfractions 

* KINGSTON TRIO * 
BROTHERS FOUR * LIMELITERS 

BUFFALO BILLS of "Mus/c Man" 

* CUMBERLAND THREE * 
ART and PAUL * MARK MURPHY 

MARGE DODSON * MABEL MERCER 

* PETE FOUNTAIN QUARTET * 
* BOBBY HACKETT QUARTET * 
* BARBARA CARROLL TRIO * 

EDDIE HEYWOOD * DON SHIRLEY 
* PETER APPLEYARD QUARTET * 

RONNIE SCHELL * DEL CLOSE 
LENNY MAXWELL * TOM O’HORGAN 
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{board . 

New York 
Paul Anka uus been slotted for 

the Caribe Hilton, San Juan, for 
Jan. 8 in the spot originally set 
for Anna Maria Alberghetti . . . 
Dorothy Lamour pacted for the 
Monteleone. New Orleans. Dec. 12 
. . . Joe Glaser off to Chicago to 
visit Gene Krupa at the Myer 
House of the Michael Reese Hos¬ 
pital. where the drummer is re¬ 
cuperating from a heart attack. 
Glaser leaves for the Coast imme¬ 
diately afterward . . . Dave Bru- 
beck set for a concert tour on the 
Continent starting in January. 

Ming & Ling go to the Astor 
Club London, Jan. 30 . . . Sarah 
Vaughan inked for Basin St. East, 
Dec. 21 . . . Dorothy Donegan 
moves to the London House, Chi¬ 
cago. Jan. 3. Allen Sc Rossi distrib¬ 
uting safe driving bumper stick¬ 
ers as a publicity gimmick . . . 
Ford & Reynolds go to the Dunes. 
Las Vegas. Feb. 23 . . . Singer An¬ 
dy Thomas took leave of absence 
from off-Broadway “Leave It to 
Jane” for five weeks at Buffalo’s 
Town Casino starting Dec. 12. 

Jonathan Winters is being pro¬ 
jected for a concert tour currently 
being set up by the William Morris 
Agency . . . Foster Sc Dean have 

j split *with Stanely Dean now in 
I business for himself . . . Three 
j Stooges inked for the St. Louis Po- 
| lice Circus, April 20 . . . Joe E. 
; Lewis to play" Freddie’s, Minne- 
j.a poll's, in August . . . Boh Melvin 
! set for the Fontainebleau, Miami 
Beach, Feb. 14 . . . George De Witt 

I has signed with the Morris office 
... Hypnotist Ralph Slater booked 
for a four-day stand at the Capitol 
Theatre, Portchester, N.Y., start¬ 
ing Friday (2) . . . Jeanmaire prep- 
ping a one-woman show for the 
U.S. which is to be tried out in 

\ London. Her husband, dancer- 
f choreographer Roland Petit, is pro¬ 
ducing. 

Hollywood 

PRESENTING TOP ARTISTS 
THAT MEAN TOP BUSINESS 

MICKEY 
SHAUGHNESSY 

Scrota Comedy Star 

AL ALBERTS 
Tie J,Ace" of Ac*s 

STEVE GIBSON 
•«* »*• RED CAPS 

Complete Variety Revo* 

DUKE HAZLETT 
Unique Song Stylist 

TOM COZZI 
Rapid fire Comedy 

QUAKER CITY 
BOYS 

Harmoehiim Comho 

THE SKYLINERS 
Nation’s Top Vocal Unit 

THE 
TEMPTATIONS 

instrumentals and Vocals 

Writ* — Wirt — PJieno 

JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY 
New York City, 234 W. 4Stk Street 
fUu 7-173* Circle i-SROR 

Philadelphia, 1001 Chestnut Street 
WAInnt 2-4477 

Sam Butera Sc Witnesses open a 
stand at the Cloister tomorrow 
(Thur.) . . . Dinah Washington’s 
RevUe set for two weeker at Ciro’s 
beginning Dec. 5 . . . Hal Belfer 
is handling the choreography on 
Pat Boone’s pic, “All Hands on 
Deck” at 20th-Fox . . . Ray Hen¬ 
derson set as musical director for 
the second edition of “The Billy 
Barnes Revue” opening at the La 
Palmas Theatre, Dec. 27 . . . 
Songstress Tina Rome is filling in 
as an added attraction at Frank 
Sennes' Ciro’s . . . Harpist Mary 
Jane Barton joined Roger Wil¬ 
liams concert company. Group also 
includes percussionist John Mor- 
gando, guitarists Sant Cavarretta 
and Gil Hintz, and bassist Rodger 
Nichols . . . Margaret Whiting 
opened a two weeker at the Bali 
Hai In Portland, Monday (28).. 
Ann Hathaway has replaced Kitty 
Kover as songstress of the Billy 
Gray show at his Band Box . 
Mario Peralta Sc His Bandoneons 
from Mexico City, along with 
Martha St Adolfo, dance team, open 
In Barry Ashton’s Holiday in Rio 
revue at Bimbo’s in Frisco, Dec. 1. 

Chicago 
Jamie Lyn Trio pacted by Trade 

Winds, Jan. 25 . . Ballroomists 
NIcki Sc Noel set for the Joe E. 
Lewis bill at the Palmer House 
Empire Room June 22 . . . Myron 
Cohen down for a Camellia House 
playback Dec. 29 of next year . . . 
Pompoff Thedy Family at the Park 
Lane Hotel, Denver, and set for an 
Ed Sullivan telestanza Dec. ±1. 

Lisa Carroll into the Embers, Ft. 
Wayne, Dec. 12 for two frames, 
with comic Dick Smith also'on bill 
. . . Same spot booked Charles 
Fuqua’s Inlt Spots to open Jan, 23, 
and the Deep River Boys May I. 
Latter act also down for the Em¬ 
bers, Evansville, April 17 for two 
. . . Toni Lee Scott set for the 
Bob Crosby stand at the Riviera, 
Las Vegas, Dec. 5. 

James Komack into Freddie’s, 
Minneapolis, Dec. 5 ... La Fiesta, 
Juarez, pacted Boh Melvin for 
March 20, Rusty Draper for Aug. 7, 
and Adam White to preem Oct. 9 
. . . Carmel Quinn to the Holiday 
House, Milwaukee, Dec. 16-23, with 
the Peggy De Castro III booked 
to open Dec. 27. 

Detroit 
Rusty Warren held over for a 

third week at the Club Alamo . . . 
Singer Ed McCurdy at the Cafe 
Galeries . . . Comic A3 Bernie in 
second week at the Elmwood Casi¬ 
no .. . Guy Mitchell a holdover at 
the Metropole ... Frank Morelli 
quartet at the Bouche Lounge . ... 
Terry Gibbs quartet, featuring pi¬ 
anist Pat Moran, at Baker’s Key 

"The Refreshingly 

Different Comedian" LARRY 
WILDE 

Currently 

BROWN HOTEL 
Louisville, Ky. 

Par*. Mgt.: BILL FOSTER 

U97 Broadway, N.Y. JUdson 1-332* 

Singer-dancer Kathryn 
Kane at the Commodore. 

Comic A1 Bernie heads the new 
Elmwood Casino show with the 
Korengo Duo, magic team; Reed & 
Bobbi Royale, dance team, and Kim 
Irwin, singer-emcee . . . Carroll Sc 
Gorman at the Knife and Fork 
Club . . . Matt Denis at Baker’s 
Keyboard . . . Honey Dreamers at 
the Roostertail . . . Rusty Warren 
at the Club Alamo.. .Guy Mitch¬ 
ell at the Metropole . . . Singer 
Ginny Colombo at the Adrienne 
Room . . . Flamingos at the Flame 
Show Bar. 

Philadelphia 
Marlene Dietrich into the Latin 

Casino, Dec. 20 . . . Myron Cohen 
works Sciolla’s. Jan. 9-14 . . . Jack 
E. Leonard at Palumbo’s, Nov. 25- 
Dec. I, followed by Fisher Sc 
Marks, Dec. 2-8 .. . Harpist Ger¬ 
ald Goodman booked into the Un¬ 
derground . . . Comedienne Totie 
Fields set for the Erie Social Club, 
Nov. 25-27; , The Town House, 
Pittsburgh, Nov. 28, Golden Slip¬ 
per, N. Y.. Dec. 13 and Sciolla’s, 
in Philly, Dec. 26 . . . Diek Shawn 
cancelled the last three days of his 
nine-day Tun at the Celebrity 
Room, Nov. 21-30. 

Fats Domino set for El Rancho, 
Dec. 4 . . . Neil Sedaka sock biz 
at Smart Spot, Haddonfield. N- J-, 
resulted in return booking for 10 
days, in April. Bob Manning opens 
Dec. 29, at the Jersey cafe . . . 
Bobby Darin goes into the Latin 
Casino, Dec. 7, following his return 
from Italy , . Paul Anka current 
at Sciolla’s, followed by Anita Bry¬ 
ant, Dec. 5 . . . Woody. Herman 
orch at Sunnybrook Ballroom, Dec. 
3. 

x Houston 
The lineup scheduled to appear 

at the Continental Room here dur¬ 
ing 1961 includes Juliana Larson, 
Louis Nelson, Carmen Cavallero 
Tony Bennett, Tony Pastor Family, 
Joe E. Lewis, Kim Sisters, Dukes 
of Dixienland, Peter Palmer and 
Fran Warren . . . J, David Nichols 
has booked Yictor Borge for a re¬ 
turn engagement here on Jan 17 
. . . Comedian-author Jack Douglas 
booked into the Tidelands for a 
two-week stand starting Jan. 30. 

Spanish Vanda 
Continued from pas* 59 

grosses zoomed with Joselito 
youngster topping the stageshow. 

New York supports a limited 
number of shows per year, but 
the takes are such that it becomes 
profitable for headliners to make 
the trek from Latin America and 

Jefferson, 
Joselito, Julio Aldana, Kippy 

Casado, Hilda Fabiola, Jose Donate 
trio, Joe Valle Orch, Line (9); 
“Saeta, de Ruisena” (Col). 

Spain. American film companies 
are also interested In Spanish 
films. The Joselito pic, for ex¬ 
ample, is being distributed by 
Columbia. 

Joselito is an amiable 11-year 
old . who works with unsual assur¬ 
ance and seems to have a perfect 
pitch. His boy-soprano is loud and 
clear and he seems to have an 
adult view of a song. He is also 
quite versatile being able to dig 
the nuances of flamenco singing. 
He can produce trills, runs and 
hit the big notes with assurance 
even when he has to stretch his 
pipes. His major concession to 
popular taste is “Granada” which 
gives him ^a strong bowoff. In 
company with the entire cast, he 
leads the singing of the current 
pop Latune “Precioso.” 

The rest of the show at the 
Jefferson has a hit-and-miss quali¬ 
ty. Starter is Hilda Fabiola, a 
stacked Cuban singer who doesn’t 
show much else. Julio Aldana, 
from Mexico, projects big with 
tuneful lilts. He has an amiable 
manner and ingratiates himself 
well with the house. Kippy Casado, 
a comedienne from Cuba, talks 
herself into a good mitt. She has 
charm and apparently the material 
to get along, but needs an exit 
stronger than her dancing. There 
is a line of six girls and three 
boys, who are well costumed, the 
Jose Donate Trio do well with 
songs and guitar and Joe Valle 
provides excellent backing with 
his stage orch. 

The emceeing is by Perucho, 
who seems to be the reigning fave 
among local Latins. He clocks a 
lot of laughs, and some of them 
quite hearty, but a few are quite 
indigo. Jose. 

Fingerprint Rules Relaxed 
; Continued from page 1 ; 

of-performer licensing fees to the 

PoliceJ>ept. Pension Fund. 

Prior to the conference held at 

City Hall, the officials of all the 

unions except AGVA held a press 

conference in the office of Local 

802 prexy A1 Manuti. They stated 

that they were engaged in an all- 

out fight to eliminate the “onerous” 

requirements of the State Liquor 

Authority and the Police Dept, in 

licensing cabaret workers. At the 

very least, they would seek the 

creation of a board to pass upon 

the licensing requirements. They 
called present summary pro- 
cedures illegal and arbitrary. They 
flayed the lack of mandatory hear¬ 
ings for appeals • where licenses 
were not granted.' 

The cited situations in which a 
musician or an entertainer after 
a boyhood arrest had lead exem¬ 
plary lives for long periods only 
to have the past crop up again 
when he requested a card. “How 
much more must a man be pun¬ 
ished after he has paid his' debt to 
society?” they asked. They also 
attacked the one-to-a-customer 
policy of police dept, licenses. A 
musician, who is a cab driver dur¬ 
ing the day, can get either a hack 
or a cabaret license, but not both. 
They also demanded that the JSLA 
licensing procedures be eliminated. 

At the same time, the unions 
revealed a break in what had been 
regarded as a solid front in the 
matter. They declared themselves 
to be unalterably opposed to the 
piecemeal “sops” whereby perma¬ 
nent registration would be granted 
instead of having cabaret workers 
renew fingerprints every two years. 
They said these bits delayed the 
ultimate aims of elimination of the 
ID requirement. However, they 
went along with the Mayor’s con¬ 
cession, which had been advocated 
as a start by AGVA. 

The .one enigma of the first 
reform is the altitude of Comr. 
Kennedy in this matter. Should he 
oppose permanent registration, he 
may also take his fight to the City 
Council in opposition to the Mayor. 
That his attitude carries weight is 
seen by the fact that it was the 
Police Dept.’s recommendation 
that caused Mayor Wagner to 
recommend to Gov. Rockefeller, 
two years ago, that a bill requiring 
mandatory hearings for those re¬ 
fused licenses, be vetoed. This bill 
was put through the legislature by 
the culinary and Musicians unions. 

In other developments during 
the week, it was indicated that the 
courts are not in complete accord 
with Kennedy’s campaign against 
the niteries. In the case of the 
International Theatre Restaurant 
and the Palladium Ballroom, where 
ID card and other violations were 
found, the N.Y. Supreme Court 
granted stays so that the matters 
could be heard by the Apellate 
Division. This prevented four-day 
suspensions over the Thanksgiving 
Day holiday from being put into 
effect. 

During the week, the licensing 
section of the Police Dept granted 
stays to the Copacabana and the 

Stork Club which were among the 
27 spots found with ID card viola¬ 
tions. 

The press conference called by 
the unions also took great care to 
disassociate themselves with the 
Citizens Emergency Committee, 
which had accused the police dept, 
of corruption. CEC called for an 
investigation into the conduct of 
the police following the recent 
death of Dock “Lord” Buckley 
whose card was picked up after it 
was found that he failed to disclose 
two arrests of 19 and 17 years ago. 
They called the CEC matter a fight 
with the police. The unions said 
that they were not fighting the 
police, only the ID requirements 
and the procedures of the SLA in 
this matter. 

Rickies' One-Man Show 
Hollywood, Nov. 29. 

Don RickJ.es opens "A Timid 
Evening With Bon Rickies” Dec. 
23 at the Civic Playhouse, running 
15 performances and winding Jan, 
1. Primarily a one-man show, shpur 
will be filled out with music and 
variety acts. 

Stan Seidel and Zev Buffman 
are producing. 

THE BEST PACKAGE 
FOR YOUR MONEY 

JOE MAURO 
•'Everyone’s Favorite 

Entertainer” 
, comedy 

sons* 
satire 

Instrumental* 

GAYE DIXON 
"Swinging, Singing 

Minstrel Got" 
ballads 

blues 
special material 

A SHOW THAT CANT BE 
BEAT!!! 

Exclusive Booking 

EDDIE SUEZ AGENCY 
SOI Shubert Bide. 

150 S. Bread Street 
Philadelphia % Pa. 

Klnssley S-HtS PEnnypecktr 5-7H* 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 

for «n Thootiicals 
"Wi Service the Stars" 

Big Temporary Special ei Ad 
35 Gae Files for $15, Pius S1.M Pesroeo 

Foreign; SI JO oa^ S3 ftr W 

a 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. ... SIS • 
a 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. S2S a 
a Minstrel Budget .*25 » 

How to Master the Ceremonies 
S3 per Copy 

No C.O.Ifa .. "Always Open" 
IILyr OLASON 

2M W. 54th St„ H.Y.C., IS CO 5-13U 
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY) 
(Lot a Root Profeaaloool Train You' 

JOHN SHIRLEY and BONNIE 
Originators of Hie 

“BALLOON BARRAGE” 
Curroatly—CLOSIN© ACT m tho 

’’Circus Spectacular. U.S.A." 

SAO PAULO, BRASILIA 
Opeu!ag Doc. 31 - Job. 29 

EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL 
Polyueslaa Village. CU 
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RIVIERA HOTEL 
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NOREEN PARKER 
Songs 
25 Mins. 
Le Cabaret* Toronto 

Making her first club date ap¬ 
pearance in Canada at the posh Le 
Cabaret, Toronto—though she has 
been guest staj for Denny Vaughn 
at the Queen Elizabeth Hotel, 
Montreal, and^n “Holiday Ranch” 
for the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corp. tv series—Noreen Parker is 
breaking in her “Non Dimenticar” 
and “Bill Bailey” here, with ar¬ 
rangements by Jack Olsen and Ben 
Bennett. 

In alternating whisper and belt 
style. Miss Parker has no trouble 
in getting over with the customers 
from her opening bounce number, 
“Start of Something Big” to her 
lusty “Mack the Knife” finish. In¬ 
terpolated for change of tempo are 
“Lulu’s Back in Town,” “Yes, In¬ 
deed,” “Just Say I Love Hi*,” 
“Misty” and “I Enjoy Being a 
GirL” 

A sexy brunet. Miss Parker has 
appeared in the plush nitery spots 
of the United States and the West 
Indies; sings in Italian and Spanish 
and, of course. English; and has no 
difficulty in registering on individ¬ 
ual styling. McStay. 

on the slow-sexy ballads such as 
“Do It Again” and “Get Out Of 
Town,” and' on the soft-sell sob- 
bers such as “Little Girl Blue,” 
treating them with taste and sin¬ 
cerity. Miss. Evans, however, would 
improve her act by incorporating 
at least one specialty number, a 
so-called “show-stopper,” to at¬ 
tract attention and- generate ex- 

! citement. An unbroken array of 
standards, no matter how varied 
the pace and admirable the choice, 
tend to grow monotonous: 

Tube. 

NORA EVANS 
Songs 
Ye Little Club, L. A. 

Ease of delivery and apprecia¬ 
tion of a lyric are qualities pos¬ 
sessed by Nora Evans, tip-top pop 
songbird in for a two-week stint 
at this BevHills proving ground 
for up-and-coming young warblers. 
Miss Evans, pretty protege of mu- 
sicman Elmer Bernstein, has prom¬ 
ising Ideas on how to tackle, 
phrase and caress a tune, needs 
only the showmanship sheen she’s 
sure to develop in the course of 
her showcase stay at Marshall Ed- 
son’s stable for fresh foals with 
lofty goals. 

Standards aopear to be Miss 
Evans’ forte. She rattles off the 
cldies and established newies with 
a straightforward style and a gift 
for enunciation. She’s at "her best 

PENNY & JEAN 
Songs 
16? Mins. 
Neve, San Francisco 

Penny (Palmer), 18, and Jean 
(Amos1, 19, are two long-stemmed, 
guitar-playing, singers fresh out of 
a Van Nuys, CaL, highschool with 
a pleasant repertoire of folk songs. 

They come on with a calypso- 
type “Run Joe,” gp into “10,000 
Miles,” do an English musichall 
specialty, “It’s the Same the Whole 
World Over,” harmonize on “Dan¬ 
ny, Where Have You Been So 
Long?,” and wind up with a 
Negro work-song, “Workin’ on the 
Levee.” 

Their voices blend splendidly, 
with Miss Palmer taking the lower 
parts. Miss Amos the higher, and 
they both seem to be pretty fair 
hands on the guitar. Both are very 
attractive brunets and, while they 
don’t have any particular line of 
patter between numbers, they man¬ 
age to project interesting and lively 
personalities. & 

Their chief debit, as an embp’6 
act, is something of a lack of poise, 
an asset which usually takes time' 
and experience to acquire. 

But they are very sound, mu¬ 
sically, and represent an appeal¬ 
ing switch—to femininity—among 
folk groups. They do their own ar¬ 
ranging and, given a little experi¬ 
ence, may become a strong act in 
the nitery circuit. RCA Victor 
evidently thinks so, since it already 
has cut a Penny & Jean LP. 

Stef. 

fight bit. It is an expert entry and 
a solid bet for U.&. tv. 

Nicole Derby essays special ma¬ 
terial comedic songs: Sie has a 
quavery voice and good delivery 
but needs: better material and* more 
control. However, she could emerge 
an okay specialized singing bet 

Show looks in for a good two 
weeks of biz. Mosk. 

Opera, Buenos Aires 
Buenos Aires, Nov. 25. ^ 

Jane Russell Show with Domi¬ 
nique, The Jazz Singers, Harold 
Schaefer Orch, Roberto Galon, 
emcee: 

House Reviews 
Empire* Glasgow ! which shows off the duo as inten- 

Glasgow, Nov. 22. !sive rehearsal team who are put- 
„ Robert Earl, Tommy Fields, Don they ve got into stylish 
Lang & Frantic Fire, Benson . 
Dulay, Ray Alan, The Angelos Gordon :L. Rolfe batons the 
Joe Church, Averil Jean & Auret h°use °rcff- Gord. 
Verne, Gordon Rolfe orch. ' r CPv . Z" r~ 

_ [ «o»lno. Paris 
N^aris, Nov. 23. 

Lucienne Dplyle, Aime Barelli 

Too much of this show, hooked 
by Clemente Lococo for only four 
days, was taken up witfr the Jazz 
Singers, Who are good of their 
kind, singing “Stormy Weather,” 
“My Prayer,” “Jezabel” and an 
A1 Jolson medley, but could have 
been cut down to fewer songs. 

The second part of the bill was 
ably taken up by Dominique, who 
has a pleasing stage personality, 
keeps up a running, chatter of gags 
in French, with smattering of all 
languages, while performing feats 
of legerdemain, depriving specta¬ 
tors of their wallets, watches, keys, 
chains, ties and even shirts. He 
works with amazing speed ahd is 
a top calibre turn. 

Then Jane Russell filled up the 
second half of the bill for a 
relatively short time. The curtains 
parted to reveal her back to the 
audience, wearing a long-sleeved 
red sequined suit, giving emphasis 
to well-turned gams. To local 
audiences,, who were eager to see 
the bombshell of “The Outlaw,” 
this charming, rather gentle singer 
was something of anticlimax. The 
oomph was all in the orchestra 
pit, where Harold Schaefer worked 
like 100 men, keeping orchestra 
and singer together, and manfully 
trying to keep the show at high 
pitch, where there was no big 
stage personality to provide it. 

Miss Russell made quick costume 
changes, diving into a large hat- 
box provided wth an airplane 
propeller, which presumably took 
her to France, (“La Vie en Rose”), 
Italy “Nel Blue di Pinto del Blue”), 
to “Buttons and Bows” and some 
Negro spirituals. The gal has a 
nice voice and knows how to use 
it, but it just was not a big even¬ 
ing. Nid. 

VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK Or NOVEMBER 9# 

NEW YORK CITY 
MUSIC HALL 

David Evans 
Helen- Wood 
Margie Lee 

Martellis 
Rocket tes 

■Corps. d» Ballet 
R» Paige. Sym, Ore 

MELBOURNE' 
Tivoli 

Lee Davis. 
Harney Grant 
Edith Dahl 
Coquettes 
Lea Dandinis 
Rita Morena. Sc Ann 
Evelyn Rose 
Ulk Sc Maor 
Marie Claire 
Peter Crago 
Patricia Smith 
Eileen O'Connor 
Jimmy Vanghan 

SYDNEY 
Tivoli 

June BronhiU 
John Larsen 
Deidree- Thurlow 
Howell Glynne 
Raymond Nilssen 
Kevin Mills 

AUSTRALIA 
Robert Eddie 
Bruce- Williams 
John Godfrey 
Helinka Dfe 

Taxczinska 
Thea Phillips 
Elizabeth. West 
Renee' Osbourne 
Douglas Stuchherry 
Ronald Austrom 

SYDNEY 
Royal 

Johnny Lockwood* 
Bamberger Sc Pam 
Trio Hoganas- 

. Montego & Partner 
-W-asta Sc Rena 

Dahl 
Flat Tops 
'HI m 
Williams Sc Shand 
Dancing Fountains 
Paula- Langland* 

EDINBURGH 
Empire 

Robert Wilson 
Joe- Gordon A 
Murray & Maidie 
Jimmy Shand Jr. 
Aileen Mans on 
Isobel James 
Desmond Carroll 
Jeannie 
Sydney Devine 
Eddie Canale 
Gordon MacKenzie 
White Heather Girls 
Billy Crotchet 
Terry O'Duffy 

GLASGOW 
Empire „ 

Anne Shelton 
Earle & Vaughan 
Gladys Morgan 
Peter Cavanagh 
Don Fox 
Skylons 
Emerson & Jayne 
Johnny Stewart 
Keefe Bros. & Ann. 

HANLEY 
Royal 

Emile Ford Sc 
Checkmates 

Jimmy Lloyd 
Two Angelos 

BRITAIN 
McAndrews. Sc. Mills 
Joe Black 
Norman Vaughan 
Alan Randall 
Jessie Carron 

LEEDS 
Empire 

Anthony Newley 
Don Lang Sc Co. 
Four B amblers 
Joan Small 
Garth Meade 
Meggido Dancers 

LIVERPOOL 
Empire 

Ken Dodd 
Peters Sisters 
Eddie Calvert 
Laurie Lupino 
Lane Sc. Truzzl 
Joe (Mr. Plano) 

Henderson 
Freddie Sales 
Dior Dancers ’ 
Three Merkys 

MANCHESTER 
Palace 

Craig Douglas 
Tommy Fields 
Mudlarks 
Edorics 
Wallis Sc Beryl 
Rose & Marion 
Sonny Roy 

Casino. Toronto 
Toronto, Nov. 25. 

Arthur Braggs’ ’'Idlewiid Revue 
of 1961,” with Arthur Pry sock, 
Harlem Bros.i2). The Four Tops, 
Choker Campbell, Lon Fontaine 
Trio, Roger Fluker, Dell St. John, 
Mona Desmond, The Braggettes 
(14*; Archie Stove Orch (15); 
“Nights of Lucretia Borgia” (Col). 

This is run-of-the-mill vaude, a; 
somewhat uninspiring layout, lack- { . . . 
ing in any real star personality, but! Sextet, Kubaii Cosaques Dancers 
.with none of the individual acts dis-; (3 >, Mathilde & Paul Dougnac 
appointing. It’s sjmptomatic of the; Marionettes, Bob Brampsxm, Jack . 
current state of U. K. vaude, which j Gauthier, Imp'?rio Brfis'2Y^Nicole j 
has most of the top acts concen-; Derby; $1.25 tqp. j \. 
trating on London engagements: - / ' V 1 
and few accepting dates in the so- j Lucienne Delyle nas been omthe j 
called provinces. boards for three years due tojill- 

Robert Earl, a personable singer, ■ .anc* come.s back in fine fo£m. 
oLers his tribute to show biz with; ^ne 1S vulgar m a good sense with 
Impressions of various greats, such' ber earthy songs of desire, /ove 
as late Richard Tauber, Maurice1 an(* torch, which are expertly 
Chevalier, and Rodgers & Hammer-: bmned and sung. / 
stein. For his Tauber number he! She a*so can. inject a note of 
gives out .effectively with “My!Pa^°s by her sincerity and know- 
Heart and I." and represents Che- I how- Her husky, musically savvy 
valier with “Thank Heaven for Lit-j volce also helPS- She remains one 
tie Girls.” Pleases the outfronters:of th<? oldtime belters who is still 
but makes no memorable impact, effective. * 

] Aime Barelli Sextet has eight 

Gradei is a tall, slim and smiling ’ ^^vitl^a^eat ^isarmSe^ 
singer-comedian with a happy style, j “ „£ a “am® sSsfon 
His melody is stronger than some; 
of hi« iokes the latter verv much I helped by smooth arrangements 
in the categort of oldles. Per- ithough -they tr.y to ?ut over th.e 
former, however, has definite per-! imPressI0n P* improvisation. It is 
sonality and is a solid bet for k-: 
sical comedy 1 nutted in this nabe supported 

Don Lang, backed by five instru-. Kuban Cosaques Dancers (3) 
mentalists, gives out loudly in fast seem weak imitations of the real 
numbers, and scores with the thing for they lack the electric 
younger se.. Joe Church is a like-: dynamism that visiting Russo folk 
a ole English comedian making the terp troupes have shown. But this 

auaieRce taction 'and lack trio is okay for house needs. Jack 
ot lt*‘‘ .Gauthier does fine imitations of 

Benson Dulay. magician, has a leading song faves and can also 
polish in familiar illusionist act, bring off a line of patter, 
in which he utilizes the services Imperio Bros (2) add a fillip to 
of three small boys from audience.! hand-to-handing in using a bar 
It’s a safe recipe, with yocks com-; prop and ending in a headstand 
ing lively when kids find chairs j atop one underling with two bot- 
exploding under them, a fake guil- ties, also end to end. between them, 
lotine being used on stage, etc. j It is an excellent filler as ditto Bob 

Ray Alan offers solid ventrilo-1 Brampson in a besty juggling bit 
quial act, the two Angelos are with hula hoops, 
mixed pair of aerialists, and Averil j Marionettes of Mathilde & Paul 
Jean & Aurel Verne tee off both; Dougnac are handled from below 
segments w*th probably the slick- ; and supply titillating Hispano take-. 
est act on layout, a dance offering offs with an extremely funny bull-1 

Deserting the strippers, Casino 
is going in for a new policy of re¬ 
vues and Western music units, with 
Arthur Braggs’ “Idlewiid Revue of 
1961,” teeing off on a four-a-day 
that sees the 1.121-seater scaled 
at Sl-$1.25. It’s a fast-moving pot¬ 
pourri with some 40 on stage for 
company roundup. Show runs 75 
minutes. 

Braggs’ revue plays summer sea¬ 
son till Labor Day at Idlewiid, 
Michigan, 20 miles from Detroit, 
and has been on the road five 
years. This is its first Canadian 
visit. 

•All-Negro unit has swift pace, 
plus luxuriant wardrobe of the 
show girls and femme singers, the 
big and exuberant production num¬ 
bers, e. including a “Fantasque” 
strobe effect. From opening to 
finale, quickness is the keynote, in¬ 
terpolated by the singing of Arthur 
Prysock, the Four Tops, Dell St. 
John and Mona Desmond. 

With Prysock starred, singer 
baritones “Very Though of You,” 
with his “I Get the Blues” scoring 
particularly. The Four Tops have 
no difficulty in “Only Have Eyes 
For You,” “Still of the Night” and 
“September in the Rain.” Dell St. 
John and Mona Desmond, scoring 
on “Kansas City.” 

Dancers score in precision work 
and their jungle dance, plus primi¬ 
tive chants. Acrobatics and chal¬ 
lenges of the Harlem Bros, and the 
9fon Fontaine Trio excite the cus¬ 
tomers. McStay. 

Dallas Accents Revues 
Dallas, Nov. 29. 

Revues are becoming an impor¬ 
tant part of the supper club enter¬ 
tainment picture. Joe Reichman 
has scheduled three revues for the 
Hotel Adolphus next season and 
the Statler is presenting its first 
revue in January. 

The latter vill star comedienne 
Phyllis Inex and Earl Humphreys. 

NEW YORK CITY 
Blrdland 

Herby Mann 
Gloria Lynne 

Basin St. East 
Lenny Bruce 
Pat Morrissey 

Blue Angel 
Kay Ballard 
Odetta 
Ted Markland 
Reyneaux 
Otis Clements 
Jimmy Lyon 3 

Bon Soir 
Sallie Blair 
Tony Sc Eddie 
Gina Wilson 
3 Flames 
Jimmie Daniels 

Camelot 
Matt Dennis 
Isobel Robins 

Chardas 
Janine Poret 
Lia Della 
Tiber Rakossy 
Dick Marta 
Bill Yedla 
Elemer Horvath 

Chateau Madrid 
Tun Tun 
Estrellita Salinas 
'Henry & Leonella 
Angel & Carmelilla 
Ralph Font Ore 
Panchito Ore 

.Copacabana 
Connie Francis 
Jackie Mason 
Johnny D'Arc 
Bonnie Marie 
Paul Shelley Ore 
Frank Marti Ore 

Embers 
Jonah Jones 4 
Harold Quinn 3 

Hotel Astor 
Eddie Lane Ore 
Hotel New Yorker 
Ada Ccvallo 
Bob Kasha 3 
Milt Saunders Ore 

Hotel Pierre 
Naughty Marietta 
Jimmy Carroll 
Beverly Luria 
Ronnie Cunningham 
Jack RusseU 
Wilbur Evans 
Didi Van Eyck 
Lee Carroll 
Stanley Melba Ore 
Joe Ricardel Ore 

Hotel Plaza 
Lilo 
Ted Straeter Ore 
M. Monte's Con¬ 

tinentals 
Hotel Taft 

Vincent Lope? Oro 
Hotel Roosevelt 

W. Covington Ore 
Hotel St. Regie 

Gloria DeHaven 
Peter Appleyard 
Milt Shaw Ore 
Walter Kay Ore 

International 
A1 Kelly 
Joey Adams 
Tina Robin 
Lane Bros. 
Little Buck 
McKenna Line 

Mike Durso Oro 
Avila Ore 

Latin Quarter 
Rudas Dancets 
Gloria LeRoy 
Harrison Sc Kossi 
Ford Sc Reynolds 
Metropolitan 6 
Dorothea McFarland 
Bob Anthony 
LoweU Harris 
Ronald Field 
Jo Lombardi Oro 
B Harlowe Ore 

Left Bank 
Alice Darr 
Danny Apolinair 
Mickey Manners 

Living Room 
Betty Reilly 
Bob Vincent 
Bobby Cole 3 

No. 1 Fifth Avo. 
Harry Noble 
Clara Cedrone 
Nina Dabore 
Damian MitcheU 
Joan Bishop 

Roundtable 
Adam Wade 

Sahbra 
Rinat Yaron 
Sara Avani 
Baduch & Ovadia 
Kovesh & Mizrachle 
Zadok Zavir 
Fershko Ore 
Leo Fuld 

Savoy Hilton 
Gunnar Hansen Ore 
Chas. Holden Ore 
Ray Hartley 
Town & Country 

Jewel Box Revue 
Ned Harvey Ore 
Martinez Ore 
U pstairs /Downstairs 
Ceil Cabot 
Gordon Connell 
Gerry Matthews 
BiU Hennant 
Mary L. Wilson 
Pat Ruhl 
Carl Normait 
Jane Connell 
Jack Fletcher 
William Roy 
MAC AHen 

Viennese Lantern 
Yvonne Constant 
Pawel Prokopeine 
Ernest Schoen - 
Paul Mann 
Joe Troppi 

Village Barn 
Jack Wallace 
Johnny King 
Carol Ritz 
Piute Pete 
Bill Cimier 
Lou Harold Ore 

Village Gate 
Art Farmer 
Benny Golson 
Ernestine Anderson 
Mai Waldron 
Village Vanguard 

Modern Jazz Quart. 
Ornette Coleman 

Waldorf-Astoria 
Kim Sisters 
Emile Coleman Ore 
Theo Fanidi Ore 

CHICAGO 
Blue Angel 

Mighty Panther 
“Calypso Voodoo" 
Marliza Sc Lationgo 
Tina Montez 
Camille Yarbrough 
Jamaica Slim 
King George 
Tino Perez Ore 

Conrad Hilton 
“Persian Paradise" 
Shirley Winter 
BUI Christopher 

Frederick Sc Gina 
Max Patkin 
Ron Urban * 
Byrd & Janine 
Gay Claridge Ore 
Boulevar-Dears (5) 
Boulevar-Dons uD 

Drake 
Henny Youngman 
Jimmy Blade Oro 

Edgewater Beach 
“Evening with fi. 

Rodgers" 
•Betty Benee 
Larry Douglas 
:Felix TCnlght 

Gktr of- Htnr 
Shai K. Ophir 

London House 
Barney Kessel 4 
Audrey Morris- 3 
Eddie Higgins, 

Mister Kelly's 
Herb- Sbrlner 
Geo. Alexander 

Marty Rubinstehe 1 
Marx Sr Frige 

Pafhter House 
Arnrr Jfc Altterg&ettt 
Marc Alden 
Jimmy Huntley 
Johnny O'Brien 
Ben Arden Ore 

Trade Wind* 
Vic Damone 
Alan Drake- 
Joei Parnells 3 

LOS ANGELES 
Band. Box 

Billy Gray Rer 
Jackie Hilliard 
Ann Hathaway 
Jackie Gale 

Ben Blue*» 
Ben Blue 
Cully Richards 
Jules. Savoy 
Dona Adams- 
Joan Kayne 
Joan Elliot 
Richard Cannon 
Ivan Lane Ore (5) 

Giro's 
The Celebrities 
Brian Farnon Ore 

Cloister 
Sam Butera and the 

Witnesses 

. Cocoanut Grove 
Betty Johnson 
Matty' Malneclc Ore 

Crescontfo 
Mary Kaye. Trio 

Olno's 
Bev. St. Lawrence 
Cathi Hayes 
■UrV Elton 
Steve La Fever 

Slate Bros. 
Will Jordan 
Reika . 
Tommy Oliver Trie 

Statler Hote* 
"Playmates of *S0* 
Kkinnay Ennis Ore 

Ye Little Club 
Nora Evans 
Trini Lopez 

US VEGAS 
Dosert Irm 

McGuire Sisters 
Jack Durant 
Donn Ardeq Dnora* 
Carlton Hayes Ore 
Michael Kent 
Dave Apollon 
Milt Herth 
Henri Rose 3 

Dunes 
'“Minsky's Follleo 

of 1961" 
Lili St. Cyr 
A1 HLrt 
Gil Bernal 
Starr Sisters 
Bill Reddie Ore 

& Cortez 
Joe Sante 4 
Don Corey 
Ike Carpenter 
Don Friend 
Johnny Hayden 
Topnotchers 

Flamtngo 
Milton Berle 
Betty George 
Leonard Sues 
Della Reese 
Belasco 4 plus one 
N. Brandwynue Ore 
Barry Ashton Dncrs 

Fremont Hotel 
So and So'k 
Make Believes . 
Jolly Jacks- 
The Holidays 

GoJden Nugget 
Lee Sc Faye May¬ 

nard 
Sons of Gold'o Wsl 

Hacienda 
Four Tunes 
Johnny Olenn 
Keynotes 

Mint 
Arthur Ellen 
Skeets Minton 
Cooper Sisters 
Hoyt Henry Ore 

Nevada Club 
Vido Musso 
Little Red 
Sally Korby 
Johnnv Paul 
Mark Hall 

New Frontier 
"Oriental Holiday" 
Larry Alpert 

Harry Ranch 
Sawder Sisters. 
Allison McKay 
Nighthawks 
Ann Weldon 
Dick Rice Ore 

Riviera 
Marlene Dietrich 
Jay Lawrence' 
Billy Williams Rev 
J?ck Cathcart Or* 
Bob Bramah 
Dave Leonard 

Sahara 
Ray Bolger 
Dan Rickies 
Gretchen Wyler 
Mary Kaye Trio 
Louis Basil Ore. 

Sands 
Sammy Davis Jr. 
Money King 
Bobby Cole Trio 
Garr Nelson 
Copa Girls - 
Antonio Morelll OCB 

Showooat 
Larry Collins 
Johnny Cash 
Mer’e Travis 

Silver Slipper 
Hank Henry 
Sparky Kaye 
Red Marshall 
Danny Jacobs 
Charlie Teagarden 
Lori Phillips 
Don Santora 
Geo. Redman Ora 

Stardust 
Lido De Pari* 
Billy Daniels 
Sam Butera 
Helen O’Connell 
Hawaiian Revue 

Th underbird 
“Follies on Ice" 
Dorothv Shav 
Dick Weston 
AI -lahns Ore 
Fred & Marcy 
Millionaires 

Troplcane. 
Folles Bergere 
Kathy Barr ' 
Bernard Bros. 
Lily Niagara 
Shecky Greene 

MIAM1-MIAMI BEACH 
Americana I Luis Varona Ora 

Betty Reilly 
El Patio 

Maxie Rosenbloom 
Susan Shepard 
Jimmy Drew 
Myrt Jones 3 

Everglades Roof 
Underwater Ballet 
'Stars of Tomorrow* 
Don McGrane Ora 

Fontalnbleav 
Varadero Sextet 
Len Dawson Ore 
Murray Franklin*!* 

Murray Franklin 
Paul Gray 
Jackie Heller 
Kay Carole 
Frankie Hyers 
Duck Ducky 
Patti Lynn 
Eddie Bernard 

Singapore 
Snuffy Miller 
Florence Mayo 
Lisa Wood 
Jack Mayo 
Hal Rader Ore 

Ross Trio 
Pupi Campo Ore 

Bar of MUsle 
Bill Jordan 
Gina Wilson 
Sue Lawton 
Steve Hunter 

Carillon 
"Folies Francaise” 
Harry Miiamo 
Elisa Jayne 
Darryl Stewart 
Jacques Donnet Ore 

Copa Theatre 
Alan Gale 
Arthur Treacher 
Fran Warren 
Arnold Dover 
Boots McKenna Line 
Dave Tyler Ore. 

Deauville 
Henry Levine Oro 
Gwen Bari & Co. 
Sac a sag Ore 

Eden Roc 
Mai Malkin. Ore 
The Blazers 
Rascha Rodell 

Golden 
Harry Ranch 
Apollos 
Four Coins 

Harold's Club 
Sportsmen 
Characters 
Phyllis Inez 

Harrah's (Tahoe) 
Gordon MacRae- 
Sheila MacRae 
Leighton Noble Ore 

Harrah's (Reno) 
Vagabonds 
Lancers 
Ross Lane 4 
Denis & Rogers 
George Rock 
Tunetimers 

Holiday 
Roberta Linn 

RENO-TAHOE 
Joe Maize 
Coquettes 
Charles Gould 

Maps* 
Esquires 
Eddie Lawrence 
Jacqueline Fontaine 
Back Room Boy* 

Riverside 
Swe-Danes 
Kings 4 
Starlets 
Commodores 
Buddy La Plata 
Lou Levitt Ore 

Wagon Wheel 
(Tahoe) 

Roy Aubrey 
Barons 
Wilder Bros. 
Bobby Page 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Blackhuwk I Virgil Goncalves C 

Jazz Workshop 
James Moody 7 

On Hie Levee 
i Kid Ory Ore 
1 Neve 
Buddy Lester 
Red. Norvo 
Penny Sc Jean 
John Mosher 

Purple Onion 
Smothers Bros. 3 
June Ericson 
Mel Young 

36-5 Club 
Kiki Paige 
Floyd Sc Marianna 
Walter Shyretto 
Jay Nemeth 
Marya Linero 
Barry Ashton Dnci 
Roy Palmer Ore 

Cal Tjader 
Boule Noire 

Stagg McMann 
Joel Jeffrey 
Benny Barth 3 

Earthquake 
McGoon's 

Turk Murphy Ore 
Fairmont Hotel 

Ella Fitzgerald 
E. Heckschet Ore 

Gay 90's 
Ray K. Goman 
Bee & Ray Goman 
Sandra Dome 
Gates Dancers 

Hungry I 
Bill Dana 
Holt Sc Jonah 
Olga Sbragia 
>lae Barnes 
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Casts Becoming Prohibitive for Import of Major 
Dance Troupes, Sol Hurok Warns 

San Francisco, Nov. 23. 
Sol Hurok, in Frisco recently 

with Royal Ballet, warned "this 
may be the last time m ever be 
able to bring to this country a 
major ballet troupe like the Royal 
©r the Bolshoi Ballet.” He blamed 
present economic conditions, say¬ 
ing the cost of touring a big dance 
company with full scenery and 
other paraphernalia had risen 
prohibitively. A few breaths later, 
however, he admitted he was 
bringing the Moiseiev Ballet* which 
travels in buses without scenery, 
and London’s Old Vic Company 
back to the U.S. in 1961. 

Of the Royal Ballets New York 
engagement, the impresario de¬ 
clared, “We grossed $563,000. 
Would you believe it, our profit 
was not much over $15,000. Soon 
the chance for any profit at all j 
will be wipfcd out. All there’ll be 
will be loss and risk.” 

Expanding on his current prob¬ 
lem, he asserted, "in the Royal 
Ballet we travel 142 people. But 
we have to buy 270 first-class rail¬ 
way tickets in order to get the use 
of the nine baggage cars we need 
for settings and costumes. To put 
on our full-length ‘Ondine’ we'll 
need 62 stagehands and 20 elec¬ 
tricians. We carry our own orches¬ 
tra of 42 musicians, and pick up 
an extra 23, including necessary 
rehearsals, for the local engage¬ 
ment. 

"To persuade a stage carpenter 
to come on tour with the Royal' 
Ballet, we have to pay him $350 
a week. This isn’t a matter of 
union scale. It’s just supply and 
demand. Stage carpenters have so 
many chanCes to work at home 
in New' York that they don’t care 
to travel.” 

Stratford Fest Troupe 
Drops Repertory Setup 

The American Shakespeare Fes¬ 
tival Theatre Co., has droped its 
“repertory” status for the balance 
of its road tour. The company, 
which discarded "Winter’s Tale” 
from its two-play "repertory” pro¬ 
gram when it moved into Chicago 
for a three-week stand Nov. i4, will 
continue to limit future hinterland 
bookings to performances of "Mid¬ 
summer Night’s Dream” only. 

The company, which head¬ 
quarters during the summer in 
Stratford, Conn., is scheduled to 
follow its Chicago stand with dates 
in St. Paul, Denver, Los Angeles, 
San Francisco and other cities. 

flat Holbrook To 
Vacation Twain’ 

Hal Holbrook intends temporari¬ 
ly retiring Mark Twain characteri¬ 
zation next May. The actor, w’ho 
recently presented the impersona¬ 
tion of the famous humorist on a 
State Dept.-sponsored European 
tour, begins another of his U.S. 
road hikes next Friday 12) in New 
Haven. The hinterland trek will 
run through May. 

Holbrook began performing 
"Mark Twain Tonight” show 
about six years ago on an irregular 
basis. But, it wasn’t until he opened 
off-Broadway in April, 1959, that 
the one-man presentation really 
caught on. Since then the offering 
has run up a string of bookings. 
Holbrook figures that by next May 
he will have given about 400 per¬ 
formances in the two years since 
his off-Broadway click. 

The actor, \ who’ll be playing 
mostly uhiversijty and concert dates 

_ the next few months, plans seeking 
The 1960 season was the most I regular stage roles at the conclu- 

successful thus far for the Strat-! sion of the tpur. The frequency 
ford (Ont.) Shakespearean Festival. \ of future Twain programs will 
That was disclosed at a recent an- depend on his other activities, 
nual meeting of the Stratford John Lotus, who presented Hol- 
Shakespearean Festival Founda- - brook off-Broadway, gets producer 
tion of Canada. The net profit for j credit for the one-man offering. 

Stratford, Ont., Season 
Earned $64,309 Profit 
0n $795,129 Total Take 

BaracGia’s Scouting 
•Paris, Nov. 29. 

Francois Baraccin, general man¬ 
ager of the Comedie Francaise, has 
left here for a couple of weeks in 
New York to confab with S. Hurok 
re the upcoming American tour of 
his troupe. 

He will visit Philadelphia, Bos¬ 
ton, Princeton, Washington and 
Montreal (which is the extent of 
the Comedie tour) prior to return¬ 
ing to Paris. 

‘Camelot’SIiced 

To 3-Hour Time, 

the semester was $64,309. after 
allowing $56,301 for depreciation | 
of fixed assets. 

A total gross of $795,129 includ- . 
ed $683,514 for 99 performances of ; 
"Romeo and Juliet,” "A Midsum- j 
mer Night’s Dream” and "King 
John," as well as $99,789 for the 
music offerings, including 24 per- j 
formances of “H.M.S. Pinafore,”! 
and $11,826 for the two-week film ! 
festival. 1 

A Canada Council grant of $75.- 
000 was. credited as being "of great i 
assistance" by Wilfrid P. Gregory, ! 
president of the Foundation’s ; 
board of governors. He added that I 
there are still heavy financial ob- i 
ligations, with a bond mortgage of j 
$534,300, and that besides interest i 
requirements of $36,077 the Fes- j 
tival also has to meet an annual j 
sinking fund of $39,000. 

The Festival, in ballyhooing next ! 
season, which will be its longest, ; 
running 14 weeks from June 19- j 
Sept. 23, has sent out 200.000 j 
brochures to all parts of the world. 
The promotion piece includes giftj 
certificates for any number of tick- j 
ets for any performance exclusive ; 
of opening nights. 

which is booked by the William 
Morris Agency' and in the south¬ 
west by the Pryor-Menz Concert 
Agency. 

Boston, Nov. 29. 

"Camelot” will have about three 
hours’ running time when it 
preems next Saturday night (3) at 
the Majestic Theatre, N. Y. That 
will represent a cut of 30 minutes 
or so from the original per¬ 
formance time when the Alan Jay 
Lerner-Frederick Loewe musical 
version of T. H. White’s novel, 
"The Once and Future King,” be¬ 
gan its tryout tour Oct. 1 at the 
O’Keefe Centre, Toronto. 

Since its Canadian bow, the 
changes in the shpw include three 
new scenes and two new songs. 
Two other numbers are scheduled 
for insertion during this week’s 
rehearsals and previews ih New 
York, so the show may not be 
"frozen” until the actual opening. 
One of Oliver Smith’s new' sets is 
used to introduce featured player 
Roddy MacDowall in a more seri¬ 
ous vein as the evil Mordred. Mu¬ 
sic for the second act fairy ballet 
has also been rewritten. 

The musical, costarring Richard 
, Burton and Julie Andrews, is be- 
j ing co-produced by Lerner, Loewe 
■ and Moss Hart. The latter dropped 

out as stager shortly after the 
show’s Toronto opening, because of 
a heart attack. He was hospital¬ 
ized in Toronto, but is now' back in 
New York. 

Lerner, who has also been laid 
up in Toronto with bleeding ul¬ 
cers, took over the direction of the 
musical following Hart’s hospitali¬ 
zation. In recent weeks, Philip 
Burton has assisted in the staging. 

"Camelot,” which played three 
weeks in Toronto, ended a run of 
four weeks, plus three perform¬ 
ances, at the Shubert Theatre here 

1 last Saturday (26’>. 

Chita Rwera to So London 'Birdie’; 
Profits 

♦ Chita Rivera will repeat her 
current assignment as femme lead 
when "Bye Bye Birdie” musical is 
presented in London late next 
spring or early fall. The tuner 
w'ill be at Her Majesty’s Theatre, 
where Miss Rivera also repeated 
her -original role in “West Side 
Story.” The latter musical has 
been running at the house since 
Dec. 12, 1958. 

"Birdie,” presented on Broad¬ 
way by Edward Padula in associa¬ 
tion with L, Slade Brown, will be 

Mexico City, Nov. 29. 

Mexico's legit producers are 
seriously considering a mass move¬ 
ment outside the limits of the Fed¬ 
eral District (this capital and its 
suburban environments), to the 
nearby state of Mexico, in order to 
escape the boxoffice price freeze 
of 96c imposed by the Mayor’s Of- ^produced in London in partnership 
fice here in Mexico City. j with H. M. Tennent, L*d. Two 

The governor of the state of. ,of. tb® musical are 
Mexico, as well as chief executives 5,^rnS^e(£ule<i .J°, bow. by, “F*4 
of Morelos and other states bor-,^™™^ PnLwl“bf an/!,str?h“ 
dering this city, have from time j be ^ro^uced ^ C* 
to time indicated they were ready i 
to give “.protection” to producers SSL. ™ M?est?s ,Jheatre' 
seeking higher boxoffice prices, i ?^lh°urn„e' The “ ‘he tour- 

„ n ,1. . »• mg company, scheduled to open 
Talks with some of the leading j April 24 at the Curran Theatre, 

producers .here reveals that they;San Prancisc0i as the Civic Ligh; 
feel hemmed m, and discriminated j Opera season starter in that city. 
against by. the low scale in Mexico 
City. 

litii You’ Calk 
It Quits in Det. 

The road company will be fi¬ 
nanced from the profits on the 
Broadway production, which moved 
into the black last Oct. 29. The 
recovery of the show’s $300,000 
investment does not include in¬ 

come from ’ the sale of the film 
; rights to Columbia Pictures for 
,$850,000 against 10% of the dis- 
itributor’s world gross. 
] The basic amount is to be paid 

The Broadwray-targeted Nat King ■ In installments beginning with a 
Cole-starrer. "I'm With You,”; $250,GOO payment. The prcduc- 
folded in Detroit last Saturday . tion’s 40% share less 10% com- 
(26) at an estimated S200.000 loss. 1 missions of the total basic revenue 
The musical, which underwent a from the film deal will be $306,000, 

j shakeup of its production staff which gives the musical a paper 
j shortly after its opening Oct. 31 in ; profit of over 100% thus far on its 
’ San Francisco, had a flock of road investment. 

The backers of the Michael 
(Continued on page 71) 

! dates scheduled prior to a planned 
I Broadw'ay bow' early next year, 
i At the time of its bow in Frisco, 
: the erediis on the show listed Ray ( 
| Rasch and Dotty Wayne as com-: Fnrmaif TIlP*h*a f qccm 
j poser and lyricist, respectively, and 11 "““Cl IliCttUa liGo&GC 
j Tom Clapp as additional material 
I contributor. Others w?ere subse- 
| quently called in to help with the 
| writing. Paul Gregory, w’ho was 
; billed as co-producer of the ven- 
' ture with Cole’s firm, Kell-Cole 

Sues Carnegie Hall, N.Y., 
For Contract Violation 

A $750,000 damage suit has been . luic wiiii Luics ua in, ivciruuic : /%<• ~ -7 

'Productions, when the show opened 
j in Frisco, subsequently exited that 55rro,T10 
; assignment. 
! Ike Jones, vicepresident of Kell- 
Cole, became producer of the musi- ; 
cal following Gregory’s departure. • 

Clapp’s material was also scrapped 
in Frisco. 

London’s Drury Triples 
Divvy on‘My Fair Lady’ 

London, Nov: 29. 
Associated Theatre Properties, 

which ow’ns the Drury Lane and 
other West End Theatres, is hik¬ 
ing its half-yearly dividend from 
62;t% to 20%. 

Though the company suffered a 
loss in 1957, last year was re¬ 
ported to be excellent. The current 
show at the Drury Lane, of course, 
is “My Fair Lady.” which has been 
running to capacity for two-and-a- 
half years. 

Another of the theatres in group, 
Her Majesty’s, has been housing 
“West Side Story” for nearly two 
years. 

Toby Rowland will stage the 
London production of “Look Home¬ 
ward, Angel.” Eric Glass handled 
the deal. 

OUT SOON ! 

The 

55th Anniversary Number 
Of 

Forms Closing Shortly 

against corporations and individu¬ 
als connected with the ownership 
and operation of Carnegie Hall, 
N. Y. The plaintiff is Ben-Lar 
Productions, Inc., of which Law- 

I Other post-preem withdrawals in- rence. Rothman is president. The 
'eluded BiU Colleran, who was re-,<***. evolves an alleged arrange- 
placed as director by Joe Sargent. ; ™ent relating to the rental of the 
piann'e mawiai rr-nc oicn cpmnnpri basement and mezzanine Carnegie 

Hall Playhouse to Ben-Lar for a 
■seven-month period from Oct. 35, 
1959, to last May 15. 

The plaintiff contends that the 
Playhouse lease contained a clause 
relating to the contemplated demo¬ 
lition of Carnegie Hall soon after 
last May 15 giving Ben-Lar an 
option to renew in the event the 
building was not razed. The build¬ 
ing, instead of being demolished, 
was sold by Carnegie Hall, Inc., to 
the city of New York, which leased 
the premises to Carnegie Hall 
Corp. 

The complaint further alleges 
that the deed conveying the prem¬ 
ises from Carnegie Hall, Inc., to 
the city specified that the transfer 
was subject to existing leases, con¬ 
cessions and rights of occupants 
and tenants. The damage claim is 
based on the allc=gation that the 
plaintiff has r.ot been permitted to 
renew the Playhouse lease and that 
the property has been leased to 
others. 

Defendants in the action are 
Carnegie Hall, Inc., Carnegie Hall 
Corp.. the City of New York, Wil¬ 
liam H. Whit© & Sons, Inc., real 
estate agent for the building and 
the firm’s representative. Howard 
G. Sloane, and Arthur Smadbeck, 
manager and operator of the Play¬ 
house. 
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Eye Tanglewoad Setup 
For Music at Stowe, Vt. 

Stowe, Vt., Nov. 29. 
The establishment of a summer 

cultural area in this report town 
has been proposed by Broadway 
producer Peter Lawrence. The 
project, similar to the setup in 
Tanglewood. Mass., has been out¬ 
lined by letter to Gov. Robert T. 
Stafford. 

Lawrence’s plans for a "Stowe 
Summer Festival” include con¬ 
struction of a convertible hardtop- 
al fresco showcase for concert 
presentations and a separate music 
school building. 
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Run-of-Repertory Ripsnorter 
Met Opera’s ‘L’Elisir d’Amore’ Packs ?Punch 

Of Broadway Musical 

By ROBERT J. LANDRY 

Nowadays a certain amount of 
intellectual “lip service” is paid to 
the ideal of repertory, of which 
new American examples are in 
prospect. Meanwhile the Metro¬ 
politan Opera is almost alone in 
operating under this expensive and 
occasionally ponderous system of 
presentation. Few remember to re¬ 
mark that its run-of-season average 
is pretty consistently high. Seldom 
does the Met fall on its face. How’ 
really fine it can be on occasion 
was displayed last Friday (25) 
when Gaetano Donizetti’s great 
opera buffa, “L’Elisir d’Amore” 
W'as restored to repertory after 10 
years absence. 

Redesigned, restaged and, of 
course, re-cast it immediately as¬ 
sumed stature on several counts. 
First, it was a triumph of reper¬ 
tory, an opera with the zing, pace 
and bounce of a hit Broadway 
musical. Second, it was positively 
infectious, creating an audience 
warmth and enthusiasm which is 
rare indeed in any opera house. 
Thirdly, adding up all the factors, 
this w'as a crashing lesson that 
opera can be downright entertain¬ 
ing. without a dull1 moment. 

The success of this venture In 
“lightness" lies in the fact that the 
score is one of the sheerest sing- 
ingest sessions ever assigned a cast 
of five principals. Again and again 
there are prolonged opportunities 
to sing their heads off. Add that j 

the 1832 libretto of Felice Romani j 

stands time’s passage remarkably j 
well, in no way denying the very 
evident freshening Implicit in the 
new stage direction of Nathaniel 
Merrill, the simpiy, compactly and 
imaginatively engineered sets of 
Robert O’Heam and the numerous 
nice little dancing (not ballet) . 
touches of Tod(J Bolender. 

An element .pf personal excite- j 
ment W'as added to the first per-, 
fortnance by the debut of Dino! 
Formichini asf Nemorino, after j 
Ceasar Valleti conked out on ill-1 
ness. At first’glimpse the newr- j 
comer did" not ;seem prepossessing. \ 
He wore the usual elevator foot- | 
wear of the short Italian tenor. His j 
costume was difficult. But as he ; 
began to sing there was a pleasant; 
surprise and when he began to act 
it was even more agreeable—he 
achieved characterization. i 

Formichini certainly had himself • 
a fine night, even though he was j 
distinctly better in the first act j 
than in the second, and did not j 
altogether master opening night j 
occasional constriction of pipes. He j 
came a stranger. He ended with; 
an ovation. He carries now’ the 
promise of being possibly the Met’s ! 
finest tenor promise in seasons. 

Meanwhile as the medicine show 
man tMerrill brings him on stage 
in a balloon, a delightful inspira¬ 
tions the Met’s regular, Fernando 
C’orena, was giving a performance 
of supeib gusto combined with im¬ 
peccable restraint. Never descend¬ 
ing to hokum, yet thoroughly 
comic. Coreno may well be hailed 
tliis season, as George London was 
three years ago, as “opera’s best 
actor.” The point, of course. Is 
that he was first the completely 
masterful musician in the part and 
hence free to be so much 'more.! 

Elizabeth Soederstroem sang 
Adina with vocal sweetness and 
accuracy. The two lesser roles were, 
entrusted to Mildred Allen and . 
Frank Guarrera, both very pro. 
Fausto Cleva. a generous man 
when audience applause holds up , 
tlie proceedings, was on the baton.' 
As to that, one may ask. how often 
does the audience want to hold up 
the proceedings? 

One of the disadvantages of rep¬ 
ertory is that fine nights get lost, 
in the general rotation of all sorts! 
aid kinds of performances. There 
will bo many grateful spectators to 
soread the word of mouth about 
the hanpv return of “L’Elisir d’ 
Amore.” This reviewer would add 
a small scoffing noise for the effort 
the Met squandered in recent sea¬ 
sons on “La Pericole” and “The 
Gypsy..Baron.” the one based on a 
donkey and Cyril Ritchard and the 
other prised on a pig and Walter 
Slezak. Moral, it’s better when the 
leading man is a singer! 

Whisper to Me 
Manya Starr presentation of comedy- 

drama in two acts (six scenes), by Greer 
Johnson, based on WilUam Goyen’s story, 
“The Letter in the Cedarchest." Staged 
by MarceUa Cisney; decor, Boyd Dumrose. 
Features Ruth White, Dorothy Sands. 
Mary Finney, Frank Tweddell, Mitch 
Ryan, Dennis Cooney, Carl Esser, Joyce 
Bulifant. Opened Nov, 21, '60, at the 
Players Theatre. N.Y.; $4.50 top Friday 
and Saturday nights. $3.60 weeknights 
and Sundays. 
Lucille Marie Purdy.Ruth White 
Little Pigeon ... Dorothy Sahda 
Bessie Spurlock . Joyce Bulifant 
Brother Thornett ....... Frank Tweddell 
Sister Sammye...Mary Finney 
Clyde Gevedon . Mitch Ryan 
Robert Sturdivant  .Dennis Cooney 
Tilton Weavef.Carl Esser 

When “Whisper to Me” was tried 
out by the late Margo Jones in the 
summer of 1955 at her tiny theatre 
in Dallas, it wras given a brush re¬ 
view by Variety. 

Greer Johnson adaptation of Wil¬ 
liam Goyen’s story, “The Letter in 
the Cedarchest,” was tested again 
a couple of seasons ago at the 
White Bam Theatre, Westport, 
Conn., and somewhere along the 
line has apparently undergone con¬ 
siderable rewrite, including re¬ 
vision of the story line and the 
elimination of three characters. 

Even the traditional myopia 
that afflicts theatre people regard¬ 
ing hopeless scripts doesn’t com¬ 
pletely explain the persistent dura¬ 
bility of “Whisper to Me.” Al¬ 
though it’s possible to read mean¬ 
ing into virtually anything, there’s 
no apparent reason why anyone 
should bother in the case of this 
whimsical fable about three daffy 
widows (one the grass variety) in 
a small Texas towm in the early 
1930’s. 

Several normally capable actors 
are involved in this indiscretion at 
the tinv Players Theatre in Green¬ 
wich Village, and they avoid dis¬ 
gracing themselves. Otherwise, 
Marcella Cisney. who directed the 
presentation in Westport, has 
staged the piece, with what may be 
described as determination, while 
Boyd Dumrose has provided a 
grotesquely oversize, over-elabo¬ 
rate setting. 

Even granting good Intention, 
there’s little excuse for a like 
this. Hobe. 

(Closed last Sunday night (27) 
after eight perforynances.) 

“Watch It, S?,5*' “ switched to 
the Aooll-.) •> after nine 
months at the Aldwych. 

Concert Reyiew 
Hans RosliamTs Yr. 

Debut 
(CARNEGIE HALL) 

With debuting maestro Hans 
Rosbaud on the podium and the 
Soviet fiddle virtuoso Leonid 
Koran as soloist, N Y. Philhar¬ 
monic attracted overflow audiences 
for its Thanksgiving weekend con¬ 
certs. A Handel Concerto Grosso. 
Mozart’s “Jupiter” and the Bee¬ 
thoven violin concerto included no 
contemporary musical idioms to 
frighten or mystify the paying cus-! 
tomers and the program met with j 
enthusiastic acclaim. 

Guest-batoneer Rosbaud is one 
of the crop of Central-European j 
conductors who rose to world-wide ‘ 
eminence in the post-war years. lie , 
Is a lean, angular man who directs ■ 
the band with economical gestures. 
No showman, he nevertheless made 
a most impressive New York debut 
with sound musiq-making. There 
were no interpretive peculiarities . 
in his readings, but the Philhar- j 
monic sounded great and re-! 
sponded to its pro-tem leader’s ‘ 
musical wishes. The sidemen joined 
in the ovation that a grateful au-1 
dience tendered Rosbaud. i 

Kogan is one of the Soviet wiz-; 
ards who has orbited outside of: 
the Iron Curtain with triumphant j 
results. Though not as well-known i 
as Oistrakh. he nevertheless is a ! 
stvlish fiddler with warmth of tone j 
and technical polish. His reading of j 
the Beethoven concerto was bril- j 
Iiant and yet musicianly. a per-j 
formance without a noticeable flaw, j 
Although most of the Philhar¬ 
monic’s current concei ts have been 
sellouts, this one had' gone clean 
at the b.o. weeks ago. another trib¬ 
ute to the pulling power of the 
Russian visitors who have made 
reputations, first through their 
long-playing disks and following up 
with socko results on their personal 
anpea,*nn'*e tours, engineered by 
Papa Hurok. Wien. 

The following are the tabula¬ 
tions of the reviews of recent 
London openings: 

London, Nov. 22. 
“Sive.” Lyric Opera House, Ham¬ 

mersmith; 12 unfavorable: (Barker, 
News; Fay, Guardian; Gibbs, Tele¬ 
graph; Hall, 'Sketch; Hobson, S. 
Times; Lewis, Reynolds; Muller, 
Mail; Nathan, Herald; Richards, 
Mirror; Shulman, Standard; un¬ 
signed, Times;* Tynan, Observer) 
and one mixed (Owen, Financial 
Times). 

Abelard and Heloise,” Arts The¬ 
atre. Three favorable (Hobson. S. 
Times; Lewis, Mail; Smith, Her¬ 
ald), three mixed (Coton, Tele¬ 
graph; unsigned, Times; Thomp¬ 
son, Standard); and four unfavor¬ 
able (Jenkins, Guardian; Levin, 
Express; Tynan, Observer; Wors- 
ley. Financial Times). 

The Importance of Being Oscar, 
Apollo Theatre: 14 favorable 
(Gibbs, Telegraph; Hobson, S. 
Times; Holland, E. News; Hope- 
Wallace, Guardian; Levin, Express; 
J. Lewis, Reynolds; Muller, Mail; 
Nathan, Herald; unsigned. News of 
the World; Richards, Mirror; Shul¬ 
man, E. Standard; unsigned. Times; 
Tynan, Observer; Worsley, Finan¬ 
cial Times) and one pan (Hall, 
Sketch). 

Way to the Tomb, Arts Theatre: 
three favorable (Hobson, S. Times; 
Meyer, E. News; Thompson, E. 
Standard; one yes-no (Crossland, 
Guardian) and four unfavorable 
(Gibbs, Telegraph; P. Lewis, Mail; 
unsigned. Times; . Wardle, Ob¬ 
server). 

Evening with Zizi Jeanmaire, 
Royalty: two favorable (Hobson. 
Observer; Richards, Mirror), seven 
unfavorable (Bentley, Pictorial; 
Levin, Express, Muller, Mail; 
Nathan, Herald; unsigned. News of 
the World; Shepherd, People; Ty¬ 
nan, Observer) and eight mixed 
(Conway, Sketch; Coton, Tele¬ 
graph; Holland, E. News; Hope- 
Wallace, Guardian; F. Lewis, Dis¬ 
patch; J. Lewis, Reynolds; Shul- 
man, E. Standard; unsigned. 
Times). 

Chin-Chin, Wynuham’s Theatre: 
10 favorable (Bentley, Pictorial; 
Hobson, S. Times; Holland, E. 
News; Levin, Express; J. Lewis, 
Reynolds; Muller, Mail; Nathan, 
Herald; unsigned, News of World; 
Shepherd, People; Tynan, Ob¬ 
server) one yes-no (unsigned, 
Times); seven unfavorable (Con¬ 
way, Sketch; (Gibbs, Telegram; 
Hope-Wallace, Guardian; F. Lewis, 
Dispatch; Richards, Mirror; Shul¬ 
man, Standard; Worsley, Financial 
Times). 

She Stoops to Conquer, Old Vic 
Theatre: Seven favorable (Barker, 
E. News; Conway, Sketch; Darling¬ 
ton, Telegraph; Hobson, S. Times; 
F. Lewis. Dispatch; Richards, Mir¬ 
ror; unsigned. Times), two unfav¬ 
orable (Levin, Express; Nathan, 
Herald) and six mixed (Bentley, 
Pictorial; Hope-Wallace, Guardian; 
Muller, Mail; Shulman, E. Stand¬ 
ard; Tynan. Observer; Worsley, 
Financial Times). 

Toys in the Attic, Piccadilly 
Theatre: 12 adverse (Barker. E. 
News; Bentley, Pictorial; Conway, 
Sketch; Hobson, S. Times; Levin, 
Express: F. Lewis, Dispatch; J. 
Lewis, Reynolds; Nathan, Herald; 
unsigned, News of World; Shep¬ 
herd, People; Shulman, E. Stand¬ 
ard: Tynan, Observer) and five 
mixed (Darlington. Telegraph; 
Muller, Mail; Richards, Mirror; un¬ 
signed, Times; Worsley, Financial 
Times >. 

Well Hats Show Business! 
Making a title change on a marquee when a show moves out of 

a theatre and a new one moves in can cause confusion. That’s 
evident in the snafu that occurred recently when “Hostage’* 
vacated the Cort Theatre, N. Y., to make way for the incoming 
“Advise and Consent.” 

Abner Klipstein, pressagent for “Hostage,” made arrangements 
to have the show’s title painted out on the marquee following the 
exit from the house. However, the painter didn't get around to 
doing the job until the Wednesday afternoon preceding the official 
preem of “Advise” at the theatre. 

In the meantime, however, Betty Lee Hunt, pressagent for 
“Advise,” hired someone else to paint out the sign the day before 
Klipstein’s man got on the job, because “Advise” was having a 
preview at the Cort that night. The following morning she had 
the “Advise” title painted, on the marquee. When Klipstein’s man 
showed up that afternoon to paint out the lettering on the Cort 
marquee, he did just that, obviously not realizing that a new title 
had just been applied. 
' As a result, there was no “Advise” sign on the marquee for the 

‘ Wednesday night preview. The title was back on for the show’s 
opening the next night, but by that time another mishap had 
occurred. In about 50% of the Playbill programs for the preem, 
half of the title credit page was missing. 

Stock Review 
The Egg 
Washington, Nov. 18. 

Zelda Flchandler (by special arrange¬ 
ment with Alexander Sandor Ince) presen¬ 
tation of two-act comedy by Fellclen 
Marceau; translated by Robert Schlitt. 
Staged by F. Cowles Strickland: setting. 
Curtiss Cowan; costumes. Marianna El- 
Uott; lighting, Leon Gallenstein. Features 
William Shust. Opened Nov. 13. ’60. at 
Arena Stage. Washington; $3.25 fop. 
Young Girl, Lucie.Elizabeth Benedict 
Doctor, Dufiquet. Berthoullet, 
Defense Attorney.Harry Bergman 
Barbedart. Uncle, Judge..J. Robert Dietz 
Justine, Charlotte.Judith Doty 
Woman, Hortense. Ronnie Claire Edwards 
Cardplayer. Policeman .Fred Haskins 
Woman, Mother, Concierge 

May Leislnger 
Woman, Georgette.Martha Manning 
Rose . Maurine Marlowe 
Mile. Duvant, Mme. Berthoullet 

Marion Morns 
Customer, Cardplayer. Dugommier 

Alan Oppenheimer 
Gustave, Eugene .Robert Prosky 
Tanson. Waiter. Joseph. Policeman 

James Secrest 
Emile Magis . William Shust 
Raffard, Prosecutor.Howard Wierum 

stars, headed by Ruth Gordon. 
“The Egg” is also less expensive t® 
produce. Its Gallic wit and 
exhuberance is retained here in a 
free-form stage - design which 
virtually amounts to no scenery. 

Marion Morris and .. Robert 
Prosky, each In two comic roles, 
are standout members of the local 
company. Shust on opening night 
received the loudest and longest 
ovation ever given at the Arena 
Stage. Carp. 

Anthony Buttitta, pressagent for 
the Civic Light Opera Assn, in 
San Francisco, ends his seasonal ! 
stint there Dec. 1. then takes off | 
for a vacation in Mexico and San- j 
ta Barbara. 

Turning Back Tima in its Flight 

Gaston Bell 

Senior Citizen of Woodstock, 
N.Y., recalls 

Glorious 1907 
(W'hen Legit Was King) 

* * * 

another Editorial Feature 
exclusively for the upcoming 

55lh Anniversary Number 

‘ of 

PRriety 

Washington’s Arena Stage has 
found the recipe for a delicious 
d i s h in “The Egg.” Felicien 
Marceau’s commercially erratic 
comedy. For the American preem, 
Zelda Fichandler’s resident in-the- 
round theatre has mixed together 
a new and previously untried 
English but witty, lively translation 
by young Robert Schlitt, imagina¬ 
tive, propulsive staging by F. 
Cowles Strickland and the importa¬ 
tion of William Shust as an actor 
up to the heavy demands of the 
leading role. 

The result is a hit, collecting un¬ 
animous applause from local 
critics and joyous audience re¬ 
sponse. There are indications that 
the long-discussed Broadway pro¬ 
duction would, if attempted, have 
the odds on its side. 

Schlitt completed his translation 
two years ago (with North Amer¬ 
ican rights owned by Alexander 
Sandor Ince), and prospects for 
producing the play for New York i 
have been talked since then. “The ' 
Egg” was a big Parisian success, 
but was a London flop in another 
English translation. It has also 
been played in Budapest, Berlin, 
Stockholm and in Israel. 

Misgivings about financing a 
Broadway production might under¬ 
standably revolve around Mar¬ 
ceau’s novel form of dramatic ex¬ 
pression. which, among other j 
things, has given the leading male ; 
role excessive talk and total ■ 
dominance of the play. ) 

Shust, in this part, of Emile, 
spends virtually as much time 
rattling off lines to the audience as 
he does to his fellow players. His 
is the play’s only major role, with 
all other members of the cast 
except one taking two or more 
parts. 
. Shust is a sort of Mr. Average 
Frenchman out to learn what life 
really is. He thinks it’s as other 
peoplb tell him; i.e., an “egg,” 
round and perfect, but with no 
doors and windows for him to get 
in. His pursuit of the truth is car¬ 
ried out through various sexual ex¬ 
periences, and the sybolism of the 
egg becomes cracked' and scram¬ 
bled. 

Shust plays Emile to the hilt 
with whimsy and an almost 
juvenile charm combining sparkle 
and dash. His interpretation of 
Emile, plus Strickland’s direction, 
make the most of the humor in the 
writing. Schlitt’s translation has 
constructed seemingly rhythmical 
lines which make Emile’s long 
monologs pleasant to the ear and 
offsets the possibility that some of 
his lengthy gab would be a bore. 

“The Egg” is a more enjoyable 
play than Marceau’s “The Good 
Soup” which tried and failed in 
New York last year with several 

Touring Shows 
(Nov. 27-Dec. 11) 

Andersonvllle Trial—Orpheum, Spring- 
field, Ill (28); Loew, Evansville. Ind. (29); 
Paramount, Anderson, Ind. (30); Loew’o 
Canton, O. (1); Morris Municipal, South 
Bend (2-3); Shubert. Det. (5-10). 

At the Drop of a Hat—Hartford, L A. 
03-10). 

Conquering . Haro (tryout)—National. 
Wash. (28-10). 

Critic's Chaleo (tryouU—Shubert, Boa- 
ton (28-10). 

Destry Rides Again—Curran. S.P, 
(28-10). 

Do Ro Ml (tryout)—Colonial, Bostoa 
(29-10). 

Fiorello (2d Co.)—Robinson Memorial. 
Little Rock (28-30); College Aud., Tex¬ 
arkana (1); Neville High School, Monroe. 
La. (2); Municipal. Shreveport (3); Memo¬ 
rial, Wichita Falls. Tex. (5>: Civic, Austin 
(6-7); Music Hall, Houston (8-10). 

Five Finger Exercise—Shubert, Det. 
(28-3); Royal Alexandra. Toronto (5-10>. 

Flower Drum Song—Shubert. Chi (28-10). 
Holiday in Japan-^-Cass. Det. (28-3)> 

O’Keefe. Toronto (5-10). 
J.B.—Memorial Hall, Independence. Mo. 

(27); Municipal, Pueblo (29); USAF Acad¬ 
emy, Colo. (3Q); Aud., Denver (1-3); High 
School, Grand Junction, Colo. (4); Capitol. 
Salt Lake City- (5-6); Moore. Seattle (8-10). 

Love and Libel (tryout)—Wilbur, Bos¬ 
ton (28-3. moves to N.Y.). 

Malority of One—Erlanger, Chi (28-10), 
Midsummer Night's Dream—Blackstone, 

Chi (28-3); Aud., St. P. (S-6>; Aud.. Denver 
(8-10). 

Music Man (2d Co.)—Music Hall, K.C. 
(28-3); Forum, Wichita, Kan. (5-10). 

My Fair Lady (2d Co.)—Ford’s Balt® 
(28-3); Shubert. Philly (5-10). 

Once Upon a Mattress (Hurok)—Munici¬ 
pal. St. P. (29-4); American. St. L. (6-10). 

Once Upon a Mattress (bus-and-truck)— 
High School. Huntsville. Ala. (28); Ellia 
Aud., Memphis (29-30); Tennessee. Nash¬ 
ville (1); Temple, Birmingham (2-3); City 
Aud., Pensacola (4); Lanier High School. 
Montgomery (5); High School, Tuscaloosa 
(6): Fine Arts. Nacogduches. Tex. (8h 
New Downtown Municipal. Dallas (9-11), 

Pleasure of His Company—Temple of 
Music & Art. Tucson (27): Liberty Hall. 
El Paso (29-30); Ector High School. Odessa. 
Tex. (1); Municipal. San Angelo. Tec 
(2); Municipal. Lubbock. Tex. (3): High 
School. Topeka <5>: Stuart. Lihcoln. Neb. 
(6): Municipal. Sioux City (7); Paramount, 
Waterloo (8): Shrine Mosque, Peoria (9-10); 
Ornheum. Madison (11). 

Raisin In the Sun—Roval Alexandra. 
Toronto (28-3); Shubert, Cincv (5-10>. 

Show Girl (tryout)—Shubert, New 
Haven (5-10). 

Threepenny Opera (2d Co.)—Music Box, 
L.A. (28-10). 

LONDON SHOWS 
(Figures denote opening dates) 
Amorous Prawn, SavUIe (12-9-59). 
And Another Thing, Fortune (10-640). 
Art of Living, Criterion (8-18 60). 
Billy Liar, Cambridge (9-13-60). 
Bride Comes Back, Vaude (11-23-60). 
Caretaker, Duchess (4-27-60). 
Chin-Chin, Wyndham's (11-3-60). 
Fings Ain't, Garrick (2-11-60). 
Flower Drum Song, Palace (3-24-60). 
Gazebo, Savoy ,3-29-60). 
Irma La Douce, Lvric (7-17-58) 
Life of Party, Lyric H’smith (11-22-60). 
Little Darlings, Adelphi (11-16-60). 
Man for AH Seasons, Globe (7-1-60). 
Most Happy Fella, Coliseum (4-21-609. 
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52). 
Mr. Burke, Mermaid (10-6-60). 
Mv Fair Lady, Drurv Lane (4-30-58). 
Naked Island, Ats (11-28-60). 
Oliver, New (6-30-60). 
Passage to India, Comedv (4-20-60). 
Playboy W. World, St. Mart (10-12-60). 
Progress Park, T’tre Royal E. (11-16-60). 
Repertory, Old Vic (9-3-59). 
Rose Marie, Victoria Pal. (8-22-60). 
Ross, Haymarket (5rl2-60). 
Settled Out of Court, Strand (10-19-60). 
Simple jSpymen, Whitehall (.3-19-581. 
Sive, Lyric Hammersmith (10-24-60). 
Suzle Wong, Prince Wales (11-17-59). 
Stars in Eyes, Palladium (6-3-60). 
Tiger & Horse, Queen's (8-24-60). 
Toys In Attic, Piccadilly (11-10-60). 
Trials by Logue, Royal Ct. (11-23-60). 
Waiting In Wings, Duke York’s (9-7-60). 
Watch It, SaiJor, Apollo (2-24-60). 
Way to the Tomb, Arts (11-2-60). 
West Side Story, Majesty’s 12-12-58). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Antonio, Royalty (11-30-60). 
Tinker, Comedy (12-7-60). 
Duchess of Malfi, Aldwych (12-15-60). 

CLOSED 
Eve With Jeanmaire, Royalty (11-2-60). 
Out of This World, Phoenix (11-24-60). 
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Road Fair; Hero’ $46,708 in 9, N.H.; 
Sflvers $66,590, Lucille Ball WJM, 
FondaOT, Wayne $14,337, Pink 

The road was generally okay last 
week, bu£ soft in spots. "Conquer¬ 
ing Hero," the latest of the Broad¬ 
way-targeted entries to debut out- 
of-town, did well in its getaway 
frame in New Haven. 

"I’m With You,” the Nat King 
Cole-starrer, folded last Saturday 
(26) at the end of its Detroit 
tune-up stand. 

Estimates for Last Week 

Parenthetic designations for out- 
of-town shows are the same as for 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T vnth show classification indicates 
tryout and RS indicates road show. 
Also, prices on touting shows in¬ 
clude 10% Federal Tax and local 
tax, if any, but as on Broadway 
grosses are net: i.e., exclusive of 
taxes. Engagements are for single 
week unless otherwise noted. 

BALTIMORE 1 
My Fair Lady, Ford’s (M-RS) 1st 

wk) ($7; 1,819; $68,294) (Diahe 
Todd, Michael Evans). Previous 
week, $111,539, O’Keefe, Toronto. 

Last week, $64,086 with Theatre 
Guild-American Theatre Society 
subscription. 

BOSTON 
All the Way Home, Colonial 

(D-T) (2d wk) ($4.95-$5.50; 1,685; 
$47,000). Previous week, $29,500 
with TG-ATS subscription. 

Last week, $23,431 with TG-ATS 
subscription. 

Camelot, Shubert (MC-T) (5th 
wk) <$6.25-$7.50; 1,714; $71,000) 
(Richard Burton, Julie Andrews). 
Previous week, $70,424. 

Last week; $70,159.. 

Love and Libel, Wilbur (CD-T) 
(1st wk) <$4.95-$5.50; 1,241; $33,- 
699) (Dennis King). Previous week, 
$13,257 with TG-ATS subscription, 
Cass, Detroit. 

Opened here Nov. 21 to four 
favorable notices (Doyle, Ameri¬ 
can; Durgin, Globe; Maloney, 
Traveler; Norton, Record) and two 
unfavorable (Hughes, Herald; Mad- 
docks, Monitor). 

Last week, almost $24,500 with 
TG-ATS subscription. 

$26,400). Previous week, $18,200. 
Last week, about $17,100. 

NEW HAVEN 
Conquering Hero, Shubert (MC- 

T) ($6.50; 1,650; $63,000) (Tom Pos¬ 
ton). 

Opened here Nov. 21 to one ap¬ 
proval (Johnson, Journal-Courier) 
and one thumb-down (Leeney, 
Register). 

Last week, $46|708 for eight per¬ 
formances and one preview Nov. 
19. 

PHILADELPHIA 
Critic’s Choice, Forrest (C-T) (2d 

wk) ($4-50-$5.40; 1,760; $43,000) 
(Henry Fonda). Previous week, 
$24,800. 

Last week, $27,283. 

Do Re Ml, Shubert (MC-T) (3d 
wk) ($6-$7.50; 1,876; $69,000) (Phil 
Silvers). Previous week, $66,582 
with TG-ATS subscription. 

Last week, $66,590. 

Send Me No Flowers, Walnut 
(C-T) <2d wk) ($4.50; 1,340; $33,000) 
(David Wayne). Previous week, 
$11,475 for seven performances. 

Last week, $14,337. 

Wildcat, Erlanger (MC-T) (4th 
wk) <$6-$7.50; 1,894; $65,900) (Lu¬ 
cille BalD. Previous week, $60,257. 

Last week, $54,704. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Destry Rides Again, Curran (MC- 

RS) (3d wk) ($5.75-$6.50; 1,758; 
$60,000) (John Raitt, Anne Jef¬ 
freys). Previous week, $55,321 with 
Civic Light Opera Assn, subscrip¬ 
tion. 

Last week, over $52,600 with 
CLOA subscription. 

one $5,076; Tower, Atlanta, Thurs- 
day-Saturday (24-26), four, $18,168. 

Pleasure of His Company (C-RS) 
(Joan Bennett, Donald Cook). Pre¬ 
vious week, $23,836, six-perform¬ 
ance split 

Last week, $15,002 for six per¬ 
formances: Fox, San Diego, Sun- 
day-Monday (20-21), two, $2,385; 
Granada, Santa Barbara, Tuesday 
(22), one BTL, $5,692; Auditorium, 
Santa Monida. Wednesday (23), one, 
$2,227; Arcadia High School, Phoe¬ 
nix, Friday-Saturday (25-26), two 
BTL, $4,698. 

COVENT GARDEN OPERA 
‘FIRSTS’AT EDINBURGH 

Edinburgh, Nov. 29. 
Covent Garden Opera will make 

its bow at the International Edin¬ 
burgh Festival in August, 1961. 

The Earl of Harewood, Artistic 
Director, of the annual Scot cul¬ 
ture-junket, and himself a former 
director of the Royal Opera House, 
London, has arranged for the com¬ 
pany to present four operas. They 
will be Benjamin Britten’s "A Mid¬ 
summer Night's Dream,” "Doni¬ 
zetti’s “Lucia di Lammermoor,” 
Gluck’s "Iphigenie en Tauride,” in 
a new production, and Rossini’s 
*;H Barbiere di Siviglia.” 

"Midsummer Night’s Dream** 
will thus become the first British 
opera to be staged at the Edin¬ 
burgh Festival. It will be conduct¬ 
ed by George Solto and Meredith 
Davies, and produced by John 
Gielgud. 

Geraint Evans Is pacted as Bot¬ 
tom, Andre Turp as Lysander, Joan 
Carlyle as Titania, and Louis Quili- 
ci as Demetrius. 

Rita Gorr will sing the title role 
in "Iphigenie en Tauride,” which 
will be staged by Frederick Ash¬ 
ton. 

Legit Followup 

TORONTO 
Raisin in the Sun, Royal Alexan¬ 

dra (D-RS) (2d Wkf ($5-$5.50; 1,525; 
$43,000) (Claudia McNeil). Pre¬ 
vious week, $26,763 with TG-ATS 
subscription. 

Last week, $33,415 with TG-ATS 
subscription. 

CHICAGO 
Flower Drum Song, Shubert 

(MC-RS) (2d wk) ($5.50-$6.60; 
2,100; $70,500). Previous week, 
$53,400 for seven performances. 

Last week, $60,559 with TG-ATS 
'subscription. 

Majority of One, Erlanger (C-RS) 
(9th wk) ($5.50-$6; 1,380; $45,000) 
(Gertrude Berg, Cedric Hard- 
wicke). Previous week, $40,328. 

Last week, $36,995. 

Midsummer Night’s Dream, 
Blackstone (C-RS) (2d wk) ($5- 
$5.50; 1,447; $41,000) (Bert Lahr). 
Previous week, $26,163 with TG- 
ATS subscription. 

Last week, $28,053 with TG-ATS 
subscription. 

DETROIT 
Five Finger Exercise, Shubert 

(D-RS (1st wk) ($4.95-$5.40; 1,700; 
$40,000) (Jessica Tandy, Roland 
Culver). Previous week, $21,936 
with TG-ATS subscription, Nixon, 
Pittsburgh. 

Last week, $18,748 with TG-ATS 
subscription. 

Holiday In Japan, Cass <R-RS) 
(1st wk) ($5-$6; *1.482: $48,000). 
Previous week, $22,700, Hanna, 
Cleveland. 

Last week, $20,946, 

I’m With You, Riviera (R-T) 
($5.95; 2,700; $80,000) (Nat King 
Cole). Previous week, $18,000 for 
five performances, Auditorium, St. 
Paul. 

Last week, $18,800. Folded here 
Saturday (26). 

INDIANAPOLIS 
Music Man, Murat (MC-RS) 

($5.50-$6.60; 2,000). Previous week, 
$112,389 with TG-ATS subscrip¬ 
tion, Hartman, Columbus. 

Last week, $70,083. 

LOS ANGELES 
At the Drop of a Hat, Hartford 

(R-RS) (1st wk) ($4.85-$5.95; 1.024; 
$35,000) (Michael Flanders, Don¬ 
ald Swann). Previous week, $15,- 
954, five-performance split. 

Last week, $18,298 with TG-ATS 
subscription. 

Threepenny Opera, Music Box 
(MC-RS) (6th wk) ($4.85-$5.50; 784; 

WASHINGTON 
Little Moon of Alban, National 

(D-T) (2d wk) ($4.95-$5.75; 1,677; 
$43,225) (Julie Harris). Previous 
week, $33,588 with TG-ATS sub¬ 
scription. 

Last week, $34,336 with TG-ATS 
subscription. 

SPLIT WEEKS 
Andersonyille Trial (D-RS) 

(Brian Donlevy, Martin Brooks). 
Previous week, $20,375, six-per¬ 
formance split 

Last week, $21,610 for six per¬ 
formances: Shrine Mosque, Peoria, 
Sunday (20), one with Broadway 
Theatre League subscription, 
$3,295; Paramount, Waterloo, la., 
Monday (21), one BTL, $5,155; 
Pershing, Lincoln, Neb., Tuesday 
(22), one BTL, $4,918; Orpheum, 
Madison, Wis., Friday (25), two, 
$3,479; Appleton (Wis.) High 
School, Saturday (26), one $4,763. 

Fiorello (MC-RS). Previous week, 
$47,012, eight-performance split. 

Last week, $32,769 for eight 
BTL performances: Warner, Okla¬ 
homa City, Monday-Wednesday 
(21-23), four, $14,783; Municipal, 
Tulsa, Thursday-Saturday <24-26), 
four, $17,986. 

J.B. (D-RS) (John Carradine, 
Shepperd Strudwick, Frederic Wor- 
lock). Previous week, $20,764, rep¬ 
resenting company’s share only of 
the gross for a six-performance 
split: 

Last week, around $30,000 for 
eight performances: High School, 
Wausau, Wis., Sunday (20>, one, 
$3,200; Northrop, Minneapolis, 
Monday (21), one $5,300; Concordia 
College, Moorhead, Minn., Tuesday 
(22), one, $5,000; KRNT. Des 
Moines, Thursday (24), one $3,500; 
Music Hall, Kansas City. Mo., Fri¬ 
day-Saturday (25-26), three. $13,- 
000 with TG-ATS subscription. 

Once Upon a Mattress (bus-and- 
truck) (MC-RS) (Imogene Coca, 
Edward Everett Horton, King Don¬ 
ovan). Previous week, $32,632, six- 
performance split. 

Last week, $30,656 for seven 
BTL performances: City Auditor¬ 
ium, Asheville, N.C., Monday (2D, 
one, $3,9J0; Municipal, Savannah, 
Tuesday (22), one, $3,502; Royal, 
Columbus, Ga., Wednesday 123), 

At the. Drop of a Hat 
(NIXON, PITT.) 

With the bouse packed, madmen 
Michael Flanders and Donald 
Swann were In rare form in the 
second week of their post-Broad¬ 
way tour. Any uncertainty as to 
whether road audiences would ac¬ 
cept their English brand of non¬ 
sense was apparently dispelled by 
the Pittsburgh response. 

At the performance caught, the 
audience roared and tittered 
through most of the throwaway 
material that nearly always caught 
fire. The exceptions were some of 
the topical or dated material, such 
as a reference to Antony Arm- 
strong-Jones. 

But "At the Drop of a Hat” and 
its very funny stars, Flanders and 
Swann, need only rely on their 
own funny twists of the waspish, 
droll and civilized humor. The 
reference to such things as canni¬ 
bals, buses, wart-hogs and dis¬ 
gusted tennis umpires is hilarious. 
The mad approach to comedy 
should be acceptable throughout 
the country. Lit. 

Scheduled B’way Preems 
All Way Home, Belasco (11-30-60). 
Little Moon, Longacre (12-1-60). ' 
Camelot, Majestic (12-3-60). 
Send No Flowers, Atkinson (12-5-60). 
Love A Libel, Beck (12-7-60). 
Critic's Choice, Barrymore (12-14-60). 
Wildcat, Alvin (12-15-60) 
Do Re Ml, St. James (12-26-60). 
Conquering Hero, ANTA (1-5-61). 
Show Girl, O’Neill (1-12-61). 
Comedle Francalse, Center (2-21-61). 

Off-Broadway Shows 
(Figures denote opening dates) 
Balcony, Circle in Square (3-3-60). 
Connection, Living Th’tre (Rep) (7-15-53). 
Dance of Death, Key (3-13-60). 
Dream Play, Theatre East (11-22-60). 
Drums Under, Cherry Lane <10-13-60). 
Fantastlcks, Sullivan St. (5-3-60). 
Greenwich Village, 1 Sher. Sq. (9-28-60). 
Hcdda Gabler, 4th St. (11-9-60). 
Krapp’s A Zoo, Cricket (1-14-60). 
La Ronde. Marquee (5-9-60). 
Leave It to Jane, Sheridan Sa. (5-25-59). 
Marcus High Grass, Mews (11-21-60). 
Mary Sunshine. Orpheum (11-18-59). 
Mousetrap, Maidman (11-5-CO). 
Rosemary, Alligators, York (11-14-60). 
Theatre Chance, Living (Rep) (6-22-60). 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20-55). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Emmanuel, Gate (12-4-60). 
Plough & Stars, Phoenix (12-6-60). 
When a Child, 41st St. (12-8-60). 
Summer Pygmies, Jan Hus (12-12-60). 
Borak, Martinique (12-13-60). 
Jungle Cities, Living (Rep) (12-16-60). 
Rules of Game, Gramerov Arts (12-18-60). 
Donogoo, Mews (12-21-60). 
Beautiful Dreamer, Mad. Ave. (12-27-60). 
Epitaph for Dillon, Actors (12-28-60). 
Ballet Ballads, E. 74th St. (1-4-61). 
Montserrat, Gate (1-8-61). 
Electra, Gate (2-12-61). 
Merchant of Venice, Gate (3-19-61). « 
She Stoops to Conquer, Gate (4-23-61). 

CLOSED 
Deep Are Roots, Sf. Mark’s (10-3-60); 

closed last Sunday (27) after 65 per¬ 
formances. 

Man & Superman, Gate (11-6-CO't closed 
last Sunday (27) after limited 23-per¬ 
formance run. 

Whisper to Me, Players (11-21-60); closed 
last Sunday (27) afle eight * pefom- 
ance*. 

6 way Spotty; Three Shows Sell Out; 
Unsuitable’ $56,716, ‘Bechet’ $51,723, 

Tenderloin $54,193, ‘Advise’ $38,217 
The Broadway boxoffice pattern 

was irregular again last week. The 
variation ranged from substantial 
drops in some cases to an increase 
of over $10,000 Tor one musical. 

The sellouts were “Evening with 
Mike Nichols and Elaine May,” 
"Irma La Douce” and "Sound of 
Music.” There were no openings 
last week. Two shows closed, 
"Thurber Carnival” last Saturday 
(26) and the Phoenix Theatre 
revival of "She Stoops to Conquer” 
last Sunday (27). ] 

Estimates for Last Week 
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ 
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ 
eretta). 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices (where 
two prices are given, the higher is 
for Friday-Saturday nights and the 
lower for weeknights), number of 
seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses art net; 
i.e., exclusive of taxes. 

I Advise and Consent, Cort (D) (2d. 
i wk; 12 p) ($7.50; 1,155; $40,500) (Ed 
Begley, Richard Kiley, Chester 
Morris, Henry- Jones, Kevin Mc¬ 
Carthy). Previous week, $29,980 
for four .performances and two re¬ 
views. 

Last week, $38,217 with parties. 

Beeket, St. James <D) (8th wk; 
61 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,615; $59,114) 
(Laurence Olivier, Anthony. Quinn). 
Previous week, $57,308 with par¬ 
ties. 

Last week, $51,723. . 

•Best Man, Morosco (CD) (34th 
wk; 264 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 999; $41,- 
000) (Melvyn Douglas, Lee Tracy, 
Frank Lovejoy). Previous week, 
$34,572. 

Last week, $28,770. 

Bye Bye Birdie, 54th St. (MC) 
(32d wk; 248 pi ($8.60-$9.40; 1.434; 

y$60,172). Previous week, $57,557. 
Last week, $52,863. 

Evening- With Mike Nichols and 
Elaine May, Golden (R) <7th wk; 
57 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 773; $30,439). 
Previous week, $30,165. 

Last week, $30,689. 

Fiorello, Broadhurst (MC) <52d 
wk; 412 p) ($8.35-$9.40; 1,182; $58,- 
194). Previous week, $57,755. 

Last week, $54,087. 

49th Cousin, Ambassador (C) (5th 
wk; 36 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $32,000) 
(Menasha Skulnik, Martha Scott). 
Previous week, $22,317 with par¬ 
ties. 

Last week, $22,974 with parties. 

Gypsy, Imperial (MC) (73d wk; 
575 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,427; $64,500) 
(Ethel Merman). Previous week, 
$47,644. 

Last week, $47,901. 

Hostage, Barrymore (CD) (10th 
wk; 79 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,067; $40,- 
000). Previous week, $18,960. Moves 
to the O’Neill for an interim Dec. 
12-Jan. 7 booking. 

Last week, $22,180. 

Invitation to a March, Music Box 
(C) (4th wk; 33 p) <$6.90-$7.50; 1,- 
101; $40,107) (Celeste Holm). Pre¬ 
vious week, $24,288. 

Last week, $28,318 with parties. 

Irma La Douce, Plymouth (MC) 
(9th wk; 68 p) ($8.60; 999; $48,250) 
(Elizabeth Seal, Keith Michell). 
Previous week, $49,115 with par¬ 
ties. 

Last week, $49,964. 

La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale 
(R) (102d wk; 811 p) ($8.05; 1.050; 
$44,500) (Robert Dhery). Previous 
week, $37,922. 

Last week, $31,596. 

Miracle Worker, Playhouse (D) 
(57th wk; 452 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 994: 
$36,500) (Anne Bancroft, Patty 
Duke). Previous week, $33,772. 

Last week, $31,567. 

Music Man, Broadway (MC) 
(153d wk; 1,216 p) <$8.05; 1.900; 
$73,850). Previous week, $34,371. 

Last week, $44,876. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(245th wk; 1,951 p) ($8.05; 1,551; 
$69,500). (Michael Allinson. Pamela 
Charles). Previous week, $45,517. 

Last week, $48,677. 

Period of Adjustment, Hayes 

(CD) (3d wk; 20 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,- 
139; $43,530) (James Daly, Barbara 
Baxley, Robert Webber). Previous 
week, $33,844 with parties. 

Last week, $27,793. 

Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanne 
(MD) (51st wk; 404 p) <59.60;. 1,407; 
$75,000) (Mary Martin). Previous 
week, $75,959. 

Last week, $75,938. 

Take Me Along, Shubert MC) 
(54th wk; 424 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 3,- 
453; $64,000) (William Bendix, 
Eileen Herlie, Sidney Blackmer). 
Previous week, $32,142. 

Last week, $40,330. 

Taste Of Honey, Lyceum <D) 
(8th wk; 63 p) ($6.90; 995; $32,000)’ 
(Joan Plowright, Angela Lans- 
bury). Previous week, $26,101. 

Last week, $25,993. 

Tenderloin,' 46th St. <MC) <6th 
wk; 48 p) ($8.60-$9.50; 1,342; $65,- 
331) (Maurice Evans). Previous 
week, $62,850 with parties. 

Last week, $54,103 with parties. 

Tenth Man, Booth (D) (55<h wk; 
431 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 807; $32,000). 
Previous week, $16,041. 

Last week, $18,549. 

Toys in the Attie, Hudson iD) 
(39th wk; 304 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 3,063; 
$39,600) (Maureen Stapleton, Irena 
Worth, Anne Revere, Robert Log¬ 
gia). Previous week, $17,758. 

La^t week, $19,730. 

Under the Yum Yum Tree, Mil¬ 
ler’s (C) (2d wk; 13 p) <$6.90-$7.50; 
912; $32,759). Previous week, $21,- 
583 for five performances and two 
previews. 

Last \freek, $20,789. 

Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter 
Garden (MC) (4th wk; 28 p) ($8.60- 
$9.40; 1,404; $68,000). Previous 
week, $63,981 with parties. 

Last week, $56,716 with parties. 

Wall, Rose (D) (7th wk; 55 p) 
($6.90-$7.50; 1,162; $46,045). Pre¬ 
vious week, $22,371. 

Last week, $23,043. 

West Side Story, Alvin <MD) 
(30th wk; 233 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $55,- 
194). Previous week, $29,825 with 
tw-ofers. 

Last week, $37,835 with twofers. 
Closes Dec. 10. 

Closed Last Week 

Thurber Carnival, ANTA <R) 
(12th wk; 96 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,185; 
$49,178) (Paul Ford, Alice Ghost- 
ley). Previous week, $12,897 with 
twofers. Closed last Saturday (26) 
at an estimated $150,000 loss. 

Last week, $18,751 with twofers. 

, She Stoops to Conquer, Phoenix 
t€) (4th wk; 31 p) ($4.60; 1,150; 
$29,382). Previous week, $17,841. 
Closed last Sunday (27). 

Last week, $20,970. 

Opening This Week 

All the Way Home, Belasco (D) 
($6.90-$7.50; 967; $38,500). 

Fred Coe, in association with 
Arthur Cantor, presentation of Tad 
Mosel’s adaptation of James Agee’s 
Pulitzer Prize novel, “A Death :n 
the Family;” opens tonight (Wed.). 

Little Moon of Alban, Longacre 
(D) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,101; $39,800) ‘Ju¬ 
lie Harris). 

Mildred Freed Alberg presenta¬ 
tion of play by James Costigan; 
opens tomorrow night (Thurs.). 

Camelot, Majestic (MC) <$9.40; 
1,626; $83,000) (Richard Burton, 
Julie Andrews). 

Alan Jay Lerner, Frederick 
Loewe and Moss Hart presentation 
of musical adaptation by Lerner 
(book and lyrics) and Loewe (mu¬ 
sic) of T. H. White’s novel, "The 
Once and Future King;” opens 
next Saturday night <3). 

Other Broadway Theatres 
Atkinson, Beck, O’Neill. 

Reed Back to N.Y. 
Paris, Nov. 29. 

Joseph Vcrnor Reed, special as¬ 
sistant to the U.S. Ambassador 
here, has resigned and is leaving 
for the U.S. on Dec. 15. During the 
past couple of years he has been an 
important contact for Yank show- 
folk passing through. 

He is the former Broadway pro- 
jducer but doesn’t want to return 
to producing and isn’t sure what he 
will, do when he returns to the U.S. 
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CASTING NEWS 
Following are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broad¬ 

way, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele 
vision shows. All information has been obtained directly by the 
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been re- 
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.). 

The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi¬ 
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from 
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads 
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather than to 
run a wild goose marathon. This information is published without 
charge. 

In addition to the available parts listed, <the tabulation includes pro¬ 
ductions announced for later this season, but, for which, the manage¬ 
ments, as yet, aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬ 
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy,' 
IMD) Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic 
Reading. 

BROADWAY 

I tive, intelligent, witty; baritofne, 
; 35-45, handsome, physical; femme, 
18-25, spirited, attractive, buoyant, 

: must sing and dance; man, 40-60, 
pompous, fatherly; woman, 40-50, 

| flighty, gossipy matron, should be 
‘All The Best People” (C). Pro- j abie to sing; two men, character 

ducers, Joel Spector & Buff Cobb 
(147 VV. 57th St., N.Y.; PL 7-2691). 
Available parts: naive femme, 21; 
male, 30-35; middleaged femme; 
executive male, 50-60; callous male, 
30-35. Mail photos and resumes, 
c o above address. 

“Angel Feathers” (MC). Pro¬ 
ducer, Edward Boatner & Joseph 
Angiolilo <1630 Broadway, N. Y.- 
AC 2-0081'. Available parts: 
femme, 35, aggressive; femme, 
25-27, attractive, woman, 75, 
sweet, religious, several women, 
20-45; man, 37-40, conservative; 
man, 30-35, dictatorial; man, 40, 
shrewd, businesslike; man, 25-30; 
several other men; all these roles 
are Negro and applicants must be 
accomplished singers, also must 
dance. Also available are chorus j 
parts for white male and femme 

comedians, should sing; two show¬ 
girls, well-proportioned, able to 
sing; femme, 40’s, maid. Mail 
photos and resumes, c/o Marvin 
Krauss, above address. 

“Julia, Jake and Uncle Joe” (O. 
Producers, Roger L. Stevens & 
John Shubert (234 W. 44th St., 
iN.Y.; Cl 6-9500). Available parts: 
Iman, 40-50. American; girl, 20-30, 
Russian office girl; several young 
Russian men; twro men, 40's, Gesta¬ 
po agents; man, 40’s, Russian-Eng- 
lish interpreter; man, 30-40, Amer¬ 
ican diplomat; man, 40’s, American 
newspaper man; Russian soldier; 
American Marine; character man, 
50’s, Russian; a Russian and an 
American radio announcer. Mail 
photos and resumes, above address. 

“La Plume de Ma Tante” (MC). 
dancers. Accepting photos and. David Merrick (246 W. 
resume bv mail only, c.'o Bennett, LO 3-7o20). Part 

t \ avDlbn 0 fnr nanoonrrvhdinrmo 
above address. 

“Assignment In Judea” (D). Pro¬ 
ducer, Eddie Dowling (c/o Lambs 
Club, 128 W. 44th St., N. Y.; JU 
2-1515 : associate producer, Eric 
W. Gates. Available parts: woman, 
30’s; girl, 17-18, attractive; man, 
40-50; man 25-30. All are fea- 

available for dancer-comedienne, 
must do point work. Send photos 
and resumes, c/o Michael Shurt- 
leff, above address. See also tour¬ 
ing notice. 

“Love A La Carte” (MC). Pro¬ 
ducers, Arthur Klein, in associa¬ 
tion with Conrad Thibault (St. 
James Theatre Bidg., 246 W. 44th 

aboveSress011811 i SC* £ LO 

' second fading’ manf *30; 
Top (MC-. Producer David j comedienne, 30. Accepting photos 
Merrick ‘-•IS \\. 44th St., r gn[j resumes above address. 
N. \.: 1.0 3-7o20>. Available! ,, _ 
parts: title role, girl singer-dancer, ! 
13-22; fox terrier dog act; goat, j ?Ure p Sjn p 
donkey; several male dancers who!,-1-,.. rFR4UiJ?o,l34AV5fa 
sing; jugglers, must handle Indian ; 
if j . - : tv*° nien, Jo-40, lanky southerners; 

n!r-?p ? ATaH* nhntot ‘man- 25'35' husk-V^ §irl> 20-30, at- toncertiua plu*cr* uYIdiL pliotos -• t i 4. la , -*- ^ •*^ 
and rwuir.es i o Michael Shun- Ktn 
ini. above address. above. flumes, c/o 

“Once There Was A Russian” 
C’. Producers, Leonard Key, 

Morton Segal & Kenneth Schwartz, 
in association with Mel Howard 
120 E. 56th St., N. Y.; PL 2-4190). 

Accepting photos and resumes of 

fight fans; pedestrians; thugs. Mall 
photos and resumes to Busby 
Berkeley, c/o above address. 

“13 Daughters” (MC). Producer, 
Jack H. Silverman (152 W. 42d St., 
N. Y.; OX 5-3783). Auditions for 
Equity dancers, today (Wed.); at 
the ANTA Theatre (245 W. 52d 
St., N. Y.); open call dancers to¬ 
morrow (Thurs); Equity singers, 
Friday (2); open call singers, Mon¬ 
day (5); girls at 10 a.m.-l p.m. and 
boys at 2-5 p.m., at Variety Arts 
Studio (225 W. 46th St., N. YJ. 

OFF-BROADWAY 
“Captain Jinks of the Horse 

Marines” (C). Producer, Scotti 
D’Arcy (66 W. 46th St., N. Y.; JU 
2-4860>. Available, parts; plump, 
bubbly character woman; slender, 
sweet, character man, Italian ac¬ 
cent; elderly matron type; three 
very bad ballerinas; several bits 
and extras. Mail photos and resu¬ 
mes. c/o above address. Script 
available at Samuel French Inc. 
(25 W. 45th St., N. Y,). 

“Epitaph for George Dillon” (D). 
Producers, Edward Hastings, Ricn- 
ard Lipsett & George Morrison (220 
W. 10th St., N. Y.; WA 9-4978). 
Available parts: several under¬ 
studies. Mail photos and resumes, 
c/o Morrison, above address. Script 
available at Drama Book Shop (51 
W. 52d St., N. Y.). 

“Ladies Night in a Turkish Bath” 
(C). Producers, Anita & Harold 
Lawrence (319 Main St., East 
Orange, N. J.; Area code, 11, 
OR 4-8432). Available parts; 
man, 30’s,~ girl-shy; man, 30’s 
playboy; man, 30’s, fun-loving; 
girl, 20’s, collegiate, formal; girl, 
20’s, attractive; woman, 40’s, at¬ 
tractive matron; stripper; French 
maid. 20’s, sexy; femme, 30’s, at¬ 
tractive, man-chaser; woman, 40, 
stout, excitable; several extras. 
Mail photos and resumes, above 
address. 

“Leave It To Jane” (MC). Pro¬ 
ducers, Joseph Berhu & Peter 
Katz (c/o Sheridan Square Thea¬ 
tre, Seventh Ave. & Fourth St., 
N.Y.; CH 2-9609). Auditions for 
male and femme singers as replace¬ 
ments, every Thursday at 6 p.m., 
above address. 

“Poor Butterfly” (D). Producer, 
Elie Horn (c/o Piscator Institute, 
39 W. 54th St., N.Y.; JU 6-8210). 
Available parts: ingenue, browm 
hair; woman, 25-30, Bronxy; wom¬ 
an, 25-30, prostitute; character, 
man, 45-55, bald, heavy-set; man, 
25-35, blonde, short, slight; boy, 
19, tall, lean; man, 45-50, comic, 
earthy. Accepting photos and 

i resumes, c/o Ted Maurer, above 
i address. 
j “Strictly Kosher’' (tentative title) 
(Ci. Producer, James J. Cordes 

by, dance some; girl, 25-30, com- 
medienne, must sing and dance, 
well - proportioned; man, 30’s, 
stool-pigeon type, must sing; man, 
40’s, wry humor; man, track an¬ 
nouncer, must sing; character man, 
45-50, tough, menacing; two fem¬ 
me dancers, must work w'ell to¬ 
gether; few male and femme night 
club type performers. Mail photos 
and resumes, c/o above address. 

“White Cargo” (D). Producer, 
Rio Kem Productions (54$ Fifth 
Ave., N. Y,; Room 1208). Available 
parts: man, 20-25, dark, well-built, 
long black hair; two men, 20’s, 
Madison Ave. types; man, 20-25, 
eager, wholesome, blonde; man, 
50-60, worldly; man, 40-50, tall, 
thin, ascetic; man, 50’s corpulent, 
uncouth; man, 20-40, small, wiry; 
five male Brazilian Indians, 15-50, 
dark, well-built, straight black 
hair. Mail photos and resumes, 
c/o above address. 

OUT OF TOWN 
“Medium Rare” (R). Producer, 

Robert Weiner (146 CPW, N. Y.; 
SU 7-1914). Mail photos and 
resumes of character comedians 
and comics for future replace¬ 
ments, c/o above address. 

STOCK 
PUERTO RICO 

San Juan Drama Festival. Man¬ 
aging director, Barry B. Yellen 
(Tapia Theatre, San Juan, P.R.). 
Part available for several male and 
femme apprentices. Mail photos 
and resumes, c/o Leonard Stein, 
28 W. 47th St., N. Y.; CO 5-1076. 
Season will run from Dec. 26 
through March 5. 

TOURING 
“Destry Rides Again” (MC). Pro¬ 

ducer, David Merrick (246 W. 44th 
St., N. Y.; LO 3-7520). Auditions 
previously announced for this week 
have been cancelled. 

“Get On Board” (R). Producer, 
Manning Gurian (157 W. 57th St., 
N. Y.; CI 5-8221). Parts available 
for several male and femme Negro 
singers and dancers. Mail photos 
and resumes, above address. 

“La Plume de Ma Tante” (MC). 
Producer, David Merrick (246 W. 
44th St., N.Y.; LO 3-7520). Avail¬ 
able parts: soprano, 5 feet, 10 
inches tall, blonde, attractive; man, 
5 feet, 4 inches to 5 feet, 7 inches 
tall, actor who also dances; bari¬ 
tone, 5 feet, 8 inches to 6 feet, 1 
inch tall; two femme dancers who 
will strip. Mail photos and 
resumes c/o Michael Shurtleff, 
above address. 

“Miracle Worker” (D\ Producer, 
Theatre Guild—State Dept. Reper¬ 
tory Co. (27 W. 53d St., N. Y.; 
CO 5-6170). Part available for mid- 
dleage Negro couple with two chil- 

an 
lei 

- “Cook for Mr. General” (C‘. Pro¬ 
ducers. William Darrid, Eleanore 
Saidenberg & Leonard Ruskin <14 
W. 55th Si., N.Y.: CI 5-0830'. Avail¬ 
able part*: man. 50 s, tough ex¬ 
terior, warm underneath; man, late 

crS;h,hUn’0"US: ' oharT/ter nfen and women, through warm, bright; man, 50 s, career .... & 
Army officer; man, 20’s. genial. 
intelligent; man. 30-35, small, of¬ 
ficious ; man. 30-35, genial, out-of- 
piaee in Army;- man, 30‘s, by-the- 
book officer; man. 30’s, Brooklvn 
fmagler; man. 25-35, lean, gaunt; 
man, 20's, clean-cut, tough; man, 
30-35, top sergeant type; man. 20’s, 
small, timid; man. 30’s, 
speak Greek; various men, all ases 

•motley assortment of soldiers. Mail 
photos . and resumes. 
King, above address. 

agents only, c o above address. 
“Queen and the Rebels” (D). 

Producers, Marilyn Shapiro, Michel 
Bouche, Mark Shoenberg (65 
C.P.W., N.Y.; TR 3-1480.'. - Avail¬ 
able parts: European general, 50- 
60; his swinish aide; man, 20’s, op- 

a portunist. foppish manner. Mail 
should photos and resumes, c/o above ad¬ 

dress. 
“Sound of Music” (MD). Produc- 

! (600 Tenth Ave., N. Y.; JU 2-5999).: dren, 8-12. Mail photos and resu- 
j Available parts: five character men: mes, e.'o Ruth Kramer, above ad- 
to play older Jewish types with; dress. 
authentic accents; ipan, 30-35, rnus- j “Sound of Music” (MD). Pro- 
cular, Cockney accent. Mail photos j ducers. Rodgers & Hammerstein, 
and resumes c/o above address. ! Leland Hayward & Richard Halii- 

“Student Prince” (MC). Produ-; day (488 Madison Ave., N.Y.). All 
cer. Jack O. Brooks (c/o Student ■' parts available except femme lead. 
Prince Co;, Box 223, Times Sq. i Mail photos and resumes, c/o Ed- 

(Station, N. Y.). Available parts: ; ward Blum, above address. Script, 
! leading man, 20-30. lyric tenor; published by Random House, avail- 
j leading lady, 20-30, lyric soprano; I able at bookstores. Auditions Dec. 
| character baritone; soprano-dancer- j 6 for femme singers with legit 
; commedienne 20-30; man, 30-40, 
non-singing comedian; man, 20-30, 
non-singing comedian; soprano, 20- 
30; lyric baritone; three young men, 
one tenor and two baritones; sev- 

voices; Equity call, 11 a.m.; open 
call, 2:30 p.m., at the Lunt-Fon- 
tanne Theatre (205 W. 46th St., 
N. YA 

“World of Suzie Wong” (D). Pro- 
i eral chorus roles. Mail photos and [ ducer, David Merrick (246 W. 44th 
! resumes, above address. Auditions ; St, N. Y.); casting director. Michael 
| will be held the week of Dec. 5 j Shurtleff. Accepting photos and 
and contact will be made for ap-! resumes of oriental actors and 

r-o Rettv ers- Richard Rodgers & Oscar 
y ; Hammerstein 2d (488 Madison 

. . „ ,nT„. „ . . Ave., N. Y.'i; casting director, Eddie 
Donnybrook <MC'. Producer, Blum. Auditions for possible future 

Fred Hebert '130 W. 57th St., N.Y.: 
JU 6-1962'. Available parts: man, 
45, burly, agile, 6 feet tall or over; 
several male and femme character 
singers. All roles are Irish. Mail 
photos and resumes, c'o above ad¬ 
dress. 

replacements for girls, 7-16, and 
boys, 11-14 all with trained voices, 
characters. Mail photos and 
resumes to above address. 

“Take Me Along (MO. Pro¬ 
ducer, David Merrick (246 W. 44th 

; St.. N.Y.: LO 3-7520*. Part avail- 
Drama (untitled, formerly “Gen- ? able for a character actress, 35-45, 

eral Seegai”). Producers Shirley , who also sings, as understudy. 
Ayers. Charles Bowden & H. Ridge- Mail photos and resumes, c/o 
ley Bullock Jr. (137 W. 48th St., < Michael Shurtleff, above address. 
N. Y.; CO 5-2630). Available parts: j «The Count of Xen» (MC) Pr0. 
£ale 4d-dd; woman, 50; giri,! ducer, Bsuby Berkeley (c/o Bob- 
30 and 10 reporters. Mail photos, row Randman & Katz, 666 5th 
and resumes, above address. |Ave.. N. Y.; JU 6-1144). Available 

“Gypsy” (MC). Producer, David ; parts: man, 25, tall, good-looking; 
Merrick <246 W. 44th St., N.Y.; j woman, 22-28, sophisticated, at- 
LO 3-7520*. Available parts: girl, 
50-54 inches tall, must sing and do 
toe and tap dance work; man 
17-20. good-looking dancer, must 
also sing; boy singer-dancer, 7-11, 
under 54 inches tall; girl, 25, to 
sing, dance and play trumpet. Ac¬ 
cepting photos and resumes, c o 
Michael Shurtleff, above address. 

“Happiest Girl in the World’ 

tractive; intense man, 30; femme 
blues singer, 26; suave man. 38; 
likable character man 40-55; 
flashy man, 45; gold-digging 
femme, 35; operatic woman, 50; 
Irish man, 48; portly, humorous 
man, 48; gossipy wroman, 38; 
character man, 60; small char¬ 
acter man, absent-minded, intense; 
sports writers; character man, 

(MC*. Producer, Lee Guber (1401 drunk; two patrolmen; bartender; 
W. 58th St.. N.Y.; LT 1-3250. Avail- • stage doorman; messenger . boy; 
able parts: sopiano, 30-35, attrac-1 city policemen; bum; cab driver; 

: pointment. 
! “To Damascus” (D). Producers, 
i Angela Anderson, in association 
} with Marta Byer (c/o Byer, 4550 
■ 193d St., Flushing, N.Y.; FL 7- 
j 7209). Available parts: character 
! man, 45-50; woman, 25-35, attrac¬ 
tive, serious; character man, 40-50, 
educated Bowery bum, cynic; man, 
50-60, looks younger, polite, strong 
features; woman, 45-50, thin, 
nervous, tired; man, 75,. dignified 
Austrian; woman, 50-60, short, 
dignified, intelligent; various 
extras. Mail photos and resumes, 
above address. 

“Tree Grows in Brooklyn” (MD). 
Producer, Dick York (c/o H. L. 
Stone. 521 Fifth Ave., N.Y.; MU 
2-7836, suite 1918). Available parts: 
soprano, 25, devoted wife; char¬ 
acter man, 50; man, 30’s, handsome, 
Irish. Mail photos and resumes, 
above address. 

“What a Killing” (MC). Produ¬ 
cer, Jack Collins (c/o Lambs Club, 
130 W. 44th St., N. Y.; JU 2-1515). 
Available parts: man, 30’s, quiet, 
confident, must have comic touch, 
sing and dance; woman, 30, attrac¬ 
tive, warm but brassy, versitile 
singer; man, 35-40, big, tough, 
must sing and dance; man, 30’s, 
smooth, glib, must do comedy and 
dance; character comedian, chub- 

actresscs under 30 c/o casting di¬ 
rector at above address. 

SHOWS IN REHEARSAL 
BROADWAY 

“Beautiful Dreamer” (MD). Pro¬ 
ducer, Wickland Co. (c/o Madison 
Avenue Playhouse. 120 Madison 
Ave., N.Y.; PL 5-9134), in associa¬ 
tion with Joseph Moon. 

“Midgie Purvis” (MC). Produ¬ 
cers, Robert Fryer & Lawrence 
Carr (234 W. 44th St., N.Y.; LA 4- 
2844>, in association with Robert 
Whitehead & John Herman. 

“Show Girl” (MO. Producers, 
Oliver Smith & Charles F. Lowe 
• Mayflower Hotel, 15 CPW, N. Y.; 
CO 5-0060). 

OFF-BROADWAY 
“Borak” (D). Producers, Rich¬ 

ard Blofson, Gordon Davidson, 
Richard Jackson (Martinique The¬ 
atre, 32d St. & Broadway, N. Y.; 
PE 6-3058). 

“Epitaph for George Dillon” (D). 
Producers, Edward Hastings, Rich¬ 
ard Lipsett & George Morrison 
(220 W. 10th St., N.Y.; WA 9-4978). 

“Jungle of Cities” (D). Producer, 
Living Theatre (530 Avenue of 
Americas, N.Y.; CH 3-4569). 

“Rules of the Game” (D). Pro¬ 
ducer, Stage Society (c/o Gramercy 

Arts Theatre. 138 E. 27th St., N.Y^ 
MU 6-9630). 

“Summer Pygmies” (C). Pro¬ 
ducer, Richard Mardirosian (c/o 
Jan Hus Theatre, 351 Et 74th St, 
N.Y.; LE 5-6310). 

“When I Was a Child” (D). Pro¬ 
ducers, M. Edgar Rosenblum 6c 
Arnold Tager (c/o 41st Street 
Theatre, 125 W. 41st St., N.Y.; BH 
9-363D. 

Cabaret 

Camelot Supper Club. (156 E. 
49th St., N.Y.; EL 5-4135). Audi¬ 
tions for singers, instrumentalists, 
’comics and variety acts Saturdays, 
1-4 p.m., at the Club. Call Miss 
Bennett, above number, for ap* 
pointment. Auditions are by ap¬ 
pointment only. 

Dance 

Shirley Broughton Modern-Bal¬ 
let Co. Director, Shirley Broughton 
(112 W. 21st St., N. Y.; CH 3-4301). 
Parts available for male and femme 
dancers. Call above number for ap¬ 
pointment. 

Television 

“Camera Three” (educational- 
dramatic series). Producer, CBS 
(524 W. 57th St., N. Y.; JU 6-6000); 
casting director, Paula Hindlin. 
Accepting photos and resumes of 
general male and female dramatic 
talent, c/o above address. No dupli¬ 
cates. 

“Clearing in the Woods” (D). 
Producer, Play of the Week (NTA, 
10 Columbus Circle, N. Y.; JU 2- 
7300). Several male and femme 
parts available.. Mail photos and 
resumes c/o Marc Merson, above 
address. Script available at Dra¬ 
matists Play Service (14 E. 38th 
St., N. Y.). 

King Variety' Shows. Producer, 
George King (117 W. 46th St., N.Y.; 
CI 7-1744, Room 202). Accepting 
photos and resumes of male and 
femme musical variety perform¬ 
ers and comics, daily except Sun¬ 
day, 2-7 p.m., above address. 

“Lamp Unto My Feet” (religi¬ 
ous-dramatic series). Producer, 
CBS (524 W. 57th St., N. Y.; JU 
6-6000); casting director, Paula 
Hindlim Accepting photos and re¬ 
sumes of general male and female 
dramatic talent, c 'o above address. 
No duplicates. 

“Naked City” (dramatic series). 
Producer, Herbert B. Leonard 

I (Screen Gems, 711 Fifth Ave., 
N. Y.; PL 1-4432). Accepting pho¬ 
tos and resumes of general male 
and female dramatic talent by mail 
only, c/o above address. Appoint¬ 
ments, will be made for interviews. 

NBC-TV. (30 Rockefeller Plaza, 
N. Y.; CI 7t8300). Casting director 
Edith Hamlin is accepting photos 
and resumes of male and femme 
dramatic performers for several 
shows. Mail information to her, 
c'o above address. 

SAGA OF A RUGGEDLY 
INDIVIDUALISTIC STAR 

“Charles Macklin” by William 
W. Appleton (Harvard; S5) is a 
scholarly, eminently readable biog¬ 
raphy of the great English actor 
(1699-1797). Author, an associate 
prof, in English at Columbia. U.t 
has used untapped manuscript 
sources at Harvard, the Garrick 
Club in London, and at the Folger 
and Huntington libraries. 

This is the first biography in 70 
years of an early player in the 
“naturalistic” style whose personal 
integrity and rugged individualism 
brought him a tempestuous life on 
and off the boards. Macklin once 
stabbed a fellow player (Thomas 
Hallam) to death with his cane in 
an argument' over a wig. In his 
nineties, the doughty actor bathed 
in warm gin. As a playwright, 
Macklin lived to see his major 
works, “The Man of the World” 
and “Love a la Mode,” universally 
successful. Overshadowed in his 

[lifetime by David Garrick, Mack- 
lin’s Shylock wras, nevertheless, a 
beacon in performing art and 
Macklin played the role well into 
his eighties. 

This volume is a delightful addi¬ 
tion to stage lore, a tribute to its 
author’s diligence, and a remark¬ 
ably complete portrait of a ne¬ 
glected artist: Rodo. 
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Broadway 
Maitre d’hotel Lawrence of the 

Drake Room at the Hotel Drake 
celebrates 15th annl oh Dec. 19, 
John Isard Is v.p. and g.m. 

EdEx-Paramounteer John By ram 
back in Naples, Fla., where he is 
in business with his brother-n-law, 
following a Mediterranean cruise 
with his wife. Marian Byram, ex- 
Broadway legit publicist. 

Jan Mitchell, owner of the Long- 
champs restaurants, has disposed 
of five midtown buildings to realty 
investors, and will continue to 
operate the rest of the chain, along 
with his Luchow’s on W. 14th St. 

Named as veepees of Rockefeller 
Center . are J. Wayne Hisle, who 
was named treasurer of the project 
in 1958; Richard H. Norwood, sec¬ 
retary of the corporation, and Louis 
C. Schoeller, veepee in charge of 
operations. 

George Scheck, manager for 
Connie Francis, stricken with a 
heart attack and taken to Man- 
hasset Medical Center, suffering 
from smoke poisoning, following a 
fire which razed his $50,000 home 
in Flower Hill, L. I., and which 
took the life cf his 7-year-old 
daughter, Marylin. 

Connie Soloyinis, former assist¬ 
ant to the late Danton Walker, tak¬ 
ing on special assignments from 
p.r. agencies on a freelance basis. 
The Walker estate, by the way, is 
in litigation since some of the 
late columnist’s relatives are chal¬ 
lenging the amendments to the 
Will made by Walker. 

Actor Hume Cronyn owns the 
Children’s Bay Island, about 120 
miles south of Nassau, reportedly 
eyed by Fulgencio Batista, former 
dictator of Cuba, as a permanent 
island home in the Bahamas. lie s 
now residing on Madeira Island. 
Cronyn's pricetag on his tight lit¬ 
tle isiand is $500,000. 

Former bandleader Michael Tree 
(Hotel Edison J now operating the 
Country Emporium & Restaurant 
in West Redding, Conn., with 
stockholders including Genevieve, 
Barron Polan, Franchot Tone, 
Gypsy Rose Lee, Pierre Bultinek, 
Denny Beach, Jean Dalrymple and 
Jetry Wald among other show biz 
personalities. 

Glickman Corp. is now owner of 
the Hotel Commodore’s leasehold, 
purchased from Mrs. Evelyn J. 
Lubin, for $5,900,000, running un¬ 
til Dec. 31, 1957, when Zecken- 
dorfs’ management contract ex¬ 
pires. Latter meantime has been 
modernizing the 26-story, 2,000- 
room hotel under a $2,000,000 build¬ 
ing program. Understood that 
when lease and management con¬ 
tracts expire the N. Y. Central 
Railroad, which owns the hotel 
and property, will operate the 
Commodore itself. 

Tel Aviv 
By Joseph Lapid 

(52 Shiomo Hameich Si-; Tel. 
28348) 

Mexican Film Fest closed here 
with moderate success. 

London Symphony to play in Is¬ 
rael through December, with An¬ 
tal Dorati conducting. 

’’The Boy Friend,” British musi¬ 
cal, performed here by Little The¬ 
atre, English speaking group. 

Ninctt Dinar, star of “They Were 
10,’’ new Israeli pic, to attend 
attend openings of film in U. S. 

Israeli singer Nechama Haendel 
last year at the Village Gate in 
N. Y., when disturbed by a noisy 
audience, took off her shoe and hit 
the table “a la Khrushchev.” 

Miami Beach 
By Lary Solldway 

(555 S. Shore Dr.; UNion 5-5389) 
Ben Novack returned from the 

Coast and booking trip for his 
Fontainebleau’s LaRonde. 

Shirley Booth a click at Coconut 
Grove for its. first itwoweek) stock 
production of season, “The Late 
Christopher Bean.” 

Barcelona hotel took over shut¬ 
tered Empress (its neighbor) to 
become one of largest inns at the 
Beach. Manager Jack Parker mul¬ 
ling entertainment policy. 

Alan Gale debuts his Copa City 
Theatre experiment in dinnertime 
and midnight vaude presentations 
on Dec. 1, with Arthur Treacher 
and Fran Warren as co-topliners. 

Local crix were junketed to N.Y. 
by “Exodus” producers. There’s a 
big e-in with Bonds ,For Israel 
drive - on Dec. 3 " here, with ah 

“Exodus” ball at the Fontaine¬ 
bleau. 

Jean S. Suits is new general 
manager of the Diplomat Country 
Club, after resigning Eden Roc 
post. George E. Fox, whom he 
replaced, is now hack at his g.m. 
job at the Roc which he left two 
years ago to open the Diplomat. 

Murray Franklin moved to new 
— and larger — spot this winter. 
Old place being razed for new 
hotel. New location’s 4>n site of 
original Five O’clock (not current 
strippery). He's signed Jackie 
Heller for cohost and singing spot. 

Minneapolis 
By Bob Rees 

(4009 Xerxes Ave. So.; WA.6-6955) 
Grand Ole Opry’s Bobby Lord 

at Flame cafe. 
Andy Williams appearing at 

Freddies nitery. - 
Radisson Flame Room offering 

comic Phyllis Diller. 
Twin Cities enjoying flurry of 

legit, the most in years. 
Theatre-in-Round Players offer¬ 

ing Paddy Chayefsky’s “Middle of 
Night.” 

Pianist* Artur Rubinstein will 
appear with Minneapolis Sym¬ 
phony orchestra in all-Polish con¬ 
cert Dec. 13. 

Young Canadian pianist Glenn 
Gould set for next University 
Artists Masterpiece series presen¬ 
tation on Dec. 1. 

Danny Thomas set for local ap¬ 
pearance to kick off national fund 
drive for Aid to Leukemia Stricken 
American Children. 

Completely rebuilt Old Log 
theatre, Equity playhouse at 
suburban Lake Minnetonka, in¬ 
augurating new quarters with 
“Marriage-Go-Round” on Nov. 30. 
Will follow two week run with 
British comedy, “B rea th of 
Spring ” 

Las Vegas 
By Forrest Duke 
(DUdley 44141) 

Danny and The Damsels a click 
at Flamingo lounge! 

Bob Crosby signed for four 
weeks in Riviera lounge starting 
Dec. 5. 

Dan Rowan in for a brief visit 
with fiancee Phyllis McGuire, now 
appearing at Wilbur Clark s Desert 
Inn with her sister. 

Sahara high lama Milton Prell 
and wife Debbie off to Europe to 
inspect new acts and get ideas for 
renovating the Sahara Congo 
Room. 

Blues singer with the appropriate 
name of George E. Blues, who used 
to be with Charlie Barnett’s orch, 
now a casino exec at Fremont 
Hotel here. 

Jerry Colonna iq for a quickie 
visit to the Tropicana where he 
signed for 16 weeks as lounge 
headliner in 1961, Much supple¬ 
ments 20 frames at Harrahs in 
Reno and Tahoe. 

Frank Ray, Shecky Greene’s 
manager, here for Greene s open¬ 
ing at Tropicana lounge, reveals 
that he’s inked singer Ralph Young 
to a contract and plans to team him 
with Greene for tv and films. 

Dardy (Mrs. Harold) Minsky tell¬ 
ing pals around the Dunes that 
she’s no longer an amateur artist— 
the Las Vegas Art. League dis¬ 
played one of her oils and it was 
purchased by a New York couple, 
promoting her to the pro ranks of 
dab vlers. 

Milwaukee 
By James Gahagan 

(2547A. N. Booth St.; FR 2,0731) 
Martin Pflug opened at Fleur de 

Lis in Cudahy Tower Hotel. 
Marcel Marceau opened at 

Oriental Theatre on Nov. 26. 
National Council of Jewish 

Women set “Paces of i960” musical 
revue for Dec. 10-11 at Pabst 
Theatre. 

Fred Miller Theatre auditioned 
principals, dancers and singers for 
“Song of Norway,” opening a four 
week run at Miller Dec. 20. 

Milwaukee Players, Robert Frie- 
del directing, sponsored by Mil¬ 
waukee Dept, of Municipal Recrea¬ 
tion, set “GIgi” for Dec. 8-11. 

“Coventry Mystery Play,” by 
Ludus Coventrice, in presentation 
by Marquette University Players, 
opened at Teatro Maria on Campus 
for extended run. 

Warsaw Philharmonic, on initial 
U. S. tour, inked for Skylight 
Theatre on Jan. 24. Maria Tall- 
chief, Lupe Serrano and Eric 
Brulin and group of 100 are 
featured.' 

London 
(HYDe Park 4561/2/3) 

Milton Rackmil and Americo 
Aboaf due in for next week’s Eu¬ 
ropean preem of “Spartacus.” 

Associated British opening its 
next bowling alley in Dagenham, 
Essex next Saturday (Dec. 3). 

Barbara Velasco opened a four- 
week run as cabaret headliner at 
the Society last Monday (28). 

Associated-Rediffusion’s “Double 
Your Money” is celebrating its 
200th edition tomorrow (Thurs.). 

Guiseppe Amato and Federico 
Fellini here for the dual West End 
launching of “Lai Dolce Vita” at 
the Columbia and Curzon. 

Irving Allen expected tq be 
named next chief barker of the 
London Tent of Variety Club when 
the new cfew meets next month. 

About 500 mayors and heads of 
local authorities from northern 
towns attended gala opening in 
Manchester Monday (28) <Sf “Ben- 
Hur” at New Oxford Theatre. 

Actor Ernest Thesiger went to 
Buckingham Palace last week to 
collect his award as a Commander 
of the British Empire which he 
received in the Queen’s Birthday 
Honors. 

Alexander H. Cohen in from 
N. Y. to see rehearsals of “Treas¬ 
ure Island,” the Mermaid Theatre 
production which will be the 
Christmas show at the O’Keefe 
Centre, Toronto. 

Current London visitors include 
Milton Press, owner of the Sahara, 
Las Vegas; Kurt Frings, who rep¬ 
resents Elizabeth Taylor; Italian 
producer Sabio Jegher; and Jack 
Lannen and Frank Rosenberg, ex¬ 
ecs of the Robert Mitchum produc¬ 
tion company. 

World preem of Charles H. 
Schneer’s “Three Worlds of Gul¬ 
liver,”. at the Odeon, Marble Arch, 
Wednesday (30) night, will coin¬ 
cide with the 293d anni of the birth 
of Jonathan Swift, on whose c’a«sic 
book. “Gulliver’s Travels,” the Co¬ 
lumbia release is based. 

Paris 
By Gene Moskowitz 

(66 Ave Breteuit, SUF 5920) 
Edith Piaf up and around. She 

is due to sing at the Olympia 
Dec. 29. 

Hungarian film director Felix 
Mariassy here to talk coproduction 
with local producers. 

Diahann Carrol in for a top fea¬ 
tured role in the presently shoot¬ 
ing “Paris Blues” <UA). 

“Trial of Sgt. Rutledge” (WB) 
in for fine reviews and turning 
out to be a nice glosser, 

Lionel Rogosin in from London, 
where he is preparing a film on 
pacifism, for opening of his “On 
the Bowery” at the arty La Pagode. 

Art Buchwald’s compilation of 
his Herald Tribune columns, “Don’t 
Forget To Write,” comes out in its 
French edition next month. Jul- 
liard publishes. 

French producer-director Henri 
Diamant-Bergere says he will start 
a pic on the Eichmann case, called 
"L’Affaire Eichmann,” to be made 
here and in Israel. 

Film director Alain Resnais 
(“Hiroshima Mon Amour”) on the 
directorial board of a new literary 
monthly mag, Meditations, to ap¬ 
pear early next month. 

Christians Rochefort, head of 
the press office of the Cannes Film 
Fest. readying her second novel. 
Her first, “Warrior’s Rest,” will be 
a play here with Raf Vallone. It 
was also a bestseller. 

Lyane Dayde and Serge Golo- 
vine alternating with Rosella High¬ 
tower and Nicolas Polejenko as 
leads in full-length ballet, “The 
Sleeping Beauty” in the Interna¬ 
tional Ballet of the Marquis De 
Cuevas which looms a hit here. 
The Marquis may not dissolve his 
company and still heads it despite 
his illness. 

By Jerry Gagban 
(319N. 18th St.; Locxist 44848) 
Hal Holbrook returns with his 

“Mark Twain Tonight," Dec. 16, to 
the Academy of Music. 

Arthur Waters, vet P h i 11 y 
Variety drama critic, in Hahne¬ 
mann Hospital with a broken hip. 

Leopold Stokowski, guest con¬ 
ductor of the Philadelphia Orches¬ 
tra. Jan. 6-7 and in Carnegie Hall, 
N.Y,, Jan. 10, 

S i n g i n g-piariist • Russell Bob 
Evans off for London for tv ap¬ 
pearances and sixweek stand at 
the Astor Club in Berkely Square. 

Marian Harding, Curtis Institute 
grad and former harpist wth the 
Birmingham Symphony,, booked 

into the Treadway Inn’s “Publick” 
Room.. 

Annette.Madden, in the line at 
Celebrity Room last season, has 
taken the stage name oP Tani 
Jones. Chirper has been set in 
booking deal with MCA. 

Tony Santore, comic impression¬ 
ist, leaves on a tour of German, 
French and Italian night spots. He 
will be booked into clubs, along 
with a European package, near 
U.S.. military bases. It’s a gimmick 
worked up by German producer- 
booker Gisela Gunther who has re¬ 
tained Sammy Paul; former musical 
director of the Four Aces, as her 
talent scout here. 

Fraikfart 
By Hazel Guild 

(24 Rheistrasse; 725751) 
Current count of theatres In 

West Germany is 7,185 permanent- 
houses plus 446 roving theatres. 

German film directress Leni 
Riefenstahl to South Africa to 
make a documentary for-the Hub¬ 
bard Assn, of Scientists Interna¬ 
tional. s. 

Swiss tele has started a new se¬ 
ries, “Show Boat,” featuring Ced¬ 
ric Dumont orchestra. Conny, Ger¬ 
man film and record star, appeared 
on first show. 

The late German actor Hans 
Albers, who died in July, left a 
fund of $25,000 to establish a foun¬ 
dation to help retired needy sea¬ 
men in Hamburg. . 

The popular Benatzky operetta, 
“White Horse Inn,” being remade 
as a modern musical film in St. 
Wolfgang, with Peter Alexander, 
Gunther Philipp and Karin Dor in 
the leads. Constantin to release. 

Latest record squabble here is 
breaking out over the rights to the 
popular platter “Lugano.” UFA 
used this piece as the reverse side 
of its platter “Laila,” which has 
sold 250,000 copies in West Ger¬ 
many plus 100,000 in Holland. 

Cleveland 
By Glenn C. Pullen 

(MAin 1-4500) 
Victor Barge date at municipal 

music hall Nov. 25 was sponsored 
by G. Bemardi. ; 

Reuben Silver staging new 
Ernest Pascal melodrama set in 
Haiti, “Pencil of God,” at Karamu 
House for six weeks. 

Blackie Nelson’s Personalities 
Trio installed new policy of 
intimate versatile combos in Hotel 
Tudor Arms’ Empress Room. 

Nelson Eddy and Gayle Sher¬ 
wood due Feb. 20 week at Alpine 
Village, which currently has La 
Plata Sextet and Bob McFadden. 

Classic chamber music sessions 
by groups of musicians from Cleve¬ 
land Symphony are building up 
strong biz for LaPine’s Supper 
Club. 

Nadine Miles, who staged “He- 
loise” as off-Broadway hit last year, 
again directing at Western Reserve 
University where she is drama pro¬ 
fessor and coach. 

Jules and Billy Weinberger, who 
picked up booking commitments of 
Mushy Wexler’s burnt-out Theatri¬ 
cal Grill, parlayed them into jazz 
band boom for their Hickory Grill. 

Noel Leslie, New York tele¬ 
radio-stage actor, returned to 
Cleveland Play House to guest-star 
four weeks in “Deadly Game,” with 
Dean Norton, another guest-actor 
from Manhattan. 

Pittsburgh 
By Lenny Litman 

(6329 Burchfield; HA 1-2739) 
Joe Maize and the Chordsmen In 

for 216 days at the Town House. 
Marlene Dietrich at Syria 

Mosque for Shriners 
Local singer Cece Joy, under con¬ 

tract to Columbia, in New York for 
album talks with Frank Devol. 

Jodi D’Amour new singer at 
King’s Garden with Art Lowry 
Trio. Pianist Johnny Costa re¬ 
mains. 

Local jazzman Charles Bell get¬ 
ting first big time date at Bird- 
land. Columbia album is due for 
release. 

Jack Reynolds, the African story¬ 
teller, moves out of the coffee 
houses this week to* the Gold Door 
Lounge. 

Robbee Records are about ready 
to release album by Roy Face and 
Hal Smith, the World Series 
heroes. ^ 

Benny Benack and his Iron City 
Six, who just closed at the Penn 
Sheraton, turned down 40 weeks of 
work jWiJh the chain became of 
their profitable day jobs.* 

Hollywood 
Lou Rusoff back from Europe. 
Harry Bersen skied to Europe. 
Ernie Kovaks returned from 

Rome. 
Dimitri Tiomkin left for London 

to score “Guns of Navarone.” 
Hoot Gibson underwent second 

abdominal operation in Lis Vegas. 
Jerry Bresler skied to Hone lulu 

for start of “Gidget Goes Hawai¬ 
ian.” 

Artie Wayne recuping from heart 
attack at St. John’s Hospital. Santa 
Monica. 

Anne Bauchens awarded Ameri¬ 
can Cinema Editors honorary iife 
membership. 

Jo Morrow gathered up $3,300 
worth of U. S. Savings Bonds upon 
her 21st birthday. 

Steve Brooks returned from Eu¬ 
rope to confab with Yul Brynnrr 

bn upcoming projects. 
Vincent Price will chair the 

celebrity art exhibit committee of 
Hollywood Museum Associates. 

Giny Tiu, aged seven, to be pre¬ 
sented with honorary life member¬ 
ship card in AFM on Perry Como 
Show Dec. 21. 

John N. Manson 3d resigned "as 
veepee-general manager of Screen 
Gems de Mexico, S. A., effective 
Feb. 1, to set up his own organiza¬ 
tion in Mexico City. 

(DElatvare 7-4984) 
Bob Newbart was in for annual 

Cardinal Stritch dinner Tuesday 
<29) night. 

Encore Theatre launching “South 
Pacific” Jan. 6, with Charles 
Largent directing. 

Hucksters key club. which 
shifted from Rush St. to the Park¬ 
way Hotel, toasting its seventh 
anni. 

With Barbara Siegel moving to 
London, Don Young supplants as 
Gate of Horn pressagent, adding to 
his string of show biz accounts 
here. 

“Ben-Hur” (M-G) getting regu¬ 
lar plugs at current International 
Livestock expo, per a “burlesque” 
of the chariot race “starring” four 
midget mules. 

Patrick Hoy, ex-Ambassador 
Hotels exec and now with Material 
Service, and Harold Weinstein 
named vice-chairmen of fund rais¬ 
ing body to restore Auditorium 
Theatre. 

Sao Frasdsco 
By William Steif 

(EVcrtjrccn 6-9201) 
Ronnie Schell touring with 

Kingston Trio. 
Hortense Morton, former Ex¬ 

aminer drama editor, writing a 
book. 

Frisco Opera president Robert 
Watt Milter seeking more city 
money to make up opera deficits. 

William G. Harley named new 
prexy of National Assn, of Educa¬ 
tional Broadcasters, succeeding 
Harry Skornia. 

Michael du Pont commuting by 
own plane between Frisco and Los 
Angeles, where he’s producing the 
low-budget, “The Answer.” 

Frisco city fathers frowning on 
Opera President Robert Watt Mil¬ 
ler’s request for a hefty subsidy— 
opera now gets $15,000 a year. 

Board chairman Mike Nai'v and 
his sons, Marshall and Robert, 
president and veepee respectively, 
celebrating 35th anni of United 
California <Naify) circuit. 

BerSfi 
By Hans Hoehn 

<710264) 
Number of West German tv set 

owners totalled 4,288.008. 
Kirk Douglas is reported due 

here in December to bally “Spar¬ 
tacus” <U). 

Kurt Hoffman, one of Germany's 
top film directors, observing his 
50th birthday. 

Israeli pic. “Hill 24 Doesn’t 
Answer,” released by NWDF- 
Unitas in West Germany. 

CCC’s “Soldier Scbwelk,” Heins 
Ruehmann starrer, declared valu¬ 
able by West German classification 
board. 

Violin virtuoso Zino Franeesat- 
ti here to appear as soloist with 
the Berln Philharmonic for three 
concerts. 

Helmut Kaeutner directing 
“Schwarzer Kies” (Black Gravel), 
for PFA at Hunsrueck, Western 
Germany. 
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Miami Beach Bets On Show Biz 
; Continued from page 1 ; 

‘Tree to guests only” gimmick that 

will bring a veritable “Who’s 

Wk‘»” of talent here this season. 

T.'is has become a “must” for the 

highly .competitive oceanfront es¬ 

tablishments in recent years, 

sparked by the originator of the 

idea, .\ioriis Lansourgh, who mas¬ 
terminds the fortunes of the Miami 
Beacii Associated Hotels — the 
Deauviiie. Sherry-Frontenac, Casa¬ 
blanca, Versailles, Crown and Sans 
Souci. Lansburgh was also the first 
to “big sell" the modified Ameri¬ 
can plan, witii the joining in this 
method of operation by the major¬ 
ity of the larger hotels. Of the 
major hospices, only the Fontaine¬ 
bleau and Eden Roc now concen¬ 
trate on the European plan, with 
luxury overtones that are main¬ 
tained throughout the posheries 
and includes the bookings for their 
night club adjuncts. 

Free Extras 

In the Lansburgii case, his an¬ 
nual programs began to include 
more and more “free extras” with 
topper the “Cavalcade of Stars” 
concept, whereby his guests are 
bussed from the five member ho¬ 
tels to tiie Deauville, twice and 
three times weekly, there to gath¬ 
er in theatre-seat arrangements 
for over 3,000 persons in the huge 
convention auditorium. 

They see top acts that appear 
for one performance each and that 
•will include this winter, such di¬ 
versified talent as Bobby Darin. 
Judy Garland. Carmen Cav- 
aiiaro, Victor Borge. Betty Grable, 
Allen & Rossi, Myron Cohen. Jack 
Carter, Sophie Tucker, Mickey 
Rooney and Miizi Green, Ray Bol- 
ger. Robert Merrill, the Ritz 
Brothers. Jose Iturbi. Jimmy Dur¬ 
ante. Milton Berle. the McGuire 
Sisters and a host of others. 

Of aforementioned names, the 
top-draws such as the Ritz freres. 
Darin. Tuc'ker, et al. will play' full 
week runs in the Deauville’s “Ca¬ 
sanova Room.” a 650-seater that is 
In competition for public patron¬ 
age with the other toggeries on ho¬ 
tel row. In addition, there’ll be 
Sacasas and his orch plus late- 
show features with acts of the Don 

- Rickies caliber booked, in the 
ooen-’til-dawn Musketeer Room, a 
25-l-sea‘er with direct entrance 
from the street. 

The Lansburgh setup was the 
first to achieve a solid lineup this 
6eason. thanks to the higher-offer 
b-tse on which he can work: each of 
his inns is assessed so much per 
room a5 a contrib to the budget for 
taler* Well over 2 000 rooms are 
involved. 

Battle For Talent 

Of annual interest to the trade 
Is the battle for/talent between 
neighboring rivals1, the Fontaine¬ 
bleau and the F.d^n Roc. As of now. 
the Roc’s pr-'xv, Harry Mufson, has 
set Paul A’-ka to start the season 
at Xmas with Johnny Mathis, a big 
moneymaker in his. Cafe Pompeii, 
coming ir. for the week before 
New Years: Alan King and Anita 
Bryant a*e January pactees: others 
on the Roc roster, are Ella Fitz¬ 
gerald. Peggy Lee, Nat King Cole 
* if his legit effort does not pre¬ 
vent': Tony Martin; Joe E.. Lewis, 
Lena Horne ard — although this 
may be denied—Harry Belafonte. 

Miss Lee is taking her first crack 
at this town, while the others have 
played—and done well—in the big 
swankery. There'll be the usual 
complement of supporting come¬ 
dians, where there is a singing 
star. Two Roc staples of recent 
winters will be playing next door 
at the Fontainebleau: definitely, 
Sammy Davis Jr., and reportedly 
Louis Prima & Keelv Smith, who 
got their first big break hereabouts 
at the Roc, several seasons back. 

The Font’s season starts with 
Joey Bishop and a Latino revue in 
support for the year-end holiday' 
period. Mort Sai’.l arrives in Janu¬ 
ary, witii the revue holding over 
for the month, and other toppers 
to fill out tiie three remaining 
weeks. Dean Martin is due as is 
Davis. Prima & Smith and of 
course, prexy B?n Novack’s buddy. 
Frank Sinatra. There’s been some 
talk arou; d anent the reason for 
the switch to the Font by' Davis 
and Prima-Smith stemming from 
their palships with Sinatra. It 
makes the competition the more 
intense between the two places. 
Both Mu Non and Novack now play 
it v ' T : t’ e \est before readying 
official announcements on who will 

play their rooms until the contracts 
are signed, and sealed: case in 
point—Belafonte. 

Intense Competition 

The intensity of the competition 
between the Font, Roc and Deau¬ 
ville. and resultant upping in bids 
for acts they want, has led to the 
return of the revue idea to several 
hotels unwilling to chance too big 
payoffs. The successful Lou Wal¬ 
ters production now entering its 
third winter edition—it runs the 
year around at the Carillon, looks 
to have started a trend. 

Some of the big spots are talking 
about ;heir own production ideas, 

.come summertime. As of now, the 
Americana wras to have had the 

j “Holiday In Japan”- company for 
; a February - through - March run, 
jbut the package broke up after its 
Latin Quarter, N. Y. run. The Tisch 
freres are reported setting up a 
production to replace, and that it 
it being cast, planned and re¬ 
hearsed in Manhattan. They pre¬ 
fer to stay' out of the costly' com- 

| petition for names, having taken 
■ a bath in past winters writh their! 
’bookings of the mid-Beach “draw's” 
to their Bal Masque and then see¬ 
ing them fade at the b.o. after big 
opening nights. However, they still 

; are opening their season at Xmas 
jwith Eyde Gorme & Steve Law¬ 
rence. 

! The Seville hotel, which several 
;years ago was another competitor 
•for the better acts, they dropped 
lout after a couple of losing winters 
I in its Matador Room, is coming 
• back to the regular show' scene. A 
revue staged by Jack and Marilyn 

INagle—ex Walters aides—is being 
prepared for the season and will 

I have Nejla Ates and comic Dave 
iFisher (and White' as leads. The ’ 
! Montmartre, which, had mid-' 
•bracket comedians and singers last 
I year, is also entering the revue 
| sweepstakes with a Jolson-dedica- 
‘tion theme and recapture in stag¬ 
ing of the dances and music of his 
e>*a: No'-m-m Brooks, the Jolie 

• soundalike will be featured. 

At the Saxony 

Diosa Costello, who headed the 
long-runner Latino wingding at 
the Lucerne, has moved to the 
Saxony, where a new cafe has been 
built for her and in which she will 
present her own production, as 
well as operating the spot. The Lu¬ 
cerne is out of the pic, having gone 
bankrupt last Spring, with its 
builder-owner back and nixing any 
show ideas. 

There are several little-revue 
packages being shown around the 
one-niter circuit. Incidentally, that 
run has several duplicates of the 
Lansburgh “Cavalcade” with the 
most important the “Shower of 
Stars” group of hotels that will of¬ 
fer, at each hotel's cafe through¬ 
out the week, such performers as 
Harvey Stone, Liberace, the Crew- 
Cuts. Los Chavales. Lillian Ross, j 
Cab Calloway. Mickey Katz. Betty 
Kean and Lew Parker, Tito Guizar 
and others. All are booked on a 
one-week guarantee. i 

One of the biggest buzz-stirrers j 
around town was Alan Gale's take- j 

over of Copa City, rebuilding its j 
main room and converting it into j 
a 950-seat theatre layout. In this 
setting he is introducing Thurs¬ 
day il), the Copa Theatre with a 
vaude-type revenue, complete to a 
Boots McKenna line. First top- 
liners to join Gale, who will em¬ 
cee, do his own turn w’hen re¬ 
quired—and just manage wrhen not 
—are Arthur Treacher and Fran 
Warren, with Arnold Dover and 
the Dave Tyler orch. 

Special material and sketch 
writers under contract to Gale set 
up and framed a vaude-cafe act 
for Treacher, as they w'ill for oth¬ 
ers in his bookings group, requir¬ 
ing material: set are Reginald 
Gardiner, Paul Winchell, Vivienne 
della Chiesa, Roberta Shenvood, 
Linda Darnell. Imogene Coca, June 
Havoc and Marion Colby'. This is 
first-half-of-the-season lineup with 
others being dickered for. 

Gale Operation 
What makes the Gale operation 

a conversation piece here is the 
admissions structure and overall 
operation. There’ll be no food or 
beverages served in the theatre 
section, with admissions charge set 
at ,*52.25 end $3.30 and no mini¬ 
mum cover. In the lounge, there’ll 
be liquors served and pre-show' 
dinner <a one choice, steak and 
potato affair' for package price of 
.c*-<5 50 v ;th inc’uded. Bever¬ 
age tariffs at the bar will be 57c 

for standard brands, 73c for im¬ 
ports. In his local ad campaign. 
Gale stresses that his place is “not 
a nite club” but a "theatre” and 
that he is “bringing back vaude¬ 
ville in a big way” at “small prices 
... to fit the average man’s pockei- 
book.” There will be two shows 
nightly, at eight and 11 p.m., with 
all seats reserved. Worthy of note 
is the fact that Gale is bringing in 
names that—give or take two or 
three—have never appeared in the 
area’s mteries, although some have 
been offered to the posh spots. 

Of the indies, Murray Franklin’s 
is the big biz puller again, off and 
running in a new and sumptuous 
location around the corner from 
his long-time base, opposite the 
Roney Pla^a. That building is be¬ 
ing torn down to make way for a 
hew inn, to be started next Spring. 
The new Franklin setting is on 
the site of the original Five 
O’clock Club (not the present club 
6f 'like name) and is a spacious 
spot, but Franklin kept seating 
down to 200, to retain the intimate 
atmosphere and leave room for his 
fabled foam - covered rocking 
chairs for the patrons. Back as 
his top draws are Paul Gray uvho’s 
also co-host ,and has a piece) and 
Kay Carole,’the tiny femme -ven- 
tro-artists w-ho made a big stir last 
season with her “everyone’s in the 
act” gambit. Added to the already 
potent draw at Franklin's is 
Jackie Heller who switched over 
from the Roc. The dynamic little 
songster has a big following on 
the Beach. He joins as co-emcee 
with Gray and co-hosts with he and 
Franklin, w-ho is the show’s winder. 

The small Ei Patio—once Mother 

Legit Bits 
; Continued from page 67 ; 

cers include Howard Lindsay, first 
vice-president; Herman Shumlin, 
second vice-president; Robert L. 
Joseph, third vice-president; Rob¬ 
ert E.- Griffith, fourth vice-presi¬ 
dent; Vinton Freedley, treasurer; 
James F. Reilly, assistant treasur¬ 
er, and Warren Caro, secretary. 

Louise (Mrs. Martin) Beck, for¬ 
mer president of the American 
Theatre Wing and one of the own¬ 
ers of the Broadway theatre named 
for her late husband, has returned 
to her. New' York home from 
the Harkness Pavilion, N.Y. after 
several days’ Observation for 
an abdominal ailment. She’s due 
for treatment and then surgery. 

Frank Productions, song-writer 
Frank Loesser’s legit management 
firm, has acquired the British 
rights to the off-Broadwray revue, 
“The Fantasticks,” and the outfit’s 
president. Allen Whitehead is in 
London to dicker for a theatre. 

S. HurOk is importing the 
Comedie Francaise company for an 
engagement Feb. 21-March 12 at 
the N.Y. City Center. 

Roger L. Stevens has joined 
Robert Whitehead as co-producer 
of “Midgie Purvis.” The Mary 
Chase comedy is due Jan. 26 at an 
unspecified Broadway theatre, with 
Tallulah Bankhead as star. Robert 
Fryer, Lawrence Carr and John F. 
Herman are associate producers. 

Dr. Kenneth L. Graham, of the 
’Univ. of Minnesota drama school. 

currently on leave on a Ford 
Kelly’s—is bringing back Lenny; Foundation grant to. observe the 
Bruce, a click last year; and, there ! production preparations for the 
are literally dozens of hotel bar-jr*. Y.-bound. “All the Way Home.” 
lounge-clubs. The Font’s Boom 
Boom Room is getting a big play, 
thanks to the exposure on teevee’s 
“Surfside Six” series. The Roc’s 
Harry’s American Bar is always 
one of the crowded drink-dance- 
listen attractions with a fine Latin 
crew batoned by Luis Varona and 
with solid jazz units. Pupi Campo 
is featured at the Americana’s 
Carioca Room; the Saxony is re¬ 
opening the Beach’s only roof top 
cafe, the Ivory Tower with “harem- 
type” entertainers to fit; on the 
same floor, there’ll be a gourmet 
dining club on the key-club idea. 

Every oceanfront inn will pre¬ 
sent one niters, of high and medi¬ 
um budget. All have a musical 
unit for accomps and for dancing— 
and that takes in over 100 hotels 
and motels. 

Cast Placements 
Continued from page^67 i 

He similarly sat in on the Broad¬ 
way launching of “Becket.” 

Tanya Alexander, who resigned 
several months ago as secretary to 
Carl Fisher, general manager of 
producers Robert E. Griffith and 
Harold S. Prince, has returned 
from an acting stint in Germany 
and intends pursuing a stage 
career. 

In a recent issue of Variety, it 
was reported that Henry Fonda's 
deal as star of “Critic’s Choice” 
stipulates that the show' must play, 
a house w'ith a minimum potential 
capacity of $40,000 and on the 
basis of his percentage of the gross 
his weekly salary, if the play were 
to sellout w'ould be at least $6,000. 
The figure should have been $4,750, 
since Fonda is to get 10% of the 
first $20,000 gross. 121*>% of the 
take between $20,000 and $30,000 
and 15% of the weekly gross over 
$30,000. 

The text of the Jerome Law¬ 
rence and Robert E. Lee drama of 
last season, “The Gang’s All Here,” 

the Mermaid Theatre’s Christmas 
show', with the locale switched 
from Berlin to London. 

Lionel Bart turns to direction 
with the first play by John Mo- , 
Grath, “Why The Chicken?”, du« 
to open at Wimbledon Theatre in 
February. 

Michael Wilding has started re¬ 
hearsing under Nigel Patrick's di¬ 
rection for his return to the stage 
in Arthur Watkyn’s new comedy, 
“The Geese Are Getting Fat.” 

Saint Subher is considering a 
production of “The Absence of 
Cello,” w’hich novelist Ira Wallach 
is writing. 

Richard Bauman has joined 
Artists Management Assn, as head 
of the legit and dramatic tv cast¬ 
ing. department. 

Edward Greenberg will be stage 
director and assistant to general 
director Edwin Lester for the Los 
Angeles Civic Light Opera. 

Producer - director Robert D. 
Hadley, recently discharged from 
the hospital followring a heart at¬ 
tack. plans to resume activity 
shortly on his projected Broadw'ay 
presentation of “Coach and Four.” 
a musical with book and lyrics by 
George Marion Jr. and score by 
the late Harry Revel. 

Douglas Seale arrived from Lon¬ 
don last Friday (18) to complete 
the casting of Samuel Spewack’s 
“Once There Was a Russian,” 
w'hich he will direct for Broadway, 
under the auspices of Leonard 
Key, Morton Segal and Kenneth 
Schwartz, In association W'ith Mel 
Howard. 

* Opera Reviews 
——■ Continued from page 67 

Goldovsky Opera Co- 
sameness in the various scenes. 
This(wras at least partly offset by 
the advantage of quick scene shifts. 

The costuming was impressive 
and the orchestra excellent except 
foi a bit too exuberant finale 
w'hich almost drowmed out the sin¬ 
gers. The ensemble w'ork was out¬ 
standing throughout and the young 
singers not only sang like princi¬ 
pals in an amorous adventure, but 
looked their parts. 

Goldovsky troupe was brought 
here as a part of a four-event $8 
concert series of the Amateur Mu¬ 
sical Club of Peoria. Klein. 

Orfeo ed Euridire 
(TOWN HAIL) 

American Opera Society, the 

son;, V. Kane (succeeding Mar- ! has been published by World Pub-i ^OI e.m°?t musical archeological or¬ 

iole Veddoe), Roberts Stevenson j fishing Co. The play also appears , * JGluck's" “Orfeo^ed 
(succeeding Jane Mario). I in the November issue of Theatre 

OFF-BROADWAY [Arts Magazine. Eundic^ for its premiereoffermg 

“Leave It To Jane”: John Strat-! Metro Welles has returned to the ! 
ton (succeeding David Starkevi. ! cast of “The Hostage” following a ! 

“Little Mary Sunshine”: bom four-week recuperation from 
De Luise (succeeding John McMar- ; broken leg suffered in an onstage • 

“Tree Grows In Brooklyn”: Ben- j Joe Calvin, who took a leave of i clid^on^than excavafe”th^oper* 
ay Venuta, Bill Tabbert. I absence as general stage manager j-- more_lftan excavate tne opera. 

“Ballet Ballads” 

,: of its 1960-61 season. With Met 
j mezzo Giuletta Simionato in the 
) leading role. “Orfeo” was present¬ 

ed to a jammed Town Hall Tuesday 
I night (D. 

Verona. 
“King of the Dark Chamber”; 

Bhaskar. 
“Women of Trachis”; Julian Beck 

(succeeding Leonard Hicks). 
“Rules of the Game”; Paul 

Sparer, Joanna Merlin, William 
Windom. 

“When I Was a Child”; George 
Bartenyeff, Gaye Glaeser, Nancy 

Michael Boss of the Broadway production 
"West Side Story” in order to di¬ 
rect the Australian edition, has re¬ 
sumed his regular duties at the 
Alvin Theatre, N.Y. 

Gower Champion is in New York 
to woi'k on “Carnival.” the David 
Merrick production he w'ill direct 
and choreograph. 

New York theatre posters of the 
187.0’s and 1880’s, including photos 

Jones-Henry, Jerry Weiss, Robert: of the theatres and the performers 
Shattel. Crustal Field. 

“Balcony”: Maggie Aldrich (suc¬ 
ceeding Dorothv Whitnev). 

OUT-OF-TOWN 
“Medium Rare”: Lorrie Bentley 

(succeeding Liza Stuart). 
TOURING 

“Sound of Music”: Florence 
Henderson. 

Dependent Cutback 
Continued from page 2 ^ 

of bars and “hotels” which sur¬ 
round every base. They expect that 
the family-Tess GI will seek out 
their diversions. 

The on-base military club should 
see a falling off of business, partic¬ 
ularly on the officer and NCO 
level. But the decline is not ex¬ 
pected to be overwhelming since 
the men w ould visit the clufts more 
freouently sans family members, 
often with local substitutes. 

Impact on theatres would be 
slight. The GI sees most of his pic-- 
tr .'• < ( a>'d is not a factor 
on Lie civilian circuits. 

who played in them at that time, 
are currently on display at the 
N.Y. 'Historical Society daily, ex¬ 
cept Mondays, 1-5 p.m. and Satur¬ 
days. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. 

Dean Smith has resigned as vice 
president and general manager of 
Kendall Associates. Inc., which in¬ 
cludes among its operations Thea¬ 
tre Trains & Planes, Inc., and 
Show Tours, Inc. 

Max Eisen is back as pressagent 
of the Broadway production of “La 
Plume de Ma Tante” succeeding 
Seymour Krawitz. Michael Sean 
O’Shea is associate p.a. on the 
French revue. 

Allan C. Dalzell, after a sojourn 
as company manager of the Broad¬ 
way production of “Take Me 
Along,” has gone to San Francisco 
as pressagent for the touring “Des- 
trv Rides Again,” currently at the 
Curran Theatre there. 

Howard Telchmann’s comedy, 
based on Oriana (Mrs. Brooks) At¬ 
kinson’s novel. “Over at Uncle 
Joe’s,” has reverted to the title 
“J"lia. Jake and Uncle Joe.” 

Erich Kastner’s children's nl iy. 
J“Emil and the Detectives,” will be 

Iy unfamiliar orchestral dress for 
the 1762 opus, an orchestral ver¬ 
sion made for a Paris production, 
tailored by Gluck himself in 1774. 
It calls for a smaller group of side- 
men than the Berlioz orchestration, 
and • the singing becomes more 
transparent, less romantic in style. 

Simionato had the evening to 
herself. She had the most import¬ 
ant vocal role, and she sang with 
style, authority and great feeling. . 
She adhered to the classic tone, yet 
interpreted her text w'ith warmth 
and fervor. Her portrayal is more 
in the Italian operatic tradition 
than that of the late Kathleen Fer- 
rier. the English contralto w'ho 
sang in a more dignified and re¬ 
strained vein. Simionata’s “Orfeo” 
is more emotional and gripping, 
yet Ferrier’s* w'as perhaps more 
moving. 

Opera Society also introduced a 
young conductor, Antonia de Al¬ 
meida. who made an excellent im¬ 
pression. The Margaret Hills 
trained chorus, which has the most 
important assignment aside from 
the title role of Orfeo, performer 
its chores well. Mildred Allen and 
Irma Gonzalez wrere adequate in 
their parts. The astute Herbert 
Barrett management, which in 
earlier seasons had sold out Car¬ 
negie Hall for these operatic rari¬ 
ties, naturally sold out the smaller 
Town Hall. Next year, it doubtless 
will return to Carnegie. Booking 
of the hall r^nd the important guest 
artists had to be coordinated be- 
bore the rescue of Carnet 

I vein. 
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OBITUARIES 
BETTY LAWFORD 

Betty Lawford, legit, film and tv 
actress, died Nov. 20 in New York, 
after a long illness. She was the 
daughter of the late Ernest Law- 
ford, a prominent leading man in 
the theatre of the 1920’s and Janet 
Slater Lawford, an English actress. 

She began her career in 1926 
making her debut with the Play¬ 
ers Club in “Henry IV.” Miss Law- 
ford is best remembered as the 
“bathtub girl” in the Broadway pro¬ 
duction of “The Women.” Her 
B’way credits also include “The 
Lady Lies,” “Heat Wave,” There’s 
Wisdom in Women,” “Glamour 
Preferred” and .“Walk With Mu¬ 
sic.” , 

She also appeared in more than 
40 films produced at the major Hol¬ 
lywood studios. Included among 
these were “Old English*” with 
George Arliss; “Berkeley Square,” 
“Gallant Lady,” ’“Gentlemen of 
Press,” “Return of Sherlock 
Holmes” and “Lucky in Love.” 
She also appeared in numerous tele 
shows including “Robert Mont¬ 
gomery Presents,” “Studio One” 
and “Kraft Theatre.” 

Ad exec Barry Buchanan, her 
husband, mother, brother and 
cousin, actor Peter Lawford sur¬ 
vive. 

KYLE CRICHTON 
Kyle Crichton, 64, writer and 

editor, died Nov. 24 in- New York. 
He began writing in 1922 and 

soon after was writing for the N.Y. 
newspapers and magazines. In 
1929, he came to Manhattan and 
became a book editor at Scribner's 
under Maxwell Perkins. During 
the depression years he took the 
pen name of Robert Forsythe and 
became editor of “The New Mass¬ 
es.” He turned out two books 
which were sensations of the 1930s, 
“Redder Than the Rose” and. 
“Reading From Left.” 

In 1933, Crichton became asso¬ 
ciate editor of Collier’s Weekly, 
serving on the now defunct mag 
until 1949. With the signing of 
the Stalin-Hitler Pact in 1940, he 
became disillusioned with Commu¬ 
nism. Wags said he turned from 
Marx to Marx Brothers. And dur¬ 
ing the 1940’s, he took a year’s 
leave from Collier’s to do. research 
on Harpo, Chico, Groucho, Gum- 
mo, Zeppo and their mother, Min¬ 
nie, which yielded “The Marx 
Brothers” (1950). He wrote, in 
collaboration with Mrs, Cordelia 
Drexel Biddle Duke Robertson. 
“My Philadelphia Father.” the 
story of Anthony Joseph Drexel 
Biddle. Later he dramatized it 
and it was seen on Broadway as 
“The Happiest Millionaire.” 

His wife, two sons, daughter, 
brother and sister survive. 

ALEX HARRISON 
Alex Harrison, 45, former gen¬ 

eral sales manager of 20th Cen¬ 
tury-Fox, died Nov. 23 following a 
heart attack in retirement at his 
home in Fallbrook, Cal. Survivors 
include his wife Myrleen, sister 
Mrs. Mort Thomas of Salt Lake 
City, and brother James of Boul¬ 
der, Colo. 

Details will be found in Pic¬ 
tures section. 

PHYLLIS HAVER 
Phyllis Haver, 60, one of the ori¬ 

ginal Mack Sennett bathing beau¬ 
ties died Nov. 19 in Falls Village, 
Conn. Police listed her death as a 
suicide. She had appeared in doz¬ 
ens of Keystone comedies, several 
westerns and had moved upward 
to more serious pictures when the 
“talkies” forced her retirement 

Miss Haver starred in “What 
Price Glory,” “The Way of All 
Flesh” and “Chicago.” Her suicide 
was attributed to despondency 
brought on by reading notices of 
Sennett’s recent death. Latter had 
given her her first break in films. 

GILBERT HARDING 
Gilbert Harding, 53 tv person¬ 

ality, collapsed and died Nov. 16 
on the steps of Broadcasting 
House, London, Harding, who had 
been in ill-health for years, was a 
former policeman and schoolmas¬ 
ter who became one of Britain’s 
outstanding personalities for his 
appearance on such shows as “20 
Questions.” “What’s My Line,” 
"Round Britain Quiz,” and many 
others. 

Harding, a bachelor, gained a 
reputation for being cantankerous 
on tv. a legend that was success¬ 
fully fostered to his advantage. He 
appeared in several films. 

GEORGE WALLACE 
George Wallace, 66, longtime 

Australian comedian, died recently 
in Sydney. Born in Aberdeen, 
N.S.W., he came from a theatrical 
family and made his debut at the 
age of three. In 1919 be teamed 
with Dinks Paterson in a comedy 
turn billed as Dinks & Onkus. It 
was a favorite act for years with 
Aussie vaudeville audiences. 

A versatile performer, Wallace 
also starred in such films as “Let 
George Do It” and “A Ticket in 
Tatts.” His talent; was so varied 
that he wrote hit tunes, authored 
his own scripts and often produced 
his own show's. In recent years he 
appeared on Aussie tv. 

Surviving is a son, George, a tv 
performer. 

HELGA MIETZNER-THIEM 
Helga Mietzner-Thiem, 36, Ger¬ 

man stage and television actress, 
died Nov. 10 in Frankfurt, West 
Germany, after a short illness. She 
appeared as a comic operetta and 
stage star in roles from Shake¬ 
speare to Berthold Brecht in top 
German theatre. 

Since her marriage to a German 
theatre critic, she appeared as 
guest star in the State Theatre of 
Wiesbaden, at Fritz Remond’s 
Frankfurt Stage, and on televi¬ 
sion and radio locally. 

She is survived by her husband 
and twin three-year-old daughters. 

ROBBY GAY 
Robby Gay, 32, German dancer 

and choreographer, died Nov. 17 
in Berlin of a heart ailment. He 
collapsed Aug. 5 shortly after the 
preem of his last revue in Berlin. 

Berlin-born Gay was one of 
Germany’s most promising dancing 
talents and was acclaimed as the 
country’s best tap dancer. He 
choreographed many dance se¬ 
quences for German musicals. He 
was teacher or partner of such 
German. film stars as Marion Mi¬ 
chael, Germaine Damar. Catering 
Valente, Kai Fischer and Susanne 
Cramer. 

WILLIAM FINKEL 
William Finkel,.62, former exhib 

and past chief barker of the Vari¬ 
ety Club in Pittsburgh, died Nov. 
22 in Pittsburgh. He recently re¬ 
turned to Pitt to live after visiting 
in California with his son, Robert, 
tv director and producer. His. last 
show' biz association in Pitt was as 
assistant to Edward Hirshberg in 
the operation of radio station 
WEDO. 

His wife, brother Morris, a prom¬ 
inent Pitt exhib; another brother, 
two daughters and son, Robert, 
survive. 

BARBARA CLARK 
Mrs. Barbara Clark, 30. a daugh¬ 

ter of Albert Alloy, electrician with 
the touring tryout musical, “Do Re 
Mi,” was killed Nov. 23 in the 
crash of a private plane at Warren- 
ton, N.C. Also victims of the ac¬ 
cident were Victoria Crouzet, 23, 
daughter of the late literary agent 
Karl Brandt and his wife, Mrs. 
Edmund V. Pavenstedt, and de¬ 
ceased’s husband, Francois Jean 
Crouzet. 

Mrs. Clark is also survived by 
her mother and' two children. 

CHARLES HESS 
Charles Hess, 34, production 

manager of Lang-Worth Feature 
Programs, Inc., who had been suf¬ 
fering from a heart condition for 
several years, died Nov. 16 in New 
York. He had been with Lang- 
Worth for more than 12 years, 
serving in many capacities. He was 
also president of Sound Creations, 
Inc., producers and advertising 
consultants. 

His wife, three daughters, par¬ 
ents, brother and two sisters sur¬ 
vive. 

MAYER H. MONSKY 
Mayer H. Monsky, JB4, Universal 

Pictures’ branch manager in Den¬ 
ver since 1943, died of a heart 
attack Nov. 25 in Brooklyn, where 
he was visiting his daughter. 

Also, surviving are his wife, two 
sons, thpee brothers and two sis¬ 
ters. 

JOHN D. LESPERANCE 
John D. Lesperance, 65, vet film 

theatre manager, died of a heart 
attack Nov. 20 in Hollywood. He 
was a theatre manager for Fam¬ 
ous Players of Canada for 10 years 

prior to going to Los Angeles to 
join Fox West Coast. He remained 
with FWC as a house manager for 
24 years before resigning in 1954 
to enter the hotel biz in San Diego. 

Among theatres he managed on 
the Coast were Florence, Forum, 
Los Angeles; Arlington, Santa Bar¬ 
bara; Cabrillo, San Pedro, and the 
California, San Diego. 

EDITH LORAND 
Edith Lorand, 60, concert violin¬ 

ist and conductor of an all-male 
orchestra for. many years, both 
here and abroad, died Nov. 23 in 
New York, after a long illness. 

Bom in Budapest where she 
studied, she later moved to Berlin 
and lived there for 20 years. While 
there, she established the Edith 
Lorand Symphony of male Hun¬ 
garian musicians. She took her 
15-man orchestra on tour of Eu¬ 
rope and in 1935, made here l).S. 
debut in Carnegie Hall. 

Her husband survives. 

AUGUST F. STEIN 
August F. Stein, 70, onetime 

vaude performer, died Nov. 18 in 
Milwaukee. He teamed with his 
brother Arnold in a comedy acro¬ 
batic act which trouped in vaude 
from 1911 until 1924. 

The Steins also appeared with 
Bevering Bros. Circus. Later in 
their stage career Ben Mundt 
joined the act which then became 
billed as Moreno, Nevaro & Mo¬ 
reno. The threesome worked the 
major vaude circuits. 

Surviving are a daughter, three 
brothers and a sister. 

I JAMES W. HERRIES 
' James W. Herries, 85, playwright 
and onetime reporter with The 

i Scotsman, Edinburgh, died Nov. 12 
in that city. His most successful 
play was a one-act drama tagged 
“Storm Island.” He also authored 
two three-acters, “The Red-Haired 
Venus” and “Train for Mount 
Zion.” 

Herries was a longtime friend 
of the late Sir James M. Barrie, 
having attended the same school. 
He’s also credited with starting the 
first news story, on the Highland’s 
famed Loch Ness “monster.” 

ROBERT H. REID 
Robert H. Reid, 52, general sales 

manager of Telenews News Film, 
a division of Hearst Metrotone 
News, Inc., died Nov. 23 in New 
York. He had been sales manager 
for the International News Serv¬ 
ice, another Hearst division, for 
25 years, before it was merged 
with the United Press. 

Reid was a pioneer for INS in 
the sale of tele tape and documen¬ 
tary films. The'late composer, Sig¬ 
mund Romberg, was his uncle. 

His wife survives. 

ERNEST GARTSIDE 
Ernest Gartside, 64, veteran film 

executive, died Nov. 18 in London. 
He entered" the industry, in 1912 
and was later an executive with 
Gainsborough, 20th - Fox - British, 
Columbia-British and Associated- 

| Rediffusion tv. 
He was currently renewing an 

association with Ben Henry which 
began with the making o£ early 
George Formby comedies, and at 

j the time of his death was an exec 
with Hillerest and Zonic Produc- 
tions. 

FERNANDO PALACIOS 
I Fernando Palacios, 70, Mexican 
: film pioneer who was credited with 
discovering actress Maria Felix, 
died recently of a heart attack in 
Mexico City. At various times he 
was a script writer, director and 
producer. 

In recent years Palacios had 
abandoned directing and produc- 

i ing. However, he still turned out 
Ian occasional script 

MICHAEL VENTRE 
Michael Ventre, 48, Boston orch¬ 

estra leader, collapsed and died 
Nov. 26 while visiting friends in 
the Back Bay. One of nine brothers, 
who at one time were all active 
musicians, he had been been con¬ 
ducting his arch at a Brookline 
club earlier in the night. 

Surviving is his wife. 

LAURA B. TREADWELL 
Laura Butler Treadwell, 81, vet 

character actress, died Nov. 22 in 
Hollywood. She specialized in 
grand dame roles, and last ap¬ 
peared in “Strangers On a Train.” 
She also appeared in several 
Broadway plays during her early 
career. 

Sister survives. 

RAYMOND R. WINDMILLER 
Raymond R. Windmiller, 54, 

newsreel and film producer, died 

Nov. 19 In Bogota, Columbia. 
Prior to working abroad in produc¬ 
tion, for years he was a lab super¬ 
visor In Hollywood. 

Wife, son, daughter and brother 
survive. 

Diane Rust 41, wardrobe mis¬ 
tress for the off-Broadway produc¬ 
tion, “Three-Penny Opera,” for the 
last five years, died Nov. 3 in New 
York. She also was a costume de¬ 
signer and appeared from time to 
time on television. Her last ap¬ 
pearance was in “Dream GirL” 

Arthur Martens, 64, owner of twp 
restaurants and a former labor 
union leader, died Nov. 26 in New 
York. He was one of the pioneer 
film projectionists and former 
president of Local 650, Motion Pic¬ 
ture Operators Union. His two 
sisters survive. 

William P. Kelgard, 79, first 
president of the Professional En¬ 
tertainers of New York, died Nov. 
20 in New York. He had appeared 
in vaudeville in the early 1920’s 
as a singer and piano player. Two 
daughters survive. 

Stanley S. Friedman, 58, vice- 
president and treasurer of, the 
Weiss Amusement Corp., operator 
of the Stamford and Avon Thea¬ 
tres, died Nov. 23 in Stamford, 
Conn., after a brief illness. His 
wife and two brothers survive. 

Mrs. Josephine Kryl White, 63, 
concert violinist and wife of Dr. 
Paul White, conductor of the 
Rochester Civic Orchestra, died 
Nov. 20 in Rochester, N.Y. Also 
surviving are four daughters and 
a sister. 

Clothilde Operti Gobbi, 104, 
probably the last surviving per¬ 
former of the’Metropolitan Opera’s 
opening-night production in 1883, 
of Gounod’s “Faust,” died Nov. 7 
in New York. She was a member 
of the chorus, retiring in the late 
1890s. 

Robinson F, MacLean, Canadian 
radio announcer in the 1930s and 
director of newsreel crews for the 
Canadian government in World 
War II. died Nov. 15 in San Jose, 
Cal. Wife and four brothers sur¬ 
vive. 

Howard Carr, 79. conductor, 
composer, arranger, died Nov. 16 
in London. Though primarily a 
serious composer, he also wrote an 
operetta and contributed to the 
score of “The Lilac Domino.” 

Mrs. Maude Sickle, head of the 
Metro contract department, died 
Nov. 5 in Dallas. Her husband, 
Leroy Bickle, was Metro exchange 
manager in Dallas until his retire¬ 
ment several years ago. 

Lallah Davis, 82, former princi¬ 
pal boy, died recently in England. 
Her last appearance was in “Jane 
Eyre” in 1947. . 

Frank H. Boiles, 64, projection¬ 
ist for the Warner Theatre. 
Youngstown, O., for 35 years, died 
Nov. 11 in that city. His wife and 
two daughters survive. 

Milton Garfield, 52, theatrical 
agency head, died of a cerebral 
hemorrhage in Hollywood Nov. 20. 
Survivors include his wife, two 
sons and two brothers. 

Lady Cochran, 81. widow of the 
late theatre impresario, Sir Charles 
B. Cochran, died Nov. 19 in Lon¬ 
don. 

Edward Gabriel, 79, retired pro¬ 
jectionist, died Nov. 13 in Chicago. 
Survived by a son. 

Brother, 70, of Jerry Bergen, 
nitery-tv comedian, died Nov. 3 in 
California. 

Wife of Sol M. Sachs, manager 
of Lopert Film exchange in Dallas, 
died Nov. 4 in that city. 

‘Bye Bye Birdie’ 
Continued from page 63 — 

Stewart (book), Charles Strouse 
(music) and Lee Adams >I\rics) 
property have thus far been repaid 
70% ($210,000) of their stake. The 
production is maintaining a large 
reserve, principally for the finan¬ 
cing of the touring production, 
which is budgeted at 55190,000. 

The Broadway pr \Vjclion, cur¬ 
rently in its32d \\vCk of operation, 
moved recently from the Martin 

Beck Theatre to the 54th St Thea¬ 
tre at a cost of about $25,000 for 
hauling, advertising, signs, etc. The 
hausical, which had lo move from 
the Beck because of a prior book¬ 
ing commitment by the theatre, 
has an arrangement whereby it 
can move to the Shubert Theatre, 
regarded as more desirable than 
the out-of-the-way 54th St., when 
the Shubert’s current “Take Me 
Along” vacates. 

The picture version of “Bi.die” 
is scheduled to get rolling late 
next fall, with the Broadway man¬ 
agement producing. 

MARRIAGES 
Moira Kathleen . .exii. lger to 

Mark Munn, New Carlisle, Ihd., 
Nov. 26. He’s director of research 
for WGN Inc. in Chicago; she’s for¬ 
mer NBC employee. 

Anne Richardson to Angus 
Hamilton, London. Nov. 22. He is 
an actor and playwright. . 

Bertha Prasse Quinn to William 
B. Roche, Washington, Nov. 5. 
Bride recently joined RCA’s Wash¬ 
ington office after 19 years with 
NBC in D. C.; he formerly wail 
promotion manager of WFBR, Bal¬ 
timore. 

Albeth Paris to Clancy Grass, 
San Francisco, Nov. 27. Bride is 
one of the Paris Sisters trio. 

Sheila * Gabrilove to Ronald I. 
Richardson, Albany, Nov. 19. Bride, 
formerly with Grey Advertising 
Agency In New York, is the daugh¬ 
ter of Harold Gabrilove, ex-chief 
barker of Albany Variety Club and 
prez of R. T. A. Distributors. 

Patricia Garwood to Jeremy 
Paul, Thames Ditton, Eng.-, Nov. 
26. Both are legit players. 

Sheila Beth Silverstone to Rich¬ 
ard L. Veron, Nov. 20, New York. 
She’s the daughter of Emanuel 
Silverstone, vice-president of 20th- 
Fox International Corp. 

Debbie Reynolds to Harry Karl, 
Nov. 25, Beverly Hills, Calif. She’s 
the film actress; he’s the Los 
Angeles shoe tycoon twice previ¬ 
ously marrier to Marie (“The 
Body*) MacDonald. 

Lana,Turner to Fred May. Nov. 
27, Santa Monica, Calif. She’s the 
film actress. 

Ann Corrigan to Larry Hovis, 
Houston. Nov. 26. He is a vocalist. 

Joan Caulfield to Dr. Rober' H. 
Peterson, Beverly Hills, Ca!.f Nov. 
24. Bride’s the actress. 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Kennedy, 

Nov. 25. Washington, a son. J«hn 
F. Kennedy Jr. Child is p: nd- 
son of Joseph P. Kennedy, ?or- 
mer president . of Film Booking 
Office and RKO Theatres. 

Mr. arid Mrs. Edmund J. Denis, 
son, Ottawa, Nov. 16 Father is a 
flack for touring music shows and 
a quondam impresario. 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Moore, 
son, Pasadena, Cal., Nov. 21. Fath¬ 
er is prexy of Times-Mirror Broad¬ 
casting Co., L.A. 

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Richiin, 
daughter, Van Nuys, Cal., Nov. 19. 
Father’s a film writer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Marty Wilde, 
daughter, London, Nov. 18. Father 
is a pop singer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Morgan, 
daughter. New York, Nov. 14. 
Father is a radio sales rep for 
Avery-Knodel station rep firm. 

Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Goerth, 
daughter, Cleveland, Nov. 18. 
Father is assistant director of pub¬ 
lic relations for KYW-AM-TV, 
Cleveland. 

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Logan, 
daughter, Englewood. N.J., Nov. 
28. Father is on staff cf Rogowski 
Co., printers of Variety. 5 

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Hilton, 
daughter, Leeds, Eng., recently. 
Father is a stage and tv pop singer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Eddie O’Boyle, 
daughter, Albuquerque, Nov. 18. 
Father is sales manager of indie 
station KDEF there. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Rogers, 
daughter, Nov. 14, New York. 
Father is a singer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Milton Golden- 
tyer, son, Philadelphia. Nov. 17. 
Mother is daughter of Milt Young, 
vet Columbia flack there. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Brock, son, 
Dallas. Nov. 24. Father is radio¬ 
tv editor of The Dallas Times Her¬ 
ald. 

Mr. and Mrs. Stan Harris, son, 
Toronto, Nov. 24. Father is pro¬ 
ducer-director of variety and dra¬ 
ma tv shows fop the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corp., mother was 
formerly with Young & Rubicam. 

Mr. and Mrs. Barry Coe. son, 
Santa Monica. Cal.. Nov. 23. Moth¬ 
er is former Miss Norway; father's 
an actor. 
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HOME PERMANENTS 
£3,530,000 

FACE POWDER 
£8,285,000 

FACE CREAMS 
£9,450,000 

ROUGE 
£573,000 

MORE MONEY FOR PRETTY FACES THAN HEALTHY BODIES 
Two years ago in Britain, almost £55,500,000 ($155,400,000) were spent 
on beauty preparations and treatment. (Some are itemized above.) 

In the same year, the government’s bill for new hospitals was £31,000,000. 

Feminine habits add up to startling statistics. Granada documented them for 
television in a special program: The Price of a Pretty Face. Fashion magazine 
editors, models, beauty parlor owners, chemists and psychologists were inter* 
viewed. English husbands were edified. 

GRANADA TV NETWORK, ENGLAND 
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